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To

INTERIM REPORT

. THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

May It Please Your Majesty,

We, the Commissioners appointed to examine and report on the present
conditions of agricultural and rural economy in British India, and to

make recommendations for the improvement of agriculture and to

promote the welfare and prosperity oi the rural population ; in particular
to investigate : (a) the measures now being taken for the promotion
of agricultural and veterinary research experiment, demonstration and

education, lor the compilation of agricultural statistics, tor the introduc-

tion of new and better crops and for improvement in agricultural practice,

dairy farming and the breeding of stock ; (6) the existing methods of

transport and marketing of agricultural produce and stock
; (c) the

methods by which agricultural operations are financed and credit afforded

to agriculturists ; (d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the

welfare of the agricultural population ; and to make recommendations ;

availing ourselves of Your Majesty's permission to report our proceedings
from time to tune, desire to submit to Your Majesty the minutes of the
evidence which we have taken up to the 29th of January 1027 on the

subject of our Inquiry.

All of which we most humbly Mibmit for Your Majesty's most gracious
consideration.

ned) LINLITHGOW,
Clunrman.

) H. S. LAWRENCE.

( ) T. H MIDDLETON.

( ) J. MAcKENNA.

( ) H. CALVERT.

( ) N. GANGULEE.

( ) L. K. HYDER.

( ) B. S. KAMAT.

(Signed) J. A. MADAM,

( ,. ) P. W. H. SMITH,

Joint Secretaries

ZlslJuly 1927.
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
*
Generally,

To examine and report on the present conditions of agriculture and
rural economy in British India and to make recommendations for the

improvement of agriculture and the promotion of the welfare and

prosperity of the rural population ;

In particular to investigate

(a) the measures now being taken for the promotion of agricultural
and veterinary research, experiment, demonstration and educa-

tion, for the compilation of agricultural statistics, for the intro-

duction of new and better crops and for improvement in agricul-
tural practice, dairy farming and the breeding of stock

;

(6) the existing methods of transport and marketing of agricultural

produce and stock
;

(c) the methods by which agricultural operations are financed and
credit afforded to agriculturists ;

(d) the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the welfare of the

agricultural population ;

and to make recommendations.

It will not be within the scope of the Commission's duties to make
recommendations regarding the existing system of landownership and

tenancy or of the assessment of land revenue and irrigation charges, or

the existing division of functions between the Government of India and
the local Governments. But the Commission shall be at liberty to suggest
means whereby the activities of the Governments in India may best be
co-ordinated and to indicate directions in which the Government of

India may usefully supplement the activities of local Governments.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

PABT I

Question.

1. Research.

2. Agricultural education.

3. Demonstration and propaganda.

4. Administration.

5. Finance.

6. Agricultural indebtedness.

7. Fragmentation of holdings.

PART II

8. Irrigation.

9. Soils.

10. Fertilisers.

11. Crops.

12. Cultivation.

13. Crop protection.

14. Implements.

PABT III

15. Veterinary.

16. Animal husbandry.

PABT IV

17. Agricultural industries.

18. Agricultural labour.

19. Forests.

20. Marketing.

21. Tariffs and sea freights.

22. Co-operation.

23. General education.

24. Attracting capital.

25. Welfare of rural population.

26. Statistics.



QUESTIONNAIRE

PART I

1. Research.

(a) Have you suggestions to advance for the better organisation,

administration and financing of

(i) All research affecting the welfare of the agriculturist, including
research into the scientific value of the indigenous theory and

traditional methods of agriculture,

(ii) Veterinary research ?

(6) If in cases known to you progress is not being made because of the

want of skilled workers, or field or laboratory facilities for study or by
reason of any other handicaps, please give particulars. [Suggestions
of a general kind should be made under (a) ; answers under this heading
should relate to specific subjects. The purpose is to secure a list of

the problems met with by scientific investigators in the course of their

work which are being held over because of lack of resources or deficient

organisation.]

(c) Can you suggest any particular subject for research not at present

being investigated to which attention might usefully be turned ?

2. Agricultural Education.

With reference to any form of agricultural education of which you may
have experience, please state your views on the following :

(i) Is the supply of teachers and institutions sufficient ?

(ii) Is there an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities in any
district or districts known to you personally ?

(iii) Should teachers in rural areas be drawn from the agricultural
classes ?

(iv) Are the attendances at existing institutions as numerous as you
would expect in present circumstances ;

if not, state reasons.

Can you suggest measures likely to stimulate the demand for

instruction ?

(v) What are the main incentives which induce lads to study
agriculture ?

(vi) Are pupils mainly drawn from the agricultural classes ?

(oii) Are there any modifications in existing courses of study which

appear to be called for
;

if so, what are they ?

(mil) What are your views upon (a) nature study ; (b) school plots ;

(c) school farms ?

(ix) What are the careers of the majority of students who have
studied agriculture ?

(x) How can agriculture be made attractive to middle class youths ?

(xi) Are there recent movements for improving the technical

knowledge of students who have studied agriculture ?



VI

(xii) How can adult education in rural tracts be popularised ?

(xiii) In suggesting any scheme for better educational facilities in

rural areas, please give your views for (a) its administration

and (6) its finance.

3. Demonstration and Propaganda.

(a) What are the measures which in your view have been successful in

influencing and improving the practice of cultivators ?

(b) Can you make suggestions for increasing the effectiveness of field

demonstrations ?

(c) Can you suggest methods whereby cultivators may be induced to

adopt expert advice ?

(d) If you are aware of any striking instances of the success or the

failure of demonstration and propaganda work, please give particulars
and indicate the reasons for success or for failure.

4. Administration.

(a) Do you wish to suggest means towards the better co-ordination

of the activities of the Governments in India or to indicate directions

in which the Government of India may usefully supplement the activities

of the local Governments ?

(b) Is it your opinion that the expert scientific knowledge required
in the development of agriculture in the different Provinces could be

supplied to a greater extent than is the case at present by increasing
the scientific staff of the Government of India ? If so, indicate the types
of work which would benefit by pooling the services of experts, and

suggest how that work should be controlled.

(c) Are you satisfied from the agricultural standpoint with the services

afforded4by
(i) The Agricultural and Veterinary Services,

(ii) Railways and steamers,

(Hi) Roads,

(iv) Meteorological Department,

(v) Posts, and

(vi) Telegraphs, including wireless ?

If not, please indicate directions in which you think these Services

might be improved or extended.

5. Finance*

(a) What are your views as to the steps that should be taken for the

better financing of agricultural operations and for the provision of short

and long-term credit to cultivators ?

(6) Do you wish to suggest means whereby cultivators may be induced

to make fuller use of the Government system of taccavi ?

6. Agricultural Indebtedness.

(a) What in your opinion are :

(i) the main causes of borrowing,

(ii) the sources of credit, and

(iii) the reasons preventing repayment.
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(6) What measures in your opinion are necessary for lightening agri-
culture's burden of debt ? For example, should special measures be taken

to deal with rural insolvency, to enforce the application of the Usurious

Loans Act, or to facilitate the redemption of mortgages ?

(c) Should measures be taken to restrict or control the credit of

cultivators such as limiting the right of mortgage and sale ? Should
non-terminable mortgages be prohibited ?

7. Fragmentation of Holdings.

(a) Do you wish to suggest means for reducing the loss in agricultural

efficiency attendant upon the excessive subdivision of holdings ?

(6) What are the obstacles in the way of consolidation and how can

they be overcome ?

(c) Do you consider legislation to be necessary to deal with minors,
widows with life interest, persons legally incapable, alienation arid

dissentients, and to keep disputes out of the courts ?

PART II

8. Irrigation.

(a) Name any district or districts in which you advocate the adoption
of new irrigation schemes, or suggest extensions or improvements in the

existing systems or methods of irrigation by

(i) Perennial and non-perennial canals,

(ii) Tanks and ponds,

(in) Wells.

What are the obstacles in your district or Province to the extension of

irrigation by each of the above methods ?

(6) Are you satisfied with the existing methods of distributing canal

water to cultivators ? Describe the methods that have been employed
to prevent wastage of water by evaporation and by absorption in the

soil. What form of outlet for distribution to cultivators at the tail

end do you regard as the most equitable and economical ? Have these

methods and devices been successful, or do you wish to suggest improve-
ments ?

(N.B. Irrigation charges are not within the terms of reference of the

Commission, and should not be commented upon.)

9. Soils.

(a) Have you suggestions to make

(t) for the improvement of soils, whether by drainage or other means,
not dealt with under other headings in this questionnaire.

(ii) for the reclamation of Alkali (Usar) or other uncultivable land,

(ut) for the prevention of the erosion of the surface soil by flood

water ?

(b) Can you give instances of soils known to you which, within your
recollection, have

(i) undergone marked improvement,

(ii) suffered marked deterioration ?

If so, please give full particulars.
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(c) What measures should Government take to encourage the reclama-

tion of areas of cultivable land which have gone out of cultivation ?

10. Fertilisers.

(a) In your opinion, could greater use be profitably made of natural

manures or artificial fertilisers ? If so, please indicate the directions

in which you think improvement possible.

(b) Can you suggest measures to prevent the fraudulent adulteration

of fertilisers ?

(c) What methods would you employ to popularise new and improved
fertilisers ?

(d) Mention any localities known to you in which a considerable

increase in the use of manures has recently taken place.

(e) Has effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, sulphate of

ammonia, and potash manures been sufficiently investigated ? If so,

what is the result of such investigation ?

(/) What methods would you employ to discourage the practice of

using cowdung as fuel ?

11. Crops.

(a) Please give your views on

(i) the improvement of existing crops,

(ii) the introduction of new crops including fodder crops,

(Hi) the distribution of seeds,

(iv) the prevention of damage by wild animals.

(b) Can you suggest any heavy yielding food crops in replacement of

the present crops ?

(c) Any successful efforts in improving crops or substituting more

profitable crops which have come under your own observation should be

mentioned.

12. Cultivation.

Can you suggest improvements in

(i) the existing system of tillage, or

(ii) the customary rotations or mixtures of the more important crops ?

13. Crop Protection, Internal and External.

Please give your views on

(i) The efficacy and sufficiency of existing measures for protection
of crops from external infection, pests and diseases.

(ii) The desirability of adopting internal measures against infection.

14. Implements.

(a) Have you any suggestion for the improvement of existing, or the

introduction of new, agricultural implements and machinery ?

(6) What steps do you think may usefully be taken to hasten the

adoption by the cultivator of improved implements ?
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(c)
Are there any difficulties which manufacturers have to contend

with in the production of agricultural implements or their distribution

for sale throughout the country ? If so, can you suggest means by
which these difficulties may be removed ?

PAKT III

15. Veterinary.

(a) Should the Civil Veterinary Department be under the Director of

Agriculture or should it be independent ?

(6) (i) Are dispensaries under the control of Local (District) Boards ?

Does this system work well ?

(ii) Is the need for expansion being adequately met ?

(Hi) Would you advocate the transfer of control to Provincial

authority ?

(c) (i) Do agriculturists make full use of the veterinary dispensaries ?

If not, can you suggest improvements to remedy this ?

(ii) Is full use made of touring dispensaries ?

(d) What are the obstacles met with i n dealing with contagious diseases ?

Do you advocate legislation dealing with notification, segregation,

disposal of diseased carcases, compulsory inoculation of contacts and

prohibition of the movement of animals exposed to infection ? Failing

legislation, can you suggest other means of improving existing conditions ?

(e) Is there any difficulty in securing sufficient serum to meet the

demand ?

(/) What are the obstacles in the way of popularising preventive
inoculation ? Is any fee charged, and, if so, does this act as a deterrent ?

(g) Do you consider that the provision of further facilities for research

into animal disease is desirable ?

If so, do you advocate that such further facilities should take the

form of

(i) an extension of the Muktesar Institute, or

(ii) the setting up, or extension of, Provincial Veterinary Research
Institutions ?

(h) Do you recommend that special investigations should be conducted

by-
'

(i) officers of the Muktesar Institute, or

(ii) research officers in the Provinces ?

(i) Do you recommend the appointment of a Superior Veterinary
Officer with the Government of India ? What advantages do you expect
would result from such an appointment ?

16. Animal Husbandry.

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for

(i) improving the breeds of livestock,

(ii) the betterment of the dairying industry,

(Hi) improving existing practice in animal husbandry ?



(b) Comment on the following as causes of injury to cattle in your
district

(i) Overstocking of common pastures,

(ii) Absence of enclosed pastures, such as grass borders in tilled

fields,

(Hi) Insufficiency of dry fodder such as the straw of cereals or the

stems and leaves of pulses,

(iv) Absence of green fodders in dry seasons,

(v) Absence of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs.

(c) Please mention the months of the year in which fodder shortage
is most marked in your district. For how many weeks does scarcity

of fodder usually exist ? After this period of scarcity ends how many
weeks elapse before young growing cattle begin to thrive ?

(d) Can you suggest any practicable methods of improving or supple-

menting the fodder supply that would be applicable to your district ?

(e) How can landowners be induced to take a keener practical interest

in these matters ?

PART IV
17. Agricultural Industries.

(a) Can you give any estimate ot the number of days of work done by
an average cultivator on his holding during the year ? What does he

do in the slack season ?

(6) Can you suggest means for encouraging the adoption of subsidiary
industries ? Can you suggest any new subsidiary industries to occupy
the spare time of the family which could be established with Government
aid?

(c) What are the obstacles in the way of expansion of such industries

as beekeeping, poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulture, pisciculture,

lac culture, rope making, basket making, etc. ?

(d) Do you think that Government should do more to establish

industries connected with the preparation of agricultural produce for

consumption, such as oil pressing, sugar making, cotton ginning, rice

hulling, utilisation of wheat straw for card-board, utilisation of cotton

seed for felt, fodd or, oil and fuel, utilisation of rice straw for paper, etc. ?

(e) Could subsidiary employment be found by encouraging industrial

concerns to move to rural areas ? Can you suggest methods ?

(/) Do you recommend a more intensive study of each rural industry
in its technical, commercial and financial aspects, with a view to, among
other things, introduction of improved tools and appliances ?

(g) Can you suggest any other measures which might lead to greater
rural employment ?

(h) Can you suggest means whereby the people could be induced to

devote their spare time to improving the health conditions of their own
environment ?



18. Agricultural Labour.

(a) What measures, if any, should be taken to attract agricultural
labour from areas in which there is a surplus to

(i) areas under cultivation in which there is a shortage of such labour ?

and

(ii) areas in which large tracts of cultivable land remain uncultivated ?

Please distinguish between suggestions designed to relieve seasonal

unemployment and proposals for the permanent migration of agricultural

population.

(6) If there is any shortage of agricultural labour in your Province,

what are the causes thereof and how could they be removed ?

(c) Can you suggest measures designed to facilitate the occupation
and development, by surplus agricultural labour, of areas not at present
under cultivation ?

19. Forests.

(a) Do you consider that forest lands as such are at present being put
to their fullest use for agricultural purposes ? For instance, are grazing
facilities granted to the extent compatible with the proper preservation
of forest areas ? If not, state the changes or developments in current

practice which you consider advisable.

(6) Can you suggest means whereby the supply of firewood and fodder

in rural areas may be increased ?

(c) Has deterioration of forests led to soil erosion ? What remedies

would you suggest for erosion and damage from floods ?

(d) Can you indicate any methods by which supply of moisture in the

soil, the rainfall and supply of canal water can be increased and regulated

by afforestation or by the increased protection of forests so as to benefit

agriculture ? Would the same methods be useful in preventing the

destruction by erosion of agricultural land ?

(e) Is there an opening for schemes of afforestation in the neighbourhood
of villages ?

(/) Are forests suffering deterioration from excessive grazing ? Is

soil erosion being thereby facilitated ? Suggest remedies.

20. Marketing.

(a) Do you consider existing market facilities to be satisfactory ?

Please specify and criticise the markets to which you refer, and make

suggestions for their improvement.

(6) Are you satisfied with the existing system of marketing and distribu-

tion ? If not, please indicate the produce to which you refer and describe

and criticise in detail the channels of marketing and distribution from
the producer to the consumer in India (or exporter in the case of produce
exported overseas). State the services rendered by each intermediary
and whether such intermediary acts in the capacity of merchant or

commission agent, and comment upon the efficiency of these services and
the margins upon which such intermediaries operate. Please describe
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the method by which each transaction is financed, or in the case of barter,

by which an exchange is effected.

(c) Do you wish to suggest steps whereby the quality, purity, grading
or packing of agricultural produce may be improved, distinguishing where

possible between produce destined for

(i) Indian markets ?

(ii) Export markets 1

(d) Do you think that more effective steps might be taken to place
at the disposal of cultivators, merchants and traders information as to

market conditions, whether Indian or overseas
; crop returns

; complaints
as to Indian produce from wheresoever originating ;

and agricultural and

marketing news in general ?

21. Tariffs and Sea Freights.

Do existing (a) customs duties, both import and export, and (b) sea

freights adversely affect the prosperity of the Indian cultivator ? If so,

have you any recommendations to make ?

22. Co-operation.

(a) What steps do you think should be taken to encourage the growth
of the co-operative movement

(i) by Government,

(ii) by non-official agencies ?

(6) Have you any observations to make upon

(i) Credit societies
;

(ii) Purchase societies
;

(Hi) Societies formed for the sale of produce or stock
;

(it?) Societies for effecting improvements e.g., the digging of wells

and the construction of bunds, walls and fences, or the planting
of hedges ;

(v) Societies formed for the aggregation of fragmented holdings
and their redistribution in plots of reasonable size

;

(m) Societies for the co-operative use of agricultural machinery ;

(mi) Societies for joint farming ;

(viii) Cattle breeding societies
;

(ix) Societies formed for any purpose connected with agriculture
or with the betterment of village life, but not specified above ?

(c) Where co-operative schemes for joint improvement, such as co-

operative irrigation or co-operative fencing or a co-operative consolidation

of holdings scheme, cannot be given effect to owing to the unwillingness
of a small minority to join, do you think legislation should be introduced

in order to compel such persons to join for the common benefit of all ?

(d) Do you consider that those societies of which you have personal

knowledge have, in the main, achieved their object ?
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23. General Education.

(a) Do you wish to make observations upon existing systems of educa-

tion in their bearing upon the agricultural efficiency of the people ? If

you make suggestions, please distinguish, as far as possible, between

(i) Higher or collegiate,

(ii) Middle school, and

(Hi) Elementary school education.

(6) (i) Can you suggest any methods whereby rural education may
improve the ability and culture of agriculturists of all grades while

retaining their interest in the land ?

fa) What is your experience of compulsory education in rural areas ?

(Hi) What is the explanation of the small proportion of boys in rural

primary schools who pass through the fourth class ?

24. Attracting Capital.

(a) What steps are necessary in order to induce a larger number of

men of capital and enterprise to take to agriculture ?

(6) What are the factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural
land from carrying out improvements ?

25. Welfare of Rural Population.

(a) Outside the subjects enumerated above, have you any suggestions
to offer for improving hygiene in rural areas and for the promotion of

the general well-being and prosperity of the rural population ?

(6) Are you, for instance, in favour of Government conducting economic

surveys in typical villages with a view to ascertaining the economic

position of the cultivators ? If so, what, in your opinion, should be the

scope and methods of such enquiries ?

(c) If you have carried out anything in the nature of such intensive

enquiry, please state the broad conclusions which you reached.

26. Statistics.

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for the extension or improvement
of the existing methods of

(i) ascertaining areas under cultivation and crops ;

(ii) estimating the yield of agricultural produce ;

(Hi) enumerating livestock and implements ;

(iv) collecting information on land tenure, the incidence of land

revenue and the size of the agricultural population ;

(v) arranging and publishing agricultural statistics ?

(b) Have you any other suggestions to make under this heading ?
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CHAPTER L Tenures and Holdings.

6. Fragmentation in Chhallugarh. Only in the Chhattisgarh Division is the

fragmentation of holdings a serious problem. Elsewhere, though it cannot be
said that holdings are compact, the subdivision into separate fields IB not so
minute at to cause anxiety.
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In Chhattisgarh the natural tendency to sub-division inherent m the Hindu
and Mahommedan law of succession has been exaggerated by the old time

practice of periodical redistribution of the fields in each village so as to ensure

that each cultivator got his share of the different kinds of lands. It is common
to find a holding of 10 acres scattered about in 40 tiny little plots of land, and
the number of fields in a Chhattisgarh village will frequently run to a thousand
for every hundred found in other tracts. The evils of such a system in the path
of agricultural progress are obvious.

Hitherto there has been little success in efforts at consolidation and such

progress as has been made has generally been due to the efforts of the people,

usually the landlord, acting alone. The subject was first attacked in 1905,

but was allowed to drop from 1907 to 1912, when it was once more taken up.

Again the War interfered, but in the past year, the subject has again come into

prominence. The chief obstacles to progress are the apathy of the people and
the low standard of living that prevails, suspicion of change and especially
the feeling that the rich man and not the poor man will be the gainer, proneness
to litigation and caste disputes. In addition legal difficulties regarding transfer

of rights in exchanged holdings are a considerable hindrance. As an example
of what can be effected where there is a readiness to co-operate in the reform
the village of Matwari in the Drug district can be instanced. The number of

fields when the village, consisting of 827 acres only, was last renumbered,
was 2,934. By family sub-division this number rose to 3,651. After consolida-
tion it stands at 243 and the average number^ of fields held by each cultivator

has fallen from 98 to 8. The problem is now engaging the attention of

Government. Its solution will require special legislation and special staff,

for the failure in the past can partly at least be attributed to the fact that

the wort was entrusted to busy revenue officers to do what they could in the

time they could spare from their regular duties.

CHAPTER IV. Marketing.

2L Crop movement* Cotton goes* from the west of the Province almost

entirly to Bombay. Some is used in local mills or goes to Ahmedabad but

very little eastward to Calcutta. Wheat goes to Bombay, though there is a

distinct movement from the wheat and plateau tiacts to Bcrai.

The rice of the Wainganga tract goevS chiefly to Nagpur and Berar and
some to the Nerbudda \alley. That ot Chhattisgarh goes partly to Jubbulpore
and partly to Calcutta. Though the movement of rice is more active than it

was, the export from the Province is not so important as might be expected
from the large area under thir crop. The oil -seeds export of the Province is

considerable and moves chiefly to Bombay.

22. Market practice. Most of the foreign liade is in the hands of a limited
number of large firms who have established upcountry agencies in the larger
towns. At times, as in the organised cotton markets of Berar, they buy direct
from the cultivator but usually they deal through brokers. There are also

many local firms of vaiying importance; these purchase from the cultivator
and either sell to the larger firms or consign direct. Below these there are
the village bamas who lend money or grain to the cultivators; they pay low
prices, recovering grain in lieu of money or seed advanced. Though reserv-

ing some of this return for lending, their surplus goes on to the district markets
and is taken up by the bigger firms. Lastly there are the itinerant traders who
move from village to village, generally working in the more distant areas, paying
something like 10 to 16 per cent below the market rate in grain and often much
below this in cotton. These either pay the cultivator on the spot direct or on
delivery a* the nearest marke.v of any size. In the case of paddy, they generally
buy as dhan (unhusked). They sell their grain in the district markets to larger
merchants.

In tracts of more advanced character, for instance in the rice area of

Balaghat, Bhandara and nearer the bigger markets in Chhattisgarh, the grower
sells his

^
crops at the big markets on the railway or, near Nagpur, he may

bring it into the main central market of that city. There is considerable market
competition at these district centres on the railway. Sales and purchases are
effected through brokers and commission agenti.
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At Nagpur the grain is sold by auction and this is coming in elsewhere.

Brokerage is charged at the rate of 3 annas per 400 Ibs. and the municipal
charge is Rs. 2 octroi and 8 annas market charge per cart of about 600 Ibs.

The cultivators who bring their produce into the district markets undoubtedly

get a better price than when selling to the itinerant trader and very mucn
better one than when selling under the semi-compulsion of debt to their banker, the

village bania. The open markets, however, have their drawbacks in the form
of petty charges, unfair deductions on the score of quality or the presence of a

"ring' of brokers. Moreover as the markets are administered by municipal
committees cultivating interests aie as a rule not adequately represented. In

most markets the prices are not published. This and a more adequate means
of dealing with brokers who fraudulently exploit the cultivator would help
matters. The formation of co-operative sale societies by members of agricul-
tural associations is, howe\er, the only satisfactory means of getting a fair price
in the grain markets.

23. Cotton maikettng. Cotton requires separate mention. Marketing practice
and conditions vary in the Central Provinces and in Berar. The Berar markets
are highly organised and regulated by rules, and on paper they provide an

equitable market.

The necessity of guarding the buyei against a cart load being not up to

sample is of course necessary, but it is here where the seller is most open to

being swindled by unfair deductions once the cart has reached the ginnery,
unless, as is not al \vays the case, he is a sufficiently keen businessman to be
able to meet the buyer o*n his own ground.

These markets in Berar have been the subject of a close investigation
instituted by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. The results of this inquiry
have not yet been published but they indicate that a strict application of the

rules to govern these markets will be necessary to prevent a good deal of the
fraud at present practised on the seller

In the Nagpur-Wardha area there is a big central market at Nagpur and a
number of smaller ones in the distiiots. These markets are well organised from
the point of view of the purchaser. There is certainly competition but it is

organised competition and therefoie not unrestricted. The procedure at most
markets is that the purchasers acting on telegraphic information from Bombay
agree among themselves as to the maximum price they will offer for the best

quality of the particular market. They arrive at this maximum price by a sort

of auction process not auction in the ordinary sense of the term, because the

price is arrived at before any cotton changes hands or the seller comes into the

picture. In other words, it is not the commodity which is auctioned but the

price which will be paid. The maximum price for the day is then declared.
Business between firms and sellers is carried! through by brokers. If the seller's

cotton is up to the best standard, tie gels the full price. If not, it is subject
to deduction in the weight paid for This is where the broker comes in. He
brings the two parties to agreement Deductions are made on account of dirt,

dampness, rain or late picking, and vanes in amount according to the place of

origin. In markets where good quality cotton is the rule, deduction is very small.
An ordinary rate at Nagpur is a deduction of 28 to 40 Ibs. per load off the

weight paid for. Brokerage is 8 annas a cart.

At one or two markets the practice differs. The price is not fixed and
competition is unrestiicted, each cart being sold on its merits. The result is

that Ihe grower gets f.bout Rs. 2 per kkandi more at such markets.

CHAPTER V. Prices, Wages and Labour.

K- ' # # *

25. Shortage of agntullural labour. In all agricultural tracts, there has been
of recent years a distinct indication of a shortage of labour and with this shortage
a marked rise in its piice. The intensity of the shortage and the price demanded
und paid varies from tract to tract. It is most intense in the cotton tract,

less so in the wheat and least in the rice tract, but, generally speaking, the

labouring classes have never been so prosperous as they are today.

The shortage Is largely due to the influenza epidemic of 1919, but it is

affected by other factors which operate to different extents in different
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areas. The rise in the price of labour is in part the outcome of the higher cost

of food supplies and in part the result of a shortage of labourers.

The agricultural operations of the cotton tract and the wheat tract would

not be possible but for the fact that there is a steady flow of immigrant labour,

largely of a seasonal or periodic type, from areas outside the Province and from
one area of the Province to another. The rice tracts, however, depend on their

own labour supply as also does the plateau, though in both there are certain

internal movements.

26. Wages in the Chhatttsgarh area. In Chhattisgarh, where the standard

of living is low and pressure of population is not sufficiently great to stimulate

intense forms of cultivation like transplantation, the price of laboui, as

compared with other areas, is low. Though principally paid in the form of

grain, it may be taken as equivalent to Rs. 7 per mensem for permanent labour

and at 4 annas for male and 2 annas 6 pies for women for casual daily labour.

In the rice tract, work is plentiful from June to November and in certain

sections, where cold weather crops are extensively grown in addition to paddy,
it can keep labour employed most of the year. Where, however, the cropping
is chiefly restricted ro paddy, there is little work after the harvest is once in.

Again, in this tract there is a large number of holdings of two to four acres

which by themselves are unable to support the owneis. These three factors,

i.e., a low standard of living, an absence of work for seven to eight months

per annum and the existence of a large body of small cultivators whose holdings
are entirely inadequate, make this tract the principal area in the Central Provinces
from which emigration takes place. The labour of this area is found in other

parts of the Central Provinces to ihe extent of 267,000 and is utilised in the

tract itself on irrigation construction work. The Chhattisgarh labourer also

migrates in very considerable numbers to the iron and coalfields of Orissa and

Bengal and the tea gardens of Assam. As many as 48,000 move to Assam and
the majority of 80,000 to the coal and iron industries. A considerable amount
of the movement is seasonal in character. The labour leaves after the harvest

of the paddy and returns for the sowing. An appreciable amount, derived from
the body of small holders who find it more advantageous to make over the

farming of their allotments to others, is of longer duration.

Consolidation of holdings which might reasonably be expected to lead to an
increase in the intensity of cultivation would undoubtedly affect the labour pro-
blem in other areas.

27. Wages in the Wainganga tract. The payment of labour in the Wain-
ganga area, except near the larger towns, is usually in kind. When paid in

cash, monthly labour receives Rs. 7 to Rs. 8 and the average daily man labour
of a casual character is paid at 4 to 5 annas and women at 2$ to 3 annas

per day. The pressure of rural population is greater, holdings are comparatively
consolidated and cultivation for the most part is much more intensive and
transplantation is common. Seasonal demands for agricultural labour are more
acute. A woman at transplanting time may get from Re. 1 to Re. 1-8-0 for

three days' work. In addition there is a growing competitive industrial demand,
the manganese mines, the bidt factories, the industrial claims of Nagpur and
to some extent the needs of the cotton tract to the west all competing for

casual labour. Labour difficulties are also increased by caste friction. This
rice tract thus differs from Chhattisgarh in that its standard of agriculture requires
more labour while there are more active outside agencies which compete for an

already limited supply when measured by this standard. The man who cultivates

his own land does not feel this in the way in which it affects employers. There
are areas of land commanded by irrigation which, because of labour shortage,
are not utilised and the extension of transplantation as a method of increasing
food supplies has been checked, except in the more southern portions which
are less affected. In this tract there is a seasonal movement of labour from
broadcasting to transplanting areas and also some immigration from the other
rice tract.

28. Mtgiation to the wheat aiea. The labour in the wheat area requires a

good deal higher wage than it did, but though the Agricultural Department has
the necessary machinery which will materially save labour, it is only recently that
the employer of such laboui, the bigger grower, has begun to think of the utilisa-

tion of machinery and it may be argued that, though he complains about the
cost, he is still able to pay the wage that labour demands.
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The wheat tract receives its labour at harvest time from two sources. There
are two currents of immigiation of labour into the Central Provinces, one from

the north-east, the other from the south-west. The wheat area
>
takes up most

of the north-east flow, which is derived from the Central Indian Agency and

the east of the United Provinces and is absorbed in Jubbulpore, Saugor and
Daraoh. Though a proportion of this is attracted by the industries of Jubbulpore,
a very coniderable mass is of a periodic character and is influenced by the needs

of the harvest of the wheat crop. Between 80,000 and 90,000 harvesters come
annually into these districts from this source.

The other source of labour in this tract is from the plateau, something like

28,000 to 30,000 coming in annually to seek employment in the western districts

of the wheat tract. They are largely aboriginals, Gonds, Korkus and the like,

who, having harvested their millets and rice, migrate into the Nerbudda valley.
A bad wheat year hits these people very seriously. Though the wheat might
be harvested quicker, if there were more labour and though high wages or the

.equivalent in kind are demanded at harvest time, the really critical season in

the wheat tract is the sowing season, when it is dependent on its own supply
Returns are undoubtedly lower owing to the delay which takes place at this

season and this probably accounts for the much greater interest taken in an
automatic seed drill than in a reaping machine in this tract.

# # # *

31. Migration of labour to the cotton tiact. There is a distinct immigrant
population from outside the boundaries of the Province coming in from the

south-west. Thus Nimar in the last census showed 53,000 as against 43,000^
in the

previous census, but this was in part due to the peculiarity of the conditions of

the census year and shortage of water in extra provincial areas In addition

there is a steady flow of population into this district from the west of {lie pi ileau.

The southern and border districts of Berar showed 79,000 external immi-

grants, the vast majority of whom are attracted by trade or by the serronal labour
demand of the gins and the cotton fields.

In the rest of Berar 240,000 of the population recorded in the last census

were from other parts of the Provinces. Though possibly to a considerable

degree attracted by trade, they include a distinct body of periodic labour influ-

enced by the wages offered at the cotton gins and on the cotton fields. In spite
of the natural increase in population and an inflow from Bombay and Hyderabad
and from other parts of the Central Provinces, a certain definite percentage of

which is undoubtedly attracted by agricultural work, there has of recent years
been a definite reduction in the amount of labour available for agricultural

purposes. All over the tract during the last few years, bigger growers dependent
on hired labour, particularly for weeding and picking, have found this difficulty.
The high wages offered are due partly to the higher price of necessities and
partly to the reduction of available supplies of labour or at least the failure of

the suppjv to meet the extension of aiea under cotton.

Scarcity in the field is usually attributed to the better wages obtaining at

the ginneries during the ginning season. This industrial competition undoubtedly
operates at the picking season attracting to the urban centres the natural labour
population and also a portion of the periodic immigrant flow, but it does not
account for the shortage earlier in the year.

The shortage of field labour is in part due to the withdrawal from the rnn\s
of the agricultural labour population of a part of those who in the past took nn
active share in the cultivation. The high prices ruling for cotton during the
last decade and the money coming in on this account to small holders have
tended to reduce the number of women seeking employment in the fields, the
need for such effort on their part being less. The same cause has led to the
conversion of some of the working small holders into direct employers of labour
for work they once did themselves, but which the prices obtained for cotton

permit them to get others to do. These men thus increase the demand on exist-

ing supplies. A fall in the price of cotton will tend to an increase in casual
labour, chiefly in the shape of the labour absorbed by this class. With the heavy
slump of prices in 1925-26, casual labour at once showed signs of becoming
more fluid.
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CHAPTER VIIL Finance of Agriculturists.

45. Banking influence, The joint stock banks do not play any very direct

part in finance. The Imperial Bank in the Central Provinces contents itself

with loans to the co-operative banks and thus indirectly assists. The Allahabad
Bank finances the bigger grain buyers who can thus at once pay^ off the grower.
The banks advance money against the value of grain brought in by the grain

buyer and lodged in the sealed godowns owned by the bank. The advance made
is well covered by the grain. When the buyer wishes to dispose of his grain,
he pays the banks the original value of such grain as he wishes to remove for

sale.

The bigger Indian banks working on indigenous lines are more closely
associated with the financing of agriculture. The include bigger professional

moneylenders, and their business consists in lending to smaller moneylenders
and landlords. The Marwari banker prefers to finance a lender rather than take

up mortgages, but the differences between their business and that of the smaller

village moneylender is inconsiderable.

The Indian banking houses provide a series of middlemen doing business,

the method of which varies from those of a western bank to those of the petty
village moneylender.

46. Causes of indebtedness Agriculture all the world over requires the

assistance of borrowed capital. Here, however, capital is scarce and interest high.
There is not enough money to enable the country to be farmed as it might be.

The agriculturist of these Provinces is subject to the extraordinary fluctuations

in values which obtain in India, militating against sound finance and reacting

heavily against the small holder. Foi example, the cotton crop was one year
valued at four crores and the next at eleven. Differences like this lead to debt
and thriftlessness. If, moreover, the extravagant social customs which bear no
relation to individual wealth but are governed by caste needs are taken into

account, the causes of his indebtedness can be understood. The lender of money,
so long as he only lends and recovers his loan and interest, is a beneficial

economic factor; but, unfortunately, this is not always his only form of activity.

Mr. McDougall, in his economic study of a Chhattisgarbi village, shows
that six-sevenths of the total debt of the village was for unproductive purposes
and that, were it not for the principal and interest which the villagers had to

meet on account of such loans, the return from the average whole-time culti-

vator's land would have left him with a distinct margin of saving over the
demands of his annual family budget.

47. Sources of capital in villages. The two commonest village lenders are
the malguzar of the village and the village bania or sowcar who may or may not
be the malguznr. The malguzar, if he is a resident cultivator, of the same
caste as his tenants and not a land-grabber, is a bereftti 1 lender and the condition
of the village is good. But very frequently he is an alien landlord, w.ho aims
at getting his tenant as completely as possible into debt and then, taking all

his produce, either leaves him just sufficient for bare maintenance or actually
deprives him of his land This class of moneylendmg landlord is a curse. He
represents one of the chief obstacles to agricultural and economic advance. He
is prevalent in many parts of the wheat and rice tracts.

The other lender is a sowcar not directly connected with village ownership.
At most places he is resident in the village; at others he may be itinerant.

Thij class of small village moneylender usually relies on one of the bigger
professional lenders for the capital with which he makes his petty loans.

In some areas the mrlguzar does the seed lending while the village sowcar
provides the money loans. At others the malguzar combines both functions.
At others, again, the cultivator depends on the sowcar for both his seed and
other requirements.

In Chhattisgarh and in pnrts of the wheat tract, the landlords and big tenants
do most of the lending, while in the Wainganga tract lending is partly in

the hands of landlords and partly in the hands of substantial moneylenders.
In Berar the moneylender is the source of capital. In the plateau uplands the
small sowcar is the chief moneylender. In the more backward or roadless

districts, the travelling dealer is the source of loans.

Mixed up with lending there is also a good deal of trading. These sowcars
do a regular business with all but the very substantial tenants. The average
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and smaller cultivator maintains a running account with the sowcar, disposing

of all his produce but repaying advances in order to secure future ones. In

many areas, a sowcar of one type or another is the village banker and the village

trader.

48. Other sources of financial help. Brokers attached to big markets not

infrequently make advances to cultivators on the understanding that the borrowers
sell all their produce through them in the established markets. Such loans are

generally covered by some security, such as land, ornaments or a money bond.

In some districts, the owners of ginning factories, who are buyers of cotton,

advance money for cotton cultivation on much the same terms as brokers.

Again petty dealers, moving from village to village, buy crops in advance and
at the <ime of doing so make advances which are utilised for cultivation-

49. Types of loan. Grain for seed is nearly all advanced by either the

malguzar or the sowcar, on condition that, after harvest, the seed is returned

with the addition of from 25 per cent to 50 per cent of the amount lent Usually
sawai harhi or 25 per cent is the commonest interest; but 50 per cent is at times

charged in the first instance on a loan of this kind. The terms on a six-month
loan look high, but when the difference in seed value at sowing and harvest is

considered together with the risk, it is not unfair.

Cash loans take a number of different forms and earn very varying interests.

In the case of small loans

(1) Interest may be charged at 1 to 1J annas per rupee per mensem or

at 18 to 36 per cent per annum.

(2) A cultivator may borrow an sawai taking Rs. 100 in June and giving
his bond for Rs. 125 payable in December. If not paid, Rs. 125
becomes subject to compound interest at 25 per cent.

(3) Another system is known as khat, whereby the borrower, desiring
Rs. 100, executes a bond for Rs. 125 and agrees to repay at the rate

of Rs. 5 per month. Before he gets the money, however, he has to

pay the first instalment, together with one gratuity of Rs. 5 to the
lender's agent and another of Rs. 2 to the bond writer. He thus

gets Rs. 88 but has to repay Rs. 120.

(4) Another system is known as whar. A loan of Rs. 50 is taken on an,

agreement to pay a rupee a week for 62^ weeks. The first seven
instalments are deducted before any of the loan is paid and a further

6 per cent of the whole loan for various charges. So the borrower

gets actually Rs. 40. The money is thus borrowed at 45 per cent
interest.

(5) At one time advances against the cotton crop were common but they
are nowadays rare. The general method in the cotton country
is a cash loan at the beginning of the season at 25 per cent interest

payable at harvest.

On bigger loans of Rs. 1,000 or more the security is on land mortgage and
interest will range from as low as 12 per cent according to the security offered.

50. Effects of the system of finance. It is difficult to give a clear estimate
of the losses which the agriculturist suffers through these methods, but there is IK*

doubt that they often lead to very serious indebtedness, as, for example, one
can learn from a study of the conditions which prevailed in the wheat tract

subsequent to 1900, when the average debt all over the Hoshangabad district

was fifteen times the lent. This, at 24 per cent interest, meant an annual charge
of four times the rent.

Sowcars do not encourage borrowers to clear off their advances nor are the
borrowers eager to do so. The main cause of debt is the great proportion of
such advances which are utilised unproductively. A loan doubles itself in three

years under the ordinary compound interest charged and trebles itself in five

years, The result very often is the attachment of the whole of the borrower's
moveable property except his working capital in the shape of his bullocks,
implements and house furniture. Once a suit is filed the borrower has little

chance ot getting free. In Bombay under the operation of the Deccan Agri-
culturists' Relief Act, no more than double the loan can be claimed and repayment
can be made in instalments at the discretion of the 2ourt In this Province
there is no limit to the total recoverable and the decision as to payment in
instalments rests with the creditor.
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51. Taccavi. Taccavi loans are advanced by Government to cultivators
for seed under the Agriculturists' Loans Act and for improvements under the
Land Improvement Loans Act. The rate of interest is 1 anna 3 pies per rupee
per annum or 7| per cent. Though taccavi loans can be given for the objects
named, their primary function is for the relief of distress and it is m times of

crop failure that they are most resorted to. They are intended to supplement
and not to supplant the usual sources of credit. The amount of taccavi advanced
in the crop failures of 1918 and 1920, was Rs. 81,42,297 and Rs. 1,06,00,108.

respectively. In 1924-25, which was a normal year, it amounted to Rs. 5,69,424
only. Since 1918, a certain amount of taccavi has been placed at the disposal of
the Agncultural Department. The figures below show the amounts so utilised
for the lest few years :

Rs.
1924-25 ... ... 72,000
1925-26 ... ... 81,500
1926-27 .. .. 93,000 (provision.)

The amount is only a microscopic fraction of the financial need. It is used

by the department to supply implements, machines, manures and seed to culti-

vators Cash is rarely given. The implement or manure is supplied to the
value of the loan taken This does away with the temptation to use tKe money
for other purposes. It has been of very considerable value in permitting the

spread and us>e of machinery and the introduction of cake and fertilisers in

cane cultivation. Its value for seed supplies is a little more doubtful, as

seed is comparatively easily sold and there js not the guarantee that the seed
made over to the cultivator by the Government farm under taccavi is always
actually sown.

Taaavt is unpopular with the malguzars and sowcan as it interferes with
liis grain business, nor is it as popular with the cultivator as it might be, because
it is usually given for a specific purpose, whereas the sowcar can be relied on
to make a loan for any purpose, productive or otherwise. To take a taccavi

loan may thus jeopardise the chances of a loan from the sowcar, specially if

taken for grain Another point which tells against its wider use is the fear of

not being able to meet payment and the strictness with which payment is

enforced.
* * * *

CHAPTER IX. The Relationship of Forestry to Agriculture.**#*
64. Experiment** in the supply of baled grass for stall feeding. As a result

of a conference held in 1909, experiments were undertaken for the supply of

baled grass from various forest divisions to encourage the stall feeding of cattle

by the local agricultural population, but practically no success was attained and
often the baled grass that had been stored had to be written off in succeeding
years, or disposed of at a loss.

In Damon, 195 bales, weighing 71 tons, of selected grass were offered for

sale at cost price. Of this quantity, only 4 tons were sold to agriculturists
and 62 tons to other purchasers. In Saugor, 403 bales were prepared and
offere 1 for sale at &nnas 12 per bale. Only 153 bales were sold although
the

i
. ice was lowered to annas 6 per bale, and 250 bales remained unsold and

hid to be written off. Similar losses were incurred in Nirnar, Akola and
dsevvhere, but the results in North Chanda, Nagpur-Wardha and Yeotmal were
more promising, though the largest sales were made in the towns and not to

agriculturists.

65. Fodder and thatching grass. By the sale of grass in closed coupes and in

grass bits, Government does all in its power to encourage stall feeding and thus to

diminish the damage done to the forest by the grazing of excessive herds of

cattle. Unfortunately, except in a few districts of the Province, e.g., Nimar,
stall feeding is little practised with the result that in most divisions the sale of

fodder grass is very small. On the other hand, there is a heavy demand for

thatching grass which is mostly cut and removed after it has become unfit for

fodder. To try and stimulate the demand for fodder grass, lower rates .are charged
for grass cut up to the end of December, but this concession has little or no
effect on sales.

As a result of recent investigations as to the best agency for the sale of

grass in closed coupes so as to ensure the supply of cheap grass to culti-

vators, Government decided that no hard and fast rules could be laid down
MR. F. J. FLYMEN.



for the Province as a whole, In many areas, the purchasers prefer to buy grass

ready cut by contractors even in divisions where equally conveniently situated

coupes are set apart tor the sale of grass at lower rates on the licence system.
In some divisions, on the other hand, purchasers prefer to cut the grass themselves.

Accordingly the use of both the licence and the auction systems is permitted.
The Divisional Forest Officer discusses with the Deputy Commissioner the

arrangements proposed before grass in closed coupes is auctioned, the general
wishes of the local population being duly considered.

66. The supply of fuel and oilier produce to cultivators. A few prescribed
villages, usually such as form enclaves within Government forest, or are situated

in districts where the demand on the forests is almost wholly confined to the
demands of the village, arc peirnitted to commute on payment of a fixed sum
every year by each household in the village for the privilege of removing from
the forest, at any time during the year and as often as is necessary, certain

stated descriptions of produce such as dry fuel, bamboos, grass, thorns, leaves
and fibres, all edible roots, fruits, flowers and gums for bona fide home consump-
tion and not for barter or sale or wasteful use. The commutation system is

only suitable where there is little commercial demand for forest produce; else-

where, such a system is liable to abuse
But the more general method of sale of these products to cultivators is by

the licence system, i.e., a licence is purchased which entitles the purchaser to

remove the specified produce from the forest. Special low rates are fixed for

each district for such produce as is taken by bona fide agriculturists. Dry fire-

wood is generally taken from any arei most suitable to the purchaser, while
timber and larger quantities ol fuel are purchased at somewhat higher rates in

the annual coupes under woi king These coupes are usually auctioned to contrac-
tors who fell the produce and sell to purchasers, but the system of departmental
working of coupes is now becoming more widely adopted. The latter system
ensures the proper sylvicultural woiking of coupes, it gives a larger revenue to

the Forest Department by eliminating the middleman's profits and by decreasing
the possibility of illicit fellings, and it provides a salutary check on the rates

at which produce is bold to cultivators.*

67. RnLOnrai*emt'nt of the iisc of fnewoud as fuel in place of towdung* In

the Chhattisgarh plain, attempts have been made to encourage the use of firewood
as fuel as opposed to cowdung by the establishment of fuel depots at suitable

agricultural centres. The expeinnenK has unfortunately not proved a success

and it has been found necessary to shut down two out of four depots after

incurring a heavy loss The resolution of Government on the Forest Admin-
istration Report for 1918-19 may be quoted in this connection :

"It must be admitted that the results so far have not been encouraging,
and they afford a curiops comment on the allegation sometimes made
that the burning of cov\d'ing as fuel is entirely necessitated by the lack

of fiiewood. If the people of the Raipur district continue to burn

cowdung, \\ith 160,000 cubic feet of firewood stacked almost at their

doors and offered to them at very cheap rates, immemorial custom and
a preference for cowdurg fuel must be assigned as the reasons for

the continuance of the practice, rather than the scarcity of wood fuel/*

# # # #

CHAPTER XL The Agricultural Department.
* * * *

86. Dtstitbution of work The work carried on by the research officers

and their staffs is sufficiently indicated by their titles. Each, except the Cotton

Botanist, is concerned with the teaching work in his own subject. The second
Botanist has been very recently appointed. His work will be concerned with

College teaching and reseat ch on pulse crops, local wheats, fodders and grasses.
The Cotton Botanist and his staff are principally engaged in the breeding work
related to this crop, but in addition are interested in the millets, in particular

juar. This officer also controls the main cotton farm at Akola.
The Deputy Directors of Agriculture are in the first place concerned with

the work in progress on their experimental farms, the testing of varieties of

improved strains of seed, of different manures and methods of cultivation and of

implements. They are responsible for the reliability of the experiments and
the correctness of the conclusions drawn therefrom. They have, in addition,
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a very large amount of executive work and supervision concerned with the organi-
sation and carrying out of the methods adopted to carry o the extension work
in their circles, the development of pure seed supplies, improved technique and

the expansion of the use of better implements.
At present each circle is divided into two sub-circles, each consisting of

two or three districts. These are the charges of the Exrta-Assistant Directors.

Their work is concerned with the extension, primarily the organisation o! demon-
stration work in their circles. They are in charge of Government seed and
demonstration farms. They co operate with the district authorities in organising

agricultural associations and attending their meetings, and with the co-operative
movement in organising seed unions. They have to be sound, practical, tactful

and helpful men. They are n valuable link between llie expert and the farmer.

They are in turn helped by agricultural assistants. Some of these assistants

arc superintendents and overseers on Goycinment faims: others work in the

College. The majority are associated with extension work under the Extra-

Assistant Directors, carrying out the scheme of work organised for each
assistants

circle. At present, there arc only about two men per district and an assistant's*

charge may include 400 to 500 villages. To facilitate work each assistant has

two or mote kumdars. Thi* useful body, many of them extremely capable

practical men in the restricted lines of \*ork for uhich they have been trained

on Goveinmcnt farms, aie utilised partly in charge of demonstration plots and

partly in carrying out at the assistant's direction pnctical demonstrations from

village to village in new methods of cultivation 01 in the working and use of

new implements.

87. Methods o/ extension. The thiee gieat linc& of improvement in agri-

cultural extension nrc better seed, which implies purer seed and heavier

yielding seed of bcttc* quality, better tillage mcthocb, and better implements.
The discoveijes

of the laboratory and the breeding station, adapted to the

needs of the cultnators on the experimental faim, are handed on to the grower
partly by departmental efforts and partly by the use of private agencies. Those
contributed b> the department arc as follows

(1) Agricultural shows at farms or fairs.

(2) Seed and demonstration farms

(3) Establishment and management of seed stores and implement depots.
(4) Demonstration plots for definite pui poses.

(5) Smaller practical demonstiatioiis from village to village, carried on
by agricultural assistants and their kamdar\. Such demonstrations

m,iy include (a) the growth of a ne\\ type of seed as against an

existing type on a cultivator's plot, (b) the carrying out of some
new form of agricultural practice, as the single plantation of paddy
seedlings or line sowing in area given to broadcasting, (c) the use
and handling of ploughs or the construction of a sugar boiling furnace
and the like, (a) the treatment of seed. During the past year
2,384 practical demonstrations of this kind \\ere given in the villages
of this Province.

(6) The distribution of pamphlets, bulletins and the giving of lantern lec-

tures. During the year as many as 4,743 bulletins were distributed
or sold and 61 lectures given.

These methods are not however in themselves sufficient, either to extend
use of pure seed and implements or to enable the department to get into touch
with the bigger landowners.

88. Seed agencies. With regard to the first, the seed grown on the Gov-
ernment farms does not go to the market nor is it sold to any buyer. It now
goes out to a large body of certified pine seed romg farmers who in their
turn multiply the seed and sell it to the grower. During the past year, there
were no less than 2,473 wheat seed farms, 931 paddy seed farms, 1,536 cotton
seed farms, 280 jnai grain and 956 giound-nut seed farms working in concert
with the department in this extremely important type of work. In several cases
in the north of the Province, tahsil and circle associations took an interest in

providing seed to their members.
In the present year, the department is engaging in a big scheme, utilising

a taccavi seed loan to the value of one lakh so as to finance these associations.
The associations will get their seed from approved seed farmers to the amount
of the loan taken up on joint security. They will lend out the teed
to the membeis of the association on 20 per cent interest, .*., on the
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return o! the lent teed stock and 20 per cent added at harvest, Alter harvest
the associations will pay 10 per cent of the loan plus 10 per cent interest in

kind to Government. The seed returned less that needed to pay interest will

be lent on the same terms next year- It is hoped that after ten years, the asso-

ciations will not only be able to repay the capital and be in possession of seed
stock equal to the value of the oiiginal loan, but will have in addition reserve
funds for other forms of agricultural improvement. Co-operative societies in
the wheat tract also deal in seed. The pure seed owned by sixty-five societies

forming one union <vas 600,000 Ibs. this year, sufficient to sow an area of

6,000 acres.

Somewhat similar unions of seed farmers were at one time fairly common
in the cotton tract. A central seed farm received its seed from the Government
farm "and grew it. After ginning, this seed was taken by a group of farmers
round the central faim and sown next yeat on their land. The union seed was
then ginned and went on to the general seed market. This sound organisation
is however not as pievalent in the cotton tract as it used to be and, though
single seed farms have increased, unions have tended to decline. The Co-opera-
tive Depaitment works in close touch with the Agricultural Department in the

organisation of these seed agencies and unions, many of which are registered
under the Co-operative Societies Act and are under the financial guidance of
the Registrar oi Co-operative Societies.

89. At>nin1tuial asstn ml inns. District, tahsil and circle agricultural asso-
ciations are the chief means adopted foi getting the bigger farmers interested
in agricultural work and its securing their active co-opciation. These associa-
tions vary very gicatly in activity, some being very progressive, others almost
moribund.

Originally they were foimed by the rather haphazard selection of the bigger
men without very close regard to their inteiest in agriculture. Experience has
shown that associations of this kind to be successful (1) must consist of practical
agriculturists, (2) should be associated with an area connected with one or two
definite problems, (3) must lend itself to the technical guidance of the department.
The district associations were first formed, then the tahsil. The circle associations
are more recent. It has been found that on the whole, though a district asso-
ciation here and there rrriy be active, tahsil associations are more effective than
district ones and circle associations than tahsil. The tendency now is to develop
the smaller unit, \vilh the intention of building up the tahsil association by elec-
tion or repiesentatives from the circles and the district associations in like manner
from the tahsil associations Tins will take some time. Meanwhile, it must be
acknowledged that very good work \* done by many such associations. Seed
expansion, as outlined abo c, is one, development of implement stores which is

mostly in evidence in Berar is anolJiei ; general interest in the work of the
local demonstration farm, assistance in organising the programme of village
demonstrations and active private use and demonstration of departmental sugges-
tions in their own villages art others.

The time may be looked forward to when each agricultural association will
have its ovn demonstration plot, as se\ eral have. On these will be shown by the
agricultural assistant the impio\ed met lods to be introduced which the members
will undertake to incorporate in their own activities. Such associations will get
capital by selling seed, implements and manures and anangmg for the marketing
of members' crops.

An active development of such associations would go far to i educe the labour
of

^the department and to hasten thr spread of a better general standard of
agiicultuie. Recent icpoits go to show that a much wider interest is being
taken in the activities of the department with each successive year. There is
a very wide gulf -fixed between the conditions in 1906 and those of 1926.

CHAPTER XII. Research and Investigation.

90. Botanical research. The early work of the section was necessarily of
a preliminary character. A considerable amount of valuable systematic work
was done and a herbarium started which now contains over 3,000 specimens.
Careful botanical studies were made of the rices and ;imrs of the Province.

With the opening of the laboratories in 1915, a more active advance
became possible with regard to economic research. Several' rices were issued
after selection, A certain amount of attention was given to cotton as regards
quality, length and strength of staple, but it was riot till 1921 that the botanical
section took over this work seriously. The early attempts to improve local
MR. F. JL FLYMEN.
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cottons were controlled by the Deputy Director of Agriculture of the southern

circle. The pollinisation and cross fertilisation of juars received attention*

During the War, the Botanist went on service and work passed from an active

to a more or less dormant condition, though selection was continued in various

species and gram in particular was improved. At the close of the War, plant

breeding work again became active. Ground-nut, juar and cotton received

increased attention. In both the former valuable strains have been isolated. In

November 1923, the Botanist, assisted by the funds of the Indian Central Cotton

Committee, began to concentrate very closely on cotton and since that date much
valuable work has been done on this crop. Strains of local types have been
isolated which are high yielding, good in staple and wilt resistant, and have
been grown this year on a field scale with most promising results. Hybrjdisa-
tion has been active. Several long staple strains of promise are fixed. A second
Botanist was appointed in 1925. He has taken over the organisation of the

teaching work and the research work relating to the breeding of local wheats

and the pulse crops and will investigate the fodder and grass problems of the

Province.

91. Roscnm cotton* 3n addition to the plant improvement work under the

botanical staff, a great deal of variety testing and selection and hybridisation
has been carried on by Deputy Directors on their experimental farms and most
of the improved crops now in general use have come from work of this kind
The investigation of cotton was taken up by Dr. Clouston shortly after hit*

arrival in India and <he common mixture of cottons known as jart was isolated

into the six common types pievalent. The testing of these resulted in the

separation of roseitm, which today provides the seed for half a million and more
acres in the cotton tract. Roseum may be the subject of much hostile criticism

at the present day, but the fact remains that it is still the most paying cotton which
the cultivator, whose land is free of wilt, can grow and its introduction has during
the last 15 years brought many crores of increased profit to the grower.

Today a cotton of finer quality which will pay the grower is required.

During the War, the Indian mills began lo concentinte to a geater extent on
better quality. But at this period the department had no botanist and hybridisa-
tion requires very close and expert personal attention. The close research work
going on today should have come into beinfj some ten years ago and would
have but for the breakdown caused by the War. The defect is being made good
and when staple, as compared with ginning percentage, conies into its own,
types to meet it will be there Roseum * having right well served its 'day and

generation, may then be replaced.

92. Improvement of iuar, paddy and wheat. Another of these earlier samples
of selection is found in juun, two varieties of which, selected very early in

the history of the department, still stand out as the best in common use on
the fields of the many cultivators to whom they have been introduced.

Paddy has been improved and the chief varieties issued by the department
and grown on itb seed farms, originate from farm tests and selections. Wheat,
particularly that of the north of the Piovmce and the plateau, is indebted for

the new varieties, some selections from local wheats, or imported mixtures, and
some the outcome of hybridisation, which now cover thousands of acres in

these areas, to the breeding work at Powarkhcra. At Adhartal, wheat breeding
of intensive character is going on. Rust resistant and higher yielding types of
even better quality have been bred which in their turn will one day replace
those which now hold the field.

93. Sugarcane. Sugarcane is another example of a crop* which has been

improved almost entirely by work on Government farms. In this case it has
been case of testing varieties from different areas from outside the Central Prov-
inces. As a result the department has been, for some years past, offering dis-

tinctly better yielding types of thin and thick canes. Of late years, the products
of the Coimbatore Breeding Station have been under close comparative tests

on different farms in the Piovince and there is no doubt that the present
varieties in no short time will give way entirely to these new products of careful
scientific work.

94. General pi ogress. It may be said that, perhaps with the exception of
the lesser millets and some of the lesser grown oil-seeds and pulses, the department
is in a position at *the present day to provide the grower with higher yielding
and higher quality and better suited varieties of nearly every crop commonly
grown,

* # * #
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98. Engineering and machinery improvement. When the large areas grow-

ing similar crops and owned by many small holders are considered, the difficulty

of effectively putting into practice methods applicable to staple crops can be

realised. At the present time it is a question of collecting data rather than a

matter of effecting immediate improvement. This takes two forms :

(a) the purchase and trial of existing implements and machinery and the

testing of their suitability to local soils and economic needs;

(b) the designing of implements based on either western or Indian models.

The aim in the former type is simplification without sacrifice of

efficiency and in the latter improvement of the local implement.

In the early stages of development the first of these received a great deal

of attention on Government farms. It is still carried out but possibly moie
with the expectation of adaptation than* of direct introduction.

Designing and simplification for local manufacture and use were also taken

up in the earlier days of development but have been much more to the front

since the appointment of an Agricultural Engineer on the staff in 1920. In the

earlier stages, ploughs were the implements which received the most attention.

As a result of these direct trials, in some instances assisted by alterations incor-

porated into models by the makers after consultation with local officers, it has

been possible to lay down for different soil conditions and economic requirements
the correct type of plough for the varying local needs. Thus the cotton, wheat
and rice tracts have each their specific type or types of plough suitable for the

conditions of each .area. Two other problems which received early attention

on Government farms were hoeing and winnowing, for both of which implements
were designed, which have been in steadily increasing demand for many years
and are both manufactuied locally for their respective markets.

Several other simpler machines adapted or designed by the Agricultural

Engineer arc in use and are being made either at his shops or by Indian manu-

facturing firms to his designs.

99. Problem of iitipivving implements Implement improvement is not by
any means a simple mattei Very few of the implements or machines to be
seen today on a western show yard are of much use to the Indian farmer as they
stand. The greatest problem is the small cultivator. Apart from the need for

low first cost, simplicity and strength in the tool advocated, it must be remem-
bered that, even if he can secure the capital, the area of his farm reduces the

effective duty of an implement and thus handicaps its economic introduction.

He is accustomed to a general purpose implement. Most of western tillage

machinery is specialised auci on this account, even if capable of easier and
better work, is less adapted to his limited needs. The smaller cultivator is

restricted to implements which cost little and of which the primary function is

the direct improvement of the outturn of saleable material. On the farms of

bigger men, labour and time saving machinery is growing in importance, for

here the implements designed to suit western conditions have a greater chance
But in these cases though a certain degree of specialisation might have its

advantages, greater simplicity of design than that common in modern implements
is still essential, as neither they nor their labour have been brought up to under*
stand the working of and care needed by modern machinery. Modern aids to

easier handling, which are the chief feature of the later models, tend to raise

the cost and to increase the chance of damage. Neither at the present jimctuio
is suited to ^Indian conditions. The rapid increase in the sale of plottghs dining
the last four or five years is the outcome of, among other factors, the manu-
facture in India of simple models, built on western lines including the main
essentials rather than the latei additions. These Provinces have a considerable
number of bigger farmers and landlords, the size of whose farms permits the

employment of implements and machines suited to enterprise on a large scale*
The fact that there are 26 tractor outfits owned privately indicates this. The
department has had both classes of demand in view. Though simplification
and improvement will continue, experimental work, ranging from investigation
into tractors and their outfits and oil-engines and their stationary plants to the

simplest of ploughs and hand tools, has provided the deplrtment with the means

of^suoplying immediate needs and the wherewithal to advise and offer implements
suited to such needs as may arise. The department, as a result of such investiga-
tion, has met the immediate demand for ploughs of various types, hoes, simple
cultivating implements, fodder-cutters, winnowers, cane-mills, sugar boiling fur-

naces* simple threshing implements, oil-engines, water lifts of different patterns
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and tractor outfits. It ii also in a position to supply when the demand arbes,

such implements as automatic seed drills, small power threshers, reaping machines:

and larger scale tillage implements.

CHAPTER XHL Extension.

107. Utilisation of the department's work by the cultivator. This is seen

in one of three forms

(a) the inclusion of results arrived at on experimental farms in local

agricultural practice and changes in technique which have been or

are being effectively introduced;

(b) the expansion of the areas under improved strains and new crops;

(() the expansion of the use of more effective implements and machines.

108. Change in tcchnifjiic Improvements in technique are brought home
to the cultivator partly by observation of the work in progress on a seed and
demonstration farm but chiefly by the aid of the small demonstration plots,

opeiiid to emphasise and illustrate new processes, and by actual demonstration

by assistants and k<iwdui\ in tht villages. Over 2,400 such demonstrations were

given duung the past year.

(a) Tillage. Better cultivation in all tracts has followed on the extension

of the use of the in\ersion plough. In the cotton and wheat tract, its value in

cleaning the land and in the removal of the deeper rooted weeds is widely

recognised and comparatively small men come forward to hire the use of a

tractor for this purpose when unable to do fhe work with their own bullocks.

Ploughing in Bcrnr a dozen years ago was a matter of rare occurrence. At
the present day it may be said to be almost becoming general.

(h) rianttn* One of the earliest improvement in cultivation which was

demonstrated in the more backward rice tract was the transplanting instead of

the broadcast jn of rite, and its subsequent cross ploughing termed biast. The

campaign \\jis opened in 1906-07 when 20 acres were thus planted. By very

steady eflorls the area was by 1918-19 extended to 41,824 acres in Chhattisgarh.

The area so trentott in this part of the rice tiact has, however, decreased since

that date to a little OVIM li.ill the figi'ie The process was proved to be paying,
but it had to contend \\it f

i certain economic conditions, the chief being the

extreme sub-division ot he majority of the holdings, the general low pressure of

population and low standi* d ol living and the fact that the labour demanded
for transplanting upset the even distribution of work over the other crops. At
the present day, transplnntnlior in this area is to be found in those places where

population IE. denser rnd there is a gitfter tendency to consolidation.

In connection \\ith thu process of transplantation, the department advocated

the i-se oi single 01 double seedlings instead of bunches of 8 to 10 seedlings. In

the Wainganga aiei of thv.* lice tract, where the pressure of population is higher,

transplantation as opposed to broadcasting has been common for ^many years,
but was done in bunches In this area, the use of single seedlings with

(
its

attendant saving of 60 Ihs seed per acre and its higher outturn is rapidly replacing
the old bunch method It will not be many years befoie the old method of

nlanting is entirely superseded In the noith where labour difficulties check

transplantation, the dulling of seed is being introduced.

Another direction of improvement is seen in the north of the Province. Up
to a few years ago it was the almost universal practice to broadcast the seed

of all crops (such as cotton and jttar) sown during the monsoon. Demonstra-

tions in line sowing, using the country drills of the south of the Province, have
been most effective end a very wide area is now sown by drill. With the use

of the diill has followed the introduction of hoeing with bullock hoes.

(c?) Plant protection. Smut in ]uar is an essential cause of loss. The use

of coppci sulphate uncfr later of copper carbonate as a preventative has been

widely demonstrated &nd considerable quantities of this seed are now treated

before sowing. Between 12,000 to 15,000 acres are estimated to h<*ve been pro-
tected by coppci salts distributed in the past year.

(d) Sugarcane. Sugarcane is a crop which has received a good deal of

attention. Formerly it was often sown in flat beds, frequently by trampling in
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the whole cane. It was generally treated in a very extensive fashion. Demon*
stration has resulted in almost all the cane being nowadays sown in ridges and

furrows and in the use of setts and, where setts were formerly used, the number

of these used has been largely reduced. Cane in the past suffered from lack of

manure. The department has obtained effective recognition of the value of

the grov/th of sann hemp as a preparatory green manure crop and has in other

parts succeeded in causing an extensive use of cake or cake with ammonium
sulphate, as a substitute for, or an addition to, a limited cattle-dung supply.
Associated with this crop may be mentioned the marked economy ejected in

the boiling ol the juice by the wide introduction of a simple furnace, designed
in this Province, which is very rapidly replacing the old country form. This

furnace costs but Rs. 10 to construct but by- its design the whole of the juice
of an acie of cane can be boiled down without even the cntne utilisation of

its own megasse. As m the old type of furnace the giowct required to spend

something like Rs. 50 on wood fuel per acre ol cane, because the whole of his

megasse was insufficient, the popularity of the new furnace is easily understood.

109. Inltodttilton of ntw crop* and pine vanetics o) seed. This is the

direction in which improvement has been the greatest, because it affects both

rich and poor and is undoubtedly the easiest wa> of increasing farming profits
as it demands but small capital outlay and docs not dash with existing labour

difficulty or other factors.

The fullest advantage of this improvement, howc* or, cannot be taken without
a corresponding use in the standard of tanning i that it is not possible to take

off annually lu&hcr yields by giowinp moie piolific strains without increasing
the loss from the soil MOICOMT, a higher quality and better ttiains demand
a better standard of tillage and manuring to give the best results Irnpiovcd
technique and improved implements aie necessary, if the full \ due of new
crops and, still more so, better types of existing crops, arc to yield tl-cir full

harvests.

110. Sen? iiiMiplit.uli'JU The organisation foi seed multiplication has

already been outlined. The seed is raised on the Go* eminent faiiu. and thence,
as a rule, passes out to selected seed i armors, whose ciops aie visit od by depart-
mental officers or assistants during the >eai. Seed distnbntion fioiu Government
farms on any scale began during the years 1912 to 191S in t'ic diffcicnt cncles.

The methods adopted to inciease this supply vary. With some oeeds, as, foi

example, cotton, the supply is at certain centres taken up by unions of growers
situated in the neighbourhood of a pnmaiy prn ate seed faun. In others, it

is bought up by seed stores and sold to growers the following year. Another
agency is the agricultural associations who, on receiving seed from a seed farm,
issue this stock to their members, thus placing a much larger area under the

improved staple.

Again, many seed farmers aie big men and, following the usual custom of
the grain business, lend a fair proportion ot then seed to their tenants. Another
agency CAISU in the Northern and Eastern Circles in the lorm of village unions.
Theie are small village societies of cultivators. Here the ordinal y village mix-
ture has been or is being gradually replaced by better staples given by the

department in exchange for contributions of ordinary seed stocks brought in

by members of the unions.

111. Difficulty of maintaining pine seed. The chief difficulty in the way of

establishing new varieties lies in maintaining the seed pure. Really effective

departmental control ceases when the seed has been issued from the Government
seed farm to the seed farmer. The distiict staff, though visiting these, can only advise
the seed farmer to maintain the purity and can refuse to class a crop as sufficiently
pure and suited for sale AS such to the several secondary agencies mentioned.
Cotton is particularly difficulc to keep pure, as cross fertilisation and bullocks
fed with mixed seeds fronf the ginneries tend to cause admixture in the field.
The removal of the foreign plants may in extreme cases be an uneconomic
proceeding for the grower and as such work demands attention and time, it is

not infrequently shirked. Even when the crop is pure off the field, there is always
a risk of mixture at the ginneries, unless the grower has his own ginning plant.

In (he case of wheat and paddy, there is less danger apart from carelessness
on we part of the

t
grower at the time of threshing and this is as far as possible

avoided by restriction to one variety on the farm.
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112. Introduction of new types. Ground-nut is probably the most important
new crop which owes its ptesent position in the Province to the activities of the

department. Though fifteen vears ago it was practically unknown, yet today it

is planted over at least 30,000 acres. It is in Bcrar a valuable rotational crop
with cotton, replacing the less valuable pulses, and adds about Rs. 15 per acre

to the net profits of the grower. It has replaced considerable areas of the lesser

millets m the plateau tract and it is found in increasing amounts in the Northern
and still more so the Eastein Circles where it adds from Rs. 15 to Rs. 30 to

profits according to conditions. The spread of this crop would be much more

general, were it not particularly susceptible to the ravages of the pig and the

jackal 'ihc presence of the former pest almost entirely stops advance in certain

distrn ts.

Another striking introduction \vas that of a vanety of sesamum, introduced

from Najgpur into the Northern Circle some years ago where it has almost

replaced the inferior indigenous types and given an additional profit of Rs. 3

an acre.

'Jhe intioduction of indigenous varieties of sugarcane has had the effect of

cliivmg out the older indigenous forms which were common twenty years ago
and has matenally contnbuted towards the rise in the acreage of cane from
18,000 ncres, to which it hod fallen, to the present 30,000 acres. The new canes

add from Rs 3<J to Rs. 50 per acie to the value of the product.

113 1m />;.;W vaiiclics of oidmaiy s/<//;/t's Of these, some are the products
of selections from mdigneons types, other selections from varieties of like species
from elsewhere in India, while others again are the outcome of hybridisation.

With regard to the thief staples cotton, wheat and rice the figures shown
below, which arc taken fiom the last annual leport, give some idea of the

number of seed farms, the amount of seed which the department knows to have
been distributed anJ ihe acreage grovving pure 01 approximate pine new types. As
for cotton, these last Uo hgtnes are piobably fanly correct, but for wheat and

paddy, pmticuLuly the fonnet, the figures of the acreage under improved seed
is certainly Mty much belo\\ what it actually is, as the returns only refer to

seed farm nicas As a very large proportion o* the seed from these areas is

utilised as su\i thiough one ot other of the secordaty agencies already mentioned,
the actual actoagt und r impiovcd seed is piobably three to four times the

amourt definitely known to the department.

As mi indication of the probable accuracy of these estimates, it may^ be
rottd that, in the wheat tract, the sample now being offered in the principal
markets is about 90 pci cent pure compared with 60 to 65 per cent pure ten

years ago* Again, a cross wheat issued to the public only three years ago is

in such great demand that it has already acquired a trade name which means
that it is coming into the markets in sufficient quantities for commercial pur-

poses and separate shipment. It may be safely stated+that the actual area under

improved wheats in the Noithern Circle and plateau, where the greatest concen-

tration on the crop has taken place, is nearer 400,000 acres and that of paddy
in (he Piovince is about 250,000 acres.

114. PJO/I/S fot type* recommended Roscum is the principal cotton still

grown on the Government seed farms of the cotton tract and on its associated

private seeo* farms. In comparison with the ordinary jan mixtures, it brings
to the grower an extra profit of from Rs. 7 to Rs. 10 per acre.
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Of wheat the department rma oieveral types in distribution and growth. Five

in common use are direct local selections, four are cross-breds in which yield
and rust resistance are the chief characteristics and one has been derived from
Pusa. The increased value to the grower of these wheats over the ordinary

types is not less than Rs. 5 per acre.

The chief v-arieties of paddy recommended by the department have for the

most part been derived by plant to plant selection from among the best prov-
incial paddies. The increase in yield in paddy by the use of improved seed
is about 14 per cent and the gro\\er benefits to about the same extent per acre

as in wheat. Seed improvement has undoubtedly added very considerably to

the potential wealth ot the cultivator. The total value exceeds by many times

the total annual cost of the Agricultural Department to Government. Indeed
the total net cost of the dcpaitment for ten years is certainly less than half the

gross additional profit which better seed has made possible.

115. Implement extension.- The rate of expansion of the use of improved
implements has been remarkably rapid since 1920. It \\ould have been greater
but for the inciease in cost. The expansion has been greatest in ploughs. One
of the reasons for this lies in the fact that they are being made in considerable

quantities by Indian firms and are put on the market at 80 to 100 per cent less

than imported ploughs at a cost closely equivalent to that of the pre-war imported
plough.

The following figures illustrate the expansion of this line of development :

Average annual sale

of implements and
t spare parts.

No.

190610 .. ... 352

191217 . 2,100
192226 , ... ... 10,014

The principal implements in demand during the last season were

N umbei of implements and parts of implements sold.

Ploughs.

4,274

Cane
mills.

199

Fodder-
cutters.

These figures, refer only to sales fiom farm and association depots. In addi-

tion, several firms have agents in Na^pur and make direct sales to the public.

116. Agency for supply of implements. The original agency, and still one

of the principal ones, is the implement depot on Government farms. Originally

there were two. At the present day each experimental and seed farm has its

depot. The woiking capital involved is Rs. 80,000. Agricultural associations,

however, particularly in Berar, have begun to take up the sale and distribution

of implements which are in demand. This activity is one of the factors which

counts towards the larger number shown as sold in this circle. There are at

present 37 shops financed by share capital provided by these agricultural asso-

ciations in the Western Circle. The total capital thus invested is over Rs. 65,000.

The principle of getting tahsil associations to stock implements is being
extended in other areas and will shoitly be general in the wheat tract. The

popularisation of implements is largely the outcome of village to village demon-
stration, and is also assisted by organised ploughing matches. In the Western

Circle, increasing activity is shown by the large business done by associations

in the hiring out of ploughs to smaller men who are unable to buy or whose

acreage is too small to permit of economic ownership. During the past year, a

thousand ploughs were let out on hire in the Western Circle. Assuming ten

acres of work per plough, a reasonable estimate, one finds that 10,000 acres,

which would otherwise not have been worked, have been ploughed.

117. Type* of implements so/d.^-Ploughs of different kinds are the chief

implements sold at present. Sugarcane mills are another type which have estab-

lished themselves on their merits. The three-roller iron mills extract about 20
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per cent more juice than the oldei country mills which at the present day are

rapidly becoming extinct. A sugar mill pays its cost within a couple of years.
Three-lined bullock hoes are in steadily increasing demand in the monsoon
sown crop areas.

In the wheat tract, winnowers are now so well known as to scarcely need

demonstration. A simple aid to ihe threshing of the crop which reduces the

cost on the threshing floor considerably, the "Olpad thresher" is selling in

increased numbers.

In addition to -agricultural implements there has been a marked change, in

the last fifteen years with regard to the utilisation of power plants, whether

oil-engines or tractors. As stationary engines, they have been utilised in working
small ginning plants and for htting water. Tractors were first introduced on
the College farm in 191. There are now thirty privately owned and operating
in general cultivation. Most of these outfits ha\e been secured on tactavt loans.

CHAPTER XIV. Cattle Improvement

118. The need for improved livestock. 'J he improvement of cattle must
continue to be one of the chief aims of agricultural research, as, for all time,

they are likely to be the only important souice of agricultural power. The
number of cattle in the Province as compared v ith acres under cultivation was

Plough cattle Acres cultivated.

In 1908-09 ' 4,709,000 28,052,000

In 1924-25 4,425,000 28,114,000

These figures for plough cattle are not entirely rt liable, as they include, at any
rate in the rice tracts, a large number of entirely worthless stock but are suffi-

cient to illustrate the dependence of the country on the bullock.

It will be rioted that the area to be cultivated has risen to a greater extent

than the power available. It must also be realised that improvement in tillage

processes, such as the extension of the use of inversion ploughs, call for more
power than did the older forms of tillage. The expansion of better cultivation

is thus dependent on, if not more working animals, at any rate better ones.

The very general complaint of the deterioration in work stock is probably
justified. Except in one 01 two areas, there has never been anything related to

bleeding. The deterioration is attributed by some to a reduction of the grazing
lands owing to expanding cultivation but this i* only true in a very small degree.
At the present time, the best stock is found wheu giazing is least and the worst
where there is most of it

119. Distribution per cultivated acre tn different tracts. The following
approximates to the acreage dealt with per paii in different tracts

Berar 20, Nerbudda 11, Vmdhyns 9

Rice tracts 4 to 5.

In the first named the cattle depend on field grown fodder, the stalks of
the 311111 crop, which is stall-fed. Roughly about two acres of juar is grown per
head of livestock in the cotton tracts. In the last they depend on grazing,
assisted by rice stinw. In the cotton tract the bullocks are bigger and better,
and as compared with the wheat tract the work is lighter. This tract keeps little

uhich is not of active use. On the other hand, in the rice tract free grazing
and cheap grass has led to a custom of judging social position by the number
of head owned rather than by their individual utility, with the result that
the effects of poor environment and bad climatic conditions are intensified by
the existence of herds put of all proportion to the amount of grass available
or the needs of cultivation, if measured in capable, even if small, animals. In
Chhattisgarh, the herds kept are an actual source of economic loss, instead of.

as they might well be, village assets. Many villages with large herds actually
buy a very considerable number of their plough cattle from outside the village.
These herds exist chiefly as providers of fuel.

Apart from the need to improve stock by breeding, the need for an Improve*
ment in the feeding of the animal is obvious, as it is only by making the best
use of tesources in this that any effective or lasting value in breeding can be
expected. Hence the problem is twofold, to improve the type of animal and
to induce the cultivator to feed it better.
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120. Cattle-breeding -early Developments. The first breeding operations in

the Provinces began at Nagpur in 1901 with the establishment of a herd of Gaolao
cattle. This was followed in 1905 by the

opening
of a cattle-breeding farm

attached to the Government farm at Powarkhera (Northern Circle). The herd

established was the Malvis fiom Central India. Subsequently three small herds

of local animals were started in the rice and cotton tracts. The College pairy
herd was started in 191& Dairying began at Telmkheii about the same time,
but there was no real breeding for higher milk production till 1919, when the

first steps to establish a pure herd of Sahiwal were taken. The eatly progress
in cattle improvement was not striding. The herds were in charge of Deputy
Directors already overburdened wil'i the demands of big circles and unable to

give that close attention which breeding work demands.

121. Present day tonilttn>n\ ~ At the present day, there are nine cattle-breed-

ing farms. In addition to these th< re are two dairy farms, bom at Nagpur.
Prior to 1923, each Deputy Director was in charge of the cattle-breeding

fauns in his own circle and these farms with one exception were attached to

cither a seed and demonstration 01 an experimental farm. These farms carried

breeding herds vaiying from 60 to 100 head of cows; the breeding herd was

kept with the object of producing pure bred bulls of the chief breed in the

district.

From 1923 a whole-time officer vns put in charge of cattle-breeding operations;
and at present two faims aie under his djrerf control The other farms he
visits twice or thiice a ye'ir for th* purposes of classification of cattle; he
advises the Deputy Dnectoi of Agriculture as to which animals should be sold

oft and as to scales of feeding, etc. In nearly every case it has been found
that the hcids maintained on these ^farms

weie far too large for the grazing area

available and the allotments for maintenance Many of the cows were suffering from
old age and inbreeding, o\\ing to the impossibility, in certain cases, of getting
n change of blood by purchri ng pure bred bulls in districts where nearly all the

cattle were very miAc-d
With the exception of the three cattle-breeding farms in the Kastern Circle

and one in the Northern Circle (at which pure bred Malvis aie reared), all the

ccws on the other cattl-bi ceding farms have been crossed with Sahiwal bulls

with the intention of furtiiei gi.idmg AH heids have been reduced to not more
than 30 breeding cows and no cow is kept over^ the age of ten years.

122 The (>(iihi ftnir f lathi is the only one cnttlo-brecding farm capaMt
of carrying more than 30 IK ad of biecdin stock This farm now carries 60
breeding cows ot the Gnolno breed, the only really definite breed of value native
to the Province, and this numbei can be increased to 80 in the near future but
tbnl will represent the maximum possible. The young hulls fiom this herd arc

pute bred Gaolao and are sold at the age of two find a half years For animals
of this breed there is a keen demand and they fetch an avenge puce of Rs. 250
to Rs 300 pei head.

123. The Trirnkhcn jam' On the dairy farm at Telinkhcn thcie was in

19J9 a herd of twenty-one covs of various breeds which gave a total of 14,000 Ibs.

of milk per annum. Since that date steps have been taken to cie.ttc a herd of

pure bred Sahiwnl (Montgomery) cows, which now number twenty-six animals
m milk and give a total of 60,000 Ibs per annum

124. DiffiiHltw\ fin the ha\tt"in (7m /c In the ffustein Circle the cattle-

breeding problem is one of considerable difficulty. The climatic conditions are
unfavourable, the country grows nothing but ike, the people are poor and the*

native cattle are small and for the most part of inferior quality. Here on the

cattle-breeding faims the local Chhattisgarhi cow has been crossed with the
Malvi. The resulting first cross was an improvement on the local cattle as

regards size and bone, bul the country js too poor to maintain a big animal
such as would result from further use of Malvi blood and it is noticed that in

the second generation these crosses if inbred are no bigger than the original
Chhattisgirhi animal.

^
125. Need for c.\fen\ton. The total number of breeding bulls of all kinds

which the department can now issue iiom all its fnrms docs not, on an average,
exceed 40 per annum. This is not a sufficient number to make any appreciable
progress in the near future; it is, moreover, highly undesirable to issue cross-

bred bulls as at
present produced at most stations, even though these are an

improvement on the local animal.
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The stage has not yet been reached of producing a dual purpose
^
breed

which will meet rural needs and which will breed true, although experiment*
in this direction are being continued. The use of the Sahiwal in grading up in

the Western Circle farms, though likely to provide a better milking female, will

probably not create the active powerful bullock demanded by the local needs

of this tract.

126. Extension scheme proposed To meet this need for extension, a scheme
is under consideration for the transference or extension of the present breeding
farms to larger areas, for the provision of two forest areas which will support a

large size herd of selected 1 local cows to be graded up by the use of pure bred

bulls, and for the conversion of the present small area farms into local sale

depots. Concentration on a special breed is proposed in each area. In addition

the pure bred h%rd of Sahiwal will be developed at the Tehnkheri Diary farm and
\\ill provide bulls for use in urban pnd semi-urban areas in the improvement
^A the milk supply. The small herds, at Adhartal in the north and at the

College Dairy farm, where experiments, at the first named in crossing the

Malvi and Sahiwal and at the latter in blending Ayrshire with Indian blood

are in progress, will be continued, as at each place an attempt is being made
to create dual purpose breeds suited to local needs.

The development of this scheme is dependent on obtaining forest areas which
should be a matter of no difficulty and on a more liberal budget allotment for

cattle-breeding than now exists. Till the stock on the proposed large scale grade
breeding areas reaches a sufficient standaid of purity, the males will go on to

the market as bullocks and the bulls from the pure bred herds will be utilised

for meeting the demands of the existing premium bull scheme. When a

condition of sufficient purity is reached in the grade herds, it will then be

possible TO concentrate on the improvement of the village cattle population,
area by area, as is now done in the Punjab. When this stage is reached, it

should be possible to put out 300 bulls per annum.

127. The fodder problems. The foddei rroMem is almost more difficult

than the breeding one. A numbei of possible fodder ciops have been tried on
Government faims but without very marked success except in the case of

beisiem, the use of which is restricted to irrigated areas, and some varieties of

soighums. Investigations are, however, still in progress. The use of fodder
c ujtters in the jnar growing tracts as a means of making a better use of these

supplies has been advocated and their use is extending. Attempts are being
made to encourage the preservation of monsoon fodders in the form of ensilage;
but a good deal of work has yet to be done before this will be adopted.
Piactically all the straws of arable seed grown crops are consumed by stock.

There is no waste in this respect. Though the growth of special fodder crops
is advocated, economic conditions, such as the size of the holdings, absence of

fence protection, the comparatively recent rise in the value of cattle and the

belief in grazing tend to react against such means of stock betterment.

Experimental work has been started on the improvement of grass lands but

they still are in their infancy. It has been proved that even spear grass, if

taken early enough, provides quite a good hay. The difficulty, however, in

cutting this and other grasses, at a time when their feeding value would be
best, lies in the fact that this season coincides with that in which there is the

greatest demand for labour on arable land.

The cattle of villages near the forests and those owned by large malguzars
or professional breeders and ghi sellers largely rely on forest grazing. In some
areas, the villagers cut and stack their grass. But, except in a few districts, the
forests are not scattered about in blocks among the cultivated areas and this
makes cutting, storing and carting difficult.

128. Suggestions for improvement. The only general means in the future
of increasing the fodder supplies are

(1) the encouragement of stall feeding and the extension of heavy pro-
ducing fodder like the sorghums into areas where they can be grown,

(2) the extension of irrigated fodders in the rice tracts, largely dependent
on the facilities which the Irrigation Department can

provide,
(3) development of the baling of hay, cut in forest areas, and its transport,
(4) in certain areas, a reduction of locally worthless animals which con-

sume the limited supplies available.

* * * *
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CHAPTER XVL Agricultural Education.

* * * *

138. Outlines of the degree course. The College degree course opens with

agriculture, survey, mathematics and English, Agriculture deals in its early

stages with elementary agriculture, geology and climatology, soils, the principles
of tillage and manuring, the technical handling of the main farm crops from

seedling to harvest, and a study of the simpler implements. Practical agriculture

is directed to the abo\c and extends to about ten hours per week. 1 ho first

elements of chemistry and botany are introduced towards the end of the year.

In the second year, agriculture includes a detailed study of farm and irdcn

crons, the elements of animal husbandry and dairying and farm accounts and

further studies of machinery The time given to mathematics and suncy is

slightly reduced and the time given to chemistry and botany increased.

The second yeir piactical agricultuie, npmt from the
time^ iven

to agricultural engineering, takes up about ten and a half hours per week in three

periods. The class is in three sections which are engaged in turn on field crops,

garden crops and irrigation work and animal husbandry. These students work
a farm of tV^ir own of about 10 12 acres on which they grow the local

field crops on commercial lines. Work is done co-operatively under the

supervision ot an assistant The land, implements and bullocks are supplied by
the Principal as landlord, 7"he class undertakes to make certain returns of

fodder crop and to cany out land improvement in lieu of rent. The area has

a fixed cropping scheme, a predominant main ciop supported by subsidiary crops
Cultivation records and accounts are kept by the class. The field work is done

by them and they take the profits. In favourable years, as much ns Rs. 470 have
been received.

In the third and fourth years, mathematics and English arc discontinued.

Agriculture takes on a stiong economic bias, with advanced studies in tillage,

manuring, irrigation and animal husbandry and agricultural engineering. The
time given to botany and chemistry is maintained and veterinary science and

entomology are introduced Practical agriculture, though keeping a student in

touch with technique, is directed chiefly to management. In addition, the third

year is trained in field experimental work and the students of the fourth year are
each allotted a simple subject foi investigation on which they produce a thesis

at the end of the year.

The two-year course, neglecting direct science, as such, with the exception
of a short COUIFC o^i farm pests, follows, on the whole, hues of the first two
years of degree course. The students take, in addition to the subjects mentioned
in the first year of this .course, first aid and practical carpentry and blacksmithy.
They have rnoie time for practical agricultuie.

139. OhjeLls of the tourscv. These courses have been designed to meet
the needs of three groups, \\ho may rightly be expected to come to an Agricul-
tural College :

(1) the sons of landowners, uhose chief function should be the contiol of
their estate,

(2) would-be teachers, investigators or Government officials associated
with the land,

(3) the two-year course the sons of the, better class cultivators whose
earlier education has not attained to matriculation standard.

140. The utilisation of training. The Agricultural Department recruits men
for its upper subordinate service from the degree course men and for its lower
subordinate from the two-year certificated men. In c*ses wheie advanced special-
ised study is necessary, graduates can and do proceed to Pusa or Bangalore for

post-graduate work. Practically all the men employed in the department have
been through the College. A number of men trained at this College are

employed, under Government, in agricultural work in other parts of India.
Othert are private estate managers.

141. Expectations from affiliation. The number \\ho have gone back to

manage their own land is not as great as could be wished, though they are by
no means lacking. It is believed that affiliation to the University Will tend to

strengthen the number who take agriculture for this last purpose. The social
status conferred by the degree of a University is greater than that attained by the
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licentiate of an unattached college. Arts and law have not infrequently been
taken by the sons of the bigger landowners on this account and several have

preferred to go to Poona instead of the local Agricultural College for the same
reason.

Though a number of good men have passed through this College in the last

twenty years, the recruitment till recently has on the whole been from those who
have just managed to pass a matriculation examination and the general level of

mental attainment has been too low for the standard aimed at in the full degree
(diploma) course. This it is hoped will be rectified by affiliation.

The University, in its turn, stands to gain by affiliation with a fully equipped
and well staffed institution investigating and teaching a subject of primary import-
ance to 80 per cent total population.

142. Results. Since 1916 the certificate has been awarded both to the

certificate class and to tjie men who were taking the diploma class on the results

of the intermediate examination at the end of the second year. Only the men
who attained a first class certificate standard were permitted to take the last part
of the diploma course. An average of eight men attained this each year. The
average number qualifying for the certificate is eighteen and for the diploma
is five.

The College is stuctly residential. The Hostel is capable of holding 115
students and is at present full. In the selection of candidates, relationship to

agriculture, educational qualifications and physical ability are considered on

deciding admittance. Students whose field work and industry are unsatisfactory
are not kept. The College and Hostel arc well placed in regard to the farm,

gardens, veterinary hospital and laboratories. It is well equipped in all sections

at the present day.
The College gives practical short courses in animal husbandry and dairying,

at which seveial men have been trained and the agricultural engineering section

holds short practical courses in oil-engines and tractor management.

143. Rural cd IK ation Genet al /lO/icy.Since 1917, when the Government
of India emphasised the necessity for affording increased facilities for vocational

training the subject of agricultural education has been constantly under discussion.

Generally speaking, the educational policy of Government has supported
every attempt to bring primary education more in haimony with rural surround-

ings and to give it a rural bias, but it has not been found practicable to embark
upon any general course of direct agricultural instruction. In 1918, a liaison

officer from the Agriculture Department Mas appointed to assist the Education

Department in the adaptation of text books to rural needs and the development
of nature study and to organise agricultural vocation classes for teachers.

Experiments in individual schools, by local bodies or individuals, in the direction

of direct agricultural training, especially in the neighbourhood of Government
fanns, where the farm staff could be utilised, have been welcomed. This policy
has been supported by the opinion of the Curricula Committee appointed in 1921,
which definitely advised against specialised vocational training in ordinary
schools, and of the Vocational Training Committee appointed in 1922 which

expressed the same opinion, but considered that agriculture might be introduced

experimentally as an alternative to hand work into rural middle schools.

144. Experiments in direct agricultural instruction, Certain attempts have,
however, been made to meet the demand that definite agricultural instruction
should be imparted in rural schools. The most important of these was the

opening of two schools in the year 1918-19, one in the wheat tract and the
other in the rice tract. These schools were originally designed with the idea
of taking, from the upper standards of the middle school, sons of cultivator*,
who under normal conditions would, on leaving the middle school, return to
their land and of giving them a finishing education largely agricultural but includ-

ing some general education on lines applicable to their profession. Teachers were
secured from the Education Department and weie speically trained at the Agricul-
tural College. I hey were helped by agricultural assistants attached to the farms.
At first there seemed to bs a future for these schools and as the result of
propaganda a certain number of rural boys came forward but attendance soon
fell away and interest declined. The school in the rice tract is now closed. Its

establishment in a backward tract was probably a mistake, in that the people
atnbng whom it was placed had yet to learn the advantages of better methods.
The school in the wheat tract has been gradually changed from a vocational to
a" pre-vocational school and is now, to all intents, a vernacular middle school,
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taking boys from the fifth to eighth standards, and providing a course which

replaces elementary science, drawing and history by agriculture and survey and

gives the boys two hours per morning on the farm. In this form it shows signs
of proving popular among the better class cultivators And landowners of its

locality.

The objection to the older form was that the school led nowhere. Sons
of the better class agriculturists could not pass on to higher education of any
kind, while those whose sons were destined to return to their father's land had

yet to learn thai their boys gained Anything oi value from such a school. In
its present form, the restriction on advance is removed and the boy continues
to live among rural surroundings.

Another type has been an attempt to start purely agricultural classes for

the cultivator's sons whose general elementary education was over. The first

effort was made in 1922 at the Akola farm in the cotton tract, generally the

most advanced in the Provinces, and the class was intended to cater for the

needs of Berar. A few students turned up but there was but little enthusiasm
and after a year it was discontinued. The defects lay in the fact that the farm
selected, though the main farm in the tract, Is of really a specialist type and was
not undei the officer directly responsible for the class. Again, the boys came
from too gieat a distance. The experience gained as a result of the malguzari
class had not been utilised.

Similar seasonal agricultural classes to be held on the local seed and demon-
stration farms of two other districts in Berar are under consideration and in one
of these parti<*ularly, there has been an active demand for such training.

Another type has taken the form of short courses of practical work on
Government farms, usually to train cultivators or servants of big landlords, on

special lines of work, such as transplanting and the like.

The last type tried has been an attempt to give the pupils of an ordinary
rural vernacular middle school three or tour hours a week in practical agriculture
on a departmental demonstration plot near the school. This simple form is

about to be extended, where possible, in co-operation with the Educational

Department.
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Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION l f RESEARCH. (a) (i) That the money available in the Provinces

is insufficient to meet the full requirements ol agricultural research may be

considered an established fact. Such being the case, the funds which Provincial

Governments can devote to this beneficent, but not always obviously remuner-

ative, work need to be supplemented from outside sources. At the same time

it must be recognised that Agriculture is a Transferred subject for the develop-
ment of which each Province is responsible to itself and assistance from a

source outside the Province should be given in such a manner that this

responsibility is unimpaired.

I suggest that the formation of a central fund or funds is essential ^and
the success which has followed the work of the Indian Central Cotton Committee
leads to the conclusion that similar plafis could be adopted for

other^
main crops.

This fund could be provided by a cess on the exports of wheat, rice, oil-seeds

and cakes, hides, bones, etc., and also on such quantities of these articles as

are supplied to mills in India for local consumption. From the Annual Statement

of the Sea-borne Trade of British India with the British Empire and Foreign
Countries for the fiscal year ending 31st March 1925, the following figures of

exports are taken :

Wheat. Rice. Oil-seeds. Hides. Bones.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.

1,289,315 2,200,973 1,328,456 55,588 68,279

Even fixing the cess at such a moderate rate as eight annas per ton the total

sum which would accrue amounts roughly to wheat Rs. 6,45,000, rice Rs. 11,00,000,

oil-seeds Rs. 6,46,000, hides Rs. 27,800 and bones Rs. 34,000 A higher rate

could be charged for hides and bones and a lower for crops which give only a

relatively small weight of produce per, acre. The figures given above only form
a rough guide to the amount of money which might be available and would
need careful moderation and adaptation to the various crops. The low rate

proposed would have only a very small effect on the profits of the actual

cultivator.

For the administration oi the fund, I propose that a number of sub or

crop committees should be formed dealing with the main crops such as wheat,

rice, oil-seeds, fibres and also with animal husbandry. These committees should
be composed of representatives of the growers, the trade and agricultural officers,

each under its own president, thus following the organisation of the Indian
Central Cotton Committee but the individual committees might be smaller in

number than thfe piesent cotton committee. Each Province growing a sufficient

area of a particular crop to make it one of the main agricultural interests

of the Province should he represented on the crop committees. The total fund
to be allotted to leseardh might be controlled by a Research Fund Committee
under the Government of India and composed of the presidents of each sub
or crop committee with an officer appointed by the Government of India as

President and such other members as the Government of India might appoint.
The animah husbandry committee would have the same status as the crop
committees.

The President of each sub-committee would secure from the central fund
a gn.nt of money to be devoted to his particular subject, i.e., wheat, cattle im-

provemcnt, fibres, etc. The procedure to be adopted in allotting funds to various
Provinces might be on the following broad lines. Any Province wishing to
secure a grant of money from the central fund would submit a detailed scheme
of the work it proposes lo undertake. This scheme would be considered by
the Research Fund Committee. On approval or modification of the scheme
by this committee an allotment of funds could be made. Further, if from its

knowledge of work being carried on in other Provinces, the Research Fund
Committee considered that development should take place on similar lines in

any Province then it could make a grant for the purpose to that Province
providing that proper arrangements for the utilisation of such a grant were made.
Under these proposals the Central or Research Fund Committee would have
powers of

^
control, scrutiny and allotment while the provincial authority would

be responsible for carrying out the work. When once a grant had been made
and subject to an annual progress report, a Province should be given free
financial control over any grant allotted to it. The arrangements as at present
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jn force with $te Indian Central Cotton Committee are too complicated and

would be too time-absorbing for extension to the work of a number of other

similar committees. If the staff employed in a Province were found insufficient

to deal with the problems confronting it, then additional workers should be

obtained and paid for from the grant made to the Province. As suitable mer
are not always easily obtainable, it might be desirable for a staff reserve to be

maintained by the Government of India at Pusa or elsewhere but when once
an officer has been sent to woik in n Province, he should be under the entire

control of the Director of Agncultuie in that Province

(ii) The provision for veterinary icsearch in this Province in my opinion,
is insufficient. At present accommodation is provided in the Agricultural
Research Institute. Not onl" is thr in itself very meagre but the rooms occupied

by the Veterinary Depar.ment are badly needed by the Agricultural Department
to allow for proper expansion.

A Provincial Veterinary Rescind) Institute is, I consider, absolutely essential

so tHat our efforts to improve the cattle of the Province may not be handicapped
by present diseases which might be prevented or controlled.

(b) The Department of Agriculture in the Central Provinces should, I consider,
have a special Statistical Officer and Economist added to its staff. He would
deal with such subjects as co-operative marketing and general rural economics
while at certain seasons he Mould be employed in analysing statistical data

concerning me yields c
'

agricultural produce, etc. The need for such an officer

has frequently been expressed (vide Resc'utfoi" Nos. VI, VII and X of the

Proceedings of the Board of ^Iriii turc 11 India held on 21st January 1924).

The status of the proposed Agricultural Fconomist should be similar to that

of the officers at present in the Indian Agr'cu'tural Service

In view of the recognised impjrtance of agricultural bacteriology, the section

of the department which deals \\ith this subject should be expanded At present,
we have one assistant only, who is in the Provincial Agricultural Service and
subordinate to the Agricultural Chemist. The work to be done is more than

he can manage single handed. As the Mycological Section has been separated
from the Botanical and an independent Imperial Servi e officer placed in charge,
so I consider the importance of the Bacteriologist's \\ork demands that he
too should be able to develop his section on a wider basis with an increased

staff and independently of the Chemical Sectioi. The position of the Agri-
cultural Bacteriologist in the department should be similar to that of the

Mycologist and other sectional officers.

In this connection, reference may be made to Resolution No. I of the

Proceedings of the Board or Agriculture held at Pusa on 1st December 1919 and
Resolution No. II of the Proceedings of the Bangalore meeting held in January
1924.

(t) Research on the following subjects is not at present receiving as much
attention as their importance demands :

(i) Major rrops such as oil-seeds, small millets and fibres. This would be
taken in hand if the botanical staff were increased.

(ii) This department has no Soil Physicist All teaching in the subject
is given by one of the Lecturers in Agriculture at the Agricultural College.

(iii) The department had a trained Horticulturist until 1924 when his services
were dispensed with. Since then the duties of the Horticulturist have been
carried out by other officers of the department who have already plenty pf work
to employ their full time.

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (i) Please see Chapter XVI of the
"Membrandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Development in the Central
Provinces and Berar" (pages 21 23 above)

This reply has reference only to the provision of technical instruction in

agriculture.

The department has one college of University rank and a degree in agriculture
is given after a course of study lasting about four years. It also provides a

two-ye^r course in the more practical side of agriculture for students who do
not intend to proceed to the higher course. I consider this provision is ample
at present and there is no difficulty with regard to the supply of teachers,
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A farm with a school for providing instruction in practical agriculture i

under construction in Berar and facilities have been offered for short courses

of training on other Government farms. Full advantage has not always been

taken of these facilities and even now some students sent to the Yeotmal farm
for training in agriculture are under a bond to take up employment under the

District Board, Yeotmal, as teachers in primary schools. This arrangement will

not further the main idea of the couise, viz., to give a practical training to

prospective farmers.

(li) No. When the facilities at present available aie utilised to their fullest

extent we shall be prepared to extend them.

(iii) This is hardly a matter which affects the teaching of agriculture as H

vocation, but as a general proposition I do not think it necessaiy to insist that

teachers in rural areas should invariably be drawn from the agricultural classes.

In a tract of country so pre-eminently agricultural as the Central Provinces and

Beiar, a large proportion of the teaching staff must inevitably be drawn from this

source, but I doubt if this fact makes the teacher rnoie efficient when, after

training, he goes back to the rural areas.

(iv) Yes. The father does not appreciate the value of an agricultural train-

ing for his son. This is largely because, in so many cases, he himelf has had a

very inferior education and cannot visualise the need for anything better. With
the wider extension of general education, this obstacle will be gradually overcome.

(v) The prospect of obtaining some form of Government service has been
the main inducement to youths to join any institution offering a training in

agriculture whether it be a practical class on a farm or a college offering a

fairly advanced course extending over some years. Wry few have come with
a desire to improve the agricultural practice on their ov\ ,1 land. With an increas-

ing appreciation of the benefits to be derived fiom a training in agriculture, the

position is slowly changing. The affiliation of the Nagpui College to the

University has been an accelerating factor in this direction.

(vi) Yes, as the agricultural classes predominate so largely in this Province.
In selecting candidates for admission to the Agricultural College, the Principal
endeavours to secure students who eventually will be in a position to put their

tiaming into practice on the land.

(vii) Not at present but when modifications are called for they are duly
carried out.

(viii) (a) Nature study is of value in ti timing the powers of observation
when the subject is properly taught, but I do not think that it necessarily leads
a bov to take an interest in agriculture. The enthusiasm, resourcefulness and
capacity of the teacher are of the utmost irnpot lance. Nature study taught by
close adherence to text-book is practically worthless

(h) School plots have their value when they are worked on practical lines

and the various operations of agriculture or horticulture carried out according
to the methods followed by good farn>ers or gardeners. Here again everything
depends upon the capability of the instructor, )n suitable areas and where plots
of land sufficiently adjacent to the school can be obtained, an extended experiment
in rural education with the aid of the school plot should, I consider, be made.

(c) School farms are not of any value for young boys. Either the manual
labour is too severe and the boys are too tired to give their best energies to
the other subjects taught in the school or else the work has to be done by hired
labour and the boy learns to watch instead of to work, a tendency already too
prevalent.

In schools where agriculture is definitely taught as a vocation, the school
farm is a necessity.

(ix) This information will be supplied by the Principal of the Agricultural
College.

(x) Agriculture will be more attractive to middle class youths when it is

made more profitable and when the general conditions of rural life become
such that educated men can feel there is full scope for their energies and abilities

outside the urban areas.

(xi) Temporary Assistants who have recently passed out of the Agricul-
tural College are taken on the staff of the department and kept on a farm for
a few years. These men may be absorbed into the departmental cadre, may
take up private service, or may go back to their own land with an improved
knowledge of piactical agricultural problems.
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We have also a scheme for refresher courses to be given at headquarters

by specialist officers but owing to paucity of staff this scheme has not yet been

put into operation.
(xii) In so far as this refeps to education in the principles and practice of

agriculture, adult education can, I consider, best be popularised by improving
the demonstration work carried oat in rural areas by the staff of the Agricultural

Department.
(xiii) I have no definite scheme to suggest as we are still experimenting along

the lines already indicated in replies to previous sections of this question.

QUESTION 3.- DEMONSTRATION <VND PROPAGANDA. (a) Please refer to the

"Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Development in the Central

Provinces and Berar, particularly to paragraphs 86, 87, 88, 89 and Chapter XIII"

(pages 911 arid 1418 above).

(fr)The effectiveness of field demonstrations is closely correlated with the

efficiency of the demonstrator or Agricultural Assistant. These officers vary
very much in quality and I do not consider they have always been sufficiently

enthusiastic to impress their teaching upon the public, nor do I think they have

always been provided with sufficient facilities for the purpose. Their demonstra-
tions" have not invariably been made attractive enough and the visit of an Agri-
cultural Assistant to a village has not been the event in village life which it

should be. A certain amount Iris been done bv providing lantern lectures but

attractive travelling exhibits are necessary. In the neighbourhood of main roads,
1 should like to have demonstration motor lorries provided with the cinemas which
coald be used by all departments of Government dealing with the improvement
of village lite. Where roads do not permit of motor vehicles we should have
to be content with taking exhibits around on a specially constructed cart.

If an Agricultural Assistant had a really attractive 'show' to appeal to the eye
as well as to the ear lie vould, I believe, easily command an attentive audience
drawn from a considerable radius. *

(c) The chief method whereby a cultivator can be induced to adopt expert
advice in my opinion is the demonstration plot. This should show him how to farm
to the best advantage an area nppioximating to the size of his own holding. Our
ultimate aim should be to ha\e such a plot within reasonable reach of every
village. In some tracts of count!) such plots would have to be entirely financed

by Government, in others Agricultural Associations or private individuals

could lun demonsti atiou plots I'nder the advice of officers of the Agricultural

Department. 'I he need for demonstration plots is fully realised by this depart-
ment and we arc gradually inci easing the number.

QUESTION 4. ADMINISTRATION -(a) and (b) This question has been dealt with
in the reply to question 1 (a) In my opinion, one of the best means to ensure
the better co-ordination of the activities of the various Governments in India
would be the financing, by the Central Government, of schemes to provide for

work which, owing to scarcity of hinds, any Provincial Government is unable
to undertake for itself I do io! consider it would be feasible for a central

oiganisalion to attempt to co-oulirate work for the upkeep of which it was not

financially responsible Under the pioposals made in reply to Question 1, the
funds at the disposal of the Go\ eminent of India might only be allotted where
provision for co-ordination of work and co-operation in necessary directions

had been securelf

There is also a need foi a Bureau to summarise the work already done in the
Provinces and to maintain such a si.mmaiy in future years. This could be
maintained by the Central Government.

In the case of All-India legislation on agricultural matters, it is doubtless
desirable for the Government of India to have at its disposal some organisation
to advise regarding such legislation.

(c) (ii) The present i

emulations regarding railway rates for the transport of

agricultural produce, machinery and other requiiements need to be closely
examined. For example, sugarcane mills are not classed as agricultural imple-
ments and oil-cake is conveyed at different rates depending upon whether it is

classified as manure or cattle food.

(c) (iv) The Agricultural Department would welcome any improved m-ethods
for the wider and more timely dissemination of weather forecasts. In this con-

nection, the value of wireless telegraphy might be considered.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE. (a) Please see paragraph 51 of the "Memorandum
on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Development in the Central Provincei
and Berar** (page 8 above).
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It la desirable that the lyitom of Uiuing taccavi In kind and not in cash

should be extended as widely as potaiblc, particularly to co-operative associations

and for short-term loans, I do not favoui the provision of much cheaper credit

than can be obtained under the present system a* this would only tend towards
increased indebtedness find one of the present parnmount needs of the cultivating

classes is greater thrift,

(6) The system under which /attai'i loans rre issued should be both simple
and speedy. With an increased demand for such loans, it may be necessary
to appoint special tatcavi officers to deal with the applications.

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS (a), (b) and (c) Please refer to

paragraphs. 45 to 50 of the "Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural

Development in the Central Provinces and Itetui" (pages 6 and 7 above).
There is considerable scope for giving assistance to the cultivator through

such financing agencies as land mortgage hanks. Legislation is also required
on the lines of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act. All these questions need
to be taken up in detail by a \\hole-time officer who could specialise in the subject.

QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION OB HOLDINGS. This question has already been
considered and notes* prepared on the subject by Mr. J P. Dyer, Commissioner,

Chhattisgarh Division. Please refer also 10 paragiaph 6 of the "Memorandum
on Rural Conditions and Agncultural Development in the Central Provinces
and Berar" (pages 1 and 2 above).

QUESTION 8. IRRIGATION (a) (11) Some development appears to be necessary
in the northern pmt of the Province and the extension of irrigation from tanks

is desirable. This will be dealt \\ith in fuller detail by the Deputy Director of

Agriculture, Northem Circle in his written evidence.

(<;) (lii) In some parts of this Ptovmce, particularly in Berar and the plateau
distncts, irrigation is largely done from wells The supply of watei from this

source is of such unpot lance that I consider the employment of a specialist to

deal with the question is essential. He should im estimate the whole subject of

underground water and the conditions whicn govern its availability for irrigation

purposes. This is particularly necessaiy in areas where the "Deccan Trap" is

the prevailing geological formation as the ociunence of water in this rock is

generally a very uncertain matter.

QUESTION 9.- SOILS. (a) (i) Drmnage has proved a satisfactory method
of dealing with soils in areas where water-logging prevails at certain times of the

year. 1 wo methods ha\e been followed underground pipe drains and surface
drains. The forrnei is a somewhat expensive piocess and its adoption on an
increased scale can only be expected by obtaining increased monetary returns
trom the crops giown on underdramed areas. Drains and other forms of land

improvement can be financed by loans taken out under the Land Improvement
Loans Act.

(<r) (n) Alkali (f s<u) land is not of gieai impoitance i ruth is Province as it

only occurs in small patches. There is an area in Berar where the wells are dis-

tinctly saline and uimnted to irrigation. Injunous effects produced by using such

waiters
for irrigation purposes can be overcome by giving the soil a rest from

irrigated crops and allowing the rainfall of the monsoon to lerfch the injurious
salts out of the soil. .

x

(a) (in) The system of bunding i.e.. the erection of field embankments, is

common in certain parts of this Piovince although the object is not always
to prevent erosion of the surface soil but sometimes to ensure that a sufficient
amount of moisture shall remain in the soil. Where water tends to flow from
the fields of one cultivator to those of another it is very desirable that there
should be co-operation amongst cultivators in order that the excess water should
he removed without doing damage to the fields of any particular cultivator.

(b) (i) On some Government farms, the proper lay-out of the area, protection
fiom erosion and in some cases, underdraimng of wet fields, have resulted in
considerable improvement in the area.

(b) (ii) and (t) Within recent times it may be said that a fairly large area
of good wheat land has deteriorated owing to the growth of kans grass
(Sacihainm sponlaneum). The Agricultural Department is meeting this difficulty
by undertaking ploughing with bullock-drawn iron ploughs on contract and has
recently secured a steam ploughing set for dealing with large areas.

*See pages 152-160.
~
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QUESTION 10, FERTILISERS, (a) Greater use could undoubtedly be made of

natural manures and artificial fertilisers. The department demonstrates the proper
methods of preserving manures and utilising cattle urine as one of its main lines

of work. In n general way it may be said that there is considerable scope lor

both natural and artificial manures on wet crops but not for artificial manures
to be 'applied to staple crops in the dry season. The chief factor controlling

any possible extension in the use of artificial fertilisers at present is the price.
It is very important that the fortilisei trade should realise the all-importance
of cheapness if the use of artificial inanure* is to make any headway. Every
effort should be made to cut down overhead charges and the services of the

Agricultural Department should be utilised to the fullest extent.

(b) The present trade in fertilisers in this Province being so small, no special
measures nre necessary to prevent fraudulent adulteration. The Department
of Agriculture keeps a close watch on the fertilisers coming into the Province
and samples are frequently subjected to analysis.

(<) Widespread demonstration and cheap rates are the two things necessary
to populaiise new fertilisers. Firms interested in the trade should be willing
to supply such feitihsers for demonstration purposes either gratis or at very low
rates. I would add that I have found the trade quite prepared to do so.

I would also emphasise that the selling price fixed foi manures on their

first introduction into a Province should not be so low as to necessitate a big
increase when the value of the manure has been demonstrated. Otherwise the

confidence of the agriculturists would be lost.

(<7) There has been a considerable increase in the use of manures at the

following places:

Karanja cake (Pnm%am\a glabra) for sugarcane in Betul and Jubbulpore.
Til cake (Strain tun Induum) in the Southern and Eastern Circles.

Ammonium sulphate for cotton at Hoshangabad.

(e) Investigations up to the present have not been sufficient but that subject
is one which is receiving constant -mention on Government farms. A bulletin

summarising teSults up to date h<is been published

(/) Please see "Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Develop-
ment in the Central PioMiices and Heiar", paragraph 67 (page 9 above). It

is only by demonstrating the greatei economic value of cowdung as a manure
that the practice of using it as fuel can be discouraged.

QUESTION 11 CROPS. (<*) (i) Please r.ee paragraphs 90 to 94 of the "Memo-
randum on 'Rural Conditions and Agricultural Development in the Central
Provinces and Berar" (pages 11 and 12 above).

(<i) (n) and (ui) and (c) These subjects have been dealt with in paragraphs
109 to 114 of the "Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Develop-
ment in the Central Provinces and Berar" (pages 15 to 17 above)

1 consider it essential that any new crop which is recommended for a
Province should be one \\hich can ne reproduced by seed or otherwise in that

Province 01 at least in some other part of India. For example, berveem clover

(Trtfoltvm Alexandnniim) is undoubtedly a valuable fodder crop but as the
seed has to be imported yemly from abroad, the extension of its cultivation
in the Province is limited. The botanical staff of the department has recently
taken up the study of fodder crops, including grasses, as one of its important
lines of work.

(a) (iv) This is a subject which has received a considerable amount oi

attention as the damage done by wild animals, chiefly pig, in this Province is

extensive. The extension of some valuable crops, e.g., ground-nut and sugarcane,
is hindered owing to the expense involved in fencing and watching. Economy
can, however, be practised by concentrating the area under such crops and this

has been carried out successfully in the Western Circle with regard to ground-nut.
In 1925 a scheme was formulated by this department for an organised attack

on wild pig by the aid of professional sinkarm but funds could not be provided
and the scheme has been held in abeyance. This, however, is really a matter
in which the cultivators should help themselves by organisation and co-operation.
It has. been done successfully as in three years as many as 27,000 pigs were
killed in the north of the Province by organised beats, local cultivators paying
a few annas for each pig killed.
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QUESTION 12. CULTIVATION. (i) Reference is invited to Chapter XIII oJ

the "Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Development in th

Central Provinces and Berar" (pages 14 18 above). The improvements
which have taken place in this Province in previously existing systems of tillage

have been in the introduction of iron ploughs, sowing in lines instead of

broadcast and the introduction of more efficient implements for interclilture.

It may be noted that there are now about 27 privately owned tractors working
in the Province.

(ii) Little can be said with regard to' the present possibility of improving
the customary rotations or mixtuies of the more important crops except that in

certain cases there is a tendency to overlook the necessity for a rotation in the

desire to put a larger area under money crop. Ground-nut has proved a very
useful rotation crop for cotton and sann promises to take a similar place in the

agriculture of the plateau districts. The mixture of minor millets and til

(Sesamnm Indtcum) which is grown in the Chhattisgarh should be capable of

impiovernent but care must be taken in replacing such practices, as the growing
of a mixed crop often takes the form of insurance against total loss of crop.

QUFSIION 13. CROP PROTECTION (i) This department has not had a great
deal of experience in the working of the existing legislation for preventing the

importation of dangerous plant diseases and pests as laid down in Government
of India Notification No. 580-240, dated the 26th June 1922

My personal opinion is that the procedure at present followed is not always
efficient and takes too long Recently a valuable consignment of plants was

delayed ior about 10 days in Bombay and on arrival at Nagpur they were

practically all dead. On another occasion I have actually found live insects

in i consignment of plants which presumably had been subjected to the system
of disinfection followed under the regulations. The importation of new or

improved varieties of plants is seriously handicapped by the present regulations
and I consider local Departments of Agriculture should be given more power and

responsibility. Anything imported by the Director of Agriculture should be
deliveied to that officer direct and he should be held responsible for seeing
that no injurious plant disease or pest is thereby introduced into his Province.

Exceptions arc already made in the case of certain plants and I see no reason

why this practice should not be extended.

(ii) If is desirable that the Agriculture Department should be able to specify
dangerous plants such as lantana and water-hyacinth, the destruction of which
should be made compulsory.

QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENTS (a) Refeience is invited to paragraphs 98, 99,
115, 116 and 117 of the "Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural
Development in the Central Provinces and P>erar" (pages 13, 17 and 18 above).

The post of Agricultural Ktigmeei should be considered one of the most
important in an Agricultural Department He should be an officer capable
of appreciating agricultural leqmrements and of devising implements to meet
the same.

(/>) Increased and more efficient demonstration is the chief method by which
the adoption of improved implements can be increased. It must further be
stated that simplicity of coi struction, elimination of all non-essential parts, provi-
sion of spare parts, where necessary, and a supply at the lowest possible cost
au the essentials which should receive the attention of implements makers. As
in the case of fertilisers, implements should originally be put on the market at

a price not greatly below that at which it is expected they will be sold in the
future. Attractive prices, which cannot be maintained, may create a demand at
first but will eventually lead to disappointment.

QUESTION 15. VETERINARY. (a) I do not think the Civil Veterinary Depart-
ment should be under the Director of Agriculture but the two departments
should work in close co operation. The Civil Veterinary Department of this

Province was removed from the control of the Director of Agriculture in the
year 1921 and I do not consider this has resulted in weakening the co-operation
between the two departments.

(c) I consider the staff of the Veterinary Department should be increased
so that outbreaks of disease could be dealt with more promptly.

(g) A Provincial Veterinary Reseaich Institute is a necessity in a Province
to largely agricultural as the Central Provinces and Berar.
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QUESTION 16. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. (a) (i) Reference is invited to Chap-
ter XIV of the "Memorandum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Develop-
ment in the Central Provinces and Berar" (pages 1820 above).

Comprehensive proposals for improving the breeds of livestock in this

Province have already been framed and copies are attached/ If these schemes
can be put into effect, the department will have sufficient work in animal hus-

bandry to occupy its alter Lion foi some years

(ii) The betterment of the daiiying industry is one of the greatest needs
in this Province and a ceitain amount of progress may be possible on co-operative
lines. The improvement of the milch animal must, 'however, precede any gicat
advance in dairying.

(b) (ij
This is bad eAerywhere The following figures relating to the Cen-

tral Provinces and Berar have been supplied by the 'Deputy Director of Agricul-
ture in charge of Animal Husbandry.

Acres.

Land, exclusive of forest areas, classed as not available

for cultivation and culturable waste other than fallow 19,500,000
Total number of cattle (i c , all classes of bulls, cows,

buffaloes and their young stock) 11,800,000
or 1 6 acres per
head of stock.

In addition to the above, the following is the forest area available for

grazing in the Central Provinces and Berar

Sq. miles.
Total forest area in the Central Provinces and Berar 19 700 including
Area thrown open for grazing to animals other than

browsers 12,500
or 8,000,000 acies

The maximum granny area available for cattle in the Central Provinces
and Berai is thus 19$ million plu* 8 million, i .'.. 27 million aues or approxi-
mately 2.3 acres per head of the cattle population.

It must be remembered that the grazing is of exceedingly poor quality and
the Deputy Director of Agriculture in charge of Animal Husbandry estimates
that, on an average, about 5 acres per head would be required to keep an
adult animal in fair condition or in other words these Pro\inces me- at least
100 per cent overstocked.

The opening of additional forest areas foi iudiBcrimin-ite grazing offeis no
hope of solving the pioblem of insufficient fodder supply. On the other hand,
if would only lend to aggravate the evil bv providing still greater facilities for
the breeding of inferior cattle on unscientific lines.

(n) In my opinion, there has been a decided tendency in recent years to
cut down the area left as a grass border in tilled fields in order to increase the
area under money-producing crops.

(iii) In the tructs, where wheat or rice is the main crop, there is a sufficiency
of straw for todder In the cotton country, partly owing to the increase in
the area under cotton and in also years when the crop is poor, the supply o<
juar todder is sometimes deficient.

(iv) There is a general absence of green fodder in dry seasons This is due
to the high temperature prevailing in the hot weather and alsp to the impo s,i-

bihty of growing any large area of fodder crop under irrigation.
(v) This is essentially a subject for research in a central institute with sub-

sidiary investigation in the Provinces.

(c) Generally speaking, the fodder supply in the Central Provinces and Berar
begins to deteriorate in February and March. In April and May. there is ve?y
little grazing at all and such as then exists is extremely poor. June and July are
the most trying months. In a year of normal rainfall, stock begin to improuin August and remain in fnirly good condition till the end of January

(d) The system of keeping reserves of baled grass to meet famine or scarcity
conditions, might be extended The grass wculd oe cut and baled in forest areas

Uln ?K
PnCe

,
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r
h
<l
Ch !t could/vrentua y be supplied to cultivators would depend

nScatioiw
transport and further improvements in rail and road commu-

*Not printed.
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(e) The interest of a landlord in animal husbandry and in all farming opera-
tions will, I consider, increase when these operations car be made to give a

bigger financial return and when agriculture as a profession is considered to be

worthy of more attention from all points of view.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (a) Please refer to the independent
answers supplied by Deputy Directors of Agriculture in this Province.

(b) and (c) The following subsidiary industries are worthy of attention :

(i) Vegetable and fruit growing for home consumption or market purposes
in favourable localities and where markets exist,

(ii) Poultiy farming,
(ni) Rope-making, basket-making and similar manual occupations

To encourage a greater interest in vegetable and fruit growing, the Horti-
cultural Section of the department should be strengthened. We have no expert
Horticulturist at present and in a Province where citrus cultivation is of consider-

able importance and the supply of vegetables distinctly poor, better arrangements
for technical instruction in horticulture should be made The establishment of

a fruit garden is a non-paying proposition for the first few years and it might be
desirable for Government to finance cultivators if they contemplate planting up
of fruit orchards and while no returns from the latter can be expected. Bettei

arrangements for marketing should be made and also for transport of fruit by
rail. At one time the loss on fruits sent in baskets by rail was very heavy, but

recently special piovision has been made for watch and* ward by the railway
authorities.

Rope-making might easily become a subsidiary industry in areas where
Minn hemp is produced, but for this also special technical instruction must be

provided. Poultry farming Ls an industry which does not make a general appeal
and only certain castes nnd classes of the community will touch it. Useful
information might be obtained by consideration of the reasons which led to
the abandonment of poultry rearing at Pusa a few years ago.

Sericulture has been tried in this Province, but the results were not very
promising. Lac culture is a useful subsidiary occupation and is being encouraged.
More could still be done with a bigger staff of assistants on extension work.

(d) The establishment of industries connected in some degree with the pre-
paration of agricultural produce for consumption, such as those given in the

question under reply is, I think, a matter for pnvate enterprise and there does
not appear to me to be any great need foi Government to take the initiative.

(e) There would be certain advantages if industrial concerns moved to rural

areas. For example, the establishment of oil presses or rope-making factories
would create local nnd probably better markets for produce obtained in the

surrounding area. On the other hand, the establishment of such industrial organ-
isations would almost surely lead to a highei wage rate in the locality and this

would have considerable effect upon the wages whi,ch agriculturists would have
to pay to their labourers.

(/) Yes. I consider such a study is essential before the improvement of any
rural industry can be undertaken.

(g) 1 do not consider any measures are necessary at present to provide greater
rural employment other than the improvement of the whole agricultural position
of the country. In general, there is a scarcity of labour rather than an excess
?md employment in rural areas needs to be intensified on the land rather than
extended in ne\f directions.

(h) There is undoubtedly scope for the village population to devote them-
selves to the better lay-out of their village and to the improvement of the

sanitary conditions of the same. Such efforts could be carried out under the
advice and direction of the Public Health authorities. Before the need for such
improvement is fully realised,, the general standard of education in many parts
of this Province will have to be raised and the spirit of co-operation for the

public good inculcated.

QUESTION 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR (a) (i) The seasonal movement of
labour from areas where there is a surplus to others where a shortage prevails
takes place spontaneously and no particular measures are necessary to encourage
the same, other than a general improvement in communications. This seasonal

migration is dealt with in detail in paragraphs 25 to 28 and 31 of the "Memo-
randum on Rural Conditions and Agricultural Development in the Central Prov-
inces and Berar" (pages 3 5 above).
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() (ii) Areas near Government forest which have been found suitable for cul-

tivation have been excised *nd formed into ryotwari villages. This system might
be extended should a demand for euch land exist. The total area dealt with in

this manner in the last twenty-five years has amounted to about 2,500 sq. miles.

(b) That there are seasons during which labour is in demand in certain areas

is clear from the references given in reply to (a) above. This shortage of labour

is really due to scarcity of adult population and can be ascribed to the following
causes :

*(1) mortality amongst the young,
(2) inefficiency of the labourer, this being largely on account of disease.

The introduction of labour-saving machinery is one way by which the scarcity
of labour can be overcome and his efficiency will be gradually enhanced by the

provision of means for improving his health and education.

(c) This question is not applicable to the Central Provinces and Berar as

we have no surplus agricultural labour.

QUESTION 19. FORESTS. (a) For reasons given in reply to Question 16,

I consider that no permanent good to agricultural interest would result from a

general extension of the present facilities for grazing in forest areas. In order

however to utilise the forests still further to meet the needs of the agriculturist
I consider that suitable forest areas should be devoted to cattle-breeding on a

properly organised basis This department has at present one or two such
schemes under consideration and when suitable breeding stock is available it

is hoped that this system will be more widely adopted. A forest area which
could provide good bullocks and milch cattle should be of more value to the

country at large than it is at present in suppyling a ceitain amount of timber
and grass. The total amount of forest required for cattle-breeding purposes
would only form a very small fraction of the total forest area in the Province.

(b) Please see paragraphs 64 to 66 of the "Memorandum on Rural conditions

arid Agricultural Development in the Central Provinces and Berar" (pages 8

and 9 above) and also replies to (d) and (e) of this question.

Recent experience in Berar indicates that there is likely to be a keen
demand for baled grass from reserves close at hand, but not if the grass has
to be brought any considerable distance. For example, few purchasers were
found for the britd grass produced in the Nimar Division, but there was a

large demand for that available in the Ambabarwa reserve which is in Berar
itself.

(d) In my opinion, steps should be taken to prevent the erosion of the soil

by the monsoon inns particularly in the neighbourhood of large rivers. Deep
ravines or nullahs are gradually being formed and much soil is being washed away.
It should be possible to undertake the planting up of these areas with trees

on the lines of Donga reclamation which has been successful in South Africa.
When once soil erosion has been arrested, a crop of grass will naturally follow
in aieas where at present the soil is absolutely bare.

(c) I consider there are such openings where fodder and fuel supplies are
scaice and where waste land exists in the neighbourhood of villages.

QUESTION 20. MARKETING (), (b) and (c) A special report on marketing is

being submitted. Please see also Chapter IV of the "Memorandum on Rural
Conditions and Agricultural Development in the Central Provinces and Berar"

(pages 2 and 3 above).

(d) Yes and if the special crop committees as recommended in reply to

Question 1 are appointed, they would foim a suitable agency to collect and give
publicity to such information, since the proposed constitution of these committees
includes representatives of the trade and of growers. There is considerable need
for Departments of Agriculture to get into still closer touch with the trade so
that we can obtain specific and detailed information regarding defects in Indian

produce. Such information should include figuies regarding the monetary loss

incurred by placing inferior material on the market and the gain which would
follow the substitution of a superior article for nn inferior one. This is necessary
because the ordinary agricultuiist must have concrete figures placed before him.
Such generalisations as the loss of status in the world's market or the threat
of competition arising in other countries are too general to make any effective

appeal.
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QUESTION 22. CO-OPERATION. (a) In view of the importance of the co-opera-
tive movement in a tract so pre-eminently agricultural as the Central Provinces

and Berar, I consider that the Co-operative Department should be under the

control of a whole-time officer specially trained in the subject. This officer

should remain in charge of the Co-opei alive Department for a sufficient number

of years so that his experience would be of continually increasing value. He
should work in close association, with the Director of Agriculture and any

arrangements made for improved propaganda work on behalf of the Agriculture

Department should include similar work on behalf of co-operation. The subject

of co-operative marketing should also be developed, as by following such a

system it is expected that definite financial profits would accrue to the
cultivators

and they would see that co-operation was something more than ideal in that it

led to really practical advantages. The extension of co-opeiation by means of

non-official agencies would be much easier after its financial benefits had been

realised and the inculcation of a better public spirit, on which the co-operative
movement really depends, would be stimulated

(b) (i) to (v) Credit societies, purchase societies and societies formed for

the sale of produce or stock can, I think, all be bi ought together under one

organisation. Such societies, in which some ob\ious financi il benefit is likely

to result, should receive the first consideintion and \viicn they have been estab-

lished on a sound footing it will be easier to dc\clop more general societies,

such as those for effecting improvement for the common good and for dealing
with difficult problems such as the corsolidatiot of fragmented holdings.

(vi) Societies for the co-operative use of agncultuial machinery have, I believe,
a future befoie them, particularly now that labour-saving machinery is becoming
necessary. The types of mailunery which might be bi ought into greater use

on a co-operative basis ai^ cotton ^innhift pl<ints, thieving machines., sowing
machines, ploughs worked by powei, etc.

(vii) I do not consider there is large scope for joint farming societies, as

farming is so much a mutter foi the individn tl ,md it \\ould be difficult to get
a number of men to agree as to the proper method and season to be followed
in carrying out agricultural operations. It might be possible in the case of a

number of capitihsts who would employ a well-qualified manager, but at present
there appears to be no demand for such organisations.

(vni) Cattle-breeding societies are also a form of co-orferative oragnisation
for which I do not think this Province is prepared, as the proper breeding of
cattle is so essentially a question in which personal control, intetest and indivi-
dualism are concerned.

(i\) 1 consider there is great need amorist ordinary village committees for

some communal eftoit lending to the betterment of village life In this direction,
there appears to be considerable scope for work by retired Go^ ernmcnt officials

if only they are prepared to go b-ick and Inc in the villages. This might
necessitate the issue of loans to enable such men to take up agriculture on a

satisfactory basis.

(c) I am certainly of the opinion that \\heie to-operative schemes for joint
improvement are necessary, legislation should be introduced in order to compel
an unwilling and small minority to join a scheme which is foi the common good
of all. For example, if there is a large area of ground-nut in a village and
this is subjected to attack by wild pi il is much more economical for all persons
growing the crop to j'om together foi the common fencing of the crop or for

watching the same. A few growers should not be allowed tc remain outside
the common organisation thereby, in all probability, only affording insufficient

protection to theii crop arid providing a bait to draw the pig to the vicinity.

(d) I consider that many credit and purchase societies have attained their

object but that constant and detailed supervision is necessary to keep them on
the right lines. There is also occasionally a tendency to attach too much
importance to the making of large profits to the detiiment of other objects
of general public advantage which should receive more consideration if the
true spirit of co-operation is the real guiding motive of the societies.

QUESTION 23. GENERAL EDUCATION.^) Existing systems of education do
not, I believe, pretend to have any influence on the technical agricultural efficiency
of the people. Their main object is to raise the general standard of culture and in
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this movement the agricultural community shares. In my opinion, however,

the education generally provided, whether higher, middle or
'

elementary, does

not tend to turn the middle classes towards an agricultural vocation.

(b) (i) Rural education needs to be developed on lines of its own and

there is a pai amount need for elasticity in the treatment of its problems. The
introduction of the definite teaching of agriculture into a certain number

^

of

middle schools may yield good results in some places and we have a promising

experiment at Pov.arkhera near Ho&hangabad. The attempt to teach agriculture

as a vocation was a failure both at this school and also at another started at

Chandkhun in the Kaipur district. The Members of the Royal Commission will

have opportunities to see both of these institutions.

(ii) I have vciy" little experience of compulsory education in rural areas but

I believe such compulsion would be more acceptable amongst some classes

if a subsidiary industry (e ^., rope making), were taught. The danger would
be that a boy uould be lemoMul from school at the earliest possible age when
it was found he had picked up the rudiments of an occupation.

*

(i\i) When a boy reaches the iourth class, he is just about of an age when
he can begin to earn his own living or at least add something to the family
finances. The few annas he can earn daily are of more apparent value than

extra years spent at school

QUESTION 21. ATTRACTING CAPITAL (a) There is one obvious method of

inducing a larger number of men of capital and enterprise to take to agriculture,

vis. t to make that profession more profitable. In this connection, I do not con-

sider it necessary to increase the present facilities a\ ailable in this Province

for obtaining education in the technics of agricultural practice. This could be

considered Mr-en the present facilities are fully utilised.

(b) I do not think thcie aie any important factors tending to discourage
owners of aiicultuial land from carrying out improvements except the general
lack oi interest evinced in ail questions regarding rural welfare.

QUESTION 25. WWFAUS OF RURAL POPULATION. (a) I consider the agri-

cultunil prosperity of ilu* uiial community to be very closely associated with its

health, and impiovenicius 1.1 the hygienic conditions in rural areas should advance

side by side with the efforts *ihich aie being made to improve the agricultural

conditions of the people

(b) In my opinion, economic surveys in typical villages will yield results of

considerable A nine Tnt c should be conducted by agricultural officers with a

bias townids economics ot by students of economics possessing a knowledge
of and sympathy with agriculture. A special stall is, I think, essential as this

work cannot be added to the already onerous duties of Deputy Directors of

Agriculture.

(c) Economic surveys \m\ e been made in two villages in this Province by
Deputy Directors of Agriculture. The report on one of these enquiries is now
being printed.

QUESTION 26. SIATISTICS. (a) (i) Please see reply to Question 1 (b) regard-

ing the need for a Statistical Officer.

The figures for areas under cultivation and crops are, in general, sufficiently
accurate.

(ii) Far more crop cutting experiments are needed in order to obtain a more
reliable figure for the yield of crops. The district staff of the Agricultural

Department undoubtedly provides a suitable agency for conducting such experi-
ments but at piesent the numerical sttength of the staff is too weak to enable
sufficient experiments to be made in order that a sufficiently accurate figure for

average yield may be obtained. When we have reached our present aim of

one assistant per tahsil or taluk, more reliable figures will be possible. By that

time our staff , many of whom are still young and inexperienced men, ^will
be

more qualified to deal with this subject, which is one requiring a considerable
amount of local knowledge and observation.

(iii) I have no suggestion to make. The present organisation is satisfactory
and the figures sufficiently reliable.

(iv) This information must be obtained from village records maintained by
the subordinate staff of the revenue officers The agricultural officer should have
nothing to do with it.
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Oral Evidence.

27453. The Chairman : Mr. Flymen, you are Director of Agriculture in

the Central Provinces and Berar? Yes.

27454. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence that

you wish to give. Is there anything which you would like to add to the

written note at this stage? No.

27455. Would you please give the Commission an account of your own

training jmd past appointments? Before coming to tl^is country, I was for 6 or 7

years on the staff of an Agricultural College in England. For the first part

of that time I was acting as an Assistant to Sir Daniel Hall and then I worked

largely on chemical work, but I undertook a certain amount of external work,

in a way, giving lectures to farmers and gardeners. When I joined this depart-

ment, my first appointment was that of Agricultural Chemist. Since then I

have been at various times a Deputy Director and Principal of the Agricultural

College.

2745(j. Sir Henry Lawrence: Under Government'^ Yes. The whole of my
service, except for a short period during the War, has been spent in the

Central Provinces.

27457. The Chairman. To be sine that fhe matter is quite clear, would

you please give us a statement showing the organisation of your department
both at headquarters and in the districts, mentioning the grade of officer holding
each group of appointments. There is yourself at the iieacP Yes. Then under
the Director of Agriculture there are the Deputy Directors in charge of the

following Circles. The Northern Circle headquarters Jubbulpore, the Western

Circleheadquarters Amraoti; the Southern Circle* -headquarters Nagpur; the

Eastern Circle headquarters Rnipur. There is tilso a Deputy Director of Animal

Husbandry with headquarters at Nagpur. Those are the officers concerned with

general agriculture. Then also we have, in Nagpur, a scientific staff and there

is the Agricultural College with its Principal. Ihere aic the Agricultural
Chemist, two Economic TkNtanists ind the Mycologist Those are all officers

of the status of the present Imperial Agricultural Service. There is also a post
of Agriculural Engineer which is at piesent vacant. He holds an outside post
not on the cadre of the Indian Agricultural Service I \\ould perhaps add here
that the Agricultural Engineei hns just resigned. The Agricultural Chemist is

now going on long leave and piobably will take propoi tionate pension.

27458. Would you give us particulars of the organisation within the

Circles? Under each of those officers, there are one or more Provincial Service
officers wfrom we term, in this Piovince, Extra-Assistant Directors of Agriculture.
For instance, in the Raipur Circle here we ha\c two Extrn-Assistnnt Directors

of Agriculture. They take one or more distiicts and are responsible for control-

ling the extension work, that is to say, the demonstration work of the Agricul-
tural Assistants under them. So that we have in a Circle the Deputy Director
of Agriculture at the top who is responsible for the whole work. We have the
Extra-Assistant Directors of Agriculture under him who are not concerned with
the experimental work but are only concerned \\ith the demonstration work, and
under fhose men we have the subordinate staff of the Circle, the Subordinate Agri-
cultural Service.

27459. All one grade*
5 The Subordinate Agricultural Service is divided

into an Upper and a LoAver Division, We recruit directly to the Upper Division,
but as a rule promotions are made from the Lower Division to the Upper. We
recruit to the Upper Division direct from the Agricultural College, men who
have passed out well and have taken a four-year course.

27460. And do both Upper and Lower Divisions do propaganda work? Yes,
they are engaged entirely on propaganda work except such of them as work on
the farms. We have two classes of farms, seed and demonstration farms which
are under the Provincial Service officers and the experimental farms which are
under the diiect control of the Deputy Directors. I have had a map prepared
to sho\v the distribution of those farms throughout the Province.

27461. May I ask you to turn to your note in answer to Question 1
(a)?At the commencement of the fourth paragraph on that page you say, "For the

administration of the fund, I propose that a number of sub or crop committeei
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should be formed dealing with the main crops", and then you give a list o! the

craps. That would be an All-India committee; would it not? Yes.

27462. And do you envisage provincial crop committees? No, the whole
of the advisory work in the Provinces should, I think, be left in the hands of

the pre&ent Advisory Board of Agriculture which consists of a certain number of

official and a certain number of non-officials.

27463. You are familiar with the working of the Indian Central Cotton

Committee ? Yes.

27464. TS it your view that the cultivator is adequately repiesenled in that

organisation? Yes, fiom what I have seen of the working of the Central Cotton

Committee, I think the needs of th cultivator are well looked after.

27465. It is very important that they should be, is it not? Yes, most impor-
tant. We have representatives of crop growers on that committee and my own
feeling is that the needs of the cultivator are well looked after by the Indian

Central Cotton Committee The point has been brought forward by a certain

Deputy Commissioner in this Province that the representatives of the growers
should perhaps be men v\ho are entirely cotton producers, and we perhaps do not

often select these men in quite a satisfactory way. That particular Deputy Com-
missioner said that he could give the names of ten or twelve good cotton growers
who would be suitable members of the Cotton Committee and I stated that the

first requirement would be that they should be able to deal with the"
proceedings

of the Cotton Committee which are all in English. "If that is the case ',

he said *'I cannot recommend men who know English as they are not available".

I pointed out that for a committee of this sort, which was representative of the

whole cf India, English was obviously the only language in which the proceedings
could be conducted. The fact th.it the proceedings of this Committee are con-

ducted in English does eliminate certain men who would otherwise be very
desirable members of the Cotton Committee.

27466. If the interests of the growers cannot for this or that reason be
looked after by representatives of the growers themselves, then would you agree
that officers of the Provincial Agricultural Department ought to be careful to

see that the interests of the growers are very closely watched on the Commit-
tee? I think their interests are carefully watched, but it does limit the selection
of members who represent the growers.

27467. A little further down you say, "The total fund to be allotted to

research might be controlled by a Research Fund Committee
" Would that

be a committee of experts'^ -Not necessarily. I have stated that it would be

composed of the Presidents of each sub or crop committee with an officer

appointed by the Government of India as Piesident and with such other members
as the Government of India might appoint These officers should be either non-
officials or officials

27468. Having had a Research Fund Committee constituted in 4hat manner,
with technical officers representing each of the Provinces, you might find that after

considerable argument the funds would be disposed of equally between the various

Provinces rathei than granted in accordance with the merits of particular schemes
advanced. Do you follow what I mean? It might be difficult to get a firm

decision if you had equal representation from each Province, especially if those

representatives were technical officers? Well, I did not propose that these

representatives should necessarily be technical officers but that they should be
men with a broad view, a broad knowledge of the needs of the agriculture of

the various Provinces and who would be able to allot funds on the merits of

schemes put before them.

27469. So that you agree with me that the merits of these schemes should
be a prime factor? Yes, and the claims of the Province should be a secondary
factor.

27470. What is your view of Pusa and jts place in the agricultural system
of this country? Pusa was started before the provincial departments got going,
and I cannot help thinking myself,

that had it been foreseen that provincial
departments would be organised on the lines and to the extent to which they
are at present, Pusa would not have developed as it has. Pusa was developed
as a Central Institution, I think, before it was realised that provincial institution!
would arise which would to a certain extent take the place of Pusa,
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27471. Do you think that Pusa is at this moment rendering good service

or not? No. 1 do not really think as the provincial departments are organised
at present that Pusa affects them much. We have very few problems which
we refer to Pusa.

27472. Sir Ganga Ram: When >ou say that you do not think it affects'

them much, what do you mean? 1 mean that it does not benefit them much.

27473. The Chan man: Are there not pioblcms of a basic nature and of

general application to which a central institution may well devote its attention?

1 find very few problems from the Province are ever sent up to Pusa. We
occasionally are asked to suggest problems, but for years no problems have
been suggested from this Piovince which Pu&u can undertake.

2/474. But that may be the fault of the Province, may it not? I think

that the Province feels that it is pelt-contained and that it can tackle its own
problems.

27475. You have an important wheat growing tract here? We have.

27476. What wheat arc you growing? We largely grow oui own wheat.

27477. Are you growing any Pusa wheats*'' Some of the Pusa wheats are

grown in these tracts, but taking them as a whole we prefer our own wheats to

Pusa wheats.

27478. Have you an inipoitant hugaicane growing tract? Not an important
sugarcane growing tract, but we have a certain amount of sugarcane cultivation.

27479. Is it a di\ 01 an irrigated tract? Jt is an irrigated tract. We have
found the Coimbatoie canes most useful. In fact, the Coimbatore canes are

gradually) replacing our local canes We hive really found the Coimbatore
Station of great value to us in producing canes suitable to this Piovince.

27480. Mi Kamat. Have yon denved more advantage from Coimbatore
Station than horn Pusa' We have derived more advantage from the Coimbatore

Sugarcane Station than from Pusa as n whole.

27481 The Chan man What do you say about the touch or the want of

touch between yoir Agiicultuial Department, particularly on the research side,
and the depailments in other Provinces''' In replying to this question I am
speaking as en officer of the scientific section 1 do not think the officers of

the scientific sections find any difficulty in keeping themselves in touch with
the 'officeis doing similar work in othei part*; of India. It is their business to
do so.

27482. How do ihey keep themselves in touch''' By private correspondence,
if necessary, and by reading particular publications just in the same way as a
man doing scientific work does keep himself in touch with similar work done
aH over the" world.

27483. What are youi principal pioblems to which you are directing your
attention at the moment'^ On the botanical side, we are devoting our attention
to the improvement of crops

27484. And to what crops in paiticular, are you devoting your attention?
We have wheat, rice, cotton, juar and other main st'iple crops. On the chemical
side, we have the general problems of the soil. They are also dealt with from
the bacteriological point of view. Then we have the diseases of plants which
are tackled by our own Mycologist who keeps himself in touch With the other
Provinces.

27485. What particular diseases, have you been dealing with at the moment?
We are dealing with sugarcane diseases, palm diseases, smut in juar, wheat and
so on.

27486. Is your chemist in close touch with the work which is being carried
on at Pusa in the matter of what you have desciibcd as the general soil problems
under the chemical side? He reads the work that is going on in Pusa in the
same way as he reads the account of work done in the other Provinces, and
also as he hears and reads the account of work that is going on in America or
in Europe or in any other part of the world. Any scientific officer dealing with
problems of this sort has to read widely.
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27487. Gould you tell the Commission whether the Mycologist in this Prov-
ince is familiar with the work which is being done on the smut diseases of juaj-
at this moment in the neighbouring Provinces? Yes, I believe he is quite
familiar.

27488. Do you
(
regard occasional personal visits to the neighbouring institu-

tions as highly desirable? Any application I make to the Local Government
for an officer of my department to visit any other part of India is always dealt
with in a very liberal spirit. But I think it is desirable for an officer to visit

another part of India with a very definite problem in view and not merely to
see things in a general way

27489. Have you anything which you would like to say to the Commission
on the question of PUSH'S luture as a Ccntial Institute for post-graduate training?We have had a certain amount ot experience with men who have undergone
post-graduate training at Pusa and my feeling is that perhaps that training is

rather nairow. 1 may perhaps give a concrete illustration. I had an Agricul-
tural Bacteriologist who nent to Pu for training, after having received his

preliminary tiaining in Nagpur Agricultural College While at Pusa, he came
in contact ^ith^ one officei in the Chemical Section and one or two officers in
the Bacteriologist Section This officei seemed to be a very promising young
man and so 1 proposed to the I ,ocal Government to provide him with special
facilities *md send him to Enk>*id for training. He was admitted to the
Rothamstcd Experiment Station for a year. During the time he woiked at
Rothamsted Experiment Station, he had the opportunity of seeing a large number
of people fiom nil o^er ilie world \vho came theie. He also attended two meetings
of the British Association, one at Rothamsted and the other at Oxford. He
also attended a conrte ofr inclines at the Cambridge University with a letter
of introduction from a friend at Rothnmsled. Then he went to France and saw
some of the leading bacteriologists there. All this >\as done in ihe course of
one year and I cannot help thinking that the money we spent on sending that
man to England ior a year's training \\a* of far gre.'itei value than the i: jney
spent in sending him to Pus i foi a inulir pcnoJ

27490. y,o/ GM'^ICC What *as his subjectsAgricultural bacteriology.
27491. The Chan man But there had to be some foundation before he was

capable of taking advantage of a visif to Rothamsfed and the Continent? He
had a very good foundalion at Nagpur and I think the foundation \ve are able
to give at Nagpur would be quite sufficient to enable such a man to take every
advantage of a training in England. The graduates of the Nagpur University
are arceptcd a? surh bv the ITorrc Urmersitics

At \\nit bta*c M. !ns <':n >CM , do you think an Indian should leave
India for experience abroad if that v. neressarv? I think he should go either
to Pusa or objoad when he lias shown decided ability in some particular subject.
Ihat may be a year after he has graduated or it may be during the course of
his graduation It might peihaps be dcsnablc for him to take some kind of
refresher couise after ht- has had four ot five years' service in a provincial
departmcMi!

27493. Do you think that experience shows it to be a good thing to send
a young Indian to Europe immediately after he has graduated? In the Agri-
cultural Depaitment we have hud only n very limited experience of that.

2749'!. How about study leave later on in a man's career? Do you attach
great importance to that? 1 his particular man about whom I referred just now
went on study leave.

27495. Prof. Ganf'i.Jt"*. Hn\ e you got him in service now? Yes.

27496. I8 he in the Imperial grade? He is in the Provincial giade.
27497. Although ho obtained a first class education in bacteriology abroad,he is ctill in the Provincial grade? There is no recruitment to the Imperial

grade now. We have only the Provincial giade.

nh *

G "n
'??

Ram: Did you take any guarantee from him when he wentabroad that he would return to your service when he came back to India?-HeU
H K "- P"tlcular extract; he was ahci.dy in Government service andad been in Government service for a good many years.

?"'k Ûpp?8in6
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!
er Province took him on? If another Province couldhim better term* and if our Province would allow him to go, he would go.
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27500. The Chairman: I think you say somewhere in your note that you
are anxious to appoint an Ajricultural Economist? I think in answer to Question
4 I have suggested the appontrnei t of a special officer.

27501. 1 was going to ask you in i edition to research whether you would
direct him to the carrying put of complete costing operations on units typical
of the holdings in this Province? I think infoi motion on the economic side at

present is far too meagre and that is really the side on which we now want to

specialise.

27502. Would jou agree with me thai costings of a typical holding is about

the only way by which you can airive at a definite conclusion? That is the

primary way in which the question should be tackled at the start. We have no
officer at present who is doing the work of an Economist and I think we should
have an Economist just as we are having an Agricultural Chemist or a Bacterio-

logist or a Botanist.

27503. Piof. (languid*' Wheie \\ould you train him? I am afraid at pre-
sent I can see no facilities for training such a mm in India unless he is a man
who is kept in a local Agricultural Department pnd put down on that special
work under the general supervision of Other officers.

27504 The Chan win: I have been looking at your answer to Question 2 (i)

where you refer us to Chapter XVI of the "Memorandum on Rural Conditions
and Agricultural Deseloptnent in (he Central Provinces and Berar" which has
been in the hands of the Members of the Commission for some months. I should
like to sk you at the outsei what your experience heie at the College has been
of the inter-action of teaching on research ? -Our research workers are responsible
for the teaching in other subjects in addition to research work and my own
feeling is that in the past they have devoted too gieat a proportion of their time
to the teaching work, to the detriment of the amount of time that they could
devote to research work.

27505. That does not mean that teaching has a bad influence on research?

It has no bad influence within limits, but I do not think a research officer ought
to be tied dov^n too much to teaching.

27506. Am I right in saying that that is so when the teaching is too elemen-

tary and there is too much of it? That is the thing that happened in my own
particular case. When I joined this department as Principal of the Agricultural
College I taught general chemistry and inorganic chemistry and also bacteriology.
I was also responsible for teaching some physics, and all for the sake of a few
students.

27507. Has it been your experience at the Agricultural College that there
are certain of your students who do not go in for Government service? There
are a few such men, but up to the r resent time we have needed Agricultural
Assistants so badly that we have taken on almost as many men as we produced.

27508. All the good men> Yes, all the good men.

27509. Has there been any demand from the public for your students, for

the purpose of managing either estates or cattle farms? There has been very
little demand of that kind in the past.

27510. Would you regard it as very important to develop it as much as

possible'^ It is extremely important to do so.

27511. Especially to encourage the view that the College is something more
than f

{ place foi training officeis? There will have to be more openings for men
who are trained at the Agricultural College. 1 anticipate that in a few years'
time \\c shall have far moie men turned out of the Agricultural College than
\ve can possibly hope to find posts for. We have, at the present time, in the

Nagpur Agrictitural College, about 110 students, and our recruitment in the

near iuture is not likely to be more than five a year.

27512. Sn Henty Lawrence: Are they taken into Government service?-
Not now.

27513. Str Ganga Ram: Into the Irrigation Department? No.

27514. The Chairman: Would you like to see the agricultural degree made
a qualification for appointments other than in the Agricultural Service? I should
like to see it as a qualification for any service in which a knowledge of agri-
culture would be valuable,
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27515. Have you ever thought of the possibility of founding a degree in

agricultural economics, or rural economics to use the wider term? I should

like 10 make rural economics or agricultural economics such an important
subject

'

of agricultural education that it bo unnecessary to establish another

degree.

27516. You would have one degree in rural economics because rural

economics has a much wider field than agricultural economics? It is wider, but

in this country rural economics and agricultural economics are so closely bound

up together that one could make a degree in agricultural economics almost

wide enough to include both. 1 think it is important that some of the Indian

Universities should realise the value of agricultural or rural economics. I would
like to place before you the position which I put forward in this con-

nection in Nagpur n short time ago. I vas asked quite unofficially whether I

could suggest for the Nagpur University something in the nature of a Chair.

I said, 'Why not have a Chaii in Rural Economies'; the idea seems to have
struck them, and I am hoping that something will come out of it. I think

that in a University established in such a prominent agricultural tract as this,

a Chair in Rural Economics is of far greater importance than say a lectureship
in Sanskrit or something of that sort. The Nagpur University has been newly
established, and they have just recognised the Agricultuial College as a con-

stituent.

27517. 7)r Hyder- When a Chair in Rural Economics is established in

Nagpur Univeisity, it will provide post-graduate training for the students?

The lectures in ruial economics would be such as would be valuable and suitable

to students taking a degree in geneial economics or to students in the Agricultural
College, because I do feel that the agricultural course wants to be made more
and more economic and perhaps a little less scientific. I think we perhaps
teach to the general run of our agricultural students rather too much science

and too little economics.

27518. Have you looked into the Economics course of the Nagpur
University^ No, I have nothing to do with it.

27519. The Chaurn an Your reply is that your college is linked up with
the University? Yes.

27520. You have got your Agricultural College, and you are making at

least one experiment in semi-vocational middle schools. Would you agree that

it is very important that the future earners of the young men or boys passing
through all such institutions should be watched and recorded? I think it is

a matter of the greatest importance.

27521 Is it being done at the moment'1
'

1 have supplied the Powarkhera
school with a card index and they have to keep a record of each boy who
passes through the school, as long as possible.

27522. How long has it been run? On reorganised lines, for a year; in

order to get this information I had got them to collect information regarding
past students, recently I have supplied them with this card index, in order to

keep a full, detailed account of each student who comes to that school. We
have had a few students there, and they have a record of what is happening,
but now that the numbers are increasing, I think it is very essential, in order
to see the value of this experiment, to keen n complete record of the boys that

go through^
it. That applies to the agricultural middle school at Powarkhera.

27523. In answer to Question 2 (x), you are talking about the problem
of making agriculture more attractive to middle class youths, and you say that

that may come about when the general conditions of rural life are more attractive
and when there is full scope for the energies and abilities of these middle class

youths. Do you think it possible that agriculture could be made attractive

to middle class youths on holdings as small as those which represent the average
in this Piovince?--! am afraid it is not so.

27524. Is that not really the problem of the smallness of the holdings?
I think it is; the man would make insufficient money to live properly in a
village.

27525. Please turn to your answer to Question 3 (a). The Commission wish
to follow the memorandum on page 41, chapter XIII (pages 14 18 above).
Is it your view that the problems of demonstration and propaganda have received
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sufficient attention in the past in this Province? They have received as much
attention as we had staff for, but I think the methods of propaganda and demon-
stration require to be made more attractive and more appealing.

27526. You think that demonstration and propaganda have received as much
attention and have enjoyed as much financial support as research? They have,

quite S much as research.

27527. You think there has been a fair allocation between propaganda and
demonstration, on the one hand, and research on the other? It has been quite

fair, it is in favour of extension and demonstration.

27528. As between the two types of cultivation, the irrigated (which of

course is only a small part in this particular Province) and the dry tracts, has

the attention of your department been fairly divided between those two classes

of cultivation? Yes, I think it has been; we are trying to work up to the

position of one Agricultural Assistant per tnhsil, whether it is in the dry tract

or in the irrigated tract; that is our present aim.

27529. No doubt, where irrigation is possible, irrigation is the thing, but

there are some districts which cannot be irrigated? Yes; they have not been

neglected. For instance, as far as we can provide the Agricultural Assistants,

we place them in the Western Circle for cotton, in the Northern Circle for

unirrigated wheat or in the Eastern Circle for stgarcane, rice and so on.

27530. Have you ever noticed the tendency or temptation to devote moie
attention to the irrigated areas than to the dry ones? Not in this Province.

27531. We were talking about field demonstrations a little while ago, and
in answer to Question 3 (6), you go a little more into detail about your demon-
strations and how you carry them out. How about the class from which your
demonstrators are drawn; are they from the rural class, as a rule? They are from
the rural class, but one must realise that in the Agricultural College in the

past we have admitted non-matriculates, and I suppose we are the only department
who have taken a non-matriculate, given him training at a fairly cheap rate,

and provided him with a post on Rs. 50 r month. We are still taking them,

although we hope to improve the standard, now that degrees in agriculture are

available.

27532. Is not the training of your demonstrators mainly technical? The
demonstrators are either given the short course at the Agricultural College,
which is largely agriculture or the long course, but it is our policy not to put
a man out on demonstration in the district until he has had at least two years*
further training in agriculture on one of our farms.

27533. What object have you in view in making that rule? Because we
do not think that he is a sufficiently good agriculturist to be trusted to go
out and advise people on the basis of two years' training.

27534. The two years* training gives him technical knowledge; does he

acquire any commercial knowledge and knowledge of management? It gives
him technical knowledge, but not experience; he has two seasons on the Nagpur
College farm, but they may be the same, or they may be different, and that

is not quite sufficient basis upon which to turn that man loose on the agri-
cultural public as an adviser.

27535. You would agree that some knowledge of farm management is

essential in the case of a demonstrator? Yes, and it is for that reason that we
keep him on one of our farms. I have had the case of a man put out on demon-
stration duty after a short period of training, who has begged me to take him
back and put him on a farm, because he did not feel he was up to his job.
From that may be realised, perhaps more than from anything else, the need
for giving those men a larger practical training before allowing them to become
general advisers.

27536. If a cultivator discovers that a demonstrator, representing the depart-
ment in his area, does not know the things about farm management which the
cultivator has learnt from his father, does he not think the demonstrator a
fool? Exactly; there is an erroneous difference between the influence of the
man who knows his job well and the man who does not.

27537. Are you satisfied with the manner in which^ the records of past
experience are being kept in your department in this Province? I think, taking
the officers of the department as a whole, they all have too much to do, and
that is one of the reasons why I have suggested that we want a Statistician and
an Economist, who would take up some of the work of keeping the records.
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27538- I am not thinking at the moment of the interpretation of results,

but merely of the machinery for recording experience. Men come and go, and
unless pains are taken to record experience, whether it is one of success or

failure, it is likely to be lost? There is a danger of losing experience; there

is that distinct danger, particularly if you ^ave a man breeding crops; if that

man does not keep a well written account of the history of the crop you may
produce a new variety and you do not know the history at all. There is that

danger. In geneial, I think, the annual reports regarding the use of various

things are kept; but there are personal touches which should be recorded also

and which are of extreme value.

27539. There is nothing at the present moment in any of the Provinces of

India comparable to the Ministry of Agriculture at Home? No.

27540. I take it that the administrative records are all in the Secretariat?

The annual reports are all filed.

27541. The experience on the administrative side is kept by the Secretariat

and not by you; is it not? The Secretariat keeps the annual reports on the

working of the department. Each office keeps its own files, the annual reports
of these experimental farms, demonstration farms, extension work and so on.

27542. Let us take a concrete case which has emerged in another Province.

Are you attempting to popularise the method of preserving fodder by making
it into silage? We are, yes.

27543. For how long is that going on? It has only been going on for the

last one or two years.

27544. You agree that that is the sort of experiment of which the most
closely kept records should be preserved? Yes.

27545. Would you put in a paper summarising the efforts that have been
made and the results so far obtained in that direction? Yes; shall I send it to

Nagpur?
27546. There is no hurry; but if you can do so it would give an opportunity

to the Commission of asking some of the witnesses about it? Yes.

27547. I see that you say, "There is also a need for a Bureau to summarise
the work already done in the Central Provinces and to maintain such a summary
in future yeais. This could be maintained by the Central Government". Why
do you invoke the Central Government for that particular purpose? I say it

could be maintained by the Central Government because the Central Government
01 the central organisation could collect all the material from all Provinces.

27548. Is that so as to bring it together for the purpose of comparison?
And make it available to any one who wanted it.

27549. Does that suggest to your mind that there is not quite the degree of

co-ordination and communication today which you suggested in your evidence
some minutes ago? The material is available.

27550. It is not at the moment at the disposal of the Provinces? If any par-
ticular officer wants information on any point, he could always write to another
Province to the officer in charge of the work and get it; it is not publicly
available.

27551. Now in answer to Question 4 (c) (ii) you say, "The present regulations

legarding .railway rates for the transport of agricultural produce, machinery and
other requirements need to be closely examined", and then you give a specific
instance. What representations have been made by your department, to whom
and with what result? As far as I know, no departmental representation has
been made on the question of the sugarcane mills. That has been shown me
as a moat important hardship. With regard to oil-cakes, I think that was done
some years ago when we wanted oil-cakes to be carried at a uniform rate.

27552. What body representing the Railway is existing in this Province to
listen to the complaints of the cultivators? There is an Advisory Board for the
G. I. P. Railway.

27553. Ts that the Local Advisory Council? Yes, at Nagpur.
27554. Instituted

^as
the result of the Acworth Committee of 1920? Yes. I am

unaware of any definite complaints from agriculturists having reached them.
27555. You

.probably agree that in the present state of development, the
Indian cultivator is in no position to carry his complaints to the Railway Coin*
panics? I am afraid he is not.
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27556. Mr. Kamat; Have the manufacturers of these sugarcane mills repre-
sented their grievance? Not that I know of.

27557. Have you got local manufacturers? No.

27558. The Chairman: Following on your answer to me, would you agree
that that fact makes it more important that the Department of Agriculture
should watch the interests of agriculturists in these matters? We do try and
watch the interests of the cultivator. When the cultivator has a point of this

kind to bring forward I would say the Provincial Board of Agriculture, the

Advisory Board in Agriculture, is of increasing value. It acts as the Standing
Committee in agricultural matters to the Local Government. For example, no
new proposal to be included in the budget is accepted by the Local Government
unless it has been passed by this Advisory Board which consists largely of non-
official members representative of the different agricultural tracts, and a certain

number of ofhcial members.

27559. Sir Ganga Ram . Are they members of the Council? Some of them
may be Council merfibejs, but not all.

27560. The Chairman: The heads of the Railways when they were asked
about the interests of the cultivator have cited the Local Advisory Councils
and indeed they told us precisely how tho representation of the cultivators'

interests has been arranged for It was, if my memory does not deceive me,
by two members of the local Legislative Council chosen, I think, from rural

areas. Would it not be worth while that your department should look into the

possibility of assuring for the cultivator an active representation on the Railway
Local Advisory Committee? I think that could be taken up with more chance
of success by the Advisory Board of Agriculture.

27561. As head of the department, do you put up suggestions of that

sort to tne Advisory Board? Yes; if there is a matter of that sort, it is put up-

27562. How about construction; are you satisfied with the amount of railway
construction going on in the Province as a whole? Yes; I think the railway
provision in this Province is, on the whole, very satisfactory.

27563. In answer to our Question 4, you deal with various points subsequent
to those with which we have already dealt. But 1 see that you say nothing about
the Post Office. I was wondering whether you regard the service of the Post

Office, in its capacity as public agent for the Savings Bank system, as giving
it importance in relation to agriculture? No; 1 had not anything definite to

say about the Post Office.

27564. Now, I am looking at your answer on page 28 to Question 6 (a), (b)
and (c) and to the Provincial Memorandum, paragraph 45 (page 6 above).
You say, "There is considerable scope for giving assistance to the cultivator

through such financing agencies as land mortgage banks". You suggest also

*a whole-time officer who could specialise in the subject'. Would that be a

whole-time officer foi the \vhole Province^ That was my intention, yes.

27565. Do you think that one whole-time officer for the whole Province
could do much? Is it a question of research which was in your mind? The
question of organisation and the preparation and development of schemes for

this work, a man who would make a special study of the financing of agriculturists.

27566. Do you think sufficiently detailed investigation of the problem of

indebtedness has been carried out in the Province? I do not know; I think

it requires far more investigation.

27567. Is there any statement available showing the particulars of debt,
secured and unsecured debt to moneylenders, debt to co-operative societies

and so on? Not that 1 know of.

27568. Are you one of those who attach great importance to the carrying
out of preliminary surveys

*

before laying down a policy? I think this question
of indebtedness does require a very close investigation.

27569. You do not suggest, do you, that one officer for the whole Province
could make much contribution towards an investigation of that sort? No, but
that b a step in the right direction.

27570. I turn to the note* which is headed "Note relating to the Acts in

force in the Central Provinces and Berar which aftect agricultural matters from
the economic point of view." Pages 3 and 4 deal with the Agriculturists' Loans
Act No. 13 of 1884 and with the Lands Improvement Loans Act; on page 4,

*Not printed.
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second paragraph, you say, "Government has also recently sanctioned as an

experimental measure a scheme for the supply of pure wheat seed on me bafht

system". Is that under the Act of 1884? No. I am not responsible for that

note;, that was drawn up by the Secretariat.

27571. Have you not seen it? I have had a copy of it.

27572. Perhaps you will give me the facts as far as you are aware of

them? That was a special scheme started last year and does not, I think,
have any reference to that Act you quote.

27573. So far as you know, it is neither under the Act of 1884 nor under
the subsequent Agriculturists' Loans Act? Speaking from memoiy, I do not

think so, but it was only started just before I went on leave and I have not

seen the details of the working of it.

27574. What is the barht system? It is the giving out of loans with a

return of 25 per cent interest in kind.

27575. As you are not responsible foi this paper, you must stop me if you
do not want to answer any question; but it touches your responsibility I think

closely in many respects, and so 1 will take you as far as you are prepared to

go. 'the writer is talking about interest on loans undr the Agriculturists' and
Lands Improvement Loans Acts and he is dealing with the question of the

interest charged to the cultivator. "During 1921-22 the interest was raised fw>m

6| per cent per annum to T\g per cent, or 1 anna 3 pies in a rupee, in order

to cover the high rate of interest payable by the Local Government to the

Government of India at the time, <'.nd also to protect the provincial finances

from probable losses owing to bad debts. At present the rate from Provincial

Loans Fund is fixed at 5 per cent, but there has been no reduction in the rate

of inte rest charged to the cultivator." Are you familiar with the circum-

stances P No.

27576. Then I observe it is the practice in this Province to remit interest

on taccavi instalments whenever land revenue is remitted? Yes, that is probably
the case, but really it is not a thing with which the Agricultural Department
has any concern.

"27577. Have you not interested yourself in the general problem of dealing
with the indebtedness of the cultivator? We are interested in the issue of

taccavi loan but not in the general regulations covering it.

27578. Now I turn to Question 8, which deals with Irrigation. Are you
satisfied with the degree of touch and inter-communication existing between

your department and the Irrigation Department? Yes.

27579. Are relations thoroughly amicable? We are in constant communi-
cation, either by letter or by oral discussion. I can give an example which

happened only quite recently : the Irrigation Department found that the water
from one of their tanks was not being taken up quite as readily as they had

hoped, and they asked us if we could open a demonstration plot. We opened
one within a foitnight in that area. We do a great deal by discussion; I see

the Chief Engineer very very frequently and I am .ilso in close touch with the

Superintending Engineers as well.

27580. I suppose you also meet on the Provincial Board of Agriculture?
The Chief Engineer is a member of the Advisory Board for Agriculture.

27581. How often does the Advisory Board meet? It meets two or three

times a year to discuss the budget items, and at one other time at least.

27582. How about the advice that the two departments give to cultivators?

Are you agreed together as departments in the matter of the quantity of watei

required for sugarcane growing? Well, we have our views; in a general way
t should say the Agricultural Department would put rather a lower figure for

water required for sugarcane than the Irrigation Department.

27583. I think that is quite possible?- Yes.

27584. Prof. Gangulee: You have no experimental data with regard to

that point? Experiments have been conducted and are now going on with

regard to the duty of water for various crops.

27585. When was that experiment begun? That was started by ttie Irrigation
Department two or three years ago in consultation with the officers of the

Agricultural Department; the experiments have been opened by the Irrigation
Department.
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27586. The Chairman: Have you anything that you wish to tell the Com-
mission on the problem of the method of charging for water; that is to say,
the volumetric versus the acreage basis? No, except that we are frequently
consulted over irrigation rates.

27587. Have you nothing to say about the volumetric method of charg-
ing? No.

27588. Do you think there is an opening for minor irrigation schemes in

the Province : such as kutcha damming of minor streams and rivers? I think

there is scope for minor irrigation schemes and also for well irrigation; the trouble
is to m^ke such schemes remunerative and to pay the interest on the capital
involved in damming up such streams.

27589. Are there no districts where cultivators are willing to do the work
and to take risk if they are given sufficiently good advice; is there any officer

available to advise cultivators? The general officers in the Agricultural Depart'
ment would advije on matters of that sort.

27590. But you have no special irrigation officer to advise on such schemes?
No.

27591. Do you not think such an officer could do good service? It should
be bne of the duties of the Agricultural Engineer to advise where bunding and

levelling of land, setting up of irrigation plant, and so on, should be; but as a

rule that kind of advice is given by the general officers of the Agricultural
Department.

27592. Then I think you somewhere express the view that irrigation by
wells is a subject which should receive further attention; is that so? Yes.

27593. You think there may be an important opening for that, do you
not? I do, but I think the whole question of water-supply by wells is too big
a thing to put in the hands of a solitary agricultural engineer.

27594. Do you not think that both these subjects are subjects which should

be in the hands of technical whole-time officers? The minor irrigation schemes,
that is to say, the building of small tanks and so on, could well come within

the scope of the duties of the agricultural officer, I think, if he could call in

technical advice wheie wanted.

27595. Are you satisfied that there are not problems in research of a

fundamental nature in connection with irrigated agriculture which still require
to be dealt with? 1 think there are problems in connection with irrigated crops,

special problems of their own, but these J* think could come in under the

general survey of the Agricultural Department.

27596. Problems in connection with drainage in relation to agriculture,

drainage in connection with irrigation, and problems in connection with irriga-

tion in its bearing upon health and its effect upon the soil, problems of water-

logging and so on; do you think that these might well be tackled by a central

research station for irrigation under the Government of India? I dp not think

that problems of such a nature are very pressing and important in this Province.

27507. Has there been any soil survey carried out in this Province?
Not of a general nature, but we have accumulated a good deal of information
on soiL ns a whole. There has not, however, been any organised soil survey
becnust we have not got the necessary staft for it.

27598. Are you going slowly forward with that work? Yes, we are gradually
collecting more and more information. For instance, at agricultural shows we
put up show bottles giving results of the analysis of the soils in a particular
area and showing how they differ. We use those as exhibits at agricultural
shows.

27599. In answer to Question 9 (b) (ii) and (c), you give an account of what

you have done in the way of clearing land of bans grass. How far have these

opportunities
been taken advantage of by cultivators? We have two schemes,

ploughing with bullock-drawn ploughs for which there is a pretty big demand.
We have emended that scheme in the last year and it seems to be a scheme
which could be developed almost indefinitely.

27600. What plough are you using for that? Sometimes the iron turn-wreit

plough, sometimes the Sabul plough.
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27601. Does the turn-wrest require to be altered so as to adapt it ior that

work? No, that plough is available; it is the plough with which we do the

work to a large extent.

27602. Then you have got this steam-plorghing plant? Yes, that has only

just been started.

27603. What plough are you using? It is a four or five bottom plough.

27604. Sir Ganga Ram: Is it a double engine? Yes. It was sanctioned

by the Legislative Council during the last budget session and is working for

the first season now in the Jubbulpore district.

27605. The Chairman: Do I understand that the system was sanctioned

by the Legislative Council? The money was sanctioned by the Council. It

was put down as a special item in the budget as one of the items of new
expenditure really, after the scheme had been exhaustively discussed by the

Advisory Board of Agriculture.

27606. Do you have to present your budget in very great detail to the

Council? -In very great detail and very frequently. We have to explain it

very thoroughly on many occasions. I fiist of all have to explain it to the

Advisory Board, who may or may not approve of it. Provided it is approved
by the Advisory Board, it has then to be explained to the Administrative Depart-
ment. It probably has to be explained again to the Finance Department, then
to the Finance Sub-Committee, and finally ptobably in a fairly lengthy speech
to the Legislative Council.

/7607. Sir Henry Lawience: Has the Director of the department no
discretion to use his money in introducing new machinery? Items of new
expenditure always have to be approved by the Advisory Board of Agriculture.

27608. The Chairman: In detail? Yes, item by item. I find the Advisory
Board of Agriculture extremely useful in thi t way, because once we have satis-

fied them that the scheme is a sound one agriculturally, it is of very greal
assistance to have their support.

27609. Mr. Calvett Are they all members of the Legislative Council?
Not all.

27610. The Chan man. Now, in answer to Question 10 on Fertilisers, you sa>
lhat greater use can undoubtedly be made of natural manures and artificial

fertilisers. Do you think the trouble is ignoiance or apathy on the part of the

cultivator, or difficulty of financing these operations? I think the whole question
is economic. It is very difficult to say that some of the more expensive ferti

Users can be recommended for various crops. Although, at the outset when
applied to the crop, they apparently give a good yield and look like being t

profitable investment, later on we do not find that to be the case.

27611. What is j^our limiting factor in the Province as a whole? I shoulc

say that nitrogen was the important factor.

27612. Prof. Gangulee: Nitrogen is an important factor? Yes, and watei
also.

27613. The Chairman: What experiments are you carrying on at this

moment in compost making? Particularly in the rice areas we try to use lea's ei

and trash. Of course, in the diy areas the material is not available.

27614. Is that a direction in which you think more research work r

required? I think the whole question of manuring is one in which a great dea
of research work is required but it must always be bound up with the economic
question.

27615. Are you an advocate of any particular method of compost making
at the moment thiough your propaganda officers? In the north of the Province
they advocate compost making with all the weeds and general material collectec
off the fields. We also carried out a certain number of experiments in trying
to make artificial manure but we found that the trouble there was to maintain i

suitable moisture.

27616. What substance were you using? Satin hemp, refuse grasses, cottoi
stalks and the like. Again we have been doing it on the Rothamsted methodWe found that it was very difficult to keep the manure wet except in the raint
but to rot it in the diy weather was impossible.
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27617. Have you any views on the export of bones from the Province?
I should be very glad to see not only bones but also oil-cakes retained in the

Province, if possible. Oil-cake, I think, is more important than bones.

27618. How would you use your bone? Chiefly on the irrigated rice areas.

27619. And process it? I would grind it up.

27620 Do you not think that they requite treatment? No. It is used in

the form of ground bones.

27621. Prof Gangulee: Using a very tine mesh? Yes.

27622 The Chan man: Have you studied the economics of the problem
of preventing or not preventing the export of bones? Not in detail.

27623. Is it your view that the damage done by the use of cowdung for

fuel is exaggerated or do you legard it as very serious? I regard it as very
serious.

27624. On page 26, paragraph 67, of the Piovmcial Memorandum (page 9

above) you say that in the Chhattisgarh Division attempts have been made to

encourage the use of firewood as fuel by the establishment of fuel depots at suitable

agricultural centres. How are those depots supplied? Where do they get the

wood from? --From the surrounding jungles.

27625 How could the cultivators get it direct^ The dep6ts were established

in Chhattisgnrh but the jungles are a considerable distance from the cultivated

areas.

27626 So that it is really supplying wood, not from jungles round about,

bul from distant jungles''' Yes. And for that reason they hope, with the

development of the railways through this district, to be able to get firewood

from the jungle at a rate much cheaper than has been possible in the past;
it is probable that this scheme will be feasible in the future although it was
not a success when it was tiied before.

27627. But although the fuel was offered at wnat is described in this note
as being very cheap rates, the immemorial custom of, and the preference for,

cowdung fuel presented the change over from that fuel to wood? Yes.

27628. For how long was this expenment persisted in? I am not sure

because this was carried out by the Forest Department, it was not done by the

Agricultural Department. I think the Chief Conservator of Forests would help
you in this matter.

27629. Now under the heading. Crops, Question 11, have you witnessed a

change over from food crops to money crops on an important scale in any area
in this Province? You dp not deal with this question in your note? There
has been a great increase in the cotton area in the last few years. That is one
example.

27630. And has it reached a point where an important proportion of the

cultivators do not grow sufficient food for then own family use and have to

purchase? I think so. It has reached a point where the pendulum is now
swinging in the other direction.

27631. Before we come to that I want to ask you whether you applied
yourself at the time when this change over was going on, to discovering what
effect the change had upon the cultivator and the economics of his everyday
life, while cotton was bringing in a good price? Was it to the advantage
of the cultivator to have a change over to the money crop, do you think? I think

it vuis, while the price remained high.

27632. For the cultivator to get the benefit of the change over it is necessary
for him to be able not merely to sell his cotton well, but also to buy the neces-
sities of life that he requires and to buy them well? Yes.

27633. And in that respect good communications are as important in keeping
down the prices of commodities as they are in affording ready channels of

marketing for the produce? Yes.

27634. Do you think it likely that in areas away from large centres and

badly served by communications, the cultivator would be able to buy what
he requires reasonably cheap? I think the communications in this Province
are, both by rail and by road, good enough to ensure that.
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27635. Do you think there is a marked rise in the standard of living amongst
the population the members of which change over from food to money crops
so long as the price remains high? I should not say there was a rise in the

standard of living. I should say there was a rise in general expenditure.

27636. You mean to say *t was not good spending?- It was not spending
to the best advantage.

27637. What was the money spent on as a rule? Was it spent on putting
tin roofs on the houses? 1 should think it was spent probably on getting out
of debt.

27638. That seems to me a \ery good object? Yes, but there has not
been a definite rise in the standard of living

27639. Pinf. Ganitulce: Is there any sign of prosperity? In the cotton

tract when the price of cotton was high, there were signs of prosperity.

27640. The (Chairman Then you say that the pendulum is now swinging
back and that the land which has been tinder money crops is now going back
to food crops. Is that A ery marked? It is just beginning because the price
of cotton now is dropping. We find that a good many people are now taking
to ground-nut in place of cotton

27641. Is ground-nut a food crop of any importance in this Province? It

is not a staple food.

27642. You would not surely describe the change over from cotton to

ground-nut as typical of reversion from money to food crops? It is not exactly
a food crop but they are reverting to a rotation of crops which would be to

the advantage of the cultn ator and of the soil.

27643. Will you give us a little more information about your machinery
for distributing seed'' I understand that you have an agreement with reliable

cultivators throughout the Province v - -We have a number of seed farms carried

on by reliable cultivators.

27644. How do you reward these seed multipliers? We do not reward
them in any way, they establish n reputation for their seed. I have described
the system in paragraph 88 of my memorandum (page 10 above).

27645. Are you satisfied with this system ? I am satisfied with the system,
provided we can get sufficient controlling staff.

27646. Do you think you have a fairly accurate record of the total acreage
under improved varieties'^ The records are all light as far as the seed which
is distributed directly undei the depaitmental agency is concerned; but we cannot

keep very accurate records of further extensions beyond that.

27647. Do you think there is any hope of establishing in this country, on
a commercial basis, the same system of distributing seed as we have at Home?
I think there should be. I think the present seed farmers are enterprising busi-

nessmen and they might be able to establish a reputation as seed farmers.

27648. The clanger is tlvu they might deteriorate and become first money-
lenders and seed merchants afterwards? Unfortunately the moneylending busi-

ness and seed business do rather go together.

27649. To what extent are you using the co-operative organisation for

distributing improved seeds''' Some of our organisations, more particularly in

the cotton tract, are combined co-operative and seed-producing agencies.

27650. Are you using the co-operative organisation as a whole for propaganda
purposes? We work with the Co-operative Department.

27651. Are you satisfied that you have exploited that field to the utmost?
Not to th*i utmost, but I think we are trying to work together moic and more.
For example, when there are co-operative rallies of the Co-operative Department
we ask oui agricultural officers to go to these rallies and deliver lectures and
try to use some scheme for propaganda work. When you have an audience
of any kind which is being addressed on agricultural matters, that audience can
be addressed on co-operative matters and vice versa. Under the scheme that I

wish to push through, namely, demonstration lorries and making demonstration
work more popular, those things will be at the disposal of the Co-operative
Department just as they are at the disposal oi the Agricultural Department.
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27652. I wanted to ask you a point regatding these lorries. Are they going
to be used as travelling cinemas? Yes.

27653. Who is to prepare the films? It all depends whether they are full-

sized films or smaller films. If they are full-sized films, we shall have to draw
on professional film-makers* The G. I. P. Railway has been making a certain

number of films under our direction showing, for instance, cotton, animal

husbandry and various things of that sort. They have been doing it in other

parts of India also. I understand they \\ould be willing to let us have copies of

these films on specially favourable terms.

27654. Do you think that their technical staff is sufficiently good for your
purposes? I realise that is a very highly technical business.

27655. Have you seen the films prepared by the G. I. P. Railway? I have
not seen them yet; they are bringing them up to Nagpur in a day or two.

27656. Would you agree that a bad film, although very expensive, is quite
useless? Yes.

27657. Would you agree that the production of films for propaganda work
is a highly technical business?- it is. The films that have been produced in

the Central Provinces have been produced in conjunction with the officers of

the Agricultural Department They are jusi being completed.

27658. Talking about demonstration and propaganda, do you think that

there is an increasing demand tyy the cultivator himself for the services of the

Agricultural Department? I do

27659. Is he beginning to take his problem for solution to the Agricultural
Department? He is beginning to seek the assistance of the Agricultural Depart-
ment. It is rather difficult for him sometimes to clearly define what his problem
is.

27660. In answer to Question 13 (i) on page 30, you set down the view
that the arrangements for preventing the introduction of dangerous plant pests
into India might be more effective and you cite an instance from your own
personal knowledge where live insects in a consignment of plants from abroad were
discovered by yourself after those plants had been subjected to disinfection
and so on. What insects were they

v- -They were caterpillars.

27661. They were not Indian caterpillars? Presumably not. They were in
the plants themselves, all wrapped up I do not think Indian caterpillars could
have got into them. I do not think the material was opened up for disinfection
It struck me that the thing was not disinfected at all.

27662. I understand that an Indian goods tram affords ample opportunities
for caterpillars to climb aboard? These particular plants arrived apparently
in the state in which they were packed up.

27663. Do you suggest that on the recommendation of the Director of
Agriculture specimens should be allowed in without further investigation or
fumigation r>~-Yes. He will have technical staff to examine them at once when
they come in and they will be examined both from the mycological and ento-
mological point of view.

27664. Dp you think that Provinces intermediate between the port of entrvand the Province in question might have a word to say on that? Do you not
think it is an important point because after all the principle of Imperial respon-8
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27669. Have you anything to say on the problem of veterinary teaching?
No.

27670. Have you anything to say on the question whether District Boards

should or should not continue to be responsible for the veterinary service in

their districts?- 1 have nothing lo say on the subject.

27671. Looking at yoyr answer on page 31 to our Question 16 (a) (ii) on
Animal Husbandry, is dairying in this Province under the Deputy Director

in charge of Animal Husbandry '^ Yes, except at the Agricultural College,
which is directly under the Principal of the Agricultural College.

27672. Take the supply of milk for the urban centres; how is Nagpur pro-
vided with milk? It is largely provided by gnwalas, but we have one co-opera-
tive dairy there which supplies a certain amount of milk.

27673. Is the milk at Nagpur supplied from buffaloes or cows? Mainly
from buffaloes; the buffalo is the chief milch animal; of course, there is a good
deal of prejudice against the use of buffalo milk in certain cases.

27674. Is there a prejudice amonfst Indians against buffalo milk? In many
cases the milk of the cow is pi eferred, buffalo milk being reserved for the

/u-makmg industry.

27675. Is it not rather because buffalo milk -provides better ghi for cooking

purposes?- I think that is it; }t provides more fat

27676. Are there any cross-bred herds, cross-bred between Indian and

European breeds, providing milk for Nagpur i> -The Telmkheri farm has a herd

of Montgomery cattle; at the College df<ny we have a number of cross-breds,

but apart from Nagpur itselt theie i\ very little going on in dairying.

27677. Does the co-operative organisation that you mentioned a moment
ago have a pure Indian herd; and if not, what breeds does it possess? It has a

pure Indian herd, and a herd of buffaloes. We supply breeding bulls from the

Montgomery herd.

27678. Do they actually own the cows that produce the milk? Yes; the

individual member of the association owns his own cows.

27679. Do you regard the problem of the improvement of cattle in this

Province as one of the major pioblems before you? I think so; that is why
we have a man on special duty for it. *

27680. How long has he been on special duty? About four years.

27681. We have been provided with a monograph of all that you are doing
on the subject of improving the breeds, and the officer responsible for cattle-

breeding will no doubt appear before us; I think he is coming before us as a

witness? No; he will be there, \\hen vou visit the farm under his charge.

27682. Is he also charged with the problem of improving the food supply
of the cattle? He is concerned with the growing of fodder crops and the trials

of fodder crops; I have recently jlso put a certain amount of work of that kind
under the Second Economic Botanist, who is dealing with grasses.

27683. What hope do you think there is of persuading cultivators to grow
these fodder crops if you could woik them out and recommend a particular
grass? I think, if the proposition is economically sound, one has every hope of

getting the cultivator to take it up.

27684. Do you yourself think that silage offers good hope as a partial solu-
tion of the problem? Silage is a problem which wants very careful investigation.
It is not easy to convince people that to cut a crop of juar green and put it

in a silo is a better proposition than allowing the crop to ripen and providing
the grain for human consumption and the dry stalk for the cattle.

27685. You think that both the economic and the technical side require
very careful investigation? It is not a thing which one can recommend off-hand
for general adoption.

27686. You do not think that enough work has been done on it? No.

27687. Do the cultivators in this Province to any considerable extent con-

sume dairy produce provided by their own animals? Yes.

27688. They drink milk? Yes, when they can get it.
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27689. They consume gfei?- Yes.

27690. On the whole, would you say that physically they are well developed

and healthy? In certain tracts, they are fairly well developed.

27691. Do you associate the consumption of dairy produce with those districts

in which their physical condition is the best?? should say that the people are

better developed where the general standard of living is high.

27692. And the consumption of dairy produce is usually high where the

standard of living is high? I should say so.

27693. The poorer peasant is sometimes compelled to market his milk?

Frequently, he has no milk to market.

27(#1. /V>/. (ntngulee: In which tract is the standard of living higher?
In the Berar tract, the cotton tract, where there is more money.

27695. The Chan man. Have you considered the proposal to remit the

revenue or part of the revenue on land used ior growing fodder crops? I do
not think that has been considered; as far as I am concerned, the proposition
has never come up.

27696. Do you know anything about hydro-electric surveys in this

Province? 1 think the Irrigation Department will supply a note on that; I do
not believe it was ever considered to be a favotunble Province for the develop-
ment of hydro-electric works.

27697. You are doing a certain amount ot research work on vegetable
and fruit growing? Yes, but that is a line which has come under reduction.
At one time we had a Europenn gardener, but the post has been abolished and

really now it is part-time work.

27698. One has not only to grow the fruits, but also to sell them; how
about the markets? Have they been studied at fill? -Do you mean the co-

operative marketing of fruits?

27699. No, the markets themselves, selling the fruit through co-operative
organisations or in the ordinary way. What nbout the demand? The demand
for fruits and vegetables is very considerable.

27700. Is that for tropical fruit? Yes.

27701. Have ydii any area in which you can grow temperate fruit? Not
on a successful scale; \\e have a very big demand for tropical fruit.

27702. Who is in charge of lac culture? The Forest Department.

27703. Is it within your knowledge whether they have taken an active

interest in it? Yes, they have f have a sort of general knowledge of what

goes on. For instance, when the Director of Agriculture, Bengal, wanted me
to supply him with seed lac, I was able to put him in touch with the people
who could meet his requirements; that is the only sort of knowledge we have.

27704. I observe that you attach importance to economic surveys of parti-
cular villages as a preliminary to framing a policy? Yes; it is very hard to

add that work on to the ordinary duties of the Deputy Director of Agriculture.

27705. Have you anything to say about the possibility of developing the

panchayat in the villages in this Province? So far as agriculture is concerned,
I think local agricultural associations would do that better than panchayat.

27706. That is your local association? 'I he sub-circle association is the
local association.

27707. You have nothing in the nature of Taluka Associations? We have
the Taluka Association; we have the District Association and under that we have
Tnluka Association, and under that we have the sub-circle association.

27708. The District Association is the largest? Yes.

27709. And which comes next to that? The Taluka Association, which

supplies a few members to the District Association, and under that we have
the sub-circle association. We can eventually, when the importance of such
associations is established, get down 'to the village association.

27710. What is the smallest official or semi-official administrative body in

the Province? The Tahsildar in charge of the tahsil; we have below him the

Revenue Inspector.
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27711. Which is the smallest corporate administrative body? I suppose
one would call the panchayat the smallest.

27712. Is the panchayat established under a particular Act? I think

Mr. Wills will be able to give you better information on the point.

Mr. Wills: There is a Panchayat Act, giving them power to tax themselves.

The panchayat is constituted for administrative purposes, and they have a

certain amount of judicial power.

27713. The Chairman- You have nothing in connection with agiiculture?
W do not go down as far as the panchayat. With Agricultural Associations,

a group of \ iliages is the smallest unit we have nt present.

27714. You have provided us with a note on the consolidation of holdings?
I think that is Mr. Dyer's note.

27715. Would you rather not speak to it? Not, except in a general way;
as a department we are not actually concerned with the consolidation of holdings.

27716. Agriculturally, you attach importance to consolidation'^- Yes

27717. Would you agree that the village being the unit for consolidation,

the panchayat might have a very important agricultural bearing''
3

I would;
we are interested in the consolidation of holdings in a similar way to the

Irrigation Department, that is, for the improvement of irrigation or agriculture,
but it is never carried out under the oiganisation of the Agricultural Department.

27718. Are you satisfied with the touch between yourself and the head of

the Forest Department?- Yes. 1 should like to emphasise the fact that the

forests should, 1 think, be utilised for definite agricultural purposes where feasible

schemes can be put forward. For iii&tunce, in the starting of cattle-breeding
schemes, if a forest area is required for a cattle-breeding farm, it will do more
good to the cultivators as a whole than if that area, which may amount to 2 or 3

square railed, is reserved entirely for the supply of timber and grass.

27719. How about the production of dry .fodder or hay from the Forest

Department? Do you think more might be done in that direction*1
'- 1 think so,

provided the supply is available within reasonable distance.

27720. Or, I suppose, within reasonable distance of a good distributing
centre? Yes; but the supply of dry grass would scarcely be extensive, on
account of the overhead charges for rural distribution.

27721. Not even in times of fodder famine? In times of fodder famine
the position changes; that is why one wants, as I have suggested, the storing

up of grass.

27722. Is there any reserve of fodder against a fodder famine at the moment
controlled by you? -No.

27723. Would you like to see that established? I should like to see it

established, but I do not think it necessarily need be controlled by the Agricul-
tural Department, because the Agricultural Department is not very closely
concerned with it; in times ot foddei scarcity, the revenue authority takes it up.

,,27724. I should have thought that few things touch the interests of the

Agricultural Department more closely than preserving the life of the cultivators'
cattle in times of fodder famine? The Agricultural Department is concerned
with it; but it touches the revenue officer very closely too, and also the forest
officer. It might be necessary to bring it under the Agricultural Department
if it was not looked afier very carefully by the revenue officer.

27725. Do you think that young officers of the Forest Department have a

sufficiently sympathetic interest in the cultivators' problem? Yes, I think so.
What we have been doing in recent years in Nagpur is to have young officers
of various departments (the forest officer did not come, I think) together, during
the rains, for a course of lectures on the general outlines of rural economy,
and some of the lectures have been given by agricultural officers.

27726. What do you say to a scheme of attaching young forest officers
to the Agricultural Department and placing them in districts where cultivation
is contiguous to forest area* for a short period?-*-! do not think that would be
necessary provided he was in close touch with the local agricultural officer.
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27727. Do you not think that such a scheme might bring in a more under-

standing attitude on the part of the forest officer? I think if he is in close touch

with the agricultural officer he will pick up the information he requires.

27728. Do you see anything against the scheme? No; I do not see anything

against the scheme.

Str Henry Lawrence; Are the officers who attend these lectures officers of

the Revenue Department? Mostly of the Revenue Department.

27729. Provincial or Imperial? Some Provincial and some Imperial; the

lectures are given by agricultural officers, veterinary officers, forest officer!,

irrigation officers and it is a revenue officer, the Commissioner of Settlements,
who conducts the courses.

27730 The Chatrman: Do you think there is much prospect of encouraging
cultivators to plant shrubs or trees for their future requirements? I am afraid

it will be difficult to get the cultivator to do it.

27731. Difficulty not 0nly of planting but also of protection during the

young stage? Yes; even if one man brings them up carefully another man may
destroy them.

27732. 1 understand that the memorandum on marketing which you pro-
mised in answer to Question 20 (), (b) and (r) is not yet forthcoming? I find

some material that you have in this memorandum was taken out of it; but
there is a good deal more which has still to be digested and I hope to let you
have that before you leave Nagpur. Of course it does not touch cotton

marketing; that has been dealt with specially by the cotton people.

27733. Turning to page 10 of the Provincial Memorandum (page 3 above)
have you studied the control of the cotton markets? I have seen a good deal

of it while I was Deputy Director of the Western Circle.

27734. Do you think they are satisfactoiy?-*-In theory, but not in practice.

27735. I understand there has been recently a committee of the Indian
Central Cotton Committee enquiring into the working of these cotton markets,
which committee has rot yet reported; is that so? I have not yet seen any
final findings The question, I know, is still under consideration.

27736. Have you ever heard the charge levelled against these markets that

it is possible for cotton to pass through the market and to be sold subse-

quently? I have seen cotton being passed stiaight through the market without

any business being done. Cotton passes from one gate to the other, while the

business with regard to its sale is transacted at some other place entirely away
from the market.

27737. That is even a simpler process than the one I was trying to describe.
1 thought they had a sham sale in the market and a real sale elsewhere? No.

27738. Why do they bother to send it through and pay the fee? I could
not say why; under the market rules perhaps it has to pass through the market.

27739. Probably we had bettei wait till we get the report of that com-
mittee? Yes.

27740. Have you ever considered the advisability of recommending the

licensing of commission agents? That is a matter for local self-governing bodies.

27741. You have no views on that point? I think they certainly should
be licensed. These commission agents should be brought under very careful

control.

27742. I do not know who prepared this note on marketing in the memo-
randum which was sent us by the Provincial Government. On page 11 (page 3

above) it is stated: *'The icsults of this inquiry (that is, the inquiry by the

Indian Central Cotton Committee) have not yet been published out they
indicate that a strict application of the rules to govern these markets will be
necessary to prevent a good deal of the fraud at present practised on the
seller'*. Have you any information on the point? The inquiry was started,

before I went on leave and since I came back I have not seen the full account
of it. I believe the full reports are still with the Cotton Committee.

27743. I understand that you yourself do not feel satisfied that the practice
is quite as good as the thcorj V 7 hat is really the trouble.
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27744. I do not know whether you would be prepared to answer questions
In detail on the organisation of the Co-operative Department. Do you take a

personal interest in it? I am necessarily in touch with the Co-operative Depart-

ment; but I would prefer not to go into details until you have examined the

Registrar of Co-operative Societies.

27745. One or two general questions. Are you satisfied with the organisa-

tion of the Co-operative Department? I have said in my written evidence,

I think, that it requires a -whole-time officer with special training.

27746. Where do you suggest that special training should be given? I

cannot suggest anywhere.

27747. You have not thought it out? -No.

27748. Sir James MacKenna: Have you not got a whole-time officer now?
He is the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Director of Industries, and has

two or three other functions also, such as the controlling of Boiler Inspectors

and so on.

27749. The Chairman- Do you regard co-operative credit societies as the

most helpful agent for solving the problem of rural indebtedness as it exists at

present? I think it is one of them.

27750. I understand that the experience of the Province in the matter of

co-operation has not been without its disappointments? No; there had been

severe disappointments and even so it is one of the most helpful agents. I think

alternative schemes might be developed that could be put in the hands of men
who could make a study of the subject.

27751. In answer to our Question 23 (a), you are talking about the

existing systems of education and you say they are not such as to induce the

middle classes to return to the land. Should not the first problem be to discover

an educational system which would keep the cultivating classes on the land?

You mean the present system?

27752. Are you satisfied that the present system, if it is developed, will

succeed in educating the present cultivating class without inducing it to leave the

land, a more important matter than that of inducing the middle classes to turn

,

to it? I do not see &ny sign that the present system will induce the people
to return to the land.

27753. Do you see any signs that the existing system might disturb the

cultivators and induce their educated sons to leave the land? I think there

is always the tendency for an educated man to seek emplojynent away from
the land.

27754. Have you -my suggestions in the matter of general education which

you have not set down in your note? No.

27755. Would you attach great importance to an improvement in the drink-

ing water-supply
of villages? I think there are tracts of country in the Central

Provinces where the drinking water-supply needs to be carefully investigated.
In fact it is so important a thing that I consider that it needs a special officer,

27756. Dp you see any hope of financing the improvement of the drinking
water-supply in these rural tiacts which you are speaking of? I think it is one
of the items which should be financed with the general improvement of rural

areas, communication of roads and so on.

27757. It is mentioned by one correspondent that a perusal of the last two
or three Settlement Reports will show how much land has passed from the tenants
to their malguzar as a result of the operations of debt; do you agree with that?
I do not think there is a tendency for the land to pass into the hands of the
malguzar.

27758. Does that mean that the cultivating class ceases to cultivate or do
they continue to cultivate on a new footing? They cultivate on a new footing.

27759. Have you any idea of the extent to which the movement in question
is going on, the alienation of the land from the cultivating classes to the
malguzar? No; but that information could be obtained from the Settlement
Department.

27760. Do you happen to know whether it was ever been extracted from
the Settlement Reports? Not that I know of.
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27761. Now, in attempting to solve the problem o* improving me lot 01

the cultivator in this Province, would you rather see a concentration of means

and expenditure of money on one or two specific points such as education,

technique of tillage and the like, or a steady attempt made to advance all along
the line? I should like to see a concentration on education, agriculture and

rural sanitation and health.

27762. Interpreting each of those headings in their widest sense, of course

that is coming pretty near an appioach all along the line? Yes, it is.

27763. The Raja of Pailakimah: There is a large area of paddy in this

Province, is there not? Yes.

27764 What are the popular fertilisers used by the cultivators? One may
say that no important icitilisers aie used at all; cattle-dung is used where it is

available, but there is not much manure used at all.

27765 Is the department doing anything in the way of teaching the ryots
the use of fertilisers''' We carry out experiments on our own farm on such

things as the use of tann hemp, bonemeal, leaves and things of that sort.

27766. Do you also arrange for the sale of green manure seeds to the

ryots'^ Sunn hemp is the only green manure which we advocate, and there is

already an established market for that seed. Of course, if a man wishes us

to obtain seed for him, we would make every arrangement in the same way
as we would obtain other seed for him.

27767. Is it becoming popular with the ryots? I am afraid it is not deve-

loping very quickly.

27768 Do you think it would improve if there were many more demon-
strators? I think it would All items of propaganda would be more successful

if we could concentrate our demonstration, our demonstrations at present are

too diffuse; we have not quite enough men; a man visits a village too infre-

quently to make his impression felt

27769. What is the area under irrigation us compared with the area rain-fed

in the whole of the paddy-growing tract? We could obtain that information
foi you.

27770 Are there double cropping areas 01 only single cropping? Double
cropping is common but not unnersal, for instance, in the area round here

you will see here and there fields lying in advantageous position which carry a
second crop, but on the higher lying tracts there is only a single crop; the
rice is not followed by any other crop.

27771. Is paddy jjrown as a double crop'' No, the paddy is grown as

a single crop, but there are other crops in favourable positions where a double
crop is grown

27772. As a catch c'op? Yes.

27773 Are arty of the Coimbatore \arieties of sugarcane popular in this

part? They are becoming populm
27774. What sort particularly? 210 is perhaps the most popular, 219, and

ue hope perhaps 237 and 242

27775. Have you any statistical information with which you could furnish
us to indicate the increase in the use of the Coimbatore varieties up to the

present? We could obtain that for you; they have only recently been intro-
duced into the Province, but we could find out the number of canes distributed.

27776. What is the state of the roads in the paddy tracts? The main
loads are quite good.

27777. Are they maintained by the District Boards? In some cases by
the District Boards and sometimes directly by the P. W. D.

27778. What is the state of the village roads ? -There is not much trouble
about village roads over the highei lying laterite soils; the village roads are
not particularly bad.

27779. What is the nearest outside market for your Province for paddy?
Some goes to Jubbulpore, which is an inside market, and the rest goes to

Calcutta, the paddy area being in the east of the Province.

27780. Is any attempt being made to introduce improvements in that area?-
Yes.
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27781. What are the improvements? The chief improvement is the intro-

duction of light iron ploughs, the Meston, the Monsoon, and so on.

27782. Prof. Gangttlee: What is the inversion plough of which you speak?-
The turn-wrest plough or the Monsoon plough, the Sabul plough; we have

not any particular plough which we call the inversion plough.

27783. What particalar plough have you introduced? The plough we have

introduced on the larger scale is the turn-wrest plough.

27784. The Raja o) Parlahimtdi. What facilities are provided to enable the

ryots to get these ploughs? Taccavt is issued very freely.

27785. Where are the depots to which the ryot has to go? On Government

farms; thete is one dep6t at Raipur. All the main Government farms have

a dep6t.

27786. At what distances are these depots found? Are they fairly well

distributed in the paddy area? Yes, and there are some sub-depSts too.

27787. May I know the number?! could supply you with the actual

number of depots, but as a general rule one might say that the depots are within

easy reach; any cultivator can faiily easily get a plough; we try to make the

depots ns widely distributed as possible, and we encourage Agricultural Associa-

tions to keep depots for ploughs so as to get them out as far as possible to

all the villages.

27788. Do the cultivators experience any difficulty at all in securing parts
of the implements? --Not of the common implements; these depots where the

ploughs are sold also keep spare parts.

2778'*. Can the ryot get the parts of wood that are necessary? He can

get those from the local jungle.

27790 Is there rny lestriction enforced upon the ryot as to getting a

supply of timber? No, not of any importance; he can get the timber all right;
there is no trouble ibout the timber.

27791 is it by application, or what is the procedure he has to adopt?
He can get timber, it is available quite easily everywhere; he could get it

from the inalguzari aiea. The amount of timber he wants is so slight that

there would be no difficulty in his getting it. You are referring now, of

course, to green timber, not dry.

27792 Fairly seasoned timber? Yes, seasoned timber for implement
making; there is no trouble about that.

27793. Of course, that means he has to get some superior varieties? -

Yes, one of the timbers suitable.

27794. What steps are being taken by the department to improve the
cattle?- In the Chhattisgarh area that was dealt with in detail in this scheme
under the heading, Eastern Circle, you will see that it is proposed to convert
the small cattle farms into stock depots, thus adding to the size and productive
ability of the farms; and in addition we propose to open a cattle-breeding
farm for the tract on a big scale at Pendra. That is referred to in the statement
at the end; that is the cattle-breeding scheme, the amalgamation of the three

existing herds into one big herd and the development of the present depots.

27795. Do you think it will be sufficient for the area? I do not, but it is

a good deal better than anything we have at present.

27796. Do you intend to cross-breed or go by selection?- A combination
of the two, cross-breeding and selection.

27797. Is it for dual purpose? Largely.
27798. Are there any recognised cattle-breeders in this Province? Yes,

tegular professional cattle-breeders.

27799. Are there any strains notable for milk? No, not in this Province.

27800. Is it mainly for draught purposes then? Yes, mainly; and then,
of course, there are a good many buffaloes also brought into the Province from
outside.

27801. Are there huge orchards in this Province? No, the orange is the
only important fruit industry; the mango is to a certain extent important, and
the gua,va in places; those are the three local fruits of any importance. *',
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27802. Do not mangoes do well in this oil? Fairly well, yes; the orange,
the mango and the guava are our three main fruits.

27803. Is the department taking any interest in the protection of mango
crops, that is to say, to combat the mango blight and that sort of disease? We
are not troubled to any great extent with that disease.

27804. In certain areas the whole crop fails if they have such an attack?

Frequently the crop fails to set fruit owing to unfavourable conditions at the

time of the flowering of the tree; that is the greatest trouble, and the loss due
to storms when the fruit is on the tree; both those things are uncontrollable.

27805. You are riot troubled by this disease? No, not to any great extent.

27806. There are Inrge tracts of uncultivated land in this Province, are

there not? There are laige tracts under jungle of sorts, some of which is

cultivable and some of which is uncultivable.

27807. Would not it pay to offer those lands for agriculturally qualified
men to settle? I think if there were any demand from agriculturally qualified
men that land might be given out to them on ryotwari tenure.

27808. The Province is rather thinly populated? Yes.

27809. And can take in outside population, can it not? It could. I would
rather see the present areas belter cultivated than extend cultivation at a lov

standard over wider areas.

27810. What are the oil-seeds grown in this Province? Linseed, sesamum
nnd ground-nut are the three chief ones.

27811. Approximately what area do they comprise?-They are not by
any means the major crops, although they are fairly important; linseed is an

important crop.

27812. Are you not for increasing the growth of oil-seeds on dry lands?
Linseed is grown to a very large extent on dry land already and so is til

(sesamum).

27813. Ground-nut? We are hoping to develop that as an alternative crop
to cotton in the cotton areas and also as a crop in areas of lighter soils.

27814. Sir Gan%a Ram: You do not gro\\ much rapeseed? No; but mustard
is a fairly important seed in this Province.

27815. Sir Henry Lawrence: What is the area under cultivation? I could not
give you the figures, but I should say it is increasing rapidly. It is not a crop
at present which comes tinder the statistics, I could only give you our distribution
of ground-nut seed.

27816. The Raja of Parlakimech * As regards the export of oil-seeds, would
you like to see the export of oil-seed done in the shape of oil rather than of the
seed itself? Yes, as I mentioned before I should like to see the oil-cakes
retained in this Province.

27817. What are the cakes which are popular as cattle food here? One
cannot say that any particular cake is popular. We have had some difficulty
to induce people to use cotton cake instead of cotton seed; and as for the other
cakes, of course cakes like til and linseed in particular are quite popular for
cattle feeding; we are popularising the use of cakes like karanja.

27818. Dr. Hyder: What is karanja? rlt is an ever-green tree which grows t

in the jungle.

27819. The Raja of Parlakimedt: Is karanja seed used as cattle food?
No, more as a manure.

27820. It is a bitter seed, is it not? Yes, but it is a very valuable manure.
Castor cake of course is another one but that also is entirely a manure cake.

27821. Sir Henry Lawrence: Is karanja fairly common all over the
Province? Yes. It is a very good roadside or shade tree on soils that suit it.

27822. The Raja of Partal-imcdi: You have a fair amount of sugarcane?*
Not a great deal, as we used to have. The area under sugarcane has gone down
in recent years.

. What was the reason for that? Importation from other countries
to a large extent. That was gone into by the Sugarcane Committee. It was
largely due to imported sugar replacing the local product. We itill have a big
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demand for gur and although it is not one of our major crops we do devote
a good deal of attention to sugarcane.

27824. What are the main irrigational sources of the Province? Tanks,

and schemes like the Mahanadi Tank and River Scheme.
27825. Sir Ganga Ram: Tanks above the ground or tanks dug? Generally

an embankment retaining water on an elevated area.

27826. The Raja of Parlaltimedi : In the rural areas, have you had any
complaints from the ryots as regards irrigational facilities from the sources?

There are frequent complaints arising from the agricultural officers with regard
to the supply of water and so on. We look into these things and try to set

them right as far as possible.

27827. Do you frequently have opportunities of meeting the irrigational

officers and discussing matter with them? I meet the Chief Engineer, Irrigation,

very frequently.

27828. How docs he take your advice in such matters? We discuss a lot

of problems quite informally. If he wants anything done in the department he

asks if I can do it and we manage it all right. Only two or three days ago, he

was confronted with a problem with regard to a tank in the north of the

Province. We discussed that and I took action to get the Deputy Director

of Agriculture to follow a certain line which he (the Chief Engineer) wanted
laid down. Then again the Chief Engineer sends me on papers from his office

to see, and writes for information when necessary.

27829. You do not disagree upon many points? Not often. I mean there

is non-opposition between the two departments. Perhaps you might ask Colonel

Pollard-Lowsley for his views on the subject?

The Chairman: We will.

27830. The Raja o/ Parlakimedt. As regards the levy of a cess upon exports,
would you not like to see that some portion of it went to the cultivator also as

an encouragement for further growing? As a bounty on acreage, do you mean?

27831. On the quality of the stuff turned out? He will get his bounty on
the outturn if he grows good quality stuff.

27832. You are going to levy a special cess for research work and so on.
If a man has followed your methods of cultivation and also conducts intensive

cultivation, do you rot think some sort of recognition of that as a monetary
present would encourage them further? We hope the diffusion of such advice
would lead to monetary advantage.

27833. Would you leave it at that?- Yes, I should leave it at that.

27834. Sir James MatKcnna: In answer to the Chairman you hazarded
the opinion that if the development of the provincial departments had been
contemplated, Pusa probably would not have come into the scheme of agri-
cutural development proposed by Lord Curzon in 1903 or 1904. Are you
aware that in that Despatch the scheme* of provincial expansion which has

actually taken place was envisaged and suggested, and that even then Pusa was
included in the scheme? I was not aware of that.

27835. Would you have disagreed with Lord Curzon's Government if you
had been a member of it with regard to this scheme? No, because I have
already pointed out that there is a need for some central organisation.

27836. The impression 1 got from your answer to the Chairman was that
so far as the Provinces were concerned you had very few^relations with Pusa
and that you were not at all satisfied with the training given there? I did
not say I was not satisfied with it. I think in my own mind that probablv
an alternative system of training would lead to greater efficiency.

27837. Then what is the net substance of your remarks as relating to Pusa?
Do you consider it unnecessary and that it should be closed? No, I would not
say that by any means, because I think there are also a good many men who
need training in the Agricultural Departments who would be benefited by a

training at Pusa, but I am not sure that Pusa could give at present the highest
possible training which is necessary for some appointments. I think some men
require rother a wider outlook than Pusa perhaps can give.

27838. I will take up that question later. Now with reference to detail.
What kinds of wheat do you think have given the best yield in this Division?-*-
In the Chhattisgarh Division some of the Pusa wheats have done quite well)
but in the north of the Province they prefer their own locally produced wheats.
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27839. Have many of the Assistants in your department been trained at

Pusa? At present we have three or four.

27840. In the past? -We had one man also trained but he left us. He will

be giving evidence a little later on; he is now doin$ agriculture on his own.

27849. Where was your present Mycologist trained? He was on the staff

at Pusa.

27842. Have you got any assistance from Pusa in the matter of cattle-

breeding? From Pusa, including Bangalore*13

27843. I do not mind, including the two''* We have had advice from
them. But the present system of cattle-breeding as drawn up in this note has

been so drawn without any reference to Pusa.

27844. HJJVC you purchased any cattle from Pusa? Yes, a certain number
have been got from there and also from other parts of Northern Indfn.

27845. What are your views on the training of Indians for the superior

grades of the service now that the department is being Indianused? What do

you think is the ideal for a man of the Superior Service? -1 suppose the bulk
of them must be trained in India and exceptional men, I think, should be sent

for a wider training. There are already available in India quite a number of
men who have been trained, some in India and some abroad, who aie still

looking for posts. But, as I say, the bulk of them will be trained in India and
one wants to give them as wide a training as possible. Therefore I am not in

favour of training a man entirely in a Province, because there again he only
comes up against one person who is acquainted with his subject and that I think
is one of the advantages of sending a man to Pusi. But, even there, if he is

trained entiiely in India, he only comes up against one or two men. That of

course will be put right as time goes on. I think however that the bulk of the

men for all the Agricultural Departments will have to be trained in India.

Provincial training I must say is of the very greatest importance because the
man has got to apply his knowledge in a certain Province. Pusa can only give
him a wider outlook.

27846 What are your views on sending Indian students to Europe? I should

ordinarily send only exceptional cases, and for particulai purposes. But I think

you have at the present moment in India a considerable number of men who
have undergone foreign training. I have had three such men.

27847. Coming to your memorandum, for the financing of the central

agency you suggest a cess on exports. Have you considered the incidence of
this assessment? How would it affect particular Provinces'^- As betv reen an

export duty and an acreage cess, I have come to the conclusion that the tonnage
incidence is preferable.

27848. But do you not think that would fall very inequitably. For instance,
the cess rale on rice runs to 11 lakhs of rupees the bulk of which would be
provided by one Province? Half the total collection would be provided by one
Province. In the circumstances, do you not think that the acreage rate would
be more equitable? The acreage rate would fall heavily on Provinces where
the acreage outturn was low.

27849. You need not assess it on revenue below a particular scale? In any
scheme for levying a cess, I see difficulty. On the acreage basis, unless you have
a fluctuating rate, the man who grows only 600 Ibs. an acre will pay the same
amount as a man who grows 1,200 Ibs. On the other hand, with an export
duty a Province like Burma which is exporting the bulk of the rice would
naturally hope to get from the funds available a large part of that money for
research work on rice because it is one of its major problems.

27850. Does Burma rice come here a great deal? Not a great deal because
it is not the type of rice that people in this part of the country like.

27851. Would you recommend a larger proportion of this cess being
earmarked for provincial work and a contribution of, say, 10 per cent being
given to the Central Government?-^! think the fact that a crop was an important
one in a Province would make it necessary to give back to that Province a good
deal of money for work on that crop. If the money could go back to the
Province which raises the crop, it would be a better crop and schemes would
be put up for work on that crop.
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Cotton is already provided for for the time being.

27853. Witji regard to veterinary research, I see you have some objec-

tions. You say that there is cramped accommodation owing to the fact that

veterinary research is at present carried on under the same roof as agricultural

research. Apart from that, have you any objection to the veterinary and agri-

cultural laboratories working side by side? It sometimes makes for economy.
We house them together only when the Veterinary and the Agricultural Depart-

ments have been combined and have not been able to find an institution for

themselves separately. It is a very imj ortant department and should have a

propqrly ,
.organised institution.

27854. In reply to Question 2 (v) you say that "the affiliation of the Nagpur
College to the University has been an accelerating factor in this direction".

Do I interpret you aright when I say that there are no posts in any other branches

of Government service open to agiicultural graduates except in the Agricultural

Department? That is to t>ay, there are no posts earmarked for them? There
are no posts earmarked for the agricultural graduate but he can get into the

icvenue line.

27855. How do they appoint to that service? U it by competitive exam-
ination? No, by selection.

27856 So that the agncultuial graduate's chance is probably not very

^pod?~~I dp not think he has a good chance because he has been trained in a

highly technical line and is not trained so much in general culture.

27857. Prof. Gavgulee: Would you like to see certain posts reserved for

them in the Revenue Department? I should not press for that. I should,

however, like to see agricultural graduates being given a trial for these posts
and if they prove suitable, they should be given a further field.

27858. Str James MacKenna: Do you think the Reforms have affected the

agricultural interests of the Province? Is any interest taken in agricultural
matters in the Council v I think a very considerable interest is taken in the

Council in agricultural matters and I think the Advisory Board on Agriculture
is becoming more and more valuable.

27859. The Chan nun: Do you associate that increase in interest to the

coming into effect of the Reforms? To a certain extent I do. I think the

mere fact that agriculture is a Transferred subject has aroused a little more
interest.

27860. Sti Janus A/utAViwia * You have not been adversely affected finan-

cially? 'Our budget has been increasing. We do not get everything that we
ask for but I cannot say that our budget has been badly cut down. In fact,

year by >ear the budget has been increasing.

27861. Prof. Gangnlee: Of the four tracts that you have in this Province,
to which tract does your department devote most attention? I should say
probably the cotton tract. I say that because at the present time we have a

Botanist Vvho is working on cotton alone. That is the only crop that has a
whole-time officer.

27862. You have devoted most attention to the cotton tract. Which is

the principal crop of ihe Piovince? Cotton is the most important crop from
the ponit of view of acreage.

*

27863. What is the total area under rice? It is about the same as cotton.
These are the two big crops, but more attention has been devoted to cotton

27864. In the Central Provinces, I find that 76.4 per cent of the total crop
area is given over to rice, so your department has not paid adequate attention to
rice? We have never had more than one Deputy Director of Agriculture who
was largely concerned with rice.

27865. Agricultural progress varies, of course, from tract to tract. Where
do you find progress most developed and clearly defined? First of all, in the
cotton tract, then in the wheat tiact and then in the rice tract. That is the
order.

,27866. I ask you a general question. If you were asked to name one of
the many institutions that your department has made to the agriculture of
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the Province, what would be your reply? The
%
introduction of improved seed

of rice, cotton and wheat

27867. These are the results of your local selection work? Yes; to a certain

extent we have had some of the Pusa wheats also.

27868 What aboui rice? It is entirely local

27869. Is it all local selection work, or have you had any hybridisation
work also here? We had to a certain extent hybridisation on cotton and wheat.

27870. What sort of assistance is the cultivator beginning to seek? You
said just now in answer to a question from the Chairman that they were beginning
to seek assistance? They want assistance in the selection of implements in the

sort of seed that would be useful to them, how to crop their land or advice on
the subject of manuring.

27871. Is it widely known among the cultivators of the Province that the

Agricultural Department gives them very good seed? The reputation of the

seed of the Agricultural Department is, I believe, high.

27872. What are the agencies through which you distribute this seed? We
distribute seed through the Seed Unions, seed farmers and bodies of that type.

27873. On page 7, of your memorandum you say that the "grain for seed
is nearly all advanced by either the malguzar or the sowcar". Do I then
understand that these malguzars and sowcars have access to your seed? That
has nothing to do with the departmental seed; it is concerned with private seed.

27874. The majority of culthators obtain their seed from the malguzars
and the sowLarv is tiiat a fact? They make their own arrangements for the

heed; it has nothing to do with the departmental' arrangements.

27875 So the grain for seed is nearly all advanced either by the malguzar
or the *ow( ar? Yes. That is their seed grain business.

27876. The cultivator looks to the malguzar or sowcai for the supply of

seed? Yes.

27877. I want to n<k you whether these malguzars and sowcars have access
to the departmental seeds? They have no access to the departmental seeds,
but there is no reason v\hy a malguzar should not be a seed farmer and should
be able to produce departmental seed.

27878. But is that the case? He can do it; there is no reason why he
should not. In fact, we do all that we can to enable the malguzar to grow our
seeds.

27879. How do you control these seed farms? They are directly under
the control and advice of the district agricultural officers.

2/880. Do you have any arrangement for testing the purity of the seed?
The seed farms are inspected during the growing season.

27881. Are they inspected by the Botanist? Not by the Botanist because

they arc too many for him to go over. They are inspected by the 'trained

Agricultural Assistant.

27882. Let us take the difference in yield between your seed and the seed

grown by the ordinary cultivator? In the case of which crop?

27883. Say, in the case of rice? When you- go to the Labandih farm you
\\ill find there a statement showing all this clearly. It depends on whether it

is early rice or a medium rice.

27884. Is the difference sufficiently attractive? There is a substantial

difference,

27885. The difference is so much that it appeals to the cultivators?

Distinctly.

27886. Is the difference with regard to the quality? Yes, and the superior
quality is largely due to the fact that seed is pure seed.

27887. That quality is recognised in the market? Yes.

27888. Does it get a better price? Generally it does.

27889. Now, about youi demonstration work. I think you have explained
that the qualification of your demonstrators is that they have been trained by
you in the Nagpur College. Am I right? Yes, mostly they are trained there.
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27890* What is the method you actually follow in your demonstration work?
The Agricultural Assistant tours for a considerable number of days every month
and visits all leading agriculturists. He goes from village to village and advises
them to take up certain improvements, deposits certain seeds and generally
takes implements with him in a cart. The implements are worked and demon-
strated on the man*s land. If he is willing to take an implement, then arrange-
ments are made for the advance of taccavi grant.

27891. You do not grow any crop on the cultivator's land? We do not
make the cultivator's land the demonstration plot : we have our own demon-
stration plots.

27892. You have got your demonstration plots, your experimental plots
and you have your demonstration farms. What is the difference between a
demonstration plot and a demonstration farm? The demonstration plot is a

temporary plot which is, as far as possible, about the sisfie which the cultivator
in that area would normally cultivate; it it farmed purely as a business pro-
position; there are no permanent buildings on it, and it is farmed as we recom-
mend a man to farm in that particular area; it is carried on for 5 years, and
then is closed.

27893. You keep a record of the cost of cultivation? The cost of working
that farm year by year is carefully kept and analysed.

27894. What is your demonstration farm? It is a permanent farm; it is

a seed farm really for the growing of big areas of improved seeds,

27895. It is entirely under the control of your department? Yes, it has

permanent buildings and it is a permanent place.

27896. In your experimental plots there is no demonstration? In our
experimental plots, we do grow of course the ordinary recommended varieties,
the experimental farms do produce seed and do act as demonstration centres.
In our demonstration farms, nominally there is no experimental work, but the
varieties are tested side by side; they have a certain amount of experimental
work also.

27897. You have provided us with a chart showing the nature of your

organisation and I am afraid I have not been able to follow the chart quite

clearly. I should like to ask you who is the connecting link between the kamdai
and the higher authorities? The Agricultural Assistant on demonstration duty.
The latter is under the Extra-Assistant Director of Agriculture who is again
under the Deputy Director of Agriculture.

27898. You have no occasion to supervise the work of the kamdar? Not

directly, but I see the kamdars* work.

27899. These demonstration areas are permanent? -The demonstration plots

as a rule are for five years only. The demonstration farms are permanent with

permanent buildings. Only the demonstration plots are temporary.

27900. What is the nature of the demonstrations you have been holding

during the last few years? The demonstration of implements, the demonstration

of seed growing side by side with local seed and things of that kind.

27901. Also manure? Not much of it. We have not got anything to

distribute on an economic basis.

27902. So you have two things to recommend, the purity of the seed and

secondly the implements? And sometimes methods of cultivation, for instance,
the sowing in lines instead of broadcasting in certain parts of the Province.

27903. Could you tell us the quantity of seed you produce in your seed
farms? I think it has been given in one of the statements provided.

27904. In your demonstration work, do you receive much assistance from
the Revenue Inspectors or Tahsildars? We go even further than that; we
receive consideraole assistance from the revenue officers. We have an Agri-
cultural Assistant attached to the camp of either the Deputy Commissioner of
the Assistant Commissioner or a revenue officer of that standard, and he goes
round on tour with that revenue officer and takes advantage of the opportunity
afforded by the gathering of people to attend the camp to carry on agricultural
propaganda.

27905. I come now lo the statement of the distribution of seed. The total

quantity of -seed distributed is 183 thousand raaunds and the area sown with
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improved seeds is something like 844 thousand acres. What per^ntage of the

total seed requirements is supplied by your farms? A very small proportion
when one realises that there are 5 million acres of land under wheat and the

same area under rice and 2 or 3 millions under other crops.

27906. With regard lo such improvements as the practice of transplanting
of rice which is distinctly an improved method, what do you find to be the

chief obstacle to the introduction of that kind of practice? For that particular

practice the obstacle ; s simply the local economic conditions that prevail owing
to the scarcity of labour and so on.

27907. So is it your view then that these fundamentally uneconomic con-

ditions prevailing in certain parts must be improved before agricultural improve-
ments can make any headway? I am afraid it is rather arguing in a circle.

I do not know how \ve could break the circle. Improvement in economic con-

ditions would enable us to demonstrate agricultural improvements more easily;
on the other hand improved agricultural implements would raise the economic
life of the people*

27908 The point is, how to begin and where to begin? Yes.

27909. Do you find illiteracy a serious handicap? Yes, very serious.

27910. In which tracts do you find demonstration comparatively easy?*
1 think demonstration work is easier in the cotton tracts and as a result of that

I may say that it is unnecessary for us to open Government demonstration plots
in those tracts. I may also mention that in the rice tracts we get plots from

people who are anxious to open demonstration farms of their own.

27911. With regard to the assistance that you receive in your demonstration
work you have told us that there are District Associations, Taluk Associations

and Circle Associations. Do these associations take enough initiative in the

matter of agricultural improvement? As a rule the smaller the association is

and the closer it is in actual touch with the village, the more active it is. Of
all the associations, the District Association is the least effective.

27912. Because it is much larger? Because it is an association of people
coming from a wider area.

27913. These are purely non-official agercies? They are non-official in

membership. But generally an official takes the place of the President. For
instance, a revenue officer, say the Tahsildar, attends the Taluk Association
as an ex-officio Chairman.

27914. These are of great assistance to you in your demonstration work?
Yes, particularly the small associations.

27915. You have got a Provincial Board of Agiiculture, have you not?
Yes.

27916. What are the functions of that Board? It is an Advisory Board
to the Local Government, bur it goes a little further than that because it has

the power of criticising schemes placed before it.

27917. I want to ask you one or two questions with regard to your research
if I may. Have you visited Pusa^ Yes.

27918 In what connection? As a member of the Board of Agriculture.
I have al ' attended the Sectional Conferences there.

27919. As a Director of the Agricultural Department here, have you been
able to carry on any experiment yourself? No.

27920. You are mostly engrossed in your administration work? Quite so;
I have no area directly under my own charge.

27921. You talk about the inadequacy of funds. What fundamental research
work are you unable to undertake now owing to lack of funds?' We might take

up botanical work. We find it necessary to have a whole-time Botanist for

cotton; surely it is necessary to have a whole-time Botanist for rice.

27922. You have got two Economic Botanists already? Yes; but the
second one takes all crops except cotton and crops grown in rotation with
cotton, he is also in charge of the teaching work of the Agricultural College, .and
is also in charge of horticultural work; that is, he has to supervise 3 or 4 big public
gardens in Nagpur. Now, on the analogy of the Education Department, a teach-

ing post in an agricultural college is a whole*tiine post in itself* It Is hdrd ta
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expect a man who is teaching in an agricultural college affiliated to the University
standard to do the teaching work and at the same time to be an Economic
Botanist for many of the most important crops of the Province.

27^23.
You get a ceitain amount of help from the Indian Central Cotton

Committee; do you not? Yes; we get a certain amount of money from them.

27924. The First Botanist is engaged in cotton work? Yes.

27925. And the Second Botanist? In general work; and it is peculiar that

in this Province the Central Cotton Committee pays the cheaper man and employs
the services of the expensive man. That is, they pay for the Second Botanist

who has take#i over some of the botanical work, while the First Botanist, who
is the senior man, is entirely engaged on their work.

27926. What is the work of the Agricultural Chemist? He supervises both

the chemical work and the bacteriological work. He has also teaching work
and experimental work which is largely in connection with soils.

(

You will have
jn opportunity of inspecting that work at Nagpur.

27927 You think at the present time you have sufficient staff and labora-

tory equipment to carry on fundamental researches on soil and on plants? I

should like to see the scientific staff, such as the botanical staff and the

chemical staff, increased so that there should bt one man entirely for teaching
work and one man for research work. I would not prevent the teaching man
from doing research work because he would probably be interested in it. But
I think this dual function occupies too much of the time of the scientific

officers.

27928. When 1 rilk about fundamental research what I mean is this. You
have in agricultural research two distinct aspects, one dealing with fundamental

problems and another dealing with minor questions arising from them. The
point I should like to get from you is whether you think your staff and your
equipment generally are adequate 10 carry on fundamental as well as minor
research investigations? At present I should say they are and if we continue
to recruit men of the same standard as we have at present, I consider they are

u-iite enough to carry on fundamental work.

27929. You would not like to see a central institute like that at Pusa to

carry on the fundamental work? I cannot quite see how a central institution

at Pusa could carry on fundamental work in a Province.

27930. May I explain? Suppose you take the black cotton soil. As you
know the whole of the black cotton, or the greater part of it, is deficient in

nitrogen. Now that problem is not merely limited to a particular Province.

Bombay is interested as much as you are interested so that that particular
problem, the problem of nitrogen in black cotton soil, could be taken in hand

by a central organisation'1
'' But on the other hand the soils in the Raipur

uistrict here are equally deficient in nitrogen.

27931. That might be a provincial problem? I see no reason for making
the black cotton soil an Imeprial problem and the other a Provincial problem.

27932. The nature of the pioblem is such that it arises in more than one
Province? But the deficiency of nitrogen exists in all Provinces.

Therefore it is a fundamental question and ought to be tackfed by the central

organisation.

27933. In your own research work, did you come across a single problem, any
specific research problem, which you would like to see tackled by an Imperial
Institute such as the one at Pusa? I cannot say that I did.

27934. We are often told there is a surplus cattle population in some of
the Provinces; is that the case in rhis Province? There are too many cattle of
a type; there are too mai>y inferior cattle and not enough good cattle.

27935. Are you trying to introduce some new varieties of fodder crops in
this Province? We have tried a good many varieties of crops, only some of
which seem to be economical so far.

27936. Cassava? We have grown cassava but it is not a crop which is

very useful to this Province.

27937. The improvement of a crop, as you know, involves a number of
factors; when you conduct your research, eitner in the laboratory or in your
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experimental farms, do you attempt to bring into locus various factors? Yes,
we like to look at the problem from the point of view of all factors, whether
it is mycological, bacteriological, chemical, botanical, and so on.

27938. You try to get sufficient data in order to understand the problem
from all its aspects? Yes; in fact I have a scheme now in view for subjecting
all experimental work to an experimental board in the Province composed of

officers of all sections.

27939. In Nagpur College you have a four-year course? A four-year course
and a two-year course.

27940. These advanced students are quite familiar with the nature of the
work you are doing? Yes, quite.

27941. I mean the fourth year students? Yes, they should be; I have no*
done any active teaching lately, but when I was doing active teaching I took
care to discuss things going on in (he Province, and I believe students are now
given an insight into what is going on in the Province.

27942. Is it not your practice to take your fourth year students to visit such
stations as the Coimbatoie sugarcane station? No, but it is our practice tc

take them to visit the stations in the Province.

27943. Not the Imperial stations? No, not on such long journeys as that.

27944. Sir Ganga Raw : You said that the Agricultural Engineer had
resigned; do you propose to fill the vacancy or is it abolished? No, it is not
abolished, but we are now lather in a transition stage; the Imperial Agricultural
Service is now abolished and we cannpt fill posts of that type, so that the
whole position with regard to posts which were formerly posts in the Imperial
Agricultural Service has to be looked into.

27945. Now you will have to engage a mnn on Provincial Service? Or
new terms,

27946. On Provincial Service? Something of that kind, a special post.

^
27947. What sahry does it carry^We have not had any orders on that

subject yet.

27948. What are the functions of the Agricultural Engineer?- He advis.es
on plant, attends to repair, keeps an organisation for the erection of small power
plant.

27949. At the Agricultural College? He is in Nagpur, he has nothing to
do with the Agricultural College.

27950. Does not he teach mechanics? No, he does no teaching.
27951. Is not Agricultural Engineering taught as a subject in the college?

They have their own lecturer in Engineering.
27952 The man who lectures there is not an engineer? He is an Engineer

but not the Agricultural Engineer, in the same way that the Deputy Director
in charge Animal Husbandry has no duty of lecturing on Animal Husbandry in
the Agricultural College.

27953. Is this agric I'ltural engineering under you? Yes.
27954. Forgive me for asking, but have you any training in engineering?

les, 1 was under Professor Cawthorne-Unwin at one time.

Ax .

2?955 - Who deals with weN-koring?-~At one time that was under the
Agricultural Engineer, bin the work is scarcely work that can be put upon an
officer of that type without taking up far too much of his time; it has now been
transferred to the Public Works Department.

27956. Has no boring been done? A certain amount of boring was done
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27959. No, I am not referring to that. The reason why I ask you this

question particularly is that I was told that in many cases the crops failed only
for want of one watering. Is that so? -That is frequently the case; I do not

say one watering would save the crop, but it would improve many crops at

a critical time.

27960. Where is that one watering to Come from except from the subsoil? -

Or from tanks,

27961. I am coming to tanks very shortly. Anyhow, it comes from lifting

water from tanks or wells, does not it? Yes.

27962. Then lift irrigation comes in? Lift irrigation is certainly a function

of the Agricultural Engineer, and the deepening of wells, but it is scarcely

necessary foi him to undertake the deepening of wells, because that is a work
well known to people in the Province.

27963. Do you go in for tube wells? We have never done anything with

tube wells; out geological conditions are not such that tube wells could be
introduced.

27964 How do you know th it? Has theie been any investigation in that

respect? There is the Geological Survey, they surveyed a great deal of

the Province.

27965. Part of this enormous quantity of rainfall that you get is used in

irrigation; where does the rest go to'^ Into the rivers.

27966. Floods? Yes.

27967. Is there no kind of soil here which will take that water? There are

very few areas of deep alluvial soil here at all. The big problem is that where
the rainfall is short, where we have a rainfall of say 20 to 30 inches, in those

areas the underlying rock is very nearly all tiap.

27968. What is it? Basalt trap.

27969 Is it in strata? Yes, \\ith fissuies, layers of trap rock of different

ages overlying the water-bearing strata.

27970. And you cannot make \vells in that? You can make wells, but it

is an extremely difficult and expensive matter, because to find the water in trap

rock is a very uncertain thing.

27971 But do you not think it is better to give the people one watering

from welts to save them from famine? Yes, I agree, if you can get the wells

it is a good thing.

27972. Do you not encourage the sinking of wells?- It is encouraged.

27973. What is the depth of the water fiom the surface of the ground?
It may be 70 feet, 50 feet, or it may be 100 feet. The depth to which you can

sink a well in trap rock is an absolutely uncsrtain thing; you may sink a well

in trap rock and get a small supply of water; with a view to improve it, you may
sink deeper but all the water slips away through a fissure.

27974. Have you ever investigated to see whether the supply of water

from a well can be augmented by the dynamite process? By putting channels;

that is sometimes done.

27975. Is it done here in this Province?-! believe so.

27976. But also sinking dynamite shafts and blowing them up? Yes, that

has been done too.

27977. Have you any repoit on that subject? -No, I do not think we have;

our department has only just touched on well-boring for a short time; we had

one or two well-boring plants, but it was only a part-time work for an officer

who had a lot of other things to do, and ?t was handed over to the Public

Works Department.

27978. When did you have a famine last? I know in 1899 there was a

severe famine?-! have been out nearly 21 years and 1 do not remember

a famine. We have had scarcity but I have never encountered a famine in the

Central Provinces.

27979. To what do you attribute the fact that there are no famines now,

whereas in the latter part of the nineteenth century they were very frequent?-
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I think it is due to the fact that stores of food-grain outside the Province are

now easily moved about inside the Province.

27980. Not that production has increased? No, I should not say that;

I think it is the improvement of communications, railways and roads.

27981. Have you not opened relief works since 1900? A certain number
of relief works have been opened af odd times of scarcity, but there has never

been a famine such as there was in 1899. In 1907 there was scarcity in some

parts of Berar.

27982. Did people come to the relief works? Yes, I believe so.

27983. Relief works were opened, were they not? I have seen famine

relief works about, but I could not tell you off-hand to what extent they were

utilised.

27984. You always aim at making tanks. Are these tanks fed by seepage
of drainage water? They are drainage tanks.

27985. Or are you only relying on the rain water? The run-off from the

catchment area.

27986. From higher areas? Yes.

27987. What is the size of the biggest tank you have here? The biggest

tank I have personally seen is the Nawagaonbund which I believe is between
16 and 17 square miles.

27988. Is that artificial? Yes.

27989. Have you got big retaining walls round it? One very small bund

about a quarter of a mile long.

27990. Then you have put it in the valley?-~Yes, with hills around.

27991. You have introduced big tanks with big walls? Yes, but those arc

built by the Irrigation Department; this is a tank which has been built by
cultivators.

27992 in designing these tanks your aim always is to have them at such

a height that you can take the water by flow; is not that so? I am afraid that

is the function of the Irrigation Department, not of the Director of Agriculture.

27 (/03. You said something about Pusa. You have visited Pusa, have you
not? Frequently.

27994. Have you ever thought of some method of fixation of nitrogen from
the air? I have studied the various methods, yes; I have read a good deal
about them.

27995. About nitrifying bacteria? Yes.

27996. In Pusa did you see the laboratory where they have made that

experiment? I have not been to Pusa for two or three years, but I always go
round the laboratory work when I go there.

27997. They have a very important method which is not only for prov-
incial use but is for universal use; I was very much interested to see that; they
show how nitrifying bacteria get their food from the green manure, and by
constant harrowing and ploughing they breed and abstract nitrogen from the air;
did you study that? I have studied that and I have lectured on it too.

27998. Did you see the actual experiment at Pusa? I have not been to
Pusa

^for
the last two or three years; I do not know whether that is a recent

experiment.

27999. You said you preferred your own wheat to Pusa wheat; is your
own wheat bearded or not? We have various varieties, sometimes bearded and
sometimes unbearded.

28000. Which do you prefer? It is largely a question of whether birds
and pigs are a nuisance; if birds are, we prefer the bearded sort.

28001. Have you seen the samples of the Punjab wheat? We have tried the
Punjab wheat.

28002. Which one? Many varieties of Punjab wheat.

28003. Have you tried 8A? You will be able to see that at Hoshangabad.
28004. Was it successful? They are successful, but out of the large number
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we try we endeavour to pick out the one which is most suited to our own
conditions.

28005. While we are on the wheat question, I just want to ask you your

opinion about one thing. You know in the London market Indian wheat is

called dirty wheat; it contains 5 per cent of impurities.. Do you think the

jsamindars are responsible for the impurity or are the exporters responsible?
I am afraid it gets in as a result of the usual agricultural methods of threshing,

winnowing, harvesting and so on.

28006. The exporters do not do it? I do not think so. One of our very

great problems in introducing threshing machinery has been to overcome the

dirt \vhich clings to the straw due to the method by which the crop is harvested,

that is to say, the harvester more or less cuts or pulls it off with the roots

attached.

28007. Have you e\er visited the Punjab? No.

28008. You will see pure wheat there. I have actually sold for Rs. 5-12-0

and the people sold it to the exporters for Rs. 5-8-0. Where did their profit

come from? I can only imagine !

28009. You have no sugar mills here? We have no central factories.

28010. They all make ifwr? Yes; or sell the cane foi chewing.

28011. Do they plant sugarcane after sugarcane? Not as a rule; they take
a rotation.

28012. What is the rotation? Sometimes rice, sometimes garden crops;
it is all in small areas. The biggest sugarcane growing district would not contain

more than about 2,000 acres of sugarcane. It is a crop which is encouraged
to bring money to the cultivator.

28013. What grows best after sugatcane? Cotton grows best in the stubble

of sugarcane. But some of our sugarcane-growing areas are not quite suited

to cotton growing.

2801 /
1. Could you give *me say three years* rotation of crops on particular

areas? That depends on the soil and rainfall. Here we can grow rice after

sugaicane, or cotton or ground-nut.

28015. But what do you advise? It depends, as I said, entirely on the

locality.

28016 Supposing you had, say, 100 acres of land ; I want to know the

scientific rotation? On light sthai (sandy soil) commanded by irrigation we might
grow sugarcane, followed by cotton, followed by ground-nut.

28017. They do not make here anything between gur and sugar? Have
you any indigenous method of making refined sugar? No, nothing but gin.

28018. Have you made any research as to what delta of water you require
to mature each crop irrespective of rainfall? A number of experiments have
been done both by the Irrigation Department and by the Agricultural Department
in conjunction and we have arrived nt a general idea of the quantities of water.

28019 Can you tell me ^hat quantity of water is required for sugarcane?
That would depend upon whether it is black soil or light soil, but generally
we give something in the natute of 20 inigations.

28020. What delta depth? It would amount to about an inch in depth
per irrigation.

28021. That means 30 inches? Yes; then it would depend upon whether
the soil was a heavy soil or not. I tan give you a statement for each of the
different soils.

\

28022. Have you made any analysis of the soil to show what crop takes
away what kind of chemical I mean nitrogen and phosphates? That was done a

long time ago. There are some standard reports on that. They date from the
time of Professor Church.

28023. Can you give me a copy of that report? Do you want it to apply
to the Central Provinces entirely?

28024. Well, we will draw our own conclusions here? What I mean is this,
whether you wish an analysis made of the ash of Central Provinces rice? The
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Cetttral Provinces soil is not homogeneous; it is hard soil as well as alluvial

soil; it is a very interesting experiment. For instance, wheat takes away about

180 Ibs. of nitrogen out of the crop.

The Chairman: That is per acre.

28025. Sir Ganga Ram: We have worked out all that. We worked out

the loss of nitrogen. Could you kindly give me some data about that? Yes.

28026. Cannot you make some use of this kans grass? Not that I know of.

28027. Supposing you put it in the silos, would that not soften it enough
to serve as fodder in times of famine? It would not pay for the collection.

We want to do away with kans grass altogether and introduce a better fodder.

28028. But in times of scarcity or famine anything would be useful. Have

you made any research as to whether you can make it soft enough for the

cattle to eat? 1 am afraid the only experiments we have tried on kans grass
are experiments to eliminate it altogether.

28029. But you have not succeeded there? We hope to succeed.

28030. You know that in the Calcutta market three kinds of bonemeal are

exported; one is the 3/16th mesh, one 3/32nd and one the steam burnt meal.

Have you any experience of that*^ Not much. The application of bonerneal has

not pro\ eel a very economical form of manure.

28031 Then why do such enormous quantities go to England? Because
the conditions under which they are used are rather different there. We do
use bonemeal in conjunction with green manure but it is not a thing which has

been taken up on a very wide scale.

28032. As regards fuel in the Punjab, in the new colonies where cotton
is grown cotton stalks are used as fuel all the >ear round. Does that happen
here? The collection of stalks from the field is one of the haqs of the cotton
labourer.

28033. We do not depend on cowdung no\\ , we use nothing but cotton
stalks all the vear round. Would it not be advisable to introduce that here?

They do use it in areas where cotton is grown, but in an area like this rice

tract there is not enough cotton grown to produce enough cotton stalk.

28034. In the Punjab the Agricultural Department supplies pure seed at a

very small profit to the people. They collect the puie seeds from such zamindars
who take good care not to allow anything but pure seed and they buy them
and sell them at a very small profit; it does not even pay the establishment.
But they do take the place of the seedsmen. Are you aware of that? I presume
exery Agricultural Department is a seedsman.

28035. But they buy seeds from us and then sell it sometimes even without
any profit? We do not buy but we arrange to grow good seeds to dispose of
to the cultivators.

28036. You have said in your note that the wwcar or malguzar sells at

25 per cent more. That takes away 25 per cent from the pocket of the cultivator
and theiefore they would hesitate to sow improved seed? If you sell them
improved seed at the same price as bazaar seed naturally they would buy it? We
sell our improved seed at the ordinary rates.

28037. But why should they pay 25 per cent more? That is to the sowcar,
to tic man \\ho is financing them; not to the Government. That is where the
hiinm or the sowcar is combining his grain growing business with banking; that
is Ins own seed.

2oJ38. Who buys from you? The main buyers are the various seed farmers.
We can just about supply the various seed farms. In fact we could supply far
more seed if we had seed farms. We do not deal with the buying business.

28039. Pi of. Gangulee: Do malguzars grow any pure seed? Yes.

28040. Sir Ganga Ram: What do the people do with ground-nut? They
eat it to a certain extent.

2804L Do they use ground-nut oil? Yes, but it is not a very well known
oil in this part of the Province.

28042* What kind of oil do the people consume here? Generally til oil.

28043. You grow no rape teed at all? No.
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28044. It is a most useful leguminous crop? Til and linseed are our main

crops.

28045. Dp you not think that the solution of the trouble of the people
here who entirely depend on uncertain rains would be to encourage them t

grow more fruit? You have got beautiful fruits, mangoes, Nagpur oranges and
other things. Do not you think that fruit-growing ought to be encouraged here
and yet you have gone and dismissed the Horticulturist? I should only be too

glad to get him back.

28046. Whose work was that? I cannot say.

Sir S. M. Chitnavis: It was the work of the local Retrenchment Committee.

28047. Sir Ganga Ram . What I only want to know is whether the encourage-
ment of fruit-growing would not bring money to the growers? It would, but we
cannot grow oranges extensively; that would be a very expensive business and
would involve extensive facilities for irrigation The irrigation is nearly always
done from wells.

28048. But for mangoes, if you have a good rainfall, you do not want any
irrigation? When you start them you do require it, but as soon as the mango
is well established it will look after itself.

28049. Mangoes in the United Provinces are a very profitable crop? In the

public gardens at Nagpur we have a big stock of mangoes.

28050. But I was talking of introducing fruit-growing all over the Province.

Do you not encourage it? Yes, we do. We make a special point of growing
a large variety of well-used mangoes.

28051. With regard to lac cultivation, what tree have you found to carry
the lac insect? As a department we do not know much about lac cultivation.

The Forest Department does that. 'I he palas tree (the flame of the forest, as

it is called) is a common one.

28052. Are you aware of any natural deposits which can be used as

fertilisers? No
28053. Dr. Mann said that in the Central Provinces there was a large deposit

of something which could be used as natural fertilisers? I have studied the

report of the Geological Survey of India pretty carefully on that point.

28054. Do you giow crops like potatoes and onions here? Yes, we grow
them as garden crops.

28055. Do you grow sufficient for the internal consumption or do you import
them^ 1 do not think the amount of potato grown in the Province is sufficient,

but the onion crop is one that the Indian cultivator does understand how to grow.

28056. Do you grow one crop or two? In the Punjab plains it matuies in

April and then it is of no use after October and therefore we have to import
itr' The onion is a crop that will store well.

28057. The Chairman Are onions very largely used v -Yes; \\e are also

trying experiments in potato growing on the plateau area.

28058. Sir Ganga Ram' Have you made out any statement of impoits and

exports of food?- No.

28059. Are they available anywhere in your Government? I think you
would find the particulars in the general statistics of export and import trade.

28060. That has been discontinued unfortunately. I thought you might have
the provincial one? As a matter of fact, statistics of that type are dealt with by
the Director of Land Records and not by the Agricultural Department.

28061. Mr. Culvert: Do you know whether wheat and rice are exported from
this Province overseas? I think a good deal of wheat is exported overseas and a
certain amount of rice too.

28062. Regarding this question of the affiliation of the Nagpur College to

the University : have you got a Faculty of Agriculture and, if so, who is the
Dean of that Faculty? The Principal of the Agricultural College is the Dean
of the Faculty of Agriculture.
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28063 Are you a member of 'UPI aii not because I am the intermediary
between the College of Agriculture and the Local Government and we thought that
it was as well for me to be outside.

38064. Is the Faculty so manned as to insure the proper representation Of

agricultural views? We have endeavoured to secure that.

28065. On page 3* of the original memorandum there are figures given for

holdings. Do these holdings refer to holdings per individual cultivator ? This
particular poition was nut drawn up by the Agricultural Department ,

if you would
like to have that information we can get it from the Director of Land Records

;

I think that is the average holding per cultivator.

28066. On page 7* you give certain reasons for the diminution in he area under

wheat, *t e of which is the opening up in recent years of the great wheat fields o( the

Punjab. What is the argument there ? I presume the argument is that the Punjab
could put wheat in the market at a cheaper rate The Punjab outturn is better

;
our

outturn is only 800 Ibs. per acie.

28067. Is the idea that the production of wheat in the Punjab has lowerei the

prices internally ? Yes, that is the idea

28068. Actually, we know that the price has been steadily increasing ? I was
not responsible for this statement, and I am not quite suie what was at the back of
the mind of the man who wrote it

28069. With regard to the question of labour mentioned in paragraph 2S of

your original memorandum (page ^ above) , you say "In all agricultural tracts there
has been of recent years a distinct indication of a shortage of labour." This is

a seasonal shortage, I presume? It i:> a seasonal shortage coming at the time of the

harvesting of the cotton crop. There has also been general shortage t>mce 1919,

although it is gradually being put right.

28070. Similarly, on page 13, paragraph 37 (page 4 above), you say-
'* There are

areas of land commanded by irrigation which, because of labour shortage, are not
utilised." In paragraph 31 (page 5 above), other reductions of labour are mentioned and
at the end of the sarre paragraph quite a different pom* of vi^w is put up. It is said

that people are getting prosperous and can employ Inb >ur for themselves Do you think
the shortage

l

of labour is partly due to laziness ?- 1 think it is partly due to the fact that

some people, at any rate when they become to a certain extent affluent, object to

doing much manual work.

28071. The higher wages enable the men to subsist by working less time? -1 think

that can be taken as a great truth

Mr. Wills; ! may mention that during the influenza of 1919 this Province lost

900,000 people.

28072. Mr. Cal'vert : What I am trying to get at is : to what is this shortage of

labour due ? Is it due to inefficiency of labour or to disinclination for work ? I think
both factors come into it Then* is a genuine shortage of labour and there is dis-

inclination on 'the part of the people who can afford to pay somebody else to work
for them.

28073. Prof. Gangulee : Is there any emigration from this Province to ^Assam
and other parts of India ? Yeb.

28074. Mr. Catvert : Actually >ou have Und which is cultivable, but which is

not being cultivated ? 1 here is a certain amount of it
;

I should not say there was a

great deal of it in the Province.

28075. It is quite a big area ? Yes.

418076. What I am driving at is the tendency of the working people, the cultiva-

tors and others, to limit their work to what will bring in a bare subsistence? I think

there is a tendency in that direction,

28077. In paragraph 85* you say,
"

It is intended that seed and demonstration

farms should pay.'* May I know what should they pay ? That means that they
should give a financial return.

28078. Do you think it is a sound policy to start a farm with one purpose and

then try to make it serve quite a different purpose? A demonstration farm is pre-

sumably a farm which is intended to demonstrate how to do the best cultivation in a

* Not reprinted*
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certain area. We demonstrate there the most economical methods of cultivating a
certain area in order to give a paying return.

28079. A farm demonstrating better cultivation will be quite differently organised
from a farm demonstrating the financial results ? A good method, to my tnmd, is the

one that gives good fi nancial results. The demonstration farm should give a satis-

factory financial return on the area.

28080. On a demonstration farm, would you not naturally i>tock a larger number
of implement* than you would on an economic farm ? On a demonstration farm we
are not so much demonstrating the impleiient* as demonstrating the farming of a
certain holding and combining with tlvit the business of seed production". It is

necessary to have extra supervision in order to get your seed pure. You have some-
times a number of small plots which you sow differently and sometimes there is over-

lapping between experimental work and demonstration work and that is the reason

why we maUe a demons! rat-on plot entirely demonstrative and not experimental.
Even then a certain amount of experimental work creeps into the demonstration farm.

It is really a seed farm. The term l demonstration f..rm
"

is perhaps a bad expression
because almost invariably they are over-capitalised in the matter of buildings. Yon
have got big seed stores * hich the farm would not normally carry; and you have
overhead charges.

28081. Actually, so far as I k ow, I have never seen any farm designed to yield

financial results. They are proposing: to have one in England? --I think a demonstra-

tion plot should essentially be a plot to demonsrrate the economic method of farming
that particular holding

ami we are p-uticularly careful not to put up very pucca building
on it and also not to tie up a lot of money in capital charges.

28082. In your demonstration woik you seem to appeal to the bigger landowners.

The phrase
"
bigger landowner "

rci>e<tted(y occurs in that note Do you think it is a

sound policy?-! think it is bec;iu-e the bigger landholders are the more educated

men, and it is easier to appeal to the educated mar. than to the illiterate man
,

if we

can get hold of the bigger rrnn, we can get hold of the smaller men also.

28083. You think the practice of the bigger man will filter down of the smaller

man ?Yes, I think so.

28084. Is that justified by experience
9 The bigger man is in a position to adopt

any recommendation we mike ,
he hi? a little more maney behind him j

the smaller

man is not quite so easy to deal w th.

2808*. Has that been the experience in the immediate neighbourhood of your

demonstration farms D , you find y-'ur methods being cop.ed
9 Yes, I think SJ. I

do not say that it is universal, but I d > think there is a tendency to copy them.

28086. Piof.Gangul&i The bigger man is the malguzar ? He is the man

holding a big area ,
he might be the malguiar, and generally he is a malguzar,

2^087. Mr Catoeit: Do the londowners to whom you refer themselves cultivate

any large areas P Not always ,
theie are a gooi many absentee landlords.

28088. On the question cf wheat you say that the impracticability of manuring

dry wheat ha* been proved ,
what ib the difficulty with a rainfall of 45 inches ? The

rainfall comes at a season when the wheat is not on the ground.

28089. Can you not conserve moisture ? It does not seem to be a vsry satisfactory

practice to manure, in the rams, land on kvhich you are going to grow wheat and you
cannot manure it in the cold weather when the land is not receiving moisture in the

form of r>iin. If you put it on, then the ground is not sufficiently moist for the manure

to decompose. It ha*, I think, been accepted pretty generally that the manuring of

unirngated wheat does not appear to be a profitable preceding.

28090. Even with cowdung Yes.

28091. Hoes the area covered by your improved seeds roughly work out to about

4 per cent of the total ?It is bOmething like that,

28092. There is very large scope still for further propaganda? Yes. One does

see nowadays, evidences of the propaganda of the Agricultural Department-, but I

remember a time when, in spite of the free distribution of implements, it Wis unusual
to come act oss instances where they were being used, one does come across them now
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at railway station! and other places, Only daring Christmas time, I was out in a
district and I saw some people threshing their rice. When I asked them what sort of
rice it was* they told me that it was Goveinment bhondu. As far as I know, no active
demonstration work is being carried on there.

28093. 1 gather that you do not make it the chief point in planning your demonstra-
tion schemes that your demonstrator should be an actual cultivator P No, but vie do
all we possibly can to encourage the cultivating classes. We would rather have a
demonstrator who belonged to the cultivating clas es; it is almost essential now.
With an increase in the number of students in the Agricultural College, we can ensure
that the demonstrators employed in the future wil be men vith quite a strong
agricultural connection.

28094. You say in another place that the visit of an Agricultural Assistant to a
village has not been the event in village life which it should be; is it because you
have not drawn the demonstrators from the cultivating classes? To appeal to the

village ycu must appeal to them by eye as well as by e<ir, and we ha\e not given our

Agricultural Assistants sufficient facilities for making a gocd show. 1 want to have
something definitely like an agricultural show

,
t here must be something to put befoie

the people; it may be diagrams, pictures, implements, or something of the kind. Even
an oil engine driving a pump, as long as it makes a good deal of roise, is always a
centre of attraction.

28095. Do you think the cultivator will learr, as willingly fiom a nvn above him
in caste as from one of his own cUs^ ?- I think the cultivator will learn from any man,
if he realises that that man knows what he is talking about and he talks with
enthusiasm.

28096 He does not have a caste prejudice P No I do nut think so. As long
is that man can show, on the surface at any rate, that ht leally knows something
\bout agriculture and he talks agriculture, I do not think it much matters what caste
le belongs to.

28097. I see that you lay gi eat stress on the enthusiasm of the demonstrator
ut you do not mention his sympathy. Do you noi think that demonstrator requires
o be a man in full sympathy with the rural elates P- I think that it is really gocd to
lave a nemonstrator who will be in sympathy with the agriculturist; that goes
without saying.

38098. You are not insisting on your Agricultural Assistants being agriculturists P

-We have not insisted upon it. It has worked out like that in practice, but because a
lan is not an agriculturist, you cannot say that he is not enthusiastic about agricul-
iire. He may have drifted into the Agricultural Department because there was no other

epartment which he could enter. In future, I think we shall be able to make a
luch better selection of our Agricultural Assistants.

28099. You say that the father does not appjcciate the value of agricultural

'aining for his son. Is that on account of any defect in the curriculum ? No, I do not
hink so, I do not think it is any question of the curriculum. It is simply that the
ither himself has not yet, in m~st cases, appieciated the value of instruction in

nproved methods of agriculture, he dots not understand it himself.

28100. But you are up against the cm ious fact that your agricultural training
eates a very stiong disinclination to put it into practice P Yes

; generally, one finds

lat the people turned out from an agricultural college will go and farm themselves if

ley cannot get a post. To actually put their knowledge into practice on their own
nd is really the second thing; the first thing is to get a post and advise somebody
se to put his knowledge into practice.

28101. You do not think it is due to any defect in the curriculum P No, I do not
ink so.

28102. Have you tried in this Province any co-operative societies specially for

le improvement of farming, like better farming societies P No, we have not.

28103 You wish the system of taccavi to be made simple and speedy ; have you
ly particular suggestion to make how to secure simplicity and speed in the distribu-

>n of taccavt P-^Yes, but I would not like to put it forward now. If there was a
an on special duty to take this thin% up, between us we might be able to work out
scheme

^
It is a thing which I have discussed with Deputy Commissioners, how to

ake it easier and simplet.

28104. Every revenue officer in the country would like to see it more simple and

eedy j it is a question of prac ti ct 1 suggestions P It is a thing with regard to which
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one might work out a system. It has to be looket at from two points of view; the

security must be safeguarded, and yet we should not hold to that security too tightly.
In order to give taccavi quicMy and when it is wanted, I think Government might
take a few risks of losing the money occasionally ,

I think speed is the great thing.

28105. You do not happen to know whether the loss to the Province on account
of the remissions of taccavi is at all heavy ? I do not think it is, but I could not say
definitely without reference to the figures.

28106. You propose that a whole-time officer should take up the question of land

mortgage banks; could ic be done by the Agricultural Economist? No, I do not think

so. Of course, he would take ui> the question, but he would not have the running of

such banks. He would have to'formulate schemes on which these banks could be

started, but he would not have the run of them afterwards. That would be the kind of

work which the Agricultural Economist might take up to begin with, but as soon as it

became a running scheme he would hand it on,

28107. I hhould like to hnvea clearer idea of this officer you propose for investi-

gating underground supplies of water, would th it officer be under you or under the

Revenue Department ?- It is so largely a question of domestic water-supply that

I should be inclined to put him under the Public Works Department.

28108. Not un-ier your depirtment ? No.

28109. In one Ptovi nee we find that the officer in charge of wells and borings is

under the Industries Department, does that strike you as sound? No, not particularly;
he should be under the Agricultural Department or the Public Works Department
boring for water is largely a question of the improvement of villages.

28110. Is thia remaik of yours, th.it the Province is not yet prepared fcr cattle-

breeding societies, based on experience? My idea in putt ir.g that remark in is that

the whole conception of cattle bi ceding ib in such a backward condition in the Province
that until we get further on, fee our way, and get some decent herds of cattle started

it would be prematuie tu atart cattle-breeding societies You ought to be able to stive

to such a society some clt-ar line on which they can proceed, and which will lead them
in a safe and sound direction. Until we have a little bit more experience and turn out

herds which are valued and which are suitable to the Province, I should not be
inclined to launch on cattle-breed' n^ societies.

281 1 1. You are rather incline } to put economic investigations of villages under the

Department of Agriculture ? Yes.

28112. Do you think the Pcpaitment of Agriculture has sufficient men with a

knowledge of rural economics to ^uide this investigation? Yes, if we had a man
appointed for the post. I sec no other organisation in this Province to take it up. 1

think we are more closely concerned with rural economics than any other department in

the Province.

28113. It is rather unkind of you to put this work on your department. You
would not object to the system obtaining in the Punjab of having a non-ofhcial body
with a Revenue Commissioner a> the PiesidentP Not a bit, if you could do it, that

would be all right.

281 xt* I think if you had got to spread your improved varieties of seeds over

96 per cent of your area, that is quite sufficient in hand for you without undertaking
these additional duties from the revenue side? 1 rather doubt whether we should be

willing to take them on, but there is no reason why they should not be. We are the

department more than all others closely connected, and our work is so bound up with

the economic position of the rural inhabitant, that I think it is one ot the functions of

this department to go into that question.

281 1 $. You are directly under a Minister ? Yes.

28116. Between you and the Minister, who is your Secretary ? The Revenue

Secretary.

2811 7. Is he a senior officer of Government ? Fairly senior.

28118. He deals with the different branches? He deals with agriculture,

Co-operation and industries.
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28 1 1 9- Cattle-breeding ? It is not a separate thing.

28120. Veterinary ? Yes, it goes up to him separately.

Mr.Kamat: You gave certain answers about the Pusa Institute, stating your
view with reference to the position of Pusa in the agricultural hierarchy of the

country.

28121, I would like to ask you one or two questions about that point in order

to clear up certain aspects of the problem. When Lord Curzon instituted Pusa

probably he did not contemplate the coming of the Reforms Under the Reforms
now you have the Transferred Departments and so far as agriculture is concerned,
the Provincial Governments can go ahead as they like; you agiee ?Yes.

28122, Under the Lee Commission's arrangements they c^n also, if they
choose to do so, recruit any technical expert independently of the Government of

India? Yes.

28123. You told us just now that so far as your Province is concerned, in the

matter of rice and in the matter of cotton research at any rite, you recevied the

particular lead from Pusa by which vou coulu recognise the special value of the

Pusa institute j that is also correct?- Yes, in the case of rice.

28134. Now, in the first place in view of the constitutional position which I have

just now described and also in view of the actual experience ot this Province which

you admitted in this matter, I should like to abk yi u what should be the futuie policy
of rtcruitment, if Pusa is to be maintaii ed at a high level, I rrean when the time for

recruitment of special experts anivcVr* Shc/uld men be icciuited who are of world

wide reputation, who could really be of use to the Provinces, or bhould there be men
who are practically of the same calibre as one may have in the Provinces ? I think

the calibre of the men at Pu*a should be above that of men in the Piovmces.

28125. That ought to be the guiding principle unless Pusa is to be continued in the

position of something like the fifth wheel to the coach ? It should be a central institu-

tion to which provincial institutions could look for something better than they have

in themselves.

28126. And in our future policy of recruitment, should research officers in the Pro-

vinces who may have done exceptionally good work, say, in rice or cotton or sugarcane i

Or anything else, not be taken up for Pusa V 1 should make the recruitment to Pusa
a world wide thing, to get the best men you pjssibly could at the ptice you
could offer.

28127. Can you attract such men at the present pay --I do not know; I do not

know if the appeal for recruits is made sufficiently world wide.

28128. But if your first principle is to be accepted, you would not mind any
scale of pay ?- Any scale of pay that will attract the men you want.

28129 Now with regard to another point; You know in the Provinces the
post of Director of Agriculture is held, in many Provinces at any rate, by men who
are scientific men at the present moment ? Yes

28130. Now, speaking impersonally, will you kindly tell m* which would be the
setter method, to have a Director of Agriculture who is an exceptionally good
idministrative officer, say, of the Indian Civil Service cadre, or t> allow this post
:o be held by a man who ought to be really relieved for technical research work in
.he department ? 1 mean if he is a Chemist, allow him to do research work in

chemistry ;
if he is a Botanist, allow him to do research work in botany and so on

nstead ot nu king him do the routine work? Even if he is a Chemist or Botanist
rou. want a man who has an all-round knowledge of the requirements of agriculture
ind therefore that man i& not necessarily a bad adminisrative officer; he may be an
>fficer who could get his> colleagues to combine together, as well as an officer who is

sntirely administrative At least there is one aspect of agriculture in which he has
letailed knowledge, but a purely administrative officer has none.

28131. In other words, the Director of Agriculture should know pre-eminently
ural economics rather than be a technical or scientific officer P He should be in sym-
>athy with all sides of agriculture.

28132. Almost every officer is in sympathy?- But the man who has specialised
n rural economics may not have any sympathy at all with the Botanist or the Chemist
ind to think bacteriologically may be an absolute nuisance to him.
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Now about this scheme of yours for a central fund to help the Provincial

Governments in the development of agriculture, you suggest a cess on certain crops
which arc exported. Do you mean that it should be a flat rate of 8 annas for all crops
or should it be, for instance, a rate of Re. i per ton for wheat, 8 annas for rice and so
On ?--When I first worked it out, as a matter of fact I put it down as flat rate of
Re i

j
but I thought it would be too much and I then put it down at annas 8. But this

is only to give an idea of what 1 had in mind
;

it might be a variable rate
;

I should
have a preferential scale, crops giving a large yield paying more and crops giving
a smaller yield paying less.

28134. You agree that some sort of a scale would be desirablesYes
,

it should
be on a moveable scale.

28135. On page 24 of your note regarding this grant to Provincial Governments
from the Central Fund you say th(t once^the grant is made to a Province* the Province
should be given a free hand and there should be no contiol by the Government of

India. Is that workable? I think it would be woikable. Theie have been cases
before where the Government of India made allotments to Provinces tor certain

purposes.

28136. Without asking for interference They give a irant for certain schemes

28137 Unconditionally
9 The scheme is first put up for their approval,

We say
" we are going to do such and such a thing, we may open agricultural schools,

we may employ a Botanist for rice." But when once a scheme is considered sound
I think the provincial department should be allowed a free hand to carry on the

work.

28138. But because they give
l a grtnt, supposing they want seme sort ox direct

or indirect interference would the Ministers tolerate that? I do not think the
Minister Would mind it if he were getting the grant from an outside fund for a certain

bit of work. A report would be made on how the work was going on, and so on.

28139. You bUKgtst a PiovincialjVeterinary Research! Institute. Do you ac the

present moment take advantage of the Imperial Vetennaiy Research Institute ?

A good deal of advantage is taken ol that, not directly by the Agricultural Depart-
ment, but more directly by the Veterinary Department.

28140. You want to separate the Research Institute from the Provincial

Veterinary Department because you think the Imperial Institute is too far away or

because it is not sufficient? The problem is so big and so local in importance that

both institutions might well be provided for,

98141. You make a very significant statement regarding the middle class youth :

''Agriculture will be more attractive to middle class > oaths when it ; s made more

profitable and when the general conditions of rural life becom*- such that educated
men can feel there is full scope for their energies and abilities outside the urban areas".

Now, I read this in conjunction with another paragraph on page 6 of the Provincial

Memorandum simply to brirg out one aspect of whit I might call the agricultural

psychology of the people. The statement runs th'is *'

Many of the holdings (in the

cotton tract of Berar) are of a good size and many of the bigger landowners take

an active interest in agriculture
5>

. And you depict a pictuie how it has led to a rapid

growth of gins and presses and to a better realisation ot the value of machinery and
of improved implements and so on. That only goes to prove that if people see there

is profit in the efforts they put in, no inducements by the department are necessary;
am I right? If it is profitable ipso facto it becomes attractive.

28*42* And, conversely therefore, in some Provinces where agriculture is net

likely to be profitable either because the holdings are only of 2 or 3 acres on an average
or because the tract might be dry whatever the efforts of the people or the depart-

ment, progress in agriculture must be ipso facto very very slow owing to sheer

despair; do you agree? Yes.

28143. And it will be very difficult to improve conditions where nature contends

against man ? Yes.

28144. Will you kindly give me so ne further information about the demonstrators
which you hope to have when you expand your department. You have at present

Only 21 demonstration plots. Of what character are they ? Are they on the

Cultivators' fields? We get small areas on annual lease for five years; there is not

one close here, otherwise you could have seen it; there is one in the adjoining district.

^8145. The point lam driving at is not the size of the plots, but the proportion
their number bears to the four circles ? You mean 21 are not enough?
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28146. Yes? I think we want more. In fact} in my opinion, we want one such
plot within easy reach of every village.

28147. I think you have stated in this memorandum that you have in all 83 taluks
and that you hope to have later on at least two kamdars to look after the
demonstration work in each ta.uk

;
is not that the case P Yes,

28148. You have at present only 21 demonstration plots for 83 taluks, I wonder
how many villages there are in each taluk on an average, 75 villages ? More than
that.

Mr. Wills : About 400 villages in each taluk.

Mr. Kamat : Very well, multiplying 83 by 4^0 you get an enormous number of

villages and I am just trying to point out that the 21 plots which you have at the

present moment for these thousands of villages are hopelessly inadequate.

28149. In this Province, is there no conflict between your department and the

Irrigation Department ? In some Provinces, we hive heard an entirely different

story. For instance, how do they distribute water for sugarcane : is it by the

acre, or by turns to each cultivator as he applies ? -On the days on which it runs
down the chinriel the water Is given out If you would, I should like you to take
evidence on tnis point from actual cultivators.

Because in some other Provin:es, the Irrigation Department has almost come
to be cabled t^e "

irritation
"

department.

28150. Sir Thomas Middleton : Is the Agricultural Department responsible for

the supply of statistics to the Government of India ? No, that is done by the

Director cf Land Records,

28151. So that you have no iesponsbi!ity except to assist with the crop
experiments ? Yes, and a general survey of crop forecasts.

281 <2. Do you make that survey in consultation wi h the Director of Land Records P

We put up cur general notes on some of the crop forecasts; for instance, we are chiefly
concerned with the final foiecast on cotton

;
the Land Records staff are at liberty

to Consult the agricultural staff as much as they require.

281 53 In answer to Mr. Kamat you agreed that the men employed at an

Imperial Research Institute should b a of a somewhat higher calibre than the average
men who are employed in research work in the provincial departments ? Yes.

28154 Apart fro.n the men, couM you distinguish in term:> of work between
the types of activity that should be undertaken by central [depattments and by

provincial departments? N
:>,

I have not been able to distinguish between the types of

work at all.

28155. I think you are a chemist who has given a good deal of attention to

soil chemistry P Yes.

28156. Do you think it would be practicable tor a central institution like Pusa to

take up the general question of what one might call the soil balince ? I think the

question is rather too large a one to be brought under one head like that.

28157. Large in what sense ? It covers too big an^area

28158. It is not very large in the other sense that it requires the collaboration of
a number of very specialised workers ? That is so.

28159. Would it be possible provincialiy to get the group of specialised workers
that would be necessary to study that subject in all its aspects ? It should be possible,
and it would be possible, provided funds were provided ;

I see no reason why work of

that sort should not be done in the Provinces.

28160. In addition to at least one and possibly several chemists, you would

require men who had specialised in protozoology, bacteriology, and soil fungi ?

Yes.

28161. And, even if the funds were available, do you think it would be possible
10 secure a staff of that sort to work in a provincial area P I think so, because there
should be no difficulty in getting a staff of that kind, provided men were trained for it

if the need was felt and it was considered to be a a work that should be done
;
beoaude

if you were going to tackle a question like that at a central institution, you Would
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wtnt a very much larger staff of the same type of men to deal with the problem for
the whole of the Provinces,

28162. You would certainly want a larger staff, but rmny of the persons employed
would be of the Assistant grade wor king under experienced officers. Your objection
is that the conditions in India vary so widely that one central institution could not

tackle, as Rothamsted does for England, this particular question P Yes, and a man must
be, I think, very much in touch with the Province in which be is working.

28163. Would it not be possible to get over the difficulty of touch with the
Provinces by arranging for co-operative work e. g. t sampling and certain other
matters being taken up locally, and the subject worked up at a central institution ?

It would be possible, I think, for some of the work to be done in the Provinces and
some at the central institution.

28164. You recognise that for work of this description continuity is essential ani
continuity over a long term of years ? Yes.

38165. Do you think that if this question were tack'ed locally in Indian

Provinces, there would he much prospect of securing the continuity which is required}?
There is a danger of the work being broken off in the- Prounces; on the

Ovher hand, if it were financed from an Outside source where the funds were likely to be

permanent and continuous, I see no reason why it should not be carried out in the
Provinces.

28166. If vou had endowments ? A fund which you knew was likely to continue

for a good many years.

28167, Do you think that work on such a subject at* animal nutrition should be

centralised or worked at provinciall) ? There is a good deal cf work that can be done

in animal nutrition at a central institution, fundamental work, but I do not think that

should in any way present or displace wotk of the sarre type which could be done in

a provincial institution.

28168 It is obvious that if there is work of a fundamental character in progiess
at a central institution, it would be necessary to have Jocal work carried out ori problems

arising at the central institute 9 Yes.

28169. For work of the fundamental character to which you now refer, do you

agree that it should proceed under the Agiicutural Experts of the Government of

India, or would you prefer, as in the case oT soils, that strong local departments should

be developed ? I think work of that kind which is very new to India might a^ a start

be done -*t the central institution, but I think it would be necessary to develop that

work in the Province, because, wh<revei the central institute is situated, the conditions,

there may vary tremendously ;
for instance, I am not sure that all the work which is

done at BmgaLre, which is in a very nice climate, would be quite applicable to the

conditions prevailing in the Central Provinces in the hot weather.

28170, I have mentioned two examples ; are there any other lines that occur to

you at the moment for which it would be desirable to work centially rather than

provincial ly ? Such a thing, for instance, as agricultural meteorology, of which we

practically know very little in this country, might be started at a central institution.

We could not very well start that in a Piovince, because, to begin with, there is no

staff
j
one does not know quite where to obtain a suitable man.

28171- That is a subject we have recently started to work at in Britain, and in

that particular case we have had to start most of the work locally ? We heve estab-

lished crop weather stations in a number of areas and the results are woiked up
centrally ? But I think the Province would need a lead in that respect ;

we are rather

in the dark regarding agricultural meteorology, Then again, on such a thing as soil

physics, as a whole we are rasher in the dark about that. Although problems would
have to be worked out loCally, it would be well to get a lead from &ome central

institution where they could probably employ a much better man for a certain number
of years than we could hope to employ in a Province or in a number of Provinces.

28172* Have you in your work as a soil chemist felt the need of a physicist?

Yes, more and more so-

28173. And you have felt that if there were a physicist available at a central

institution he would have been of use to you P He would have been very useful for

consulting on various points.
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28174. You have at present a 2 years' course and also a 4 years' course at Nagpur.
We found in another Province that the demand for the a years' course had disappeared.
Do you anticipate a falling off in the demand for the 2 years' course in Nagpur, or are

the prospects goad ? The 2 years' course will take rather a different type of man from
the 4 years' course; the 4 years' course is a much harder course. The a years' course

provide* for a man of a rather lower intellectual standard, and perhaps a poorer man
who could not afford to remain at a college for 4 years.

28175. The idea, I think, of this 2 years' course was to prepare me rw to go back

and farm on their own estates ? Yes, and to act as agents for other estates, and so

on.

28176. My point is whether there is likely to be employment for such men in the

Central Provinces ? I think there would be to a certain extent, because men of that

type will always be obtainable at a much lower rate of pay than a man who has had

a 4 years' course and has taken a degree At or present rates of pay for men of that

kind, we start the 2 year men in the department at Rs, 50 a month, and the 4 year men
at Rs. 70 and Rs. 80 a month.

28177. In repty to tlie Chairman you expressed the view that perhaps too much

attention had K en paid to agricultural science and too little to economics? -I think

that was probably so in the early days of the teaching of agriculture.

28178. I notice that now you do a good deal of economics in the final year at

Nagpur ? That has been a gradual change in more recent years. Much more

economics is taught now than when the agricutural college started, probably because

there is much more material availab'e,

28179. You have just stated that the initial pay given to the 2 year man who

enters the Upper Subordinate Service ?
r
l he 2 year mn enters the Lower Subordinate

Service on Rs, 50 and the four year man enters the Upper Subordinate Service on

Rs 70 or Rs. 80. As a matter of fact, we have not yet recruited any man
of the degree course because the colleg^ has onJy been afficiated about a year ;

but we

have been recruiting men who have taken the longer course, on Rs, 70 or Rs, 80

accord'n^ to the standard they reach at the final examination

28183, What is the pay on recruitment of men who enter the laboratories as

Assistants P We only take those men in the Upper Division they come in on Rs. 80

because the recruitment to the scientific sections is rather less and we only have a few

of them : they have t:> be the very best men.

28181. Do you agree that besides being the best men they ought to be men who
had a rather different training, a more specialised training? They must have post-

graduate training ,
we feel a need for that; in fact, we are now beginning to

recruit graduates in pure science and then give them a specialised training,

28182. You point out that a bureau to summarise the work ^one in the Provinces

would be useful
,

is not t> at already provided by the Advisory Council of Puaa in

connection with the publications of the memous? The only work that 1 know that the

Advisory Board does is to scrutinize the memoirs

28183. It is laid down as part of their duties that they should edit the memoirs?

] think also there is rather a fueling in the Provinces that a memoir in any particular

subject should be scrutinised rather more by a board of men with special knowledge

of that subject than by a general advisory board such as the Pusa Board. For instance,

if a botanist sends in a memoir it would, be better trat that memoir whould be scrutinised

by a number of bot mists than by a general advisory board.

28i?4. 1 think that is done; it is laid down that such papers may, at the

discretion of the Council, be submitted to selected readers nominated by the Council.

That does carry out your suggestion : they would obviously submit a botanical paper
to botanists?! have known that feeling to be expressed amongst provincial officers,

28185. You point out that the Agricultural Department would welcome any
improved methods for wider and more timely discussion of weather forecasts. How
do weather forecasts reach you t thiough the newspapers or by special telegrams? They
do not reach me personally at all, I <Jo not get any weather forecasts

j
I only get the

local weather conditions.

28186. Through the newspapeis? Yes.
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f not there att arrangement by which the department i directly
by the Meteorological Office? -There is no arrangement existing at present.

*

28188. You draw attention to the vajue of karanja cake for sugarcane j have
you been conducting any experiments with that material? -Yes,

28189. What is the composition? Can you give the percentage of nitrogen?
It is between 4 and 4! per cent ; very much like castor c*ke, it is one of the rapidly
acting cakes.

28190. So that it has two qualities essential in a manure for sugarcane? Yes.
I migfht say that when we statted work on that it was bought at an extremely cheap
rate

;
since we began to advocate its use its value is now a ipreciateti, has risen and

the market rate his gone up.

28191. I think you p-int out that the best cattle in th Central Provinces are to
be found in the areas in which th< re is least grazing?- Yes, that is so.

28 92. Can you tell us how the rattle are fed in those areas during periods of

scarcity, that is between February and |uly? The particular part which is referred to

is Berar where a good deal otjuar is grown ; they are fed on the juar stalk which is

stocked for the purpose.

28193. Is cotton seed not used ? Yes, it is used as the concentrated food and the

other as the bulky food.

2819 1* Is cotton seed the main concentrated food? Yes.

23i95 And that they have in abundance in Berar? Yes.

28196. You also point out that there is a decided tendency in recent years to cut

down the area 'eft as gnss border s in til'ed fields? Are these fields enclosed or open

field'? Open fields.

28/97. The advantage ot gra*s borders can only be secured in an enclosed

field? The gras* border in the open field is the only p'ace where the cattle can graze

28198. It is really comn on pasture ground ? Not always, It is just the border

where the cattle can graze.

?8i9Q. In answering a question put by the Chairman I think you used the

expression that if found econon Rally desirable the cultivators will take up fodder crop

growing I fK> not qu te follow the if there. As I see the position in the Central

Provinces you have a scarcity ot labour and a need for labour-saving implements ,
to

use these implements effectively you rmut have good cattle V Yes, but Qi>e has to

convince the people that this is an economic suggestion, and economic practice that it

is worth doing.

28200. So that the if is in the mind of the cultivator, and not in your mind ?~~Nr

o,

28201. You have a scheme here for using the forest areas for breeding purposes

I take it that you are thinking of bullock breeding and not bull breeding ?In the early

stage it will be bullock breeding until we r.ave established a renlly good hsrd with

which we hope to turn out bulls. The ultimate obiect is a bull breeding centre, but in

reaching that object we shall produce a good number of bullocks and shall continue to

produce where the animals are not up to the standard of bulls required,

28202 I hope that before that ti rre comes you will have removed the */ from

the cultivators mind ?- Yes
;
as a matter of fact when a man has an animal that he

really values he takes the trouble to feed it. This is particularly the case in the cotton

tracts, because there the animals are of a higher class,

28203. Mr* Kamat : I have just one or two questions to a&k you. In this Province,

you have attempted to achieve one or two things and one of them is the regulation ot

the cotton markets in Berar, On the whole, do you think the rules are successful P -As

I said before, in theory I think they are successful; in practice difficulties arise.

9$J04i In framing them was the initiative taken by the Indian Central Cotton

Committee or was it by the Locel Government P It dates back before the days cf th

Central Cotton Committee,
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28205* So that it wns the Provincial Government which took the initiative and

framed the rules ?* It was i local body of some kind, I am not sure at this date whether

it was the Local Government or the local market committee, but', the framing of these

rules was taken up long before the Indian Central Cotton Committee was Started.

28205. Do you think that similar rules are capable of achievingjsome success even
in other markets like gra'n marke's P I think so.

28207. You think that the experiment is. worth trying ? Yes, I do.

28208. Now about consolidation of holdings, althoigh you do not like to go into

details about consolidation in Chhattisgarh, I dare say ycu can just give me a rough
idea of what you have been able to achieve in this Piovince P The consolidafriv>n of

holdings is not under the Agricultural Depaitment at all. It is either under the'

Commissioner of Settlements or the Commissioner of the Division. All the informa-
tion that has been supplied has bien in the form of pamphlets, but the Agricultural

Department has not come irto the scheme as yet.

28209. And you have no opportunity of obseiving the principles on which it was
done in Chhattisgarh P It is only just being done here.

28210. I am asking you because another Provincial Government, Bombay, is just

introducing legislation, in fact it has framed *a Bill and I imagine certain principles of

consolidation which ycu by experience may have found essential here may be of some
use or application in that Province^ I think the position in Bombay is very much the

same as it is here. We are feeling the way.

28211. But here one advantage is that you have got the malguzari tenure system
which applies to the whole village and not to each cult.vator, so taat this consolidation

is probably facilitated by the fact that you have a specially convenient tenure

here? No, I do not think so. It was started owing to the fact that the great necessity
for it forced itself on our notice

28212. You think the principles of consolidation tried here are also likely to

succeed in the case of ryotwari tracts? I could not give you an opinion on that.

28213. Prof, G ting idee i Is there any demand from the public or the depart-
ment? There is a great dew and from the public, lut whether it will work out or not

we do n^t know.

28214. Mr. Kamat: Do you think that consolidation would not be sufficiently

successful merely by the spontaneous efforts of the cultivator* ? I very much doubt it.

28215. And legislation is the only method on which one can rely? -I think

legislation is necessary.

28216. 5/r Henry Lawrence: You have a budget of about 17 lakhs P Yes. It is

between n and i4 lahhs for agriculture alone.

28217. '1 hat is about 3 per cent of the revenues of the Province P-*- 1 could not say
without referring to the figures.

28218. And how much do you want? I put up schemes for an additional two
to three lakhs. V e might continue that almost indefinitely.

28210. Would you spend usefully an increased sum of two or three lakhs a year
for an indefinite number of years ? Yes, provided we get the staff, and I think that we
shall get the staff more easily in the near future.

The Chairman i That is the limiting factor.

28220. Sir Henry Lawrence: If you can get the staff to continue the expansion
of your department, you can increase ycur expenditure, between two to three lakhs every
year for some years to come, up to a total of 30, 40 or 50 lakhs? Well, 1 have not
looked so far ahead, but I think we can easily do with 30 lakhs at no distant date.

28221. Sir Thomas Middhton You are thinking of the expansion of the district

offices mainly?! he expansion of all sections.

28222. Dn Hydet t Supposing you were a cotton grower In the Berars, what dues
would you have to pay if you carted your cotton to the market P It all depends oti

how I sold it
; if through a broker I should have to pay his duel,

*
' f '
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28223, But supposing yon bought it yourself on a cart> you would have ti pay
Rs, a for octroi *uty and for the market two annas a cartload P Something like that
but I am not sure wnat it is.

20224. And there is in addition, what is known as forced charity for which you
pay another 2*annas? As a matter of fact, the information supplied by this Government
is as follows : Rs. 2 octroi

;
8 annas market charge per cart of about 600 Ibs.

and 3 annas brokerage for 4ojlbs, These are the figures given on page 10, para-
graph m (page 3 above) ;

I do not think that is the case in Nagpur,

28225. Is this rate of duty general? Does it apply to all tracts? It varies from

place to place. The Nagpur rate is a particular rate,

Mr, Wills-, It has just been reduced at Nagpur from Rs, 2 to Re, i.

28226. Dr, Hyder : Do you regard that as a healthy sign ? Yes, from the point
of view oi the cultivator.

28227. Because the duty is initially paid by him ? Yes.

28228. You speak pf the cultivator having a share in the general educational
movement. Have you come across many Chamars and* Makers who hwe benefited

by the establishment of primary and secondary scliooli ? Take the Chhattisgarh
Division in which these twu castes Chamars and Mahars predominate, Have they
benefited by these schools? I could not say because I do not know the number of
Chamars and the lower cas>tes attending the schools.

28223. Have you ever come across a Chamar who was a matriculate in the
Central Provinces ? I cannot think of any Chamar at present, but I know of some
Other low caste men who have matriculated.

Sir S. M* Chitnavis : Mahar graduate, not Chamar P

28230. Dr. Hyder'. Chamars and Afahars in the Chhattisgarh Division are

purely cultivators? Yes,

28231. I thought that these wer the people with whom you had to deal as

Director of Agriculture P We have only really begun to teach the agucultutal

population to the extent that we see it worked out, and naturally it ib easier to deal

with tha literate than with the illiterate class

28232. How aie you coping with this nuisance of kans grass ? By ploughing it

up with suitable ploughs.

28233 . And you have had success ? Yes,

28234. How are these crop forecasts prepared here ? They are prepared
entirely in the office of the Director of Lini Records by the land revenue staff.

28235. Do you know anything about them ? Ye*, only with regard to cotton

for which we are responsible,

28236. Could you define the term ' normal
'

or
*

standard outturn
'

? What do you
mean by those terms P Normal outturn is an outturn which a man would generally

expect.

28237. Is that your standard
^

cutturn ihcn ? Would that be your standard

outturn, taking good and bad years alike? Yes,

28238. When the Revenue Department institutes these crap-cutting experiments

they carry them on over a large number of years and then come t j some decision as

to the normal or standard outturn ? Yes,

28239. Are both those terms the same ? -I think they are,

28240. You measure your normal outturn in terms of annas. 16 annas

standard crop ? >No. That is more than the standard, 13*3 is the normal,

28241. Your standard would be 13-3 also ? Yes, expressed in an anna outturn.

28242. If I asked you to prepare a crop forecast, you would have to look at

the crop and take its condition into account. How are you going to conelate the esti-

mate according to your eyes with this standard of normal outturn P Will it be in

trms ox annas? Yes, above of below normal.
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28843* Then you have to correlate that with another quantity, the yield in

mmunds or whatever your unit of measurement may be P~-Yet

28244. From that you find the outturn P Yes, The normal outturn ol wheat

in a certain district might be 00 Ibs, an acre, and that would ba the 133 anna
outturn.

28245- ^tV Henry Lawrence ; Do you deal with this estimation officially P No.

28246. Dr. Hyder : In your opinion, is the Revenue Department qualified t

un<1ettake work of this kind ?The great point is that in order to eliminate anything
above or below the average you mut get a large amount of data. The revenu6

authorities are able to collect far more figures than we can, We have only one Agricul-
tural Assistant for every two tahsils and he is a junior \\ an without much experience
and cannot give a very valuable opiaon. He merel> consults leading cultivator on

what they think the outturn is. On the oth^r hand, the revenue people can collect far

more figures than we can and by collecting a large amount of data like that the

extremes are eliminated.

38247. How many ploughings do you give for wheat in Berar P It is not usual

to give many.

28248. Do you think you would get a larger outturn with an increase in the
number of plougliings P It is satisfactory to give deep ploughings every few years
to help to retain the rather low rainfall in 8er r.

28249. You said in reply to a question by Sir Ganga Ram that much if the
rainwater drains off the land. Is soil erosion a senous problem in your part of the

world ? In a good n-any places it is. Sir Ganga Ram was talking chiefly of irrigation

tanks, which are generally constructed in distritt> where the rainfall is high rather
than in Berar where the rainfall is generally low

28250. Looking at the natural configuration of the countiy, it seemed to me as
if soil erosion would be an important pioblem here ? In many placesj it is very
serious.

28251. You are benefiting Bombay at your expense. The Tapti carries a lot of
water P It carrieb some, but most of the rivtrs flow to the other side.

28252. With regard to the diminution tf the area under wheat, ha^ this taken

place entireJy in your main wheat tract ? There has been a big reduction in

the wheat area in Berar in recent years Tl ere is ntt a very heavy rainfall

there and, with the rise in the price of cotton, land that u*ed to be un J er wheat
is now being put under cotton.

28253. Has there been a diminution in the uheat tract P Not a serious one.

28254. Do you know anything about the co&t of raising wheat? Has that

gone up ? The cost of all agricultural operations has gone up with the rise in
the price of labour, seed and so on.

28255. Was there much importation of wheat into the Central I rovinces
25 )ears ago? I should think there was a good deal.

28256. Has there been any in crease since in that impoitation P-~Not that
I know of.

28257. Apart fiom this question of substituting cotton in the Berars, you are
in a position to import more wheat and therefore you do not grow more? This
explains to some extent the diminution of the area of wheat in your northern
tract P Yes,

*
28258. Mr. Wills : It is due to the expansion of cotton owing to its high

price V A good deal of land has gone out of cultivation owing to the growth of
ka t s grass. If that is brought back it will increase the area under wheat.

28259 The kans grass has affected the wheat area P Yes, to a greater extent than
the cotton area.

28260. Sir Henry Lawrence : Is this figure of 13*3 for normal outturn the
figure accepted by the revenue regulations P - 1 think it is. It represents the outturn
which a man has aright to expect.
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Mt. Wills s We had a system by which 100 was regarded as the normal
and ip corresponded toth 16 anna crop, 100 being equivalent to 13*3 annas, which
is re&arcled as the normal, That system

has been changed? I am not sure when
the change took place, but 13-3 is now the normal crop. 16 annas is a full crop
and 20 annas would be a bumper crop.

28262. Prof. Gangulee ,- With rqgard to facilities for post-graduate training,
how many students do you know of who have rfone to Europe for advanced studief
in agriculture? A good many have been to America and I have had three men come to
see me in the last month or twj who have trained themselves at their own expense,
two abroad and one in India.

28263. ^ mos* f the n go at their own expense P -A good many do.

28264. In view of those circumstances, do you think it would be better to have
such facilities in India ? The trouble with these men who come back with this

training is that it is difficult to find them employment, and until we can see

how to find employment for men who are already trained at their own expense I

should not be prepared t> suggest any further facilities for training men in India,

l^o 1 understand thit you would not have any post-graduate training
either in Inna or abroad ? I would not give any particular facilities for it at present
until we see how things develop. We do not want to create the men before we create

the posts.

28266. You would agree with me that the development of agriculture depends on

our getting the best men ? Yes,

28267. Would you like to see Pusa developed into a sort of Rothamsted in

India ? I should,

28268. B.th for central research work and post-graduate tracing ? -Yes.

28269. Are you a member of the Board of Agriculture ? Yes.

28270. Would you tell us what yoti think of thit body ^nd how it functions ?

The difficulty is that there is no force behind their recommendations. Their

recommendations, in many cases, have been excellent, but there was nothing

to press the local Government or the provincial department to put them into

operation. There have bejn many occasions on which additions to the strength ot

provincial departments have been strongly advised by the Central Boird of Agri-

culture, but when it comes to finding the money, the provincial departments cannot

always get it, and so this advice falls to the ground.

2827'. You have already given us an idea- of your research work; are any

experiments for the purpose of retention of s^il moisture being carried on here?-*Most

of our cultivation experiments, deep ploughing cultivation, different implements and jo

on, have as their main object the retention of soil moisture.

28272* You are tackling the problem of dry farming? Yes
; a great deal of the

farming in the Central Provinces is nothing but dry farming.

28273. Have you explored the possibilities of introducing hemp cultivation?

A good deal of hemp is grown in parts of the Province,

28274 Are there great possibilities in that direction? It must be remembered

that hemp is a crop which all cultivators will not touch.

38275. Why? There is a prejudice .against it; it is not a crop of universal

application.

28276. Prof. Gangulee: I was asking about sann hemp? Sann hemp will

only be grown by certain classes. There is not much reluctance to grow it as green
manure, but as far as the processes of retting and preparation of fibre are concerned,

there is definitely a disinclination on the part of many classes to touch the crop.

28277* Even if it pays? Yes, even if it pays.
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38278. On page 39 of the Provincial Memorandum, a statement is made that the

er requirements of the wheat crop have been worked out under
jfifforerft soil

conditions
; could you kindly submit to the Commission a statement'

'shbtoinjf
the

results of your experiments P^We could get a statement of the kind prepared, it you
wotild like to have it,

28279, We have had considerable discussion on water requirements? This is for

the wheat crop,

283^0. Have you extended it to sugarcane ? We have a good deal of information

regarding the recommendations for the amount of water to be put on to various crops,
and I think I could collect it for you,

28381. Are these results obtained by following Dr. Leather's work at Pusa P

These are field experiments,

28282. If I understand aright, the chief achievements of your department is the

supply of pure seed of rice and cotton ? Yes and wheat,

28283, Do you certify pure seed growers ? We recognise them,

28284* You do not certify them ? We do not give them a certificate; they are

recognised by us as pure seed growers. ^

28285. What step is then taken to ensure the continuance of pure seed? The
giowing crop is carefully inspected by officers of the Agricultural Department.

28286. From the chart that you have given us, I see that you have Seed
Unions here ? - Yes.

5^8287, Could you tell us the function of the Seed Unions ? The Seed Unions
are organisaiions far the continual propagation of improved seed. They are working
quite satisfactorily in this the rice tract. They worked for a long time in Berar,
but in recent years they have rather fallen on evil days ; they are only a

partial,
succes; owing to the prevalence of wilt in cotton, a wilt-resisting variety is wanted.
I think, as soon as we ha^e a variety of cotton which will meet present demands,
these cotton Seed Unions will function again. The essential thing for a Seed
Union is that it should supply seed which is in great demand.

28288. As far as the rice tract is concerned, they are working quite satis-

factorily ? Yes.

28289. In answer to Mr Calvert, you stated that you proposed to make
demonstration farms pay ?--We propose to make demonstration plots pay. We should
like to make demonstration farms pay but they are combined with the seed business,
and for that particular reason they are in many cases rather over-capitalised.

28290. 1 see that the cost per acre in that farm is Rs. ill ? Yes. That is

the Waraseoni firm, but a good deal of that is sugarcane.

28291. Do you think you can make that farm pay ? -I think so,

2?3p2. With regard to the difference in prices between the rice tract and the
cotton tract, how does the price of food grains within any rice or wheat tract compare
with that in the cotton tract ? Food gra'ns in the rice tract are the cheapest

28293. And the wheat tracts ? There is not nr.uch difference between the wheat
tracts and the cotton tracts. I should think that the cotton tract is a little bit
dearer altogether.

26294, I am talking about food grain prices, not cotton prices? I should think
that the prices in the cotton tracts are dearer than those in the wheat tracts, and
the piices in both the cotton and wheat tracts are dearer than those in the rice
tracts.

28295. Ike Chairman : I cannot understand the position as it exists with regard
to the malguzar who lends money to the cultivator on the security of his land. He
if, of the same class, as a rule, as the cultivator ? Frequently.

28296. So, it does not mean that the land passes from the cultivating classes
to the non-cultivating classes P Not necessarily,
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38497* Although, on occasions, it might do so P Yes, if the man advancing
money happens to be of another class.

* thinlc you may like to know that a gentleman, Rao Bahadur
M. G. DeshpanHe, Whose written evidence is before the Commission, telh us in his

answer to Our Question 3 on Demonstration end Propaganda : "My experience as a
iriember of the Board of Agriculture, Central Provinces, shows that money for
research* is generally comparatively easy to obtain, but the provision of funds for

propaganda is almost ludicrously inadequate". Have you anything to say on that?*-
I think, comparatively speaking, far more money goes into piopaganda than into

research, but the propaganda work covers the whole of the Province and its needs
of course \re far greater, there is no comparison between the two objects. i

28399. I wart you to understand Mr. Deshoande's point, that the provision of

funds for propaganda is ludicrously inadequate; he complains that propaganda does
not get enough ? That is quite so, because we want to double our propaganda art^

extension staff by increasing the number of Agricultural Assistants. Now, if we double
the number of Assistants in, say, the botanical section, it would mean adding on

perhaps six men, whereas, if we double it in the demonstration and extension section

it means adding on perhaps hundred men.

28300. Are you satisfied yourself that the balance between the two sides of the

budget is good ? I should like to expind derron>trati f n work quicker, but then of

course it takes far more money to do that.

28301, Will you tell the Commission, quite shortly, what the experience of this

Provincial Government has been in its attempt to provide vocational middle schools in

agriculture. The Provincial Memorandum, on page 53 paragraph 144 (page 22 above)
says i "Certain attempts have, however been made to meet the demand that definite

agricultural instruction should be imparted in rural schools. The most important of

these was the opening of two schools in the year 1918-1 9, one in the wheat tract and

tbe other in the rice tract ", Could you give the history of these two schools ?-~These
two schools were started largely as vocational schools, that s, to take boys, of an age
from 11 to 14, and teach them the rudiments of agriculture, based on a ptima^y school
course. One school is at Chandkhuri, 16 miles away from Raipur, and the other

school is at Powarkhera, which is 4 miles from Hoshangabad. The conditions in

those two tracts are entirely different, and we have a different type of landholder
'! he Hoshangabad landholder is much more enterprising and rather more advanced

;

t he loral man here is, as a class, rather backward. Neither of these schools really

Caught on, for various reasons, and we did not have the boys coming to them.

28302* Were those schools of the Loni tyoe? Are you familiar with the Loni type
of school ? I have heard a good deal of the Loni type of school. In these two schools

agriculture was being taught as a vocation,the boys were being taught technical agriculture.
As soon as it was found that no posts were obtainable, or at least that they were not

guaranteed although in some cases thpy were obtainable, the number of boys gradually
fell off; the whole question of vocational training wa carefully gone into by the Central

Provinces Government, and they came to the conclusion that these schools should be
closed; But, at the last moment, I v,as able to get the Director of Public Instruction.

to modify his draft resolution to keep on the Powarkhera school and to give it a fresh

start with a changed syllabus. We made general education, including English, the

feature ? the school, coupled with agriculture; not agriculture as the primary
thing with a certain amount of general education added, but general education with a

certain amount of agriculture. That caught on, and a large number of the cultivators

in the locality were very keen on this school and they sent their boys to it. They had

got people from a number of places, and eventually got this school recognised as an

agricultural middle school
;
that means that the boys of the school are now able to

proceed to the high school and from there will be able to matriculate, and we hope
that in years to come those of the boys who go to high school will provide some of

the best recruits to the Agricultural College.

28303. Do you teach them English still? We teach them English. The chang;
we made in the ordinary middle school prospectu, which the Education Department
accepted, was that instead of natural science we should teach agriculture and instead

of drawing we should teach field surveying; that is about all the difference,

28304. Prof. Ganguleei Is agriculture taught by the ordinary teacher P

The ordinary teacher of the school, assisted if necessary by the Agricultural Assistants
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on the farm. Originally the masters were all given a special training
1 at the

Agricultural College. That school is now full, but as it is still in the nature of art

experiment, we are not adding to the permanent buildinfs j
we are trying to find out

how it goes on; it appears to be a success, but we shall not really know about it for

a year or two, until We see what the future careers of the boys are. But there is a very
strong demand f*r a *chool of that type in other districts The school is extremely popular,
am! we have had to turn away a large number of applicants. We are asked to make
provision for 100 more boys, In order to provide the teaching staff, we had to transfer

to it teachers from other schools*, It is a 4 years' course j agriculture is one of the

subjects on the curriculum, and they have a certain amount of practical workt

I believe that the practical work is a genuine thing; 1 have often paid surprise visits

to the school, and hive found the boys engaged in real practical work.

28305. The Chairman: And the school is in your budget? It is entirely under
our control.

28306." What prospects of official employment has the boy who goes there today? -

We offer them no prospect of employment at all. We hope that his father, if he has
no intention to send him to the high schocl, will take him back on his own land.

28307, You have not yet had time to judge the results ? It has been going only
for a short time : the first batch of bvys from the school are entering the high school
this year.

28308. Sir Thomas Middtetoni Were these schools started as a result of the

conference on agricultural education at Simla 9 Yes.

98309* The Chairman*. What do you mean exactly when you say they are based
on a primary school course

;
do you mean there is a primary section linked? They

come to us from the primary school.
*

28310. You have not got a primary section linked to the school? No, but the

present arrangement is entirely experimental, and though there is a big crowd at the

school we have not spent money on puce a buildings, because we want to see how the

experiment works.

28311. Can you tell the Comr.ission whether you know definitely of any parents
who have sent their boys to the school, with a view to their being more efficient

Cultivators? No, I cannot s^y that they have sent them there because they want
them to be more efficient cultivators. A good many parents have sent them there

because they wanted their boysfo have an education Which wou'd fit them to go back

to the land, and also some boys were sent there because they were boys who were

going back to thejand and they wanted them to have a general education of the standard

given to other boys of the sarr e class,

28312. Do you think you tee any signs of a growing demand for general education

amongst cultivators for their sons ? - Yes
;
in certain tracts particularly.

28313. In particular tract*, you definitely see an increase in the demand? Yes;

I thinki at the present time, we could open a number of schools of this type, but I do

not krow how it will be in four or five years' time, when they have seen what it

leads to.

283(4, You are goin^ carefully ?~~Yes, entirely as an experiment. You will have

an opportunity of seeing the school on the agth. The other school is closed,

fThe witness withdrew.)
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APPENDIX.

Note on Silage making in the Central Provinces and Berar By
Mr. S. T. D. WALLACE, Deputy Director in charge,

Animal Husbandry.

Previous to the year 1920 the making of silage was confined to the Agricultural
College farm on which a tower silo had been built for demonstration purpose
in connection with the teaching of the students. Excellent results were ootained
from the use of pit silos on Tehnkheri Dairy farm during the year 1921-22 in

consequence of which pit silos were constructed on all Government cattle-

breeding farms in the Province during the following years. The pits were in

nearly every case filled in with green jnar which had been passed through a

fodder cutter driven by a small 3 H.P. engine. The pits were in the majority
of cases filled at the end of October and opened at the end of April. It was
found that cattle very quickly learned to eat the silage and after a few days
ate it greedily.

In October 1923 two demonstrations were given in Wardha district. The
engine and fodder cutter had to be sent by rail and at each centre juar cut from
an area of about three acres was chaffed and put into a small pit. These
demonstrations were largely attended and it was found that the material put
into the pit produced excellent silage when the pit was opened in the following
April. Two or three similar demonstrations we're given in the following
year and it was found that in each case the village cattle soon learned to eat

the silage greedily. The chief objection raised by the villager was that he
lost the grain and it was difficult to convince him that he was not a loser thereby
as the grain was recovered as feed. On the other hand, it was admitted by
everybody that the fodder produced was of excellent quality that cattle ate it

readily and it was a great improvement on the usual dry grass or karbi stalks

on which the cattle usually existed at that time of year.

It has been pioved that a pit silo properly sited and provided with a

kulclia roof of grass v\ ill keep silage in perfect condition through a rainy season
and two hot weathers at least. An experiment is now being carried out at

Telinkhcri in which a grain jnai was used. The gram was allowed to harden
and heads were removed before the crop was cut. At the time of filling the

fodder into the silo pit it was observed that although the bottom leaves of the

plant were yellow the stalk still contained sufficient juice to render the production
of silage fairly hopeful. These experiments will be carried out during the

coming hot weather,

It is found that cattle fed on silage in the uot weather keep in much
better condition and that milch cattle do not dry off so quickly and give more
milk than others which receive the ordinary dry roughage. A series of feeding
experiments have been arranged to test the value of silage as a feed as an
economical proposition against the feeds usually available during the hot
weather.

During 1925, the number of demonstrations in villages were increased to six.

This increase was due to the purchase of a motor lorry which made the trans-

port of the engine and fodder cutter from one point to another much easier. The
period during which silage can be made from juar is limited to a period
of about three weeks at the end of October.

Grass silage has also proved to be successful if proper care in siting pits is

taken; on Government farms, however, juar has up to date been found to be
the best fodder to use as it produces the greatest bulk and quality from a given
area.

It has been found that an engine and fodder cutter costing about Rs. 1,000
is quite suitable for chaffing the juar. Chaffed juar packs tighter into the pits

and reduces waste, the silage is also much more economically removed from
the pit.

Tower silos are expensive to construct and fill, there is a greater percentage
of waste than in a well-made pit silo. The following is a rough estimate of
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the cost of producing silage from an acre of good jttar yielding 8 tons per acre
of green fodder or 5j tons dry matter:

Cultivation,', manure and seed ... Rs. 20 per ac^e.

Harvesting and filling into pits .,. Rs. 6

The cost of digging the pit depends on the nature of the soil, but it is a work
which can be carried out during a slack season of the year.

An average grass bir may be estimated to yield 1,000 lb. of dry grass per
acre which cut, carted and delivered in Nagpur is valued this year at 100 Ibs.

per rupee.

The cost of the dry matter in an 8 ton crop of silage works out at about
70 Ibs. per rupee, if the green fodder is valued at 200 Ibs. to the rupee.

The feeding value of the dry matter in silage is undoubtedly of a higher
standard than that of the dead grass which is cut and called hay.

The system of ensilage would prove a valuable method of improving and

increasing the fodder supply of these Provinces. It i.s of undoubted value to
milch stock at a time when no other succulent fodder is available except in

irrigated areas.

Silage made from grass would be much better fodder titan the hay produced
by leaving the grass to wither and die before cutting, moreover certain varieties
of grass would be more palatable in the form of silage than in the form of hay.

Supplementary Note by Mr. F. J. FLYMEN, Director of

Agriculture.

Silage. 1. It cannot be said that the practice of feeding silage has made
much progress in this Province. The following reasons militate against its

adoption :

(a) Lack of conviction that it is a sound economic proposition. More
work on this aspect of the question has still to be done.

(b) The poorer cultivator is not in a position to adopt it, the well-to-do
man has not shown much willingness to do so.

(c) There is a certain amount of risk that a jitar crop grown for tfae prepara-
tion of silage will prove to be too light owing to unsatisfactory
climatic conditions. In such a case there is a natural tendency to
harvest the crop as an ordinary grain crop.

2. It may be noted that at the Telinkheri Co-operative Dairy where the

crop is grown and silage is prepared under the supci vision of officers of the

department, the gaoli members of the society are iruch in favour of using silage
for their milch cattle in the hot weather.
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Rai Bahadur TUNDI LAL POWAR, B.A., Deputy Director
of Agriculture, Eastern Circle, Raipur.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION a. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. (i) The supply of teachers and
institutions is not sufficient in my circle,

(ii) Chhattisgarh is the most backward division in an educationally backward
Province* It therefore stands in the greatest need for extension of teaching Facilities.

(iii) It is most desirable that teachers in village schools should be drawn from
the agricultural classes. A teacher not belonging to these classes usually finds it very
difficult to understand properly the home conditions, habits and psychology of children

belonging to these classes.

(iv) There is no particular school imparting agricultural education in my circle.

Two small schools were attached to farms at Labhandih and Chandkhuri, but they had
to be closed for want of pupils. In the light of experience gained in these institutions,
I am inclined to think that there is no demand for purely agricultural schools. On
the other hand, I suggest that the existing vernacular schools in the rural areas tray
be utilised for agricultural education. Small plots way be attached to selected

village schools and the text -books may contain a large number of subjects en farming.

My information is that a large number of rural schools are poorly attended, which

may be due to the fact that the present system of education given in these schools is

not suited to the needs of the agricultural classes. If my proposal^ are accepted and
if the instruction in the village school is given definitely on agricultural line?, the
farmers will readily see the benefit of sending their boys to school. This will mean
more correlation between the activities of the Education Department and the

Agricultural Department.
(v) The prospect of getting Government service is the main incentive which

induces boys to join agricultural classes.

(vi) No.

(viii) There are nature study plots attached to the two normal schools in the circle.

The pupil teachers who study in normal schools are said to be taking interest in these

plots. There are at present no school farms, but there are proposals to throw open
the existing demonstration plots at Baloda Bazar and Champ i for teaching agriculture
to the pupils in the vernacular middle schools in these places in their spare hours.

(ix) Government service,

(x) At present, farming does not hold out as good prospects as can be secured

by an intelligent: youth in other walks of life and also the life of an agriculturist is

hard, Therefore, in order to make agriculture attractive to middle-class youths
agricultural qualifications should receive more consideration than at present in selecting
candidates for the Revenue Department or in other departments where the officers have
to deal with agriculturists.

(xi) Yes.

(xii) Adult education in rural tracts can be popularised by intensive propaganda
and cinema*

(xiii) The administration should remain in the hands of the Education Depart*
ment, but the supervising staff of the department should be partly recruited from the

graduates of the Agricultural College.

QUESTION 3. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) The following measures
have been successful in influencing and improving the practice of agriculture j

(1) Setd and Demonstration farms* On these farms the advantages of improved
methods of cultivation, improved seed and improved implements are demonstrated.
A large number of agriculturists visit these farms and are well impressed with them.

(2) Agricultural Associations. There are District Associations, Tahsil Associa-

tions, and Circle Associations. The members of these associations undertake to
demonstrate on their own farms the improvements recommended by the department
and thus help in popularising them. These demonstrations when properly conducted

by prirate individuals go a long way in convincing people of the benefits to be
derived from the improvements recommended.

(j) Demonstration plotsfor definite purposes.-Land for these plots is taken in

selected centres on lease from cultivators for a period ojE
five years. On the expiry

of this period, another, plot
in a

different^
centre is taken. These plots when managed

successfully under conditions obtaining in villages have far-reaching influence on the

Cultivation in the neighbourhood.
(4) Agricultural shows and fairs.
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(5) Smaller practical demonstrations carried on by the Agricultural Assistants

from village to village.

(6) Distribution of pamphlets and bulletins describing in simple language the

improvements recommended,

(7) Lantern lectures.

(b) A well Organised intensive propaganda on the aforesaid lines with a view to

impress on the cultivator the importance of agricultural improvement is very necessary.
A cinema will be of great help for this purpose.

(c) Education and intensive propaganda among the agriculturists accompanied
by practical demonstrations will induce cultivators to adopt expert advice more

freely.

(d) The following may be mentioned as striking instances of the success of

demonstration and propaganda work:

(i) Introduction of seed of the improved varieties of paddy, wheat and sugarcane
and the cultivation of ground-nut in the Eastern Circle.

(a) Introduction ol the ridge and furrow method of planting cane and use of oil-

cake as manure for the crop.

(3) Introduction of iron cane-crushing mills and improved furnace for boiling

$Mr*

(4) Introduction of light iron ploughs and winnowing machines.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE. (a) Co-operative credit societies should finance cu ] ti-

vators for agricultural operations and enable them to hold up their stock for

sale at the time when better prices can be obtained. The loans for agriculture,
as far as possible, should be made in kind and when they are made in cash, caie

should be taken to see that they are utilised for the puipo-^e for which they are in-

tended. In the beginning adequate staff should be provided to educate the members
of the societies in the principles of co-operation and self-help and to insist on

punctual repayment. For cultivators heavily indebted but possessing sufficient security

in the shape of landed property, long-term credit by institutions like land mortgage
banks will be most desirable.

(#) Taaa'oi ad vaoces by Government should only supplement the loans by the

credit societies, These should always be givtn in kind rather than in c-ish as is now

being done for the purchase of seed, implements, manure, etc., through the Agricultural

Department,

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. -
(a) (i)

r

\ he main causes of

borrowing are

(1) Accumulated debts due to high interest.

(2) Absence of occupation in the slack season.

(3) Increase in family expenses on account of the general rise in the cost of

living.

(4) Lack of thrift.

(>) Rise in agricultural wages and small and uncertain margin of profit.

(6) Lack of education and business capacity.
These are the general causes of indebtedness. There are some other causes which
are peculiar to certain localities. For example, in Chhattisgarh the Marwaris,

Brahmins, and Mahrattas are mostly malgu^ars. These classes being more brainy

freely exploited the Chhattisgarhi agriculturist who like his brethren elsewhere is

very conservative in habit and customs. Loans were taken without much thought of

consequences, and land has gradually passed from the hands of the real tillers to

absentee landlords who employ all sorts of tricks to squeeze out money from their

tenants and thus rob them of the fruits of their toil. In many cases, a tenant has to

begin the year with borrowed seed because his earnings of the previttis year are

baldly sufficient to meet his past liabilities.

(ii) The sources of credit are

(1) Local bama (moneylender and malguzar).
(2) Co-operative societies.

(3) Government loans.

(Hi) The margin of his profit is so small that after meeting his agricultural and

family expenses, he is left with little or nothing to repay his debts. For this his

inability to manage his affairs economically and wisely and his ignorance are chiefly

responsible.

(b) Special measures taken to deal with rural insolvency, to enforce the applica-
tion of the Usurious Loans Act or to facilitate the redemption of mortgages will

certainly afford considerable relief to him. But these will not go a long way in

ameliorating his condition unless strenuous efforts for his education and improvement
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of hit calling are made at the same time* He must learn the principles of sell-help
and thrift.

(c) Non-terminable mortgages should he prohibited, but measures to restrict or
control the credit of cultivators such as limiting the right of mortgage will not be in

the interest of cultivators at this stage because they have to depend on loans and
cannot stand on their own feet at present. These measures can be taken only when
the co-operative societies are fully developed and the people are prepared to take full

ad vantage of these.

QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. Owing to the evil effects of the

now obsolete practice ot lakkabata, the evil of frapmeatat'on of holdings is more
serious in this circle than elsewhere. As a result ot this it is comn on to find in

every village holdings of, say, 10 acres distributed all over the village area in about
So little plots of land. This extra fragmentation of holdings is an obvious bar to the
advancement of agriculture.

The consolidation of holdings has engaged the attention of cultivators as well

as of the Local Government, and to effect this an officer ot the rank of Extra- Assistant

Commissioner has lately been put on special duty. This subject has been discussed
at length by Mr, J. F. Dyer in his Note"* on Consolidation of Holdings in Chhattisgarh.

QUESTION 10. FERTILISERS, (a) Under the conditions obtuning at present,
greater use can profitably be made ot the natural manures, though artificial manures
can also be used with advantage for irrigated wheat, cotton and garden crops. Cattle-

dung is the only manure easily available to a cultivator but a good deal of it is burnt as
fuel and whatever remains is so badly preserved that it loses much of its manurial value.

By preserving it carefully he can greatly increase the manurial value of the quantity
he has. At the same time cattle urine, which is equally good as manure, is not made
use of. By conserving it, he can greatly supplement his supply. Green rnanuie of

t>ann hemp has been found very useful for the nee and sugarcane crops, but on account
of the prevailing system of broadcast sowing of paddy its application is no: practicable.
However, it is being used to some extent for transplanted paddy and sugarcane crops.
The use of oil-cake is now freely made for sugarcane and gaiden cro^. Another manure
which has given satisfactory resuJts for paddy is bonemeal, but caste prejudice stands
in the way of its wide application. The best way of popularising a new and unproved
manure is to demonstrate its use on demonstration farms, demonstration plots and in

cultivators' fields in selected centres under the supervibion of the staff of the

department and when the crops are ready, to invite cultivators in the neighbourhood
to observe the difference between the njanured and unmanured field*. This method has
been found very useful in convincing a cultivator of the value of new manures.

(d) As a result of demonstration, oil-cake is now widely used as manure for sugar*
cane and garden crops in this circle.

(e) The effect of manuring with phosphate, nitrates and sulphate of ammonia is

under investigation.
(f) The following methods may be tried to discourage the practice of usin^ cattle-

dung as fuel :

(i) To demonstrate its value as a manure against that of cattle-dung ashes in

cultivators
1

fields.

(a) To supply wood free of charge from Government forest wherever ptacticible*

QUESTION n. CROPS. (a) (i) There is great scope for the improvement of the

existing crops by selection and careful breeding. The improved strains of p idrly so

far evolved yield about 14 per cent more than the deshi seed. Doth nch ind poor
cultivators can equally take advantage of these without any extra cost or change of

technics; so the improved varieties of the existing crops can be introduce , easily and

mitfe popular.

(ii) The introduction of new crcTps largely depends on local conditions, initial

outlay, manure supply and labour. If these are favourable, it becomes eisy As an

example, the case ot ground-nut in this circle may be mentioned. Some years back this

crop was unknown here, but now it is grown in some thousand acres. Had it not been
for the pig trouble, the area would have been much larger. This crop can be grown
profitably on bhata (laterite) soil on which infeilor millets are sown once in three or

four years* There are extensive areas of this class of land which can be utilised for this

paying crop.

(iil) Seed of the improved varieties of crops is being regularly distributed from
Government farms, private seed farms and through village unions. These have so far

served their purpose, but now in spite of the fact thai the number of private seed farms
and village unions is increasing every year, the/ are not able to meet the growing

* Vide pages 152 i<5o,
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demand. Therefore 5 t is desirable that co-operative societies should step in to take the

purchase and supply of pure seed on a commercial basis*

(iv> Enormous damage to crop is caused by wild pigs. During recent years, they
have appeared even in the open tracts and are multiplying with alarming rapidity*
With a view to arrest their growth, pig-killing clubs have been organised in several

places and a number of pigs are killed every year, but this number is very snmll when
compared with the increase. Regular beats systematically arranged and extending over

large areas haunted by the pest may help in exterminating them,

(r) Paddy i<? by far the most important crop in this circle, and satisfactory

progress ha* been made in improving it by selection and breeding. 'I he strains of the

most promising varieties evolved by the department have found f <vour with the culti-

vator for heavy yield and quality and there is an increasing demand for pure seed of

these. Wheat stands next in importance. Of the hundreds of varieties tried so far on
the experimental farm, P 100 has been found the most promising one It has established

its reputation for high yield and qu \lity and is fast replacing the local wheat.

Ashy Mauritius, ] 247 and Khari, the varieties of cane introduced by the depart*
ment, are now been growing in most of the villages where cane is planted.

Mention has already been made of ground-nut as a new crop introduced.

QTH-STION is CULTIVATION. *^i) The system of paddy cultivation as practised
here is a primitive one. Seed at the rate of 100 to 120 Ibs. per acre is sown broadcast

and when the plants have grown about 9 inches high, the crop is cross-ploughed.
With this method of cultivation, there is great waste of seed and much labour is

required in weeding and removing karga (wild rice). Th system of transplanting is

decidedly moie profit ble thin this, as there, is much saving of se< d and higher outturn

of grain free from karga i* obtained. Efforts were therefore made to introduce trans-

planting in place of broadcast sowing and in the course of 12 years the area of

transplanted rice was increased from 30 to 41,824 acres. Beyond this it could not go.

The main difficulties in the way were scattered holdings, general low pressure of

population ana low standard of living

QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENTS,- (a> The existing agricultural implements are not

very effective and economical in use and they can be replaced with advantage by better

ones. These should be simple in construction, light in draught to suit local bullocks,

cheap, durable and easy to handle. If the new implement possesses the aforesaid

merits, it is Welcomed by the cultivator. Cane-crushing mills, winnower, light iron

ploughs and gur boiling furn&ce may be cited as instances. In this circle, there is no

prospect in the near future tor c jstly and complicated machinery.

(b) Practical demonstrations in cultivators' helds by the staff of the department
or by any other agency duly qualified for the work will greatly hasten the adoption

by the cultivator ot unproved implements.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. -(a) In villages where only kharif

crops are grown, an average cultivator is busy on his holding from the middle of May
to the end of December and wh re both kharif and rabi crops are grown, he is busy
all the year round from the middle of May to March he is busy on his holding, and
in April and the first half of May he attends to the improvement of buids and levelling
of fields, repairs of houses and other family and social affairs. Those who have got
only one season croi-s utilise their spare time in the improvement of holdirgs if they
can afford to do so, othei wise they go out in search of employment as labourers or
cartmen.

(6) and(g) Any subsidiary industry which is closely connected with cultivation, such
as fruit, vegetable and sugarcane growing will be taken up easilv by the agiicul-
turists if facilities for these are offered to them. These industries will enable them to

make the best use of their .eisure and at the same ti.ne provide employment to

labourers and needy tenants in the slack season. Irrigation facilities and funds are

required for their success. Government can help with these.

(c) The following are the chief obstacles in tne way of expansion of such industries

as bee-keeping, poultry rearing, sericulture, pisciculture, lac culture and rope anJ basket

making :

(I) Want of technical instruction.

12) Lack of finance.

(3) Lack of arrangements for marketing.
(4) Caste prejudice.

(e) No, this will not be in the interest of agriculture. Such industries will create

competition for labour and thereby cultivation will 'suffer*

. (/) Yea.
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QUESTION 1 8. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR, (a) Agricultural labour flows spontane-
ously from areas where there i? surplus to areas where there is shortage. No efforts

in this direction are needed.

() The shortage of labour is begun to be felt now even in this circle. Labourers
are migrating every year in large numbers to industrial centres in, as well as outside,
the Province where they get higher wages. This flow of labour can be checked by
developing subsidiary industries which will provide work for them even in the slack
season of agriculture and by raising the standard of cultivation whcieby the cultivator
will be able to make more profit and thus be in a position to pay highei wages to them.

(c) This is not applicable here.

QUESTION 20. MARKETING. (a) The existing marketing facilities in this circle
cannot be regarded as satisfactory. The principal markets nre at Rajnandgaon, Druge,
Raipur, Bhata para, Bilaspur, Akaltara, Champa^ Raigarh, Kharsta and Penrlra. They
are 100 miles or over from the interior and therefore for want of communication facilities

the cultivator finds it difficult to cart his pioduce to these. But after the opening of
the Raipur-Vizianagrnm railway line which is under construction at piesenr, many new
markets will come into existence and greatly solve the difficulty.

<b} I am not satisfied with the present system of marketirg and distnbut'on
Rice is the chief agricultu al product of this circle. A cultivator is the ac'ual producer,
and between him and the consumer there are the village bania, kochiat (petty traders),
traders and big firms. The village bania or the malguzar advances gram and money
for the agricultural operations in the months of jure and July and recovers at tie time
of harvest grain with 25 to 50 per cent interest and alsa takes it in lieu of money at a

cheap rate. After reserving enough for his next year's u^-e, he sells the surplus in one
of the nearest principal markets. His margin of profit range? from 16 to 20 per cent.

Kochia is a petty trader who moves frcm village to village and purchases in small lots

on cash payment and then takes the quantiu to the pnncipal markets for sale. He
works on a margin of 8 to 10 per cent profit.

The local trader buys from cultivators who bring their produce to him in cart

loads. He is in touch with the rates prevailing in the principal markets and buys 5 to

6 per cent cheaper, and pays in cash. He is very unscrupulous in using- fake n'easures

and making short payments. The traders who have permanently .settled down at the

principal markets purchase through dala/s who charge from 12 annas to Ke. i per
cent as commission. The t>aders work as ct mn I'SMOM agent* to big firms and consg i

direct. They operate on 2 to j per cent profit.

The ce traders are financed by banks or \ ig bankers at 12 annas per cent interest.

The purchased go >ds are stored in their (bankers') godowns.
(c) The marketing facilities may be improved on the lines given below.

Co-operative purchase and sale societies may be organised:

(i) Facilities for transport are very necessary and theiefoie distuct councils
should arrange for more roads specially in the remote parts of the districts.

(i) In each of the bigger markets there sh< uld be a managing committee of which
two-thirds of the members should be agricultuusts to safeguard the interests of sellers.

The committee should arrange for the sale of goods by open bidding with due regard to

quality and purity and should see that correct measures are used and prompt payments
made, The committee can charge about four annas per cart load from the sellers as
fee to meet their expenses. It is very important that the committee should have up-to-
date information regarding prices ruling in other markets and for this a journal giving
all the required information should be supplied to them. The system of sale by weight
has much in its favour against sales by measures wherein a considerable loss to the
seller is caused by wrong handling of the measure.

(d) More effective steps might be taken to place at the disposal oi cultivators,
merchants and traders information as to market condition 8

, crop returns, complaints as

to Indian produce from wheresoever originating and agricultural and market news in

general. T-his information may be issued in the form of bulletins written in easy and

popular language which may be distributed widely through patwaris and school-

masters.

Oral Evidence.

28315. Th* Chairman ; Rai Bahadur Tundi LaJ Powar, you are Deputy Director
of Agriculture, Eastern Circle* Raipur, Central Provinces ? Yes.

28316. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evident e which you
wish to give. Do you desire at this stage to make any statement or shall I ask you
a few questions ? You may ask me a few questions.
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2^317. Would you kindly give the Commission a short account of your
technical

training P I was first trained on the Nagpur farm and then I was put in

rhage of the Telinkheri farm. After that I was transferred in 1903 as Superintendent
of the experimental farm hero, I worked there for 8 or 9 years and then I was
appointed as Extra-Assistant Directoi of Agriculture. I officiated as Deputy Director
for three years from 1917 to 1920 and now again I have been officiating as such from

28318. Had you been a farmer before you commenced your education ? Yes.

283 ro. Are you sprung from the cultivating class ? Yes.

28320. I think you hive probably heard mo*t of the evidence which iMr. Plymen
has given, have you ?- -Yes.

28321. If there are any outstanding points on which you differ from him I hope
you will tell the Commission ? I do not differ; I quite Agree with his views.

28322. What do you say on this question of the balance between the expense of

demonstration and propaganda and that upon research proper? Do you feel that

enough is being donr in the direction of spreading the information already acquired by
the research workers ? No

,
we are not doing enough because we are hort of hands

and the number of Assistants and other staff we have got is not enough.

28523. I suppose what you would like to see would be no reduction in research

and more money spent on demonstration and propaganda
9 Yes.

28524. Would you be prepared to see some reduction of research if the money
could b

%

e spent on demonstration and propaganda
' No.

28325 You would rather go steadily forward until the budget can be increased

all round ? Yes.

28326. DJ you regard demonstration on the cultivator's own plot as the ideal

method * - Yes
;
but I think that should be done under the supervision of the agricul-

tural officers

28327. I* there any system in votfue in the Province according to which a culti-

vator is encouraged to irake an experiment and, provided he follows the advice of the

representative of the Agricultural Department, is guaranteed against loss? No; that

system we hive not adopted and we do not advise cultivators to make experiments.
We make experiments on our experimental farms and only those methods which are

found profitable by us ire recommended.

28328. In your experience is it better to attempt to demonstrate one feature at

a time or do vou think the cultivator is* capable of going to a demonstration plot and

deriving benefit from a scries of experiments P We have different clisses of cultivators

here who could rake advantage of demonstrations and so we proceed with all the work
we have got in hand,

28329. You do not think that, where you have a thinsj of outstanding v*Iue to

advertise, what I may call a single purpose demonstration is sometimes more effective ?

In certain ras^s it is more effective

28330. I have very few auctions to nsk you at this stage because, having just

examined the Director very completely, I shall only be repeitmg myself, particularly
since you told us tint in the main you agree with him. I should, however, like to ask

you n question or two about fragmentation. Are you familiar with fragmentation of

holdings -Yes,

28331 Aic you familiar with the district in this Province where fragmentation is

a serious problem ? Yes.

28332. You probably have read a note provided for the Commission on this

question of fragmentation Yes*

28333. Ate you hopeful that by working on those lines something may be done to

mitigate this evil ?- Yes, We have not tried that system sufficiently ,
but I think if

\ie proceed on the lines suggested by Mr. Dyer it is hopeful.

28334 But I observe that co-operation pHys no part in the scheme ? No. 1 do
not expect anything from the co-operative movement in this respect.

28335. You do not expect co-operation to achieve anything in the direction of

consolidation of fragmented holdings
v No, because conditions here are quite different

from those in other Provinces.

28336. In the Punjab, for instance ? Yes.
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28337- What do you say are the outstanding differences P Here In one village we
have got different situations and different elisses of soils, we have got very small

. fields and if we proceed on the lines they have adopted in the Punjab, I do not think
we will succeed.

28338. You could not satisfy the individual cultivator ? No.

28339. He has got vinous plots on different qualities of land and whatever you do
for him he will feel he would be worse off than what he was befo-e

;
is that the position?

Yes*

28340 Sir S, M. Chitnmh : Y( u have
1

got maps prepared showing the difference
between the two places ? Yes.

36341. Ike Cftairm'n: U^on this question of agricultural education, do jou
agree from your o- n experience that there is any sign of a giowiog demand for general
education on the part ot the cultivator for his boy ? !t is very slight.

38542. Put you think there i* some movement ? Yes, t^ere is.

That is precisely the impression that 1 have formed after listening to very many
witnesses.

28343. Has there been in this Province an increase in the number of agricultural
labourers and a comparative decrease in the nu i her of person? holding land 1 itely
I think that movement is in progress because some cultivators who are heavily indebted
have given up their lands and in this way a good deal of land has changed hands.

28344. That teno s to bring various classes of land together under one name in
he revenue records, dors it ? No

j what 1 mean is thit, supposing a cultivator has got
only a few acres and he is very heavih indebted, then the land passes to a well-to-do
man and the owner tbke<> to labour

28345- My P int 1S that the land passes to the man who is already holding land
and the former owner works it as a tenant? Not necessarily.

28346 Hut the shortage of agricultural labour remains as acute as it ever has
been, is that so V Yes

,
1 think it is even increasing.

28347. Nuxv there is a good deal of railway construction going on in this Province
at this iroment and there has been a good deal of development, probably within your
recollection'-*--Yes

28348. Now, looking at this question of improved communications and its bearing
upon the n arketing, do you think that cultivators in districts where communications
have improved have tended on the whole to get a better return for their crops than

they did before? Yes.

28349. You feel pretty confident in your mind from definite cases that that is -oP

Yes.

28350 You use the words :" 1 am not satisfied with the present system of

marketing and distribution ". Now 'oaving aside this question ot the cotton markets
in Berar, which the Commission will consider when they see the forthcoming report,
what suggestions have you fo i improving the maiketing?! think the first difficulty
is about communications. Now we have go the principal markets situated on the

railway l.nes. The cultivators have to bring their produce from long distances to those

markets, sometimes from 80 or 100 miles. In most cases there are no good roads and
for want of good roads they cannot bring the pioduce to the principal markets and so

they have to sell it to bamas and other local traders who do not pay proper prices and
who are very unscrupulous in making payments,

28351. 1 want to ask you one or two questions about crops. Do you feel that the

dry crops n tnis Province do receive a fait amount of attention by this department
as compared with the irrigated crops? Yes

; they do.

28352. Let me first ask you, are the pulses important crops P Yes
;
we have

not done much with regard to pulses.

28353. Would that be a very important line of work ? These pulse crops are not

very important, in this circle at least.

28354. What about jari?~ It is not grown. On account of too heavy rainfall

it is not possible to grow juan.

28355. Sir Henry Lawrence: Are you speaking only of this circle? Only of: this

circle.

1*8356. The Chairman : What you said before is also to be interpreted in the

same way f Yes, I am only speaking of this circle.
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28357* 5fV Henry Lawrtnc*; Have you no experience of the western part of the

Central Provinces? No, I have spent almost the whole of my service in this Division.

28358 And the whole of your evidence is icstricted to this portion of the Central

Provinces P Yes.

78359.
You say there i a shortage of labour

;
is that a shortage of labour only at

certain period* of the agricultural season ? Yes.

28360. In other parts of , the season there is sufficient occupation P Yes, when the

labouring classes cannot find sufficient work in connection with agriculture, they go to

other works where they can find employment, for exam le, irrigation, Public Wors
Department, railways. A good many labourers emigrate to them.

28361. By mean^ of that system of emigration there is sufficient employment
throughout the year for anybody who chooses to take it P -

No, I <io not think so.

28362. For how many days cf the year does a man who wishes to work have to

sit idle because he can find no work? That depends on the means of the man;
supposing he is a cultivator and has got the me&ns to en-. age all his time in cultivation,
he can find work for himself for the whole year round. There are certain villages
where they have only got khanf crops, in th se villages an ordinary cultivator is busy
on his holding from the middle of May to the*end of January ,

where they have got both

khanf and rnbi, the cultivator is busy on his holding from the middle of May to the

middle of March, and then after that period he is busy in improving his field bunds,

levelling his fieMs, and so on* What I mean is that if a cultivator can afford to employ
his time on his holding, he has got sufficient work, but in cases where they are too

poor to employ their time on their holdings, they take to labour with mher people or

emigrate.

28363. And th<-y can find that employment? Yes, they can either find it locally
or they go outside,

28364. That refers to the cultivating class P Yes.

28365. Below that there is a landless class P Yes

28366. Do they find labour all the yeir round ? They find i mployment, there is

no difficulty in that

28367. In yuur answer to Question 6 (a) (i) y ju have given as the second main
cause of bonowmg the absence of oct upation in the slack season ?-~ Yes.

*

98363. How do you explain th.it, having regard to your labt ansiver? -They are

short of means
,
unless they have something or borrow, they cannot employ their time

for theii cultivation on their holdings, and so when they are short of funds they go
and seek employment elsewhere

38369. What percentage of the people do you suppose are unable to find

employment throughout the year? Do you mean the hbounn* class or cultivators ?

28370. Whether labouring class or cultivating chss, take it as you please P I do
not think I should be able to give you the exact fig iret>*

28371. I want your own s'irmise as the ie:ult of your experience ? I think about

25 per cent.

28372. 25 per cent are unable to find employment all the year round P Yes.

28373 For how many days in the year is that 25 per cent sitting idle P I think
from January to May.

38374, Four months P Yes, 4 months in the year.

28375. Have you seen this memorandum* which "has been supplied to us ? Yes'
I have seen it.

28376. It is stated htre that legal difficulties regarding the transfer of rights in

the exchange of holdings are a considerable hindrance. When men wish to exchange
their holdings and consolidate their area, there are certain legal difficulties P Yes,

28377. Can you tell me what those legal difficulties are P Supposing there are

two cultivators who want to exchange their plots with each other, b^ut the first culti-

vator has absolute occupancy right while the other is an ordinary tenant
;
when those

plots are exchanged) the nghts appertaining to those plots cannot be exchanged ;

(hat is the chief difficulty.
'

28378. Difficulties of tenure P- Yes.

fl&379* Is that a serious complication P - That is the serous complication.

* See pages 15^*160.
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118380. Are not the majority of villagers in a particular village hold ing on the

same kind of tenure P No, there are so many different tenures.

28381. In the same village ?~Yes.

28382. We are told that since (905, 500,000 acres which were under minor
millets are now put under rice or otner more valuable staples P Yes.

98383. Has that been in any way due to the work of the Agricultural Department?
I think to some extent.

28 ,84, It is an economic process P Yes, it is due to the work of the Agricul-
tural Department and to some extent t> the work of the Irrigation Department as

well.

38 ",8$. I understand the area irrigated in the Province is u lakhs
;
what propor-

tion of that u lakhs has been the subject of this improvement of crops ? It would
be more than one per cent I think.

98386. i per cent of the 1 1 lakhs P Now there is a tendency amongst culti-

vators to bring these inferior classes of soil under rice
, before irrigation, these

classes of soil were used for inferior trops but now .is they have got irrigation, they
are turning that land into r ce land.

2838*. Then are you hopeful that the cultivator, if he see* an improvement in

cropping open to h>m, is ready to seize the opportunity P Yes, but the progress is very
slow, I should say in this circle because the people are very backward and they
are very conservative

28388. Sff Thomas Middlelon : You point out that the schools are very poorly
attended in this division P Yes.

28389. And you suggest that they should be used for teaching agriculture ? Yes.

28390. Your method w* uld be to attach plots of land to the schoils and to

introduce some agriculture into the text-booksP Yes.

28391. If the school? aie poorly attended, how miny of the boys in an ordinary

vilhge school would learn to read an agricultural lessonP 1 think most of the boys,
because in villages the boys who come to school nre sons of cultivators or of other

people who are closely connected with agriculture.

2839?. Put in an ordinary school how many children would there be ; 30 or 40
boys P About 40.

28393. Of those, how many would be in the first class, the infants' class, would
it be over 30? About 10.

28394 Then your district mubt be different from other district^in India ? Yesi
but I am speaking about this circle.

28395. Do you think the boyi stay on for four classes' By the time they reach
the fourth class the number falls considerably.

28396 To what P They do not stiy in the school till they pass the primary
class.

28397. But in a school in which there are 40 children, how many would be in (he
first cl*.ssP In the first chss, the infant class, there will be about ten.

28398. Then there must be a greater number in the second class th?\n in the third
class P In the second class the number. will be the same, but by the time they reach
the fourth class the number falls.

28399. By the time they have finished the fourth class you mean P Yes.

28400. That is not the information we have had elsewhere ? No, but the

conditions here are different.

28401. So that you think you would have 10 or 15 boys in an ordinnry school to

whom yon cou d teach some agriculture through
the text-book P Yes, in the third and

fourth classes we can teach it, but not in the first and second classes,

28402. Have you got any vernacular readers which h ive got agricultural lesions
in them P I do not think we have got any.

29403. In order to mike agriculture more attractive to middle class youths, \ou
think that agricultural qualifications should receive more consideration than now when
selecting candidates for the Revenue Department. You have yourself taken a B, A. ?**

Yes,
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28404. So that you know the general quality of the B. A. students P Yes,

28405. And in your opinion the revenue authorities would find as useful recruits

among those who have been through the Nasrpur Agricultural College as among the
ordinary B. A'sj is that your opinion ? I think so, yes.

Well, I hope the revenue authoritiei will listen t your view.

28406. Have light iron ploughs been introduced into this Chhattisgarh Division ?

I think we have sold so far 300 or 400 ploughs.

28407. Of what type? Mostly Meston and Jat. The fat is just like the
Monsoon plough.

28408. Prof. Gangulee: Where are these ploughs m.inufaciuied?-~We get
them from England ; they are not procured in India. We tried some ploughs
manufactured in India by Burn and Company, but the material was inferior and they
did not give satisfaction,

28409. Sir Thomas Middleton: \ have seen rouni the Chhattisgarh Division

large droves of cattle. To whom do these dr>ve> belong? To the cultivators,

28410. Have they been entrusted to herdsmen to keep for the winter months ?

The whole village has got one or two graziers and he is in charge of the herd.
He takes milk and is paid in kind.

28411. Are these cattle that we see round Raipur a fair sample of the cattle of

the Chhattisgarh Division ? I think they are, As a rule, the cattle hcie are the worst
we have got in the Province.

2841 j. I have read in evidence submitted to us that in the month of finuary the

cattle are at their best in this Division ? They rre in their worst cond>tion in
, uly,

28413. They are now at their best ? They are at their best in December and

January, when there is some grazing to be had.

38414. Sir James MacKenna : How long have you been working on wheat?
Since 1915.

28415. What is the be?t wheat in your circle ? Pubi JOO,

28416. In what way ? In yield and in quality.

28417. How does it compare with other wheats in this Division ?- It ^ives 10

per cent more than the local variety.

28418. Does it command a premium in the market for quality ? Yes.

28419. Who introduced it in the oivisioa? We got the seed originally from
Pusa and compared it with other varieties, local and foreign, and found it to be
the best.

28420. Did Mr. Howard pay you a visit in connection with its introduction?
Yes,

28421. Prof. Gangulee: Is there great scope for the introduction of subsidiary

occupations in your circle? -Any occupation cl >s>ely connected witi agriculture,
such as fruit and vegetable cultivation and garden ciops, has some prospects

28422. What facilities would be required for their introduction ? -Irrigation
facilities and financial help.

28423. Is the co-operative movement strong in your circle ? ~~ No,

28424. It does not help in the matter of subsidiary occupations? No.

28425. Do labourers who migrate come back to your circle in an/ numbers P

Only a small proportion of them.

28426. After they come back do they take up agriculture? If they have the

money j otherwise they become labourers,

28437. Do you know any labourers who have come back P -Yes.

28428. How does their standard of living compare with that of those who have

not migrated ? There is some change. They are better clothed and their mode of

living has improved.

28429, How long have you known this circle ? For the last twenty- three years,

38430. Have you found any decided change in methods of cultivation during that

time P Yes The people have taken to new crops, such as ground-nut and improved
varieties of sugarcane. They are now using improved varieties of paddy and wheat
and there has been a decided improvement in field embankments and so on,
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28431. Is indebtedness increasing ?*-! think it is.

28432. What about the standard of living P It is improving, but not rapidly.

28433. Mr. Kamat : How many demonstration plots have you in your own
circle ? Three

;
we are opening four more this year,

28434. So the Deputy Director has only four plots to look after ? He has other
work as well. He is directly in charge of the experimental farm and supervises the
subordinate staff,

28435. How many kamdctts have you to look after these four demonstra'ion

plots? One for each plot.

38436, Do you think you are understaffed ? Yes, because we want more
demonstration plots and for each we require at least one man. Unless we have one
demonstration plot for each Revenue Inspector's circle> we will not have much
influence on the cultivation of the district.

28437. Have you any experience in regard to consolidation ? Very little.

28438. Sir $. M. Chiinavis: Can you tell us someH.ing about the methods of the

Irrigation Department here and whether it is popular with the cultivators V The best

person to tell you th r it would be romeone connected with the Irrigation Department.
People sometimes complain about the rates, but there is not much there to complain
about. They also complain of the small supply of irrigation water.

28439. Some years back certain fodder leserves were started in this division. Are

they still going on P We have transferred four fodder reserves to private individuals

on easy terms, and they have started cattle-breeding under the instruction of the

Agricultural Department.

28140. How many reserves have you altogether? We had eleven in all, four of

which have been leased to private individuals and five are in our charge, The rest

are still under the District Council.

28441. The Chairman'. Do you think there is room for some extension of minor

irrigation schemes *n the district with which you are familiar 9- Yes.

28442. Do you think there are schemes which the cultivator mi^ht carry out at

his own expense and nsk if he had expert advice? Yes, but most of the people are

too poor to undertake them.

28443. Could they be undertaken as co-operative schemes P -Not for some years
to come.

28444. That stage has not been reached ? No.

(The witness withdrew.)

The Commission then adjoumcd fill 10 a.m. on Tuesday, the i8th January. 1927*
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Mr. RAMCHARAN LAL DUBEY, Waraseoni, Balaghat District.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. (i) and (ii) There is one Agricultural

College at Nagpui and two vernacular agricultural middle schools were opened,
one at Hoshangabad and the other in the Raipur district. The latter has been
closed. 1 have no information how the Hoshangabad school is working. The

supply of teachers for the above two institutions is sufficient. As regards the

question whether theie are sufficient institutions or not, it will be admitted on
all hands that there should be many more institutions for teaching agriculture,
but I think it is yet to be ascertained of what type the agricultural school

should be.

(lii) It should not master whether the teacher belongs to the agricultural
or non-agricultural class so long as he imparts practical training also.

(iv) Men turned out from the Nagpur Agricultural College take up service

in the Agricultural Department. Considering this the attendance at the College
is good enough. It is a plain fact that it will not pay a smqll or even an

average farmer to undergo such a long and costly course of training as his farm
will not offer adequate prospects for his qualifications. Owners of big farms
will be well advised to take the college course, but the tendency of such men,
if they go for collegiate education is to go to arts and law colleges and to take

up sei vices in other Government departments or do some other profession, as

agricultural work is disagreeable to them and they also think that il will not pay
well.

(v) and (vi) Students in the Agricultural College are mostly non-agricultural
class men. ^They go there for qualifying themselves for service. If agricultural
service is not available, they seek some other department and would go to

agriculture as a last resource.

(vii) The two present courses at the college are all right, but men who want
to do private farming, should have more practical experience of the cultivation
of profitable crops suitable for the tract where they want to work and for this

purpose the student after passing out from the college should be given thorough
practical training on a Government farm for at least two years. The particular
branch in which he is to be trained should be placed in his sole charge and he
should also maintain its account to convince him more about the profits.

(viii) (b) School plots will be useful additions to the existing primary schools
in rural areas, in which vegetables and flowers should be grown and all work
done by the teachers and pupils themselves.

(c) School farms will not bring the desired result in primary schools as the
boys in these schools are too young. As adjuncts to the existing English
middle and high schools, I do not think they can be of any good. The students
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in these schools are mostly non-agricultural class men, whom it will be

futile to expect to change their social customs and take up farming as a profes-

sion for the family.

(ix) Almost all the students from this Province who passed out from the

Nagpur Agricultural College have taken up service in the Agricultural Depart-
ment.

(x) The present agriculture entails much hard and rough work and a man
is more comfortable in other professions. It is also not remunerative. Means
of substantially increasing the outturns and labour-saving devices will attract

educated men to do agriculture.

(xii) and (xiii) Education in vernacular should be aimed at. Every village

should eventually have a school and a library. The teacher should lecture the

adults in their spare time until all jhe villagers learn reading and writing and

get fond of reading. Boys of school-going age should be taught in periods
suitable to them. Even an evening class might be held so that boys may be able to

work for their parents as well as read. The teacher should be a ttained man
in agriculture. So agricultural training should be introduced into the normal

schools, where vernacular teachers are trained. In every district, there should be a

vernacular middle and normal school combined and it should have a farm
attached to it. In addition to the present teacher's course, agriculture should

also be taught. All vernacular teachers should be recruited from such schools

as well as agiicultural jannidar^, and ham dart. Patwans may also be recruited

from these schools. The tendency of the people is to take such courses of

training, which guarantee a service. So such an institution will attract men and
as the jobs to be offered, viz., of vernacular teachers, agricultural lainadats and
kamdars and $>atwans are low paid ones, men will surely be fit to earn more
in agriculture and will be attracted towards it. The cost of such institutions will

not be so high that funds for them will not be found.

QUESTION 3. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) Opening of Govern-
ment farms and demonstration plots, agricultural shows held on farms and in fairs,

field demonstrations and forming of Tahsil Agricultural Associations are the

measures, which have influenced the improvement of the practice of cultivators.

(6) To increase the effectiveness of field demonstrations, help of the malguzar
or a leading and most influential cultivator in the village should be secured.
I think such men will be drawn to the side of the Agricultural Department if

they be paid for the trouble they will take. They may be made members of

the Tahsil Agricultural Association and paid travelling allowance for attending
the association meeting as well as for the time they will spend with the agricultural
officer, while he is on tour in the member's circle. To begin with there may
be one member from each patwan circle.

It is also necessary to increase the number of Government farms. There
should be one experimental farm in each district, a demonstration farm in each
tahsil and two or three demonstration plots in each Revenue Inspector's circle.

Apart from this, it seems desirable that some tangible help should be given to

enterprising men, having agricultural qualifications, who are desirous of doing
farming on improved lines. This should be in the form of a subsidy from
Government as the activities of such men are greatly handicapped for want of
funds. Improved farming by such men will go a long way in removing the

apathy and convincing the cultivators of the advantages of improved farming.
The money thus spent would, therefore, be more than recouped.

Men of ripe experience in the different grades of the Agricultural Department,
desirous of carrying on private farming may be allowed to retire on proportionate
pension. They may also be helped as suggested above by the grant of subsidy
or loan on easy teims in starting their private farms. In my opinion, this will be
a better step than encouraging fresh men from colleges to do private farming)
as these men will be liable to commit mistakes through inexperience.

(c) Members of the Tahsil Agricultural Association should meet on a farm
instead of in the tahsil court and at such times that they can be best impressed
about the crops and the improvements made. As suggested in a preceding
paragraph, if payment of travelling allowance is introduced, the attendance in the

meetings will improve. The aim of the Agricultural Department should be to

introduce improvements on the farms of the association members first and from
there they will spread most quickly in the whole village. To provide for the

expenditure to be incurred in the payment of travelling allowances to memberi,
a Small cess of about half an anna per rupee in the land revenue may be levied.
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(d) As a result of the efforts of the staff of the Agricultural Department,
bhondu and luchai varieties of improved paddy which are at least 10 per cent
better than the local varieties have been introduced in areas visited by them.
In this district about 1,800 M. S. N. ploughs have been supplied by the Agri-
cultural Department within the last three years. The M. S. N. plough is better

for rice cultivation in light soils than the wooden plough. In place of the local

mangi and kathai varieties of sugarcane, the better yielding khan variety has
been introduced and this variety is now being replaced by the improved
Coimbatore cane varieties. The Jat plough has begun to be used for sugarcane
cultivation. The Nahan cane-crushing mill which gives 20 per cent more
extraction than the local wooden mill is now to be seen everywhere. The
improved gur boiling furnace, owing to its easy feeding offers relief to the much
troubled gur boiler. Other minor improvements affected through the activities

of the Agricultural Department are too many to be mentioned. Efforts are being
made by this department for introducing the use of oil-cake and fertilisers, viz.,
nitrate of soda and sulphate of ammonia as manures for sugarcane. It is notice-
able that progress is much handicapped owing to paucity of staff of the Agri-
cultural Department.

In the matter of animal husbandry, stud bulls reared at Government cattle-

breeding farms are so much in demand that it is difficult to supply the required
number of bulls unless many more bulls are turned out from the Government
cattle-breeding farms.

QUESTION 4. ADMINISTRATION. (c) (i) The Agricultural Department is trying
its best to improve the practice of the cultivators by carrying on research work
on experimental farms and in laboratories and introducing the improvements
through the medium of the demonstration staft. The demonstration staff is con-
fronted with the difficulty that leading cultivators do not help in the work as much
as they can and this difficulty will be solved by drawing them to the side of the

Agricultural Department by paying them allowances to come to meetings and to

go out with the agricultural officers.

The services rendered by the Agricultural Department considering the small
staff available m&j be looked upon as fairly satisfactory. It is, however, neces-

sary to have a much greater expansion of the department for the real benefit of

the country. As the superior services are to be Indianised, it would be desirable
to send suitable men for training to more advanced countries.

The other cadres of the department should also be greatly expanded, the
aim being to ultimately have an Extra-Assistant Director for each district, an

Upper Subordinate for each tahsil and a Lower Subordinate, assisted by two or
three jamadais in each Revenue Inspector's circle.

The subordinate staff had better be better paid than at present, especially
in respect of travelling allowances, which are too meagre at present even as

compared with thpbe of any other Government department. The duties of a
demonstrator entail much hard and rough work and a most irregular life.

Increase in allowances will enable him to keep himself well equipped.
The veterinary staff should mix with the cultivators more than they do at

present and, I think, try to train people in using simple medicines as well as in

preparing locally available medicines.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE. (a) Loans should be given to the cultivators on a
much greatei scale than at present. They will fall under one of the following
heads *

(1) for seed; (2) for carrying on the seasonal operation; (3) for manure;
(4) for implements; (5) for bullocks; and (6) for making improvements.

Loans under (1), (2) and (3) will be short-term loans. In order that the culti-

vator may not handle money, seed, manure and implements will all have to be

supplied through the Agricultural Department as at present but on a much greater
scale. Seed can be supplied from Government farms and seed farms. For the

supply of manure and implements, the supplying firms may open credit accounts
with the Agricultural Department and pavment made to the firms on recovery of
the amount from the cultivators. Loans in cash will be in the case of items (2),

(5) and (6), and officer recommending the loan should see that the amount is

rightly spent by the cultivator. I think Government should take this question
in their own hands. A bank should be opened and loans given on the recom-
mendation of the Agricultural Department.

(b) The taccavi rules should be relaxed on the following points :
- *

The present procedure is a lengthy one and much time is taken froiw the
time of applying till money is paid to the applicant.
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The respectable, cultivators would not like to give so much publicity to the

matter as is at present the case.

The cultivator wants to keep a sort of continuous account with his creditoi.

When taccavi falls due, but the cultivator fails to pay, the cause should be
ascertained and a reasonable time allowed before taking coercive measures for

recovery.

Existing rate of interest should be lowered, it possible.

Granting of tac^avi loans on the recommendation of the Agricultural Depart-
ment for seed, manure and implements is working better as the cijltivator does
not handle cash. The system ought to be greatly expanded and loans for all

agricultural purposes should be given on ^similar lines.

QUESTION 6.- -AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (i) The main cause of

borrowing is the cultivator's accumulated* debt. Occasional high expense in

social customs also compels him to borrow at times.

(ii) The main source of credit is the moneylender

(in) Causes preventing repayment are high rate of interest, seasonal reverses,

sometimes calamities like cattle diseases, etc.

(b) I think cultivators should not have to do anything with the moneylender
any longer. The present debts should be settled by appointing special officers

for the purpose and easy instalments fixed for repayment. Hopeless cases may
be declared insolvent. A bank should be started forthwith for advancing money
to cultivators.

(c) From the past experience as lands have passed from cultivators' hands
to moneylenders', the right of mortgage and sale should be limited. There
should also be nothing like a non-terminable mortgage.

Consideration should, however, be given to the fact that exploiters always
expect that the land should have a saleable light, and I think absence of such

rights also keeps back men qualified in improved agriculture from starting agri-
cultural concerns.

QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. (a) It is highly desirable that

the size of holding for rice should not be less than 4 acres So sub-divisions

beyond this limit should be prohibited.

(h) Consolidation will be a most valuable move In the Balaghat district,

the fields of a cultivator are not so scattered as in Chhattisgarh There are

blocks but a man has more than one block in many cases and in such cases
consolidation might fy possible bv arbitration. If not, legislation may be intro-

duced.

QUESTION S.IRRIGATION (</) There are ^ig irrigation works in this district

belonging to Government as well ns many private tanks and wells Wells can be
improved considerably. Well irrigation is done in light soils on river banks,
where subterranean water-supply is ample but the wells are ktitcha and in most
cases are dug annually. The liH used is the leather mote. In place of this outfit,
there should be pnciti wells, which will be most easily sunk. At present, people
do net know well sinking and this work had better be taken in hand by the

Engineering Section of the Agricultural Department. Power lifts and pumps
and Persian wheels may be introduced in place of the leather mote By making
the wells pucca and fitting up improved lifts thereon, the wells will not have to
be so many, irrigation will be cheaper and will extend considerably.

The irrigation works belonging to Government are the Wainganga Canal,
the Pathree Tank, the Sarathee reservoir and many other minor ones Most
of these works can irrigate the rice crop all right but the supply of water available
in the first three major works is not made full use of. The Irrigation Department
is not popular enough. No efforts* have been made to find out the cause of

unpopularity and to find out how best the water can be utilised. Under the

Wainganga Canal, remunerative crops like chillies and turmeric could be grown
and under the P*:three Tank, there is much ;>cope for the extension of sugarcane
cultivation.

As regards irrigation from wells, people have no idea that their wells and
lifts can be improved.

(ty
At present, only rice is irrigated If <ninfall is well distributed, little or

no irrigation is necessary as was the case in the last season. Otherwise, when
there are long breaks in the rains irrigation is done. But such periods are not
peaceful. People at the tail end and at distances from the channel do not
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generally get water and are dissatisfied. There are at times serious disputes

among the cultivators for this reason.

In rice irrigation, no method of conserving water or preventing it from

absorbing in the soil ij feasible except by making the bunds intact and big enough.
Bunds in <this district are good enough. In the matter of sugarcane irrigation,

a start in this direction has been made by intercultivating the crop by means of

the Planet Junior hoe.

The openings in the iirigation channel require much improvement. Even
at the head sometimes the supply of \\ater is unreliable as anybody can silently

put an obstruction HI the open mouthed opening. 1 know of openings which

have become permanently useless for this reason.

The rules of the agreement system foi rice irrigation should be relaxed in

cases in which irrigation water has not reached owing to the absence of a water

course or short supply of water bul where such -itcas are nevertheless fully assessed,

steps should be taken to get watei-comses made by the cultivators and in cases

where too much vork is to be done, which it will not pay a cultivator to do or is

unmanageable by him, the Irrigation Department should do it or at least help in

the construction. There is dissatisfaction in assessing cultivator's old wet areas and

such cases should be reconsidered.

In the introduction of new crops under irugation works, a stable policy is

not defined but cropa are introduced entailing much expense to the cultivator

and then stopped.

QUESTION 10. FERTILISES -(</) Cowdung is mostly used as fuel. This

could be remedied by planting trees foi fuel Bones will be most profitably
utilised if they are ciushed and used as manure instead of being exported.

(/>) Fertilisers are used only to a small scale for manuring sugarcane. To
prevent adulteration ihey should be supplied from depot** on Government farms
after being analysed. At present, business HI fertilisers has not so much increased

that farm depots will not be able to manage- it

(c) If the fertilisers could be made cheap enough so that it uill pay to use

them, they \\ill be used more than at present.

(c) I think the manures have been tested on Government farms and the

conclusion drawn is that with the present prices it does not pay to use them
except for profitable ciops like sugarcane, potatoes, etc.

(/) Trees for fuel should be planted. In my opinion, plantations of karanja
trees should be started by the cultivator himself i't small areas. Out of every
five or six acres, an acie should be planted with karanja tjjees,

which when big
enough will give sufficient maniue Jor the remaining area as well as the requisite
fuel. This should work well in ^htat tiacts also as the leaves and twigs of
km an]a will be available for ploughing in just in the beginning of rains. In
wheat lands, it is not possible to plough in sciin early enough and so it does
not rot but karanja leaves as stated above will be available for ploughing in

the beginning of the rainy season. I understand in the Madras Presidency
manuring with karanja leaves and twigs is practised.

I am of opinion that the outturn of rice will increase considerably by
manuring with kaianja leaves and cattle-dung which will be saved by the supply
of karanja wood for fuel. In highly manured land, rice yields as much as 3,000 Ibs.

of grain per acre but the cultivator's outturn is only 1,000 or 1,200 Ibs. per acre
on an average in his unraanured land and may still go lower if no manuring
will be done.

QUESTION 11 CROPS (a) (i) Wheat, rice and cotton crops have been
improved considerably by selection and ciossing carried on on Government
farms and this work had better be done on a bigger scale and at more places
than at present.

(ji)
Fodder crops are at present gtown on some of the Government farms.

It will be better if on all Government experimental and demonstration farms
trials were made to find out fodder crops suitable for the different soil and
climatic conditions which cultivators can take up. The cultivation of clover
should be encouraged by supplying the seed to leading cultivators firgt frets of
cost, then at concession rrites until they know its value.

(iii) If suggestions regarding paying allowances to members of the Tahsil
Agricultural Association as made in reply to Question 3 (b) are given effect to, the
best agency for increasing the growing and distribution of improved seed will
be the member of the Agricultural Association*
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(iv) For the prevention of damage from uild pigs, cultivators should be
induced to fence jointly.

(b) Late and heavy yielding varieties of rice should be introduced in areas

commanded by the Wainganga Canul in place of the early and medium ones,
as tinder that work there ib an ample supply of water available from middle of

June to end of March every ye-ir.
Water from middle of June to end of

October is used for irrigating rico crop but from November to March it goes
to waste.

(c) Heavy yielding varieties of rice, viz., bhond-u and litchai, have been intro-

duced through the efforts of the Agricultural Department in tracts visited by
the staff of that department. Khan variety of sugarcane, which is better in

yield than the local variety has replaced the latter in areas tackled by the'

Agricultural Department.
Since the opening of the Wainganga Canal, large areas of land, which used

to grow inferior millets, hpve now been turned into rice land, anjl are now
producing more valuable orofs than before the opening of the canal.

QUESTION 12. CULIIVATION. -(i) The M. S. N. plough vs a good supplement
to the existing implements for rice cultivation and the introduction of that

plough is successfully being earned on by the Agricultural Department. The
use of the Jut ploughs for sugarcane and garden cultivation should be demonstrated
on a bigger scale than nt present.

(ii) A little, change is possible by introducing clover as a second crop
after rice in nrignted areas under the W'linganga Canal.

QUESTION 14- -IMPLEMENT? -() A small po'yer sugarcane mill suitable for

small cultivators workable tw a 2 B. H. P. oil-engine is now most urgently

required. The material of the mill will have to be very strong as hard canes
are grown t/n this side. In tht meantime, the Nuhan bullock power mill

should be \\orked by n small oil-engine of H or 2 B. H. P. us this mill has
been found to be the best foi c nibbing the bird canes. The power cane mills,

of which I have experience, nrc too big for small cultivators and not strong
enough for dealing with tlie hard canes

There is considerable scope for the expansion of sugarcane crop in the Cen-
tral Provinces as water is available from Co^e^nmcnt irrigation works. The
only trouble in the expansion of the crop is the absence of a suitable power mill.

It may be mentioned heie that the local supply of gur is too short and it

has to be imported in large tji antities fiom the United Provinces and Madras
and Bombay Presidencies.

(h) Suggestions have been mode already regarding paying of allowances to the

Tahsil Association. Members \\ill be useful in this connection also. If the
member will be convinced alvmt the superiority 01 usefulness of the implement,
there will Hit be any difficulty in the adoption of it by the cultivators of that

village.

QUESTION 15 VEIFRINAPY -() I think no good will come by placing
the Veterinary Department under the Director of Agriculture. Veterinary
Surgeons may be appointed by the Agricultural Department for work on cattle

farms and these officers may work under the Director of Agriculture.

(b) (i) and (ii) Veterinary dispensaries are under the control of District

Boards. No expansion is noticeable in the numbei of dispensaries.

(r) (i) The veterinary dispensaries are not within easy reach of the cultivator.

1 think a system of treatment should be devised to help the cultivator near his

place.

(ii) 1 do not think touring dispensaries are being fully used except at the

time of outbreaks, if then the Veterinary Assistant Surgeon happens to reach
the place in time. I think it uill be better if some medicines are left with the

malguzar of the village and he is trained to use -them when necessary. The
Veterinary Assistant Surgeon goes to a village when there is no work for

him; or if there is sickness and treatment is to be continued he cannot afford

'to stop there and continue the treatment.

(d) On receipt of information about an outbreak, he goes to the village
and if the villagers do not agree to inoculation, he is helpless. Information of
an outbreak must come to the Veterinary Assistant Surgeon without any delay.
I do not think segregation will be possible until spare cattle* sheds are made in

remote corners, so isolation and disinfection should be resorted to for the
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present. There should be legislation for the disposal of diseased carcasfees and

compulsoiy inoculation. Prohibition of the movement of cattle will not be

possible.

(/) Inoculation is done at the time of outbreaks. Some people agree to it.

Others do not. No fee is charged for inoculation.

QUESTION 16. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. (<*) (i) Breeds will b& improved by
selective breeding. A start has been made by the Agricultural Department by
rearing bulls on Government farms and supplying the impioved bulls to culti-

vators. But the number of bulls available is too small to meet the demand.
JSo this work should be expanded much.

(ni) Breeding proper goes on in uncultivated areas owned either by Govern-
ment or Indian States and from these sources mainly the supply of work cattle

m these Provinces is received. In such areas, conditions could be introduced

that only selected cattle will be admitted and that a certified bull should be

kept. Breeding also goes on on a small sc lie on lands owned by private indivi-

duals to whom should be explained the advantages of selective breeding and they
will readily take to the use of better bulls and will also agree to castrate their

bad bulls.

When the stage is reached when certified bulls arc available, legislation

could be introduced to castrate all bad bulls.

(fa) (i) Overstocking of common pastures will decrease with the extension

of cultivation, as the cultivators will not then keep extra and useless cattle.

1 think limitation should be introduced as to the number of extra cattle a

cultivator could keep.

Non-cultivators in villages should not be allowed 1o keep many cattle. In

some cases non-cultivators own herds and graze them on pastures meant for

plough cattle.

(ii) I think it should be left to the cultivator to take care of his grass
borders.

(iii) With the increase in the outturns ol ciops, the supply of straw can also

increase.

(iv) 1 think the difficulty of absence of green fodder in dry seasons
cannot be easily solved.

(c) The shortage of fodder is acute in the months of May, June and July.

Young cattle suffer a set-back in the above stated months and begin to revive
in August

(d) If hay be made in forest areas as cheaply as possible and means of

transporting it improved, the fodder-supply will be improved.

(e) The above points should be discussed in meetings, in which attendance
can improve if members be given travelling allowances. P

QUESTION 17. ACJKICULTURAL INDUSTRIES (a) and (b) In the tract, where I

am, I should say cultivators are not idle They are very busy in June, July
and August in rice cultivation. In September and part of October they have
to cut grass for their cattle, which are mostly stall-fed. In November harvesting
goes on. December, January and February are threshing and rice pounding
months. In March, they deal with the little rabi they have got. In April and
May, there is light work. In these months, cultivators improve their bunds.
They are much hard pressed at the time of transplantation and have also to
work hard at harvest times, when they require help of their families also. The
few who have trken up sugarcane cultivation pass a very busy time. The families
of respectable cultivators cannot be expected to do any other work than agricul-
tural on their own farms, for increasing their income.

No other industries except agricultural such as fruit and vegetable growing
should be attempted, otherwise the cultivator will slacken his interest in agricul-
ture and may in course of time leave it. In places where bidi making has started,
agricultural labourers have turned into bidi makers.

(c) Out of ithe industries mentioned, fruit growing will be a general line for
the cultivator and with it should go vegetable growing also. Bee-keeping has
,no future. Poultry rearing will be useful for those castes which have no social
objection in the matter but it is worth while taking steps to introduce improved
poultry rearing. Lac culture already goes on in place? suitable for it. The
cultivator makes his ropes all right. Basket making is restricted to a particular
cnste and will not be a general line of work.
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(d) I do not think Government should establish oil pressing, sugar making,

cotton ginning and rice hulling. These may be left to take their own course.

Wheat and rice straw and cotton seed are cattle foods, of which there is already

a shortage. No attempt should be made to use them otherwise.

(e) There are already weavers, basket makers, carpenters, blacksmiths, masons,

etc., who carry on agriculture as a subsidiary industry.

(/) Steps may usefully be taken tG study the rural industries and to introduce

improved tools and appliances

(g) Much can be done by improving the present welU and lifts. In many
places, the subterranean water-supply is not made use of.

QUESTION 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. (a) (i) In the Balaghat district, there

is no necessity of taking any such steps. Labour is most in demand heie at

the time of transplantation in the months of July <ind August. Wages go very

high at that time, so labourers are attracted from other places in the district,

where rice is broadcasted,

(11) Cultivation can extend in ryotwari lands in the Baihar tahsil of this

district. I think proprietary rights on the land should be conferred in these

areas to encourage immigration therein.

(h) In this district manganese mines have been opened, to which labour

has been attracted and shortage of it is felt in the vicinity of the mines. Labour,
however, returns to \illages in the rainy season ynd is available for rice work.
It will be sufficient to see that mines do not employ village labour in the months
of July, August and November, when it is required foi transplantation and

harvesting of rice.

(t) Uncultivated lands are found mostly in ryotwari villages. Only tenancy
rights are conferred on such lands. Conferring proprietary rights as suggested
already might attract people to such ateas.

QUESTION 20 MARKETING (a) Under the heading of marketing, 1 can only
say that the markets are overflooded at harvest times and prices are lowest at

that time as cultivators sell off all that they have to sell for the payment of

land revenue, irrigation charges and payment of debts, etc. 1 think the dates
of payment of land revenue and water rate should be so changed that the culti-

vator will be able to store his produce and bring it into the market at two or
three times in the year instead of the whole of it at one time. By doing so,

prices will not fluctuate so much and the cultivator will obtain better prices
for his produce.

QUESTION 23.- GENERAL EDUCATION (a) In the matter of education, I am
of opinion that no radical change in the courses of the present system oi

elementary middle school and higher or collegiate education is necessary. There
must be two sides of education, viz , (1) that for the sake of learning, and
(2) professional. The education imparted in high schools and colleges belongs
to the former type and considering the learning, which it has spread in the

country, it cannot be condemned.

However, attention has to be paid to the professional side of education,
I think introduction of agricultuial education in the English middle or high
schools will not do any general good. On the other hand, it might act as a deter-
rent of the non-agricultural class men who read in these institutions for the sake of

learning or qualifying for some public services or professions other than agri-
culture.

Agricultural class men are also not to be expected to take higher forms of

education in English in view of the low prospects present agriculture offers them.

;
So agricultural education should be imparted outside the present educational

institutions and there must be higher and lower grades of it. The present
agricultural colleges are all right for higher agricultural education and the intro-
duction of agriculture in the vernacular middle and normal schools as proposed
by me in my replies under Agricultural Education will be suitable for a lower
form of agricultural education, which small and average cultivators may be
expected to undergo.

(b) (i) On leaving the primary schools, a student is liable to go back to

illiteracy 'if he does not keep his practice of reading; so there should be libraries
in the villages and suitable literature in such libraries.

(ii) In this district, compulsory education has not been introduced in rural
areas. Nor do I think will such a step be possible for poor men aa tfepy are
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not able to support the small boys o! school-going age who have to work lor

their parents or earn their livelihood.

(iii) The small proportion of boys in rural primary schools is due to the

fact that men passed out from these schools have not proved themselves

better cultivators in any respect. They are, however, more
^
intelligent

and nobler than illiterate men and everybody aspires to have his children

educated. Poverty and insufficiency of primary schools, I think, are the causes

of the slow progress of education in rural areas.

Oral Evidence.

28445. The Chairman: Mr. Ramcharan Lai Dubey, you are from, the district

of Balaghat? Yes.

28446. What is your occupation? I am a cultivator. 1 am a retired Agri-
cultural Assistant.

28447. You are a retired officer of the Agricultural Service and are you
cultivating land yourself? Yes.

28448. How many bighas are you cultivating? I have 35 acres of land.

28449. Sir Ganga Ram: How much is a bigha here? The term bigha is not
known in these parts, but I think 2/5ths of an acre make one bigha.

28450. The Chairman What type of cultivation do you have? My main

crop is sugarcane.

28451. Irrigated? Yes, under the Pathree Tank which has a perennial water-

supply; I have also a plot of 11 acres where there is well -irrigation.

28452. How long have you been cultivating this land? For the last four

years, although I retired only two years ago.

28453. Did you introduce the cane or was the cane cultivation in existence
before you took up the land? There was no cane cultivation. The Government
farm was started 10 years ago and there was no sugarcane under irrigated tanks :

that was the first. In the beginning the people took to sugarcane but gave it up.
The starting of my farm has given some stimulus to the cultivators and they
have now been increasing their area year by year. The area last year was
SO acres under that tank and this year it has risen to 70.

28454. What canes are you planting?! started with khari cane. The year
before last I introduced Coimbatore cane also on my farm; I had only about half

an acre and it |ave a very good yield. Last year I grew 5 acres. The crop was
crushed this season but I found the canes a bit too hard and I do not think
that I will be able to keep on with it

28455. Is that because you have not a mill suitable for crushing Coimbatore
cane? Yes.

28456. You state in your note that a power mill is also needed? Yes, I

am at present crushing with n bullock mill and this is not suitable for Coimbatore
cane.

28457. Mr. Calveit. An iron bullock mill? Yes.

28458. The Chairman: Which Coimbatore cane are you using? 210. The
Agricultural Department recommended 210, 219 and 226, three varieties; 210 is

an early cane; I have a small area of 219, but this is a late cane; 226 suffers
a little from defective germination. I have much of 210, about half an acre
of 219 and half an acre of 226.

28459. What is the soil? My soil is sandy in one field; the other field

which is commanded by the irrigation tank is a sort of alluvial soil.

28460. I understand from your last answer that your water-supply comes
from a tank?* Yes, for half the area it comes from the Government tank; for
the remainder I lift the water from a well.

28461. By bullock power? Yes.

28462. Did you sink the well? -Yes, I had sunk the well myself and I have
to repair it every year. In

the^
first year I used the leather mote, then I ordered

fi Persian wheel from the Punjab.
28463. Mr. Calvert: An iron Persian wheel? Yes. The people did not

know of it but on my ordering it some four or five men also ordered it and
are using it.

28464. The Chairman: So that your example has been followed? YCB.
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28465. Are you satisfied with the working ol the Persian wheel? Yes. It

has a better lift than the mbte.

28466. What did it cost you by the time you had put it up? I had to pay
Rs. 180 (that is to say, Rs. 160 cost price and Rs. 20 for railway freight). But

my experience is that the well keeps slipping.

28467. Str Ganga Earn: What would it cost you to make the well pwcca?
The soil is sandy and I am not myself a mason. 1 asked some masons to

construct the well but they said it would not be possible to go deep enough.

The well should be sunk deeper as a matter of fact, but nobody knows how
to do it.

28468. The Chan man: At what depth did you find the water? Only 12 feet

below the surface.

28469. How deep do you think the Persian wheel will work? I am told that

it can work up to 30 feet; it gives very satisfactory work at 20 feet depth.

28470. Would you tell us a little of your own experience in the matter

at manuring your canes? What manure are you using? I use oil-cake and

ammonium sulphate, a combination of the two.

28471. And that has given good results? Yes.

28472. Are you putting any cattle manure into the land at all?-~-It is not

available. My own cattle-dung is not sufficient for my requirements and the

shortage has to be supplemented by these artificial manures.

28473. You have provided us with an interesting note of the exidence that

you want to give. May I ask you one or two questions on that or would you
like to supplement your written note by any statement at this stage? No.

28474. How long were you in the Agricultural Service ? For 20 years.

28475. What grade did you reach? I was in the subordinate grade all

along.

28476. Did you yourself do any propaganda work? I served in certain

capacities, as Farm Overseer in the beginning, as an Agricultural Assistant on
demonstration duty, as Superintendent on three big farms of the department and
as Superintendent of the biggest cattle-breeding farm in the department.

28477. What form of propaganda do you think is most effective in persuading
cultivators to adopt improved methods of crops? Demonstration on farms
controlled by the Government or demonstration work on the cultivators own
holding? -We must work through the leading cultivators.

28478. To persuade the leading cultivators to make a change so that their

example may be followed by the smaller men? Yes. That is what I noticed
in my own case.

28479. Have you ever considered the possibility of Government, through the

Agricultural Department, taking the risk of experiment off the shoulders of

certain selected cultivators, that is to say, guaranteeing the cultivator against
loss if he attempts a particular experiment or introduces some new crop^- The
cultivator will not take to anything new unless he is satisfied that it is

advantageous.

28480. That is because he cannot afford to take any risks, is it not? So
far he has not been able to try anything. He has only been advised to take

up things which have been found advantageous by the Agricultural Department.
28481. You do not think that the existence in the culivator's mind of the

possibility of risk is really what deters him from a more progressive policy? At
present to an average cultivator, say to the small cultivator, there are not many
things to be told, except a change of seed, implements, or manures if he takes
to garden cultivation, and a few other items.

28482. Prof. Gangulee: Chiefly pure seed? -Pure seed, implements, and in
some cases improved methods of cultivation.

ment
28483. The Chairman: Were you on the land before you went into Gove
t service?-No, I belong to the non-agricultural class

28484. Do you think that you see amongst cultivators any demand for general
education for tneir sons? Yes, they do aspire to education for their sons, but
they cannot afford it on account of the schools being at a distance from their
homes. Moreover, the boys have to work for their parents.
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28485. We were told by a previous witness of, I think, wide experience
in this district, that he thought he saw only a very slight movement amongst
cultivators in favour of education. Would you agree \Mth that as a fair state-

ment of the case? That might be the case in this Division. The people are

more backward here than in my district; I have noticed that there the cultivators

do aspire to education for their children.

28486. Now with regard to your suggestion that officers of the Agricultural

Department should be allowed to retire on proportionate pension if they wished

to take up private farming, is it your suggestion that it would be
^practicable

to insist upon their taking up farming as a condition of their enjoying propor-
tionate pension?- Yes. Some officers may wish to do their own farming for want

of better prospects in the department, or it may be that they would like their

own farming better than service. They are tied to the department because

they cannot retire unless they have finished their service.

28487. You have had very considerable experience of Government cattle

farms? Yes.

28488. Are you satisfied with the efforts being made by Government at this

moment? Yes, very valuable work is being done.

28489. Do you think it is on a sufficiently large scale? I do not think so;

it must be multiplied many times over.

28490. Do you think that there exists amongst cultivators any appreciation
of the importance of improving their cattle? Yes, from the fact that the few

bulls which are produced at these farms are sold off most quickly and the demand
is not met for want of a sufficient number of bulls.

28491. Is it of very much use improving the breeds of cattle in this Province
if they are not to be better fed than they are nt the moment? Is not better

feeding just as important as better breeding? --Yes, both the questions go side

by side, but in places where cattle-breeding is going on there 5& much more
grazing available than in cultivated areas. Breeding proper here does not go on
in villages, but in uncultivated places belonging to Government or Indian States.

28492. And then the cattle are brought from these districts to the cultivat-

ing districts? Yes.

28493. It is no use having plenty of fodder at the place where the cattle

are bred if the cattle are not to be provided with fodder at the places where they
are going to work, is it? -There is no good* in introducing new breeding farms
in places where there is no fodder at present.

28494 But the important thing is that the cattle belonging to the cultivator
whether used for purposes of giving milk or for providing draught power, should
be better fed : that is the aim, is it not? Yes, the cultivator does try to keep
his cattle well fed.

28495. Are you satisfied with the condition of the cattle as a whole in this

ProvincesThe work cattle are maintained by them in fairly good condition.
There are some extra cattle which go on increasing and these are not looked
after very well.

28496. On page 107 you say that you think the dates of payment of land
revenue and water rate should be so changed that the cultivator will be able to
store his produce and to market it at two or three periods in the year instead
of the whole of it at one time. You do not suggest that the land revenue col-
lection should be taken bit by bit at three periods of the year. You suggest
that the time of the collection should be postponed? Yes, as for instance in the
rice tracts the major part of the land revenue is collected in the month of February.
The crop is harvested in November, is ready for the market in December and
January, and immediately after that they have to take it to the market for sale.
At that time there is a surplus supply in the markets. But if the date of payment
of land revenue be changed to Mav or June, the cultivator will get more time
for disposing of his produce, from December up to the month of May.

28497. Do you think there is any danger that an arrangement of that sort
might lead the cultivator to spend the money which he gets for his crop* and
then perhaps to borrow in order to pny the land revenue? I think he is now
very careful to at least keep by him the amount of land revenue.

28498. He is now, because the demand comes so very soon after the sale
or his produce. Do you think he would be as *ady to keep the money to pay
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land revenue by him if he sold, let us say, in May and had not to pay his land

revenue dues until December? He will be very careful in that respect; he
will see that he does not miss paying the land revenue; the tenancy right prevails
there and he will not let the land go away from him simply for non-payment
of land revenue.

28499. What other crops are you yourself growing? I grow rice on 10

acres, watermelons on 2 acres; in the coming year, I intend to grow potatoes
also on 2 acres.

28500. Will that be for the first time? That will be for the first time.

28501. Where is your market for watermelons? I am near a railway
station, and they can be exported to Nagpur and Jubbulpore.

28502. Do you find you have a good demand for watermelons? Yes; I am
quite sure that the supply of watermelons, at least in Jubbulpore, comes from

Hoshangabad district.

28503. Where do you propose to get your seed potatoes from?~From Naini
Tal in the United Provinces.

28504. Do they grow seed potatoes there? No, but they keep a supply of

seed on the Government farms and we get supplies from there.

28505. So that, the Government farms in this Province have no seed

potatoes? No; they have to renew their seed supply every year. Recently the

Bilaspur farm has done so, and the Chhindwara farm is also doing it.

28506. Where do those seed come from?- I have no knowledge about it.

28507. Are you following a regular rotation on your land? No rotation
is possible for rice, except that heavier types of soils can be sown with pulses
after the rice crop, as a catch crop. With sugarcane, 1 have not so far done
any rotation. 1 keep the land fallow; in the rains I cultivate it and in the

following year I plant it with sugarcane.

28508. You can manage a catch crop on a rice area without disturbing
the land tor the next year's nee crop? Yes; that is the system in vogue here.

28509. The l?a;a of Parlakimedi: In your part of the district, what are the
main crops grown? Rice is the main crop; there is a little wheat; rice is followed

by pulse crops; they are the catch crops supplying the required pulses to the
cultivator.

28510. Is all your land a paddy growing area, or is it dry? I have 10 acres
of paddy on my farm.

28511. What varieties of paddy do you grow and where do you get them
from? The bhondu and luchai varieties. They are the selections made by the
local Agricultural Department.

28512. Have you at any time made a study of the paddy crops grown at

Coimbatore^ We have not imported paddy seed from Coimbatore.

28513. What green manure crop do you chiefly grow in your paddy land?-
I am not manuring my paddy at all at present.

28514. No manuring at all? No.

28515. Not even farmyard manure? The supply of farmyard manure is

very meagre f-nd is not sufficient for my requirements. Sann hemp is recom-
mended by the Agricultural Department; on their farms they grow it in the hot

season, with iirigation from Government tanks; but the conditions of water-

supply are not satisfactory and so I have not been able to introduce this green
manure crop for paddy on my faim.

28516. It need not be grown as an irrigated crop at all, if it is sown early
enough? We have tried it sufficiently in the rice fields; it does not grow,
because the rainfall is so heavy that it makes no progress; there is hardly one
month's time from the time of sowing to the time of transplanting the seedlings,
and it makes no progress in that time.

28517. In your land, what is the yield of paddy per acre? I get 2,000 Ibs.,

but the cultivators in my district do not get more than 1,200 Ibs. on an average,
although in some places they do get 2,000 Ibs. also; the average is not more
than 1.200 Ibs.
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28518. Sir Ganga Ram *

Is 2,000 Ibs. very high? In the opinion of the

ordinary cultivatois, it is high, but I am not satisfied with it; I am aiming at

taking it up to 4,000 ibs. because in favourable situations in this Province we
do get 4,000 Ibs.

28519. The Raja of Parlaktmcdi: Without manuring, how did you effect

this increase of yield, as compared with the yield of the ordinary ryot on his

holding? Have you a better soil? I have a better soil, and I have some
advantage of silting in my fields, I am on the bank of a river; adjoining my
farm there is the general pasture to which the cattle of all the cultivators come,
and I receive the drainage of that portion into my fields.

28520. It will be interesting information to you that in my part of the

country, we get not less than twice to three times of what you are getting from

your fields here? Is your outturn 6,000 Ibs. an acre?

28521. It is 4,000 Ibs. to 5,000 Ibs. an acre? That is what I am aiming
at; I am not satisfied with 2,000 Ibs.

28522. Have you tried to grow rice with green manure? In my answers
I have suggested that green manure will not be a feasible proposition for general
adoption here. I have suggested that the cultivation of karanja trees should be
started; I have information that in the Madras Presidency they manure their
rice with karanja leaves.

28523. Not everywhere, but only in certain parts. In the whole of the
Northern Circars, dhcnntha & grown as a green manure crop for paddy lands.
It is a fast growing plant, and easily mixes uith the soil? We tried dhatncha
along with &ann bemp in the beginning when the Agricultural Department began
its work in the division, but that crop also did not do well here; my idea is

that dhawcha will grow in rich fields only.

28524. But when you silt your fields, it is rich enough to grow this sort oi

green manure crop? It is too wet, mostly, it is full of flood water.

28525. To what extent do you make use of buffaloes for your cultivation
in paddy land? I do not go in for buffaloes; I keep bullocks only.

28526. Not even for puddling and levelling? We ha\e fair-sized bullocks
and they do the puddling &nd levelling all right.

. 28527. Is the seed broadcast or transplanted? The whole of it is transplanted.
28528. How do you do it. Is it by single seedlings or in bunches? On my

rich fields I have only single seedlings, but in pooier fields I have to do it in
twos and threes.

28529. How many measures of seed do you use per acre? On an average
I am using 50 Ibs. If I did it in single seedlings 30 Ibs. would do.

28530. Even less ought to do? Yes. I was on the Raipur farm, and myown experience is that in one year only 10 Ibs. of seed were used for one acre.

28531. Do you manure your seed beds'? They are heavily manured.
28532. What manure do you use? Cattle-dung.
28533. Do you pen sheep also? That system is not prevalent in my part

of the rrovince, but in the Chanda district it is largely practised.
28534. What is the type of cattle you would require in your parts?~-The

Gaolao breed is much in demand.

28535. Is it a dual purpose animr.l, or is it a draught animal? I should
say it is a dual purpose animal, because the cows give 3 to 4 seers of milk
whereas the local cows give only } to 1 seer of milk, but they are not so good
milkers as some of the cross breds on the Government farms.

28536. Are you yourself taking any interest in the improvement of the
indigenous breeds of cattle?~No; I have not many cows; I only keep one ortwo milch cows sufficient for my milk requirements. .

28537. Do you not think that you will be doing jjood service if you get a
good bull and try to improve the breeds in your neighbourhood?-! "m not
doing philanthropic work at present.

28538. Is there anybody who is doing that sort of work? No.

muJ^S'rJ ?
? "7 f*?

6 gr?
W" in

?
Ur Parts?-~There U8ed to be the kathai andtnungi varieties, but smce the introduction of the khait variety by the Agricultural
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Department, they have become extinct in places visited by the Agricultural

Department; they are now seen in patches where the Agricultural Department
has not been able to reach.

28540. Are they grown as unirrigated or irrigated crops? Irrigated, from

wells mostly.

28541. Why has the cultivation of sugaicane been given up? For want

of manures. Formerly they did not know the manures and were not applying

any, but now they have taken to the use^
of manures and the cultivation is now

increasing.

28542. /Vo/. Gnngulee What manures? -Oil-cake, nitrate of soda and

ammonium sulphate.

28543. Have those manures been suggested by the Department of Agri-

culture? Yes.

28544. The Raja of Patlakimedi. What is the net profit per acre on a cane-

growing area? The outturn of the cultivator is very low because he does not

fully manure his crop, but I am getting a net profit of Rs. 200 already on my*
farm, and I am of opinion that the net profit can be still further increased.

28545. Sir Ganga Rani You make a profit of Rs. 200 an acre? Yes, but

I am hopeful that this net profit can he increased to even Rs. 300 per acre;

by using a power mill the cost ot crushing will not be so high.

28546. Why do you not get a power mill and try to increase your profits?

If I had a power mill I would increase my cane area to 20 acres.^ but I am
handicapped by shortage of funds.

28547. Why do you not try the motei drawn by cattle for irrigation? They
have been tried and condemned.

28548 Do you try roller mills also; they are quite efficacious in the extrac-

tion of juice? I am using them, and also the bullock-power cane mills; but

then my work is very greatly restricted; I cannot increase the cultivation.

With great difficulty now I am dealing with 10 acres of sugarcane. I had
another vatiety of cane and I experienced great difficulty in crushing; my
bullocks were overstrained and have suffered on that account

28549. Buffaloes will be more useful for that work. In my part of the

country, buffaloes are used for these mills and they can stand the strain? Your
country must be cooler than ours.

28550. There is more vegetation there? The buffaloes are not able to work
in the sun.

28551. You must create a shade for them and you must have a few sets

working by turns? Some people do use buffaloes; but the difficulty is that they
should work by night whereas \\ilh bullocks we can carry on the work by day.

28552. Do you have cattle diseases breaking out in epidemic form frequent-
| VV_ Not frequently. There are cases where cattle die on account of some
dtsecnse, say five or six in a vill ige in a year.

28553. Do the ryots in these parts welcome the present method of eradi-

cating those diseases by inoculation? I should sny they do not know it much.

28554. Is anything being done in that line?- The Veterinary Department
tries to do it and, wherever the people agree, they inoculate; but the difficulty

experienced is that timely action is not taken. A report goes to the Veterinary
Assistant Surgeon; on receiving that report he comes to the spot; then he takes

the blood and sends it for confirmation of the disease and after receiving the

reply from the superior officer he goes to carry out inoculation, and by that

time probably the mischief has already been done or the disease itself may
ha\e subsided.

28555. It is entirely due to want of staff, is it? Yes.

28556. Would you like to see the staff increased in that department?-
Yes, of course.

28557. As legards irrigation, what are the rates usually adopted?-^OnIy
rice is irrigated nt present, leaving out the question of sugarcane which is not

general. The rate commenced from 8 As. per acre and this year it is Rs. 3-4-0,

Under the present agreement, within a period of ten years, from the commence*
ment the iate should go to Rs. 3-12-0 by an increase of 4 As. every year,
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28558. Does it depend upon the standard of the crops or what? They
have a regular increase. They want to bring it to Rs. 3-12-0 by the end of

ten years.

28559. Is it adopted in all cases of irrigation, river, channel, tank or any
other irrigation? In all Government works the same rates are adopted.

28560. Sir James MacKenna: Have you any experience of Pusa wheat?

I have not grown it on my own farm; but on Government farms I have grown
Pusa 100.

28561. What is your experience of that? It gives a better yield than the

local wheat.

28562. Much better? The outturn of wheat is very low here. I should

say it is not more than 500 Ibs. per acre, which is considered to be a very

good crop. An increase of even 50 Ibs. per acre with some other variety is

welcome and that was found to be the case with Pusa wheat. But
^then

there is scope for improving the local wheat also. In the north of the Province,
to which I belong, the local wheat has been improved, but no such attempt
has been made in the case of Chhattisgarh wheat.

28563. But so far as Chhattisgarh is concerned, the introduction of Pusa
wheat has been a disitinct advantage to it? I do not know how much is

distributed every year and how much extension is taking place; but I can give
this opinion that it is decidedly a better wheat than the two local varieties

of wheat.

28564. Have you been a member of the Local Legislative Council? My
position is -too humble for that.

28565. Do you follow the proceedings of the Council? I do.
28566. What do you think the attitude has been towards agriculture?

Friendly? Not one of sympathy. They have rather criticised the work of the

department and progress is therefore handicapped.
28567. Has the budget been seriously cut by the Council? Yes; in the

last session it was cut, I think, to a great extent.

28568. Prof. Gangulee: What do you think is the reason for the Legislative
Council not taking much interest in agricultural matters? Because the members
are not agriculturists.

28569. But surely they have an interest in agriculture, the premier industry
of the country? I do not think they have.

28570. You say you cultivate about 40 acres of land? 35 acres, of which
10 acres are under rice and 10 under sugarcane.

28571. Do you cultivate yourself or by tenants? By my servants.

28572. You employ labour? Yes.

28573. You pay them daily wages? Monthly wages.
28574. Could you give us an idea of the cost of cultivation per acre of

paddy? Yes, roughly Rs. 20 per acre.

28575. And the cost of cultivation per acre of sugarcane? Rs. 200 per acre.

28576. And you say your net profit out of sugarcane is Rs. 200 per acre?
Yes.

28577. What would be the net profit from paddy? My crop gives me
Rs. 40; but the ordinary cultivator gets Rs. 20.

28578. Because you use better seeds? Of course I use better seed, no
doubt; but then my outturn is higher.

28579. Due to better manure, I suppose? As I have just said, I have a
very favourable situation which is not general.

28580. Where do you get your seed* supply from? I am very near a
Government demonstration farm.

28581. You get your seed from the Government farm? Yes.
28582. What is the cost f the seed that you get? Their rate is 30 Ibs.

per rupee.
28583. The rate is increasing lately, is H?~It had increased very much-

ones it had gone up to 20 Ibs. per rupee and now it has come down to 30 lh*
per rupee.

28584. Do you distribute seeds to your neighbouring farmers? No,
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28585. You do not buy in quantity from the Government farm and distribute

teeds to the tenants in the neighbourhood? No; I purchase seed sufficient for

my own requirements.

28586. Now with your experience as a farmer, can you tell us what

significant changes you observe in the method of cultivation in your district?

The recommendations made by the Agricultural Department at present are for

changing the seed, for using the iron plough instead of the wooden one, and

changing the method of cultivation, and so on.

28587. What I want to get from you is this : to what extent are thest

recommendations ot the Department of Agriculture being adopted by the

cultivators in your district? As far as the Agricultural Department is able to

work, it is successful; but this is a big country and the staff of the department
is very small; if private individuals would also help the progress could be

increased very much.

28588. I understand that; but what I wanted to know is, dp you find any

significant changes in the methods of cultivation in your district? I do find

people aspiring after good seed; the improved iron plough is being easily

sold now.

28589. What is the price of an iron plough? In the last season it was
sold for Rs. 8-4-0.

28590. Do you find that the farmers in your neighbourhood are utilising

better implement and better seed? Yes; but then I may also tell you that these

varieties of seed are not fit for general adoption. If you go to a village where
the improvements have been introduced you will notice that they are not

adopted wholesale.

28591. For the introduction of better ploughs and better seed do you give
the entire credit to the Department of Agriculture or to any non-official help?
The department was helped to some extent by non-officials.

28592. Are you a member of any non-official association? I am a member
of the Tahsil Agricultural Association.

28593. How many members come from your district? There are about

sixty or seventy members, but very few attend the meetings.

28594. On page 101 you make a very interesting suggestion that the

malguzars or leading and influential cultivators in the village should be paid
for the trouble they take. What have you actually in mind? How are they
to be paid? They should be paid the travelling allowance and the daily
allowance. As a matter of fact, the real cultivator is very busy and we have
to remunerate him for the loss which he will suffer by his absence from the ^arm.

28595. I am not talking about the ordinary cultivator; you mention here
about the malguzar? Yes, the malguzar who is in touch with agriculture is

very busy and the malguzar who is not in touch lives in a town and does
not count.

28596. These malguzars are also members of these associations, the
District Association, the Taluk Association and the Circle Association? We
have only the Tahsil Association.

28597. I think some of these malguzars are members of that association
and you want the Department of Agriculture to pay for the trouble that
these members take; is that right? A new selection will have to be made to

get the right type of men.

28598. Do you think it is a sign of public spirit that you want payment
for your trouble? At present the difficulty is there is no proper attendance
in the meetings and this is one of the ways in which you might try to ensure
attendance, though I am not quite sure that you would succeed even then.

28599. With regard to the new varieties that you grow here, do you get a
premium price? Yes, we do.

28600. You get a premium price? Yes, a slight premium, say 14 per cent
a khandi of local paddy is sold for Rs. 7 while a khandt of improved rice will
be sold for Re. 1 more.

28601. How does this improved paddy compare with local paddies in yield?-
It is reported by the cultivators that by taking to this improved paddy they
have slightly increased their outturns.
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28602. Have you any idea to what extent it has increased? Well, that it

such a difficult question to answer; you know the outturn of paddy vanes from

500 Ibs. lo 5,000 Ibs., so that you cannot say how much the increase is due
t
to

the improved variety, but the cultivator who has been growing the local varieties

for such a long time appreciates these varieties and says that he is now getting

a better outturn.

28603. He is getting a better outturn from these new paddies? Yes.

28604. You have no idea of the increase of yield? My conclusion is that

the impo\ed variety is at least 10 per cent better and it would probably not be

an exaggeration if I said 15 pei cent.

28605. Irrespective of better cultivation and othei factors? With the same
cultivation as is given to the local paddies.

28606 Can you tell us why there was no success in introducing transplanta-
tion of paddy in your district"? In my district they have transplanted from
time immemorial.

28607. In the other district''' I was serving there and I was carrying on
the work, the difficulties in the wa> were want of inigation arrangements, the

scatteicd fields and the cattle were too small for the operation of transplantation.

28608. Those me the leasons to which you ascribe the fact that transplanta-
tion of paddy has not been a success in this district? 1 am also inclined tc

think that the rainfall of this tract is short of what is required for transplanta
tion; for transplantation more rain is needed

28609. Do yoj get any water-supply from the Government's irrigation
uorks? Yes, I get water for the irrigation of my rice ns well as for part of my
sugarcane aiea.

28610. Can you tell the Commission the lystcm of agreement you have to

enter into with the Department of Irrigation
'* When the works were ready and

the Irrigation Department was able to supply water to the cultivators, a system
of agreement for irrigation was introduced for a term of ten years; in the begin-
ning the water rate for us was calculated and is gradually being increased at
the rate of ^ As per annum and has got to go up to Rs. 3-12-0 per acre.

28611 What is the system; does the whole village have to enter into an

agreement, or the individual farmer? In the commanded areas if 80 per cent
of cultivators agree to take water, the remaining 20 per cent will also be consi-
dered to have agreed.

28612. Foi water lifting you have introduced the Persian wheel from the

Punjab? Yes

23613 Have any other malguzar visited your farm and watched the opera-
tion of this Persian wheel? Yes, four or five malguzars came who had heard
that I had got an improved lift; they knew me and wanted to see if I could
suggest something to them; they came, saw the lift, purchased it and are using it.

28614 So that they have taktn to this new method of water lifting? Yes.

28615. On page 103 you say it is highly desirable that the size of holding
for rice should not be, less than 4 acres Why do you put it at 4 acres; have
you worked it out that 4 acres is the minimum economical holding for rice?
At the present time, with a pair of bullocks, a cultivator with his family,
assisted at times by some extra labour, does cultivate some 6 acres of rice; but
then he is over-worked. 5 acres is liked very much, but as we cannot prevent
this fragmentation, I have taken this figure of 4 Meres so that a little more scope
may be allowed to other shareholders.

28616. You want to bring about this consolidation by arbitration. How?
By panchayats The parties should first try to settle it amongst themselves;
but if they cannot, it is necessary that legislation should be introduced to provide
for arbitration.

28617. Have you had experience of arbitration in this matter? No, it is
a new move.

28618. Nothing has bee.i done? No.
' 28619. You have no data to show us that some success has been achieved
through arbitration? No, it has never been attempted

28620. Is it your view that indebtedness in your district is increasing? It
is my opinion that there ought to be no indebtedness if a fair rate of interest
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were charged. The cultivator pays and pays and yet he is not free! he pays

much more than he ought.

28621. Are you a member of any co-operative society? No.

28622. You are not in touch with the co-operative movement? No, I am

not.

28623. Do you lend money yourself? No, I am not a moneylender.

28624. On page 103 you make reference to the mortgage question and you

say that the lands have passed from the hands of the cultivators into those

of moneylenders. Is it your experience that that tendency is still marked in

your district? Where cultivators have a right of transfer or sale the lands

have passed from them, but generally there is the tenancy system and the

cultivator has not the right to sell.

28625. You have also expressed your views with regard to education; is

there any school in your own village? No, not in that village, but at a

distance of a mile and a half there'is the primary school

28626. Have you yourself made an attempt to introduce better schools

in the district? To introduce better schools?

28627. Well, any school for that matter? I do not think that is a matter

for the individual.

28628. You think there is a general demand for education? Yes.

28629. A demand amongst whom? -The cultivators, the labourers, everybody.

28630. Do the malguzars and landlords take any interest in educational

matters? They educate their children at any cost; they even send their children
to schools at long distances and get them educated.

28631. Mi. Culvert: In your note you say that the farm of the ordinary
farmer does not offer adequate prospects for one trained at the Agi {cultural

College. Is it your opinion then that the curriculum at the Agricultural College
is not suited to the type of cultivation here? It is costly and a small farmer
cannot undertake it. The men turned out from the College will be quite
suitable for big farms. By a small farm I mean a farm managed by a cultivator
with the help of his family. As there is a shortage of labour, only the small
farmer is seen to prosper. Employers suffer a loss.

28632. We are told that the average holding is between 5 and 10 acres? Yes.

28633. Is theie no opening for these cultivators to get training in the cultiva-

tion of their 5 or 10 acres? There are some crops, as for instance, sugarcane.

28634. Where can they be trained to cultivate 5 or 10 acres? In general
cropping we might suggest to him to change the seed or the implement; beyond
that we have not much to tell him. There are some crops from which a substan-
tial profit can be made, as for example, sugarcane, which I am cultivating, but

everybody cannot be expected to cultivate sugarcane; if they did, there would be

over-prod net ion of the crop and it would be sold at a loss.

28635. You suggest plots in which vegetables should be grown? Yes.

28636. Is there any caste prejudice against the growing of vegetables? No.

28637. You say that the leading cultivators do not help in demonstration?
Yes, they do not take enough interest.

28638. But we gather from the printed note that the Agricultural Department
has directed its demonstration towards the bigger cultivators? Yes.

28639. Would they have achieved better results if they had tried with the
smaller men? -The men that the Agricultural Department has chosen are doing
the work all right, but if they would help to the extent to which they could
much progress would be achieved.

28640. The point is that the bigger cultivators are not helping? Yes, there
ought to be help from the malguzar of the village, or, if he is absent, the
leading cultivator, the influential cultivator in the village

28641. He ought to, but you say he does not help? Yes, he does not help.
28642. Do you think the demonstration should be directed towards the

smaller cultivators?-Through the medium of these bigger men who carry
influence in the village.
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28643. What kind of influence do they carry? Is their influence in favour
of better cultivation? The rich men are generally respected, and agriculturally
they also carry some respect as being better men, supplied with better equipment
for carrying on their work in a better manner than the poorer cultivators can do.

28644. Actually are they using their influence on the side of improved
agriculture? They are not doing anything in that direction at all.

28645. You used the expression "leading cultivators"? Yes.

28646. In regard to what are they leading? They are the men I have ju<st

described who have the proper equipment for carrying on their farms in a
better way than the poorer cultivators; they command respect in the village
and if they took an interest in improved agriculture their example would be
quickly followed by other men.

28647. Yes, but you say they do not take an interest in agriculture; I

want the facts? In their own local matters they do

28648. Do the malguzars lead in improved agriculture? Yes, they do in
local matters; if they lead in improved methods, the improved methods will

spread.

28649. But do they lead in adopting improved methods? I should say no,
and that is why I say they should be made to do so.

28650. In another connection, you say a bank should be opened and loans

given on the recommendation of the Agricultural Department. Would you like
to give your opinion on the kind of bank you advocate? The same sort of bank
as the Co-operative Central Bank.

28651. Later on you say that you think limitations should be introduced
as to the number of extra cattle the cultivator could keep? Have you any
proposal as to how you would limit that number? Yes; in cultivated areas
where there is no grazing available the number of animals which the cultivator
keeps, over and above his requirements, for example, an extra milch cow or
buffalo, this should be limited.

28652. But how would you limit it? A man owning say 4 or 5 acres of
land should have so many cows.

28653. But how could you limit it? What would the man do with the extra
cattle? Would he dispose of them? He could sell them.

28654. By law? He could be allowed to keep the number of animals which
he should keep and he could dispose of the extra cattle as he liked,

28655. Sir Henry Lawrence: Would he sell them TO the butcher? To men
who have not got cattle and who wish to purchase them. There is a big cattle
market and cattle business is going on. If a cultivator is in need of money
he sells off his bullocks and where do these animals go but to those men who
have not got cattle.

28656. Dr. Ryder: Is it a good or a bad thing that they should not have
cattle? Well, there are areas in which there is a shortage of cattle, and there
are some areas in which there is a surplus.

28657. Sir Henry Lawrence: Do you want to have the numbers brought
down? Yes, I want them limited.

28653. And you would not have any man keep more than a certain number
of cattle? Yes. In my village there are two non-agriculturists who have got
herds of cattle and they are being grazed on land intended for plough bullocks.

28659. Such a law would not give rise to rioting? I do not know.
28660. Mr. Kamat: You have made certain suggestions in your memo-

randum which I would like you to expand further. For instance, you suggest
that men of ripe experience in the different grades of the Agricultural Department
desirous of carrying on private farming should be allowed to retire on propor-
tionate pension and that they should receive from Government a subsidy or
loan on easy terms? Do you think there are many people who would be
willing to retire on proportionate pension in the Agricultural Department?
I am not in touch

^with
aU the staff at present, but I can confidently say that

at least three men in responsible positions would like to retire.

28661. Supposing in a Province three men In the Agricultural Department
retire and do private farming, will it help that Province much in your opinion?
No. ^Out of, say, ten officers with whom I am in touch if three men retire
that is not a bad proportion.
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28662. And what guarantee have Government before they give a subsidy or

a loan that these people would be able to repay that loan if their private farming
failed? You are spending so much money on the development and expansion
of the Agricultural Department.

28663. So this money should be written ofiP No, you are spending so much
money on the expansion of the department and in case of failure the land will

be there. The money would be invested in, say, implements, wire-fencing,
bullocks, and the man*s house and property would be there as a guarantee.

28664. That should be attached by Government? Yes.

28665. Another suggestion which you have made is this. You have been

emphasising that travelling allowances to members of your association should

be paid and your suggestion is that a small cess of about half an anna per rupee
on the land revenue should be levied? Could you give me an idea how much
this half an anna cess in the land revenue \\ould bring in the Central Provinces?
If I knew the total collection of land revenue I could work it out.

28666. In that case I could work it out myself also. What is the total

land revenue of your Province? I do not know.

28667. You want all of the cesses to be devoted to the payment of travelling

allowances, not towards any agricultural reform? I did make a rough calculation

for my tahsii and I came to the conclusion that a cess of half an anna would
meet that expense; it was a rough estimate only.

28668. Assuming that half an anna were to be levied, would the payment of

allowances to members be the best way of spending it for agricultural improve-
ment? I think so, because agricultural improvements will best spread in the

country through the medium oi the leading cultivators on the spot, but these

men are not taking enough interest and I suggest that we might try this and see

whether it would work or not.

28669. One more suggestion which you make is with reference to veterinary
treatment. You suggest that in the villages malguzars should be trained to use
certain medicines by the veterinary people. Is that a workable proposition?
That is my opinion.

28670. What sort of medicines have you in mind? Treatment for ordinary
diseases, that is treatment for rounds, for diarrhoea, even for rinderpest.

28671. Then you have another suggestion that for purposes of fuel certain
trees should be planted by cultivators, that is to say, if they have 6 acres, 1

acre should be devoted to the planting of trees. Do you think a cultivator

having 6 acres would give 1 acre out of that to planting out trees, rice and
sugarcane being as profitable as you have described them to be? I have also
said that by using the leaves of those trees as manure and by the use of the

cattle-dung which will be saved by the introduction of fuel, the outturn will

be so increased that the cultivator will get more grain from the remaining area
than he is getting at present.

28672. Supposing you yourself have 30 acres, would you devote 3 or 4
acres out of that for planting trees rather than for sugarcane? That is what I

wish. I have already started that work because I am at a long distance from
the forest and I am supposed to bring my supply of firewood from the forest.

Why should I not have my own supply of fuel at hand on the spot?

28673. How long will these trees take to grow? They are quick-growing
trees. I think that in ten years they will be big enough.

28674. A man has to wait ten years before he can get his fuel from these
trees. Till then cow-dung has to be used? After ten years what would be the
value of the fuel from one acre? How much would it bring in at the end of
ten years? In one acre by keeping a spacing of 40 feet some 25 trees will be
planted; the cultivator will use one or two trees out of this and plant one or
two.

28675. The Chairman: You would have a rotation? Yes.

28676. When you say 40 feet spacing, are you thinking of a catch crop
uetween the trees? When they are small a catch crop can be taken.

28677. Do you really suggest that the type of plantation best suited f^r
providing fuel is that in which trees are planted 40 feet apart? Considering thfc
size of the k&ranja tree I think so. I am referring to this particular tree.
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28678. Mr. Kamat: You say in this Province the people do not understand

well sinking and that this work had better be undertaken by the Agricultural

Department. I do not know how, when wells in this country have been built

in India for thousands of years, these people do not understand the principles

of masonry? That sounds very extraordinary? We are a most backward

Province.

28679. With reference to the Persian wheel from the Punjab, have you
heard that in Gujarat and Bombay Persian wheels of a certain type are very very
common? Have you tried themr* I have tried the Punjab Persian wheel which

is much better than the Gujarat wheel. 1 have been to the Poona Show and

seen these Persian wheels. Their cost ranges from Rs. 400 to Rs. 600. They
are designed for greater depths; the water level seems to be lower in Gujarat
and Bombay than in the Punjab.

28680. You are in favour of introducing legislation for the purpose of

castrating bulls? Have you tested public opinion to sec whether it would be

against it? I do not think that the idea of legislation would be repugnant to

them.

28681. Have you had any idea, if castration were to be carried on a very
large scale, how much staff would be necessary? I think the people should be
trained in using that implement adopted in this new method of castration. The

Veterinary Assistant Surgeon or Deputy Superintendent should not be allowed

to carry on that work alone.

28682. The ordinary people you think should be able to use it? Yes.

28683. Sir S. M. Chitnavis: Is your iron plough suitable for biasi? No.
We can only take it up in transplanted areas.

28684. And this has been taken up in Chhattisgarh? No.

28685. Sir Henry 1 awrence: I think you said that malguzars are prepared
to spend any sum of money in the education of their children? No, whatever
they can afford to spend. Everybody aspires to have his children educated

according to his means.

28686. Is this an English education that these malguzars give to their
children or a vernacular education^ In the beginning it is vernacular, but he
cannot make an estimate in the beginning as to how far he can let his son go
in his education. He begins with vernacular, then he sends him to the middle
English schools and the high schools and ultimately, if he can afford it, to
college.

28687. Sir Ganga Ram: Does he not then aim at becoming a lawyer?He does.

28688. Sir Henry Lawrence: What do you regard is a reasonable sum to

spend for the education of a boy from the beginning until he takes his degree?
There must be some education in English and he must read up to the Matricu-
lation, but I am not in a position to answer that question.

28689. Sir Ganga Ram: What is the market value of land?It is sold in
my part at Rs. 100 per acre on tenancy right.

28690. It is tenancy land? Yes,

28691. What do you mean by tenancy land? Is it not proprietary land? No.
28692. You buy the tenancy rights for Rs. 100 an acre? Yes.

28693. Whom does the land belong to? In some cases to the malguzar.
28694. Did you buy your own land? Yes, a part of it from the malguzar

direct and a part of it from the cultivators.

28695. And your profit, after paying all expenses, is Rs. 200 an acre? Yes,
for sugarcane.

28696. You said that about one-third of your land is cultivated with sugar-
cane? Yes; and Rs. 200

^an
acre is the guaranteed net profit, if improved

methods of cultivation are introduced.

28697. After paying all expenses? Yes.

28698. It is a very good investment, What pension do you get now?
Rs. 42-14-0.

28699. What was the highest pay you were drawing? Rs. 140.
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38700. Why did you not think of taking up agriculture in the earlier days ?

Because I did not come to know about it.

, 28701. As an Agricultural Assistant, did you not know it P As soon as I knew
about it, I did not want to serve.

28702. In what districts have you served? In Chhattisgarh *nd for sometime
at Jubbulpore.

28703. Have you experience of all the districts ? I know the Chhattisgarh
Divisiont the Northern Circle, and Bhandara and Balaghat districts.

28704. Where is your land? In the Balaghat district.

28705. How can people afford to buy food without money ? What is the crop
from which you derive a net profit ? Is it sugarcane P Yes. The supply of gur is short
of the demand here, and it has to be imported from the Bombay Presidency and Madras
and the United Provinces.

28706. And cotton? The Balaghat district is too rainy for cotton, but I had in

mind to try the variety ef cotton which is grown in Madras by lift irrigation,

28707. You say that food is short of the demand ? I said in respect of gur and

sugar.

28708. Is it gur that is short of the demand, or refined sugar? There is no

supply of sugar.

28709. You import white sugar? White sugar and gur, both ; we want white

sugar ab well as gur.

28710. You import gur ? Yes, in large quantities.

28711. From where do you import it P From the United Provinces, the Bombay
Presidency and Madras,

28712. You cannot make enough gur for your requirements P No j that is why
the profits are higher.

28713. Do you grow wheat for your requirements? My land is not suited for

wheat.

28714. Do the people import other food also ? The cultitators do not import ;

they grow their own rice j
rice is the staple food

; they also grow pulses.

28715. They eat something with the rice ? Yes, they eat pulses and they grow
their own pulses.

28716. Do they grow enough of pulses ? Yes.

28717. Are there any puica wells in this Province ? The wells for drinking water
are pucca ; irrigation wells are not pucca,

28718. They are|nowhere pucca ? No.

28719. They do not know how to sink & pucca well ? No,

28720. Do you not ask the Assistants of the Agricultural Department to import
well-sinkers P I am afraid the Agricultural Department will not be able to help me in

that direction,

28721* Why P Because they have not got ajwell-sinker,

28722. They can import one from the Punjab ? I discussed the question with the

Agricultural Engineer when he paid a visit to my farm, I suggested it to him but he
said he was short of funds, and that he could not take up any new work owing to short-

age of funds.

8723* There is nowhere a pucca well for irrigation ? No

28724. Has the Persian wheel that you imported got iron buckets ? Yes, all its

parts are iron
j only the frame is wooden though iron framing can also be imported

but it would add to the cost.

28725. The people are quite able to put it in repair, if anything goes wrong with
it ! 4tis only two years since it was installed, it is working all right ; no difficulty
has arisen so tar.

28796. Sir Thomas Middleton : You have been serving in most parts of the
Province?! have experience of this Division, Chhattisgarh \\ I have also ^experience
of the Balaghat district, and I was in the north o the Province in the Jubbulpore
district.
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2^737- You^ y<>ur early instruction in agriculture in th* Nagpurj school?*

Yes.

28728. When you had seen the advantage of agriculture
in the Province, }OU

made up your mind to go in for farming after you retired ? Yes.

28729. You selected a piece of good land ?Yes.

28730. How much land were you able to get ? 35 acres.

28731. You think that there are a number of others in the department who rf

they were allowed to lake proportionate pens'on, would use their opportunities
t seeing

what can be done and acquire land, as you have done, for farming; that is )our

opinion ? Yes.

28732. How many, do you think, would avail themselves of an offer of that: sort

if it were made p I *m in touch with ten officers out of whom at least three *ould agree

to retire.

28733. We have another proposal of the same sort. A prominent
WI

|;

|W*V"
another Presidency made the suggestion t -at after agricultural officers had been

employed for ten years, they should be dismissed and made to go in for *a
"n"Jg.

"
"f-

do you think of a suggestion of that sort P Tne activities of those trained men would

be hampered for uant of money ,
it would not help them.

28734. You have told us what piofiw you make in sugarcane. Does the rest of

the land pay any profit? You have 10 acres of sugarcane on which y **c *

profit P-Yes, and 10 acres of rice, ,o acres have to be left fallcw for the succeeding

crop. Sugarcane cannot be grown ^continuously.

28735. Is there any net profit from the rice land ?-I derive very

it because 1 am an employer of labour and I have to pay very hl*Y * th
in my district the manganese mines are working, and <.n account ot mat me

of labour are high.

28736. How many pairs of bullocks do you require for the J* a%es
. *~*J

C

busy season, when cane crushing goes on, I keep four pairs,
but in tne rainy

I keep two pairs.

287^7. You can hire them in the busy season?- 1 purchase them, as 1 am near

a cattle market
;

I sell, them at a reduced rate when I do not want them.

28738. Do you lose much in selling? I do not mind that, because the cost of

keeping them is higher than the loss I sustain Hy selling them.

287JG. Cane crushing work is very heavy work and th

deteriorate a good deal?-! actually suflfer on this account; my
on account of the very hard work they have to do.

28740. You have taken that into account ^estimating your profits
from

sugarcane? That was not the'case with khan cane.

28741. In what part of the Province do you find the best cattle ?-In Berar

there are good cattle, but I do not think they are bred there.

28742. Where are they bred P In some jungly tract which I do not know,

28743. And the worst cattle you find here? Yes, in this Division.

28744. Fiom your answer, I take it that you have! never been in these jungly

tracts where they are breeding cattle P I have been through those tracts in y

official capacity.

28745. What class of men breed the cattle? What tribes ?~They are profes-

sional cattle-breeders.

28746. What do you call them in the Central Provinces ? Are they called

rabarisV-Thty are called gwalas \ they ate also men who come from Central inaia

and they are called banjaras or naiks.

28747. Are they usually very skilled and very careful breeders ? They do not

catty on that work scientifically.

28748. Is that because fodder is getting scarce? -They have no knowledge as

to how that work can be improved.

28749. Yott mentioned that you use sulphate of ammonia for your sugarcane ?

Yes.
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of manure
;
have you ever found any adulteration in a manure like sulphate of am-

monia PNo, I get my supplies from the Government farm, where it is tested. I do
not get it direct from the dealers, and I have suggested in my written answers that

this procedure should be followed.

28751. How do the cultivators who have not been in touch with the Government
farms get sulphate of ammonia, if they useit?^~They do not use it for other crops
than sugarcane.

28752 Where do the sugarcane cultivators get their supply of sulphate of

ammonia from P The only $tui ce for them is t e farm dep6t ;
if they use it they

must go to the farm and get it.

28753. Stt Ganga Ram: What price do you pay for sulphate of ammonia ?

Rs. 220 per ton.

28754. And what do \ ou pay foi r.ttrate of soda V- -That alt>o ib about the

same price j
I am not quite sure of it.

2^755 How rnary hundredweights do y< u put on su^arcai^? It is on the basis

of nitrogen content
;

I apply 150 Ibs, of nitrogen, to my c.ine crop altogether, out
of which 50 Ibs. is in the shape of ammonium sulphate and 100 lbi>. in the bhape of

oil-cake; it is en the basis of nitrogen content.

28756. You aUo use nitrate of soJa ? I use ammonium sulphate because in it

the unit of nitrogen is available at a cheaper rate than in nitrate of soda.

28757. Sir Thomas Middleton . Do you grow any green manure cropj on your
own land 9 1 wish I could gr^w them. When I was at the Poona Show last October,
I had information that in Madras they green-manure their fields with ^eaves of trees.

I knew it ten years ago, but I did not know positively which leaves were suitable or
were used by them. I met a big landlord of Madras in the Show, and he told me that

karanja was mostly used by them.

38758. You have not grown it >et ? No

28759. Do you know whether it wants much moisture in the soil'? I had

planted karanja trees on the Government farm for shade, and I noticed they were

quick growing trees.

28760. Do you use karanja cake? - It is used fur sugarcane.

28761. SirGanga Kami Do crops grow under ith shade? When the tree is

full grown it is not possible to grow any crops under its shade, but in the beginning
it is possible.

28762. Sir Thomas Middleton ; Does the karanja tree want deep soil with

plenty of water or will it grow on dry land ? It is growing on the roadsides here

everywhere.

28763. Aff. Wills: You said that you recommended the postponement of the
revenue payments ? Yes.

28764. Is that with a view to benefit the marketing of the crop? Yes, so that

they can have more time to dispose of the crop.

28765. Is it primarily intended for the benefit of the proprietor of the village or
the tenants? The tenants,

28766. Do you not think it is possible that if the .date of payment is postponed,
the tenant may find difficulty in finding the money to pay ? Now the tenant is so

very careful that he will not fail to pay.

28767. On page 103 of your rote you suggest that it is not very advisable that the
cultivator should handle cash. '

Granting of taccovi loans on the recommendation of
the Agricultural Department for seed, manure and implements is Working better as the
cultivator does not handle cash." Does not that suggest that you-rather distrust the

capacity of the cultivator for holding up cash against his requirements P I do
,
he is

so much pressed at times that he may spend that money in oth'er directions.

28768. You do not think that tne postponement of hist will help ? He knows that
if he does so he will be dispossessed of the land j the value of the land is rising ;

the
land revenue is Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 per acre and in three years it may go up to Rs. 10, and
for the sake cf Rs. 10 he will not let the land go.

28769. Is it a fact that certain unscrupulous malguzars encourage arrears of rents
as much ai possible with a view to getting hold of the land PYe* \ but the tenants
are very careful now.
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But do the malguxars encourage arrears P In my village the malguxar is

not a moneylender. He has no money to lend out.

287711 You never had any training in the Revenue Department P No.

28772. Do you think it would serve any purpose if selected officers of the Agri-
cultural Department had a certain training in the Revenue Department in the earlier

years of their service P I think officers of the both departments should interchange.
Formerly) the Revenue Inspectors were recruited from the agricultural school ; that

system worked very well and those officers have been very successful ; they have risen

even to the post of Extra-Assistant Commissioner.

28773. Let me give a concrete suggestion. Supposing the members of the Agri-
cultural Department were deputed to work as Assistant Settlement Officers for two or
three years in the earlier period of their service, do you think that would be a useful

experience for them P You mean they should work as Assistant Settlement Officers

to start with without having experience of Ijwer grades as Revenue Inspectors ?

28774. After they have had a certain amount of experience in the Agricultural

Department they could be tried
;
but assuming that could be done you think it would

help them in dealing with agricultural problems atterwards P Yes
;

it would.

28775. The Chairman-. When did you retire from the service P I retired only
two years ago, but have been working on my farm for the last four years.

28776. Did you retire before the usual period of service ? -There was some
defect in my health and as I also wanted to work on my farm I took leave before

retirement.

(This concludes the witness's public evidence.)
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Mr. PURUSHOTTAM PRASAD PANDEYA, Malguzar, Balpur,
Bilaspur District.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION I. RESEARCH. Research affecting the welfare of the agriculturists
and veterinary research both arc of importance but they muit be carried on with

economy. Indian youths from all parts ol India should be selected for this work.

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.- To induce the masses to take special
intereit in cultivation, practical knowledge of producing country vegetables should be

imparted. Vegetables are scarce in villages and if they are grown properly, they are
sure to benefit the cultivators.

Instruction should be given to the agriculturists on social economy, i.e., they may
realise that wasteful expense* on social gathering lead to a great extent to their ruin

and indebtedness. They may copy the examples of thrifty agricultural classes like

the Aghariya caste in the Bilaspur and Sambalpur districts. This caste ij> noted for its

frugality, sobriety and temperate habits.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE (a) There must be such societies and farms which might
advance money and seed to the needy cultivators without interest. The big landlords

may be induced to help their brethren by giving them loans on moderate or nominal
interest.

(b) Taccavi is good. But the method of realising it is discouraging and appears to

be very hard.

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS (a) Poverty and want are the main
causes of borrowing. Dftith or marriage in the family, purchase of cattle, continued

illness, failure of crops> house building, these compel a man to borrow money. They
fail to repay the loan on account of high interest and owing to scanty income

(b} For loans to Agriculturists^ the rate of interest must be fixed by Government.

They might be very low. Yes, measures should be taken to deal with rural insolvency
and to apply the Usurious Loans Act. Sometimes villages &nd holdirgs are triken by
the moneylenders and the original owners' families become paupers. Laws should be

made to save the childrm * f such unforturate malguiars and ryots who borrtw money
and do not care to repay it. Some agriculturists are addicted to wine, opium, hemp
and fall a victim to usurets who lend ti em mtney on high interest and deprive them of

their landed propeity, to the luin of their sons and grandsons The Government should

make laws to see that the sons and families of such foolish creatures may not lose their

ancestral property, if they manage to pay the actual loans minus all interest.

Mortgaged landed properties should never lapse to moneylenders and for this laws

should be so made.

QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. (a) If holdings are in one plot and
block, the cultivator can do much to inciease his income and produce better quality of

corn. But with the partition among brcthers the fragmentation continues in spite of

individual attempts at consolidation of holdings.

(b) The ryot class as a rule are against the consolidation of holdings, while the

malguzar class favours it. But it is of great good to both the classes,

(c) Yes, legislation to save and safeguard the interest of minors and widows is

more necessary. Persons legall) incapable, do such things as ate ruinous to their

family and sons. There must be strong restrictions against moneylenders in their way
of cheating and entangling needy cultivators. The civH court may re directed always
to side with the poor and indebted peasantry where their holdings and villages are

concerned.

QUESTION 8. IRRIGATION. In the Bilaspur district, especially in the tracts

transferred from the Sambalpur district, tanks are the only source of irrigation. These
tanks are very very old water rcbervotrs and they were dug out not by the State or the

old Rajas but by the malguzars and charitably disposed person^ for supply of trinking
water and for irrigation. In Government villages and in khalsa areas, no great trouble
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is experienced for getting permission to improve or enlarge old tanks or to make new
tanks by ryots and malguzars. The Deputy Commissioner shows enough sympathy antf
commonsense in sanctioning such applications. But in

villages which are ufller
a superior proprietor or talukdar, it is very difficult to obtain his consent and
permission The superior proprietor or talukdar will not give his consent unless his

demands aie fulfilled. He is himself unable to improve or construct such tanks, but he
will not permit others to do so unless he is paid a heavy sum as a private present. He
does raise objections to the granting of sanad or certificate for improvements effected

bythery.it or inferior proprietor or the malguzar. All such restrictions should be
removed and the makers of tanks for irrigation should be given every possible

encouragement by the Hovernment and the tilukd?rs be instructed to be reasonable and

just.

QUESTION 15. VETERINARY. The agricultuiists are learning to make use of the

veterinary dispensaries but they are far removed from the villages. It is beyond the

power of villager* to go there or to get assistance just in time. The travelling

dispent,ines also cannot be of service to the villagers as the stock tf medicines they
keep is always not enough, With every Patwan there ought to be a small stock of

medicines tj seive in time. The agriculturists might easily get to the Patwaris and
can bring medicine. Patwam* may be taught easy lessons on "

cattle diseases and
their treatment " and there must be an easy literature to help the lettered people.
Medicines are not found ii ordinary shops and the strck of medicines in noted centres

is necessary. Information reaches the veterinary dispensaries ton late and the doctor

sometimes visits a village aft^r the disease ha* subsided after killing numbers of cattle.

The doctors consider it as a burden to visit
out-pf-thc-wty places and sometimes their

treatment of the people is very harsh The majority of the agriculturists are too poor
to spend anything on treatment of cattle without the help of moneylenders or their

rich brethren. Instead of appointing a superior Vetennary Officer the strength of

doctors and subordinate officers should be increased in every district and they should
be sent in large numbets to villages affected with contagious diseases.

16 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. " The cow is the mother of prosperity
1 '

is a well known provetb ano it contuns in it the greatest truth. India is a land of

Gopal the cow-worshipper's God. It was a mine of milk, curd, pure ghi and butter,

But now theie is a fan,me of unadulterated milk or ghi even for medicine. The result

is that Indian people are getting weaker and weaker and
earl^

death and disease a^e

the results. Even in villages, the infants do not get milk in ordinary quantity and the

mi'k of then own motheis ib inadequate to nurse them properly The number of cows
is decreasing eve^y year. Under 4 he circumstances, breeding farms and dairy farms
must be op-red for eve'-y gioup tf 40 or 50 villages all over India. The capitalists
should be induced to finance ,\ nd support such farms. This is as imperative as the

education of the children. The cows may be of
pure Indian breeds. Government

ought to take a leading part in breeding and dairy farming as cows and milk are the

very life and light of agriculture and agriculturists

Every nttempt should be made to reserve pasture lands for the grazing of cattle

Grass ns a crop should be prown for the purpose of grazing, because the cattle do
not get proper amount of food. They are ill -fed and so become lean and thin. The
pastures kept in villages do not now yield good grass and herbs. They have lost

theii power of producing grass Every effort should be made to make them more
fertile.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (a) In the Central Provinces dis-

tricts, where rice is the main crj>p, an average cultivator spends upon his holding at least

8 months. In the slack -eason, cultivate rs do nothing at all or run to factories like

the Tata Iron Works, Kalimati, simply to sacrifice their lives for a clearly bought gain,

They return home diseased and in broken health and spread many epidemics like

cholera ana -small-pox. If they can manage to spin at home, their lives can be
made happier and they can do good to the country by supplying hand-spun yarn
fur winch there seems to be a great demand.

4$) Ckikra or charka spinning is the simplest and most important home industry.
But the difficulty is that the people do not get cMton in sufficient quantity, to keep
their charkas going for months. If every village can produce cotton so as to keep
the empty hands using charka for ? or 3 months, for the rest of the year cotton

from bazar or from Government stores opened for the purpose can be obtained.

Every hand can thus earn at home two to three annas per day, Charka is an unfailing
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helper for the poor. The castes which grow cotton and take to charka are much
better off than those which do not grow and use it. The Aghariya caste of Bilaspnr
and Sambalpur districts may be mentioned here.

(0 Bee-keeping, rope-making, and lac culture are also good, if they can be
introduced successfully and can be rranaged by local men (competent men found
in the locality where they are started, and not by outsiders or non-local men)

(d) Yes* there must be such factories in every tract. Hut they must be controlled

by co-operative banks,

(A) Learning and capital are the two main things which can open the eyes of
the people sunk in ignorance and misery. Every human being wants to live a happy
and healthy life, wants to see that his house, his village and his Botherland should
be free from diseases and ailments. But he has no means to improve his own
environment. Prejudice ami old practices also prevent him from making any
reforms. It should be the duty of the Government to see that the masses get
enlightenment and rood employment to make their lives happy and healthy. Every
encouragement must be given to ayutvedic and unam vaidycu* and fuktms to serve
the people in time of need and they should be financed to keep useful an 1 necessary
drugs for free distribution to the needy poor. Tanks or wells should be dug up by
the villagers for drinking purposrs in places where they are wanted. Pits, watery
tmd damp places near the village site should be filled up and improved.

QUESTION 20. MARKETING. No; there are great defects in the market facilities.

I refer to the rice market which is the most important of all. The simple village people
who produce corn and g" to sell rice to the Marwaris or other ma/wjans do not get
the proper and exact return of their goods. The Marwaris prone in the dealing and
the village people suffer in every respect. The mode of measuring is unfair and deceit-

ful The purchasers or the Marwaris are the masters of the village bazars The rate
of rice in a market-centre is 8 seers per rupee while it is selling 6 seers per rupee in

Nagpur or Bombay. The Marwaris refuse to purchase rice in a bazar if the sellers do
not offer them 10 seers or 12 seers per lupee The sellers have brought rice from iOj 12
or 15 miles and they would be unwilling to take barkthe heavy loads on their shoulders
or headb. They are compelled to yield to the wishes of the Marwaris even at great
losses. To save the villa* ers from such loss, the rate of the main produce in every
important railway centre must be made known publicl> to the people on the morning
of the bazar day through the agency of village watchmen or police or pat-warts and

every step should be taken to see that no unfaii modes are adopted in n easuring. In
case the Marwaris are not willing to purchase rice or wheat according to the rate
fixed in noted centres, tl.e whole stock may be deposited with or purchased by an agent
appointed by, ox reptescntatives of, such bodies of experts as the Agricultural District

Assoi lation. One of their u.ain duties should be to see that the village produce is sold

at the highest rate and the producers and not the Marwari middlemen get the profit
which is due to the producer or village people. In this connection, I may mention that
societies should be furmed to safeguard the interest of the milage people who sell their

main agricultural produce in village barars or in railway station market centres. '1 here

should be purchase societies and societies foi the sale of produce or stock.

QUESTION 22 CO-OPERATION. Co operation in its true sense is not met with in

practice. The officials who engineer an i run this department fail to realise that they
are for the happiness and betterment of the masses or their membets, They more or
less adopt the method of a greedy banta to accumulate capital It seems to be more
a busines^ concern than an encouraging, helping and patriotic institution. The result
is that many agricullu ists who deal with it go dissatisfied and the result is that their
fellowmen get too t iscouraged to join the society. The societies formed for sale of

produce, cattle-breeding, joint farming and purchase socitties can become boons to the
masses if they are conducted in the spirit of real co-operation and pattiotism.
Consolidation of holdings is of great benefit to the majority of agriculturists. It will

help them in improving their land and in freeing them from litigation.

QUESTION 23. GENERAL EDUCATION (a) The present system of education
does not help the agriculturists in any way in bettering their material condition. The
high school and college students hanker after service and those who have landed

property never care to improve it nor do they take pains to visit and inspect the work
of agriculture in their own fields. They are too weak and tender to withstand the

hardships of an agriculturist's life. Even the boys who attend primary schools for

a period of 4 or 5 years begin to hate their fathers' vocation of tilling the ground
and doing

" forced and free
'' labour as is prevalent in many parts of India The

system working at present does not create a taste in the majority of students for
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manual labour and hard agricultural work. This work is left entirety to farm servants

who are un'ettercd like the very plough cattle which drive the ploughs, Indian

students and graduates return to ngriculture when all other efforts to get employment
have proved fruitless. And even it they fake to agriculture, they can never become
better or typical fieldmen.

Agriculture must form olne of the compulsory subjects in colleges, high schools,

middle schools and primary schools. In village schools, a great deal of practical work
of agriculture should be done.

(6) (i) Night schools may be opened in some villages as a test and the students

there be made to read certain good moral poems nnd songs and prayers and to write

ordinary letters. Other subjects may be taught orally to improve their genernl

knowledge of the world. They may be allowed to do all the household work during
the day. The course may be for two years only.

(n) Compulsory education in rural areas will have to rreet with great apathy

People consider it as a trouble. But education must be made attractive to the children

by introducing spinning, care of cattle, girdenmg, carpentry, etc.

(iii) Such boys lapse into complete illiteracy within three or four years* But
for Tulsi Das's immoital work "The Ramaynn

" then four vears 1 labours over the
11 the three RV would have been fruitless. Travelling libraries of light literature

ought to be introduced to keep up the learning of such boys.

Oral Evidence (through an interpreter).

28777. The Chairman : Mr. Purushottam Prasad Pandeya, you have provided the

Commission with a note of evidence which you desire to put before us. Do >ou wish

to make any statement at this stage P 1 will rcp'y to whatever questions are asked.

28778. Is it your experience that there is a good demand tor country vegetables

which you mention as a possible source of a new cultivation ? -There is a demand.

38779. Where does the demand exist ? - In every village.

28780. For consumption in the v llage ? Yes

28781. Do you youraelf cultivate any land P Yes.

28782. How much P 200 acres.

28783. What are your principal crops
* Rice.

28784. Any sug .r ? Veiy little.

28785 Are youi lands irrigated ? Very Irtle, fron village tanks.

28786. Is it your view that there U room for an extension of irrigation ? Yes.

28787. From what source P From big tanks as they were constructed in 189^.

28768. Are there any streams in >our neighbourhood which could be dimmed
for storage

p No.

38789. Do yon lend money P No.

28790. /\re you satisfied with the veterinaiy service in your district P-^-I get very
little help ; it is at a distance.

28791; Are you a member of your District Council P I am a member of the Local
Board.

28792. Does your Local Board cortrol certain veterinary officers? Yes

28793. Do you think that a good arrangement P The management is all right
but as they are far off fro u the inteiior they cannot come in time to the villages where

they are required.

28794. How far from your holding is the nearest Veterinary Assistant P -
90 miles

28795. Is your District Board sufficiently in funds to carry out the maintenance
of the roads in its charge P No.

28796. What is the principal demand from the publics for better roads or for

better education, or what P -First education, next roads*

28797. Is there a growing demand for education on the part of the cultivator

proper P Theie is no real demand but the demand should be created

38798. On what do you found vourselfwhen on page 1 26 you expreis the view that

the number of cows is decreasing P- They are not looked after property; there is

a dearth of fodder.
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28799. I d not think you understand my question. What makes you think that
the number of cows is decreasing at thts moment P It is my own experience that "in

the neighbouring villages the cultivators who had more cows have now less cows.

28800. The Raja of Farlakimedi i What is the reason for the decrease; is it

because the cultivat rs are encroaching upon the pasture land P No; they do not take

proper care of the animals and there is a dearrh of fodder. There is some encroach-

ment, and, secondly, those areas which are allotted for the grazing of cattle do not

grow good grass.

aSSoi. Th* Chairman \ What is the season of fodder shortage in your district?

In the hot season and in the rainy season.

28802. Is there any natural grazing available at those periods P There is no forest

for grazing.

38803, But even if there were gra/ing available, is it not the case that at certain

seasons of the year there would be no grass P Yes.

28804. So that increased pasturage is not a complete solution of thi problem ?

Unless there is good grass in the area it wi\l not help.

28805. Is any attempt made to preserve fodder in the flush season against shortage
in the dry season P There is not enough grass for that season, so that we cannot cut

and preserve it.

28806. You have mentioned the possibility of introducing lac culture, rope-making
and bee-keeping, and you think that it might be an advantage if those industries could

be introduced successfully and could be managed by local men, Wt-u!d you object to

their being started by help from outside ? If these industries are started from outside,

then the labourers will get employment in those industries but all the profit wi 1 go to

outsiders, which is not a sound policy. It local capital be used) the profits will go to

local shareholders who will have more sympathy with their labourers*

28807 In dealing with the question of co-operation, you complain that societies

are managed more in the sprit of the "
greedy bania " than in one of helpfulness

toward^ the cultivitors Would you give us an instance of what it is you complain of P

Those who are more connected with borrowing should be members of their societies,

so that they should have more sympathy with the borrowers.

28808. Have you knowledge of any society in particular P I do not know, but

I think it is possible. In {anjgir, the tahsil headquarters, they have started it.

28809. Have you sufficient grounds upon which to make the rather serious

charge that societies are managed in the spirit of the 'greedy bania" P I have no

proof.

28810. Sir Ganga Rani : Are you a Biahmin P -Yes.

38811. Have you all your life been a cultivator, or been living on cultivation P

I have neve, done anything

28812. Have you any sons or tel&tinns engaged in cultivation or arc they pursuing
some other occupations such as law ?~ We have got a joint family and ail the members
are engaged in cultivation.

28813 Sit Thomas Middleton i With reference to the enlarging of these village

tanks, you complain of the action of tilukdars who insist on having a present before

the tanks are enlarged. Could there be any possible harm done to the talukdar

by the enlarging of the tank or is this purely black rail P The talukdar do -s not
suffer anything thereby, but his cousent is simply required and for that he experts some
money.

28814. Then again compleint is made of the action of the veterinary officer who
sometimes treats the people harshly when he is called to out-of the-way place..
Does the veterinary officer get any fee for his Attendance P He does not charge any
lees.

28815. Does he, like the talukdar, expect a present P No.

28816. You quote a proverb "The cow is the mother of piwsperity." W^uU you
agree with me if I changed the proverb to " The well-fed cow is the mother of pros-

,|>erityP-Yes.

98817. Do people feed their cows proper/y in your district P No.
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28818, You say India is the land of cow-worshippers ; yet your neighbours do
not feed their cows P As a man of influence in your district, cannot you induce your
tenants to feed their cows P I do to a certain extent,

28819. How many cows have you yourself got P *~About 4o or 50.

28820. In what season do these cows calve generally P- In December and January.

28821. And when do they go dry P After 6 or 7 months.

28822. How are these cows fed during the months when they are dry ? On rice
straw.

28823. No grain at all ? When they are in rnilk they get grain.

28824. I am afraid you are not a cow- word nipper : you feed them when they
are giving milk but when they are dry you give them nothing but bkusa ^ Ye^,

28825. Dr. Hydet : To what is this deterioration of the cattle due P Their breed
is deteriorating ,

their yield is deteriorating. Wha- are the causes of tnis deterio-

ration P-~ Ins ilficiency of fodder and good food.

20826. Would you like to have the rule of damdopat applied here P What is

that?

28827. It is a ni'6 of Hindu law that in no case should the debtor be forced to

pay more thajpi twice the original principal lent? I am not in favour of that for all

cases, tut only in the case of poor tenants.

28828. Would you like to have the Usurious Loans Act applied here? -Yes.

28829. Sir Ganga Ram: What is the total area ot )our land ? 600 acres.

28830. And what land revenue do you pay ? Rs. 432.

38831. The Raja of Parlakiwedi : You suggest On the fust page of your note that

the growing
1 of vegetables should be encouraged? Is it >our view that it should be

a bye-industry ^^es.

38832. You complain about the zamindars not maintaining irrigation sources in

proper condition. Is it not possible for the ryots to go to Government for the redress
of theii gnevances ?~-There are so many tanks that it is not possible for them to repair
them.

28833. I am afraid you did not understand me. In my part of the country, if the

zamindar fails to ma'ntain the irrigation sources in proper condition, the ryots can

apply to the Collector to get them repaired to the extent necessary, and after that the

amount is collected from the zamindar as part of the Government dues Is not that

facility prevalent in these parts? There t no system like that here.

28834. Sir 5, M ChitnaviM Is there no mention made about repairs in the

record of rights P According to the record of lights, the ryot are authorised to make
an improvement in the village tanks, but the zamindar claims that his consent should

be taken before any improvement is made.

28835. TkeRajaofParlakimedii When he fails to comply with such a request
what steps can the ryots take when it is necessary to irrigate their fields ? They are

not prevented from making use of the water, but if they want to improve the supply the

zamindar comes in the way unless his consent is taken beforehand.

28836. You suggest that the moneylender should not have a hold upon the land

that is to say, he should not be able to proceed against the land to recover his dues,

Is it your vi^w that the Impartible Estates Act, which we have in operation in Madras>

should be extended to this Province? In Madras there are permanently settled estates

which the owners cannot mortgage for borrowing money. Oo you want that sort of

system to be extended here P -I would like to have it here.

28837. Should'it be extended in every case, or would you limit it to people

having a certain amount of property P - It should be extended with some limitation.

(The witness withdrew,)
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COL. H. de L. POLLARD-LOWSLEY, C.M.G., C.I.E., D.S.O.,
Chief Engineer, Irrigation, Central Provinces.

Note on Irrigation.

Irrigation in the Central Provinces is required mainly in order to ensure a

satisfactory outturn from the rice crop, It is also used for cane and garden crops and

to a comparatively smajl extent for rabi crops such as wheat, gram and barley,

So far as Government irrigation works are concerned, except in tfe case of two

small works in thtJ Shahgarh tract of the Saugcr Histnct, they are nc>w denned
solely for the irrigation of nee and, though small areis of other crops are irrigated

from certain of these works, it is contemplated generally thu the irrigation of these

other crops will cease as the extent of the rice area irrigated devt lops up ta the full

capacity of the works. In a few cases., where ir is known that it will never be possible

to use the full capacity of a work for the irrigation of r<ce the irrigation of other cro^s
wtll be continued,

The districts are placed in the order of their importance as rice*growing districts. The

Chhattisgarh Civil Division stand? easily 6rst in respect of the total area of rice,

The figures in column 9 show, however, that private irrigation barely exists in that

Division, Compared with the Nagpur Division, the raiifall is somewhat low and
the necessity for Government irrigation is greater in the Chhattisgarh Division
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than in any other part of the Province. It is, however, in the Nagpur
Division that the best rice is grown and most of it is transplanted, while in

Chhattisgarh, though efforts have been made to intioduce transplantation, practically
no success has been achieved. No success can indeed bs expected until holdings h>we
been consolidated, and even when this ha* been done development will be obtained only

gradually, for the population is somewhat sparse and the cultivators are lazy and

unenterprising.

Private irrigation cin hardly be said to exist outside the Nagpur Division and the
Seoni district ofthe Jubbulpore Division where the conditions approximate to those of
the Nagpur Division.

3. The figures in the statement in paragraph 2 show that when the Government
works now under cot structiun are completed and fully developed, the percentage of the
area of rice iingeted will be highest in the districts of the Nagpur Division, as it is at

present. In the Chhat'is^arh Division, where irrigation i most v anted to secure the

rice crop, a c. osideieble advance will have been made, but in nil these districts of the

Division the percentage of the area of rice irrigated will b; considerably below that of

the districts of the Nagpur Division. On toese figures there is a stn ng case for the

construction of further Gove.rnn ert works in Chhattisgath and especnlly in the Btlaspur
district, wheie the ronstruc*ion of large irrigation work> wa< commenced only in 1920
and no large works have yet come into operation. Four small work*, which were
cosntructed in the district, have all developed satisfactorily.

There is no doubt that more w rks are lequned in the Rnipur cMstiict but

pending th* satisfactory cevelopmenc ol iirh ation from the Mahanadi Canal, it is not

possible to justify th/.ir construction. In Drug aho furtt er new works are required, but it

is desirable to deter making definite proposals for such works until the present period of
the agreements on the Tandula Canal has expired and experience \s gained of the readi-

ness with which agreements are renewed. Incidentally it may be mentioned that the

Tandula Canal and it-, distributaries are being remodelled and this work will occupy
most of the lo<*al labour that is available during the next few years.

In the Nagpur Divisior , experience has shown thrtt w) ere watei is made available

all the dry rice and n uch of the wet ri e that is commanded reaMly enter into agree*
ments. Local officers anticiptte when the present period of agreement expires, that

these agreements will generally be renewed without delay. But expansion of thence area
has been slov, especially in the Chanda district, i w*ng to shortage of population.
There i, I consider, a good case for the construition of new works both in Bhandara
and Balagh .t, but not in Chanda whete no new works shou'd be undei taken until satisfac-

tory development is secured under those already comphted. This development can
be secured quickly only by colonisation, a matter which is under consideration.

In the districts of (ubbulpore and Damoh, though moderate success has been
achieved in the development of certain works, it cannot be said generally that the

irrigation of rice is appreciated. Much "f the soil in the niea where rice is grown is

light and, without manure, it is found that it becomes exhausted and that after a time
the irrigated crops are not appreciably bttter than the unirngated crops. There is

no transplantation in these districts, but machoma is practised Until the manure
question has been solved, I du not recommend the construction of further works in the

Jubbulpore and Damoh districts.

In the Seoni district) two Government works only have been constructed, one of
which only cane into operation this yiar. The conditions of rainfall were such that

very little irrigation was necessary and no agreements were obtained under this work.
Until further experience has been gained of t^e extent to which cultivators will use
Government irrigation in this district, it would not be advisable to start any new
works, but the conditions being approximately the same as in the neighbouring district

of Balaghat, where Government irrigation is appreciated and freely taken, there seems
to be little doubt that the same results will be obtained in Seoni. If this IB found to
be so, I consider that farther Government works should be constructed in this

district^

4. I consider then that new irrigation schemes should be constructed in the

following districts :

(i) Bilaspur, I (4) Bhandara.

(V Drug. (5) BjJaghat.

(3) Kaipur. | (0) Seom.

In Bhandara and Balaghat, there is no necessity to delay the construction of uew
works. In Bilaspur i it is undesirable to start any new work for two or three yea

rs
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when the construction of the Maniari project will have been further advarced.
By that time too some information will be available in regard to development under
the Kharung Reservoir, and the position under the Mahanadi Canal in the adjoining
district of Raipur should be more clear than it 1*5 at spresent, In the other districts,
it n.ust be shown that, under the schemes that have already been constructed, the
results are such as to justify the construction of new works before any new work's are
undertaken. It is impossible to say with certainty how long it will be before a definite
decision can be made, for the readiness f the cultivators to enter into agreements
depends almost entirely on th<* extent to which the rainfall fails, and this cannot be
forecasted Seeing that the last three years have been years of good rainfall, it is not
unreasonable to expect a bad year befoie long and there is little doubt that, on the
occurrence of a bad year, agreements wilt be secured on a large scale and this will

justify the construction of new works.

5. The main obstacles to the extension of Government irrigation in the Province
are

\>i) The high cost of works <*ue to the necessity of providing storage and the
difficult nature of the country that has to be traversed by the canals.

(6) The uncertainty of income due to the variations in rainfall which are such
that, though urigation is frequently necessary for the production of
A reasonably good crop, there are years in which a fair crop can be
obtained without irrigation. The cultivator is not unnaturally averse to

paying for water when he may not require it. The agreement system
has been introduced to meet this difficulty and to a large extent it has met
it, but at present delay must be expected in obtaining renewals of
agreements if, in the year in which they expire, the rainfall is favourable.
'I his adversely affects the income from works.

(f) The high cost of maintenance due to the fact that -rrigation is confined
almost entirely to the &hanf season and there is practically no irrigation
in the rabi season. Works are also scattered ovtr large areas and
inspection is difficult.

('/) The difficulty ot obtaining watercourses, It appears that, unless water-
courses are constructed by Government at their own expense, they
will never be made on any reasonable scale.

(f) The inefficiency of the cultivators, especially in Chhattisgarh. If a higher
class of cultivation could be secured and if transplanted rice could be
introduced largely to replace broadcasted rice, the cultivators would
secure higher profits and a higher rate might be charged. Further, with
more efficient cultiv,;ion, less waler would be used, a higher duty
cculd be adopted and, in many cases, a larger area of irrigation could
be effected, As already stated, it cannot be expected that trans-

plantation will be introduced on any scale in Chh \ttisgarh until holdings
have been consolidated and, though this matter is being taken up,
it will be some years before consolidation can be effected. Irrigation
is tar more popular and satisfactory in the moreadvarced rice tracts
of Balaghat and Bhandara than in the more backward are^s of

Chhattisgarh. Thus under the Wainganga Canal in Balaghat, with
one exception, every village that is commanded has entered into an

agreement and it is expected that most of these agreements will
be renewed (readily when they expire In Chhattisgarh, though
satisfactory results have been secured under the Tanrtula Canal
in the Drug district, the results un 'er the Mahanadi Canal are
not neirly so satisfactory and considerable delay has occurred in

the reuew..l of most of the agteements that have expired.

(f) Shortage of manure, In light soil areas in the north of the Province
and in the Chhattisgarh Division, the shortage is most serious and has
a most detrimental effect on development In some cases, cultivators

may refuse to renew agreements owing to their not being satisfied
with the outturn of their crops.

(g) Tne case for the construction of irrigation schemes as protective works
is not so strong now as when the policy of constructing these works
was first introduced. The cultivators are now better able to w thstand
the effects of a year of bad rainfall than was the case ao jo years ago,
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Oral Evidence.

28838. The Chairman : Col. Pollard-Lowsley, you are Chief Engineer for

Irrigation in the Central Provinces ? Yes.

28839 You have given the Commission a note of the evidence which you wish

to set before us. Dp you want to supplement it by any statement at this stage P No,

28840. Would you, at the outset, tell us whit your staff consists of P We have

three circles, each in charge of a Superintending Engineer, and etch of these circles

has three Divisions ; the divisions have generally from three to four SMb-divisions, and
the sub-divisions are divided into sections.

28841. You have provided us with vanous documents that have been put before

the Commission with -m account of the existing schemes. Whit do you say about
the efficiency of the existing schemes ? On the whole, I think they are efficient, that

is to bay, they can do, on the whole, pretty well what they were intended to do. Of

course, some of them do not do what they were intended to do, because wefltdid not

know enough about the extent to which water was required when they were investigated.
I have given you a figure of QOO,OOO acres is the area of irrigation that is likely to

be done b> these scheme? when they arc fully developed, but I should think that it one

went into the derails and on.itted the area of wheat irrigation which was at one time

proposed, one would probab'y find that the schemes were originally designed to do

perhaps 1,100,000 or 1,200,000 acres, or something of that kind
;
that is to say, they

ate not as efficient as was originally expected , they cinnot do the area they were

originally intended to do, bur ihey can do a very fair proportion of if.

28842. When these scheme* were devised, was it assumed that the crop systems
in vogue before the schemes came in would be permitted in by the cultivator P Yes ,

I should say generally it was assumed that there would be no change, though there

would be an expansion of the rice area
,
we did not expect any general change.

28843* The local scheme here, the canal which 1 see traversing the country*
side, is part of the Mahanadi system ? Ye*.

28844. Is the main canal there capable of carrying all the water which the

cultivators would be prepared to take for rice cultivation P It will carry a great deal

more than they are at present prepared to take,

28845. Was it one >dea of the schemes to encourage the growing of wheat P

Originally it was,

28846. Has that mission been fulfilled P No, it has fallen through entiiely ;
we

do not expect any wheat irrigation W3rth mentioning.

^8847. ^w comes it that that particular object ha- failed ? We do not expect
any wheat irrigation anywhere in the Central Provinces. We new know that in the
Central Provinces, except in the Shahgarh tract, which 1 have mentioned, and to
some extent in Jubbulpore, we shall not get wheat irrigation as a general rule.

Occasionally, when ue get a bad season and there is a small a nount of rain in the cold
weather, we get a small <irca of wheat irrigation, but it i& negligible.

fc 1$. If you were to start the Mahanadi scheme again with a clean book, would

y^u mikj the mam canal of the stme size? I should nut rmke it any bigger, because
with the supplies available, it would not be Advisable to mke it any bigger. I should

probably make it very much the same size, but 1 might not make it to command such
au extended aiea as> it does, because we cannot irrigate the whole of the rice in the
area commanded.

28849. Is it your policy to irrigate as much as possible, or to have water in

reserve in order to be able to save as much as possible P Our policy is to irrigate to

thr full extent of each scheme. We do not hold up the water, that is, we do not
calculate* on holding up the water from one year to another* That, you will find the

Irrigation Commission said, wab wasteful and should not be done and we never count

upon it.

28850, Are all these schemes, in the technical sense, protective or productive?
There were only three schemes sanctioned as productive* but BO far as I can see none
will be productive. They used to be called protective, but they are now called unpro-
ductive.
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28851. What are the three productive schemes? The Mahanadi Canal the

Wainganga Canal, and a tank called the Asola-Mendha Tank in Chanda, Two of them
have been relegated to the unproductive list

; the Mabanadi scheme has just been
relegated to the unproductive list, and the Asola-Mendha Tank was relegated to that
list some yeais ago. We still have the Wainganga scheme on the productive list, but
we are sending up a completion report now and I expect it will also be relegated to
the unproductive hjt,*in fact it must be,

28852. Prof, Gangulee; What is your partly protective system? We do not
guarantee to give the people al! the water they want in the worst year that can
possibly occur The

irrigation
Commission said that it was inadvisable to do that;

they did not recommend it. The works were started with that idea, but we soon found

put that
financially it was impossible ;

in other ways also it is undesirable, because it

involves holding up water in ordinary years in order to save crops perhaps once in

thirty years, which we should not be able to do if we used the water ordinafily for a
larger area.

28853. The Chairman : You have given an account of the schemes that have
been formulate-1 ? Yes.

28854. Are they productive in nature P No.

28855. All unproductive P Yes.

28856. So that, you have here no productive scheme? -We have no productive
schemes. I think in ihis Province it is practically impossible that we should construct
schemes that can be classed as productive.

28857. Is that because of the difficulty and expense of storage in relation to the
!and commanded by the water avaihble? It is partly that, and partly it is due to the
fact tha. the demand for irrigation is not such that we can charge the rates which can
be charged in a country where th demand is constant.

28858. So that it is a much more difficu't problem than in the Punjab ? It is in

my opinion much more difficult than in any other part of India.

28859. On the question of minor irrigation schemes, by which 1 mean the
damming of small streams, the ccnstruction of small tanks, and the digging of wells,
levelling and so on, doe* all that come within your responsibility ? We have put up
a good many small tanks of under 50 million c. ft. capacity, but we have done nothing
on wells. We have assisted the cultivators to a certain extent in improving their
tanks and we have done work on field embankments on a small scale.

28860. Have you any subordinates on this work whole-time? -No.

28^61. Do you think it might be well to have them? No, I do not think so
;

I think it is more a job for the people to do themselves. If they want advice and
assistance with regard to the investigation of anything of the kind we can do it for
them.

28862. Do not these matters require a certain amount of pushing in a country
of this sort?- A great deal.

28863. Who do you suggest should provide that? The revenue officers, The
Deputy Commissioner has far more influence with the cmhivators than we have and
I think he could push that better than we can.

28864. You do not suggest the creation of a small whole-time staff to investigateand demonstrate? We found that it was not satisfactory when we took up the
improvement of small tanks. Good progress cannot be secured unless the owner of
the work takes an interest in it.

28865. So much with regard to your views on the administrative side. What
about your opinion as to the scope for the creation of these minor works ? Do youthink there is much field for them? When we were investigating the grants-in-aid
tanks we looked into it. I was then in the Nagpur Division , dealing with the
Bhandaraand Balaghat districts and ue found it extremely difficult to find works
wmch were worth \\hiletaking up, We wanted works of a certain size. There was
difficulty in finding works of 10 million c. ft. capacity or thereabouts; but if we want
much smaller works, say, i or 2 million c.ft, capacity, they can be found.
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28860; Is it }
our opinion that from the cultivator's point of view there Is much

opportunity for either the individual cultivator or for groups of cultivators to undertake
these works on their own behalf? I think there is much scope for work on that

basis ? ft is difficult to say; but I should imagine there is good deal of scope for it in

the rice areas.

28867. Is it your opinion that there has been an exhaustive enquiry into the

possibility of it P There has not been a methodical survey. There has> been a certain

amount of investigation in connection with famine relief works but that was done
a very long time ago and I do not know much about it.

28868. It is for that purpose that I suggested to you that you might set up a small
whole-time staff for that type of work. If such staff were to be set up, do you think it

suitable that your department should have surveillance over it? Yes; as far as

investigation goes I thirk we should do it.

28869. Now to lurn to another aspect of the same question, do you think there

has been a sufficient survey in this Province with a view to discovering what subsoil

water may be available for digging wells ? As far as 1 know there has been no
extensive survey, but it is well known that in the Central Provinces the water level is

low and I cannot say that one is going to do much on wells

28870. Ate you satisfied yourself that your own information is sufficiently u ell

founded to justify you in laying aside the possibility of developing well irrigation in

certain* areas!' Or would you like to have a further survey ? I do not think further

survey is necessary ;
I think the only place where wells can reasonably be adopted is

in the beds of rivers.

38871. We heard to-day from a witness that he had found water at less than

20 feet and was getting very satisfactory re-ults out of a bullock lift, so that, in that

district at least, there appears to be available a supply of witer sufficiently near the

surface P That is perhaps in a rivef beJ
,
that is the sort of area where we get

shallow wells.

28872. Limiting the problem to the areas close to river beds, do you not think

that your department should be in a position to give advice to cultivators* and possibly
technical assistance in digging wells ? It is a very simple thing, I do not think

assistance is required for digging wells in river beds.

28873. The witness in question had apparently a gre*t deal of trouble with his

well
j
he found it necessary to re-dig tt apparently every season ? It is possibly

because it was in a river bed.

28874. Have you any staff available to give advice in the constmct'on of pucca
wells? We have no staff fcr the purpose, but if we found it necessary we could

always engage temporary staff,

28875. What about your touch with the Agricultural Department; are you
satisfied with it? -Quite.

28876. Do you often meet the Director of Agriculture P Not in conferences
j

we meet frequently otherwise.

28877. Irrigation schemes have vheir agricultural aspect, have they not P Yes,

In fact we are up against big agricultural problems ;
that is one of the main troubles in

the Mahanadi area

28878. Would you develop that idea a little ? The type of agricultural labourer

is very poor and the type of agriculture is equally poor ; they do not grow transplanted
rice and they cannot be expected to grow transplanted rice until they are in a position

to do so
; they cannot do it until they consolidate their holdings. They burn all their

manure ; they grow light rice and many of them have large areas in which they do not

personally take any interest. The whole position is most unsatisfactory; it is very
difficult to make irrigation successful in this part of the world.

288/9. Do you* mean to say that these conditions taken together mean that the

cultivators are not in a position to take advantage of water? Exactly, yes j they do
not get sufficient profit out of their land to pay an adequate rate.
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a888o. Now on this problem of the method of charging (the amounfyof the charge
is beyond our terms of reference), have you found this contract method satisfactory ?

I think it is the only possible method
;

I cannot see any alternative.

28881. \r& you familiar with the method employed in certain productive schemes
in certain parts of India according to which the charge is attached not to the Crop
but to the land itself ?-Yes; they have it in Madras too.

28882. What d) you think of lhat scheme? I think it is inappropriate in a place
like this, It involves the compulsory levy of irrigation rates, and, I think that would
be most unpopular. It is unfair to levy a compulsory rate when you do not give a

guaranteed supply. I t&ke it, in their case, they do give practically a guaranteed
supply, but we cannot.

28883. Would you agree that there ar many problems connected with irrigation,
and agriculture under irrigation, which still require to be solved ? Innumerable
problems, ye?.

Would you like to see, under the Government of India, an irrigation
research station established which might deal with the more fundamental of these

problems? -
I dare say it would be useful

;
but I think really it is a matter that one

has to deal with very much m >re locally. The problems here are local problems, and
I do not think you can call them all-India problems, and if we leave them to an
all-India organisation I think we are liable to be oveilooked. I would rather leave
them to local organisations.

28885. You do not think that problems of wastage, problems of water-logging,
problems cf alkaline land and other basic problems of that sort, could be dealt with by
such at) organisation? Put we are not concerned with most of those, we are not
concerned with alkaline land, nor with water-logging.

28886. What are your problems here? The main problem is improvement
of the cultivation. Wh^re we have got good cultivation we have no difficulty; we use

our schemes to the full extent; but where we hive bad cultivation we have difficulty;
we have got to improve the agricultuie before we develop our schemes.

28887. Are you satisfied that there has been no deteroration of the Sand

Irrigated? In certain cases there has been deterioration.

28888. How do you account for it?- People apply water and do not apply
manure and they cannot expect improved crops.

28889. Are you satisfied that the manunal problem? of irrigated land are under -

stood?They are not solved; I do not know whether they are understood.

28890. Do you agree that that is a field in which a central research organisation

might be useful? Very likely.

28891. Would you give us, in a rather more detailed manner than you have

provided in your notes, an account of the contract system in vogue in the Province?

Under what we call the agreement system the occupiers of 80 per cent (this system is

practical.y only applied to r<ce cultivation) of the rice area in the village which is

commanded by an irrigation scheme have to enter into an agreement before that

agreement can be made binding. If we get the occupiers of 80 per cent of the area

to agree, then we make it binding on the vilhge; that is under the law. In return for

that we gve the village favourable rates for irrigation. The rates we charge them are

possibly a little more than half the rates they would have to pay if they took irrrga

tion spasmodically and we also give favourable terms of remission, The terms of

remission are that if it is an 8-anna crop or less they get half remission -<nd if it is 5

annas or less they get full remission. They get certain advantages and Government

gets certain advantages We hive an assured income; they have not an assured

supply, but we undertake to supply water whenever they want it to the extent we can,

and we do not enter into an agreement with a laiger area than we can provide for.

28392. The Raja of Parlakimedii Do you enter into the agreement directly or

through the Collector or the Deput> Commissioner? It is done by th e Irrigation

Department.

28893* Is that to be confirmed by Deputy Commissioner at all ?~~Nojhe
does not deal with it at all.
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^
38894. At what periods do you revise fates f Agreement rates are fixed for a

period of ten years ;
certain rates are fixed and the people know what those rates are

when they come into the agreement. I do not mean that we fix one rate for the
ten year period ;

we fix a scale of rates which rises to its maximum in the period
of ten years. Other rat*s are reconsidered every year ;

that is to say, the local irriga-
tion officers send up any proposals they wish to make each year for revision, and then
the matter is considered. All rates, of course, are fixed by the Local Government.

28895. Is the revision done by the Irrigation Department P It is done in the

Irrigation Department by the Member ? I should put it up to the Member and he
would pass orders on it, But we have a new scheme

;
we are getting out an Irriga-

tion Bill for the Central Provinces. Under that Bill we propose to have a Board of
the Legislative Council which will consider and make suggestions to the Local
Government on all proposals for rates. That places the (ratter* within the purview of
the Legislative Council

; they were very anxious to have it so. Prevision for tfaii*

is included in the Bill, but the Bill has yet to become an Act; I do not know how long
that will take.

28896. Does the Irrigation Bill permit private bodies to construct such schemes,
enter into contracts in respect of area and rent, and make contracts with the

ryots P As far as I know, there is nothing to prevent them doing so and it is done
j

but 1 should not like to say anything about it authoritatively; I know it is done;
malguzars charge their cultivators rates in certain cases. 1 do not know anything
about written agreements ;

I have not heard of any ,
there may be some.

28897. It is a thing to encourage, is it not? If it is applied properly; if the

malguzar will maintain his tank and issue water to his cultivators, 1 do not see any
reason why he should not charge for it.

28898. So long as it is not prejudicial to people further down P You mean
further down under his tank?

28899. No, separate property altogether. I do not know uhat the position is

here, but in the Madras Presidency if there is a river bed in a zamindar's property it

is his, and he can construct a scheme to irrigate his lands as long as it is not pre-

judicial to people further down : that is to say, people who are outside that zamindari.
Is there the same thing here? You are getting on to the question of riparian rights,
and I am not competent to express any opinion on that matter, I do not know.

28900. How are the irrigation rates fixed P I think, as a general principle, you
can say they are fixed at the highest rate which we think we can reasonably take from
the cultivator and expect him to pay.

28901. Is it according to the crop he raises? -Yes, different rates are fixed for

different crops.

28902. Is the annual or biennial silt clearance in irrigation channels done entirely

by the department or do you receive any co-operation from the cultivators under

!t p What is done is done entirely by the department, but we do not deal with silt in

the Central Provinces
;
we are lucky in that respect. There is only one canal where

we get any silt. Most of our schemes are tank schemes and it s impossible to get silt

in tank schemes ,
we are not troubled with the question of silt. We do all our annual

repairs ourselves; we do not get assistance from the cultivators.

28903. Do you ever try to enlist their sympathies for that P No, we do not
;

I

should think they would object very strongly ;
we have never even thought of It.

38904. Prof. Gangulee : You told us that you were in touch with the Agricul-
tural Department P Yes,

38905. You realise that the extension of iriigation is often held back by the

agricultural situation P Certainly.

28906. Have any specific problems been suggested to your mind which you would

have liked the Agricultural Department to tackle P There are a great many problems ;

one, for instance, is the question of manure; that is a problem which they have bsen

tackling. It is especially necessary to tackle it in the north of the Province where they

say the outturn of rice instead of improving is deteriorating, and we can do nothing
without some suitable manure. They proposed sann hemp, but we find that sann hemp
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cannot be grown without irrigation before the rains, and many of the works in the north
are such that you cannot count on providing irrigation before the rains, so that we want
something else. There are lots of problems.

28907. These problems, which you state here, were suggested by you to the

Agricultural Department? We suggest them as they arise, yes.

58908. Is there any problem in connection with soil: for instance, the effect on
the tilth of soil, or deterioration of soil, due to irrigation P The only problem
concerning the d terioratt'on of soil due to irrigation is the question of outturn without
manure

;
th^t is the only problem we have of that kind.

28909. In order to obtain the full benefit from irrigation, you think consolidation
of holdings is very necessary P -

I think it is essential in this area of Chhattisgarh.

28910. Would you advocate legislative measures P~ J think they are essential

you cannot do without them.
'

28911. Your experience leads you to think you ntiust have legislative measures P
Yes

j
I do not ee how you can consolidate without legislative n easures.

28912. On page 132 of youi note yen refer to a colonisation scheme, you say,
"This development can be secured quickly only by colonisation, a matter which is under
consideration ". What is this area? In Chandi, south of Nagpur.

28013. Am I to understand that you have got a definite colonisation scheme
before Government ? No, we have not got a definite colonisation scheme, we have
got proposals which are now heing discussed; I recently sent them to the Deputy
Commissioner there and he is considering them and will no doubt make further

proposals.
We have no definite scheme which we have introduced. We are consider-

ing the introduction of a scheme.

28914. You feel that such colonisation would help the extension of irrigation P

If we can get the colonists, there are large areas of ryotwari land
,
we can put the

colonists on the ryntnari iond and get that developed. At present it is uncultivated

they will cultivate this land and we hope in time that some of them will spread into
the malguzari .<reas

;
the population is insuffirient.

a?Qic. And that area which now is uncultivated could be cultivated Yes j we
are only dealing with areas under irrigation works.

28916. Could you kindly give the Commission the main outlines cfyour pro-
posals ? -The main outline is fir^t to find an area where there are cultivators who
are accustomed to growing rice and who have not enough land to meet their require-
ments. It has been suggested that the Kistna district in Madras is a suiiable
area. We have made no enquiries in Madras about that so f^r. The cultivators
there, I am sure, are accustomed to very good hrigation and they have silt. Th
conditions in Chanda are very different from what they aie accustomed to* we
cannot yet say whether they will be suitable, so that we cannot say wh^re we are

going to get our cultivators from. When we have done that, some, *t any rate, cf
them might come and If.c k at the lard; if they approve of it they will be given
certain concessions. One idea which has not yet been approved, is that they
should get rights cf transfer ; they will be told in advance that they will get rights
of transfer those rights will actually be ^iven to them, but they will be told that
the rights will not be confirmed until they bring under cultivation certain definite

portions of the area they are given. Wells will be constructed for them, and there
will be various minor concessions of tha? kind

;
we should do what we could to make

them contented.

28917. Can you give us any idea of the area that you might colonise in that
way ? Not less than 20,000 acres under irrigation works in that district.

28918. This morning a witness told us that irrigation is not popular; havej'ou
heard such views ? I think you will always hear such views in certain areas

j you
cannot say it is net popular generally, but you can say there are areas in whi'ch it

is represented to be unpopular, possibly with a view to getting further concessions
or possibly because there may have been a failure at seme time which the people
have not yet forgotten, I would rsot say that generally irrigation is unpopular*
but to get a proper idea of that you should n.ake enquines in areas where there is

no irrigation and which are contiguous to areas where there is satisfactory irrigation
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ffyoti make enquiries on these lines, you will generally find that the people wk&
have not got irrigation would very much 'ike to have it. If you a$k the people who
have already got it, they have nothing to gain by saying they like it : they have
something to Jose, because you might put the rate up, so that you cannot expect
them to be enthusiastic

28919. Is the are* under irrigation extending, decreasing or remaining
stationary ? All our irrigation is done under agreement ;

if agreements expire in a

good year the cultivators will not renew them, and at present our area of irrigaion Is

decreasing as we have had a sequence of three gcod years.

28920. Why P -Because this is a Province in which crops can be grown witnout

irrigation ;
if a man finds in the year in which his irrigation agreement expires that

he is going to get a moderate crop without irrigation, why should he bind himself for

ten years to pay an irrigation rate when he can postpone it to the next year or the

year after when he may get a bad year of rainfall.

28921. Even if he haJ bumper crops under irrigation P There is always that

temptation ; you see we have got t > get the occupiers of 83 per cent of the area to

agree in order to get an agreement, and a few big holders standing out prevents us

from getting that agreement.

28922. Is irrigation a Transferred subject in the Central Provinces P It is a

Reserved subject.

28923. How long will v take to complete the irrigation projects now under

contemplation by the Government ? We have a programme of fourteen years which

will expire in about ten years hence ;
as a matter of fact, we shall not complete

them all by then : there would be a certain amount of work ti be done, but the

major portion of the work will be done in ab ^ut ten or twelve years.

28924. Which irrigation officers come in direct contact with the cultivators ?

Of course, all irrigation officers are supposed to come into direct contact with the

cultivators, and the lower down you get the more contact there is,

289^5. You do not come in direct c ntact with the cultivators P I see cultiva-

tors and I talk to them when I do see them, but 1 am not normally in direct contact

with them.

28926. Are the men who come in contact with the cultivators sufficu fitly in-

formed about the agricultural problems of the Province: these revenue collectors

and soon ? The Canal Deputy Collector* are revenue officers as a rule
;
we can appoint

either revenue officers or Public Works officers as Canal Deputy Collectors, but we
think it politic as a rule to have revenue officers because it brings the Revenue Depart-
ment into irrigation, which is desirable ; they then see our point of view and they
are not only useful as Canal Deputy Collectors, but they an useful afterwards.

28927. Are your subordinate officers sufficiently well informed about the agri-

cultural problems of the Province P They have no agricultural training; they have

only got the knowledge they pick up, If you ask me whether they get an^ knowledge
of the agricultural problems of the Province, I should siy "No", because they have ro

chance of learning it
, they are concerned with a pirticuUr atea, and they are probably

conversant with the problems of their own areas.

28928. They could be "utilised to create a dema nd for irrigation? Certainly, it

is one cf their jobs to go round and talk to the pet pie ; they are all supposed to do

that

28929. Do you think some sort of short course in Nagpur would be desirable

for these men ? No, I do not think it would do much good.

28930. So th%t they would view the problem from the right perspective 9 No,

I do not think there is any need for that,

28931. Mr. Culvert t Ycu have said that thelfirst main obstacle to irrigation is the

high cost of works P Yes.

given i

extent 1.

out at Rs. 75 an acre ; that is assuming full development.

* Not printed,
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3- What do the charges amount to; interest, maintenance and running

charges per acre irrigated ?-~We hope to do the maintenance and running expunges
at Rs 2 per acre

j
we have not got to it jet j

our average at present is something
like Rs. 2-8-0.

28934. You have got to add on to that interest charges ? Yes, interest charges
are a variable quantity depending on the current rate, and I cannot tell you off-hand

-what those amount to.

28935* Your minimum charge per acre just to avoid loss must be about Ri, 7-8-0

per acre, including interest charges ? That would be assuming that all our works are

productive ;
none of our works are productive, *

289*,6. What is your minimum charge in order to prevent loss ? I am afraid I

could not tell you off-hand
;

I do not know exactly what the interest charges are.

2?937- Who actually pa)s foi tl.ev.aler: the cultivator or the owner of the

land? The occupier,

28938. That is the cultivator ? Yes
;

it is the man in occupation of the area.

28939. You have mentioned that irrigation leads to a rise in the value of

the land commanded; does the owner pay anything? No, there is no owner's
rate.

28940. Who is your immediate superior P I work under the Revenue Member.

2?94i. Are you a Secretary to Government? -Yes.

28942. Mr, Kamat: On the total outlay on irrigation canals what is the net

return in this Province? At present it is nothing. We can just about cover our

working expenses.

28913. The Chairman. Is that including interest charges? No.

289^4- Mr. Kamat; You have mentioned here as one of your obstacles the

uncertainty of getting income? Yes.

28945. That is because of the rainfall conditions ? Exactly.

289*6, That is again because your income depends on the water supplied for

requirements of rice, and not sugarcane? Our works are not suitable for sugarcane-;

they were not meant for sugarcane; our works ware constructed as protective works
to protect the areas they covered

;
the idea is that you can best

protect the area by
doing large areas of irrigation, and the crop that requires water is rice. If we confined
it to sugarcane I do not say we could not do a certain amount of sugarcane, but it

would be a comparatively small area
;
the works would cease to be protective, but a few

people Would make a large profit.

28947. You are working in friendly co-operation with the Agricultural Depart-
ment ?~~Yes.

28948. iVould you prefer that irrigation should be a Transferred subject an-1 that

irrigation should be under the same Minister as agriculture ? -No; I would prefer that

it was not,

28949 You would not like that ? No.

28950. Have you any objection to telling us why you do not like it ? The real

reaspu why I do not like it is that I tnink as far as possible irrigation should be kept out

pf politics. Irrigation is a very difficult subject and it requires a lot of consideration, If

it were under a Minister something might be done which would upset the working
or efficiency of our schemes j as long as it is Reseived there is not the mir,e chance of
that happening.

28951. Do you mean there is a danger to schemes proposed by the irrigation
officers ? There might be, yes,

38^52. Or a danger to the services? No, I was not thinking of the services:
3 was thinking of the efficiency of irrigation,
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38953* The fficiency of the actual adminiitration you mean? The efficiency with

which the schemes are worked, the efficiency of the irrigation.

28954. So that you do not apprehend that the schemes would be rejected^ but

you apprehend that efficiency in the department would go down P I say it might, I

do not apprehend difficulty ab^ut money for new schemes or anything of that kind,
because I do not think there would be that difficulty. I think Ministers are just as

anxious as Members that irrigation schemes shou!d be made, but it is the organisation*
and the management of the department in working the schemes that 1 was thinking

of; that might be upset; I do not say it would, but it might

28955. I am not quite clear why you should have that apprehension as to the

efficiency of the Irrigation Department as compared with the efficiency of other depart-
ments which are under Ministers? I cannot give an opinion in regard to other

departments ,
but Ministers are naturally more affected by political pressure than

Members, who are not concerned to the same extent with political opinions,

28956. I want to know what actually is the great difficulty P There is DO diffi-

culty ;
there is * danger .

28957. Owing to the complicated character of the administration of this particular
department? Because this department requires so much more careful management in

my opinion than most other departments; it is much more easily upset, f.et me give
you an example- you might get a big agitation for reducing rates; the Minister might
feel he could not hold out against it and he might permit it. A Member is very much
less likely to do that.

28958. Then you think the revenue would suffer 9 Not only the re/enue. Another

way in which you can put it is that you might have a big agitation for reduction of

maintenance costs. We know perfectly well that our maintenance costs are what
would be considered by the outside public to be high. The outside public cannot judge,
but the Minister might not realise that

,
he is naturally affected by the opinion of the

outbide public and the politicians. We wish to avoid any danger of that kind. We
should keep down our ccst of maintenance as far possible, but we cannot do with a
smaller establishment or keep the works in efficient order by spending l*ss money. It

might, however, be difficult to convince the Minister that that was so

28959. &V Henry Lawrence; Can you tell nre how this agreement system works?
What is it the cultivator agrees with you to do?- He agrees to pay a certain ra<e for

the whole area cultivated with rice in hit vdl^ge in every year during the term of the

agreement, in return for our giving him a favourable rate. He pays whether he irrigates
or not, but he gets remissions if his crops are not good.

28960. He has no definite right to the water P He has no definite claim to any
certain quantity of water. He has the right to a fair share, and it is our business to

distribute it fainy, but he cannot complain because he does not get as much as he
would like.

28961. Do you and your officials see that the water is distributed in rotation
when it is short? We have not worked any rotation system here; we design our
scheme^ so as to distribute the water over the whole area at the same time.

28962. Are you anticipating a much larger demand for water in the future than

you have now on the existing canals? There are many works which are not anything
like fully developed. We hope eventually to develop them fully and to get very much

larger areas of irrigation than we have at present.

38963. You mean that the whole *f the water available is not taken P Not at

present.

28964, What proportion is not taken P The figures I gave in this note include

the schemes under construction, which have not yet come fully into operation. The

present area of irrigation is about half what we expect to cover eventually.

28965, Can you give me the figure for your completed scheme*? I have not

taken that out separately. I could get it out for you.

28966, Will you do so P Yes,
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t 08967. SivGangaRam: Have all the recommendations of the Irrigation Com-
mission been earned out in this Province PI have sent in a note* about that. I was
asked for a note on the action taken on the recommendations of the Irrigation Com-
mission. We have carried out their recommendations almost in full, except in regard
to the manner in which the rates should be assessed.

28968. Was the Mahanadi scheme one of the recommendations of that Com *

. mission P The Commission thought a number of small schemes might be constructed
from the Mahanadi. We have const. ucted one large scheme.

98969. Are you aware that in the first part of the Irrigation Commission's Report
it is said that 37 per cent of the water goes back to the sea P How much of the rainfall
in this Province is used for irrigation and disappears by evaporation, and how much
goes into the rivers and is lost? I could not tell you, but only a small proportion is

used for irrigation.

28970. The Commission must have calculated that figure on some basis, and they
must have wcrkedout the fie ure Province by Province? I have never seen any figures.

28971. They do not give any. If you multiplied 40 inches, which is the lowest

figure by the whole area, could yju not tell us how much is used for irrigation P One
could arrive at a rough approximation.

2897j. It is very important P Even then, one would have to take private irrigation
wotks into account. It would be a very rough approximation.

28973. When you recommend a project to the Secretary of State, whether as

productive or protective, how much acreage rate do you count on P In the old daysi
when the Irrigation Commi^ion wrote their report, they said we would be lucky to get
Rs. 2anacie. At that time woi king expenses were put at 8 tD 12 annas an acre.

Both these figures have radically changed. It is now possible to get up to Rs. 4 an acre.

28974. And your working expenses have increased a'so P Yes.

28975. What, then, is the basis of your calculation when you submit a project to
the Secretary of State We base our calculations on the rates that are in force in the
area or in an area contiguous to that in which the project is situated. At present we
always allow Rs. 2 an acre for maintenance and working expenses, because we hope to
work to that rate

,
but we are actually working at Us. 2-8*0.

98976. What about the acreage rate P We generally put in our agreement rates

for the nearest similar area.

28977. I want to know on what basis you make your recommendations to the

Secretary of State, i e., that a project will bring in so much, less working expenses so

much, etc. P We take the rates prevailing in the nearest similar area. On most places
our charges are on a scale which runs up to Rs. 3, Rs. 3-8 or Rs. 4 an acre.

28578. What do you take as an average? Rs. 4? No. We take the actual

average as it would be according to the scale.

28979. But when you submit a project to the Secretary of State, what do you put
down to prove whether it is productive or protective? We put in Form 155^ financial

forecast. We give a forecast for each year of the period up to a date ttn years from
the proposed date of completion of the project. The income is calculated from that.

28980. Have you had any productive projects sanctioned by the Secretary of

State P Yes, three.

28981 Are they likely to be productive ? Two of them will not be, within any
reasonable period, The third may possibly be productive in time, perhaps in twenty
to thirty years. They will have to be struck off the productive list

28982* Can you strike them off yourselves ? I am not sure.

228983. ^Vill you have to make a further representation to the Secretary of State
to do that? -In the only case of that kind I have had, we had to send it to the

Secretary of State in connection with another question, and then we slid it would
have to be relegated to the unproductive list The Government of India agreed and
said we should do so. I think we have the power to do it*

'"Not printed,
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28984. When making your calculation as to the return a project will give, do

you take account of the enhancement of revenue that will occur? In certain projects

which have been sent up that haa been allowed for, but we have come to the conclusion

that our enhancement of revenue will be very small indeed, because such enhancements

are limited. You can only make a certain percentage enhancement.

28985. That is of the ordinary revenue, but not the water advantage rate.

Even when the water advantage rate is taten into account, do your projects still prove

unproductive P We j*et no appreciable ind'rect revenue here.

28986. But when you submit a project, whether productive or protective, you
must show what the revenue enhancement will beP We show what we expect to get
but it is a very small figure.

28^87. Will not it increase their production P Yes, but we get only a small

amount from it, because the full enhancement which is usually made can be made
without it. The credit we get is very small.

28988. What portion do you get credited P I think when we sent up the revised

estimate of the Wainganga scheme we said we hoped to get Rs. 60,000, but the

Government of India cut it down to Rs, 30,000.

28980. Do you take any interest in the increase f wells? We have nothing to

do with wells.

28990. We were surprised to hear this morning from a very notable zamindar
that they have no way of getting information as to how to make a pucca wellP

The Agricultural Department havc done a certain amount of work in that direction.

They had an Agricultural Engineer,

28991, Is it a great scientific matter to make a puccawell? No. I should

think the District Councils might deal with it. It would be difficult for us to do so;
we have enough work to do.

28902. Is there no lift irrigation here? None, except on a small scale.

2899^. None on a big scale? No.

28994. Is there no possibility of it? I can see no necessity for it.

28995* Not to bring dry areas unier irrigation? You could probably doit
better by direct flow.

28996. But you do not do itP-~We have done well, on the whole. We only
started irrigation in this Province after the Irrigation Commission's report came out.
There was no irrigation here before that. That was only twenty-three years ago.

28997. A prominent zamindar told me that the crop here fa Us sometimes for
want of one watering P That may happen.

28998. Do you not think some means of giving them one watering might be
found? The only satisfactory means i* to construct more works or larger works, or
to limit the area we irrigate from our present works if we find them insufficient for the
whole area.

28599. When you distribute water, what duty do you allow at the outlet ? For
rice it is 80 acres to the cusec at the outlet.

29000. You distribute on that basis ? Yes.

39001. Is not that a very low figure P We get 200 in the Punjab P It may be
low figure, but we have to do everything we can to encourage people.

99002. You say that sometimes you have not enough water. If you raised the
duty yew might have it P The first thing we have to do is to get the cultivator content-
ed, 'and in order to do that we have to give him what he regards as a sufficient supply
of water. If we do not do that he will never be contented*

29003. In my experience, tru zamindar is never content with the water he
gets P That is so.
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29004. We are all fighting for water? We have to make him sufficiently con-

tented to ensure his entering into an agreement with us
;
otherwise he will not do so.

29005. Is agreement the great goal of irrigation here P You cannot do Without

agreements? I am afraid it is impossible. It is obvious that where you have an area

where people can grow fair crops without irrigation, you must have an incentive to

make them pay for the water.

29006. They cannot grow wheat without water ? They very seldom require any
water at all for wheat Generally it does not pay them to take water for wheat

;
it is

not worth their while.

29007. Why? You have a large area under juar?~Yes, but it does not pay
them to take the water. If it did they would, but we know from experience they

do not,

29008. Has any research been carried out on that ? I think the Agricultural

Department has done a good deal.

29009. Why are they taking to juar? -They have always grown it in this

Province.

29010. But you could divert them to s^me better crop? We hope in time to

divert them to lice. Rice is the ciop we are after. It is the one crop which does

require irrigation and is grown on a large scale in this Province, and it is the crop for

which the people in the old days* constructed their own tanks.

2901 1. Can you tell me what delta of water is required for maturing rice? You
cannot generalise about irrigation in the Central Provinces j

conditions here vary

every year.

1*9012. Eliminating the figure of rainfall, how much delta is required? The

figures for transplanted and broadcasted rice differ; I think they are something like

3 feet and 3 feet 6 inches, That is the absolute minimum, but please do not take those

figiires as authoritatve.

29013. Are the people content with 4 feet 6 inches? If we gave them that we
should be doing well, but we do not distribute anything like that.

29014. Do you keep your outlets always flowing ? No
;
we have to be economical

about water here.

29015. Do you not work ihe rotation system ? No. When we are working with

tanks, as we mainly are in this Province, the whole idea is to hold up our water until

it is essential that we should deliver it. There is nothing here like the continuous flow

you have in the Punjab. We hold up our water until it is necessary to give it to the

cultivator, and then we give it to him in a limited time. That is why we have a low

duty.

39016. Do you site your tanks on a watershed, so that the water can flow?

There are many considerations to be borne in mind in selecting sites.

29017. Could you put them in valleys and pump the water up to a good canal ?

I suppose we could, but it would not be economical.

29018. You cannot say that without working out the figures? Unless there is

some particular area that especially icquires water and we cannot possibly irrigate it

by flow, it would not be economical to introduce pumping,

29019. The ordinary way of making a tank is to put a bund across the lower part

of a valley. If you do that, the water will have to be pumped out? No, we should

irrigate the area lower down.

29020. Do you ignore sites where the water is lower than the ground level P~~

We first decide what district we want to have a tank in.

29021. Have you any tanks with high retaining walls, with masonry dams?-*We
have only a few small masonry dams. This country is not suited to them,

29022. Are your dams practically all earthen embankments? Yes.

29023. Has your cost of labour risen since the War P Yes, very considerably,
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29025. Have your acreage charges gone up accordingly P We keep them as high
as we can; that is one of our principles herej but at the same time we try to keep
people contented.

29026. That is a word I do not understand ? I will define it for you. A content-
ed cultivator is one who is willing to renew his agreement That is all we want him to

do.

29027. Could you make out a statement showing how much water flows away
from the Central Provinces? It would be very difficult.

29028. The Irrigation Commission said definitely that 37 per cent was lost, They
must have made some calculation to arrive at that figure? -They n.ust, but 1 think

they must have been cleverer than I am.

29029. Dr. Hyder'. They have not disclosed that information.

Sir Gctnga Kami No, they have not published their calculations, but they say

definitely that 37 per cent goes to the sea,

2930. Sir Thomas Middleton . Your system of irrigation is directed almost

exclusively to the rice crop ? Yes.

30031. And you irrigate i/cth to i/6th of the total aiea of rice in the Province?

That includes the private irrigation works,

20032. You point out two obstacles to increasing the arei of irrigated rice, the

first being fragmentation of holdings ? That is a serious obstacle in this Division.

29033. In another case you say the obstacle is lack of manure
,
the fact that on

irrigated land the soil rapidly loses fertility ? Yes

29034. Have you, or has the Agricultural Department, given special attention to

the manuring of th?se ateas which are found to deteriorate rapidly in quality? They
are still investigating them. Th-y proposed that we should use sann hemp, and we
tried it, but we cannot use it on a bia; scale because we cannot w^ter it when it

requires water, which is at the end of the h t weather In the tiacts in the north of

the Province, where this occurs, we have not got the water then. There are also caste

objections to growing sann h-imp, and in many villages the people refuse to grow it.

We are now considering oil-cake as an alternative. I understand there is a chance of

oil*cake being suitable, if we can obtain it on a bufficient scale at a reasonable price.

29035. Sit Ganga Ram : if you could get a gt cd price for the oil it could be

done?- Yes.

290^6. Sit Thomas Middleton: The problem is not yet solved in this district?

- No.

29037 I undei stand all the water you have available is not taken up, and you
often have a suiplus ? Almost always there is a surplus.

29038. Has any effort been made to induce cultivators to take that surplus at

very low rates for the growing of fodder crops ? No.

29039. Do you not think when you have & surplus to dispose of you might make

tempting offers to get cultivators to grow fodder crops? Yes, but so far we have had
no demand. We have tried to push it, but there is no demand for fodder crops. It

is only occasionally, round the Jubbulpore area, that there is a demand for fodder.

The cultivators have never asked for it.

29040. Sugarcane is the only crop other than rice for which any appreciable

quantity of water is taken ? Yes. People are keen on sugarcane.

29041. Or. Hyden You say the cultivators are not willing to renew their agree-

ments, and you define a contented cultivator as a person who is willing to renew his

agreement Where does the trouble lie ? Have you found out? Yes. A man enters

into an agreement and may be quite satisfied with it. At the end of ten years it

expires. In the year it expires it may be that the rainfall is good ;
there are years when

a bumper crop can be had without hrigation. There is then no object, from the
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t>oJnt of view of the cultivator, in paying for irrigation, and he puts off his renewal
till the following year, and goes on in the*;hope thit he may notjhave to renew it for
some time.

29042. Everybody knows that crop? can be grown without the help of irrigation?
Yes.

flo/'43. But sometimes (say once or twice in ten years) they cannot be grown at

al! without it ? It is not quite so bad as that.

29044. At any rate, the crop* will be seriomly damaged? Yes.

29045. This knowledge is possessed by you, by the cultivators and by the Mem-
bers of the Council V Yes.

29046. Then why is it that the cultivator, knowing this, is unwilling to renew
his agreement? Because he knows that when the bad year comes he can renew it,

29047. But then he has to face the demand rate, has he not? No. When the

time comes that it is absc lutely essential to have water, he says
" Now I

want to enter into an agreement", and we cannot refuse unless we have taken up such

an area that we cannot take on more agreements. He may be kept out because other

people are taking the water, but that is the only risk he runs, and in many cases that

is not a real risk at all.

29048. The cultivator undertakes to pay you a certain rate for irrig ation ? 'Yes.

29049 What do you undertake to do? To give him water when he requnes it

to th e extent to which it is available

29050. I subnrt the trouble lies in your last phrase "to the extent to which it is

availably
"

? We cannot do more,

290^1. I think the trouble here is this that the area from which agreements are

emered into is considerably larger than the aiea which you can serve with your

existing supplies? I do not agiee. I think our area is very fairly fixed. We have

recently considered the question of the development 01 our works, and in doing so we

take all the iccordsof each work from the Un.e it began, and then we decide what

area a woik can fairly be expected to irrigate.

29052 Ptof- Gangulee : You always have a surplus
? I cannot say always.

When we have our works fully developed we ought not to have a surplus in certain

years, but v here the works ate not fully developed there is generally a surplus. If you

look at the Irrigate n Commission's Report you will see one of the points they

considered was whether complete or partial prctection should be afforded. At that

time complete protection was proposed by this Province, but the Commission said

''you cannot afford to do it", and that is true,

fl95JJ Dr. Hyder i I agiee with the advice expressed in that Report, and 1

approve of the system you have in force here
;
but the fact that the cultivators are not

willing to enter into agreements shovts there is some trouble somewhere ? Yes.

29054. The Taxation Committee's. Report says,
"
In the Central Pro vinces, where

the agreement is largely to the advantage of the Government, the occasional rate is

considerably higher than the agreement rate.
" Do you agree with that remark ? Yes.

29055. Considering the fact that the agreement system works to the advantage of

Government, do you not think that it would be desirable to guarantee the supply also?-*

We cannot do it
; you are going back to what the Irrigation Commission said'cculd

not be done.

29056. The duty of water is 80 acres to the cusec P Yes, at the outlet

39057. Do )ou know what is the capacity of the reservoir P We fix our duty on

the tat k
;
no two tanks have the same duty, the duty depends on the capacity of the

tank compared with the rainfall, on the yield from the catchment area and also to

some extent on the size of the scheme, because we have got to take our losses in the

channels into account.
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But, taking any particular tank or reservoir, you can soon calculate how

many areas could be irrigated to bring your crop to maturity with so much water P-*-

Yes, in a certain year, but not generally.

29059. Then when the rains fail and the cultivator wants water and says

"Well, it is up to you now to fulfil your part of the agreement "P We do; we give

him all the water that is available; we cannot do more.

29060. But when the crop cannot be brought to maturity P Then we give him

the benefit of remissions. We have a certain scale of remissions, tor instance, it

he gets only an 8 anna crop he is given half remission.

29061. Sir Ganga Earn- \ forgot to ask you about hydro-electric schemes.

Have you seen Mr. Meares1

survey of hydroelectric schemes 9 -Yes.

29062. He shows several falls in this Province. How dr> you propose to take

advantage of them ? I have sent in a statement showing all the falls that have been

investigated and also what power it was considered could be produced by each of

those schemes. But no schemes have been constructed in this Province.

29063. What percentage of the whole area of the Central Provinces is Govern-

ment land P You mean ryotwan land *

29064. Can you give me a rough figure in acres P I am afraid I have no idea*

25065. Have you got a contour map of the whole Province P-~No, there are

levels of course on the Survey of India maps. Some of them are contoured ; I do

not think that all of them have be^n contoured yet.

29066, How far apart are they ?-- I think 50 feet

25067.
'

Meares 1

map shows 30 or ao feet 1 think ? 1 do not remember th&t, but it

is a long time now since I saw the map.

29068. I will send you that map. Would you mark the irrigated areas and dry
areas and al! that sort of thing ? I have got the maps of other Presidencies? I can
mark all our schemes. But I sent you a map with the note on the Irrigation Commis-
sion's Report

29069 That does not deal with hydro-electricity
?

I sent you another map
Showing the position of the hydro-electric schemes that have bepn investigated.

29070. Is no subsoil survey made? No.

29071. You cannot tell the depth of th* spring level anywhere at any place P
We can only tell it by examining existing wells, The wells in every village are
nearly always deep wells.

29072. You have not conducted a survey P No,

29073. Ate any wells used for irrigation purpose ? Yes, there are generally
kulcha wells in river beds,

29074. How can kutcha wells stand?! suppose they dig them out every year.
There is one part of the Province where they irrigate their lands, in the Shahgarh tract)
and that is in area where the irrigation of wheat is essential. We have built two little

works there and straightaway ive have got ks. 4 an acre.

29075. Cannot you advise them how to make pucca wells ? -We do not want them
to. because they take all our wa'er as it is found to be more convenient

29076. When they come to the water level, how do they increase the depth of the
water? How is the water retained in the place? Is tne soil rocky or firm P I do
not think it is rocky ;

I think it is a light soil,

29077. If it is light soil, then it must fall in? I think a great many of these
wells were/ttara and directly we introduced the irrigation scheme from which they get
irrigation by flow they abandoned all their wells and took to our irrigation.

39078. In examining the Meteorologfcil Officer at Simla we were told by him
that if he had the funds he could foretell three months ahead the exact nature of the
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monsoon which would come t'n. I pointed out to him that the present forecast is of

no use to the zamindar or the irrigation officer, because a forecast of only 24 hours is

no good. If he were able to tell us three months beforehand what the character of

the monsoon was likely to be that would be very valuable information for you, would
it not P We should very much like to have it, but I cannot say off-rund what use we
would be able to make of it.

29079. Mr. Cafoeit : Could you kindly workout the total cost to Government

per irrigated acre and the total return to Government per irrigated acre ? That is on
the present areas of irrigation P

29080. Yes, all charges P -Very well

29081. Ptof. Ganguleei What percentage of the total number of agreements
is not renewed P We have just got to the stage when the first agreements have fallen

in. Unfortunately this has occurred in the Mahanadi area which is the most difficult

are* from which to get agreements. I cannot give }ou the exact figures but I should
think that something like 140 agreements have fallen in during the last two years, out
of which somethirg like 20 only have been renewed. The last two years have been
years of gocd rainfall.

25082. I find from this note which we have submitted to us that the total expendi-
ture on irrigation work is something like 5! crores P Yes.

29083. Is there no ieturn on that expenditure at all ? There is no direct

return.

29084. You state heie that you expect to get some sort of return within thirty or

forty years? The Irrigation Commission stated that you couli construct works in the
Central Provinces but you would be lucky if eventually you get a return of i per cent.

Of course that does not take into account the interest charges after pacing for the

expenses of maintenance and management. We have got to the stage where we pay
for our maintenance and management but we have not }Ct got i per cent return. We
will no doubt get it eventually But I must make it quite clear that these works were
never expected to pay.

290^5. And your view is that if you can make this agreement sys em popular you
can make irrigation pay some time? We certainly would be able to make our I per
cent.

29086. Is there any Irrigation Board in th ; s Province P No. Ti ere is a Council

Committee on Irrigation and all important proposals are placed befor this Committee.
It is not entirely a Council Committee for we have three or four membe's of Council
on it and a couple of men who are not members of Council.

29087. Are there any non-officials on that Committee P They are all non-officials

except myself and the Member-Jn-charge,

29088. Was it lately formed ? It was formed about three cr four years ago, soon

after the new Councils came into being.

2^089, SirCangaRami Who
appoints

that Committee? Government, We
originally intended that it should comprise only Memteis of Council, but in those days
we cotald not get enough men interested in irrigation from the Council, and we appointed
outside men. But now a& far as possible Members of Council are appointed.

29090. Is the question of agreements under the purview of the Minister or under
the Council? The Irrigation Standing Committee can deal with anything.

29091, Can they ask questions in the Council ? -They can ask any question they
like,

29092, Whether the agreement is excessive or not P Anything they like.

29093. Would that be in their jurisdiction ? Certainly. We would then give
them a reply telling them all about it.

The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. CHHQTELAL, ExtrarAssistant Commissioner, and Mr. C.
BURTON, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Raipur.

Mr. Chhotelal and Mr. G. P. Burton were examined on the

Note on the Consolidation oj Holidings in Chhattisgarh
(reprinted below) by Mr. J. F. Dyer, Jt.C.S., Commis-
sioner, Chhattisgarh Division.

Chakbandi is the term commonly used in Chhattisgarh to denote the consolidation

of holdings. While the operation of Hindu and Mahommedan law tends everywhere
towards the sub-division of holdings, the evil of fragmentation is, in this Province
far more serious in the Chhattisgarh Division than elsewhete owing to the e\:l effects

of the now obsolete practice of lakhabhata
t which was a device to equalise trie holding

of land by a periodical distribution of the fields in the village so as to ensure tnat

-each cultivator got his share of the different kinds* of land. The result is that it H
common to find in all the rice areas of the phain

of Chhattis'garh a holding of, say, 10

acres distributed all over the village area in about 40 little plots of land. This extreme

fragmentation of holdings is an obvious bar to the advance of agriculture, and the

establishment of large Government irrigation work makes the evil all the more appa-
rent and a remedy all the more desirable, because fragmentation renders the economi-
cal distribution of water an inipossibility and the transplantation of rice, which the

establishment of an asbured water-supply makes possible, cannot be carried out by
people who have to waste much of their time in travelling from one scattered plot to

another, because the operation of transplantation must be done during a definite and
short season and therefore must be earned out at high pressure.

2. The existence of the evil is obvious. The cure is al*o obvious. Everybody
is agreed On these two points. The difficulty is to evolve a procedure which will

effect the cure. This note deals entirely with Chhattisgarh. The evil there, being
the greatest, must be tackled first.

3. Complete consolidation, that is to say, the reduction of each cultivator's hol-

ding to only one plot of land, is neither possible nor desirable. Firstly, even il large
cultivators, who hold laud in many villages, are left out of the account, quite small

men have frequently separate plots of land \\hich, though not far apart are in separate
revenue villages, the lands 01 which are cultivated from one centre of habitation and
Cultivation. Even \f dll the land of one man is in one village, it is only in exceptional

villages that it would be to his advantage to have all his land in one block. A village

may contain light, heavy and medium soils, inigatod and unirrigated rice-land, non-
rice land suitable for wheat and other cold weather cropi, garden land and sugarcane
land Consolidation should therefore be, it is univci sally admitted, by blocks of soil,

locally known as khars. A man who has several kinds of land at persent will not be

content with any scheme of consolidation which giveb him land of fewer kinds, and

quite rightly so, as the possession of land of different kinds and suitable for different

crops is an excellent insurance against the vagaries of the season. Consolidation by
khars is therefore the object to be aimed at. If the nature and the lie of the land
makes only one kkar feasible, so much the simpler the task.

4. The little consolidation that has been carried out &o far has* been the result

either of the deliberate efforts of the Governmeit or of the people usually the landlord

fclone, acting without the intervention of the Government. Government effort has
attained little success, because it has not been sustained, and busy Deputy Comrnis-
sioners or other revenue officers have been asked to do what they could in the lime

they could spare from their other duties. The task, however, requires undivided
attention and unremitting patience, and not every man is temperamentally suited to

it, whatever his other merits maybe. The careful selection of the personnel of the
chakbandi staff is therefore an essential condition of success.

5. Mr. H. M. Laurie as Commissioner, Chhattisgarh, in 1905 first attacked the

question. Settlement operations were then in progress in the Bilaspur and Raipur
districts, the Drug district rot yet having beet) constituted out of parts of the other
two. The two Settlement Officers were directed to make an effort towards consolida-
tion. In the

Bilaspur. district, success was attained in the village of Nandal, now in

'the Bemetara tahsil of the Drug district, but the village was in no way typical of the
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difficulties of >Wfl*^Y because the? home-far^ having been already cpns<*lWa|pd t$
private tffort, the malg^zar had no axe to gfind in the operations and because^ '|j$

village, being partly a wheat one, had not the minute sub-division of the typical Chhp.1-

tisgarh rice village, In Raipur the Settlement Officer made an e^ort himself in One

village and issued instructions to guide an Assistant Settlement Superintendent in
to,

villages, The Assistant Settlement Superintendent was Mr, Chhotelal, now an Extra-
Assistant Commissioner, and I have had the advantage of discussing his operations
with bim He is of opinion that with continued effort he would have succeeded, had
there not been legal difficulties and 1 ad not the Local Government ordered the discon-

tinuance of the operations early in 1907. The orders of the Local Government assig-
ned ,no reason but merely stated tba' the Chief Commissioner, after careful considera-

tion, had decided not to proceed further in the matter, but it is clear from the report
of the Settlement Commissioner on which the Chief Commissioner's orders Were
based that unwillingness on the part of the people to fall in with the idea, the impossi-

bility of achieving results which could be incorporated in the settlement records then
in preparation and legal difficulties, which I need not go into now, as alterations in the

revenue law have removed some of them, were the reasons why the experiment was
abandoned.

6. Anew attempt was made in 1912, the initiative being taken by the Local
Government, which was impressed by a perusal of what had been achieved, in Austria
and by the increased importance of the question owing to the construction of Govern-
ment irrigation works which had been in progress from the early years of the century.
Little however resulted and I can best explain the failure by giving the facts of the

Bilaspur district. The late Mr. Bell, the then Deputy Commissioner, set to work
with enthusiasm. He succeeded in fall in three small villages, one of which wap in

the mal^uzari portion of the distiict and the other two in zamindaris. None of these

vilhges was however typical of the chakbandi problem. They were small and each
contained fields which were large for Chtnttisgarh and the distances between the
scattered portions of holdings were consequently short compared with those in the

average village. The chakbandi was done on the principle of three or four khars and
has stood the test of time. Mr. Waterfall, the present Deputy Commissioner has

recently visited the mal^uzan village Surighat in the Mungeli tahsil, and has found that
the people are quite content with the new arrangements, but the malguzar of the

village, when he attempted chakbandi in his neighbouring vi lage of Mohtara or his

own initiative, succeeded in consolidating his own home-farm but not the tenants' land.

More significant than Mr. Beil' s success in these three villages was his failure in two

villages of the Bilaspur tahsil In one Mopka, the proprietor applied for chakbandi,
but the effort to carry it out failed. In the other village, Bahitarai, the consolidation
was actually worked out on paper, but the attempt completely failed on account of

the firm opposHion of some of the tenantry. In this village there has since

been a very disputed case for partition among the proprietors wh'ch recently
came before me on appeal. The spirit of unwillingness to come to an agreement about
the partition probably goes a Jong way towards explaining why the consolidation effort

failed Good will on the part of everybody, except in so far as legislation can

empower the will of the majority to prevail over the opposition of the minority, is very
necesbary for success, and the operations which I hope will now be undertaken should
not be prejudiced by making attempts in villages where faction fights and such like

impediments to progress exist. The history of the efforts elsewhere in the Division

need not be gone into, as Bilaspur is a sufficient illustration.

7. Everywhere in the Division, but more in the Janjgir tahsil of the Bilaspur district

than elsewhere, some consolidation has boen done without the help of the Government.
For future operations this private consolidation is both a disadvantage and an

advantage. I mention the disndvantage first, because unless this point is made clear

future operations will be hindered. I have had a register prepared showing what
has been achieved in 27 villages of the Jarijgir tahsil, and I understand that there has
been a little consolidation in a few more villages not included in > he list. *his
consolidation has been almost though not quite entirely in the malguzar's home-farm^
It hos gone on over a long t*rm of ye^rs, and it is not possible now to find out exactly
how all the consolidation in each village was effected, but though no doubt much of it

was by fair means, undoubtedly some has been by high-handed methods and by such

procedure as obtaining the surrender of a tenant's lands by involving him in debt.

The result unfortunately is that chakbandi is too often regarded as a device of the

landlord for improving his own position at the expense of his tenants. One revenue
officer went so far as to say that chakbctnii stunk in the nostrils of the tenants, ai>d
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until that feeling is overcome, as it can be overcome in time by fair and successful

operations, it ha to be borne in mind. It was declared in a meeting of the Board of

Agriculture held last December, when I was President of the Board that chakbandi
had made great strides in this tahsil, I find that statement greatly exaggerated. The
village which was quoted to me as the best example of what could be achieved is

Saragaon. I have not been able to visit it, but I have gone fully through the map
and the papers with people who know the village, 1 find that though the operations
have been aided by the fact that 25 tenants own small tanks and were consequently
keen to get their land concentrated under the conmand of those tanks without going
too minutely into calculations of the abstract values of the plots exchanged, still there
has been consolidation in only 455 acres ou> of a total vilhge area of 3,651, of which

3,134 acres is occupied and about 2,000 acres tinder rice In this village, as in the
others which I have examined in the Janjgir tahsil there are legal difficulties which
must be removed by legislation before free scope can be given even to the voluntary
efforts of cultivator?. 1 shall discuss those difficulties later on. In two of the three

villages of tbe Janjgir tahsil which I examined where there has been partia taartdiby
private effort, 1 found that a good start had been made in remodelling the land. High
class rice cultivation implies embankments which should contain p^reas of a flat surface

as large as the He of the land permits. If, however, holdings are scattered, the

embankments have to be sited more according to the limits of the plots in the posses-
sion of the different holders than in accordance with the lie of the land. A good
lay-out is therefore impossible. In these two village* I found that chakbandi had

permitted a radical remodelling of the embankments so as to obtain the most advanta-

geous lay-out. In one the work had been chiefly done by the landlord on the home-
farm but in the other I found four go-ahead tenants who had spent between Rs. 2,000
to R. 3,000 on remodelling, including th. building of small tanks on parts of their

holdings to irrigate the rest of them.

8t Inlthe Drug district, there are two most interesting vilhges which teach one a lot

about the chakbandi problem. They are the villages of Matwari and Risama in the

Drugf tahsil. In Matwari the unaided efforts of the malguzars snd the tenants have
effected chakbandi completely in the sense that everybody's land has come into the

scheme, but if there had been legal sanction and Go^einment hdp behind the opera-
tions, the consolidation might have been more thorough, 1 he following cansiderations

go against the argument that the success achieved in this village proves that general
success can be obtained without Govcrnrrent help and legislation. The village is a

small one of 827 acres and is almost all of one kind of soil and that poor. There has,

therefore, been little trouble about forming khar\> The tenants all live on the spot or
in neighbouring villages and there happened to be no quarrels among them. The land-
lords are progressive men who live in the neighbouring village of Risama, and in

Matwari their home-farm covers 213.27 acres As a result of chahbnndi the number of

fields, which was 2,934 when the village was last numbered and had since, mainly by
family sub-division, risen to 3,651 has been reduced to 243, and the latter number would
have been still smaller, had not legal difficulties prevented the lumping together under one
number of some portion of the home-farm which though now contiguous are held under
different rights, some being sir and some khudka^ht. As the number of cultivators
is 39, the average number of fields per cultivator has falU n from 98 to 8, but both the
total

figures
include all patches of communal land, water-channels, roads, etc.. and

unoccupied land, hence the present cumber of plots per cultivator is less than eight.
The numbers 3,651 and 98 are probably both somewhat exaggerated, as the village has
not been properly renumbered for a long time and a skilful renumbering in its uncon-
solidated state would have reduced both these figures somewhat. Still the contrast
is striking. The simplification of the map and of the settlement and annual land
record papers is thus obvious. The work of preparing these papers will in future not
be one-tenth of what it was before. I found all the people very content with the new
arrangements and had not the slightest intention of going back on them. The work
of remodelling the fields by levelling buperfluoub embankments and reconstructing
others so as to take the best advantage of the lie of the land has begun but it requires
money and time and has not yet been cairied through, but what I saw showed me that
the possibility which chakbandi gives of preparing a really good lay-out of the land is

one of its greatest advantages.

9. In Risama next door, which belongs to the same landlords and i which there

is much home-farm, I found aveiy different state of affairs. Consolidation his been
almost entirely in the home-farm, and for reasons which I could not get at the bottom

fully during my short visit to the village but which were no doubt based on the
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landlords doing their best for themselves irrespective of the rights and convenient
of the tenants, the feeling'against the landlords was very strong. From the purely

agricultural point of view, however, the landlords have done excellent work for them-

selves. Oi e large block of 242 acres has all been converted into home-farm. The
landlords have taken the advice ( f the Executive Engineer for irrigation and borrowed

the services of a sub-overseer who took the exact levels of the land. The fields were
then remodelled according to the levels and reduced in number from somewheie

about 100 to 19. In one part of the village some old small scattered rice fields and

some adjoining waste lands hid all been consolidated into one large rice field properly
embanked of 25 acres, by far the largest rice field which I have ever seen. The work

ot remodelling was st 11 gong on, but landlords said that up to date
they

had spent
Rs. 32,000 on improvement in both villages. This village also illustrated the legal

difficulties which impede progress and which 1 shall now discuss.

10. While I consider that progress in the past would have been considerable, had

a more persistent effort been made to overcome the difficulties of the problem, I am

fully conscious of those difficulties They are both general and legal, The general
difficulties are

(i) The people are intensely conservative and have a low standard of comfort.

(a) For many reasons, one of which is that the rice cropi while it gives some
concentrated work during the operations of cultivation and at the time

of harvest, leaves the reople with nothing to do for a largo portion of

the year, they are a great deal lazier than the people of the cotton tracts

and considerably more lazy than the people of wheat tracts, Though this

note gives indications of unaided progress, the mountain of inertia that

has to be faced cannot be ignored.

'(3) As already explained, there is a feeling that chnkbandi is for the benefit of

the rich man, usually the landlord, and to the detriment of the poor man.

(4) Having few intelligent interacts, the people are prone lo useless squabbling.
The volume of civil litijation in the f^njgir tahsil, where voluntary pro-

giess has been greatest, was recently quoted to me as due to the absence
of intelligent interests amon^ the people.

(5) The land lends contain few men who are leaders .of the people, such as are
found in large numbers in, for example, the Narsinghpur district.

Relations between the tenants and the rent- receivers who are the
landlords are otten very stiained

(6) There are many Satnamis (reformed Chamars or lea thei -workers) among
the people, whose effotts towards social uplift are taking the foim of

opposition to the Hindu castes. The existence of this large sect in the

tenantry embitters relations among them ard between the tenantry and
the landlord. Chakband* operations tactlessly conducted could very
easily provoke a not

11. The legal obstacles can be summed up in Ore sentence, that the law at present
does not provide for the cultivators obtaining clear and undisputed rights in the land

Ihey receive in exchange in the process of consolidation The Land Revenue and the

Tenancy Acts make same provisions for transferring rights in the land when exchanges
are made, but those provisions ate not full enough. It was suggested when the present
Tenancy Act of 1920 was under con sidei at ion that it should provide more fully f<r

exchanges, but in the end, av exchanges affect more than tenancy land, it WAS
decided that the provisions in the fir*t oraft bill should be cut out as inappropriate in a
bill regulating the relations between landlord and tenant. Section 2, sub-section (17),
of the Land Revenue Act provides that where by any local custom lard is liable to

exchange or redistribution among the cultivators, land which is not sir land (home-farm
in which no tenant rights can acciue) and which is taken in exchange for fir land, shall

become sir land, and the sir land given in exchange for that land sha'l cease to be sir

land. Rules under section 68 (2) provide that any land previously held 'by a
malik-makbuxa (plot proprietor) or tenant which comes into the possession of a

proprietor in exchange for st land may be recorded as sir land by the Settlement

Officer, if he is satisfied that the two plots are of approximately the same va'ue and the

exchange is voluntary. They also provide that the Settlement Officer may declare to

be sir any khudkasht land (ternp6rary- home-farm) lecelved by iny prop lietor from
another proprietor io the fame mahal in exchange for sir land of approximately the
same value. In both cases the sir land given in exchange is recorded in the right in
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the land taken in exchange was previously recorded, I have been informed
the word tf

e^cchanpe
"
here is capable of & broader meaning (Jjan t,hat assigned to it in

sectitn 1 18 of the Transfer of Property ^\ct, and may fairly be taken to include the

interchange c f sir and khudkasht rights in the land of one proprietor when in the

interests of consolidation it is advisable to collect all the permanent home-farm into

one block. Sectional of the Tenancy Act provides that when a tenant holding land
situate in a village in which the holdings of tenant? are by custom liable to periodical
redistribution and exchanging such land in accordance with such custom for other Jand
situate in the same village shall be deemed to have the fame right therein a* he had
in his former land, an i section 92 provides tor a tenmt xvho ceases to hold any land

and thereupon commences to hold other land of t'ne same landlord, under circumstance*
from which it may be Inferred that the tenant has accepted such other land in lieu of,

or on the sa-i.e conditions as the land which he has ceased to hold, shall be deemed lo

have the same right? as >e had in his former land.

12, These provisions of the law by no means solve the legal difficulties of

chakbvndi. Land in a Chhattisgarh v'llage consists of some or all of the following
kinds :

(1) Sir (permanent home-farm),

(2) Klntdkasht (temporary home-farm in which any person who is allowed to

cultivate it acquires under the law occupancy lights).

(3) Malik-mak'bus.a plots (plots of land belonging in proprietary right to persons
who are ether than the proprietors of the village),

(4) Mifkiyat-sarkar plots (plots of land of which the proprietor is the Govern-

ment).

(5) Absolute occupancy holdings (tenants' holdings whi< h carry a right of

transfer).

(6) Occupancy holdings (land helJ in the commonest form of tenant right which

does not carry a right of transfer).

(7) Village service land, i r,, land held by village servants as icmuneration of

their work.

(8) Communal land (land ?etapart for purposes of the community). Much of this

land, such as the village *ite and the burial ground xvould not be affected

by any scheme of redistribution, hut other plot*, such as land set apart as

standing ground for the cattle or as the place for skinning dead animals
should come into the general scheme.

(9) Unoccupied land. This may be either cultivable or uncuHivable. The for-

mer sh< uld come into the redistribution scheme and the latter out of

necessity stands out.

(10) Land occupied by railways, main roads and Government irrigation channels.

It is essential that the law should provide for the free transfer of existing rights, includ-

ing encumbrances, whahver they may be, which the scheme of consolidation neces-

sitates. In addition to direct rights between lanllord and tenant there are rights of

reversioners which could be legally enforced to the undoing of attempts at consolidation^
if it is not regularised by legislation In one of the villages which I visited I found a

tenant being threatened with a suit by his landlord for ejectment foi illegal transfer
of his land i the transfer being contemplated in a process of consolidation, As the law
stands at present, the civil court would have no option but to find in favour cf the

plaintiff in thii suit, and an heir or reversioner might similarly su>. At present, even
when all the people concei ned are completely satisfied with the transfers effected in

consolidation, there is the grave objection that the laud record &taff has no authority
to bring the land records into accordance with the new facts, and in some of Ihe villa-

ges I visited I found that the only objecti n which the people had to consolidation was

that, having accomplished it, they had not the protection which is given to them by an
authoritative Government record of iheir rights. Legislat'on is, therefore, necessary to

secure the people in their rights, even if the consolidation is voluntary, whether it is

done by their own efforts oi wish the help of a Government agency.

13, Legislation is all the more necessary to compel an obstructive minority to

faU in with the wishes of the
majority. The Act passed in Baroda in 1920 provides for

consolidation when two-thirds of the total number cf holders in 4 village who own not
ess than half of the total cultivable land in it agree to consolidation. I have no infor-
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tion how this provision has worked in Baroda, but in the Central Provinces ure
in a way a parallel in the provision oi the Canal Management Act of 1919, which pro-
vides that if the occupiers of four- fifths of an irrigated area desire to 'enter into an agree-
ment for the supply of irrigation water, their will can be made binding on the remain*

ing one-fifth. To adopt the Baroda rule in Chhattisgarh would be to ask for failure, as
the proportion of the village to be held by the advocates of consolidation is too small,
but I think that there should l*e a provision for a two-thirds majority prevailing over
the minority, pi ovided that that majority applies both to the cultivators and to the
area held by them. A four- fifths majority would often be useless, ^especially as applied
to the cultivable area, as one landlord with his holding already consolidated could

successfully stand out against the wishes of all his tenantry, piovided he held person-
ally more than one- fifth of the area. I do not recommend this provision of compulsion
as an instrument to be applied at once, but it shou'd be in the law to allow for the increas-

ing demand for consolidation which will doubtless come when operations are success-

fully can ieJ through in some villages A provision of the law allowing the officer-

in-charge to decline to undertake consolidation if he thinks there are likely to be dis-

putes and difficulties in carrying the operation through would prevent this section frbm
causing trouble.

14* I shall indicate the provisions of law which, apart from substantive law, are

necessary to regulate chakbandi procedure, by describing the procedure which I

conaider advisable in the field. There is unanimity of opinion among people who
have thought about the subject that it is useless to expect the ordinary revenue staff to
achieve substantial results. Past experience shows that they cannot do so. Apart
from the volume of their work, which I consider sufficient but not excessive, their
other duties prevent the concentrated attention which is necessary for success in
consolidation. 1 therefore propose that there should be a special staff. To begin with
I would start early next cold weather with one carefully selected Extra-Assistant
Commissioner and give him a staff of five revenue inspectors. The Extra-Assistant
Commissioner, who might be called the chakbandi officer, requires a reader on the
crdinary lower division scale oi clerks' pay and two peons Each of the revenue
inspectors requires one chainnr*an. If chakbandi is going to spread this staff is

obviously insufficient, but it is quite enough for a start, as practical experience will
teach us much as we go along and to attempt more at the beginning would be to spread
mistakes which would be avoided if a start is made on a small scale arid experience is

gradually built up before an extended effort is attempted. It is impossible at this

stage to indicate what staff may be ultimately required, but I hope that success will

compel the employment of a large staff. The chakbandi officer shou rl be allowed to
select his villages himself. 1 he careful selection of suitable villages to rrake a start
on is very important They should be villages where everybody is anxious for
consolidation, where the landlords are enlightened people and where there are no
faction fights. They should be of moderate size and should not present too many
difficulties of soils* They should be scattered over the Division so that each may
serve, so to speak, as a demonstration centre from which chakbandi may spread.
I found, for example, in Matwari that the people of surrounding villages were going
to it and enquiring how the ihakbandi there had been accomplished, as they would
like to see it carried out in their own villages. The villages should be in or nar
areas commanded by Government irrigation works, either completed or under
construction. I would start off with two in the Mahanadi area, two in the Tendula
area and one in the Janjgir tahsil, either in or near to the area which will be
commanded by the new Kharung project. Having selected his villages, the chakbandi
officer should then decide how exactly he is going to proceed to suit the particular
circumstances of each village. I give it as a general principle ihat a schema of
consolidation which is not theoretically perfect but to which everybody agrees is

far better than one which, when worked out on paper, is the best that could be
devised but which goes against the wishes of the people. The Baroda Act provides
for the consolidation of holdings and then for givn.g out the new holdings by lot.
I prefer to work on what I call the nucleus principle. It will usually be found that
each tenant has some land which, on account either ot its size or of its qualities,
he specially prizes. The new consolidated holdings should be built up round these
nuclei of land, Mr . Chhotelal tcld me that he adopted this method of work in 1905
and it promised success. It is the method which the people have adopted themselves.
To carry it out requires more skill and patience than other methods, but it ensures
contentment. To use the common parlance, it is better to have 14 anna
consolidation and everybody content than 16 annas consolidation according to
theoretical ideas of what is best and most people dissatisfied. Though the law
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Should not bar money payments between tenants to adjust inequalities ot

exchanges, they should be avoided so tar as possible, as they will lead to elaborate
and unsatisfactory valuations of land, whereas experience shows that the people are

ready p yield something in abstract value fur the sake of the convenience which a
consolidated holding gives. When the consolidation officer has started the operations
in each village, he can then leave the details for the time being to be carried on by
the revenue inspector, who must of co urse be a specially selected man fitted by
temperament to the work. He will travel round his villages and constantly check
what the

inspectors
are doing and then go through the whole scheme when the work

is finished in each village. The revenue inspector will come in again when the
scheme h^s been approved and prepare the n.*w map according to the consolidation
and a new record of right, which should be checked and passed by the chakbandi
officer* There should be a provision in the law for giving possession of the consoli-
dated holdings by warrant. In discussing the problem with me, Mr. Chhotelal

emphasised the necessity of not insisting on too early concrete results. A little

patience at the beginning, resulting in a few villages well done and everybody content,
will be much more satisfactory than telling the chakbandi officer that he must produce
so much work per season.

15. Chapter IV of the Land Revenue Act provides an elaborate scheme of appeal,
revision and review in all revenue matters*. It is obvious that if a man has a right of
two appeals, and sometimes three, in every petty revenue matter, he cannot have a more
limited right m the most important matter of the taking away of some of his land and
the handing over to him of other land. It is equally obvious that if appeals do occur
at every turn, chakbandi operations will be a failuie. While we canriut bar the right
of appeal, we must minimise the chance of it by the careful selection of villages and
careful work. The chakbandi officer must have a full right, for reasons to be recorded
m writing, to reject any application for his help. It is quite probable that some appli-
cations will be made to him by one faction in the village; simply to annoy the other.
In other words, an attempt will be made to use him as a tool in faction tights. The
sad history of the cases for the partition of villages is sufficient warning of how work,
meant to further the smoother running of village rconomy, may be used as a weapon
for bitter quarrels. Though I suggest that the law should contain a provision about
compulsion, I would not use compulsion until experience has made us expert in the
work. The (hakbandt officer should work in each village wi h a panchayac consisting
of himself, one representative of the landlords and thiee of the tenants. He should
select these men himself, so as to ensure his obtaining men who will really help and
who represent the different interests in the village. In particular the small tenantry
should be represented. My experience is that a small man who has lived all his life
in the village and has no interest outside it may have a very wide knowledge of the
capacities of the land in the village and be a much more useful member of the

panchayat than a man of more substance arid education. When the chakbandi officer
is visiting his other villages the revenue inspector should act as his deputy on
the panchayat.

ifr The question ot determining under whom the chakbandi officer should work
is

important^
I suggest that he should be under the Settlement Officer and the Settle-

ment Commissioner. The Settlement Officer cannot do the work of consolidation
himself, as his ordinary duties compel him to work against time on a carefully thought-
out programme, but he has a familiarity in dealing with soils and maps which makes
him more competent to scrutinise chakbandi proposals satisfactorily than a DeputyCommissioner without settlement experience. There is the difficulty, however, that a
Settlement Officer is not always in the district. One will however be working in the
Raipur khalsa area from next November, one in Bilaspur from November 1927 and
one in Drug from November 1928. To get over this difficulty I would provide in the
law for the proceedings being submitted to the Deputy Commissioner with a provision,
as is already the practice in respect of some of thd Deputy Commissioner's powerswhen a settlement is in progress, for the Deputy Commissioner's power being trani-
terred to the Settlement Officer either of the district in which the village is situate or
of'an adjoining district. In time, when the work is stereotyped, the Deputy Commis-
sioners may be able to assume the duties which I would now assign to the Settlement
Officer. The Settlement Commissioner is better fitted by training than the Commis-
sioner of the Division to control the work, unless of course the Commissioner has wide
settlement experience, and if, as is possible, chakbandi spreads to the other Divisions
of the Province, where the problem exists but is a great deal less pressing, his control
will give the advantage of consistency. He should of course keep in touch with the
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Comraiifiloner of the Division. The transfer of the ordinary powers of the Commis-
sioner under the revenue law to the Settlement Comtn ssioner is a regu'ar feature of

revenue woik. Nowadays too th- ordinary executive duties of the Commissioner in

connection with (he manngemen! of town land a<*e transferred, during the progress of

a town settlement, tc the Settlemen Comtusjioner. The procedure, as auth ri**d

both by the law and by executive instructions, HPS worked quite smoothly, especially
as it is Uid down that the Settlement Commissioner, when acting under executive
instructio s, should not go apB'nst he wishes of the Commissioner without a reference
to the Loc^l Government, A further piactical reason fur putt ng the Settlement Com-
missioner in control is that for the next g*od many years much of his work will tie

in Chhattisgarh and he should be able to do his chakbandi wo'k on or near
the spot I propose that instead of theutinl proce<lute of ^JWincr appeals and as A
more effective substitute for it, the chikbandi officer should submit his proposals to
the Settlement Officer for confirmation, with a statement, if any, of objections which
he ha* not been able to remove* '1 he Settlement Officer should send th' m on to the
Settlement CominisManer only if he faiis to envct c mpl -te agree nent. It is not

necessary for the Local Government to see the papers unless special npplici ion is

marie to it under circumstance simihr to those under which a third appeal is allowed
in ordinary revenu- cases to the Local G vernnv nt. My experience n dealing? with

partition cases stiengthens my belief that the ordinary rocts^ of ^pp'al w uld be f tal

to consolidation operations. I have not yet met a member of the bar who I*as the

familiarity with maps an- 1 village papers which rendeis him any h Ip in a partition
ca^e I do noc blame th bar for th s lack of knowledge. They have little opp -ituni-y
of acquiring it, but I have had a plea

1 er befoie me wh
,
when r xa . mmp the map of a

village in which he was pn secuUng a partition app'al, did not kn >w the different
between a main G vernment irrigation channel rind << village r *d. Appals drafted hy
pleader - and presented in the ordinary way would simply confuse the issues, but rach
offic r who hid to smd a consolidation -asetuhis immediate c

uperk,r *hould receive
all objections and should analyse them before submitting the case for orders,

7, The opportunity of <.onst.lida' ion operations can be taken to i ffect other
improvement-* in the village* betide* mere con^olidition. The straightening out of

village roads and the provision of new roads so a-? to give access to all hoi ings ai.d

to tanks, grazing grou< d, etc
, should be looked TO, and where proper facilities do not

no\\ exist, Adequate provision for communal purposes, such as the standing ground
for cattle, the burial ground, etc,, sr.ould ue made. It should also be possible

by agreement to provide foi esjenial private watercourses between holdings.

18. When the schc i e < f consol'd^t on is completely worked out, there should be
an entirely P w record of right. The new map will bear no reae-mblanre t. the old
one and the village papers w 11 b- re uccJinbulk to a fraction of wrwt they were
before. It is not enough simply to prepare f esh an.ual pipers, as th village pap^s
nust be given the higher evuluntitlvtlue which belongs to a record of rig'it. As,

however, under the procedure I ougges ,
c m^jlidation wiU have been done l>y mutual

agreement and, if not based ou ci>nplttt agreement, will have be< n sc utmised by
superio officers, there should be no provision corre'p i ding to that in section 80,

sub-section (i), of the Land Revenu* Act, which provides foi the inanition of a civil

suit for the cancellati-.n or amendment of any entry within one ye.ir of a settle ne- 1

Such a provision would n>oie..ver be ill gicil, as the new rights i-, the village will be
based entirely on the Chaktandi Act and not on previously existing rights, f-cts or
customs.

19. The law should also provide for cultivators submitting for the approval of

the chakbandi officer and his superiors their unaided efforts at c msobdatmn, eitier

complete or partial. When the results of this priv.te consolidation h\ve been

approved, th^- chakbandi officer sh uld have power to prep ire a fresh recoid of right
for the

village
or portion of the vil'age affected, so that the cultivators may nave the

protection of the law.

20. There *re very fe* ryotwari villages in Chhattisgarh but they should not

be left cot of the scheu e cf consoliditi n, especially as the most in portant one in the
whole Division is Baloda B>zar, a tansil headquarters and commanded b\ the Mahanadi
canal. This village was previously malgu /ari, but the ma'guzar's rights we. e bought
out when the Baloda Bazar tnhsil was e?t^blished. Its ho dings are no 1

vety scattered

but are much les* compact than if the village had been ryotwari all along Near it

there ate two small ryotwari vill tges, aUc b tr< commanded by Government irrigation.

There is some scope of consolidation in them. I have talked to the T^hsildir, Baloda

Brf*T, an4 to the patels of all the three villages and they are hopeful that consolidation
can be carried out.
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21, As Is clear from this note, chakbandi, to confer full benefit, has usually to

be supplemented by the remodelling of holdings. Remodelling costs money, and the
Government should make it known that it will be prepared to givr land improvement
loans freely to people who want to remodel their land after consolidation. While it is

quite proper that these loans should be given out on the recommendation of the chak-

bandi officer, they should be part and parcel <f the ordinary work of administering
land improvement loans, The loan account is one which can easily get into confusion,
unless it is carefully administered, an t all improvement loans, for whatever purpose
granted, should be on the Tahsildar's books and he should be responsible for the collec-

tion of the principal and interest. I would allow no concession in the rate of interest;
as different rates of interest mean a great complication in the accounts, but I would
show leniency in fixing the instalments of repayment. This is no departure from estab-
lished principle as it has already been recognised that the instalments of land improve*
ment loans should vary according to the work for which they are taken,

2, Suggestions have been made fiom time to time that conbolidatnn would be

encouraged if the Government declared that the land revenue would be loweicd or at
least not enhanced at settlement in villages where it had been carried out. Stated in

this crude form, the propositiofi goes iruch to > far, but every effort should be made to

avoid the suspicion that the land revenue his been increased because of consolidation.
The general procedure about not assessing improvements should be followed. By
keeping an old unconsolidattd map of the village showing soils an 1 pos^t'ons, it is a

simple matter to avoid enhancerru nt on account of the improvements due to

consolidation.

23. The Registrar of Co-operative Societies, speaking in the Boaul of Agriculture
last December, gave little hope of co-operative societies in Chhattisgarh being able to

help effectively in consolidation. 1 have therefore ignored them so far in this notCi
but a village where a healthy co-opera ive society has taught the people to work together
should offer a promising field for consolidation, and the pofsibiliry of forming societies
for financing remodelling after consolidation should be borne in mind,

24. This note does not pretend to be exh lustive. It merely embodies ths ideas

which I have formed since I went to ChhaUisgarh as Commissioner in January. I

propose now that it be discussed during the monsoon by a committee in Raipur, presided
over by the Hon'ble the Revenue Member 1 he other official members should be the

Commissioner of the Division, the Settlement Commi siunei, the Legal Remembrancer
and Mr. Chhotelal, Extra-As^stant Commissioner. As non-official members I would
have all the Chhattisgarh members of the Legislative Council, ruial and urban. It is

advisable to have the urban members also so a* to get all the elected representatives
interested in this very important piublem. To the strictly Chhattisgarh members I

would add Sir S. M. Chitnavis, who represet ts ih<p Nagpur and Chhattisgarh Imd-
holders and is himself a large landholder. 1 would ad.l also two cultivators from each

district to be nominated by the Local Government, who should be men with practical

experience in consolidation. When the gene al principles and p.oceduie have been
thrashed out, work *hould be staned in N vernber, as suggested above, and the

necessary bill prepared for presentation early m the new Legislative Council to be

elected at the er.d of the year. If the legislation is passed in time for the second

season's work, it would he quite early enough

Oral Evidence

29094. The Chairman : Mr. Chhotelal, you are an Extra-Assistant Com-
missioner ? Yes.

29095. I understand you have been in charge of the scheme for consolidation ?-*-

Yes.

29096. In what district P^-The whole Division, that is, Kaipur, Bilaspur and

Drug.

29097* Mr. Burton, 1 understand that it is agreeable to you that you should

sit at the table and that you are willing to answer any questions that the Commission

may put to you ? Yea, to the best of my ability,

35098, (To Mr. Ghhotelal)i I propose to ask you some questions first. Have

you seen this document which has been placed before the Commission and is entitled
' Note on the Consolidation of Holdings in Chhattisgarh

' ?~Yes, I have seen it.
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29099- Who drafted this note ? Mr. Dyer, Commissioner of the Chhattisgarh
Division.

29100, Yes, I see that he has signed it in'the capacity of Officiating Commissioner,
Chhattisgarh ^Division.

He points out that in 1905 Mr, H. M. Laurie, who was then
the Commissioner, Chhattisgarh Div-sion, attempted consolidation, and initiated a
scheme which was discontinued in 1907 by the orders of the Local Government without
any reason being assigned. Do you know in fact why the Local Government orderod
tl^e discontinuance of that scheme ? No.

29101, Then again in 1912 the Local Government itself took the initiative

impressed, so this document says, by the success of certain experiments which
had been attempt, d in Austria, but very little came of that scheme, is that SD? Yes,

29102, Now, when did the scheme that you are most familiar with come into

being ? About a month ago.

2910^. Nothing has been done in this direction since IQI2 ;
this scheme was

staited only a month ago: is that j>o P The note was drafted last year, the conference
was held in August, and then it was discussed whether there should be legislation
or not. Then, in the month of November, I was ordererl to start work and I started
in December.

29104. Is it within your knowledge how long after 1912 the effort was persisted
in? (Mr. Burton) I was here at the time as Assistant Commissioner for a year;
it went on for anothei \ear after that, so far as I am aware.

29105. It went on till the beginning of the War 9
(Mr, Burton) Yes, it wa

interrupted by the War.

29106. You have read through this document? - (Mt. Chhotelal) Yes.

29107. And you agree with it ?(A/>. Chhotelal) Y<s, I quite agr.e with it.

20108 I do not know whether you wish to say anything, Mr. Burton?

(Mr. Burton] I agne, generally. It was drafted alter cons-ideiable enquiry by
Mr byer, who was particularly interested in the matter, as Settlement Commissioner,
and I think he has put together practically everything that has been done in these

few pageb. It was discussed by a conference held by Mr. Dyer in August, it was
submitted to Gov< rnment, and practically the whole of it was accepted Dy both the

official and non-official opinion in the conference.

29109, It has been nameJ ch^kbandi in this Province P (Mr. Burton} Ye .

29110 In addition to these two successes that have been achieved in the Drug
district, there ha\e been two other village* where the experiment has been

successful? (Mr. Burton) That is in the next district; there it was done by a

malguzar practically.

29111. That is not part of the 1912 scheme, nor the fruit of it ? (Mr, Burton)
No.

29112. Mr. Dyer sets down ten different types of ownership or tenancy, and

roints out tb-'t in this multiplicity of systems lies the real obstacle to consolidation ?-

(Mr. Chhotelal) Yes.

29113. And he concludes from that that legislation, securing the people in

their rights in their new holdings, is a sine qua non for an important spread of

this movement P (Mr. Chhotalal) Yes.

29114. I see that Mr. Dyer thinks thit a two-thirds majority should prevail

over tbe minority; do you agree with that ? ( Mr. Chhotelal) Yes. (Mr. Burton)
[ think 1 should insist on rather a larger percentage than two-th'rn-s.

29115. I was surprised to see. in the face of Mr. Dyer's remark on page 157 of

the note, that a two-thirds majority should prevail, that he holds the view that the

complicated system of appeal at preset t obtaining should, to some extent, be

waived, because consolidation n-ill have been achitved by mutual agreement and

jiff toot based on complete agreement, will have been scrutinized by superior oncers, and

lihat in adjusting the new record of right, there should be no provision corresporiiUng
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to that in section 82, subjection (i) of the Land Revenue Act Could it be said

that a scheme which had been put into effect, in spite of the opposition of one- third

of the owners, was a scheme which, in fact, had been achieved by mutual agreement?

( Mr. Chhotelfll) Yes. 1 he fact is that the work will be done by arbitration by the

partchn>a, rnd, when the representatives of the malguzar and the tenants have

agreea t the chnkb^ndi, the proceedings will be submi'trd for confirmation to the

higher authorities, and the man who has any objection can very well obiect to the

su erior of the chakbnn y
i officer. ( Mr, Burton )

For the pe*ce and welfare of the

village, I think it is desirable that a larger percentage should actually agree j
the

actual transfer would only affect the man whose fi Id is to be altered.

2Qn6. Would you be prepared to suggest the removal of the right of appeal P

(Mr. Burton) 1 think it is essential, if the work is ever to be completed in

reasonable time.

29117 Mr. Dyer gives the staff which will be required. What staff is at

present engaged on the work? (Mr. Chhotelal) 1 have thiee Revenue Inspectors only.

2Qii8. He suggests an Extra- Assistant Commissioner, who might be cal'ed the
Chakbandi Offcfr, with a staff cf five Revenue Inspectors, eath with one chainman,
and a rea< er on the or

dinary lowet division scale of c'erks' pay and two pe>nj> for the

E> tra- Assist nt Commissioner. Could important schemes le undertaken with a

staff of that sizt ?-( Mr. Ckhotelal) No, that is onlj to strirt with
; experimentally,

I havt taken only a small staff.

29'!*). Are you finding that there is a demand on thepait of cultivators for

consolidation P
i Mr, Lhhotcwl ) Yes, thcie is a largf de-i and.

29*20. Is it a growirg demand P
( Mr. Chhoielal) Ye?. Of course, in every

village the people are doing it more or le*s of their own accord, but all the tenants
do not do it,

29121. How much propaj>.*nda has there betn to popularise the idea? Mas
there been any propaganda ? (

Mr. Chhotelal ) Theie has been no propaganda.

29' 22. What about the attitude of the average malcuzar ;
is he favourable

to (he ideaP ( jfcfr Burton) I think one can say satcly tl at he is the keenest

leilly; one of the troubles is that the people suspect that the malguzar, with his

influence, gets the best cf the land.

,. I &ee that a*tention has been drawn to the possibility of applying this
scheme to the few ryotwari Villages in Chhattisgurh ;

hs anything been done in

that connection P ( Mr Burton) I have just hid that examined for Baloda Bizaar

village, and Mr. Cnbotelal thinks that it is a fav^ur^ble case. Tht-v have a
complete irrigation system, and it is hoped to mtioduce the chnkbandi system
without any difficulty <t all, and then apply the wtci course system of irrigation,
to have a complete model.

29124. Who is going to make the watercourses P ( Mr. Button) As matters
are at present, I should rather propose that Goveinment should give a ryotwari
village, an impiovement gr<nt lor the purpose, just as grants are given for wells in

out-of-the-way villages.

29125. Would thit be ndn inistered by the panchayat ? (Mr Burton) No, it would
be done by the Irrigation Department. The grant would be given by Government.

29126. And handled by the Irrigation Department P (Mr. Burton) Yes.

29127. The Irrigation Department staff would actually make the minor water-
courses P (Mr. Burton) They would design them, and supervise the conslructien.

29'2&. But the usual thing in this Pr vince, as elsewhere, is to leave the smal*
watercourses to the villagers themieIveP~-(A*r. Burton) Practically none, as, far
as I remember, h*ve been made. I may perhaps add that once Government gave loans
for the construction rf minor watercourses

; recertly I made enquiries about it and
I found they hid been fully constructed but had fallen into disuse and were being
broken up again.
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39*39' Can either of you throw any light on paragraph 33, page 160, in which
we are told that:

"The Registrar* of Cooperative Societies, speaking in the Board of Agriculture
last December, gave little hope of co-ooera'ive societies in Chhattisgarh being able
to help effectively in consolidation '. What argument did he use P (Mr. Burton) I have
not seen the papers, but I imagine he felt that they were not sufficiently influential to
add much weight to the movement*

29130. Hedui not regard this as a promising field for tne expansion of his

department's work $(Mr. HurtOH) I think they are fully occupiei in rectifying their
own affairs*

29131* Do you anticipate any difficulty in
getting

the necessary legislative acts

passed into law? (Mr Kurton) I anticipate some difficulty, there will have to be
amendments to the existing Kevmue and Tenancy Acts.

29132. In order to make it possible to have a new record of rights aftei consolida-

tion P(4fr. Burton) I think the main'difficulty ih to transfer front one area to another
the same rights that were held in the ,i:ea t riginally by th owner

f9 ! 33 And to attach all the weight of a record of right to the new holding?
(Mr, Burton) The right must g<* with the man wh J is the holder.

29114. Do you regard it, from your knowledge of these matters, as a fey bible

proposition, in the face of present conditions, to g*-t this law passe-i *(Mr Burton)
I think we shall have the suppoit of the local members in the Legislative Council.

29135. Would it be a vory material contribution to the agnttilluial prosperity
of the districts ?(Aff. Button, There is no doubt about it.

291 $. Are there any obstacles which are not suggested in this document or in

y^ur evidence that you rate to tell us about? (Mr. ChHotelal) No. (Mi Burton) '[ he

practici I obstacle is the tremendous amount of trouble involved in the concentration
of holdings so Widely spread 1 he irtr>p which is on the wall heie shows the p >i>ition

after the first stage in a village Dumartaho; each colour represent a certain man's

holding, it would be an enormous task to get them 11 together.

20137. Mr. Cdivert: Have you attempted to work out the cost per acre?

(Mr. Ckhotelal) Vo. As the work which is going, on has been started experimentally,
I cannot say what its cost will he when it is done on a large ^cale. j had a lot of

trouble in the beginning to persuade the ueople first to let me s art tlic \vork When
I started work certain people objected to having it done in the manner in which I

was dcirig it. 1 exultmed matters to them, and then they came round an.l agreed to

my proposal. In this way, it t'>"k a lot of time, (he first village in which I started

took a lot of time, but as the work progresses it will take less.

29138. We had a party from this Province which came to the Punjab to see the

consolidation work being done there, you were nrt a member of that party,
Mr. Chhotelal P No

j
Rao Bahadur fagannath Prasad was a member of the party.

89139. Do you wot think it would help youi work if you saw what is being done
there? ( Mr. Chhotelal): Yes, it would be a great help to us, and we should gam some

experience by seeirg what is going on there. 1 have been told, however, that in the

Punjab the villages have uniformity of soil. Here, the soil varies from block to block
,

sometimes it is in patches, and black soil may be found close to mururn soil at a very
short distance. 1 he people attach importance to the superiority and inferiority of

the soil, and they want to hold on to it
; they do not want to make exchanges in

different kinds of soils.

39140. You will find that passing away in time. How much have you done so
far P ( Mr. Chhotelal ) I have finished one village.

29141. How much time did it take you P One month.

29142. Prof, Gangulce : What is the area of the village?( Mr. Ckhotelal ) The
.total area is 1,000 acres, but the occupied area is about 485 acres.

The Chairman i In case you misunderstand Mr. Calvert's mind on the matter, I

may tell yt u that he is astonished at the speed at which you are doing it*
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3gi43' Mr* Calvert ; For 1,000 acres, we might take anything from 6 months to a

years for consolidation ?
( Mr* Chhotelal) Consolidation has been attempted; it is

not yet complete.

39144. It is not in one block? ( Mr. Chkotelal) No,

29145. You are satisfied by getting a single man's holding down to several blocks

Could you not get them all down to one block ?
(
Mr. Chhotelal) It cannot possibly

be done if a single man disagrees with it
; nobody will agree ,

9i46. What guarantee have you against the consolid'tion being upset in case of

a dispute subsequent to the comp'etion of the work ? It will not he upset when it 18

legislated for and when the civil court will have no power to alter the ckakbandi or

the record of rights which I shall prepare.

29147. At present you have no guarantee at all? No; nothing.

29148. Do you get the persons concerned to sign nn agreement of arbitration in

cases of dispute ? 1 am thinking ot it, but for the present I am working on the line

that everybody should agree to it.

29149 Do you not think it will be safer to get them to agree to refer disputes to an
arbitration ? Yes

;
it will be necessary.

29150. Pa^e 156 of the note refers to a case m which a landlord th eatens ths

tenants with a suit for ejectment and so on, " As the law stands at present, the civil

court would In ve no option but to find in favour of the plaintiff". Dr. I understand
that the civil couit would not throw out the suit on the ground that it is opposed to

public policy ? (Mt.Bwton} It gives the landlord a right to apply in the event of

a illegal transfer
,
this is under the Tenancy Act.

23151. It is not a general rule of civil courts not to support any claim which is

opposed to public policy ? I have not much experience of civil courts
;
but this is

under the Tenancy Act

29152. Would you kindly let me know what is the difficulty about the alteration
of the land records referred to at the bottom of the same pige of the note "the land
record staff hr*s no authority to hrmg the land iccor.ls into accordance with the new
facts "? (Mr. Ckhotetal) Yes, because the rights are not easily transferable from field

to field.

29153. On page 157 it is stated that these villages should be selected in such a

manner that "they should be scattered over the Division so ^hat each may serve,

so to speak, as a demonstration centre from which chakbandi iray spread ". Is that

the policy you are following P Yes, I am going to follow it Inter on when I have the

trained btarf. I am training the sta^F first cf all and finding out an easier method of

getting on with the work.

29154 Do you not think it is better to concentrate on one particular ritijgh-

bourhood P Yes
;

I am working in one neighbourhood.

29155, I presume this consolidation once started will continue for 200 or

fOT years P^I do not think it will take 200 years.

20156. There are ^ooo villages to-day ? In some cases people may agree to do
it by themselves later ( n.

29157. Is there any proposal to put this work urder a Settlemet O^icer; has
that been the policy now? -Yes; I am working as Chakbandi Officer for the present
and my proceedings wUl be submitted to the Settlement Officer for confirmation.

29158. Do not the people regard the Settlement Officer with some suspicion ?

I do not think so. I was an Assistant Settlement Superintendent and I started the
work under the Settlement -Officer and I was hopeful that the work would be successful
if I had not been removed from it. I was put on to another work and this work was

stopped. But it was not through fear of the Settlement Officer that I could not carry
on the scheme.

29159. You do not think the people connect the Settlement Officer w'th an
increase of revenue? It ia not so much the fear of increase of land revenue.

29160. It is linked up with the Settlement Officer's work P-f-I do not think so.
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Then in paragraph 17, page 159, variousotfier improvements are &uggted.
Is there not a danger of ovei loading your scheme by tro many other improvement*?
No

; these thing* will be done in the ordinary course, i.e., the pasture grounds and
watercoursesj I have nothing to do with them. My consolidation of holdings will

automatically bring about tbe*e improvements.

29162. You do not think you are making it too difficult P No.

29163. In the case of a minor owner are you accepting agreement by his guar-
dian ? -So far I Have not come across a case like that. But when the Act is passed
I think it will not be necessary to take the acceptance of anybody for the consolidation
of the holdings, ihat is, when the Settlement Officer has confirmed my proceedings.
The question of reversioners is likely to arise but lh'*t is a question which should be
decided by the civil court nd the civil cour^ will be barred from taking cognisance
of anything which is against chakbandi.

29164. Do you really think that it will be advisable at this early stage to provide
for any form of compulsion by any majority at all? Yes; of course for the present
it is desirable because I shall be getting the work done sooner if I am allowed to

work by compulsion.

29*65. Who do you think w 11 make the most noise, the 99 people whom you
please or the one whom you displease ? The one displeased will cry far louder than
the 99 whom you please ?-- Of course there will be a certain amount of protest But
who Would hear one man's cry and what can one man do? In a villige when 99
persons agree and one disagrees} the village will say that that man is Qut of his senses
and people will not mind it.

29166. Mr, Kamat : Just as you are of the definite opinion that consolidation

by voluntary consent is rather a precarious thing and uncertain, also a slow process,
are you also of the opinion that even by co-operative methods consolidation is equally
slow and uncertain ? I do not think that it will be successful by the co-opeiative
method here because the co-operative n an has got no knowledge of soil classification,
no knjwledge of agriculture and no experience of agriculture, and he cannot
understand things pioperly at all while making the adjustment of the areas of the
different holdings.

29167 In short, therefore, you lule out the co-opeiative method and fall back

upon legislation ? Yes.

29168, I want to ask you whether according to yOur experience certain gu
:

ding
principles* are not necessary for consolidation ? Yes; certain guiding principles are

necessary.

29169. In the fir&t place, when you consolidate land, is it not necessary to have
for your guidance a certain standard unit of acres suitable for each tract ; say, 10 acres
or 15 actes or even 5 acres acceding to the nature of the boil and so on, below which

you should not have any holding unconsolidated ? Yes

29J70. How are you going to fix this standaid unit below which you ought not
to go r Thi.> unit cannot be fixed because the holdings vary in size. Certain holdings
are of one-tenth of an acre, certain holdings are of 50 or 200 acres. Of course when
the tenant has got one field of a large extent there is no need for consolidation; it

will stand.

29171. So you are not particularly concerned with the size of the holding?
No particular size is> fixed.

29172. The whole thing is arbitrary? Yes,

29173. Then again, do you not think you ought to lay down another principle
when you redistribute ycjur plots? For instance, a neighbour to you who has already

got a certain plot may desire a contiguous plot to add to his holding j should he not

have the first right, the right of pre-emption so to say PNo j that would be Very
difficult

j
it was never the cus>tom and it is not possible.

29174. Supposing there is a strip of land close to my land for which I am pre-

pared to pay any price I should naturally have the first choice
; yet according to your

system the panchayat or the officer in charge gives that strip of land to somebody
else

;
is that equitable ? Yes

;
that will be equitable if the panehayat finds out an area

of equal value.
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lation, chef pgislative Council will support an idea wheieby a single individual officer

Arbitrarily distributes the strips, not giving the preference to the neighbours who wish
to take them uoP That does not depend upon the individual officer. There will be
three representatives of the tenants, one representative of the malguzars and the fifth

will be the Government officer entrusted with preparing the records.

29176. Whtn you say that two-thirds of the people of the village should prevail
over the remaining one-third;, do you mean two-thirds of the owners or two-thirds of
the rulttvatois 9 Culti va'ors having in their possession two-third-* of the occupied ar*a.

29177. That is to say two-thirds of the vtsted interest in the land V~Yeb.

29178. Not two-thitds of the number of owners ? No.

29170. Then again if you have consolidation elaborately and systematically carried

out, uo you not think that people should have greater oppoitunities to ventilate their

grievances, for instance (Kit you should have a higher au honty over the consolidation

officer in the shape of a tribunal 9- -Of course there is no objection to having a tribunal

or a court over the Chnkbandi Officer; hut th* thing is thi* : if c>ne man appeaUand his

holding is changed by the appellate court then the whOie ckakbandi will have to be upset,

i'9ifo My colleague, Mr. Calvert, h.is drawn y>ur attention to the fact that, if

things are left to the Settlement Officer, probably the people will not be satisfied or

the judgment of ont single man may not be able to satisfy all. Do you not there-

fore think it is net e&sary to have a tribunal constituted so that any m.in i: ay have an

opportunity to pface all his grievances before it? Of course, it is necessary.

29181. Axe you conversant with Town Planning Acts p No
;

I am not.

2918'. Do > ou know the principles of town planning and the redistribution of

residential plots at various s- ages, the opportunities given t> the people concerned, in

the shape of notifications by the Government, that a particular scheme is framed.

A particular scheme would he framed, a draft map of the distribution made, and

complaints invited at different stages from the people concern* d, so a to give the

people an opportunity of claiming particular plots. VVou'.d^yt u have an elaborate system
of that sort so that every tenant could put his proposal* before the consolidation

officer ?-~Yes, every tenant should have the opportunity.

29183. And, supposing after redistribution of all the different plots, an undesir-
able uneconomic >1 fr igmen ted plot remained on hand, could there be a procedure by
which its money v-t]ue would be fixed either by toe consolidation officer or by a

panchavat and that money value paid to the owner of thxt binjill plot ? No, that will

not be possible at least f(-r the next forty or fitty years.

29184. But if thete were a plot which was too small to be tacked on to any of the

other holdings, it would be desnable to value it in money, and either to distribute that

money among the different shares or to give it to one man ; do you not like that

idei?- No
;
the pei -pie here are very conservative and they do not like to part with

a field ;
whatever sum is paid, the owner will not be satisfied

291^. But otherwise, according to your own ideas, that little plr t would remain
a more or less uneconomic plot ? It may be, but I would allow it to stand over, in

crier t make my ckakbandi operations more popular.

2Qi86\ Dr.Hyder: In the Chhattisgarh Division, are the plots of the landlords

or malguzars also scattered about ? Yes.

29187. The sir and khudkasht plots ? Yes.

29188 It appears to m* that according to the different sections of the Tenancy
Act and the Land Revenue Act the law is on the side of consolidation? -Yei,

2QI$9. So that there should be no difficulty P No, but the law is not sufficiently

strong and clear to effect a general ckakbandi. In particular cases of exchange
between two tenants, when they want to exchange a field, they do so with the

^permission ot the landlord; but if the malguiar objects to the exchange proposed
between the two tenants, it cannot be done.
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29 1 90' r In the Chhattisgarh Division, have you this system of redistributing Iftnd

at certain intervals P Before 1882 there was a general custom of redistribution; that

was the lakkabhata system.

Is that lakhabhata system now obsolete P Entirely obsolete; since iSSt
no village has been redistributed.

29192. With how many rights would you have to reckon: would you have to

reckon with the sir right, the khudkasht right, the malik-makbuxa right, the right of

absolute occupancy, and the right of limited occupancy ?~ Yes.

29193, Those other matters which are mentioned in Mr. Dyer's memorandum are
not very important ? No.

29194. You could deal with the sarkat as you liked ? Yes.

29195. You could deal with the communal lands; they would not give you
much trouble

, you are not going to consolidate them P No, but sometimes the

people want a small part of the communal land to be included in their holdings and
to give in exchange part of their holdings for communal land,

29196. Do you mean to say they do not have a Communal burial or burning
ground here ? No, by communal land 1 mean pasture land. Certain land is reserved
for burial ground.

39197. There would be no difficulty in regard to that ? *No

It seems to me there would be oaly four rights with which you would
have to reckon: sir, hnudkaM and the two kinds of tenancy rights ?~Yes, and
malih-makbua.

29199. Have you in your villages large areas of service land P A very small

area.

29200. Allotted to the village headman? Not the headman, but to the

village servant: the village watchman,

29201. Th? Chairman i On page 159 of the note it is said that the Land
Revenue Act provides for the institution of a civil suit for the cancellation or

amendment of any entry within one year of a settlement, Dees an appeal lie from
a first decision in that case ? Yes, an appeal against the decision of the civil court.

(The witnesses withdrew,)

The Com/mission then aJjomned till 2*30 p.m, on Thursday, the 2Qth January t

1927, at
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Thursday, January 20th, 1927.

NAGPUR.

PRESENT :

1

The MARQUESS OF LINLITHGOW, O.L (Chairman).

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE,
K.C.S.I., I.C.S.

Sir THOMAS MIDDTETON, K.B K ,

C.K.

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, KT.,

C.I.E., M.V.O.

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, KT , C.I.E.,

I.C.S

Mr. H. CALVERT, C I,E , I.C.S.

RAJA SR^ KRISHNA CHANDRA GAM-
PATI NARAYANA DEO OF PARLAKIMEOI.

Profes&ot N. GANCULEE.

Dr. L. K. HYDER.

Mr. B. S. KAMAT.

Mr C. U. WILLS, I.C.S.

Su SHANKAR MADHO CHITNAVIS, KT.. LS.O

Mr. J. A MADAN, I.C.S

Mr. F W. H. SMITH.

> (Co-opted Members )

V (Joint Seen etanes.)

Mr.C. M. TRIVEDI, I.C.S., Registrar, Co-operative Societies,

Central Provinces and Berar.

Replies to the Questionnaire

QUESTION 22. CO-OPERATION. (a) (i) I am of opinion that Government
should take the following steps to encourage the growth of the co-operative
movement in this Province

(1) Besides the Registrar, the superior staff of 'he department consists of

one Senior Deputy Registrar of the rank of Deputy Commissioner, one Junior

Deputy Registrar of the rank of Assistant Commissioner and three Cfircle Officers,

on a special cadre on Rs 250 25 600. The Pro-ince has been divided into

toui Circles, each of winch is in charge of a Junior Deputy Registrar or a Circle

Officer. The number of Central Banks, registered pnmary societies and societies

under liquidation is as under :

Ciicle Officer I

Junior Deputy Registrar
Circle Officer lit

Do. IV

Banks.

8
13
9
7

Societies.

1,121
788

1,112

1,143

Societies under

liquidation.

132
50

163
190

The Junior Deputy Registiar is in charge of Berar, in which Division the
volume of business of banks and societies is greater than in the whole of the
Central Piovmces and in which future development is likely to occur both in

lespect of credit and non-credit co-opciation, and it is not possible to allot him
more banks and societies. The Circle Officers in the Central Provinces cannot
efficiently supervise the banks and societies in their circles, particularly as

the movement is not in a flourishing condition in the Central Provinces and
the reorganisation of societies now in hand makes it incumbent on them to
devote more attention to the affairs of societies than in the past. It k not
possible lo place the Senior Deputy Registrar in charge of a circle as a perma-
nent nuMsuie, though in order to give much needed relief to Circle Officers in
the Central Provinces, I have placed him temporarily in charge of three banka
and about 500 societies It is therefore desirable to increase the number of
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circles from four to five. There is already a sanctioned post of a Junior Deputy
Registrar of the rank of Extra-Assistant Commissioner, but the Legislative Coun-
cil cut out the provision for the post in 1922, and since then no budget provision
has been made for this post.

(2) A characteristic feature of the Central Provinces system is that the impoi-
tant duties of education and superx isjon of primary societies are entrusted to

Central Banks. All co-operators are agreed in thinking that the deterioration

of the movement in the Central Provinces is largely due to the fact that Cential

Banks have not been able to perform these duties adequately. It was expected
when the movement was i nti:Ued in the Province that ultimately the banks
would be managed entirely by rural directors from members of societies. For
various reasons, howevei , the control remained with the urban directors who
were not in a position to k^ep themselves in touch with rural conditions. They
concentrated their attention on the financing of societies, and so long as collec-

tions were good did not trouble themselves about the education of members in

the principles of co-operation Further, it must be recognised that the urban
directors are generally busy piofessional gentlemen who cannot be expected
to pay constant visits to clisi.-mt villages in the tnofussil and to supervise and
instruct societies. This important work has therefore tended to fall in the hands
of the banks' paid staff which is often inefficient if not insufficient, ill-trained and

ill-equipped for the task, though it may be mentioned that for the last two years
efforts are being made to train them by holding training classes in the rains

ior afbout three weeks. In the Central Provinces, a Co-operative Institute has

been organised for the Jubbulpore arid Nerbudda Divisions. Twelve Central

Banks together with their affiliated societies out of fourteen Central Banks aie

members of the Institute. The Institute is financed by contributions from banks
and societies at 3 annas and 1 anna per Rs. 100 of their working capital and by
a grant of Rs. 3,000 from Government. Its aim biiefly is to develop the

co-operative movement nid to organise, conduct and supervise the education
of members in the principles and practice of co-operation. It has a staff of

tweh t local Instructors who gi\e lectures illustutted b> magic lantern slides

in villages and do Mich other \\ork as may be entiustecl to them by banks
The future of this body is yet uncertain, since it is not adequately supported
by Central Banks. Supervision of societies cannot be made over to such an

organisation at present. Besides, there are no Institutes in the Nagpur and

Chhattisgarh Divisions A scheme has therefore been evolved with the support
of all co-operators in the Central Provinces under which

(i) Circle Auditors in the Central Provinces would be relieved of the

work of judit and entrusted with the duty of education and super-
vision of societies and their leorg.misnlion in (o-operation with
Cential Banks and the Institute

(ii) 'I he present nurnbei of Federation Auditors would be inci eased and
their pay improved. The staff would be under Registrar's control.

(iii) I he Federation subscription of one rupee which is levied from every
member of a primary co-operative society in the Central Provinces
would be abolished

(i\) The present system of writing of accounts by society mohamis would
continue for the present, but efforts \\ould be made to induce
literate members to' write the accounts of societies.

(v)^The funds for audit by Federation Auditois and for the writing of
accounts \\ould be piovidec* from (i) contribution from the profits
of societies not under liquidation at 40 per cent of profits, (ii) half
the amount of interest on the accumulated reserve funds of societies
under liquidation and (jii) half the interest on the accumulated
resene funds of Central Banks.

Calculations show that there \\ill still be deficit of about Rs 20,000. It is

not possible to meet this by increased contributions, because the j?cale proposed
tor contributions from societies and banks is already very high. It is therefore
proposed that Government should meet the deficit. This is only reasonable.
The Central Provinces and

^
Berar spend far less on co-operation than any other

major Province. Under this scheme, it may also be necessary to increase the
number of Government Auditors. Conditions in Berar are diffeient. Whereas
the ^"rnber of primary credit societies has decreased in the Central Provinces
during the last five years, it has increased in Berar. The average Berar peasant
is more intelligent than his Central Provinces confrere, and Directors, both urbaf
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and rural, take greater interest in the co-operative movement.
" An Institute

has been organised for Berar and all the banks and about 500 out of 758 societies

are affiliated to it. The Institute is financed by contributions frorn profits of

societies and Central Banks at 15 per cent and 7 per cent, respectively. The

Institute has a staff of 1 Inspector and 9 Assistant Inspectors, and its affairs

are managed by an enthusiastic standing committee. It conducts a magazine,

publishes pamphlets and holds rallies and training classes, and its Assistant

Inspectors visit societies in consultation with Central Banks. It is expected
that the societies which have not yet joined the Institute will do so shortly.

The Institute is doing good work, but the need for moie supervision of societies

in Berar is great in order to avoid the deterioration that has set in in the

Central Provinces. One solution is to inciease the number of Assistant Inspectors;
another is to entrust the audit of societies to another agency and to release

Circle Auditors for the v, ork of supervision of societies The matter is under

discussion with the Institute and Cential Banks, but should there be any financial

difficulties in the way of the adoption of a .scheme for the more intensive super
vision of societies, I think Government should be prepaied to make a grant to

the Institute.

(3) The land tenure in the Central Provinces under which occupancy tenants

oji-mot lease their holdings for more than a year, or cannot mortgage or sell

them is an obstacle to the growth of the co-operative movement. This subject

is outside the scope of (he Terms oi Reference, otherwise I should have liked

to suggest that the Tenancy Act should be so amended as to make occupancy
holdings mortgagable and saleable in favour of co-operative societies

(4) The question of the organisntion of land mortgage banks \n Beiar K
nnder consideration. In the earlier stages, a certain measute of assistance from
Government is required, and a guarantee of interest by Government for a

certain period would be of the highest importance In the initial stages, Govern-
ment should also make a contribution towards the cost of valuation of land

which would be mortgaged to a land mortage bank.

(5) To facilitate the transmission of money by money order between Central

Ranks and societies, Government should ref"nd three-fourths of the money order
commission as in the Punjab, Bombay and the United Provinces

(a) (ii) Non-officials, both rural and urban and specially the latter, have
rendered valuable services in the p'ist in organising primary societies, Central

Banks, the Provincial Bank, the Institutes and the Central Provinces and Berar

Co-operative Federation and hme de\oted much time and attention ro the

management of central institutions. Without their assistance it would have been
impossible to develop the ro-onerative movement in this Province, and a

- word of tribute is due to several non-official gentlemen \\ho at the sacrifice of

time have laboured and continue to labour in the cause of co-operation. If the

non-official agency has not been able adequately to supervise the working of

primary societies, it is largely because too much \vis expected of honorarv
workers. If, as a result of experience, i( is proposed to transfer the supervision
of societies largely to Government Auditors, it must not be supposed that there
will be no place for honorary workers o* non-official agencies in the co-operative
movement in the Central Provinces. If anv honorary workers or agencies come
forward to supervise, educate and reorganise primary societies, their assistance

will only be too welcome. The movement cannot have too many disinterested
workers. In my case, non-official agency is indispensable in the management
of the

Affairs
of Central Banks, the Provincial Bank, the Instituted and the

Federation. Non-officials and non-official agencies like the Institutes or Central
Banks can also render valuable help to the movement by organising divisional,

district, taluk or tahsil conferences and by conducting rallies of co-operative
ROcietieR which are now being held throughout the Province. They can also

organise training classes for members of primary societies. Thev can assist

in the diifusion of co-operative ideas bv means of lectures, pamphlets and
magazines. The co-operative movement in the Province will be all the

stronger for the support of non-officinl workers and non-official agencies.

(h) (i) Credit Societies. There are in this Province 4,071 agricultural credit
societies with unlimited liability of which 3,313 are in the Central Provinces and
758 in Berar. The working capital of these societies amounted to Rs, 155 lakhs
on the 30th June 1926 ind lonns to members stood at Rs. 132 lakhs on that
date. The number of members in tho Central Provinces was 49,000 and that
of societies in Berar 11,360.

^

Loans are generally advanced to members at 12 per
cent. The extent of financial help rendered to agriculturists by these credit
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societies during the last three years will be gathered from the figures of c&sh loans

given below :

Central Provinces Berar Total

(000 omitted). (000 omitted). (000 omitted),

Rs. Rs. Rs.

192324 . 7,54 17,44 24,98

1924-25 9,44 25,62 35,06

1925^26 11,76 17,99 29,76

Most of these loans were for current agricultural purposes, e.g., purchase of

seed, biillockb, or petty land improvements, weeding or harvesting, but in Berar

loans have also been advanced for the purchase of land, the redemption of old

debts nnd household and ceremonial expenditure. Generally, however, the

finance provided by these societies is short-term finance and credit societies,

largely depending, as they do, on loans from Central Banks which in turn derive

then funds from deposits for one to three years, cannot provide long-term
finance. In some societies*, members borrow from outsiders, partly because

societies do not finance them for all their needs and partly because the members
have not been properly educated in the use of credit. The movement is in

mi unsatisfactory condition, particularly in the Central Provinces, and efforts

are being made to weed out bad societies and bad members and to reorganise
societies not past hope largely through Government Auditors and partly through
the staff of banks. The movement will contract still further in the Central

Provinces for sometime, but there is no ground for pessimism. With proper
supervision and steady perseverance in educating members in the principles
and practice ot co-operation thiough rallies, taluk or taksil conferences, training
< lasses nnd the introduction of a share-system which has been promulgated
recently, the movement will improve. There are 33,000 and 5,800 villages in

the Central Provinces British districts and Berar respectively, and there is great

scope for the development of credit co-operation amongst agriculturists. But
fresh organisation must be undertaken on sound lines, and care must be taken
to free it from the defects associated with it in the period of expansion. For
the present, the energies of all co-operators, official as well as non-official, must
almost wholly be concentrated on consolidation, especially in the Central Prov-
ince? When the condition of existing societies has improved, there will be
time to think of expansion.

(iii) Soiu'lie* joimcd foi the sale of produce or stock The question of

the formation of cotton sale societies in Berar has been under investigation for

some time, arid there are three such societies, two of which have been registered

recently. Members and non-members bring their produce to the societies. It

is sold for them on a commission basis, and a rebate is given to members at

the end of the yeai. In spite of the existence of cotton markets in Berar,

malpractices occur frequently, and cotton sale societies would be of economic
advantage to the agriculturists in that they would secure honest weighment and
the correct assessment of deductions for inferior or damaged cotton. These
societies have not yet passed beyond the experimental stage, and it is proposed
to obser\c their working for some time before organising more societies of this

type in Bcinr It must be emphasised that efficient business management and
loyalty of members aie essential pre-requisites for the success of such societies.

Co-operation for sale is an advanced form of co-operation and can only
flourish in areas where co-operation of simpler forms, e.g., credit, has succeeded.
Tn the Central Provinces, Bilaspur district is one of the few districts where
ciedit co-operation is doing well, and it is intended to examine the question
of the formation of some societies for the sale of rice in that area.

Tlu co-opernhon of the Agricultural Department is necessary both in the
formation and subsequent working of sale societies* This fact is fully recognised
by both the Co-operative and Agricultural Departments in this Province, and
it has been decided to depute an Agricultural Assistant for three years to one
of the societies in Berar to help if in management and propaganda.

(v) Societies formed for the aggregation of fragmented holdings and then
t''dttfribiition in plots of reasonable size The evil of fragmentation is very
serious in the Chhattisgnrh Division and is a formidable obstacle to any advance
in agricultural practice. ,

In Raipur and Drug districts, attention must fo:

sometime to come be devoted to the improvement of credit societies, but in

Bilaspur district, co-operative societies for the consolidation of holdings can
be formed on the lines followed in the Punjab. As soon ns legislation providing
for transfer of rights in existing holdings to redistributed holdings ia enacted.
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an attempt will be made to organise some societies lor the consolidation of

holdings. In the meanwhile, the Central Bank is conducting some propaganda
with a view to popularise the idea.

(vi) Societies foi the co-operative use of agncultural machinery. -There is

scope for such societies in Berar and perhaps in the Nagpur Division, but
^

the

question has not been examined by the Co-operative Department. The activities

of Agricultural Associations in Berai have been mainly confined to the selling

and hiring of ploughs. Labour is comparatively dear in Berar and I believe

labour-saving appliances would be welcome. I think the question shouM ^be
investigated by the Agricultural and Co-operative Departments. The essentials

for success would seem to be :

(i) A ready supply of spare parts and fittings

(ii) Inspection of and advice regarding replacement of the wear ^and
tear,

(iii) Willingness of central financing agencies to help such societies with

funds at reasonable rates of interest

(vii) Societies for joint jatmin^l think this type of co-operation is too

advanced for this Province, and the want of mutual confidence amongst members

might be the rock on which such societies may founder, but it is worth while

making an experiment.

(viii) C'at tle-hr ceding societies. There are at present no cattle-breeding
societies in the Province. Two cattle-breeding societies were formed in the

Raipur district in 1913-14. The members were mostly landowners who purchased
H share of Rs. 100 each. Good cows were purchased for members with the

help of the Agricultural Department, and suitable bulls were also supplied by
that department at nominal pi ices. Each member was allowed to keep not more
than siv cows A large area was given on lease by Government for grazing

purposes on very favourable terms. These societies had, however, to be closed

down, as members did not take sufficient interest in them.

(ix) Societies* fottncd foi any purpose connected with apiculture 01 with
(he betterment of village life, but not specified above*- Co-operation can be

utilised as means of education and social reform. It is desirable to form societies

for compulsory education, for reducing ceremonial expenditure and for arbitration

of disputes But a good deal of propaganda is necessary before such societies

can be organised and worked successfully. It is in respect of propaganda in

such matters that non-official agencies can be of great use. The assistance

of caste and village panchayats would be ot great help in the development of

this type of co-operation.

(c) I understand the question to mean whether legislation should be introduced
to compel a small minority to join as members in co-operative societies for

joint improvement. If so, my answer is in the negative. It there is compulsion,
co-operation, of which voluntary association is an essential feature, ceases to be

co-operation. I have, however, no objection to legislation compelling a recal-

citrant minority to join in schemes of joint improvement, provided such schemes
are not brought within the scope of the Co-operative Societies Act.

(d) Primary credit societies have enabled their members to obtain loans,

from them at cheaper rates of interest than from other sources, and in \ illages
in which co-operative credit societies are working fairly well, the local money-
lenders have reduced the rates of interest charged by them. In many of the
societies

*

I have visited, some members have been able to pay off their debts
and increase their assets, c.%., land, bullocks or to improve their land. The
spirit of self-help and mutual help hasr been fostered to a certain extent. On
the other hand, only a few societies have succeeded in securing deposits from
members and non-members. Such deposits in societies amount to Rs. 5 lakhs,

although it may be mentioned that the share capital held by members of

primary societies in Central Banks totals Rs. 11 lakhs. In many societies, neither
the panchayat nor the members fully realise their responsibilities. The scrutiny
of the purposes of loans and the watch over their subsequent employment are
not very thorough. Unpunctuality in repayment is a frequent occurence.

The Provincial Bank and Central Banks have succeeded admirably in

attracting the savings of middle classes, and deposits in the Provincial Bank
and Central Banks amount to Rs. 32 lakhs and Rs. 95 lakhs, respectively. Thus,
even outside the membership of societies, the movement is proving of value
in the encouragement of thrift and the accumulation and circulation of capital
for economic purposes.
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29202. The Chairman: Mr. Trivedi, you are ^Registrar of Co-operative
Societies in the Central Provinces? Yes.

29203. You have given the Commission a note of the evidence which you
\\ish to give. Do you desire to make any statement of a general character at

this stage?- No, I do not desire to make any such statement at this stage.

29204. Would you please <ive the Commission a short account of your own
expenence in the co-operative movement? When did you first join? I joined
as Deputy Registrar in January 1924 and I continued as Deputy Registrar till

June 1925. In June 1925 I was appointed to officiate as Registrar, Co-operative
Societies, and I continued in that post as Officiating Registrar till March 1926.

Then I went on leave and I returned from leave in the middle of November last.

29205. Had you any experience of the movement prior to 1924? No, I

had not any cosiderable experience. I merely came across some co-operative
societies in my capacity as Sub-Divisional Officer in the Raipur district. 1 must
have seen about 7 or 8 societies.

29206. If there was any Jack of experience it was of course not in any way
due to your own action. But have you found such lack of experience any
disadvantage in discharging your duties? Not at present. In the beginning
1 had to pick up the work.

29207. You did the best you could as you went along? Yes. I started

work actually in the field when I went out on tour at the earliest opportunity
alter joining as Deputy Registrar.

29208. What was the name ot the officer whom you succeeded?- -

Mr. Rough ton.

29209. 1 think it would be well if we run through, before we turn to your
printed note of evidence, some of the information provided in the provincial
memorandum which is entitled * A Memoiandum on Rmal Conditions and Agri-
cultural Development in the Central Provinces and Berar. The movement I

think was inaugurated in 1%4? Yes.

29210.* By 1911 there were seven Central Banks with deposits amounting
to Rs. 1,24,520 and a \\orking capital of Rs. 1,74,516. 300 primary societies

existed at that time in which there were 9,542 members and those 300 societies

had a working capital of Rs. 5,00,000. Is that correct? Yes.

29211. Then your Provincial Co-operative Bank was organised in order to

provide a link between the Central Bank and the money market? Did you
prepare the memorandum? No, my predecessor piepared it.

2^212. Have you read it through? Yes.

29213. Is it correct in its facts? Yes.

29214. Does paragraph 57 on page 22 of the aforementioned memorandum
give the Commission an insight into the full extent pf the seriousness of die

present position? Yes, that is a true enough statement of the present position
of the movement.

29215. How many societies have failed altogether? I am not sure whether
this is mentioned here or not? Up to date?

29216. Yes? I have got a statement here. The number of primary credit
societies that have been cancelled up to date since the beginning of the move-
ment is 1,452.

29217. And in the past 12 months? Up to the 30th June 1926, i.e., from
1st July 1925 to 30th June 1926, 191 primary agriculti ral credit societies with
unlimited liability have been cancelled.

29218. Have there been cases in which the acts for which individual
members were liable under the system of unlimited liability have been insisted

upon? Yes, joint liability has had to be enforced.

29219. And payments claimed and made? Yes.

29220. What effect has that had on the reputation of the co-operative
movement in the districts in question? The enforcement of joint liability
has produced, to a certain extent, an unfavourable impression about tit*

movement.
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29221. Is it your view that on the whole the sound procedure at this stage

is to enforce unlimited liability, and where societies are obviously insecure,

to claim to the full extent* to which a member is liable? I think theoretically

the position is quite sound.

29222. I am asking you about the practice and not about the theory?
What is the policy at the moment? At present we enforce joint liability and

we generally pass two orders of contribution : I mean, after a joint liability

is enforced twice we do not enforce it afterwards and the remainder is written

off as a bad debt.

29223* I do not quite understand what you mean by enforcing it after-

wards? In cases where there is a deficit, say a primary society has to meet
a liability of Rs. 300 to the Central Bank and the enforcement of individual

liability nas brought in Rs. 100, then for Rs. 200 orders are passed in an equitable
manner against other members and that joint liability is enforced, say, for

a series of two or three years and if the enforcement of joint liability does not

bring in the whole amount, the rest is written off by the Central Bank which
is the main creditor of the society.

29224. Does that mean the member least inclined to meet his obligations
is most likely to escape them? I should not think so; we see what his assets

are and we decide accordingly.

29225. Do you examine the assets of each member who is liable? Yes,
the liquidator does.

29226. Who acts as liquidator?- Generally we have one from the staff

of the Central Bank or we have a pleader ; or in a very few cases we have a

Circle Auditor as liquidator.

29227. Do you often have a pleader v No, only in about 20 per cent

of the cases : I am giving the figure roughly.

29228. And is that person engaged by your department to carry out the

work? Yes, the department appoints him as liquidator and he is remunerated
at 5 per cent.

29229. He is chosen by your department as such? Yes. WT

hat happens
in practice is this; the Central Bank makes a recommendation and trie depart-
ment more or less accepts it.

29230. Upon whom does the charge of liquidation fall? On the society.

29231. On the individual society? Yes.

29232. Are there many members of primary societies who occupy their

land on a system of occupancy holdings? Yes. In the Central Provinces,
there must be from 60 to 80 per cent occupancy holdings because of the total,
about 60 per cent of the tenants are occupancy tenants.

29233. A cultivator holding his land as an occupancy holding can neither

mortgage nor sell? He can s>ui render, but he cannot sell.

29234. What security has he to offer? The only security he has to offer
is his personal security. He might have some cattle, but agricultural cattle

cannot be attached or sold.

29235. Now, you have systems of tenancy which do enable the occupiers
to mortgage, have you not? Yes, we have absolute occupancy tenants in the
Central Provinces.

29236. Have you had any difficulty in societies where you have both sorts
of tenants and where you have called up the liability? I have not quite followed
the question.

29237. Well, in a case where one member holds his land under occupancy
tenancy and the other under an absolute tenancy, have you difficulty in

liquidating when you have to deal with two classes of members? In that case

joint liability is still enforced and the absolute occupancy tenant has had to

pay up; that also has made the movement unpopular,

29238. So that although the security is there he has to pay? Yes; he may
be penalised for the want of security OTJ the part of occupancy tenants.

29239. What about the cultivator holding under the occupancy system and
not under absolute occupancy? In his case, in practice, when the society is

liquidated we have to recover from his crop or attach his non-agricultural
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Cdttle because houses in villages do not fetch much value. We would have to
wait lor his crop, and bouses are practically unsaleable in the villages; they sell
for a mere song.

29240. You have told us in your note that primary societies in the Prov-
inces have lacked vigour? Yes.

29241. I understand there is very little propaganda directed to educating
members of the general public in the principles of co-operation in the villages;
is that so? Yes.

29242. And that, in your view, is one of the causes of failure, is it? Yes.

29243. During the years in which the movement was getting into difficulties,
what system was in vogue for examining the assets and liabilities of members
applying for loans? In practice, the movement in the Central Provinces
has been organised on the principle that the duties of organisation, supervision
and education rested with the Central Banks and the work of valuation of
assets for the purpose of granting loans was done by the Central Bank staff.

The Government Auditors have nothing to do with the assessment of credit or
with the grant of loans.

29244. But, in fact, did the managing committees of primary societies examine

applications
for loans, or did they pass the applications straight on to the

Central Bank?--ln practice, there was some sort oi examination, but it was not

very thorough; it was very sketchy.

29245. Then, had the Central Bank agents, who went to the cultivator

applying toi n loan, investigated his affairs'"
1 What happens is that the

society, when it wants a loan, either sends in a loan application to the Central
Bank or, what is more often the case, the members themselves come to the
Central Bank.

29246. Without going to their primary society at all? What I mean is

that the members come there and hold a meeting in the precincts of the Central
Bank's office. That often happens, because the members are illiterate; they
cannot write their loan applications. '1 hey come to the Central Bank, their

loan application is written there, and the Central Bank with such records as

it has got and with such knowledge as it possesses grants or rejects the

application.

29247. It is fair to assume that in many cases the Central Bank cannot
have the information and the records to judge of the applicant's suitability?
It will have the records because, when a society comes, it will come with its

records.

29248. What about the records of a member applying for a loan? It will

be in
* the Huityat register.

29249. Who prepares that statement? The Hatsyat register is prepared
by the Central Bank staff.

29250. On the spot? On the spot.

29251. Have they a large touring staff? The staff of the Central Banks

generally consists of one Manager and, in case of large banks, one or two

Inspectors; we have got a system of what is called Group Accountants; they
are really paid by the societies* funds; in practice they are attached to the

Central Banks, and each Group Accountant is in charge of 30 to 40 societies.

29252. What is the largest number of primary societies grouped under one

Central Bank? Sihora has 261 societies.

29253. Is it a Central Bank?Yes.

29254. What is the staff of that Central Bank? The Sihora Central Bank
has got 6ne Manager on a pay of Rs. 95, one Accountant for office work on a

pay of from Rs. 50 to Rs. 60,* one Inspector on Rs. 40, and it has got 8 Group
Accountants, on salaries varying from Rs. 20 to Rs. 35.

29255. When a member of one of the 261 societies desires a loan, he has

to go up to the Central Bank in order to make the application? -What often

happens is that, at the time of the season for advancing loans, the moharrirs

are out in the villages, they prepare the loan applications there, and the members
come to the Central Bank either in a body or depute the sirpanch or secretary.
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29256. How far are these committees managing primary societies, in fact*

at this moment, examining the assets and liabilities of applicants? I should put
it at about anything from 30 to 50 per cent.

29257. Of all the societies? Yes.

29258. And the rest are either unwilling or incapable of carrying out the

work; is that the position? More or less that is the position.

29259. Are the Central Banks doing their best to throw responsibility on
to the primary societies themselves? They are doing something, but not as

much as could be done.

29260. Do you know oi any Central Banks that have gone so far as to

discourage primary societies from examining these matters ior themselves?

I have not come across any Central Bank which has been discouraging it; in fact,

it is to the advantage of the Central Banks, even from a narrow point of view,

to encourage societies to examine loan applications,

29261 How do you account for the fact that they are not all doing their

best to throw that responsibility on to the primary societies? Primarily because
the Direcfou of the Central Banks are men who are not generally in real touch
with the villages, and the staff is not fully qualified for the work it has to

undertake.

29262. I see from your printed note of evidence that you are quite

definitely of opinion that, fot the moment, the best policy in the Province is

to straighten out the affairs of the primary societies- operating as credit societies,
'and not to attempt any other form of society; is that a correct interpretation
of your views? Yes; in the Central Provinces at any rate, I am most strongly
of opinion that all oui efforts must be concentrated on the consolidation of

the credit movement, except in Bilaspur where the movement is doing very well.

29263. On page ^5 of the memorandum (page 11 above) it is stated :

*'The time may be looked forward to when each agricultural association will have
its own demonstration p'ot, as several have. On these will be shown by the agri-
cultural assistant the improved methods to be introduced which the members will

undertake to incorpoiate in their own activities*'. What societies will those
be exactly? At present, I have got some agricultural associations registered
under the Co-operative Societies Act in Berar; two or three of them have got
their own demonstration plots, they purchase implements and sell them.

29264. Would the distribution of seeds be their primary function? At
piesent these agricultural associations do not distribute much seed, to my
knowledge. For that, there are what are called Seed Unions, and they are a

separate organisation.

29265. /Vo/. Gangulee: Are these Seed Unions registered under you?
Some Seed Unions are, but a good many are not.

29266. The Chairman: Then it is stated : "Such associations will get capital

by selling seed, implements and manuies and arranging for the marketing of
members' ciops". Is not that rather a curious way of obtaining what, I suppose,
would be working capital? I do not quite follow that? I should much prefer
the organisation for the marketing of members' crops to be kept separate from
an agricultural association.

29267. J do not quite see how a society engaged in selling seed is going
to get capital by selling seed, implements and manure? What is meant, I

suppose, is that they will get working capital out of the profits, but that would
be a slow method of doing it. The agricultural associations, I am speaking
of those which are registered, have got a share capital of their own; they are

organised on a share capital basis; the working capital is provided by share

capital and such deposits as they may be able to attract. Some agricultural
associations have borrowed from the Central Bank.

29268. fs it your view that matters are in a somewhat sounder position
now than they were two years ago? I think so; financially, we are distinctly
sounder than we were, and to a certain extent, in so far as reorganisation
has proceeded, we are in a more satisfactory, or less un&atisfactory, position.

29269. Are you founding this reorganisation on a real endeavour to educate
your members in the principles of co-operation? Yes.
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29270. What machinery have you got for attaining that end? At present,

1 depend on my Circle Auditors; we fried it through the agency of the banks

for one year, but we found that we could not get much change out of them.

29271. How many Auditors have you got? 35 in the Central Provinces

and Berar, for the Central Provinces 24.

29272. They audit all the societies' books? Yes.

29273. Have they got time to properly audit all the societies* books?
We have got another set of Auditors called the Federation Auditors, of whom
there are 26 in the who'.e of the Central Provinces and Berar and 24 in the

Central Provinces. They do a large part of the auditing.

29274. The Federation Auditors? Yes.

29275. Whose servants aie they? They are supposed to be servants of the

Federation. There is a Co-operative Federation in the Central Provinces and

Berar, but it is not functioning at present.

29276. Who pays their salaries? They are paid from the levy of a

subscription of Re. 1 oer member from every primary society, and whenever
there is a deficit, it is paid by the Central Banks. Out of this Re. 1 are also

met the charges for the writing of accounts.

29277. How long do you allow for the audit of each society *s books, on
the average? About 2 days; we find each Federation Auditor audits about 90 to

100 societies.

292/8. Is that about as much as your auditing staff can achieve, working
at top pressure? There is a certain amount of pressure, but it is not top
pressure; at top pressure they can do about 125 societies.

29279. What time do they find to devote to the duties of educating
members in the principles of co-operation? -Auditois as such find very little

time to do that, but 1 am asking the Goveinment Auditors to do that, and
I have relieved them of the duties of audit, and have made other arrangements*
for audit; the Fedeiation Auditors are doing the auditing, and I have licensed

some other pet sons as Auditors.

29280. Your suggestion, on pages 168 and 169 of your note, foi the strengthen-
ing of youi department for this purpose, is, it appears to me, a very modest
one It is to add one Circle Officer and certain subordinates. What I am trying
to do is to gi\e you an opportunity of saying, if you are of such an opinion, that

you think your staff as a whole is quite inadequate to deal with the audit and
with the amount ot educative work, which presumably must be forthcoming
if the movement is to recovei. Do you think you are shoit of staff? So far

as the Auditors are concerned, I am certainly short of staff.

29281. And yet, you are depending upon these Auditors to do the educative
work; is that so? No, I have proposed strengthening the staff by a Govern-
ment grant of Rs. 25,000 If that is given, the present Auditors will be relieved
from the work of original audit. The arrangements at present made are only
makeshift arrangements.

29282. Do you think the Auditor is a good man to do the educative
work? He is the best man available at present.

29283. On page 169 you say : "Circle Auditors in the Central Provinces
would be relie\ ed of the work OT audit""'' I mean, there, original audit.

29284. Perhaps you \vould make that correction?- -I meant original audit,
because they will have to do a certain amount of test audit.

29285. What superior audit have you, in fact, at this moment?- Audit by
the Circle Auditors in the societies, 1 have got two Chief Auditors also, and they
conduct test audit of a certain number of societies.

29286. What is the overage salary of Circle Auditors? Rs. 85 to Rs. 150;
I consider it inadequate.

29287. Do you come across many cases where members are borrowing both
from the societies and from the moneylenders at the same time? -Yes; I do.

29288.
^
That is common, is it? Yes; I should say it is common; especially

so in the Central Provinces.

29289. What is your oldest selling society? The oldest selling society is

the one at Akola; it is about four or five years old.
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29290. Does it deal in cotton? Cotton and jwr.

29291. Is that society in a good state? It was not making much progress
till last yeai ; but now we have reorganised it and we expect that it will make
better progress than before. Our main difficulty in the past was due to want
of propaganda and want of good and efficient management.

29292. Has it paid any dividend or bonus? It has paid dividend at the

rate of 6 per cent and one year it has paid a rebate also to members.

29293. That is estimated for every 10 rupees worth of credit sold to the

society? It is a rebate on the commission. That is, the societies charge
commission just as the commission agents do and a certain rebate is then
allowed.

29294. It is a method of distributing profit? Yes. Non-members also

bring in their produce but they do not get the rebate.

29295. Are you familiar with the work of this selling society? Yes.

29296. With the details? Yes.

29297. Is any grading carried out by the society? No; no grading is

carried out; but* from next year, we are going lo post an Agricultural Assistant

and he will do the grading.

29298. Do you look for much advantage from grading? Yes.

29299. It rather depends on whether the cotton at present pass-ing through
the society's godowns is greatly mixed or not, does it not? Yes. What
happens actually is that the cotton js taken down to the gin and there the

commission agent grades it; our Agricultural Assistant will do the same thing.

29300. For the society? Yes.

29301. Does the society gin? No, it docs not gin; at present the cotton
is sold unginned. ^

29302. Has it storage capacity? No.

29303. So that it cannot hold up the crop? No; the cotton brought to

the market is sold on the same day.

29304. Would you regard storage as a valuable addition to the plant, as

offering a valuable addition to its opportunities?- It is rather speculative.

29305. You would rather not see that attempted? Not for the present;
it would involve the society in risks. At present the society runs no risk what-
ever because it sells on commission.

29306. Do you think the members are getting a better price for the cotton

than they would in the open market'^ The price fixed is the same; but where
the members get advantage is with regard to unfair weighment and unfair assess-

ment of deductions. So far as these two things are concerned, the society
ensures better weighment and a fair assessment of deductions.

29307. That is your earliest society? Yes.

29308. You have been starting new societies, have you not? Yes; we
have started one at Amraoti and another at Dhamangaon; they were registered

only last year and they have started working this year.

29309. Dealing with this year's crop? Yes.

29310. Can you say at all how they are doing? They have made a most
promising beginning. I have made arrangements for propaganda; I have posted
one Circle Auditor for propaganda purposes in connection with the sale society
in villages served by the Amraoti and Dhamangaon markets.

29311. And they are operating in the same manner as the first society? Yes.

29312. What accommodation have they, just a small office? Yes, in the
cotton market. At present the man entrusted with the actual business of

conducting sales is a co-operator who has experience of cotton business and for
the first two years he is prepared to do the work gratis.

29313. The cultivator brings his cotton to the office doors, is that the posi-
tion? To the market in which the office is situated; then the rate is fixed and
when the rate is fixed the cotton is purchased and taken to the gin where the
man who is conducting the sales is present to see to the weighment and to the
assessment of deductions. This year we have no trouble about assessment of
deductions because all the crop is uniformly of the same quality.
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29314. What do you mean exactly when you say that the rate is fixed?

The rate is declared in the cotton market under secret signs. Th& actual

settlement is done secrecy and the rate is declared for the day for all the carts;

that is the prevailing rate in the market that day.

29315. But fluctuations above and below that datum line occur, do they?
Is that the minimum rate for the day or is it an absolute rate for the day?
Generally speaking, it is the common rate; but k>rne purchasers might give a

higher rate.

29316. Never a lower rate? Occasionally a lower rate too. The actual

settlement of the rate is really done secretly. Suppose the rate foi the day is

Rs. 80, any one may say "your cotton is bad and I will pay a reduced rate".

29317. The society then acts as a commission agent for the members? Yes.

29318. And the society never buys any cotton? No; it simply sells to

the purchaser.

29319. Is the officer carrying out the business of commission agent for the

society a member of the Agricultural Seivice? No; he is. not.

29320. What is he as a rule? In the Akola society, he is the Manager oi

the Central Bank. In the Amraq^i and Dhamangaon societies, he is a co-operatoi
and he is also intimately connected with the cotton business and he conducts
the sales. In the case of Akola, from next year we intend to post an Agricultural
Assistant to look after the business there.

29321. Would he be responsible for looking after the business of all these
societies? No; only for that one society; we have recommended that there

should be one such Assistant for each society.

29322. Whole-time? Yes, so that in the slack season he will do propaganda
in regard to seed distribution and so on and in the cotton season he will be fully
engaged on the business of the society.

29323. To what grade will he belong? We will be an officer more or less
of the grade of my Circle Auditor on a pay of Rs. 80 150. There are two
grades in the Agricultural Department, the Lower Division grade and the Upper
Division grade. If he is in the Upper grade, he will go up to Rs. 250.

29324. And his salary will continue to be paid entirely by the Government?
Yes.

29325. Pi of. Gangulee: Will he not require some training in co-operative
principles? Yes, he vsill.

29326. Where will you train him? He will be trained here.

29327. The Chairman: When is he going to be put on this work, next
year?- Yes; but he will be placed at rny disposal from 1st April next and he
will be trained and put in charge of the society from the next cotton season.

29328. What type of managers have these societies secured so far? Are
you satisfied with the calibre of the men? -You mean selling societies?

293
?' J y^T"1

,

was not satisfied with the type of man that the Akola
society had tor the last two or three years because he was only a man on Rs 30
or Rs. 40.

29330. He had many opportunities? Yes and he might misuse them. But
at present 1 am quite satisfied with the man I have got.

29331. I understand from the evidence of the Director of Agiiculture in
this Province that for the present you are not of opinion that the co-operativemovement can take any useful part in the consolidation of fragmented holdings;
is that

so^Yes, except in Bilaspur where the credit movement is in a sound
condition; but in the rest of Chhattisgarh Division I do not think it cando anything.

29332. The reason is that you think that the straightening of the creditmovement the first duty before you?~-Yes; and I think that though the
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able to *> Anything for the consolidation ofthe holdings, other avenues should not be barred.
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thj co-operative movement will never do
dlr^tioni>-No, because I say that in Bilaspur it might do

he tW cattle -breedi g societies you had decayed, did they
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29335. Did they achieve anything before they disappeared?--! should say

practically nothing. I had no personal experience of them as Registrar but only
as Sub-Divisional Officer because they were dissolved before 1 became Registrar;
but I knew them fairly well as Sub-Divisional Officer.

29336. What is your strongest Central Bank at this moment, that is, which
is the society that has the largest deposits? Akola and Amraoti; they are two

very big banks.

29337. What deposits have they? Akola has 17 lakhs, Amraoti 20 lakhs,

and Nagpur 5 lakhs.

29338. Who chose ihe managing staff of these banks? The banks them-

selves; 1 have got nothing to do with the selection of the managing staff.

29339. You mean the Committee? The Board of Diiectors.

29340. How are the Directors chosen? In a Central Bank there are two
kinds of shareholders, firsly individual sharholders who are not members of the

primary societies and secondly members of the primary societies; the Board
of Directors is chosen partly by the individual shareholders and partly by the

members of societies who are shareholders of the Central Bank.

29341. Are any societies, as such, members of these Central Banks? All
societies are members

29342. So they too are represented? -Yes and the Directors of the societies

predominate in numbers.

29343. Now I come to the primary societies. You told us that a certain

important propoition of these primary societies are not capable of managing
their own affairs at all. Have they taken a part in appointing these officers to

manage the Central Banks? Yes.

29344. The societies, as such, have representation on the Boards, have they
not v -Yes, in so far as they have got Directors on the Central Bank, they can be
said to have taken part; on the working committee there are one or two repre-
sentatives of primary societies

29345. Is the business of this meeting at which the Directors are appointed
carried on in English o in the vernacular?-In the vernacular of the district.

29346. Is the meeting largely attended as a rule?- -Generally. In some
places we find difficulty in getting a quorum.

29347. You find difficulty in getting a quorum ? Yes.

29348. Mr. Calveit: At a general meeting'^ Yes>, at a general meeting in

one or two places we have found difficulty; but generally speaking it is well
attended.

29349. The Chairman. How far do you regard yourself as responsible for

the managing peisonnel of the Central Bank? Has your department any respon-
sibility at all? No, it has no responsibility.

29350. That is your view? It has no responsibility at present, because it

does not select them and it does not deal with them in disciplinary matters :

it has no control over the staff of the Central Banks.

29351. So that if you knew that a particular Central Bank was being impro-
perly managed, you could take no action; is that your view? Not that I would
not take any action; I should write to them, either officially or demi-officially.

29352. Even demi-officially, \i you have no responsibility, I do not see

how you could press the matter further? The Registrar does not appoint
them, nor has he any disciplinary power over them; if he came to know things
were going wrong, he \\ould do his best to put a stop to it.

29353. To that extent you do feel yourself interested? -Very much.

29354. Mi . Calveit: That is not quite complete. You could ask the Local
Government to withdraw concessions? Yes.

29355. And you could liquidate on your own motion? Yes, I could liquidate
the Central Bank or any bank, but that would be an extreme measure to adopt.

29356. And you could ask the Govenment to withdraw the exemption from
income-tax? Yes, if the matter were really very serious, one would do that;
but for ordinary petty matters, one could not possibly think of liquidating a
Central Bank.
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should have control over the staff, but the Legislative Council got that recom-

mendation cancelled.

29357. The Chairman; What machinery is at your disposal for watching
the Central Banks and the manner in which their affairs are looked after? I have

got my Circle Auditors and Circle Officers; I receive a number of statements

from them regarding the Central Banks; the banks are frequently inspected:
I go down myself and other officers go down; and the Circle Auditor is there,

he conducts a monthly inspection of the bank. Several statements as to the

financial position of each bank are prescribed, and they corne to me.

29358. How about the Provincial Co-operative Bank? I get fortnightly

statements exhibiting the financial position; I attend all the meetings of the

Managing Committee of the Provincial Bank though I am not a member of

the Managing Committee; 1 attend all meetings of the Board of Directors, and
1 am often in communication with them, because the headquarters of the Prov-

incial Bank are here and I am here.

29359. How far does the Board of Management of the Provincial Co-opera-
tive Bank attempt to watch the affairs of the Central Banks; are fliey watched very

closely? It does to a certain extent, yes, and it largely relies on me for that.

29360. It laigely relies on you for its information as to the state of the

Central Banks? Yes. At one time it had an Inspector who used to inspect, but
I understand that his criticisms were resented by the Central Banks, and now
he has been withdrawn from inspection duty.

29361. Who is doin his woik now? The Provincial Bank has not got an

inspecting agency.

29362 Have you an inspecting agency? So far as my inspecting agency is

concerned, it is myself and the Circle Officer; that is my inspecting agency;
the Circle Officers are in close touch with the banks.

29363 SD Janies MatKcima: Who started this idea of putting primary
societies so completely under the contiol of the Central Banks? You mean
which individual started it?

29364. How did that policy arise? This system was inaugurated in the

Province by Mr. Crosthwaite.

29365. How long ago? More or less from the beginning of the movement.

29366. Is it a fact that in 1920-21 the co-operative movement in the

Province got into such a state that they had to apply to the Government of India
for a loan of 24 lakhs'*'- -Yes, that v. as during a banking ciisis; (he bank dissipated
ils fluid resources, and it had not money to pay the depositors; on top of that

came scarcity, so that there was not enough money to finance the Central Banks;
Government assistance had to be given in the shape of a Government loon of

19 lakhs. It was purely a banking crisis.

29367. Str S. M. Chitnavis: Altogether 19 lakhs? Yes.

29368. Sir James MacKennc: Has that been repaid? Yes, it was repaid in

full in 1925.

29369. What were the relations between your Provincial Bank, the Central
Banks and the ordinary banks in the Province? The Provincial Bank has got
a cash credit with the Imperial Bank to the extent of 4 lakhs, that is a cash
credit on pro-notes of primary societies.

29370. Mr. Calvwt: Endorsed by a Central Bank? Endorsed by the Cen-
tral Bank and by the Provincial Bank too.

^29371.
Sir James MacKcnna: Did they lessen or withdraw that guarantee

during the crisis when the movement was in such a shi'cy condition in the
Province? No, I think it remained the same. It was 2 lakhs and it remained
the same, and last year it was increased to 4 lakhs.

29372. That looks as if the outside banks were getting a little more confi-

dence, does it not? Yes, it does indicate that.

29373. With regard to liquidation, the figure you gave to the Chairman I

think would lead to the inference that about 25 per cent of your societies have
been liquidated, while in your printed memorandum in answer to Question 22 (a)
the number of societies at present under liquidation is 12 per cent. Even the
latter figure is a very large one? Yes, I gave the total figure to the Chairman.
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29374. Why has there been so much liquidation ? We have to liquidate

bad societies; bad societies are due to a large extent to what I consider to be

defective organisation in the past.

29375. Is not there any focus pemtentiae ; do you not resort to liquidation
as the very last step? Yes.

29376. l3o you not try to bolster them up? No, we do not try to bolster

them up; when we find a society cannot be revived, we put it into liquidation.

29377. You said the liquidation was frequently done by pleaders? I said

about 20 per cent.

29378. Wbo do the rest, your own Assistant Registrars? No, that is done

by the staff of the Central Bank. It is done to a certain extent by my own
staff, but to a very small extent.

29379. Would you agree that they are in a better position to conduct the

liquidation than an outside pleader? Yes.

29380. They are in a better position to get at the real facts of the case?
Yes. Those 20 per cent consists of old cases; at present 1 do not entrust liquida-
tion to a pleader if I cm help it, because they do not find time to go out into the

villages; they have to do their work from headquarters.

29381. What is the process of liquidation. Who confirms the liquida-
tion? At present there is no appeal against the order of the liquidator accord-

ing to the rules in this Province Mr. Grosthwaite was strongly opposed to it.

29382. Is there no appeal against the order of the liquidator? No, unless
there is a remedy in the civil court; to the Registrar there is at present in

the rules no appeal.

29383. The liquidator's award is final ? Yes.

29384. Mr. Culvert: Under certain conditions? In certain Provinces, the

rules under the Co-operative Societies Act provide for an appeal to the

Registrar or provide for confirmation of the liquidator's order by the Registrar.

29385. Sit James MacKvnna: The position in Burma is that the liquidation
is confirmed by the Registrar, from whose decision an appeal lies to the
Financial Commissioner? There is no such thing here.

29386. You have not dealt with land mortgage banks yet, have you?
No, I simply said the question was under consideration; we are thinking of it.

29387. Have you any idea of the line you would take? I think the lines

would be largely those decided upon by the Registrars' Conference last year;
they went into the question in great del ail.

29388. Acting under the existing Act? Yes.

29389. Without any special legislation? Yes.

29390. What is your view about co-operation in general? Would you not

agree that the movement is likely to have little solidity until we have less of

this sentimental talk about the beauties of self-help and co-operation, and

inspire into our members a little more ordinary commercial honesty? I feel

we must base the co-operative movement on the solid material advantages we
can offer the members of primary societies; we should not make too much
of the moral advantages : not that the moral side should be neglected, but the
moral side will not appeal to the people unless and until you show them the
material advantages to be derived from organisation in co-operative societies.

29391. You agree that the ultimate test is business efficiency and business

honesty? Yes.

29392. Prof. Gangulee: Do liquidations of societies tend to decrease the
confidence of the people in the co-operative movement?- If they are on a

large scale in any particular district they would tend to decrease confidence,
but if only a small number of societies are liquidated in a particular district,
I do not think that would ''have any appreciable effect on the amount of con-
fidence which the villages have in their primary society.

29393- As I understand, the process of weeding out bad societies in this

Province is going on at a rather good speed? It is going on at a fair rate, yes.
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29394. What has been the effect of that on the movement, speaking

generally? In one or two districts it has tended to lessen confidence, but in

those
particular

districts the movement is really in a state of suspended
animation.

29395. On page 22 of the provincial memorandum* you state the causes

of the deterioration of the co-operative movement; having stated the tw6.

first causes, one being the too rapid expansion and another being series of bad

seasons, and so on, you come to the third cause and you say : "the discipline
of Government control, upon which the stability of the movement in the past
has almost entirely depended, has been relaxed, and has not yet been replaced

by the discipline of good citizenship**. Could you amplify that? I suppose
what the writer of the memorandum meant was that in the past the advice 6*f

the department used to be listened to and during the non-co-operation period
it was not listened to so much. That is what I think he meant.

29396. When you say that discipline and Government control have been
relaxed, what do you mean? Why were they relaxed? I think that was the

case because the people were averse to accepting advice of the department, but

things are very much better now, As a matter of fact, I was told that in the*

non-co-operation period people in one district went about saying that tfiete

co-operative societies need not be paid, and that if they did not pay them then
there would be no occasion for them to pay in future. I think that was what
was really meant, because the statutory control remained the same as at present.

Things are very much better now.

29397. Then you say that though sufficient money is now available for the

financing of the movement, it is not being used fully as the rates of interest

demanded from members are regarded as excessive. Why did you not reduce
the rate? The rates have been reduced as much as possible. Members are

charged 12 per cent. In addition we have a scheme for the utilisation of the
reserve funds and under that scheme 500 societies are admitted; the rates vary
from 9 per cent to 11^ per cent and the question as to whether the rates can
be reduced further or not is a financial one.

29398. I have one or two questions to ask you on primary societies. Do
you undertake any survey of an area where you propose to work a society?
At present our system of organisation is this, that in case there is any demand
for a society in a particular village it is organised by the organiser and
altogether three visits are paid to that society. After an interval a Director
visits it, and at another interval the Circle Auditor visits it, and, if they all

agree, the proposal is sanctioned and registered after these investigations.

29399. What do you really investigate in these series of visits? We
enquire into the correctness of the statements made by them into their assets

and liabilities, into their reputation in the village and into the general reputation
of the village also, I mean, in matters such as proneness to litigation and things
like that.

29400. Could you kindly tell the Commission very briefly the history and
development of a very well-organised village primary society that you know of,

one that you consider the very best, working very efficiently and to your
satisfaction? You just stated about Bilaspur having a number of village or

primary societies which are working very well. Can you select one from that
area? The dominating feature in the Bilaspur societies has been that there
are very few arrears, (he total would amount to, I think, very little. In fact

from the latest statement I find that the arrears on the 30th June were
practically nil. But even in Bilaspur they have not been able to attract

deposits in societies themselves. In Berar, several societies are able to attract

deposits.

29401. But the point I wanted to get at is this : I want to trace the

history and development of a village primary society which you consider now
to be very efficient, well organised and which satisfies the Registrar? Can you
give me very briefly one instance only? ~I have one society in mind in which
there are deposits of non-members and they do not borrow from outside; it is a

society in which there is a very satisfactory measure of punctuality and meetings
are held, accounts are written by members themselves, loan applications are
also written by them, a scrutiny of the loan application is made on the spot
by the members of the managing committee, and they have been able to
increase their assets.

reprinted.
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29402. These are the outstanding features of that society which you refer

to? Is it your impression then that such a society which you have described

just now has reduced to any extent the indebtedness of the people? In that

particular society I believe there has been some increase of indebtedness but

it has been more than balanced by an increase in assets, so that you might
consider that the net result has been a reduction of the indebtedness.

29403. Has that society's work any effect on the moneylending business

of that area? Distinctly. As a matter of fact in that village there are no

moneylenders.

29404. You &tate that credit societies are ^increased in Berar? To what
factors do you attribute the success of the movement in Berar, as compared
with the Central Provinces? In Berar, the people are more intelligent, better

educated and the Directors of the Central Banks take greater interest both in

the case of rural and urban areas; the land rtienure in Berar is also favourable

for the growth of the co-operative movement.

29405. Would you be prepared to say that the two fundamental factors

, working there are the system of land tenure and the extension of money crops,

such as cotton? Do you tljink
that these two factors could be taken to be

the main causes of the success of the movement in Berar? Yes, plus the

greater intelligence and the greater interest taken by the people in the

movement itself.

29406. Are there no malguzars in Berar? No.

29407. As regards the new type ot primary societies which are being

organised, what steps have been taken for remedying the defects of the older

type? In the new type ot society we have tried to shift the centre of gravity
of the movement as far as possible to the society itself. The present type
of society in vogue in the Central Provinces is not a share type society, that

is to say, it has not got any share capital of its own although members of primary
societies take shares in the Central Banks in proportion to their borrowing.
In the new type of societies, members themselves hold shares in the societies

instead of in the Central Bank. In the old type, the proportion of share capital
to borrowing was 1 to 10; in the new type it has been reduced to 1 to 20 and
a certain maximum share holding has been fixed. It is left to the discretion

of the society to fix the maximum or not. In the old type the reserve fund
was invested outside the business of the society; in the new type it is invested
in the business itself, so that members should have a greater interest in the

management of the affairs of the society, because they will find that if they
make any bad use of that money by granting indiscriminate loans the reserve
fund will go.

29408. You state on page 171 that in some societies members borrow from
outsiders? Who are these outsiders? They may be village moneylenders orj
malguzars for instance.

29409. To what extent do the malguzars dominate the situation? It all

depends on conditions in different villages. In certain villages they dominate
and in certain villages the malguzar himself may be indebted. I mean the
source is outside the co-operative society.

29410. Do you know the rate of interest charged? It varies. Sometimes
it is 18 per cent, sometimes it is 24 pei cent. In Mandla, the rates charged by
Kabulis go up to 48 and 50 per cent.

29411. You say here that the Central Provinces and Berar spend far less
on co-operation than any other major Province? What is your total budget
allotment? It was about Rs. 1,74,000 last year.

29412. Do you think that the progress has been impeded by lack of funds
or by the paucity of educational workers? I think improvement in the con-
dition of the movement is restricted by the lack of funds at present, because
if we had more funds we could place at the disposal of the movement more
agencies for education and supervision. I mean if we cannot get free
enthusiasm we could at least get a paid staff; if we could get neither money
uor enthusiasm we should remain where we were.

29413. Are you satisfied with the non-official assistance that you have
hitherto received? Yes, in a certain way. Non-official agency has done quitea lot; one really does not expect agencies of this nature to go into the villages,but so far as work in the headquarters is concerned I am quite satisfied with
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it, save for a few exceptions. You cannot expect non-official agencies to go
into the villages and be in touch with societies, with the rural conditions, and
to know and realise the wants and needs of members. That is what they are

expected to do under the present system of the organisation of the movement.

29414. So far as the village primary societies are concerned and the movement
generally is concerned, have these non-official gentlemen, to whom you pay
tributes here in this note, gone into the villages and helped you? No, not in

the villages generally, although there are instances where gentlemen have gone
to the villages for this purpose.

29415. Do you think you would succeed in reorganising societies or do you
hope to do so without the assistance of non-official organisers? Would you be
able to teach the people without the assistance of non-official gentlemen? Their
assistance would be very welcome to me.

29416. Do you think that spoon-feeding by Government can give life to

this movement? Assistance by Government will give life to the movement and
I do not think that that can really be said to be spoon-feeding.

29417. Money may come from the Government, and audi^ng and other

controlling agencies may be supplied by the Government, but you will perhaps
agree with me that the creative impulse, the vitality of the movement must
corne from the people? Yes, if the primary societies themselves are not willing
to improve themselves, the movement cannot be improved.

29418. And these primary societies cannot improve unless some sort of

non-official agency stands by them? I should be very willing to have a non-
official agency.

29419. Do the primary societies admit the less prosperous cultivator, that

is a man with say 2 or 3 bighas of land? Yes.

29420. What is the nature of the liability accepted by the Central Bank?
It is limited.

29421. And what is the security on which Central Banks sanction loans?

There is unlimited liability.

29422. When Central Banks give money to primary societies, do they not

ask for some sort of security? For long-term loans if there is a tangible

security, viz., transferable right in land, mortgages of land are taken, and

mortgages in Berar are frequent.

29423. Do these Central Banks sanction loans to non-credit societies?

Up to the last year Central Banks were debarred from dealing with non-credit

societies but thai restriction has been removed now and in only one case has

a Central Bank advanced a loan of Rs 2,000 to an agricultural association.

29424. Are individual membets of the Central Bank eligible for loans? No.

29425. When you say that the Central Banks have not been able to perform
their duties adequately, do you mean to suggest that the reason for that is

insufficient staff or supervision? Yes, in some cases that is so, and in a good
many cases they are not adequately equipped to do their work.

29426. Sir S. AT. ChiLnavis: You think that the staff is insufficient?7-Yes.

29427. Prof. Gangulee: Do you think that the combination of financial and

supervisory functions in the Central Bank is satisfactory? I would like to

separate finance from supervision as far as possible.

29428. How would you achieve that end? By transferring the work of super-
vision largely to the Government agency.

29429. Would you like to create a Board of Supervision? I would like

to transfer this work of supervision to Government Auditors, who would then
be really Inspectors.

29430. Do you think co-operative societies can be employed in connection
with the grant of taccavi loans? Do you mean, instead of giving the loans to
individual members, they should be given to the societies?

29431. Yes. Could you employ co-operative societies for the purpose?
Yes, I suppose it could be done.

Sir S. Af, Chitnavis: In 1921 the Central Banks were utilised for the purpose.
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29432. Pfp/. Gangnhe: In that case, what procedure would you adopt?
How would you incprporate, in your co-operative societies, the arrangement
for granting taccavi loans?-?*! uqppose the Iqan could be made directly to a

society on its unlimited liability, but perhaps, it would be preferable to deal

with a central organisation instead of dealing with individual societies.

29433. We have been listening to an account of the efforts at consolidation

of holdings in this Province. Has any one been sent to the Punjab to see

how they have achieved that end through the co-operative movement? No
one has been sent to study it in detail ; Mr. Roughton was there for about a

fortnight, but no one has actually studied it in great detail.

29434. Have you in your possession any report submitted by Mr,
Roughton? I have.

29435. On the consolidation of holdings in the Punjab? Yes.

29436. You said that it was desirable to form societies for compulsory
education. Have you any idea how such societies could be organised? There
I was really thinking that there might be a society where there might be a

by-law that members of the society should agree to send their sons to a particular
school.

29437. Mr. Calvert: On the Punjab model? Yes. If we could get uch

societies, we might get on to the Education Department.
29438. Prof. Gangulec: Is the Registrar a whole-time officer? No; he com-

bines the functions of the "Director of Industries and Registrar, Joint Stock

Companies, he is also the Chief Customs Authority, but there is not much work
in connection with that.

29439. Do you think it would be desirable to hnve a whole-time officer for

the co-operative movement in this Province, in view of its deterioration? It

would be desirable; it would be necessary if the work of the Industries Depart-
ment expands.

29440. Mr. Calvert: Do you not recollect that when Mr. Roughton went
to the Punjab he took with him 2 or 3 non-official members? Yes.

29441. He did go into the question of the consolidation of holdings in some
detail and Rao Bahadur Jagannath Prasad and Rao Bahadur Brahma who
accompanied him went into great detail? Rao Bahadur Brahma did not go into

great detail, but Rap Bahadur Jagannath Piasad of Bilaspur went into the

question in some detail, and he has sent in a report also.

29442. You are also Registrar of Joint Stock Companies? Yes.

29443. Is it your experience that joint stock companies fail and go into

liquidation? Ye%.

29444. Have you ever heard of banks, even run by Europeans, failing and
incurring losses? Yes.

29445. So that, co-operative societies are not" the only associations that
sometimes come to grief? No; all kinds of businesses come to grief, and co-

operative societies are no exception to that.

29446. From this crisis of 1921, would you draw any definite lessons or

warnings? Yes; ordinary banking principles should never be neglected; that
is one great warning.

29447. Was that crisis made possible by the collection of the fluid reserves
at the top? The position at the time was that the Provincial Bank was supposed
to maintain the fluid reserves for the entire co-operative movement, and in
return for that the Central Banks were passing the reserve funds of the
societies to the Provincial Bank at 3 per cent interest.

29448. Their fluid resources had been collected at the top, and, being there

they were put to uses for which they were not intended? Yes.

29449. If they had been kept with the original societies, that would not
have been possible? No, it would not have been possible for the Provincial
Bank

^

to dissipate the fluid resources in the manner it did,
"

if they were not
with it,

29450. Are the Central Banks largely controlled by urban Directors? Yes.
29451. And they deal with the applications for loans? Yes; the applications

for loans are dealt with by the working committee,
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29452. Is their willingness to accede to applications lor loans influenced

by the occasional large surplus cash balances? Not at present, but it was so

in the past. Financing at present is done very cautiously, but in the past there

has been indiscriminate financing.
"

29453. In fact, when they had a large surplus in hand, that would incline

them to be really easy in giving loans? Yes, and also to find an outlet for the

funds; they tried to organise societies in order to get rid of their surplus funds.

29454. From what class are the Managers of Central Banks drawn; from
the rural, the cultivating, or the urban class? Largely from the urban class.

29455. Are they trained? They were not particularly trained, but for the

last two years I have been opening training classes for a month every year.

29456. You find difficulty in getting thorough training in banking principles
for your Managers? Yes; as a matter of fact, I do not know of any place
where they can be trained in the principles of banking.

29457. You have probably heard that the Imperial Rank of India have the

same difficulty. You mentioned that some banks like the Sihora Central Bank
have maintained an Inspector? Yes.

29458. What class of man is he?- -He is the sort of man who has served

in a bank for a long time as Group Accountant. The paiticular Inspector of the

Sihora Bank happens to be a very good man; he has put in 15 years' service.

29459 They are promoted from below? Yes.

29460. Is there any admission direct from the graduate class? No.

29461. Are they given any training in lural economics? No.

29462. Is my book ],jw and Principles of Co-operation used as a text-

book? It is largely used in our refresher classes In our training classes, we
have made use of it.

29463. To what extent could the staff in touch with societies pass a pretty
stiff viva voce examination on that book? It is very difficult to say. Are you
referring to the staff of the Central Banks?

29464. All the staff employed in connection with societies; you call them by
various names? It is really difficult to say to what extent they would pass such a
test I do not suppose all would pass.

29465. Do I gather that you do not put them through an informal examina-
tion. As you go on tour and meet the staff, do you put them through an hour's
cross-examination on the book? I do not put them through a test on that book,
but I do put them through a test so far as co-operative societies in that tract are

concerned, to test their co-operative knowledge.

29466. Are the Federation Auditors thoroughly trained in this book? Some
of the Federation Auditors do not know English, but those that do know
English know this book; I cannot say they are thoroughly trained, the Govern-
ment Auditors are trained.

29467. From what class of person is your Federation Auditor drawn? Is

he drawn from the cultivator class or the urban class? He is largely drawn from
the urban class.

29468. Is it not part of your policy that the Auditor must be of the culti-
vator class of the game locality as the bank? -It has not been so so far; we v ish

to draw the staff from villages as far as possible. At present, I am only recruiting
graduates for the posts of Government Auditors.

29469. Could you just clear up a little matter on pages 169 and 170 of youi
note, from which I gather that primary societies have to pay 40 per cent of their

profits
towards Federation Auditors and a further 15 per cent towards some

institute? No, this scheme was to apply to the Central Provinces only; it was
not to apply to Berar. This 40 per cent is not only for audit but for writing
of accounts also; it includes both, so that 60 per cent balance would remain with
the societies. As a matter of fact, the proposals are being modified at present.
What I wish to do is to levy 7| per cent to 10 per cent for audit only, not
more* I wish to separate the two, and levy 7| per cent to 10 per cent for audit,
and leave the societies of the Central Provinces to make their own arrangements
for the writing of accounts.
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29470. You state that the land tenure system, under which these tenants

cannot mortgage or sell, is an obstacle to the growth of the co-operative move-
ment. Does that mean that in this Province you have given up character as

the basis of your movement? No, we have not given up character, but we find

that absolute occupancy tenants, for instance, are not willing to
go^

into the

movement, because they fear that if there is any default, the burden will iall on
them.

29471. Have you got in this Province any separate societies for the menial
class, the ordinary landless labourer?~~We have not got any separate societies

for them.

29472. Any societies for people like the tonga drivers? No, we have not.

29473 For people without any landed property? No. We have got two

sweepers* societies, and we are thinking of organising one sweeper society in

Nagpur.
29474. In that case, your basis there would have to be such moral fibre as

they possess?- In these sweepers* societies we recover the dues through the

Municipal Committee; they are authorised to deduct it from the sweepers* pay.

They are not based entirely on the people's character.

29475 In answer to another question, you say that non-officials, especially
of the urban class, have rendered valuable services in organising primary socie-

ties? Yes.

29476. Are these the primary societies \\hich have, (o a large extent,

failed? Some of them have failed.

29477. Are not these non-official oiganisers usually busy professional men?
Yes, generally. Some of them may be landholders, but generally they are buvsy

professional men

29478. Who will find difficulty in giving as much lime as they would like to

the work? Yes.

29479. Does it mean that their connection with the society is apt to diminish

or come to an end when the organisation is done? These non-official gentlemen
are generally Directors of a Central Bank, and when they find time they go to

the villages and organise societies; their actual contact with that particular society
after that may have ceased, they may not go to that particular society, but they
would remain in touch with the society as f*ir as the headquarters are concerned
when members come to the headquarters.

29480. Do they follow up the organisation by persistently teaching the
members the way to run their own affaits? It has not been done generally.

29481. The difficulty is not in the organisation but in the teaching? Yes, in

the teaching and supervision.

29482. And the connection between the original organiser and the

society is apt to come to an end? Yes; that is to say, the organisers are not made
responsible for the subsequent working of the society.

79483 If one of these societies goes into liquidation he is not made to do
the liquidation work? It may not be that particular man himself, but the staff

of the Central Bank.

29484. Not necessarily the organiser? No; not necessarily the organiser. In
s<m' cases the organiser may not be there; he may be a temporary servant of
fh* bnnk.

(

In giving the figures for loans last year it seems that the average
per member in the Central Provinces is about Rs. 24 as compared to Rs, 157
in Berar. Does that mean that the societies in the Central Provinces are in rather
a worse stage than the figures of liquidation would suggest? But all these 49.000
have not taken loans.

29486. That is the average ? Yes.

29487 The average of the Central Provinces is very low compared with
that of Berar? Yes.

29488. They are less active than $ie figures of liquidation would suggest?
But the needs in the Central Provinces are smaller, too, than those in Berar.

29489. Hitherto you have not had the Punjab share system in the Province?
We are adopting it now; our system is modelled now more or less on the Punjab
system.
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29490. Was it not the rule in this Province that your primary society's

reserves were taken out of the society? Yes.

29491. And you are now trying to go back and put the reserves back into

the society? Yes.

29492. You mentioned to Professor Gangulee that you were trying to use

the reserve funds to lower the rate of interest of primary societies? Yes.

29493. Would you explain the system at present? At present the reserve

fund is invested outside and that reserve would earn mi interest of 5 per cent.

So our scheme is that as soon as the reserve fund of the society reaches 10 per
cent of the normal working capital we should utilise the interest on the reserve

fund towards the payment of the Central Bank's claim. I will give a concrete
instance. Suppose, for instance, there is a society the normal capital of which
is Rs. 1,000 and its reserve fund is Rs. 200. That reserve fund will earn interest

at the rate of 5 per cent; that is Rs. 10. This amount of Rs. 10 will be paid
to the Central Bank to meet its claim so that the members will have to pay
Rs. 10 less for interest; so that on Rs. 1,000 they will have to pay Rs. 10 less

which means that the rate of interest will be reduced by Re. 1.

29494. What is the lending rate of your primary societies? 12 per cent.

29495. If you utilise the reserve fund, it will go still further to reduce
the rate of interest? Yes.

29496. The main result of the working up to date is that your Provincial

Bank is perfectly sound, the Central Banks are sound and your primary societies

are weak? Yes.

29497. Is there a maximum rate of dividend for the Provincial Bank and the

Central Banks? The maximum is limited to 12 per cent; but the maximum has

never been reached; the maximum declared by the Central Bank has never been
more than 8 per cent.

29498. Prof. Gangulee: But in some banks you have not declared a dividend
at all? Because the interest has not been realised.

29499. Mr. Calvert. You use in this Province the Public Demands Recovery
Act to help you to recover amounts from defaulters? Yes; it may be recovered
as arrears of land revenue; U is under the Land Revenue Act; an amendment
has been introduced under that Act.

29500. Is that much used? Yes. The Registrar has to certify before that

is put into force.

29501. Does that give results more quickly than when working through a

liquidator?- In a good many cases it does.

29502. I gather from your replies to one of my colleagues that you pay your
liquidators 5 per cent on recoveries? Yes.

29503. That is an even rate throughout? -Yes.

29504. You have not tried to pay him a higher rate as the work proceeds,
that is, 5 per cent for the first third, 7$ per cent for the second third and 10 per
cent for the rest? No, we have not tried that. In the beginning it is easy to

recover and it becomes more and more difficult to recover as time goes on.

29505. Does your department co-operate to any extent with the Education

Department? Do you help each other in the field? No.

29506. You do not arrange for lectures in the normal schools and things
01 that sort? In Berar, we do deliver lectures in the normal schools. The Berar

Co-operative Central Institute sends its Inspector to lecture on co-operation.
The idea is ultimately to use the schoolmaster for the work of writing of accounts
of societies and do away with the Group Accountants* system.

29507. But is it not better, for instance, that the co-operative societies

should work in the closest possible touch with the Education Department? So
far we have not considered that question.

29508. You expressed the opinion that the Government expenditure on
co-operation was rather less than in other Provinces and you give the figure of
Rs. 1,74,000 which works out at about Rs. 2\ per head. Is not that rather

higher than, say, in the Punjab? I do not know if it gives the tame results
on the working capital.
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29509. Can you let us know, briefly, just to what extent Government doei
aid this movement? How does it aid the Federation at present? At present
the Government does not give any grant to the Federation.

29510. How many Auditors is it paying for? Government is paying for

35 Auditors.

29511. Does it pay for the education staff, the Inspectors like those we have
in the Punjab? No.

29512. Does it pay for any special propaganda staff? No; but last year
Government made a grant of Rs. 3,000 to the Northern Districts Co-operative
Institute and Rs. 2,800 to the Berar Co-operative Institute for lectures on co-

operation illustrated by magic lantern slides, and this year we are giving a grant
to the Berar Co-operative Institute for propaganda in connection with cotton
sale societies.

29513. Do you take your staff, or send your staff, regularly every year to

the agricultural farms? No.

29514. Do any of them receive courses at the Agricultural College? No;
but I am thinking of that.

29515. Mr. Kamat: Speaking about the cotton sale society in Berar, you
said the rates of cotton for the day were fixed secretly? The actual settlement
of the rate is done under secret signs.

29516. The rates fixed are the maximum for the day? I have known of
cases in which cotton has been sold at a higher rate than that which is supposed
to be the ruling rate.

29517. Are these rates fixed arbitral ily or do they depend upon telegraphic
advice from Bombay or from overseas? They receive telegrams from Bombay
and they take that rate into account in fixing the rates.

29518. If that is so, have you any agency to watch the ruling rate for the

day; to see if the rate is much below what ought to be the rate according to

the telegraphic advice, or the condition of the cotton market in Bombay for

that day? No; the cotton selling society has no such agency.

29519. The relief which this cotton selling society can possibly give to the

producer is perhaps security so far as correct weighment is concerned and,

perhaps also, the safeguarding of deductions? Yes; that is all, so far.

29520. But it cannot ensure a fair rate corresponding to the rate which

ought to prevail according to the Bombay and othei markets? No; it does not,
because it has got no agency.
* 29521. In that respect, therefore, you fail to give relief to the producer?

Yes, in so far as the rate declared in the markel is not in accordance with
what it should be.

29522. Then have you considered whether it is feasible to maintain a

telegraphic service or a cable service to ascertain the actual market rates either

in America, or in England, or in Bombay and to give the benefit of that cable
service to the people here? No; we have not considered that.

2 f)>23. Supposing you introduced that, do you think it would be feasible

to gr e the producer, the cartman who brings the cotton for sale, an approximate-
ly correct idea of what the cable advice in Bombay is? Could you, without
much expense, maintain some sort of agency to give him the benefit of knowing
whether the rate goes up so many points or down so many points, above or
below the price fixed for the day? I think an arrangement to get information
about the Bombay rate would not cost much.

29524. Your department has not thought about that; you think it could
be done? Yes.

29525. Sir Ganga Ram: Are not the rates hung up? Yes, after they are

fixed.

29526. Mr. Kamal^: They are fixed by some other people, not by you?
Yes.

29527. You know the process of fixing the rates under cover? Yes.

29528. Dr. Hyd&r: Is there a wide variation between the rate prevailing at

Bombay and the local rate? Not very much, I think; the rates in the local
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markets have to be calculated; the Bombay rate is for ginned cotton and it has

to be converted into terms of unginned cotton and the freight charges and ginning

charges are to be allowed for.

29529. They are the two items for reduction? Yes, and also allowance

should be made for the cotton seed.

29530. Mr. Kamat: Talking about Central Banks and the election of the

Board of Directors, is there no method by which you nominate somebody on

behalf of your department as one of the Directors and watch the proceedings

of the bank?
1

Supposing there were nine Directors, is there no procedure by
which that can be done giving your department one? No; it is not provided
for in the bye-laws; the idea was that the Central Banks should actually manage
its own affiairs.

29531. One man on behalf of the Co-operative Department out of, say,

eight or nine would not be much ; he would merely watch and not interfere?

Generally we arrange to attend meetings of ihe Board of Directors; one of the

members of my staff generally attends the meetings of the Board of Directors.

29532. Informally : he has no locus stamh? No, he is not a Director but

he does attend on behalf of the department.

29533. You spoke ot the pleader liquidator, are such men appointed

liquidators because they are pleaders or because ot their knowledge of the co-

operative movement? They are appointed because they know something about

co-operation and because they know something about the law, and because we
sometimes find it difficult to get other people to do it.

29534. What is your experience? Are these pleader liquidators more
expeditious and better on the whole than olher liquidators whom you may have

appointed^ I am soiry to say my experience of some lawyer liquidators has

not been very happy in the matter of expedition, because they say they have

got their own case work to attend to; I have had to cancel the appointments
of certain lawyer liquidators.

29535. That \\as due to their \\ant of time, it was not with reference
to their knowledge of law? I was not concerned \\ith the causes of delay; the
main thing that confronted me \\as the delay.

29536. Sir Henty Lawrence How aie they remunerated*^ They are

remunerated by a payment of 5 per cent.

29537. 1/f. Kamat With reference to what has been said about spoon-
feeding, so far as your knowledge of State aid to co-operative societies in other
countries goes, for instance, in Holland, is it not the case that co-operative
societies in that country icceive greater aid from the State than in India? I

do not recollect now the details oi the assistance given in Holland.

29538. Do you mean to say there is no State aid in other countries? No,
there is a great deal of State aid everywhere.

29539. So that if help from the Government is to be called spoon-feeding,
that is not peculiar to this country? No, as a matter of fact, State aid is given
in every country.

29540. Nowhere has the co-operative movement grown \\ithout State aid? -

State aid has been essential to the movement and has enabled it to develop on
the right lines.

29541. You have paid a tribute to the non-officials who have assisted the

movement, but in youi oral e\idence you have said that some of the primary
societies started by non-officials have come to grief because those non-officials

did not follow up their initial work and maintain the efficiency of the primary
societies in villages^ Yes.

29542. Without the help of the non-officials in starting such societies, in

holding conferences, and helping in other ways, do you think your movement
would have spread as much as it has? I do not think it would have spread
as much as it has.

29543. And do you not think it would be too much to expect non-officials
to stajr in the villages, giving up their profession or business, simply to maintain
the primary societies, train them up and look into their accounts? Yes.

29544. The fact of the matter is, that there is not enough literacy in the
villages to maintain the necessary efficiency? No,
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29545. For instance, in Berar you admit that the state of the
co-operative

1

movement is better than in Chhattisgarh, because the foundation is there? Yes.

29546. It is not merely the non-official element; it is the foundation? I do

not blame the non-officials; I am blaming the system under which they have been

made responsible for a number of things which they are not in a position to do.

29547. Does the lawyer element take sufficient part in this movement? Yes.

29548. And do men from the colleges help you? We have not been able

to get many new recruits, to the movement from the college people.

29549. Do you find that people who never go to the villages themselves

nevertheless are prepared to criticise others for not going to the villages and

doing social service in connection with the cooperative movement? There has

been a certain amount ot talk of that kind.

29550. Sn Ganga Ram: How far has this movement tended to reduce the

interest which moneylenders charge? Do you mean generally speaking?

29551. Yes, generally speaking? In villages in which there are co-operative
societies moneylenders have reducd their rates of interest almost to the same rate

as that charged by the societies in some villages.

29552 The rate charged by the societies is 12 per cent? It is 12 per cent
at present.

29553. Generally in the whole Province, with what percentage of the total

indebteduess do you deal? As 1 said, we deal with about 60,000 members.

29554. What proportion ot the total credit requirements of the Province do

you meet? 1 have not got the figures , 1 have no idea what the total indebtedness

of the Province is.

29555. Are not the Bombay rates hung up every morning in the markets,
that is> our rule in the Punjab? Yes, they are hung up and the rates actually
declared in the market are also hung up.

29556. You say all the details have to be worked out? Yes.

In the Punjab we have a formula which every one knows; supposing the rate

per kharidi is, 250, we deduct 30, divide by 10, and that is the rate for the

hapas*

29557 Are you a member of the Central Cotton Committee? No.

29558. Are you not a member er~officio?~There was a proposal to make the
Director of Industries a member, but I do not kno\\ whether that proposal ha&
been accepted.

29559. To what do you attribute the fact that, wheieas. before 1899 there
was famine and scarcity, there has been none within the last 25 years? Have
you grown more food? 1 will put the question in a leading form. Is it not due
to the fact that more money crops are now sown than before? Yes, and there
has been irrigation too.

29560. Irrigation has not materially increased the food supply, if you will

pardon my saying so. Ii it not due to the fact that money crops have been grown
with the result that the people have money in their pockets with which to import
food from other Provinces, and, owing to the extension of railways they have
the means of importing? Yes.

29561. To what extent does the Imperial Bank help you? We have a cash
credit of 4 lakhs with the Imperial Bank.

29562. On what security? On the security of pro-notes of primary societies

endorsed by the Central Bank.

29563. If you got 50 lakhs from the Imperial Bank on the same security,
could you utilise it? Not at present.

29564. To what extent could you utilise it? At present we find that the

money we have is quite sufficient for our requirements.

29565. You have sufficient money to meet the demand, and yet you say
people often go to the moneylender as well as to you? Those societies are not
working very well, and therefore they are not being financed by the Central Bank.

29566. You could not utilise more money from the Imperial Bank if it were
advanced to you on the same terms, at 5 per cent or 1 per cent -above bank
rate? I could utilise some but not very much.
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29567. To what extent could you utilise it? At present we have got &

surplus of 18 lakhs in the Provincial Bank.

29568. What fees do the Directors get for attending meetings of the Central

Banks? In a great many banks they get some allowance; in other banks they get

nothing.

29569. It is honorary? Yes. In some banks they get travelling allowances,

their actual expenses and Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 a day, but that is so in very few banks;

generally it is all honorary.

29570. Sir Thomas Middleton: When you were a student, did you p^y special

attention to the study of economics? Yes, economics was one of my subjects.

29571. One often hears it stated that Indian agriculture suffers from growing
industrial crops rather than food crops. You have had exceptional opportunities
of seeing the position in this Province and I would like to hear what your
view is. Have you seen any indication of agriculture having suffered because

industrial crops are grown at the expense of food crops? I do not think I have

seen any.

29572. You have seen no indication of that? On the other hand, in this

Province do you find that where industrial crops are grown the prosperity is

greater? Yes.

29573. When sales on commission are made by the cotton selling society

to which you referred, is the rate charged the same as that charged by private

agents? The same.

29574. Then why do non-members make use of your society? Because they

feel they will get honest weighment and fair assessment of deductions; but they
do not get any rebate afterwards.

29575. You told us you had seen a good deal of these two cattle societies

which failed in the Raipur district. Can you indicate in any more detail than

you have done in your note what were the reasons for failure? You say lack

of interest, but that is a general statement. Do you think there was anything

\vrong with the rules adopted by the society ? I think so, to the best of my
knowledge. I think the site selected was not very suitable.

29576. Unsuitable from the point of view of the stock or of the district? The
district is one which has very poor cattle? What I meant by the actual site

was that I think there was some difficulty about fodder also.

29577. You are thinking of the actual site, the headquarters of the society?

Yes, that is what my recollection is.

29578. You state that a good deal of grass land was provided on favourable

lerms? Was it grass land which was useless? No, it was not worthless grass

land; it could have been used as fodder if cut in time; otherwise it was useful

for thatching and other purposes. But I do not think that was the main cause.

The members themselves were malguzars and resided about 12 or 13 miles away
from the headquarters of the society.

29579. Dt. Ilydcr: Is it correct to say that the co-operative movement in the

Central Provinces is \\eak in these two points, namely, defective organisation
and defective education of the members? Are those the two main weaknesses

of your movement here? Yes.

29580. Take the point of education : what staff have you got below your
Circle Officers or Inspectors? You have got only three? We have got three

Circle Officers and a Deputy Registrar. Below them we have got 35 Government
Auditors.

29581. What provision do you make for the training of these people? So far

they have riot been regularly trained, but for the last two years we have been

holding training classes for them every year.

29582 For how long do they last? About a month.

29583. Do you know that they devote 15 months to them in the Punjab? Yes.

29584. And that they have as many as 15 books to study? Yes

29585. Do you know that they have to familiarise themselves with law and
rural economics in the Punjab? Yes. But that is for people who are newly
appointed; I am talking of the people who are already there and are required to

take a sort of refresher course. In the case of a new Auditor, we do not put him
into the actual work until he has taken a six months' course.
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29586. Do you recruit from the graduates of the Agricultural College at

Nagpur? No.

29587. Do you not think that it would be desirable to have such recruits

in your department? Yes, I am thinking of that.

29588. With regard to the matter of liquidation, would you not enforce the

principle enunciated by the Maclagan Committee of contributory unlimited liability

so that an equal pro rata rate, levied from the rich and the poor, would help
the cause of co-operation in this Province? Yes.

29589. T understand that you are the final authority for sanctioning the

liquidation of any particular society? Not to sanction the liquidation, but only
to cancel the registration.

29590. Who sanctions that? Who takes the initial step? To cancel the

registration of a society I do.

29591 Would you not like the liquidation proceedings to be taken away
from the hands of these pleader liquidators and such like people and made over

to the Deputy Commissioner of the district? I do not krow how far that
(

would
be feasible unless the Deputy Commissioner had an additional staff. With his

present staff he cannot possibly undertake liquidation. Of course, a Tahsildar

may be entrusted uilh one or two liquidation cases, but where there are a large
number of cases he would never be able 10 deal with them. In Chhindwara, we
had a large number of cases and the Cncle Auditor had to tackle that job.

I am asking you this question because 1 understand that conditions in the

Central Provinces and the United Provinces are sin-ilar, and there was a committee
which went into the whole question and recommended this measure. Dp you
agree that the conditions are more or less bimilar to those in the United Provinces?

29592. To proceed lo another matter Have you got any caste societies

based on caste panchayats here? No.

29593. What ib the composition of the population of yotu villages? Are

they tribal villages or are they mixed? They are not always tribal; they are really

mixed. Of course, in certain tracts there might be Gond villages entirely.

29594. ll seems to me that you have got here a ceitain moral fibre which

you can weave into your society? Tn Mandla, for instance, we have got Gond
societies We have not spc cially organised these societies for the Gonds only,
but because they form the predominant element of the population of that district

we have formed these societies. We have not specifically used the caste

organisation for co-operative societies.

29595. Prof. Gangnlcc What education have the local instructors had who
work under your co-operative institutes ?- -They have all been recruited more
or less from the present staff of banks

29596. What salaries do they draw? The local instructors in Berar draw
from Rs. 35 to Rs. 45 or Rs. 50 and in the Central Provinces they draw Rs. 40
I think.

29597. Do they sit for any departmental examination before they are

appointed? No.

29598. A reference has been made to co-operative methods in other coun-
tries. Would you agree with me that while State aid is necessary, the stimulus
in the co-operative movement must come from the people? The impulse for

working co-operative societies on proper lines must come from the people.

29599. Examples of Ireland, Italy and other countries bear out that fact, do
they not? There must be self-help from within.

29600. Mr. Calvert: Under this unlimited liability system in societies under
liquidation, have there been cases in which a member called to pay his contri-
bution, not his debt, has had to sell or encumber his land? In certain instances,
that has been the case.

29601. Have those cases been at all frequent? Not frequent I should say.

29602. Would you say there were about a dozen cases in the Province?
I here might be more; I cannot say off-hand. There might be two dozen cases
at the most.

29603. Those are cases in which the losses have exceeded the reserve
funds? Yes, because the reserve fund is taken first,
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29604. And then the personal securities are called upon?- Yes.

29605. Of the actual borrower? Yes. But in many cases one member
may be the surety of one or more members, and in practice the responsibility
of sureties is not enforced always because they are all inter-linked.

29606. So that you have had cases in which the reserve fund has been too

small for the losses and there has been no paid-up share capital? Yes.

29607. And when the personal sureties have not been able to pay up, you
have had to fall back on individual liability? Yes.

29608. Has that resulted in any inequality between those who had land

to encumber and those who had not? I think so.

29609* There have been actual cases in which a man has been penalised

because he happens lo have more property? Yes; I know of some cases.

29610. Aie these cases very rare''' I can think of only 4 or 5 cases.

29611 7 he Chairman If you know of 4 or 5 cases, is it not quite possible

that there may hnve been 40 or 50? I am trying to get from you what your

figure of 4 or 5 renlly meiins? Yes, that is possible. I am only speaking from
lecollection.

29612. Is it likely that there are a great many more than you have heard
of? There might be about a do/en.

29613. Is that the sort of figure that you expect to find? It may be that

in the coiuse of liquidation many more cases might come up; I am speaking
only from rny own personal knowledge.

29614. Sir JJcntv Luuicnte. Arc the clerks and Auditors paid at a rate

\\hich will ensure honesty and intelligence? I think the rate is adequate to

secure honesty so far as the Government Auditors are concerned.

29615. And intelligence? They seem to be all right for the routine work.
1 should like to have their pay increased in order that we may have a bettei

type of man.

29616. The Raja of I'ailakimcdi: Do any of your societies in rural areas
take up education or \illnge sanitation? No. I know of one case only where
a village society inserted n bv-law laying down that every member shall send
his boy to a school. That is about the nearest approach I can think of.

29617. As rcgaids sanitation''' -No. I have, however, known of a society
\\hich has sometimes given a conttibution for the purchase of quinine. As a
mutter of fait, 1 know of two 01 three cases of that nature.

29618. Has any attempt been tnnde to supply improved implements or
seeds? Not by the society as such, but loans are advanced for the purchase
of implements, and I know of a society in Nagpur which is going to purchase
some implements jointly on behalf of the society as such.

29619 Do not societies undertake to get seeds from agricultural fauns and
try to distribute them among their members? -We have got some special seed
societies, but societies as such do not jointly take seed from agricultural farms.
But we have separate seed societies. They are really branches of the credit
societies; their credit and seed business is kept separate. We have got 65
societies like that.

(The witness withdrew.)
The Commission thev adjourned till 11 a.m. on Friday, the 2ht January, 1927.
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Friday, January 21st, 1927.

NAGPUR.

PRESENT :

The MARQUESS or LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman).

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE,
K.C.S.I., I C.S.

RAJA SRI KRISHNA CHANDRA GAJA
Sir THQMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., C.B.

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, KT.,
C.I.E., M.V.O.

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, KT.. C.I.E.,
Dr ' L> K ' HYDER *

I.C.S.

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S.

PATI NARAYANA DEO OF PARLAKIMEDI

Professor N. GANGULEE.

Mr. B. S. KAMAT.

Mr. C. U. WILLS. I.C.S. )
(Co-opted Members).

"Sir SHANKAR MADHO CHITNAVIS, KT., I.S.O. }

Mr. J. A. MADAM, I.C.S.

(Joint Sect clones).
Mr. F. W H. SMITH.

Mr. R. G. ALLAN, M.A., Principal, Agricultural
College, Nagpur.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION i. RSSEARCH. (a) (i) Generalfeatures. Research and investigation

may be classed as

(i) General, in that it is directed towards the improvement of the mam staples
of the country or in as far as it relates to the solution of soil, nutrition and
like problem*, *hich provide a more accm ate appreciation of the condi-
tion under which the cultivator works

(?) Local, in that it is directed towards the betterment of crops cf more restricted

growth or deals with the local problems peculiar to a Province*

Financing. The first of these should be financed bv or assisted in their finance

by the Central Government. The second, together with agncultu.al education and

agricultural extension, should be direct duties of Local Governments.

I do not wish to imply that Lcal Governments should not he expected to finance

work in the first group. This they should certainly do. Indrectlv their expenditure
under extension would form a part of the general scheme, of which the final goal is the

betterment of the cultivator.

I feel, however, that research and investigation are absolutely essential in the

first group and 1 do not think that all Local Governments, partly on acrount of lack

of fund?, partly from a lack of appreciation of its importance and partly as the outcome
of thep'aV of party politics, can be counted on to realise the importance of such re-

search work and may thus be unwilling to find the staff and the money for objects in

which they may be unable to see an immediate cash return.

The first group should be financed from a central source.

(a) because they are subjects of interest to the welfare of the country as a whole
,

(6) because Local Governments cannot, for the reasons given above, be relied

on to carry out their part of a general scheme of research anil improve-
ment;

(c) because the mere fact that the Central Government was in a position to help
those who desired to help themselves would itself stimulate local endeavour
and a willingness to co-operate in aoy general work.
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Organtswtn, The constitution of a comparatively small, central body under the
Government of Inr'ia consisting of the Minister for Agriculture ( which should be
a separate portfolio, the Agricultural Adviser, certain officers selected by Government
and the Pre* cents of the Committees noted below. The duties of this body would be
the allocation of funds to the Crop and Research Committees and offering advice
to the Government of Inilia in matters relating to agricultural enactments affecting
export aid imports or legislation dealing with agricultural interests affecting the

country as a whole.

It should in no way aeek to dictate to Provincial Governments,

Its working fund* could be .ecu red by the levy of a small export cess, ranging
from one anna 10 foar annas per cwt

, in accordance with mass or the export and
the intrinsic- value of the article, on wheat, nee, oil-seeds and cakes, fibres (exported
or locally Work<d), hide sand bones

The annual income derived from the above would be controlled by the Central

Body and would not be subject to lapse, if not entirely spent in any one year. Its

distribution would be ^oveined by the amount of the income provided by earh

ctop cess, by the gcnoial importance of the crop to the country and by the character
of work m hand.

Co ordm i ted in this* Central Body and represented thtremby their respective
Presidents should be a number of Sectional Committee*, dealing with the following
wheat, paddy, oil-seeds, fibre*, animal nutrition and improvement and miscellaneous
scientific research. Et<h of these with the exception of the last should, as in ihe
Indian Central Cotton Committee, consist of experts, growers and the trade from
each Province interested in the particular section. Its functions would be (a) the

piovUion of direct research facilities, (b) the rendering of assistance to Local
Govemments either by the provision of special experts, the provision of increased
&Uif under a Provincial Governs ent expeit or ihe financing of sound Provincial

schemes, and (<; investigation in maikctmg and export problems, its wonting funds
would be provided by thj Central organisation and the funds allotted would be the

property of the Sectional Committee. Each committee would be directly advisory
to Provincial Governments in matters relating to its own section and would co-ordinate
the work in progress in each Province, In view of their control of fun is, there would
be a greater tendency to accept their advice and suggestions.

I am of the opinion that the institution of the Indian Central Cu'ton Committee
with its own income has done & great deal to stimulate the improvement of this

crop in several directions and that the work of the Coimbatore Cane Breeding
Station, another example of centrally financed research, is affecting a striking

improvement in sugarcane. I would piess for somewhat similar developments on
like lines in other important crops and lines of research.

A Central Advisoiy Board of Agriculture or Central Advisory Crop or Research
Committees are likely to be valueless, unless supported by funds over which they
have the entire control cf distribution.

(b) (i) P^ant breeding and botanical research has been hampered in this Province

by lack of expert staff. It was decided some years ago that at least two Botanists were

necessary. This Province only had one up to 1925. The existence of two at present
is the outcome of the constitution of the Indian Central Cotton Committee, who meet
the pay of one of these.

(a) No real investigation or progress has been possible in I orticulture, fruit and

vegetables in particular, for lack of expert assistance. The only man with any
pretentions thereto was axed by the Local Governn<nt after the Reforms were
introduced,

(3) Soil investigation. Practically no work has been possible on soil physics in

the absence of staff and equipment*

(4) Agricultural implement investigation. The app < 'ment of an Engineer is only
recent and this officer ha since resigned on account of the unsatisfactory conditions

of this service. The shops and outfitting genet ally are of make-shift character and

money has not been available for the class of work which this most important
branch nf investigation demands.
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(c) (i) Soil physics, in particular the factors governing tilhge operations.

(2) Agricultural engineering, implement design,

(3) Oilseed crops generally, conditions controlling growth and yield and quality

improvement. Except for a certain amount of selection in linseed and ground-nut,
there has been but little field attention given to this important group ot industrial

crops.

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. In answering the questions given
in this part of ihe Questionnaire, I have divided agricultural education into four sub-

sections -

(a) Collegiate or advanced.

(b) Vocational or designed as a finishing course for boys who have completed
some form of general education.

(() Pre-vocational or conducted as part of rural school general education.

(<l) Short course or specialised adult training

My f
ersonal belief is that a real demand for agricultural education in any form

will only be evident, after the landowner and the cultivatoi realise that theie is

something to be gained by improved method* and that it will benefit the r sons
to learn these In other words, the most effective form of agricultural education in

its widest sense at present is active demonstration nrvl extfnsion work among the
adult ag 1 1 cultural popul.tion, impressing on them the value of a change in

practice, inducing a higher standard of living and providing the cultivator with the
wherewithal to pay for a better education for his children. T wenty years aijo there* was
no Agricultural Department worth describing ard education of (a) type attracted

men seeking Government service only, men often too pooi to go to an arts

college, men who more often th/m not had to be subsidised to come and certainly
men who had not the land or the capital to make such an educition pay, while

attempts at (b) were an entire failure, the malguzari class cf that day being recruited

under official pressure and under the stimulation of the hope of securing some nv'nor

billet at the Tahsildar's Office or the like There was net a vestige of popular
enthusiasm.

At the present day, extension work has advanced very considerably. 'I hough
many seek collegiate education with te intention of securing employment, the

peicentage attracted by a scholarship is mu, h smaller and the number who seek

such education for itself and who p ssess the wherewithal to
apply their knowledge

is increasing* At the same time, the value of forms (b) and (() is beginning to attract

attention in the more agriculturally advanced parts of the Province.

(i) (a) Yes. ($) and (c) can be met as demand now stands, but in any form of an
extension rf (0 in particular, the gieatest difficulty would be trained teacher*.

(d) Can be met on Government farms and on the Coll* ge farm. The principal

short course demand is in Agricultural Engineering in tractor and oil-engine instruction.

vii) At its present rate of growth, the Agricultural College will have to be

extended. This, however, does not imply increased building, except in the hostel, as

the removal of the College of Science, which takes one wing of the Agricultural

College building would provide this.

1 here are indications that the class of pre-vocational education now in force at

Hoshangabad will cause a demand for like schools in that area. The existing school

requires considerable extension.

(iii)
I do not think that a strict recruitment from agricultural castes i* essential

though, on the whole, teachers recruited from rural conditions would be preferable to

town bred men. The Agricultural College seldom accepts would-be students who are

of city up-bringing as these but rarely take kindly to agricultural \vrrk and conditions.

(iv) At the present day, there is a distinct increase in the demand for college

education, the outcome of University affiliation. There is also an active demand for

the pre-vocational course (middle school) now given at Hoshangabad. At both these,

the attendance is as numerous as can be expected and would be greater with more
accommodation.

Attempts at education of type (b) h we to date failed to attract the class for which it

is organised. The father who appreciated education wished his son to go further than

these permitted. The father who did not had still to learn that agricultural improvement
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provided anything concrete and had in consequence more use for his ion as a

labourer. One of these school? was converted to type (c) and the other, which was in

a generally backward area, was closed.

(v) This question is difficult to answer.

At present, there are only two living centres of agricultural education. Those
referred to use the College and middle schools. la the former up to the present the

majority seek education so as to secure emplOvment (Government, if p^sible), though
the number who do so with the intention of private application later is increasing
and a certain number of the younger men are undoubtedly induced to seek employment
so as to get experience and with the hopes of settling down later on their own land.

With an increasing demand fur admittance to the College the tendency is to select

men who have the land and capral to make them independent of service, should this

not ci.me to hand.

in the Litter case, the school as at present constituted, has not been going long

enough to state what happen* after, but a reasonable number undoubtedly will go back
to work on their home farms.

(vi) Yes.

(vi\) I do not think so in as far as the existing institutions are concerned. As noted

above, courses for middle sch ol boys with a predominance of agr.culture and courses
of purely agricultural chaiaite for boys who hd completed this standard of education
have not provtd popular jbut 1 i?o not think this was caused by an unsatisfactory type
of course.

(a) Natwe *tudy.~-\ i-gard as an excellent opening for the youngei classes

of rural schools
,
but its value is very cii'-el> associated with the personality of the

teacher. It is difficult to teach well and unless well-taught it is not of much value.

The type of teacher available is poor and is too dependent on men ory a nd the text-

book. Man> years ago, I outlined a course of nature study ioi the Education Depart-
ment on the lines I h'td at one time used in P^nghnd, but it could not be carried out

for lack of ttaiheis of sufficient quility to mstiuct.

(b) *chvol plots The school plot of abaitoie to two acres area, if preperly
managed is, f think, large enough for all the agricultural work, which a rural school
tii e-taLie would admit of and whiuh boys of that ago ate capible of working.

It can ba designed to provide nature study material for the younger classes and
instruction in the character and cultivation c>f the best local crop, and can afford

ample practical work of a character within their physical capacities The best of

these in this Piovince is at Rajnandgaon. It is in many respects like the type
illustrated at Poona, during the Agricultural Show, trru$h iriginarert locally The
ch ef feature here is that the chs^ i* voluntary ^eing d me cut of ordinary school hours
anH only the sons of agricultural s .re privileged to join it. One of the masters

manages the area and agncultu l training is given by an Assistant of the Agricultural

Department. Bullocks and la'-oure s are employed to do the heavier preliminary tillage.

Successful s hool plots, like nature *tudy, demand the personal enthusiasm of a
master. In otder that teaciing st.ould be effectm-, such a master should receive a

couple of years' training at the Agrcultuial College.

(c) School farms I d> not think these are suited to rural school needs and
conditions. The term impl-es a fair area, five acres at least and the maintenance
of livestock It also demards more management ability on the part cf the master
and is hence more open 10 failure, Agriculture on this scale appears to me to be
out of place in an ordinary rural school. A schoi 1 farm in my mind is to be
associated wuh apiece giving definite vocational training to boys after the middle
school .s completed. In this, Province, this could be be t managed on existing
Government farms if ihe demand arose. I a rn ot the opinion that agriculture at

school-* should be directed towards giving n boy ?n interest in rural life, in observation,
in studying cause and effect <md in the advai tnges of certain crops and certain

methods, rather than in intensive teaching of agriculture as an examination subject.
1 think the well-managed plot effects this as well and indeed better than the larger
scale farm.

1 do not believe in teaching text-bo, k j.griculture but in training the rural lad

to Acquire an understanding of what his father <'oes, why he do s it and how he m ght
do it. I would prefer it to bo

regarded
in schoJs as n fcrm of iteration rather -him

a class room subject*-a form of play, stimulated, may be, by pr>2C<, ra nei than * form
of work.
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(ix) The majority of those who have secured a Diploma or certificate at the
Agricultural College are in Government service either in the Central Provinces or in
other parts of British India or the Indian States. Very few are engaged in other than
agricultural work,

Statistics.

Total passed through the courses given at the College since 1906 289
Employment

In the Agricultural Department, Central Pi evinces ... ufi
In other Agncultural Department ir British Innia .. 23
In Indian Sttes Agricultural Departments ,,. 44
In other Government Departments in the Central Provinc- s 17
In other Government Departments outside the Central Provinces 7
In pi ivate farming .. . ^0
As estate managers . 29
In other trades in some cases linked with Agriculture ... 9
Unknown .. 31

Total .. 289

(x) Agriculture is not popular-

fa) Because the annual income is uncertain.

(b) Because the standard of living of this class is higher than that of the culti-

vator and, as fnm.ing returns now btand, the n iddle-class y< uth finds
it more difficult to make a living which provides meas.

(0 Educated as he has certainly b<en in a town for some >cars, the conditions
of village life have nu great attraction,

I do not see how it can be mrde more attractive, unless it can be made more
paying.

T\]\
comparatively recently and even now to a large exfent, ihe middle-class youth,who comes to an Agricultural College, has not the capital and land behind him to

allow of farming en his own account. The parents ho appreciate education are not
usually the more influential cultivators and resident rrmlguzarb whose sons might have
the means to apply their agricultural knowledge gained at C ollege. T'j a considerable
extent, those who see a value in education are landless or have insufficient
outlet in this direction.

(xi) Considerable attention is given to prnctJcal and technical ability at the col-

lege. This is, however, limited by the other den an. s of the cou.je. One of the chief
difficulties in really equipping youths is the absence of well-run

|
nvate farms, as those

found in England, on which a college trained -tuder.t can work under a capable man
after completing his course of stud\.

r

i he < nly way this difficulty can be met is by
the inclusion in the depaitmental cadre of an increased number of probationary posts
possessing no claim for pern aneni appointment. Thfse would allow of the inclusion
of more passed students for a couple of years, training on Government farms and thus
fit them better for private farming or as managers

I receive from time to time applications for hom farm managers, which are difficult
to meet, as in spite of the stress laid on technical ability, students straight from
Ct liege lack the experience required.

(xii) The education of the adult agriculturist is a matter of persistent
demonstration on the part of Agricultural Assistants. A fl>mg viait however
attractive has but little if a/iy lasting impression. Frequent lantern lectures,
preferably, cinema, are of assistance.

For accessible villages organised visits by the use of touring motor lorries
effective^ equmped^would be of value, as these would permit of the staff coveringa wider field and visiting a village more frequently.

*

The education of an adult agriculturist must be largely of practical type,mere talking i* ineffective.
* J p * *jpo,

I am of the opinion that education genet* lly in rural tracts would be stimulated
if parents saw that their children earned something at school, even if it were onlytwo or three annas a week. I was stiuck by the utility of some of the articles made in
village schools as shown at Poona. A larger proportion of time in a village school day
MR, R. G. ALLAN.
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should be devoted to the training of the hand and eye. Children's output whether
in the form of plot produce or their manufactures or its cash value should return to the
children and hence to their parents as ocular proof of the value of the education.

One of the first steps towards effective adult agricultural education is the encourage-
ment of village or small circle agricultural associations, each owning its own demonstra-
tional plot, where approved methods, bttter seed and better implements could be
demonstrated to the Cirrle Association members and others. If we can only get
some enthusiasm created for co-operative action very considerable advances in many

^ directions would be possible.

QUESTION 3 DEMONSTI ATICN AND PROPAGANDA. (a) I have stated these in

paragraph 87 in the Memorandum on the Rural Conditions and Agricultural Develop-
ment of the Central Provinces and Berar (see page IO above).

(6) As outlined in paragraph 89 of the same (see page 1 1 above), I think that the
ideal to be aimed aHs the formation of small, Circle Associations each possessed of
its own demonstration plot worked under t'he guidance of the department. Such

plots wruld greatly facilitate demonstration work and the meetings of the association
would induce free discussion and interchange of views.

(r) A cultivator will accept advice when \e is convinced that it is sound and if it is not

likely to involve much capital investment and if it is practically proof against chance
of loss. The spread of the use of pure seed is an example. He is also more likely to

accept advice, if he ha> personal fa'th in the adviser. Some Assistants have a much
greater influence than otheis. It is essential to be certain before giving advice. A bad
bit of advice acted on and proved bad has a very damaging effect.

In many cases i the value of technically sound advice is influenced by other economic
factors. Deep ploughing may le excellent, but require* better bullocks than the
cultivator possesses Tr*implanting priddy^ may be profitable, but fragmented holdings
and the consideration of the best use of his labour through the year may cause the
cultivator to decide against it.

Improvements which involve capital expenditure are more difficult to introduce.

The demonstration plot may show conclusively that a certain dressing of cake or
fertiliser is highly profitable but the cultivator hesitates. I am of the opinion that

in cases of this kind it is well woith putting down one or two plots in a village!

supplying the cake or fertiliser free he brst year, or giving the cultivator a guarantee

against financial less in the tnst instance.

(d) The moat striking example of the failure of perfectly sound technical improvement
to make headway is the tiansplantation of paddy in Chhatti^garh referred to in

paragraph 108, sub-section (6) of the provincial memorandum (see page 14 above)
in which I have outlined the cause, of its failures to make good.

Examples of successeful demonstration work affecting agricultural practice are

(i; Single seedling transplanting in place of bunches, in areas where trans-

planting already existed. The obvious saving in seed and the greater
outturn with no additional cost has helped this.

(a) The marked increase in deeper cultivation and the use of the inversion

plough in the cotton tract of recent years vide paragraph 115 (see

page 17 above). The causes leading to this are intensive demonstration,
the introduction of ploughing matches, the fact that the sale of ploughs
was taken up enthusiastically by Agricultural Associations and the

replacement of the finer model English ploughs by hardiet and cheaper,
even if more clumsy and less well-balanced, iron ploughs of Indian

manufacture. The rate of introduction was also largely aided by plentiful

money, the outcome cf high cotton prices.

(3) The introduction of line sowing of kharif crops in the north-west of the

Province m place of broadcasting. The spread of this is, 1 thinkj the

outcome of intensive village demonstration, aided by the cost of labour,
in that line sowing reduced this by allowing the use of hoes, and the

high prices of cotton.

QUESTION 4. ADMINISTRATION. (a) I have indicated this under research. I anq

ol the opinion that the Government of India should aid Local Governments in

research investigation relating to the conditions of growth, improvement in yield, and
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quality ^and
the marketing and export of the main staples an i should finance in-

vestigation into the problems affecting genera! agricultural progress which are not

likely to be popular lines of expenditure by Local Governments. I have outlined the

organisation I think best.

(A) Assuming the organisation outlined, it might be desirable to maintain under
the Cei-tial Bo^y and paid by the Government of India a certain number r.f highly
specialised experts who cculd be plactd at the disposal cf the sectional commiitees
or bureaux as investrgation demanded, being utilised by them either at their mam
research centres or in the Provinces, Some of these could be found among the
officers now in the Provinces and appointed by the Secretary of State; but I do
not think that Local Governments would favour a wholesale withdrawal of their
most experienced ofl ceis so as to create a specif) ) central ccrps

(c) (u) 1 he Railways existing and under constiuctiun in this Province, 1 tnink
are fairly adequate for its p esent reeds.

There rre certain anomalies in freight rates, which deserve attention. Cakes
declared for manurial purposes are transpcrted at a lower rate than the san>e cakes

to be utilised as cattle food.

(lii) The main reads of this I rovmct ate on the whole good, though many are

handicapped for use in the rams by being only pioviaed with low level causeways*
at river crossings. A good deal of improvement in this respect hab taken place in

recent }ears. Bridging of high level causeways are however needed on borne of the

bigger nvers. \\iththe increase ot heavy rrctor tiaffic on thee reads, it will be

necessary for the State to sptnd more on upkeep.

There is a considerable need of secondary feeder roads ^o as to permit of easier

access to mere cf the vilhges in the interior. Road cc mrnumcanons are probjfbly
weakest on the plateau areas, specially east and west

QutsiuN 5,- FINANCE, (</) The principal hrni* of agricultural finance aie seed
and the expenses incurred in weeding and hat vest of khartf crops.

It is difficult to suggest uny possible irr.piLVtmeni on the source of such loans,
until the co*opernti\e ?p nt takes hold of the cultivate i and co-opeiative bocietits and
Circle Agricultural Associations are living bodies.

The State offers in limited amount- tact (in loans for manures, implements* seed
and land impiovement '! hese aie tangible ,

the first three can be supplied in kind and

expenditurt or nori-exp nditure cf a 'oan in the last case be noticed In financing crop
operations the security of u*e for the puip

c e foi which lent would be difficult.

I doubt if the cultivator is educated to the use of cheap credit. The easier it is to

boirow, the more he tends to n itu^t tht loin nnd mere se his b i rowing*.

(b) The chief objections to the taccovi loan, which n ight be met by Government
are

(1) The delay which occurb between the applic^tio. fcr a loan and the receipt of

the value of the loan b\ the borrower.

(2) Rigidness with which payment is enforced W'thout tegard to the possibly

temporary fuancial >tringency of the borrower at the time at which

payment is due. This I realise is difficult in v>ew of the laxness in reoay-
ment inherent in the cultivator and encouiaged hy the somctir.

If taccavi as a means of financing agriculture was> to be extended, a bpecial officer

dealirg with these in each distr ct vMuld probably facilitate business.

QUESTION 6 AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (i) (i) Unproductive borrowing
to fulfil social requirements.

(2) Financing for seed nnd crop cuhivat oft and cattle,

(3) Land improvement.

(4) Manures and implements (chiefly taccavi through the Agricultural Department).

(5) After years of low crop returns borrowing to rreet immediate necessities of life.

(ii) This I have dealt with in paragraph 47 of the provincial memorandum (see

page 6 abo^e).

(iii) The high rates cf compound interest attendant on borrowing,

paragraph 49 (see page 7 above).
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The fact that the biggest proportion of borrowing is under (a) (i) (i), while the

smplus cash afttr meeting the family budget demands is small.

The tendency of the sowcar or moneylending malguzar to allow Uans to mount up
so as to secure a firmer grip on the bjrrower or tenant.

(b) The prevention of an unlimited accumulation of debt. The introduction of a

measure like that of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act in these Provinces.

Any attempt to relieve the agriculturists' burden of debt n.ust be accompanied by
measures to prevent his accumulating a fresh unproductive d- bt. Unless this can be
done very little is gained.

(c) One realises that the right to mortgage land supplies an efficient business

farmer with the means to secure working capit 1; but in view of the fact that the right
to mortgage m India would be largely employed to secure a loan for an unproductive

cause, it appears doubtful pt licy to extend the ri^ht of mortgage. The majority of

tenants are occupancy tenants without su^h rights. The light to *nortgage might be

restricted to limitation of this right to the mortgage being effected through recognised
or Government controlled land in -rtgage banks.

A great dal of the poveity and indebtedness cf villagers arises from the fact that

many villages are held by malgi zars who lave no m'erest whatsoever in agriculture
and only regard tru ir village and tenants as potential sources ol income to be derived
from loans made to them. In other wordt> they use theT villages to extend their

lending bus ness. There is a very gr eat deal of difference between ths character of a

village where the malguzar is a resident cultivator and a villag" < wned by the absentee

moreylending type. '1 he misuse of the malguzan systen- of tenure (I believe outside
the Commission's terms < f enquiry) is one ot the causes, if not the chief cause, of
backwaid agriculture, slackness, lack of thrift and accumulated indebtedness and the

difficulty the department nietts in making advance. Any action which strengthens the

position of the non-re Mdent land -grab bine, rralguzar who has no real interest in agricul-
ture as such will be fatal

QUESTION 9. SOILS. (a) (i) A great deal of the heavier black soil under kharif
crops or gan en crops, in ,t any r rite the Nagpur district (or areas of 35" rain and

over), would jbenent by better drainage during the monsoon. Tie effect of under-

drainage on the College farm and elsewheie has been most marked. Experiments in

the cheaper form of mule drainage using tractors are being started.

(b) (i) This can be shown to the Commission on the Co'lege farm.

QUESTION to FERTILISERS \a) Yes In gaiden and irrigated wheat crops,

sjgarcane, oranges and cotton.

(b) I hav* net come across much of this; most of the fertilisers, in fact probably
all, used in the Province are secured in the crude fcrms and not made up as mixtures.

The only fertilisers used at all by the general public are ammonium sulphate and
nitrate of aoda

(c) 1 believe in its liberal use on selt cted crops and areis at centres, where its use

is advocated, In these demonstrations a fertiliser should be supplied free. It repre-
sents an example rf speculative investment in the cultivator'* eye and one which

he is not likely to put capital irito in the first instance, Such plots shou'd be laid

out on private growers' land and carefully watched by the department. A large series

of these, using ammonium sulphate, were tried this \ear.

It is most important that everything shoul' be done to keep down overhead charges
and put the fertiliser at the disposal cf the grower at its lowtst possible cost

In the present year we had in one area of the Province every expectation of a 100

tons demand for ammonium sulphate. The special packing in quantities cf one maund
and the distribution agency adopted by the company added roughly a rupee per maund
to the cost on the previous year's price, The result was a falling off of quite two-thirds

of the expected sales,

A rupee per maund may not appear much to a company, which thinks in lakhs

but it has a Vf ry profound effnt en a would-be user, hesitating on the brink of, as

far as he is concerned, a considerable capital investment. Rises in price for any
cause at the moment an article looks like taking on ire fatal.

(d) Karanj* cake for cane in the plateau. The use of ether cakes in the Wain-

ganga valley, ammonium sulphate in the nort*hwest of the Province.
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(*) No. A good deal has yet to be done. Stated briefly, nitrogenous manures a

the most effective and then phosphatic. Potash manures have on the whole produc
little resu!t. The paddy crop responJs more readily to the general natural manure*
cattle-dung and poudrette and to green manuring with or without phosphates. Cotton
best manured by comparatively light dressing of cattle-dung, supported by lie

dressings of nitrate of soda or ammonium sulphate, applied when he.ivy rain?!

hrfscheiked nitrification and washed out the nitrates which are very freely form
in June and early July Cotton can aUo be profitably manured by mixtures of nitr

genous and phosphatic fertilisers, but the application of fertilisers on any lar
Scale to cotton is somewhat speculative and depends veiy much on the character
the season. Wheat, the vast majority of which is so\\n as a dry crop, does not respoi
to fertilisers, which aie almost invariably applied at a loss.

Suijaicane answers to application of ammonium sulphate applied with cake as t<

dressing*. On certain soils the limiting factor of growth has been absence

phosphates.

QUESTION u. CROPS. ^a) (*') Improvement of existing crops. The work

progress in the department is, I consider, satisfactory, when taken in consuiiauc
with th* staff which has been and is at its disposal, 1 o get thoroughly effects

improve IT,en t here should be a Botanist for cott >n and fibres and another f.

oil-seeds, a third for wheat and paddy and a fou-th dealing with the improvement <

the pulses, fodders and millets.

(ii) Introduction of new ciofis. There have been several satisfactory introductioi
of new ciops, vn^piragraph A 12 of the memorandum (set rage 16 above) other tha
fodder crops Little or no progress cnn be said to have been made in these lai

though a number hive b^-ri trie!. Rerseem is the best introduction, but is Jiandicappe
by lark of cold weather irrigation facilities and co^ of seed. Ot the seed crop
ground-nut in view of the fall in the price of cotton has the biggest future before it

(in) The ststtibution of s<?/^s. '1 he means at presx nt adopted to increase tr

supply of pure seed from the stocks available &t Goveinnent farms are recorde
in paragraph 88 of the memorandum (see prige 10 above).

The ideal would be a central seed far n belonging to each Circle Agriculture
Association the seed of this being in the next year grown by certain members of th
association acting as seed farmers aid in the following available for seed in th

surrounding area.

The ongin, 1 plans on which the Seed Unions of roseum were estiblished WMTI

smihr in principle -a central private seed farm supervised by Government agenc
supplied good quality seed to a number of seed farmers who formed the Seed Union
On these seed farms quality, it was intended, should be controlled by Union agencies
The present existing number of individual seed farms, many r,f wh ;ch are not large
throws too great a stress on the department's supeiusian. In fact it is doubtful
if the purity of the seed can be properly maintained on a number of th< se, ii

particular in cotton, where cross feitilisation and the condition of ginning botl

tend t wards the falling off of quility. On the introduction of a new cotton

steps, I th nk, will have to be taken to concentrate the new variety on certaii

blocks of country c*nd even to induce the replacement of existing cottons in thost

selected tracts by guaranteeing growers against any loss This will be necessary t<

ensure purity and to permit of the securing of a better price on the basis of staple*

(iv) r.evtfntion of damage by wild animals. Wild animal* in particular pi
a T.,'1 jackal do a considerable amount of damage to sugarcane, ground-nut *hdjuat
each year A great deal of discussion has t-iken place on this subject

Pig-killing clubs have been constituted in certain places, though it cannot be
said that they have done much. There has been a considerable demand for an
ircreaSe in gun licences. The issue of licences has in general resulted in the r<*pid

extermmat on of black buck and the like but not of the more personally dangtrous pig,
The right to kill off pig l)ing up in forest blocks might help in areas adjoining
Government forest, which are undoubtedly open to being severely harassed by
these animals.

Cane usually grown in small blocks can be adequately protected by woven fencing
and there is a steady expansion in its use.

Another means of def< nee has recently been developed in the case of ground-nut.
At certain places by means of co-operative action all the ground-nut areas of several

growers have been concentrated so as to form a single block, thus rendering protection
easier and distributing the effect of damage.
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It is difficult to suggest or enforce means of protection, uuless some spirit of

self-help and co-operation is in evidence. The villager recognises the cause of damage,
but is as untrained in taking co-operative action against a common foe a< he u in any
other Jcind of organisation demanding co-operation. Given c >-operative action, 1 am
of the opinion that any of the wild animal pests would he held in check.

(b) The only heavy yielding food crop which will grow in these Provinces and is

not grown is cassava. It is probable that the difficulty accompanying extraction

and preparation as compared with the grain cr>ps telL a^inst Ub wider u>e in

India.

(c) These have been recorded in paragraphs 1 12 and 113 of the memorandum (see

page 16 above).

QUESTION i<i.- CULTIVATION (*> Greater depth ot primary cultivation is debir-

able in particular in rabi crops and to some extent in garden crops. In khirif crops

depth may result in delayed sowings and in the absorption of too mu:h rain in the

environment of the needling. Apart from its definite need in land tnfes'ed with kans or

khundci it 'S less essential under rain sown conditions. Cultivator to a depth 6" to 7" once

in four to live yeirs in pteparation fora late sown crop in the rotation, as juar for grain,
with 4* to 5* in the other yeats in preparation for crops like cotton, ground-nut,

juari fodder orsann, m all of which ear liness is a factor of prime importance, appears
to me to be correct practice.

My opinion is that it is the Indian cultivator's implements and power rather

than his system of tillage which aie to blaire for defects in his seed bed preparation.
Another factor, which affects the efficiency of his work, is the character, cf the roon-

soon in his locality. The quality of theicultivation done for tie r,ib% crop, for example,
in different parts* of t 1 e Province, is closely associated with the rainfall atia the number
of working dajs in July and August.

The cultivator in a kharif area realises that though he may be satisfied with

4" cultivation as a general rule deep work at intervals is necessary, but till iecenUy the

only implement he had was a pondeious wooden plough lequmng 3 t; 4 pairs of

bullocks and doing but little in a day and in consequence he lestiictod depth cultivation

to about once in 10 to 12 years.

A cultivator in a rnbi area realises that a fine mulch j* to 4" deep is desirable

for his wheat, but in an unfavourable cultivation season he cannot attain this with only
the countiy plough or bakhar to aid h'm

A common defect of bak/wr cultivation for the kharif crop U the provision of

too line a surface soil and in consequence a tendency for the rains to consolidate the

surtace, creating, if drying, a crubt, which handicaps germination, but with

only a bakhar (bladcd hanow) at his disposal, it is difficult to ftvoid this deft ct in

preparation.

The improvement of the implement at hi* disposal is not an easy matter as

on ai count of the small ne^b of his holding and the lo^ duty thereby derived from

several implements utilised for different jobs, he is net in a position to invest econo-

mically in implements wh-ch by reason of their functions would help him to overcome

his seed-bed defects.

(ii) The value of rotation is, 1 think, realised and, when not applied, the non-

application is governed by some clinv.tic or economic factor. Thus in the paddy
tract the only possible main crop on large areas Is paddy and here, where tie SM!

permits, the cultivate r takes a catch crop, irore often than not a pulse. In the wheat

tract wheat often goes year after year on the same part cf the field and pulse on another.

The reason they are not rotated is that at the close cf the rains thr first-nan^ed aiea

become* workable first and in consequence the mulch needed foi wheat is procu.ed.
The area given to gram remains wet) and th u cultivation which can be given is in

consequence coarse and unsuited to wheat Over wide areas of the wheat tract, a

mixture of wheat and giam is common and in others the crop rotates with pulse and
linseed.

In the cotton tract, the value of cotton over Other ciops has been so marked
that there has been a natural tendency to reduce the character of the rotation and
concentrate on a larger percentage of the money crop. With the fall in the price of

cotton and the expansion of ground-nut, it is probable that a teturn to a mote sane
r tation embodying cotton, juar and groundnut will be in evidence.
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QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENTS. (0) and {) This is in part dealt with in paragraph 99
of the provincial memorandum (see page 13 above). Few implements of Western manu-
factures to-day are suited as they stand to Indian needs, even the needs of the relatively

large farmer. The present inclination is to invite the Indian agriculturist to step over the
last 150 years of steady evolution in machine development and machine sense, and to

expect him to welcome and to use effectively a product of the nineteenth century invent-

ed and fashioned to different economic conditions* Many of the features i f even the

plougt are additions to speed its working or to make it easier t handle. They have
their advantages but they add to its price and increase its delicacy and are' open to

misapplication hy the novice without affecting the essential value. The same may bs

said of a modern bumper disc harrow and other implements.

The Indian farmer who has sufficient land on which he c,m economically employ
the several specialist implements of ^ cslern farming, nquiiein the present state of

evolution of his workman and himself strong and simple and cheap (In cause they are

simple), implements embodying the essenriil tillage features of their types, but devoid

of anything which
increases delicacy and cost, even though in the hands of an expert

such may increase efficiency in actual handing.

I do not think that the majority of British and American agricultural implement
manufactures have really studied the needs of the Hast.

Further the great mas* of Indian farmers nre small holders, who, even if they were

provided with cheap capital, have not the pp rtunity for the economic employment of

several specialist implements on their holdings In their case the only suggestions
I can offer are

(*) Concentration on Indian implemer.ts s as to add to their working efficiency
and capacity of being altered by the own- r to meet the tarying demands he has for

his general purpose implements.

(it) The production of *troi g and simple implements on Western Hies which are

capable of being altered by changes of attachment to plough, cultivate, harrow and hoc,
on the Planet junior pnnciple, but sponger and if possible sin pUr.

At present we attempt to hasten tre adoption of in-ptoved implements by active
demonstration in the villages and giving taccavi loans. Reference to trie memoiandum
will show that the rate of progress his b**en considerable in recent yais I can only
suggest an increase in staff to forward the first line and .in expansion of taccavi to

permit of the necessary purchases.

QUESTION 16 ANIM\L HUSBANDRY -
(a) (n My opinions are g ven in the scheme

for the improvement of cattle-breeding and livestock in this Province, which has been

placed before the Commissi> n.
*

The chief defects from which Govcrnn ent stock-breeding Ins suffered in the

past are

(1) Small scale enterprises on for the m<<st part, unsuitable aieas.

(a) Lack of definite policy in existing h<?rd*bi ceding and continuity of control,

(3) Lack of appreciation of the exact chaiacter of the stock which local
economic iceds demanded.

(4) Attempts to maintain local bieeds or improve on local breeds of no outstand-

ing merit.

The policy I advocate is

(.) Large scale pure breeding at five good centres, using the existing areas attached
to seed and demonstration farms &s young stock-raising centres and thus

potentially increasing the main breeding f; rrns' capacity,

(2) The utilisation of pure bu'ls of the seloc cd breeds to grade up local stock,
taking np extensive tiacts of forest land for thee herds. For the
first three to four generations, the output of these would be bullocks, but

eventually they would provide high grade bulls up to a sufficiet t breeding
purity. By a combination of the above, it would then be possible to

provide good bulls by hundreds instead of tens as at present, and it would
be postible to replace existing scrubs village by village over considerable

areas, raising the whole standard of a district*

Appendix, pages an 219.
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At present Government herds produce about 40 or 45 reliable bulls per annurt.

'there is no difficulty of disposal, specially under the premium system, but these are

scattered over a very wide area and their obvious influence in general improvement
is small,

(ii) The betterment of the milk industry in particular near bigger cities resti

entirely on the betterment of the milking stock. This is included in the breeding policy
referred to The great majority of the cows kept by city milk vendors are uneconomic

producers, These stock owners only make their business pay them by feeding theif

herds by trespass, by keeping them under wretched conditions and by adulteration

of the milk. *f t may be noted however that adulteration is also the only way of

making an entirely inadequate milk-supply go round and that the amount of water
added bears a fairly close relation to the quality which the buyer requires and is

willing to pay for.

The removal of the milk business fiom the centres of the cities to the suburbs

would improve the conditions of milking. This can best be got by stricter penalties
on illegitimate grazing. But it would not increase the supply, though, by cheapening
the cost of production, it might slightly reduce adulteration.

Co-operative enterprise, in which in the earlier stages Government Co-operation is

essential, would certainly improve matters.

The Tehnkheri dairy is an example in this respect A considerable amount of

nursing and pressure was required in the earlier days to educate the gowhs. The
society is now flourishing, the chief contributing factors being the possession of better

yielding stock and cheap wholesale purchase of supplies.

(b) (i) The overstocking tf common pastures is greatest where grazing is com-
monest, in particular in Chbattisgarh. Here there are vast herds of entirely useless
and ureconomic cattle, which because of this and in spite of their numbers fail to

supply even the working needs of the village. The evil is the outcome of absence of

restriction on the number of head a villager may tuin loose and the tendency to measure
social position by the number owned rather than their quality. The real reason for the
maintenance of their apparently useless stock is their production of dung to be utilised

as fuel.

The area is distinctly backward and it is difficult to imagine the control of grazing
on the village areas and the limitatonjof stock as the outcome of the village panchayat
or co-operation. Nothing short of State action limiting the head to be kept on the

village common and regulating the number to the acreage farmed is likely to stop
the evil.

(ii) There has been steady reduction of the area under grass which used to lie

between fields, specially in the cotton tract. This has reduced grazing considerably.
The reduction of the area of this fallow land could be neutralised by an increase under
juari. Though the total area under juari in the cotton tract is greater now than,
say, 40 years a^o, the percentage of total cropped land under this crop is less, in spite
of the larger number of plough-cattle than of old required to cope with the extended
cultivation of the present day.

This position has undoubtedly been partly met by a limitation of livestock
numbers to actual needs and possibly by au increased use of the Melghat forest

grazing areas,

The high price of cotton has stimulated the use of the land made available by
encroachment on these head-lands for the extension of this crop* With its fall wilt

come a fall in cotton areas, an increase in juari and hence a balancing of the grass
shortage by ampler crop residues.

(iii) Thete would be ample fodder of this kind were there fewer useless animals.
The chief trouble does not lie in the quantity of fodder, but in its uneconomic use by
valueless cattle.

(iv) It is unlikely that this can be remedied on any wide scale. Their growth
demands irrigation facilities and these are only likely to be limited. The extension of

ensilage, using grasses in certain tracts and juari fodder in others would be a more
likely solution. We have still to prove however that the growth of an area of juari
on a holding and its harvest and conversion to ensilage is as economic a use of the
land as the growth of Juari for grain and the feeding of the livestock on the karbi.
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Succulence is more essential in a dairy industry than in the feeding of work stock,

specially the woik ?tock of India with their relatively high digestive capacity.

(d) The forests of the Central Provinces can supply a very large amount of cut

grass as witnessed by the amounts baled and exported during the War without any
effect on the local demands. It is not a question of absence of such stock* but the

fact that, as many areas lie at long distances from ttese forest area, the cost of

transport becomes heavy and could only be profitably paid under exceptional conditions

of shortage or if livestock became more valuable.

(0) Among the really keen agricultural landowners there is an increasing inteiest

in stock improvement. The difficulty of extending this interest lies in the fact that a

large peicentage rf the bigger landowning class take no interest in agriculture of any
kind, let alone stock-breeding,

It is only of recent years that the rise in the value of work stock has drawn the

attention of landowners to the necessity of protecting their agricultural intenst by
raising their own stock or to the possibilities of .in income from the production and sUe
of good bullocks.

Question 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. (^) and (b) The provincial memorandum in

paragraphs 25 to 31 deals with \ he position in this Province (See piges 3 to 5 above

except paragraphs 29 and 30 which are not reprinted.) The rice and plateau tracts

have a surplus labour population. In other tracts it is bhurt specialy in the cotton tract.

There is however a fairly free seasonal migration, attracted by the better wages
offering from the rice and plateau areas to the others I do not think any special
measures are needed to attract this labour. As time passes and the d.sastious effect of

the influenza epidemic wanes, matters will improve.

A factor tending to the shortage of labour in ihc cotton tract is the tendency ot

comparatively small holders to utilise the wealth accruing from cotton in doing le?s

physical work on their holdings and employing outside labour, thus increasing the

demand on a limited supply. The fall in the price of cotton will, I feel certain,

result in an increase of available labour and a fall in wages,

(c) I do not consider that this question applies to this Province. There is little feally

surplus labour population The plateau population inspire of possessing fairly large
areas of culturableland and in spite of the cpening up of railway communication, has not

materially increase^.

QUESTION 23.- GENERAL EDUCATION. ^) (i) In my opinion, advance in

agriculture in this country depends on the education of the biggtr landowners to a sense
of their responsibilities as landlords. There arc many who have a keen interest in

agriculture, but ther are on the other hand very many who have little personal interest,
in the industry and little or no appreciation 1 1 the duties which their position in the

State demands. '1 hey derive an income from the land, but unlike the tenant and the

State supply nothing towards its development. In many cases the evil is even greater;
their interest in the ownership of land rests s-mply in the advantage which then position
as landlords gives them for conducting a lending business.

The possession of landlord rights in land even such as the malguzari system
permits is historically recent. The personal interest in his land and in his tenants,
the love cf an ancient heritage which characterises the better class of landlord in

England is the outcome of generations of possession, It ii thus not surprising that

we do not find this interest abundant in India and that the spirit of the tax collector

still influences the malguzar landlord cf to-day.

1 regard University education and higher education at the Agricultural College
as the principal means by which this end can be attained. I supported the affiliation of
the College with the Nagpur Umveisity chiefly because 1 hoped that its ability under
the University to give a degree \iith the status this carries would alienate the sons of
such men from arts and law and attract them to a form of advanced study in keeping
with their position in the State.

An Agricultural College under a University should cater for the needs of
three groups:-

(i) The bigger land-owners* sons, the future leaders of rural life, or men cleaning
to be trained as estate managers.
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(a) Students seeking to secure a, more scientific knowledge of agriculture with
the intention of future investigation, teaching or employment in some
line oflservice Government or otherwise in which such knowledge wtll
aid them.

(3) The sons of bigger farmers or would-be farm managers whose need is a
better practical and business knowledge of modern farming and modern
means to its achievement.

The first two should be met by the Un versity Degree Couises. The last by two-

year courses recognised by the University nnd conducted either at the college itself or
at external centres, but under the gen cr -it college control, being staffed by men who
had experience, gained ,<t the college and in practical farming. As far as the existing
collegeisable.it attempts to cater (or the needsof all these groups. The first two
under the classes conducted for its Degree Course and the last by means of its two-
year Certificate Course.

One realises, h jwever, that the interests of the first two groups are not identical.

Both need a groundwork of agricultural technique and a knowledge of sound farming
practice and the reasons which govern this

,
but the first group requires less devotion

of time to the direct sciences and greater concentration on land nd estate management,
agricultural economics in its various phases and in law as related to land than the
uniform course now given and the existing staff permits of.

At present as affiliation is but recent ,
the majority of students ar of the second

group.

It cannot be said that the two-year Certificate class has attracted as many of the

more substantial fanning class, as was expected.

(b) I am of the opinion that

(1) Rural primary and middle school education should give greater attention

to the training of hand and eye, utilising rural industries and rural

life as material.

(2) That all rural middle schools should have their schorl plots of one to two
acres in area and that these should be used to stimulate the boy's interest

in agriculture and h :
s personal interest on what goes on on his father's

land. I do not favour the inclusion of agriculture in the school
curriculum as a clnt>s room or examination subject. I would prefer
it to be optional or as a recreation stimulated by small prizes, utilisa-

tion of plot product or nominal pay for effort given in the bchool plot.
It should be a km ^ of class to which admittance should be regarded
as a privilege and honour.

(3) The m re the literary education given can be made to possess an associa-

tion with rural life without detracting from its educational value, the

better. Arithmetic, for instance, might easily be made to suit

country needs.

The direct measurement of land survey might be utilised with

geometry. Simple farm accounts might be included in arithmetic

lessons in the middle schools.

Physical geography could be illustrated by what U to be found in progress in

any field in the rains and the effects of control and direction illustrated

and applied to land management

QUESTION 24- ATTRACTING CAPITAL, (a) It is difficult to suggest steps to induce

men with capital to take up farming.

The chief factors which prevent their doing so are

(1) Unreliability of returns, unless protected by irrigation*

(2) 1 he difficulty of securing suitable single economic areas.

(^) Lack of agricultural knowledge.

Many invest in lanJ, bat very much fewer do so with the intention of farming

though, 1 think, there is more tendency this way than there usd to be,
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I would suggest the shortening of the period of service, required in order to earn

a pension of men in the Agricultural Service. I think many of these would tend to

put their savings irto farming, if allowed to retire with an adequate pension, before

they were too old. They have the experience which many w*th capital lack. Such
men would prove inva'uable on the areas on which they settled,

It might be possible also to afford the sons of men with capital invested in land who
intend farming after completing their college courses short time appointments under

Government, so as to acquire that detail and business knowledge of farming which

only daily experience can provide. These appointments would be on suitable

Government farms.

(b) (i) Lack of any real interest in the improvement of their estates.

(2) Lack of ability to secure capital at icasonable rates of interest.

(3) Many improvements on an estate or village demand complete rights so as to

be effective. Under existing conditions of fragmented hoHmgs and tenant rights any
large scale scheme of improvement by the landlord is rendered difficult or indeed

impossible, on account of the objections raised and the difficulty of getting various
interests to co-operate.

(4) Lack of sufficient knowledge of land development and hence of the best means
o carrying out an improvement economically.
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APPENDIX,
Note by Mr. R. G. Allan on future cattle-breeding development in

the Central Provinces and Berar (vide Question 16.)

Types of work. Breeding may be divided into three distinct types, all of which play
their part in the present and future improvement of the livestock of a Province. AH
must be included to a greater or lesser extent in any policy o c

cattle improvement,

These types tmy be classed as

(a) The improvement of existing more or less established pure breeds,

(b) The production of new breeds by hybridisation of two recognised types, each

possessing particular characters of merit which it is desired to blend into

one breed. In this type after the fint cross is completed, subsequent
mating is made between first generation and subsequent generation cross-

breds.

(c) Grade breeding. In Ihis form a bull of an established pure breed is utilised

on cows of non-descnpt parentage, scrub, local or country cows. Their

only essentials are uniformity of size, healthiness and fecundity. The
product of the first cress is known as the ist grade, The cows of the
first grade are in their turn served by another bull of the same pure breed
as was originally used. This is repeated with each generation and within

3 4 generations all the stock male and female will become exactly of

the appearance and character cf the breed of the original bull used, This
last type of breeding is frankly commercial. The object is to make good
work bullocks or higher milk yielding cows. Which oif these predominates
will depend on the character of the pure breed of the sires selected. It

must be noted as an essential that in both ()and (c] the males of the first

three generations and even longer in the case of (b) are not suited for

issue as breeding bulls and must be subject to castration Type (c) is,

however, a rapid method of getting good bullocks or milch cows and even-,

tually good bulls. It is also easier to manage and cheaper.

The existing position in the Central Peovinces and Berctr. At present the depart-
ment have

(i) A breeding farm at Garhi which handles the Gaolao breed, the ore and only
really distinctive breed in the Central Provinces and Berar which posses-
ses any pretensions to what a modern breeder might define as purity.

(a) A breeding farm at Powarkhera which deals with a pore breed the Malri

imported fiom Central India.

(3) Three collections of animals, each on a small scde, at Drug, Bilaspur and
Chandkhuri. They are based on Chhattisgarhi stock but there has
also been some admixtuie of Malvi blood* Policy has been somewhat
variable and in consequence progress towards the true needs, conditions
and environment demands ot the tract has not been marked.

(4) A breeding farm at Telinkheri which specialises in Sahiwals. This breed

originates in the Punjab. It is pure. The cows are among the best
milkers in Ind'a but the males are slow moving, heavy and somewhat

sluggish animals,

(5) A small breeding centre at Sindewahi. The policy in the past has been
somewhat indefinite : but it may be stated to be a herd of somewhat
impure Umardha extraction sired by a Montgomery bull. The policy has
not been fixed but it may be classed as belonging to the third type (c) t

the
recent intention being to sire each,generation of grades by a Montgomery
bull, thus building up a herd of Montgomery characteristics.

(6) A breeding farm at Bograon. This was originally started with the intention
of breeding the Khamgaon breed. The Khamgaon animals though they
may possess certain general features which distinguish them from, for

instance, what are callsd the Umardha breed, are not a pure type in the

sense as applied to the Gaolao, Malvi or Sahiwal, Seve.al attempts
were made to secure a pure bull of the type but these failed. It was at
last decided for lack of another type to breed the cows to a Montgomery.
The intention was like No. $ to create a grade herd of Montgomery.
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^7) A small breeding herd ab Khandwa, The foundation cows are Niraari or

possibly more exactly Nimari-Khergaon, as most of the stock in this

tract has been tainted with the Khergaon blood, an emigrant from
Indore. These cows aie also sired by n Montgomery, The general
intention is, what I have termed, grading and as in 5 and 6 the ultimate

product would be a Montgomery grade.

(8) At Adharfcal a small experimental herd, the product of a cro^s between the

Malvi and the Montgomery. In this case we have something different

from (5), (6) and (7) as we are here dealing with the first cros sof two definite

breeds, each possessed of some purity and definite character, and not

with a bull of a pure breed on collections of semi-nondescript cows of

impure blood, as are represented by t'e Umardha-Khamgaon and Nimari
cows at Sindewahi, Borg^on and Khandwa. This smatl herd is experi-
mental. It is an example of (<

|New Breed" construction and the future

bull will be a Malvi Montgomery cross and not another pure Montgomery.
It may be possible to combine the solid heavy work character of the

Malvi with the milk producing chaiactcr of Montgcmeiy female jn the

same breed.

(9) At the College farm, Nagpur, a small experimental herd in which breed

making is in progress, mere half-bred Ayrshire-Hansi cows are being bred

to a Montgomery bull. In |his cise string n.ilk characters exist on

both sides and the object in view, while keeping the above, is to

combine ihe quick movement of the cross with the climatic and disease-

resisting character of the ^Montgomery, thus prc during" a breed of which
the males will be qu ck moving animals, suited to the Ii dian climate and
the females milkers of value.

In this case as in No. 8 the sires to cover the females of the first generation of

Montgomery-Ayrshire-Hansi will be from the males of the above
combined strain

We have thus breeding of type (a), i.e., establishment of herds of existing Indian

breeds of merit in c^se* i, 2, 4, at Garni, Powarkhera and Telinkheri, dealing with the

Gaolao, Malvi and Sahiwal breeds. Breeding of type (b) t
the making of new breeds, in

cases 8 and Q at Adhartal and NagpuV and work on the lines of type (c) Grade

Breeding in 5 6 and 7.

The type in No. 3 has been less defined.

In reference to the breeding farms leferred to above the Deputv Director to

Agriculture in charge of Animal Husbandry is if the opinion, with which I concur, that

the three breeding farms under No. 3 at Chandkhuri, Drug and Bilaspur and tho^e
at Sindewahi, Borgaon and Khandwa are unsuited tor breeding purposes, as regard*
size, environment and ratural food supplies. We c'o not suggest that these should
be done away with, but that they should act as depots carrying young stock over a
certain age till they are uady for sale sent thence from central breeding farms. It will

be no more cobtly than at present, indeed in some respects cheaper and will certainly
add to the efficiency of the work and the number of marketable stock available. The
relation of these depots to ihe ctntral hi ceding centres is shown later in this note

Breeding objects
- In any rational animal breeding policy it is essential that the

objects to be sought should be clearly defined The object of any breeding is not merely
an animal or even a good animal but an animal possessing certain definite characters and
able to transmit these characters to its offspring. The power of transmission is depen-
dent on the purity of the bull an<l increases with each generation of effective breeding.
The characters of importance are (i) those which make the nmmals produced suited tc

the environment, climate and food supplies of the area in which they live and (2) thosfe

which tend to endow them with the form and funcJons which render them ol kcal
commercial value. The climate and environment of different tracts are frequently
distinctive. The commercial demands of one locality differ widely from those of

another.

Environment and food supplies primarily decicb size and ability, A big breed
would not thrive under the normal conditions of Chhattisgai hi life. A heavy slow

maving type Would fail in a hilly tract. A big type is adapted to the plains and an

adequate food supply* No breeding policy which overlooked the chief essentials of

environment could hope to be lasting in its effects.

This is not however all. Assuming this pitfall to be avoided, the commercial

ntilityof the animal, the want of the buyer and the object for w hich ht keeps his animals
and the type of production which he expects of them, must be adequately met by th$
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brteder, if the pure breed or the new breed, he desires to introduce^ is to prove effective

or popular. One centre asks for quick moving bullocks, another desires power am
vitality tather than speed and a third seeks to make its money by milk and has thui

on'y a secondary in'erest in the males of the breed.

It may be possible to provide a dual purpose breed, r ne in which we find a worh

characteristic of the desired type in the male and milk in the female.

The fart however that the female gi , es rn Ik while rhe bullock is slow and heavj
wou'd rot sa'ibfy the lural farmer whose money depended on the speed i*ith whicl

his work at certain reasons could be done. A dual purpose mut not merely providt
milk and work

,
but it rnu c t be the right type of work.

To the dweller far from the city the utility of the bullock for his work is a mucr
more important feature than the milk capacity of the Cow, however valuable this lasi

a*> set may be.

The value of fi eking improvement from outride. Because a certain breed 01 anima
or collection of animals of ro- ghly similar type is found in a certain area, 1*1

does not im-jly that they are for that reason the best or the most commeicialiy valuabh

typs foi that particular tract, though they may provide evidence as to what the

climate will allow or th^direct'on to which the commercial needs of their particulai

locality tends.

The iwprovetr.ei.t of local stock of low purity value from within itself is a verj
slo\\ process.

The cattle population of the United States, the Argentine or Australia would no
be what they are today had theii stock breeders attem, te 1 to work up the local breed
without resource to other countries for pure stock of known value.

Much more tapid and effective results are usually obtained by the introduction o
a breed which suits the environment and fulfil local commercial needs, but which \\

brought in from another aiea where punty has been arrived at by more careful attentioi

to the art of breeding and by tiling bulls of this breed to grade up the Kcal t\ pe to th<

higher standard of the intiOv'uced bree \

This is I consider the quickest method of improving the majority of the Centra
Provinces and Berar stock, 'Ihe cattle population of the Piovince like the human i

largely emigrant in origin. Vrry little except the Gaotao breed has mi) pretension
to puiity of extraction

Specified needs in cattle. Rural Berar and Western Circle -

(l) activity and rapidity of action.

(3) increase of sire nnl weight to meet the generil tendency to deeper primary
cu!tivat ;on.

(3 milk in the female as making her worth better care and incieasing her abilit)
to nourish her < alf ,

Ktir' i North Central Provinces

(i) capacity for heavy and deeper cultivation. Strength and ability to pul
more essential than speed.

(?) milk if procurable.

Rural Southern Circle, Nagpur Division, anl parts of plateau :

(1) quick movement with some increase in body weight.

(2) milk if procurable.

Chkattibgarh. A small hardy, well muscled male suited to the condition of th<

particular climate and food supplies.

Urban and semi Urban areas in any of above
'

i) higher milking cows.

(2) working males, type not so important but tending if possible to the psrticulai
rural needs in its own ttact, as providing a better selling anima!,

Specified needs in breeding centres. These ma) be classed as threefold

fi) They mubt be sufficient in area to provide foi heids of large enough numberi
so as to }ield a corp of bulls per annum which will admit of distinguish
able improvement on the stock of the locality.
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(a) The conditions as represented by climate, water facilities and grass of

fodder supplies should be the best procurable, so as to admit of full

development and to secure th full advantages of the actul processes
of correct mating and selection.

(3) The production of the stock should not entail unnecessary overhead

charges, the common defect of small undertakings,

The existing conditions in relation to these needs, (a) Cattle. It may be stated

thit no attention has been given to the essential needs of Berar in the pa^t bretd ng
policy. The only herds we find in any way associated with this circle aie Borgaon
and Khandwa. In both we find the same t/pe of breeding, ie t

, grade breeding to a

Montgomery bull. The Montgomery answers the third need as expressed for this circle

they also possibly add to the factor of weight in its application to hcavitkr draft but

the males of this breed and the eventual character of the grade males of these herds

are the absolute opposite to the general needs of rural Ber.ir.

The Montgomery in shor^ is not the correct type of pure breed for the establish-

ment of grade herds in this particular tract. There has been a tei dency to place

milking ability at too high a value. The average typical Montgonery bullock in

Berar would be only a shade more valuable than a male buffalo. For Berar purpose,
the Montgomery does not and is not likely to provide a dual purpose arimal when
dual implies speed with power in the m.ile and milk in the female.

There is in my opinion only one breed in India which would provide rapidly for

the three stated needs in Berar cattle and that is the Han^i-Hissar of the Tunjab
Such as I have seen of its action on local cows ib evidence in favour of the grad n^
it effects in creating a distinct improvement in the work capacity of tie

progeny. Possibly eventually a breed built from the foundations in use in the College

experimental herd may provide another desirable dual type for this tract

In the north of the Central Provinces the Malvi breed, now of some years standing
at Powarkhera, supplies bu'ls which meet the main need of this tract, i.e., powerful
but slower draft ability.

The Montgomery male by itself would not DC effectne.

The experimental atterr t at a new breed at Adhartal by crossing t\ e Malvi and

Montgomery may however in time provide the breeder's ideal fo that area, i,e ,
a dual

purpose combination of efficient heavy draft and milk.

In the Southern Circle the Gaolao breed at least foi the working? requirements
o( that tract. Here as in Berar the dual purpose type as aimed at in the College

experimental herd, would find a suitable market, if established.

In Chhattisgarh, the prob'em is difficult. Theie is no use attempting to build

a big breed by grading Chhattisgarhi cows with either a Malvi or a Montgomery.
The climaie and food supplies are all against "such a breed surviving. It is not

possible to lay hands on an outside pure breed of meiit which wthout being too big
would raise the standard cf the local bullock. The on'y resource it> to work with

Cbhattisgarhi materials, a slow and difficult process. The problem of feeding plays

just as big a part as the problem of breeding in this tract.

For the Urban areas the Montgomery is indisputably the best breed to push. It

may be mistaken to do so in rural areas of the Central Provinces and Berar but it is not

so when milk becomes the chief source of profit This litrd is being doveloped at

Telinkheri and already bulls of this breed are being kept for the seivice of the cows
near city centres. Buffalo improvement is also desirable in relation to both milk and

gki supplies.

This survey of cattle needs and the steps taken by the department in the way of

pure breeding and new breeding show that the steps taken have not been at fault except

possibly in reference to the utilisation of the Montgomery to grade up Ihe herds at

Sindewahi, Borgaon and Khandwa, where the value of milk has perhaps tended to

overshadow the consideration of working efficiency.

(6) Breeding centres :

The chief defects of the present farms are that

(i) There are too many centres where actual calf production is being done, in

comparison with the existing scope of the work and the output or btock.

(ii) In several cases they do not provide the fodder and environmental conuitions

essentially linked with breeding, if effective progress is to be expected,

(ill) The whole breeding and cattle improvement problem of the provinces is

being tackle 1 on much too small a scale. If progress is to be made
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whether in providing bettei* bulls for village service or in increasing the
number of effective work stock to meet the greater demands ot improving
tilla ge standards, or an increase of the milk supply for the betterment
of the physique of ihe next generation, the present pinprick method of

playing with the subject must give wav to something which can show
effective results within the next twenty years, and not within the next

century.

(iv) Both the Central Provinces and Berar have extensive areas of forest land
well grassed and watered , the former in its jungles of Mandla, Jubbulpord
and Sangor and the latter in the Melghat which are not being utilised to
their besr purpose in regard to the development of agriculture and from
which a better return could be derived by the State, if portion? were to be
utilised in an intensive cattle raising policy. The cost of such develop-
ment in these sparsely populated areas would be small when measured
in results.

The proposed policy.~~This may be outlined as follows :

1. The establishment of pure bred herds (class (a) of the first paragraph of this

note) at

(a) Ellichpur using a milk strain of Hansi-Hissar.

() Garhi the Gaolao breed,

(c) Telinkheri the Sahiwal breed.

(d) Saugor the Malvi breed,

(e) Pendra the Chhattisgarhi.

(a) This area should be definitely secured in 1927. The position is discussed in

another item of the agenda.

(b) and (c) exist already,

(cf) implies the securing ot forest land in this district which is understood to be

easily possible. It is designed to replace Powarkhera and to allow of an extension of

this breed. The output at Powarkhera is at present much too small. There is no

change in breed

(e) like (/) implies the secur ? ng of land in this area, which I am assured is easy.
It is very much better placed than any of the three small farms in this Division as a

cattle-breeding centre, The change costs practically nothing.

2. The conversion of the following small cattle farms to young stock depots thus

adding to the size and productive ability of the central farms under :

(rr) Diug, Bilaspur and Chandkhuri in the Eastern Circle.

(b) Smdewnhi in the Southern Circle.

(c) Borgoan and Khandwa in Western Circle,

(d) Powarkhera in the Northern Circle.

(a) would be an extension of Pendra (ib)

(b) would act as an extension of Garhi (ib)

(r) would provide extensions to Ellichpur (ia)

(d) The existing pure bred herd here would go to the larger proposed area in

Saugor (id) and the existing farm would depot the young stock thus increasing the

potential value of Saugor.

The running costs and overhead charges of all the above would be reduced and
the actual productive capacity increased.

3. The opening out of forest areas (a) in the Melghat for Berar and (b) in Mandla
for the north of the Central Provinces.

The ideal in each are* is the utilisation of about 10,000 acres in each tract in

block farms of 2,000 2,500 acres each

(a) would consist of local Berar cows and would be sired from Ellichpur,

(6) of local cows of the North Central Provinces and would be sired by pure Malvi
bulls from ihe central herd in Saugor district. In the frst instance the

males produced by both these grade herds [viae first paragraph of note,
class (c)~\ would go on the market as bullocks for which there is a big
demand and later, ass purity was attained, they would provide large
numbers of high grade breeding bulls.

The Bor forest scheme '(vide page 218) represents a definite example of a
tarm of this type. I estimate that 3 to 4 of these are required ip each of "the aja^ve
tracts though they need not be created in one year,
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4* Under the class of new breeds [ist paragraph type (6)]~~

(a) A small experimental herd at Adhartal dealing with steps to combine the

qualities of the Malvi and Sahiwal.

(b) The experimental herd at the College farm working on a dual purpose breed
for the needs of the south of the Province and Berar. Both the above

already exist.

5. In association with (ic\ i *., the milking breed of Sahiwal at Telinkheri in that,

as at Telinkheri, the breeding would be for the provincial needs of all urban and se ni-

urban areas in the Central Provinces and Berar, the establishment of a buffalo breeding
herd in Saugor. In this case breeding of type (c) t paragraph i, would be used and

local she-buffaloes would be sired by pure Delhi males brought in from outbide the

Central Provinces.

The area would for convenience of control be situated in proximity to that

selected for the pure Malvi herd (id)

Features of ike scheme. This scheme if accepted would give

(1) Each main tract one effective pure breed central farm supported by one or

more young pure stock raising depots.

(2) It would provide Berar and the Central Provinces each with grade breeding
farms on a large scale thus utilising the forest for agricultural purposes.

(3) It would provide for the early improvement of the milk supply, both cow
and buffalo, of our urban areas.

It is impossible to lay too much stress on the need of expansion of our cattle-breed-

ing policy t There has been nothing done in the Punjab in the past of greater value

to the present stock characters of the cattle of that Province than the policy which years

ago decided on the utilisation of the thousands of the then sparsely populated areas

which constitute the Hansi-Hissar farms of today and which make possible the steady

improvement of the village livestock district by district now in progress in that

Province.

At the present day with square miles of country at our possible disposal we find

the Western Circle and the Northern Circle buying their work stock from outside the

Province. In the north in particular the Central Provinces is putting money into the

pockets of the Central India breeders who possess almost a monopoly of supply and

charge accordingly, while its own areas go unused.

The cost, This is outlined in the paper attached to this note.

The capital cost in Berar has been estimated at Rs. 65,000. This is on the fair

assumption that the final possession of 250 acres of Ellichpur military land with the

needed buildings will cost the Province nothing.

It represents what is wanted as a minimum as regards the area to-day. But I do
not think we should stop there. I regard it as essential that there should be at least

two more areas of the type of the Bor forest and that as a Board we should make it

clear to Government that the interests of agricultural development in this area demands
this* I may point out that I understand that the Bor forest only brings in Rs. 500 at

present per annum to the Forest Department.

These additional blocks should be earmarked for like expansion. They need not be

developed for 2 3 years time but they should be clearly available whenever the time
comes. Each would require about Rs 30,000 capital. The whole Berar scheme would
thus demand a capital outlay of about ii lakhs to put in on a firm footing, to allow of

provision of between 30 to 40 pure bred Hansi bulls ayepr and some 150 to 170 pairs of
bullocks per annum in a few years time giving place under twenty years to a supply of

300 high grade breeding bulls to say nothing of a supply of cows of reasonable milking
capacity.

The proposal for the Northern Circle asks for roughly half a lakh cf capital now.
Tht Saugor centre with its Powarkhera depot will in a few years tin.e be in a position to

supply, if this is accepted, 80 pure bred bulls per annum. The grade herds centre as in
the Melghat, will cost about Rs. 30,000 each. As in Berar one should be taken up at
one* and at least two should be determined on in a year or two year's time. The total
lor the lull scheme would be i lakh. The production would be as in the Melghat.

In the Southern Circle the present proposal will not imply increased capital cost*
but the arrangement of a central farm and depot will double the output of first class
bulls.
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Under provincial I hatfe placed the twt* 'sfcctldns dealing with milk production,
That atTelinkheri already exists and requires no mention,

There have been frequent requests for steps to improve the buffalo and the proposals
now made enable this to be begun on a fairly large scale at a comparatively moderate

capital cost.

The total immediate capital cost over the whole Province is only iJ lakhs with an
eventual addition of ij lakhs for the full development of the Melghat and Mandla
schemes,

The present recurring expenditure on cattle-breeding is ludicrously inadequate. I

have myself seen more than this total for the Province for a year spent on a single bull

bought by the Argentine Republic,

The proposed scheme, in as far as it is stated on the attached estimate and without

refer* nee to the further extension in the Meighat and Mandla, calls for double the

present annual expenditure. At present we can supply perhaps 40 to 50 bulls a year, and
a number of these as from Stndewahi, Borgaon and Khandwa can scarcely be said to be

satisfactory breeding bulls. The present scheme to the extent allowed in the estimate

would permit the supply in four to five year* time when developed, of four times the num-
ber of reliable bulls of different breeds and an outturn of as many as 180 to 200 bullocks

per annum, Each year as it parsed would see the standard of these bullocks improve to

that of particular pure bred sires type and I maintain that in fifteen to twenty years
thebe bullocks could issue as breeding bulls, In the event of the full development in these

forest areas the total bullocks would be about 600 per annum in the immediate future

and eventually there woull be a potential source of high grade bulls to>say> the extent of

500 per annum apart from chose provided by the pure bred herd farms and their associat-

ed depot.

By the present breeding arrangements; it will take 150 years to improve effectively
the cattle population of the Province, By the adoption of the proposals, the same results

can be secured in 25 to 30 years

Rough Estimate of Cost of New Cattle-Breeding Scheme.

I.-BERAR WESTERN CIRCLE.

A.ElIichpur Farm.

Non-recurring Expenditure. Recurring Expenditure.

Rs, Rs,

Purchase of 30 Hissar cows 8,000 Pay of menials .,. (a) 5,000
and bulls.

Fencing for 250 acres ... 8,000 Feed and care ... 8,000

Repairing, building and

erecting Superintendent's 5,000 Building and fencing ... 1,000
quarters.

Purchase of tractor, bullock 8,000 Purchase of stock , 500
and implements.

Purchase of motor lorry ... 4,000 Miscellaneous ... 1,500

Total ... 33,000 Total ... 16,000

(a) 10 ploughmen @ Rs, 15 each, 4 milkers @ Rs. 15 each, 3 chowkidam @ Rs* 14
each, 3 coolies @ Rs. 8 each, i tractor man Rs. 50 and variable labour Rs. 900.
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*~-Graced herd in Bor Forest (per 2,500 acres).

Non-recurring Expenditure.

aoo cows @Rs. 50 each

3 Hissar bulls@Rs. 500 each ...

Cost of bullock and implements

Cattle sheds and godowns

Quarters for Superintendent and staff

Miscellaneous water-supply, etc.,

Total

Recurring Expenditure*

Rs.

10,000 Pay of menials

I 500 Teed and care
t

4,000 Buildings and fencing

8,000 Miscellaneous

6,000

2,500

32,000 Total

C.- Cost of two depots at Borgaon and Khandwa

Western, Circle Total ... 65,000 Western Circle Total ...

Rs.

3,000

10,000

250

750

14,000

5,000

35,000

IlLNORTHERN CIRCLE.

. New Malvi breeding centre in Saugor (1,500 acres).

Non-recurring Expenditure.

Rs.

Cattle sheds and wells ... 15,000

Quarters for Superintendent 5,000
and staff.

Total ... 20,000

B.Graded Malvi herd in Mandla

Rs.

Costs as in I-B *, 32,000

Northern Circle Total ... 5a,ooo

Expenditure.

Pay of menials ... 2,000
Feed and care . 8,000

One depot at Powarkhera .. 2,000
One experimental herd at 3,000

Jubbulpore,

Total

Northern Circle Total 29,000

III. SOUTHERN CIRCLE.

By increase of existing Gaolao herd at Garhi
Cost of depot at Sindewahi

. EASTERN CIRCLE.

Total

By amalgamation of three existing herds into one (site to be

selected 1,200 acres)
Cost of two depots at Rs. 2,500 each

Total

16,000

Rs,

10,000

5,000

15,000
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V.-PROVINCIAL.

Ri,

(Maintenance and breeding of dairy cattle.)

A. Maintenance of Telinkheri dairy farm as at present ... 25,000
B.~By improvement of buffaloes (farm of 3,000 acres to be situated

in Saugor).

Non-recurring Expenditure*

Cost of breeding stock
Cattle sheds

Quarters for staff

Wells, etc.

Total

Rs.

7ooo
5,000

3,000
2,000

17,000

Rtcurring Expenditure*

Pay of menialb
Feed and care

Miscellaneous

Total

Rs.
... 1,500
... 5,000

500

7,000

Summary of Expenditure,
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Oral Evidence.

29620. The Chairman l Mr, Allan, you are Principal of the Agricultural College
at NagpurP Yes.

29621. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence which

you wish to give. Would you like to amplify that by any statement at this stage P

No, I do not think so.

29622. Would you give the Commission a brief account of your own training and
past appointments ? I got my honours training in science at Cambridge ;

after that,
for three years I was schoolmastering in a science college in Yorkshire. Subsequent
to that, I went back to Cambridge for about two years and took my Licenciate Degree in

Agriculture I then worked for some time on one or two farms, and after that I got
an appointment here. I have been Principal of the Nagpur Agricultural College
since 1907.

29623. I might ask you at this st^ge whether you can account for the great interest

that you have taken in the cattle-breeding problem? I have several fiiends and
relations closely associated with cattle-breeding one way or the other; in my early days
I was closely associated with them, I have in interest in stock breeding, and I have
worked on it at the college dairy farm,

29624. What is your staff at the College ? Have you a deputy ? No. The staff

of the Agricultural College consists of seven Assistants.

29625. Are the officers of the Agricultural Department engaged in research doing

any teaching in the college? Dr. Annett takes certain parts of the course in Chemistry
and Mr*. Menta looks aftei the Botany of the college as well as his own research work
in crops.

29626. Those are the only two who are doing the teaching? Mr. Dastur, the

Mycologist, takes a certain number of classes in Mycology, and the BntomologLt, who
is an Assistant Entomologist, takes the section in Entomology in addition to looking
after his own work.

29627. So that the research officers of the department are in close collaboration

with the work of the college ? Yes, very much so.

39628. Is that a satisfactory arrangement? Distinctly ;
it is absolutely essential

that it should be so.

29629. What does your own work mainly consist of ? My own work is to look

after the teaching work of the benior student* in the third and fourth years; agricul-
ture is a good deal of it; I bave also to look after a little of the agricultural work of

the second year. I take bits here and bits there ;
I do not take the whole course right

through. I take certain subjects, agricultural economics with accounts and costing
and like matter; for that part of the training I have not got any one qualified except

myself.

29630. Is a good deal of your time taken up by office work ? The ordinary office

work takes about three hours or so.

99631. You feel you have got reasonable staff on that side? Yes, 1 think 80, as

far as my actual office is concerned.

29632. You do not complain of the calls on your own time in that diiection P

No, it is quite reasonable.

29633. Are any of your seven Assistants engaged in any research work? No,
practically none

j they are practically all teaching Assistants. They have not really

got time for it.

29634. Are any of them capable of research work, in your judgment P No, not
true research.

29635. If it were possible, no doubt, you would like to see them in their own time

engaged in work of that sort ? Yes, the staff is very full up with work, The amount
of work -which the staff has got to do is almost excessive in some cases.

29636. On page 197 of your note of evidence, you make quite plain the nature of the
Central Body which you wish to see set up, and you suggest measures for financing that

Body. You say,
"

Its working funds could be secured by the levy of a small export
cess, ranging from one anna to four annas per cwt. ". Has it occurred to you that
that would mean that export crops would be paying a cess which would be spent on

non-export crops as well as on export crops P I have proposed that it should be spent
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chiefly on the staple crops, except for that section of research which may influence the
whole lot.

Do you think you can get much, for instance, out of rice by any export cess

No, I do not, ,

20638* And you call rice one of the main staples? Yes, a fair quantity is

exported, specially if we include Burma.

29639. Do you think that the constitution of the body that you suggest here
would result in a greater part of the members of the body responsible for allocating
funds being technical men ? Not necessarily technical, but partly tcchmc >1. I should
like the body to be selected really by the Government of India. I am looking forward
to a body that would be permanent, and almost a Government body.

29640. Do you think there might be difficulty in getting) if I may so call it, a bold

allocation of funds in essential directions by a body consisting mainly of technical

men? These technical men would be interested, most of them, in one or in another

Province, and it might be an advantage for them to allocate funds to a particular
Province for a particular purpose ?- I do not propose the allocation of funds by
Provinces; they should allocate the funds to the committees or bureaus, .who would
be working on the lines of the Indian Central Cotton Committee.

29641. Entirely to the crop bureaus; and you do not anticipate that these crop
bureaus would be working in conjunction with provincial organisations and, to some
extent, assisting provincial organisations F They would assist provinciil organisations.
These would have their representatives, on the bureaux, very much on the lines on which
the Indian Central Cotton Committee is working at present.

29642. You say that there are two Botanists in this Province at the moment, and
that the existence of the second one is the outcome of the constitution of the Indian

Central Cotton Committee, Is he engaged the whole time on cotton research? He
is entirely engaged on cotton research. Mr. Youngman is entirely engaged on cotton

research and Mr. Mehta is paid by the Indian Central Cotton I ommittee
;
but we

were to have had two a long time back. Our original staft was to contain two
Botanists arid we want at least two Botanists very badly.

29643 Now, on the question of agricultural education^ I want to ask you to

tell the Commission a little about the scheme of education at present given at

Hoshangabad Is that one of the two vocational middle schools that were attempted
some years ago

5 Yes; we started one at Hoshangabad and the other at Chandkhuri
and they did not really take on well, particularly the latter, because there was not

really very much interest in it. With regard to the other, th<; only drawback seems to

have been that the n<en who wanted to educate their sons were rather inclined to

educate them further than this middle school allowed. I do not say that even then they
will go on, but there seems to be the possibility of that. I think the present school

has got a very fair chance in front of it, except that it is very expensive.

29644, What does it cost per pupil? lam afraid I have not got the figures
now.

29645, Perhaps you will get those figures for tis ? I can get them for you.

29646. Would you say that it is likely that there will be a demand for that

type of education in other districts of the Province ? I understand from wha I hear
that it is likely in the Hoshangabad neighbourhood and in the suirounding districts.

I understand there is an interest created in the school and other people are thinking too
of educating their sons on right lines. I do rot think that the figures giving the
cost per student now will be very valuable because it is just recently that we have
started the school on its present lines.

29647, The teachers have been through the Agricultural College? Yes
;

certainly three out of four have been through the College.

29648. You regard that as an important qualification ? It is absolutely essential ;

at least two men out of every school should be so trained.

29649. Now, on page 203, in answer to our Question 6 on Agricultural Indebted*

ness, section (c), you suggest :
' The right to mortgage might be restricted to

limitation of this right to the mortgage being effected through recognised or

Government controlled land mortgage bank;* >J
. Have you ever discussed that from

the legislative or legal angle with any competent people ? No.

29650. Thatof course could not help the ordinary occupancy tenant who would
still be without any right of mortgage, would he not ?
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Unfortunately an important part of the cultivators in this Province are
all occupancy tenants, are they not ? Yes, a larg-e percentage.

3p6S2, I have read with great interest and I am sure my colleagues also have
the note* on future Cattle-Breeding Development in the Central Provinces and Berar
which embodies your own views. The difficulty at the moment, I take it, is that the

money for any such comprehensive scheme is not available? Yes; I hope there
will be money, We have been contributing very heavily towards the Famine
Insurance Fund in this Province and if they did not demand quite as much in annual

payment to this Insurance Fund we might get on with the work.

29^53* Do you attach great importance to the improvement in the breeds and
in the practice of animal husbandry ? Yes; I think each man who is going to start

breeding should really breed bullocks rather than breed bulls. I think it is much
better that money be invested in grading up local cows with the object of producing
good working bullocks.

29654. One of the difficulties of the situation at the moment appears to be to

persuade the cultivitor to give the cow any food. The cow appears in seasons of

shortage to suffer the worst, as a result of which of course the calf suffers too?
I think thai if the cow produced plenty of milk it would not be made to suffer so
much, and would get a good supply of food.

Probably you attach importance to an increase in the consumption o f

milk and milk products by the cultivators as a valuable addition to their diet ?-~
Yes

; certainly.

29656. For the vegetarian population it is almost essential that some milk

products shou'd be consumed to complete the diet ? Yes ; it undoubtedly helps
the diet.

29657. You point out, on page 208 of your answer to Question 23, three

groups for whose needs an Agricultural College under a University should provide.
I want to ask you whether you see any signs of a demand from either group (i) or

group (^)
P Yes

,
under group (i) 1 have a hope that there is going to be a demand. At

present in the fir^t year I have got at least six or seven men whose holdings or land

possessions run to about 1,000 acres.

29658. And their intention is to go on with the business of cultivation? Yes
that is the present intention, the intention as told me. But I am afraid that is what
the students generally tell me when they first want admission. Each student starts
with the intention of farming his own land

;
but his association with land, if analysed)

will be found not infrequently to be but 20 to 25 acres. It is not worth while to study
in the College for four years in order to go and cultivate a farm of 20 acres. I look for
men who want to get back ?nd cultivate or manage their estates and who have large
holdings, so that if they do not want service or they do not get employment, at any
rate they have got a job to go to.

29659. Is there any sign of a demand for training people as managers? I ge*
requests for such men. My difficulty is that all the better men are absorbed by the

department and you cannot expect a young man just out from the College to look
after a big estate. I give them three or four years' practical work in the College
course, but that does not keep them fully in touch with farming.

29660. Do they get any training at all in the economic and commercial side of

farming?- In the College course they get training. There is a regular course of

agricultural economics as far as you can call anything agricultural economics.

29661. Nothing but experience is able to provide the power of management ?
I agree.

29662. You may be able to pass examinations, but something more than that is

necessary when you are left with a 300 acre farm on your hands ? Yes.

29663. On page 209 of your answer to Question 23, ypu give your views as
to the services that rural and middle school education should give to the public, You
think it is the case that the centre of the difficulty lies in the teacher ?~Yes.

29664. Is he paid enough to attract the right type of man ?- I very much
doubt it.

29665. Has he been tiained p Yes
; there are trairing schools: but I do not

think they are trained in this direction of rural life or agricultural life.

* See pages 211219,
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99666. That is what I expected you to sty. Do you think it is possible for a
niau to give, for instance, helpful nature study classes unless he be either greatly
gifted in that direction or particularly trained ?~I think so; he must be largely
gifted.

29667. It is not a very easy thing to do, is it** No.

29668. Have you any views about adult education ? My own view about adult
education is simply the extension of demonstration work carried on by the department ;

that seems to me to be the only way really to educate the farmer from that point
of view,

29669. That is technical education ? -Yes.

29670. Have you any views about general adult education ? None, except such
as can be done by the help of lantern lectures or cinema demonstrations.

29671. Have you ever thought about the future of female education in this

country ? No, I have not.

29672. Women have now got the vote, have not they ?! believe so.

29673* Like the small cloud on the horizon no larger than a man's hand, that may
grow, may it not? Yes.

29674. Sir Hen~y Lawrence: Do you think the relations of the Agricultural
Department with the officers cf the Revenue Depirtment are sufficiently close?
I think so in this Province

,
we find no difficulty in getting things done by revenue

officers; the District Officer is always willing to help ;
of course it varies a lot: some

District Officers are more active than others, but I do not think I have heard of any
really great difficulty. Occasionally there is difficulty in the lower grades ;

but as far

as the senior officers of the Revenue Service are concerned, I do not think the depart-
ment has really had any difficulty in getting their assistance when it was requiredt

29675. Do they ever take any interest in the research woik done in the College?
Do they come and visit the College ? No,

29676. Has it been the practice here to give revenue officers of any grade any
training at all in agricultural matters? Yes, some years ago we had a sort of short
course of about six weeks or eight weeks ft<i young officers of the Indian Civil Service,

29677. Only the Indian Civil Service, not the Provincial Service P Subsequently
there was a soit of general course given here, pSrtly in revenue matters, in which a few

agricultural lectures were included
;
that did inc'ude some Provincial Service officers.

29678. Are those courses still in existence ? Yes, I suppose they are. We had
one about a year ago ; they do not come en regularly ; they come on in spasms.

39679. It ia riot annual P No, nof
exactly annual

;
it is more like every second

year. Agriculture plays a part only in that a certain number of lectures on soils, crops,

implements and things of that sort, are given ;
it is very limited.

29680, How many Officers attend these lectures ? I think last time there were
about 15 or 20 or something like that,

29681. How long does the cour.e last ? About 3 weeks.

29682: Do you think it does any good in opening the minds of revenue officers to

the work that the Agricultural Department is doing ? Yes, I think it does
;

I think it

might with advantage be longer, but it certainly has that effect,

29683. But it has never stimula'ed any officer sufficiently to cause him to come
and see wnat you are doing P No, 1 do not trrnk 1 have ever seen one walking round
*on his own account to see what is hapoening

29684. Sir Thomas Middleton : I think you have had longer experience in a single
institution than almost any officer now engaged in education in India ? 1 think so, yes.

29685. What have you got to say about the general quality of the students entering:
the College? Have you noticed in the twenty years any marked change in ihe quality, *.<?,

comparing the best that you met m 1907, with the best cf the present time ? No, I do
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not think I have really noticed Any marked change j we had some very good men In the

early years, and then we had a period when we had rather poor quality ; latterly on*s of

my chief reasons for getting affiliated with a University was the hope of getting hold of

men of a better stamp. In the early stages the majority of men in agricultural

colleges were distinctly poor, men who might ha^e passed the third class Matriculation,
but latterly we have had far more men of first and second grade Matriculation.

29686. That has been the result of affiliation ? Yes, I think it has been stimulated

by affiliation, certainly.

29687. What was the entrance standard oiiginally when you took up your work
here

;
was it Matriculation standard ? No, it was a supposed Matriculation standard

;

it was really a college entrance examination standard
;
men who had passed the

MatricuUtion were accepted ; men who had not passed the Matriculation were given an

examination. A certain percentage were non-matriculates. Nowadays, of course the

non-matriculates are put to the two-year course of the College.

29688. What proportion of the students at present are non-matriculates ? At

present in the College I should think it is about 90 per cent who have matriculated
;
the

total of tht certificate class in both the first and second year comes to about 16 students

out of about 1 15 altogether.

29689. Has the question of making the Intermediate stage the entrance standard

come on the horizon ? It has come on the horizon, but not very strr ngly ;
I am not

veiy much in favour of it in some ways ; my general idea in agriculture is to get the

student when he is comparatively young If he goes off for two years science I am rather

doubtful about his coming back with any enthusiasm to the land. My practice in the

agricultural course in the College has always been to have a considerable amount of

agriculture in the first two years ;
in the second two years I do not have quite so much

field agiiculture but I have rather more laboratory work, I always give them agricul-

ture to begin with, and then on that I superimpose the more scientific part of the course.

I once tried having science first and agriculture later, but that did not work
,
1 lost all the

boys who had any chance of being farmers ; they were all eliminated on the chemistry
and botanical part.

29690. About what a^e are the students when they come to you, having passed the

Matriculation ?~~They tanged anywhere between about 18 and 20.

29691 Have you any views as to the teaching of agriculture in high schools so

as to make agriculture a subject for Matriculation P That has often been suggested
to us P 1 aon not all m favoui of agriculture as a school subject. Any agriculture

taught in schools at any rate up to the middle school standard, ought not to be

taught as an examination subject. Once you get it taught as an examination subject

it means that the teacher will simply cram up from a text-book or something of that

sort, and the boys will not ically know anything. We use to teach it from Fuller's

Pumer at one time in some of our schools, but they merely learned Fuller's Primer by
leart and did not know much about it.

29692. 1 hat is to sny, from the pome of view of agriculture it is not desirable.

Looking at itJrom the other poii t of view, the effect on education in other subjects,

what have you got to say P I am thinking cf the crowding of the curriculum for the

Matriculation P 1 think the curriculum is pretty well full at present.

29693. Is it not overcrowded at the present time ? Yes, I should think so
;

I do

not think it can possibly carry another subject. We have in our high school courses

an agricultural botany coarse laid down as one of the voluntary subjects, but up to

date it hav not been developed in any high school.

29694. On page 196 of your note you say that the work of the first description
should be financed from a central source. Do you mean wholly or partially P Partially;
I do not think Local Governments can entirely avoid part cf that expense; I rhink

it must He remembered that if the research is developed the Local Government's exten-

sion expenditure will increase, so that they meet their part of it. *

29695* Had you formed any view as to what "partially
>f meant : what percentage

should come from other sources P No, I cannot say I have gone into detail of that

dnd.

29696. But you recognise that it might be quite a variable percentage ? Yes
>ome Provinces are much poorer than others.

29697. The schenre for cattle-breeding has been referred to, and it has been pointed
>ut that one of the great difficulties, perhaps the chief difficulty in cattle-breeding it)
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this country, is the neglect of the cow. You stated that when cows give milk they ar6

w*!l fed P That is my experierce round Nagpur ;
when the cow is giving a good yield

it is well fed.

29698. A particular cow may be lucky, it may have been properly fea fiom

birth; it may then be picked up by a milk seller and continue to be well fed. But
what happens in districts where the cows are not selected by milk bellers ; is any
Attempt made to upplement the grazin^s? There is not very much attempt; it is

done here and there, but common'y ! should say they depen 1 on what they can pick up.
There is some stall feeding in Berar with a certain amount of juar kadbi*

29699. In Eerar, where there are very few grazings, the cattle could not exist

without some stall feeding P No.

29700. Your scheme aims at grazing tracts in the north of the Province ? My
scheme aims at large areas of forest lan.1 which, I think, could be more satisfactorily
utilised in this way ;

the forest is not by any nienns fully grazed.

29701. You aim at getting a larger and more rapidly developing sire ? Yes.

29702. The object being that it should transmit its qualities to its offspring. The

feneral
quality of the cows in these grazing tracts has been fixed by the natuial con-

itions. What is to happen if you suddenly introduce improved sireb and find yourself
with more rapidly developing calves but with no improvement in the natural food

supply r* Of course it is the food supply that is the great difficulty.

39703. That is the limiting factor ? Yes.

29704. So that it is of ve y little use starting to "improve the stock until you
improve the conditions* un.ler uhich the srock live ? That is a litt'e pessim.stic ,

r on-

ditions are not equally bad everywhere j they are bad possibly in the rice tnrt where
there are far too many animals on th common grazing grounds ;

but in other part**

they are of quite good size.

29705. We know there are such tracts
;
we have seen them, though not in the

Central Provinces where we have only been in Chbatdsgarh ? You have not sesn

Our best.

29706. Is not any attempt now be"n# made by propaganda or otherwise, to

increase the growing of fodder cropa ? No. I cannot say really that we have gone
very far in the propaganda and growth of fodder crops. We have had a certain

amount of ensilage experiments shown in the district.

39707. Do you See any source in these grazing areas from uhich a sufficien

supply of fodder for the dry season could be secured ? There is plenty ot grass in

the forest areas which could of course be baled but up to date, though it has been
tried several time*, there has never been any sale for the grass.

29708. Your hope is that, if you produce bulls and introduce borne more Valuable
strain of cattle, a demand will arise for existing supplies? I do not think there is

any lack of grass in the Province at all. During the War any amount of glass was
taken away without affecting the total stock in the Province.

29709. Would it be possible to do anything with ensilage in these areas ? There
is a possibility of ensiling grass like spear gra s in certain parts. But I think

ensilage really comes* to be effective whsn you are dealing with a dairy industry rather
than when you are dealing with work bullocks, and I doubt whether we can say that
it has proved economical for a man At present to gro^v a crop of juan purely for the

sake of fodder or for putting it into a silo.

39710. 1 was thinking ol the ensiling of natuial grasses, not for dairy cattle but
to increase the flow of milk where you are attempting the breeding and rearing of

better young cattle ?Any one who has started breeding farmi in the areas could

easily silo spear grass and in fact it has been done with success. Probably that is the
best way of using it.

29711. Sir Henry Lawrence*. In what month woald that have to be cut? About
September.

29712* The people are then busy in their fields ? They are not then so active
as they become later. September would be rather wet. ft would be out of the

question to do it in October as everyone is busy otherwise. That is Why so much o
om grass gets dry*
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29713. Could ensilage be made in pit silos at that period in these grazing
tracts PI think so if the site were tatrly nign.

29714. Sit Thomas Middleton : Under Genera) Education, you begin by saying
thai advance in agriculture In this country depends on the education

Kpf, the bigger
landowner-* to a sense of their responsibilities as landlords. Have you, in the period

during which you have been in the Province, noticed an advance in that respect PNoj
I cannot say that I have, I have got to knOw ft large number of men who are

interested in land, who are landowners but I do not think I could put down in black
and white that I have seen it increased,

39715. You hope that these itudents to whom you have referred will in the

future assist in this particular object? Yes. There are some who simply use their

villages as sources of income through moneylending and who have no renl interest in

the vllage at all. I think myself that they are not educated by experience and that is

the real cause.

29716. You think that there ought to be more examples of good farming P -Yes.

29717. And that leads you to suggest that the period of service of your district

staff should be shortened ? Yes.

29718. At any rate that they might be permitted to retire on proportionate
pension ? Yes, retire at a time when ihey feel fairly active and can start on their own
farming, We have got one or two such examples,

29719. If they made a success ot the Venture you think they would be more

usefully employed from the point of view of the State than even as District Officers ?

Yes.

29720. They could well be spared ? -Yes, because by the time these men go
through, say, twenty years' service, there would be plenty of other men coming along
behind them. I am certain that it would be a distinct help if some encouragement
were given. I am all for encouraging the senior staff of the department to settle down
as farmers, and, once they settled down in the villages, I think myself that a great

many ( f them would take to their own farming

2Q721, Dr. hyden You divide research into two parts, general and local.

I would ask you to look at the scheme which you have outlined. Do you not think

there would be a tendency for all research to become entirely central and for local

research to disappear Since the financing would be in the hands of the Central

Body, people in the Province would say Well, let us save some money here and

push these schemes over to the central financing body? I did not think of that
When I said

'

general
'

I really referred to research on the lines ot the main staples
of the country. For instince, we have a good deal of orange cultivation, and I

consider that a certain amount of horticultural work could be done in the improve-
ment of that crop, I do not think that would be work for a central body of research.

Oranges grow under particular soil and particular conditions and there are various

sorts of oranges.

29722. Well, that point simply occurred to me when I read your note. I did

not suggest here really that all research should be carried on in certain centres.

I imagine that each department would have to carry on its research very much as

it is doing now, but it financial and other assistance could be given than that would
be all to the good.

29723. Would you like to have a& you say a Minister, that is a member oC the
Governor-General's Council P Yes, I meant to &ay a single Ministry for Agriculture.

29724. Would you rather have that money for reseaich in agriculture than for

the post of a member with his >ecretaiiat and all the other paraphernalia attached ?

1 had not thought ot that, I had only thought of the man, but I would certainly prefer
the money rather than the Secretariat and the staff.

29735. What is the total area which you have underground-nut?! understand
that it is only about 30,000? Yes, I think it is about that. But it is expanding,
and I consider that it is going to expand on a very big scale. By next year, I think
that it will be double.

29726. Would it 4bplace millets ? It would displace cotton to begin with*

29727. Is it going to be more profitable ? Yes, it is going to be more profitable,
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2072& Would it displace the inferior millets and pulses? You would halve td

associate that question with the question of the pier nuisance. The inferior milleti

and pulses are associated w'th rather more jungly tracts and there you come up against
the pig trouble which is the chief trouble in this Province.

29729. <T/f Henry Lawicncc : Are there fewer pigs in the cotton areas?- Yes,
I think so,

29730, Mr. Wills : Dp you think that the members of the Agricultural Service
in this Province have sufficient insight into the working of the Revenue Department.
In the course of their training for instance, do you think they get such acquaintance
with the working of the Revenue . epartment as they ought to have? No.

20731. 1 was thinking particularly of the granting of tacccwi which is done almost

entirely by the Revenue Department- W uld it be of any assistance to them ?

Ye*, 1 think it would be of great help if there was a little more of tha: sort of things.

29732. To take another instance. Supposing in the course of the settlement

operations, if a member of the Agricultural Servic** couJd be defat/ed to wo/k tor
a short time in a settlement, he might be very valuable to the Settlement Officer
from the point of view of his agricultural knowledge and he might also pick up a
good deal of the work in connection uitn the land revenue sys'em in the Province?
I agree wi'h you.

29733. The ftaja of Parlakim'di : You say that through lack of staff sufficient

Investigation into horticulture and vegetable growing is not carried out ? -Yes.

29734. May I know to what extent you require it to be supplemented P We
could certainly dj with a real expert in fruit-growing. We want somebody who
would be able to devote his whole time to this question. I should certainly think

that our orange cultivation would be very much encouraged if we could have the

services of an expert who woul-i devote his whole time tD it. We devote practically
no attention to vegetable cultivation or fruit-growing. Anything which is done a't

all is done by the Deputy Director of Agriculture who cannot, of course, give that

amount of attention which ^s absolutely essential.

29735- What would an expert horticulturist cost per year ? I do not think that

he ought 'to cost much v
I should think that he ought to be a fairly well paid man.

He ought to get about the pay of an Imperial Officer.

29736. Would you require demonstrators and also places where they could
ccnduct'their experiments ? Yes

,
we have got wiste land, it is possible for as lo

develop that as there is much scope.

29737. Some demonstration work would be necessary * Yes, but that would
not be a separate thing. 1 should think that the officer, if appointed, would be more
in the nature of a research officer in a sense. He would work with the Deputy Directors
of Agriculture and obtain their assistance.

20738. You say the appointment of Agricultural Engiceer is only recent and tk*t
this officer has since resigned on account of the unsatisfactory conditions of his service.

Has the whole th ng closed down ? Not closed down
;
it is simply resting on its oars

so to speak ,
we are waiting for another Engineer in other words. This Engineer left

1 think largely because he did not consider his conditions of pay were satisfactory,
He was not on the same cadre as the rest of the agricultural officers, and, as he was
not entitled to overseas pay and free passages he considered he had a grievance. He
wanted to be on the same general level as the

v
rest of the departmenf. I personally

agreed with him because I consider that an Agricultural Engineer is just as important
an expert as a Chemist or a Botanist.

29739, Is any force being brought to bear on the Government to re-$ppoifit
him ? As far as I know we have not done so. He is going to be replaced but I do
not know what steps have been taken in thia direction.

29740. Is there a sufficient number of schools in which to train teachers oi nature

study P 1 honestly do not think that there is any place which can traifl them in nature

study. There are normal schools of course where they have a certain general training
in nature, I suppose. In my opinion) nature study it an extraordinarily difficult subject
to teach ;

it is a question of selecting the right type of man to do it.
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During your experience have you found many people who take interest in
such things? No* I cannot say I have found very many.

29742. Do people of such qualifications have any special pay or concessions given
to them as an impetus? I do not think any special pay or concessions are given to
them. .

29743. Are there < ny available at all ?- I think there are one or two men who
have a fair idea of things. I think there are one or two in the normal school. The
student who comes from the Agricultural College has a better chance of being a good
teacher than anybody from the Science College or any other college. My own opinion
is that teacher b of nature study in normal schools should be largely recruited from the

Agricultural Colleges,

29744. Do you think enough is done in ihe Agricaltural Colleges to create, to

some extent at lea^t, an interest in this sort of nature study? It is not the job of the

Agricultural College to train nature-study terchers.

29745- At least to open their eyes, I mean ? Yes. Teachers who ar in touch
with country life and with crops and grasses and weeds and so on would be able to

help them to teach other people.

29746. For field demonstration work, do you think there is enough staff at

present ? No, only about half the staff there ought to be.

29747. What is the present number? About 83.

29748. Are they all properly qualified people? Yes, they are all imen who have
been through the Agricultural College; some of them have taken two-year Certificate

course and some the Diploma course which preceded the present Degree course.

29749. Over what area are the piesent men spread ? Over the whole Province.

One iran has roughly 500 or Coo villages or something like that. No one man, of

course, can deal successfully with 500 or 600 villages.

29750. Sir James MacKenna.- With reference to the financing of central research,

I see that, like a large number of witneste* who have rnadea similar recommendation, you

suggest the levying of a small export cess. Now, the incidence of a cess on the crops

exported would be very uneven For instance, a cess on Burma nee would come to as

much as a cess on all the other exports put together. Do you not think it would be

more equitable to have an acreage ceiS on crop area? -1 have not thought out the

details. I -made my cess a varying figure because of the variation on the amount of

export. For a large export the figure would be smaller, while the cess would be larger
for a smaller and probably more vaiu ubie crop.

29751. That point occuired to rne *vhen thinking of the position in Burma, You
have not thought it out ? I have not thout ht it out from the point of view of acreage.
I thoucht of it as probably being paid by the man who bought it. It would be such

a small sum that it could not make n uch difference in the price to the consumer

whereas the other method would mean additional work to the revenue officer in

collecting one anna or so per acre.

39752. You would tot like me tc take you into the further financial implications
of the acreage rate? No.

^9753' Assuming either rrethod for raising this money were adopted, either an

export cess or an acreage rate, how would you like a scheme by which the collection

was provincial, and a percentage of it WHS eaimarked, by the goodwill of the Provinces,
for central research, the balance being devoted to their own agricultural, veterinary and

co-operative movements or would you prefer to have the whole thing pooled and
administered as a central fund ?- 1 would p;efer the whole thing to be pooled and
administered by the Government of India.

29754. Speaking to you as a senior officer, I Would like to know your opinion with

regard to the recruitment of Agricultural Engineers. 1 see there have been many
changes in the post of Agricultural Engineer in most Provinces Do you think the

difficulty is that these men have generally been recruited on special scales of pay and
outside the regular cadre, and they have been enticed away by more attractive pay
offered by private firms? Yes, that has something to do with it. I know there was a

feeling that they were not treated V.ke tne other officers in the department.
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&975S* What is your view P Do you think they should be on the cadre of the

department P *I think so, most distinctly. , In the early days they were recruited in a
haphazard way, and some of them were more of the type of mechanics, and could

hardly be on the same cadre but now I think if you want a really good Agricultural

Engineer he should be ou the cadre and recruited in the same way as the other officers

of the department.

29756. Prof, Ganguleei You are a senior and experienced officer in the Central
Provinces and you have been in service for twenty years. I should like to ask you what
definite change or changes you have noticed in the methods of cultivation during that

period? It vanes from tract to tract If you go, for instance, to the cotton tract, you
will find a considerable increase in deeper cultivation work than there used to be. For
example, you will find a large number of inversion ploughs in operation, and things of
that kind, but in the wheat tracts one does not notice much difference in the methodt
of cultivation. The crop cultivation is a little deeper than it was, and in certain parts
of the country ordinary broadcasting of seeds is giving way to line sowing. Those. are
the chief variations in cultivation

29757. These changes that you just mentioned are generally due to the activities

of the department ? Yes, to a great extent they are undoubtedly due to the activities

of the department. In fact, a considerable amount of demonstration and pressure has
been required to secure their adoption.

29758. Am I right in thinking that your department, through its propaganda
work, has been able to create confidence among the cultivators ? I think so, where-

ever we gei in touch with them, but we are only in touch with a small number.

29759. You rightly emphasise the need for further demonstration and propaganda
work, and you spy here the most effective torm of agricultural education in its widest

sense at present is actual demonstration ami propaganda work among the adult

agricultural population of the Province. Do you think such a step would have a very
important effect on the higher agricultural education that you are giving here ? No.
What I feel is that if these people were educated to find out there was some advantage
in better methods, they would be more inclined to think it worth while to get their sons

educated at any of these schools which may be started on the same lines as the schools

at Hoshangabad.

29760. Agricultural education might be more popular if there were more effective

demonstrations? If we increased the number of demonstrations, yes. If you compare
the conditions today with the conditions prevailing twenty years ago when the

Agricultural Department piactically did not exist (such as st was, it was very feeble),

you will find the people nowadays show greater interest in agricultural education than

they used to. Nowadays we have a very much wide- influence than we had, and that

is largely the rssult of agricultural demonstration work. The^e two things go hand in

hand.

29761. Is it your opinion that the landlords, the malguzar and the general

public fully appreciate (he effect of demonstration and propaganda work done by the

department ? No, 1 do not think they appreciate it as they might.

29762. You mean as much as they ought to ? Yes. Here and there, however
you find big landlords taking considerable interest in it

29763. You are no doubt aware of the evidence given by some witnesses before
the local Retienchment Committee in 1922? Yes.

29764. That Committee wanted to lay their axe on the demonstration and

propaganda work of your department?! remember something about that.

29765. How can you explain this trend of the evidence of the witnesses who
came before the committee in 1922 if you say that the public of the Province are
to a certain extent impressed with your demonstration and propaganda work ? Perhaps
we have impressed the people who are working in the fields more than the kind of people
who give evidence before committees. 1 hey belong to different clashes. One man
comes to give evidence and another man lives in his village and it is the latter man
whom we touch.

29766. You have had experience of the Agricultural College before its affiliation to
the University. Now that it has been affiliated to the Nagpur University, what changes
do you findr~It has been affiliated for only a >ear and a half or two years j

I cannot

say that I see any enormous change, beyond that 1 see a greater tendency to join
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the college, to begin with. There has been an increased number of applications for

admittance to the College* probably two to three times more than formerly.

39767. It has therefore Ijad a marked effect ?It 1ms had this effect, that it has

increased the number of students seeking admittance; it gives a stamp, and a Univer-

sity stamp is different from a diploua in agriculture, and after all it is more valuable

in man} directions.

29768. Who are the members of the Faculty in Agriculture r They are heads of

the sections of the Agricultural College and about three outside gentlemen, who
are landowners,

29769. That constitutes the faculty P Yes; it is a small faculty of about ten

or twelve,

29770. You do not have any post-graduate training here ? No
;
no post-graduate

training in the University.

29771. It is a two years' course ? No
;

it is a four-year*' course,

29772. For two years you give a certi6cate ? Yes,

39773. Ar*d after four years you give a diploma ? No, a degree,

29774. You have stated here that you attach a god deal of importance to

practical training. Before refening to that 1 want to ask you one or two questions on

theoretical training. Take* for instance, agricultutal chemistry ,
do you follow any

particular text-book? No, we do not follow any pirticulir text-book.

59775. Do you follow any text-book ir botan> 9 We have no standardised text-

books an> where in the College. The text-b' ok* which we suggest are the ones which

the studeuts may look at. In agriculture, foi irutance, 1 due^t them to such books as

should be read, but there is no text-book on agriculture in the College.

29776, Not eveo in agricultural economics P No.

39777. Apart from the practical work that the students do on your college farm

do you hare any arrangement to give then working facilities on Government
farms ? No, Do you mean after they fin'sh their course ?

29778. Do they have any practical work on Government farms as part of their

training P We give them about 10 to U hours' training a week in practical agriculture

during the first two years fnd 6 to 7 hours' training a week in the last two years. We
have no fixed period of training on a Government fat in.

29779. On the question of economics, is there any method of farm costings
introduced in jour experimental work P Yes

,
cultivation records, accounts and things

of that sort are kept.

29780. Are these accounts kept by the advanced students themselves ? No
;
the

students have not got to do anything of the kind you refer to.

29781. Do your students visit other institutions? The second year students go
round to one of our sugarcane farms

,
the third and fourth year students also go out on

a short tour of the farms each year.

29782. Do they go to Coimbatore or Pusa? The third and fourth year students
went to Poona this year for a change, but they generally go out to some of our own
areas.

29783. You confine your visits within the limits of the Central Provinces P Yes
;

it is a question of finance.

297^4. Do they visit any of the irrigation works ot the Province P When they
were down in your nee tract, they went out to the Mahanadi irrigition works there,
bat it is nrta regular visit.

You do not make it a sort of annul or a p.trt cf a regular
programme P No, it would add too much to the expenses of touring. We used to
have a fair amount at one time, but we had it ictrencl.ed, and 01 e of cur lines of
retrenchment was cutting down the amount tf money that could be spent on touring-we could with advantage increase it at the present day.

'
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29786. It would be an advantage for an
agricultural graduate to know something

about the Irrigation Department and their acuities? Yes
;
we could give hlrrj that

knowledge by means of lectures. I do not know whether he would learn much by
looking at water flowing over a weir,

29787. Do the students visit your chief marketing centres, for instance, the

cotton or rice marketing centres at Akola, Nagpur, Ra pur ? No
;
we have not made

much of taking them round these marketing centres.

29788. What precisely do you teach them when you teach them agricultural
economics P That is lather wide.

29789. What are the general subjects you deal with P I deal with the manage-
ment of land, labour, sources from which capital is derived, a combination of these

fictors, production, and the gene-al question of the distribution and marketing of the

crops.

29790. You hsiVQ already told us about the short course that you have here for

the subordinate revenue officers P Originally, the course was for senior officers, not

for subordinate officers.

29791. It was not for subordinate revenue officers? No
;
it is only latterly that a

certain number of them have been included for the course.

29792. At the present time, do I understand that there is no arrangement whatso-
ever to give this course to the subordinate revenue officers P There are no real pucca

arrangements ;
there is not an annual course or anything of that kind.

29793. And neither is there t,ny arrangement for the co-operative officers, the

Circle Officers ? There is nothing beyond the fact that we occasionally give lectures

to them when they have their own meetings ;
to give a few lectures at their gatherings.

29794. I think you have a number of teacher training schools in this

Province P Yes, we have the normal schools.

29795. Do those teachers pay a visit to your farm ? Occasionally they do so
;

the students in the normal school in Nagpur do so, and in other places, when they arc
near to another Government farm they go there. In most places where we have a

Government farm there is a normal school.

29796. If suitable short courses could be arranged, do you think you have adequate
facilities in your College for training the co-operative officials, the normal school

students and the subordinate revenue officers P We should have to increase the staff
j

at present my staff is fully worked

29797. Given the staff, you can do it P- Yes.

29798. Have you a college council ? No.

29799. Does the teaching staff often meet ? Very rarely ; they do not meet

officially.

29800. What fundamental research is being carried on in this institute in Nag-
pur ? Investigation of the soil, soil moisture, and nitrates.

29801. In Pusa, Dr. Harrison is engaged in some of the problems; I want to know
whether you are carrying on any fundamental work here which is not being carried on
in the Central Institute at Pusa? I am sorry I do not really know in detail what they
fre carrying on at Pusa. We are not in very close touch with Pusa

;
we do not have

mueh to do with them,

39802. About your suggestions for a central organisation, would you agree with
me that the activities of other departments $uch as the Departments of Co-operation,
Education, Public Health and Irrigation, have a direct bearing on the agricultural
progress of India? Centainly the Veterinary Department and the Co-operative De-

partment have.

29803. You would include irrigation P Yes.

29804. Would you not include, for instance, the Education Department ? That
would make practically evety department of Government; they are all working for the
same end. You would make it too big if you include all that,

29805. You would include the Co-operativo, Veterinary and Irrigation Depart-
ments; and you think that these three departments have a direct bearing on agricul-
tural progress P Yes.
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29806, Would you include their representatives on th Central, Advisory Board t

No, I do not think I should, if you were to stick to the subjects which I have suggested
that these committees should deal with. If }0u increased the number of bureaus or

sections it might be necessary.

29807, On page 200, you have given statistics about the occupations of the

students that have passed through your hands. You say they are employed
" In other

Government departments in the Central Provinces." What are the departments?-
In the Revenue Department, and one of them is in the Education Department

29808, What proportion of these boys has had opportunities for practical agricul-

ture from the financial point of view, if thay wanted to go in for agriculture? A great
number of them would not have had the money; that is where the trouble was. In

the early d'iys we got sons of poorer men with holdings of 20 to 25 acres. A large
number cf them aie agriculturists, but a great number of them have no financial

bricking.

29809 If they had financial support, this number of 30 engaged in private

farming would have perhaps increased? Yes, distinctly.

29810. Could you tell us something about the agricultural associations? What
is their composition ? They are really the leading practical agriculturists of that

particular tahsil. You have first the District Agricultur-tl Association, then the

Tahsil Association, and then the Circle Association, the ciicle is the Revenue

Inspector's circle. They are only developed to a certain extent in the northern part
of the Province at the present time. The District Association consists of men
selected from thf big men ;

the Tahsil Association is somewhat on the same lines,

the idea of these smaller associations is rather to get hold of practical agiiculturists

who are unable to open their months in anything like a big association.

29811 Who runs them? We run them We have got our Agricultural
Assistants They go round and work them wich the aid of the people.

29812. You have an officer in the circle? There is the Agricultural Assistant

in the tahsil, and he has perhaps two or three of these associations under him,

Would you like to have demonstration plots attached to these associa-

tions ? The ideal \vould be that each associa'ion should have its own seed producing
centre.

29814. You suggest the introduction of cassava as a new crop ;
is there any

great scope for it ? I do not think there ib great scope foi i f 1 only suggested it

as a high food producing crop which I have grown on the college farm in the early

da)S; it produces a large quantity of stuff.

29815. Sir Ganga Kami Is it produced anywhere else in India ? It is produced
in Southern India,

29816. What do they call it ? I know it by no other name than cassava.

29817. Prof. Gangulec : Your experiments herein connection with cassava
were successful? Yes,

29818. You did not try it on a field scale? -No
;

I tried it only on a half acre

29819 Do you think that there is any prospect for ground-nut? I think there
is considerable prospect for ground nut, primarily in the cotton tract,

29820. Are your experimental farms in the cotton tracts carrying on experiments
to see if ground-nuts can be introduced P The crop 's grown on all the seed and
demonstration farms and also at Akola.

29821. In answer to the Chairman, you siid you had seven Assistants ? There
are seven directly associated with the agriculture of the College.

29822. And they do not carry on any research whatsoever PNo, there is no
time.

29823. They are not capable of carrying on any research, even if they had
time ? They have all done a certain amount of what 1 might call investigation work
rather than work Of research, but it has never been much in evidence, not because of
their not being able to do it but because the men have not had time to give attention
to it, They do work in connection with crop improvement and things of that kind,
but it is not serious because there is no time for it.
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29824- Afr- Calvert : I gather that the export tax idea is pretty dead, and I will

not follow it up any further ? -I have nothing more to say on it.

29825. You r'o not support the idea of an export tax, after your discussion with

Sir James MacKennaP I do not*.

29826. Do you teach your students on the rural economic side that an export
tax might do any good ? I do not call it a tax, at the rate of an anna on a cwt.

29827. At the rate of ^ or 4 annas a cwt. it will come to Rs. 2 an acre

given a io-maund crop? I was thinking of crops like linseed and other crops of

higher money value.
3*

29828. You do not believe that the export tax would reduce internal prices ?

An anna on 100 Ibs.of wheat is not going to make much difference.

29829. I gather that nothing is being done with regard to fruit and vegetables ?

Nothing really.

29830. While you have been flble to get a Second Botanist for cotton? -Yes;
he is paid by the Indian Central Cotton Committee

29831. Is it a safe guess that the export crops are receiving moie attention

than crops for internal consumption P They are, I suppose; the ma'n staples are

naturally receiving greater .''ttention. If you have got only a comparatively small

area of fruit and vegetables and things like that, I think they must give way for

the time being.

29832. In th's Province of very petty cultivators, is much being done on the

crops which respond to intensive cultivation such as fruit and vegetables? Generally

speaking, as a department, we have not tackled what you call petty crops,

29833. The various departments we have seen so far seem to rne to have ignored
the food of the people and concentrated too much on the export crops? A greater

part of the nee grown in this Province is eaten in the Province, as also juar and
wheat,

29834. You have not got a whole-time Botanist on rice or on wheat ?.. No.

29835. But you have one on cotton ? -Some one else finds the money for him,

29836. But no one finds money for the food of the people?'! he Government
is finding money ; on man is engaged for all these things.

29837. Have you any figures which would let us know the rough cost per student

graduated from this College ? It is about Rs. 700 per annum.

29838. That is, roughly. Rs. 31000 for the course ? Yes.

29839. And most of tho<>3 do not take to farmirg on their own account P Very
few do,

29840. Can you explain why agricultural education, alone of all types of
education, does not result in a student practising what he has been taught P Because
in many other cases, medicine or engineering for extmple, he does not require much
capital to start with. An engineer or a doctor begins on a very small sc^le and he
succeeds in getting a pr ctice. But in agriculture it is purely lack of capital that

prevents the great number of mn taking it up. We have cases of students who
join the department and then, after serving for some time and seeming some capital,

they gfo back and do farming on their own account.

29841. Do you think that one reason may be that your curriculum is not adapted
to the agriculture of the country side ? I think it is adapted.

2984 . But you are not teaching them how to bring money out of 10 acres ?

No.

29343- The typical size of the holding does not control the curriculum P No.

29844. You think tint is correct ? The general agricultural curriculum applies
naturally to the lo-acre holding. But what I am arguing is, if a student returns to the
land after a four ye rs* training, he cannot get an adequate return 1 from 10 acres for
what ha? been spent on his training.

*Vide Appendix I.
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29845* Could you get a good living on 10 acres of intensive cultivation P -Yes
j

if you have money and dig wells and produce good crops. Nearly all our land is

unirrigated. Our average yield per act e is very low when compared to that in other

Provinces,

29846. Does your Court of Wards employ your B, Sc's, in Agriculture as mana-

gers ?~We have had npplications frcm the Court of Wards for these men just recently
and a few have been employed ;

but these appointments are not very stable. After

a time the Court of Wards may give back the estate and the man may be pushed out

so we are trying to lend them men from our own department.

29847. It is a possible opening for the student ? Yes,

29848. Surely if he could find employment in the Court; of Wards ho might
ultimately become a good land administrator P Yes, if he gets the opportunity.

29849. You put land improvement as one of the causes of agricultural indebted-
ness P Yes, as one of the causes of borrowing.

29850. Do you think that it is really a cause of borrowing to any great extent P

Yes, to as great an extent as that for unproductive purposes.

298? i. Is this answer here based on any detailed enquiry intD borrowing or is :t

a general opinion ? It is a general opinion bas?d on conversations with people. It is

not based on any systematic enquiry into the sources from which money has been
borrowed.

29852. Has any enquiry been mnde into the caut^es leading to mortgages ? No
;

no enquiry has been made,

29853. Your opinion that
moitga|re "supplies an efficient business farmer with

the means to secure working capital
"

is not based on any enquiry P It in based on

general knowledge , my own experience is that that is so in other parts of the world,

9854. In this Province) do you think really there is mortgage, to any extent
worth mentioning, to secure working capital P The difficulty is that most of them
spend on unproductive purposes or they are much in debt,

2985$. Two remarks which you make seem more or less
inter-connected,

one that malguzars look for their income to loans made to their tenants ? Yes'-
a considerable number of malguzars do look for their income to the loans made to
tenants,

29856, Later on you say that money is invested in land but very few do so with
the intention of farming P They invest in land but a good deal of it is leased they
invest in the village but they do not carry on much home-farming on it.

29857- The necessary inference that stiikes me is first that moneylending pays
better than agriculture? I think it probably does.

& F *

29858. And that the ownership of land is more profitable than the cultivation of
it P But I think cultivation could be made profitable.

29859. Have you taught them intensive cultivation P No.

29860. Here you mention about the cost of seed in the case of tberseem, and in the
memorandum you mention about the cost of seed in the case of wheat. Do' you think
the cost of seed is a deterrent on the expansion of wheat and lerseem P~I thirfk it is
the chief deterrent Irrigation is not sufficiently plentiful to irrigate much of cold
weather crops ;

but I think the price of seed would tend to deter persons from starting
them. Unless one has got very valuable cows, it does not pay him to grow berseem

29861. This morning I think you told me that the gross outturn of wheat mifirht
only be six times the seed P Yes, in the north of the Province.

29862. What would be the proportion in the case of berseem P It is purely grown
for fodder j you can get 20 tons of green food on one acre of berseem.

39863. What is the proportion of the seed as against the value of the crop P The
value of the crop would be Rs. 120 per acre.

29864. And how much for the seed P^-About Rs. 20.
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29865- You say a large percentage of the bigger landowning class takes no
interest in agriculture, while in the memorandum it is repeatedly stated that the propa-
ganda and demonstration are directed towards the bigger lardcwning classes? A large
number of landowners do not take interest; if there were more landlords taking more
interest we should make more progress, There are, of course, certain people, mat*
guzars and others, who do take interest and our efforts with our limited staff are
directed towards them. All the same, there are a large proportion in the northern
districts, certainly in (he Chhattiegarh Division, who take little or no interest in

agriculture.

29866. You make the statement here that the bigger landowning class takes no
interest m agriculture, and yet repeatedly the bigger landowners are refer* ed to in the
memorandum Why concentrate your efforts on classts which you describe as pracfi
cally useless P~We do not concentrate on these bigger landlords. But there n re big
landholders in the north of the Province and other places.

29867, Why should not demonstration and
\ ropaganda be directed towards the

people that live from the soil P The demonstration is c Tried out in the villages too
If by this you are led 10 undtrtard that we are on'y concentrating on (he bigger
landholders of the Province and do not look to the smaller cultivator, then you are led

entirely astray by this memorandum*

39868, In the memorandum the poor cultivator does not get a hearing at all?
I wish to contradict that ;

a great deal of work is done to help the cultivator. In some
parts of the Province, if we had to depend simply on what we got from the 1 sndlord, we
should never get anywhere*

You are really getting at the actual cultivator who lives on his crops and
not at the man who lives on what he mskes by mone> lending ? NT

o, that man does
not take any interest in agriculture ;

he does not even come and look at it

29870. Mr. Kamat : You must be familiar with the economic > of the c tton crop
in Berar, and you know to what extent it pays per acre in normal years with normal

prices
P

I would not like to give figures straight away as to exactly how much it rays ;

the prices have been so up and down in recent years with regard to both expenses
and returns. This year has been a dead loss.

29871. I say in normal years of rainfall and with normal prices : say the prices

of this year, which I am told are very low P In this year I should say in most cases it is

a loss. At the present year's prices and expenses, the expenses beirg practically those

of last year, cotton growing would not pa) carried on under present conditions
,
there

would have to be a reduction of cost. Labour prices will undoubtedly fall dur.ng the

coming year,

29872. Taking the last two or three years' prices, it would pay? Yes, undoubted-

ly ;
it must pay : the acreage which has gone into cotton of recent years shows that it

does pay.

'

29873. Cotton is the principal crop of f his Province, Have you worked out how
much it pays per acre, taking the prices ot the last two or three years? If you give me
a little time I could work it out and let you have it, but I have not the figures now.

29874. You cannot give me a rough idea as to how much per acre cotton p 13 s ?

No, prices are so varied
;

i can work out the rough idea and let you know.

a9$75* Very well. You say that agriculture is not popular because the standard

of living of the student class is higher than that of the cultivator class, and as farming
returns now stand a man of the middle class finds it diftculj to make a l.ving and

provide for his needs ? Yes, his standard of living is higher than that of the

cultivator in the village.

29876, When students pass through your college and enter Government service

how much per month on an average satisfies them as a starting salary? The Certificate

class get Rs per m'onth, and the others get Rs. 70.

39877. What are the prospects of graduates of your college in Government
service? Will they be satisfied with, say, Rs, 300 a month ultimately F~~A good
number certainly would not look for more than that.
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39878, That is an index to the standard of living which they themselves expect,
1 that right PYes, I suppose so.

29879. If they expect a starting salary of, say, Rs. 50 a mcnth, which means

Rs. 600 per annum PYes.

29880. Now coming back to the cotton crop and its yield per acre, could you give
me an idea as to how many acres would give him that Rs, 600 per annum to start

w',th ? About 15 to 20 acres I should think would give him a gross Rs. 600.

29881. If you turn to page 51 of the Memorandum on Rural Conditions and

Agricultural Development in the Central Provinces and Derar (see page 21 above) you
will 6nd that in describing the outlines of the Degree course in your College, it is

said :
" The second year practical agriculture apart from the time given to agricultural

engineering, takes up about ten and a half hours per week in three periods." Then there

is a description of how the students are encouraged to carry on practical agricultural

work on plots of 10 to 12 acres
;

" work is done co-operatively under the supervision
of an assistant. The land, implements and bullocks are supplied by the principal as

landlord. The class undertakes to make certain returns ot fodder crop and to carry out

land improvement in lieu of rent. . . The field work is done by the-n and they take

the profit? In favourable years as much as Rs. 470 have been received." In reply to my
colleague, Mr. Culvert, you said that a 10 acre plot would not be suitable for an

average student ? 1 he area on the College farm which is laid out for this paiticular

wcrk is a 10 to 12 acre field
;

it is laid out on the lines of a small farm of about 8 or 9,

fields
;

it U kept to that area partly because I have not got time for the class of work
on bigg-r areas

;
I cannot occupy their time too much on this kind of manual work,

so that I keep the aiea down to 10 or i j acres, which is as much as they can work
in the short time they have at their disposal per week.

29832. That is a matter of detail; the fundamental fact remains that, on an

average, assuming they have the land from the principal as landlord, they do make
some profit ? Yes. The Rs. 470 was in a very good year.

29^83. Rs. 470 is an extreme figure, but on an average they make some

profit ? Yes, every year they get money.

29
C

>84. The object of teaching them agriculture is to enable them to do better

farming, moie intensivi farming, than the aver 'ge cuUiVitor who has not received an

agricultural education ? That is true.

29885. So that surely, if you have given the nrhfc kind if cilucition, the agricul-
tural graduate must make more on 10 acres than the ordinal y cultivator? Yes,

29^86. Putting those two things together, cannot they make Rs. ^6oo per annum
to start with when you send them out from your college, if, as \ou say, cotton

pays ? Yes, I should say so.

29887 You see what I am driving at ? Yes
,

if they have got a sufficient area
of land to work on, I should think they could make Rs. 600

39888. Then how does this proposition stand, that agriculture is not popular
because the middle-class student cannot make enough for his standard of living P

Rs. 600 is apparently going to be the limit, H it not ?

29889. No that is the beginning? They have only that area of land
; unless

they are going to have more capital to buy a larger area of land, or can secure the

land in some way their income is going to be limited to Ks. 600
;

there is not much

prospect of extension when the child come-s and there are the additional expenses
incidental to the family. .

29890. Do you mean that if they do more work they will not be able to make
more money than the average man? Yes, They can raise a little more, perhaps 5
or 10 per cent, but the area is small.

29891. What is the minimum area that would be adequate to. enable an educated

graduate 10 make a decent living ? Would 3O acres be the least ? Quite the lea*t
;

I

should not like to do it on 20 acres on most of the dry cropping in this Province ;

except on very grod soil you would probably want, I should think, about 50 acres.
^

I

am not now speaking of an irrigated ti act; in an irrigated tract under the irrigation

canals you could get along with considerably less, but talking of the dry tracts of this

Province I should say you would want 50 to 60 acres*
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39692. Then, if the agricultural graduate leaving your colleges wants to do
farming, he cannot subsist on less than 50 acres of land P No,

39893, Small cultivation would not be of any use to & man whc- wants to take

agricultural training? Yes, that is what I am trying to impiess on students who come
here

;
if I ask a student how much land he has got, and he siys he only has 20 or 25

acres, I tell him it is not worth his while to take a four-year course
$

the two-year
course would be sufficient,

29894. And whatever intensive cultivation he may do by his special knowledge,
if it is only a 10 acre holding, it is not worth his while to take the agricultural
course? No, on unirrigated land.

29895. In your memorandum you emphasise the fact that imported implements
are hardly suitable for the Indian cultivator P Yes, a great deal of the imported
implements, as they are, aie not suited to the Indian cultivator, they are too

delicate,

29896. The imported implement, designed as they are, are unsuitable for the

illiterate cultivator of this country ? Yes, I say that most of the modern improvements
of the last twenty years have been devoted to small details which tend to help the

working of the machine but add to its delicacy and do not affect the fundamental part.

29897. If, therefore, your opinion is right, I think it follows that it is no use

teaching the people that their agriculture does not pay because they do not use modern

implements, because those modem implements are not at all suitable No, you have

understood me wrongly ;
the principle of the modern implement is right, it is the actual

machine which is unsuitable.

29898. The cultivator needs an improved implement, but the implements which
are placed in hi& hands are not suitable? As I say, a gieat number of ihe improvements
are improvements which are too delicate for U.e purpose. I think I gave an example
in the case of ploughs ;

a plough such as is made by Kirlcskar hasalltru* fundamentals
which are needed

,
asco-i pared with the Meston plough it is heavier, stronger, and, if I

may use the word, a coarser implement vhich it is not so easy to work with j if you
give the ploughmen on our farm the choice, they will at once take an im ported implement,
because it is easier to handle and they are more or less skilled labourers

,
but in the

hands of an unskilled labouier these details, which help the skilled worker, are apt to

get out of order.

29899. Piof. Gangnleei Does the inversion plough work satisfactorily? Yes,
it works perfectly all light, Hut if you take the average machine which you see in a

Western Show, the sort of thing that a firm might import with the intention of trying
to sell it in this country, it is very often delicate in the sense that it has 'been developed
:o a higher standard than the ordinary Indian ploughman can use.

29900 Mr* Kamat' Therefore, in order to make agriculture pay with the kind of

implements which are suited to the country, side by side with other things you require an

agency in this country to manufacture implements suitable to the intelligence of the

cultivator
;
is that light ? Yes.

39901. That problem has not yet been solved? First of all, you must have a

man to design the implement; that is where the Agricultural Engineer comes in and
we have had very few Agricultural Engineers.

29902. Thib problem has been neglected by most of the Local Governments
has it? Yes.

29903. The Chairman: Who teaches animal husbandry in the College? One of

my staff who was trained in the College itself and has since had two years training in

dairying and ar.imal husbandry at Bangalore.

29904. Is he demonstrating the use of the silo? That Is demonstrated at the

College dairy farm where we have two pit silos and one tower silo.

29905. Is it in use at this moment? Yes.

(Tht witness withdrtw.)
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APPENDIX I.

A Note on Export Cess.

Question 2g8i5, You do not support the idea of an export tax, after yoar discus-

sion witji
Sir James MacKenna?

Answer. I do not,

To make my views clear
,

I desire to state that I favour small cesses on the exported

agricultural products of this country. I believe that if kept small and governed by the

quantity and rela'ive values of the products that these would not affect the prices
obtained by the grower.

If they did so, the reduction in v due to the grower would be extremely small

per acre and would but represent a co-operative financing of efforts to improve the

outturn, quality and money value of his crops, A cess levied on export appears easier

to collect than one based on the acre and at least allows of the possibility of part pay-
ment by others,

Question 2p<?J?. At the rate of 3 or 4 annas a cwt. it woull come to Rs, 2 an acre,

given a io-maimd crop

I consider that the inference which miy bs drawn fro n this last question is likely
to be misleading.

(a) It assumes tint 3 or 4 annas per cwt, was specified for wheat in my answer to
the questionnaire. This was most certainly not the cise in regard to crops like rice or

wheat, in which the amount grown and exported i* considerable.

The higher ceases were suggested for the more valuable commodities or for Com-
modities such as bones, which might be better left in India, if we can assume that such
a small export cess as was suggested would affect export adversely.

(b) It suggests thai, the cess would bear on the cultivator of wheat more heavily
than the land icvenue does.

This is misleading.

In making this statement

(1) The highest cess is assumed At an anna per cwt. the charge would be 7 annas

(2) The whole of the 10 mounds crop is taken as contributing to the cess, whereas
from any individual acre only that portion which corresponded to the fraction of the
whole crop, as is exported, should be taken in

estimating the pressure of such a cess on
the individual acre

My suggestion was on the exported grain only, not the whole crop.

Approximately this Is about -06 of the whole crop, In other words, the pressure of
the cess on the produce of one acre of wheat can only be calculated on 800 x -06 Ibs
or 48 Ibs.

At the rate of i anna per cwt. of exported crop this would cost the individual acre,
assuming that the grower had to meet it, which I <jm not prepared to admit, distinctly
less thari half an anna and not Rs, 2 as the inference implies.

I attach a statement wnich I had prepared when writing the answers to the Ques*
ionnaire, but wbuh I did not include, as it appeared too detailed, and as the actual
rates required to make the cesses equitable demanded more time and data than i had at
my disposal. The table will, however, provide a rough guide as to the income which
might be derived and to the pressure on the individual grower, if it u proved thai he
would pay for the service so secured,
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Note on attached table.

Cereals. The cesses suggested on exported rice and wheat provide incomen

roughly proportional to the areas under the two crops.

The figures giving the pressure per acre are low as the resultant of the lour

proportion of export to yield and the utilisation of a low cess rate.

st In oilseeds the pressure rises except in sesamum, partly on account of

the greater proportion of crop exported and partly because a higher cess is suggested
on crops which make a greater demand on soil fertility.

The higher acre incidence in ground-nut is neutralised by the greater average
gross value oi the outturn per acre. The oilseeds, except sesamum, are thuf
practically alike.

Fibres. The suggestions in this group on the table are based on export. It

might be more equitable to substitute a cess on total bales produced rather than on
bales exported. At i anna per bale the income on jute would be doubled and the

pressure per acre would be 3 annas, bringing it into a more equitable position when the

value per acre is considered.

A cess of 4 annas per bale on cotton would provide about 14 lakhs. The pressure
per acre would be an anna.

The approximate figure of Rs. 42 in column 9 against this crop is arrived at by
averaging the prices of this season and last for different grades and accepting 104 Ibs.

as the average yield. When taken into consideration with the greater value of jute

per acre, the incidence on the cotton grower appears reasonable,

Cotton in view of its importance, the amount of investigation it demands and the
area planted, should provide a relatively large proportion of the general income.

Animal products. The cesses on bone meal and hides are suggested as means for

providing for research in animal nutrition and in livestock improvement. The cess on
hides in view of their high value per ton could be increased.

I have not the data to analyse the bearing of these suggestions On individual

Provinces, as judged by the ratio of crops exported by each. If the cesses on the

crops are eventually borne by the growers this would give the amount contributed by
the growers of each Province to the central fund. Judging, however, by the crops
selected, by their specialisation to fairly marked tracts, as the outcome of climate ,

soil and trade development, and by the amount of cess suggested, 1 think it will be
found that the contribution to a central fund will be reasonably balanced. The
contribution from rice from Burma will be balanced by the contribution from cotton

by Western India, and the greater wheat export of Northern India by the greater

export of ground-nut from Madras, and so on.

Though I believe that at least a fair proportion of the total income will be derived

from the consumers overseas and the trade, I do not think that the final source which

provides this income is a matter of great concern, What appears tome essential is

the existence oj a definite fund for the f uithering of general agricultural research and
the special improvement of the country's chief staples. Further, that this fund should

be centrally controlled by an unbiassed body for the fulfilment of these objects in India

as a whole*

I look on the fund, whether it be regarded as contributed by the crops and other

items on the table or contributed by the Provinces from which exported, as a co-opera-
tive fund for the advance and improvement of the agriculture of the country. I 4o
not suggest that all the revenue contributed, for instance, by wheat shall in any one

year be spent on wheat or that all the money coming in from the exports of any one
Province shall of necessity be returned to that Province.
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APPENDIX II.

Cotton Cultivation.

Area and cropping. In the typical cotton tract 15 to 25 acres of good cotton

land is managed by a pair of medium-sized bullocks (costing Rs. 175^-200). So an

area of 21 acres may be said to be a fair unit for a pair. This area would

normally be divided into three blocks, two carrying cotton and .7
war. With the

cotton there would be a few lines of tur. Cotton is the money crop, juar supplies

the major part of the cultivator's grain needs and the kadbi feeds his bullocks.

Assuming 2,000 Ibs. of kadbi per acre and 40 Ibs. as the requirements of

a pair, this area meets all the fodder requirements of the pair which cultivates

the whole 21 acres.

Assuming that the juar crop is primarily for grain and that the kadbi is a

bye-product, the actual fodder requirements of his bullocks cost him nothing.
An estimate of a khandi of cotton seed per head supplies 4 Ibs. concentrates

per head for practically 200 days, which may be taken as the period during
which the animal is in work of such a nature as to make feeding with concentrates

necessary. A khandi of cotton seed costs between *Rs. 24 and Rs. 30. The
concentrates of a pair may be thus placed at Rs. 54. To this should be added
Rs. 20 depreciation, Rs. 10 interest and Rs. 16 for incidentals, salt, implement
and harness replacement. Thus Rs. 100 may be taken as the actual cost of a pair.

Actual \\ork associated with a farm of this size would not exceed 150 bullock-

pair days of this single pair. On this basis a day's work on the farm is worth
10 annas and 6 pies.

The rotation practised is regulated by the probable price of cotton as estimated
on the price prevalent in the local market during the earlier part of the hot

weather.
Ploughing.- A good Kunbt cultivator reckons on ploughing his land once

in five or six years about 5 to 7 inches deep.
If the ploughing is done in January or February two pairs of bullocks are

hired for this, while if it is done in April or May (which is rare) three pairs
must be hired.

About 0.4 acre of land can be ploughed per day 6 inches deep during
January or February and 0.3 at the later date. The cost of bullocks hired
for the plough is Rs. 2 per pair per^day.

The cost of ploughing in, say, February comes to Rs. 5-8-0 per day or, say,
on 2\ days* work, an acre costs Rs. 13-12-0 assuming all hired.

Manuring. The vast majority of the area under cotton does not get manure.
Of the excreta dropped, probably only half is voided in the sheds. Of that

voided in the sheds, normally about two-thirds is used as fuel and the balance
voided during the rains finds its way on to the land. A really ^ood cultivator
needs to manure his land once in six years, applying as his dressing 16 loads of

about 800 Ibs. each per acre. This costs about Rs. 1-12-0 per load or Rs. 28

per acre on a hiring basis.

Thus, combining deep cultivation and manuring done once in six years,
manure Rs. 28, ploughing Rs. 13-12-0, total Rs. 41-12-0, or an annual charge of

Rs. 7 per acre per annum, all hired, but less in proportion as he uses his own
bullocks and labour.

The combination of rotation, manuring and ploughing, would work out
as below :

P * Deep wor%.
|

M * Manure.

Manual labour. 8 annas may be taken as the cost of a man per day*
This hired labour cannot be said to work more than 7 hours per day. The
cultivator working for himself does a heavier day and covers more. Judged,
therefore, by the former standard his work costs less per day, say, from 5 to 6
anmis. Again we may eliminate his wages on a daily basis and show them as

part of his profit.



The figures given below are thus Set oiit in four columns of cost, in accord*

ance with the conditions heading such column :

NOTE. Hired labour for weeding is not infrequently 6 annas per day.
This would raise costs by Rs. 2-8-0 in the first two and by Rs. 2 in the last

two columns.
A man has been taken at 8 annas per day. This is approximately correct

for labour at present, especially if permanent, but has been as high as 10 annas

per day. This would increase cultivation cost under the first two by Rs. 1-6-0

an acre and that under the third by 14 annas. An employer of labour using
his own bullocks might thus easily have paid Rs. 32-12-0 per acre and the small

ryotwari cultivator, estimating his labour cost at the lower figure used in
column 4 would have spent Rs. 25 pei acre.

The rental has been put above at the revenue
figure* Land, however, is

not infrequently sublet for 5 or 6 times this figure, raising the cost, in particular
to the type farming under columns 4 and 5, to Rs. 30 or more per acre.

Income. The annual return per acre, allowing that advantage derived by
manuring, averages from 280 Ibs. to 300 Ibs. kapas per acre.

Prices have fluctuated.

In 1925-26 it was in the neighbourhood of Rs. 125 per khandi of kapas and
at this figure an average yield gave from Rs. 45 to Rs. 48 per acre* A large grower,
as in column 3. secured a profit of Rs. 12 to Rs. 15 per acre and the smaller
man doing his own work, as in column 5, a labour wage of Rfi. 25 per acre,
or less, in proportion to his personal effort.

In 1926-27 the price wa& nearer Rs. 88 per khandt, and the return, pet #cr
was Rs. 31 to Rs. 32, while wages had been on a high basis due to cottori

prices of the season before and due to a distinct tendency of the class in column
3 above to increase at the expense of the classes in column 4 or 5. In a
number of areas the yield was well below *the average thirteen anna crop
taken above. Under these conditions profits were either small or entirely
absent.

It ie doubtful whether cotton cultivation would pay with the pricfc of kppas
at Jess than Rs, 100 per khandi , except under soil conditions of, above the
Average yield.
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RAO BAHADUR K. V. BRAHMA, B.A., LLB., M.B.E., President,
Berar Co-operative Institute, Limited, Amraoti

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 2-AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. I was Vice-Chairman of the District

Board, Amraoti, from 1916 to 1924 and have been the Director of the Amraoti Co-

operative Central Bank from 191 a. I am also the President of the Berar Co-operative
Institute since it was started in 1923. In my capacity as Vice-Chairman of the District

Board, I was in direct touch wi'h the primary schools in Amraoti district and one of

the first complaints that I heard from the agriculturists was that the education that was

being given to boys in Board schools unfitted them for work in the fields. I also

discovered that the curriculum was not designed even to crea'e an agricultutat bias in

the boys living in villages. I therefore thought of introducing
the practice tf agricul-

tural operations in village schrols in the 'a^t two years. My idea was, if the dignity
of field labour could be impressed on the minds of students in schools, a double a/ vant-

age would be served. A distinct bi.is for agricuUure should be created and the objection

against sending boys to schools would disappear I hit up n the plan of asking a well-

to-do villager to keep one of his fields with a pair of bu Jocks, after the crops were taken

out, at the disposal of school for three months from February to May, Two days in a

week, the bigger boys in the school were to be taken into the fields and asked to work in

the field with the narrow (vakhar) and do what is known in Berar as the summer

preparation ok the soil (unal vaki). Villagers were willing to supply this facility, but I

found general disinclination amongst teachers to do this kind of work. My plan was also

to take out boys in the weeding season to fields close by, to make them do the

weeding and to explain to them the growth of plant-life and the importance oi weeding in

that connection. Field-owners would be willing to pay for the weeding and the money
thus earned was to be earmarked for school picnics. 1 tried the experiment in some
schools, but it did not succeed for want of proper kind of teachers, My answer to the

sub-heads under this question is therefore as follows :

(i) In Berar we have not teachets who can or will teach agriculture to boys in the

beginning of their life. There are no schools for the teaching of agriculture in the

moffusil. The existing primary and vernacular middle schools can be utilised for

creating an agricultural bias and short courses in agriculture shouldi in my opinijn> be

attempted in places where we have experimt ntal or demonstration farms, We are no
doubt in need of higher education in agriculture and experts. Bat as in administration
so in agriculture let us not be top he\vy. The need of the hour is the broad-

basing of agricultural education and with that end in view the more the number of

village folks we draw in the scheme of education the greater and speedier would be the

progress.

(ii) Bera is wholly an agricultural trict with no other source of augmenting its

material wealth. The shortage of rain an 1 its unseasonal char \cter of late years ruve
forced people to think of the question of preserving soil moisture. The need cf

agricultural education is keenly felt and teaching facilities Should be speedily provided
for in Berar and I should advocate the starting of schools at some convenient place
in each Of the fiur districts of Ber^n The course may be of a year or six months.

(ii?) 1 would not insist on teachers being drawn necessarily from agricultural classes
but as people just insist on a teacher being a trained teacher, I should insist that
a teacher should have gone through a course of agricultural education before he i,s

confirmed in his appointment in rural areas.

(v) The main incentive that induces lads to study agriculture now is the chaicc
of securing good service in the Department of Agriculture o* in the Revenue Depart*
merit

(via) Nature study as it is done in schools now in villages is hardly useful. f^eithe

boys nor teachers feel any interest in the subject as it is taught in th? class- room*
Nature study should be attempted out in the fields with special reference to crops g0wn
in the villages and I should think school plots and farms would give better results.

(x) Middle-class youths would be attracted to agriculture in villages and evert

towns if agriculture is taught to them without being tiresctne ard if it is demonstrated

to thernfchat agriculture affords them maintenance io th same way as service does,

R. B. K, V. BRAHMA*
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(xii) Adult education can be popularised by the use of pictures, cinemas and
gramophones. I have seen a method in Which instruction is conveyed through the eye
and the ear more than the head and adults learnt alphabets in three (fays. We should

try every means of visual instruction.

(xiii) The outline that I have given above shows that agricultural education ot the
rudimentary type in village schools need not be costly. My plan does not require any
change in the administration. If the Department of Agriculture, the Education

Department and the District Boards or Councils co-operate, better educational faci-

lities could be assured in rural areas with an additional expenditure not exceeding seven
to eight thousand rupees in a district per year. Two-thirds of this should be borne
by the Government and one-thir-i should be met by the local authorities like the
District Boards or Councils.

QUESTION 3 DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. -(a) Demonstrations and
shows illustrative of the use of machinery, agricultural exhibitions and displays such
a-* plough races have done a great deal in populating the use of machinery. The
facility of getting machines at cheap rates has also done a great deal in introducing
the modern iron plough in place of the wooden plough. These methods have to be

repeated several times before agriculturists begin to appieciate them. The chief

difficulty in introducing machinery 1'es in the fact that in villages even ordinary
smiths are not available and naturall) cultivators refuse to buy implements which they
cannot get easily repaired ,

and the rerredy lies in establishing centres from where

spare parts can be supplied and repair work done.

(b) Agriculturists believe that field demonstrations are mere shows and will not
stand the test in every day life. 1'he basis for this opinion, though largely erroneous,
lies in the fact that the Department of Agriculture is not prepared to take up work
and demonstrate how it can be ec >nomically turned out. For instance, it is maintained
that the motor tractor is boih better and cheaper but the department is not prepared to

under ,ake ploughing by tractors on a large scale and show that ploughing by tractor

can be done cheaper than by the old method. To ensure confidence, the department
should take a certain amount of work On contract and do it at cheaper rate.

(c) Two methods which will certainly induce cultivators to accept expert advice

are as follow* :
-

(i) That advice given by experts must be demonstrated to be beneficial.

Cultivators may be illiterate but they are not ignorant. If an expert is willing to show
that his advice will result in benefit even under the conditions which ordinarily obtain

in villages, cultivators are bound to foilow the advice. But what often happens is that

the advice to be followed either requires larger expenditure or does not give certain

results. Taking w iks on contracts and doing them cheaply is the surest way of

convincing agriculturists

(m The second method ii>, that the Government should pick up well-to-do men
who can afford to tike the .initiative in \do r̂ ting expert adyice and reward these men
by prizes. The hold of the village patcl and patwari on the village i; still very large
and if lhee two local persons a<e encouraged to take active interest in new methods

they will be able to popularise the advice of experts.

QUESTION 4 ADMINISTRATION. (c) (I'M) There is great dearth of roads in Berar

and even tahsil headquarters aie not connected with the district headquarters.

Important and rich cotton tracts are not supplied with adequate roads. This is

undoubtedly a question of money where permanent and pucca roads are intended.

But village roads and roads to markets are neglected. Some t>oit of compulsion should

be introduced by law on District Councils m maintaining roads, easing nullah approaches
and filling up ruts. One of the scheduled duties of a village Mahar who is paid by a
cess frpm the cultivators is to do pHty repairs to all fair weather roads within their

village boundaries. Revenue officers should exact these duties from them through
the patel of the village. With the formation of District Councils this work )s being

neglected by the revenue authorities as appertaining to the District Councils and as

the latter have not sufficient funds village roads buffer.
" Good roads are cheap at any

cost " and I shoyld even advocate legal provision being rrade by which every adult

male or female in a village should be compelled to supply a day's labour in a year for

repair of viliage roads A distinct policy should be laid down as to what roads should

be constructed and maintained by Government and what by District Councils. A well-

defined policy is necessary, Tne District Council bhould devote its funds on approaches
to villages and bazars and Government should finance all main roads leadmg from

R. B. K. V. BRAHMA.
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taluk to taluk and district to district. Maintenance of roads after construction should

as far as possible be handed over to District Councils, Government would thus be

able to s&ve some amount of money.

QUESTION S -FINANCE, (a) The best ani the safest way to finance agriculturists

is to start village co operative societies. No oth<-r method will succeed so well for

short-term loans. For long-term leans, land mortgage banks on co-operative basis

should be started. Government should come t> the assistance of these banks by

helping the floating of debentures and subscribing to them. An amendment of the Indian

Trust Act in respect of the securities in which trust money could be deposited should be

effected o as to all w that money to be deposited in cj-operative banks. The Imperial
Bank Act should also be similarly amended to permit that bank to put money in these

debentures. The Conference of all Registrars of Co-operative Societies held in Bombay
in January, 5926, has laid down the lines on which these b'inks should work and no

time should be lost in giving etfect to the resolutions adopted by the Conference,

QUESTION 6 AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (i) The main causes t/f borrowing
are ;

(1) Unexpected fluctuations in prices of produce.

Cotton rates differ from year to year and generally a cultivator frames his

estimate of expenditure on the highest price fetched by his crop in the last season in

the hope that his crop would fetch him the same amoun f

again. Cotton prices

depend on the world situation and as this cannot be controlled by local measures the

only way to remove this cause of indebtedness is to preach to the cultivator the

lesson that his expenditure must be based on the lowest rate and not on the highest.

(2) Careless disregard of income and expenditure.

Generally speaking, an agriculturist spends in expectation of income and seldom

after collecting his actual resource*. To prevent this, the importance of framing

family budgets should be taught in the schools. Through co-operative societies and

in the top classes of vernacular middle schools, an attempt should be ma \* to show the

advantages of family budgets and how easily they can be framed if attention is paid to

this. Women of the farmers are thrifty and if attempts are made to start
*

Thrift

Societies' this cause of indebtedness rr ay be remedied

(3) Social customs which compel aperson to incur expenditure disproportionate to

his income.

This is a chronic evil and can only be remedied
by continuous education and

propaganda. Co-operative societies for curtailing ceremonial expenditure is a remedy
well worth trying.

(4) Lack of credit facilities and general shyness of capital in going to the relief of

agriculturists.

(5) Insufficient appreciation of the fact that agriculture like other industries

requires floating capital.

It is the experience ofeveiybody that a cultivator is in need of money most
between the months of lune and August for cultivation, i.e

,
for seed, for weeding

and for collecting his c*-op. He has seldom money on hand for these purposes and has

therefore to run to moneylenders and borrow it at any rate of interest. The formation

of village banks exempting them from the Indian Companies Act when their capital,

does not exceed Rs. 25,000 is a remedy well worth trying. Another remedy is to make
advances from Government treasuries at a settled rate per acre an -1 recovering the

amount at g per cent interest a<s land revenue. Post Office Cash Certificates can be

popularised in villages and Government can collect a fund this way and utilise it on

short-term loans as above, A still surer and better way is to encourage co-operative
societies to do this work and to realise the amount so advanced as arrears of land

revenue.

(6) Fixing the maximum rate of interest that can be demanded.

There is no provision at present in the law anywhere laying down the maximum
rate of interest recoverable. It should be laid down by statute fhat interest at mere

than 36 per cent per annum shall not be recovered by a suit or by any other legal

process. The Hindu Law rule of damdopat should be made applicable to all persons
and in all cases.

f
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(7) Reckless cultivation of fields on leases.

This cause has come to the forefront for the lait twenty years, With the spread
of education) people begin to think that they should cultivate land of others rather

than serve Service is naturally regar led as derogatory and there is an unhealthy
and reckless demand for land on leases. Crops do not always come up to expectation
and much of latter day indebtedness is due to this reckless leasing of lands. Here

again the remedy lies in education on right lines*

(ii) The source of credit are

(1) The village moneylender who is willing to accommodate a cultivatot at all

times.

(2) The commission agent or adtya who finances a constituent against the

security of crops.

(3) The village seed sellers.

(4) Co-operative societies.

The last is the best as it looks to the iutereits of the borrower more than to

those of the lender.

(iii) The reasons preventing repayment are :

(1) Bad seasons.

(2) Innate habits of unpunctuality.

(3) False notions of dignity preventing a man from finding out work after work
in the fields is over.

(4) Geneial rise in the standard of living without corresponding increase in the

production of wealth
;
in other words, habits of spendthrtftness encouraged by tempt-

ing and showy ways of modern civilisation,

(b) I would advocate the enforcement of the law of damdopat by which a creditor

is restricted to recover tie amount of interest at any one time not exceeding the

principal, and spread of the principles of thrift thiough co-operative societies. I should

not advocate legislation in any other respect,

QUESTION 7 FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. vc) I should advocate legislation

in respect of widows having only a life-interest. I should like to have a provision made
bar 1

ing all suits filed after twelve years by reversioners claiming the estate after the

widow's death
,
and to keep disputes out of court. I would like Arbitration Societies

as in the Punjab established everywhere. For persons who do not pin such societies

I should like to have judicial Village Panchayats established which will be empowered
to settle money claims and lease money suits of the value of Rs 250 or under,

QUESTION 10 FERTILISERS. Towns produce a lot of natural manures and in

almost eveiy town this manure is wasted. I should have Agricultural Associations

or Development Associations established to whom Municipal Committees and Sani-

tation Committees would bell their rrnnures at a concession rate in order to enable

these associations to bind this manure into shape, to make it easy of transport and

to enable common cultivators to buy it lor their use. In Berar, the practice of

using cowdung as fuel is on the increase on account of the scarcity of wood fuel.

I should encourage the establishment of fuel dep6ts. A regular and continuous

propaganda dissuading people fiom using cowdung as fuel and preserving it for field

manuring and also for preserving cattle urine for manu ial purposes will certainly

result in improving many fields.

QUESTION ji CROPS. (a) (iii). DISTRIBUTION OF SEEDS. The Department of

Agriculture should utilise the machinery of co-operative credit societies for distribu-

tion of seeds. At present the department is not in a position to meet the demand

for seedf required. The department should organise seed stores on co-operative

basis in as many places as possible. To encourage sale of good seed, the Depart-

ment should establish licensed sellers who will be selling good seed at fixed lates.

QUESTION 14 IMPLEMENT*. (b) Machinery may be popularised if steps are

taken by Government through the Agricultural Department to organise small parties in

charge of a set of useful implements like a chaff-cutter, winnower and a tractor-plough,

louring rownd in villages and undertaking work at rates cheaper than what it costs

agriculturists to do similar work. Such parties should also undertake to sell implement!

and supply spare parts and also arrange periodic inspection to advise agricul'urists on

wear and tear and the replacement of parts.

R. B. K. V. BRAHMA.
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QUESTION 17 AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (a) In the months of April and May,
an agriculturist works in his field from 7-^0 a.m. to 10-30 or i 1 a.m. i.<?., for about four,

hours. In June, after sowing begins he works for 5 to 6 hours a day. Fiom July to

September, he works for 5 to 6 hours a day. In October and November, he works very
little, say, about 2 hours* From December to the middle of February, he is busy in

harvesting his crops and works for about 6 hours a day, The total number of hours <

he works in all according to my idea is 1,432 hours and taking 8 hours as a day
a cultivator works for 179 cr 1 80 days or six tronths. The real slack season for

an agriculturist in Berar is from the middle of February to the end of April, i.e , fur

9| months. In other months, he has not usually a full day's work. This calculation

holds good for an average cultivator who cul ivates from 16 acres to 25 acres of land.

(b) With a view to give training for neccssnry subs'diary industries and as a means
for encouraging their adoption, I would advocate that in vernacular middle schools

classes for the teiching of handicraft should be attached. As these schools aie

situated mostly in rural areas, it will create a bias for such industries in the early part
of the life of a cultivator and he will in aft r-life easily take to the art that he has

learnt, as a means of additional income. 1 he industries that strike one as easy of

adoption in Berar are

(i) Rope-making ; (2) basket-weivint* , (3) tailoring , (4) the industry of

wheel-wrights ; (5) spinning and weaving; (6) dairy-farming; (7) fruit and
(
vegetable

growing, (8) tape-weaving and Ince-making, and (g) carpet ard blanket-weaving.

Suitable implements for these industries should be made readily available. If the

technical institutes and schools for handicrafts in the* Province were asked to

manufacture some selected implements, a supply c uld be assured at a reasonable cost*

Government aid should be granted whete necessary for purchasing these implements.

(d) and (*) In these days of oil-engines, if should not be difficult for industrial

concerns to move to rural areas; and certain amount of employm.nt would undoubtedly
be available to cultivators from Jaiuary to June, when their work in fields is easy. If

a set of a few gins worked with an oil-engine could be established in a village of

a moderate size, not only would a cultivator get employment but the labour of moving

unginned cotton from village to town and cotton seed from town to country would be

saved. The cultivator would, in addition, be able to earn a portion of the piofit which

the middlen an earns by purchasing raw cotton, ginning it and selling the same as

ginned cotton in bojas to big cotton buye is.

QUESTION 22 CO-OPERATION Co-op lation applied to agriculture aims at

supplying capital at a cheap rate and also making the farmer a busin< ssman in the

sense that he realises that he has a definite place m the production and distiibution of

wealth. By constant practice of the virtues of self-reliance, thiift and mutual help

it teaches him to elevate himself to a higher K vel and Karn the art of living in frugal

comfort. This involves the abandonment of age-long hibit^. The change is so great

that it may be described to be a complete TiieUmorphosis In view of the apathy
and ignorance prevailing among cultivators, thi> would lequire the efforts cf a whole

host Of able men available in the country. An intensive and continuous propaganda
is a sine qua non. The following steps are necessary :

(a) (i) Steps to be taken by Government

(1) Government in the Cenhal Pi ovmces and Berar does not spenl as much
amount on co-operation as other Pi ovinnai Governments in India do. This Province

is educationally backward. A larger expenditure U really iustifiable but Government

should at any rate be prepared to spend as much as Governments do in other Provinces.

(2) The development cf the movement lequires ihe services of a whole-time

competent officer of Government and th >
Registrar of Co-ope a' ive Societies should

not have other work saddled on him. He should not be changed frequcn ly as the

incumbent of the office does not feel any real interest in his work, It is further

necessary that he should be an Indian, as he is able to talk to people in their own

language,
mix with them and apprec-ate their difficulties and inspire confidence by his

advice and guidance.

(3) Conditions in Berar differ so materially from th e in the Central Provinces

and problems in Berar are somctirres so peculiar that it is desirable that there should

be a separate Assistant Registrar in charge of Herar. Berar offers a good field for the

development of co-operation and it would be well if an officer of thf grate of an

Extra-Assistant Commissioner is given to him This Assistant will be in charge of

the routine duties and the Assistant Kegisfrar would t>e able to devote himself to

the spread of the movement on right lines.

n. B. . v, Bm#w*.
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(4) It is very desirable that the Registrar and his Assistants should have an

acquaintance with the working of the co-operative movement in foreign countries and it

would repay Government to grant study leave to these officers. They should also have
an intimate knowledge of the movement in the different Provinces in India and
should be permitted to lead deputations of non-officiaU to sister Provinces so that

they may profit by the example set up there. Two such deputations in the past have

given a distinct impetus to the movement in the Province.

(5) Even in the subordinate ranks of the service it is necessary to insist on

co-Operative training. Government should be prepared to bear the expenditure of

having men in the service trained in the principles and practice of co-operation and should
also be prepared to maintain a class for persons wishing to enter the department to

get qualified for the work. It is equally necessary that there should be refresher
courses for permanent servants Men who are better qi alified and hetter trained

can alone cultivate the missionary spirit that is necessary for spreading the gospel of

co-operation amongst farmers who are proverbially slow to take to new ideas and
methods.

(6) Sympathy and help of the officers of the Department of Agriculture and th

Department of Revenue would be very useful. If the village agency of the Patels

and Patwatis is allowed to be at the disposal of the Registrar of Co-cpeiative
Societies, an impetus would be given to the movement without much extra cost.

Officers of the Revenue and Agricultural Departments are constantly on tour and if

in their visits to villages they make a point of seeing village societies and giving
them sympathetic advice the'ir visit will not be felt as an "

official interference "

and a lot of good will be done to the movement.

(7) Government should encourage non-official Agencies like Institutes in their

efforts about education an 1 propaganda by suitable grants-in-a d. No grants to

Institutes are made in this Piovmce whereas in sister Provinces large grants are

made.

(8) Co-operation is now a Transferred subject and fuither progress in the move-
ment is dependent on the vote of the Council. It is theref re very desirable for the

minibter to be fortified by the advice of experts, both official and non-official. A
Hoard of Co-operation should therefore be established to consider questions arising

from time to time and to advise the Minister. It should consist of :

Minister for co-operation as Chairman and Registrar of Co-operative Societies

as Secretary and the tollowing as members: The Director of Agriculture, a repre-
sentative of every Co-operative Institute, a representative of the Central Provinces
Federation, a representative of the Provincial Bank, a repre

f entative of the Central
Banks in Berar and a representative of all Central Banks in the Central Provinces.

The Board should meet once every quarter 1 he Board would not cost Govern
ment more than Rs. 3,000 a year

(9) Government should materially assist the financing of land mortgage banks as
the co-operative movement to-day does not reach the upper class of landholders who
are equally in need o f

capital.

(10) In granting (taccavi loans to persons who are members of co-operative
societies, Government should employ the agency of Co-operative Central Banks and
societies.

(u) In suitable places and in consultation with the Registrar, Government should

try the experiment of encouraging a village society to cirry on savings bank business
in that locality.

(12) The Maclagan Committee on Co-operation in their Report in 1915 in

paragraphs 218 and 219 point out the necessity of Government taking steps to provide
facilities for re-discuunt to co-operat've banks and I heieby give to their finance that

elasticity without which present stability and the safe progiessive develop nent of the

co-operative move nent appear to be difficult. It 5& noticeable this year, for instance,
that while there is ple

r hora of money with the Imperial Bank, agriculturists find it

difficult to get money at reasonable rate of interest. It is for Government to se-e that

-mono) is mide available for agriculture when it is not wanted for commerce and this

can be accomplished by enabling the Imperial Banks to place their money at the

disposal of co-opentive societies or by starting an All-India Co-operative State Apex
Bank through which re-discount of co-operative paper can be arranged. An attempt
made in this Province in this direction failed because it demanded too large a price
from the Central Bank and societies
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(ifl) H is very necessary for the Government to see that the study of rural
economics is carried on by the University and the results of study are taught to all

boys and girls in primary and secondary schools, Lessons on co-operation in schools
and colleges would leave an impres-ion on young minds which will be of everlasting
benefit to them IP. after-life.

(14) It is desirable that Central Banks should be given the power of recommend "

ing suspensions and remissions o* land revenue on the lines laid down by Government*
Central Banks and financing agencies get a correct idea of the extent of the crop and
there is no reason why they should be ignored in the important work of granting
suspension and remission,

(15) It will piy Government to occasional^ grant scholarships to students to go
abroad to sludy the benefits of co-operation and come ba^k and bring about necessary
reforms in the movement.

(16) Development Associations for taluks should be formed and they shouM work
tinder the gu'dance of the District Officers who should stand as well-wishers, equipped
with requisite knowledge and sympathy to co-ordinate the activities of th"k

Departments
of Agriculture and Co-operation, and help the cultivators to advance materially in all

directions Such associations are doing good work in Bombay.

(a) (ii) Steps to be taken by non-official agencies :

(\) The non-official agencies in existence to-day are the Central Ban^s, the

Institutes, the Central Provinces Federation and tr.e Provincial Banks. Central Bank*
in places where Institutes do not exist aie expected to carry on propaganda, Even
the ESerar Co-operative Institute works through the Central Banks. The activities of

these bodies are limited by funds whicn at present are very meagre and unless they
are substanti illy assisted by Government their work is bound to be small. To
increase the outturn of work it is desirable that Central Banks should have sub-

committees, and that the Institute's local brarches should be specially in charge of

education and propaganda. The attention of Central Banks is naturally taken up with

questions of finance and unless a special agency is created for education it \s bound to be

neglected. This i the reason why primary societies in the Central Provinces and Berar

are found to be weak If committees of education and local branches are formed, it

would be easy to attract new men who feel interested in the work.

(2) Central Banks as financial bodies have to be ma ntained in a state of efficiency
and it is advisable that these bodies should have a common cadre^of servants. These

may be worked through the institutes or special joint committees,

(3) Meniberblup of institutes is at present voluntary with the result that great

difficulty is experienced in inducing societies and banks in joining them. The Berar

Co-operative Institute finds it difficult to differentiate between paying and non-paying
societies and works equally for all. It would be well in such cases if the Rt gistrar

charged suitable fees to these societies for their education and propaganda and remitted

it to the institutes as money ea marked for a special purpose.

(4) Central Banks shoul 1 be intensive rather than extensive in their efforts.} |It
woul i be well for Central Bank* to concentrate their attention on a few societies

and make them model ones for othet societies 1 3 follow. This line of work woulfl

yield better results a example is always better than precept.

(5) No efforts are at present made to induce members of credit societies to form
associations for reducing ceremonial expenditure or to abandon expensive social

customs. Such an attempt is very desirable and necessary.

^6) Central Banks celebrate iheir annual meetings and while efforts are thus made
to acquaint members of primary societies with the affairs of the central financing
agency, practically nothing is done in village societies. If these latter are taught to
hold meetings and take an annual stock of the pecuniary condition of the society as
a whole and the economic betterment of every individual they would soon learn to
imbibe the less >n of thrift and self-reliance. If Central Banks are regarded as money-
lending concerns now, they are deemed to be so, because in actual practice very little

is done to see to the application of money and to assure that it is utilised for

productive purposes.

(b) The following observations are offered on the types of societies mentioned
below :

(*') Credit Societies. (t) In Berar, primary societies are of the Raiffeisen type
where liability is unlimited and membership is restricted to the village. On the whole
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(d) Credit societies have served their object in finding money at cheaper rates. In

villages where there are cooperative societies village moneylenders do not quote a
rate of interest higher thin the one quote 1 by the society to its members. But while
one is prepared to say this and to maintain that commensurate with the efforts made,
the Department of Co-operation his achieved success, it is very necessary to bear in

mind that greater efforts are necessary to ensuie that agriculturists imbibe the real

co-operative spirit and the justification of a linger expenditure and greater efforts lies

in the fact that if we succeed in improving the lot of farmers we shall be securing
national prosperity and happiness, as the Central t'rovinces and Berar is a country of
small farmers.

QUESTION ^GENERAL EDUCATION -(rt). Edwc.it ion in its present state is

designed to be merely literary. At no stage does it aim at being .ndustiial in the
hrresf sense of the term. Boys coming out of the University schools naturally
hanker aftrr service and when it is not available, they become Discontented and
begin to tot in life. Parents of children in rural aieas loudly complain that
education in primary schools unfits their chiMten for work in fields.

(6) (i) The remedy lies in establishing schools where the boys are given distinct

agricultural education while they are teaming in schools an i are taught industries

which should be useful to them while they are cultivating th<-ir lands.

(it) Compulsory education in rural a peas is in its infancy in Berar and cannot be

said to ha^ e t;ikn root. The leasons are .

(i) Government is overcautious in introducing raal compulsion,
(J) Lucal bodies are unwilling to en force the provisions of law to compel

attendance.

(l) The people naturally fe* i
l

*
I. it without getting a 'iibsUntial advantage,

they are called upon to spare their children for schooling when they ctn be utilised

for adding to the family income.

(ir) Generally speaking, boys in villages enter school at the age of seven and

they begin to be useful to their parents at the age o ten in tending cattle etc. As

higher education does not afford them greater prospects, there is no incentive to

parents to continue their boy till they complete the course of pnmary training by
passing the fourth class.

QUESTION - <> WELFARE OF RURAL Popyi \TIOM. () Village life should be made
more attractive by better roads, by I'cttcr samtaiy conditions and by gi eater

amusements. 1 his would give a stimulus for en of capital and education to

stick to village-, which are at present abandoned in favour of towns. Schemes for

rural reconbti action should be thought of and put in foice by suitable grants
and fic'lities.

(b) Economic surveys n typical villages are a neres^ity and no time should be

lost in undertaking them as they will act as coirectives in many directions and
will aUo indicate the comet line of a-ctbn to be fallowed foi improving
conditi .ns obtaining in rural areas. Study of lural economics would be fostered

and when it becomes intensive all p?rsons concerned will bigi.i to think of the

ways and means of impioving the lot of cultivators.

Oral Evidence.

29906. The C/u irman : Rao Bahadur Brahma, you are President of the Btrar

Co-operative Institute, Ltd P Yes.

29907. You have been Director of the Amraoti Co-operative Central Bank from

tpja and also President of the Beiar Co-operative Institute Since 1923? Yes.

39908 You have been Vice-Chairman of the Distrct Board, Amraoti, from

1916 to 1994? Yes.

39909* You have handed in for the Commission a note of the evidence

that you wish to give, Is theie anything that you would like to say at this stage

apart from that which you have already written in this note 9 There is nothing in

particular.

29910. I should like to ask you one or fcvo questiois on your note. Is the

quality of the teacher a great difficulty, io your view, in attaining the ideals of rural

education P There is some difficulty*
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2991 1. What are you paying your teachers ? They start from R*. 15 ami risa

to Rs. 60 in ths primary schools.

29912, Do you think that salary U likely to attract the right type of man? -Not
the bottom grades ; the top grades might.

29913* Have you familiarised yourself at all with the system for instructing
teachers ? To some extent.

29914. Are you satisfied with thcne Except m the maf t f
!i of this particular

agricultural bias thit I wint the te ichors t) hive, T think th m >thod in normal
schools for instructing teacheis is pretty

29915. Conducting nature study is tv>l a very easy thin* for a mnn to do, is it ?

No he must have a reil grasp of the matter himself

29916. And he ma-it also know how to present thit nutte- to young clnl Iren ?

Yes, and alter tlvU the mm must hive facilities to impart education in the school.

Nnture study should not be done in the school-room is it is d jne ,it present in many
schools. It should really be d>>no otitsido in the open.

29917 Hive y m any ccporisnce of adult education ? Not much

29918. So tha* jou are speak? n f hate in very general torms ? Yos.

29919. Have there been any experiments in the districts with which you are

familiar? Not in the district fro-n which I have conie, but I have seen experiments
carried on at Nagpur.

29920. Would you describe them very shortly
9 A man named Mr M.ind'y

who has received his training in An. erica, has deve.opeH a system of adult edn ation

and I have seen h*s experiments for a long time. Hi* gave a demonstration to us at

Amraoti in which h was ab'e to n ake three men from the :tre;t ca'rh the lettrrs and

to read within one hour, riis is A special syst*m ,
h f tries to attiact the mind of

adults on pirticular letter*. For instance th M uathi word for giass 11 put down in

the vernacul ir and he shows a bundle of ^rass in a picture and isks the tdalt to

remember the bundle, and he then carries the mind of that ivan through seveial lints

in which this word 11 repeated and in that way he asks the man to remember tht the

first word is gha at d the second woid sa and so on,anJ tint i- how the man is able

to pick it up

29921. Well, that was an exper mcnt in method. Now whit happened in

practice? We-ie the public anxious to avail themselves of this opportunity P Yes,

they would be.

29922. Were they in fact given an oppoitun'ty in this particular case cf

undergoing .1 cour.e No.

2992v That was ically a demonstration of meth> ? Yes, they tried that

experiment in the Civil Jail heie at Nagpur arul the Horn 5 Member of the Central
Provinces Goveinmcnt has given a very good C'rtificate about its success,

29924. Noxv, i.i answer to Question 5 in the Questionnaire on Finance, you say
that for long-term K-ans, land mortgage barks should be started? One or "the
difficulties m this Province is the fact that so many cultivators aro on occupancy
holdings and have therefore nothing to moitgage? That is the case in the Cenfnl
Provinces, but I am soeakinEf of Herat only.

29925. Are there not occupincy h riling* in BenrP \'o, all lyo'wari holdings.

2992$. All the cultivators in Berar have something to mortgage P Y^b.

29927. And you suggest 'that the Indian Trust Ace should be so altered >s to

include that type of ssecuruy ? Then you su4gest thit the Imperial Bank Act should

be amended to permit thit bank to p >t money iu these fiebentures P Do you happen
to know whether ther- is any cnthusiism for this proposal in the minds of the

Directors of that hank ? -Yes.

29928. Do you think they are eager to invest their funds in loans on mortgage P

Yes.
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2p9
29- How do you know that this Is the case? In fact our Institute and

some banks in Berar have actually made proposals to Government and have put
forward a scheme ; they are only watting for Government to give the necessary
facilities to the Imperial Bank to have the power to float our debentures and get this

money.

29930. Does the Imperial Bank at the moment lend money to co-operative
banks? -It was told to, but there was some difficulty about that. The Imperial
Bank tells us that thev have this difficulty that they cannot lend money on the security
of co-operative oaper or even on the security <>t land mortgages That was the

difficulty which the Governors of the banks who attended the Registrars' Conference
at Bombay brought to our notice.

2Q93 1 Is it withm your knowledge thit there is now b tare the Assembly a

proposal to amend the Act in the direction which you suggest P I have simply heard
of it.

29932. On page 243 in your answer ti Qiestion 6, Agricultural In lebte'lne-ss, you
suggest 'the forma'ion of village binks and the exempting of these banks from the

Indian Ompanies Act when their capital does not exceed Ri. 25,000? What
exactly had you in mind when you mate thit suggestion ? What functions do you

suggest that these banks should carry out P Outside the co-operative societies,

agriculturists do not get money on easy tfctms The ratt thit is charged in Berar

and part of the Bombay Presidency is usually a per cent My idea is that it they can

collect the capital which the lorai people vnll be able to subscribe, and form a

company like a bank, they will be ib'e to lend rmney t > agriculturist* who are not

members of tne co-operative societies at a much cheaper r.itc

799^3. Youi suggestion is that the capital of thesis village banks should be derived

from public subscription in the villags is th it the idea Yes, or from round about

the village.

29334. But you are going outside the ordinary Compinies Act 9 Yoa are going
to bugpest exempting them fro n the virioas obligations ind restrictions imposed by
that Art? -Yes

29935. What particular advantage are you seeking to give them by that exemp-
tion P These people living in tural areas are frightened by the provisions of the

Companies Art, for instance, the liability to submit returns on due dates, they think

this is too much for them to agree to ind to actuilly carry out in practice

29936. Do you not think Thit the Co-opera
1 ive Acts were designed to meet those

difficulties ?~Yes, but the difficulty in co-operative hanks is this that we da not
finance individuals. We advance money to soci *t*es and the societies are supposed
to advance to individuals '

29937. Is there any leason why the cultivators should not deposit havings in the
local societies? We are trying to induce them to do so. I suppose rural people
will be able to gn t money more quickly and more cheaply

'

y this experiment.

Do you not think there is any danger of slack management? I do not
think i>o.

3 11030. There is one point I wou'd like you to clear up. On page 244, in your
answer to the same question, you mention the Hindu law of damdopatt by wh'ch
a creditor is not allowed to iccover more as interest thai the amount of the principal,
and on page 24^ you say th it this sh >uld be made applicable to all persons and in all

cases At the moment that law applies when both parties are Hindus ? No, when
the debtor is a Hindu. It is only in the Bombay Presidency and Berar that this rule

of damdopat applies.

29940. You suggest this selective quality should bn removed altogether ? Yes.

29941. You talk abmt the law. What is the position exactly? Is it a
law? We call it a law because i: is part of the Hindu Law which is a personal law
based on custom.

99942. And the courts pay attention to it P Yes, as a matter of personal law if

is recognised.
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39943- Assuming ft was gene rally agreed that it would be well to remove tl

inequalities at present existing,
how would you give effect to that proposal P If a

Act were passed in the Legislative Assembly restricting the power of the individu;
to enforce a particular rate of interest then the creditor, when he wants to recovc
his money, will be forced to go to the court within a stipulated time. The credito

according to the rule of damdopat, must do so within a certain time.

20944. So you suggest the passing of a general -Act to make the conditions c

damdopat generally applicable P Yes.

29945. Your answer to section 7 of Question 6, where you talk about the reckles

cultivation of fields on leases appears to me to contain three separate ideas, whic
are associated in youi one answer. There is the question of the reckless cultlvatto

of fields, and there is the question of the desire to cultivate the lands of othes rathei

than to do service, 1 suppose, as labourers: Is that the idea? Yes.

29946. Then you refer to the fact that crops do not always come up to expects
tions, and much of latter day indebtedness >s due to this reckless leasing of Ian Js ?-

The situation in Berar is this. From 1918 to 1924 cotton was selling at the enormou

price cf from Ks, 100 to Rs, 150 per khandt. Naturally all the people thought tha

agricultural leases would be influenced by these prices and ordinary cultivators wh<
wanted to take land on lease used to offer more lease money on the expectation tha
the high price of cotton would continue, but on account of the general settlemen
of the woild, and for other reasons, cotton prices have gone down, and the ramfal'

his not been satisfactory and crops have failed. What with that and with the rate 1

goinij down, they find they are not able to pay their rents.

29947. Perhaps a better heading would have been 'reckless leasing for thi

purpose of cultivation
'

? Yes. I think so

29948. To go back to my question of a minute or two ago as to the Impena
Bank Act and the limitation imposed on the bank in the matter of lending tc

co-operative societies, is it within your knowledge that the Imperial Bank is at present

giving cash credits to the Provincial Co-operative Bank in Bombay and also to

District Central Hanks in Madras? Yes, I know that the Amraoti Central Bank has

got a cash credit to the extent of 2 lakhs of rupees, but that is more on the security

of Government paper that these banks hold,

29940, You are talking about subsidiary industries in answer to Question 17,

section (), and you su -gest various spare-time occupations such as rope-making,
basket-weaving, tailoring and so on. Do you think there is any caste prejudice against
some of these spare-time occupations? -Not against those I have mentioned.

29950. You do not think there is any prejudice against rope-making? None.

As a matter of fact some better-class people, who har e an idea of making money
during their spare-time, do this work even to-day.

29951. Chicken farming is in a lather different position ?- Yes. That would
not be liked by Hindus.

29952. How many Co-operative Institutes are there at the moment P There are

at present two Divisional Institutes, one for Berar and another for the northern districts.

There is also a common institute which is called the Central Provinces and Berar

Federation, That serves the Central Provinces proper and Berar.

The Board that you suggest should be set up to advise the Minister should

consist of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, the Director of Agriculture and
two representatives, one from each Co-operative Institute, a representative of the

Central Provinces Federation, a representative of the Provincial I ank, a representative
of the Central Banks in Berar and a representative of all Centra! Banks in the Central

Provinces. Do you think that would be a feasible proposal ? Do you see any difficulty

in these several persons meeting and getting together ? I do not think so. In fart,

a Co-operative Con.miitee of this type was attempted while the Hon'ble Sir

S. M. Chitnavis was the Minister in charge of this department

29954* On page 247 in your answer to the same Question 22 (a) (i), you say that

it is desirable that Central Banks should be given the power of recommending

suspensions ao4 remissions of land revenue on the hres laid down by Government
Do you think it is a wise thing to give to bodies who have no responsibility for the
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collection of revenue the right of recommending remission ? The point in my mind
was that these co-operative banks rome in contact with the people in villages every
day, and thus they get a more correct id*a of the r^al state of the people j and they
are not influenced by the same executive opinions as the Revenue authorities.

29955- On the other hand, they are not stimulated by the same financial demands,
are they P One might say that, of course.

29956. On page 247 in your answer to Question 22 (a) (ii), you say that the
Berar Co-operative Institute 6nds it difficult to differentiate between paying and
non-paying societies and works equally for all. What dj you mean by that? The
situation is this. We expected every village society would voluntarily affiliate itself

to the Institute, but we find in actual practice that out of 700 sociefes in Berar only
300 have enrolled and 400 are standing out. They think they do not st=*nd to gain
much, because the ordinary villager looks to an immediate gain rather than a distnnt

profit. As, however, the Institute wants to spread education and propaganda, it works
for all societies, whether they are affiliated or not.

29957. You mean between the affiliated and non-affiliated
;
that is the point ?

Yes

29958. Then you make the very sound suggestion thit the primary
societies should hold meetings and say that if they can be taught to hold meetings and

you take an annual stock of the pecuniary condition of the society as a whole and the

economic betterment of every individual they would soon learn to imbibe the lesson of

thrift and self-reliance How many of the primary societies \vith which you are

familiar do in fact hold annual meetings ? At present very few hold annual meetings
of the type I have in mind, The whole idea is that we must ^et them to hold annual

meetings for the purposes of examining the condition of each individual member.

29959. So they run from one year's end to the next without any meetings
at all ? Without general meetings. There are meetings of village societies when they
have to apply for a loan, and they pass resolutions that they are prepared to advise the

Central Bank to give a loan.

29960. Has that to be approved by a general meeting ? Not necessarily.

29961. Do you know any societies that have never had a general meeting ? No*
Every society has a general meeting once a year, but not of the kind I am suggesting.

39962. It has one meeting a year ? Yes, to pass its accounts.

39963 Are they well attended as a general rule? I think they are fairly well

attended.

29964. MrsCalverti What do you mean by "fairly"? I mean about 60 per
cent of the members.

29965. The Chairman : On page 248, in your answer to Question 22 (b) (i), you say
it is necessaiy to amend the Berar Land Revenue Code in such a way as to make sums
due by members of co-operative societies under award recoverable as arrears of land

revenue, and then over the page in paragraph (6) you say that in the Central Provinces

and Berar, but more in the Central Provinces, it is necessary to amend the Insolvency
Law in such a way as to make the dues of a society recoverable as a second charge
after Government revenue, which is declared*' to be a first charge. Is there any
material difference between the two proposals ? There is. The fust is to amend the

Berar Land Revenue Code, which is a provincial measure. The other is to amend the

Insolvency Law, which is an All- India measure. This question was brought up in the

All-India Registrars* Conference and was negatived, but the feeling is very strong
indeed in the Central Provinces that the Insolvency I aw ought to be amended. The
Central Provinces and United l rovinces members actually moved a resolution about
it in the All-India Registrars' Conference, but the conference did not give its weight to

that opinion, and the proposal was vetoed.

I aee that your first proposal applies only to the Berar Land Revenue Code,

29966. Would you explain what exactly you mean by your answer to our

Question 22 (b) (*")
n page 249,, paragraph (12) P The proposal is to authorise Central

Banks to use Ueir money for purposes of financing purchase of cotton by big firms,
In Berar what happens is that a firm like Ralli Bros, or the Japanese firms have got
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their outlying agencies in small towns, where there are no branches of the Imperial
Bank to give over cash on the day that it is required, For instance, at a place called

Telhara, 28 mile* away fram Alcola, there is no branch of the Imperial Bank. Money
is required to be paid to the cultivators when these agents buy cotton. These agents
have money in the shape of a draft on the Imperial Bank at Akola; but somebody is
wanted to supply cash in way-side places. The Central Bank at Akola will be able to
utilise its money for a short time for the purpose, and there is no danger because the

money is covered by the draft on the Imperial Bank.

39967. Do you find that these Central Banks hold a good deal of cash ? In

those months they do.

29968. Why do you prefer platform scales to beam scales P Many of the frauds
that we hear of are due to the use of beam scales. The beam scale has ot two pans,
one for the load and the other for the weight ;

the carts have to be weighed by several

loads and when a quantity is weighed it is dumped in i heap of cotton. The weigher
on behalf of the buyer or agent of the particular cotton grower goes on -calling weight
after weight in vernacular numbers, and very often the complaint is thit they take

jumps, that is to say from 21 they jump at once to 30 and so on. If a platform scale

is used, there is no necessity of counting, because the whole of the cdrt can be

weighed at once,

29969. Do you mean to say that they are a little optimistic in their addition P Is

that it P Yes.

29970 I suppose the platform scale is much harder to tamper with than
a beam scale? Yes, that is also true. My suggestion is that the cotton
market committees should have control of these platform scales, because it is just

possible that gains by dishonesty may induce people to tamper with the springs
below

;
if the cotton market committee has control over it, there would be very little

chance of that being done.

25971. In dealing with these selling societies, you say:
"
Facilities should be

provided in these shops for advances of cash against goods up to a settled maximum,
so as to prevent a needy farmer suffering by having to sell in a falling market J)

. Is it

your suggestion there that the farmer should hold in his house or that the society
should hold in its godown ? The society should hold in its godown,

29972. At present they have got no storage at all ? No.

29973. They would have to pay for it P Yes.

29974. You suggest that these shops must further be able to provide facilities

for having cotton ginned before it is sold, as sometimes the prices offered for ginned
cotton are proportionately greater than for unginned cotton ? Ye*

;
that is what has

been found to be profitable in the Bombay Presidency.

29975. Would not the cost of providing storage and a ginning plant mean a
considerable increase in the capital requirements? It would afford the agriculturist at
least Rs. 10 more per cart.

29976. But, as far as their capital requirements go, it would seriously increase
them ? They would be required to pay both the godown charge and the ginning
charge ? 1 he godown charge would be extra, but the ginning charge would be nit

because the ordinary purchaser has got to gin it.

29977. They would have to build storage accommodation and also to build

a factory and set up a ginning machine P It is possible, in Berar, to get factories on
the leasehold system ; many are working like that. You get a factory for a season by
paying so many rupees. It is not necessary for a co-operative society or a shop to
build a factory for itself in the early years of its existence,

29978. What do you think of the proposal that the society should act as merchant
should buy the cultivator's crop, should make the best of the marketing that they can

and should then divide the profits according to the amount of cotton which each

cultivator has handed in ? The trade in cotton is very risky j
it depends *on the

Bombay rate, which is influenced by Lancashire.

29979. Let us see where your own suggestion leads you. You are going to have
a large godown P A fairly large one.
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29980. And your members' cotton is going to be, some of it at the back, some
near the entrance, some of it underneath the heap; who is going to decide which
member's cotton is going to be sold? The system that I have seen working in the

southern part of the Bombay Presidency is that when the cotton arrives and the market
is dull, the society decides upon its quality and its value according to the prices

prevailing on that day. Then a ticket is issued to the man to say that he holds so

much cotton of such and such a quality. The cotton is stored in different heaps of

different quality arid sold in heaps of different qualities. The cotton is thu^ graded and
when it is sold the man gets the benefit of it. In this operation of gracing) an officer of

the Agricultural Department assists,

29581. So that the man is really paid by an anangement which gives him the

equivalent of the value of his own cotton on the day that the sale is supposed to be

effected, but in fact it is not his own cotton that is sold on that day? Cotton of the

same grade is lumped together and 83ld
;
he gets the advantage of a rising market, he

need not rush his bargain through.

29982. Is much misunderstanding and bitterness apparent when, owing to some

unexpected fall in the market, the cultivator does not get as good a price as he

expected? There is grumbling, naturally. They say that they have to pay the land

revenue or meet the pressing demands of a sowcar or moneylender, and they have to

sell at a disadvantage.

29983. Are these societies carrying on grading at the moment ? -They are not.

29984. You suggest they should ? Yes.

29985. What do you say about the management of the Central Banks, in your
experience, are you satisfied with it P I am.

29986. You think it is good ? Yes.

299^7, Who represents the cultivators on the bankPThe rultivatois are all

shareholders in the bank, and in the annual meeting they have got a direct vote on the

working body or the managing committee. Th^y elect the Directors, and the Chair-

man is elected by the whole body. All the member a of co-operative primary societies

are shnreholders, and each one of them has gjt a vote. They assemlle in large
numbers at the time of the meeting.

29988. The Commission has been given to understand that the individual appli-
cants for loans, members of co-operative primary societies, have their applications
examined not by their own primary society but by the Central Banks. What informa-
tion is before the directorate of the Cential Bank in examining particular applications ?

In Berar the application is not examined by the Central Bank at all
;

it U merely
scrutinised by them afterwards. The proposil is. initiate i by the society itself as a

whole.

case
29989. So that, in Berar, primary societies show much more vigour than is the

.. with many societies in the Central Provinces P -Yes In fact it is our endeavour
to :>ee that they do it to perfection.

39990. Are you satisfied with the w^y in which they carry it out? I am not

absolutely satisfied, but I am not pessimistic on that point; they are doing fairly
well

29991. Are they improving ?- They are improving.

29992. Have you any suggestions to make, other than those set d>wn in your
notej for improving the machinery of the co-operative movement either in Berar or
the Central Provinces ? No

;
I have tried to go into details in my n Jte,

29993- Are you satisfied with the rate of interest which cultivatois pay in obtain-

ing their loans ? Considering the market rate of interest, I think, there is every
leason to be satisfied.

29994. Do you think there might be any danger in fact in offering extremely
cheap credit to the cultivators ? Cheap credit without proper supervision is of course

dangerous; the whole structure of the co-operative movement is to see that that

Supervision is applied directly when the loan is asked for.

29995. Do you think that more agricultural propaganda and demonstration might
be carried out through the agency of the co-operative societies P I do.
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29996- Do you think that the crop organisations would be willing to undertake
that work P They would be, and I hope the Agricultural Department will co-operate ;

I haTe no reason to think that the Agricultural Department is unwilling to co*

operate.

29997. Do you think that the co-operative movement might well join the attempt
to consolidate unduly fragmented holdings? Yes.

29998. That is a work which you would like to see the co operative movement
undertake P That question does not arise in Berar.

29999. Are you familiar with the conditions in the Central Provinces ? Not
much.

30000. Do you look forward to the day whan spare-time occupations may be

organised on a co-operative basis P - I do,

30001 How about the educative function of co-operation in Berar ? Ar< you
making any sustained attempt to educate individual members of primary
societies in the principles of co-operation P We hive been doing it intensively for the

past year.

30002. Is it showing go->d results ? Yea.

30003. Do you like the principle that the Central Banks should be, as it were, the

overseers of the whole movement 9 Are you in favour of that ptinciple For the time

being I see no objection to it
;

if a better agency ould be thought of, it would

certainly be desirable That is why we are starting institutes which have not got the

financial side of the movement to look to.

30004. Do you think there are many cises in which individual members of
credit societies borrow ostensibly for productive purposes, but in fact apply the loan
to non-productive purposes ? There are occasional instances like that, but I should not

say that there are very many.

30005. Are there many cases where an individuul member of a society is turned
out for practices of that sort ? I have not come across any instance of that kind,

30006. You have never known* of a society turning a member out ? No.

30007. Have you ever known of any society turning out an individual member
for any offence ? 1 have not come across any such instance.

30008. You told us at the beginning of your examination that you were Vice-

Chairman of the District Board at Amraoti from 1916 to 19^4. Is the District B ard

allowed by its rules to apply an^ of its funds to assist the co-operative movement P

No.

30009. Do you think that is sound P Looking to the activities that the District
Boards in Berar are called upjn to discharge, I do not think they have got much funds
left to assist the co-opetative movement directly. They might occasionally giv* help
which does not involve any expenditure, for instance, the use of their teachers as
account writers and as supervisors of primary societies.

30010. When you were Vice-Chairman of the Board, was the Board sufficiently
in funds to discharge its various responsibilities P Leaving out communications,
I think the Board was fairly in funds for discharging their other responsibilities.

3001 1. You could not manage the roads? No, we could not manage the roads
to my satisfaction for want of funds.

30012. Have the roads deteriorated since they have been placed in charge of
District Boards ? In some places they have; but I should not say that the transference
of roads to the District Councils has resulted in any deterioration as such,

30013. The Raja of Parlakimedi s You say some of the roads in Berar are not

maintained in the same condition as they were before th District Councils took them
over for lack of funds. Cannot the District Council levy a special cess for the main*

tenance of their roads P They can
;
but the difficulty is taxation which is always un*

pleasant to anybody and when the Provincial Government itself is unwilling to do it,

how can you ask the local bodies to do it P They are unwilling to do it,
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are ;
I firmly believe that if wt improve all the roads we will increase the wealth of

the agriculturists by at least 25 per cent j but the difficulty is to find the money.

30015. The Chairmani For the capital charge or for maintenance ? For the

capital charge ;
the interest charges can perhaps be met.

30016. The Raja of Parlahmedii You mention that it is difficult to find labour
for the maintenance of these roads ? Ye*, in some tracts.

30017. You suggest there should be a law to enforce supply of labour ? What
I really mean is this The village people should have a gaod r ad at any cost, A big
man should pay down the money necessary t3 pay for the labour, or if he is not a big
man he should exert himself on the road. What we find is that generally the main
roada running by the village are in good condition, but the approaches for a mile or a
mile and a half from the main road are in very bad condition

;
there are pits and other

things an'i when there are floods the whole traffic is held up.

30018. Supply of labour by enactment of law would not be popular you think ?

It would not be; but vaccination was also not popular.

30019* Such a thing has been trie! in certain parts of India where it was im-

possible to get labour, When it was laid down that so many hands mu^t be supplied
from each village it was very much criticised in the Legislative Council P We have
also got to educate the members of the Council in that respect,

30020. Sir James* MacKenna . At the foot of page 246 in answer to Ques-
tion 22 (a) you suggest :

'*
It is for Government to see that money is made

available for agriculture when it is not wanted for conim -rce and this can be

accomplished by enabling the Imperial Banks to pla^e their money at the disposal
of co-operative societies or by starting an All- India Co-opt rative Sr.ate Apex Bank ".

Then you say :
" An attempt made in this Province in this dire -tion failed because it

demanded too l^rge a price from the Central Bank and societies ". Could you amplify
that a little? I would 1-ke to know so i e^hing about that attempt

p The latter part
of that answer refers to the crisis that arose in the Central Provinces in 1930 [and

Government came to the relief of the co-operative societies and gave 20 lakhs of

rupees, 17 lakhs to be given to agriculturists or memjbers of co-operative societies as

loans, and 3 lakhs to serve as fluid resources for the benefit of depositors. The
terms imposed were that the Registrar of Co operafiv* Societies should determine,
and he should be the sole authority for the purpose of determining to which of the

societies these loans should be given ;
it was also suggested that all banks which got

loans by these means should first exert themselves to collect money and apply it

towards the repayment of this, irrespective of the obligations of the Central Bank in

other respects; it was further suggested that the Re ,i^trar should be given special

powers to remove Directors, etc. The non-official element, which is the chief element

m the Central Provinces and Berar in the co-operative movement, naturally felt that

this was a criticis n of theT work.

30021. That was what you meant by saying that the Government demanded too

large a price ? It Was n^t the supervision that was resented but the way in which the

who'e thing was attempted to be done, There was no objection to the supervision
of the Registrar in general, as required by the Act, but the special supervision and
the special powers and conditions that they wanted to lay down were considered

not to be proper for the non-official people to work under,

30022. They resented the conditions imposed P Yes.

30023. Prof. Ganguleei W hen was the Co-opeiative Institute in Berar started P

And you have been the President since then? At the end of 1922 ; Yes,

30024. Have you an institution undertaking any survey of the extent of rural

indebtedness in Berar ? I ha\e been trying to go round and visit the village societies

and take survey of the economic condition of the societies as a whole,

30025. Into how many cases have you investigated so far? I have investigated
into the cases of 902 members comprising 35 villages and 57 societies.

30026* Did you do that work on behalf of the Institute or in your individual

capacity P Aa President of the Institute I did that.
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30027. Do you think that the indebtedness is increasing f I should think it if

increasing.

30028. Could you give us an idea of the burden of the total debt per acre on an

average? My suivey of these village societies so far leads me to the conclusion
that for every rupee borrowed from the co-operat.ve society, that is, from the Central
Bank, the agriculturist is indebted to the outside creditor to the extent of one rupee
That is, the outside indebtedness is equal to the indebtedness of the Co-operative
Centtal Banks. At present the average indebtedness of a member in Ber&r is R*. 600
and if you add another Rs, 6co to it as indebtedness due to outsule creditors, it means
that every mem bet on an average ih indebted to the extent of Rs 1,200. ^ow the

average holding .n Berar is 20 acres and that means there is an average indebtedness
of Rs. 60 per acre,

30029. That is n ore th?.n what Mr. Darling found in the Punjab P I think
Mr. Darl.ng worked out the figures for the Provirce as a whole; my figures are fcr
the co-operative sc cieties only.

30030. Wht 5s the price cf land here per acre? It \aries from Rs. 100 to

Rs. 400 ;
it depends upon ihe quality of the land and its proximity to the village.

30031 The Raja of Pnrlakimedi : The maximum price is Rs. 400? Yes>

Occasionally garden land might go up to even Rs 500 an acre,

30032. Thzt is for first class !and, I suppose P Yes, 1 am speaking of the prices
of this year and tast year. Of course prices are showing a tendency to dr >p.

30033. Prof. Ganguleei This investigation of yours was done in detail

1 suppose. Could you tell us what is the proportion of the debt to the assets of the

family, on an average, in the cases you have investigated P 1 have tried to do that.

I tackle 1 that problem by finding out in how many years an agriculturist with 20 acres
will be able to repay without selling his estate, and I found that the majority of

members would be able to pay all their debts in from seven tx> ten years, provided they
were induj>tiious enough and provided they laid by at least Ks. 8 per acre per annum.

300?<|. Is it >our contention that co-operative credit societies are reducing the
indebtedness of the village ? A good many members are trying to do that. But there
are black sheep every vvhfie and these black sheep take some time to improve.

3OO35 But Berar is rather a prosperous tract P I should think so.

30036 Is it your impiession that within the last ten years the debt of the Berar

peasantry has increased faster than that in the Central Provinces? It has sligh ly
increaced because the people have been adopting a higher standard of life. I hey tried

to have more comforts than their permanent income would allow.

30037. It proves, as Mr. Darling says, that debt follows credit ? In a way
you might say that

,
but the increased indebtedness would not mean that the condition

of the agriculturist is in any sense deplorable. What we have to see is the repaying
capacity of the man.

30018. Have you been to the Punjab P Yes, but only to the central Punjab and

Lyallpur district,

30039. How is the movement theie compared with that in Berar ? -It is superior,
and we have profited by the example of the Punjab; that is why I say that tin-

Co-operative Department and the Government shcuM hel^ the non-officials and the

societies by going round and seeing what other people are in a position to do.

30040. In answer to Question 5 (a), you suggest that all the resolutions adopted
in the Conference of Registrars of Co-operative Societies held in Bombay in January
1926 should be given effect to. Did you attend the Conference yourself ? Yes,

30041. Did you approve of all the resolutions adopted by that Conference?
Yes

j
I think fhey were adopted after mature deliberation.

30042. With regard to the thrift societies
^Jiat you propose to establish, have the

co-operative societies in Berar, speaking generally, promoted thrift P A good many
members have learnt the lesson of thritt j but thrift is a virtue by itself and is a

very difficult ihing to practiset What I specially want by starting these societies is
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to enlist the sympathy of the women folk in the movement. Mr, Calvert will tell you
that in a village in the Punjab all the members rf the society are women and, from the

scavenger woman to the Jady in charge of the dispensary, all are members,

30043. Has any beginning- been made in that direction in Berar? We are

beginning now,

^0044. How many societies have been formed ? We are jus* beginning ;
we had

a ladies' conference in Akola an I one of the resolutions they adopted was to start

these thrift societies, consisting entirely of ladies and managed entirely by them.

^0045, About this enforcement of the law of damdopat, did you not think that

the Mahommedans would oppose such an Act ? What I henrd wa-> that a measure of

this nature was introduced in the Legislative Assembly by a Mahommedan gentleman
some *ime ago, Some Mahommedans might be opposed to it, but a good Mahom-
medan in the sense of a Mahommedan who stands by his religion ought not to

oppose it.

30046. What is your opinion of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act ? The
Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act was an unnatural measure from the economic point

of view, and it failed in its purpose If you have had the advantage of reading'the report

of the Committee which sat, consisting of a member from the High Court Bench and

others from Bombay, you Will know that they have declared that the object of the Act

has bren frustrated in actual practice, and they recommended the repeal of the Act.

It was an attempt to legislate on a matter which it is very difficult to deal with by

legislation. The methods of moneylenders are very complicated; it could not succeed.

%
**O -47. It will not function under normal conditions? No.

30048. What is your opinion of the Usurious Loans Act P In actual practice it is

very difficult to operate ;
it postulates proof of undue influence by the debtor to the

satisf ctijn of the court. Undue influence, like fraud, is often very difficult of pioof,

Although in a particular rase one feels inclined to think that undue influence has been

practised, a civil court finds %?eat difficulty going on mere moral proof. When undue

influence is alleged) the Judge has to decide on the evidence before him and the great

difficulty in seeking the protection of the Usurious Loans Act, fiorn the point of view

of the debtor, is in regard to proof. I do n^t know how far public opinion will

support me in this, but I think legislation making the law of damdopat of universal

application would be better th<n the Usurious Loans Act.

30049. Can you tell us more about your activities with refetencc to the training

of subordinate officers in the co-operative movement
;
what procedme do you fellow in

tiaining these men ? The procedure we follow in the Institute is based on the I unjab

model. When I visited the Punjab I found there a le.tihr system of training these men,
and retraining them from time to time on the vatic us aspects of their work. We
are maintaining classes in the Institute

;
we bring together people of various grades

and mental calibre in different groups and hold classes for them
,
for instance, the

account writer -i are put together in a separate class, The rural directors of banks are

assembled together and are taught the elementary principles that they have to keep in

mind when they visit societies. The members of the societies are assembled toge:her

it. a different class. There is a class for the officers of the Centra' Banks, and we even

had a class fur the Government Auditors which was assisted by the Co-operative

Department and run by the Institute.

30050. Do revenue officers attend classes? No.

30051, Do Patels^ pitwaris and such officers attend classes? No. If they

happen to be members of co-operative societies, for instance, as headmen of the

society, they come in that capacity, but not as patels and patwaris.

30052, Have you translated any book on co-operatson into the vernacular of the

Province P There are a number. Marathi is the vernacular language of that part of

the country from which I come, and in rhat language the Act, the rules, and the

principles of co-operation have been published in various forms in small pamphlets

which we issue from time to tims* We get them real
;
one of

pur great points is

that we issue a monthly magazine in which we deal with various aspects of the

the movement shich arise ; we deal with these matters in small notes and we s;e that

those notes are read, or at any rale, explained by some member of the society,
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36053* There has been a good deal of discussion as to the assistance that can be

g6t from non-officials. Would you agree that the non -official assistance hitherto given
has been rather spasmodic in character? I think that is rather a strong word to use ;

of course, it is not as constant as the work of a whole-time paid man would be, but
I should not call it spasmodic.

30054. Has it been lacking in certainty ?~-Yes, that is so. But, whatever the

reasons may be, however silly those reasons may be, non-official advice is more likely
to be listened to, and therefore non-official advice is valuable.

30055. Do you know of any non-official organisation as a corpoiate body helping
the co-operative movement, such as the Servants of India Society in Bombay ? There
is none in the Central Provinces.

30056. Have you any suggestion to make where by this co-operative movement
could be made more attractive to the non-officials ? The only suggestion I should
like to put forward is this. I have my own ideas on the point, and I have always
advised the Central Banks to separate their finance activities from their educational

and propaganda activities; the financial activities require constant attention, and

naturally the managing board or the working committee are keen to see that money
that is advanced is safe and is called in at the proper time

; they have no time left to

devote to education and propaganda. I am trying to advise members to set up
education committees on which men could sit irrespective of whether they held a
sufficient number of shares to enable them to become directors. Economics graduates
hate been coming into prominence in the movement lately, a'id if they were asked
to go out into the villages and take an interest in the movement, I think they
would do so.

30057. Do you think college students are tiking an interest in the movement P

Yes, they are. Students from the Km * Edward College at Amraoti have assisted us in

going out to villages and teaching the village people the advantages of thrift and of

co-operative societies.

30058. You are all the time talking of the Berar co-operative societies ? Yes

30058-a. Have you any experience of the co-operative societies in the Central

Provinces? I have seen some of them, but I should not like to commit myself on a

matter about which I do not know very much.

30059. You say your societies touch the lower strata of small agriculturists ?

Yes.

30060. Is that your experience in Berar ? Yes. Of the 902 members that I saw
I found that 400 were persons whose holdings were from i acre to 15 acres. I call

them small holdings , they are really uneconomic holdings. I find there were 186
members whose holdings ranged from 16 to 30 acres. I call a holding of from

31 to 50 acres a large holding ,
it is no 1

"

really a large holding, but it is large from the

point of view of the people in Berar. I found there were 60 members whose holdings
were between 51 and 100 acres. I found 33 members whose holdings were over
100 acres. 1 found 137 members who had no holding at all and yet were members of

co-operative societies Dimply because they were regarded as good people who could be
trusted with an advance of money in view of their exertions, and character.

30061. In the Berar societies what is the method of recruiting Circle Auditors?
There is no special method in Berar

j
the department is one for the Central Prov-

inces and Berar.

30063. What type of people are they ? They are recruited in the same way
as all Government officers } there is no special qualification. Injthe Punjab special

qualifications are put down. Mi. Calvert explained it to me when I was there. If

the Central Provinces and Berar follow the same system, earlier and better results

will be obtained.

30063. Mr. Caliert : In dealing with education, you say there is a general dis*
'

inclination amongst teachers to do field work
; you further say that you have not got

teachers Who can or will teach agriculture; and further you say that teachers feel no

interest in nature study, L)o you not think those three points are arguments in

favour of drawing teachers from the rural classes ?~Yes.
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30064. And yet you are not convinced by youf ovVn arguments f I would not

insist on teachers being drawn from the rural classes, because there Are other

diifficulties. A teacher drawn from the agricultural class hts not the same cultural

education as a teacher drawn from better class people ;
if an agriculturist who comes

from the bottom strata of society is called upon to teach languages^ his system of

teaching Marathi, for instance', will be far less efficient than that of a teacher from a higher
strata of society. 1 should not insist on the teachers being drawn from the agricul-
tural classes, though 1 should like teachers to attend classes for six months to get
the necessary qualifications to te&ch the rudiments of agricultural practice.

30055, Which do you think would be better in order to give a rural bias to

education, to train teachers or to get teachers from the agricultural classes ? Of course
a man bred up in a village will be able to do it much better, but the difficulty ts to

find out the right man to serve both purposes.

30066. Among the causes of borrowing, would you put the willingness of the

moneylender to lend ? -In a way I would
; the .willingness ol the moneylender is some-

times a cause of indebtedness, but I should not regard it as a very great factor either
in the existence of indebtedness or in the increase of it.

30067. But the moneylender is often willing to lend money on ordinary book
credit without security? I do not find that in Berar

;
\n fact, in view of the insolv-

ency law I have told people that they should not advance money on no Security.

30008. I do not quite understand why a strong supporter of co-operation like-

yourself should advocate a nOnco-operative village bank 9 I am speaking of the

agriculturist in general ;
we a**e not willing to force co-operation on people who are not

prepared to acceptthe benefit of co-operation, and I think if we can make a provision
of that kind, it may be possible for us to meet the needs of agriculturists, because many
people are unwilling to acctept the unlimited liability principle which is the basis of

all our co-operative societies in Berar
;
there are people who stand out because they do

not want to accept the principle Of unlimited liability to which they are subject when
they become members of a co-operative society,

30069. How would you have limited liability without the Companies Act?
I would merely try to do away with certain restrictions of the Indian Companies Act; I

do not desire to abolish tne Act as a whole. There are certain restrictions on banking
companies, and I should like those principles to be slightly modified.

30070. They are very slight ? Not in actual practice; we find people do not

want to
stagj

bank*.

30071. The Companies Act is designed to facilitate the formation of companies ?

It is, but with regard to banking there are certain restrictions
;

the Act was amended
after the banking failures of 1913: the Government of India became overcautious

in that matter.

30072* But your village banks would have to be audited P Yes.

30073. They would have to keep accounts? Yes.

30074* They would have to publish a list of members ? Yes.

30075- Would it be a body corporate ? Yes, it would be a body corporate*
otherwise it would not be able to sue, and it would have to institute suits.

30076* And you would have to have provisions for liquidation ? Yes.

30077. So that you would have to have the main provisions of the Companies
Act? Yes, but I am specially referring to the provisions with regard to banking,
which require a certain minimum number of numbers and certain forms of responsi-

bility of directors which are in excess of the requirements of ordinary companies.

30078. The Companies Act Has only two provisions a? regards banks: it require
& six monthly btatement of accounts? In a particular form.

30079* And it requires the names of all managers to be published 5 those are the

only special provisions relating to banks in the Companies Act F And there is ft

provision as to the minimum number of members.

30080. Seven ? 1 think for ba&king there have to be twenty.
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30081. You are thinking of section 4 with regard to prohibition of trading? Yc^

30082. That would be the general law of the Ian 1 still, would it not ?~-Yea, it 'm
the general law of the land j I am suggesting that merely as a measure which may b
tried in certain cases.

30083. You suggest fixing a maximum rate of interest; under what penalty would

you enforce that? -The penalty would be that any interest which went beyond 3
percent would not be decreed by a civil court; it would be regarded as a contract
which was void and unenforceable at law.

30084. Among your sources of credit, is there the wandering cattle dealer
j does

he sell cattle on credit ? Occasionally, but not much in Berar.

30085. There is no such system in Berar? No.

30086. Does the village jeweller do pawnbroking? Yes, some of them do.

30087. Would you be in favour of a legislative measure insist ;

ng upon money-
lenders keeping accurate accounts on paged books ? I should have no objection to

that,

30088. And in readable script?-Yes, I have no objection, but as a matter of
fact in Berar they have to do it because they have got to prove it in a court of law.
Readable script may mean Marwari script also which Marwarisi only would be able to
read. But if the iHea is that there should be a common sctipt then I think that there
will be some difficulty about it.

30089. On the question of aibitration, you again suggest an alternative to the

co-operative method. Is that due to lack of faith in co-operative societies ? -No; but
there are no arbitration societies such as you have in the Punjab, My point is that
societies like those should be established and started here. At any rate, an arbitrator
bhould be appointscl by the Registrar to relieve him of the duty ot giving awards,
which duty I am told is increasing very much.

30090. You say that the Registrar should be an Indian. Is that opinion inspired

by the sad memory of your visit to the Punjab ? Mr, Calvert is more Indian than an
Indian himself. He knows the conditions of Indians better than they know them.
When I came back to Berar I told people that Mr. Calvert was a missionary and that

the success of the co-operative movement was due entirely to him. ,

30091. In suggesting that Government shoild assist land rnoitgage banks, is it

your idea that they should guarantee the interest on debentures ? Yes, to a certain
extent at the beginning of the movement.

30092. We have had actually before us two alterantive suggestions: one is that

Government should invest in debentures and the other that they should guarantee
interest on debentures Which do you think would be advu>at>le ? That would vary
from Province to Piovmce. In the Central Provinces and Berar, it would be dffiicult

for Government to raise necessary capital from the sale of debentures locally.

30093. You have no experience as to what the effect would be of a Government

guarantee on debenture? No.

30094. Do I understand that your Ccntr-U Banks or Provincial Banks have found

no difficulty in getting the Imperial Bank to discount their paper ? In fact they are

not willing to do it. We tried' to discount it in the beginning cf the movement but

they felt that they were prevented by law from discounting our paper. What they do

is to take hold of our promissory notch and give money against them. They advance

more on the security of the Government Promissory Notes that we hold. *

30095. You ascribe the weakness of the primary societies in tne Central Provinces

and Berar to the neglect of education Yes.

30096. Do you think that the situation could be much relieved by a system of

education of members. Is this what you are aiming at now ? Yes.

30097. Does your auditor not hold a general meeting of the society after the

annual audit and explain the whole finance to the members P-^I do not think that he

does*

30098. Have you in Berar any societies anrongst village menials of

labourers? Mo.
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30099. Would you like the societies to be permitted to spend up to One-fifth oi

the annual profit for certain necessary objects? We were told yesterday that they

already spend about 40 per cent for an audit and 15 per cent for the Institute, and
another 20 per cent would leave very little for reserve funds ? They pay 15 per cent

of their profits to the Berar Institute.

30100. And a certain amount to the audit fund P I do not think that they pay
anything to the audit fund. In Berar the societies which are members of the I nstitute

are called upon to pay 15 per cent; societies which do their own writing up of accounts

are given back yj per cent. My point is to allow the socie'ies to feel that they have

got
the power over their money for very necessary objects. In villages the difficulty

is that there is no common place for holding: meetings, unless the meetings are held in

the houses oisirpanches or other members. If they cannot rent a house, the Registrar
should allow that. I have spoken to the Registrar myself and I tin nk that he is

favourably inclined in that direction.

30101. I have usually found a tree for this purpose? It is not very easy
usually, to hold a meeting under a tree because in some villages you will not find a

single shady tree except the Acacia Indtca.

30102. After you have put your faith on education for the improvement of

primary societies, you go on to propose that the Land Revenue Code be amended
in order to make the sums due by members recoverable 9- Yes, I have proposed that

as an ad interim measure. I am trying to advocate that merely as an encouragement
to the movement during its infancy.

30103. You will still rely on education for your miin support? Yes.

30104. Have you any recollection of the new Bombay Co-operative Societies
Act? I have casually gone through it.

30105. They have allowed the first c)aim to the landlord and to land revenue.

Subject to those two claims they have given the society the first charge on the assets

of the member. Does that meet your wishes? I think so, u will go a long way
in that direction.

30106. Do you find any difficulty in this Province about your awards being
executed in civil courts. Do civil courts delay proceedings at all? No. The only
difficulty we find in actual practice is that of selling land. The present circular of the

judicial Commissioner lays down that the auctions of these lands are to take place at
certain stated places in a taluka, and that ciicular leaves the discretion to the courts to
have the auction doneat the village, and instances have been brought to my notice where
the selling of land at a p

1 ace different from where it is situated has resulted in some
loss to the member. We are trying to get that circular slightly modified. Beyond
that I do not.think that the civil courts have stood incur way.

30107. Have you really had to auction lands to recover debts? Occasionally.

30108. Mr. Kamat*. In answer to one of the questions you say> I bhould insist
that a teacher should have gone through a course of agricultural education before he
was confirmed in his appointment. Would you insist upon that in the case of all
the trained teachers as well ? I have put it rather too broadly, I think. I would not
insist on it in the case of every teacher, but there may be a selected grade of teacher^
for instance who should be called upon to go through this education and serve On
village schools wherever started.

30109. It would not be quite a feasible propositiop to insist on every teacher
being sent for agricultural training, would it? No

; probably it would be beyond the
competence of the Local Government to do that at present.

30110. Talking about demonstration and propaganda you say, on page 242 in
answer to Question 3 (r),

" That advice given by experts" (1 presume of the Agricultural
Oepartment), "must be demonstrated to he beneficial : But what often happens is tha
the advice to be followed either requires large expenditure or does not give certain results.

Taking works on contracts and doing them cheaply is the surest way of convincing
agriculturists." Would you kindly amplify that P For instance) take the tractor

plough wlrch we are told does the work more economically. What we want the

Agricultural Department to do is to take on contract, say, 100 acres in a village and
actually do the work at a cost which would be much less than would be the case if
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the agriculturist did it in his own way. If that were done, there would be no
difficulty

In fact I was so sanguine about it that I actually offered the proposition 'to a certain

responsible gentleman of the department. I said that I would carry out tractor

ploughing on a dozen acres and I put down the money in advance, but the offer Iwas
not accepted. The real difficulty about these innovations, so far as the agriculturists

are concerned, is that they are disinclined to go in for improved methods until they
are satisfied that they are really going to be cheaper to them.

30111. Do you mean to say that your offer was not accepted by the Agricultural

Department 9 I did not extend a challengs to any expert or other officer of the

Agricultural Department, 1 thought that by telling a responsible officer of the

department some good might result from it. But as I say there is a good deal of

unwillingness d'Splayed in this matter.

30112. Did that have a very bad effect on the agriculturists? No ; there are
some agriculturists who do the work cheaper by this method. Big landlords and other

people find ploughing by tractor much cheaper than the ordinary method of ploughing.
What I do say is that you must demonstrate the new methods to the agriculturist
and show him that they are cheaper than his old methods, and where this has been
demonstrated the agriculturist hai readily adopted them. For instance, the iron

plough is a common feature in Berar now ,
it was not known five or seven years ago.

The disc harrow is another instance.

30113. Has that be*n adopted to the naeds or interests of the agriculturists in

this part of the country ? Or aie the people using the ordinary standard plough*?
Has there been any change in the design so as to suit their special needs P

They are using those ploughs which by experience have b?;en found to be best suited
for instance, ploughs manufactured by Burn & Co. and Kirloskar Brothers have
been adopted, and there are no complaints about them.

30114. Speaking about co-operation you throw out a suggestion that there
should be co-operative societies for curtailing ceremonial expenditure on social

customs, etc. These are t> be in addition to your thrift societies? Yes; I saw
some societies in the Punjab which aim at this and I saw some societies which incor-

porate restrictions on expenditure m their byelaws.

30115. You gave certain replies to Mr. Calvert about your suggestion for the
formation of village banks and exemption fro>n the Indian Companies Act. 1 am
sure you remember the Indian Companies Act was stiffened after the bank failures

during the C'isis of 1913. The object of stiffening it was to provide closer supervision
and certain strict conditions. You want to go bshind that ? That is why I limited

the capital to Rs. 25,000.

30116. Even then for a village bank Rs. 25,000 is not a small amount. Do you
think the village people would lose that money ? No, nor do I apprehend its loss

because it will be under them directly and the supervision will be very strict. As
the people wouM be living in the villages, they would know where the money was

going to and they would not speculate.

30117. Speaking of the restriction on the maximum rate of interest to be

charged by moneylenders and the law of damdopat, you suggest that 36 per cent per
annum should be the maximum rate of interest. Do you not think that that is a very
high rate ? It is : but considering that the rate of interest goes up sometime* to as

much as 75 per cent or even more at the rate of one anna per rupee per day, I thought
that my suggestion would be welcome and would not be criticised as being too hard

upon even the very small moneylender.

30118. If 36 per cent were to be accepted, what will happen is that in three years
the amount will be drub'ed, incl iding the interest, and tha man will go to court to exact
the amount so that the debtor will have to pay this very high interest ? What I sug-
gest is not that 36 per cent should be the ruling interest but anything exceeding 36
per cent should be declared null and void. I do not think a provision of the law which
said that any contract which contained a demand for interest higher than 36 per cent
would be regarded as void would have a bad effect.

30119* With regard to economic enquiries as to primal y societies, did yoa visit
the societies personally ? Yes. I visited 57 societies situated in 35 villages in the lour
districts of Berar.
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30120. Was that during your spare time ? Yes, and occas* nally also at the
sacrifice of my own work, though I should not say that.

30121. You speak of the Taluka Development Associations in Bombay and you
wish something like that to be established in Berar. Is it not the case that you have
here Agricultural Associations in the district, in the taluka and in thethsi!s and also

lower down ? -There are Agricultural Associations, but their activities are confined to

a very narrow sphere and many of the associations are not really working.

33122. If your existing machinery ii not working well, do you think there will be

any advantage in copying the Bombay model? The advantage, I am told, of the

Bombay type is that the Co-opsrative and Agricultural Departments combine and the

Taluka Development Associations take up the work of both.

30123. Do you suggest that they shou'd be under the guidance of the District;

Officer? Yes, I would welcome that idea.

30134. You think the presence of the District Officers at these meetings would

stimulate the non-official members and .secure their more regular attendance? I do not

think so. I do not think the non-official members will attend merely because of the

presence of District Officers.

30125. Then what is the advantage of the guidance of the District Officers P

The advantage is that the District Officers are touring officers and when they tour in

the villages they get into touch with the people more closely and they will be able

to give advice. That is why I say we want sympathetic District Officers not merely
to dictate but to help and guide.

30126. While talking about the cotton sale societies, you s.ay that adtyas should

maintain a register showing the rate they have secured for each cart sold to the

buyer. Will you explain whit the process is here, and what part the adtyas play in

securing good rates as commission agents for the seller V iV hat happens is this,

In the market in the morn'ng the adtya gets, say, 100 clients who bring him 200 carls.

He has thus 200 carts to dispose of, and there are 5 or TO big merchants willing to buy.
Then he negotiates the rate with the purchaser or his agent. If the purchaser is

not present in person (and the Ralli Company's agents are not always present in

person) his agent or nominee is in the market. He sees the qua' ty of the cotton
and then quotes a certain rate, and if the agent of the cotton growei, vis., the adkya,
is not satisfied he say* that this is not a proper rate, that the quality is highe;, the

lint percentage larger, and so on, and he asks for a better price. Some sort of

bargaining goes on and the rate is settled. What happens then is that they begin
to weigh the cotton and part of '"he cotton is tipped out of the carts on tho heap
of the purchaser and $hen, when the cart is, say, half empty, purchaser takes objection
to the quality and s*ys when he quoted his pr ce it was fora better quality that
the cotton turns out to be. He says he is not willing to pay the rate he quoted in

the morning and that he want* a discount. Naturally the cart being half empty
and the cotton thrown on the heap it is very difficult for the cotton grower to ta&e
it back again, so he is forced to abide by the wish of the purchase^ with I he result

that the cotton grower is not able to get fair price for the time. What happens there
in the evening is that the adtya goes to the offices of the cotton buyers and say*

"
\

am receiving a great many complaints from my clients They say they are not receive-

tng a fair pi ice." Thereupon some sort of compromise is arrived at at night, They say
to the adrya

u We quoted you 85 on an average for 100 carts
;
we will give you 90."

The difficulty is that the adfya pays the money in advanca and has given the price for each
cotton cart from his shop soon after the cotton is

weighed,
for as soon as it is weighed the

grower goes to the shop of the adtyn and receives his money, and then goes back to his

village. When the adtya recovers his money, either that night or next morning the

difficulty is to distribute it among all hit* clients. He cannot do it, so be picks out the

men who have howled most the previous day and who he thinks are his canvassers and
satisfies them.

30127. Is there no method of finding out the fraud and giving the correct

price to the grower from the debit the agent makes in his books in the evening ? T]he
books of Ralli Brothers will show the actual amount they hfcve paid? They do, but
the difficulty i<* that the cotton grower cannot examine the books of Ralli Brothers. 1 do
not think the books of Ralli Brothers would be open for inspection by these villagers,
and in any case, each cotton grower cannot go and compel theoi to show him their

register.
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unwilling to enforce the provisions of the law with reference to compulsory primaty
education, fs tint your experience ? Yes.

30129. Who is standing in the way now so far ai the introduction of compulsory
primary education is concerned, the local bodies? I would rather say the Local
Government.

3^130. Surely not ?* -Yes, by enacting the laws they have.

30131. Will you please explain that further P How is it the Local Government is

responsible and not the local bodies? What the local Act requires in this Province is

that before compulsory education is extended to any village the local authority or
the local body has to make an application and the local authority or the local body
has to satisfy Government as to the feasibility of the scheme an I they have to make
out elaborate calculations as regards the number of students, the accommodation and
the quota the lojal body is able to give. All that takes at least six months and,
education being unpopular in the villages, object.ons are raised in the villages, because
the scheme ib published for ciiticibm. If strong objections are raised in a particular

village, the local body asks leave to take back their proposal and the whole scheme
falls through. On other occasion's, when the proposal goes to the Local Government,
difficulties are raised that the accommodation provided is not sufficient, and that the

District Board or Council will have to pay a larger quota, and in calculating that

strict care is taken to extract the full pound of flesh from the District Council. I do
not mean to make any aspersion on the Education Department, but in making calcula-

tions on the financial side of the question great ca^e is taken that charges which are

debitable to compulsory education on the strictest calculations and considerations are

put down. What I want is if education is to be m ide compulsory in every village,
local bodies shou'd only be asked to contribute a certain portion towards it which they can
afford to do out of Uieir own funds and Government should compel villages to go in

for the scheme, if that were done, compulsory primary education would spread much
faster, *

30132. SV Thomas Middleton : You refer to the reckless leasing of lands. Is the

practice of leasing lands a very common one in Berar ? Yes, very common.

30133. Ycu t^lk of co-op
Arative societies containing a number of persons who

are not landowners 9 Are most of them tenants of lands? No. They are generally
labourers in the fields. A person who has no land of his own is rarely given land on

lease, because the landlord wants some security for his money.

30134. You think a considerable number of people who take land on lease in

Berar do not become rrerrbers of your c6-operative societies and are not assisted

by them? No. Our co-operative societies are very small. For instance, their mem-
bership extends from 10 upwards, and the maximum^ that I have come across in Berar
is 50.

30135. You refer to the increasing use of cowdung as fuel in Berar* I under-

stand you have been in the Punjab and I also undeistand that in the Punjab the practice
is to use cotton stalks as fuel to a large extent ? Cotton stalks are also used as fuel

in Berar.

30136. I am told that in the Punjab they do not burn cowdung in many areas

because they use cotton stalks ? If the Punjab is not doing it, then they are showing
more sense. What I find is that cowdung is used to a large extent in brick kilns. My
impression is thai they could just as well use other kinds of fuel. In the brick kilns

they burn cowdung because it is cheap. Every man looks at his own occupation
solely from an economic point of view

j
he does not care whether agriculture benefits

or not.

,30137, In answer to Question 17, you give a detailed estinifte of the time that a

labourer or cultivator wastes? As spare time.

30138. How did you get those figures ? By observation and by enquiry. I have
been going into the village*, and I know at what hour they go out into the fields arid

at what hour they return. Of course I do not say that it is accurate to a point) but
it 10 largely correct,
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Have you made enquiries about this from others? I have made enquiries
from the cultivators themselves, In ftct, one of the subjects that is going to be

discussed at the Co-operative Conference, which is to be held on the 22nd and 23rd of this

month, is this question of spare-time occupations.

30140. In answer to Question 22, you give us the rates which your banks charge
on money lent ;

have your terms much reduced the rates of interest that were formerly
current? Yes. In fact, the influence of the co-operative mofement has gone to this

extent that in every village where there is a co-operative society in existence, the

moneylender is not prepared to quote a higher rate of interest lest bis client would

become a member of the co-operative society.

30141. Do you regard that as one of the most useful functions of your society?
I think so.

30142. Reducing the general rate of interest ? That is not Our aim, it is an

advantage.

30143. In answer to Question 22, you say that if these co-operative shops for

selling cotton are to stand in competition with the existing adtyas, there must be some
change in the system ? Yes,

30144. I do not quite understand what that means. Do you mean that the adtya
is offering to sell at a lower rate of commission than your bhops charge and then makes
a profit by falsifying the weight 9 No

;
no doubt the profits of the adtya consist on

occasions of these false weighments that he.has done, but that is not the only thing.
The second thing in the large amount of undistributed money that he gets from the

purchaser. As I explained to Mr, Kamat, he gets a certain amount of money from the

purchaser but he does not distribute it among the people who have brought in cotton
carts. He has got an extra sum with him which he distributes out in doles for encourag-
ing canvassers to get

^

him new custom. That is not really his amount
;

it is the
amount of each cart 'owner who has brought cotlon, which should really go to him.
This undistributed money is the adtya's gain and with that money in his hands he has

naturaHy got an advantage. For instance, he can say to the cart owner: "If youfjo to
the shop controlled by the co-opeiative society you will only get Rs. 84,*but I am
prepared to give you Rs, 85 or Rs. 86, if you come over to my shop

" and
the money which he pays comes from the fund he has accumulated by these
means.

30145. In answer to the question on general education, you say that parents often

complain loudly that education in prim iry schools unfits children for work in the
fields. Do you think that that is a just criticism, that it unfits them, or is the parent
complaining that their time is

occupied
? It is not a just criticism, but that is the

criticism
;

it is a fact that there is a genera! disinclination, on the part of these

village boys to go to their own fields
;
that h a thing which I have observed

myself.

30146. Then it is a just criticism from the parent's point of view ? Yes
;
the

remedy lies in giving an agricultural bias to the boy, and in teaching him the dignity
of labour.

30147. Is there compulsory education in any district in Berar ? In every
district there are some viilages where there is compulsion. For instance, in Amraoti
there are 10 villages where compulsion has been introduced,

30148. How is school attendance enforced r There is a fine of Rs. 2, There is
an attendance committee which looks after the attendance of boys ;

if a boy haa
absented himself and the reasons are not satisfactory, a prosecution is launched against
the parent and he is fined an amount not exceeding Rs. 2.

*&

30149. Is that method found to be
satisfactory with all classes? As a matter of

fact, that method has not been put into actual practice. There are not many such
cases* because the District .Board is also trying to feel its way as to how far education
should really be made compulsory.
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30150* ^f. tiyder: With regard to this question of middle*class youths and

agriculture, do you n0t think that these boys who come outjof high schools and colleges

would be too soft-handed to like agriculture? Yes, if the present ways of education

are continued, they would be.

30151. You say that agriculture should be taught without being tiresome p What
I really mean is that if they are taken out into the fields, then there is> some kind of

diversion to them, If it is merely taught in the school room it bee .mes tiresome.

Nature study on a school table is hardly nature study. Agriculture explained by books,

diagrams and blackboards is no agricultural instruction at all

30152, Do you not think that publicity is i great factor in everything ? It

should be.

30153 Here your proposal is that the village banks bhould be exempted from
thw opera ion of the Indian Companies Act. You want to do away \\ith the system
uf submission cf statements of accounts ? 1 do not object to that. lam only suggest-

ing that there should be no strict enforcement of particular forms which are insisted

upon in the rase of the larger banks.

30154. Vv hat are the privileges which village bank^ would obtain it they were

given this exemption ? It ^ould merely be an exemption from filling up certain forms,
and they would be free from rigid compulsion in certain matters.

30. *5, Exemption from the Indian Companies Act -And from Certain rule-*

framed the by Local Government prescribing certain forms.

30156. Yr u are not in favour of the abolition of returns P -I do not object to
the statements being published

30157. With regard to the que&tion of implements, you say that they could be

popularised if steps were taken by Government to do so by the help of the Agricul-
tural Depirtment. Do you really think there is great scope foi the us>e of such machi-

nery? I think so* Speaking for L'erar there is scope for it, Take the wmrowing
machine and chaff-cutter for instance An agriculturist in the inteiior find^ that his

time U wasted when there is no wind to sepante the chaff from the corn
;
the winnowing

machine will be of great help to h'tn, and with the aid of the chaff-cutter his fodder

supplies will increase.

30158. If these machine* become popultr, thj question of means arises. Sup-
posing the cost cf the machinery is not within the means cf the cultivators, what
measures would you suggest in order that these mechanical appliances rray be taken

up by the agriculturists ?- My suggestion is that they should unite themselves into

co-0pera*ive societies for the purpose of purchasing these machines, and lease them
out. 1 have seen a village where they have purchased an iron plough in the
same way ;

it did not cost them more than Rs, 50, and they are now leasing it out at

certain ra'es per day.

30159. You think there would be work enough for a set of people who own these

tractors and chaff-cutting machines ? Yes.

30160. Even if they were conducted for private profit P Yes.

30161* Such kinds of things are used in other countries; do you think it is possi-
ble for the small peasants here ? Yes.

30162. You want to make village life more attractive by increasing amusements.
What do you include under amusements ? I woull include magic lantern shows,
cinemas and gramophones.

30163. On what do the mill hands spend their earnings P I cannot tell you,

because I have not got much experience of mill hands
j
there are very few milli in

Berar.
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50164. Mr. Wills*. As regards the woiking of the law of <1amdopat in BerAf.
it is not an absolute limit, that is to say, it applies every time the accounts are made
up ;

is that correct ? It is applied every time that a suit is instituted,

30165. Supposing a creditoi and debtor come to an agreement and write a fresh

bond, it applies again ? No.

30166. It applies on the original basis ? On the new basis, that is the ruling of

the Bombay High Court, which I consider a retrograde step.

30167. The icsult is that the creditor is in a powerful position ;
he is able to get

his bond renewed, so that in actual fact the interest would be many times in excess ?

ft hould be enacted that in cases like this the real ca*h advance in the first instance
sh< uld be considered.

3^168. Would you recommend an amendment of the law, or the extension of the

present law to ot'ier parts of Indin ? I would ndvocate the pissing of a new law

altogether.

3016*9. Mn Kamat' On this que.'-tion of cowdung fuel and making of bricks, are

not ashes thrown out in the neighbourhood of railway engine sheds by the railway
engines ? That naturally, if utilised, would save agieat deal of the cowdung Not
much, In places where the carting of the ashes is expensive, it would not pay them.

(The witness withdrew,)

TJie Commission then adjourned tut 10 a.m* on Saturday, the 22wd JmiuarVt 1927.
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Saturday, January 22nd, 1927.
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Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E.,
C.B.

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA I^AM, KT.,

CJ.E., M.V.O.
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I.C.S.

Mr. C. U. WILLS, I.C S.

Sir SHANKAR MADHO CHITNAVIS, Kt

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C S.

Mr F. W. H. SMITH.

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Raja SRI KRISHNA CHANDRA GAJA-
PATI NARAYANA DEO of PARLAKIMEDI.

Professor N. GANGULEE.

Dr. L. K, HYDER.

Mr. B. S. KAMAT,

:.. I.S.O.I (Co-opted Members),

(Joint Secretaries).

Mr. D. O. WITT, Chief Conservator of Forests, Central

Provinces.

Note on the Relations of Forestry to Agriculture.

1. Methods of woiking the foiest and the preparation of woiking plans.
When a new working plan is prepared for a Forest Division, the local agricultural

population is chiefly affected by the allocation of the coupes to be felled in

successive years and by the consequent closures to grazing. It is a primary
duty of the Working Plans Officer to arrange his coupes and consequent grazing
closures in such a way that the local population shall enjoy adequate and
reasonable grazing facilities. While almost, all grazing is more or less harm-
ful to the forest, it is recognised that it is the duty of the Forest Depart-
ment to assist agricultuie by the provision of reasonable grazing facilities,

and Ihe prescriptions of eveiy working plan give effect to this principle. The
successive annual coupes aie therefore arranged in such a way that in each year
an approximately equal area of forest and an area equally conveniently situated

is made available for the grazing of each group of villages adjoining the forest.

Strictly sylvicultural requirements are in fact frequently sacrificed or subordinated
to the needs or customs of the local agricultural population and in order to

ensure that the grazing prescriptions of a new working plan are reasonably liberal

and convenient and are likely to cause no discontent or hardship, these prescrip-
tions do not receive administrative sanction until they have been carefully
investigated and reported upon by a Settlement Officer appointed by the Revenue
Department. This officer, in company with the Working Plans Officer, tours

throughout the area likely to be affected by the provisions of the working plan :

he calls for the villagers who enjoy grazing or other privileges in the forest and
to them he fully explains the proposals of the Working Plans Officer. He hears
their point of view and any objections they may wish to raise to the grazing
closures proposed, and it is his duty to reconcile, as far as possible, their demands
with the sylvicultural requirements of the forest, as laid down by the Working
Plans Officer. He also satisfies himself that the grazing rates, whether privilege,

ordinary, or commercial, proposed by the Working Plans Officer, are not

unreasonably high when compared with the means of the local agricultural

population and the rates which they have been accustomed to pay in the
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It is likewise the duty of the Settlement Officer to ascertain that the annual

coupes are so situated that the local demand for firewood or building material

can be satisfied and that the coupes are in no year unreasonably remote or

difficult of approach. By the appointment of a Settlement Officer the Local

Government thus makes adequate provision rto supply the needs of the local

agricultural population both as regards grazing and as regards fuel and other

forest products.

2. Fixation of grazing rates. The rules governing the fixation of grazing
rates are printed as Appendix XIV of the Central Provinces Forest Manual.
The principle underlying these rules is that every genuine cultivator shall be
allowed to graze four cattle for each working plough at merely nominal rates,

known as privilege fates. The privilege rate varies from 1 anna in Mandla to

3 annas in parts of Nagpur Division. Thus the ordinary poor cultivator,

owning one plough of land and less than five cattle, is only called upon
(

to pay
4 annas to 12 annas for grazing for his cattle for the whole year, or approximately
one day's pay. If he is slightly more prosperous and owns more than four cattle

or if he owns a buffalo, he is charged ordinary rates foi this excess. Ordinary
rates are fixed at about three or four times privilege rates and an agriculturist
is permitted to graze at these rates a number equal* to the number which he is

permitted to graze at privilege rates.

Any cattle in excess of those permitted to graze at privilege or ordinary
rates must be paid for at commercial rates which are fixed at approximately
the real commercial value of the produce removed from the forest.

From this it will be seen that while the poor cultivator is allowed grazing
at rates which are purel> nominal, the more well-to-do tenant is called upon to

pay for his excess cattle on a sliding scale in proportion to his means and to

the size of his herds.

It is here necessary to point out that notwithstanding the general rise in

prices since the War, the grazing rates have as yet hardly anywhere been enhanced
and that where such enhancement has taken place it has been very small and

hardly in proportion to the increases prescribed in new Land Revenue Settle-

ments. Thus, in the South-Raipur Sal Forest Working Plan, the privilege rate

was increased only from 1 anna 6 pies to 2 annas. It may be contended
that an increase of 25 per cent is sufficiently severe, but when it is realised that

this increase means that the poor cultivator, owning one plough of land, wfll

only have to pay 2 annas more (or half a day's work) for the grazing of all his

cattle for one year, then it will be agreed that the grazing enhancement has erred
rather on the side of moderation than of excess especially when compared with
the much heavier enhancement proposed in the Revenue Settlement which is now
under consideration.

The result of charging merely nominal rates for agricultural cattle is a very
considerable monetary concession which amounted on the average to Rs. 10,74,500
per annum for the last five years.

3. The number of cattle grazing in the Central Provinces forests. The
following figures show the number of cattle grazed in Government forest during
the last three years and the revenue realised from the sale of grazing
licenses :
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The increase of 400,000 cattle and Rs. 2 lakhs of revenue, which followed orf

a corresponding decrease in the years immediately preceding, is due to a succes-

sion of favourable rainy seasons and a consequent increased prosperity of the

agricultural population of the Central Provinces.

NOTE. In the five years* period 1914 to 1919, there had been a decrease in

the number of cattle grazed from 3,956,717 in 191445 to 3,244,709 in 1918-19,

In 1919-20 the number grazed was 3,203,759.

The reduction may be attributed to

(1) Heavy mortality of cattle in 1917 and 1918.

(2) Cattle owners resorting to private forests where there are no restrictions.

(3) Dearness of grain and other necessities of life, coupled with scarcity

of fodder in 1918-19, which induced people to dispose of many of

their surplus cattle.

The Forest Department is being continually pressed mainly by short-sighted

politicians to still further increased grazing facilities.

The fallacy of a policy of unrestricted grazing has been clearly recognised

by Government and the Agricultural Department as may be seen by
^
a perusal

of paragraph 6 of Government Resolution on the Report on Forest Administration
for the year 1924-25, which reads as follows :

"At the request of the Local Government, the Board of Agriculture consi-

dered the rival merits of the Government policy of the limitation of the number
of cattle to be admitted and of unrestricted grazing subject to a fee and the

Board gave \ts unequivocal support to the former. The admission of unlimited

numbers of cattle would be as detrimental to the cattle as to the forest and
in the interest of both, the existing restrictions must be retained."

That the existing restrictions are far from severe may readily be understood
from a perusal of the figures given above, which show that in the last three

years there was an increase of nearly 400,000 or about 12 per cent in the numbers
of cattle that grazed in Government forest. If it be acknowledged that the

cattle owned in 1922 were already at least sufficient in numbers for the culti-

vators' needs, then a policy of increased restrictions, not of their relaxation,
is clearly indicated in the best interest of the agricultural population.

The following figures show the areas closed and open to grazing in the

Government forests of the Central Provinces during the yeai 1924-25. From these

figures it will be seen that the closures are so arranged that approximately l/5th
is always closed and 4/5th of the total area is always open to the grazing of

buffaloes, cows and bullocks:

Area closed to grazing ... 3,382 sq. miles.

Area open to all animals ... 4,326 ,,

Area open to all animals except brow-
sers (i.e., camels, sheep and goats) ... 11,877 ,,

When it is remembered that in some Provinces, e.g., Bihar and Orissa, no
cattle are permitted to graze in any A class reserve, the extent to which the
Central Provinces Government has gone in providing grazing facilities is obvious.

Experiments in the supply of baled grass for stall-feeding As a result of
a Conference held in 1909, orders were issued to Conservators in 1910 to under-
take experiments for the supply of baled grass from various forest divisions in

their circles in order to encourage the stall-feeding of cattle by the local

agricultural population. The result of these experiments are given in Chief
Conservator's letter No. C-87, dated the 14th January 1914. He wrote as
follows :

**Since 1910 endeavours have been made to induce agriculturists to resort
to stall-feeding and to purchase baled grass pressed by the Forest Department,
but practically no success has been attained and often the baled grass that has
been stored has had to be written off in succeeding years, or disposed of at a

Joss."

In corroboration of his report, the Chief Conservator drew attention to

previous correspondence or action in the matter. Thus, the Conservators" Con-
ference of 1911 wrote : "It does not appear that there is much chance of
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inducing agriculturists to purchase baled grass except in years of short rainfall.*'

The Board of Forestry, held at Dehra Dun in March 1913, definitely advocated
a policy of *'cheap grass and dear grazing" and pointed out that the villager
is not likely to take generally to stall-feeding until hjghei graizng fees are

imposed.

The following details regarding grass baling operations in various forest divi-

sions during the year 1912-13 will indicate the lack of success attained by these

experiments (vide Report on Forest Administration for 1912-13, paragraphs 200

204).

Damoh 195 bales, average weight 2\ maunds, of selected grass were pre-

pared. To encourage sales, 59 bales were despatched to various important
villages, but though the grass had been specially selected by the Deputy Director
of Agriculture and was offered at cost price, viz., Re. 0-8-3, only 9 bales could

be sold. 71 tons in all were baled; of this quantity, only 4| tons were sold to

agriculturists and 62$ tons to other purchaseis. The total cost of the operations
was Rs 595, and the resulting revenue, Rs. 635, making no allowance for cost

of establishment.

Saitgor. 403 bales, average weight l maunds, were prepared and offered for

sale at 12 annas per bale, being rudely advertised by the Deputy Commissioner

through the Revenue Staff. By the end of June, only 153 bales had been sold

although the price was lowered to 9 annas, and subsequently to 6 annas per bale.

250 bales remained unsold arid had to be written off. Of 22 tons cut and baled,

only 2 tons were hold to agriculturist!- and 5 tonb to othei purchasers

Hoshaniiabad. 581 bales were prepared at a cost of Rs 519, but only 189
bales were sold, resulting in a revenue of Rs. 27L

Similar losses were incurred in Nimar, Akola and elsewhere, but the

results in North-Chanda, Nagpiu -Waidha and Yeotmal were more promising,
though the largest sales were made in the towns and not to agriculturists. In

the Berar Circle it was reported that "In no district there appears any great
keenness on the part of agriculturists to obtain baled grass for stall-feeding".

Until such time as the agriculturist can be educated to see the advantages
of stall-feeding over grazing it it not poshible for the Forest Department to do
more than it has done.

4. The sale of ioddci and thatching uniss /row closed coupes By the sale

of grass in closed coupes and in grass bus, the Forest Department does all in

its power to encourage stall-feeding and thus to diminish the damage done to

the forest by the grazing of excessive herds of cattle Unfortunately, except in

a few districts of the Province, c i; , Nimar, stall-feeding is little practised with
the result that in most Divisions the sale of fodder grass is very small. On the

other hand, there is a heavy demand for thatching grass which is mostly cut and
removed after it has become unfit for fodder To try and stimulate the demand
for fodder grass the Forest Department charges lower rates for grass cut up
to the end of December, but this concession has little 01 no effect on sales of

fodder grass.

Recently Government had under consideration the agency for the sale of

grass in closed coupes. It was feared that the sale of grass birs to contractors

might prove a hardship to purchaseis who uould have to pay contractors

for cutting the grass and in addition would pay the contractor's

profit. Investigations, however, proved that in many areas the purchasers prefer
to buy grass ready cut by contractors even in Divisions where equally conve-

niently situated coupes are set apart for the sale of grass at lower rates on the

license system. In some Divisions, on the other hand, purchasers prefer to cut

the grass themselves.

As a result of these investigations, the Local Government decided that no
hard and fast rules could be laid down for the Province as a whole for the

agency to be adopted for the disposal of grass in birs or closed coupes so as to
ensure the supply of cheap grass to cultivators. Accordingly, it has been
decided to permit the use of both the license and the auction systems. The
Divisional Forest Officer discusses with the Deputy Commissioner the arrange-
ments proposed before grass in closed coupes is auctioned, the general wishe of
the local population being duly considered.
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5. Methods for the supply of fuel and other produce to cultivators, tfistaf

and Paidawar. Certain prescribed villages, usually such as form enclaves within
Government forest or are situated in districts where the demand on the foreiti
is almost wholly confined to the demands of the village, are permitted to
commute for Nistar and Paidawar; by commutation is meant the payment of
a fixed sum every year by each household in the village for the privilege of

removing from the forest, at any time during the year and as often as is necessary,
certain stated description of produce for bona fide home consumption and not
for barter or sale or wasteful use. The commutation system is only suitable

where there is little commercial demand for forest produce; elsewhere, such a

system is liable to abuse.

Nistar is usually taken to include dry fuel, bamboos, grass, thorns, leaves
and fibres, while Paidawar means all edible roots, fruits, flowers and gums.

The moie useful method of sale of these products to cultivators is by the
license system, a.c , a license is purchased from a license vendor which entitles
the purchaser to remove the specified produce from the forest. Special low
rates are fixed for each district for such produce as is taken by bona fide
agriculturist. Dry firewood Js generally taken from any area most suitable to
the purchaser, while timber and larger quantities of fuel are purchased at some-
what higher rates in the annual coupes under working. These annual coupes
are distributed according to the prescriptions of a working plan in such a way
as to supply, as conveniently as possible, the local demand in every agricultural
area adjoining the forest. These coupes are usually auctioned to contractors
who fell the produce and sell to purchasers, but the system of departmental
working of coupes is now becoming more widely adopted. Such a system
ensures the proper sylviculture! working of coupes, it gives a larger revenue to
the Forest Department by eliminating the middle-man's piofits and by decreasing
the possibility of illicit fellings, and it provides a salutary check on the rates
at which produce is sold to cultivators.

In the ChhaUisgarh plain, attempts have been made by the Forest Department
to encourage the use of firewood as fuel as opposed to cowdung by the establish-
ment of fuel depots at suitable agricultural centres. The experiment has unfor-
tunately not proved a success and it has been found necessary to shut down two
out of four depots after incurring a heavy loss. The resolution of Government
on the Forest Administration Report for 1918-19 may be quoted in this connec*
tion

"It must be admitted that the results so far have not been encouraging, and
they afford a curious comment on the allegation sometimes made that the
burning of cowdung as fuel is entirely necessitated by the lack of firewood.
If the people of the Raipur district continue to burn cowdung, with 160,000
cubic feet of firewood stacked almost at their doors and offered to them at very
cheap rates, immemorial custom and a preference for cowdung fuel must be
assigned as the reasons for the continuance of the practice, rather than the
scarcity of wood fuel.**

The value of free grant of major produce in 1924-25 amounted to Rs. 52,834and of minor produce to Rs. 1,63,915. In case of famine or scarcity, special
free grants of grass, edible products, bamboos, etc., are made and payment of
the usual grazing fees either postponed or entirely remitted.

6. Extraction of minor forest produce, lac. etc. It is the policy of th
Forest Department to carry out the propagation and cultivation of lac withinGovernment forest as a purely departmental operation, employing labour chieflyof forest villages, to carry out the work. The Forest Department is alwaysready to purchase brood lac from cultivators at suitable rates and to encourage
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?. The construction of roads and wells, etc. The progressive policy adopted

by the Forest Department in the construction of forest roads is sufficiently

illustrated by the following figures :

Expenditure on the construction of new forest roads.

The construction of foiest roads, while enhancing forest revenues, at the

same time affords continually increasing facilities to the agricultural population
for the removal of produce from the forest. Many of the roads, too, are not

merely useful for the exploitation of forest produce, but by improving the

general system of communications in a district they prove of inestimable benefit

to the local population for the carting of their agricultural produce. Many
agricultural areas which were previously remote and of low rentable value have
become far more accessible and prosperous entirely through the activities of the
Forest Department in the construction of new roads and it has frequently been
suggested that the policy of debiting entirely to forest funds the expenditure
on many forest roads which are equally useful to the gerieral public for the

exploitation of agricultural produce is a policy which might equitably be revised.
The Divisional Forest Officer is very often more intimately acquainted than

any one else with the needs of the agricultural population adjoining his tract

of forest in the matter of road construction and it has been very wisely advocated
that the Deputy Commissioner should consult the forest officer regarding thT
general policy of road development to be adopted in such tracts.

It may be added that local labour obtains abundant employment in the
construction of forest roads, more especially in famine years when a special
Famine Road Programme is brought into operation.

The repair and construction of wells, tanks and anicuts along forest roads
or in grazing areas are works of public utility and add to the comfort of grazing
cattle and of travellers. There are many roads by which it would be impossible
to travel in the hot season, but for the provision of wells by the Forest Department,
the expenditure incurred under this head in 1924-25 was Rs. 25,854, a considerable
increase over previous years.

8. Forest areas available for cultivaition. When the forests were first

reserved, many areas, particularly on the outskirts of the forest, were included,
which were subsequently found to be more suitable for cultivation. Many
such areas have since been excised from Government forest and formed into

ryotwari villages; but this process has now probably reached completion and few,
if any, areas remain for excision. Culturable areas within Government forest
are now usually formed into forest villages with the object of increasing the

supply of labour available for forest operations.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 19. FORESTS. (a) The forests ol the Central Provinces and Beraf
are being worked primarily for the benefit of the agricultural population. The
manner in which this is done is clearly explained in paragraph 1 of my note
on 'The Relations of^ Forestry to Agriculture*' (page 271 above).

The needs of agriculture are put first, and when necessary forest land itj

given up for agriculture.
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The following figures show the extent to which during the last twenty years
the forest area has been reduced for purposes of cultivation :

Every effort is made to give the agriculturist all the gxizing he requires. It

must be admitted that this is the most difficult problem in the Central Provinces as

regards forest conservancy. The tendency is to demand more and more grazing at

the expense of the forests, while the Forest Department has to see that the
facilities* afforded are compatible with the proper preservation of the forest. Jt is

difficult to piove to those interested that a certain area is being overgrazed. It is

more apparent to the eye of the trained forester than it is to the outsider. The
opinion I hold is that consistent with the proper preservation of the forests, the

agriculturist is being given the maximum grazing facilities that can be made avail-
able. The following figures give some idea of the total facilities for grazing, but it

should be pointed out that generalisations from the totals are not altogether
justified, because there are certain areas which owing to remoteness from cultivated
areas are hardly grazed at all, whereas on other areas the grazing demand is

excessive. Theie is an economic limit beyond which cattle cannot go for grazing.

Aieas open to grazing.

1916-17

1925-26

Sq. miles.

16,155

16,347

Number of cattle grazed.

1916-17

1925-26

3,581,780

3,526,621

With these figures may be compared the grazing facilities afforded In Bombay
and Madras Presidencies.

Forest area. No. of cattle

Sq. miles. grazed.

Bombay

Madras

14,970

19,128

2,438,889

2,235,069

The remedy for excessive grazing is of course stall-feeding. The cutting
of grass and supply of fodder in place of grazing is the only possible and
correct remedy.

Reference may be made to paragraph 3 of my note which gives full details

of the attempts made by Government to provide cheap fodder and the small

response made by the agriculturist. What I should like to see is a policy of

dear grazing and cheap fodder. The present system of cheap grazing is not in

the true interests of the agriculturist because he thereby keeps old and useless

cattle which eat up the grass which should be reserved for the good cattle. It

MR. D, Q. WITT,
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should further be noted that the average annual value- of

grazing
in the Central Provinces for the last five year* has amounted to KB. 10,74,500.

Paragraph 2 of my note deals with the actual rates charged for grazing,

(b) There is in my opinion no scarcity of firewood or fodder except in

Berar. Paragraph 5 my of note fully explains the facilities for the supply of

firewood. Special note should be made of the attempts to get the inhabitants

of the Ghhattisgarh plains to use fuel instead of cowdung for cooking, etc.,

and the comment of the Local Administration in the Annual Report for 1918-19.

These facts speak for themselves.

In Berar the best method of increasing the supply of fuel would be to increase

the areas of babul bans worked by the Forest Department under an agri-

sylvicullural system. The demand for cultivation, however, is so great that

the tendency is rather to reduce these areas and put them under permanent
cultivation.

As regards fodder, enoimous areas go to waste each year in the forests m
those areas* clo&ed to grazing for sylvicultural reasons, usually after felling. Grass

is available at cheap rates from these areas, but with certain notable exceptions
if is not much sought after. Reference may be made to paragraph 3 of my note

on "Experiments in the supply of baled grass for stall-feeding** in this respect.

A very notable exception ie the district of Nimar where fodder grass is

extensively cut and removed from Government forest for stall-feeding.

Incidentally the Nimar cattle are amongst the best in the Province.

(c) So far it cannot be said that forests in the Central Provinces have
deteriorated to such an extent as to lead to soil erosion of a serious nature.

Drought has had more to do with forest deterioration than anything else.

Overgrazing in some aieas has resulted in deterioration of forest, but so

long as Government realise the necessity of control of grazing and that there

is a limit beyond which we cannot safely go without endangering the existence

of the forest, I do not anticipate any serious damage.

I do not consider that floods fhat have occurred in the Central Provinces
have been due to deterioration of forests. They have been due to unprecedented
falls of rain against which no precautions were possible.

(d) The proportion ot forest aica to culturable area in the Central Provinces is

ample and afforestation is not called for.

As indicated under (<), soil erosion is not a calamity in the Central Provinces.

A rule exists and has existed for years forbidding the felling of trees
within 20 yards of either bank of a stream which ordinarily retains water until

January in all malguzari areas. This rule aids in preventing destruction by
erosion of agricultural land.

(r) Only as regards babul bans in Berar.

(/) The Central Provinces forests as a whole cm not be said to be suffering
from excessive grazing. There are, however, certain tracts, e.g., in Nagpur,
Wardha and Yeotmal, where pressure of grazing is very severe. In such
cases grazing settlements limiting the number of cattle that may be admitted
have been made. In the Noithern Foiest Divisions of the Provinces no such
settlements have been made. They are now needed and are being taken in hand
with the preparation of new working plans.

The problem in the Central Provinces is to effect a more equable distribution
of the grazing pressure over the available pasture grounds.

Soil erosion is undoubtedly facilitated by excessive grazing, but so Ion4 as
the grazing is controlled and kept within limits, permanent deterioration of
the forests can be avoided. The remedies for excessive grazing in the Central
Provinces are

(1) Grazing settlements limiting the total amount of grazing and aiming
at better distribution.

(2) Higher grazing rates which would cause the agriculturist to keep less
useless cattle and incidentally benefit the better cattle.

(3) Low rates for fodder grass (already in force) which combined with
high gra/ing rates would induce the people to go in for stall-feeding.
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Oral Evidence.

30170, The Chairman . Mr. Witt, you arc Chief Conse.vatot of Forests in the

Central Provinces? Yes.

30171- We have the note' of the evidence which you wish to give. Would yon
like to make any general statement at this tage P Vo.

30172. You have given us a very complete note ot the fashion i n which you
attempt fo reconcile the somet-mes conflicting interests of forestry and ag iculture

and I have only one or two questions to ask you. Pave you any shifting cultivation

in the Province 9 Very little; it is so small that it is quite negligible* We used to
have it but it has gradually been stopped.

30173. If the policy of cutting and preserving fodder on a large scale in the

forest areas is to be undertaken, would you suggest that the Forest Department should
do it or the Agricultural Department* I think the Forest Department couli do it.

We carried out very big fodder operations during the War.

30174. CouM you carry thai out with the p^ent staff ? No, we should probably
have to take on certain additional staff if it is to be a regular thing. We have got

very good centre* for it and it \\ as even under consideration whether we should not
have permanent steam baling presse* in the Nimar district south of Khandwa, which
is the bsbt centre for it That project was fina'ly abandoned because we found that,

except in really serious faming yean, there was no sufficient demand We have tiied

at different times to a^opt this baling and supply of fodder but it has never given us

any results worth having at all.

30175. Has it been regardei as a fjrrn of insurance agnnst a fodder famine ?

Ye f I should say it has. I know it has been suggested that funds shouM be put at our

disposal for these purposes. That has not been done hut, as occasion aroe, we have
been asked to cairy out certain works. Last year we were suddenly asked to supply
Berarand the orders went backwards and forwards. It was first wanted, then it was
not wanted, and again it was wanted, and finally we prepared this giass and in the end
Berar did not take it and we had to sell it locally.

30176. At a loss 9 It just about covered the expenses.

30177. As a reasonable scheme do you not think that two years' hay should be kept
in storage and that all the hay should be sold m the third year for what it would
fetch ? The trouble would be to store the fodder. We should require vr) excellent

and expensive sheds in which to preserve it and we should have to see that it was
stacked carefully, All that would make it very costly.

30178. You think that y)u couli not undertake to keep it more than one

year P No.

30179 By what p?rioJ in the yea* does it become evident that there is going
to be a fodder famine? You can usually tell by about October or November, but not
before. Then of course that is just about the latent time for the.n to start cutting
thtir grasi.

30180. The very latest ?-^Yes.

30181. So that you cannot wait until you have a warning before you make your
hay P No.

30182. Meantime}
is there no fodder reserve at all in your hands P Cut and baled ?

30183. Yes ? Not cut and baled. We do not keep any in stock.

30184. It is your view, I understand from your note, that, consistent with the

reasonable requirements of sylviculture! you are giving the cultivators all that you can
io the direction of facilities for grazing and grass cutting P Yes.

30185. How about fuel? I prepared a small note on that, especially oh the

supply of fuel where people largely use cowdung. We tried it a year or two ago in

Raipur; we took 27,000 maunds of fuel out 20 miles from the forest and dumped it

right in the middle of the plain.

30186. And in the middleof the villages P Yes; that was in 1920. By the

end of ipd4 had only sold 18,000 maonds which realised an average rate of

4 annas a maund. There Was a tremendous lot of wastage and m the en i wb lost

Ps. 4,040 on the transaction.
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30 1 $7* Do you consider the price at which you supplied this fuel to be reason-

able? It is reasonable that they should pay a little higher price for fuel which we had

carted such a long distance. Some of them prefer to fetch it from the jungle them-

selves,

30188. Is it true that you, in attempting
1 an experiment of that sort, are in

conflict with habit as much as you are in conflict with the economics of the situation?

Ye>, I quite a|rie. I put it down rrure to th diffica ty of overcoming the habit of

using cowdungthan to anything else.

30189. So that both propaganda and patience are necessary? Yes.

;,0'90. Was the experiment repeated? We closed this dep6t down altogether
because there was a certain loss.

',0191. Was there any pi op aganda either by your own department or by the

Department of Agriculture P Not that I know of, except that we advertised it. The

people round about knew that we were doing it; there wa? no special propaganda
work.

301Q2. Probably a little more persistence and propaganda would be required to

make it a success? Yes., I think we should be prepared to lose money on it for

several years to come.

',0193. I understand from your note that you do your best to provide fuel for

those cultivators who nre prepared to carry it themstlveb? Yes, we have not only
ri system of daily licenses, but w be* e there are big centres and forests, we have
a moLthly ticket and the men can go in every day and pick up dry fuel.

30194. What dees it cost them? Very little, I think I a TO afraid I ruve not

got the figures with me, but I do not think that it is much more than a rupee per
month

;
that means hc^d loids only

30105. Have you different licences for larger loads? -Yes, different rates for

i-lo-id?, cattle-loads, and cart loads. The average price of a head load is about
6 pies

30196. Oo you think it would be to the advantage of the cultivator to lower the
ra*cs for grazing? I suppose it would be a great advantage to him if he could get his

grazing for nothing*

;,oiQ7 It would be attractive to the cultivator, but do you not think it might
encourage him to keep a greater number of inefficient cattle ? I am sure it would.

^oigH. And to that extent probably a reasonable charge is, in the long run, in

the interests of the cultivator ? Yrs>
,
as a matter of f ,ct we feel Our grazing rates are

unreasonal ly low.

;,oi99. What are the rules about goats grazing in the forests? We do not allow

any goats or bheep in any
" A "

class reserve. Our forests are divided into *' A "
class

and ' B ''
class reserves,

" A "
c!a-s forests are forests which we imagine will always

be retained as foiests, 1 he forests classified as * B" class are those which are set

aside for eventual cultivation, When there is a demand then lands are taken up for

ryotwan cultivation. In " B "
class forests we allow goats and sheep, but not in

A "
class forests.

30200. Have you any panchiyat-controlled forests in this Province ? No,

30201. Are you familiar with the experiments which have been made in certain
other Provinces ? No, I have not come in contact with them,

30202. DOCJ work in the forest provide the forest tribes engaged principal'y upon
cultivation with a certain amount of spare-time occupation ? Yes

;
we get a very

large prop rtion of our labour from our so-called forest villages. We have
Tillages in our forest reserves where we allow these people to settle and that Is our
mainstay for labour.

30203* You give these people a certain amount of land for cultivation ? Yes, We
allow them certain concessions such as free grazing and we supply them with fuel and
small timber.

30204. Do ycu give the land to them in ryotwari rights ? No
;
a forest villager

is a t<mant-atwiil with us. If he dpes not abide by the rules framed for him we can
turn him out at once.
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^0205. So that he is really there as a forester encouraged to build his house
and he is given certain privileges in the way of cultivating a small piece of land* but
he is really kept there tor supplying labour to the Forest Department ? Yes ;

we
do not like them to have too much land. The average amount of land we give
each man is 10 to 20 acres Wo call it a plough or two ploughs of land.

^0206. Have you calculated at all how much time they can give you if they cultivate
10 acres and do it properly ? No; we have not made any calculation in that w^y, but
we find that in most villages we get all the labour wj require.

30207. It looks as though a man cul'ivatmg 10 acre* has a considerable amount of

spare time on his hands? Yes.

30208. Island rcasonaSly wll cultivated in the forest villages ? Some of it is

very poorly cultivated.

30209. Is it all dry cultivation ? - Ye&.

;.02io Do you noteftroura^e th? bunding of a stream or anything like that P I

do not think we have got anything of that sort, 'n a few place^ where there is rice

cultivation they may have a sn a 1 village tank which they make use of but there is

practically no irrigation cultivation at all.

30211. Are you satisfied that there is sufficiently complete tiuch between your
department and the Agricultural Department

9
Yes, I ahouU >ay so, distinctly.

303 1 2. How often do you rreet the Director of Agriculture ? There is no special
time for it, but v henever any special problems come up we communicate with each
other. For instance, we discuss cattle farms and things like that.

30213. Is it your view that something more should be done to instruct the junior
members of your service in the agricultural aspects of forestry ? Does it occur to you,
for instance, that a short period of attachment to the Agricultural Department in suitable

districts might be very helpful ? No, I have not thought of it. 1 think every forest

officer's training takes in very much the point of view that the first thing he ha* to see
is the connection of the forest with the local people ; tha f is one ot the first things they
aic taught that we have not merely to make a commercial success of it, hut we have

got to supply th*j requirements of the people first and at the same time of course

preseive the forest*. \Vhn forest officials are tra'ned, this question is always taken up
very consideiably.

30214 Possibly that particular aspect of the matter is atraUtion in this

Province P I think so. 1 he requirements of the people is the first consideration.

30215. Do you often hear complaints from the cultivators P The only complaint
we hear is that there is never enough grazing, that is all.

30216. Are you conti oiling the lac industry in this Province ? We have a lac

industry in this Province, particularly in two Divisions.

30217. You have given us a note on the point. What exactly are the conditions

under which this industry is carried on ? Is it a village industry proper P No, it is

mote from the fotestb.

30218. But it is carried on by the villagers independently, is it not P To a certain

extent, but nothing like the extent to which it is done in Bihar and Onssa, I have
been there and I found the lac industry in villages was really a very big thing. Here
it has been taken up a bit more during the high prices of lac by villagers and there

are great possibilities in it, especially in the so-called pains lac which is in large

quantitites in ullage areas. I think they could do a great deal more in that respect
than they do at present.

302x0. You say that the policy of the Forest Department is to carry out the

propagation and cultivation of lac within Government forests as a purely departmental

Operation, employing labour chiefly of forest villages to carry out the work. You do
not think that it can be done by private enterprise P Yes it used to be done. We used
to give contracts for the propagation of lac, but it was very unsatisfactory. It was done
most unscientifically. Since we have learned something more about it, we have taken
it up departmentally, and vre carry it out ourselves with better results.

30220. So that the whole industry is now carried on departmentally P Yes, but

only in the Government forests.
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30221, Then who is in charge of the Uc industry u, fore&ts other than Govern-

n ent forests ? That is entirely in the bane's of the malguzars or the headrc.cn of the

villages.

30222. I SrfW the lac factory at Rewa. I was told that the Rewa he was sold

at a premium. Is theie ary reason why the lac of the Cential Provinces should not

fetch as good a price as the Revii 'ac P No, none that 1 know.

302^,3. Does* it? We find that our prices entirely depend on Calcutta prices,
we can fan ly well gauge at what n.te we can sell our lac according to the Calcutta

prices at the time.

30224. But Rewa lac apparently gets the market price plus a premium? We
have no factories

;
all uurs is sold by auction to contractors who export it mostly to

Calcutta.

30225. Then it is a fact that villagers cairying on Ire industlies in the forests

other than in the G vernment forests are not being watched or encouraged by any
depaitrrentP No.

30226. Is there any sericulture in the Province? Nothing worth speaking
1

of.

There used to be a little in Chand.i
,
in Our forests there small areas used to be taken

up, but the revenue fron* it is absolutely negligible.

30227. Is it capable cf develoi/ment, do you think ? I suppose it is to a certain

extent, but I really do not know very much about it.

30228. Do you know which depaitment is responsible for sericulture in this

Province P No I knew we Ic.tse cut small areas in place* like Chanda, but I should
think the Depatttrert of Industries is responsible,

30220. Does the local worm feel on mulberries ? No, we have not got that kind.
It is a different kind

;
it feeds on tie tree teiminalta tomentosa. In the "B" clasi

forests we lease out areas of ficm 5 to 10 acres They are allowed in those areas to

lop the branches, and on. We would not a'low it in
" A "

class forests.

3">230. Would it do an v harm in the " A "
class forest* ? It would be very

difficult to control this lopping and hacking of the trees It does not natter in
'* B" class which is ultimately goin^ under cu'tivatitn. They would lop the branches,
take the leaves, etc

30231 Sir Henry Lawience: Do u pet tctminalfa towentnsa growing together
in large areas i> It is mixed, but you do get areas where there is a sufficient quantity
of this kind of tree to enable them (o deal with it.

30232. On page 274 of these notes you mention that you closed down the experi-
ment Of selling fuel owing to the loss. I think 1 undernood you to say that the loss

was Rs, 4,000 over four years ?~-Ye*.

30233. Is that the total loss that you suffered from this experiment P Yes,
Rs. 4,400. The total expenditure was Rs. 8,400; the total Revenue was Rs. 3,990; the
loss to Government was Rs. 4,410, and all the fuel had gone of course.

30234. You speak in your note of incurring a heavy loss. Would that loss be
R s. 1,000 a yearover a period of four years, or something more * That would be
Rs. i,000 a )car.

30235. It is not a very b*g sum to spend in introducing a new custom amongst
an illiterate population P No, I agree it is not very much.

302^6. It might be worth while to continue the experiment for a longer period at

a somewhat heavier public expenditure, might it not? Yes, I think there is a good
deal to be said for that. Unfortunately the Forest Department is expected to produce
a
higher

revenue and in the anxiety to produce a higher revenue we rather try to cut

our losses.

30237. Actually you make a revenue for the State of 20 lakhs of rupees or mere
net every year, do you not? Ye*, something like that has been the average for the

last few years,

30238. I find also 30 or 35 lakhs of rupees revenue
;
is that the normal figure P

Mo, 20 lakhs has been the highest surplus, As far back as 1915*16 it was 15 lakhs }
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in the succeeding years St was 16, 16, 14; 2; lakhs in 1910-20; then 16, 14, 16}, 20,
98 and now in 1925-26 we are not so well off because it is a poor agricultural year and
that immediately affect* our revenue, Our biggest sapplies are our local supplies and
as soon as you get bad cotton or other crops th* revenue suffers.

302^9. Then from your piint of view it would be quite reasonable to allow

you to have a larger expenditure and not press you to produce a larger

surplus ? I certainly think so. The Central Province* now comes fourth in the list

of net revenue in the whale of Indii. Only Burm<, the United Provinces and Bombay
produce higher revenues. When we produce 20 lakhs surplus, a huge Province like

Madras produces only five lakhs surplus.

30240. Then you think you should be allowed a freer hand to spend m>ney
on useful project

1? P Yes, 1 am preDarei to say that.

30241. You have three grazing rates : the privilege rate from t to 2 annas
the ordinary rate three or four times that, and then tho commercial rate. What
is your commercial rate ? The commercial rate is almost entirely made use of for

buffaloes which are kept by certain classes of people in considerable numbers for the

supply of #hi>

^0242. What is the amount of it 9 -A good bufalo, I should think, can return
to the owner in & year'at least Rs. 100 net.

30243. I ask what is the amount of the rate you charge for such grazing ? From
Re. x to Rs. 2 a year

30244. A good many years ago the Forestry Baard dccMed that the policy as

to forests should be cheap fodder and dear grazing P Yes

3024$. Do you think vou have arrived at that in the Central Provinces ? Wo,
I do not think so.

Do you think it is tie best policy in the interests of the country
*

think it is. I am sure it will l*ad to less f these use'es? catle being kept

30247. How do you hope to arrive at this ideal policy ? We should have to put up
the grazing rates in the first instance. We have quite a bier supply of fodder

;

a large amount of grass goes to waste every year. We have large supplies of

fodder owing to areas that were closed to grazing, after working over, being availab'e

for cutting and removal of grass , those areas are either sold to contractors or

opened to cutting by the people, The question came up n little while ago ; there,
were complaints that the contractors who *>oupht these gra<s birs by auction sold

grass at rates which were too high. What we found was that in many cases

people preferred to come to the area, find grass There cut ard stacked, pay a little

more and take it away. In other places they preferred to go themselves, cut the

grass and take it away We usually sell these grass birs abent August when it is

more or less known what the state of the grazing is going to be. The Forest
Divisional Officer is supposed to consult the Deputy Commissioner as to which areas

should be opened for cutting by license, that is to say, that the cultivator should

30 in himself and take it. and which areas we could reasonably put up to auction

for a contractor to buy and do the cutting and selling himself. The cultivators

arc given every opportunity to decide whether thy would like to cut it themselves

pr
whether they would like to have it done by contrartors Our general experience

is that they prefer the contractor* berause he gets in his labour, cuts and stacks

the stuff, and they find the stacks waiting for them. In areas where they can cut

for tKemselves, they always come so late that it is no good ; their agricultural work
will not let them come sooner, and that is the case in the whole of the Province

except in one distifct. In Khacdwa, in the Nixrar district, where I was 20 years

ago, all the cultivators used to come in in October and November and cut their grass
(we allowed them to do that), and they stacked it there until they were ready to take

it out when they had more time, in December or January or later, and there they
have got some of the finest cattle in the Province

30948. Do you think there will be much opposition to any progress in this

direction of cheap fodder and dear grazing P I am afraid there will be.

30249. Is any propaganda being attempted to teach the people that this is the

right policy P Not more than by offering them the areas, so that they can come in

and cut the grass ; we have not advertised the fact very largely.
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Are changes in your grating rates subjected to the vote of the Legislative
Council? Does it come before them in any form at all? No, I think not; the
Forest Department have been urging Government to raise the rates for grazing, but the
Council refused to take it up It is one of the most difficult things to do

,
it would

lead to agitation at once. The members continue to bring forward questions as to

why there is not more grazing.

30^51. The Council do not appreciate the problem of how far that is possible?
Not at all.

30252. And something ought to be done to instruct them ? Yes,

30253. Sir Ganga Ram: What kind of trees have you in your forests ? The
two main trees in the Central Provinces are the teak tree which supplies all the
timber for constructional purposes and the sal tree which supplies all the sleepers to
the railways.

30254. Have you any work 1* here to supply sleepers P In the last two years,
we have started large departmental operations for sal sleeper supply to the railway ,

we have now built a trailway in Raipur 60 mile* long, whi<-h taps these sal forests

and we shall row be able to bring out larger quantities at cheaper rates to Raipur.

30255. When you say tramway > ycvi meaa a light railway ? Yes.

30256. How is it worked
; by horses 9 It is a steam tramway.

30257. What gauge ? It is 2 ft. gauge.

3025?. When vou say that you are making Rs, 20 lakhs * year, is that from

old forests or from such foiests as you have grown in your time p It is entirely

self-grown forests.

30959* How much revenue do you get from those which are grown through the

exertions of the Forest Department? We do not depend on plantation forests
; they

are of what we call natural generation. We depend on the seed which falls to the

ground ;
we do cany cut certain operations which assist the seedling in getting a hold

of the ground and coming up, and not being crowded out by more inferior trees,

We have a few plantations in the Piovmce, but it is nothing very much,

30260. If you allowed cultivators to cut and take away the grass in your 'A*
class forests, would it matter very much? -We should be only too pleased if they
were to do so

,
1he grass intei feres very much with the seedlings

30261 Have you given them the opportunity ? We always make that offer.

30262. They will not take it ? In a few places they >ake it, but there are very

large areas untouched every year ;
in many of th <se places we burn the grass to get rid

of it.

30263. If you bale^l the grass departmen tally and kept it, do you not think that

you could sell it? We have tried it in several cases, but we fin i that there is no

demand for it.

^

3020*4. Are your forests situated in places where railway facilities exist? In the

Nimar district, there is a place called Mandwaj that is the place where we had the

largest operations during the War for fodder. We had the grass cut ano baled and

put on the railway there, ready to send it to Berar but at the last minute they said

they did not want it
; they said that the Nimar grass was no good, and we finally sold

it locally.

30265. What did you tie these bales with? With wires
;
that was hand-baled

grass.

30266. Flow many bales could be put into a railway wagon P Of course, w>th

hand-baled grass you cannot get a l*rge quantity in a wagon.

30267. What wr.s the cost per bale?' There are some figures on page 274 of my
note, for Damoh and Saugor, The bales were 2i maunds for Pamoh and j* maunds

for Saugor, and we offered the^i at 12 anras ;
we reduced the rate to 9 annas and

subsequently to 6 annas.
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30flti& What is the cost of baling only ?I do not think I have got the figures
for that.

30269. t
Can you give a very big supply

of sleepers to the railways, as much a*
they demand, or do they have to import from the Punjab and other places ? We do
not supply everything, but there are large State forests which supply sleepers in the
Central Provinces.

30270. Can you supply their full demand, or is the demand met by importing
from outside places 9 The demand is much greater than we can supply.

30271* You could not widen your operations so as to meet the full demand ?

Not without encroaching on the Working Plans of the forest. We have got a Working
Plan which allows us to cut so much a year, and unless we encroach on that we could
not do it. Even if we encroach on the Working Plans, we could never supply the full

demand for sleepers by the railways*.

30272. What kind of ttee have you found most suitable for lac cultivation P There
are two kinds of trees ,

the be*t lac cornea from the kuMim tree
,

it is a large tree

which grows mostly in Raipur, and the lac from Raipur, which is a big centre for lac

culture, is from the kusum tree. Th* otln r trees are the pains tree and the gh'>nt tree ;

the biggest centre for that is Dam oh. The value of ku&um lac is very much higher
than that of the other lacs

,
its value is nearly double*

,
it gives a much clearer yellow

stick, or shellac, than the others.

30273. Have you any nuans ot starting turpentine factories No, wo have no pine
trees in the Central Provinces.

30274. You have not got trees which giire resin p There are no tiees in the

Central Provinces that can give tui pen tine.

30275. Do you give facilities to the people to collect leaves and cowHung for use
as manure ? Yes, rowdung is taken awiy horn our forests* when we hive these gwari?
in the forest, In the lains p^op'e sond caMle in large herds to suitable areas where we
allow them to graze and of course they arc kept in the forest at night. There
are big stands for the cattle.

30276. Is it collected as manure for cultivation ? Manure is collected there and
old afterwards.

30277. Do they do that in villages which are surrounded by forests? They will

not go round just to pick up a little cowdung here ana there.

30*7?. They ought to have a great supply of manure? They have what they
collect in their own villages from the rattle stands

30279. You do not object to their removing these materials from your forests

generally?- Not at all.

30280^ There is no tea cultivation here ? No.

30281. Not even near Pachm,irhi ? No.

30282. Sir Thomas MUdltion. : You referred to the method of supplying fuel in

the Berars by the formation of babul bans in that are i
,
what is the ubual size of the

bans which you work ?-They are very small areas ; they may be anything frOm 5 to 10
acres or 15 acres sometimes, most of them are very small.

30283. Are the babul bans that the Forest Department have in their chnrg
widely distributed or are they congregated in certain ttacts? They are rather confined
to three or four Divisions of the Berars* Where they exist, a good many of them are

fairly well distributed.

30284. Have the villagers in the other districts of the Berars shown any desire to
secure these bans?~ Certainly, for cultivation; they would like them for cultivation,
but it supplies so much fuel in a country where, if they did not get it there; they would
have to go very much further, that I think it would be a great mistake to give them over
for cultivation. I am prepared to admit that babul ban areas are equally good for
cultivation, but as they noware they supply not only fuel, but they give cultivation

ttd gracing. The system of producing these t*f i* to sow them up with a crop. We
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lea^e out the area up to about seven years and with their crops they have 4o ptrt in the

seeds of the babul
; they have to look after them and see that the land is weeded

properly, and they
hand over to us, after seven years* this area with the babul trees in

fines growing on it; so that they do get cultivation on it; then we allow grazing in

between the lines ;
it does no harm to the babul, and at the end of twenty-five years

you get the b<*bul which gives the finest fuel and is sold at colossal prices,

30285* Sir Ganga Ram : What is a babul b'lii V Babul ban is the name.

Mr. Kamati A ban might be called a grove.

30386. Sir Thomas Middttton : Then I take it that these plantations are very

popular in the districts in which they exist 9 Yes, distinctly ;
I should say.

30287 What 1 WAnt to get at i* whether the other district? of Berar show a desire

to have such plantations or whether there is no land availAble ? Ido not suppose

anybody would go in for it himself.

30288, Because in certain other Provinces where fuel has been scarce there have
been attempts* as the Chairman has indicated, to form village plantations which have

been assisted by the Forest Department P I think that probably could be enquired
into } there must be a certain proof of wastage ;

if it is really very good black cotton

soil (here is not likely to be much wastage.

30^89. Apart from the babul t
is there any other quick growing tree which would

be likely to thrive in black cotton soil ? Nothing better than the babul.

30290. You refer to the difficulty of keeping hay in stack for more than a single

year. Is material fit for thatching difficult to get in the forrst ,uea ? I did not mention
that fac% but a large amount of gras^isrut for thatching purpose*. In some of the

districts all the grass that is extracted i* usel for thatching purposes and net for

fodder, especially in Chanda, Bhandaia and other places.

30291. Are good thatchers difficult to find P Yes, but the thatching of the hut
of the cultivator is very simple.

30992. I was thinking of your hay sticks? Yt-s
,

it is tather difficult to find

good material for it. It will increase the rojt \fterwards unless Government is

prepared to do it merely for a nominal sum

30293. I think a well thatched stack would keep for at leiat two seasons P The
Military farms, I believe, do that

,
but then it is most beautifully and most elaborately

stacked
; most of the grass is steam -t>ale<l and they thatch absolutely down to the

ground.

30294. You think that the cost of good thatching would make the system of

preserving stacks for over two years impracticable
? I think vie should in the end

have to stack the hay under permanent conugated uon rovers or something of that
sort.

30295. That would prove a very expensive mattei ? Yes, very expensive

30296. Have you ever made any attempts to make ensilage anywhere P -No
;

it

has never been tried.

30297 You have indicated that the Nimar cultivators use your grass freely ; to
what distance does it travel from your foiests? Some of them come in from 20 miles
to get fodder.

30298. What is the quantity of hay that you will get from an acre of good
forest; how many mtunds ? I would not like to say off hand.

30299. What I want to get at is some indication of the productivity of the land
when it is closed P Yes I will send you that later on,*

30300. Can you tell us anything about the quality of the grass in the forets? It

is the commonest 5 it is not the best, The grass called mushan is one of the best

(Tseilma laxunt). In Nimar there is a very good grass which is known as ponia or
sinn {Tsck&mum Sulcatum). I am not sure about the names; but I have a book where
all these names are given and I might send that book along.

* From the statistics collected in the Southern Circle (i.e., about half the area of
Central Provinces) it was calculated that 7j acres of forest area yielded one t*n of

grass. These woeld be open forest areas or areas recently felled over.
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30301. Perhaps you could give us the names and a rough indication of their

relative importance, whether they cover a large area or whether they are only fouad in

selected parts ;
that would be of tome help ?- Yea ;

I will let you know that.

30302. In regard to your grabs land I see that you provide roughly about 3 acres

for every animal you graze P That is our idea
;
then we would not be over-taxing the

forest

30303. It must vary very widely in different districts of the Province P It does,
but the difficulty is that you have large areas cr blocks of forest and the grazing on the

edges is very heavy because they do not go in beyond a certain distance ;
in the

centre there are certain untouched aieas on which we are perfectly prepared to let them

graze.

30304. Have you made any observations on the effect of deferential grazing on the

quality of the herbage? Outside the forest the giazing is unequal.

30305. Have you noticed any difference P No; I cannot say we have. I do not

think the* grazing of the cattle affects the quality of the grass ,
but what we did find was

that when we tried burning over areas after we had cut them t J see if we could not get
rid of the dead grass the result was that we killed out a lot of the better species and
the coarser species survived

,
we fount! that it was rather against us.

30306. Apart from the reserved areas, *11 the giass land of India suffers from

over-gra/ing ? Yes,

30307. There is no chance tor thr betUr spcc'es to survive and wh.it I wanted to

get from you was whethrr, when p-Mcctodin forest areas, you noted any difference in

the cuality oi tr t herbage P No
,

1 canm t say I haye.

30308. 1 hat probably has not but n luokeJ tor ? NO.

30^09. Apart from your clns^ificition by privilege! and normal rates, do you
classify cattle in any way as between oxen and huflaloes* Yeb,

30310. What 1 \\ mt to get At is th corresponding rate for (he c w and for the

buffalo P One buff ilo doe& as much harm nb two bullocks at U"st; the buffalo doe&

a lot of damage by trampling and is very fon\ of rubbing i^elf ngiinst young

saplings j
it dees much more damage in the forest 1

*.

30311. The buffalo will also want i| times or twice as much grass grazing P Yes.

T
,oii9. Dr. HvJer i The po-icy \\hich y< u have in the Central Provinces is dear

grazing and cheap fodder. With regard to the fir/bt part of it, aear grazing, you

certainly pioduce beneficial results, that is to say, you pi otect your forests and you
diminish the number of Old and useless cattle What would be the piobable result of

this policy of cheap fodder ? Do you think it wOuM result in diminishing the number
of inferior cattle? I think fodder is offered at a cheap enough rate now.

30313- 1 am not concerned with the question of the amount < r cheapness,* I am
concerned with the question in relation to the number of cattle. Do you think if you
offer cheap fodder this policy would result tn eliminating old and useless cattle P I am
afraid that it is a matter of custom with the people.

30114. If you want to keep the cittle population of this Province within

manageable limits of course the first part of your pol'cy is all right, but I do not know
whether the same results would follow from the second portion of your policy, namely,

cheap fodder P- If they can get fodder cheap enough I suppose they might say
' Why

worry about getting rid of these poor cattle, if we can feed them so cheaply ? That

is the danger 1 suppose.

30,31$. Have you got enough light railways for the proper working of your
forests, for making your forest produce available in agricultural area P This is the

first scheme we have attempted.

30^16. Just near Muramasiili ?-~Yes, near about that place. That is the Bret

one we have attempted and we have not got any further schemes. Others have been

thought of but nothing has been considered good enough or likely to be paying enough
to start with.

10317. You bay in your note that your aim is to give the maximum grazing

facilities that can be made available for pasture grounds. How do you propose to do

that P The only way one might do that is by putting high rates on the near areas

and cheaper rates in areas a little further away.
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30318. What is this difference of opinion that yju have with the Settlement

Department ? You arc company your grazing fees with the land revenue increase* in

the settlement *-*Our point is that the Und revenue settlements get put up but our

glazing rates are practically the same to-day as they were fifteen cr twenty years ago.

10319. Which would you prefer the contract systems or departmental working
for the extraction of foiest produce? We are finding now that departmental working
is much more profitable

SO ,20, And more satisfactory to the agriculturist P - Well, I think so, certainly
whrre WP have been trying to provide supplies of fuel* Foi instance in Raipur, it will

really come in useful for bringing out fuel on the Raipur side, but that is more really
a town business than one for the agriculturist. The average fuel

supplies
are

done quite satisfactorily by the small contractor who tikes a coupe and fells it. Most
of our departmental work is now for big schemes 1 ke big timber and so on.

Take this auction system: you inteiposc a middle man between the

agriculturist and yourself ? Yes, but that only applies to green fuel, There are always
supplies of dry fuel which are entirely dispueJ of by the licence bystev, by the

cultivator himself going in; the quantity of fuel that is taken out in every Division in

the Province is very large under that heid under the licence system.

V> ,33. Would you p'efer the 1-cr nse system 01 depai tmenlal working P -I would
not be in favour of departmental woiking; for fuel

^032 v The extraction of lar is entirely depart r.enUl ib it not P-Yes, bo far as

ou r torests go.

j>->2| What 11 your revenue fiom lac v Theru are iwo bij Divisions, Damoh
and Raipur. Damoh a few years a,o yave a revenue of about Rs ",,oo loro in one year
but unforturatcly we have had bad rro]>s an<l it ha* now g >ne down to about Rs. 50,000
thi-> last year, in fact about Rs. 70,000 1 should --ay

o ,25 And the n- 1 financial result * Thai i-> du
'ut the* net financial icsult. It ij

a vciy difficult crop to deal with rib you ar; a^vjiutcly at the injrc^ of the elm-ate.

j)O,&6 Is the collection of h nta
,
rnotrnt t or tc,t*lu leives fipo ? No.

3OV-7* Do you chaise anitlnn^ lor the c\liacliuii of tigers from tho'ie

btb ? -No ; you have gut to get i shouting permit to th-iot in the furebtb and that

co-sts nothing.

j>uj28. Sit Henry Lawtence : What ib your tiger population ? It is very large.

tO,2g Have yuu had a census liken P No. We had over 50 tipcrs taken out of

one big block of forest within two yoarb by ceiUin Mnharajis who came to thii

Province borne yeais ago.

J>ojl3o. Mr* WilU : Jt is a fact, is .1 not, that the babul ban found in Berar seives

a veiy useful purpose net merely for the protlucli >n of limber but alio foi grazing
purposes? Yes; b^bid s used as timber wood for Ihe construction of carb,

Then ab rtgardb the rcl tion of forestry to agricultuie J what department
of aclnuni^Uation do you consider reprcsentb agriculture V If any question comes up
the first person to deal with it would be the Deputy CommUbioncr.

jo332 That is the Revenue Department and not the Agricultural Department ?

That is so.

30p. The Raja of Parlakimedi: For 4 what putposes do you lease out open
areas in the forests P Only as forest villages and this is mainly for the purpose
of supplying labour.

30334. And you have been allowing certain areas of forest for cultivation also P

That is absolutely negligible. There used to be in the old day* quite a lot of shifting
cultivation which has been gradually stopped, and what cultivation there is inside
Government forests now is entirely confined to our forest villages,

< 30335. Is that on lease or is it permanent cultivation ? No
;

it is taken from year
to year. We have very simple rules which have been framed by Government Cultiva-
tors in forest villages do not come under the revenue rules at all.

30336.
Do you restrict the expansion of the area P Yes, it is laid out definitely*

Supposing we make the village $00 acres in size, it is demarcated, and we only give

MR. D. O. Wm.
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cut say a* couple of hunlrel acres of that for cultivation to these people to begia with.

leaving enough spare land for the natural expansion of the village. We want to keep
them within our control f ^r our labour pui poses.

30337. You do not encourage the cultivation part of it ? No; we just give
them enough to carry on with As a matter of fact, only certain special classes, of

people are suppoped to come into thes>e villages, such as Gond?, Korkus and other

jungly tribes
;
we do not want highly educated cultivators

You do not allow them to carry on faHu cultivation ? -There is a small
area called the Baiga chak in Mandla where this cultivation known as b#mar goes on.

But there is only a little of it left.

3033Q. It has not ^een entirely erad cated No
,

it has been kept for the benefit
of the Baigas within certain limits,

30340. You say that the puMic make use of y.iur forest roads in certain parts.
Can you not get some grant from any of the public bodies IHMI by? When those roads
were constructed the Government rule wat that we couH prohibit outsiders from using
them a* they were purely forest roads, but thai they could be tucd provided the District
Council gave us a giant towatds their upkeep find maintenance. We applied to one
or two Mi trict Councils and the reply was that they would be delighted to use the
rorids but they had no money to give. We have not received anything from them
bo far.

30341. And do you try to keep their carts off9 We have tried, but it is really
more bother to us than it i*. w ; th, fo t it means kei-pin/ chwnki(lars> and that sort of

thing and Causes general friction nnd probably squabbling and things of a similar

natiue.

3O34'' ^ the areas where coupe felling is going on, do you not allow grazing to

go on also <J Not after cutting

3034 \ Your figures show that then* has been ,\ decrease in the area set apirl for

gr.iiing. I'hc fijjuie I >r 11-25 j > i* Ieis than the fjguic given in 1916-17 v There U
some mistake heic 'I he number of cattle is slightly lis->, due probably to cattle

mortality, but the arei open to glazing is iija squaic milrb more than >n 1^16-17.

30344 The decrease is not because of the restriction of Und ? No.

3OM5* Pi of* itittgitfff Could you give the Commibsion an idia of the

training which your subordinate officers receive You mean the non-gazetted officers

from the forest guards upwards.

30346. Yes? The Forest Guard has no training whatsoever We just pick
him up locally and start him with a small salary, he ha* no training whatever.
Then there is the Foreater

,
ho may start also without any training. We have had a

little Fo<-et Schiol at Balaghat for the last 15 years We tram there occasionally
the Fore it Guards who have some education. They have to be able to read and
write in the vernacular. These Foresters arc given a training which enables us to

promote them up to Deputy Rangers, They get from Rs. 40 to Rs. 60. Then comes
the Ranger class; their pay is from Rs. 80 to Rs. ?OO; they are now trained at

Cohnbatore in Madras, The training of the Rat:geis used tobcatDehra Dun, and
there is still a Rangers' course there

;
but the Cential Provinces Government now

send their men to Coimba'ore. They have a two years' course there.

30347. In the, school you refer to, is the teaching done in the vernacular? Yes.

This is in Balaghat.

30348. Which officials come in direct contact with the agriculturists? I

suppose the Forest Guard is the man who comes in most direct contact? Right up to

the Ranger.

30349. I understand that the contact of your department is more intimate with the

Revenue Department than with the Agricultural Department ;
is that so P I suppose

we do have more contact with the Revenue Department because the acTministration

of the district is in the hands of the revenue authorities ; and when there is any
administrative question, a Forest Officer naturally goes to the Revenue Officer in

charge. But as I have already said, we come in contact with the Agricultural

Department more with regard to questions of fodder supplies, cattle farms, etc.>

that is to sayf the bigger questions,

MR. D.O.Win.
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30J5o. Have you undertaken any survey of the various type* of grasses in the
forest area* of the Piovmce? I canned say wo have.

30351. Arc you familiar with any research which has been done on the various
kind's of grasses in the Province ? As to their value you mean,

30352. I mean with regard to their feeding value, growth, and quality in

ucncral V I stunted it a bit myself, I have written a small book on the grasses of the
Central Provinces As a matter of f,ict, someb >dy in the Agricultural Department
took up the quejtion of grasses and he also wrote something about it. Perhaps
Mr Flymen would be able to spejk on it,

30353. You are not in touch with thnt work ? -I cinnut say we have done any
research work of that kind, 1 think it was the Economic Botanist who took up this

question in the Agricultur.il Department and stidied it.

30354 Are you carrying on any investigation in the deterioration of the

ioicst areas and th* forest soils u -I cannot &ay we are really circling on any
inveMio'ition into the n-attcr. Cases of that *oit occasionlly come up. Mow, during
this pioccss nt making nu\x' Working Plans reports come in, but no regular investiga-
tion 11 b*ing cirned on in^o the matter, though we could put our finger on certain

placet and '-ay that a particular aici hab distinctly dctenoiatcd. 1 would not say
lhat deterioration is going on to a very large extent, .<nd I think uc arc keeping

things sufficiently in hand to si tint our forcbts arc not being rained
,
but I should

not like to see ihc graying go niuchfu.thei
,

if it did, I think datn.ige aiiyht be done.
if i ur hands were forced then I think dan age mifcht be done. If we can keep things
jb they arc now, we sliil! iJwaya have un.m^h freest lor th< pcoo'c.

'0355. Hi\e you any inititm.iti >n a.* to tin ijuulity ot the baled grass?
I'tuMilel the grass is cut tai y iii the seibOu. before the end of the yea*", the

<jras> iball right I prcfrcr to sue t tut in October and November

What is the coU u? baling' You mean hind baling

30757. Yes, h,ind bilmg P I think th*t i the cunm-tri practice here v That
wuld cost on th* avcingt Ro i per tor

}0 5k Wrnt is your igencytoi . istnbuting baUd ijiass
'*

It is done through
imr *tart. There a^a in a e should have to i

ro to the Deputy Commissioner and lell

him \vehavc t>ot tr.is stuft in eertun centre . Hi> Tahstidats and other peop'c would
then let the villagers knov that it was there. 1 hit would be the best agency to get
it known.

.V'35 I s there any intenut diary between the Forest Officer and the cultivator in

the s>dlu "i thy baled grass.
'" Our Frcst Hangeis, Foresters and Forest Guards could

all be m'.cia ediaries in the matter, but it would help a great deal nore to go to the
revenue authorities r nd get theit a bsistance.

30360. 1 here is no other foreign intermediary between the Forest Officers and the
cultivators ? No.

30361. What principle do y* u follow in levying these various grazing rates;

ordinary rates privilege rales and commercial rates? 1 should not Wke to say , We
roniider of course that even thc>e privilege lates aie unnecessarily low. Practically it

comes to this, that Gcveinmcnt wants to t;ive the apriculturist feeding for his plough
cattle foi practically nothing. My idea is that you might as well give it free as charge
an anna a year. 1 his mixture of rates is really a great tiouble. 1 would much rather

have some simple system, some being free and the rest charged at a reasonable rate*

30362. Have you made any proposal with regatd to this to Government P Things
have been discussed dl nauseam.

30363. Do you find any indication of stall-feeding becoming popular among the

people? I understand it is done in Berar, bat then I suppose that is by force of circum-

stances to a ?reat extent.

30364. Having perhaps come to the limit of the gracing arei available from

forests, perhaps that is the only direction from which improvement could come. Yon
have discussed this question of stall-feeding with the Agricultural Department P Yes,
we have certainly discusbed it. At different times attempts hjive been made to introduce!
; tall-feeding j

*ome of those attempts were made a good many year* ago*

Mo n n WITT , ,
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Could you reduce the cost of fuel ? We could not reduce H much more
than it ts already. The dry fuel is one pice or two pice*per head-load,

',03^6, You could not reduce it any further ? They need to have one pie, but

nobody deals with one pio nowadays,,

30367, Do you think better transport facilities would help to reduce the price?
No, all the dry fuel comes by cart, I suppose improvement of roads should help
things.

30568, You made a reference to lac and seiiculture in reference to the extraction
of minor forest produce, Is there not a department known as the Department of
Industries? Yes.

1,0369 Is lac and sericulture under that department? -No, anything from our
forests is entirely under cur department, inc'unirig all minor products.

337 Mr* Calvett : You have referred to an area of 3,400 oquare miles as
closed to grazing ;

how much of that is aUo closed for tutting j^rass? No IP of that
would be closed, we do not p event the cutting of grass in these closed areas at all. We
would like to have it cut,

30371. The cutting of trees within ao yards of a bank of a stream 13 foi bidden
,

is

that a rule under the Forest Act ? No, that is a rule made by Government.

30372. Under whit authority ? - Under the Revenue Act.

30373. Have you in your staff a separate Forest Botanist ? No, not now in this

Province.

30374. I gather you have practically no compla'nts with regard to soil erosion in

this Province ?- Not to any extent, one hears of it, but one cannot say th it areas are

definitely disappearing through eio%ion,

30375. The proposil ha* been made that the reclamation of land that has been

eroded should be done by the Forest Botanist, In the absence of a Forest Botnnut
it is difficult to know wrnt you could do? They nave an afforestation scheme m the

United Piovince*. I believe it is a very fine scheme, but that is not run by the Forest

Botanist as fai as 1 know.

30376. You have nothing compmaMe to Etuva he:e, have you
5 No.

30377. As the result of the research work which is being done at Dchra Dun, is

there any likelihood of development of forest industries in this Province? I think so,

We have got one research officer as it is, and I hope the time will co'tie when we might
have another officer for that purpose, getting in touch \vith the markets, starting indus-

tries, and so on,

30378. Have you R Utilisation Conservator ? No, I am just taking the matter

up and we are appointing an officer for a few months. 1 do not think we have enough
work yet for a whole-tune officer. We shall probably be putting an officer on for

six months to try and get in touch with outside markets for the utilisation of produce,

^0379. Do you think there is sufficient scope for industries subsidiary to forest

produce P 1 think in the lac industry in the village areas n good deal coultl be done,

30380. Paper? No.

30381. Have you any Forest Engineers ? We have not.

30382. Is that because your foresu are in accessible places? No, It has been

recommended several times by us, but Government has not approved of the proposal
It does not consider that there would be sufficient work for a Forest Engineer.

30383. That opinion was rather generally held at one time, but other Governments
have now appointed Foresi Engineers with beneficial results. Do you think you would

increase your income by having a Forest Engineer ? I do not say we would do great

things, but he could be put on the big road works and things of that sort, and 1 think

that would lead to development.

30384. In the Central Provinces, your forests are generally in fairly accessible

places p Yes.

here
30385. So, the question of wood going to rot for lack of ttnnspoit does not apply
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30386. SVr Ganga Ram : The very valuable produce
of your forest which is

bringing you a large sum of money is myrobalam P Yes.

30387. Do you encourage the growth of that now ?- Wo do not cut the tree that

bears this fruit
;
under our Working Plans the hnnra tree is specially put down as not

to be cut,

30388. How much revenue do you get from myrobalarns ? The Baltghat district

alone is giving us Rs. 30,000 a year, on a big contract we have got with a firm in

Bombay; they pay Rs. 30,000 a year for all the harra in Balnghat,

30389. You give it out on contract P Yes.

30390. They must be making a huge piofit. Myrob.ilams worth Rs. 4 crores are

exported from India to foreign countries 9 There is a certain amount from outside,

30391. Sir Henry Lawrence: What is the total revenue from myrobalarm ? I

should think about Hs 60,000 from the Government forests,

30392. Mr* Willsi A large quantity
1 comes from Indian State^P There aie large

quantities outside Govetnmcnt forests.

3393* Sir Ganga. Ram'. You have got some match factories here '"-There i-> one

at Kota in Bilaspur district,

Have you any wood specially ^uitCfl for it? That has become rather a

difficult question, The wood they have been using is the fiomb 't ml ibirtcum or semal

wood ; they cannot get enough of it.

30395. 1 know that they have been going a* fir as Nat d war and other p'aces foi

it. Cannot you grow some more of the->o trees? It t > very easy to grow P -That is a

point that is under consideration now
,

I very much doubt whether we should be able

to create it in time or quickly enough for them. They have tnd to make out that

we can supply them with that in large quantities in 25 years, but there is nothing on

record to show that we can do anything of the kind, Plantations like lhat aie likely

to be fairly expensive. As 1 put it up to Government, if they wish U keep (his

industry going th^y must be prepared to s'art these plantations and woik them at

a loss. My own idea is that they could use the ?alai instead of sem^l. We cm supply
them with any quantity they want or boswelix \rrrflta instead of Denial,

30396, Seinal is the onfy tree which i^ suitable? That is the only one they
are using.

30597. I asked you whether you could not encourage the growth of semil trees ?

It is very scattered
j you get it on the alluvial soils along the streams, theie is a tree

heie and there.

30398. It grows nicely on tbe banks of streams ? It would mean starting planta-
tions.

30399. Would it not be worth trying ? As I say, if Government is prepared to

tak* the thing up ! I do not think we will ever make it pay.

30400. It would increase, the wealth of the country ? There is only one match

factory, and we should not be able to supply anything to them for twenty-five years; we

have got to think twenty-five yt ars ahead, I should say thirty-five years myself,

30401. You said you greatly advocate babul growing? Yes.

^0402. Do you advocate the growing of the trees on the side* of fields P One

docs see them a great deal along the banks of fields, but I do not know whether

the cultivator himself does anything in that line, I take it he does not. I fancy that

all the babul that you see along the t>un'is on black soil is self-grown, but they could

do a lot themselves in increasing the amount of babul in a place like Btrar by taking

t he trouble.

30403. But it casts a very injurious shadow on the crops? I cannot exprees any

opinion an that.

No cultivator will put it on the side of his fields.

30404. Are there many camels in this Province r No, my few,

MR. l>. CX WITT,
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3o4o. It is very goo4 food for camels ? -We used to use them for transport
purposes a good deal, but we do not get many of them now. They have to come down
from Rajputina side.

30406. Would you not recommend to Government to encourage camel breeding?
There is good food for them hcte? Camels do not do well in this Province ;

all the
eannels that we used for transport \vcre sent bick to the drier regions before the ra'ns.

30407. The climate is unsuitable P Yes.

30408. By. forest roads, do you mean kutthn roa*Js ? They are not metalled
roids? Moit of our road^ nre kutr^a roads

, th''y are not metalled roads, but there is

no reason why we should nut make our own metalled roads if we had a Forest

Engineer.

30409 Are the s'opes of yor forestry U:.d so well woodei that they do not let

out the water when there is heavy runfall ? Ye*
;

I should say distinctly so

30410. Ywu do not lea*c forest slopes to the people for cultivation ? No.

3011 ' Is there a dema.iU for it? I sh.uld not think so

30412. Do you ten ace anjwheie?--! he slopes in our forests are covered with
toe* growth, ati.l we ju^l work thorn tn th ordinary wiy as we go along, under certain

Working Plans.

30413. Sir ThflviJs WifHlttfini Yougrixc about jj million cattle here? Yes.

3041 i Could sou give u= any sent of indication as to what proportion would be at

pnvilegul rnti'b, what at ordm uy lairs md what at commercial rates? 1 shall send

figures.

30415. Sit f/fuiy Lnnrfnif \Vhal i& your total grazing fee? Rs 25 lakhs.

Sir Thomas .\fnhlltionl You *,i) it is Rs. 14 lakhs,

30416. The Chtitrmai: Would you let us hive a stitement, giving all those

fig 'i re* ? Yes.*

30417 Sir T/uwns MiJtllcfmi I tike it the position is tint the Forest Depart-
ment i piactic, lly the i iniroiler ot most c*f th-j guzing ,

foresters hive adopted as
a dclliiitf pol.cy th-2 ve\\ ih\t iris- should be cheap and giazing dear; that policy was
hiil uown .it a conferenci in 191 ^ but nothing ha? yet boon do-ie to give eftect to that

policy ,
thciL' has been no alt*i at on in thw it'l Uivc charges

v Tint is what it conies to.

30418, 5if GaiifaRfltu. Are you aware of the syste-n of keeping bhusa?
\\V cill it wo^il. h is a cone about ion f^ct in diEimet*i at the base, and going up to

a lit i^ht cf d tort; it i? covert d *>vcr with thatch, and theic is a kutrha drain all

round in oidci t> keep off the* lain xvatiM. It keep-, the b/iusator a long time, I have
soon Motifs winch hi\e kept A'jsii in ^>od con lition for live years. Are you aware
ci thatprarncti V We do not know anything abjut it.

30419 The C/tan man : Do you know of any cases where cultivators have planted
trces*oi "hi-ubs f r fufkl prpost^^- 1 do not.

30410. It was sugi'etted by one wifne^s before the Commission in this Province

tint the karanja tree might be used for that purpose. Would you support that view P

\o, 1 do net think il produces a paiticuLu ly good fuel
;
it would be good for the fruit

from which oil can be extracted.

30441* What is youi best quick-growing fuel tree ? Babul la as good as any
other.

304a\ In planting out babul in plantation*, what spicing do you give ? *W do
it in lines of about 6 feet apart.

304J$ Have you ra<uiarma here ? No.

30424- Sn ftfmv Lament* * \VouM it not ijrow here ? No
;

it will grow along
the sea coast; it U largely grown on the Fast Coast near Puti.

* Vide Appendix,
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The caiutrint treei in Mysore arc 50 miles from the sea ?~It wants
a very sandy soil*

30426. The Raja of Parlakimedi Do you liave in your fore*ti any tanaing

Species P -Yes. The babul bark is used for tanning. The bark of th^ Terminalia

atjunais used, but they cannot really use it widely because it is a tree that grows along
the streams, and we object to the cutting of it.

30427. Prof. Ganguhe : What about myrobalams ? It is of course the main thing
but it is exported. 1 am thinking more of the local uses. Then there was a shrub

called tarwa (Cassia anntulata) which was introduced in the Central Provinces towards

the end of the War, and we were to'd to make a plantation of it. This is. the

chief tanning material in South India, the scientific name is Cassia auricu/ata, and it

grows in Borar, but nobody would use it here.

30428. The Raja of Parlakimcdi \ What is your revenue under that hea<l ?

N othing

30429. JI//. Kam-\l : There is :i piragraph in the latest hue of Capital which

may interest you It jayi
" The secret of turnMig tropical grasses and other fibrous

substances into clothes to wear is believed to have b?en solved by Dr. Omsh.-iw Nanji
of Biri' ;ngham University. Ch'micil process are said to have been perfecte 1 for

separating the fibres from the raw mitemJ. anil preparing them for spinning"?
I hive not seen th*t.

(The wtnes$ withdrew.)

MR. p. o. WITT.
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RAO BAHADUR M. G. DESHPANDE, Nagpur.

Replies to the Questionr aire.

QUESTION i. RESEARCH. -(0) The present organisation of lesearth work in this

Province, judged by its results, is in no way unsatisfactory. I would, however, like to

make one or moic suggestions u Inch, in my opinion, might be carried out with advantage.
In the first place more facilities and more funds should be provided for district

research by investigators on the spot I an) in favour of the formation of a Provincial

Research Committee at Nagpur under the chairmanship of thr Diicctor of Agriculture.
This committee would administer a special permanent research fund ind the problems

affecting the welfare of the agriculturists should be submitted to the committee by the

District Officers with an estimate of the money and staff required to deal with them.

The Research Committee would have the advantage of knowing what leseatch schemes
wore contemplated all over the Province, and if the problem seemed a bufficiently

important one woull allot men and the mc\nb for undertaking the investigation '1 he

central expert at Nagpur uould act as an adviser to Deputy Biicctors in laying out and

controlling such local research bcheir.e in addition to carrying on his own general
research laboratory or station.

It is not enough if competent research officers and admin ittators remain content

with doing useful work themselves hut they should tiain other workers in their

respective hues. If this s dc.r,e the country would h*ve as many competent indigenous
workers as India needs. The main advantage of employing indigenous workers is

that they ar not hke'y to be lost to the country in the latter part of their service

after acquiring gicat experience at the cost of the State. This is generally the cat*

With rebc^rch workers brought from outside, ond I am strictly ol opinion that resta ch

worker* should be as f-u as possible from thiu country

Research work is of no v.ilue whatcvei to the agricultural masses unless tho

results obtained ftom it weie brought to the nctic*' of the cultivators and wtiu

incorporated in 'heir general .igriculturcil practice. If thib is dour, lam surc a special
fund from the public wju'd roue f< rwaul and maintain the research work.

(b) I do not know any par
1 n ulu case in uhieh tho progress is not bing n ad

because of ths want of skilled wi ;ker, or nYl 1 or U'M ratory facilities for study, but

it is a general faet th.tt the ie>ults obU'ncd from the rc-eaich are rot brcught to tho

notice ol the cultiv,.toi& and ire rot pirorpuutcd in their gcncial agricultural practice.

() Southern portion of th. Ccntial Piovn.ceb amlBeiai isagteat cctton prtducmg
tract, and it will be quite advisable if SMH* ie->carcli on cotton breeding, cotton

physiology, cottcn technology, co ton entomology and cotton nijrolnqy is earned on.

If some tfood conies out of this research it \vill be good tor both the Government and
the people I would lay emphasis c>n the fart that the Agncultur.il Department
should always take an opportunity ot tncomacjincc mil, i' r.e-CLSsary, subsidising non-
oificial gcnt.emen who have fitil'ties anil arc devout of copiluctine small themes
of research work on their cwn farm ^ under tl-e direction nn<l Abidance ot officeis of

the Agricultural Department. I have come across many such nrugie&sive cuitivaf
ois,

and with a little encouragement and help Iioni Government there is a wide field for

extending their knowledge of aj t
i ic ultural impiovcmunt^ at sn.all c/pen*-e and in a

practical and effective manner.

QUESTION '.* AGKICUI.IURAI RDUC\TION. Agnculturtil education should be of

such kind as would create sympathy and taste fur agricultural peasants and would
acquaint the youths of the country with theory and practice of agncultate.

(i) Existing educational institutions and btaff are quite inadrquate for spreading
general knowledge among the masses.

(ii) There is an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities all over the
Province.

(iii) It will be a great help if the teachers in rural areas be drawn from agricultural
lasses* These teachers aie well acquainted with the local conditions and can very

well impress upon the cultivators the impoitance of agricultural improvement.

(iv) There ire at present only two agricultural schools in this Province where tke
attendance of students was not so \ cry satisfactory but is now gradually improving.
Those schools are, in the fiist place, in their infancy and tho people horn rural areas
have not realised the impoitance of education. If, however, the attempt* arc canied
in the same direction the attendance will still mote bo increased and more schools* will
be needed*
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(v) The ebtablishinentof agricultural cluhs in vcrnacul r and Anglo-vernacular
schools will, in my opinion, be the main incentive wh'ch will induce tho tads to study
agriculture. The teacher* of the*" schools should take part in these activities and
should try to diveii the minds of the lads towards agriculture. The schools should be

provided with small ulot of lan-l atUchal to the school where the.1 boys interested in

agricultuio should be allowed to have snail gaidensa-ul to enjoy the outturn for them-
selves. Every year the central educational institution (Cole^e of Agriculture at

Nagpur) should invite such club a and should ohow all the improvements carried on by
the department Student* of the C d'ege of Agr. culture at Nagpur should take a

leading part in such activity an 1 give the advantage of the knowle ige to their ycuthful
brothers.

(vi) I do not think that the pupils gatng to such schools should be mainly drawn
from agricultural clashes

; advantage may also be ivei to other b'>y&.

(vii) India is mainly an .'"'iiciiUural country and hence th gener.il atmosphere
even of primarv schools, should be agricultural. In the last two t lasses of high school

agncultute should bcadchd in ihe g< jupi ol optional subjects, students selecting this

group would have prtfercsncu luridmuion into the Agnciltural College A portion of

the time at school may be o* voted to inanuil woik. Coupes in general agriculture,

elementary botany, 1 uilogjr, etc
,
be aa^ht tj the students ot normal schools and the

student taking up suui touises be jjivc.i preference for teAcheihip in rural primary
schools.

(vni) I am in favoui ot (>?) nature study, (b) ->chool plots, and (c) sihool farms.

(ix) Intelligent aiv 1 hard woikm* ?tU'!ent3 i>un2nlly come fiom middle class. If

buch student * RIO selected anl s(*nt a-broiil f r scientific training, the country would
hnve competent indigenous workcMMn scientific field anJ thus the middle-class youths
will be attia-ted towels agriculture '1 he tendency of bringing research workers from
ouUide should at once b>' checked

(K) Mijon:y of stu font* who hiv"! sUJieil apiculture hav*- up till now accepted
Government service Mnrron mm* condition of farming is ically the chief cause cf

farming being n^ attract iv< to college graduate-* or i ven to high rchool men, unless

they aie content \\ith a very low standard of living .mil unless they are prepared to work
as peasants. In spite of all 'h se adverse conditions, there are some progicssive
farmers in the country wh > c in vt ry well make use of the students turned out by
agricultural colleges ;

but they are not re illy capable of acting as business managers in

any commercial vcntuie without actual xpencnce They should therefore be ftiven
more opportunit'cs in the college for doing practical work.

(xi) I do not sea any movement for improving the technical knowledge of students

who have studied agncultuio. Those who are alrta ly in Gvjvernment scivi ce actually

carry out the orders without even utili sin 4 the knowledge they have gained while
students.

(xii) Adult education in ruial traces can be popularised by actual demonstrations in

the field* I hive no particular scheme in view tor the present.

(xiu) \Vith reference to jjull uiucatian in ruril tracts, there it a great deficiency
in the present system of agricultural education. There arc few, if any, facilities pro-
vided for tne training of men of the iield men type in specialised forms ot agrjcultuia
from the practice of which Mich men can make a good living. In agricultural schools
(like Powarkher-i school;, subjects such as well-making, working of* boring machines,
tractor driving, fruit cultivation, lepauing of implements, gur manufacture, care ol

cattle, poultry farming, etc., should be taught to adults along with the boys. Piactical

knowledge of these courses should be given within a penod of six months.

Q UESTION 3. DEMON STRATiON AND PROPAGAND \.-Those that are deputed on the work
should be n/en of courteous habits and should mix with the masses as if they were one of
themselves, They should have demonstration lorries with ail the necessary implements
and accessories, and should send their programme in advance which should be framed
not according to the convenience of the officers but according to the convenience o^
the people. The lorries should be of *uch a make as to be taken over Hhe country
roads.

ia) The following mealies will, in my opinion, be more successful in influencing
and improving tie agricultmal practice ol cultivators- (i) \\ell-organised, continuous,
intensive demonstration and propaganda woik conducted in the districts, specially in

co-operation with non-officials and non-official local bodies
; and (2) the organisation

of sources of supply and maintenance in the case of improved materials and of super-
vision and dLection in the case of improved method*
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Tfce amount* of money spc.it on research work and on propaganda woik aio quite
d ^proportionate, having regard to tha relative inipuit.incc ok these two necessities in

agricultural progress. Keaearch woik isoi ru value wliatcvct to tne agricultural masse*
unless the results obtained fioin it are biought to the notice of culUvatois and ate

incorporated in their geiici.il agricultutal practice, My experience as a member on the

Board ot Agucultwe, Central rrov.ncos, oh >ws tint monty fur lObearcn is generally

compiratively eas)/ tj obUin, bu: the provision ot lunds tin propiginli anung tho

cultivators is almost luJhcrau-ily in uU'jiU
1
:, I w mil pieler t> piy mor5 attention to

propaganda work than to icseaicu side.

Use of lantern slides and, if possible, motiju picture^ w^u!d increase the eltectivs-

ress of field 'demonstrations,

(<) Indian trmr-} hive shown willingness and even hecnnosj in adopting im-

provements which proiniso to pa\ them, but there u no co-o^'cratiou between thorn and
the Department of Agriculture on account ot the autocratic terckncus uf the Litter.

I do not thmL if guoit methods are &hnwu t J ihe cul'ivatjrs, they will abstain Jrom

txpe*t advice. l,ourte>y on the p. it ol v ovcrnment olfii^als ii the on y method I

would buggest where'y cultivator may be induced t ; i-1opt expert advice.

(d) lr m&joutyof the ca.es demonstrati .n and pivyagrind.i woik has met with

a failure. This it> partly du, to ihe non-re.ilis.ttion on the part ot tho farmers and

partly to the negligence tf tno -uboi dinaUb carrying or* the work The Department ot

Agriculture should thcrt'foie establish rropt-i co operation between the farmers and the

subordinates beiore they pioceed to &art ,in)< part on thrsj line-. Suboidinatcj mu-.t

be made to betr in mind thai they are the s.ivant of the people ami to render hones'

advice to them ts their prim iry duty. Unless this i* done, I do not think any propaganda
work can be

QULSTION 4. ADMINISTRATION. ~-(<i) I feel that a better co-oi muation of the

agricultural activities of Government in Incm, especially vvith refeience to the nuans
to be adopted fjr intro lucmg agucultural imnovcneaU to the ciltivators would be
tdC'litated it provision is made t ^r a fuller exchang.* ol expL*nence and opinions between
officerb of the Agncultuial Departments of d'tforeut I'roviiites, particularly ot iiich

Province? to which certnu problems are more 01 les-. conjinon.

(b) I d > not think if i > devrabli' t > inrreasr th" scientific staff of the Government
of India at the present ti nc

,
I would lay mor j emph sis on propaganda work.

(c) (i) From mv point of view, Agricultural and Veterinary Set vices nre far from
satisfactory. The officials of these Departments do not realise that they are the
servants of the people and d.i not give the farmers the full benefit of th ir services.

Supct vising officers of these department** should therefore, insist upon 'h> ir subordinates
that they are pub'ic servants and should discharge their duties in the interest of tho public.

(li)
As regards railway transport , adequate numbei of wagons arc not available

in the harvest season and railway trau^poit cost about 50 per cent more in

India than in countries like America. Railway companies should therefore be
induced to grant concession rates to iarmers. Besides this, pilfering is a common
practice carried on by railway servants and hence the arfcles of iarm produce never
reach the consumer or the dealer in a safe condition. This is especially true in the case
of orange industry Kail way authorities should therefore be insisted upon to have strict

watch on the subordinates and avoid pilfering and damage during transit.

(lii) Indian farmers have to speni very much on transport. Communication from
tatm to village and from village to market is very pjoi, and a* such not only costs
much but increase 5 the depreciation charges of carts and bullocks*

(iv) Meteorological Department is rather doing good work.

(v) and (vi) More post and telegraph offices should hs opened in ihs rural areas*

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. In India, tho agriculturiars are

deeply in debt and the best way to help them is by development of co-operative land

mortgage credit, The present credit societies of villages cnnnot satisfy thftir needs for

meeting the old debts of their members or the purchase of land or making improvement in

their landed estates. This will be possible when lard mortgage credit is developed on a
large scale. Hut the important point to be considered in this connection is whether
the present organisations of primary village societies, the Central Banks, and the
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Provincial Banks are suited to develop that land mortgage credit of altogether different

institutions must be stai ted to do the thing required. There seem a to be no objection
to developing it by the present institutions. The only precmtlon that is to be tiken is to

keep this branch semiato from thoir short-term business an i it should be financed from
the fun-Is obtaincl for long periods, either in the form Of deposits or debentures, to

which a reference will b" made later on,

There cannot be t\vj opinions on tlis question that co-operative land mortgage
ctedit must be developed in India on a hrg* scale, to relieve the agriculturist fro n

their old debts. Whether separate institutions are to be started or the present credit

institutions the prinmry societies, the Central Banks afld Provincial Banks can

manage the land mortgage credit, is a secondiry question.

Co-operative land mortgage credit, if properly introduced, will greatly benefit

Indja. For the improvement of agriculture, for the adoption of machinery and
modern mot ho Is, the employment of lar^e caoital is necessary. Modern farming is a
business which must be suppoitol by plenty uf ready m jney. This is possible if agricul-
tural credit is developed fully,

The next impoitant question with icgatd to land moi'g g> credit is whether it can
be developed in India. The answor to tins question can be given in the affirmative

;

but the same re-its* on sex cral important assumptions. It must, for instance, be taken
for granted (i) {hat the laws of the lanJ will be irodihevl, where necesbary, so as to

favour an org .msed system of lind mort<r:i >o cr^tit ; (ii) th.it owners of land will com-
bine with each other in order to bettei their c-^dit hpcnn^ they understand (a) the

necessity for intensive cultivation, an 1 (b) how to cultivate intensively, and (in) tint the

nece?sary oigamstng agcnry is placed at ilu service of the landt>wrie-s. The introduc-

tion of a system of land morti* ie cieuit in Ind<a will ceitainly require guidance and

supei vision and even State moi.oy but the last must be given in the f Jim <Ta loan only
in the begmmrg In India it will he inadvisable for the State to stand abof from a
movement of this typs. It is for the development of land mortgage credit that State
loans should be n.acie in the beginning in older that the investing public should learn

the importance cf this sy&tem. They will come ti realise the stcunty contained in the

land mortgage bonds, when the Stale finarces are forthcoming Until the pub'ic
realiso this, the Slate should not take away its aid In Egypt, fo- example, the State

Rank holoS shares in tho Agricultural Bank of Egypt, The State must kelp the deve*

iopment of their business by other ways also. A guarantee of tnteiest on the issu*

of debentures must be given by it to popularise them. 'I hern s^cms to be no objection
for giving the guaiantee as it involves no immediate expenditure by the State, and

piobjibly none at my time The most satisfactory fjrn of help M a St(Vo ginrantep
or interest on i limited issue of debentures for lim'ted term in onicr u> re^urr* the

public as to the new investment and to oive them time to b*com f imihni with it The

guarantee can be given to a special land moitgngc bank if one be st uteri or to a Pro-
vincnl Bank if it undjrtakas am manages the business through Central Banks aid

pnmary credit societies, as is being done at present by the Central Piovinces and Berar
Provincial Hank Unless the debentures are made tiuatee securities, th. y will not be

prized by the investing public 5 and this must be done by making necessary ain- udment
in the Trusts Act.

A reference is made above that the Central Provinces and Berar Piovincial

Co-operative Bank, l.imuel, has been managing the land n 01 tgage credit business

through Central Banks ,ind primary credit societies, It will, theiefort, bs not out of

place to give brief details about the s>stom introduced by this bink in ihe societies

under the Akuld Central Bank.
The Central Pro\ rnces and Berar Bank has advanced money to good and solvent

member* of some good societies affiliated to the AkoU Certral Bank, inaki'.g these

societies and that bank parties t? the transactions. The loans are first made to the Akola

Central Bank, th" latter makes them to the societies which on their part transfer the

amounts to their &<>>! and solvent membeis on security of first mortgage of their

lan.le ! estates The loans arc made repayable during the course of sixteen yean by equal
annual instalments of 15^ per cent. The moitgages are assigned to the Akoia Central
Bank by assignment deeds, by lespettivu -ocietes and the former reassign them to the
Provincial Bank by anothfi assignment deed, lies ides the mortgages* the societies

execute demand pro-note* for amount of loan in f ivour of th" Akoia Central Bank
which, in its turn, best ^u> giving ita own pro-note** transfer** them to the Provincial

Bank. Thue is ancther Micunt/ attached to this transaction* and that is the two
bet urilies are required to bs given foi the due repayment of mortgage debt*

Before any society is admitted to the scheme, it is thcdity of the Akoia Bank
to investigate into the title of the prospective borrower. They have appointed a

special committee for doing all primary work such as investigation of tii|e
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deeds, liabilities, etc. The loan is not advanced unless and until it is sanctioned by
the Governor, Centrnl Provinces anil Berar Co-operative Federation, who is trustee
for the debenture-holdets and to whom all mortgages have been assigned to serve as

security to debenture-holders. As regards recovery cf money, the Akola Bank has
held itself responsible under an agreement with the Piovincial Bank.

The an ual instalments, constituting a sum of Rs, nj for every hundred lupees
advanced represent Rs, GJ for principal and Rs. 9 as inte'e^t 1 he principal is held by
the Governor of the Fede;aiion in sinking fund whi h is invested in Government paper
while the interest is disbursed as under:

I per cent to the Akoia Bank.
8 per cent to the Piuvmcial Bank for the loans advanced by it.

In 1920, the Provincial Dank issued tU.br ntutcs of two series, carrying interest at 7
per cent and 6 per cent, respectively, and could easily dispose of the former on the face
value of aboat a lakh, without any advertisement, Thu 6 per cent debentures
were subscribed fjr a small am Hint though special privilege was given to the holders,

thereof, foi getting them redeemed after a notice of six months, and the Bank has
realised thU out of two series of debentuics carrying different rates, one carrying higher
rate only is favoured by he public and home it i* nndvis.iblc to is^ue two series of

debentures carrying different Mtos of interest.

The Provincial B ink redeemed the 7 per cent debentures in 1924 because it had

very heavy surplus fund.

There arc &ome other points with rcgaid to this scheme and they must be touched
here.

First, a? leganKnhe mortgages, the mortgagor is required to repay the amount

by 16 annual instalments of rqual amount at i.si por cent, 6] per cent, representing
the principal and 9 poi conf interest, This Q per cent rate is payable fui all the bix

years on the original rtmount and not on the b*lanrc outstanding, an-i hence it is

exce^ive So instead of n akmg tl& interest p.
1

} able on the bum advanced, it should be

rmde payable on the unpi id l.Unce and in the irtter cast* the scheme will be best

appreciated by th< lamlholdfrs. The next thing abuut the mortgage is that the

mortgagor has boon ^iien tl e pri\i!ej;o t> i doom the mortgage after giving thiue

months' notice of hU intention to do io , tiii^ is an in 'ucement for him to make his best

efforts to be free from debt .is eail> ?a pn^ibk-, The third important condition is

that in ca>e of default in making payment of any imtalrnent, the u hole debt becomes

due, and the society is at hber'y to picce.'d agiinst the dt faulter in a court of bw
So all possible s&fcpu.irds have been ta-l-on in drawing out the moitgagc deed, and.

hence it offers vtiy $>o >1 ^ecuiity fo the debenturc-holuerb.

Secondly, the smkuigfu..il >s iramtainc 1 by the Goveinor, Central Piovmces anj
Berar Federation, as ttuatLc toi the dcbcnlu't-holdcis As already <tiid abo/c, all the

instalment* for the icpa\mciii oi the principal bums aio held by the Governor of the

Federation in a fund wtich is invesitd in tiovciiimtnt papct oi securities

app*ovod of by the Regi--lrar. The interest acciuing on the paper or other bccuntiea

is credited to the fund ind reinvestment in Government paper ot otherwise dirdttd by
the Kegist'ar, The debenture-holder* are to be paid the rronc/ hom this fund and any

suiplus that will icmam will be d's-tnhute.l amongst the societies concerned, which will

ciedit the amounts to their re&trve iund. Now that the 7 pci cent dctcutute-* have

been paid off in full by the Ptovmcial Hank the trustee will pay thu foimcr the loa^.s

made by it from the pioceeds of the sinking fund investments. 1 he Provincial Hank
is at libeity to reissue the redeemed debentures any time during the cuirency of the

mortgages.
Under the scheme, the Provincial Bank has agreed to make loans of a sum not

exceeding Rs, 1,50000 and it is entitled to issue debentures of the aggiegate va'ue ot

the mortgage loans made by it

The effects of the scheme have been wonderful. Some of the mortgagers were
able to redeem their mortgages within five years and some within four years even.

There have been only a few defaulters.

QUESTION ic. FERTILISERS. ("J In my opinion natu-al manures can be more

profitably used than artificial fertilisers. Artificial fertilisers are most by brought to the

Indian markets outsiue and they canrot be sold cheaply. Be*i .es tnib } the econo-
mic condition of the Indian faimer is not so good as to rr.akc use cf these costly and
artificial fertilisers. The improvement of cattle industry is, in my opinion, the only
direction in whici. we cnn proceed to maintain ferlil'ty of the soil.

So far, in oar history, grain selling has meant selling fertility that has been sto ed

up in the past ages , and it has been followed by impoverished soils and unprofitable

Agriculture. On the othe* hand we find faims in almost every locality in the

Vnited States of America and even entire countries can be pointed out where the fertility
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of the soil has been vastly increased by livestock farming. The most marked examples
of this are concerned with dairy farming,

I have observed that a dairy cow weighing about t,oo > Ibs. yiel Is about 12 tons of
solid and liquid ma urein a \ear. Under proper condition* from 7080 per cent of
the manure^ voiced bv farm animals may be saved and returned to the so?/.

(b) Fraudulent adulteration of fertilisers can be prevented if they are sold to the

farmers through the licensed sellers under the control of the Department of

Agriculture.

(r) In the first place I will strongly advise farmers to use ratural manures If new
and improved fertilisers are at all to be used, they should first be used on experimental
farms and the result be shown to the farmers. If they see good rc&uJts from the use of

fertiliser> they will naturally be inclined to use them on their farms.

( I do not know any particular locality where considerable increase in the use of

manures has taken place, but so far as 1 have seen, every farmer knows the value of
manures and he tries to obtain as much manure a* he can conveniently procure in

his village.

(e) I do not think the effect of tianurmg with phosphates, nitrates, sulpbaterf
ammonia and potash manures have propet ly been investigated in this Province.

(/) Education, propaganda are the methods, I would suggest, to d-scourage the

practice of using eowdung as fuel.

QUESTION n. CROPS. (n) (i) CondHon of existing crops can be well improved
by the us<* of nitural manuies and by adopting methods of proper crop rotation. The
Department of Agucultuie should show the methods to the farmers. Irrigation
facilities should bo widened

in) Wheie irr.gati >n is pO'Sib'e, crops like alfalfa (lasun grass) should be intro-

duced. This would impiove the existing condition of the cattle and maintain soil

fertility

(111) The distribution of seeds to the firmcrs shouM be done thiougn the selling

agencies (in every tahsil) ui.der the supervision of the Department of AgncuiLuic, and
the local bodu-b, like Local LoaiiU, be encouraged to maintain such seed stores at every
tahsil headqua> teis and uppiy seed to the farmet s of the sunounding area.

(iv) V\ il i pigs and deer are n ostly responsible tor the destruction of crops, and

although 'hey are killed in large numbers they breed more quickly than they are killed.

The Board of Agriculture ha ., I a n told, pa^ed a resolution on the subject to bring
about increased destruction of pigs and other wild animals, but it is '-till under the

consideration of the < -overnment of India. Ths pig is a very hard animal, and is not

likely to be destioyed by the slow prccebs of resolutions but by active steps.
Government should be more hueral in granting licences to the farmer..

(b) I have no buch ciop in view.

(0 No.

QUESTION 12. CULTIVATION. (i) Though the existing sys em of tillage is not

very satisfactory it ha* still its own merits. From my personal experience, I have
observed that the improvement of exi-tmg agricultuial implements is more prefeiable
to the introduction of new types 1 have not been practically any agricultural operation
which was carried on in getieiaS farming practice in the Province where gieater efficiency
could not he obtained by the improvement of the indigenous implements in use Such

improvements must be cheap and easily t rfected in the villages.

QUESTION 13. CROP PROTECTION, INTFRNAL AND EXTERNAL (i) The efficiency
and sufficiency of existing measures for protection of crops from external infection, pests
and diseases are far from satisfactory.

(ii) Acti\e action on the pait of the department is now dcsirablet

QUESTION 14. -IMPLEMENTS to) No.

(b) There is an unlimited field tor developing trade in agricultuial implements if

the initial difficulties are surmounted by special measures. Firstly, the villagers are
scattered over long distances and it is impossible for the trader to reach them* The
second difficulty is financial, mostly the cultivators Cannot pay in.lump bum the price for

implements. They want easy terms for payment in instalments. If the agriculturist is

approached and relieved from financial difficulty, he is quite willing to go in for modern

implements. Kailway companies should also be approached to grant concessions on

agricultural implements.

(c) There are some difficulties which manufacturers have to contend with in the pro*
duction of agricultural implements, but they can be removed. The Provincial Govern*
raents should take up this work by guaranteeing the manufacturing firms' orders in bulk
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for the purchase 6f implements. Thus there would be manufacture on the largest settle,

which means production. Then again, local conditions should be studied to suggest
the implements necessary for a particular area, and these should then be standardised and

produced on a large scaV.

QUESTION 32.~-Co-opBRAT!ON. (a) (i) Co-operation is essentially a democratic

organisation, It is an embodiment of the principle of self"deter tri nation and as such

should not be mentored by the strong official hand. Nevertheless, the Indian masses,
as they stand, need sympathetic and judicious guidance from above, Whether it be

Government officers or the non-officials, *hey have all to approach the movement in a

missionary spirit. For this, tt is absolutely necessary that the heads of the Co-opera-
tive Department should be Indians. They are expected to know their countrymen
better and the latter also will take the former as their own

Secondly, these Government officers should, as far as may be, 1 e drawn from the

Agricultural and Industrial Department*, so that alongside with the supply of credit

through co-operative organisations, they should be in a position to advise the agricul-
turist to put h's money to best use and utilise h's spare hours profitably. Being in touch
with agriculture, they will be able to guide the members of the co-opetative societies how
to take advantage of and utilise improved methods of cultivation, select their seeds and
choose their fertilisers Lastly, being associated with the Industrial Department, they
will be able to isi>ue instructions to the ignorant members of the societies to turn their

spare moments to a better account by taking to farm industries. Similarly, theii

assistants also should undergo a course of agricultural training. They should not lack

in the knowledge of accountancy, economics and banking, and should be drawn as far

as possible from the agriculturists

Thirdly, there should be a close co-operation between the four departments of

Government the Agricultural, the Co-operahve, the Veterinary and the Industrial,
each uniting and supplementing the efforts of the other.

Fourthly, the Government cfficers of ether departments, especially those of

Revenue? Excise and Education, shonld strengthen the hands of the Co-ooerative

Department by making it a point, whenever possible, but without proving a bore to the

members of the rural societies, to visit and offer them a few words of advice. The
Revenue Depaitment can be of great assist? nee in composing their differences and

bringing the defaulters to book. The Exc se Department can help them in getting rid

oMheir addiction to alcohol or liquor, if any Education Department, if sympatheti-
cally inclined, can provide for the educational facilities of the children of the agricul-
turists. To say the least, illiteracy has been the greatest bane of the Indian society, to

stamp ou1 which no efforts should be spared. Legislative Councils and the local

bodies can go a great length in this direction, but the actual administrative machinery
rests m the han s of the Education Department. If the latter is guided by persons who
have the country's good at their heart much can be done to improve the lot of the poor
agriculturist. Our agriculturists have been easy vict ;ms of those who are gifted with

better intelligence. They are also by nature a most conservative set of people and
unless their vision is broadened by education, they cannot imbibe the ideas of

co-operation with the result that the latter ceases to take root. Hence it is that

Education Department should be the most active amongst those referred to above and
lend all possible co-operation to them.

(iij The non-official agencres best fitted to promote the growth of this movement
are the federal bodies, divisional or provincial. All propagandist and educative part
should be entrusted to them, and the Government should not grudge them a reasonable

subsidy for their upkeep, even if it were 10 come from the pockets of the general tax-

payer. Obviously the whole of Indian revenue has its last link in the agriculturist's

home, and as such every pie that is spent from the general treasury has its reward and
justification By hloding courses of studies for the literate agriculturists and others
interested in co-operation and rallies at convenient centres, and convei>ing conferences
from time to time and publishing tracts on the working of co-operation, co-operative
education can be much popularised. The Government for their part should induce the

right type of people to join the movement and show them a way to ameliorate the
cordition of the agriculturiits.

(b) (i) Our credit societies and, for the matter of that, all primary societies have
been so much under the tutelage of external agencies that they are lacking in creative

genius. This is the reason why they always depend upon external financial aid.

Secondly* the credit facilities are more often than not denied when they are sorely
needed. For this many circumstances are responsible, chief among which are first,

inability of the members to undergo the formalities of drawing upon their credit with
their financiers, the Central Banks, in rainy season, and secondly, the defective means
of ccmmuniration. In some parts of the country, the land tenure is so faulty that
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while the requirements o! the agriculturists are as great as those of others more

favourably situated, looking to the security of their holdings, the financing bodies are

close fisted in satisfying their needs. For this it is necessary that their land revenue

system must be changed. Their holdings n.ust* be made transferable, and it is then
alone that they will be able to command adequate credit. In co-operation, it is no
doubt honesty of purpose and prudential habits that are the main sources of credit,
but human nature constituted as it is, has its weaknesses and drawbacks, and as such
a mortgagable interest in one's holding is sometimes badly needed. Our ciedit societies

are so much accustomed to paternal care and tacccwi advances that they only take the

Central Banks as old friends, viz
,

the sowcars in the new garb. To remove this

misapprehension education and propaganda are necessary to which a reference has

already been made.

The formation of urban banks, especially of Government servants and of public

bodies, should be encouraged to enable the needy persons to secure loans at reasonable

rates of interest.

(ii) All animal life is composite, and so is that of the agriculturists. Money or

credit is not the only sinew of the war An agriculturist produces his crops by I he

money supplied by Central Banks but that done, he is again at the mercy of the cunning
of the banias. He does not know how to put his produce to the market, Very often

he is being pressed by his creditors for the payment of money borrowed off them and he
has to part with his produce before the market is settled or to sell it to the bania himself

for the price quoted by him. For this, it is absolutely necessary that sale societies

must be organised. 1 he experiment has been successfully tried in some of the places
in the Bombay Presidency. The Government should take steps to organise these

societies at convenient centres in each district, it goes without saying that, in the

beginning, their working will have to be supervised by the Government.

(iii) In the money rrarket, the common maxim is that we should but at the cheapest
and sell at the dearest, but our agriculturists have often to reverse this order. Credit

gives the agriculturists the wherewithal vvith which to buy his necessaries, but where
to buy them profitably is always a besetting question with him. An agriculturist is n

need of several things such as seed, fertilisers, machinery, implements, tools, etc., and
articles of every day consumption. Foi thia purchase societies must be provided.

Now whether all the three functions detailed above should be combined in one
and the same society so that it should be a self-sufficient body is a point on which there

is a difference of opinion, but expert advice demands that the*e different functions
should as far as possible be kept apart and not allowed to impede the growth of others

(iv) These societies can be organised and run in areas where irrigation works are

in progress and great reservoirs are being sunk We mean to say such an area pro-
vides you with a favourable ground. Once these experiments succeed, even a modest

village could start a society of its own and carry on its> work in the neighbouring
villages. Often times we find a group of labourers working together without bein^
conscious of the fact that they are translating the principle J co-operation into

action partly. Advantage should be taken of such groups and they should be placed
on a proper footing. Unfortunately the Central Provinces has not got such societies,
the formation of which should be encouraged.

(v) Aggregation of I fragmented holdings is a great desideratum of the present

agricultural community. By accretion of time, the Hindu joint family system has

given rise to minute sub-divisions of land which have upset all calculations of fruitful

agriculture. Punjab co-operators have taken the initiative in the matter, ai.d if their

experiments attain a reasonable degree of success, other Provinces should follow suit

(vi) There is an instance of this kind in this Province. Jal^aon is a taluk town in

Buldana district in Berar. The Agricultural Association there purchased improved
ploughs and rented them out on a nominal fee. The result was that while nobody had
to bear the burden of investing a large amcunt in the purchase of m piemen ts, every-

body had the good luck to enjoy the fruitful results of co-operation, Nevertheless,
where the use of improved machinery is yet far from commending itself to the accept-
ance of the average agriculturist, reasons apart, it will be premature to try experiments
of this type. In this respect, if at all, it is the Agricultural Department which must
have the honour of establishing the claims of modern machinery.

(vii) if joint farming is something different from joint cultivation, then it must be

stated that the former has little chance in places where whole of the arable land has

been brought under cultivation. These experiments could be tried only in such places
where waste land is yet available or the forest iand need to be reclaimed.

(viii) Somehow cattle-breeding societies have been a failure in this Province, and
we have hardly any information about trie same*
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(jx) Pig-hunting clubs, malaria prevention clubs, village sanitation preservation
societies, co-operatiYe stores these are some of the branches oC cc-operation which
offer a wide field for co-operative activity.

In short, given enthusiastic souls actuated with a warm patriotic feeling and
imbued with liberal ideas it is possible to organise the whole countryside co-operatively.

Denmark has set a noble example and we should be sjuided by it, not forgetting at the

same time Our limitations and disabilities. Unfortunate!/, the local Co-operative

Department is too conservative in this respect Reason might be that the department
does not get competent officers, nnd if it happens to get a few heie and there, they
do not choose to continue, presumably because of the fact that the department does not

offer attractions of executive seivicc. For this it is necessary that men of the

Provincial Service possessing long and vat led experience should as far as possible, be

absorbed 'n the Co-operative Department.
(c) We think that from the experiments made in each of these branches we are

not yet in possession of sufficient data to warrant any such piece of legislation.

(d) Whether a co-operative society is really so or otherwise depends on the

criterion you employ. If punctual repayment of loan^ wert the only standard applied,
and it is often applied, many societies, why most of them, would not come up to

satisfaction. On thje contraiy, if the test whether the society is run on ro-operative
lines or not were applied, some could be declared to have achieved their object. In

Berar and Bilaspur districts and for the matter of that n every district of the Province,
there are some societies which could be said to have attained their aim but it must be

admitted that their number is linvted.

Oral Evidence,

30430. The Chairman Rao Bahadur Deshparide, you have provided the Com-
mission with a note of the evidence that you desire to give Have you any statement
that you wish to make at this stage in amplification of your wiitten statement?
No.

30431. What is your occupation
p I am a malgu/ar landholder.

30432. From where do you come exactly
c

I corne from a vi'lage 32 n.iles from

Nagpur.

30433. How many acres have you 9 More than 2,000 acres.

30434. In one village? In 22 villages.

30435. Have you a home-farm -Yes, I have,

30436. Do you cultivate that yourself
^ Yes, through my servants,

30437 Have you leased out any of your fjrm land -I do not lease out my land

generally.

3O43& What are the principal crops in your distuctP In my village we
sow cotton, wheat, juar> tur, and other pulses, ana in some places alao rice.

30439, Are any of your lands irrigated They are irrigated by my own tanks
not by Government ta nks.

30440. Would you describe in a litde more detail the system of irrigation you
have adopted ? How is the water 4ored ? We collect water in the rainy season.

3044*;
Have you any wells? We have wells only for gardening purposes, not

for irrigation purposes. *

30442. Are you growing any sugarcane? Not much, because generally sugar-
cane is damaged by pigs and jackals.

30443. Turning to the substance of your note cf evidence, on the first page yourecommend the formation of a Provincial Research Committee at Nagpur under the
chairmanship of the Director of Agriculture. How exactl) would you suggest that
the committee bhouM be constituted? The committee should consist of the Director
of Agriculture, somo non-officials, and experts on the different subjects.

30444. You suggest that the committee should be charged with the adminis-
tration of a permanent research fund P Yes.

30445. How do you suggest that tbat fund should be acquired ? Government
should supply it.
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30446*. Would you Appeal to the public ? I do not think that the public will be
able to give sufficient funds for the purpose of research work.

30447. Do you not think that important landholders might rt-gaid it as a privilege
to contribute to a fund of th* t sort P I hat fund will not be much utilised for their

requirements. They will voluntanly contribute if they find ou* that the research is

profitable to their cultivation.

30448 I gather that it is your view that on the whcle and having regard to the

funds at its disposal, the Agricultural Department is at this moment discharging its

duties satisfactorily
? They are discharging their duties s itisfactonly, but not to the

satisfaction of the public, because they have i o funds at all.

30449. And ( jud^e that, in your view, the weak spot in the existing system is

the demonstration side of the work ? Yes.

30450. And in paiiicular the qualifications of the men engaged in demonstration
and propaganda amongst the cultivators ? Yes*

30451. I* that sliortcoming due, do you think, to the class and calibre of men
recruited for the purpose or is it due to their want of training? We have not got
sufficient n en at present.

30452. But the men you have got, have they sufficient training? I think so.

30453. On page jyy, you advocate the establishment oC agricultural clubs in

vernacular and Angle -vernacular schools. I do not quite understand what you
mean by agricultural clubs? The students who take agriculture in the schools
should form their.selve* into a club and under the direction of then teachers should
have training in their own place 01 in any central place where the Government has

got its farms; that is what I rruan

30454. So that >ou would make agncultuie a non-compuKory subject and a
non-exanr.inntion subject, and jcu would have these agricultural clubs in order that

those boys anxious to take up agriculture shculd in their leisure acquire a certain

knowledge in agriculture ? I think it should be an optional subject in place of some
of the subjects at present taught in the high school*.

30455 Have you anything to tell the Commission abou adult education which you
have not set down in your note Have you any experience of experiments in adult

education in
4\ our distinct ? The farmer* who are grown up should be trained by

demonstrafors
, they st ould be allowed to go to the Governn tnt farms and see what

the agricultural people aie doing ; that sort of education will be sufficient foi them at

present.

30456 Do you think you see any increasing demand for education amongst culti-

vators in your district ? Yes ; they are keen about it.

30457. Are you confident on that point fl Yes.

30458. Do you think there is any sign that the cultivators are willing to pay for

such education ? About payment I doubt very much; but they will come torward if

they are given fiee instruction as regards cultivation, manure and other things and

they will follow tl.c induction well

30459. You point out the need for bettet communications, who do you suggest
should pay for those - Government and the District Councils.

30460. Do you distinguish in your mind between Government and the tax-payer
in the matter of finding money for these purposes P -The roads maintained by the

Dist'ict Councils are paid for by them.

30461. You think District Councils have laid on them duties which they cannot

discharge through lack of funds ? Yes
,
that is the difficulty in Nagpur at least.

30462. Are you a member of your District Board P Yes.

30463 Is there a demand for better communications P Yes,

30464. And for further education ? Yes, hut owing to want of funds the Di-
tiict*Board cannot undertake all these things.

30465* Which is the most vocal and most active, the demand for better education

or the demand for better roads ? Tht demand for better educatino.

30466. That comes first in the eyes of the local authorities P Yes.
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30467* You give us some interesting figures on the question of financing agri-
culture on the land mortgage system and also on the co-operative movement. What
experience have you yourself had in these two fields ? In the co-operative movement
I was the

Secretary
of *he Central Bank and at present 1 am one of the Directors of

the Nagpur Co-operative Central Bank; I am also the Managing Director of the
Provincial Bank here in Nagpur.

30468 Of the Apex Bank ? Yes.

30469. I do not quite gather from your note whether you suggest that a credit

founded on land mortgage shou'dbe given entirely through the co-operative movement.
Do you suggest that the land mortgage should work entirely through the co-operative
societies? Through the Apex Bank and the Apex bank should advance to the

Central Banks.

30470. What organisation do you suggest should come in direct contact with the

cultivator? The Cential Bank; generally the societies corre in contact with the

cultivator, not with the Central Bank directly.

30471. The primary society ? Yes,

30472. 1 think that the experience of this Province suggests that it is very neces-

sary that the primary societies should discharge their duties properly "? Yes; they
are still illiterate, and it 13 very difficult for them to manage their own account*, because

they cannot write them,

30473. They must be encouraged to take as much interest in their own affairs as

possible ? Yes.

30474. Does, this scheme for a land mortgage bank system set out by you embody
your Own ideal or is it som n scheme which is under consideration at this moment P I

attended the Provincial Conferences at Bombay and Poona and there they have got this

scheme and we are also thinking of opening the same here.

30475. Is it your view that a proportion of the short-term loans taken out from
the primary credit societies by cultivators are, in fact, applied to objects which are
not short-term, but are, m fact, improvements and ought to be financed on long-term
loans ? Short-term loans are generally appl'ed for their own current needs. The
Central Banks generally advance loans to societies for their own needs.

39476. Now, in your experience of the management of the Central Bank, were

you satisfied with the ppparatus at your disposal for examining the assets and liabilities

of applicants for loans from credit societies ?-~At present we are doing it with the

agency we have got. We have got only sirpanches and c ecretaries who generally go
through the assets and liabilities of the members and forward the applications to the

Central Banks.

30477. And do you think that that plan gives the Central Bank an opportunity
of urgiflg the suitability of the applicant ? We hare got one material benefit. We get
the audit notes of the Governrrent Auditors and we compare the audit notes and the

application of the member and then we decide whether we can advance the loan or not,

Generally, Central Banks scrutinize tbese applications.

304780 Do you come into close contact with the cultivators on your estates P -

Yes.

30479. How far from Nagpur is your property ? In Wardha district
;

there

I have got two or three villages six miles from the Wardha town.

30480. How far is that from Nagpur ? More than 50 miles.

30481. Would you tell the Commission what period of the year you usually spend
on your own lands ? I generally visit my villages once a month.

30482. Do you reside on your own estates ?~ I have got my house there, but I

generally reside at Nagpur.

30483. You mitigate the disadvantages of absenteeism by repeated visits ?

I could not be considered an absentee landholder because I generally know my land and

everything connected with it.

30484. Under what system of tenancy do cultivators on your lands hold their

cultivating rights ? Is it absolute occupancy ? Some hold on absolute occupaneyi
some are malik-makb'ixa. The ordinary rights have been removed according to thQ
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heW Settlement Act* We have got three sorts of tenants: malik~makl>uMa, absolute

occupancy tenants and occupancy tenants.

30485. Have you villages where the fragmentation of holdings is a serious bar to

agricultural efficiency ? No.

30486. Do you consider the existence of these three separate systems of tenancy
right is, in any way, making difficult the management of your estates ? No.

30487. Have you any primary credit societies at work oq your own land* in your
own villages fr There were some, but now they have been cancelled

30488. So .hat in fact in ail your 22 vil.ages you have no credit societies P No
;

because we advance them at the same rate at which the banks also advance them,

30489. Who is we? I my. elf, because i have also grt a moneylending business.

30490. Do you lend money to your cultivatois at the same rate at which the banks

also advance it ? Which bank ? Is u yom own bank?The Nagpur Central Bank;
we are now comparing the co operative banks

3049 . It is the same thing as saying that it is the rate at which the primary Credit

societies lend money. Is it la per cent ? At times I lend at 9 per cent; it depends on
the credit of the tenant,

30491 Have you ever taken stepfe to encourage the spread of the co-operative
movement on your own estates ? No.

30493. Do you carry out any research or demonstration >n collaboiation with the

Agricultural Department? No, 1 do not carry out any demonstration, but as a member
ot the Board of Agriculture 1 carry out their instructions as regards seed ani imple-
ments.

30494 Is that carried out in close touch with the department ? Yes In the

Wardha district the Agricultural Assistant generally comes to my village and gives
instructions.

30495. Have you any arrangements with the Agricultural Depaitment for growing
and distributing unproved seed? In the beginning I took seed from ithe Agricultural

Department, but now I have got my own seed.

30496. And do you in fact distribute seed of improved varieties ?-Yes, to my
tenants.

30497. How do you finai ce that? Do you finance that as a luan to your
tenants ? 1 advance seed and take cotton m return. Supposing I advance four khandis
of seed, I get two khandis of cotton in ictu n

30498. What about the condiuon of the cattle in your villages ? Are you satisfied

with that ? No
, they are very poor. We cannot get sufficient bullocks.

30459. What about year local breeds? Aie you sUisfied with the breeding? I

am satisfied with the breeding, but they are ot strong enough to pull the ploughs.

30500. Why are they not strong enough ? That is duo to the grazing rules.

30501. And not to the bleeding ? We have got bulls from the Government but

we are not getting good bollocks for our cultivation, We get only small pairs Worth
about Rs. 200 I do not know why.

30502. Have you seen any of the experiments in preserving fodder that are being
carried out by the Agricultural Department at various stations ? I am thinking of silage

making P I have, but I am not following that n tfiy cwn villages

30503. Why not P T heir system seems to be rather different because they keep
fodder in a ditch and they cover it up with mud. Our village people have not been

sufficiently educated in that
; they say that that process would spoil their fodder.

30504. But do you not know that things would be much better if that weredont?
I have got no faith and confidence in it.

30505. The Raja of Patlakiwedi : You say, at page 297, that the recruit-*

ment of boys to agricultural study should not be confined entirely to the agricultural
classes. Are you sure that boys of other classes will take to the study of agriculture
if you do not hold out to them a promise of Government employment or a giant of

land? -In that c^se perhaps they will not; 1 am not sure how many appointments can
le gi/en to them.
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30506. Do you not think that it i ; better to restrict it to agriculturists who will bd
benefited by the stu ly c,f improved methods a id who would go bick and improve ihe,ir

land? Yes, if a sufficient number come forward
j
but rny experience is that we are not

getting agriculturists to come to the sch< ols, Veiy few agriculturists send their boys to

school.

50507 And do these so-called educated people come to the rescue of these people
to teach the improved methods cf agriculture ^ Those who have sufficient land and
cultivation generally go back to their respective villages and make improvements in

their lands. But those who have got some 10 or u acres general! v stick to Government
service.

30508. Are you for modifying your proposal that people who possess a certain

amount of land only should be recruited ? I am not sure about that.

30509. Sir Jawes MtuKcnna In paragiaph i of you*- memorandum on prge 396
you say : "The present organibat'on ol research vork in this Province, judged by lit's

results, is in no way unsatisfactoiy
" Hut although you give this qualified approval to

the research work of the department, I infer from your subsequent remarks that you
are not quite satisfied with the department on its demonstration side? Not because

they are not doing any work, but because they have not got sufficient staff or sufficient

money,

30510. On page '97 you say,
" Those that are deputed on the work should be men of

courteous habits and should mix wi*h the masses ns if thry were one of themselves"
On page 2pS you say,

" Indian farmers ha\e ^hown willingness and even keenness in

adopting improvements which promise to pay them, but th re i* no co opeiation between
them and the Department of Agnculture on account of the autocratic tendencies of the

latter . . . Courtesy on the part of Government official is the only method I would

suggest whereby cultivator* may b* induced to a (

!opl exp rt advice." Again on

page 298 you ay, "From my point of view, tha Agricultural and Veterinary Services

are far from satisfactory*. The officials of these departments do n^>t realise that thay are

the servants of th^ people ana du noi givj the fanners the full benefit of their services

Supervising ofnV- rs of these departments ahoul >

v thet*foe, impress upon their

subordinates that they are public servants ai.d should dis harge their duties in the interest

of the public ". What is the reason fur these pessi.nibtir lemarks ? What 1 n.eant is

this, I do not say that the Agricultural Uepirtment are not do'ng their work, but it is

on very rare occasions th U they go ami see th tenints themselves Therefore they
never come m contact with the tenant.*, In that vv.iy I s<*y it is not sat^f ictory.

30511. When you say th it the Mipe vising officers of these departments should

impress upon their subordinates that they are public servants and should discharge their

duties in the interests of the public, are you referring to the demonstrating start or

the supenor staff P -I am referring to the demonstration stall.

30512. Vou think they dp not get sufficiently into (ouch with the people
p Never,

because they have not got sufficient staff , One mn ' a t j hsil where there are 500
villages is entirely insufficient

30513. So that you thick Deputy Uirectois should mculcite in the minds of their

subordinate s*affthe principle-* that you have he re enunciated P Yes.

30514. On page 304 you siy
*' Wheth'-r -i co-operative so'icty is really so or

otherwise depends on the criterion you employ, if punctual repayment of loans were
the only standard applied, ^/id it is often applied, many societies, why moat of them,
would not come up to satisfaction On the contrary if the test whethei the society is

run on co-operative lines 01 not vv^ie applied, som? could be decjaied to hive
achieved their(object." As a prominent co-operator, which criterion would you apply,

co-operative enthusiasm or business instinct P 1 think punctuality should not be the

only criterion because punctual payments depend on the harvest, if the members have
not had a good harvest, it is impossible for them to make it-payment on the due date.

50515. Then you would prefer co-operative enthusi^m ? Yes, thrift, honesty
etc.

30516. Honesty apparently comes second ? Yes.

30517. Prof Gangutee : You are a member of the Boird of Agriculture P *Ye*.

30518. How long have you been a member P About ten or twelve yectr^

30519. You stay most of the time in the Nagpur city, do you not P Yes
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30520. Have you paid frequent visits to see the research work done by the Institute
here?-At times, not frequently, and only with reference to cotton.

30521. You are very keen on cotton P Yes.

30522. Have you paid a visifc to the Agricultural College P Yes.

30523. That is to say you are in touch with the work that is being done here?
Yes,

30524. Do you know any particular item of research work that is being done
here at the present moment P I only see the cotton.

30525* You do not know the type of research work being done at the Research
Institute here? No.

30526. So that when you say that the present organisation of research work
is in no way unsatisfactory, you simply base your remarks on impressions P No, as

regards cotton I give my own view. As regards cotton, the department is doing its

best. We have got good varieties of cotton at prusent.

30527. On page 297 you say,
" The tendency of bringing research workers from

outside should at once be checked, " On what do you base your view ? I only say
we must try to Indianise the services

;
that is my object. We must do our best to

have our own people educated in research work.

30528. Have you had occasions to compare the efficiency of Indians with that of

Europeans P At present Indians are not given any chance in research work ,
most of

the people are brought from outside.

30529. On page 296 you say that the Agricultural Department should encourage
and, if necessary, subsidise non- official gentlemen who have facilities and are desirous

of conducting small schemes of research work. Have you any particular scheme in

mind ? No. I have got no scheme.

30530. Then you want patriotism on payment. On page 297 you make reference

to the uneconomic 'condition of farming. What is the total acreage of your home-
farm P I have stated that it is more than 2,000 acres.

30531. Your crop is chiefly cotton ? Cotton, wheat and rice.

30532. What profit do you get from your cotton P That depends upon the

harvest. I cannot say exactly what profit I get to-day.

3533- When you speak of the uneconomic condition of farming, what have

you in mind
;

is it that the profit per acre is so small? I say that it does not pay
the agriculturist.

30534. Does it not pay you P No.

30535. But still you are going on with it? Yes. Because there is no other

business; that is the only reason.

305^6. Have you any suggestion as to how to make farming pay ? Unless

Government comes to the help of the agriculturist and gives the money required at a

low rate of interest, there can be no improvement? because we generally have to

borrow from the sowcar.

3S37 Surely money is not a handicap in your case? No, but unless the

agriculturist gets the money at a cheaper rate of interest I do not see how he can

prosper.

30538, On page 297 you say,
"

I do not see any movement for improving the

technical knowledge of students who have studied agriculture. Those who are already
in Government service actually carry out their orders without even utilising the know-

ledge they have gained while students". Could you amplify that a little?* I say

they merely carry out orders.

3539 Who are the students already in Government service of w-hom you
speak ? Agricultural A?sistants and demonstrators.

30540. They simply carry out the orders and they do not utilise knowledge that

they 'have gained P Yes.

30541. Have you any specific case in mind P No, but generally I find that.

In the villages they generally carry out the orders given by the high officials.
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3D54 2* On page 303 you say, "The Government for their part should Induce the

right type of people to join the movement and show them A way to ameliorate the

condition of the agriculturists
" In reply to the Chairman you said that there are

no primary societies in the 22 villages under you. I take it that you area very

influential malguZar and a Rao Bah?dur. What suggestions have you to make when you

say that Government should induce the right type of people to join the movement P -I

mean those who have really got a knowledge of co-operation.

30543. I suppose you have knowledge of co-open tion ? I began from the

beginning, so that I profess to have some knowledge of co-operation.

^0544. And yet you have no piimary societies in your 22 villages ? I have

already explained to the Chairman why societies have not developed.

30545- You are a member of the Local Board P Yes.

30546. You say there is a demand for education ? Yes.

30547. Are there any schools run by you personally in these 22 villages? There
are no schools managed by the malguzars , they are run by the District Councils.

We help them.

30548. How many pnrrary schools are there in your ?2 villages ? I think in the

Wardha district where I have got villages there are 4 or 5 school?, I am only a member
of the Local Board*

30519. My. Kamat : You complain in your memorandum of the amount of money
spent on research as compared with the amount of money spent on propaganda and say
that they are disproportionate. Further on you say that the provision of funds for pro-

paganda amongst the cultivators is almost ludiciously inadequate. Will you please
illustrate these statements by figures if you can remember them. How much is spent on

research and Jbo.v much on propaganda
9 -

I cannot give you the figures exactly, but

I will say that the staff they have engaged for propaganda work K net sufficient to

educate the agriculturists. That is what t mem. I do not know exactly how much

they are spending on research work, but from the knowledge I have I find that they have

not got sufficient staff for propaganda. Therefore I say that the amount spent on pro-

paganda work is insufficient.

355 When you say that these two things are disproportionate, I would like to

ask you whether it is one- fifth or one tenth ? I cannot give you the exact figure,

30551. In another place you say that the system of land revenue prevailing in this

Province should be changed ,
could you amplify that a little? In the case of the

co-operative movement, I find that the members of a society do not get sufficient money
because they have no transferable holdmgb.

30552. And you therefore think that your land tenure system is faulty ? That is

what I say.

30553. Is that the general feeling among the malguzats, that this system ought to

be changed ? There is no such feeling among them.

30554. That is your personal opinion ?~~Yes. In the case nf the co-operative
movement, the hnd will never go into the hands of the sowcar or anybody else.

30555. Is this feeling growing day by day amongst the malguzars of the Central
Provinces P .^o

;
the Central Provinces malguzars are not very keen in giving transfer-

able rights to the tenants.

30556. Sir Henry Lawrence : But you advocate it all the same? Yes In the

case\3f co-operative societi.es, I say that members who are malpu?ari tenants should be

allowed to lease out their lands to the society for more than one year, but according to

our tenancy laws they cannot lease out the land for more than one year.

30557. Sir $. Mt Chitnavts : On page 296, you say,
" There are at present oniy

two agricultuial schools in this Province". Where are they situated P One is in

Powerkhera and the other at Cbandkhuri.

30558. Is not the school at Chandkhuri closed P When 1 visited it, it was not

closed
;
at present I do not know.

30559. You have visited the place ? I visited it along with Dr, Clou^ton.

30560. You advocate the establishment of agricultural clubs in vernacular and
Anglo-vernacular schools. What is the age of the boys attending vernacular schools P

I say it should be for the 5th, 6th and yth standards of the vernacular schools.
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30361. Not for vernacular primary schools P No
; for the higher vernacular

standards, the sth, 6th and yth.

30562, You want these clubs in middle schools? Yes.

305^3. How many of them are there in the Province P--I want to introduce this

system ;
I do not know how many there are at present ;

I want to have the clubs with

agriculture as the optional subject in these schools.

30564, On page 297 you say that the general atmosphere, even of primary schools
should be agricultural. In what way would you make it agricultural? I mean trat

students going from primary to normal schools should have agriculture as an optional

subject.

30555. You want it for students going from a primary school to a normrl school
and in the normal schools they would have agriculture as an optional subject P Yes

30566. Not in primary schools ?- No,

30567. Have you visited the Powarkhera Agricultural School and studied the

curriculum there at present ? -I hive not visited it recently.

30568. You advocate that the students should be taught well-making, working of

boring machines an1 tractor driving P That is for the education of adults.

30560, You stated that there was keenness on the part of the villagers for educa-

tion P Yes.

30570. Is it not the pracbce in this Province that the school master has to go
round evety morning to the houses and bring the boysto the school, and that a great

deal of his time i spent in this way? At present, I do not think he is required to do that.

An abbentee landlord will not have any idea of what is goino on in the villages. I know
that generally the kotwds do the duty of collecting the boysr

30571. My experience as a District Officer is that the kotwals nowadays do not

go round to brm^ the boys to school
;
the village masters have to #o round and bring the

boys to school every mornirgP I have got no idea about that; if the school master has

to do it, there will be no education for the boys.

They teach for two or three hours in the afternoon.

30572. You said that you gave 4 khmdis of cotton seed and took 2 khandis of

cotton. U' hat is the difference in the prices ? It depends on the prices ; suppose the

price of cotton is Rs. 50 and the price of cotton seed Rs. 25 a khandi, then you must

calculate according to those prices. You cannot say exactly what will be the price and

the profit

3573- Do V0u do anv gra ' n lending as well ? Yes.

30574. What is the u?ual rate ? It is sawai
;

that is the usual custom in th

villages.

357S' Pff Gangiilee: What is the rate? 25 percent; that is the mahajan

system.

30576. Sir S, M. Chitnavis: On paee 300, you say,
" So f.jr, in our history, grain

selling has meant selling fertility that has been stored up in the past ages ", Can you

explain what you mean .by that P That is as regards fertilisers. I say that if you keep

more cattle, you will have sufficient manure for improving the land.

30S77* Have not the people got a sufficient number of cattle P No
; they have not

got sufficient manure even
,
that is the reason why agriculturists generally suffer.

30578. Is not that due to the use cf cowdung for fuel? Not in the Central

Provinces. In Berar, ! think they are using cowdung for fuel.

30579. On page 301, you
c

ay that Local Boards should be encouraged to maintain

seed stores. Have you not pot Agricultural Associations and Seed Unions which

maintain seed btores? If I am right, the gricultural Associations are in existence

only in name
,
no meetings are held, and nothing is done about seeds.

30580. Have you not seen them in Berar and in the north of the district, at Sebora

and other places P No. I am s, caking of Nagpui.

30381* You want Government officers of the Revenue and other departments to

co operate in the matter of agiiculture and (0-operative wtrk and things of thatkiaa.

Were not they doing it in the [>a t, and have not they discontinued it owing to the
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attitude of the people towards their work ?* So far as my knowledge of the Nagpur
Central Bank is concerned, I do not think they have given any help either in its

organisation or anything else j it is all done by non-officials.

30582 You say,
" Given enthusiastic souls actuated with a warm patriotic feeling

and imbued with liberal ideas, it is possible to oraganise the whole countryside

co-operatively ". But you go on to say, "Unfortunately, the local Co-operative

Department is too conservative in this respect". Is it that they do not allow any of these

enthusiasts to come into the movement? I do not say th t they do not admit them;
hey do not come.

30583. Is it due to the fault of the Co-operative Department, or is it the fault of

the people that they do not come and take part in the movement? What methods
would you employ for encouraging them to come and take part in this movement?
We cannot give them any allowance to induce them to comej it is their option; if

they comei they are welcome.

30584. The Co-operative Department does not discourage them from coming?
Mo. You know it, much better than I do because you are Chairman of one of the

Central Banks,

30585. Sir Henry Lawrence : You spoke of the want of funds of the Local Boards.
DO they receive any subvention from provincial revenues? They do.

30586. To what extent? I think the cesses which the Government collects from
the malguzars for education and other purposes are transferred to Local Boards.

30587. There io an additional cess on malguzars ? Yes.

30588. How is it levied ? It is Jevie^l, but 1 do not know exactly what the amount
is. Some cess like the educational cess is levied,

30589. What is the rate ?-~I do not exactly know, but I think it is half an anna in

the rupee.

30590. Do you not pay it ? I pay it, but I do not know the exact rate
;

I think the

rate is half an anna or i anna in the rupee,

30591. When was that introduced ? Long ago,

30592. There has been no new addition to the rates on maJguzars ? No, it is not
a new cess.

30593. Does the Local Board levy a special educational cess P No
; they have

been authorised to do it, but they have not done so up till now.

30594. Under what law have they been authorised to levy this additional cess ?

According to the Local Self-Government Act.

30595. In what year? About 1923, I think.

30596. That is specifically for the purpose of introducing compulsory education P

For compulsory education and other things also, because up till now there was no
compulsory education cess; now they have allowed them to levy market dues and also
other dues; but the Nagpur District Council has not undertaken to do that up till now.

30597. What is the local fund cess which you now levy P I cannot give you the
exact figure.

30598. Is it an anna in the rupee? I think it is I anna in the rupee, collected
from the malguzars.

30599. And the Local Boaid has the power of raising that i anna to 2 annas P

The Local Boards have got no powers, but according to the Act, if they want to do so

they can collect
j
but they cannot raise it to more than the Act allows.

30600. Will you explain the point further ? The Local Boards have got no power
to ratee the cess fixed. As regards market dues and things of that kind, they can
increase them, but as regards the cess which the Government hands over^to the Local
Board, I think the District Council has got no power to increase it.

Mr. Wills : The local bodies can impose a special cess under the Local Self*

Government Act for purposes of education.

30601* Sir Henry Lawrence \ What is the amount of that cess which they impose?-
It is hardly ever imposed ;

it has not been done if) Nagpur
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30602. If the Local Board desired to have some more revenue, they have the power
to impose it P Yes, they

can get more income by that means, but they are not willing
to do so

j
I cannot say wny.

^0603. Has it ever been discussed in your presence ? No.

30604. Sir Ganga Ram ; Are you in service ? No
;

I am a malguzar.

30605. But a man in service can be a malguzar. How much revenue do you
pay ? I pay more than Rs, 5,000 as land revenue.

30606. Are you interested in any industries ? No,

30607. Your chief source of inccme is land P Yes.

30608. But did you not say (hat land does not pay ? Land and moneylending are

the sources of my income
;
land does not pay.

30609. You advocate boys going in for agricultural education
;
with what view ?

To go in for farming or for taking up service? My chief aim is that they should

improve their own farming,

30610. Is there any instance here where a boy has done that P- -There are a few
such cases.

30611. They did so afcer getting a degree from the Agricultural College ? Yes.
When they have enough land they do so, but if there are students with only 20 to 2$
acres of land they go in for service.

30612. Your land is unirrigated, except what you irrigate yourself ? Yes.

30613. Whatjs the gross value of the produce of your land? I cannot give you.
the figure.

30614. Can you give me the figure per acre ? As regards rice land, I find that

1 cannot get more than 5 or 6 khandis of paddy per acre.

30615. Can you give the average gross produce per area of 100 or 100 acres P--

I cannot give you the exact figure.

30616. How much is a khandi? It is 400 Ibs.

30617. You said that you gave 4 khandis of seed and took 2 kkandis of cotton ?

Yes.

30618. The seed does not produce only double its amount of cotton. You only
want 4 or 5 seers of seed per acre ? 5 or 6 seers

;
that depends on the nature of the

soil.

30619. What is the maximum ? 6 seers.

30620. How much cotton will one acre of land produce ? One khandi if the soil

is good enough.

30621. That is how many seers ? 14 seers make one maund and 28 maunds make
one khandi.

30622. You give them 2 khandis of seed and take 4 khandis of cotton ? No,
Suppose I advance two khandis of cotton seed

;
I take in return for my seed one

khandi of cotton ;
that is what I mean

;
that is the practice prevailing in this locality.

30623* You advocate a land mortgage system P -Yes.

30624. You think they have sufficient produce to repay the amount and foreclose
the mortgage ? Yes,

30635. With interest at the rate of 9 per cent per annum P Yes
j suppose th land

is mortgaged for Rs. 1,000, then they will repay in instalments,

30626. In how many years P In twenty year* ; that is what I have suggested.

30627. With interest at g per cent P No
;
that is too high

30628. What do you advocate then P 6 per cent
j they must get it at that rate,

30629. From whom P From the banks. At present the co-operatire banks are
advancing money to the societies at the rate of 12 per cent
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306301 And you say that they should give to the cultivator at the rpte of 6 per
cent r* In the case of land mortgage banks the big cultivators are not getting sufficient

money from the Central Banks
; they must get a sufficient amount at the rate of 6 or 7

per cent,

30631. Sir Thomas Middlfton : You said that you take an interest in the field

work of the department on cotton. What form did that inteiest takej? I do not

follow your question.

30632. You have been watching what the department Hb been doing in introduc-

ing the different varieties of cotton ? Yes,

30633. Do you think the varieties introduced have been improvements P~-Yes.
At present we have got here roseum cotton

;
that is a new vnr'ety a'together which was

not introduced before,

30614. Do you think that is a good variety P It was a ood cotton some years

ago. But during the last few years of heavy rainfall it is affected by wilt, so the

agriculturist hesitates to use that variety,

30635. Are any good varieties of cotton being intr odtced at present P -No; trer

is nothing at present to beat rosewm cotton. Government are now trying other

varieties.

30636. It has not yet come into vogue P Of late
3 cars, on account of the rainfall

the plants are affected by wilt

30637. You have given us a full account of the working of the Central Provinces
and Berar Provincial Co-operative Bank

;
when was tha: bank established ? Three

years ago.

30638. Has this system of advancing money on mortgage been long in opera-
tion ? No

,
I have suggested a new scheme, a hnd mortgage s-heme, we have not

introduced it till now.

30630. I am talking about your Akola scheme. You say
" the loans are made

payable during the course of sixteen je t.rs by equal annual instalments of 15^ per
cent P Yes,

30640. Now who is the Governor of the Federation to whom the principal is

paid P Every three years the Governor is changed ;
in the be 'inning the Registrar

was the Governor
;
Rao Bahadur Kelkar was the next Governor,

30641. But the money must remain somewhere though the Governors change P

Yes 5 it remains with the Governor of the Federation.

30642. The money is invested in the name of the Governor and so there is some

profit from that P Yes.

30643. i per cent is taken by the Akola Bank and 8 per cent goes to the Prov-

incial Bank P Yes.

30644. In actual working the Akola Bank finances these trangactions on a I per
cent margin P Yes.

30645. What return does the Federation make for the profit it gets P They
educate the society members.

30646. Propaganda work ? Yes.

30647. You criticise this scheme yourself because you say : "this 9 per cent rate

is payable for all the six years on the original amount and not on the balance outstand-

ing and hence it is excessive
"

P Yea,

30648. This method of repayment must have been carefully thought out. I sup-

pose the object is to get the cultivator to know exactly what amount he has to repay

every year ? Yes
;
that is generally done because they have got their khata and in the

khata all the repayments are set out. There it is shown that in the first year such an

amount with so much interest is taken, in the second year so much and so on.

30649. Why do you think this system is objectionable ? J do not say the system

is objectionable.

30650. But >ou say i
" This 9 per cent rate is payable for all the six >ears on the

original amount and not on the balance outstanding, and hence it is excessive P I say

the interest is excessive ; my complaint generally is about the rate of interest,
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30651. If calculated on balances you would require a r#te of something like ift per
cent and I do not see that there would be any substantial advantage from the bank**

point of view or from the cultivator's P - Yes.

30652. There is or>e thing which I do not understand in your note, You yourself
are a very enthusiastic co-operator and ycu are presumably doing all you Can to

promote these primary credit societies 9 Yes.

30653 And you are also doing a private business in moneylending, ? Yes.

30654. Is it your view tint there i> a class of business for which the credit society is

unsuited and that the piivate moneylender is better suited than the credit society would
be for certain kinds of loans?- That depends upon the nature of the private individual*

If a sowcar or a private individual is a good one his customers will be rather pleased
with him,

30655. But obviously your view is that however much credit societies may
incre se in the future there will still be necessity for the private moneylender ? Yes

;

wi'hout him it is impossible to get on because the Central Banks have not sufficient

money to meet the demands of the societies

30656. It is obviously impossible at present ;
but you are such an enthusiastic co-

operator that you should think of a time when these societies would meet the whole
demand P Yes the time will c me.

30657. That you think will be better than private moneylending ? Yes.

30658. Dr. Hyder : Ynu have just told us that you are a malguzar paying land

revenue of about Rs. 5,000 and yon carry on this side line of moneylending also.

Do you pay income-tax? Yes.

30659. How much ?Rs. 3,500.

30660. You said just now that you cairy on this side line of moneylending chiefly
in the form of advancing seed and )'ou advance the cultivators four khandis of cotton

seed and recover two khandis of cotton ? --Yes.

30661. Uhnt is the value in money of this item oiiout.khandis'oi cotton seed ?

What was it last year, for instance ?~ Last year it was Rs. 20 or Rs. 30 per khandi
;
but

my seed is altogether different.

30^62, We shall make proper allowpnce for the quality of your seed?- Govern*
ment sells at the rate of Rs. 50 per khandi.

30663. What is the price of your cotton seed per khandi^ You may take it at

Rs,4a

30664. Now you advance four khandis of seed and you recover two khandis of

cotton, do you net ? Yes.

30665. The price per khandi of cotton seed, let us take it at from Rs. 28 to

R, 40, so that the price of four khandis of it would be from Rs. 4 x 28 to Rs. 4x40,
Yes.

30666. And for this you get in return two khandis of cotton ? Yes,

30667. Now what was the price last year of cotton P Rs, 1 15 per khandi.

30668. That is to say you recover Rs. 230 and the advance was Rs, 112 to
Rs. 160. And you recover it after how many months? I am not sure about that
whether we shall be able to recover the money or not. But I should say that it would

generally be recovered within six or eight months.

30669. What is the interval between the sowing period and the harvesting
period P Eight months,

30670. Does 5t not occur to you as a co-operator that this is a profitable
business P Yes, it does. But we have to keep our kamdars and servants and agents
and other paraphernalia,

30671. Then lam not wrong in saying that you advance Rs. 112 and recover
Rs. 230 P No, that is always the case in the moneylending business.

30672. You want education, do you not, in the Central Provinces P Yei*
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30673* And you want money for research P Ye*.

30674. And I think you also want money for co-operation P Yes.

30675. Suppose the Central Provinces Government were absolutely bankrupt
and these things had to be provided by the Central Provinces Government, what in

your opinion would be the best way of raising the funds P Would you levy a tax or
a cess P I do not think that there is any need for taxation at present; I am not in

favour of taxation.

30676. Would you not favour the idea of a small addition, say an anna or two,
on agricultural incomes P Already they are heavily overburdened with taxes; I am not
in favour of that at all,

30677. You have not given the causes on account of which the people get
into

debt. I was wondering whether in the Central Provinces the heavy exactions On
account of nazarctna was also not a potent factor? Is that familiar to you? Yes,
we take naznrana.

30678. Does the cultivator get into debt because he has to pay heavy
and sometimes he might have to part with his land because he is unable to pay
naxarana P I have not experienced such cases where on account of na*arana they
are heavily indebted.

(The witness withdrew.)
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RAO SAHIB T. S. KORDE, M.L.C., Landlord, Murtizapur, Akola.

Replies to the Questionnaire*

QUESTION i. RESEARCH. (^r) (i) India must be split up into groups according
to soil and climate. A separate institute should be started for each Province with
different branches for different groups. They should go from the traditional known
methods and base improvements thereon. India is mainly an agricultural country
and has developed that industry since centuries. The soils should be analysed, the
deficiencies in each kind be found out and their bearings on the production of crops
be suggested to the people. The researches should be piactically local and should
not be lost sight of. Thevaiying conditions of soil and climate even in one group
manifesting differences in the eame kind of crop, should be scientifically tried, proved
and promulgated.

(it) Medical treatment of animals, as of human beings, has been ancient in India,

It is true, that it cannot be explained on modern lines of treatment, but as has now
been accepted in the case of human medicines, the eld medicines deserve to be brought
to a systematic stage. There are often instances, when Veterinary Assistants fail

to cure their patients by their elaborate and costly methods, when a man conver-
sant with old and practically free medicines, e.g., herbs, diagnoses and cures the
animals marvellously quickly. This is no magic. Herbs, etc., have their powers
and some men keeping cattle mheut the knowledge from previous generations. It

is no fault of theirs
!

*if they have not studied the science, if there was any, but,

admittedly there are no books available on it and it has to be explained. For this

purpose, all the information cf various remedies and methods should be collected,

analysed and systematise^. Defects .found should be made up by the scientific

inventions of other schools. This is only an imitation of the system adopted for

human beings, as is known in Bengal and Madras Presidencies. I say this, not
with a prejudice regarding outside methods, but chiefly in view of the existence

of common arid cheap methods.

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. There are no broadcast agricultural
schools in the Province. The replies to the questions cannot therefore be given
categorically. I confine myself to Berar only. The agriculturist class is admittedly
advanced and intelligent an ! wants only coaching upy in the use of the most refined,

up to date and established methods and implements. These must be within the

easy reach of an average agriculturist in regard to cost and technical construction

and must be tried on the soil an>i climate and proved to be beneficial to the agricul-
turist'^ entire satisfaction, otherwise he will not risk it. The present village schools

are, in fact, only educational institutions, more for inspiring educational tendencies
than technical ones. Agricultural schools, proper, available for the masses would
be too costly to be thought of, at piesent, but a beginning can be made by confining
the teachers to the agricultural class with special training of methods, etc.

9
as referred

to above, which methods should be a main factor of the curriculum so as to induce

the youth to appicciate it in a practical manner. '1 he local body controlling the

school should get advice and help from the Agricultural Department in this respect,
as they otherwise do, from Educational Department. The expenditure would not

very materially increase. Model agiicultural farms, showing the growth of crops of

the particular tract under modern methods, which can be within the reach of the

ordinary man are being opened at some centres, but very slowly, and not on quite

practical lines as mentioned above. They should be improved and spread till there

is one at every place of a big bazaar along the main road. The students of agriculture
take up the subject, more for service than for agriculture proper, and know the

theories without sufficient practical knowledge, experience or use. Practical training
means also mature study.

QUESTION 3 DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. Demonstration and Propa-

ganda work should be based on the lines indicated above, *.<?, applicable to the

locality within reach of the oidmary agriculturist's education and purse and atter

satisfactory trial by the research staff as stated above.

QUESTION 4. AD MI MIST RATION.- (a) The department should be Provincial as the

questions are more Provincial than Imperial; there should be co-ordination between

different Provinces on common subjects anc? coly All-India questions, e& t transport
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facilities, customs, and like these, should remain wkh the Government of India,

function should be mainly advisory.

( No

(0 W No.

(ii) There should be special facilities and concession rates for the transport
of raw produce and fodder.

(iii) Good roads are an old and pressing want of the agriculturists. My views

on this point are summarised in my speech on the subject in the Central Provinces

Legislative Council, printed on pages 54 to 56, Vol. I, of Council Pioceedings of 1924,

4. No research by the Meteorological Department on the rrduction in rainfall

and its uncertainty is yet known. It should be made a prime necessity and widely and

regularly published.

5. A systematic postal service in rural areas is still wanting* The difficulties

have been put forth in my speech in the Central Provinces Legislative Council as

printed on pages 35 to 40, Volume III, dafed aoth November 1922, of the Council

Proceedings. Those difficulties have not been materially remedied though my
resolution was carried by an overwhelming majority,

6t In these days of rapid mechanical advancement, development of post and

telegraph services in the rural area \\ould be decidedly beneficial to the agriculturists
who would thereby remain in closfr touch with the world.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE, Government alone would be in the best position to

finance the agriculturists by alloting sufficient sums for iac^ain with, however, shorter

process than the present one and for terms according to needs. The present allotments
are far too low and the procedure cumbrous,

QUESTION 6, AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (i) A complete dependence upon
rains which are becoming more and more uncert nn, the u^uriou moneylender and the

trickeries of the speculator in cotton (which is the man crop of Berar and which is

controlled by the world market).

(n) The main source is the valuable land. Taccnvi is a small factor and co-opei-
ative credit societies being still in their infancy are a very smdl factor.

(ni) The uncertainty of timely r.nns, the land -grabbing tendency and trickery of
the moneylender, and the rising cost of living and laboui.

(b) I refer to my speech 'n the Central Provinces Legislative Council printed in Volume
III, No. 6, of the Proceedings of 10,23, from pages 3^8 to 3^1. There is no restriction upon
moneylending in Berar The rate ot interest, f /r a veiy *>oun<i agriculturist is Rs. 18

per cent per annum and in the case of the small holders 'he moneylender manages by
his various tricks to double his loan in one season only, viz.) by charging ^5 per cent

for the season only, by selling fodder a. d seed, in lieu of a part, at a much higher
rate than he paid, and eventually contracting to take the produce, in satisfaction of

his debt, at a rate much lower than the market rate. Usurious Loans Act is therefore

an absolute necessity and the rate of interest must not be more than 6 per cent per
annum, which is the maximum that an agriculturist can afford to pay, in case he gets
a good crop. The moneylender may invent tricks to baffle the object of (hat legislation
and therefore to bring him round, Government Ceatial Banks on the lines of the small

co-operative banks should be started all over. They should ascertain the value of the

applicant's land, should advance him a sum to pay off all his liabilities and an addi-

tional enough sum, to enable him to stand on his own legs, taking the crop from an

average cf about ten years. Hi> land should be worth a little more than the sum to be
so given to hirrf and it will remain as a mortgage till the debt is piid oft. This alone
will give life to him and the Government will not lose by charging 6 per cent. This
will take some time. To start with, a definite and decent sum of say 50 lakhs of rupees
should be earmarked annually, under a special head in the Provincial Budget, for

relieving the indebtedness arid checking it> further progress,

QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. (a) Compact property is decidedly
better managed and at a lower cost and trouble, than scattered holdings, and it would
be well to make them compact by exchange. Agriculturists, at times, do adopt the

principle, but various considerations crop up and they cannot be entirely igno**d
Usually land is hereditary and carries a sentiment with it; or a piece may have been
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acquired after great exertions and fighting, and may have, as such, a special Value for

the holder. Government, however, do well in offering fair help in such affairs, to

persons looking to them. If the system becomes popular and the agriculturists begin
to reap the advantages of it, it is bound to progress without any legislation.

QUESTIONS. IRRIGATION.^) (5) The whole of Berar, with its rich black

soil, is badly wanting in perennial canals A survey by technical men may be
made of the Satpura to North, which has seven rows of mountains with valleys between,

and Ajanta to South to find out suitable places for tanks, and canals should be spread

throughout Berar, which is a broad valley, opening on the Bombay Presidency, Several

deep valleys, with a narrow outlet can be found in the mountain* throughout the

length of Berar.
r

l he <=oil of Satpura i* suspected to be porous, and some chemical
method will have to be adopted to make it hard,

(ii) Berar being mainly a plain, tanks and ponds, at a higher level than the land,

cannot be put up, except in scattered places and may be constructed to help the main

irrigation scheme, but care should be taken to see that they do not get silted up

(iii) Water level is going down and as was found in some recent trials at Akol a
and Murtizapur, in boring, there is a hard layer of rock below. It may not however
be contiguous and boring was not done sufficiently deep, as is done in America and
elsewhere. If such under-currents are traced and caught, the agriculturists will not

hesitate to rush to them. A geological smvey would be able to do valuable help in

this direction.

QUESTION 14, IMPT EMENTS . (b) Before cultivator can risk hi 5
? capital, he ought to

be convinced of the ut'lity of the machine and in order to so convince him, implements
such as iron ploughs, winnower*, fodder-cutters, etc., should be kept at various centres.

Demonstrations should aho be given at fairs and all other occasions where cultivators

come together in large numbers. Costly machines, which are beyond the means
of the cultivator to pui chase, should be kept at convenient centres, either for free

trial or on moderate hire, and with that end in view, agricultural and industrial

concerns should be <?tar ted and encouraged. Persons capable of handling the

machines are still few and Government should secure and provide them till local men

get sufficient training and experience, otherwise full advantage cannot be taken of

such machines.

QUESTION 15.-- VETERINARY (a) Civil Veterinary Department should be under
the control of Director of Agriculture ana should not be independent.

(b) (i) Yes; in some places the system works well,

lii^ No.

(iii) No.

(c) (i) Agriculturists do not make fuJl use of the dispensaries mainly because

they get thcii animals tieited in their villages by old methods and also becauseJt is

too inconvenient to get the sick animal to the dispensary regularly for days/ The
masses do not, moreover ha\e confidence in the perfection of the treatment, in

preference to their old methods, which they mostly find effective and prompt, though
to a modern man apparently ciude. The improvement in the woiking is suggested in

the answer to Question i above,

QUESTION 16. ANIMAL HUSBANDARY. (a) (ii)
Pure milk is a great factor of

livelihood and is becoming rare in Berar. Systematic dairies should therefore be started

at various centres, at least in all impoitant towns, A private enterprise in this

direction should be encouraged by giving all sorts of facilities, e. g. t grazing, etc.

(b) (iii) Owing to shortage of min the total quantity of fodder is going down
and is becoming insufficient. On the. other hand, there are several tracts in the Central

Provinces where grass is in abundance and rewa-ns uncut. If railway faci litres are

kept ever open and not confined to famines only, that supply can be rr-nde use of to

the advantage of both the tracts.

(r) April, May, June and July.

(d) As per (b) (iii) above.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (a) All theyeir n und the cultivator

is busy. In what may be called the slack season, i e
, summer, he is engaged in

ploughing, digging out grass, filling holes, putting up embankments, i.e., preparing the

ground for sowing. They are called summer operations.

(d) Yes.

(/) Yes.
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QUESTION 20. MARKETING. No, I refer to cotton and grain markets in Berar.

They are governed by a law, which is still ancient and deserves drastic changes which
have already been proposed to the Central Provinces Cotton Committee, At present
the producer, who has to cart his materials to the market, suffers by the tricks of the

more educated and combined class of buyers, brokers, adtyas and weighmen, whose
violation of the rules ought to be carefully watched and severely dealt with* The
process should be so arranged, as to leave no secrecy about rates, which ought to be

openly published by the body daily and to see that payments are properly and promptly
made. In this connection it may be noted that bad roads setiously deter the sellers

from going long distances, where they could get better prices, and have to be content

with lower ones, at short distances. Construction and improvement of roads will

bring the situation to the proper level. In this connection, I refer to my speech in

the Central Provinces Legislative Council published in Volume
I, pages 51 to 58 of 10,24

Council Proceedings, as also to Volume II, No. 10, pages 681 to 683 of 1922. They will

give the difficulties in more details. A reference is also solicited to mv speech printed
in Berar Legislative Council Proceedings of iyth July u.25, pages 78 to 83

QUESTION 22. CO-OPERATION. In addition to the present co-operative movement,
I would recommend Co-operative Agricultural Associations to be bro ight into existence
as they are in other advanced countries like America, japan, etc. My views on the

subject are set forth in my speech in the Central Provinces Legislative Council published
in Volume III, No. 4, pages 237 to 239 of Council Proceedings of 19.11 and further

speeches thereon, published thereafter.

QUESTION 23. GENERAL EDUCATION. (b) (it) As a President of District Council,

Akola, I have a recent experience of compulsory education in winch my Board has
taken the lead in Berar. The boys have to attend the school from the age of 6 to n.
They leave school and take to their business as agriculturists 01 labourei s. Gradually
they forget entirely what they were taught and the efforts go in vain. The reason
is that the curriculum is only theoretical and has no bearing upon their future life,

that they might have any practical use of what they learnt, The better course would
be to raise the age limit to about fifteen years, when m a couple of years, they would
learn the three R's. useful to them. In the present system the District Council is a

great loser. The education is frep, though a majority of the boys can very well afford
to pay normal fees, which, if collected can be used elsewhere,

(iii) Class IV in Primary schools is a stiff door to get through, as this te^t

qualifies a man to be a patel and consequently a laigei number drops down.

QUESTION 24. ATTRACTING CAPITAL. Men of enterprise and capital will be
attracted to agriculture only if the indebtedness is removed, the status of

agriculturists is further raised, if the rate of interest is brought on a par with normal

agricultural income and if the Agricultural Department proceeds on systematic
lines as already discussed above.

(b) Shortage of funds.

QUESTION 25. WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION, -No pi oper attention is paid
to the sanitary condition of rural areas. The inhabitants have to suffer considerably
in the rainy season owing to various epidemics, I have set forth the case in my
resolution in the Central Provinces Council printed in Volume I pages 54 to 56 and 58
of Council Proceedings of 1924.

(b) Yes. 1 would earnestly urqje to refer to my speech and also other speeches
on my resolution in the Central Provinces Legislative Council Proceedings of nth
August 1923, printed in Volume III, No. 6, pages 368 and onwards.

Oral Evidence.

30679. The Chairman: Rao Sahib Korde, you are landlord at Murtizapur in the
Akola district ? Yes.

30680. You have given the Commission a note of the evidence which you wish
to put before us. Would you like at this stage to make a statement or shall
I proceed to ask you one or two questions? -I would prefer to answer questions.

30681. Would you tell us the size of your estates P I own nearly 600 acres
of land.

30682. Of that is any part a home farm? Yes.

30683. How much ? Nearly 400 acres of wliich 20 acres is a special farrrit
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30684. And the rest is leased out to tenants ?~~Yes.

30685. What is the purpose of your special farm ? Conducting experiments*

30686. Do you carry out experiments independently or you are working in

consultation with the Agricultural Department? Yes, I am in consultation with

the Agricultural Department, but I am working independently.

30687. What is your main object in carrying out these experiments? 1 hey
are experiments in intensive cultivation, to see whether intensive cultivation would

be beneficial to the cultivator and to what extent.

30688. Do \ou find that your tenants are taking any intexest in thet>e experi-

ments P Yes, when they see g03d results, 1 am sure they will take an interest

in them,

30689. For how long have the?e experiments been carried out ? For the

last five yeat s

30690. 1 timing to the note you have provided, you say thaUp India must be

split into areas accoiflini to soil *ncl climite? Yes.

30691. Would that be independent of provincial boundaries? Not independent
of but within the provincial boundaiies

30692. Then you would have in each Province, according to your scheme,
different branches for different gioups Yes.

30693. That is, different branches for the purpose of research and investigation ?

Yes, according to the different crops

30694. Are you familiar with the working of the Indian Central Cofton
Committee P I am on the Provincial Cotton Committee.

30695. That is part of the Irdian Central Cotton Committee, is it not ? Yes.

30696. What do you think of the scheme cf organising reseat ch and propaganda
according to crops? I do not attach great importance to it in the beginning.
At this Stage I do not attach much importance to this research*

30697. What do you think of the work of the Indian Central Cotton Committee ?

I do not think it is of substantial advantage to the cultivators.

30698. Have you followed its woiking closely
p Yes. I arn following closely

the Working of the Provincial Cotton Committee

30699. On the question of agricultural education, mnry witnesses have told the

Commission that one of the principal difficulties in imparting education of an agricul-
tural nature to the general public m the rural areas centres upon the difficulty of dis-

covering and training the right type of the teacher, would you agree with that ? Yes.

30700. Do yu think that the piesent scales of pay are such as to attract the

right class of man to the teaching profession ? I do not think the teaching of agricul-
ture is such a difficult task that in orde. to obtain the people we want we shall hive to

raise the salaries,

30701. It is merely a question of tiaining the teacher P Yes. In fact, our country
being an agricuHural country, each and every teacher ought to be an agriculturist to a
certain extent. There ought, however, to be a change in the curriculum.

30702. Have you taken a personal interest in the co-operative movement ?-Yes,
to a certain extent.

30703. Have you taken active part in that movement P Yes, to a certain extent,

30704. In what capacity ? I am one of the Directors of the Akola Central Bank
and I have organised village societies. >

3070$. Did that Cential Bank pass thiough something like a crisis recently?-
Yes, three or four years ago,

30706. Will you tell the Commission the nature of the crisis?- Want of funds,

30707. What exactly occurred as the result of lack of fui ds ? Money which was
advanced could not be reer vered owing to the bad years. Cultivators could not return
he money owing to the failure of crops.
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30708. How many bad years had you ?-A great many. Very rarely do we^have a

good year. This is the third bad year we have had in succession. In fact, this year
is so bad that it should be called a famine year.

30709 How does it compare with the average of the last twenty years ? Daring
the last twenty years with the exception of four or five years we have had no good years,

30710. Does that suggest that your standard of excellence is rather high ? No, I

do not think so.

30711. Do you think the bank was well advised in financing its operations on the

assumption that any group of years (say the following throe) was likely to be better than

the average of the past twenty ?-~They ought to take into consideration chiefly the

difficulties of the cultivators.

30712. Have you any credit societies in your own villages ? No, n< t up to now.

30713 How many villages have you P In Berar there is no malguzari system. W
have got the ry<*|wari system. I own lands in two or three scattered villages.

30714. Under what system do you own your 600 acres P Under the ryotwari
system ? -Yes.

30715. Do you regard the extension of the co-operative credit movement as
the most likely to afford relief to cultivators in *he matter of their indebtedness ?

Yes, but it will be a very long time It will tafce, probably 40, 50 or even 100 years,

30716. Do you associate cheap credit with the danger of ovei-boi rowing P

J do not.

30717. Have you any experience of vvell irrigation ? Yes, a ^ood deal.

30718. In your own area ? Yes.

30719. What has been your experience ?- Ow*ng to the shortage of rainfall

and scarcity of water, I have had to spend nearly 23,000 rupees for digging wells
over an area of 20 acre*.

30720 What has been the result P- 1 have not got sufficient water.

3<-72i. Were accurate surveys available to you before you dug these wells?

Yes, I took every precaution before the wells were dug.

30722. At what depth d?d you find water! 9
35 to 40 feet. We got water, but

we did not get sufficient water. 1 wanted to irrigate the whole plot of 20 acres,

30723. What system of lift did you employ ? I tried every system, the centrifugal
pump, the wheel system and also mote and so on.

3, 724. Are you the Piesident of the District Council at Akola now ? Yes

30725, Do you think that body has got sufficient funds to discharge its duties

Has it sufficient money to carry out necessary work? No.

30726. Is there a public demand for mci eased educational facilities ?~ Yes, it

is tremendous.

3^)7^7. And also for better roads ? -Yes, there is a growing demand.

30728. Which comes first in the public estimation p I should say both,

30729. You think it is a dead heat ? Yes.

30730. What do you think about the system of handing over the administration
of the Veterinary Service to the local bodies; do you approve of it ? Yes.

30731. You think that has been a success P Yes.

30732. In this matter of attiacting n en of enterprise and capital to agiiculture,
dj ycu think that the small size of the holdings is a serious bar to such men taking
up agriculture ? That is not applicable to the case of Berar

;
in certain parts of the

Central Provinces that s the case; it is applicable to Chhattisgai h.

30733. Otherwise, there is ample land ? Yes.

30734. Still under forest; is that the point ? We have got encugh big plots*

30735. T here is enough cultivated land ? Yes*
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<*> tt**W Lawrence : Your Local Board his not got enough revenue r*
-

There are outstanding demands; if we had more funds, they could be utilised. We
have now to restrict our expenditure.

30737. What cess is levied for the purpose of the Local Boards ? -We charge
18 pies per rupee of the land revtnue, chiefly for educational purposes.

30738. Have you increased that cess in recent years ? Yes, from 12 pies to

18 pies.

30739. In what year? Three or four years ago,

30740. Under your new Local Sclf-Government Act? Yes, after that.

3^74 1. Can you laise it any more? No.

30742. The law does not allow you to raise it? We cannot rn'se it, looking to

the circumstance^ of the public ,
th j cannot bear any fuithei taxation.

30743 The people are not prepared to pay any more? No; not only that but

they are unwilling to pay even 18 pie , which is considered very heavy.

30744. They consider that too heavy ? Yes.

50745 How much extra revenue did this additional 6 pies bring you
* In all

we got about RJ>. 3 lakhs, the additional revenue most be about Rs. i lakh.

30746. To what have you applied this extra lakh of rupees which you have

recently obtained?- Almost all to education.

30747. Not on roadb? The district funds do not pern it of any substantial sums

being spent on the improvement of the roads. However, my District Council is trying
its best, but others are not doing so, For the last three years we are spending
Rs. 30,000 fur the improvement of the fair weather roads, but that is practically

nothing. Govermrent must take up the improvement of the fair weather roads.

30748 How much, do you estimate, is necessary for expenditure on these fair

weather roa'is? Unless a regular survey is taken it cannot be said what the

expenditure will be, because at some places they will require a good deal of expenditure,
and at oth-r places they may cost less. In places where there are nullahs and
inconvenient places, the expenditure will te more, but where it is flat land it will be less.

30749. Is any money from provincial revenue spent on the L ocal Board roads ?

Do you get any subventions? For Local Board roads we do not get anything.

30750. You get no subventions? Some roads have been transferred to the

District Council for maintenance, and we incur :>ome charges for that. We do not

get any subventions for the improvement of the Local Bo^rd roads
,
we have been crying

for the last so many years for the improvement of these fair weather roads, but

Government has not paid any attention to it till now.

30751. You say that you bpent Rs 22,000 on trying to get water for 20 acres?

Yes, sufficient water,

30752. Haw many wells did you sink? Four,

30753. Each cost you Rs. 5,000 ?~One well cost me nearly Rs. 11,000 and
and remaining 3 Rs. 11,000*

30754. How did you ascertain the site on which to dig ? Did you call in a water
finder P There are iome of these village water finders

; they can point out the site.

307 C 5 Are they reliable in their advice 9 So the people say, but I preferred my
own sites. 1 looked to the 1 w level of the ground and other favourable signs and
selected the sites.

30756. You selected the sites yourself, on your own judgment ? Yes.

30757. On your 600 acres, do you levy cash rents from your tenants or^ do you
share the produce P For the last ten years I have been levying cash rents on some
fields and on others I share the produce; it is called baM*

30758. What is your principal crop P Is it cotton ? Cotton, wheat, juar and ao

many other crops ;
but for the last twenty years there being scarcity and uncertainty of

rainfall, we cannot take the risk of reserving our land for rabi crops which require a

greater amount of rainfall.
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give any round figure. This year the rent value has gone very high ,
it all depends on

thi

30759. You chiefly grow cotton P Yes, cotton and juar*

30760. How much per acre do your cash rents amount to as a rule? I canritft

any round figure. This year 1"

ie rates prevalent in the market.

30761. Can you give me the figure P It varies fruir Rs. 5 to Rs. 15 or, at the

mobt, Rs, 20 per acre.

30762 What is the land revenue which you pay on an acre of such land? Rs. 2

to Rs. 3.

307631 Sir Ganga Ram : Do you alwnys take from your tenants cash rent, or do

you also pai licipate in share of the produce? Not always ;
sometimes we get cash

rents and sometimes we do not.

30764. When you participate in kind, what share do you get? It depends On the

quality of the soil
; you may get one- third or even less,

30765. Were the wells that you sunk puce* masonry wells or were they kutcha
wells ? They were pucca wells.

30766. Made of brick P Yes, brick and lime.

30767 Were they circular or rectangukr? -One big well that I have built is

square.

30768. Why did you make it square ?- Because I wanted to have a way to go in

for which a staircase v\as> necessary ,
I thought it was preferable to a lound well

30769. Were you asked by any engineer to do that P No.

30770. Besides your income fiom the land, do you Jo any moneylending? No.
The chief source of my income is land.

30771. Are you a member of the Legislative Counc:! P Yes.

30772. W hich party do you belong to P I belong to the Nationalist patty,

30773 What kind of soil hive you got V We ha/e got different kinds of laftd

in Berar.

30774 What crops do you grow ? I grow all sorts of crops, cotton, juart

pulses, etc.

30775 Do you grow any pardcn crops 9 Yes

30776. May I ask you what y< ur income from 600 acres is ? At times it is a

minus figure, in bad years , especially din ing the last t\\o years we could not realise

even what we had spent on agriculture

30777. You said there was difficulty in thr CVntral Bank f^r vant of funds, did

you mean want of deposits P Yes

30778. Their chief source of income is deposits
v

They borrow from the

Provincial Bank.

30779. They do not get any deposits
" There are t,ome deposits, but deposits are

not the chief source.

30780. What do you mean by fail weather roads. Vl They arc vill ge roads.

30781. Are they on the same level as the ground? -Not on the ground level,
almost all these roads have been sunk.

30782. Do you want to bring them to the ground level ? -Yes, we Want money for

that
;
we are not ambitious to make all these roads puna roads.

30783. Can you say how much it would cost per mile 'r

1

It would require fiom
R. SCO to Rs. i,oooper mile

;
that would not be the cost for the whole length of the

road, but only at some places.

30784. You have no land irrigated from tanks P No.

30785. And this tax of 18 pies per rupee of land revenue was intended for irri-

gation P No, for education i

30786. They do not spend it o*n education? They do, they spend even more
than that ; nearly half the income is spent on education.
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30787. What education do you mean? Is it rural education P Rural and urbatj

education is the same thing ;
there is no difference. We are concerned with primary

education.

30788. Primary education for the agriculturists ? AH boys receive it.

30789. It is not intended for the boys of agriculturists alone ? There is no

Distinction made between agriculturist boys and other boys. More than 80 per cent of

the population is agricultural ;
it is not barred for boys of other classes.

30790. $tr Thomas MiJdleton : You are chiefly interested in the cotton crop in

your district V We are interested in all the crops.

30791. Is not the cotton crop the most important ?This crop was popular Cor

some ye^rs because it was fetching a better price, but now we have learnt a good
lesson and we go in for other crops, This year, the area under cotton has gone
down, and next year it will go down still further.

30702. The last witness told us that the cotton that you had in the district was

becoming less popular, because it was suffering from disease ? -It is not chiefly because

of disease j of course, it does suffer from disease.

30793, What kind of cotton do you grow in your district ? Generally, till now,
roseum cotton was popular,

30794, Do you think that roseum is as healthy as it used to be? They say so.

Though every year I am sowing that cotton, I have not kept separate accounts to

compare the yield of roseum cotton with tint of other varieties, but I have heard

people s.iy that roseum cotton yields more.

30795, You have had no complaints about it in your district 9 The complaint is

that it does not fetch good prices ;
there is no demand.

30796, That is because of the quality? It is short staple cotton; we want a

long staple vauety which will suit the climatic and soil conditions of your Province.

30797, Can you grow long staple cotton in your district? I made trials with it

for a couple of years, but 1 had t > give it up,

30798, Have not your neighbours always cultivated short staple cotton?

Formerly, they were growing long staple cotton, but it requires more rainfall.

30799, When you say formerly, how long ago ? About 30 years ago.

30800, I think you said you would like every teacher in the primary schools to

be something of an agriculturist? 90 percent of them are agriculturist teachers

coming from the agricultural das*
; they need not be taught any scientific knowledge of

agriculture.

30801, What are they paid in your district ? From Rs. la to Rs. Co or Rs. 75.

30^02. You are a Director of the Akola Bank. The fact that the Bank^ got into

some difficulty two or three 3 ears ago has been mentioned; you pointed out that

that was due to bad seasons V Yes, b&d seasons and the difficulties of the agriculturists.

30803. Any bank that lends money mainly to agriculturists
must expect such bad

seasons ;
what steps did you take to accumulate a reserve fund ?-! was not on the

managing board,

30804. Not at that time? Nor am I now on the managing board.

30805. You spoke of irrigating 20 acres from four wells P Yes.

30806. Were those 20 acres all in one block ? Yes.

30807. Do you not think that 5 acres irrigation from one well is a very large

amount to expect in BerarP We can irrigate up to 4 acres with one well provided it

had a jrood supply of water, but with these 4 wells at the present time 1 cannot irrigate

more than 7 or 8 acres.

30808. About 2 acres a well? Yes, and during the hot season I cannot produce

any ci ops.

30809. Dr. H}det : You recommend this indigenous system of treating animals;

have
v

you much faith in the Indian veterinary people who practice Indian methods, the

old syittna ? Yea, I have.
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, 30810. Do you not think there is a danger of quackery f-~I have known many
cases and find the percentage of quackery is so small as not to be dangerous; it is

worth trying.

3oSn. You have said that the village roads are not in good condition
;
what is the

width of a village road ? i chain, that is, 33 ft.

30812. h that the standard width P Yes.

308(3. So that carts laden with cotton can pass easily P No, they cannot ;
that is

not owing to the width but because the roads are sunk so thnt carts cannot pass

each other.

30814, You mean that these roads have sunk below the surrounding level ?-~Yes,

30815 There are ruts? Ys.

30816. So tha' (here is difficulty in the transportation of cotton by carts to the

markets ,
is that your view? Yes, they cannot get along easily; it takes them 34

hours to cover a distance of 20 miles sometimes.

30817 These village roads are maintained by your Mahais, are they not?- No.

It was formerly one of the duties of the Mahnrs to do the necessary small icpairs after

the rainy season when the roads were impassable

30818. Why did you abalish the baluta system ? I am not responsible foi that ;

on the contrary, I was in favour of the baluta system ,
we shall have to return to that

system.

30819. Sir Henry Lawente : When was it abolished ? Three 01 four years ago,

30820. Dr. Hydcr ; How does the cotton grower fare when he gets to the cotton

market P - He certainly does not receive fair treatment

30831. Of what do you complain ? -Of everything.

30822. Well, mention some thirgs of which you complain? I shtul.l have to

draw a picture of it
,

one cannot imagine it unles* one is> cognisant of it and actually
sees what happens. This is the actual btate of affaiis the villagers take their carts

to the cotton maiksts I arn talking with regatd to Betar only. There are very few

cotton markets in Beras . Some villagers have to take their cares to a cotton market
as far distant as 40, 50 or even 60 miles The system in the cotton markets is that

there aie these licensed brokers, adtya$ } weigh men, ard some purchasers, The carts

are sold through these brokers In 70 or 80 p er cent oi the cases the brokers and

adtyas are the same persons. They take charges for brokerage and also as adtyas ,

it is a very heavy burden on the sellers. It is not compulsory on the seller to sell his

cotton through these brokers and adtyas, but being quite ignorant and illiterate

and not knowing the prevailing rates, or being acquainted with the purchasers, he

has to employ their agency. Generally there are 100, 150 or 200 of these brokers

attached to big cotton markets such as Amraoti and Akola No sooner does his cart

get to the gates of the cotton market than 50, 60 cr 100 of these brokers surround

him; s^me catchhold of the nose-string of his bullock, some his turban and some his

coat, and they pester him in order to get his agency.

30833. He is apparently a much sought-after man, and therefore he should be
in a much stronger position? The poor fellow being alone on the cart, what can he
do? If he decides to employ a particular broker, then his cart h taken into the cotton
market. I may point out to you that tl e law as to these cotton and grain markets is

most defective, and there are all sorts of malpractices in the market. His cart is taken
into the cotton market. The broker, who is generally mixed up with these sellers,

goes and settles the rate secretly ;
he does it by some sign^undera cloth taking up a

handkerchi<f and moving his fingers. In that way they settle the rate at so irany
rupees a kkandi. The grower is then told that the rate is Rs. 80 or Rs. 90 per khandi

t

or whatever it is. If a particular broker has had oo carts come to him that day,
he tells the clerk of the cotton market that he has 100 carts and those carts are entered
in that broker's name though he is rot the actual growei. It is entered as being 100
carts sold by

" A J> to '' B ", and the receipts are handed over to the broker who
then goes to a ginning factory. The piice is then settled at some flat rate, and the
cart is taken to the ginning factory. I may point out that all these cotton irarkets
in Berar depend on the Bombay market which depends on the markets of America and
England, so that 10 times a day telegrams are received giving the Bomaby rate.

Though the cotton crop only comes once a year, the rates change as much as 100
tiroes in a day, M the rate is fixed for a particular c*i at Rs. iOO, and the .purchaser
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then receives a telegram from Bombay telling him that the Bombay rate has gone
down, he will find out ways of slipping out of hi* bargain: one or two weighnients
of the cotton are taken and then the purchaser wil] point out that t\ e cotton is damp or
has some other fault; Then the gtower has to reduce his price though the rate may
have been already pi actically settled.

30824. Do you mean to say that contracts once entered into are broken? YQS,
that is the case everywhere. 1 here are also the trickeries of the weightnen, they
take more cotton than they are weighing on the hand scale. The grower is an
illiterate person and while he is busy watching that others do not steal his cotton,
the we'ghmnn counts falsely. If the grower goes to some market authority and
complains that his cait has already been sold at a higher pi ice thnn he is now
offered, it is found that he has no evidence, he has no record of the transaction
entered in the registar of the cutton market, though he has to pay the market fee,

The broker has become the owner of the cotton, because a certain number of carts
is entered in his name, and therefore the grower cannot make any complaint. The
law ought to be drastically amended as soon as possible.

30825 Can you suggest any drastic changes ? Yes, I have suggested the

changes in detail to the Central Provinces Cotton Co nmittee; a draft Bill ia

ready and I think it will be passed by the Board soon.

30826 Do you think that draft Bill will amend these defects P Yc, all

these evils of weighmen, brrkeis and middlemen. If I go to market and sell a
cart of cotton, the buyer should pay me the full amount; why should I pay these

charges P
'

30827. There is a disparity as regards inteMigence and education between these

two people; the cultivator knows nothing while these other gentlemen know all the

tricks of the tiadeP--Ycs There should be a majority of sellers on the Market

Committee*

30828. With regard to postal facilities, if I were to post in Akola a letter to a

village how many days would it take for that 1'tter to be delivered at its destination P

From 8 to 15 <*ays, that i* actully the state of things; I have move<i a resolution

in the Council "asking that the Local Government should recommend to the Central

Government that this should be lemedied. The system id generally this: The Post

Office has a village peon who comes to the Post Office and takes the letters once a

week. He takes a round in those villages and then returns on the next bazaar day.

Then suppose, after he noes to the Post Office on the r.ext day, a letter comes

addressed to somebody else in the vil'age, he goes to the vil'age next week taking
that letter with him.

30829. Dr Hydfr : But what was the good cf moving a resolution in this Council ?

You know the Post Office is not a provincial subject? I know it and that is why
I asked the Local Government to move the Imperial Government in the matter.

30830. TkeRajnofPadakimfdi: You say that it will he better if the Veterinary

Department also takes up the study and teaching of indigenous methods. But is it

not a fact that irany people with a so-called knowledge of indigenous treatment

will not co'ne forward to reveal their respective re i edtesP We have to so arrange

that thay will come and supply us that information,

30831. Who is to undertake that business ? The State, the Government,

30833. Do you not think that it is a work to be done by the public? It is

beyond the scope of the public or of private individuals.

30833. Even to collect information? Government may take the help of the

public if necessary; that is a different question altogether. It is not a question

of a few months or a year or two; it would tafce many years

7083 i. Do you not think that before approaching the Government it would

be better that some public spirited gentlemen should go about and gather information

and placo it in the hands of the Government? That is not feasible.

30835, You say that Government should take it up * Yes.

-08*6 From >our personal kno* ledge could you say whether the indigenous

method of treatment is better than the ncthod adopted by the Veterinary

lteputm.ntt-.Yei I will give one instance thich occurred last month. The leg

of in ox was dislocated and it Was taken to the veter.oary dispensary. The
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veterinary doctor attended to it for 10 days but could not cure it and he asked the
owner to leave it with him for another fortnight, Meanwhile one of the relatives

of the owner came to know of this and he said he would take it to a man near by
who would cure it in no time. Accordingly the ox was taken there and the man
gave it some strokes with a big rod at some particular point and the ox was all

right in a few hours.

30837. Did! t not make matters worse? No.

30838. Did you verify that personally or is it mere hearsay?- I saw it with my
own eyes.

39839. Personally I would not like to entrust my bulls to such treatment?

May be.

30840. You suggest that in Berar there is dearth of irrigation and inigation
works should be undertaken P Yes.

30841. Is it popular? Yes.

30842. Has it been taken up in a manner that the Government feels that the

people really want such a thing ? -Yes; it has been represented and brought to the notice
of the Government in this very hall in the Central Provinces Council n~ore than once.

30843. By a few representatives ? But they represent the whole public.

30844. Did they represent what the people wanted actually ? Ye:>, they did not

move the resolution of their own accoid
,
there was a demand for such a thing.

30845. Can the Commission understand that the people of that area are willing to
enter into an agreement with Government and take advantage of such irrigation
works P They know the terms of the agreement ;

we have discussed that question in

the Provincial Board of Agriculture too.

30846. I suppose you might have heard that in other parts of this Province
there are potential irrigation facilities and it is the people that are not willing to take

advantage of such things ? Such circumstances do not exist in our part of the

Province. Tut the trouble is that a few of them require water and the others do
not

;
not only that, there is a dearth of drinking water

j
that is the main difficulty.

30847. Does not that area have any District or Local Board ? But what Can

they do ? They cannot take up such costly schemes.

30848. Can they not create facilities for drinking water, by digging wells and
the like? No; they cannot incur such large expenditure all over the Province, but

they try their level best.

30849. Are they trying ? Yes.

30850. How many wells do these local bodies and District Boards possess
now? 1 cannot give the exact number

;
but they may have about 75.

30851. Do you know the amount that the Local Board lays aside for such
works? My Boaul gives Rs. 5,000 to Rs. 7,000.

30852. For the whole of Berar P Yes
;
for the four districts of Berar.

30853. Is it an accurate figure ?How can I give accurate figures for all the

Local Boards ?

30854. As regards agricultural indebtedness, does the practice of lending grain
in kind exist in this Province ? Yes, in some parts.

30855. In such cases what is the rate of interest charged? It is terrible; they
take samai for three months, that is I# times. As the previous witness has said they

give 4 khandis of cotton seed and take back 2 khandis of cotton
;
that is for a few

months only.

30856. Is that a universal practice in this Province ? Not universal
j

it exists

in some parts.

30857. Both the interest and the principal are calculated at the time of the

harvest ? Yes.

30858. Then as regards fragmentation of holdings you suggest: "Government,

however, do well in offering fair help in such affairs to persons looking to them ".

What do you mean by that P Government has taken up this question pi consolidation

>f holdings aad they arc trying their best wharc?er possible.
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30859. Are Government acquiring land? No; they are making both partie*

agree; efforts are being made in that direction in our Province.

30860* When a man has to part with land, what compensation does he get?
-

It depends on the nature of the soil.

30861. But what is the usual practice P There U no usual piactice; we have'
ot come to that stage yet

30862. Sir S. M. Chitnavis* No consolidation is going on in FerarP -No; I am
referring to the Chhattisgarh district.

30863. The Raja of Parlakimedit Whenever exchange of lands takes place,
what is the practice adopted? -That practice is not prevalent in Berarjwe have got

bigger plots.

30864. Mr. Kamat : You make some suggestions with regard to agricultural in-

debtedness You say in the fust place that the moneylender manages by his various

tricks to double his loan in one season only. Can you explain how tint occurs PThe
previous witness has cleared that point, 1 think.

30865. I want you to give us an instarce of how it is possible P * For the season

time only, that ii> for three rronths, the moneylender gives money on saw^i,

30866. You are referring to loans in kind and not to cash lor, n s P Cash loans

too.

30867. Please explain how a cash loan of Rs. too is doubled in one s

In three months he can recover 25 per cent; so in one year it become double the

amount at that proportion.

30868. In three months he gets Rs. 125 for Rs. TOO? Yes.

30869. In the remaining nine months what does he get ? If we me to .ipply that

proportion in one year, it is double .

30870. Your rerredy to cuies this evil is the Usurious Loans Act. which you say
is an absolute necessity? My chief remedy would be that the State mut come forward

30871. But you suggest that there should be restriction of interest and the rate

to be fixed should be 6 per cent per annum ? Yes

10872. Your moneylenders would not come forward at ihntiate if that were
to be fixed as the maximum rat* ? They will, when the Government 01 the State take

it into their hands and telieve the agriculturists of their indebtedness.

50873. They will offer to lend money at 6 per cent? Even at less than that*

30874. Pending that period when the Government will take it over yuu suggest
that the State should support the Central Banks? My first reme< y is that th State

should come forward and earmark a big amount not leas than Rs 50,00,000 every year
in the provincial budget, which should be distributed to the agriculturist* who are in

indigent circumstances,

30875. Then again effotts should be mate to expand the credit societies also?

No, the Government should advance the \\ ans direct to the agriculturists just as thev
do in the case of taccavt loans Before (hat my point is that a survey of the indebted-
ness of the agriculturists should bo taken and the figure that would be required should
be ascertained.

30876. After taking an economic survey of indebtedness, you want Government
to earmark Rs. 50,00,1.00 per >ear to be given direct to the agriculturists at not more
than 6 per cent interest? Yes, because the agriculturist cannot realise more than 6 per
cent interest from his cultivation.

30877. Where would the place of the co-operative movement be if Government
were to give direct lo&ns to the agriculturists according to your system P Credit
societies cannot cope with the demand at present I have suggested that remedy
and after that the co-operative credit societies should take it into their own hands.

30878. Do I understand you to mean that until Government carries on this

system of yours of earmarking Rs. 50,00,000 and advancing it direct to the agricul-
turists you suggest there should be neither the moneylender not the co-operative
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societies in the rural economics of the country P No, I do not say that, The
Government could immediately come forward and help the agriculturists at this

particulir stage.

^0879. Talking about irrigation, you say that the soil of Satpura is suspected
to be porous and some chemical n ethod will have to b? adopted to make it hard.

What is it that you have tn mind? I huve raised this question because I may get
the reply that the soil of Satpura is porous. Anticipating that reply I have already
suggested that even if it be pjrous, some chemical means should be found out and it

should be made impermeable.

30880. Speaking about general education you suggest that education is free,

though a majority of the boys can very well afford to pay normal fees, which, if

collected, can be used elsewhere. Are you against free education P Certainly not.

30881 Then what is the point of your suggestion P You say if fees were to be
collected they could be ued elsewhere ? Because th, present practice is that

wherever compulsory education is started, the District Councils do not get these fees.

Some percentage should be realised Parents of some boys are in a position to

pay the fees but they too are exempted. And besides, the school-going age is fixed

at between 6 and n.

30882. That is quite another point You are not wholly, I take it, in favour Of
free education P I am in favour of free and compulsory education. But the age
limit should be extended to (5.

30883. That I say is quite a different point, If you are, as you say, in favour
of free education you cannot levy f?es P Even if the father of the boy is well-to-do>

you cannot levy a fee if you siy you nre in favour of free educatiou P Yes, I see

the point but even so I am in fivour of free education.

30884. You say tint there should be special facilities and concession rates for the

transport of rjw produce and fodder. Have you studied the present rates of the

railways, whether they are earning or losing ? N'o.

30885. You want a gei era' Inhering frr all agricultural produce ? Yes, they
extended this concession in the days of scarcity.

30886 You said this was a famine year for the cotton growers; you are a
cotton grower; aie all cotton growers famine-stricken P I cannot say from village to

village but the majority of them are.

30*387. Do you mean to say that cotton growing shows a deficit P -Certainly.

30888. Can you give me the figures of the cost of production per acre of cotton

and what price you have realised this year? Wh<kt is the present rate of cotton. Is it

Rs. too a khnndt or Rs. 85 ? I airing the stindard of Rs. 80 per khandi of 28 maunds
this year some fields could not }ield more than 2 maunds or 3 maunds per acre*

30889. The production was 3 maunds per acre? And how much was the cost

including labour and everything else? You gave me the outturn and its cost P No I

did not give the cost. I am taking some particular cases, and not cases in general. I

think the cost is Rs 15.

30890. You stated this was & year of famine for all cotton growers P But I did

not say cent per cent.

30891. Even taking the worst cases, supposing the average outturn was equivalent
in rupees to say Rs 20 P No, taking the value of 3 maunds it comes not to Rs. 20 but
to Rs. 9 or Rs. 10 i. *, 28 maunds per khandi fetch Rs. 85.

30892. Sir Ganga Ram : R*. 3 per maund of cotton P Yes.

30853. Sir Henry Lawrence : What is a maund P It is 28 Ibs.

30894. Mr. Kamat.- You say that throughout the Berar, on an average, the cost
of the cotton produced per acre would be about Ks, ao or even less P No, it would be
Rs. 10 to Rs. 15

30895. What would be the cost of production, cost cf ploughing, labour, etc. P- I

said Rs. xo to Rs. 15 would bo the cost of production ;
this includes labour, weeding
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30896. You realise Rs, 10 as the value of the outturn and you think the lots has
been Rs. 5 per acre? I am not giving the average figure, In some cases it vanes

according to the fields and according to the situation.

30897. If that is the case, in the majority of cases there is no famine? Yes,

30898. Give me at least the worst case and the best case ? For a good crop
this year, 4 acres will yield one khan H the value of which will be Rs 80 or Rs. 85.

30899. What about the cost of labour ? This year the labour charges are very
high and he will have to spend about Rs. 100. He cannot recover even what he has

spent

30900. Then the man who realises Rs. 85 has to spend Rs. 100? Yes.

30901. He is therefore losing to the extent of Rs. 15 ? Yes,

30902. Sir Ganga Kami Hew much yield did you get last year from roseum
cotton ? -For the last four or five years we have not had good crops.

30903. I want to know how many maui ds you gtt per acre with roseum
cotton ? A bumper crop in a good ye^r would yield one khan^i per acre, or 20 maunds

per acre*

30904. This year it has not been anything like that ? No, it has been 2, 3 or 5.

30905. Can you give any reason for that? Has the seed deteriorated P-~ No, it

13 due to the shortage of rainfall My request to the Commission is that efforts should

be directed to tie regulation of the rainfall which is most uncertain.

30906. God alone can do that? If the minfall could be regulated, very many
difficulties would be removed yet

$0907. Yet you are aspiring to grow long staple cotton, which can be sown only
in April ? Our firbt need is to have a good crop with short cotton, after that we

might aspire to the long cotton.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. C. W. WILSON., M.R.C.V.S., I.V.S., Veterinary Adviser
to Government, Central Provinces.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION I. RESEARCH. -
(a) (ii) The Imperial Laboratory at Muktesar and the

branch at Bareilly are our Research Institutions and are under the control of the

Central Government. The Muktesar Institute was started for the purpose of the

manufacture of sera and vaccines, particularly for anti-rinderpest serum as the hill

cattle in that locality were highly susceptible to that disease. During the last twenty
years it has expanded enormously and, in addition to an increase in the amount of

sera turned out yearly> research work has been conducted and investigation into the
common diseases affecting equine^ and bovines in this country. Very valuable results

ot their researches have been afforded by the various workers there not only to the

provincial departments in India but to the profession generally throughout the world.

The laboiatories were extensively used by the investigators into foot-and-mtuth
disease who were deputed by the Home Government when the seriousness of that

disease was beginning to be realised by the British public. The most up-to-date

equipment for serum manufacture and research work has been introduced and judgirg
by results it appeal s that the oigam&ation of veterinary research work In the Muktesar
Institution compares favourably with similar institutions in other coun'ries. The
administration seems to have suffered by reason of the short tenure of office held by
Directors and research w 'ikers. Attera few years and even less they have usually
obtained other appointments. The system of direct appointment has been unpopular,
and it is generally conceded by officers of the department that the administrative con-

tiol of the laboratory should be placed underaser'or officer having experience of

provincial work. If a Veterinary Adviser to the Government of India weie appointed
then he would be the most suitable man for the post Such an arrangement would
leave research worker free from outside duties ard would give them the advantages
of direction <n the investigation of disease of animals requiring immediate attention.

The Institution makes a profit by sale of sera, vaccines, etc., and whatever surplus

money stands to it> credit should be spent on additional facilities for research work.

The position of the place is suitable for the manufacture of sera and vaccmts .s the

staff can work comfortably throughout the \ear but it is not equally suitable for

reseat cb work owing to its elevation. It is thought that a research institution would
be more advantageously placed where general conditions are the same as those affecting
the amrnalb under observation. We cannot expect Muktesar to conduct investigation
into all the problems requiring solution, so it is expedient for provincial departments
to have the means at their disposal for working out those problems affecting them

particularly.

(b) As> no research officers have been appointed in this Province, no particulars

can be supplied.

QUBSTION 15 VETERINARY. ~
(a) The Veterinary Department was at one time

Controlled by the Director of Agriculture though it is now under separate expert

management. It should remain independent.

(b) 0) Veterinary dispensaries in the Central Provinces and Berar are divided

into three classes, viz. :

(1) Provincial

(2) Local Fund.

(3) Private.

Class (i) dispensaries are maintained by provincial funds and are entirely under

Government management, Class (2) comprises dispensaries under Government

supervision but maintained partly by local funds and partly by Government. Class (3)

institutions are maintained entirely at the cost of Court of Wards, Indian States and
certain local bodies under thetr own management. The system of class (2) dispen-
saries would work much better if more interest were taken in these institutions by
Local Board members,

(ii) No.

(iii) Only partially. Local Board members would probably take no interest in

these dispensaries if they ceased to have any hand in the management of them. They
should be encouraged to take interest in them.

(c) (i) No
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By stimulating propaganda and by giving demonstrations at cattle shows, fairs and
markets. The propaganda

must be in the hands of professional men as they would be

required to give practical demonstrations of operations in addition to lectures, In

rural tracts propaganda by means of cinema films and lantern would be advantageous.

(ii) Yes. The services of peripatetic Veterinary Assistant Surgeons are used

largely by malguzars but not fully by the cultivator class in those tracts where cattle

are of little value. It is the m >st important branch of the department's duties as the

touring Assistant Surgeons are brought into close association with the ryots.

(d) The religious scruples of the Hindus in so far as they affect cattle are subtle

and intimate and so closely inteiwoven with the rnme life of the people professing
1

this

religion that it would be well nigh impossible to introduce any form of legislation of the
nature of a " Diseases of Animals Act '*

providing measures for trie destruction of the sick

cattle, segregation, and control over movements of cattle as obtain in other countries.

Existing conditions can best be improved by education. Animal hygiene might be in-

cluded amongst subjects taught in elementary schools.

(e) In bad yeaSrs the demand for serurn is very heavy and sometimes difficulty in

securing sufficient quantity is felt, Considering the enormous demand for anti-rinder-

pest serum at times and the difficulties in transport, it is surprising how efficiently
Provinces are served. The railways might grant special facilities for this commodity.

(f) Obstacles are mainly religious scruples. Suspicion as to the nature and process
of manufacture of sera and vaccines remains. No fees are charged for any work done m
connection with agricultural cattle.

(*) Yes.

(i) For many years in my Annual Reports to Government on the work of the

department, the necessity for the setting up of a Provincial Veterinary Research Institu-
tion has been stressed. The scheme is at present under the consideration of Govern-
ment.

(h) By research officers in the Province. Research scholarships could be awarded
to young graduates by Government. These scholars when employed in provincial
research institutions would be competent to train the graduates of Indian colleges.

(i). Yes.

(1) Co-ordination of veterinary matters in the Provinces and States.

(2) To deal with matters of a central nature.

(3) To advise Government of India on export and import of Cattle.

(4) To scrutinise programmes of research work at Muktesar and provincial research
institutions and thus prevent overlapping,

(5) To relieve scientific workers of administrative duties now interfering with their

legitimate work.

Oral Evidence.

30908. The Chairman : Mr, Wilson, you are Veterinary Adviser to the Govern-
ment of the Central Provinces? Yes,

30909. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence which

you wish to put before us. Do you wish to make, at this stage, any statement of a

general nature P Yes, I would like to say a few words. The veterinary officer in

charge of a Province should have complete control of the veterinary staff dealing with

control of contagious diseases of animals, so that he can give effect to his
policy in

regard to these after obtaining the sanction of Government. This means the abolition

of dual control (District Beard Control) in those Provinces where it npw exists.

Apart from the mutual reporting c contagious diseases scheduled under the Glanders
and Farcy Act there is little co-ordination in veterinary work of Provinces and Indian

States, It does not seem judicious for this department to be isolated because it

happens to be a Transferred subject in a self-governing Province. The work of the

Provincial Governments in the control of contagious diseases of animals should be

co-ordinated by a central head with the Government of India. He would be the Veteri-

nary Adviser to the Government of India, This officer would visit the Provinces and
advise as to the improvement and Co-ordination of work fur the benefit of the Province
and for the good of India as a whole. Without systematic and sustained effort) con-

tagious diseases of animals in India can never be brought under control.

Ma. G. W, WILSON.
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30910. Pefore jou pjoceed ftrther, I would like to clear up one or two points*
You say that you smuld have ctir.ptete control over the veterinary officers in the

Province?- Yes,

30911. You suggest that tie ^ Hennery cflficerb wcrUrig under lical authorities

should Cease to be
,
under them. You refer to the Veterinary Assis'tnts under the

Local Boards ? They should be controlled by the provincial officers and the District

Boards should have a part in the management of the dispensaries.

30912. \\ouldthat involve any change in the present system P Not in this

Province! but in some Provinces it might.

30913* Will you com ir,ue youi re mat ks? With regard to education, at a Con*
frrence or Vetennaiy Officers in jcj.j it was r<ssolved that Board of Veterinary
Studiea should be constituted. '1 his Bi aid would be authorised to make modifications

ana additions to the couise frtm tine to tinie in consideration of the needs of the

several Provinces. 1 cuisidei the conatitu ion of this Board of V etuinary Studies an

urgent matter. In Chapter XV , paragraph 134, page 49 of the Memorandum on Kutal
Conditions ( n<l Agticuitwdl Jhvelijinent the bta emtnt i exalting a research institute

being under the consideration ot bovtrnmem it> somewhat misleading. Very limited

accommodation only is provided 101 thu. dcp&rtmerit in the Agricultural Research
Institute at Nagpur. A bepni ate Veterinary Resell <h Institute is requi led with wards
tor animals under observant n. '1 he dose connection between the problems of public
health and those ot the \eieiiii&iy Dtpaitmei t is inclined to be overlooked. In ny
opinion the public health and Veieiinary lesearch laboratoiies should be housed in the

same building. 1 think the problems connected with human tuberculosis, for example,
would stand a better chat>c rf solution were the medical and veieiigary ieearch
officers woikmg hand in h*nd. Although the Agriculture and Veterinary Departments
ate under separate direction they havt always worked together amicably. A Veteri-

nary Inspector's services aie lent for tl c bitter contiol ot cattle diseases occurring in

the Nagpur College and Tclinkhen rarni* and this ciian aUo lectures to the Agricul-
tural College stuck nib cu \ettrinaiy subjects i>nd givts practical demonstrations in

Veterinary hrst ato. The Vetennaiy Assistant burgeon in charge of the Nagpur
Veterinary Hospital also delivers lectures to the students. The Government agricul-
tural farms where Cd tile- breeding is conducted are regulaily inspected by gazetted and
subordinate officers ot the department <*nd timely assistance is given by them whenever
their services aie requited. The ttcul salion of scrub Lulls must have a beneficent

effect and considerably facmtate the success ot cattJe-bretmng operations,

30914. Would you give us an account of your own training and past posts in

India ? Originally I was posted to Hissar fairn in the Punjab and after being there a
few weeks I was put in control ot the hi^ar faim and in the second yeai of my service
I officiated for one ye^r as Superintendent of that iarm. After that, I was transferred
to the United Provinces where cacile bitxJing was under the contiol of the Civil Veteri-

naiy Departm. nt IP addition to hoise-breeding operations. After eight years' service w
the United Provinces, I was transfcired to the Central Provinces where cattle-breeding
is carried out by a special branch of the Agricultural Department.

30915. Where were you tiaincu" In England, at the Veterinary College,
London.

31916 \\cuidjoualso give us, qu.te shortly, an account of your staff here?
Ycu ait Vttennfciy Adxisci to ( ovrrnment and head of the Setvice in this Province*
Have you any deputies ? 1 am the Vetern rry Adviser bnd also Superintendent of the

Department. 1 have a sec ond Superintendent who is an Imperial Service Office! and
has six years' seivice in India and torn er war service and service m various colonies,
In addition to that I have six Deputy Superintendents. I am allowed 23 Inspectors, but
I have only 16 now. My cadre ot Veterinary Assistant Suigeons is 145; at the

present time only 129 are actually working.

^1917 HUM aie the ofiiccib who work in the dispensaries under the District;

Boards, are thty P Yes, in the dispensaiiet. and also on peripatetic duties.

3091$* What do you think abtut the calibre of these men ? We ard in ft way

unfortunately
situated in this 1'iovmce, U cause we are dependent entirely upon recruits

fton outside the Province itself. V\ e hve no Veterinary College for training

men, and the result U we have rot got the best type of men in the Province.

MR. G. W.
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90919* Could you carry a Veterinary College in this Province at this stage of

development ? Yes'i

50920. So that the teaching you are giving in connection with the Agricultural

College is the veterinary teaching which students require fr their agricultural degree?
Exactly.

30921. Have you premises or laboratories at your disposal P Only a few rooms in

the Agricultural Research Institute*

30922. Do they meet your requirements? No.

30923* Are they too small P v es. There is no accommodation for experimental
work. It is impossible to have my wards for animals inside the Research Institute.

30934* Have you any compound whe-e cases can stand ? <Not attached to the
Research Laboratory.

30925. You have got a dispensary in Nigpur I take it ? Yes.

30926 Do you suggest that there should be animal wards attached to the research

section in addition to the compound attached to the local dispensary?
- Yes.

30927. You do not suggest merging the local dispensary with the Research
Institute '-No.

3092?. Thatcpu'd not be done 9 That could not be done. We are not allowed
to take and retain in the dispensaries animals suffering from contagious diseases.

30929 You have seen in the matter of animal husbandry and the improvement of

breeds both the system where an officei of the Veterinary Service is charged with the

duty of administering the work and the system where the Agricultural Department
undertakes i he responsiblity. Which do you pieferP Judging by results. I should

prefer the Civil Veterinary Department to the Agricultural Department.

30930. You p efer the Veterinary Department to be in charge of animal

husbandry generally? Is that your idea ? Yt-s, on principle.

30931. What about practice, which after all is the important thing? I do not
think it would be practicable in a 1 rovmce like this.

30932. Then you would leave things as they are in a Province like this ?

Yes

30933. Do you distinguish between the conditions in this Province and conditions

in the Punjab ? - Yes.

30934. Would you tell us how th'y differ v -In the Punjab an entirely different

aninul is. required. The fields are sm.ill in th s Province and smaller types of animals
are required than in the Punjab.

30935. I understand the problems are quite different, but I d-> not see why the
difference should apply in this matter of a decision as to whether the Ag-i cultural

Department or the Veterinary Department should tak* charge of animal husbandry P

I think in a sense it is entirely t'ue to luck. I th nk they have had particularly good
men in the Punjab, who were ablr* to take this work up. It is not a job that every*
body can take up. There art- veterinary n en who seem to be specially useful at this

kind of work.

30936. What you mean is that you w, uld not like to disturb the existing arrange*
ments in this Province? -Not in th's Province

.30937. I understand that you attach great importance to the public healtn aspect
of the veterinary work. Do you think it is likely to be a field of growing import
ance ? Yes, I think so.

30938. Do you think that future nsf-aich is likelx to sbow a considerable

of-disci ses shared in common between man and animals ? Not so much that as that

the present diseases which are recognised need a tiemendous amount of work,
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On the whole you appear to be satisfied with the services rendered by the

Mukteear Institute ? Yes. I am quite satisfied,

40010* You mean diseases like tuberculosis, parasitic diseases, intestinal paresites

and the like P-Yes.
"*'

3<>9<

itesa

30941. You do not complain seriously of the delay in obtaining the serum?

No.

30942. Considering the magnitude of their task, do you think they discharged it

satisfactorily ? Excellently,

30943. You would not suggest making serum in provincial institutes at this

stage ? Not at this stage, so far as this Province is concerned.

30944. It is very expensive to prepare P Yes.

30945. Is there much demand for preventive inoculation against rinderpest in this

Province? Yes, a tremendous demand.

30946. That is all for the simple and not for the simultaneous method? Yes.

The serum-alone method is the one used in this Province.

30947. That, of course, gives a very short period of immunity ? Yes.

30948. Is it the question of expense that prevents you from -recommending the

simultaneous method for general purposes, or difficulties of
administering it?-^-Indi-

rectly it means a tremendous increase of staff to carry out the simultaneous

method.

30949. Have you attempted the simultaneous method here? Not at all.

30950. You think that it is a sound policy ?Yes.

30951. You are considering the advisability of such a step ? Yes. In fact the

matter is before the Local Government.

30952. You have to ask the Local Government whether they are prepared to

change the present method to the simultaneous method ? I should always do so.

30953. Have you any ideas on the improvement of the cattle breeds in the Prov-
ince which you would care to lay before the Comrrission? Is it a problem to which

you have applied your minrl ? - Being a subject taken up entirely by the Agricultural
Department, I would prefer not to make any statement regarding it,

30954. You would probably agree that the condition of many of the cattle that
one sees on the roads here is deplorable ? That must be so, there is no means of

getting rid of it.

30955. I understand that there is close and intimate touch between your Own
department and the Department of Agriculture ? Yes, we have always worked very
well together.

30956. How are these officers who are working in the dispensaries under District
Boards carrying out their duties ? Are you satisfied with the manner in which they
are working ? I am satisfied.

30957. Are >ou responsible for inspection P Yes.

30958. What is the pay of your inspecting staff P A Veterinary^Assistant Surgeon
tarts on Rs. tfo a month, rises to Rs. 90 a month, and after* that there is the
selection grade.

vators
30959. Have you had many complaints against Veterinary Assistants from culti-
rs directly or indirectly P Very seldom,

30^60. Si* James MacKennai In reply to ihe Chairman, you gave a statement
of the provincial sanctioned strength. Would you say that that was a fairly generous
establishment for the size of the Province as compared with other Provinces which
you have been in P No, I think it is very small,
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30961, It does not come up what you consider your provincial requirement! f -

No, not at all.

30960. And you work both systems ; you have got itinerant Assistant Surgeons and
fixed Assistant Surgeons in charge ot dispensaries. What is the proportion of officers

employed on each of these sides P-~Roughly, 33 per cent are itinerant men and 66 per
cent are stationary.

30963. Do you approve of that proportion P I do not entirely approve of it, but
it is a matter of expediency; one must have a man in the dispensary, whereas it is not

absolutely essential that you should have a touring man,

30964. Have you formed any idea in your own mind what establishmsnt would be
suitable for this Province P Have you thought out a scheme P I have sent a scheme
up to Government for the provincialisation of the department.

30965. What about Imperial officers in the way of Deputy Superintendents ? You
would^not

increase them much, I suppose? I should have to ask for a large increase of

Imperial officers, certainly one for each Division.

30966. That would be 5 P -Yes, of course, if simultaneous inoculation has to
be carried out, there would have to be officers on special duty, and also in connection
with the possible Research Institute.

30967. What is your idea about the ultimate expansion of the Veterinary Assist-
ant's sphere of activities? What area would you take as the minimum ave*age area
which he should work ? I think there should be room for at least two in each tahsil.

30968. One stationary and the other itinerant P Yes.

30960. Have you seen the report of the Burma Agricultural Committee, which
sat 18 months ago, in which a considerable expansion of the Veterinary S^rvicoi, was
put forward ? I am afraid I have not

30970. You might write for a copy P Yes.

30971. Is the incidenc e of cattle disease pretty heavy in this Province? It is

in some years,

30972. Is it rinderpest P~* Yes.

30973. Have there been many outstanding epidemics in recent
) ears ? There

was a fairly bad epidemic last year.*

30974 Were the figures of mortality very high P The mortality is comparatively
small even from rinderpest, I should put it at about 50 per cent mortality. The
cattle of this Provirce seem to have a tremendous natural immunity,

, 30975. You have a good deal of trouble from your borders ? That is one of our
chief difficulties.

30976. So that a large amount of your itinerating Veterinary Assistants' work
is veterinary policing

9
I do not believe they do very much in that way.

30977. You are rather badly situated, right in the midst of Indian States P Yes.
One could clear a district practically of rinderpest, but a few weeks after you get
herds of animals coming through from some other places and spreading it all round.

30978. Do you think there is much rinderpest amongst your jungly animals P

I think it is quite possible.

30979. It is a potential source of infection P Yes.

30980. You suggest the setting up of a Provincial Veterinary Research In-
stituteP-Yes.

30981 Do you think of linking it up with the Public Health Institute ? It is to
be built

j
the scheme has been put through, but unfortunately something has held

it up.

30982. Would you place the building of the Veterinary Research Institute

along side the Public Health Institute P Yes.

30983. You think it is better linked up with the Public Health Institute than with
the Agricultural College P Yes,
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30984. Because you are working on similar sorts of subjects ? Yes.

30985. Prof Gangulee: Besides rinderpest, what are the chief cattle diseases

in the Province P Anthrax, haemorrhagic septicemia, blackquarter, and the various
forms ot piroplasmosis,

30986 You have no foot-and-mouth disease ? Yes, we have.

30987. Is it in a very bad form ? No j it is usually of a very mild type.

30988. vVhat about non contagious diseases ? They are treated in the ordinary
way at veterinary dispensaries and also by the men who go out on tour.

30989. Are you satisfied with your reporting agency ? Can ym tell us how an
outbreak 'S reported P I a n not at all satisfied with it The report is usually furnished

by the/>fltfww, who is a very hard worked official, and he probably has control of

several villages ; b) the time his report reaches us, considerable delay has usually
occurred. A system has been introduced of providing post cards for the reporting,
and it certainly seems to be a very good system, it has improve. 1 reporting tremen-

dously,

30990. What time dees it take for a cae to be reported ? I should "think the

average time is 10 days,

309^1. That difficulty can perhaps be lemeiied by having more reporting officers

in the country P I think so.

',0992. You have a laboratory staff here, what are their qualifications P The
laboratory i,taff attached at Nagpur is one Deputy Superintendent; he has the ordi-

nary qualifications of the veterinary college^graduate in India. He is a graduate of a
veterinary c >llege in India, and in addition to that he has taken a few months'
course at the Muktesar laboratory.

30993. They do the routine work and the diagnosis of disease? They can

diagnose "diseases from films submitted to them.

30994. If you hid had a well-equipped veterinary laboratory, what particular
item of research would you have undertaken ?-^Piroplasmosis is the most important
at the present time.

30995. You have given three interesting tables in your report, and you preface

your remarks by saying that ignorance, apathy and, wl ere the cow is concerned,

religion^ prejudice have been the main stumbling blocks to the diffusion of veterinary

knowledge, and yet, I find there is a great deal of imp oveinen t. For instance, with

rega d to your inoculation work, from 1901 to 1905 you had only 1,428 cases; for the

period 1920-25 the number is 19,757. I' 01 * shows that a good iieal can be achieved by
propaganda? Undoubtedly

30996. Then, would you lay the whole blame at the door of the people's ignorance,

apathy and so on ? I tnink it is the ma n cause.

3997- Judging from the figures that you have e;iven us, the number of your
inoculation cases, the cases treated in dispensaries, and aUo the number of castration**

it seems to me that it only indicates that a gre^t deal could be achieved in spite <f

i^n >iance, apathy and religious prejudice to .1 ake the Veterinary Service popular P

I trunk th it refers particularly to inoculation, not t > treatment.

^099?. The number of treated cases has also increased. Prow 29>ooo cases

in looo 1904 it has increased to 429,000 in 1920-25 ; that is a decided improvement P

Yes.

30999. You state here that )ou have a scheme for providing a Research Institute

in Nagpurj couldyou supply the Commission with the details of the scheme which

you presented to Govern r.ent ? Certainly, I will

31000- Is there any private veterinary practitioner here ? No

31001. Do you notice any periodicity in the outbreaks <f rinderpest P-*-Yes.

31002. Do you find that the monsoon or other conditions have any soecial effect P

It does not come at any particular time of the year, it &eems to come in waves

every five yea
r s

;
i do not think the climate or the weather bas anything to do with it.
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31003. How do you treat foot-and-mouth disease Cases in your laboratory?-**

They are treated QflJy in dispensaries and not in the laboratory. One of the chief

duties of the Assistant Surgeons is the treatment of these Cases.'

31004. How are they treated ? According to Col. Walker's method? If you
mean the subcutaneous injection of iod.ne, we have tried it, but it is not a good
method. 1 he ordinary method is to w,ash out the mouth with some material and
disinfect the feet, *

31005. Is there really a Demand for veterinary education here? Yes. At the

present time, I have had roughly 60 applications for six or seven scholarships which
are given to students of the Bombay College

31006. Do you give lectures to the students in the Agricultural College? I do
rot.

31007. Who does that ? The Veterinary Inspector, who is lent to the Agricul-
tural Department and also the Vetennaiy Assistant who is in charge of the dispensary,

31008. What are the r qualifications P -They have the qualification of graduate
of an Indian veterinary college.

31009. Mr* Ca /vert i I think you informed the Chairman that the success of the

Hissar Cattle Farm w&s largely due to there being good men in charge ? Yes.

31010 Do you think the opportunity afforded in the Punjab has attracted good
men there or do you th.i k it is n erely luck that we have had groa men there ? 1 do
not think it can be due to t

l e opp >itumties because I know of very few men who
have been transferred to the Punjab at their own request fiom any other Province.
I think most of the men there lr \e been posted right away to the Punjab on appoint-
ment

;
I thirk possibly a g od dc-al is due to the fact that their work is appreciated

more in the Punjab than in other Provinces.

31011. That stimulates then to greater activity
? A great opportunity like

Hissar makes men more keen.

31012, Is there in the Civil Veterinary Department any lack of good men to
take over cattle-breeding P- No, I do not think so

;
I think there are plenty of them

who would be willing to do it

31013 Sir Henry Liwrencei Are there many pinjrnpcles in the Central Prov-
inces P

I do not know them by that name. Do you mean places where old and
decrepit animals are kept *

31014. Yes, WT

hat do you call them P They are called gowrakshans. Thtre
is one in Nagpur,

31015. Do they ask for the advice of officeis of your department ? .No.

31016. You have no relations with them at all ? None whatever.

31017. Do you think it would be possit le to do anything to improve the lot of

cattle by Betting into Uueh with them P I do not think so, because I do not think
that class ol cattle could be improvvd j they are vety old decrepit cattle.

31018. Have you ever visited any ptnjrapoles ? No,
There is a big field of work opening for that in Bombay.
Sir S Ar*. Chitncmis . Theie is only one in this Province ; it is at Nagpur.

31019. Sir Henry Lawrence \ Do you get your recruits from the Veterinary College
in Bombay ? Yes.

31020. Entirely ?- No. We get men for this Province from Bombay ; they
are sent there with Cover i ment s>tiper;ds and scholarships.

31021. From where else do you lecruit P From Madras, the Punjab and Bengal.

31022. Can you say whether you find one class of recruit better than another P

I can certainly say that the men of the Punjab are not so good for work in this

Province 9Sthe men from' Madras.

31023. Do you find that the Madras Institution turns out the best men P For
this Province, undoubtedly.

31024. How do they compaie with the men turned out from Bombay ? They
art much better

j
the knowledge of English of the Madras men is so much better

and their education is so much superior.
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31025. Then why do you not send your stipendiaries to Madras rather than to

Bombay P ~~8ecause the Madras course is not considered quite so suitable for them
j

their knowledge of English would not perhaps be good enough for them to take the
Madras course

; besides, at Madras they insist on the Matriculation as the entrance

qualification.

31026. If you insisted on that standard you would not be able to get recruits P

I can now, but during the last few years I should not have been able to get them.

31027. I see from your note that you are making very good progress in sterilis-

ing unfit bulls? Yes.

31028. Do you think that will have an appreicable effect on the improvement
of stock in time? I think it must.

31029. Do you experience difficulty owing to religious scruples in the matter P

Not wi>h regard to castration
;
the only difficulty we have to deal with is that certain

castes, such as the Mahars%
have been so accustomed to carry out that work that

possibly they might give a little trouble and try to prevent our men doing it.

31030. Because of the loss of their employment ? Yes, I do not quite know what
the sybtem is, but I suppose they were given hides in return for what they did.

31031. Sir Thomas Middletoni \ think you expressed the view that on the
whole the veterinary man had been more successful in the management of cattle

breeding enterprises in India than the agriculturist ;
is that your opinion Only in one

particular Province, the .'unjab ;
I was not speaking generally.

31032. You would agree, I think, that the actual training of the veterinary
student does not give him much instruction in the management of healthy animals?
Not the average student trained*in India.

31033. Or the average student trained in England ? He certainly has to study
a good deal of hygiene and animal breeding and matters connected with it.

31034. One does not see many cattle at the Royal Veterinary College, for

example ? No, being in London, I do not think, one could reasonably expect it.

31035. Do you find them in any other veterinary college? I do not think

they would be found in any veterinary college.

31036. The point is that if a veterinary officer is training for this type of work
he must be apprenticed somewhere after his veterinary training, either on a farm
in this country or on a farm in some other country where cattle-breeding is a

business? In the ordinary way a student at Home goes out to see practice during
the vacation time, and on those occasions he comes very closely into touch with the

work at breeding farms.

31037. It may be a good district or a bad one ? Yes, that may be so
;

it depends
entirely on whether he goes in for country or town practice.

31038. Would you not agree that if there was any idea of utilising veterinary

graduates for such posts, they ought to have a
period of apprenticeship under a

capable manager in this country ? I think that would be absolutely necessary.

31039 Does the absence of a veterinary college place you at any disadvantage
in your own department in recruiting the men you want ? You have a choice of

recruiting from all the colleges in India? Yes.

51040. If you find Madras men the best for your purpose you Can go to Madras,
or you can g6 to Bombay if you prefer Bombay men P But we cannot depend on the

supply being sufficient.

31041. Does it mea n that these local colleges, Madras and Bombay, select the

best men for their own Province and let you have the balance P Undoubtedly.

31042. Is that what happens P Yes.

31043. You might get over that by sending them a larger number of scholars)

you send at present seven scholars ? Yes,
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31O44- Could you not overcome your difficulty by sending a larger number of
scholars from the Province P Well, it could be done, but it U a matter of increased

expenditure.

3*45 It would be very much less expensive than setting up a veterinary
college to train the comparatively small ruTiber of men you require P Yes, but there
are other circumstances which prove that we ought not to have to depend on outside

Provinces, because as a rule men in a particular Province arc not very fond of going
out of that Province for training.

31046* Do you not think it does them a lot of good to go out of the Province
for trainirg P I think it would, but they do not seem to like it.

31047* What does tt actually cos>t to immunise animals against rinderpest in such
a district as Chhatti'garh, for example p The cost of the serum is 6 annas per dose

,

it would not cost very much more; it would only mean the extra expen^jtute on the

cost of virulent blood.

31048. It would involve, of c< urse, the maintenance of additional local staff P

Yes.

31049. And that would add very much <o the cost? Undoubtedly.

31050. Can you give me ary sort of indication of the cost per head for simul-

taneous inoculation, assuming a certain number of animals require inoculation 9 At
a Government agricultural farm, or cut in the district ?

31051. Under any conditions which you may select 9
I am fiaid I cannot supply

th*t information,
Kecau*e we haijf not yet cained out simultaneous inoculation, and

1 have not really worked out the co*t

31052. lam asking myself what percentage of the cattle in cettain districts

would be worth the cost of serum for simultaneous inoculation? I think about
2 per cent. That is the sort of impression I had formed.

(The witness withdrew.)

Tkc Commission then adjourned till 10 am, on Tuesday, the 2$th Januaryt 1997.

MR. C. W. WILSON.
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Tuesday, January 25th, 1927.

NAGPUR.

PRESENT :

The MARQUESS of LINLITHGOW, D.L. (Chairman).

Sir HENRY STAVELEY LAWRENCE,
j

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E , l.C.S.

K.C.S.I., l.C.S.

v T ^.. * ^1^*.,^ v ra TT
' Raja SRI KRISHNA CHANDRA GAJA

Sir THOMAS MIDDLETON, K.B.E., ^ NARAYANA DEO oi ParlakiC 'B -

mech.
Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, KT.,

C.LE , M.V.O. Professor N. GANGULEE.

Sir JAMES MACKENNA, KT., C.I.E.,
l.C.S. i

T - L - K HYDER.

Mr. C. U. WILLS, l.C.S.
)
> (Co-opted Members).

Sir SHANKAR MADHO CHITNAVIS, KT,, I.S.O }

Mr. J. A. MADAN, l.C.S.
,

> (Joint Secretaries).
Mr. F. W. Hi SMITH, J

Mr. C. J. IRWIN, C.I.E., I.C.S., Commissioner, Jubbulpore Dn.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 1. RESEARCH. I have no suggestions to advance regarding agri-

cultural research. With regard to the Veterinary Department, I need only refer

to the last three reports on the Civil Veterinary Department of this Province
where the necessity for a proper local veterinary research institute has been

strongly urged. I do not think the Veterinary Department of this Province can
do the best work possible without an institute for research, and proper accom-
modation for the keeping of control animals and the like.

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. I have no experience of special

agricultural education. The only portion of this question on which I have any
remark to make is as regards questions (viii) and (xii).

(viii) In the present state of development of local schools in this Province,
I do not believe that ordinary school instruction in agriculture by means of

school plots or school farms or nature study has been or will be of any value.

The teacher is almost always a half-educated Brahmin with no interest whatever
and no knowledge of agriculture. Ordinarily, the only source from which the

village school boy in this Province is likely to learn anything about agriculture
is from his parents and friends in his own village. But visits to demonstration

plots managed by the Department of Agriculture, such as are now being arranged,
may be of some use.

(xii) I do not quite understand what form of adult education is intended

by this question. I believe the Agricultural Department are contemplating
a wide use of the cinema. This will probably have effect as the majority of
adults in rural tracts take no interest in obtaining education, and will be difficult,

if not impossible, to educate except by example and through the eye.

QUESTION 3. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) The only measures
in question are field demonstrations.

(h) Field demonstrations can be made of wider effect if the official* in the

Agricultural Department tour and preach to a sufficient extent in the village*
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adjoining the site of the demonstrations. In this connection, it is very necessary

to insist on complete co-operation between the officials of the Agriculture and

Revenue Departments. Hitherto this co-operation has been insufficient although

conditions are improving. The necessity for such co-operation cannot be too

strongly insisted upon.

(c) I have already referred to the us*e of the cinema by the department
as well as constant touring and co-operation with the Revenue Department.
The whole point is to make the cultivator come and see the results of improved
methods, but no amount of such demonstrations will be of any effect if it is

not made clear that the methods recommended are (i) within the means of the

oidinary cultivator, and (u) are conducted on lands similar to the average land of

the locality.

QUESTION 4. ADMINISTRATION. (b) Ordinarily, I should deprecate central-

isation, but it is possible that with agriculture as a transferred department, subject
to the whims of a possibly unstable public opinion, it might be desirable to make
research ns far as possible a central subject, leaving to the provincial depart-

ments, the teaching ot improved methods, the distribution of improved seed and

propaganda.

(c) (i) So far as I have experience of them, the Agriculture and Veterinary
Services, as at piesent constituted, are doing as much as they can, with the

resources at their disposal.

(lii) Roads and bridge*. The improvement of agriculture in my view is

very closely connected with the question of communications. In the Jubbulpore
district, to take one instance only, the great part of the best land of the district

is completely land-locked, and it is difficult to get the produce to any kind of

market. If we give the cultivator good communications he can get more for

his produce, and the more money he has, the more likely he is to adopt improved
methods which would ordinarily be beyond his means.

(iv) Reliable reports about the monsoon would undoubtedly be extremely
useful, especially in the cotton country, but at present I doubt if the forecasts

obtainable from the Meteoiological Department would be sufficiently reliable

to make it woith \\hile broadcasting them.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE.- ~(a) The question of the financing of agricultural

operations is developing of itself. Thus the Imperial Bank now advances money
against produce lodged in the Bank's godowns so far to enable the producer
to hold his crop against the best market. This is probably sufficient for the

bigger cultivator; for the smaller men I can suggest no method but the steady
development of the co-operative ciedit system. Any question of the alteration
of tenure so as to enable holdings to be given security is presumably outside
the terms of this reference.

(b) I do not think it is desirable to endeavour to extend the use of taccavi.
The system is inelastic, ^nd if money is thrust upon the cultivator on too easy
terms, there is a risk not only of pauperising the borrower, but of losing a

considerable amount of Government money.

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (i) A cultivator may borrow
money for a variety of purposes : for bullocks, for seed, for manure or for social

celebrations in his family. For none of these purposes is he likely as a rule

to put away money. The principal cause of borrowing, therefore, may be said

to be an absence of a spirit of thrift. At the same time, it must be remembered
that a gieat number of the smaller cultivators in the country are never very
far from the margin of subsistence and any unusual expenditure is probably
beyond their powers of saving.

(ii) For the ordinary cultivator, the source of credit is usually the small

village moneylender or the landlord. These men operate largely on capital
accumulated by themselves, but occasionally on funds borrowed from the larger

moneylenders in the bigger centres.

(iii) The chief reasons preventing repayment are (a) general carelessness
and lack of forethought, and (b) the same reason that accounts for a certain

amount of hot rowing, viz. t the fact that the small cultivator is living on the

margin of subsistence.

I have also come acioss the curious reason which accounts also for failure

to take up taccavi, viz., the desire to remain on the books of the moneylender
so that he will be ready to deal with the borrower on subsequent occasions.
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(b) I can suggest no special measures for lightening the burden of debt.

It might and probably would be desirable in most places to urge the Civil

Judges to apply more ireely the Usurious Loans Act; but the only way to get

rid of rural debt is to make the people earn more and be more thrifty. Towards
the latter result co-operative propaganda should help. At the same lime, it must

he remembered that in endeavouring to raise the financial condition of the

ordinary rural population one's labours are always liable to be upset by the

tendency of the rural population to multiply up to the margin of subsistence.

(c) I do not believe in measures to restrict the right of transfer except in

very backward tracts. In more developed tracts, the only result of the present

protected tenure in this Province is to cut down the amount of capital which

the cultivator can obtain for the development of his holding. If a cultivator

desires to transfer his holding, he will do so, and if transfer is restricted by the

ri^ht of pre-emption given to a third person, the only result is that the cultivator

will lose part of the value received on transfer, in oider to shut the mouth of

the third party.

QUESTION T.FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. I have no real experience
of excessive fragmentation. In general t I can suggest no special means for

consolidation except co-opeition. The chief obstacles in the way of consolidation

are presumably general apathy and distrust and jealousy of each other among
the cultivate*! s. As regards question (c), on the face of it I should regard

legislation to the effect that no contingent interests should he allowed to interfere

with consolidation to be desirable.

QUESTION 9. SOILS. (t) This question is difficult to answer without concrete

instances, as circumstances will vary according to the reason why the cultivable

land has gone out of cultivation In this Division, I understand there is a

considerable quantity of land ruined by kam grass, and the Department of

Agriculture are taking steps to erndicate this pest by mechanical ploughing.

QUESTION 10. FERTILISERS. (f) The only method possible is to prove to

the cultivator that it pays him better to procure and use firewood than to use

co\vdung as fuel. It is difficult to prove this by any form of actual demon-
stration which would appeal to the cultivator, and until this can be done the

efforts which have been made for many years to discourage the practice of

using cowdung as fuel are unlikely to succeed.

QUESTION 11. CROPS () (in) At present, in this Province I understand
the Department of Agiiculture is succeedin4 in distributing a considerable

amount of good seed by means of seed farms o. arrangements by which certain

large cultivators undcuake to grow pure seed. An extension of these methods
to procure pure seed is extremely desirable since the provision of pure seed

enables the cultivator to make more money and thereby to improve his methods.

(iv) For the prevention of damage by \\ild animals, there is only one
remedy, vtz., the extinction of the wild animals Against this .. it is usual to

urge a considerable number of more or less sentimental objections, but these

are mostly based on out-of-date feudal ideas regarding the preservation of game.
The provision of elaborate fencing is obviously an uneconomic palliative only.
The problem of exterminating wild animals, particularly pig, is one which has
not yet been tackled with any great success in any area of which I have any
personal knowledge, but it should be possible with proper oiganisation, and
with ihe assistance of the Forest Department to make the wild boar as extinct
in India as it is in England.

^
QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENTS (/>) The condition precedent to the adoption

of improved implements, as of any other improvement, is to enable the cultivator
somehow to earn more money, so that he can put more money into his cultivation.
Given this, continuous demonstration will end by convincing the cultivator of
the value of improved implements; but if he is to take them up it must also
be shown that they are reasonable in price and that they can be easily repaired
in or near his village.

15.VETERINARY. (a) The Veterinary Department should certainly
be independent, if the Director of Agriculture is to be a technical officer of that

department. The only circumstance in which the Veterinary Department and
the Denartmenl of Agriculture could usefully be combined under one head
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is where the Director is a purely administrative officer. If this condition it not

present it is far better to have the two departments separate under the control,

purely in^
administrative matters, of the Secretariat.

(b) (i) My experience is that District Councils, under whom the veterinary

dispensaries have been placed in this Province, are generally completely apathetic
in their regard.

(ii) 1 do not think that these local bodies appreciate the value of the

operations oi the department. One frequently finds that the Veterinary Assistant,

who is provided by the Provincial Government, is housed in a room in the

local itfj n, where he cannot do his work properly. I have always held that

the profit made on the operation of cattlepound* should be spent on veterinary

dispensaries; but it is difficult to make the local bodies see that this money,
which comes from the cattle of the district, should be spent upon them.

(iii) The contiol of dispensaries by the provincial authority would un-

doubtedly lead to greater efficiency. The only argument for leaving them under
the District Councils uotrld seem to be the educative eftect of the managemnt
of these institutions by the local representatives of the people. So far, however,
I have seen no evidence that such an effect has been achieved.

(t) (1) and (it) Full use is not made of dispensaries. There arc no touring
dispensaries in this Province, but Veterinary Assistants go on tour and treat

animaU while on tour, and as lirne goes on this touring and regular attendance
at the villages where there aie outbreaks o f

epidemic disease, should help
to demonstrate the value of the work of the department.

(d) '1 he present law probably goes as far as it is possible to go in regard
to regulations dealing with contagious diseases of animals. The only measure
I should like to advocate with regard to this Province in particular is some
method of examination of herds from Indian States coming into this Province
so as to evil 1 de carriers ot disease. Practical difficulties have hitherto prevented
any rneasmcs of this sort.

(g) Sec my answer to Question 1.

QUESTION 16. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. (6) (i; The overstocking of common
pastures is one of the principal obstacles in the way of the improvement of cattle

in this Province and paiticularly in parts of this Division. In the poorer
villages, e\ en the bullocks aie lett to pick up such a living as they can almost

entirely from the village waste. More valuable bullocks and the plough cattle

generally in the better cultnated areas are eithei stall-fed or given a considerable
amount oi e\tia food. As a rule, cows are not stall-fed at all. Old and useless

cattle, OWIP to the sanctity t>f the cow, aie left to die of old age, while still

consuming a consideiabie quantity of the common food and thereby restricting
the amount available for better class ot cattle. The results to the agricultural
stock generally can easily be imagined, specially to the breeding stock on which
the production of the plough cattle of the future depends. As long as the

prejudice against the elimination of unfit cattle exists, 1 can see no way of

getting over this difficulty.

(n) 1 know oi no regular closed pastures in this Province, and the grass
borders in tilled fields are generally negligible as a source of cattle fodder.

(d) There is almost an unlimited supply of hay to be obtained from the
Government foresls, provided the people concerned will take the trouble to

cut it in time, and In the majority of tracts in this Division the cultivator
if he chose to take the trouble could obtain a considerable supplementary supply
of fodder for his cattle. I regard the utilisation of the existing supplies of hay,
to be cut at the proper season when the sap is in it, as more important and
desirable than the growing of fodder crops on land that might be used for food
or commercial cropping.

(e) Landowners and cultivators will only take interest in these matters if

it is shown in some way that there is a profit to be made.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (c) As a rule, in this Province
such industries as bee-keeping, poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulture, pisci-

culture, lac culture, rope making, basket making, etc., would be precluded by
caste objections.

(d) I do not greatly believe in the artificial establishment of such industries

as are mentioned by Government. If it were possible to demonstrate the

prospective profit from such efforts, and then get the people to take the matter
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tip for themselves, such industries would succeed. But, started by Government,
they would almost certainly die as soon as Government influence is removed.

(c) I do not quite follow what is meant by this question. If it is intended

that a man should work in a factory the greater part of the day, and employ
his spare time on agriculture, the suggestion seems to be objectionable.

(/) I know oJt no rural industry in this Province which would repay intensive

study.

(h) If the general wealth of the people can be increased, they will themselves
take more interest in improving their environment; for the rest propaganda,
assisted as 1 have suggested by the cinema, might achieve a certain measure
of success.

QUESTION 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. (a) (i) I am not aware of any area
in which theie is a surplus of agricultural labour. Where there is a shortage
fit harvest or similar busy times, the shortage is usually made up by seasonal

migration. In large area of uncultivated land in this Province, it would be
better dealt with by bcttlement with cultivators than by the importation of
labour to work under the local capitalist. The obstacle in such cases as I have
seen is the system of land tenure which is outside the terms of this reference.

QUESTION 19. FORESTS. (a) We are working up by degrees in this Province
to the fullest utilisation of the forest lands. There is a certain amount of

dispute at present as to the amount of grazing facilities which can be allowed

compatibly with the preservation of a sufficient reserve of timber. The question
is being dealt with by the new establishment foi the drawing up of and revision
of Working Piano. As long a* the system i* followed by >vhich a icvenue officer

is invariably associated with the Working Plans Officer in order to deal with local

icquiremcnts, I do rot think the procedure can be improved upon.

(6) As a rule, the local cultivators tan obtain firewood and fodder in sufficient

quantities if they take the trouble. At present, 1 doubt whether any attempt
to create a demand tor extra firewood or ioddei in areas at a distance from the
torcsts Aould be successful. An attempt \vas iii.ule, I believe, a year or so ago
to popularise baled hay in Berar, where there was a considerable shortage of
fodder and I believe the experiment was unsuccessful*

(f) An> foim of afforestation in the ordinary Central Provinces- village area
would be far too expensive to be thought of.

(/) I do not think that the foiests are suffering from excessive grazing. The
enthusiastic Forest Officer is apt to "rge

}
nat his forests are overgrazed but

over a great portion of the Province there is little danger of this.

QUESTION 20. MARKETING. I understand special statistics have been col-

lected with a view to answering this question and T therefore offer no remarks.

QUESTION 22. CO-OPERATION. (a) The only remark I have to offer regard-
ing thii question is that I HID convinced thaf in this Province we went too fast

at the start, and the development of the future should not sacrifice quality to

quantity.

(t) I agree that there should be some power of coercion in the case of
such measures as co-operative consolidation^

of holdings. With regard to irrigation,
under the long-term agreement system in foice in this Province at present,
fhcre the occupants of the four-fifths of the irrigable land agree to come under
the agreement system, the remainder are compelled to do so; and similar provision
might be made in all such cases.

(d) I have no personal knowledge of any society.

QUESTION 24. ATTRACTING CAPITAL. The only way to attract capital to

agriculture is to show that it pays. In certain cases, T believe, the Department
o? Agricultuie has shown that with capital certain forms of agriculture can be
made to pay handsomely. Similarly, unless the owner of l&ad can be shown
that an improvement will bring him in a definite profit, it is not likely that he
will be persuaded to undertake it.

QUESTION 25. WELFARE OF RURAL POPUIATION. (a) The first necessity is

to give the cultivator more money, by enabling him to sell his produce better,

and to improve its quality by the distribution of pure seed or otherwise. But
even then i't is improbable that the ordinary cultivator will raise his standard
of living, and the increase in wealth is likely to be absorbed by an increase
in the population.
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(6) and (c) I have read several economic surveys of typical villages, and
the only result of every one of them appears to be to prove conclusively that

the cultivating class is about to be ruined, and that there is no profit in agri-

culture. I have, in common with other Settlement Officers, come up against
the same difficulty during the operations of settlement, where there was always
an attraction in the search for the ideal average cultivator. The result of most

enquiries made is the same, namely, to demonstrate that there can be no profit

in cultivation of land; yet if this were so land could not change hands at the

comparatively high prices at which it is transferred over a great portion of the

Province.

QUESTION 20.- -Si vrisncs. So far as I am aware, the present methods hi

vogue in the Central Provinces for the collection of agricultural statistics are

sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.

Oral Evidence.

31053. The Chairman: Mr. Irwin, you are Commissioner of the Jubbulpore
Division in the Central Provinces? Yes,

31054. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence

which you wish to put before us. Would you like to make any statement at

this stage? No; I have no particular statement to make.

31055. Would you tell the Commission what you take to be the responsibili-

ties of an officer holding your present post? With regard to agriculture?

31056. Yes, and economic development generally ? With regard to agticul-
ture his duties are largely confined to inspection and he can also help the officers

in the technical department by making suggestions with regard to any difficulties

they may have with the people. I am not quite sure what is meant by his

responsibility with regard to economic development; it is rather a large field.

31057. Take the question of responsibility a stage lower; what are the duties

and responsibilities of a Deputy Commissioner in that dhection? They are

very much the same. The Deputy Commissioner touring in his district will

take notes of the requirements of the people and will bring them to the notice,
if necessary, of the technical departments concerned.

31058. But broadly speaking, it is his duty to take an interest in the
economic development generally? In touring his district he would see these

things.

31059. What is the area of your responsibility, vour Division? I cannot
tell you the actual number ot square miles off-hand; it consists of 5 districts.

31060. Is it all malguzari settlement? There is a certain amount of ryotwari
as well, but not a very great deal. The general system is malgugari, with
ryotwari settlement in the areas taken recently from forest.

31061. Under the malguzari system, what is the smallest area in which yoj
have a direct icpresentative? You have your Deputy Commissioners? ^ es ;

under the Deputy Commissioner there is the Tahsildar and under the Tahsildar
there is the Revenue Inspector; I should think the Revenue Inspector would
probably be the lowest icpresentative of the Government, but the patwari who
is the village accountant and who keeps the land records of the village Is actually
the lowest. He is now practically a Government servant and he is paid direct

by the Government.

31062. These things differ between Province and Province and U is interesting
to discover any discrepancies. Now turning to your note, I judge from your
answer to our Question 2, Agricultural Education, that you regard the imparting
of literacy as the first objective of the primary system of education? Yes, to
a certain extent. I consider what the ordinary agriculturist in this country
requires is sufficient literacy to be able to follow simple accounts, to be able
to check his accounts v, ith the moneylender and so on.

31063. And probably to read the leaflets distributed by the Agricultural
Department? I would not go so far as that. I doubt really if those leaflets
reach the actual cultivator very much, perhaps the landlord but hardly th
tenant.
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31064. In answer to Question 2 (xii), you say you do not quite understand

what form^of adult education is intended. What was intended was this : adult

education in its widest sense; that is to say, the
imparting

of literacy to adults.

Have you experience of any experiment of that sort? No, I have none.

31065. In answer to our Question 3, Demonstration and Propaganda, would

you tell the Commission what your opinion is as to the calibre of the

men who are engaged in demonstration? Do you ithink they are of the right

stamp? I have not very great experience, to tell you the truth. I have

not seen a great deal of the actual work of the Agricultural Assistants in the

field. I have a certain knowledge from hearsay, hut I have no personal experience
on which I would like to base an opinion.

31066. Then you suggest that there might be co-operation between the

Agricultural and the Revenue Departments. You express the view that hitherto

the co-operation has been insufficient although conditions are improving. Would
you develop that a little? What T

,
meant was this : I have had complaints

from some Deputy Commissioners that they did not know what was going on,

what the technical departments were doing. I think the fault in regard to that

is on both sides, to s^me exitent. On the other hand, there are Deputy Com-
missioners who insist on taking local Agiicultural Assistants on tour with them;
it is obviously the proper thing to do. It is a question of development, I think;
I doubt if one can lay it down in rules.

31067. Do you think that demonstration and propaganda have had a fair

^hare of the attention and funds of the Department of Agriculture as compared
with research proper? I do not know how the expenditure compares; I have
not looked the figures up; but I know the department is endeavouring to get
a very much larger number of demonstration plots and that Government, a year
or so ago, sanctioned a ceitain amount of money to provide new demonstration

plots.

31068. ^ ou then point out ihe importance of good communications to agri-
culture. Have you any suggestions to make foi the financing of improvements
in communications? Here in this Province I gather for many years to come we
shall not be able to finance communications from revenue, at least to finance

the proper extension of communications from revenue. Hitherto we have
endeavoured to build our roads from revenue and I think probably the line

\ve should take in the future is to build a certain number of new roads from
loans, as we do on a small scale in the case of forests at present; forest roads
are largely built from the Forest Loan Fund at present.

31069. In other words, you would borrow for the capital charge and put
the maintenance on the revenues? Yes; there is a slight difficulty about that

in this Province, that is, whether we could afford a very extended programme
of road development if it was going to mean a very large recurring charge for

maintenance, because our revenues are not very large.

31070. Still it has been a more progressive method than to attempt to

finance both from the revenues?- Yes.

31071. You take rather a pessimistic view of the value of the forecasts
obtainable from the Meteorological Department. Are you familiar with them?
We do not get them really very much here. My knowledge, I am afraid,
is merely from the daily newspapers.

31072. In answer to our Question 6, Agricultural Indebtedness, I am
interested to see that you had come across the curious explanation for the fidelity
of borrowers to the moneylender, that they are anxious to keep on the books
of the moneylender so that they will be able to borrow whenever they require
a loan? Yes.

31073. Have you ever heard it suggested that a moneylender will refuse to
lend if the borrower has been borrowing from other sources? It was given to
me as a reason only this year for the tenants not wishing to take taccavi t that
is loans under the Agriculturists* Loans Act. For instance, if they borrowed
from the Government this year and next year they went to the moneylender,
he would say *oh, ves; you did not borrow from me last year; I will put up
the Interest this year*. That is what they are afraid of, I understand. How far
t is true I do not know, but I believe there is a good deal in it.

31074. A sort of strike of moneylenders? Yes, to some extent.
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31075. In the matter of the use of cowdung for fuel, have you noticed

any change for better or for worse since you have known this country? No;
I have noticed no change.

31076. And you do not think it is any worse than it was? No, it is not worse.

31077. In answer to Question 11, you say there is no reason why the wild

boar should not be eliminated just as it has been in England. It would be

somewhat a tougher job, would it not? Yes. I understand in Bombay they
had extreme difficulty; but in this Province I think it could be done.

31078. Sir Henry Lawrence: Why? For one thing, you can get hold of

people who are professional shikaris. There are a certain number of wandering
tribes who could be employed; they could be organised easily.

31079. Do many of these people eat pig? Only the very low castes. The
wandering tribes and the aboriginals also eat pig.

31080. The Chairman: You think these feudal ideas regarding the preserva-
tion of game are apparently responsible for preserving animals that do damage
to crops? Personally I am veiy keen on shikar. But at the same time when
one sees the damage that is done by the deer on the edge of a forest which is

preserved one cannot help having qualms of conscience about that preservation.

31081. Are pigs preserved? No.

31082. Do the carnivora do a great deal of damage to the cultivator?

They kill a lot of cattle.

31083. Do you think that more might be done to reduce their numbers?
I do net know that very much more could be done. 1 think that people are

quite keen enough in killing tigers and panthers if they can. It is a difficult

job and at the same time expensive.

31084. It is not a very lucrative business at Rs. 15 a head, is it? No.
But I doubt if any material raising of rewards would have much effect. The
reward used to be Rs. 50 for a tiger and Rs. 25 for o panther, but I do not
think that it made any difference one way or the other. In fact that was why
the rewards were reduced.

31085. Would you turn to your answer to Question 15 on the Veterinary
Service? You are talking there about the local dispensaries. You say "The
control of dispensaries by the provincial authority would undoubtedly lead to

greater efficiency. The only argument for leaving them under the District

Councils would seem to be the educative effect of the management of these
institutions by the local representatives of the people.*' You do not think
that you see any evidence of such educative influence? No; whenever I have
inspected places wheie there are veterinary dispensaries I have endeavoured
to interest the members of the local authority in them, and I have always felt

that I was not doing so, that I was not having any success in that direction.
I found it very hard to make them take any interest in the work of the Veterinary
Department,

31086. How long has this experiment been in vogue? I could not tell

you off-hand. But I think it has been in existence for a very long time.

31087. Sir Henry Lawicnce: I should think from the beginning of the
District Councils, that is, about forty years ago? I do not know really.

31088. The Chairman: In answer to Question 17, you are talking about the
caste difficulties attached to certain spare-time occupations. Do you notice any
change irl the outlook of the cultivators in that direction? Do you think these
caste prejudices are any less than they used to be? I cannot say that I have
noticed any tendency in that direction.

31089. Under Question 19, Forests, you say that you do not think the forests
are suffering from excessive grazing? Yes, that is my impression.

31090. You do not think that the future prospects of forests would in fact
be damaged by grazing areas? That is a difficult question for the ordinary
layman to answer. J think that it is a question more for the sylviculturist.

^31091.
St* Henry Lawrence: Do you find that the District Council, when

it discusses die question of spending money pn roads or schools* gives preference
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to schools invariably? Yes, they are inclined to spend decidedly more money
on schools. At one time I used to analyse the expenditure on schools and roads
of th District Councils of this Division with a view to seeing whether the pro-
portion which formerly existed between the road cess and the school cess was
observed, and I found that they had invariably encroached on what I considered
to be the proportion which should have been spent on roads.

31092. Do you think they would have been wiser if they had spent more
on roads? Yes, from the point of view of the agriculturist.

31093. We are trying to regard the whole problem from the point of view
of the agriculturist at present. Do you regard roads as an important factor in

the education of the agriculturist? I think that when he is able to get about
more, he will take more interest in general education.

31094. So that it may be regarded as a condition of success? Yes. There
is another point I should like to mention. I think if we had communications
more highly developed, there would be less relapse into illiteracy, of which
there is a very considerable proportion now.

31095. Are there any areas here so shut off through inaccessibility that the

people are distinctly more backward in intelligence than they were? Yes, I

think so : for instance, large portions of Chhattisgarh where communications
are bad.

31096. You are on the eve, I undei stand, of a more progressive policy in

regard to road development? I understand that that is so.

31097. Will ithat be financed from provincial revenues rather than from
District Council revenues? I have no information about that. I have heard
it suggested that the financing of roads from loans should be taken up, but how
far the question has got I do not know.

31098. That would be in the hands of the Minister, I presume? I think
so. The Distiict Councils in this Province have not succeeded in collecting a

very highly trained technical staff and the consequence is that any engineering
work of any ^importance

would have to be carried out by the Public Works
Department. They have not got the staff to do any work of importance.

31099. But if you are going to do this by means of loan money, that
loan money would be borrowed by the Province? I take it that that would
be the case.

31100. And will not devolve on the District Council? That is what I should
understand, but as I say I have not got any definite information on the subject.
That is what I should certainly advocate.

31101. Then in regard to the question of caste objections, Question 17 :

Is your population in this Province very much handicapped by caste objec-
tions? I was really thinking in regard to the particulai subsidiary industries
mentioned; for instance, lac. There are comparatively few people who deal
with lac. In some places even the Gonds will not touch it.

31102. From religious prejudices? I could not say exactly, but I know
it has something to do with the social or religious prejudices of the people.

31103. What are the classes that do handle lac?- The Mahars have no
objection to lac and there are several other castes as well.

31104. Are the Mahars a considerable community in this Province? Yes
the Mahars together with the similar castes in the North, namely, the Mehra
and the Chamar, and the lower castes generally would have no objection to that
sort of thing.

31105. What do they represent in numbers? Ten or twenty lakhs? I am
afraid I should have to look that up. There are plenty of them,

31106. So that the lac industry is not in any way handicapped by the
absence of people who are prepared to deal with it? No. The ordinary culti-
vator with a little land would generally be a Hindu and he would object to that
business.

31107. Take poultry rearing: What communities are there that refuse to
touch poultry? I think that a good many Hindus of good caste would object
to deal with poultry, but I could not tell you off-hand.

31108. Have you many Mahommedans here? Not a very large proportion
I am afraid I have not got the figures ready to tell you the exact proportion.
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31109. I do not want the exact proportion. What I wanted to ascertain

was whether there were a sufficient number of people who had no prejudices on
each particular point? There are certainly a sufficient number of people to

make it possible to start a poultry rearing industry, not in the ordinary village

but in centres. There are a considerable number of people who would take

to poultry rearing.

31110. Then as regards fruit growing : Is there any caste objection to

that? That ,js a question more of capital than of caste prejudice.

31111. Has pisciculture at all advanced in this Province? No : the Dhimar
caste do it chiefly, but it has never been organised; there is no pisciculture
but they do catch fish. I have never heard of anybody stocking the waters with
fish spawn.

31112. Is not rope and basket making a hereditary occupation? Rope making
is practised, I think, by several castes. In a great many villages you see people
making ropes as you go along.

31113. What do they use? Sann hemp.

31114. Is the lack of interest in veterinary dispensaries linked up with the

lack of interest in the tending of cattle generally? Yes.

31115. Can you explain why, in the Central Provinces, so little interest

is taken in the keeping and improvement of cattle? Beyond a general lack of

practical appreciation of their value to their own interests, I cannot assign any
real reason. In the more advanced parts of the Province, down in Berar, the

people do take a lot of care of their cattle, and they are keen on good cattle.

31116. Do they breed any cattle? They do not bleed very many good
cattle, and I think they import a variety of breeds. I see enormous herds both
of ordinary cattle and buffaloes coming into the Province from the States of
Central India. There is a good deal of replacement in that way, 'but the local

breed is not as a rule good. They used to have large herds of good cattle coming
down from the district of Chanda to graze in the forests of Balaghat district,
and some of them were good. They kept the herds fairly pure, but for one
reason or another that system has nearly died out. They do not breed those
cattle so much as they used to.

31117. You have a very large cattle population in the Central Provinces?
Yes, but it is largely bad.

31118. It is chiefly useless? Yes.

31119. You do not suggest that there is any caste objection to the main-
tenance and improvement of good cattle? There is no caste objection.

31120. On the question of roads and schools, can you explain what is the
reason of the desire to extend schools to an extent beyond what is reasonable
in the financial circumstances of the District Council? Beyond the fact that

1 think the educated classes have a general idea that the more they do for
education the more good they are doing to the country, I cannot say that there
is anything more. I do not think they appreciate the relative importance of the
two. They want to educate a certain number of people before they are fit

for it.

31121. In the District Councils, is there any idea of shifting the burden
of keeping the roads on to the provincial revenues? They are always asking
for grants. They are trying to get as much money as they can out of provincial
revenues ^rfor roads, but I think they rather like the idea of having the manage-
ment in their own hands.

31122. From the point of view of patronage? I think it gives them a sense
of dignity. I think it makes them feel that they are more important, if they
are given an important job to do.

31123. Have any of the District Councils levied additional cesses for the
schools? The cesses in the Central Provinces are now amalgamated. No portion
is earmarked definitely; that system has been abolished. One of the District
Councils in my Division has put on a slight extra cess in order to raise more
general revenues, but they have not earmarked that extra revenue for any
specific purpose.

31124. How much additional revenue have they been able to get in that

way? It is very small indeed, only a few thousand rupees. The total increase
in revenue, as far as I remember, wa well under Rs. 10,000.
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31125. Was that increase from 1 anna to li annas in the rupee? I think

it was a question of some pies increase.

31126. So that, they have not shown their desire for better schools by

paying any additional sum towards it? They do not like to tax themselves

very much.

31127. Do you know how many districts in the Province have levied

anything additional for the purpose? I could not say. As a matter of fact,

I think in Berar they have definitely levied an extra school cess in several

district.

31128. Could you find out and let us know*? I could; I think it will be

in the last District Council Report.

31129. This increased cess is under your recent Local Self-Government

Act? Yes.

31130. Sir Ganga Ram: Are the schools free to agriculturists? Yes.

31131. They do not have to pay any fee? Not in primary schools.

31132. When do they begin to pay fees? They pay a small fee (I could

not tell you the amount) in the Anglo-vernacular and vernacular middle schools.

31133. In primary schools they do not pay anything? No.

31134. Str Henry Lawrence: Since when? So far as I know, they have

never paid any fees for primary education.

Sir S. M. Chitnavit>: For primary education, they do not have to pay any

fees even in Nagpur.

31135. Sir Ganga Ram: When you spoke ^of
the scarcity of roads, did you

refer to ktitcha roads, or fair weather roads? The village tracks in a great

many cases .are very bad, and they cannot be used once the rain has started.

What 1 was* really referring to was made roads. They need not necessarily be

metalled. In this Province, we make a lot of roads out of murum or gravel.

For purposes of ordinary traffic murum roads are very often suitable, if the

traffic is not very heavy.

31136. Whether they are metalled or unmctalled, are they sufficient? No.

31137. It has been represented to us that in some places the people have to

go 60 miles for disposing of their produce? Yes, and in some places they
cannot use wheeled transport at all.

31138. Arc the markets not so neat that they can go to them? I can give

you an example from which you will see what I mean. Rice from Bilaspur

is very largely brought up to Katni in the Jubbulpore district by banjaras on

bullocks.

31139. What is the distance? About 100 miles.

31140. Is there no railway serving the district? There is a railway from

Bilaspur to Katni. I have seen banjaras with their herds of cattle going down
to Katni.

31141. Is it due to the high railway freight? It is due to the difficulty

of getting the produce from the interior of the Bilaspur district to the railway.
1 believe there is only 50 miles of metalled road in Bilaspur district.

31142. The railway is not very popular for goods! traffic? I think it would
be popular, if you could get the roads there. #

31143. There may be objection on account of the high railway freight,
or there may be trouble by the railway staff? No. I do not think that is the

reason. It is due to the absence of roads.

31144. Otherwise, how can pack animals compete with the railways? I do
not know. The cultivator probably gets less value for his produce by having an
extra middleman. If he could send his produce to a market near his village,

*The cess has been imposed by the District Council, Raipur, in two villages
from the 1st October 192B, and in nine villages from the 1st October 1926.

The total amount raised in the former villages is Rs. 78, and the assessment
for the latter villages is Rs. 769. The cess was also levied by the District

Council, Damoh, temporarily for one year in 1924-25 and the total amount
raised was Rs. 7,173-13-0.
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and if there were a metalled road from that market to the railway itation,

I think the cultivator would get a much better price.

31145. There is not a metalled road from Bilaspur to Katni? They* go
across country, more or less. That is the point of the banjaras, that they can

go across country.

31146. Sir Henry Lawrence: Does the banjara buy the stuff from the culti-

vator? I think so, I think he is probably financed to some extent by traders

in the market he eventually comes to. The banjaras take down salt and sell it,

and I think they do a certain amount of exchange also.

31147. The cultivator does not accompany the banjara caravan to sell hii

produce at a distant market? No; the banjara buy* it', he may be financed

by a trader.

31148. Sir Ganga Ram: Is your Division well served by railways? Are
there any branches under contemplation? I think we are fairly well-off as regards

railway communication, but the trouble is feeders to the railway.

31149. Is there lack of feeders? There is lack of feeder roads; I do not

mean feeder railways.

31150. Are there any railways under contemplation in your Division? No,
I do not think there is anything at all like practical politics.

31151. You say that metalled roads should be made from loans. How are

the interest and maintenance charges to be met? Would you be in favour of

levying tolls? It might be done where one had to construct a large and

expensive bridge, for instance.

31152. Would you be in favour of levying tolls to pay for the interest

and maintenance charges? If it were for a bridge over the Nerbudda for instance,
it is one of the things which might be done.

31153. That is only for getting acros* the bridge. Supposing there is no

bridge, but only a metalled road of 60 miles in length, would you be in favour of

imposing a toll at certain fixed intervals to pay for the interest and maintenance

charges? No, I should not make that the exception.

31154. How is the interest to be paid in that case? The interest will then
be a burden on the land revenue?- Yes, I think it certainly should be so. I

think the landlord will benefit very much more than anybody else by the
extension of communications, and I think he can very well pay for it.

31155. Sir Henry Lawrence Have you no road tolls in this Province?
No, except in the case of ferries. In certain cases where there is no pucca
bridge across a river we build a temporary bridge in the cold weather, and very
often there is a small toll in connection with that.

31156. The system of levying tolls on roads is not in force here? I know
of no place where it is in force.

31157. Sir Ganga Ram : Are there many absentee landlords in this Prov-
ince? Yes.

31158. Do they let their land to tenants on cash rent or bataiY The tenants

hold their lands at rents which are fixed in cash at the time of the settlement,
and which cannot be altered during the term of the settlement.

31159. At the time of the settlement you fix the rents the tenants are to

pay? Yes. The tenants' payments are fixed. What it really comes to is that

the tena-nt is to some extent a proprietor with a limited right.

31160. Sir Henry I,awrence: Has he as good a right as a ryot in a fyotwari
part of the Province? 'No. There are three principal classes of cultivating
tenure : the plot proprietor, of whom there are not very many, who has an
absolutely transferable right, like the ryot in Berar ; the absolute occupancy tenant,
who has a limited transferable right, and can transfer on giving notice to his

landlord and on payment to the landlord of a certain transfer fee, and the

occupancy tenant who can lease his land only for a year at a time, and can
transfer to anyone who would

inherit^his
land if there were no nearer heirs,

but who must otherwise get the permission of his landlord and pay the land-
lord a fee.

31161. Sir Ganga Ram: Have you any figures to show whether your Divitlon

produces its own food? No.
31162. Have you to import food? Except in time of famine I do not think

we import any food except a little rice.
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31163. But rice is the principal food? *We grow a verjr large quantity
of wheat, and in ray Division the principal food is wheat; rice ii a supple-

mentary food,

31164. Have you any figures as to that? No.

31165. Could you provide us with figures, giving the population and the

quantity of food produced? They could be worked out, but it would mean
a great deal of time and trouble.

31166. Do you often suffer from scarcity of fodder? Not in my Division.

31167. When you do, what measures do you take? Do you mean if

there was a scarcity in the villages?

31168. Yes. Do you keep fodder reserves in any form? No.

31169. There is no necessity for that? I do not think o.

31170. Are any of your roads in the charge of the Public Works Depart-
ment? Yes.

31171. All the metalled roads? No, the main roads, such as the Great

Northern Road, which is the principal one in this Province.

31172. Are roads in this Province divided, as they are in the Punjab, into

main, arterial and minor roads? It is not laid down in so many words. We
have transferred roads and provincial roads.

31173. Is there uny law or principle according to whrch roads of a certain

class are in the charge of the Public Works Department and of another class in

the charge of the District Boards? I do not think so. The general idea is that

mam lines of communication are kept up by the Public Works Department.

31174. What proportion of the revenue is given to the District Councils?
1 think it is now 5 per cent, though I am not absolutely certain. It is either

5 or 6 per cent. It used to be 6| per cent, but I think it has now been
reduced to 5 per cent.

31175. Do you levy any cess for roads? This cess on the land revenue
is the District Council's cess, and is given to the District Council chiefly for

roads and education.

31176. Is no proportion fixed as to how they shall spend it? Not now.
There used to be.

31177. Has that been changed since the Reforms? No, before the time
of the Reforms. The District Councils now have absolute discretion in the

use of their funds.

31178. Do you think taccavt reaches the cultivator without some of it

being pilfered? Some witnesses have represented to us that if Rs. 500 is granted
only Ks. 400 will reach the cultivator? I think there is very little leakage in

this Piovince. I have never come across a case.

31179. Is taccavi given for new wells? Yes, to a certain extent I have
known of cases.

31180. Arc applications for taccavp. decided speedily? Very quickly, as a rule.

When there is a great demand for loans, the Tah&ildar takes the money on tour
\vith him and hands it out in the villages.

31181. Are you in favour of peripatetic dispensaries, both for human beings
and animals? Yes.

31182. Is there that system here? Not for veterinary work. We have a
number of such dispensaries for human beings which, I think, are doing a
certain amount of good; at any rate they are making more advanced methods
of treating diseases better known. It is a question of time, but I think they are

doing good.
31183. Is there any system here such as is in vogue in Madras, of giving

subsidies 10 private practitioners to settle in rural areas? We are just starting
that; we only began this year. I have not yet come across instances of it.

31184. Have you in mind any extensions of irrigation schemes? No.
31185. In your opinion, can irrigation be improved in any way? I do

not know very much about irrigation, but I think in my Division it would be
too expensive for public money to be spent on it, though I have not yet got
figures to prove that. I refer to irrigation on a big scale; small irrigation works
may be made to pay.
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31186. It has 'been represented to u that sometimes crops fail simply for

want of one watering. Does that happen in your Division? It might con-

ceivably do so; I could not say off-hand.

31187. In those cases, of course, irrigation would pay? It would pay,
perhaps, for one year out of twenty. One usually reckons that once in ten

years a crop will go wrong.
31188. The irrigation people say it happens more often than .that? I refer

to a bad failure,

31189. You refer to rope making: is that done as a trade, or are th<j

ropes simply made for use at home? For home use, as far as I know.

31190. It is not a subsidiary occupation conducted for trade? No; it is

certainly not an occupation subsidiary to agriculture.

31191. They make rope for their own bullocks, and so on? Not to any
great extent. Probably the man who makes rope will sell a little, but it is

not common for cultivators to make rope as a subsidiary occupation.

31192. Do the cultivators here have plenty of spare time? Any quantity
of it. *

31193. During what period? In the wheat-growing districts they put in

their wheat in October, and after that they have very little to do until it is

ripe. That means they have three or four months with little to do.

31194. They have nothing to do after putting in the seed? We call wheat
ti lazy man's crop. It is different in the cotton country.

31195. Our people who grow wheat have not a minute's time to spare. They
have got to look after fodder and other crops? That is not the case here.

31196. Sir Thomas Middleton: Does the prosperity of the people vary a

great deal from district to district in the Central Provinces? Yes.

31197. Where that is the case, in many countries attempts are made to

level up the quality of cultivation to that of the best district. What are the

prospects of doing that in this Province? There are climatic differences which
affect the matter.

31198. I am going to ask you to analyse the difficulties. You have
mentioned climate, and, I suppose, would add soil. These are natural con-

ditions which limit the process. Apart from these, what other difficulties are

there which could, perhaps, be overcome? I am afraid I do not quite follow

the question.

31199. I want you to think of this Province as a tiact in which cultivation

is relatively well advanced in certain areas and relatively very poor in others.

If you set yourself the task of levelling up the quality of the cultivation to

the best standard existing, what difficulties would you encounter? The very
first would be lack of money.

31200. You mean that in certain districts the cultivators are relatively well

off, whereas in others they are not? Yes, relatively; perhaps one might say that.

31201. But the lack of money depend upon something else. How is it

that one group has money in their hands, while the other group has none?
The agricultural history of the tract.

31202. Is it largely a question of race? It is to^some extent; but that
factor is going out. Ordinarily, the aboriginal is not a good cultivator, but
in most places he has gradually been pushed off the good lands.

31203. Would there be much in that, for example, to account for the
differences which one finds between Berar and Chhattisgarh ; would race be
an important factor here? I think probably it would. It is rather hard to
condemn a whole tract in that way. But there is no doubt that the Berar
cultivator is a very enterprising fellow and the Chhattisgarhi is not. But I
think there are probably climatic reasons for that.

31204. Sir Henry Lawrence: Are there reasons of public health? Yes*

31205. Malaria? Malaria, and there are a variety of other diseases too.
The Chhattisgarhi is a bad physical specimen.

31206. Sir Thomas Middleton: You have indicated that health is one of
the factors. What about the ordinary food of the people in the two areas?
The ChhattisgarhPs food is extremely meagre. I have little or practically no
experience of Chhattisgarh. I have been there for a short time and that is

about all.
^

But the land is bad, the people are largely unhealthy and for that
reason their physical standard is low and they have not got a high standard
of living; they live largely on rice and nothing else.
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3 1807. Is there anything in the educational position within the two areas that

would account for I he difference P The Berari being more enterprising) he is more
advanced as regards education. I cannot speak very well of Chhattisgarh.

3x208 So far as your knowledge goes, it is mainly a question of climate, you
think? The climate is one large factor, there are 'others; I do not know if you
include unhealthmess in climate,

31309. You mentioned the condition of the people. Are there any differences in

the marketing conditions in the two areas or in any other two areas that would suffice

to constitute a great difficulty in improvement P~ I do not quite follow what you
mean .

31910. What I mean is this. Suppose the markets in Bcrar are satisfactory;
I want you to indicate whether there are an> other areas which are held back in

comparison with Berarby poor marketing facilities p In general 1 should think that

the proposition is correct. The Herar marketing conditions are better than anywhere
else

;
there is no doubt about that. I should thu.k you would have to improve the

marketing conditions in the Central Provinces, but I do not see how you can do it

unless you 'Jnprove the communications

31311, Now ifyo* take the different districts in the Province, is there much
difference in the constitution of village population P By that, I mean, suppose in

Berar you find about 60 per cent of the householder* in a village are also land

occupiers ,
in other district;* would you be likely to find a very much larger proportion

occupying land or not Again 1 do not quite follow you.

31212. What I want to get at is this. In a distr.ct like Berar, for example, we
may find, in a particular village, 60 or 70 per cent of the villagers or heads or houses

occupying land and the rest employed as labourer**. Now do these conditions of land

holding and labour vary widely thioughout the Province or 11 it a general thing that

you find about two-thirds of the population engaged as cultivators and one-third in

labour ? I should think it vanes extremely.

31213. From your knowledge of the Province, which ,-re the areas in which the
labourer is most abundant * As compared to th3 cultivator ?

31214. Yes ; that is to say, where the cultivator hires h.s labour P We get from
the plateau districts H good deal of mtgiatory, labour which would indicate that the

labour there was numerically stronger, that is, Seoni, Chhindw<*ra and Betu! districts

especially.

31215. What I wanted to get at was whether although conditions may vary
largely trom village to village, there is anyone compact tract wheie there is a good
deal of landless labour and other tracts in which all the villagers are c iltivators who
do not employ hired labour? No; i cannot say that either condition is marked
characteristic of any tract.

31216. It varies from village to village ;
in some villages you have a low percent-

age of hired labour and in other a large percentage ? Yes.

31217. In the cotton districts you will find a larger proportion of hired labour P

Yes ;
we want more in the cotton districts.

31918. There must be more in Berar as compared with Chhattisgarh for

example P Yes,

31319, Is any part of your district a cattle-breeding tract P>?o
; there is no

organised breeding.

3x220. Is it a cattle
supplying

district P Does it supply cattle to the other
districts P No

; none in the jubbulpore Division at all.

31221. They have to purchase from their neighbours ? A great deal of cattle

come from the north. A certain number of people in jubbulpore buy bu they nearly
all go down to the south.

31222. We were told that they come from the north ; I thought it was from the

Jubbulpore Division P No ; from still further north.

31223. You have no tracts in which cattle-breeding is an important industry P

No j there used to be. 1 think I said in reply to the Chairman that there was ones luch
an industry in Mandla ; but I think it is dying out to a great extent
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31224. Sir Henri Lawrenct: What is it due to? The people who owned the

cattle Ijved at a distance, aftd they could not control the herds, that is what I was toltj.

A lot used to come down from Chhindwara to the forests of Mandla and Balaghat,
and the owners of those herds told me they n?ver could control the graziers who used
to report the young stock as having died or been killed by tigers whereas they had

actually been sold by them
; eventually the thing did not pay and so they gave it up.

31225. It is not due to the forest restrictions ? No
;

I do not think so,

31226. Sir Thomas Middleton : What, in your opinion, is the first method by
which you might nope to improve agriculture in the Central Provinces P Put more
monej into the cultivators pocket. If you gave him more money he could improve
his system, improve his methods, improve his implements, improve his seed and so

on.

31227. If more money is to go into his pocket* he should have more to sell ? You
can do that by giving him better prices for his pro iuce.

31228. Apart from prices which he cannot control) how is he to get more to
sell P That is one thing which we can improve. I thought you wanted to know what
we could do to get him more money.

31229. You say you want to put more money into the cultivator's pocket. The
cultivator hi uiself cannot control the prices. You can only put more money into his

pocket by increasing hat he has got to sell ? We can help him a bit from outside.

31230. What do you think is the mo<t obvious wiy? What about his cattle ?

I thought you could have put the condition of the cattle forward as being in importance
first ? You mean that he could improve the condition of his cattle ?

3123'. Ye 1* ?- Yes, he could. The difficulty really about cattfe over the greater
portion of this Province is wh.it I have said in my evidence, that the good cattle are
ruined by the enormous number of useless cattle which eat up the food available in the

village.

31232. That is one thing; but there are other things that ruin them besides.

You pointed out, for example, that as a rule cows are not stall-fed at all. Even in Berar
where they take much more rare, we ascertained yesterday from villagers that they only
feed grains to a cow if it is giving milk. How can one expect good ca'tle if cows are
not properly fed ? I do not know

;
that is the whole difficulty, that the cattle are not

fed properly.

31233 You aUo point out that in your own district there is any quantity of fodder

available,' but that nobody will pay for >t ? Not only that
;

I do not think he will take

the trouble ongoing and getting it.

31234. How are you going to remedy that state of affairs? That is what I want ?

We have tried very hard
;
we have tried by giving them ea^y terms and we have not

succeeded in making them do anythin *,

31235. Assuming that the cultivator were better educated, do you think that

would help to solve the difficulty ? It might I suppose. If he used his brains 3 bit more,
he might see the value of these things, but that would be a Ions; business.

31236. Mr. Wills As regards the question of subsidiary industries for cultivators

is it not a fact that there is a tremendous prejudice in this Provinc* aain~t the keeping
of fowls? I believe there is amongst certain castei.

31237. Is it not a fact that in 192 all the Gonds slaughtered their fowls? Yes,
under the influence of some of the local agitators, they were told to s'aughter all their

fowls.

31238. D es it not cast a social slur on them to keep fowls ?~~ Yes, I think it does

to a certiin extent. *

31239. And if they wish to raise themselves in the social scale, is it not necessary
that they should give up keeping fowls ?^-Yes.

31240. Sir Henry Lawrence ; Is that amongst the Gonds only ? No, amongst all

the classes. It was due to a regular propaganda on the part ot the Iccal agitatorf.

31247. Mr. Wills: And keeping pigs is on the same footing? Yes.

31242. And if a man iwcre to take to basket-making, there would be a strong

prejudice against him i?
- Yes.
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31243. Then as regards the question of village roads. 4 Is it a fact that there is

an extraordinary difference between the north of the Province, the wheat growing tract

and the rice and cotton growing tracts as regards the ordinary cart tracks P I believe

so. In the wheat-growing tracts, the village roads are practically impassable in the

rains.

31244. Is it not a fact that there are hardly nny cart tracks in the wheat-growing
tracts P Yes, it is not worth while having a cart track across heavy soil because you
cannot use it in the rains.

31245. As regard * the difference between Chhattisgarh and Berar, that is due,

is it not, very largely to the historical difference between the two areas, that is to

say, wss not Berar a prosperous Province under the Moghul Emperors for many
centuries, whereas Chhattisgarh has been aland-locked jungle tract ? Yes>, that is

perfectly true, Chhattisgarh was very juugly and Very land-locked up to quite recent

times.

31246. And the railway first entered Chhattisgarh about 1890 whereas Berar has

had it since 1865 or 1867 P Yes.

31247. The Raja of Purlakimedi : For the required amount of agricultural know-

ledge, do you not think that the Revenue Inspector would be the best agency for

popularising improved methods of cultivation among the ryots? He has got too much
to do in his own work. I should not like to have my Revenue Inspectors turning out

as amateur teachers of agriculture.

31248. Do you not think that it would be a useful thing for the Revenue Inspector

to gain some amount of popularity among the ryots by talking about the general

condition of cultivation and how to improve it and so on?~~It might be of use, but I

cannot say that there is very much in that.

31249. During his probationary period, for instance, would you not like the

Revenue Inspector to get a certain amount of agricultural training? It would not do

any haim, but I do not think that it would do very much good.

31250. But if you had a man with such agricultural experience, would you rot like

to have him as your Revenue Inspector P If I had had two candidates fora revenue

inspectorship, of whom one knew a lot about ggriculture and the other practically

nothing at all, I shouli certainly prefer the agricultural man. But I think that in the

actual carrying out of his proper work with regard to land records the agricultural

raining would be of very little use to him.
*

31251* No, I was referring to the assistance which such a man would render in

improving the general conditions of the ryots? I am afraid I have never thought of

using a Revenue Inspector for tlrat sort oi work,

31253. As regards the lack of roads in the Jubbulpore district, what is the chief

obstacle P Lack of money.

31253' Or is it because the Local Boards do not take enough interest in them P

As a matter of fact they do not take sufficient interest, 'but that i* not the reason at all.

It is simply because of the lack of money.

31254. Can they not levy a special cess for roads ? They can levy a special

extra cess on the land revenue in aid of their general funds and if they like they can

earmark that for roads. But as far as 1 know that has never been done, although there

is no leason why they should not do it,

31255. Sir Henry Lawrence. Who would pay the cess P The landlord, or

malguzar: he can pass on a fixed proportion to the tenant
,

it is not quite half,

31256. Mr Wills i It is one-third P Yes,

31257. The Raja of Parlaki medi : Cannot Local Boards apply for Government
aid ?~~Yes, they can apply for it.

31258. Have they applied in that district P They are always asking for more
money. As a matter of fact, the object of every District Council is to get an extra

slice of the provincial revenue.

31 asp. In that particular area there has been an application made P Not by way
of specific grants for the improvement of communications*
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31260. In answer to Question 4, you 3ay that you would like to see the research
work treated as a central subject, Would you like to have it controlled just as the

Reserved subjects are being controlled P It cues not matter very Ynueh as long as the

financial side is safe. The trouble is that if you have an important piece of research
work going on and you are starved in the way of funds, there is an end to it,

31261. Is the money reason your chief reason, then P Yes.

31262. Under soils, you s*y that a certain type of grass is encroaching
on cultivable areas and the Agricultural Department are trying to put it down.
Are there any annual reports dealing wi'h this? Yes, the annual reports of the

department contain an account of what is being done, As a matter of fact, they have
not done a very greit deal of mechanical ploughing ;

it is a new development.

31263. What was the area saved from the encroachment of kans grass List year ?

I could not tell you ;
but it is very small, and they are just getting landlords to pay

for it. The more enlightened landlords only will pay as it is an expensive job.

31264. What is the method adopted P Ploughing by steam tackle.

31265. Is this grass confined to certain localities or has it spread all over? It

only affects the best soil
, irrigation kills it to a certain extent. But I am not an

agricultural expert.

31266. Are you satisfied with what is being done for improving the strain of the
seed P The department is doing what it can with the money at its disposal, and I

must say that it is doing excellent work.

31267. How many depots for distribution have they? The number varies

immensely. I could not tell you oft-hand as I have not got the figures with me There
are different stages of development Private individuals who will undertake to keep
the seed pure are given seed in order to start private seed farms and whe.e you cannot

get suitable people foi that the department has its own seed farms. The system
varies in development from district to district. But where they have put out pure
seed, it is undoubtedly to the interest of the cultivators,

31268. And is the cultivator easily able to secure his sead P The ordinary tenant

might find a little difficulty in gatting it, there is not such a lot available. The small

man, I think, would find it a bit difficult to get pure seed. At present, we are starting a

system of giving loans of pure seed under the Agriculturists' Loans Act.

31260. What is the method he has to adopt for securing the sesdP What is the

way of applying for it? He could apply now, in any district where the system of

lending seed is in force, to che local Agricultural Assistant, or if there was a private
seed farm he might buy his seed from this private seed farm,

31270. Sir James MacKenna. What are your views as to the position of an

Agricultural Assistant working in a district in relation to the Deputy Commissioner or

the Sub' Divisional Officer ? Hitherto it has not been very well defined but I should

like to see him to some extent an assistant to the Deputy Commissioner, recognised
as such. The only trouble about that is that, for technical purposes, he must be under
the department; the Deputy Commissioner cannot check his technical woik.

31271. That is a very difficult problem jp It is a very difficult problem.

31272. Do the diaries of Deputy Directors go through the Deputy Commissioner P

I do not think they go through the I'eputy Commissioner
;

I have not seen any in

recent years.

31273. Have you any irrigation problems of importance in the Jubbulpore
Division P Not any that I am familiar with. The difficulty about irrigation, from what
I have been able to see there since I have been in the Division, seems to mo to be
that it is very expensh e,

31274. It is probably not worth the money ? I think it is not worth the money.
It is worth it in certain cases, but in the great majority of cases it is not.

31275. You have not taken up any concrete instances yet in detail P -1 went into

the figuies of one irrigation scheme, but there were a lot of diverse factors i it.

31276. Prof. GanguUe: In answer to Question" 25* you make a reference to
several economic surveys of typical villages, and say that the cultivating class is

about 10 be ruined, and there is no profit in agriculture ? I do not say that.
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31277* You say that from a perusal of these various economic surveys, that

appears to be the conclusion ? 1 can think of three that I have read, in which that it

the conclusion.

31278. From your own impression, what view have you been able to form with

regard to this matter P I do not think the cultivator is going to be ruined.

31279. Do you base your views on any particular enquiry that you yourself have

made? Yes, I have made considerable enquiries, as Settlement Officer, into the

amount of sub-rent ivhich can be got for land, and if the cultivator was going to

be ruined, there could not be that amount of margin left,

31280. What is the value of cultivated land here per acre ? Has the value

increased P Expressed in terms of money, it has of course increased. That is lather

a misleading thing, because value in terms of produce is really the only way you
can compare.

31281. Supposing a cultivator wanted to sell his land, what price would he get

per acre of cotton or rice land P I could not tell you

31282. What is your impression P It varies frcm soil to soil so much, I can

give you some figures from which you can make a rough calculation. The rent, I

take it, might be put at 10 per cent of the gross produce, and a man will pay 100

times that. I have frequently seen that in good advanced tracts, I do not say it is

so in backward tracts.

31283. Can you tell the Commission if theie is any increased tendency for the

consumption of intoxicating liquor and drugs
? I do not think there is any tendency

to increased consumption, I should say it is rather the reverse, since we have put up
the price.

31284. Of couise your excise revenue has increased a great deal? This year
it has dropped heavily.

31285. I find that the total excise revenue for the financial year 1924-25 was
estimated to be R 3. 150 lakhs, and there wdS an actual increase of Rs. 15 lakhs?

Yes, but we have had a blow this year, it is Rs. 25 lakhs less thin last.

31286. In answer to ou* Question 6, you make the statement that n gieat number

of the smaller cultivators in the country are never very far from the margin of

subsistence. Do you observe any significant mpiovement in that direction; is there

any change for the better ? I cannot say that I have observed any improvement.
There will always be a certain proportion living on the margin of subsistence,

especially in the poorer villages,

31287. On the question of agricultuial education, you attach a $>reat deal of

i mportance to suitable teachers ? Yes. That is the crux of the whole situation.

3 288. You have in Jubbulpoie a training co lege. Can you give the Commis-

S on your impression about it P- I do not know very much about it I think you bad

better as! educational authority about that.

31289. With regard to the questitn pf settling agricultural graduates on land,

would you approve of the suggestion to offer special concessions and grant unasslgned
culturable land to agricultural graduates P It might be tried as an experiment.

31290. As a revenue officer, would you approve of that suggestion? There is

not very much land of any value in the Province to give 'o these people.

31291. There is land that could be reclaimed P If they would take it up, it would

be a very good thing to do.

31292. On the question of complete co-operation between the officials of the

Agricultural and Revenue Departments, you are of opinion that revenue officers

command considerable influence over the ryot P* Yes.

31293. How you bring about this co-< peration that you would like to see P I

hare stated that it is a very difficult question, but in course of time I think we shall

probably be able to work out a system. The Deputy Commissioner, as some Deputy
Commissioners do, may take the Agricultural Assistant round on tour. If the Sub-

Divisional Officer and the Agricultural Assistant can both spare the time to tour

together, a good deal could be done that way, but it is a difficult thing to do.
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31204. I was not thinking of the Deputy Commissioners taking an interest in it.

I was thinking of the actual revenue officers who corns in contact with the culivator*
I was thinking of the Tahsildars and Revenue Inspectors ? We all come into contact
with the cultivators.

31295. But the Tahsildar comes into greater contact wit h the cultivators P Yes.

31396. Do the ^ahsildars or Revenue Inspectors take part in the Provincial
Board of Agriculture? Certainly not.

31297. Would you like to see a short course in agriculture for all these revenue
officers of the lower rrade, the Tahsildars and Revenue Inspectors? I should like

to see the Tahsildar have the benefit of the short course, but a* ! have already
stated in answer to a similar question, 1 do n^t see very much gain to the Revenue

Inspector. The Tahsiliar might be put through a short course, and some good might
be done in that way,

31298. By offering a short course to these men in the Nagpur Agricultural

College? We might do so. I think last year and the year before last we did give a
shoit course of instruction to revenue officers, which did some good, I suppose it

would do some good to give the Tahsildars some training in that way.

31299. In that case they would be able to co-operate with the demonstrators of

the Agricultural Department ? I should like to say one thing about it, lhat in course

of time, for these appointments, we shall be able to get graduates in agriculture of the

University.

31300. Would you prefer agricultural graduates to ordinary aits graduates for

these appointments ? Other things, being equ tl, and provided the men possess good

general mental attainments I should prefer them.

31301. You have District Agucultural Associations, Tahsil Agricultural Associa-

tions and Circle Agricultural Associations. Could you tell the Commission how these

various associations are functioning ? I have not really had very much experience of

them of late years.

31302. Are the roads 10 this Province mostly under the control of the District

Councils, cr are they under provincial control ? It is rather hard to say. I do not

know what the mileage really is I think one might say that the great majority of

the roads are un<ler local control now.

31303. Government has recently withdrawn about 160 miles of roads from the

management of local bodies ? I do nor krow the exact mileage, but they have had

to take back certain of the roads.

31304. Do \ou think that the retransfer of the roads to the Provincial Govern-

ment has improved their conditions P I have not seen the roads, but I should think

it would, to judge by the other roads one sees.

31305- You say that the system of taccaw loans is inelastic. What suggestion
have you to offer for making it elastic ? I do not think you can make it very elastic,

for this reason that you are responsible for public money and you cannot risk it,

Of course, we lose a certain a^cunt, because remissions have to be given, but you must
make the distribution of public money to some extent inelastic.

11306 You are not, it seems tome, in favour of the extensive use of taccavi

whereas we had a written statement from the Deputy Director of Jubbulpore Circle
in which he says that taccavi loans should be of great assistance to cultivators?
I think they are of great assistance to the -cultivators. All that I meant was that you
cannot push it too hard. We do give out quite a good deal of motley now, and the

Agricultural Department are helping by seeing that it is spent on proper objects.

31307. Would you like to see co-operative societies undertaking the work of

giving taccavi loans P Certainly not. 1 think it is not part of their function.

31308. In answer to the Raja of Parlakimedi, you stated that a certain amount of
land in the Central Provinces is being reclaimed by mechanical ploughing* Is there a
demand for such reclaimed land? It is not a question of waste land bung
reclaimed ;

it is a question of land which is already occupied being reclaimed ;

it belongs to people already.
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31309* My impression was that a considerable area went entirely out of

cultivation ?-rThere is a certain amount of land m certain parts of the Province which
has not been cultivated for many years, but it is property belonging to somebody.
The Agricultural Department do not plough it up for nothing ; they charge the owner
for it.

31310. You told usthit the veterinary services are not quite popular 9 1 did not

saj that.

3131'. You said that the local bodies do not take adequate interest? That is

a different thing.

31312. I find from the repo-t that was submitted to us that the number of

dispensaries is increasing, and the number of cases treated is aba increasing P I think

it is so, as far as I know.

31313. Rut you say that the District Councils, under whom the veterinary

dispensaries have been placed in this Province, arv? generally completely apathetic in

their regari? Yes, that is right enough.

31314. Then, how do you account for Ithe increase in the number of cases

treated ? In 1901 there were 29,000 cases treated, and in 193325 there were

429,000 cases treated ? Yes, that is all right. The department is working hard, but

that does not show that the District Councils afe trying to help.

31315. But the case? generally come from areas within the jurisdiction of local

bodies? The cases do not come from the local bodies. Tney come from the local

population, which is a different proposition,

31316. There has been the same increase in the number of castration! P That is

largely due to the introduction of improved mean*.

31317. Is it due to the introduction of the Italian method ? Yes.

31318* The people are appreciating the benefits of tl e veterinary services -The

people are getting, by degrees, to appreciate their work, but the local bodies do not

try, as they could, to help the department ;
I am quite certain they do not. I have

seen any number of veterinary dispensaries rnusel in a dirty little room in a serat,

Whereas the District Council could very well afford to give them better accommodation.
The Veterinary Assistants do their best when they go out on tour.

31319, D ) you think District Co mcils could be encouriged by propaganda to

take more interest in the work ? -I do not think propaganda will help much. It may
help the work of the department in the vilhges it require* education to get the more
educated classes to take an interest in it; they do not do so now.

31 ^20. What is your view with regard to the introduction of legislation to

pro'ect cattle from outside infection 9 As I have said, I do not know of very much
that can be done in that direction. There is no doubt that herd* of cattle coming
into this Province do bring in disease. It has several times been su gesteJ that

something sh uld be; done to have these cattle examined on entry and to prevent the

entry of infected cattle, but up to ths present the practical difficulties in the way have
made it impossible to do anything.

31331. Is there any draft Bill before the Council about this? No, and I do not

think there ever has been.

313-12. You say you do not believe in the artificial introduction of subsidiary
industries. Has Government made a survey of possible rural industries P One was
made many years ago by Mr. (now Sir) Ernest Low.

31323. What conclusion was arrived at P~- 1 forget. It was a long time ago.

YQU have an Advisory Board of Industries in this Province P Yes,

31325. What is its function? I do not think it is concerned with the starting of

subsidiary industries
;
it has to do more with the development ot existing industries.

It controls the Boiler Department, factory inspection and so on,

31326. You are of opinion that the prejudices of the people are a serious handicap
to the establishment of rural industries ? Yes.

31327. In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries similar prejudices prevailed
throughout Europe P I dare say.
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31328. Under the new Self-Government Act of 1920 each member is required
to reside in his constituency, the idea being to keep the members more in touch with

rural problems. What has been the effect of this provision P I have not so far

observed that it has rnd any particular effect. I was speaking to a member of a LocpU
Board the other <iay about tae condition of the road that we were travelling along*
which was quite close to his village I asked him why he did not take steps to see it

was kept in proper order. He said he would like to, but no one else on the Board
would listen to him, or let him have anything to do with it, I s%id that did not seem

right, and he agreed it was not.

31.12Q You have formed the impression that the members do not take sufficient

interest in lural maitersP That is putt'ng it a little too strongly It is a question of

translating their interest into action They prcbabiy (<o ta^e an interest
,
most people

take an interest in their own affairs.

?i^o. Mr. Calvert : On the question of rural educa'ion, we are faced with two
difficulties ; leakage between the bottom an<' top classes in primary schools and the

lapse into illiteracy after leaving school. What do you think is the real reason for the

leakage between the first and fcurth classes?1

I have spoken to people in the villages
about that and I think it i? almost entirely due to the lack ot interest shown by the

parents in the education of their clrldren. There is also a certain amount of leakage
due to the f?ct that the children are employed in odd jobs about the village,

31331. Do you think the latter reason is an economic one? U it that they
cannot affurd to leave their boys ar school,? I think it is more due to custom. The
amount of work d ,ne by these boys is comparatively small.

31332. Do you attribute that to the laziness or apathy of the parents P 'Apathy,

They do not care about education.

31 ^3. It is not that they cannot afford to leave their boys at school? Not in

the majority of cases.

31334. In your note you say the teacher is almost alw,*y* a half-educated Brahmin
with no interest whatever and no knowledge of agriculture. Do you think that fact is

responsible for the leakage ? A more inspired teacher might keep the boys at school ?

That is possible, but 1 do not think it has much effect

31315. A teacher more in sympathy with the rural classes might be aMe to bring
pressure to bear on the parents? If a teacher had local influence he could get the

parents to send their bey j to school J That is quite true. Formerly, the Tahsildars
and local revenue officers used to do a ^ood deal of school attendance work, but they
have now been discouraged from doing it, because it is not their job ,

tne schools

being no longer under Government it wab considered the local bodies should undertake
it Teachers have complained to me that they have to spend a lot of time in trying,
usually unsucessfully, to get the boys to come to school,

31336, Have you in your Division any compulsory primary education ? Not yU,

31 -n7- On the question of relapse into illiteracy, do you think the absence of

any good modern vernacular literature is one of the causes of this? Probably, All

they ha ve to read in the village is books like the Ramayana.

31338. That is not always available in modern vernacular, 13 it ? No.

31339. The idea of this education is to uplift the people and give them a wi''er
outlook. Do you think the general squalor of the villages keep people fr>m going in

for education P I cannot say.

31340. The fact there is a school in a village does not mean the village is cleaner
and more sanitary and has a better water-supply and so on P The presence of a school
does not react on the welfare of the village P It is difficult to say.

31341. A charge commonly made is that education leads a boy away from manual
labour. Do you provide water-carriers and sweepers in your schools P I do not think

we do in the primary schools.

31342, Do the boys get their own water? I think so. I have never seen a water
carrier in a primary school; there may be some.

31343. There was an effort made is this Province about twenty years ago to got
rid of rural debt by some method of conciliation P Yes,
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W hat was that? J never had any experience of
it, but no doubt the

proceedings are available somewhere.

31345. It has been described to us as a failure P My impression is that it was
not a failure; it might have done more good, but it did do so.ne good, at any rate in

certain districts.

31346. Do you think the people will ever be able to get rid of this burden of debt
from what they can save from cultivation alone? I th;nk they could, if they were
rr ore thrifty. As i have said in my note, there is a tendency for a man who gets a good
crop to spend the extra mon y on some tamashi in his family. If they would only save
that money they might get rid of their debts, or at any rate of a good deal of them.

313 17. By steady thrift ? Yes, I am sure of it.

31348. You are averse from restricting' the right to transfer ho'dings ?~- 1 arn, in

well-developed tracts, such as the N'agpur country.

31319. Do you think restrictions on alienation do in fact serve to withhold from
the land finance which would otherwise be available P Yes, There is one way in

particular in which I have always held the system is bad for the land. The fine on
transfers which I have mentioned amounts to a considerable sum in a great many
villages, and that morey does not go back into the land to a ny great extent. I think that
is one of the chief evils of the present system. Although a certain number of tenant!

may b a saved by these icstrictions on transfer the chief result is extra profit for the

landlord which does not, in a great many cases, go back into the land.

31350. As far as I recollect, witnes&es who have answered our question as to the
causes of indebtedress ruve mentioned the puichase of land, r,ut nuvei land improve-
ment? I have not analysed the causes of indebtedness since I did settlement work
many years ago> and I forget what the proportions were, but I think one of the causes
was the spending oi a uney on things like embankmets and so on.

31351. Piof, Gangulee Do you think increased pro .peHty is a cause of

debt? No.

31354. Mr* Cahert : On the question of the utilisation ot cowdung as fuel, do

you tfrnk one of the difficulties is that they have ^ot used to one m< thod of cooking and
do not like to change the method of cooking ? 1 should think that might have a
considerable effect.

31353 We have been told that fhe allotment of tnccavi is ver) snail in comparison
with the sum required. Is there any difficulty here in g tting the money required ?

I do not know of any ;
at any rate it is rather hard to compare it with the demand.

31354. But you can meet the de nand from your Deputy Commissionets ? Yes,
I can; I have never been refused any allotments that I a^ked for.

31355. On the question of damage to crop? by wild animals : Does the distribu-

tion of gun licenses pro e at all effective 9 It d >es in some places. The chief thing

you want to destroy is the pig and the pig is not a veiy paying animal The man who

gets the ciOp protection license may ki.l a few deer an i sell the skins, leaving the pig
alone; but that is not what you want We had a system by which we insisted on every
man producing 4 boars' tusks every year as a condition of having his license renewed
and I ihink that system worked quite well.

31356. Sir Henry Lawrence : Is it stll in force ? Yes, in most of the districts,

31337. Mr . Cafoevt : Is the eastern half of y^ur Division a nee eating tract?

A good deal of rice is grown in the Seoni district, but it is not a nee tract
; my Division

is not a rice tract.

31358, You are jus on the edge of the rice tract according to the map P Yes.

33359* ^8 there any difference between the physique of thence eating population

andjhat of the wheat eating population in that small area? Not in that small area,

because most of the people in my Division are not rice caters
j

their principal food is

wheat. There is a certain amount of rice too, but I think the primipal food of the

majority of the population is wheat.

31360. Str Henry L&wrence i Are the wh at eaters distinctly more vigorous and

mere intellectual than the rice-eating population? If you take the whole Chhattisgarfe

Division, which is mainly a rice eating tract, the physiqu* is bad undoubtedly j but, fdr

the ordinary district of the Central Provinces where the food is mixed, I should not like
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to dflfer an opinion. But I should say definitely that as far as I know, taking Chhattis -

garh, which is a rice.eating tract, the physique is very bad.

31361. You cannot say whether the juari eaters of Berar are less advanced fn

physique and intellect than the wheat eaters of your Division ? I should not bay they
are on the whole. There is very little difference one way or the other.

31362. Mr.Calvert: It has been suggested to me that we are beginning at the

wrong end of the stick altogether. You have told Sit Thomas Middleton that putting
it succinctly, the object of agricultural improvement was to give the cultivator more

money; but it is suggested that he does not know how to spend even the money that

he already has P I am not quite sure that I follow what you mean.

31363. He wastes what he gets? If y>u give him more money, in time you can

get him to spend it properly; other things being equil, if he has more money he will

spend it better .

31364. The evidence shows that there is a marked tendency in this Province for

small cultivators to employ more labour on their fields P I do not know.

31365. High prices simply mean less hours and through high profits of cultivation

they employ labour and stop working themselves ? I think that probably may be true

in the cotton tracts.

31366. Then the other suggestion put forward is that, however fabt we may
improve agriculture, the population will merely increase and wipe out the benefit ?

You have got somehow to raise the standard of comfort and it is a very difficult

problem ;
but it is a problem, I take it, which is not confined to this country.

31367. Do you think there is any hope at all of improving the tot of the villagers
without first altering their outlook on the education of women ? A great deal can be

done without it.

31368. You think you can pui>h on agricul iure and education and still leave the

women in a degraded position
5 You could do a lot more than you have done now

in that direction, but I should think female education would help a great deal in the

long run.

31369. In this Province are the Deputy Commissioners too overworked to take
much interest in agriculture? No, on the whole not.

31370. They have time to encourage the cultivator P Yes, except perhaps in one
or two districts.

31371. So that shortage of Government staff is not an obstacle to progress?
Shortage Of what staff ?

31372. Of staff to relieve the Deputy Commissioner of his routine duties?
I should say not, on the whole

,
the average Deputy Commissioner could do a good

deal, I think.

3 ! 373' We hav^ been told that the B.Sc'b. in Agriculture do not like to

put their hands to manual labour and a novel suggestion was put forward that in the

Agricultural College we should dismiss all the menial staff and make the students
themselves do the work- What do you think the effect of that would be ?~ It depends
on what you expect them to do. I understand that the Principal of the Agricultural

College for many yeais past has been insisting on every student handling the plough
himself and I do not know if you can do very much more than that. If he is accus-
tomed to plough with his own hands, there is no reason why he should not keep it up
afterwards.

31374. Another suggestion has been made that Government iUel stands in the

way of agricultural improvement by not practising what it preaches ,
t will advocate

-weHs of one type while it constructs wells of another type ;
inside the jail the wooden

plough is used and outside the jails the agricultural student is asked to use iron plough ?

I think it is a matter of money again. In jails your principal object it> to provide
hard labour.

31375. So that the people in the jail under Government control do not cultivate

their jail garden regulaily by the methods suggested by the Agricultural Depart-
ment ? It may be so

j
I could not tell you.
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In order to rouse more interest in rural hygiene it has beett suggested that

the local dispensaries should be placed under the Public Health Department and not

under the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals ? Do you mean the touring dispen-

saries?

31377. Under the present system the medical officers in charge of local dispensaries

do not take much interest in hygiene and if they are put under the charge of the Public

Health Department tbey will themselves take more interest in the hygiene of their

suiroundings ? I suppose they might be pushed in that particular direction a little

roore But the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals could equally well push them

in that direction.

31378. But he is not responsible for rural hygiene? -That is true; but after all

he is a sanitary authority of a sort.

31379. Does your system here of having tenants' rents fixed at settlement in anyway
hinder a tenant from improving the scale of his farming? As an enterprising man,
can he still acquire more and more land ? Yes

;
but he acquires it with the rent fixed

on it. 1 he assessment is fixed on the land and it passes with it.

31380. Sir Ganga Ram Have you any crown lands in your Division, that is

lands belonging to Government ? We have a certain amount of land which has been

exceed from the Government forest which has almost all been distributed now.

31381. There is nothing to bpare ? Nothing worth while.

31382. Have >ou any spare land at a' 1, never mind whether it is worth white

or not? We probably have. I cannct give the exact number of acres available.

It is almost all included in the areas demarcated as ryotwan villages.

31383. Would you like to encourage the B. Sc's. in Agriculture by giving them
some Government land on favourable lease? Yes

,
I think it would be a good thing

if we could give good land, but we have not got much good land.

31384. It need not be good land ? They would not go in for bad land.

31385. But suppose they did ? Then I should give them any encouragement
I could.

31386 Sir Hemy Lawrence . You spoke of the difficulty of raising the standard of

comfort of the cultivator. Have you any suggestion to make how it can be done?
I am afraid not, except that is a thing which might be done, I suppose, through some
extension of the co-operative movement. That is the only suggestion I have

j
it is

a very vague one and I have not thought much about it at all.

31387, I think you said that the cultivator made every effort he could to improve
his cultivation ? I think if he sees that anything is going to bring him extra money,
he does it.

31388, You do not fi,.d villages of very poor cultivation side by side with

villages of good cultivation ? I think you do in some cases.

31389, The Chairman : On the same quality of land ? Yes. Probably there are
reasons for that; it may sometimes be due to a bad landlord,

31390, Sir JHenry Lawrence: Is not the cultivator protected against the bad
landlord ? -Yes

;
but the landlord in some out-of-the-way place has ways of getting

at his ten mts and annoying them; he restricts their rights. Occasionally, I think that

that might be one of the causes.

31391, Have you any reason to suggest that the cultivator is apathetic in the
matter of standard of living, and to what do you trace it? I do not know, except
perhaps the lack of education to some extent. His chief characteristic is patience
and he is content with very little. He seems to be satisfied as a rule with a minimum
of clothes and a minimum of food. If you ate going to improve agriculture, my idea
is to get him a little beyond that,

31392, How can you do that ? I am afraid I have never found any method.
In Berar and >n the cotton country, it has come about by his actually getting more
money. The standard of living is distinctly higher there and that hat come about

by the fact that he has more money to spend.

31393* And access by road to more developed areas may awaken his ambition ? -

Yes.
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3I394-* Then you come back to the question of road improvement ? Yes,

3I39S- Tke Chairman; What does the culti/ator do with his cash when Iit

sells his rice or cotton in the market on that very day?! should think he probably
takes most of it home

31396. Does he not very often buy jewellery afterwards from the goldsmith in

the market? I do not think he would, except from a surplus. 1 think that he would

buy his jewellery at leisure and not in mediately after he has sold his rice

31397. Sir Henry Lawrence : Have you seen the Raipur rice market where the

cultivator goes straightaway and converts his cash into silver 9
! have not seen it

done.

31398. The Chairman I wanl to know whether you think it would be a good
thing to have a representative of the savings bank in the market, provided perhaps
with a small office, who could be responsible for a certa'n amount of propaganda
and advertisement and also for taking deposits then and there ? It might be tried,

I think. It would be very difficult to draw the cultivator, considering that the more

enlightened inhabitants of this Province are very chary of putting their money into

banks. I think the cultivator would be very hard to move in that direction

31399. Meantime, is the post office doing anything at all to popularise savings P -

I do not know.

31400. Have you yourself ever seen any propaganda carried out by tbe Postal

Department ? No.

(The witness withdrew.)
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MR. R. H. BECKETT, Officiating Director of Public Instruction,

Central Provinces.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 2. AGRICUTURAL EDUCATION. -Specialised agricultural education is

under the direction of the Department of Agriculture. I propose therefore only to deal

with this question in so far as it may be said to affect the instruction given in ordinary
schools. As my remarks are of a general nature, I do not propose to make them in

the form of answers to the specific questions asked.

The introduction of agriculture into the cuniculutn of ordinary schools is one

aspect, of a general question. To what extent can vocational training he undertaken

in schools designed to meet the educational needs of all pupils ? I hat such training
should be included is frequently advocated on the ground th\t the present system of

education is too literary and calculated to limit the field of emplo}ment of those who
have undeigone it. In this connection, it is important to icalise exactly what should

be the purpose of an ordinary school The function of the ordinary school is to

provide a liberal education suited to the age and mental capacity of the pupil which
will afford him the highest opportunity for developing as a man and a citizen The
curriculum should not be too literary, but should include subjects involving observation
and manipulative <>kill *o as lo promote a general and not too specialised development
If a purely vocational subject ran serve this general educational purpose, there is no

objection to its inclusion. On the contrary, if the livelihood of a large majority of the

pupils is likely 1o b? connected with that subject, there is much theoretically to be
said in its favour. But i n practice the extent to which vocational subjects can be
introduced into the curriculum of ordinary schools is strictly limited. Vocational

training, to be of any real utilitarian value, must be given by experts in specialised
courses of instruction which include a large amount of practical w. rk and which cover
a number of years, dependent on the type of training to be given. On the other hand,
all forms of vocational training demand a certain standard of general education as

a foundation on which the knowledge imparted by specialised courses of instruction

can be built, the standard of general education required depending on the nature of
the vocational course. The ordinary school curriculum has to cater for all classes of

boys and certain subjects must be included as an essential groundwork for further

education. Little time remains for what may be described as subjects of a vocational

character, if the time-table is not to be overburdened,

Thus in primary schools the syllabus must include the i R's and a little simple
geography, in addition to these, in this Province, gardening, handwork or drawing
are taken as an optional subject where teachei 3 are available who can teach them.
Nothing more is possible. Here I should like to lay stress on the fact that by far the
most pressing need of the Province, even from the point of view of those who wish
to increase the agricultural efficiency of the people, is the removal of illiteracy and,
where bare literacy has been attained, the improvement of the standard. Until this

is done, any general advance, including advance in agriculture, is bound to be slow
and handicapped. The removal of illiteracy must be the chief aim of the primary
school and the effect of this removal, even on agriculture, will be incomparably greater
than could be attained by attempting to teach agriculture in primary schools to an
extent which would involve the partial exclusion of the essential subjects. Most of
the schools have their little garden plots and, where the teachers are keen, something
can be effected, but, speaking in general terms, the main aim must be to see that the

pupil receives an education which removes illiteracy, which enables him to take an
intelligent interest in his surroundings and in which the courses of study are suited, as
far as possible, to the probable needs of the pupil in later life. The whole course of

study for primary schools has been drawn up with these objects in view.

In rural middle schools, elementary science (nature study) is taken in addition to

ordinary subjects. In these schools ( think it possible that something more may be
done by the provision of school plots of about one to one and a half acres, according
to the size of the school, where conditions are favourable, and the introduction of a
more definitely agricultural syllabus in place of the elementary science syllabus at
present in force. The difficulty, however, will be to secure the services of suitable
teachers. 1 should regard the instruction given in these classes as not being vocational
in character, but rather pre-vocational, the main object being to interest pupils in
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agricultural operations and thus implant in them the desire to return to the land and

pave the way for future propaganda by the Agricultural Department, Indeed, stich

plots might be used by the Agricultural Department for demonstrating the benefits

derived from improved qualities of seed, improved methods of manuring, etc. Experi-
ments should, I think, be made ; n this direction.

With regard to high schools) the^e are situated in the tovn?, and I do not think
that any agricultural education can or should be attempted. The conditions are not
favourable and the majority of puuils have no intention of returning to agriculture,
Moreover a general science course is what is needed by thoe who wish to take up the

study of scientific agriculture. I am most strongly opposed to text-book agriculture
which is divorced fiom practical instruction. At one time a simple text-book in

agriculture was studied as a subject f T the Matriculation examination. It was merely
taken as an easy option and its value both from the educational and utilitarian points
of view was nil* The course vas very rightly abolished. These remarks apply to

general agriculture. A course has recently been drawn up by the Board of High
School Education in agricultural botany, but up to the present time no school has

attempted to introduce this subject.

QUESTION 23. GENERAL EDUCATION.- (a) (**i It is n difficult matter to trace the

bearing of general education upon the agricultural efficiency of the neople. It is my
opinion, however, that it has, at the present time, and is destined in the future to

have, a more fir reaching effect than is commonly supposed. High school or collegiate
education is said to have the effe t o f making those who have received it out of

sympathy with lural life. That there is a large element of truth in this cannot be
denied, but it is, I think, only partially true, and perhaps not more true in India
than in other countries. When the son of poor parents succeeds in obtaining a high
school or collegiate education, he niturally finds that the village offers no opportunities
for employment. This he has to seek in the large' towns wheie there is greater
demand for his services in whatever profession he takes up. He also finds village
life dull and uninteresting in companion with life in the larger towns. When the sons
of a landlord are educated, some of them take uu other professions, but some return

to the land and it cannot be doubted that the general education which they have
received has the effect of widening their outlook, it enables them to take a more
intelligert interest in agriculture, and icn lers them trore capable managers of their

farms or estates I have met landlords who take a keen interest in the experiments
Or demonstrations carried out by the Agricultural Department and the fact that they
have received a general education enables them to keep abreast of the times and
renders them more efficient agriculturists.

(ii) and (m) It is still more difficult to trace the influence of mHdle and primary
schools on agricultural efficiency. But in a general way it may be said that the
education which they give renders the pupils more intelligent and paves the way for

propaganda work by the Agricultural Department.

() (*) Most rural schools have garden plots attached to them but these are

frequently too small and) as already stated, I think that something more may be done

by the extensive introduction of school plots ol from i 1 acres in extent in rural
middle schools. It is easy enough to put down a paper scheme but difficult to devise
one which really attains the object aimed at. Much will depend on the ability and
enthusiasm of the teacher and on the feeling in the village. This matter is engaging
the attention of the Education Department and in this conn<ction I attach a note
drawn up by Mr D'Silva, one of the Inspectors of Schools to wh^m it was referred
for opinion. The primary school course of four years under existing conditions can

scarcely establish literacy and the absence of suitable and interesting reading matter
in villages tends towards a rapid lapse from even the low standard of literacy

acquired. Librares in villages run in connection with the village schools have so far

not caught on in the Central Provinces. In fact, it is the apathy of the people towards
improvement and culture which forms the chief stumbling block to progress. A live

organisation doing propaganda work illustrated by popular lectures, lantern slides,
cinema shows, mi^ht do much. It would, however, be expensive.

(it) Compulsory education in rural areas is still in the experimental stage in this

Province. Up to date it has been irtroduced altogether in 65 villages. In some
cases, as far ss can be judged at this early stage, the results are distinctly pronusirg
and the anticipated increase in the number of pupils attending scl-ools has been

fully realised. In others the term "compulsion
"

is almost misleading, the attendance
authorities having found it difficult to enforce atterdarce against the wishes of tfce
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parents. On the whole, I think that it is a fair statement of the case to say that as far

present experience goes, the results are encouraging.

(Hi) The explanation of the small proportion of boys in rural primary schools who
pass the fourth class is that the children's parents do not yet appreciate the value
of the education received and take their boys away from school as soon as they are
able to add to the family income by earning a few annas a day in the field. Generally
speaking, it may be said that in agricultural areas the regularity of attendance of

children at schools is governed by whether or not they are wanted for work in the
fields.

Extract from a Note hy Mr. D'Stlva, Offg. Inspector of Schools.

Suggestions for introducing Agriculture in Vernacular Middle Schools,

I. Aim of the Course. The aim of th* course should be definitely to :

(a) Impart a certain amount of practu il information in agriculture useful for

even the smallest landowner,

(6) Help in stimulating a new interest in the land ana a new outlook on

agricultural enterprise.

(c) Develop, to the extent passible, powers of observation and deduction and
create habits of ex ^enaientiog and perseverance.

This is by no means an ambitious aim It is practically the same as tnat of the

present science course in miadle schools. It includes both the cultural and useful

aspects of the subject.

It will supply a long felt want and remove completely from the curriculum of our
vernacular middle schools that lon^ standing stigma of having courses which do not
take into consideiation lural life and its requirement*. It will secure for our system
of education more popularity und win more confidence in our methods and aims.

This suggestion implies that the couise must not only be definite but that the

aim should be more pointed without being too ambitious.

Boys, teachers and parents are mOie likely to fall in with a more definite and
practical aim than with the idea of indulging in a mere "

species of recreation ",

2, Means of attaining the aim. (i) The course should receive a definite

place in the curriculum prescribed for vernacular middle schools. It may be placed
cither (a) as an alternative to science, or(&) be substituted for the present course in

science or (c) the science course may be so modified as to include the course in agri-
cultute and be called

"
science and agriculture ".

Alternative (b) is in my opinion most suitable for vernacuhr middle schools.
The scanty provision hitherto made by loctl boiies for supplying the prescribed
apparatus for teaching science, the poor knowledge of vernacular school teachers
and the general environment and conditions that prevail in vernacular middle schools
render the teaching of science so ineffective as to be of very little value to the pupils.
Agriculture will make a better and more popular substitute anH one which the local

bodies will be more ready to finance liberally.

(ii) The teacher for this subject should be a regular member of the staff. He
tray or may not be qualified to teach other subjects, but it is essential that he be a
whole time man on the staff, capable of influencing boys. This will gain for him
respect from the boys, attention from the management, sympathy from the other
members of the staff including encouragement and co-operation from the head master.

There are in almost
evei^

District Council service and perhaps in some Munici-

pal services aLo, teachers trained in agriculture. Some of the younger men of this

class could be sent for a special retraining in the subject. Distnc* Councils would,
I think, readily participate in any scheme of training devised by the Agricultural

Department,
and \vould very likely be even prepared to help financially in such

training by granting salaries or stipends for the period of training,
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t
Some of the "third year" trained men could also be selected for a course irt

agriculture, The supply of teachers will, in my opinion, offer very little difficulty.

If a katndar is considered to be more suitable for the purpose) I would suggest
that kamdars be specially selected for the purpose and attached to the $taff of the
school.

In my opinion, the services of a kamdar will hardly do if the subject is to b

even treated a little more serioufrly witrout malting it definitely vocational.

If teachers are considered unsuitable, the Agricultural Department may be asked
to select suitable men for the post.

The essential qualifications that I would lay down are ability to teach the subject
as well as abil'ry to influence hoys, The essential condition would be regular member-
ship of the staff.

(iii) Land for carrying out the practical work should be acquired by Government
for the purpose and lent to the local body, rent and tax free, solely for the purpose of

such work and it should be definitely stated that the rights of the local body
cease to exist if the lar.d is not regularly used for the special purpose for which it is

given.

The acquisition of land imiy be sometimes an expensive undertaking but there

will also be instances where land may be given as a gift or part-time gift by some

malguzar on the same conditions ft at Government would give to the local body.
Such instances would, I thinki keep the total expenditure on acquisition within

manageable proportions.

If acquisition is too expen&ive an undertaking, Government might help in the

acquisition nd pay for the co^t- and other initial expenditure on the same basis as a

special grant for building or furniture and apparatus, the local body paying its due

share on the .
came basis.

The cost of upkeep and any other recurring expenditure would of course be borne

by the local boi'y and included in the expenditure for Government grant.

(iv) The time that w*s devoted to the subject at Chaiirai was about one hour

per day, i.e., about five hours per week. This* was considered essential for the course

at Chaurai. '1 he time at present devoted to the teaching of science is in most

cases three to four hours per week.

The course now proposed is only a bit reduced in quantity compared to the course

that was in force at Chaurai. If the subject is to replace or be an alternative to

science, there should be no difficulty in the boys devoting four or five hours per week to

the subject. Th s may be done by having two periods of two hours' duration and
One period of the normal duration of 40 to 50 ft inutes for notes, recording of observa-

tions, questions from boys, etc,

3, Conditions helpful for italising the rim. (\) Confidence of the parents in

the practical value of the course They will see this value better in the school

plot than the demons tiation plot,

(ii) Interest and good-will of the boys. This will be secured more easily when
connected with the school work rather than work under a kamdar at the demonstra-
tion plot.

(iii) Insisting on primary schools in the neighbourhood of vernacular middle
schools carrying out the gardening programme laid down for them.

(iv) The produce should be given to the boys and parents should be invited

frequently to see the school plot.

(v) Co-operation between the staff and agricultural teacher.

(vi) Regular supervision from the Agricultural Department and co-operation
between the local body and the two departments concerned.

(vii) Last but not least The courses should only be commenced after land has
been acquited and teachers trained.
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4. Centres where the scheme suggested may be tried, irrespective of the

existence of demonstration plots and where the scheme is likely to succeed :

(i) Hoshangabad districtAll the eight vernacular middle schools would
welcome the scheme and the District Councils are likely to be keen on it. The

following centres will be well worth a trial :

(a) Babai in the Hoshangabid tahsil.

(b) Sobhapur in the Sohagrpur tahsil.

(c) Timarni in the Seoni-Malwa tahsil.

(J) Handia in the Harda tahsil,

(u) Nimar district

(a) Harsud in the Harsud tahsil.

(b) Shahpur in the Burban pur tahsil.

(c) Bhamgarh in the Khandwa tahsil

(lii) Betul

(a) Betul -Bazar in the Betul tahsil.

(b) Bhainsdehi in the Bhainsdehi tihsil.

(c) Multaiin the Multai tahsii,

(iv) Narsinghpur district

(a) Kareh in the Narsinghpur tahsil.

(b) Tendukheda in the Gad^rwara tahsil,

(v) Saugor district

(a) Rehli in the Rehli tahsil.

(b) Banda in the Banda tahsil.

(c) Gadakota in the Rehh tahsil.

(vi) Damoh district

(a) Hindoria in the Damoh tahsil.

(b) Patharia in the Damoh tahsil.

(c) Hatta in the Hatta tahstl.

(vii) Chhindwara district

(a) Amarwara in the Amarwara tahsil.

(b) Chaurai'm the Chhindwara tahsil.

(c) Mokhair in the Sausat tahsil.

Oral Evidence.

31401, The Chairman : Mr Beckett, you are officiating Director of Public

Instruction in the Central Provinces ? Yes.

31402. We have your notes of evidence. Do you wish to add anything at

this stage to your written note ? No

31405. Have you any views on adult education that you would like to put
before the Commission P It depend*, on what you mean by adult education.

31404. I am thinking primarily of adult education designed to equip adults
with literacy P In regard to adult education in thib Piovmce I think that the
education of adults is of compantively minor importance as compared with the
education of the child. There is v ry little demand for adu't education and the

experiments which have been made in regard to it show that the expenditure
incurred on it is to a very great extent wabted.

31405. What experiments are you referring to ? Certain local bodies have
opened schools for adults and the general experience has been that after a short
time the attendance falls, so that the class is scarcely worth continuing. The
year before last an experiment was made in this direction by the Training
College at Jubbulpore and a class of about 36 adults was got together and instructed

by the Training College staff, At the end of two or three months this class of 36
had dwindled to three or four. A certain amount of success has been met with in

connection with welfare work in the mills, but the success attained has really only
been moderate. What I think it amounts to is this, that where an adult can see
that he is going to gain some material benefit from education you may get that
adult to attend a literacy course. But unless he can see some material advantage
he will not attend throughout the course. He is too tired at the end of the day's
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work to attend regularfy. Generally speaking, the time which he hat given to the
coarse and the money expended on it are wasted. That is why I feel that the
main line of attack against illiteracy must be through the child.

31406. Do you think that there is A lapsing into illiteracy on the part of the
children who have, at one stage or another of their lives, attended school ? I am
afraid that there must be a good deal of it

;
I have not got actual statistics

with me. I have seen estimates given, but I do not know how
t
these estimate!

have been arrived at.

31407. Have you yourself formed ,any view in the matter P I think that

undoubtedly, especially in rural areas, there must be considerable lapsing into

ilfiteracy.

3X408. Do you think that is due in part to the fact that the majority of
the children return to parents who are entirely illiterate P It must be largely due to

that

31409. In that connection, do you associate the need for adult education with
the problem of achieving literacy amongst children ? The trouble is that I do not
think it can be managed, for the simple reason that you cannot get adults to attend
schools. I think that wherever there is a demand for adult education, it should be

encouraged and met and that if possible the demand should be created. I thinki
however i that adult education should always be a side line, as compared with the
main line of attack which after all is the line which h*s succeeded in aU other
countries.

31410. Have you any views as to the possibility of developing female
education in this Province ? We have formed a committee at present to go into the
whole question of girls' education. The difficulties in the way of advance are great.

Secondary female education is progressing because the intelligentsia are recognising
more and more the desirability of educating the feminine hilf of the population.
But as regards female primary education progress has been extremely slow. Thtere
are various reasons for this : the apathy or parents is perhaps the chief reason*

31411. Is your department carrying out any propagan ia in favour of education ?

This committee which we have formed may be regarded as doing propaganda work.
It will cousult public opinion. In addition, the officers of the

department are always
impressing upon the people* whenever posaiolei the necessity for girls' education.

31412. Are you using other departments to help you? How about the

Co-operative Department P Have you attempted to use that department ?-! do not
think that we have made great use of the Co-operative Department,

31413. Do you think you might do so ? Yes.

31414. Co-operation itself is primarily an educative movement, is it not ? -Yes.

31415. You describe the system in vogue in primary schools. Do you attach
much value to the nature study bei g taught at the present moment in your primary
schools ? I Bttich some value. In pnctice \ve find that it is extremely difficult to get
satisfactory nature study teachers.

31416. Is that because you draw your teachers from the wrong class? Or
because you do not pay them enough ? Or because you do not instruct them enough
in the methods of teaching nature study ?< I do not ttoinfc any of these causes hold

good. Our rural school teachers are villagers ; they are trained to teach in our
normal schools which are q lite good normal schools and the pay is not unsatisfactory.
The minimum salaries pre cribed b\r Government are : for our untrained teachers,
Rs. 15 ;

trained teachers Rs, 20. In dear districts the untrained teachers get
Rs. 18 and the trained teachers Rs. 23. In many districts the pay of the head master

#oes up to Rs. 50, Rs. 55, Rs, 60.

31417. What proportion of the teachers are trA net and what proportion are
untrained ? I could not gVe you the exact figures : the greater number of them
are trained.

314*8, Sir Ganga Ram: And the greater number of them are graduates P

I am talking of primary school teachers who are not graduates.

31419. Pf0A Gangulet : Ht>w many n-rmal schools have you P We have
ii normal schools and they are capable of tuining out more masters than w at

present can find employment for.' In fact we hacito reduce one or two sections because
the market was getting unduly congested. This was due to the fact tta|t local bodies
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In certain cases confirmed untrained teachers, but we have pressed on them the

undesirability of confirming more untrained teachers, Our normal schools meet
the demand for the supply of trained teichers and we can turn out more

teachers than we can find employment for at the present moment.

31420. The Chairman : \ think the only middle school with a vocational

course in agriculture is on the budget of the Agriculture Department P Yes, the

Powerkbera School at Hoshangabad.

31421. Are you familiar with the working of that school P Only on paper.

31422. Are you, as a department, contemplating any experiment of that sort, or is

it your intention to leave the future development of that in the hands of the Agricul-
tural Department P Not the agricultural traning given in ordinary schools, which I

regard as prevocational training. A* I have stated in my note, I think that vocational

trainii g, if it ts to be of any use, must be given in specialised institutions where students

are taught by specialists, and the course must cover a number of years But we are

contemplating introducing agriculture into our rural middle schools. I enclosed a note*

whch was sent in by one of the Inspectors of Schools, which is generally on sound lines,

and I think it is perhaps likely that we shall experiment in that direction in the near

future.

31421, When do you expect this experiment to be made ? I think that the

department will be taking it up shortly, on the lines set forth in my note. We shall have
to acquire land.

31424. Meantime, you have nothing of that sort in operation ? No.

31425, Have you any views about compulsion in primary educution ? Do you
think that is a principle that should be applicable in this Province P 1 am strongly of

Opinion that it is through compulsion and through compulsion alone that We shall be

able to combat illiteracy. Compulsory schemes have been introduced, as 1 have stated

in my note, in 65 villages. It has also been introduced in certain Municipalities, and it

seems to be spreading For example, I passed a scheme for compulsory education in

Raipur a few clays ago, and a scheme foi its introduction in ui villages in Bilaspur is

under consideration; a scheme for the Balaghat Municipality is ready for sanction.

I mention these as instances which show that it does seem to be taking hold.

31426. What is the longest period for which compulsion has been enforced for

any particular district P I think three years. ^
314270 Do you expect the principle of compulsion to diminish, by an important

extent
,
the leakage between the bottom and the top of the primary system ? I do

;

I think it is the one way of diminishing that leakage which is likely to be absolutely
effective.

31428. Do you expect a complete stopping of that leakage by means of compulsion?
Or do you still expect to lose a proportion P i think in the beginning a proportion may
be lost, because in certain cases local bodies ma) be rather reluctant to enforce the rules,
but I think that things will be tighened up in course of time, and 1 do not see why the

whole leakage should not be stopped altogether.

31429 What penalty is visited on parents who disobey the laws and the rules P

At present a fine is inflicted.

31430. Who benefits by that fine? Presumably the local authority, but I have

forgotten.

31431. Have you any indication as to the number of fines that have been levied P

No, I have no information.

31432.* Do you think that local authorities are taking action of a disciplinary
nature? They vary. In some c^ses, the numbers who have attended have gone up
satisfactorily, and it would seem, if the first estimates were correct, that practically every
boy has been brought in to the school, but it is too early yet to say whether thtre has
been leakage during the operation of the course,

31433. Do you form the view that there is an increasing demand for education for

their children amongst the cultivating classes P There is certainly an increasing demand
in some districts. In other districts, I am afraid that the parents are to a largo
extent apathetic. I think there is certainly an increasing demand in the urban areas.
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31434. Where such a demand exists in a purely rural area, hate you been able to
associate that demand with any other chcamstance or condition ?~-I should thinty
speaking broadly, that one might associate it with the general welfare of the people.

3*435' You mean general prosperity P-~ Yes,

31436. The well-to-do are the first to ask for it ? Yes.

31437. Meantime, the Commission has been told that primary education is entirely
free; is that so? Compulsory primary education is entirely free.

4
What about optional primary education ? For optional primary education,

I think a very small fee of one anna or something like that is levied,

31439. One anna a month P~Yes.

31440. Is that the general position throughout the Province ? Yes, I think that
is the case.

31441. How about books P Does that include books ? - Most District Councils

give grants to poor boys j otherwise, the pupil supplies his own books.

31443. So that, except where the boy is regarded as a poor boy, the expense*
to the parents amount to one anna a month plus the expenditure for books P--Yes

;
it is

one anna a month plus the expenditure for books, which is quite small.

31443. Are you the permanent Head of the department P I am the officiating
Head.

31444. Your Chief being away ? Yes
j
he is on special duty w ith the Government

of India.

31445. How long have you been in charge P It is now about three months, and I

have officiated before for about 14 months.

31446. Is the appointment which has taken your Chief away from the Province

likely to be one of long duration? It is a temporary appointment.

31447. The Raja of Parlakimedi : During your experience in the department,
did you find the tendency to learn growing in the rural tracts? As I have just stated i

I think it is growing in the more prosperous tracts, but in the less prosperous tracts

the parents are, to a large extent, apathetic, and they have to be persuaded to send

their children to school in many cases.

31448. What is the class which usually takes advantage of the schools? Are
there any particular classes which do so ? The more well-to-do classes do so.

Of course, certain castes take to education much more readily than others.

31449 How are the primary and middle schools financed ? Are they financed

by Local Boards, or do they get any grants from Government P Vernacular primary
and vernacular middle schools are financed both by local bodies and by Government

funds.

31450. Are those schools growing in number ? Yes.

31451. When giving Government grants to such schools, what are the factors

you take into consideration? We have different systems. In our grants
(

to

Municipalities for vernacular education we have a certain formula according to which

the grant given by Government is based on the expenditure of the Municipality on

education. We take the expenditure on vernacular education, deduct from it 6J per

cent of the Municipality's income, and give a minimum grant of half of the difference.

In the case of local bodies, Government gives from time to time, when funds arc

available, large lump sum receiving grants which are devoted to various objects,
^
say*

for improving the pay of teachers or for instituting provident funds, or
Jor expenditure

on expansion as the necessities of the moment may require. In addition to that, we

Occasionally give a special non-recurring grant for the erection of school buildings.

For example, last year we gave Rs. 9 lakhs to local bodies for the erection of primary
school buildings. Of course, to these recurring grants from Government, local bodies

add their own funds.

31452, As regards the construction of buildings, is it not the practice that

bodies should find^ half of the expenditure? We have no general rule. For instancei

this grant of Rs. 9 lakhs was given without any conditions of that sort. In some e&*
local bodies who could afford to do so spent more than the money allotted j

in other

cases, they are spending what was allott~
J
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3M53 Ai regards the introduction f agricultural study in middle schools

through the vetnacular, are there sufficient books available on the subjects, so that U
may be taken up at once ?~-I do not know whether there is a book which would suit

the course which may be introduced, I do not think that that matters very much
because there are plenty of books which can be used for the instruction of the teacher,

and the teacher would work to a syllabus rather than to a text-book.

31454. How long would it take to get these schools to take
up^ agriculture ?

In the first instance, we should introduce it as an experimental measure in a few schools

so as to find out the best line of attack. Then it would depend on the funds available.

31455. Sir James MacKenna: I understand that, in addition to beingDirector
of Public Instruction, you are also Secretary to Government in the Education

Department P Yes.

31456. What are the advantages of that arrangement? I think that the work

goes through more smoothly and easily.

31457. You deal direct with the Minister P Yes.

31458. And he issues his final orders as the orders of Government ? Yes,

31459. How long has that scheme been in force ? I could not say with certainty ;

I think about five or six years,

31460. It is of some standing ?~-Yes*

31461. Would you be able to express an opinion whether such an arrangement
would work in the case of the Director of Agriculture P 1 would rather not express an

opinion on that.

31463, You area science man yourself ? Yes.

31463. Are there any arrangements for the teaching of botany in the high
schools P -No arrangements 'have yet been made for the teaching'of botany. The Hi^h
School Board has drawn up a syllabus in agricultural botany for the use of high schools,
but so far no high school has applied for recognition in that subject.

31464. Students entering the Agricultural College would have to take a course in

general botany before going in for economic botany ? Yes.

31465. What sciences do you teach in high schools ?-*Chemistry and physics.

31466. Up to a high standard?- Up to the usual Matriculation standard. It is

a preparatory course.

31467. Would that standard be sufficient to ennble them to superimpose a course
in applied chemistry without further general chemistry ? No, they would need further

training in general before taking up applied chemistry.

31468. Prof. GanguUt : Is it the definite policy of the Government to introduce
free compulsory education P Yes, by degrees.

31469. The policy has been outlined, and that is the intention ? Yes.

31470. There are 65 villages where compulsory education has already been
introduced? Yes.

31471. Is that by local bodies ? Ye?, assisted by a Government grant.

31472. What is the extent of that grant? Half of the additional expenditure
b Oth recurring and non-recurring) entailed.

3*473' * s the curriculum for the compulsory primary schools the strne as for

*the optional primary schools ? Yes.

31474. Is there any change in the quality of the teachers ? No, When we fix

the fctant for teachers' salaries, we usually take into consideration the cadre as a whole
*nd fix scales of pay at rather liberal rates in order to provide a reasonable flow of

promotion for the whole cadre.

31475. What were the rates of pay you mentioned in answer to the Chairman ?-<-

Those were minimum rate*, The pay vanes a little according to the district, from
R*. ao to Rs, 23, for trained teachers, rising to Rs. 50 for the post of Head Master in

gnost districts.

31476. What is the average attendance at these school! ? I cannot tell you
off-hand.
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31477* Are they one-teacher schools P No
; we aim at getting fairly large

schools, with 4 or -more teachers.

Who has the management of these compulsory schools P They are

managed by the local bodies.

31479. Is there any supervision by your department P The department fixes the
curricula and standards

j
the examinations are conducted by the department.

31480 Who does the inspection ? It is carried
put by tbe Deputy Inspectors

who are^usually Government servants
;
but as an experimental measure they have been

transferred in 4 districts to the local bodies*

31481. Who pay 1 them in that case? Their salaries are paid by Government
as before.

31482. ts there any provident fund for primary school teachers P Yes, either a

pension or a provident fund has been introduced, and practically all trained teachers
are entitled to benefit, I referred a moment ago to certain lump sum grants m&de by
Government, The object of one of those grants wa& to found pensions for teachers.

Speaking from memory, I think Government gave the whole of the money for

founding this pension scheme, which in some cabes is now being converted into a
provident fund scheme,

31483. In the compulsory schools are all the teachers trained P Most of them,

3x484. Are they trained in normal schools P Yes.

31485. You have One Training College, I understand? Yes, but that is for the

training of Anglo-vernacular schoolmasters. There is a Normal School attached

to it.

31486. Who are the teachers in the Normal Schools ? Most of them are graduates
who have been trained in the Training College ,

some are under-gtaduates. There are

certain upper and cerUin lower division posts. The Head Masters are specially selected

men on Rs. 250 300 a month. In addition, certain Superintendents ot Normal Schools
are in the Provincial Education Service, and cm rise to Rs. 800. On the whole, the
schools are very well staffed.

31487. Do they get any agricultural training of any sort P The students get a

general science training, which includes nature study, and for giving that training we
have masters who have taken an agricultural degree tn most cases, or at any rate

taken a special course in agriculture.

31488. What about the pupils ? Do you take them to see Government farms in

the neighbourhood ? That depends on the situation of the Normal School. The
one in Nagour happens to be near a Government farm, and I think they make use of

it
;
but there are others which are not near a farm and cannot. They have their own

plots of land.

31489. There is a plot of land attached to the Normal School ? Yes,

31490. Do they farm on it P They grow vegetables and so on in an experimental
manner, and crops to some extent.

31491* The teachers are supposed to go to rural areas and teach there. I would
like to know whether they are adequately trained in the problems of rural life or

tiotP Most of the teachers in rural schools are villagers themselves j they go to the

Normal School from the village. They have spent their lives in rural surroundings .

Moreover, most of the Noimal Schools are in semi-rural surroundings; the fields

are close by*

31492. You have referred to the efforts you want tu make in collaboration

witiTthe co-operative movement, Have you formed a definite plan of campaign in

that connection P I think the system prtvailng in the Punjab, where they have a
Board consi ting of the Directors of Public Instruction, Co-ooerative Credit, Public

Health and Agriculture, might be useful in this Province for propaganda amongst
adults, which is a form of adult education to which 1 attach considerable importance

51493 What are the composition and functions of your High School Education
Board P The composition is varied. Certain members are chosen for their educational

qualifications j
these form the majority ; 3 members represent the Legislative Council,

7 trie University j
there are $7 selected Head Masters, and there are also representatives

of agriculture and engineering.
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^1494* What is the state of yOur vernacular middle schools? Is the number

increasing? Yes, particularly in Berar, probably because English has been added aft

an optional subject in a large number of the schools in Berar, and English is, of Bourse,

very popular,

31495. Are these schools controlled by the High School Education Board P No
j

most vernacular schools are under the management of local bodies, but the Board,
fixes the syllabus both for midole and high schools You asked me the powers of the

High School Board. It controls the curriculum and examinations and has the power
of recognition.

31496. You spoke of the failure of nightschools. How do you account for the

fact that when such schools are organised by missionaries or by the Young Men's
Christian Association they are generally successful P Will you tell me where they have
been successful ? In big towns a number of adults may be led to see that education

will materially advance their interests, and tbat will make such schools a success; but
the villager cannot see what he is going to gam, and is usually tired out at the end of

the day's work.

31497. Even in rural areas, Missionary and Young Men's Christian Association

night schools have generally succeeded, whereas efforts made by Government and

other agencies have failed. That was the case in certain villages we visited near

Coimbatore, for i r.htance P One cannot say why certain schools have succeeded and

others failed without knowing the local conditions. It is quite possible the missionaries

have at their disposal men who are prepared to take up the work in a missionary spirit,

either on very low pay or with no pay at all, and who, by reason of their personality,
are able to exert more influence than the ordinary village school master.

31498. It is perhaps a question of personality ? Very largely.

31459. Have you carried out a survey of areas where primary schools might be

established V -Yes, a survey has been made, I think in 1923. It was carried out in

connection with the introduction of primary education. The method of advance in

the past has been to a large extent to work through local bodies and District Officers

who have a good idea of where schools may be set up with advantage.

31500. Care is taken not to establish half a dozen schools in one area while

leaving another area without any? Local bodies know very well where schools are

needed moat. What you suggest may occasionally occur where there is a large

number of communal scho ls, but that does not apply to any extent in the Central

Province*. It may happen th'it a village has an Urdu primary school as a separate

institution ,
but we have not come to the stage that has been reached in some other

parts of India where there are several comtnunal schools in one town.

31501. Has any one been sent to the Punjab to study their method of introducing

agricultural training in middle vernacular schools P No.

31502 Nor to MogaP -Nor to Moga.

31503. What about the depressed classes ? Are they btill hostile to education ?

I do not know that
' hostile

'

is the correct word to use. A certain number of the

depressed classes are beginning to realise the necessity for education. But speaking
of the bulk they are, I am afraid, apathetic. We do everything we can to encourage
them We &ive special grants, but the results are disappointing. In the case of the

depressed classes there is a deplorable falling off between the first and the top

standard of the primary school.

315044 But the efforts made by the Labour Department in Madras, as you
^
know,

have proved very successful and these depressed classei themselves are putting up
school houses ? -1 regard, as I said before, compulsory primary education as being the

most effective means of educating the depressed classes. I do not think that anything
will work as well, in practice, as compulsory education.

31505. MrCafaett<. It has been given in evidence before us that compulsory
education has not made tny headway in this Province, Do you agree with that 1

I think that the headway has been small up to the present, but it is now going on at an

increased rate and I am becoming optimistic as to the rate of progress in the future*

I think It is going to act as a sort of snowball*

31506. One witness says the main cause o the unsatisfactory figures is the

apathy of the attendance committee ? That may possibly be true in lorn* easel. I
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think conditions vary from district ta district bat certain attendance committees are

very keen on their work and they are seeing
1

that the children attend school Of
course it is too early yet to pronounce a final opinion.

31507. The system of compulsory education has not been in force long enough
to have any influence on the attendance in the uppsr classes, say the fourth class P

Not yet,

31508. That will be the real test ? Yes.

31509. Sit Henry Lawrence". But the boys who are already in the fourth class are
now compelled to attend, are they not P Yes

;
that is true

31510. Mr. Calvffrt : Leakage has takan place before that sta^eP Yes, I think

you might possibly find the figures interesting.

31 51 1, I should iiUe to know what is the comparison bet * een the first and fourth
classes ? I do not think that the comparison between the first and fourth class is at all a

fair comparison because in the first class there are a considerable number of infants
whom it would take two years to pass out of Cla^s I. A fair comparison would be
be ween Class II and Class IV, If you take the second andfourth clasps in the Province
as a whole the fall in numbers is from about 64,000 to 46,000 or a falling off of about
25 per cent

31512. The fourth class is the literate stage ? Yes

31513. You are reckoning to turn out about 46,ooo literates per ye.u ? Yes,

31514. Have you ever tried to coin pare that with the normal death rate among
literates >n the Province to see if you are really making progress? I have made no
such comparison. It must be remembered that those figures, I mein the figures
between the second and the fourth classes are largely the re>ult of t e fall in numbers
which takes place amongst the depressed classes and the more backward communities.
If the higher castes are taken, the fall is from 45,001 to 35000, that is 0,000
in 45,000 ;

so thit I think this fall in numbers is sometimes rather exaggerated.
A mistaken idea arises from making a cjmparsion between the number in the first and
the numb r in the fourth class.

This same witness refers to the decision by the Local Government to
invest the Director of Public Instruction with the power to supervise the expend ture
of the money earmarked and spent on education. Had you no power before? In the
case of local bodies, the management of school* uader the recent Act is placed in their

charge The grants given by Government hive been given for specific purooaes
and if they are not spent on th ^e purposes we have power to reduce the

grants; for example if a grant has oeen given for pensions contribution and if pensions
aie not given i we have power to reduce the graut. But ap<*rt from th it Government
xercises very little control, Of course Government can always reduce the local body

grants for good and sufficient reisorn but it is rarely done.

31516. It has also been ^iven in evidence before us that Indian boys are generally
deficient in powers of observation as compared with English boys. Would you agree
with that? I am not prepared to make a statement of that kind. I think to a large
extent it would depend on the teaching which the boy had received. If properly taught,
I think that the Indian boy is observant.

3 I S I 7 The point is important when you are discussing whether your te chers
should be from the village or from the actual cultiviting class, because we assume
that a member of the cultivating class may know something of agriculture) whereas
a non-cultivator in a village may be ignorant of what is going on around him ? -A
considerwble number of our teachers are drawn from the cultivating class and in
rural areas it is generally true to say that the teachers are villagers. Frequently, of
course, they return to their own villages, which I consider to be very desirable.

31518. You mentioned to the Chairman that attempts to encourage adult
education had not given very good results in this Province. Has any persistent pro-
paganda been carried on in favour of adult education P No

;
I can hardly say that

there has been any persistent propaganda, but if you have a parent who is not prepared
to send his boy to school it is hardly to be expected that he will go to school himsslf
at the end of the day's work unless he expects to get some material benefit from it.

31519, Then we have it on record also that there is Work for only 100 days
in the

year,
so that there is ample leisure. Do you think that you have got the right

type of teacher for the adult schools P We have to make use of the teachers available,
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I have tia doubt that, if you cotdd put down an nthuiasti<J graduate, he might by
his personal influence ol>tain an attendance which the ordinary teacher might not
be able to obtain

;
but it is outside the region of practical politics to do that

II 520* Do you not think that a teacher foi adult schools must have special
qualities as compared with one for a school for children ? I should think so.

Did you get any special .readers for adults P No.

32522. Do you not think that a reader which is suitable for infants is rather

unsuitable for adults? No I think that it suits them in the early stages. It Is

designed on a progressive system.

3153 v You do not think that an adult, after having painfully laboured through
a few sentences, feels disappointed when all that he learns is that *' the cow has four

legs"? It is difficult to make interesting books out of words" of three letters. That
must come later.

^1524. Special readers have not been tried ? No.

31525. Prof. Gangulee* You hav<* told the Chairman that the education

of the adult B of minor importance P Ye*, comparatively speaking, as we can get
much better results by educating rh'ldren Funds are limited. If you have limited

funds and spend too much money on the education of adults, it really amounts to

taking aw^>y the educational breid from the mouths of the children. Adult education

is expensive when measured in terms of literacy, We find for example in our

Normal Schools that above the acre of 25 years, adults are practically
unteachable. For that reason they have been excluded from our Normal Schools.

They were unfit mentally to profit by the instruction given.

31526. Mr. Calvctt ' You do not think that theie is any connection between the

teachability of the pupil and the teacher P -I think that to a certain extent that

connection does exist. But take, for example, the experiment which was madt
a couple of years ago by the Training College staff where the adult cla*s had
the benefit of good and experienced teachers. Nevertheless the pupils did not
remain and numbers fell away to such an extent that the class was discon-

tinued.

31527. We were given a little pamphlet by Mr. Mande. Was that experiment
followed up at all inside the jail ? No; I think, though, that a considerable extension
of the experiment in jails is under consideration

51528. Does your department regard ithelf as in any way responsible for

the moral uplift of the villagers ? It is responsible for the education of the

villagers and apart of that education consists in moral instruction.

3 1 529. If you took a series cf villages with a school and another series

without a school, would you find any difference in sanitation, health and general
cond tions between the two? I am afraid I am not prepared to express an

opinion on tVat question.

31530. Ist'ie.e any attempt here to teach your teachers the economics of

village life, that is, land administration, a little agriculture, stock breeding, etc.? I

do not think that they teach economics in that sense.

31531. You have not schools in which they go through a course in rural

economics? No.

Do you think it would popularise education if they could be of more

practical assistance to the villagers ? -I am doubtful whether it would have any
effect.

3153?* Sir Henry Lawrence: The last witness has told us that the teacher is

almost always ahalf educated Brahmin with no interest whatever in, and no knowledge
of> agriculture ? Do you agree with that statement P I do not agree uith that state*

ment at all. Our village schools, as I have &aid before, are staffed very largely by villagers
who have gone through tht> vernacular middle school course ; this has been followed

up by a two or three years*' course in our Normal Schools which, I think I may say,
are very efficient institutions. In the case of the teachers in secondary schools in tht

high schools department, they
are all graduates who have taken a degree in teaching as

a post graduate course, and in the case of the middle schools department they are
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undergraduates who have gone through a two-years' course of instruction as

teachers. I think that on the whole our teachers are very well trained.

31534. Conditions vary very much in different Provinces. In some Provinces

they are largely Brahmins. Here it is not so ? Not in the case of primary school

teachers.

31535. Can you give me any percentage at all P I am afraid I cannot. I might
be able to get the figures.

31536. Do you think it is about half and half ?~~ I could not say. I shall try to

find out and let you have the figures.

31537. What do you consider is the driving force behind this movement for

compuliory education r I suppose that the public feeling is that the general advance-
ment of the Province is dependent on primary education.

31538. And are the people who ask for this compulsory education the people
who would otherwise no* have their children educated V I do not know that the people
who would not have their children educated are the people who ask for this education.
I think really that the education is thrust upon them by the members of local bodies
who realise that compulsory education is in the people's interests.

31539. And do I understand you to say that it has been introduced through
Municipal Councils or through the District Councils P Both. When I said 65 villages
those were all under District Councils; in addition it has been introduced in a certain

number of Municipalities.

31540. In how many districts are these 65 villages ? I think four districts.

31541. And some twenty districts have not taken any step in that direction?

No
;
but I think it is going to spread.

31542. If a parent does not send his boy to school, who decide? whether he should

be prosecuted or not? An Attendance Authority is formed under the Act and the

Attendance Authority is responsible.

31543. That body consists of members of the District Council, does it?

What is' the constitution of that authority ? I could not say without a reference

to the notification,

31544. Is it official or non-official? Non-official entirely.

31545. Up to date they have instituted no prosecutions ? There have been a few

prosecutions ;
not many.

31546. Do you anticipate any difficulty! ii prosecutions are startedf that that

would lead to any disapproval on the part of '.he people affected? I think, possibly in

the beginning, perhaps public opinion will have to be educated. ^

31547. Sir Ganga Ram In the Punjab, in Lyallpur, we have started a Normal
School for rural teachers, who go through one year's course in agriculture. Have you
got anything of the kind here ? No, but when we have these larger school plots and
introduce agriculture as a subject of study in the vernacular middle schools, we shall

of course arrange for the training of the teachers by the Agricultural Department.

31548. Have you in your schools any plots allotted for agriculture, as

demonstration plots P We have school gardens, but we have no plots of larger size.

31549. What size are the plots which you have got P The Ordinary school plot
varies in size.

31550. Can you give me an idea of the size of the school garden ? It may be
the size of this room.

31551. What do they grow in that? Flowers and sometimes vegetables?

31552. Vegetables for the schoolmaster ? Sometimes.

31553. There is nothing to teach the boys the mode of ploughing or harvesting,
or something of that Hind? That is scarcely possible in these plots, but the school

garden up to date has not been much of a success, I think it needs a little

stiffening up.

3IS54' Tn ^is Province, have you any book giving agricultural mottoes in the

Vernacular language ? Not that I am aware oft
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3 J 555' Would you at least approve of selected agricultural mottoes being
introduced in the curriculum of the rural schools ? Yes, it might be a useful

thing to do.

31556. So that the boys can leain old men's experience ? Yes.

31557. In the Punjab we have got a book of mottoes which was edited by
a Civil Service officer. Is there no recognised book of mottces in thib Province ?

I am not aware of such a book.

31558. Do you teach scale drawing in the high school? Yes, drawing is taken
as a subject of study in the high school.

3i559 Up to what standard is scale di awing taught? Geometryi of course, is

taught in the high schools up to Matriculation

31560. Could a student of a high school icduce a map to half its size?
I presume that is part.of the drawing syllabus, but without reference I could not say
whether that particular point is brought out

31561. Have you started teaching the boys the use of tools, for instance, those
used in carpentry ? Yes, we have manual-training teachers attached to a number
of high schools.

31562. Not in all of them ? Not in all so far, but that is coming.

31563. Do you find any difficulty about depressed class boys learning in the same
schools with the higher caste boys ? We have had difficulty at times.

31564. But now they have merged ? Do they sit together and learn together?
The department insists on their being treated alike in school*. Occasionally, parents
object and there is trouble.

31565. What 's the icsult of the ti cubic <r Do you expel them P No. In some
cases, where local opinion has been very strong, they have separate schools.

31566. You ha\c given way to that movement p The depaitment does* not give
way, and in all Government institutions we insist on all pupils being treated on
the same footing.

31567. Have any boys gone to England with a Government of India scholarship
for studying any industries ? Yes, we sent one Home last year, and we are sending
another this year for electrical engineering.

31568 On a Government oMndia scholarship 1 heie used to be Government
of India scholat ships, but now they are awaided by the Local Government.

31569. You bend one every year ? One has been sent every year, I think, for

the last f < w years

31570. For three years
*> -About three years

31571. Do you think that in three years he will learn anything about electrical

engineering ? I hope so.

31572 What is your experience of the men who have come back to India after

their studies in England ? Have they done any useful work, or have they taken to

any industues? I could not say from memory, but I think the results, on the whole,
have been rather disappointing.

31573. Could you give us a list of those who have gone and any report about
them? Yes, such a list is submitted every year to the High Commissioner.

31574. Will you send us a copy of that V Ye*.

31575. I suppose you are a syndic of the University? Yes, I am a member of

the Executive Council, as we call it here.

31576. You nfean the Syndicate? The Executive Council is the governing body
and it really takes the place of the old S} ndicate..

31577. Generally, how many boyb pass the entrance examination, and how many
graduates pass in a year P I am afraid I could not give the figures without a reference.

You may send the figures afterwards.
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31572- ts the Province overcrowded with graduates of the University, or do

the graduates find employment P I think they get employment,

31579 Up to this time there is no overcrowding' There is no great over-

crowding, certainly.

3x580. What is the scale of pay that a matriculate boy expects? I think as a
* clerk he starts on Rs. 35, but I am not sure.

31581. And what s'art does a graduate get P Supposing we take a graduate as a

schoolmaster, he starts on Rs. 80.

31582. If he is not a schoolmaster, what does he get ? I think that would be a
fair figure to take,

51583.
When you talk of female education, can you give me ,iny percentage of

the literacy among the females P I coul 1 not say what the percentage is, but it is

very low

31584. Do you not work the figure out in vour annual reports ? The percentage
of literacy is in the census report.

31585. You do not report on it ID your annual report ? We ilo not report on
the literacy of the people as a whole

31586. Literacy among women i a very important matter which every Director

of Public Instruction does report on in his annual reports If you want to expand
female educa'ion, are you well equipped with teachers ^ No, I am afraid the

problem of the woman teacher is rather a serious pioblem. As & mattei of fact,

our cadre of teachers f01 Government schools, speaking from memory, is 730 or 740
in girls' primary schools I understand you are dealing with primary schools Out
of this 730, in Government pimary schools for g.rls, I think about 120 ate men.

They are usually pensioners, old schoolmasteis. This number is being steadily
reduced year by year, so that I thmk, in A few years, all our primary Government

girls' schools will be staffed by women teacher*. Similarly, aided primary girls'

schools, which are usually run by Missionary Societies, are staffed by women teachers,
I believe almost exclusively.

31587. Have you any Normal Schools for training these teachers y We have
two Government Normal Schools, and there are two aided Normal Schools for worren
teachers

31588. Sir Thomas Middieton : How many kinds of primary schools exist in the

Province) Government, District Board, Missionary, private? Schools are rranaged

by local bodies, and in addition there ate aided schools. Theie are only a very few
Government primary schools, except girls' schools

31589 I heard you mention Government primary girls' schools, and I did not

know whether you had any Government primary boys' schools Theie are only a very
few Government primary boys' schools. Female education is regarded as rather a
tender plant, and Govetnment provincialises a school as soon as a cei tain minimum
number attend, and pays the whole of the cost of upkeep.

31590 The boys' schools aie the schools of the local authorises, aided schools

and mission schools which are pi ivate. Is there any private venture school other than

the missionary school ? -There area good many unaided, private venture schools.

31591. There is no private school aided by you, except those undertaken by some

body like a missionary body 9 There are a few other bodies* There are certain socie-

ties which have schools aided by Government
,
for instance, the Depressed Classes

Society has schools
j
those aie aided schools,

31592. Do you publish regulations for grants-in-aid P Yes.

3 1593* And any school.aakmg for a grant must satisfy you as to certain conditions.

Vouiself having been satisfied, how is the grant assessed? Do you pay a uniform

percentage of the net cost, or do you vary your percentage, depending upon the

efficiency and other conditions of the schools P Generally speaking, we give a certain

percentage of the expenditure, but in special cases, where there are special circum-

stances, we give them increased giants, but it is still a proportion of the expenditure.
The normal rate of grant is one-third of the expenditure, but in

special
ca<es we give

half
; sometimes for depressed classes schools we give even two-thirds of the expendi*

ture, because we think that they need encouragement,
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^1594- * understood from some of tbe ptevious answers that, in addition, yott

irequently make block grants for special purposes P Yes, to local bodies.

31595. Are the subjects of chemistry and physics commonly taken up by studnta

appearing for the Matriculation examination in this Province P Ves, the majority of

the pupils take them up.

31596. How is the equipment provided ? On what sort of scale do you give aid

for the provision of equipment in schools? -Of course, many of the schools are

Government schools, in \vhich case bovernment provides the whole of the equipment
In those that are not Government schools, we give furniture or equipment grants equal
to half the expenditure

31597. You have not found it necessary to give an additional grant for apparatus
for those schools which are piovidmg instruction in chemistry and physics? We give

grants for apparatus* based On the expenditure,

31598. 1 he normal grant, I think you said, was 50 per cent v Yes.

31599, You have not found it necessaty to offer, say, 75 per cent in order to

encourage such provision ? No.

32600, We found in some Provinces very little was done in the teaching of tfyese

subjects owing to lack of apparatus*, You refer to the fact that at one time agriculture
wan a subject for Matricul'Hion/Jbut it degenerated into text-book agriculture and was, in

your opinion, valueless ? It did not degenerate ,
it never was more than text-book

agriculture.

31601. And was entirely valueless P I think so. I he Principal of the Agricul-
tural College said he preferred students who had not taken that subject at all^ as then

they did not have to unlearn what they had learnt.

3X602. For how long did the experiment continue? 1 cannot say, It was going
on when I came to the Province. At that time we were affiliated to the Allahabad

University. I was largely instrumental in getting that course cut out*

31603 I ask you because in several Provinces* where that experiment has not been
tried it has been suggested by witnesses ? I think it is a mistake to attempt it.

31604. Reference has been made to the statement, commonly heard, that Indian
students are lacking in powers of observation. Do you know whether any competent
educationist in this country has ever gone into that subject and made a report? I do
not think so Personally, I have not found Indian students lacking in powers of

observation. I had a great many of them through my hands as Principal of the Science

College. They may sometimes lack those powers, but they can be developed.

31605. I had a good many students through my hands during six years in an Indian

college, and my experience was the same. I found their powers of observation very
good, if properly trained. But you are not aware of any discussion having arisen in

educational circles on the subject ? -No.

31606. You refer to the fact that regularity of attendance is governed by whether
the children are wanted for work in the fields or not Is any attempt made in this

Province to arrange the school holidays so at> to coincide with the busy season P Yes,
that is almost always done in rural areas

31607. Does that necessitate a considerable difference in the periods during which
holidays are taken throughout the Province ? For example, are holidays given in the

cotton-picking season in primary schools in cotton areas P I cannot give you the exact

dates, but school committees are allowed to make their holidays coincide with the busy
seasons, and I know that they do so in many areas,

31608. Do you encourage them to take such action P They naturally take it

31609. Fro/. Gangulee: Do you find the District Councils are^ieener on
education than the Municipalities? It is impossible to generalise I hope the introduc-
tion of compulsory education in some Municipalities will encourage others to take it up,
and that in course of time public opinion will become alive to its importance.

31610 Do you tee any indication of that at present ? -I am optimistic of the
ultimate result.
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00 the reports of inspections of compulsory primary schools go to the

local bodies as well as the Government P They go ch-efly to the local bodies. Reports
about every little primary school da oat come to Government, but the schools as a

whole are reported on each year by the Deputy Inspectors, the Assistant Inspectors
and the Inspectors, and also by tie local bodies themselves

;
in addition to which the

district officials make a report We have a very complete system of reports.

316*2. Government can follow their prrgies*
p Yes,

31613. Do you find any improvement in the vernacular ptimers for these schools ? -

We have vernacular readers* which were tewmten a short time ago under the direction

of committees appointed for the purpose, and I think they are very suitable,

31614. Have you a Text-book Committee here y Yes

31615 Do all the pnmers go befoie that committee for their decision ? Yer

31616. M*. (divert You say the high scboo'b are j-ituated in towns Does rrot

the gient bulk of your population live in villages ? Yes

31617. You make the majority go to the minority vU you put a high school in

a village> the boys would have to come from the other villages round about
,
the boys

in the village where the scnool was situated would picvide only a small nacleus The
boys might just as well go to a town, where there b a larger nucleus.

31618. Does it not seem that towns have an amazing fascination for your
department V No, but towns are the centres to which all roads and railways lea<l and
we provide liberal hostel accommodation theie for beys who come from the Villages
outside

31619. You do not attach much weight to the complaint that yau drag boys away
irom the villages foi education ? None, because no other couise is possible.

(The witness withdrew
)
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Mr. AMANAT ALI, Burhanpur, Khandwa District.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESHON 6,* AGRICULTURAL i NDEBTEDNBSS, (a) (i) The agricultural class as a
whole is dependent more or less upon village sowcars (moneylender!), and a great part
of a cultivator's produce either in kind or cash goes to his moneylender. The result is

that a few months after the harvest season is over, the poor Cultivator is rendered
penniless. Whatever surplus is left with him, if any, is spent in other wordly affairs,
for example, marriage ceremonies, etc. The ladiap cultivator keeps no provision for
the future. He is regardless of it. Well then he must have sufficient money to meet
his cultivation expenses throughout the year and finds no other source than to approach
the sowcar

Another cause is that all the produce of the farmer goes to the merchant through
the broker, who settles all bargains between them. The cultivator knows very little

about the cunenl prices in the market and the proper men whom he should approach
in disposing of his produce, Thus everything is left to the sweet will of his broker who
reaps the real profit which otherwise would have gone to the producer.

(u) The village sowcar is the main source of credit for the cultivator,

(in) The moneylender is the greatest enen^y of the cultivator. His principal

object is to get as much interest from the cultivator as possible An expert moneylender
generally holds out hopes of lending money to him

,
but just at the time when money

is needed most from him he tries to charge very high rate of interest or else does not

stick to his word of honour.

Thus, in normal years, alm< st the whole profit cf the cultivalot gees to him as
interest with the result that his principal remains fully unpaid, while in bad years the
interest even is not satisfied. It is obvious, therefore, that if trie cultivator once falls

a prey he is never able to get out of the clutches of the sowcar.

(b) Taccavi leans should be granted mote liberally at a low rate of interest and should
be repayable not ma lump sum, generally speaking, but by means of instalments.

The village patwar* should see that the money so granted is not misused. I know many
cases where cultivators obtained taccavi grants from the Government and paid it to

the sowcat ,

Yes, the Usurious Loins Act should be enforced and the Insolvency Acts may be
made more applicable to farmers than to merchant***

QUESTION 10. -FERTILISERS. (a) So far as dry farming is concerned, artificial

fertilisers are of very little use. They are so costly that it is impracticable to apply
them in dry farming practice. The increase in yield does not compensate the cost. I

think that natural manures such as cowdung and city refuse can be more profitably used
if properly preserved*

(c) Very little has been done to popularise the use of improved fertilisers, They
are mostly used on the Government farms* Free experiments should be performed on

private lands. At least one village in each pat* an circle (where irrigated crops are

raised) should be selected for such experiments, and the results shown to the

cultivators.

(/) Scarcity of wood for fuel is the main cause of using cowdung as such. Bond

fide agriculturists and labourers may be allowed to take fuel wood free from the

Government forests.

QUESTION n. CROPS. (a) (i) The Agricultural Department has no doubt done

much towards the improvement cf crops, but still a lot more remains to be done. Let

us take, for example, the introduction of icseum cotton in the Central Provinces and

Khandesh (Bombay Presidency). This cotton possesses higher ginning qualities and

also gives a better yield The area under roseum has increased by leaps and bounds

But lately cotton wilt has spread very considerably. Return is being replaced by bun

(an exotic variety) in places where the soil and climatic conditions are favourable

(roundabout Manjrod tract in Burhanpur tahsil), But it does not thrive everywhere,

and, moreover, is not liked by mill-owners as the staple is very weak. The department

therefore should try to introduce some other variety of cotton which can resist wilt to

a greater extent.
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Let us now take another crop, say wheat, which is an important rabf crop in

Melghat tahsil of Amraoti district and in Hoahangabad and BetuI! districts. It is

almost grown as a dry crop. In years of heavy rainfall and in places where cold

weather showers of rain generally fall, wheat rust plays havoc, Certain strains of wheat
have been selected at Pusa such as Pusa 4 and Pusa 12 which resist rust to a great
extent. But then they are not barant varieties and are only suitable for irrigated tiacts.

Another drawback is that these are beardless varieties and much damage is ciused by
wild animals. The department should pay more attention to wheat raised as a dry crop
and try to find out rust-resisting variety. I would strongly recommend that a wheat
farm should be established in Melghat tahsil of Amraoti district, which tract is

altogether neglected by the Agricultural Department,

(11) Lucerne and clover are the two important fodder crops wh'^ch can supply green
fodder almost throughout the year. They are generally grown on the Government
farms and are altogether unknown to the cultivators. They can very well be intro-

duced. Experiments may be performed on private ifarms under well irrigation, and
methods of cultivation shown to the cultivators.

(iii)
The demand for pure seed is so great that the Government seed farms can

hardly meet the requirements of the farmers There are certain seed fanners connected
with the department, as in Hoshangabad and BetuI districts, who obtain pure seed from
the Government farms and all their produce is distributed to other growers next year

through the department. I like this system. My opinion is that such seed farms
should be established in each tahsil or taluka and an association of well-to-do farmers

and malguzars be formed through Government aid for this purpose. Seed dep6ts
should be established at convenient places whence the pure seed would be available to

farmers,

(iv) Wild animals generally inhabit neighbouring Government forests and great

damage is done to crops in areas close to forest. Shooting is prohibited in the Govein-
ment forest, except on permission for purposes of thtkar and not as a measure for

preventing damage. The Forest Department seems to have hftle or no sympathy with

the agriculturists In my opinion, free shooting permits should be granted annually to

lend fide agriculturists on condition that they should report the number of wild animals
killed. So also, licences for keeping arms for crop protection may be granted niore

Jiberally. This is the first step towards prevention,

Trees and shrubs growing on the banks of streams and nullahs (running through the
cultivated tracts) serve as good breeding places for wild animals. The ryot is not
allowed *o cut these trees (as in Melghat tahsil of Amraoti district). If this restriction

is removed much damage can be prevented.

Similar crops are grown on scattered areas. If neighbouring cultivators, after

consultation, grow similar crops in fields close to each other, more efficient watch can be

kept and damage reduced.

Growing a few rows of such crops as are not liked by wild animals, along the
border of fields is a much safer remedy,

QUESTION 15. VETERWARY. (a) 'I his department should be under the control of

the Agricultural Department

(c) (i) and (ii) : No, The agriculturists still stick to their old methods of treat-

ment, for example, the practice cf *' hot iron touch", which is very common.
Agriculturists are a most backward class. The majority of the people have little

or no faith in the so-called foreign medicines. Even if native-drugs are used,

they think them foreign. People, even for their own sake, seldom seek medical

assistance, much less the assistance of the veterinary dispensary for their animals.

Indifference on the part of the Veterinary Assistants and their demands for fees

discourage the cultivators still mere. If better people are appointed, the standard
of pay increased, and efficient supervision maintained, this evil can be remedied.

(f) Except those contagious diseases which are most common, such as rinderpest
and foot-and-mouth diseae, all other contagious diseases are unknown to the public,
(for example, anthrax and piroplasmosis). Infected cattle are sometimes segregated
whenever possible but other preventive treasures are net known Assistants in the
Revenue Department (patmaris and revenue inspectors) are the persons who usually
come in touch with the cultivators. These men possess very ordinary educational

qualifications. So that apart from the routue and prescubed departmental duties
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they cannot advise the cultivators in such mmtters when such a disease breaks out. If

trained agriculturists ar appointed as patw*ri$ and revenue inspectors, these obstacles
can be g^atly removed. They are sufficiently trained for both these jobs.

QUESTION 26--ST,vmrJCS.--<7>) In the Central Provinces and Beran each tahsil
or taluka is divided into so many patwan's circles and almost the whole work mentioned
in sub-paragraph (a] of this question is entrusted to paiwayis. Thesepatmafis are men
of very low qualification and, so far as agriculture! knowledge is concrrned, they
are quite ignorant. They are not competent to judge the general prospects of the

crop and thp yield estimation, Their reports are not b\sed on facts, and wrong
figures and information are sent to the departmental heads In order to have men
capable of doing such responsible duties I would recommend that trained agriculturists
may be appointed as patwans or else these dities should be transferred to the

Agricultural Assistants and the number of such Agricultural Assistants may be
increased in each tabsil.

Oral Evidence

31620. The Chairman : Mr. Amanat Alt, you come from Burhanpur ? Yes.

31621. What is your occupationsFarming.

31622, You have given u,, a note of the evidence you wish to place before 11*5,

Would you like to add to that by any statement at this stage? No*

31623, How many acres do you farm ? About 800 acres in one place and 150
in another.

^1624. You farm that yourself Yes

31625. Have you any other land apart from those 950 acres ^ Yes, about 300
acres of barren land with no cultivation on it. I have started breaking it up with
a tractor ,

1 made a beginning last year and have already broken up 80 acres of it.

31626. Do you let any of your land out io tenants? Yes, 1 own some villages
and let my land out to tenants,

31627. Is that included in the 950 acres you have n entioned ? No.

3i6,8, Do you fa^m the 800 acres you mentioned by means of an oveiseer and
hired labour* 1 - Yes, I have some agents who look after the cultivation, but I manage
the whole estate myself

31629. Do you carry on your farming operations with hired labour, or have

you some arrangement with your labourers whereby they farm the land and share
with you on some basis ? It is all done by hired labour.

31630 You pay Solely money wages 9 Yes, except in the case of servants

who are paid partly in kind and pirtly in cash

31631 Have you any difficulty in getting sufficient labour ? Yes

31632, For how ninny years have you been farming in this district? I have

been in charge of my farm tor the list 5 years

31633, Is the difficulty owing to shortage of labour increasing r" Yes*.

31634, How do you account for it p The neighbouring region is well-populated

and many cultivators are migrating there because they are getting land from

Government, whereas the land where I amis being depopulated, partly owing ta forest

trouble and pnrtlv on account of unfavourable climatic conditions.

3163* What are your principal crops? Cotton, wheat and gram.

31636. Are your lands irrigated
P No.

31637^, Do you do any irrigation yourself by means of wells ?
Yes, on a few

acres of Und, on which I raise vegetable crops and sugarcane, and I irrigate about

#0 acres of wheat by well urigation,

31638 How many wells have you 5
s Two big wells.
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31639. Have they paid you P Yea.

3t64o At what depth did you strike water? 3o,to 40 feet.

31641. Vhat lift do you use ? An oil-engine and ctntnfugal pump 1 he wells

are in different places, so that I have to use two separate plants.

31642. To the best of your knowledge, those wells have been a iiuancia

success? Yes.

31643. Have you any tanks? No.

31644., How did you equip yourself for this business of managing an estate?
This is my ancestral farm, and after getting my training at the Poona Agricultural Col-

lege I took charge of it

31645. For five years you have been in sole charge ot this large estate? Yes.

31646 Speaking frankly, what have you to say as to tht value of the tiainmg
you received at Poona? I find it useful in certain ways

31647. What do you think was the weakness of it, if there wab a weakness?
I had not sufficient training in engineering.

31648. How about the commeicial side? Were you trained in the science
of marketing at all ? Not much.

31649. On the side of management?- We were trained on that side.

^ 1650. Are you satisfied with the way in which you weie trained in that
direction ? Yes.

31651. How about the accountancy ? Pid you get any accountancy at all ? No
}

no accountancy.

31652. Do you know what I mean, farm accountancy? Yes
,
we did not leceiVe

any training in accountancy,

31653. Would that have been an advantage ? It would have been. But I learnt

my own accountancy after leaving the tollege.

31654. But did you learn accountancy from some one who had been familiar with
the business of farm accounting ? Not exactly that

;
but I learnt gene-al accountancy,

31655. But *til3
> accounting on a farm is not at all an easy matter? I did not find

any difficulty.

31656. We bhculd like to heai sou'e of your experience in the matter of marketing
crops*. Firbt about your own produce, how do you market that ? I take the whole of

my produce of cotton to the market nearest to n>y village and I sell direct to the

merchants or to the mills. We have mills in Burhanpur.

31657. How far is that from your estate ? -

50 miles.

31658. You take it by road ? Yes.

31659. Do you do it yourself in your own carts, or by c*. ntract ? I take it in my
own carts.

31660. How long does that journey take ? About three days. I do not take my
produce to the market in the first instance, I show my samples to the merchants or

the mills.

31661. And you get better prices from tl.e merchants or the mills? Yes; I do

not engage any middlemen or brokers.

31662. Whom do you charge with the duty of selling the cotton ? Do you go

yourself? I go myself, mostly.

31663. And you of course keep in touch with the trend of the market ? Yes.

31664 And you hold out for a reasonable price ?-Y 3d.
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3 1 66$* Do you keep your cotton on your carts until you get the price that you
think reasonable? I hive got godowns in Burhanpur and other places, and if I do not

get a pioper price I unload the carts.

31666. So you could afford to wait for the market ? Yes.

31667 Unfortunately, these are advantages not available for the small

cultivator P Yes.

31668. Can you express 'tall the difference between the average price that you
get utd the average puce on the same day that the cultivator would get ? What sort

of difference do you put it at 9 So far as cotton is concerned, I get at least Rs. 9 to

Ks, 3 pei palla inoie than what the average cultivator gets ,
a palla means 3 maunds.

31669 Foi the same qu.ility of cotton Yes

31670. ilow about n at ketmg your wheat i>}- I dispose cf my wheat on the spot ot

send it to Burhanpur.

31671. You bell it retail to the local consumers r
1

Yes.

31672. Or else -OreKe I send it to Burhanpui and store it there till 1 get good
prices.

31673 Do you have any difficulty in keeping it in good condition ? No.

31674. How about your gram '-I dispose of it in the same way.

31675. Mostly locally I suppose
- Ye->

,
most of my gram pioduce is given to my

tenants in kind*

31676. How about your sugarcane y 1 grow very little of it

31677. Is then* .1 mil! in the district ? No; sugarcane is only used for chewing
purposes

31678. 1 Nvas interested to know th.it you have been growing vegetables on

irrigated land What about the market toi vegetables P I send them to the village
bazars. We have dtffeient Ki?ars in Oifteunt villages on different *?ays in the week.

31679 You send one ot your servant* to sell t hem ? Yes.

3l6fco, Do you fix the price yourself ? No.

31681. He sells at the current market price in the ba/ar** Yes.

31682 Is that a profitable venture J It is.

31683. Do yon think there is an opening for an expansion of that business ? Not
in that place, because we do not uave a good market

,
we ran not do the business on a

greater scale.

31684. You mentu ned this long jouiney that yom bullocks do with the cotton. Do
you take any particulai steps to keep your bullocks in good condition in the season of
fodder shortage P I store a lot Ot fodder myself.

31685* What sort of fodder '> Wheat chaff. I have 200 to 300 acres under
wheat and I store the chaff, and I also bring grass from the reserve forest and store

it.

31686. You cut grass trom the reserve forest and make it into hay V Yes and

keep it in sticks.

31687. Keep it under cover f Not under cover
, we simply thatch the stick.

31688. Have you considered, at all, the wisdom of adopting the scheme of preserv-
ing fodder known as ensilage? Yes

,
if there is any shortage of fodder then we have

to store it in the form of ensilage or hay.

31689. Do you make ensilage
? No

,
I do not.

31690. Do you believe in it P~Yes
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31691. Can you succeed in keeping >our working bullocks in pretty good condi-
throughout the year * So far as my bullocks are concerned, they are in grod

31693. One or two questions on the substance of your note On page 386, in
euswer

^to
our question as to taccavi loans, >0u suggest that these loans should be

granted more liberally at a low rate of interest. Do you think there is d ny dancer
that cheap credit might mean heavy borrowing amongst the cultivators *--l do not
think so*

3 693- What wheat are you growii,g r>-~I grow different vaiieties ot wheat
mostly the local pissi and the local b*M. I have improved varieties from the Govern
ment farm and some varieties from Pusa.

31694. How are they doing P-TVy ,ire thriving well. lam gtowing Pus* 4and Pusa 12 under well irrigation.

31695; Wtat are the improved varieties ?~A 115 from Hoshangabad, A 68
nd A 8$

31696. Are they greatly displacing the country wheat, do you think ? Is the
area under these wheats increasing? I am distributing certain varieties of prssi wheat
to the local growers.

-31697 On what baws do you distribute ? I sell on cash

31698. Cash on the spot ? Or do you lend for a certain period
u I sell Foi cash

on the spot

31699. Arc jou engaged rn any inoneylending to jour own tenants P No.
*

31700 None at all? None at all

31701 I bee >our noic with gratitude that the Agricultural Department has

rendered important services, but you tHnk thev might do more. Do you th'nk they
could do more with the means at their disposal or do you think they should be given
more financial means so as to carry out then work I think they have not got
sufficient siaff to carry on the work.

31702 They have not got enough demonstt ators ; is that the principal thing?
Yes/

31703. There are not enough men working; in the countrysule ? Yes, there are

not enough men.

31704. I see here, to go back to the question of fodder, that you have noted

that lucerne and clover are the two important foJder crops Have you grown any on

your own land at all? I do grow lucernr.

31705. Has it been a success ? Yes

31706. How many acre* have you got under it ? * acres.

31707 How many pairs of bullocks have you got ~-6o in ill, but I do not feed

them all on lucerne

31708. I understand that, from the number of bullocks you have and the

quantity of lucerne you grow. Do you keep your bullocks throughout the yeai ? Yes.

31709. You do not sell and buy again ? No.

H7IO. Do you notice a gi owing confidence on the part of the ordinary cultivator

in the" recommendations of the Agricultural Department? Do you think there is a

LrowmT demand for advae andI help f-I think so, but ,o iar a*> my tahs.l *

concerned, it has been neglected by the Agricultural Dfpin ment.

31711. You seem to have got the Pusa wheat all right? That I did on my own

accord.

31718. Add in cotton you have got improved vaiiefes, ha\e you not *
Yes..
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31713. There is a remark on page 387 of your note which I do not quite under-
stand. I fio not know what you mean by the practice of " hot iron touch ". What
exactly is a "hot iron touch "

? Suppose a bullock is .unhealthy owing to some
stomach trouble or some other reason, then people bring an iron sickle, make it hot
in the oven and make a mark with it on the body of the bullock. Even the men
sometimes, when they have a headache or something of that sort make a mark with
that on the forehead.

31714. Sir Ganga Raw i You say that. in the Poona College the engineering side
is weak P Yes

, they are not giving sufficient training except in oil-engines.

3171 5. Can those boys design a suitable kind of pump ? No

31716. Can they take the discharge of a well P No
; they cannot.

*

31717 Can you take the dischage of a well P Yes.

31718. What discharge dees your well give, how many gallons per hour * 6,000

gallons per hour.

31719. So much for one well P Yes.

31720. It is worked by an oil-engine? Yes.

31721 You have got two wells ? Yes, in different places.

3x722. Are they circular or rectangular ? Circular.

31723. You say the beardless varieties of wheat are not good? Yes j they are

damaged by wild animals

31724. What about the Pusa varieties P They are beardless.

31725. Which variety of wheit do you prow P A 115 from Hoshangabad
farm

,
it is largely giown in Betul and Hoshangabad districts.

31726. Can you tell me what rotation you follow in your cropping? I have

a three years rotation Jn the first year I plough rr.y
lind and grow wheat, and next

year I grow gram. Gram is a leguminous crop and it adds something to the soil ; in

the third year I grow cotton again.

31727. What u> this cotton you call butt ? Under what name does it sell in the

bazar P It goes under its own name of bun in the Burhanpur market. There are

very few cultivators who grow bun.

31728. What is the yield per acre P 1 hree-fo urths of the yield of roseuui
,

it

yields about 2$ maunds.

31790* Clean cotton ? No, whole cotton, kapas.

31730. Po you call that a good yield ? No

31731. Then why have you taken to it P I have not taken to it It does not fetch

a good price.

31732. What is the best one in your experience ? Rostum.

31733- What is the yield 9 About 4 to 5 maunds* per acre of kapas.

31734. Thetis not a good yield. What is a maund P Forty seer?, Bengal
measure.

Roseum in the Punjab gives a yield up to 12 maunds

3 I 735* You do not of course require irrigation? In what month do you plant?-
In June. The first picking is commenced in the month of November.

31736. Do >ou do any fruit culture P~ No.

31737. Do you grow a lot of vegetables P On a small scale.

31708 Sir Than as Mtdctleton On page 388 of your evidence you refer to the

estimates made of crops in your district and you complain that the patwris who make
the es timates are not well qualified. W hat proof have you gpt of this P I had one case
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in the year 1994 when we did not even have the first picking; of cotton i n the month
of December and the patwans reported the cotton crop to be 14 annas. I reported the

matter myself to the then Deputy Com iimsioner at Amraoti, and after some urn* he

came and he and I went to the spot. We took some cultivators with us and then we
found that the crop was not more than 6 annas.

31730. Was that a case of just one patioan or were there' more than one?

Generally, all thej>almar*s do this. I make enqunies from them and they always give
me false reports, probably to please their higher officers

31740. Sir Ganga Ram : You do nut give thein/w/flwtx, t.f>
, allowance's at h\rvest

time ? No

31741. Sir Thomas Mtditeton Do you grow no'khartf juai on youi 800 acres ?

Yes, about 40 to 50 acres.

31743. Is that enough for all the fodder you require on your estate P It is enough
for my servants.

31743. You must have a large area of fallow m the khanf season? I grow
cotton* I use half the area on my estate for cotton and jmr and the rest for rabi

crops, that is about 400 under klianj and 400 under rabi.

31744 But during the khnrif season about 400 acres will be fallow Yes,

preparing for the rabi.

31745. How much of your iabi ciop is wheat and how much gram? -About
2CO acres wheat, 100 acres gram and ico acres miscellaneous crops.

31746. What miscellaneous crops? Lentil, coriander, linseed, lnkh
t
etc.

31747. Have you tried growing ground-nut on your land " It is not fit for ground-
nut

,
it is too heavy.

31748. SH Ganga Ram : No rape seed ? No

31749. Str Thomas Middleton . How miny agents do you lequire to look after
these 800 actes ? I have two agents.

31750. Is each of these men put in charge of about h-ilf the area Yes.

31751. Are they paid entirely in ca&n or partly in cish ? l*o you give them
a bonus on the results v No

31752 Have either of these men been to college like yourself
3 T\o

,
but they

have got a lot of experience. One of my agents has been cultivating for the last

thirty-five years.

31753 And you find tlut the combination of your college training and their

experience is useful P Yes .

31754 You mentioned that you get one rupee per maund more tor your cotton
than the average mirket price That is for clean cotton ? N ot for clean cu'ton

,
it is

for

31755. Th At is a large advance ? Yes.

31756. Have you any special new strain, or any particularly gooa kind of
roseum cotton P Not anything like that, but the brokers and middlemen che.it the
cultivators with different rates,

31757. Are you well satisfied with the loseum cotton >ou aie growing Yes

31758. Have you had much wilt disease? Not in my place.

31759. Prof. Gangulee In the neighbourhood ? Yes, but not on my land. In
the adjoining district of Nimar they have had wilt

31760. Str Ganga Ram You have not tried Punjab-American cottnn ? No

-51761. 5r Thomas M%ddleton\ You have ^ot about 60 pairs of bullocks Mow
many cows have you ? -About 80 cows

; they are not the milking breed. I keep them
for breeding purposes and for manurial purposes only

3x7621. You must have a large quantity of manure to dispose cf P Y< s, I ute the
manure myself.
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31763. On what crop does the m inure go P First on my imgated crops and then
on cotton.

31764. How much of your cotton land will you be able to manuie each year P

Not more than i oo acres.

31765. About how much do you generally give
v About 10 cart loads per acre

31766 Can you see a veiy markc 1 result from those 10 cart loads* ? Yes.

31767. Have you made any estimate as to the increased amount of cotton you
get

' I get about 25 per cent more yeltl.

31768. You mentioned that you we're getting (he maumh of kapat> per acre. That
is a very high yield for youi district P It is normal

31769 What is the yitld this yeai r Trns year is a very bad year, i shall hardly
get two maunds per acre.

31770 Di , ffyden You surest tha f to avoid this wasteful practice of burning
cowdung bonci fi e agncultutists shuiM b allowea to take fuel free irom the Govern-
ment forests. Do you not sf*e the* posMhuuy of re-belling it to people who are not

bond fide agriculturists V Would not ihi qiu itimi au^e V They cannot sell it because

they would not be able to remove il outvie the locality, there air different ntkas
where they are t hecked by the fo" >t jn't>[>le

31771. Are you satisfied v/ith this bun cotton or viouiil you Jikt to have more
varieties ? Yes, I want mctiL varieties.

31773. Have you e*cr t orrcsponded wuJi the nijn uJ*o ^n charge of the depart-
mental Akola? I have not coi re. spoutK>i vnth him bat I ko\v thatthcv have not go
a better variety of if^eum or bu*i

J*773' He should be abV to pul v >u or Hi track Wh.it ib this difficulty with

regard to the cutting or trc*** in aieas whun ,ue intusteil with wild aitimals ** Is it

because the land belongs to the rnalyQ/nr,
J

\c*, the Ima bel n^s, to the GovernniLnt-

but the ryot is not allotted to cui trtvs i 'Win^ on the binks of nullahs*

31774 Do the nulLih* inn ihnmh the ivotV lamii J Ye&, f^r instance, a big
nullah runs through my tjim inl tli u .TUHHIU ti e^ growing on the banks of that

nullah which 1 am not *ulo\vt<i lo rut D' th s tn. j> harbour wilil animals

3*775 Th* MMUIHB" ^t do they not help to liepp the banks of the nullah solid

and thus prevent erosion > Yes, to .1 ccitam e Ut nt.

If you cut those tices tho\ would ctasi to tio that

31776. Szr Henyy I*,woiencf What i.- the leason toi that prohibition ? -In order

to prevent the eiosion of the roil

^1777. The Raja of Pitvlalinn it You <*<\y
thnt tlie cultivators aie practically

ruined by the moneylenders. May I knou what i- the rato of mleresr charged ? At
my place they charge i'o to 300 per <_.nt

31778. And when do th y iccovor
'J Do they recovei quaneily, 01 half yearly ?

They recover so net nies only the intercut md the* original amount 13 left as it is, or they
add some more interest to the principal am! it men a^t-s every year

31779. Docs this system apply when it i- toll?ct< 1 in oa>h as weil as in kind 9

Yes.

31780 For cash and kind the 3ame iitc oi mteiost is charged 9 -Yes.

317*1 Do you not try to piotect join cultivators by advancing money to

them? 1 do not do any monci lending business m \sclf.

31782. Simply as a philanthrope measure, do you not advance any money to

them ? I do rot

31783 You simply pay th<ir silary, and if they have ro borrow you leave them

to the moneylender? -Yea
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3I7&4* 1 Jour part of the country, do you observe among the ryots a general
tendency towards taking up improved mthoduf i^nculture PThey are quite ifnorantof all these methods

, they do not kn,,w whether any Agricultural Department exist!
in the Province.

31785. You are adopting imyrov c I methods ? Yes.

31786. Do you not give yc ui neiijhbouiing ryots the opportunity to cjme and see
what you air oomg ? Unless they aic well c invaded, the; a-e miiiftercnt to all this
I cannot do propaganda work mjbcll, AJ I !uvc to look aftci rny own lands.

31787. Ib your land in an isolated aitM ** It is all cult vated area

31788 Youi farm exists in the midst ot cultivated area r
1

- Yes

31780. Du the neighbouring cult. vat .>rs try to adopt sonie of your methods?
Some of them take improved vanctie* of seed Iroui me

31790. Do you always \\elcornc 'hat soil of thmv; P Yes

31791. Has th.it practic* Wn growing
1

ycir by year 'Nut much

3179^. What feitiliser- do you use P Karniyaid in >mre
t

I do not use artificial

fertilisers

31793 Are the ryots m your neighbourhood copying the .same methods of

applying manure y Yes.

31794. Do they use farmyard in uirc <J

-Y<^, but a lot of manure is wasted for

burning and plastering pui^o^es They phiter their wails and flods with cowdang.

31795 KOI youi OVMI fuel pnrpoif<, how d> vou in mage ? I jjet fuel from the

jungle

31796. Is it by application to the Korev Department ?^\Ve pay them regular
fees, and we obtain a license from ihm Whenovcr we wint 10 cart loads of fuel, we
buy the liccn>e and bring the fuel

31797* 'A hat is the rate ihdicred per cart-load v The i.ite is 8 annas per cart-

load of dry fuel

3x798. Do they res' rut you from u moving any su^enor material ? Yes.

31759 Do they give you , list of limbos that you are not to touch P --Yes

31800, To meet yom dcm irtil for fuel, have you ever thought ot raising a planta*
tion ^ o th.t would mean that I \vcuIJ lij\e to le.ive out a large aiea of land.

31801 Can you not gtOvV it on your field bank-*? No

31803 The whole of \oui latiJ i-> uiiilci i ulttvation J Yes

31803. You siy th ,t in Government f.irmi lucerne a.id clover ate grown. Is it

because Guinea gras>s will not yrow in that locality ? 1 cannot siy.

31804 Do you not kno\jr Guinea griss
**

Yes, I Jo

31805. Do you not thmk it would grow better tlnn lucerne if you tiied it?

I have no experience ot tint.

3180^. You Sriy that yojr pail of the uouu'ry is much aftecteu by pigs? Yes

31807. Is it entirely from Government f^ rests or from malguzar forests also?
We have no malgu/.ar sybtem in Uerar

,
it i> entirely frim Governnient leserved forests.

*

31808. Arc then any restrictions laid rLwL winch hamper the destiuction of these
animals ? We cannot go to uoveinmetit forests fot killing any wild animals or game
unless we obtain a permit

31809 But when they come to yiu> fields, )0u can kill them ? Yes, and ue do*

31810 With greater oigauisation, ran yon not tike mote effective measures to

*caieaway these animals from coming to the fields r*-- \\c can drive them to the forest

demarcation line, but we cannot enter the forest.

31811, But there must be some distance between the forest and jour fields? The
forest is within 4 miles of the village.
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31 Si 2. When you suggest a free grant of licenses to cultivators, do you mean
for pigs or for all animals P All will animals which damage crops, pigs, deer, and
other animals.

31813 Would you not restrict it to areas adjoining cultivation P No.

31814. Right through you would suggest the grant of free licenses P Yes.

31815. Sit James MacKenna : Do you know many young gentlemen of your own
class who have taken courses at the Agricultural College and gone back to their own
estates FOnly a very few.

31816. I asked you the question, because I think you are the first gentleman of

that kind whom we have h<*d the pleasure of meeting. Do you think there is real

demand for agricultural education irom young men of your class P Yes.

31817. Do you think that the college should cater for gentlemen like yourself P

Yes/

31818. Prof. Gangulee : Are you a member of the Tahsil Agricultural Associa*
tion P I am not. There is no Tahsil Agricultural Association in my tahsil.

31819 You are in touch with the Department of Agriculture P Yes, I am.

31820 In what way are you in touch with it P I get improved varieties of seed

from them, and I get machinery through their advice

31821. Do the officers of the Agricultural Department visit your farm? They
visited it once, a few days back.

In what connection P They wanted to inspect my well and the irrigation
scheme at my place,

31823. When you require any assistance from the Agricultural Department you
write to them P Yes.

3182.4. How far from your farm i* the nearest seed dep6t P Akola or Hoshang-
abad.

31825. Do you yourself distribute seed to the neighbouring farmers? 1 do, if

they come to me.

31826. You have just said that the farmers in the neighbourhood are not aware of

the existence ot the Department of Agriculture. Have you made it known to them P -

I have made it known to them. 1 have spoken to the department so many times about
it

31827. On page 386, you Scty that very little has been done to popularise the use of

improved fertiliser. What fertilisers have you m mind ? Ammonium sulphate,
nitrate of soda, and phosphates.

31828. You have been experimenting with those fertilisers ? I do not have any
experience of them on my own land, but 1 had some experience of them in the

college,

31829. You have never tried any phosphatic or nitrogenous manures P NOJ

because 1 get cowdung.

31830. When you spoke of improved fertilisers, you merely spoke from your

previous experience in the college ? Yes, and from the reports of the department,

31831. Do you keep farm costings and accounts P Yes, I do.
t

31832. I take it that you practise dry farmmg P Yes.

318^3. You say in your note that
1 the increase in yield does not compensate the

cost. Do you base that remark on your own observation or your own experience P

It is based on the reports of the Agricultural Department.

31834. You practise dry farming P Yes.

31835, And you say here that increase in yield does not compensate the cost P*

Yes.
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31836. Mas that been your experience P That has not been my own experience
but I know that it is So from the reports of the department and of those people who
have experimented on it.

31837. In your own experience it does pay ? I have not tried it
;

I think it will

not pay. Artificial fertilisers are very costly, and it is quite impracticable to apply
them on dry farm practice.

31838. It is quite impossible P Yes.

31839. Do you carry on any experiments in your farm ? -I do.

31840 What is the nature of your trials ? They are varietal experiments.

31841. Do you have frequent outbreaks of cattle disease in your neighourhood ?

Yes, we have them sometimes.

31842. Do your own cattle suffer from any disease Yes.

31843. Who treats your cattle whn they need veterinary help P There it a

Veterinary Asisstant belonging to the department.

31844. On page 387 you say that inattention on the part of Veterinary Assistants

and their demands tor fees discourage the Cultivators* still more. Lv o you have any
specific instances in mind ? I have one case.

31^45. There have been complaints from the neighbouring farmers P It is a com-

plaint from myself.

31846. Is that the opinion of the neighbouring farmers ? It is. In one

case, the Veterinary Assistant vibited my cattle twice and atterwards sent me
a bill of Rs. 5 per visit I re-directed the bill to the Deputy Commisioner, He con-
sulted the Veterinary Inspector, and decided that the Veterinary Assistant had no

power to demand fees, that it was his duty to treat the cases free ot charge.

31847. What happened to your application ? They instructed the man not to

charge me anything,

31848. Do you buy cotton from the neighouring farmers ? No.

31849. Mr Calvertl From your experience, do you believe that the proper
method of propaganda is to demonstrate to the bigger landowners, or to try and
demonstrate to groups of small cultivators ? It is better to demonstrate to groups of
small cultivators.

31850. Do you think that tnere is any scope for educated gentlemen like yourself
to increase tr eir income by taking in apprentices and teaching them agticulture in

return for fees ? I think so.

31851 . There might be scope for it P Yes.

31852. Sir Thomas Middletam You stated in reply to a question by me that

400 Ibs of kapai was your normal crop. What do you mean by normal? Was that

a 13 anna crop? Yes, it was a 13 anna crop.

3185*. You keep about 80 cows for breeding purposes. What breed are they P

The locaf hill breed,

31854. Do you employ bulls from your own district, Or do you import bulls ? /

have got one Montgomery bull from the department. I have selected cows for

milking purposes, and I leave the stud bull with them.

31855. But for general breeding purposes, what bull do you use ? Our own
local breed.

31856. When these cows calve, do you allow them any cotton seed P No.

31857. None at all ? No.

^1858, Howare they fed ? They are fad on green grass and dry fodder,

chaff, etc.
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31859- They will be calving, many of them I suppose, in April, when you have
no green fodder? I keep the herd of cows in the jungle where we have dense forest
and 1 pay fees to the Forest Department. On the banks of nullahs and stream* in

the forest) there is green grass growing even in the months of April and May.

13860, 1 thought you kept your cows on your own farm ? No.

31861. Sir Henty Lavorenw : What fees do you pay to the Forest Department?
8 annas pei cow.

31862. Sir Thomas Mtddleton : Saunas per cow for what length of time P For
the whole year.

31863. Tk$ Chairman : What is your ginning percentage? For roseum it is

about 39,

31864. How often do you plough when you are preparing land for cotton P -Once
in three years

31865. And for wheat ? I fallow a rotation, I plough my land for \vheat, and

then grow gram and cotton, and in the fourth year I plough the land for wheat.

31866* Ycur land is actually ploughed once in three years P Yes.

31867 What form cf tillage do you carry out in between these plcughings P

Do you bieak up the surface with an iron harrow, or anything of that sort ? Ves,
I use an improved disc harrow and an ordinary country blade hariow.

3.868. Sir Ganga Ram' What the Chairman wanted to ask you was, how many
times you plough before putting the seed in ? I only plough once in three years.
1 hairow before putting the seed in, at )east 6 times in the case of wheat and 4 in the
case of cotton, with a disc or blade harrow,

(The witness withdrew.)
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Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION i RESEARCH, -The indigenous theory and trad'tional methods of

agricu Urn- in Berar aie so simple that they do not admit of much labour on rt search in

that direction. As to the scientific value of the same it should not be difficult to deter-

mine it when they are compared with the modern method* and the experiments carried
on in Government farms. What is really needed ts the gradual transformation of the
"
tradit'pf

al
" methods cf agriculture into th** modern metho ts, as the Berar agriculturist

is slow in adopting anything new of which he has no experience and does not believe in

giving up oid methods m favour of a new one.

The research department should be independent of the administrative department
of agriculture and tho adm -ni strati ve department should include propaganda work,

The research as well as admmistiative branches should be entirely 3n the hands of

Indians A capable person who can taxe charge of the research department should be
found in Inrtia. The woid "

Expert" general y connotes a foreigner who come* out to

India wuh ideas of his own and is completely ignorant of local conditions, He takes

along time to acquamt himself with tne local conditions and needs and considers
himself too superior to take advice from indigenous expetienced men and mismanages
the depart rient in his ch rge. By the time he gathers enough of experience it is time
for him tf> retire and he goes out of India, and with h'm go all the useful researches if

he had made any An Indian, on the other hand, lives and dies in India and even after

his retirement he can be useful to the public in vanous ways.

The public should not be taxed either directly or indirectly for cairying on the

research work. The public is kept generally ignorant of what goes on in the laboratory
from day to day; andi as no tin.e can be hxed for a particular research being made
successful on account of the nature of the work of the department, its head can always
speak cf expetiment-* being con lucted without pointing out definite results and this is

supposed lo be a good excuse for the want of any tangible result.

As for financing I suggest that, after anything beneficial is found as a result of any
research work, the agriculturists who want io take advantage of such results should be

charged small fees for making ue of that knowledge. This will put to test the real

utility of the research and the c >st n f the research can always ba realised if the research
is really worth anytl ing. It wiK also give work to the propaganda depaitm^nt as they
will have neccbbanly to spread wide the knowledge of such re search and induce the

agriculturist to put it to test and uae the same. The research is bound to pav its own
costs and be popular if it is really useful. No money should be spent on travelling and
visits of experts, either to parti of Ir.dia other than the one in which the institute is

located or other countries, unless a strong case is made out for such visits and sanction

for the same is accorded e>ther by tW? central or local Council as the case may be,

(c) Cotton crops are often t-poiled or completely destroyed by a kind of worm
which eats up the leave.-, and cotton bolls, The same thing often happens to fur. A
particular kind of weather condition i? supposed to bring on this trouble. Iheieat
causes leading to this dibaster can be investigated and if they are found out immense

good can be done to the agriculturist.

QuESTion 2 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. *(i) There is no institution in Ber&r

for agricultural education and the want is very much felt.

(11)
There is an urgent need for teaching facilities in all districts of Berar and I

suggest that such an institution be established at some central place in Berar, t,gt

AmraOti or Akola. One institution in each district may be established later on, as

necessity arises,

(in) Yes.

(iv) The only stimulant for a demand for agricultural instruction seems to be a

p-ospect of making money which the student does not hope to como by otherwise.

(viii) Mature study is useful to all students in schools and may be marfe a compul-

sory subject. So are school plots on a small scale, But school farming should be

kept optionaLand only those who expect to do farming in their future caieers may be

.expected to work on the school farm. The other courses of study will need to be

revised. As it is, the boys are overworked in the schools.
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fix) Those who have studied agriculture have done so with a hope of securing
some kind of service. Even those who have laud of their own have not taken to

agriculture but have sought other employments if they could not secure a post in

Government serv ce.

(K) The only way to make agriculture attractive to middlft-rl&si youths is to

demonstrate to them that far a proportionate expenditure of time, energy and money,
they have a better prospect in this line than in any other.

(xii) I have heard of several schemes of adult education if that phrase means only
reading and writing. Tapswi Babasaheb Prajanjpo's scheme has been tried in some

parts <f Yeotmal district with vnrymg degrees of success Mr. Mamie who has lately
c< me back from America has a workable schen e and tl oe thnt have closely examined
it think it to be a very good scheme of adult education and one which promises well.

Mr. Mande has given some popular demonstrations of the same in several places with

gre.it success. If
*' education

"
includes also other things such as powers of obser-

vation, manners and morafs, 1 think an adult person in rural tracts of Berar is, man for

man, as good as any in other parts of the country.

(xiii) The schools started partly for agricultural instruction should be control ed

by the Agricultural Department. The expenditure for th-ise sch >ols should be Diet

from the fees that may be realised from the pubils, donations from well-wishers, and
the grants from Goveinment. In no case should these institutions be additional burden
on the land.

QUESTION VDKMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) Nothing improves the

practice of cultivators better than actual demonstrations.

(b) 1 he tfFec'ivt'ress of the field demonstration can be increased by occasional

agricultural shows in which encouragen ent shciad be given to those who produce the

best articles, and by touring lecturers who can speak the language of the people mong
whom they move Demonstration* should be made in the fields and on the soiU of

the aericultnnst, even at the cost < f the Government if necessary. Men of limited

means should be shown how tilings can be managed more economically and how
machinery or improved implements can be used to save labour*

(c) Cultivators are very low to adopt expert advice because they do not believe

in experts. Truy believe in their own methods and unless other methods ate shown
to them to be superior to theirs by actual demonstration, they will not adopt them.

Nothing will be gained if the expert waits for them to come to him for advice The
expert must approach them, be not discouraged by their apathy, persist in giving his

advice, and be not disappointed if it is not adopted^ If this continues for -^orne time

and if people find that those who adopted expert advice have derived profit, the villager

may be expected to take an interest in the matter.

(d) On my own land, a particular method of sowing cotton was adopted with some

advantage. The villagers round about noted the same fiom year to year and never

adopted it because they thought it would be costly en a large scale and might prove a
failure in the end, The Berar peasant fa very conservative and takes a long time to

imbibe new ideas.

QUESTION 4 ADMINISTRATION. (a) and (). The Government of India will be

able usefully to supplement the activities of the Local Government if it does not

rigidly control the Local Government in its activities, but contents itself by giving
advice when asked for. In case the Government of India rigidly controls the pro-
vincial activities, misunderstanding is likely to ari*e. The Government of India, may
not always appreciate the particular conditions that obtain in a particular Province.

I do not think that the expert scientific knowledge required for the development oi

agriculture in the different Provinces could be supplied to a greater extent than is the case

at present by increasing the staff of the Government of India. The local and provincial
conditions vary so much and their needs are so different that it does not seem practi-
cable to collect a staff together which will be able to cope with the requirements of all

Provinces It will be disproportionately costly and comparatively less useful,

(c) (iii) The condition of road* in the country in Berar is very unsatisfactory and
need special attention as they cause very great inconvenience to the cultivators.

(iv) The Meteorological Department is practically Lon-existent, so far as the Berar

agriculturist
is concerned

,
a useful purpose might be served if the agriculturist is placed

in possession of correct infoimation about the likely changes in the weather, to enable

him to guide his activities accordingly. It is likely that the agriculturist in Berar who
entirely depends on the mercies of nature will be immensely benefited by such
information.
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(v) and (vh The Posts *nd Telegraph services are inadequate. M9*e villages
should be linked by opening more post offices. This may not be possible from

merely commercial point of view but is essential for the benefit of the agriculturist.

QUESTION 5 FINANCE, The general indebtedness of the agriculturist in Berar if

increasing as may be seen from the report* of the Registra ion Department. The
co-operative societies should be induced to advance loans at cheaper rates. The land,
on anaveiage* dtes not return more than about 8 to 10 annas interest (percent per month)
on the capital and the expenses of cultivator) This men s that in order to be able to

make a margin of profit ard render ^agriculture reasonably paying, the agriculturist
ihotld be able to borrow money at less then 6 \ er cent per annum. At piesent, the

agriculturist of t'erar stick & tt> his land rr ore from a sentimental point of view than in-m
a commercial point of view and feeds mmself on the uncertain hope of getting a good
harves/ every year. On account of the fluctuation of the n arket within a very wide

margin, his income :& extremely uncertain ana he runs considerable risks in borrowing
at high rates. Co-operative societies therefore must be started with theavowt d object of

giving capital at a cheap rate of interest and a regular prop'ginda is necessary even
then to induce the Agriculturist to take advantige of these institutions. The average
agriculturist is very reluctant to go throt gh the formalities of filling m several fo ms,
and, never bHng accustomed to mike punctual payments, feels th it the soc.ety rules

work very hard again&t him Not infrequently, he chooses to undertake to p/ay a high
ra*e * f in ere*t nJ mortgages his Ian Js with a moneyle< der rather than take advantage
of a co-operat've soH'tv. The stringent manner in whi^h the rules of 'he society have
sometimes* t > be worked out go against the g am with him and he chooses to deal with
an iriduidu^l, ana i reieis to take the cha ce of mercy and toler^nc *

being fchown to

him in t.mes of disttes and need rather than deal with a corporate body where mere

personal relations cann -t help him very far.

At present, in the large majority of cases, long and short term credit is provided by
the S'wcar, the moneylender I am not aware how fr the c<-opei utve societies will

be able t<i accommodat* the cultivator for short-term ctedit. Hut if thi- cam ot be done,
the agriculturist will necessarily have to depend on the moneylender for his shut-term
Credit, but the cases of promissory notes being g.ven by ^gncultun ts in Berar for

borrowing mouty for cultivation are very rare indeed and do not rrase any serious

question.

(b) I think the problem B otherwise. It is the Government in Be ar which is not

very anxious to advance Government loans of taccavi. In Yeotmal di tnct, taccavi was

persistently asked for and refused Sume time ago The procedure adopted by "the

Governmet in advancing It.ans is irksome and dilatory ard it is necessary to adopt some
Other speedy method. Perhaps the proposal of maintaining a special staff tot ti.is

purpose, eithtr permanently or temporarily, may be consideied with advantage. It is

also necess >ry that some attent on should be given to s-e how the loan is utilised

Some cases of misuse have boen observed.

QUESTION 6 AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS, (a] (i)
The main c >uses of boTO-ving

are want ot method ;n life, wtnt of foresight, enhanced co-t of living on account of the

prices of necessities having gone u
rs shortage of rain, and consequent trequency of

years of scarcity and famine.

(ii) The main souice of rredi^ is the moneylender, sowar. Co-opt rat 1 ve societies

also come in but they are not the chief source Government help does not count foi

much as it is on a ve y small scale compar itively

(lii) The main reason that prevents repayment is the same &3 causes the necessity
of borrowing. Very often the cultivators borrow with a full hope of a good h, rvest and

are confronted by a bad.year Successive bad years are not an infrequent occurrence,

Want of frugal habit* also adds to the evil Sometimes the moneyl-nder creates

a sense ot ease in the debtor, purposely With a view to increase the debt when h is

sure that his money is safe,

(b) It would be worth while to try an experiment by t iking measures to dell with

rural insolvency, and the application of the Usurious Loans Act. Redemption of

mortgages rtiay be faichtated by relaxing the law a bit. But this may not prove very
effective as redemption suits are comparative)}- few.

(c) Measures taken to restrict Of control the credit of cultivators by limiting the

right of mortgage or fcaie may hamper the agricuituiist in his hfe and daily dealings.

Perhaps they may fruitrate the vety object for which they have been adopted. Such

restiictions may hamper the fr<?e distiibutton of land and militate against the right* of

ownership in land of the cultivator. Such measures may turn Out intensely unpopular
and defeat their own purpose.
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QUESTION 7 PRAGMEK'TATION PF Rotor NGj.(<ri So far the problem of fragmenta-
tion of holdings is not in any way serious in Berar, Small holdings in jBerar art not

uneconomical merely because they arc small. An owner of a small holding incurs

proportionately small expenses and sometimes he ii> better off in that respect than the

owners of comparatively large holdings, as he and his family work in the field and thus

save the cost of labour ;
he niav also get the field operations done by hiring bullocks

from his neighbour and rid himself of all expenses attendant on their ownership.

{/) I do not think any fresh legislation is called for on this account. The present
law is competent to deal with all cases likely to arise*

8 IRRIGATION* We, in Berar, are so hard up for water that the thought
of imgation looks morr like a dream than a reality. There are very few tracts where

irrigation may be possible but that problem has not yet been gone into. There was

a discussion about it in the local Legisative Council but nothing has yet co<ne out of it,

QUESTION 9 SOILS. (a"
1

,

(i) and (li) Drainage for draining off the rain water from
fields is necessary in i.ianv cases in Berar, The ave-age cultivator is generally ignorant
of the principles of dra-nsge and is content to bear with such loss as rmy occur rather

than worry himself ab ut it. A survey of all the He.ar land should be undertaken from
this point ot view and tne owner of the soil should be advised gratis as to the steps it

may be necessary for him to take on this account. Cultivators should be shown how an
econmical and systematic bund may be erected to prevent a rush of water on the land

and the washing away of the soil.

(b) I can give ar instance of m> own soil having undergone marked improvement
within my recollection. I own a field near Ellchpur at Nhudanpur. In a part of the

field, there was a gtadua! slope over whith the ram water flowed treely and swept off the

suiface soil. 1 got a longf bund of loose stones erected at the end where the slope
terminated and ailowe? it to stand for so ne yeirs. The consequence was that eaith

from other pirt of the field gradually accumulated near the bund year by year till Ihe

whole slope became a level and no water accumula f ed as it percolated thraogh the U ose

stone wall. 1 he field is no* almost level and the soil near the bund is the most produc-
t've p rtof the field, A different part of the same fit-Id is being swept off year by year
by a r.ver when it is in flood during the rains with the consequence that that particular

part of the field has visibly deteriorated

* (c) I have not known instances of cultivable land going out of cultivation unless

on account of being reserved as a pasture by the owner f< r his cattle or for some other

purpose. But if the land has g<>ne outtf cultivation on economical grjuads, ie
, It it is

not possible to take om of it even what is spent on it in tilling an<I cultivating and in

Government assessment, the only way of bringing it under cultivation is to reduce the

asse>srr ent or give other facilities to the owner to induce him to work on the land.

QUESTION 10 FERTILISERS In my opinion, greater use could profitably be made
of natural manures rather than artificial fertilisers under conditions obtaining in Berar.

In the first pUce, the cultivator has not much new to learn as he has been using them.
In the second plate, he can obtain them f om his ov\nand his neighbours' animals, and

thirdly, he finds them cheap and ktows the proportion in which to use them. Artificial

fertilisers are more costly. They are as a rule more concentrated and need a regular

supply of water, which the Berar cultivator cannot obtain as he has to depend on the

rains. Artificial fertilisers can be effectively used on irrigated lands as the cultivator

is rbJe to control the supply of water. 1 he cultivator in Berar ought to be taught how
to economise and conserve his resources. He should be taught the use cf dung pits,
the way in whcih they ought t> be constructed and the way in which they should be
filled. Ordinarily, the pit H not pioUcted either on the sides or from above 4nd the

u.gredients which supply food to the plant disappear in the soil of the pit or are

rendered ineffective by the sun. I have seen a farmer ingeniously protecting his pit

from siftlshine by planting papaya trees round about it so that he derived fruit from the

trees white their shade protected the ammonia in the manure. Another direction in

which improvement is possible is to teach the cultivator to ^ccumula-e the urine of his

cattle by contriving to soak in it some cheap absorbent, such as useless straw or black

soil, and store it in the pit every day. A lair of this ma teiial, followed by another
of waste grass ani dung alternately, has been found of great use by me in my farm.
Tne cultivator mut be taught also the use of ash which is daily thrown away as w *ate.

A minute stuJy of the habits of the villagers will reveal many ways of helping them to

an observant eye. If the Agricultural Department shows a genuine sympathy towards
the village cultivator and tries to improve his method rather than saddle new ones on

him, I think much can be done in this duection,
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(c} New and improved fertilisers can be popularised only if it can be demonstrated
to the cultivator that they are cheap in the end and yield better results than the
feitilisers he uses, and even the ordinary average cultivator of Beiar will watch the

experiment for two or three years before he can be in luced to use them. The btst way
of doing this it* to select a few typical villages where the majority of the cultivators

are Comparatively more intelligent than the average, and where a wealthy sympathetic
and intelligent man resides ;

ex penmmtb at Government cost must be shov*n to the

villagers so as to get them popularised and advertised* Products of these fertilisers

should be shown in s ows and exhibitions.

(f) I think it is impracticable to prevent entirely the use of cowdung as fuel until

equally cheap or more cheap, and equally readily obtain4ble fuel, is substituted for it,

which under the present Circumstances looks very improbaole of achievement. Wood
unoer all circumstances is more scarce and more costly. Coal cannot reach the interior

of the country and the villages. The use of kerosine oil and stoves is out of the question
unless serious inconvenience and very frequent and fatal accidents are bargained for

QUESTION u -CROPS. (a) (i) and (ii). Existing crops can be improved by a

more scientific method of sowing them. I have been able to show maiked improve*
mei.t in the cotton crop by bowing thr plants at the distance of at lea:>t 12" to 16' in

squares, This gnes them more room fur growth unter the soil* more air and light,
and the stems of the bolls become more stout s>o that the bolts or leaves do not drop
in case neat radiates irom the soil alter a light shower. In thickly sown cotton this

is invariably the case. The same is true of juar and tur t A rotation which includes

ground-nut crop* keeps up t he btren fc ih and fertility cf the soil. Very often a pait of

the field is very thickly sowc v*\thjuar so that the cane is thin and serve* as a good
fodder, while the re^t of the field is sown by ti e ordinary me.hod. I have seen thorn-

leiS cactus being grown in Madras > which serves as tedder in famine times.

(iv) Amon^i wild animals, pigs cause the most devastation and measures should
be adopted to kill them. A free gr<int of licences for guns is one of the solutions.

Parties of hunters may be formed and their service^ may be utilised by the villages
most infected by these animals. Special attention should be given also to looj>e cattle

which do very gteat damage to the crops.

(tt) Ground-nut can be cultivated with advantage It is to be regretted that the old
Indian long seed is dying out and is being replaced by one of the new sort which is

short and round. The latter has mere percentage of oil and pays more, commercially,
while the former is more valuable as food as it does not disturb the liver.

(c) See (a) (i) and (ii) above.

QUESTION 12 CULTIVATION (i) The existing system of tillage can be improved
upon by a judicious use cf the plough. Some cultivators in their arxiety to secure

good crrps plough the land too often. I tt ink ploughing the land once in *our or five

years should kee,j it in gt od condition. The agriculturist has recertly taken to hoeing
more seriously and has begun to understand its importance and use beyond mete removal
Of weeds. The agriculturist ought to be given to understand how the moibture is

preserved in the soil by disturbing the uppermost surface of the soil.

(ii) Very often cotton is repeatedly own with the hope of securing more money.
But the cultivator h-s found out that this spoils the hnd and reduces its fertility.
It is customary to rotate .;war with cotton. Since the introduction of ground nut it

is rotated v ith jt<ar and cotton. Til and linseed are sown cff and en and bartt h
sown in fields wh'ch have ceased to give proper yield. Baru H a good green manure
and if rotated once in 5 to 7 3 ears helps to keep up the quality cf the soil. But as

it does not bring in as much rroney as other crops do, cultivators are generally
teluctant to sow the same un'ess the quality of the soil has gone down to an appreciable
decree and has ceased to yield a heavy crop Wheat and gram absorb the nutritious

elements in the soil mote than any other crop vhile lakh can be produced in com-

parativelv unproductive Boil. The experimental farms ought to settle a course of

rotation after careful exper.ments, ano g<ve advice accordingly to the village cultiva-

tors after examining the local conditions and the quality of the soil.

QUESTION 13 CROP PROTECTION. I have not observed any efficacious method

being adopted foi the prevention of external inftc'ion, pests, or dLeases on a fargo
scale. Small experiments in an acre or two, even if successful, bring no benefit to

an agriculturist unless they admit of being repeated on a lage scale, I have observed
some plants be ng sprinkled with some kind of disinfectant but it is almost impossible
to do so all over a field extending over several acres,
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(ii) Surely it is desirable to adopt internal measures against infection, t have
observed juar being soaked in a mixture of, I think, copper sulphate and it wa* claimed
that a crop derived from tnat seed was fiee from being infected by a certain worm.
I have not myself seen the ex oen merit being carried out and I am not aware with
what degree t f success this is possible. But experiments in this and similar lines

are very desirable and necessary.
-

14 IMPLEMENTS. () The sowing implement called the tiphan needs
some improvement to begin with In the present system of sowing, thick or thin

sowing entirely depends on the u opeiator's clumsiness or skill It is rare that

uniform sowing is observed by a trained eye. Some kind of improvement must be
mace by which it should be possible to regulate the sowing automatic illy and
uniformly. This* will do imrm nse good to the Cultivator especially in the c&se of
cotton a djunr, The growth of these crops greatly depends upon whether they are

thickly or thinly sown,

The Indian hoe needs some improvement so as not to injure young plants, 1 have
seen tractors working but have not had satipfactory reports about them. I do not
believe a tractor can work very successfully on Berar soil at any rate The initial

cost is prohibitive to begin with. The working cost, I am inforrreJ by those who
h^ve used them, is mo e than thit of the Indian plough and one landholder hardly
possesses lands Adjoining eich other to an extent which will ensure an economical use
of a tractor. Indian firms with Indian ca< ital ought to be started to rnanufactire
new imp'enents according to local needs, anHl Government should subsidise and

encourage *uch concerns as Kiiloskar's in ihe Deccn

(b t Ocuhr pr?of and demonstration are the only two means by which the Berar

agriculturist may be induced to adopt new and i.np/oved machinery and implements.
There should be ro haste in this respect and the implements should not be forced
on the cultivator. It sets him against them and creates a prejudice which may not
be etsy to remove.

QUESTION 15 VETERINARY. (r) The agriculturist doe* not make full use of

the veterinary dispensan s but he i* gradually leirning to do sn. People in cities

and urban aieas m.ike full use of them. The v 1 lager ha^ no faith in the efficacy of

the re r>e lies and medicines an i has a prejudice against them He is unabl^, often,
to detect the serious nature 01 the malacy hib cattle may be suffering, from. He
po sesges. ftften som* indigenous remedies which are very effective. The v< ternary nun
should try to g mi the confidence of the villager rather than parade his knowlege and
if he can demonstrate the usefulness* of his department the prejudice is bound to be

gradually removed.

(a) Any legislation is lively to deepen the
prejudice

and set the average a grcul-
turist against the department and more effort is likely to be made to evade the law

than to abide by it Demonstration^, repeatelly g
i ven, and pttience are the real

icmedies to contend agun*t the existing prejudice. Any legislation is bound to make
the department unpopular and mar its usefulness.

QUESTION ift- ANIMAL Hose \NDRY. (i) In Berar, there is a great 6eld fof improv-
ing the cow and the bullock. 1 he cow can be made to yield more irnlk thin she does at

present. I <ITO informed th.t an attempt m this direction has been mare in the Nagpur
dairy fairn and in the Punjab and what is known as the Montgomery bull has acquired
a certain fame Bullocks should be deve opei on two linesi vix., w^rkit.gbullocks and

tio'tmg bullock*, the latter for travelhrg and racing. The heavy bulJock th.it is useful

in pulling the plough is not act ve and nimole en >ugh to run on the road and, until the

country tracks are so improved as to allow the use of other vehicles safely, a bul-ock

cart is an .ibso'ute necessity for a long time to come in Berar, and, even after iheae

kinds of bullocks have erased to be a necessity people will want them by way of a luxury.
Milch cows giving plenty of milk are a necessity and must be developed. I have
observed the breed of the buff ilo being improved in oona in the dairy farru, and as

the milk and butter from a buffalo is greatly in de<nani as a necessity of life in com-
munities which do not consume flesh, the improvement of the buffalo demmds
immediate attention. I he male buffalo is in great demand for work in padtfy fields

in the Central Provinces and thousands of them are imported from Marwar and other

parts of the country.

(b) The dairying industry needs encouragement And attention in India in

genera), and in Berar in particular. The vast majority of the population in

Berar depend for their nourishment on milk and on its products ann preparations, and
it is essential, in the interest o* public health, that a plentiful supply of these should be
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available at cheap rates. A dairy was opened at Amraoti some time ago but did not

prove a great success owing to various reasons. Chief among theie were scarcity of

{odder and the consequent high cost of good unadulterated milk* I suggest that a dairy
should be opened for each district and if a persistent effort is made it is bound to be not

only self-supporting but paying in the end. Anyway an experiment is worth trying
and its need is urgent in Betar.

(6) (i) Common pastures are overstocked and the cattle suffer terribly, especially
in the hot season, both for want of water and fodder.

(ii)
We ha *e grass borders in tilled fields which yield grass in the rainy season

and a p*rt of the cold weather, But the*<? are not at all sufficient and need to be supple-
mented by other means of maintaining the cattle.

(iv) There is absence of green fodders in dry seasons, Green fodder, however,
can be made obtainable during the dry season by storing; it in well built pits while it is

green. I have seen fodder in its green state 1-eing presnved m pits made
foi that purpoie* M he fodder i* pressed m a manner as to squeeze out all air

and a layer of common salt spread over it And another layer of foddet is

laid en it again, ind so on till the pit is full, when it is closed up. When
green fodder is needed the pit is opened, and though, usually, the uppermost

part and edges of the stuff are spoiled on Account of con* ict with earth, the rest of the

bulk . f the fodder is found intact and in eatnble condition and the cattle consume it

and are maintained in excellent health. If this is tried succesJully on a lirge ^cale^
it

may be possible to n ake the problem of fodder a little e-sier and a satisfactory solutioo

may be hoped for.

(v) Salt is a great factor in animal f sod and I h .ve seen cattle being given salt

every day but the salt duty seemb to have discouraged this piactice and people can ill-

afford it Absence of mm'eial constituents in fodder ai.d feeding stuffs has led to deterio-

ration in the cattle

(c) The scarcity of fodder is most marked in this d.strict of Arrraoti, and in Beiar

generally from the end cf March to the middle cf July if the rain" are timely, i*

when the monsoon come 1* on by the middle of June at the latest. If the rains delay the

scarcity is prolonged in proportion Young growirg antle begin to thrive in about four

to six weeks after the scarcity ends

(</) If the cultivator can be induced to reserve a pait of his land ft r growing juar
which may be stored green in the manner indicated above, in pits, and if he
can forego the yield of tle nop so as to save himself the expense of purchasing dear

fodder at the time of scarcity, it may be possible to improve .md suppleu out the fodder

supply, Then again, jf it he possible to grow thornless cactus which they tried in

Madras on the estates of the Theosophical Society, it may prove n possible solution of

the problem.

(*) Landowner may be induced to take a keener interest in these matters if it can

be proved to their satisfaction that some practical scheme is possible which may sa\e

them the expense of purchase g de. r fodder during the tin es cf scarcity,

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES.- (a) I think the cultivator who knows
his business and has a mind to go about it seriously is buy all the days of the year,

roughly calculated. A man who owns more than a hundred aciea of l.md may find

more work than he can cope within a year. An average cultivator with an average

holding of about 20 acre? gets about 4 to 6 weeks time on his hands and 1 think it i*

a well earned rest, considering the hard work he is required o do and the poverty in

which he is kept. In the slack -easou, if he ran afford to do so, he take*, res* and

does not move out much under the hot sun If he is so minded he occasionally goes
out on a pilgrimage or vUits his relatives. If h car not afford to do si. he goes out and

works for others and earns enough to keep himself and his family alive,

(b) Rope-making, basket- making, making small toys for seeing in fairs and other

small industries that do not want much capital The agriculturist does not generally

look much beyond his own land.

(c) Bee-keeping is piactically unknown so far ns Berar is concerned I do not

know of any experiment having been tried, nor is it possible to say ,f it would be

practicable. Poul'ry rearing is done by some farmers, but is done on a small scale

and a scientific method of doing so would make the industry popular. The Berar

Agriculturist should be induced to consume eggs on a large scale as they form a good
substitute for milk and its preparations, ard will encourage the industry also. Fruit

growing ia tried in many places in Berar but the general experience is that it is not
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paying in the end and the scarcity of water makes it still more difficult. 1 had a large

garden at Amraoti in which fruit was grown but all the trees died in one year for want

of water. An attempt was made to replace them and after the young trees were reared

for a year, they also died on account of the same ctuse. The garden is practically
desolate now. Expenditure on it is more likely to prove a dead loss than bring any
return. If fiuit is grown in the interior of the country where it is possible to have

a reliable and sufficient supply of water it is very difficult to find a market for the fruit

on any large scale, and in an attempt to bring it to the railway station for export to

Bombay the fruit deteriorates and does not sell well. It is essential to have good
roads which will allow of goods being carried cheaply and speedily to the nearest

markets or to the railway siations for export. Unless tnese conveniences are made
available the fruit growing industry will not piosper on a large scale, Lac culture was

tried by me but I found that proper advice could not be obtained which might have

led to success It needs large tr^es and forest owned by the grower, which conditions

are not available in the major part of Berar. It may be possibl" to encourage this

industry on ijara lands in Yeotmal. I tried the experiment in my jungles in the Central

Provinces in my malgruzan villages. Rope-making and basket-making are tried by
some people successfully, Of these I have known the agriculturists to make ropes bat

they do so to meet their own wants, and net on any extensive scale so as to turn the

occupation into an industry During his leisure time the agriculturist keeps himself

busy and tries to meet his own wants, and, as he does not devote all the year to this,

or such like industries, he cannot develop any of them to any large extent. There is a

particular caste among the Hindus who are called Burads and who make baskets,

brooms, mats and other si rrila t things and they throve well till their baskets were

gradually replaced by iron pots, and mats of bamboo were replaced by coir mats,

both of foreign make. The Burads are dying out now and an attempt to revive

them ought to be m^de whichiif successful would do an immense &ood to agriculture.

(d) Yes. The Government ou^ht to do more in that line than they are doing at

present But they ought not to do so merely fiom the commerci'l point of view of

returns, but by w y t f experiment and with a genuine desire to teich the industries to

Indians and encourage them to start the s .me on their own account

(/) India must be taught to make her own tools and use them, and not depend on
other countr eb to manufacture t ols for her. To stury rural industries intensely with
a view to introduce improved tools and appliances which presumably would be foreign
would be working in the wrong direction, and would merely be enrouragirg Indian
industries in 01 f'er to ^nd a market for foreign firms to sell their ^oorts, That ought
not to be so If the Governn ent is so n-inded, I believe it is possible to study rural

industries w.th a view to iettngthe require.! tools made and manufactured in India
and to establish the industnes in such a manner as to make their peimanent customers,
of'the Indian manufacturer But unfortunately I have not yet seen any aftempt made
in this direction.

(h) The difficulty about this problem is how to make the village people understand
what health conditions are If they understand these conditions and also understand
their effect on health It ey will certainly help in improving them. For instance, it is

very difficult to make the villager understand the effect of dust on health, and even if he
understands the same it is very difficult to keep the dust down in th<- village Persistent

propagan- a must be made 'n this respect and there must be someplace where prominent
people from typical vjilages can be taken and ideal health conditions shown to them.
It should be possible to make an , deal village wheie all heal'h conditions are as near

perfection as practicable and means must be ae vised to get other villagers to visit this

village. A tspical village uhich admits of improvements being made should be so

improved, and, if possible, made a place of periodical fairs so as to get it visited by as

many men as possible. I'romment men from villages should De taken out of their

usual environment and kept for a time under more hygienic and healthy conditions for
a short period, say d to ^ months, so as to make them appreciate the value of clean and
healthy habitv, and once they have done so they cannot but improve their surroundings
after they go back to their Tillages, Mere advice and oral propaganda will not help
very far, I have observed that men with unclean habits ana u^ed to unhealthy
surroundings have changed their manner of life after living in towns for some time and
improved the village surroundings after going back to the village. Only a few promi-
nent men in the village need be induced to adopt a more healthy and cl*an mode of life

;

an attempt to approach every person 10 the village ar d to expect him to understand
and appreciate lectures on hygiene and clean life is waste of energy and timt to a large
extent,
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QUESTION 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR.~-(I) and (H) Prospects of good wages and
an easier life ^re the only inducements for tempting men to migrate permanently. Even
then it is wrong to suppose that mere monetary prospects will induce a Bersr
labourer to leave his native pHce and migrate to another. The Berar villager
attaches himself to his village and land and is reluctant to leave th^ same and
it 13 not rare that he chooses to stirve in his own village, where he has his

relatives and friends, rather than leave his family surroundings ani go to Karnatak
or the Punjab, whatever the monetary prospects may be. If the labourer is given
a share in the produce of the land on which he works he may be induced to

migrate. Very often the Berar labourer likes to depend more on hope than on
actual realities and if he is promised a share in the produce of the land on
which he s called upon to work he may choose to leave his native place. In

North India, labour t cheap and, very likely, it is so because the supply exceeds

the demand and they migrate to Berar in se irch of work, but one rarely finds

them working ! n the fields and helping the agriculturist.

Even if labour is brought from outride, the question of tiaining them in handling
agricultural implements remains unsolved, and unskilled labouiers may do more
harm than good.

I believe, in Berar, it would pay better to train the existing labour to work
more efficiently and economically than to rrake an attempt to import labour for

agriculture.

(li) In tracts which are cultivable and remain uncultivated, it is practicable
to induce men to go and settle on them and cultivate the land if the ijara

system is introduced or some other system by which the cultivator wit be guaranteed
more money ai'd adv intages than are available in what is termed alienated or khatsa

land Are-is that have remained uncultivated far a long time may have become
malarious or dangerous on account of snakes or wild beasts and the mk the cultivator

may be asked to run must be counterbalanced by equally weight) advantages
before people are induced to bring them under the plough. If the^e tracts are measured,
and charts of them are prepared and properly advertised, and proper terms are

offere 1 by the Government, it should not be difficult to bring them under cultivation,

The fact that such tracts renrm uncultivated for a long time is some indication of

the fact that they cannot be brought under cultivation on the ordinary teims of the

khalsa land.

(b) Shortage of labour was felt in Berar for some >eais past on account of the

springing up of cotton ginning factories to which labour was attracted on account of

the high rate of wage which a cultivator is unable to pay The only remedies
available j*em to be (i) to import labour, if possible, (2) to tram the existing
labour and make it more efficient; (3) fo pay the labourer higher wages and take

more work out of him than he ordinarily does, and (4) to increase the hours
of work,

The last mentioned item has great importance because 1 the labourer works in

the fields at present, not on the understanding of working for a certain number
of hoursi but he regulates his work by sunrise and sunset. The natural consequence
is that the labourer works for a shorter time dunng the cold season than in the hot

season, because the hours between sunrise and sunset are fewer in the cold weather
than they are during the hot season. In the hot season the man invariably works

longer than he does in the cold season while In fact the state of things ought to be

just the reverse, Some measure must be adopted to induce the labourer to work

by hour scale and if this can be done a certair amount of relief is bound to come
to the agriculturist.

QUESTION 24, -~ATTRACTING CAPITAL. (a) Agriculture must, by experiment, be
shown to be as paving as other concerns, 'f not more so j

the capitalist who likes

quick returns and no risks cannot easily be induced to take to agriculture as a source
of money making.

(&) The owners of agricultural lands feel no encouragement in carrying out

improvements because they always apprehend that, in case they dp so, the Government
assessment will be enhanced in due time. The Government policy is to increase the

assessment at any settlement, 1 he recent policy as placed before the Berar Legis-
lative Assembly by the then Revenue Member was to wipe out the " middleman" *.*.,

the landholder. The note on 'Settlement 1

by Mr. Greenfield, the then Deputy
Commissioner of Buldana, clearly contemplatts the enhancement of the revenue up
to 50 pet cent of the cultivator's profits and he makes suggestions to that effect and
recommends that an enhancement of revenue should be made up to 50 per cent instead
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of :nP*rccnt and the period of settlement should be cut down to 20 years, instead

of 30 years as at present. This policy and such recommendations are nut calculated

to Encourage the cultivator to make impiovements on his lands.

The incon e from igncultuie is very unceitain in Berar as (he* agriculturist has to

depend for his cro> on the monsoons, and foi the price of hisgoods on the fluctuations

of the market which the Indian capitalist does not control

QUPSTION 25. WFLFARIS OK RURAL POP t LATION ') 1 think panchayat com*
mittees should be established and cncour ged and a special officer should be deputed

i or the purpose by Government.

(b) Yes. The enquiry shomd be conducted bv a committee in which the represen-
tatives of the people will ha\e a majority. I suggest that District Councils should be
.i<iked to nominate one icpre tentative each on such committee* They should movt
from village to village all ovei Herar and observe the local conditions ard make a

report about the remedies they in-.y have to <-ttgget. The scope of the enquiry should
be the stepb to be adopted to improve sanitation in the rural areas.

Oral Evidence.

31869. The Chairman i MJ Khaparde, jou con^e from An raoti? Yes

31870. We are greitly oblige*! to you for your note, \\ould you like to make
any general statement in amplification of it at this stage? 1 would rather do MJ after

J have been examinee shou'd it seeni necessary.

You are engaged n the prricnce of ngntultur^
'-*-- Yes. I lived on my

Ian iffor A ion:; time and 1 know n great deal about it. 1 h,i\c n. t been able to live

on my land j>t nee I passe i uiy law cxa initiation and started to practise as a pleader,
but I have kept in vlose touch With it an 1 -upervi&cd the work,

31872, \\ hen aid you ccabc io outrage the Urid itself s AliiUt 1912

318/5, You siy the
;
uhiic 'hifiild nut be ti\c ', cither d'reotJy or n.duectiy, for

carrying on icsc^tch woik l>u you think the practice of the whole cu'lisel world

in that respect ,s \v ong?- No, but i ihmk the kind of research work winch is being
dune here is not oi much ubt

^1874 That is i different nutlei. You do not moan \ hr- public bhcmld not be

taxed eittcr <htcctly or indirect 'y for ,11 tying on research work "
I mean the public

in Bciar should i ot be taxed for carrying on the sort of work that is being done at

the moment.

31875. What wheats are you growing on your own land at the moment ? We
grow cotton andjiwr, not wheat.

31876. What cotton do yo \ grow Vffun and rOMiirn

.^1877. Wh-t is the histi/ry of the latter ? Was it recommended to you by the

department yYes ,
that is why we grew it, but our experience is that although it

gives a better >ield than other t,eed it does not command a good price in the market,
because it h not a long staple cotton For a time the buyers wanted a short staple
cotton because it was supposed to be usetul for the manufacture of foreign cloth, but
afterwards the price came down and now the demand is for long: staple cotton, because
Indians have now taken up the manufacture of cloth mrre than before.

31878. Are you going to cease growing ristnm cotton P If I can.

31879* You give your views on the various subjects you deal with very completely
and I have very few questions to ask you. I should like to know what experience you
have had of the working of co-operative societies P I have not taken murh interest

in the societies we have in Berar. I know they lend money to the cultivators from
time to time and that awards arc often taken out against debtors without their being
able to make arrangements for the payment of their debts. That is how some of the
societies have con e to be unpopular in Hcrar, Berar, 1 owcver, has very prosperous
co-operative societies, and, I think, is the only Province which can boa^t of having
prosperous societies.

31880. But you yourself know very little about the details of their work P

That is so*
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31881. Have you experience on your own eddies of the indebtedness of

valors ? Yes.

31882. h it a ma'guzari estate P- Pert of it is, and part of it is ryotwar i.

31883. Do you or your repre rntativeb eng.ige in money-lending at all * My brother

does. We advance money to our tenants, and try to do so at a cheaper rate than

other people charge, so a? to make it as comfortable as possible for them.

31884. At what rate do you find you can make advances to them 9 I have been
able to finance at 6 per cent, which is the lowest 1 can d; it at, but I think it might
be possible to do it at 5 or even 4 pe cent.

31885. What is your average rate?- f3 per cont, It is almost all lent at that

31886. Do you find the offer of cheap money encourages cultivators to over-

borrow ? -Wo take caie not to give them mure than they need, because we know
them personally and we do not carry on an extensive bismess of that kind, We
only lend to our tenants, and we know them and their requirements.

31887. It is a question of i- nowing the business of each man intimately PYe3i
to a large extent

31888. You are anxious that the opportunity to make implements in Inch*

should be taken advantage of How do you account for the fact that Indian capital
ind Indian brains are not at tins moment exploiting this licit more energetically ?

I think they are. Kirloskar Brothers, for instance have tcfn doiny their best to

keep India supplied with their ploughs, and Berar has purchased very many of them,
the Kirloskar plough is very popular there Other people are perhaps not anxious*

to take it up because they are nervous ab, at the ir chances of success.

^1889 Onpag* 406 you my,
'

If the Government i* so minded* 1 believe it

is possible to stutv rural industries wilh ,1 vietf to get the requiied toolb made and

manufactured in India and to establish the Industrie > in such i manner AS to make them

permanent Cii^toincid of the Indian manufacturer.
"

I do not quite i>cc whrl

Government can do thcic ? 'Jovcrnmei.t can t;ivc bubudici, and make it possible

for the IMI!ways to carry the goods more cheaply Govrinment cin give concessions

and tatcavi loans. I hey have been rather shy of giving taccavt in Berar. Government
can help the peasant in very many \va>s which 1 cjuld mention A itesh Commission

n.ight be appointed to go into the nutter. When Governmert ib minded to do a

thing, it can always hnd means oi doing it

31890. Mr Cafoirt You say i: would be worth while to try the experiment
of applying the Usurious Loan* Act. Is that Act not applied regularly here P No
not in Berar.

31891. Is there any particular reason for that P No, The Act has not been

applied j that ib all.

31893 Sir 5. M, Lhitnavi* Have you the rule of damdopat there? Ye*,

31893. How does it work ? -Fairly well.

31894. Mr, Caheiti~\i the courts were so mindeJ, they would find a way of

applying the Usurious Loans Act P- Not unless Government applies the Act to this
Province.

31895. Does not the Act apply here P Not as far as I know.

31896. Sir Ganga Ram. What area of land do you possess P 500 acres of land
ryotwari and 1,500 acres malguzari.

?l897.

Did you take to law because you could not make a living out of it P

could make a living out of it, but 1 took a fancy to law and I wanted to make
more money j

one never has sufficient money.

31898. You have said Government should do a number of things. Do you
think those things would be passed by the Legislative Council ? Yoq are a member
of the Council? Yes. I think the Council would vote for them, but even when the

Council passes resolutions, Government is not bound to take action on them*
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31899* 2*** CAfltVwflif. Do you wish to make any supplementary statement ?

Yes. I wish to say in the first place that the agriculturist in Berar is working at

a loss ; he makes no profit at ad. Secondly, in spite of that loss he continues to

cultivate his land, because he has nothing else to do and does not know how else

to maintain himself, an i also from sentiment. Nothing useful can be done to help
the agriculturist if the land revenue is not reduced. I believe the theory that Govern-
ment and not tne agriculturist owns the land is a most harmful one. That is the

theory on which Government has been working, and we have fought against it as

far as we can. We believe the State should not own the land; the land should be
owned by the person who cultivates it.

( The witness withdrew. )

The Commission then adjourned till io a. m, on Wednesday, the 2th January,

MR, B. G.
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0% Director of Public Health,
Central Provinces.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

Question I. - Research I consider that research work should be undertaken in

connection with d^ea^es that are especially prevalent in rurl areas and affect rural

population These diseases not nly adversely affect the health but also the economic

conditions of the agricultural worker.

The diseases I am particularly referring to are malaria, and helminthic affections,

and possibly to a lesser extent small-pox, leprosy and tuberculosis,

Regarding helminthic affections, I am ^hd to state that ipart fiom the work being
done in the larger jails in the Province, a special enquiry is being carried out in the

N&gpur district by Dr. Asa C, Chandler, hookworm research worker, who has been

deputed for this work by the Director, Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine and

Hygiene
As submitted above, in order to improve the general health of the masses, includmig

as it does very largely agricultural workers, it is absolutely essential to provide a Public

Health Res<"a':h Institute wheie the various prob.'en s affecting Public Health can be
examined. This is the on'y Province in India where the Public Health Department
endeavours to function without a laboiatory of any sort, to do the very ordinary

analytical work in connection with Public Health, to say nothirg of experimental
research in connection with specialprovmci.il epidemic diseases. This matter is how-
ever nuw being considered by Government.

Another matter that is specially esential as it particularly affects the agricultural

population is the creation of a Malaria Bureau under a special Malaria Officer.

Proposals have been submitted to Government regarding this by the Public Health

Department.
As things stand at present, the Director of Public Health is endeavouring to act as

Chief Malaria Medical Officer and Chief Plague Medical Officer in addition to his

ordinary duties.

This Province is shown in the latest map issued by the Malaria Bureau of India at

Kasauli to be intensely ma'anous and no there 5? no need of mine to stress the necessity
for the 3f%atiOn of such a Bureau.
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QUESTION 25. WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.--! append two statements*

showing the birth and death rate*? in rural and urban areas for the last
twentyfive years,

From these statements it will be seen that in rural arensthe death rate is generally
lower than that in towns, indicating that rural tracts are healthier than urban areas.-

This can be largely attributed to the open air life led by the people in the villages
where little congestion of houses occurs and so the full benefits of sunlight and
ventilation are obtained.

It has been recognised that in rural areas the chief obstacle to sinitary

progress is the ignorance of the people about sanitary matters. The villagers do not
understand sanitary principles and so Mew with suspicion any measures they are

asked to adopt The habits and caste prejudices of the people also retard progress.

In order to get- rid of the ignoranc* *i- d preju 'ices of the people it is of the
utmost importance to impart knowledge on health subjects *nd the prevention if

epidemic disease by giving illustrated lectures and distributing leaflet* describing
these

2. The following bteps have beA n taken by the Public Health Department:

(r Lectures in villages by Assistant Medical Officers in charge of epidemic
dispensaries.

These dispensaries have been started mainly for the purpose of educating the

people The duties of the officers in chaigt* are both med'cal as well as sanitary
with the idea that they tray ^am the confident of the people and dissenrirate

knDwledge concerning health subjects. These dispensaries are under the Public

Health Department and wcrk directly under the Civil Suigeons, They tour

throughout the districts and carry on health propaganda work by lecturing to the

villagers on epi'imic diseases and other health subjects und b^ exhibiting the

various illustrated charts supplied from thi* office,

(2) The appointment ( f two Health Publicity Officers who give lecture^ with

lantern demonstrations at all large gatherings, such as fairs, etc.

(3^ A couise of hygiene is included in the curriculum at the training schools for

teachers.

(4) The issue of leaflets in vernacular tD schoolmasters and others dealing
with epidemic diseases.

During the late Wn r all the officers that wcie sai ctiomd in pre-war pays for the

department were withdrawn and none of these appoir tment* have sinre b< en filled in.

Hence the department has been working with a limited staff consistng only of the

Director of Public Health and the .9 Ass, start Medical ( fficers on cpideiiic duty,

Recentlv two Health Publicity Officers h ive been added to the sta rf. Propaganda
work has recently b*en started and like education, is always i natter of s^ow progress,
and it will probably lake time before any visible effect* in the improvement of the

public health can be expected. The following steps have beer faken to improve health

condition in villages:

(1) Improvement of \vater-Mipply in rural areas and aUo at places where
fairs are heldi and along the routes leading to them, and also in ryotwan
villages

(2) The extension of the Village Sanitation Act to larger villages proceeds
year by yrar.

(3) Travelling dispensary system as mentioned above.

(4) Vaccinators are trainej in hygiene nnd epidemiology and so they are
available for epidemic w jrk in theii circle* when called upon.

(;) A Central Depot (Vaccine Institute) has been started at Nagpur where

lymph for vacc nation is prepared from carefully selected animals,

purified and standardised by modern methods under skilled wpei vision
aid issued to the vaccindtors in the whole Province,

(6) Medical inspection of schools by Assistant Medical Officers attached to

epidemic dispensaries.

In order that the general health of the people may receive reasonable recogni-
tion it is necessary that it should be dealt with on adequate lines and the following
represent the more urgent needs of the Public Health Department.

(i) Appointments
of District Health Officers in large districts. In large

districts the Civil Surgeon is in theory the Health Officer of the distrct. His duties

* Not printed. *
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it headquarters, however, do not allow him to tour ani inspect in the district to

the extent that is necessary. The bsst and most hopeful rasthoi foe pro/noting
rural sanitation is the appointment of a whole time District Heilth Q35car who
would control and organise all the sanitary arrangements in the district.

(2) Increase in the number of epidemic dispensaries so as to provide one for

each tahsil. The area over which the operations of each dispensary extend is much
too big for one Assistant Medical Officer, and further expansion is therefore desirable.

In conclusion, the two most urgent needs for improving hygiene in rural areas

would appear to be ~~

(1) The provision of District Healtn Officers.

(2) An increase in the number of travelling dispensaries.

Oral Evidence.

31900. The Chairman \ Col. Stiles Webb, you /ire Officiating Director of Public

Health in the Central Provinces ? Yes

31901. What is the significance cf the term "
officiating

" there ? It is one of

those things in India by which, although rny predecessor has definitely retired from the

service, I have got to officiate for two year's and four months until he is officially extinct
as far as India ib concerned j it is under the orders of the Indian Government.

31902. Has it some association, remote or otherwise, with your salary during those
two years? Yes, it has considerably.

31903. You have provided the Commission with a note of the evidence which

you wish to set before us. Would you like to make any statement at this stage?
There is one thing with regard to agriculture in this Province and that is the health of
the agriculturists, in this Province their physique is exceedingly low and their height
is small A fortnight ago cne of the scientific papers published information regarding
the relative heights in the various Provinces in India. If we can give the agriculturist
of this Province good health, we may be able to do something towards agriculture.
Physically and mentally he i=> a bit weak

31904. Would you give the Commission shortly an account of the organisation of

your service in the Province? The Public Health Department, 1 believe (I am
speaking off-hand ) was started in or about the 3 ear 1910 and they had then a complete
staff or which became 50 very shoitly aftei wards

, they had a Director of Public Health
and an Assistant Director of Public Health in 1^09, a Chief Plague Medical Officer

from 1912 onwaids and shortly afterw, n's they had an officer on speaal duty with

regard to malaria. So there was more 01 less a complete staff. But since the War on
account of financial stringency there ha*- bten only the Director of Public Health, We
have no special officers working on an} of the special diseases, or doing any research

work, arid this is the oiJy Province in India in which such a state ot things exists,
where there is no laboratory where we c^n work out the various problems that

confront u. The organisation Uself is fairly complete, with the exception that we are

understaffed, and we have this great handicap in not having a place where we can do

any practical work to solve the various problems such as we meet in this Province, We
have, for instance, leprosy, malaria, hookworm, tick typhus (

which is prevalent in the

Balaghat district and in the Saugor district ). All these problems require elucidation j

but there is not only no staff, but also no means of setting about the solving of the

problems.

31905 I want to be quite clear about this question of facilities. Is it really the

case that you have no laboratories here ? 1 have no laboratories at my disposal ,
none.

There is a small laboratory attached to the Vaccine Institute which is for dealing with
the purity of the vaccine lymph supplied, but beyond that there is nothing whatever;
and we do no bacteriological work at ail, The water samples of this Province have
to be sent to Bombay, Calcutta or Agra and that means in the hot weather it is

impossible to send the water down in time and so the required examination invariably

goes wrong

31906* If you have a case of typhoid, have you any means to have the smear
examined ? 1 have none at all, the proper way is to take the blood at a certain

period of the disease for the actual cultivation of the organism and to put the serum

up against a known strain of the organism concerned, but I have no means of dwing
either*
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31907* To co us tnw to yjur organisation in th; d.itrlcU: la tks

memorandu n entitle! the Uimiywluw, a Rr\l Con<ittw*$ and A

Development in t >e Central Provinces *nl Beta?, par,t^r ph 3^, p**e 15, it is stated

that 29 dispensiries have been surtei mainly for the purpose of educating the people.

Who is in charge ^o-day of those dibpen-aries P These dispensaries, now 30 in number,
are in charge of what we call Assihtant Medical Officers* equivalent to Sub- Assistant

Surgejns i.i other Provinces and they work indrectly under me. The whole

"organisation" is under me, but they work immediately under the Civil Surgeons in the

district* to which they are posted.

31908* Yfusfiy there are 30 now. These dispensaries are all peripate'ici are

they? They teally are. What it amounts to really is the old plague staff camouflaged

31909. They represent the only medical organisation in the mral areas, I

suppose ? We have two Health Publicity Officers who go ab>ut touring with magic
lanterns ar,d giving lectures. During the bi^' fairs> Health and Baby weeks, and when-
ever they have an agricultural show, we generally send one down because a lot of people
are collected there and he gives 3 or 4 lectures th<re.

3IQH). Have the local authorities any medical organisation at all P No. There is

no District Health Officer in any part of tins Province
;
that i^one cf the things which

is very necessary. The Civil Singeon is supposed to be the District Health Officer in

his district but it \s impossible for him to do all the work

31911. In the event of an epidemic outbreak of a disease, what medical force8

have vou av^ilab'e foi mobilisation m that particular district? I send down one or

two or three epidemic disperianes if ne<csary and I invariably go myself. If the Civil

Surgeon wants more he!p> in the first place he applies to the Inspector-General of Civil

Hospitals for it,

31912. Are you attempting to extend the knowledge and skill of your
VacCjators

' Ye^
,

we are not only training them but we are insisting on ceitain

educational qualifications, and the men whom we train are generally not more than i*o or
U2 years of age We ire also teaching them epidemiology, There is a Vaccine Institute

and last year we started training schoolmasters in the technique of vaccination and
I think it is ^oing to be ^ sue ceso. They can vaccinate within about 5 milts of their

school and in one case I know a man e.irmd Rs. go in three months,

31(313, Can these vacclrmtors deal at all with a case of cholera P No, they do

things like perrranganatmg the uells, but the actual treatment is done by the epidemic
staff.

31914, They are the only people who are capable of giving the salt injection?-' We
hope they are capable ,

sometimes their treatment is rather empirical,

31915, On the question of mahria which you menHoned a moment or two ago,
is there an organisation to de-l with malaria in this Province? No, there was a

survey made in 1312 ;
since then no woik has been done regarding malaria. This

year the Fonst Department a*-ked me for the services of an epidemic d'spen<?ary and I

got Government to establish one. It is at present working in Melghat; we had also sent

graduate for training in malariology at Sahranpur.

31916 As regards the distribution of quinine, I take it that you have any
organisation

? Yes
,

it is done by Tahsildars and others.

31917. Are you sitisfied with that? Yes, as far as it goes. We spend about
Rst 50,000 a jear in distributing the quinine to the people. It would however be very
much better to cany out mahria surveys in certain selected aieas> which might cost 2 or

3 lakhs, and 10 thib way try to eradicate the disease. I am speaking from my experience
in the Punjab and I think it would be money well spent.

31918. Fiom your knowledge of the operations in the Punjab and from your
acquaintance with the conditions in thi& Province, do you think tnat a campaign might be
successful theie? Yes, in certain parts. I have been only 20 months in this Province.

I think it might be difficult, lam thinking of the Melghat and other places j
and

I am going there next mouth to have a look and I anticipate something can be done

locally quite easily add quite inexpensively.

31910. Fiom the records at your disposal, doyouiegard the population gf this
Province as widely infected with" malaria ? Yes, I shcttld say it is. IB the latest
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map which was published by the Central Malarial Bureau they colour us rery dark for

malaria, The Melghat di&trict and certain parts of Chhattisgarh and Raipur are the
worst.

31920. Is any work being tfone on the hookworm disease in this Province ? *

There is a certain amount of work being done in the larger jails* Convicts are examln"
ed for the presence of the hookworm an'l a record is kept; the last lecord that 1

had made showed that 25 oer cent of the jail population were affected with ankylosto-
miabis and 10 percent with roundworm, which is very high The significance of the
roundworm is a thing which is not generally recognised but itgives rise to some deaths ;

I have seen one or two cases, A certain number of people get affected with roundworm
and it is not recognised till the case is on the operating t f'ble, There was a ca;?e of a

boy recently in Raipur The Civil Surgeon examined him and kept the case under
observation

;
he subsequently opener! him up and removed 80 roundworms. I think it

is a thing wh-ch we shall have to seriously take up in thib Province.

Sir Henry Lawrence* How does it come?--I thi.ik it is a good deal due
to the water. It occurs in most of the water-supplies, say in the tank water-supplies
of Raipur and Rhandara, or, where they take water from a river bed in which water
melons are grown under heavy manuring; that is a gteat breeding place,

3f0.22 The Chairman Is that a disease common to man and beast? Probably
the man is the intermediate host and th^ beast is the r al host.

31923. But it appears in man and beast in the i>ame shape? Yes,

TIQ24. On thit point, do you regard the interconnection between your Service
.ind the Veterinary Service as important in its relation to public health ? Certainly,
it is very important, I think I am right in baying that tuey are similarly situated to

what I am having no pi ce for research work. I know a proposal was put up by them
that we should have a joint Uboruory, which I welcomed.

31925. Your think there might be a workable arrangement Pl think so, yes,

31926. You think the relation between the veterinary activities generally and the

health of man has been sufficiency worked out in this country? It has b^en worked
at but what one knows of chiefly is tuberculosis. Though tuberculosis in cattle in this

Country is not anything like so prevalent as in England, still it do^s exist and it is one
of the important things

319^7. Is there a Rockefeller investigator at work on hookworm in this Pro-

vince ? No
;
there is no work of any description being earned out in this Province.

3192$. S'lll, in the provincial memorandum, paragraph 37, pagf 16", you <?ay
" Considerable sums have been spent by the various bodies concerned in the improvement
of rural watijr-supply." You give there a list of the demands that have been made to

improve the local water-supply and the money spent therein. Has much been

achieved by these efforts ? In the larger towns, yes s the amount that is spent on

rural water-supply is very bmall; it n Rs. 10,000 this year for Berar.

392Q. Do you think that the statistics of disease and death show an improvement
as a result of the improvement in the water-supplies PYes, in some places j

for

instance in Damoh they have got a very decent water-supply.

31930. Have you worked out the expense of improving the drinking in water-

supplies P I should think that it would bo next door to impossible, because many
places 'n Berar it is not a question of improving it

;
it is the only water-supply. That

is one of the problems there,

31^31, Is it usually well or tank ? Nearly always well.

31932. Is not the construction of the v ell-head very important ? Yes,

'UQ'VS. Is that a direction in which improvement might be done ? Yes ; as a

matter of fact that is being done, throughout the whole Province wherever possible,

3IQ<J4 What is it costing? -1 could not tell yru off-hand

319^5. Would you look that up and let us know ? I cannot tell you what h

beinp spent.
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$1936* Have you any idea how much it costs in the case of the average villager
to put his drinking water-supply into reasonably good order P I could not tell you,

31937. Is there a great deal still to be done in the Province in improving well-
heads? Yes, particularly in rural areas. It is reported by the epidemic logical staff
hat such and such a well is not protected and we take steps in the matter,

31938, Are you within sight of achieving your aim, do you think? I think SO;
a considerable improvement has been brought about especially during the last few
years with regard to water- sup plies.

3 !939 Do you think that the results are reassuring? Yes. Take the
infantile mortality which is the best thing to use as a guage for general sanitation

During the last five years it has come down considerably below 200, whereas in any
other preceding period of five years it has never fallen below that figure.

31940, Sir Gatiga Ram : What is (his figure of 200 ? 200 per thousand living,

31941, Prof. Gangulee : Do you disinfect wells in case of epidgmics ? It depends
on what the epidemic is. If we are up against cholera for instance, wh'ch is the

main disease here, we use permanganate of potash, which is the cheapest and most

easily obtainable disinfectant,

31942, Do you find any protests in the villages in using that water P Not if you

go yourself,

31943* The Chairman : I think you misunderstood the question I put you some
moments ago as to whether research work was being done under the aegis of the

Rockfeller Institute. I see here on page 411 of your note that you say thit a special

inquiry is being carried out in the Nagpur district by Dr. Cha. idler, the hookworm
research woiker ? That is rather with regard to the telation of the soil to duease. He
sent two or three people down here who were working in that direction and then he

came down himself to see the results. I met him at Jubbulpore and we found that the

hookworm ova do not thrive in certain soils, particularly the black cotton soil, in this

Province. That was the nature of the inquiry

31944. Is this inquiry still being carried on ? No, at present nothing is being
done

31945' Would you turn to page 412 of your note P You say:
'*

It has been

recognised that in rural areas the chitf obstacle to sanitary progress is the ignorance
of the people about sanitary matters." If you were asked for the zdeal facilities for

latrines for a village, what would be your advice ? The ideal is a water carriage

system, which of course is out of the question

31946. But withm the region of practical politico, what would be the system P

I think the system which they should utilise should be the one which is in practice
in some parts of the North-West Province where they have got to go a certain

distance from the town and not go all over the place.

31947. Do they dig a trench P I think the sun generally does what is necessary,

31948. It is an important point, is it not? For instance, the infection in hookworm
is conveyed directly from waste products to the foot, and supposing you do have a

place set apart fo that purpose, unless you have a trench you are still going to get
the infection, are you not? Yes, that possibility is incurred, but how are you going
to enforce it? You can only give them a lecture on hookworm and make certain

suggestions.

31949. I only wanted to discover what your ideal was? ^As I said, the water

carriage system is my ideal.

31950. You say, provided the sun is allowed to get at the night-soil it is more
or less disinfected and sterilized ? Is that the case in hookworm P Yes, provided

they do not get into the soil. As I say, the black cotton soil is not a suitable oil

for them to develop in.

31951. Are you using the primary school system in this Province to teach health
rules ? -Yes, lectures are given In primary schools on hygiene, and there are primers*

31952. Have you yowrself seen these primers or attended these lectures ?^
tre all in the vernacular.
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31053. Have you had them translated or seeti the primers yourself ? -Not the

actual piimer ;
but we have issued a primer ourselves, which is widely distributed.

3*954. One gets the impression that the population are capable of being taught

these matters ;
for instance, they now understand the business of dealing with plague

conditions. They are ready to leave the towns and camp out at a moment's notice ?-

Yes, at certain times of ihe year.

3 !955 No doubt in the rains it is not done quite so easily. But they are no

doubt capable of being taught, are they not ?~ Certainly.

31956* Would you like to see a Public Health Act passed for this Province P -

Yes, I think I should. But t'.e most important thing at present from oin point of

view is the question of getting some :>ort of a Registration Act. The only ^atn that

we have got to go On to see that we aie doing anv good are the vital statistics, and

vital statistics leathered fiom present means of registiation of vital occurrences is a

very difficult business. The Act of 1886 was purely a voluntary Act which I do nofc

think was really very sound, because each Province was allowed to work it as they
liked. There should in my opinion be uniformity for the whole of British Iru.ia and
then we should be able to correlate results w th those of other Provinces in j sea how

things are progressing.

31957. Have you considered as to whether there should be an All-Inaia Health

Act or whether it is to be done Province by Province P I think it ought to be an

All-India Health Act I am speaking of British India of course,

31958. Prof Gangulee . Your idea is to get uniformity of results? Yes. For

instance, the infantile mortality of this Province is higher th,\n that of any other

Province, but the conditions here are much the same as in certain other Provinces and

yet we have a higher infantile mortality. Something might be done in that direction

to see why the figures vary in two Provinces where the conditions are about

the same.

31959 The Chairman Have you studied the problem of rural health as it is

affected by nutrition? I do not know much about defic'ency diseases and I have not

really studied the dietary of this Province; and any evidence that I might offer is

hardly worth recording.

31960. Have you had time yet to form any view as to_ whether there is any
correlation between the diet of particular districts and the physique and health

in those districts as compared with others? Noi I should nut care to hazard
an opinion.

31961. Mt t Calvert - The Punjab diet and the Centra 1 Provinces dietaie not quite
the same? You have only got to look at the people of the Punjab ; they are bigger
made, and weigh more. 1 heir diet is of a different quality.

3196^. The Chairman: But you have got different races ? Yes Look at the

Chhattisgarhi Gond people who are very much bigger and heavier than the people of

any other part of this Province
,
and so far as I can see the diet is rather the same.

31963. Do you think the Chhattisgarh men are better nourished? Yes.

31964. And they are a rice eating population, are they cot p ~ Yes.

31965. Sir Henty Lawrence: Are they better nourished than the Beraris ?~ Yes,
the Chhattisgarhi Gond is mote equivalent to the Gurkha

;
he is a big thick-set fellow.

31966. The Chairman After all race remains a very important thing. You may
feed a thoroughbred forever, but you cannot build it into a Clydesdale, can you? No.

31967. Sir H( nry Lawrence ; Did I understand you to say that vou deprecated
expenditure on quinine P You would prefer something to attack the causes of malaria ?~~
Yes, It seems to me that if we could spend two or three lakhs to clear up malaria in
one or two of our wot s>t anas it would be a better way cf spanning money than by allotting
Rs. 50,000 a year in what I consider to be a haphazard way where you are really not
touching the cause of the disease and you are certainly rut eraoica-ing it,

31968. Do you find support for that view amongst other authorities in public
health? Yes. At the Research Workers' Conference in Calcutta, which I had the
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privilege of attend! ng, that was one of IHe things that were taken tip, the, creation of

an All-India Malaria Bureau, and thereby really trying to do some organised work
in the whole of Jri'dia. I applied here for the institution of a Mahria Bureau.

310/^9. Would you stop the distribution of quinine to school children P If you
mean for prophylactic purposes, then I am not at all a believer in prophylactics!

quinine. In my opinion, it only tends to mask infection and you carry the germ with

you and infect other perfectly healthy people.

31970. Was any resolution passed at this meeting of research workers to

which >ou have referred ? Yes A resolution was passed .that there should be some
central orsfarisntion, and they aie going to start it at a place called Karnal in the

Punjab, where they have a laboratory.

31971. Could you refer us to the record of that discussion ? No, because it has not

been published yet. That ws one of the resolutions, but I huve not got any copy of it,

31972. But it will be published ?- Yes. I have not received a copy.

31973. Prof, Gangulee : When was the conference held? From the 13th to the

i6th of December 1926, at Calcutta.

31974. Sir Henry Lawrence Do you make any use of the population collected in

jails for teaching simple hygiene? Yes. We give lectures in the central jailsi

I think the Health Publicity Officers go down and give lectures, nnd they appreciate
them apparently,

31975. Do you suppose that any considerable proportion of the jail population
are enlightened in this way P I should Inrdly like to express an opinion. I do not know
whether in this Piovince they #o from jail to jail, but 1 rther fancy that most of the

men in the jails are hahituals, and no sooner are they sent out than they are m again,
lt*is rather difficult to say.

3197^ Are these lectures given in every jail or only in the central jails? It has

been" done in the central j uls in Nagpur and )ubbulpore ,
I do not think it has been

done in Raipur Jft was done as an experiment last year.

31977- It is only just started ? Ye^.

31978. Do the jail authorities welcome this movement ? Yes

31979. It miglit be a very important medium for the enlightenment of the

population? It certainly would be an accessory, but not so much, I think, in centra!

jails as in the district jails.

31080 Has that been touched P Not yet. There are difficulties in lecturing in

a jail I do not know whether they allow all the criminals to come together, the male*
and females, etc. It has bee** done in the central jail. We have tried it with a magic
antern, and they like that*

319,81. So far, it has only been done with a very ;mall percentage of the jail

population ? Yes.

3*982. Whit is your jail population in this Province ?- I could not tell vo u
most oif the jals are mostly empty- I think only 50 per cent of the accommodation
i* utilised.

31983. If you take all India, I gather that there are about 700,000 inmates of jails.
The Public Health Department cou.d make full use of that material?- If you take the
North-West Frontier Province, I can guarantee you a full house j all the jails there
are over flowing

31984 H.is this experiment been tried ;n other Provinces ? I do not know,

31985. Would you recommend that it should be done? I think it might
be done.

31986. Sir Ganga Ram ; Is there much leprosy in this Province? I should say
that this Province has more leprosy that any other part of India.

31987. What measures do you take to prevent the spread of leprosy ? Have you
any special institutions here to keep them ? Yes, tVere aie eight institutions at the
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present moment (! like the word institution an j not asylum) which are run by
Missionaries. V\ e ire going to opsn leprosy dispensaries at five of the biggest town*
where leprosy is pievalect, for instance m Raipuf, Amtaoti and such places,

31988. Are you of opinion that it spreads by the touch p Some doctors are not of

that opinion P It spreads by intimate personal contact* Beyond that 1 cannot tell

you; it is urilcnown yet how -re disease i& actually transmitted.

31989 Thiee ye^rs ago, duung Lord Reading's time, there was a large collection

of funns to combat leprosy. What share of that fund dia you gel P -We collected for

that fund a very large amount, namely, over Rs. 2 lakhs. That money has gone to

Delhi to the Viceroy's Endowment Fund, but up to the present time we have not got
anything.

31950. Are you aware wh<*t they are doing in that resper t ? They are spending
money on getting another research woiker and on propaganda work* and they are

paying for the training oi medical personnel in the treatment of leprosy. Last >ear
there were 15 medical men from the whole of India trained for treatment of leprosy.

7 or 8 went from this Province, and since then 4 have beer, trained from my depart-
ment and 4 have been sent by the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals; we are

sending 5 men next month to Or Muir in Calcutta for training.

31991 Is the treatment of leprosy that you give that of Dr. Rogers? It is the

Hydro-carpus oil-cum -creosote tieatment.

31992. Ibtbrtt the fir.al treatment which has been fixed upon ? - That is what
we propose to utilise in this Province. We have not pot facilities for trying a lot

of treatments, such as the treatment by the modified tuberculin of Dr Row
of Bombay, There in another treatment, namely, what is known as Hg 43 It

is a preparation uf m rcuiy and arsenic, and the idra is that it will simultaneously
cure syphtlm which is prevalent among lepers, because until you combat the - syphilis
in the leper you can make very little impression on his leprosy. This drug will

tackle the two at the same time.

31993, In this Piovince, )oudo not allow the lepers to spread about and to go
On begging and spread the

inftctipn
? Are they itstrirted in any way? The Leper

Act can bt* applied in any District in which the Deputy Commissioner asks for it to

be applied. Personally, I am very much against compulsion because by c mpulsion
we shall defeat our own object. Another thing is that most of the begging lepeis
are not infective. They do not spread the disease, they simply linger on It is the

man who does not Know that he has got leprosy that i the real source of infection

It is in the primary and secondary stages that leprosy is infective They found a

man in Calcutta who was preparing sweets who was suffering front lepros> ,
he would

be likely to spread the infection, because lie did not k now that he had leprosy.

11994. Str Henry Laurence : Can you Miggest what is the leper population of the

Province ? I think it is 10,000.

3199^* The Census* Report says tint it is, dbout 13,000 P Yes. I think we have

7,coo in institutions. That is rather a floating figute, because they come and go;
there it> no compulsion.

31996 Sir Cattga Ram: Are not these Missionary institutions helped by the
central endowment fund ? Yes This Government has been paying a subsidy. Now
it is a capitation grant for the food and the upkeep of the lepers. We also give
them very krge grants for new buildings and any sanitary measures like new wells

and watet-su
t ply. It does not, for some reason or other, come through nr.y depart-

ment, although I handle a good deal of it because it is an epidemic disease.

Vou have not got any leper settlements where the inmates can be
trained in agriculture P No, but there is a suggestion tot ke a place a few miles

from Raipur and put op a Government institution there, but I think we shall have
to wait a bit till we get more in touch with them, possibly by means of

out-patients At the special lepiosy dispensaries.

31998. tou say that money should be spent on eradicating malaria ? I think so*

31999. Do you mean according to the Ross system P Every problem has
its own solution. In some places, it may be better to tackle the mosquito and in

Others to tackle the reservoir of the disease.
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330QO. Do you have a reliable system of registration of births and deitha t-*
I should

yr
that it H exc3*din*ly bid, It 1$ darivi by paaple who get no extra

pay tor doing it, and consequently they do not care v<iry mac'i about it.

^2001. There s no penalty attached to it ?~ No. There are sanitary byelaws
but they are very rarely enforced.

32002, There is no means of preparing vaccines and making cultures in the

laboratory here? The only lab nratory that I have i:> the Central Provinces Vaccine

Institute, where we manufacture lymph for treating small- pox.

32003. You cannot make cultures for examination ?~~ I have no laboratory staff.

32004, The Medical Department have one ? There is a laboratory attached

to the Mayo Hospital in charge of an Assistant Medical Officer, at the present moment.

32005, Can you not get the work done there ? It does not come to me. They
do not apply to me as they might, and as they do in other Provinces.

32006. You i>ay that you allow vaccination to be done by schoolmasters. Is it

safe P Yes.

32007, You think they do not commit any mistakes? Ai! these men, before

we allow them to vaccinate, are erained for six months in the Vaccine Institute j

they also tram them in epidemiology. They are examined at the conclusion of the

course,

32008. You allow them some fee? I think it 133 annas, but chat is not

my province.

32009 It is. the recognised fee? They have fixed this amount themselves
as far as I know, I do not know whether the Education Department has fixed it,

I am on-y told th.it is the fee.

32010. Do you not think that water diseases occur more M paddy giowing
areas? Are you speaking of malaria and chojera?

3CQH. All sortb of diseases, rouodworm, h jokworm, etc.? The ,-nore t*~e

watei the greatei the probability of w<*te: -borne diseases, particularly cholera.

3?oi2. Do you j>ee that ome text-books are introduced into schools for hygiene?
There is merely a scrt of little series of lectures on just the elemsntary things.

32013. Do they not consult as to what is being done in other Provinces in

these matters? I suppose they do.

32014. Is it not part of your duty to see to these hygiene lectuies? They
generally apply to me, and we just drift thenn out for them. You asked a question
about consulting other Provinces That is one of the things from the absence of

which the whole of the Public Health Depart nents of India are suffering In 1913
they commenced hoMing what weie known as Sanitary Conferences where the
Directors of Public Health and other Sanitarians and Epidemiologists used to meet
and uiscuss problems and exchange views, but there is no such thiwg now

3201$. Prof, Gangulee ; Has it been discontinued ? Yes. It is very important
iliat theie should be such an All-India confeience.

32016. Sir Ganga Ramt I* there not a weekly or monthly Government publi-
cation in which the results of researches into medical science and hygiene are reported
and which reports as to what is done in the various Provinces? Not in any one
Province,

32017. Is there riot an All-India publication? There is the Indian Resea>ch
Association and they publish their journal about 3 or 4 times a year, but that is

devoted to research work and not to pnblic health Work. Of course the one s

a corollary to the other to a certain extent, but public health work is somewhat
different Unless we meet together and know what the other people are thinking and

doing, we are much handicapped and at present we have no such opportunity.
For instance, with regard to plague measures, we wanted to know what is considered
to be the standard of rat destruction in other Provinces. We held a meeting in

Calcutta to talk over these things, but you cannot discuss a big subject, like plague,
in two hours.
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3bi8. Is thert t public htalth journal for the whole of India? There is
" none now.

32019. Would you recommend something of that sort P I think it would be
a very good thing.

32020* What part of the Punjab were you in? I was Deputy Sanitary Com-
missioner at Lahore, and afterwards Chief Malaria Medical Officer.

3202 r. Sir Thomas Middlfton : From the figures
*
you have given us it Would seem

that fevers ar much worse in rural than in urban areas? Yes.

32022. In the last seven years the death rate in rural areas was something like 20
per thousand while in the towns it was about 13 per thousand ? Yes.

^
32022. I suppose diagnosis in the towns id much better than in rural areas ? The

facilities for diagnosis are better,

32024. I* not the work better done in the towns than in rural districts ? Possibly,
because m some parts of the Province there are people who have never even heard of

modern nuthods of treatment and who continue to use their own remedies. With regard
to malaria 'n urban and rural areas, if you work in a malarious district you will find all

round the town the population has a greater splenic and parasitic index but as you get
towards thecen^reof the town you will find it considerably diminished. That is perhaps
the answer to your question.

32025. That explains why the percentage of deaths in rural areas is much higher
than in urban areas ? 'That is possibly the explanation, yes.

32026. What I wanl to get from you is whether the figures 20 and 1$ represent
the kind of figures you would expect from your general experience, or whether there is

a large margin of error ? There is a very large margin of error,

32027. In looking at any of these figures we must expect a large margin of

error? Yes, The very first day I came to this Province I saw a Hindi word put
down as the cause of a certain number of deaths, and on inquiring what it was, I was

told it was worms. I did not think of the significance of it at the time, but that was

possibly roundworm. Deaths are commonly attributed to w^rms in certain parts of

this Province.

32028. I took fevers as an example, because that is a case where there is a wide

difference in mortality as between town and country, and \ wanted to ascertain whether

these figures represented some real difference or whether they were due to errors in the

classification of disease. Your view is that they represent a real difference? Yes.

32029. You have commented on the physique of the people in the Chhattisgarh
Divi ion and in the Berar districts, and ! think your view is that the former are stronger
ind healthier than the latter ? They are more strongly built, certainly.

32030. Can you tell us about any other Divisions of the Province, such as the

wheat-growing tracts in the north ? 1 am afraid I have not been here long enough to

give an opinion. As far as I can see, the Chlnttisgarh people have the best physique,
but 1 am not prepared to say they have less disease

32031* Or, Hyder : In reply to a question by the Chairman* you said you had
no facilities for investigation? Yes,

32032. Have you any facilities for the prevention of disease? One is a corollary
of the other $ you cannot prevent disease until you have discovered the cause.

*

32033. Have you any facilities for the education of the people gen e<ally P Yci
we have Health Publicity Officers who go round and attend ail fairs> shows, etc.,

and give magic-lantern lectures* which are very popular. We also do work in

the schools.

* Statement showing deaths from different causes and births during 1901 to 1935 irj

(l) the rural districts an;d (2) in the towns of the Central Provinces and Bersr Not

printed*
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32034* Would you Hire to have a Public Health Research Institute for the

Central Provinces ? I rather deprecate the word "research". I want a Public Hemlfelt

Institute in which we can make preliminary investigations, the research itself

being conducted by acertral body. There is no need fora
multiplicity

of research

institutes 5 r India, for one thing, ue have not the staff. There should, however,
be some institute where preliminary investigations could be made, and then the

results would be put up to the central body which would go ahead and v^Jfk on
them if it thought fit,

32035. What is the total population entrusted to your care? 14j millions.

33036, Do you know the kind of work that is being carried out on malaria
in the Federated Malay States? I have heard of it,

32037. They do not have to look after more than if million people, but they

possess all these facilities for the investigation of disease and its prevention and

cure, and also for educational work. You have nothing of that kind here ? We have

nothing like that in this Province, but the problem in India is different, political
factors have to be taken into consideration, especially in this Province.

3XJ Q Is there any arrangement for interchange of ideas nnd associated effort

between the Medical Department, the Public Works Department, the Engineering
Branch of th2 Railways, the Irrigation Department and so on in this Province? Yes.
In the Public Health Report for the year Me embody the work where we overlap.
There is no Sanitary Engineer in this Province, and we need one. In the Public
Health Department cf tne United Provinces there is a staff of Sanitary Engineers
working under the Director of Publ c Health.

32039. Have you any sav in the mittcr of iingation reservoirs in this Province?
No If they were undertaking extensive irrigation works, I should go and see that

what was being done was all right from the health point of view. If an area is

^rop^rly irrigated the e may be, as in the ca<?e of the Montgomery district m the

Punjab, less malaria than before.

32040 Have you any arrangements for ascertaining the spleen index of school
children ? It used to be done, but it has fallen into abeyance in this Province for lack
of staff, I have personally made a few investigations, but I have not sufficient data
on which to found an opinion. There is no doubt that in certain parti of the Province
the prevalence of big spleens amougst the children is more noticeable than in others.

39041. Mr. Wills: Havejyou ever. heard of any increase in malaria in Cnhattis-

garh as a result of irrigation P No.

32042. Or of any increase in any other disease ? No.

32043. You were not herein 1918, but do you happen to know the mortality
figures from influenza in that year

9~I think the mortality was something like i in to;
105 per thousand, It was, as usual, greater than in any other Province, Only in
one year were we beaten in that respect, and that was in 1917, when the Punjab had
the highest infantile mortality rate in the whole of Indi*. We have been first,

unfortunately, ever since. The percentage of children dying in the first year of

infancy has been and is higher here, than in any other Province, except during 1917.

3*044. Thf Raja of Parlakimedt ; What are the most virulent diseases in this
Province? As far as the rural population s concerned, cholera, plague> malaria and
(in certain part* only) leprosy. Tuberculosis is undoubtedly spreading in this
Province also.

32045. Pwf.Ganguleei What about venereal disease* P I am told they ar
very rife in Chhattisgarh and the eastern parts of the Province, and Missionaries at
Mungali are making a special effort to deal with it. Th* Red Cross gave them a
grant to buy salvtrsan last year, and I am trying to get them a grant this yean

The Raja of Pctrlakimedii Which of the diseases you have mentioned Is
the most troublesome? It vanes from year to year. Last year we had a good deal
of cholera in the eastern part of the Province, and this year plague

1

has been
troublesome, and also smail-pox in Berar, where the people WiU not be vaccinated,
It may be the people do not object so much to vaccination as to the vacctiwiori f
I cannot say. The personal factor has always to be considered in India.
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I iuppose those diseases depend krgeiy on the season PYe, on the
season, the tlimate and the rainfall

32048. With regard to the appointment of Health Officers, application has firit
to lie received from the District or Local board ? -There are only three Health Officers
in the whole of the Province at the present time : at Jubbulpor*, Nggptir and Amraoti,
There are no District Healh Officers in any part of the Province.

32049* You have not received an) applications from Local Boards P 'No.

32050. Were the three officers yo mention appointed by Government P The
appointment is left to local bodies, but the final siy in the matter is with the Director
JOT Public Health. Naturally, as far as is advisable, I let them h*ve their choice,
because they pay half hh salary (Government pays the otner half) and they may
prefer one man to another.

32051. What is the extent of the jurisdiction of these three officers? Only
within the boundaries of their Municipalities At one time 1 thought that, as

Government paid half their falaties, they might be utilised in the districts
;

but I

think the Municipalities might object. They have enough work to do in cleaning up
places like Nagpur in any case.

32052. Have .these Municipalities Sanitary Engineers P They generally have
men called Municipal Engineers, but I would not care to call them Sanitarians.

32053. Have any of them Samtiry Inspectors P -Yes. They are all trained in

Bombay, and Government pays half their salaries.

32054* How many are they in number ? All the big towns practically have a

Sanitary Inspector or two, There must be about 50 employed in the whole Province.

32055* Who supervises their work ? The Health Officer if he u> there and the
Civil Surgeon if there is no Health Officer,

32056. Is it at fixed periods, say, so many times per year ? He is supposed to

supervise all the year round. The Sanitary Inspector works direct under the Health
Officer.

32057. What are the things he is supposed to look after? The Sanitary

Inspector sees that thfe sanitary staff does its work properly, tre removal of refuse

excreta and such like things.

32058. Does he also see that the water sources are not contaminated and all

that kind of work ? Yes.

32059. What attention does baby welfare receive in this Province? We publish
an account of all the Baby waek*, what they do and all the rest of it and this year we
are making a special effort in dealing witn it only at present the control has been

vested in a special committee of the Red Cross, although the grant is passed through

my budget and I think they will be able to deal with it better in seme ways I am a

sort of liaison officer between the general committee of the Red Cross and the Public

Health Department and 1 am also a co-opted member on the special committee.

There again you have got to leave a certain amount of latitude to local authorities in

the matter of the way of conducting of their campaign.

33060. Do many Municipalities take interest in such things P We had been

rather badly handicapped by what is known as the Sim formula. Under this formula

fths of the amount b to be spent in the Central Provinces and f th in Berar. So
unless you can get Berar to spend fths you cannot get anything fpr the Central

Proviuces.

32061. Tkt Chaitmant Who was Mr, Sim?- Mr. Sim, of the Government cf

India, who has now joined Vickers. Yuu cannot run disease according to formulae.

32062. The Raja cf PavlMmedi*. How many lady doctors aie there in this

Province? You are taking me out of wy department. I think there are about four or

'o who wot* practically on infantile mortality.

32063. D o each of these Local Boar is and District Beards possess onePNo,
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32064* Not even one of them P Some of them have, There are 4 or 5 throughout
the Province First of all you cannot get them. The female Assistant Medical Officer

is exceedingly rare, you must remember the standard of education among women.

32065. So the treatment of women is practically ignored here 9 No, Now there

is a movement to establish female hospitals and it will do a tremendous lot of good,

particularly in regard to infantile mortality, because you are rQt going to get much

beneficial result from first starting welfare centres, washing babies and bribing dais

to come and listen to lecturt-b Where you have maternal disease as the main cause

of infantile moitality you are not going to c'eal with that except through th* foundation

of women's hospitals.

31066 Where are these hospitals going to be built? - One is going to be built

at Chhlndwara, Of course there are female hospitals under the Dufferm Fund in all the

big cities.

32067 How many such hospitals are therein this Province? I thir.k there are

3 or 4 in this Province.

32068* In this women's hospital which you are going to have* are there going to

be so many bedsjallotted for in-patients'
1
* Yes

32069. It is entirely for women p Yesj it will be for female cases Only,

32070, Prof. Gangulee: You do nut get any help' from the All-India Research
Association? No, because we are doing nothing ;

but if we could show that we wish
to carry out some rcseai ch then they could give us some assistance

32071 What is your existing organisation for col'ecting vital statistics ?

They are collected by the sanitary staff and by various other persons, the patwat is*

the police and others, The Municipality keeps its own register and the police keep
their own register ana when either or both are doing nothing for a little time, they
come together; compare notes and produce the register. The idea was that one
should check the other. The system is defective and I think there should be a

special trained j>tafl through the whole of India and that it should work directly
under the Public Health Department.

32072, Tuimng to the question of the malarial survey, what was the nature of
the survey that you referred to ? It was a general survey conducted by Major
Kendnckj on topographical lines.

3207-5. What are the qualifications of the Assistant Medical Officers? The
Assistant Medical Officers cf this Province are trained at the Robertson Medical
School and are examined by certain of us and by so-re outside examiners and we do
the best we c.n for them. But the real difficulty is that the standard of education
that these men have before they attempt to tackle medicine is so small and so low,
that they cannot assimilate the things they are tdught If I ask an orclmarv question
iibout the prevention of plague they take a long breath and say it is caused by this
and that but they do not understand it and so they cannot apply it.

32074. They do not have adequate scientific education P It is only a four
years' course and the facilities are not many.

32075. What is the pay of the Assistant Medical Officers ? They start on
Rs. 60 now and there is an agitation to start them on Rs. IOO. At one time it used
to be Rs. 1*0 and our Sub-AssisUnt Surgeon was eettmg Rs, 20 to look after
the health of a regiment.

32076. You have got an Act called the Village Sanitation Act; when was that

passed P I could not tell you.

3^077, Would you tell us the scope of that Act P It is like a little panchayat
they sit round and talk about things and they may also mvite the Deputy Commis-
sioner. I think, as a rule, they do some good.

32078. Not very effective ?~No; but takirg all things into consideration, I do
not think they are at all bad,

32079. In matters of rural sanitation, what is the attitude of the District Coun-
cils ? It is very difficult to say, sometimes they are hampered by financial stringency

32080. Not lack of interest ? That is the excuse that is given.
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32081. Is there any District Council in this Province taking any definite step for

the improvement of rural sanitary conditions? No. I cannot think of any special onftt

32083. Financial stringency is almost universal? Yes,

32083* We are told in another Province that irrigation is occasionally responsible
for malaria* We should Hfce to hve your views on the point, whether you associate

malaria with irrigation? If the irrigation is done properly I think it is certainly not

harmful as regards malaria
,

it may be rather beneficia 1 But in this Province iriiga-

tion is in its infancy and I am certainly not in a position to give an opinion as far as

this Province is concerned.

32084. 1 think we have here four tracts, the wheat tract, the cotton tract, the rice
tract and so on. Do you find that the sanitary conditions vary in the different tracts ?**-

NO, I do not think so,

32085. You do not find that in ths cott >n tract of Bera', which we are told is

rather prosperous the sanitary conditions are better than in the other poorer tracts?

I shou'd say they are comparatively worse because it is very difficult t . deal with the
Beraris, The District Council will tell you that this is owing to lack of funds,

320^6. You have said y^u have eight institutions for dealing with leprosy? all run by
Missionaries 9 Yes.

32087, To what extent does the Indian public support
tnese institutions? The

Missionaries get a lot of money from England and America
;
and the Government sub-

sidises their. *

32088. What about the Indian public? The Indian public in this Province sub-

scribed over two lakhs recently to the Viceroy's Endowment Fund.

33089. Is there any lepfr institu' ion entirely run by Indians, other than thos<s

that are run by the Missionaries?- No, there is none.

32090 About your propaganda work, do I understand that you are utilising the

Education Department as much as you would like to?- Yes, certainly ,
\> e work hand

in hand with them in man> things*.

38091, And with the Co-operative Department? I do not know that I can tay
that exactly

32092. You have not utilised that agency for propaganda work? Where there
is a big gathering) there we send down our men to lecture.

320^3. In your note \ou tell us that this question of having a research institute

here is before the Government. Is it in the form of a definite proposal
p -

I put it down
definitely under every heading that I c uH, giving reasons as shortly and as strongly
as I could, and it has been tuined down owing to lack of funds

32094. When was this proposal first made? Before I came to this Province
,

there is a sort of Medica' Administration and Finance Board which first considers these

things before they go to the Legislative Council

32095. The proposal did not go as far as the Legislative Council? No, it did

not go to the Legislative Council. I have spoken to one of the Ministers here and hots

very sympathetic towards the proposal. But this time it is entirely a question of funds,

I am told we have lost a lot of money, over 35 lakhs, through excise. The initial cost

of a Public Health Institute was estimated at 3j lakhs.

33096. Do you combine the Veterinary Institute in that ? It could be done,

32097. Mr. Culvert . You used the word 'eradication' wrh reference to malaria,

Do you mean complete eiadication?-* Yes j
if they can doit in places like Panami

and other places, why can we not do it in India?

32098* They are tiny little places ;
India is a Continent ? If it can be done in

one place it can be done in any other place, provided you have legislation to back

you up.

32099. You think it could be done on a sufficiently lar^e scale to be really
valuable ? Certainly, because the work should be permanent.

32100. It would not prove too costly ?-~I do not think FO, if it Is done by a man
who knows his job.

33iOt, You mentioned that Civil Surgeons are Health Officers ; are they also in

charge of the local jails
? Not always In the central jails there i* a separate officer,

the Superintendent is a separate officer.

39102, They are in charge of the district jails ? Yes.
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39103* Are you satisfi i with the present division of funds between the preventive
mod the curable diseases? -No ; I am not You cannot do prevention work on an area
Of 100,000 square miles with an Officiating Director and two Publicity Officers.

33104. Is ther much scope in this Province for rural sanitary engineering? Yes,

32105. It could be done by a Provincial Sanitary Engineer P A Sanitary Engineer
is one of the most necessary requisites in public health, You may be a tery
clever engineer but you arc not nee* ss ariiy a sanitary engineer; that is a specialised
job and I consider it is most essentialj especially with regard to water-supply,

32106. Str ffemy Lawrence ; Your total budget expenditure
is about Rs. 4,50,000?

Of this, how much do you spend on quinine? I think it h&s gone up to Rs. 48,oco or
Rs. 50,000.

31107. How much is sppnt on the Medical Department?^ I could not tell you.
The estimate in the United Provinces is Rs 47,00,000 or Rs, 49,00,000.

32108. In other major Provinces they spend from twenty to forty lakhs on

public health? I think my budget this year will be something under four lakhs.

32109. You are being retrenched, are you not? I put up for a malaria bureau
and as that will be cut out, the amount will come to about four lakhs,

32110. Your medical budget is about 14 Ukhs this year. Would you Iike

to reverse those figures? -Personally, of course, I would; we could then do very
much more work than we are doing now,

331 1 1. Sir Ganga Rami Is tuberculosis on the increase in this Province?
I have not made any special investigation"! in this Province r ut frorr what I hxard
at the Indian Science Congress at Lahore and from the investigation that I made in the

North^West Frontier Province> I have gained the impression that tuberculosis is

increasing throughout India.

32112. Have you anj special hill stations here for that P There is a so-called
tuberculosis sanitormm at Pendra which is run by a missionary doctor but I do not

myself think that they do any special anti-tuberculosis work, I think it is simply a
name to cover other activities of theirs

33113. Do you not think that sometimes ordinary fevers are mixed up with
tuberculosis? Yes, that \*> so.

32114. Have you got any public health museum here ? No.

32115. Would it not be a good thing to have a public healtn museum located at

Nagpur ? I think that would be a sound thing, Personally I think it wou f d give a.

great deal of assistance in that direction. But I suppose you are thinking more of
the education ol stsdents. We might of course have some health exhibits attached to
the local college here. But this is an expensive business.

32116. Sir Henry Lawrence' Have you a Medical College here P Yes, the
Robertson Medical School.

33117, Up to what standard do 'hey teach ? Up to the Sub-Assistant Surgeon
slanda d. There is an agitation now to try and get the graduates' degree, but I am
afraid 1 should hesitate to say that we have facilities for the necessary clinical

material,

32118. The superior officers arc recruited from elsewhere ? Yes, the posts arc
all advertised, and they come before a certain Medical Advisory Board of which
1 am a member,

32119. The Chairman: Has this medical <-chool no laboiatory facilities ?-~ I

suppose they have a certain amount of facilities, bat from my point of view a public
health laboratory and an ordinary laboratory are two different things. For instance,
in the examination of water I look at the question from a different point of view to
that Which the

1

bacteriologist would take.

32x20. Sir Henry Lawrence : Does your local Council recognise the importance
ol spending money on public health P I hope they will.

32121. Do you think you could get them to spend more mcney ? 1 am afraid I

could not answer that question, but I think WP will try to stir them up.

^2122. Sir Ganga Ham ; Are there any Salvaton Army institutions in this
Province? 1 do not know. There have been Salvation Army people knocking about
here, because one of them came to me and 1 gavt him Rs. 15 ^e other day, But I am
afraid tbct was for work in Madras,

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. SHYAM SUNDAR BHARGAVA, Managing Proprietor,

Messrs. Chandrabhan Behari Lall, Jubbulpore.

Replies to the Questionnaire

QUESTION 3. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) So far in this Province

selected seed and some improved implements only have influenced and improved
the cultivation.

(b) Yes, in my opinion, field demonstrations ought to be carried on more

freely free of cost for the first year in each village or group of villages and

some sort of gathering should be ananged both at the time of demonstration

and when results can be shown.

(c) Same as (b).

QUESTION 4. ADMINISTRATION (a) Yes. Government of India should in each

Province send their experts to study local conditions and their experts should

be made more familiar with local conditions.

(b) Yes; for instance, if Central experts under Government of India make

experiments and succeed in devising or selecting a threshing machine which
would suit Indian conditions, Local Governments would not be required to

do the same thing in their respective Provinces. The same thing may be said

about all such improvements which are common such as improved furnaces

for boiling sugarcane juice, method of cultivation of common crops like wheat.

(c) (i) The Agricultural Services are fair, but Veterinary Service should be
more under the control of Agicultural Department so that they may be more
useful to agriculturists. Moreover their training should also fit them to use

simpler methods and medicines so that they can be of more use to village people.

(111) ROADS, These need great improvement and extension,

(iv) Satisfactory although common village people do not avail themselves

of this department's activities

(v) Fair

(vi) Fair.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE. (a) Better financing of agricultural operations is

urgently needed and some special banks known as Agricultural Banks should
be started and these must m beginning be encouraged and helped like

co-operative banks. Moreover Government should give more freely loans for
these purposes.

(b) Tdccavi loans have become very unpopular and in my opinion if advisory
committees are appointed in each district or tahsil to advise at the time of giving
and realising the taccavi it would become more popular.

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (i) The main causes of

borrowing are .

(1) To meet the expenses required to meet all the agricultural operations,
especially to buy bullocks.

(2) Marriages and other ceremonies.

(3) Purchases of land at times at very high price.

(ii) The sources of credit are geneially the malguzar and village sowcar.

(lii) The reasons for non-repayments are :

(1) Failure of crop.
*

(2) As the savings are usually so low that even in ordinary years they
hardly maintain their family and when loans are taken for unpro-
ductive purposes it becomes very difficult to pay back.

(b) In my opinion, better facility to get loan and redemption of mortgage
bonds will be enough, but as in places rates of interest are too high the Usurious
Loans Act should also be applied.

(c) I think the other way; usually mortgage loans are cheaper In intrtt
and therefore are more freely paid back and therefore I advocate right of

mortgage and sale on all land held by tenant for a long term or with the

permission of landlords.
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QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION or HOLDINGS. (a) Sub-divisions of holding
are great, but I cannot suggest any .means by which to stop them.

(b) In my opinion, revenue officers should have instructions and power to

force consolidation when so desired by exchanging land.

(c) I do not think this can be done.

QUESTION 8. IRRIGATION, (a) I suggest for all districts in the wheat and
rice tracts of the Central Provinces extending the irrigation schemes of (i) and

(ri) type, t.e , perennial and non-perennial canals and tanks.

None but slackness on the part of Government to sanction new schemes.

(b) 1 have as yet not heard of these difficulties in my district.

QUESTION 9. SOILS (b) In my district a system known as bhandhwas it

in general vogue and its effects are very striking.

It shows marked improvement for quite a number of years and then, tay,
after 30 years or more, shows signs of deterioration.

(c) By ploughing it deep enough to up-root all kans and make it

possible for cultivation. To this end the Agricultural Department tried motor
tractors, but failed; and then the department got a steam tackle which, if it

proves successful, will be able to do a lot to reclaim enormous areas in

Jubbulpore, Damoh, Saugoi, etc. Also Government should treat these ploughing
and bunding operations as improvements for the purposes of sanads. This will

induce the cultivators to get this sort of work done at any time irrespective
of settlement periods.

QUESTION 10. FERTILISERS (a) Yes, great use ought to be made of natural

manures and rural population should be compelled to make necessary pits round
the villages to throw cowdung and rubbish and also to utilise urine as manure,
this will considerably improve the quality and increase the quantity of natural

manure in each village.

(b) No.

(c) By free demonstration of cultivators* fields.

(e) I have been using ammonium sulphate on sugarcane with very good
results.

(/) It is not much used as such in my district.

QUESTION 11. CROPS, (a) (i) There is a very great scope for improving
the existing crops, by selection and by importing better varieties which give
higher yield and resist diseases more.

(ii) New fodder crops should be introduced. The usual fodder which is

availably is of very poor quality in its dry stage and in many places cannot be
used while green or as silage as it is not available everywhere.

(iii) The distribution of seed has played a very useful part in our part of

the Province and if carried on more will give still more satisfactory and quick
results. ,

(iv) Tke prevention ol damage by wild animals requires help from Govern-
ment. Up to now practically no help is being given. In my opinion, the

following facilities should be given :

(1) More licenses for funs.

(2) Pig hunting clubs to be formed for each area.

(3) Where Government forests adjoin the cultivation areas, if fences are

constructed, the forest Department should contribute something. Also long-
term loans should be given for fencing.

(c) Peas, oats and ground-nuts have been successfully introduced by me
in my farms and improved varieties of wheat have increased the yields and
assured a regular crop owing to rust-resisting qualities.

QUESTION 12.CULTIVATION. (i) The existing system of tillage wants a
great deal of improvement. About 15 years ago small iron ploughs were
introduced, but owing to the War their prices became prohibitive. Their
reproduction is necessary. Also better implements to give hot weather tillage
and ligfet harrowing in the beginning of monsoon are necessary.
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(ii) In my district wheat is the most important crop and it should be
rotated by masur, peas or gram no other rotation being possible owing to

the bhandhwas system and character of soil.

QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENTS. (a) The following agricultural implements and

machinery are urgently needed :

(1) Sowing seed drills; (2) light harrow which may stir the upper layer
of crust formed in the beginning of monsoon; (3) threshing machine;
and (4) reapers.

The introduction of seed drills \\ill greatly depend on the successful introduc-
tion of threshing machines.

(b) Demonstration of implements and sale on hire-purchase system. Also to

make arrangements in many important centres in the district for repairing or

icplacing broken parts.

(c) The manufacturers or their agents chiefly in port towns are not able to

demonstrate and sell on hire-purchase system, and do petty repairs. I suggest
that either through Agricultural Department or through special societies Or

private agents this should be done, and in case Agricultural Department does

not take up the work the agencies should get all possible help from the department.

QUESTION 15. VETERINARY (a) Yes. The Civil Veterinary Department
should be under the Diiector of Agriculture.

(b) (i) They are nominally under the District Board, but the Board has
not enough control,

(ii) No.

(ui) No.

(c) (i) No Agriculturists do not much use veterinary dispensaries, because

they are situated very far from their villages and the tieatment and medicines
recommended are too expensive They should be made cheaper by introducing
country medicines.

(ii) Same as (i).

(d) I would recommend good propaganda and failing that I would recom-
mend even legislation*

(c) No.

(/) Propaganda is necessary No fee is charged.

QUESTION 16 ANIMAI HUSBANDRY, (a) (i) Yes. The breeds should be

unproved. In my opinion rattle which can serve double purposes, t e , milch
3Hi<i draught, ought to be selected and improved,

(ii) Special facilities should be given to those who take up dairying. (1) Gov-
ernment should encourage by giving good bulls free or on nominal price.

(2) Concessions should be given for grazing in Government forests and in

growing fodder crops. (3) Agricultural Department should start model dairies

and when fully established and become paying they should be handed over
either to companies or private persons

(iii) The piesent s>stem of animal keeping in my district is one of very
rude type In fact no care is taken and all round it should be improved in

feeding, breeding and weeding.

(b) (i) and (ii) The common pastures are getting less and less day by day
rind now pasture lands are such as are not suited even for growing ordinary

,(iii) Dry fodder in this district is only of two kinds

(1) Wheat chaff; (2) dry grass from hilly areas and cut when dead ripe.
The first one is exported in large quantities to the United Provinces
and the second one is of ^ ery inferior quality and can rarely be
obtained as cultivators hnvt no reserve areas where they can cut

grass

(iv) Green fodder in dry seasons is not at all know n but its cultivation
be encouraged under all irrigation tanks by charging specially low rates.

(v) I have already stated that fodder available in the Central Provinces

(North) is of very poor quality and must be supplemented by better fodders.

(c) Fodder in grazing areas begins t? be scarce from February and continues
so tij| middle of July.
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(d) Yes. Supply of fodder in my district can be improved and supplemented

by the following ways :

(1) Encouraging the use of silos and allowing Government forests free

to cut grass.

(2) By growing fodder crops in rains.

(3) By growing green fodder under irrigation tanks.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (a) In my district the cultivator

has not got much work on his holdings as most of them grow to a large extent

winter crops and in other months they have very little to do. Specially in

December, January and in rains they are practically free.

(b) Yes. Spinning and weaving and other cottage industries.

(c) Bee-keeping, poultry, sericulture and lac culture and basket-making cannot

be taken up owing to caste prejudice and fruit-growing is not possible generally
for Jack of roads; water-supply and climatic conditions are also not very suitable.

(d) Yes. Government should establish industries which can be made profitable
and to that end enquiries should be made.

(e) No. As industrial concerns engage permanent labour, neither cultivators

nor agricultural labourers can get any advantage from them.

(/) Yes.

QUESTION 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. (b) Yes, labour is getting very scarce

and is due mostly to epidemics and poverty owing to uneven employment on

agricultural operations.

QUESTION 19. FORESTS (a) More concessions should be given to grazing;
at present the rules permit only for bullocks and a ceitain number of cows.
But dairy cattle should also get the same concession, and in blocks where grazing
is not allowed, Government should allow cultivators to cut grass free both
when green and ripe.

QUESTION 20 MARKETING. (d) I suggest that an agiicultural magazine or

weekly paper on a very large scale should be published either by Agriculture
Department or private agency or through Agricultural Associations and this

information may be given through them

QUESTION 21. TARIFF AND SEA FREIGHTS. (b) Sea freights and railway
freights do in many cpses adversely affect the cultivators and they should be so

changed that cultivators may get the best advantage

QUESTION 23. GENERAL EDUCATION. (b) The rural education should be of
such nature that the students may be taught from the beginning subjects like

nature study, agriculture and gardening besides reading, writing and arithmetic
in their own vernaculars.

QUESTION 24. ATTRACTING CAPITAL. (a) When improvements are fully intro-
duced and return from agriculture made more regular -ind when men with capital
can see model farms making good returns on their investment, then only they
can put in more money.

(b) The following are some of the causes which discourage owners of agricul-
tural land from carrying out improvements :

(1) Uncertainty of rents owing to Bhort-terrn settlements; (2) dependence
wholly on monsoon and hence uncertain character of outturn; (3) title

of lands in most cases is such that if the owner wants to sell his

plot, he is not allowed by law to do so; (4) small holdings in many
scattered parts of the village; and (5) crops liable to be destroyed
by wild animals and difficulty in obtaining licenses for guns.

Oral Evidence.

32123. The Chairman: Mr. Bhargava, you are Managing Proprietor of
Messrs. Chandrabhan Behari Lall? Yes.

32124. You have provided us with a note of the evidence that you wish
to give. Would you like to make any statement at this stage, or shall 1 ask
you a few questions? I should like you to ask me questions,
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32125. Would you tell the Commission what it is that your firm Is e
in? We are mostly agriculturists. We have got 60 villages and about 4,
or 5.000 acres of wheat.

32126. So that you are carrying on farming operations as a limited liability
company, is that the point? No : it is a private firm and two brothers are
owners

32127. How many acres are you farming? About 5,000.

32128. And how many villages have you? About 60 villages.

j?1
^?;

What is the system of tenancy by which your cultivators hold their
landr We have generally all malguzari villages.

32130. No ryotw^an villages? None.

32131. Have your company any lands in your own hands? All these lands
are owned by ourselves. We are farming them ourselves. The total area of
our estate is about 60,000 acres.

32132. And are the 60 villages you mentioned in the 5,000 acres or in the
60,000 acres? They arc in the 60,000 acres; we cultivate the 5,000 acres.

32133. And you are cultivating the 5,000 acres by hired labour, I suppose?

32134. Of the 5,000 acres that you yourselves are cultivating, is any
irrigated? We have just been given a sort of monopoly for a big sugarcane
plot. That has not yet come under the scheme : it is lying fallow and we have
just started from the last t\*o years to grow sugarcane on it.

32135. Are you irrigating that? Yes.

32136. How are you irrigating it?-~~By canal.

32137. What scheme is that canal attached to? The Pariat Irrigation
scheme.

32138. Are you satisfied with the service that you are getting from the
system t Yes, I am perfectly satisfied, because we are the only people taking
water from it so far.

32139. Have you any well irrigation at all? None, practically.

32140. Any tank irrigation? No.

32141. Apart from this sugarcane just described, what are your principal
crops? Wheat.

32142. What wheats are you growing? We grow one known as 88, Central
Provinces. That was the wheat grown on our farm for a \ery long time and
the Agricultural Department took it from our farm and named it 88. It has
been in our farm for the last fifty years. Then we are also growing Pusa No. 12.
That is the second largest quantity; and the third is a special cross of our own.

32143. Do you carry on plant breeding experiments yourselves? We employ
one or two agricultural hands; and we have one experimental farm also.

32144. You claim to have yourselves discovered or isolated 88? I do not
know really; it was my father who did it; 1 was very young at that time.

32145. 'To the best of your knowledge and belief 88 was evolved on your
farm? 1 could not tell you exactly, because it was growing there for a long
time. We simply gave the depaitment the seed and how we got it, I do
not know.

32146. Have you any experimental farm with a whole-time staff engaged
on experimental work? Yes.

32147. How many men do you employ? -We have got two Agricultural
Assistants from the Nagpur College, and then I myself havj taken a fancy to
it and also do the work.

^
32148. How long has that experimental station been in operation?-*

Thirteen years now.

32149. Are you satisfied that it is a paying venture? The experimental
portion of it is not paying; but the results are very good.

32150. The results are profitable, are they? Yti.
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Are you satisfied with the type of worker that you are

on this experimental area? I aftu

32152. They were trained in the Nagpur College? Yes.

32153. Do you have to pay high salaries to attract the right type of man?
Would you tell the Commission what salaries you pay? I am paying one

man Rs. 150 and the other Rs. 85.

32154. What area have you got under experimental crops? The experi-

mental portion is about 90 acres.

32155. Now, are the results achieved by this experimental station of yours
used only by yourselves on your own estate or do you do work for Other

persons in the neighbourhood? The other persons of course copy us and we
have no objection to tell them the results and allow them to copy them.

32156. Do you think that they take interest? In some of the things.

32157. Would you tell the Commission what experience you have had
in the matter of manuring for wheat? What manures are you using? We do
not use manures for wheat on our side, because tinirrigated areas can do
without manures.

32158. You use no fertilisers at all? No fertilisers at all. The only
thing that we do to keep up the fertility of the soil is to have a rotation

of crops.

32159. What is you! normal rotation? A kind of pulse called rnasur,

also peas and gram, but masur is the chief thing.

32160. SH Ganga Ram No cotton? We have no cotton on our side.

32161. The Chairman How often do you grow wheat on the same piece
of land^ We grow wheat for five or six years, and then give a rotation.

32162. You grow 4 or 5 wheat crops running on the land?- -Yes, and then

there is a rotation for one or two years.

32163 A rotation with other crops, and again you grow wheat? Yes.

32164. How long has that been going on in your land? I should say for

quite n long time. This practice was used by my father; he was a big farmer
himself.

32165 Has that been going on for thirty years? Much more than that.

Our farms are about ninety years old no\\

32166. What is your average yield per ncre in a good year? About 9

to 10 maunds.

32167. You can maintain that on the system which you have been describ-

ing? Yes. All these lands have been under wheat cutivation for at least

eighty to ninety years now.

32168. Have you experimented with cowdung? We have, but we generally
use cowdung for our paddy crops.

32169. What is the result of manuring with cowdung on your wheat
land? It does good, but we cannot find enough of it

32170. Do you mean to say that you are so short of manure that you
prefer to concentrate on your rice crops? Yes, but we grow rice in

"

very
small areas in each village.

32171. Is that mainly for food for your employees, or do you market the
rice? We mainly give it to the labourers.

32172. You pay in kind? Mostly in kind

32173. To what extent have you succeeded, if ^ou have attempted it,

in persuading the cultivators on the rest of the estate to sow improved
varieties? They are forced in a ,way, because we lend them the seed, and we
generally lend them improved seed; so they are forced to grow those varieties
and they like them.

32J74, On what basis do you lend the seed? 1 It if suwai; we charge
one-fourth of what we give in seed.

32175. You are repaid in seed? Yea.
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32176. Apart from that, do you, as a farmer, lend money to this

cultivators? We lend money to our own cultivators, not to outsiders.

32177. Str Ganga Ram: At what rate of interest? From 12 to 15 per cent

per annum.

32178. The Chairman Are there any co-operative credit societies operat-
ing in your neighbourhood? 1 was Secretary of the Jubbulpore Central Bank
for a long time, but in spite of my efforts all the societies, in my villages have
been closed down.

32179. Why? They do not like joint responsibility.

32180. Who decided to close them down? They themselves.

32181. How many societies were at work? There were about 7 in my
villages.

32182. They have all disappeared? All except one have disappeared,
and even that one is only lingering on.

32183. Did you take over then responsibilities? Not much, about 10

per cent of it.

32184. Before they went into liquidation? Yes. Although I persuaded
them to the best of my ability not to go into liquidation, I was not successful.
I am still connected with the Central Bank, 1 was its founder, and for twelve
years I wis its Secretary

32185. Are these estates your own estates or the company's estates?*
We are two brothers, and they are our estates.

32186. On your private estate, are the tenants seriously indebted as a
class? They are not at all seriously indebted. In a good many villages*
there are absolutely no debts.

32187. Your principal crop tor marketing is wheat? Yes.

32188. How do you market, do you go through the ordinary markets, or
do you go straight to the mtTchantb?- We have got our own gram shops.

32189. That is retail? They are for exporting it to Bombay. We have
got our own gram shops at the railway stations, and along with the gram shops
we have got our own nrm.

32190. Of merchants'--* Our o\vn shop, I should say, where we stock it
and fiend it to Bombay.

32191. Where do you yourself actually part with the wheat, at your station
or at Bombay?- -At Bombay.

32192. You hold the \\heat till you get to Bombay? Yes.

32193. Do you forward the wheat from other cultivators? Yes.

32194. So that you are, m fact, merchants? We are- merchants also.We always get much belter prices in Bombay, The name of our firm is

well known down there for quality, as we have been growing wheat from
selected seed tor the last fifty years at least.

32195. Where do the cultivators on the estates, who are cultivating their
own holdings, market their wheat? They generally bring it to the railway
station, and sell it off either to our firm or to other firms at the railway station.

32196. In cases where you lend seed to cultivators, 1 suppose the whole
crop comes to your hands? No, we claim only the seed.

32197. They are free to do what they like with the merchants? Yes.

32198. In fact, do they usually come to you? Not always.

32199. When they do come to you, how do you fix the prices that you
give them? The prices are governed by the Bombay rates.

32200. What I want to get from you is, does the cultivator bringing his
wheat to you get better prices for it than he would get if he went to the
local market, where of course the wheat would have to carry all the market-
ing charges? I do not think that there is much difference between these two,
because after all in the market selected varieties of wheat are sold.

3220L But probably there is the municipal tax to pay? We have to pay
those ourselves.
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322Q2. Where do you pay those dues? If there are municipal limit!,

as soon as we come within the municipal boundary, we have to pay, and if we

go out we get a refund; that is, when we export, we get a refund.

32203. So that you do not, in fact, pay them? But then I think the

merchants calculate on the expenses between the local place and Bombay.

32204. I am concerned with the price the small cultivators are getting

for their grain, and I am trying to get from you whether, when that small

quantity is brought direct to you as a merchant, the cultivator gets a better

rnce
than he does when he takes the grain to the ordinary local market?

do not think there is much difference. The only advantage that we get by

having these export firms which send the goods to Bombay is that we can

regulate the quality right up to the delivery of the goods in Bombay. Other-

wise Pusa 12 is mixed up with another variety of hard wheat, and they get

less price. Outside that, I do not think there is any practical advantage,
because there is so much competition in the market that the local tenant doet

not lose much in prices.

32205 I do not quite understand Do you take grain in bulk from your
cultivators, or do you make them bag the grain? We take it in bulk.

32206. So that the ordinary charge for bagging is saved? Yes.

32207. What about the ordinary dalah, that is to say, the brokerage in the

local market; is that charge not sa\ed? That is saved.

32208. What about chanty tax? Is that paid when the grain is brought
straight to you ? - No. If the tenant gives us his grain, he generally does so

in his village, but if he goof* to the market he generally goes to the other firms.

32209. Do you charge for adtn , is there any fee for advancing? We
do charge, just as we charge any other man.

32210. And yet, in spile of the savings which you and I have agreed do
exist, you do not think that the cultivator gets better prices for his wheat
when he brings it to you than when he takes it into the local market?
The^e is not much difference.

32211. How many pairs of bullocks do you keep on your estate? About
400 pairs*

32212. Ha\e you any system of growing fodder for them? None, except-
ing a bit of 3 uar. We do not have any other fodder except grass on our
side; glass is plentiful.

32213. You have no fodder shortage? No,

32214. Can you keep youi bullocks in fair condition throughout the

year? Yes. In fact, for any number of cattle we can have fodder there,
as it is very cheap. Now, with the irrigation canals, we are attempting a
number of varieties of fodder, and the ones that I have grown so far have
been most successful. I have tried bcrseem, Guinea grass and carrots.

32215. You store the carrots and keep them? Last year we tried to grow
them for about 4 months in batches; this year I am going to dry them up,
because I can grow them cheap, my cost, all told, does not exceed H annas
per rnaund.

32216. Sir Ganga Rain: What about turnips? We have tried them, bu
they do not grow well.

32217. The Chairman: And Guinea grass? It does well, but it does not

grow during the winter months.

32218. How about the provision of fuel for the villages on your estates?

Is there any difficulty in providing for that? We have forests near almost all

our villages.

32219. Belonging to the villages? Yes.

32220. Do you control the grazing in those forests? Not in the whole of
the area. If the forest area is much bigger than the general requirements of
the village we reserve some of it and allow free grazing, timber and fuel in
the rest.

32221. Do you attempt to control the cutting of wood for fuel? Yet, if

we think there is too much for the village we reserve some of it. It depends
on the size of the forest and the population of the village.
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32222. Is the supply of fuel keeping up, or do you think it is diminishing?

I do not know. We have not had any complaints from the villagers.

32223. On page 427 you refer to the better financing of agricultural opera-

tions and suggest the setting up of special banks to be known as Agricultural

Banks. Are you thinking there of land mortgage banks? Yes.

32224. Are not the cultivators in your villages holding their land on occu*

pancy terms only? Yes.

32225. Have they anything at all to mortgage? Not very much.

32226. Do you think land mortgage banks are likely to be successful in

that case? In the case of malguzars they would be. There are some people
who hold land on absolute transferable lights. I would recommend that after

a certain period of yea rs occupancy rights should be made transferable.

32227. So far, I take it, you have been dealing with the provision of long-
term credit for land improvements and so on. What about short-term money?
Do you think the primary credit society is the best means of providing for

that need? I still think the co-operative banks are best, working through primary
credit societies.

32228. You think that is the best way of assisting the cultivator? I can
think of no better

32229. But you have not succeeded in keeping alive a single society on
your own estates? That is so, but I cannot think of anything better.

32230. Have you any experience of the administration of taccavt loans, and

any suggestions to make in that connection? I vm not well acquainted with
that subject

3223L Have you known cases where applications which beemed to you
reasonable have been refused? I do not know much about it

32232. Do you keep a special veterinary service of your own to deal with
the large number of working bullocks you possess? No

32233 Have you considered the \\isdom of a step of that sort ? -We depend
on the crude methods of the villagers who treat the animals

32234 Do you yourself beheve in modern veterinary practice, or do you
think the indigenous methods are gooc! enough? I have not tried the new
methods much because our farms are fa- away from the veterinary hospitals.

32235. Have you veterinary dispensaries under the Local Boards in your
district? Yes.

32236. Do they not MTVC the population on your estates? They do. I

have been Chairman of the District Board for the last three years. Those dispen-
saries, however, are generally u>ed for inoculation against rinderpest and for

castration, and not for other purposes,

32237. Have you advocated the wider employment of professional veterinary
skill amongst your cultivators? They get very little chance of using it, because
they are so far away from the nearest veterinary station.

32238 What about meeting the emergency of epidemics? Do the veterinary
officers carry out inoculation against rinderpest? They do, and that is successful.

32239. Is that popular with the people? It is becoming so.

32240. With regard to fodder, have you attempted to make silage? Yes,
we have been using silage for the last fifteen years, making it in a pit.

32241. Has it been a success? Yes.

32242. How much do you make? It is for a herd of 60 cattle We use

about 2,000 maunds of wet grass

32243. Is that for a working or a milch herd? Milch

32244. What do you do with the produce of that herd? Sell it in the city

32245. Retail? Yes.

32246. Who consumes it? There is a big demand for dairy produce in

the town.

32247. Is it a profitable side of your business? Not yet

32248. You hope it will be? Yes, We are trying to cross the breeds.
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32249. So as to increase the milk yield? -Yes.

32250. Are you getting any working males from that herd? We are.

3225L Are you satisfied with them? Yes.

32252. Have you a bull that satisfies your requirements? Yes. For a

long time past we have been getting bulls from Hissar. Our old home is near

Delhi, in the Gurgaon district.

32253. You get your bulls from that district? Yes,

32254. What are you going to do to increase <he milk-yielding qualities

of your herd? -We find two things arc sufficient : breeding and feeding. The
use of Hissar bulls and proper feeding are sufficient We have enough fodder

but it has a very low nutritive value, and so though the animals used to get

enough to eat there was nothing to keep up their milk-yielding qualities.

32255. What have you to say about silage in i elation to rnilk-yield? It

is much better than dry grass.

32256 You aie rapidly approaching a stage where you may hope to have
a profitable dairy business? Yes I have lost over Rs 60,000 on dairying

experiments (the dairy is attached to my experimental farm) but now we have
much better hopes, because some of ihe heifers arc giving 28 Ibs. of milk a day.

32257. 1 think you are doing a public service as well? It will take another
ten years before we have a large enough herd to make the whole thing pay.

32258. Sir Hemy Lawrence What cow are you working with? The
local Jubbulpore cows We go! some cows from Hissr, but they are too

delicate for this climate.

32259. The Chairman, Are your neighbours taking an interest in these

activities of yours? I do not think so, because they sec we have lost money
by them, and they think these experiments should pay immediately.

32260. They are waiting until you succeed, and then they will copy you?
They will not only be able to copy us, but take advantage of our bulls and
breeding.

That is good business from then point of view.

32261 * The Raja oj Pailtilttmedi. Wheat is your principal crop? -Yes.

32262. Is it bearded or unbearded? Mostly unbearded We grow bearded

wheat on our border lands, where we have considerable trouble with pigs; but

not much.

32263. Do you giow the wholt area as an irrigated crop? No, we do not

grow irrigated wheat. We have embankments round our fields which keep the

water there from June to October and leave enough moisture on the land to

allow of a normal wheat crop.

32264 In times of drought, would it not be better to have the possibility
of irrigation? In times of scarcity our water tank* would remain empty.

32265 If the tanks were filled in the rainy weather there would be enough
water left in them \vhen the wheat matured, and you could irrigate it from
that?- It would not be practicable in my district; we cannot have irrigation
unless we have a small stream, or something of that sort. Dams which merely
hold up the water which comes in the rains are generally exhausted by the
time we require water for wheat That is the general complaint against irriga-
tion tanks in my district,

32266 Do you get better price for the bearded or ihe unbearded wheat?
There is not much difference between the two, as long as they are the right
varieties.

32267. Of the two, which it, the better drought-resisting variety? The
bearded. Rust is our chief trouble, and the unbearded is the better rust^reaisting

variety.

32268. You say on the first page of your note hat demonstrations ought
to be carried out more freely and free of cost. What is the rate charged at

present for such plots? What I had in mind there was this sort of thing. For
a number of years we have been using an improved plough, called the monsoon
plough, on our estates, and we have a large number of them. They have
proved very useful, but the poor villagers have not been able to adopt them.
Lately the Agricultural Department has been trying to reintroduce the iron
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plough* Iron ploughs were introduced in our district before the War, but tht
War sent the price of them up to such an extent that they had to be given up,
and the people forgot how to use them, Now we want to bring them back into

general use. The difficulty comes in when you go to a village and tell the man
that the Government will plough for you at so many rupees an acre. He
hesitates to pay anything before he actually knows what the results are going to

be. No doubt people look at it from the point of view that so much area it

ploughed for so many rupees; they do not know that it adds to the fertility
of the soil. All these things have to be shown to the people free of charge,
at least for the first time. I do not mean to say that every tenant in every
village should be shown. A central place might be chosen to which people
from 7 or 8 miles could come and see the demonstration carried on. They may
do like that at different centres Once the people know that a certain plough,
for example, gives good results they will certainly go in for that. It is very
few that aie so advanced as to go in for these improvements at once without

practically seeing the results.

32269. What plough do you use on your field? For every day use we use
the wooden ploughs; but in every three or four years we use the other ploughs
and turn the soil.

32270. How about the people in the locality? Are they convinced of the
benefits of this sort of cultivation? They are; we have got a steam tackle
outfit now and people would pay even Rs. 17 for having their land ploughed
with it once.

32271. Who has introduced it? The Local Government has purchased it.

We, the Legislative Council members, pressed to get the money sanctioned
and it is now in use in our district It is the first steam tackle we have in the
Central Provinces and it was working on my farm last month. It looks as if

it is going to be a very good thing; it will do very much good to our part of
the Province.

32272. People are taking to it? Yes. The tractors are a failure in our
Province.

32273. How many acres* per hour can a steam tackle outfit plough? If there
is a big square field I think it can plough at the rate of one acre per hour.

32274. How deep does it go? From 9 inches to 14 inches; but I have been
content with 9 inches.

32275. What part of an acre can it plough in one hour, how many cents?
If you want a depth of 9 inches it can plough about an acre in one hour; that

is what I have done on my farm; of course it depends on the soil, the size of
the field, the moisture in the soil and so on.

32276. What kind of soil exists in your estate largely? Black cotton soil

mostly, on which we giow wheat.

32277. Why do you not try cotton? We have too much rainfall; our rainfall

averages between 50 and 60 inches in the period from mid-June till mid-

September; then the dry weather sets in so that there i& not time enough for

cotton to mature.

32278. On page 427, you say that the Veterinary Department should

be under the Agricultural Department? Yes, that is my view because
I think it will then become more popular than it is now. My experience ii

that the Veterinary Services are not much appreciated or used by the villagers
because they are far away and are stationed in big towns generally and

^
these

villagers cannot go to the towns. They do not get these services in their villages
and so the cases there are not treated at all. If we attached the Veterinary
Service to the Agricultural Department the Agricultural Assistants \\ould try to

advocate the use of the veterinary treatment during their tours and so on.

32279. Are you taking advantage of veterinary science on your farm? Are
you getting your cattle treated by the Veterinary Department people? Except
for inoculation and castration I am not using them on my estate.

32280. For the general treatment of the cattle, whom do you depend on?
I told you about the old method of the gaolos; the old man in the village doet
the whole thing.

32281. We have been told about the hot iron touch if the animal suffer*

from stomach-ache and so on. Do you adopt that system? If the old man
advises we have to follow it.
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32282. You have on your farm some people trained in agriculture to

tackle cross-breeding or inter-culture of crops. Why do you not have a man

qualified in veterinary science and see whether his methods are more efficient

m comparison with the local indigenous methods? I must admit that we have

not paid enough attention to the cattle side; beyond that I cannot say anything.

For the last so many years our attention was divided between improved

implements and improvement of cattle. For instance, we have tried tractors

and things like that in order to avoid having bullocks, but they have been a

failure. Now the Government is demonstrating steam tackle ploughing and if

it proves succes&tui we may go in for more such things.

32283 Is your whole farm on one level or on different levels? I have

got one block consisting of 48,000 ncies and comprising 40 villages; the rest

Forms another group.

32284 Let us take the largest block, is it lairly level? Excepting small

hills and streams the xvhole is fairly level.

32285. In that area how have you divided your fields? How many acres

uould a field consist of? Each field ranges from 2 to 40 acres Each is

bunded round \\ith a mud wall from 3 to 10 feet in height,

32286. In such l^rge fields could you not make me of machinery for

ploughing? We could, but we have not yet had enough time to say anything.
We have tried tractors and ^e have found that they are not powerful enough in

my part of the country 1 am told that in Nagpur they are doing well but 1

understand they are costly things. Experiments with such things ought to be

taken up by the Government so thnt if they turn out to be successful the villagers

will follow them, otherwise not.

32287. Why do you noi ask youi Local Boards to devote some of their

funds for such experiments'* I was Chairman of the District Council myself till

about two months back Our District Boards are very poor and they cannot
afford to incur such expenditure,

32288 What is Jin1 revenue of your Board v It is about 3 lakhs of rupees
and we ha\ e about 253 miles of load to maintain in the Jubbulpore district, and
besides we have 250 schools to run and \ve are hardly able to pay the school

teachers I could not myself do it although I was at the head of the whole show.

32289 Aie your roads maintained efficiently? Are all of them metalled?-

Very few 01 them are metalled, but that is again due to lack of funds. We
could not get anything during the lant three years from the Local Government
because ol the policy of the Swarajists, of uhom I was one, and we could
not run dyarchy in this Province. Whatever it is, I think it is beyond the

power of the Local Boards in our Province to undertake such things.

32290. What consumes most of the District Board's revenue? 'The school
teacher, education.

32291. Up to what standard do the schools teach? We teach only verna*
culars, mainly Hindi.

32292. What is ihe a\erage pay of the teacher? The highest teacher get*
Rs 45 and the lowest Rs 20, and \\e have something like 410 teachers.

32293. Who controls their appointment? The District Board.

32294. Is if done through a committee <? Jusf a small committee known as
the Education Board.

32295. Do you have any sort of examination for selecting them? They
are all trained teachers, trained in the Government schools,

32296. Before appointing them you insist upon a certificate of training?
Yes ; we only take trained teachers.

32297. Suppose >ou had only two appointments and half a dozen applica-
tions, what test

^ould you apply in selecting the candidates? If all of them
are trained men of course recommendations and things like that go a great
way; otherwise we select according to the certificates they have.

32298 In James MacKenna Have you had any agricultural training
yourself? No.

32299. You know just the business side of it? Yes.

32300. Have you found the local Agricultural Department of eofwidernble
assistance? I have tried to take the fullest advantage of it.
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32301. What sugarcane do you grow? We are now tying "to grow

32302. How is it doing with you? It is doing fairly well,

32303. That I suppose is introduced by the Agricultural Department?-
Yes.; Mr. Sayer when he came here recommended it

32304. How are the Pusa wheats doing; there was a certain amount of
comparison drawn between them and the local Jubbulpore wheats? They are
doing well. Pusa 12 is the best with us.

32305 Is it better than the local varieties? Yes; it is much better; it

does very well on the best land Supposing we have a first class field and we
put Pusa 12 on it, we can expect 10 maunds, and if on the same field we
put any local variety we would only get 8 maunds. But, on the other hand,
if we put Pusa 12 on inferior land the results would be the other way; Pusa 12
would yield less than the local variety I consider therefore that Pusa 12
would do very well on fairly well cultivated land,

32306. The standard of cultivation is an important factor"? Yes.

32307. Yon lend money to your tenants ai 10 to 15 per cent. Are your
tenants of long standing"? Yes

32308. A sort of feudal relation exists between them and you? Yes.
Most of the villages are under us for the last 80 or 100 years.

32309 So that there is a feeling of personal attachment always between
the tenants and the landlord? Yes

32310. You do not think that u has pet haps something to do with the

success of the co-operative societies if the personal touch is so strong?
When I became Secretary I tried lo persuade the co-operative societies to

lend money actually at 9 pei cent, because the reserve fund will be their own
and, if there are honest assistants, they can use it for some public benefit in

their own village. All the same I am sure there are some people who try to

take undue advantage of the joint responsibility and the villagers are now
getting nervous about joint responsibility.

32311 You think that is the reason, and not the fact that you give money
at a comparatively cheap rate? In fact I refused to give them money and
insisted on giving it at 24 per cent to those very people who were members
of the societies to try to discourage them from taking money from me; but
in spite of that they would not go to the societies; then I withdrew that

condition and gave them money at the original rate.

32312. Weie you or are you a member of the local Legislative Council?
I am now a member and I was in the last Council also.

32313 And you told us that you were a Swarajist? Yes.

32314. What is the attitude of the Council towards agricultural questions?
I hope it uill be quite good.

3231^ In the last Council? In the last Council our policy was not to work

the Transferred side at all, whether it was veterinary or agricultural

32316 Although you are an agriculturist you had to sacrifice your interest

to political exigency'** -I am a malguzar and I still advocate that occupancy

tenants should get transfer rights: perhaps if my constituents know thiU I

advocate transferring of occupancy rights they will not elect me again. This

time 1 am sure that the Council's attitude is going to be very sympathetic.

32317. Pro/. Gangulce Do you employ many farm labourers? Yes.

32318 Do you pay them cash wages? Mostly in kind

32319 What is the arrangement? We generally pay about Rs. 2 a

month "cash and the rest is given in grain

323? How much giain do you give? It is given several times in the

-vear At* the close of the harvest they get something like two bags each, and

?hcn they get something monthly as well. We have a standard of wages. We

pay Rs. 7-8-0, i.e., Rs. 5-8^0 worth of grain and Rs 2 in cash.

32321 The to'al wages for 30 days is Rs. 7-8-0? Yes *

32322. This farm it solely in your hands? -Yes.

32323. And when you come to town who looks after it? We have got

a paid staff in every village, a farm manager.
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32324. How many farm labourers do you employ from icwon to icason? *

Generally we have about 400 men on the permanent list, but it all depcndi
on the seasons.

32325. What is the average wage per labourer in your district? From
4 to 5 annas a day per man.

32326. Do you keep farm costings of your operations? Yes.

3232Z, Could you give us the cost of cultivating an acre of wheat? I have
not gor any papers here with me.

32328. Mr. Calvert- Could you give the cash requirements for cultivating

an acre of wheat? Generally in our district it costs us Rs. 20 an acre.

32329. Sir Ganga Ram Do you pay the revenue or do the tenants pay?
For instance, on our own farm we consider ourselves in two capacities : one

as the landlord of the village and the other as the farm manager. For the

farming side we have to charge rent just as is charged for wheat and credit it

in our own books as a landlord in the same village.

32330. Mr. Calvert: You say the Usurious Loans Act should be applied?
Is it not being applied? No; generally, towards our side, even if the tenant

has got an understanding with the banker to pay something like 40 per cent

interest, he would get the same sort of decree

32331. Sir Thomas Middleton- You are your own landlord? What is your
land charged at? My lands have been^ charged at very low rates at this settle-

ment. The rates will be enhanced very much this year because my father did

tremendous improvements in the way of bunding up fields during the famine
of 1900 The Central Provinces rules are that if one spends Rs. 25 per acre on

improvements then for one teim of settlement the same rent is allowed and there

is no enhancement.

32332. That is with regard to your land revenue payments. But we are

talking no\v of the payment of rent? In this Province, the Settlement Officer
fixes the rent for each plot whether farmed by the ownei or by a tenant. A
list is made out and for each plot of land they fix *he rent The whole thing
is totalled up and 50 per cent roughly goes to the Government and 50 per cent
remains with the landlord

32333. You told us you were yourself owner and occupier of 5,000 acres.
You keep books and you credit yourself as the owner with your rent. On that

5,000 acres how much rent do you credit yourself with as owner? At present
Rs. 6,000, but it will go up in the usual course to Rs. 15,000.

32334. You have come to the conclusion that dry fodder is not a suitable
dietary ration for cows? Neither for cows nor for bullocks.

32335. How do you feed your dairy cows in the dry season? We have been
experimenting so far and pumping up water from the river and growing
small area but now we have a big irrigation scheme practically at our disposal.

32336. You are trying to grow green fodder? Yes, only for the past two
years.

32337. What are you giving them, in the way of oil-cake or grain? Oil*
cakes we get in the local market.

K

about

32341. Do you give cfetim?. Yes.
32342. What kind of chuni?It is mixed and comes from variousand we are unable to distinguish from which dal it is mtde
32343. And everybody uses that for the milking cows? Yes

cowfi are not bein* milked bu < are

D^/ou breed any of your own work cattle? We have tfot a lanfCWbl^ W' a
we
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32346. You do not require to give dhana in any such owes? No, btit thff
must be of small type and small cattle.

32347. The Chairman: You and your brother, in association, are farming
these 5,000 acres of land as a large scale operation and you told the Commission
that you have very complete costings? I think it would be of very great help to

the Commission if you could assist us in discovering how large scale farming

compares in the matter of profit with small scale farming as practised by the

cultivator, and if you could let us have as m?ny of your figures as you would
care to entrust us with, we should appreciate it very much; and if you would

plainly mark such of your figures as you do not want published that would be
of help? We have no secrets.

32348. Can you at this moment express any opinion as to the varying

profitableness of small scale operations and large scale operations? The small

scale operations are generally adopted by those who have small lands.

32349. I am thinking at the moment purely of the economics? According to

the Indian custom the holdings of a man are divided every time a man gets a son.

1 know that it is a great drawback especially because it scatters the holdings.

32350. You and your brother are alive to the disadvantages of sub-division,
I take it. But you have kept together in this? Yes.

32351. So that you have been impressed with the importance of large scale

operations where possible <> Yes, I am. We have tried to make our farms as

compact as possible in our villages. For instance, if we had 50 fields scattered
over the whole area we have tried to exchange that with the mutual consent of
the villagers. In our Province once the land is given as occupancy right it is

not left to our option to take back the land except \\ith the consent of the
tenant.

32352 What is the largest rice field that you have? I am not doing much
rice cultivation; the total does not exceed 50 acres.

32353. As regards wheat, have you got any very large fields? Some of

them are 90 acres, all bunded about 30 feet high.

32354. 30 feet bund all round? Not all round, just on one side.

(The witness withdrew.)
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Mr. H.H. PETERSON, B. A,, Secretary, Y. M .C. A., and President,
The Empress Mills Co-operative Stores, Ltd., Nagpur.

Note on the Marketing of Grain*

I understand that surplus grain produced by the cultivators is orditiarilv disposed
of in one of three ways

(i) Sold to the local malguzar or given to him is repayment of loans.

(Q) Sold to a travelling merchant, such as the Kutthhi, who may perhaps have

given cash advances previously,

(3) Sold in a gttnj or market in a Urger town

It i with this last method only that I am conversant. Grain is brcught in carts,
sometimes from a distance as great as 100 miles by the cultivator to the ganj. Here
it h sold either by auction Or private sale to a wholesale merchant, through the instru-

mentality of a dalnl
}
or petfy broker, who takes a commission from both parties,

Ordinwrily the dalal is registered by the local municipality and the ganj is more Or leas

supervised by them, After the ^rain his been measured and pud for, the cultivator
is free to return to h s village. One individual seldom brings into the ganj more than
10 or 20 bags of grain at a time.

I would suggest two ways of improving the existing system of narketing :

(1) Standardisation of weights ard measures

(2) Improving the ganj,

Let me first point out the present confusion of measures In the Central Provinces*

grain is usually measured bv quantity, n t weight. The unit of quantity is supposed to

have ?orne relation to weight, but often is wide of the mark. For instance, in Nagpur,
the unit is the paili. There are eight pailis to a kudu and 20 kudus to a kkandi.

The Nagpur paili is supposed to contain 100 tolas by weight (the wt ight of 100 stiver

rupees) but actually it contains about 105 tohs, For a few places the units and
amounts are

Weight in tola*.

Town. Unit. Nominal. Actual,

Nagpur Paih 100 105

Bhandara Kudu 800 850

Tumsar Kudu 800 860

Raipur Khata 400 390

Drug Khata 365 Unknown*

Besides these variations in the measure-; used, there are two other serious objections
to the measuring of gram by quantity rather than by weight, In the first place, measur-
ing by quantity takes much

longer
than to weigh a bag end cost* far more in labour

charges. In the second place, there is much more chance for frau J. A clever man
can easily add or substract 5 per cent from the correct amount. Merchants frequently
bribe the me^surin^ coolies and this fraud is impossible to detect unless the grain is

remeasured. In May 10^6 the Nagpur ganj \vas closed for a week on this account.

I would suggest, therefore, that step^ should be taken to abolish all ouch measures
of quantity and that the standard seer of 80 tolas should be adopted as the unit for

n easuring gram. This would suit both wholesaler and retailer admirably, For whole-
sale transactions the rate would be so many rupees per i aund (of 40 Sfers) and for

retail, the simplest measure would be so many seers per rupee.

Gunny bags for grain vary in capacity from 2 to 3 mauuds with the average at

about aj maunds Under the weight system, each bag could be failed full irrespective

ot the size of the bag.

As regards improvements in the ganj >
I have several suggestions. Grain is

sold bv two methods in different phces, In the majority, it is sold privatelv, that

is, bu}r and seller are "bi ought togett er by a dalal
',

or petty broker, who takes rather

a Urge commission for his services ( about half per cent of the value ). He has no
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other function than to arrange the sale. Since the wholesale merchant buys many
times and the individual cult'uatai sells only once, it is obvious that the Mai will

ordinarily favour the merchant rather than the" cultivator and will try to beat down
the price as far as possible ard close the bargain before some other merchant can
offer more.

Heel that the dalal can be dispensed with altogether, provided that his small

part of the transaction can be accomplished in some other way. The best way
to do this is to sell all grain by auction. This is being done in borne places* The
dalal has not been done away with enttrely even there, for his is an ancient profession
in India It is quite possible, however, to do away with him and several other evils

in the scheme I propose

All grain shouM be sold in the %anj by publ-c auction. The auctioneers should

be employed and paid by the municipality and they should keep a public record of

every trnnsaction. UfOn bringing his grain to a %anj the cultivator should be obliged
to pay a fee of about J anna per bag. This fee would entitle him to the services of the

auctioneer, and two days' rent of the space occupied by his grain A.I sales in the

ganj should b^ by auction, though the seller weald have the right to refuse the

price offered in the auction. (This is the usual custom at present) If the seller

did not sell his gram within the two days, he would be obliged to remove his grain
or pay the tee again for an ndiitioml two diys Upon sale, the grain would be
filled into bags and weighed on the official ganj scales, which should be of the direct

reading kind and capable of weighing not less than 10 bags at a time.

The chief advantages cf the scheme would be

(1) Prices would oe stabilised since all transactions wauld be in public.

(2) The inexperienced or ignorant cultivator would be less likely to be imposed
upon

<'3) All fees at present paid to tre dalal by both parties would be eliminated.

To show that this scheme is quite practical finincially, I have drawn up
a rough budget of receipts and expenditure for a ganj such as I

propose. The figures, of course, can be only very rough:

Expenditure Rs.

Cost of land ... 10,000

Cost of buildings ard equ'pment ... IO,OOO

20.OOO

Expen

Interest on investment at 6 per cent

Depreciation at 4 per cent

Salaries; i head auctioneer at Rs. 60 per mensem (12 months) ...

5 auctioneers at Rs. 40 per mensem (12 months)

5 do, do. do. (6 months)

i clerk at Rs. 30 (12 months)

i armed watcnman at Rs. 30 per mensem (ta months)

4 ordinary watchmen at Rs. 15 per mensem each (12 months)

I sweeper at Rs, 10 per mensem each (12 months)

Stationery and miscellaneous

Total ... 7,680

Receipts-*

For 6 montbs at the rate of 2,000 bags per day ^
Fi-r6 months at the rate of 1,000 bags per day > ... Rs. 16,875
Total bags 540,000 at 6 pies }

So far I have discussed principally the first part of the marketing aystern the salt

by the producer to the wholesale dealer. For the balance of the process by which th
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grain gets into the hands of the consumer, I feel that the use of figures will be west

satisfactory, Tne accounts I will give below are to be considered typical of the

purchase of a wsgfon load ( BOO bags )
of medium quality rice in Raipnr, the centre of

the largest rice-producing area in these Provinces, its shipment to Nagpnr and distri-

bution to the consumers.

Rs, a, p.

Purchase price of 200 bags of medium quality rice in Raipur

ganj\ Rate taken as Rs. 13 per bag of half Nagpur
kkandi ... ... ... 9,600 O

Dalali (commission paid to petty broker) at 4 annas per cent
of purchase price . .. 680

Measuring charges at 6 pies per bag w ... 640
Gunny bags, rate Rs. 50 per 100, may be used 4 times

So x 2 Alf ^ f.-i_ . . , . 35 O O
4

Cartage to station at g pies per bag ... ... 960
Coolies at 4$ pies per bag ... 4110
Twine and sewing at i J pies per bag .- 190
DharmaJa (charity payable to a Hindu society for distri*

bution to poor) at if pies ,.. ... 190
Goshala ( charity payable to cow protection society ) at

if pses ../ ... ... 190
Arranging bags on station at i^ pies per bag ... 190
Adat ( commission) payable to Raipur commission agent who
advances the cash for the purchase and arranges for the

forwarding, at Re* I p?r cent ... . 26 O

Railway freight on 300 bags (
one wagon ), 505 maunds

at 6 annas 8 pies per maund ... ... 2iO 6 8

Nagpur Town duty at 6 pies per maund . . 15 12 3

Nagpur station unloading at 8 annas per loo .. i o o

Cartage to warehouse at i anna per bag ... 12 8 o

Rent of warehouse, servants, etc., chargeable to this amount
of grain ( roughly estimated

) . ... 10 o

Travel to Raipur (the ordinary merchant generally buys
about two wagons at a time

). Half cost of travel cnarged... 500
Total cost to wholesale merchant ... a ,93^ <* u

Wholesale rate of sale of this grain would be 5! P*iti$ to"

rupee or Rs. 30-8-0 per khandi for 100 khandis 3O5<> o

Adat (commitwon) charged to retailer in addition to purchase
price at 6 pies per bag ... ... 640

Total received by wholesale merchant ... 3,056 4 o

Total paid by wholesale merchant ... 2,938 ti 11

Profit on transaction ... 117 8 i

Profit divided by amount paid 3*98 per cent net profit on turnover.

This figure should be -aken as the average, but in Actual practice the profits vary
greatly according to the condition of the selling market For instance, if the Nagpur
wholesale rates should fall fro n $ip<**t*s to 5} p*ilis per rupee he would make a small

loss, whereas if it should rise to 5 pailis per rupee the profit would be substantial.
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Tfeui ft can be seen ttiat on a rising markat the wholesaler is able to make vefy
considerable profits, while on &. failing market he miy easily suffer a heavy loss.

Rs, a, p,
Price paid by retail merchant at 5! pailis per rupee,
R. 30-8*0 per khandi for too kkandis ,.. 3>O$0 O o

Adat (commission) paid to wholesaler, in addition to

purchase price, at 6 pies per bag . 640
Measuring charges at i piili per khandi (1/160) .*. 19 I o

Gunny bags at 2 annas per bag .. ... 25 o o

Cartage at i anna per bag , ... 12 8

Twine at i j pies pet bag ... ... 10,0
Sewing at 3 pies per bag ... ... 320
Dharmada at 3 pies per bag . , ., 320
Rent, lighting and miscellaneous (roughly estimated) . 10 o o

Total cost to retail merchant ... 3 1 30 * o

Retail rale of sale of this grain would be 5 pailis per rupee
or Rs. 32 per khandi for moo khandis ,. 3,200 O O

Total amount received by retailer . . 3,200 o

Total amount paid by retailer .. ... 3 ! 3 IO

Profit on transaction ... 69 6 o

Profit diviSed by amount paid2'22 per cent net profit on turnover.

Surprising as this figure may seem, I feel certain that it represents the approximate
nominal profit taken by the average retailer. It is obvious that he could not afford

to run his shop on the basis of 2j per cent profit on turnover I doubt if anything less

than 10 per cent could keep him going. The difference between 2j and 10 per cent

must be made up in other ways. Some of these are

(1) Selling on credit. The o-dmary rate of interest charged to the working
classes in Nagpur is one nna in the rupee per month (6J per cent per month).

(2) Mixing two qualities of giam. It i^ not difficult to mix two qual'ties in auch

a way that the resultant mixture seems to be considerably better than the average of

the two. This is done to such an extert that it is difficult to get unmixed grain from
a retail shop in Nagpur.

(3) Short measures It is a common complaint that the measures used by retail

merchants are frequer-tly smaller than the standard measure. It is also quite possible
for a clever man to cheat in several other ways while measuring,

(4) Adulteration of gram by other seeds and dirt, I do not believe that this is

done to any great extent in Nagpur,

In addition to the above, there is cften another pair of hands through which the

grain passes before reaching the ultimate consumer. Grain is frequently purchased
from the retailer by petty vendors who go from door to door and to places some distance

from any shop. Their piofit^ are probably not large -slightly more, perhaps, than

they could earn at day labour,

It is difficult to offer any further suggestions as to the improvement of the existing
system, other than those mentioned in connection with the ganj and the standardisation
of measures on a basis of seers and maunds. The only radical improvement possible
would be to eliminate private enterprise entirely by developing a system which would
enable producers to deal directly with consumers through co-operative agencies.
I will show below how one half of such a system has already been developed in Nagpur
and how I believe that it can be made complete.

For a number of years the Empress Mills had been supplying grain to its work

people at considerably below co&t In 1924 this concession was withdrawn, certain

adjustments having been made in salaries by way of compensation. i3ut the mil}
bands had become accustomed to receive part of their pay in advance in the form Of
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grain and foodstuffs, as well as to get unmixed grain and full measure. At that

time the Y. M, C. A was asked to devise some scheme whereby those advantages could

be retained} at little or no cost to the mills.

The Empress Mills Co-operative Stores, Limited, was organised and registered
under the Co-opei alive Act. Shares, wete fixed at Rs. 5 each and can be purchased
only by mill employees and the Y. M. C. A. Welfare Work staff The Committee of

Management consists of seven men, three elected by the general meeting of members,
three nominated by the Manager of the Empress Mills and one nominated by the Y. M
C A Such a large it presentation was given to the management of the mills on account
of the loans which they give to the Stores fiom time to time. From a banking point
of view, these loans arc not fully secured, though JI the stock is kept inside the mill

compound.
The Stores were opened on the ist of October 1944 and have grown steadily

in popularity and prosperity since thai tite. during the first month, the sales

were only Ks. 7,000. For the past three or f mr months, the sales have been well

over Rs, 25,000 During the first nine months the profits were some Rs 7,ooo

though the Stcres received assistance fro-n th* mills in many wiys. For the

next 12 months ending in |une 1916 the profits" were nearly R^ 10,000 and
the help from the nrll* was much reduced. 5j per cent interest vvib paid to the

mills on loans received It is Anticipated that pr jfits will bs considerably increased

this year, as wo are now purchasing lebh from wholesale merchants and more
in the ganjes,

Actual paid-up sha-e cap tal ib onlv some Us. 5,000 bnt shares are being sold

every day. Intciest on shaie-b is paid .it the rate ef 6J per cent md in addition to

this ft rebate (f 6"i percent is paid on all purchase* by members Reserve funds
are being built up consnl r.ibly in e\ress of the anuunt rcquued by the Co-operative
Act There is no reason why the Stores should not continue to prow in prosperity
and service to its me. bers, provided that trie bu> ing oi gram is cloe intelligently.
Both the selling and buying f ^uch a larg. quantity of grain present c'tfficulttes, but

theie are being solved gradually.

I have shown that one half of the problem of mtikcting tfrain can be and U
being done by co-^pciative methods, Tli coisum*ib of the Kmpre&s Mills are

Organised in such a way that they ran buy direct fiam the producers of grain.
The next *tep would be so to organic the produceis thit they could dtal collectively
with the Co-operative Stoics at. i <jlhbi This, I b Uevc, could be done in conjunc-
tion with the already existing co operative credit ssocietie

I will outline th *-cheme only bnefl}, since it has not yet been tried in any grain
area in the t'ro vi nee, though it is Utider cortsuleiation The prim ar credit society in

the village would collect the grain of it^ member
>,

e thei given in repayment of loans

or the oi dinar y surplu* ioi -ale This ^nin wuuld be handed over to a sale faociety
in some central pl.ce, whele it would be properly 4. railed. I his sale society would
be a depaitment ot, or at least work in clo.e connection with, ,1 Central Co-operative
Bank. Upon iect ipt of th *

gr 1111, the ( entril Bank could ciedit the 1 >cal society with

some 75 per cent ot the estimated value of the grant.

The gram could l<e bold at once or held fui a use in the market and the selling!

strength of the procurers thus oig4nised w^uM b? considerably greater than it h with
each one coming individually to the g.7y. The Empress Mills Co-operative Stores,

Limited, could be counted on to offer a fair pi ice fjr such grain. The saving to our
Stoics Would be considerable since we could pui chase m this way as much gram in a

day or two as we could ordinarily puichise in the gnnj in two or three weeks.

Such a scheme is not impossible, One can easily point out many difficulties,

particularly psychological ones. But I feel that it will be easier to start and easier to

manage than co-operative credit societies. The ground has Already been broken for

co-operative effort by the credit societies. It i* essential that the Agricultural and

Co-operative Departments of Government wotk together if anything is to be done

along these lines.

I do not suggest tliat there is anything new in this scheme for producers' co-

operative societies. 1 do feel, however, that it is somewhat simpler than the usual

scheme and that the presence in N.igpur of a well established consumes s' society gives
Additional hopes for success.

1 wish to acknowledge the assistance given me by Mr. D. G. Bapat, Manager of
the Empress Mills Co-ope* itive Stores, Limited, in securing many of the figures given
in this statement.

MR. H. H. PKTIRSON.
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Oral Evidence.

.
Tfl* Chairman Mr. Peterson, you are Secretary of the Y. M, C, A., and

you are President of the Empress Mills Co-operative Stoies, Limited ? -Yes.

32^56. We are much obliged to you foi the note of evidence which you have put
in. Would you like to add anything to it in the nature of a statement at this stage r

There are one 01 two things which I wruld like to point out. On page 442, 1 have shown
the weight in tolas, nominal and actual It should be understood of couise that the

weight of grain in the paili measure varies according to the quahtv ot the grain.
These are only comparative figures If \ou put one *ort of grain into that pailit it

may weigh 105 Mas, but if vou put another sort of gram, it may weigh more or less;

these are onty compiratne figures.

That is the capacity of the measure for the average quality of gram ? -Yea,
this is for the average quality ot gtam.

32^58. Is it your experience that, as a rule, tho da1al> if hr> has any bias, is more
in sympathy with the buyer tHn with tre seller P That has been my experience as a

rule, but I have learnt that it do jt? not always happen. You will notice that I have men-
tioned in one place in my statement th^t the Nagpur ; was closed for a week on
account of false measure", This ? 3 a qnest<on of mMNiiies, not neressaiily *f dalals

but the gany was cloied by the pii'cha-rr*, because of fnlie mea-urcs which were given.

32359. Fahe measures 'n favour of which prty P In favour of tho producer, the
man who brought the grain.

32360* That look* as though the dnlal was in favour of the ci Itivator ? Yes.

32*561.
Do you think tl at the market would have \ een rlostd s readily, if the

advantage had been in the father direction *>
I thirk if is very doubtful. On the other

hand, I visited a gani yesterday in which there tie ro Jalnh, and a very large number
of cultivatorb go there with th(,i jjrair, bemuse there air no dfllal* It is in a amal!

village in the Bhanu.ira dtstiict < ailed I akhni It is i ot supervised by any One in

particular; 'here are no dalal* and ro reductions of the usuil soit aie made The

gram is not spiead out-, as in the %,IHJ h ns and in most e/iw/fs , it is sold from the cart

The cart is quite d(ep and long, and the only giam which ibe purcha&er can see is a
little bit at the fr-jnt and at th< top, and the c.irtman refu es to empty it out, he does

his own measuring for you So that in this paiticul ir g*nj everything is in favour of

the cartman, the producer, and not of the paicVia=er, As a lesult of this, the prices are

very low, so that it comes to the *ame thing in the long run

32362* The purchaser is protecttnq himself ? Yes, he is protecting himselt by
very low rates

^236?* In the grain markers and in the n.unic'pal markets, it appears lint the

rialah aie licensed P As far as I know they are licensed in all these ganjes*

32^64. Have you anything to say as to the imnnerm which the qualifications
of applicants are scrutinised '- I have no information on that subject

')2',6s. Have you any views as to the fitnes, or the ;everse, of the average dalal

for this measure of public trust P T should thirk that the type of dalal is probably as

good as you can get under the cin urrsiarces

32366. You sucfge^t two ways of improving the existing ststcm of rrarlieting.
The fii st is the standardisation of weights and m nsures. How long have you been
in India ? I have been in India for foj years but I have not always been connected
with work of this sort. I have actually had y j years' expeiience at this particular
sort of work

32367. Have you formed any view as to the piacticnbtlity of this suggestion
Of yours that weights and measures shtuld be standardised P Do yon think that

public op' nion would accept it? I think 1 cnn speak on behalf of the wholesale

dealer. I have questioned quite a number of them, both ,n Nagpur and elsewhere,
and I have found not one as yet who would object to btandaidtsation,

32368* From what quarter, or quaiters, do you think opposition would come
to such a proposal P It would come chiefly troni tite people who are at present doing
the measuung, I should think the coolies about th< ganj, I do not believe mucj,

MR. H. H. PETERSON,
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objection would be raised by any ori6 else> except that it is a very old and tradi-

tional form of measuring Conservatism might be against it, but I believe that

the wholesale merchants would welcome it.

32369. Do you think they would also welcome the change from volume to

weight*? That is the particular question] I have asked them
; they are willing

to do that.

33370. That does not necessarily mean the same thing as standardisation of

weights and measures? That is the -first step? I tok your first question to

mean that.

1^2371. You think that a proposal to standardise weights and measures as such
would also be well received P It would be well received by the rneichants dealing
in larger quantities I do not believe that the dealer in small quantities would like

to make any sort of change,

32372.
'

Because they are accustomed to this ? Yes, and they are content, but
the merchants dealing in larger quantities in several places would welcome any sort
of scheme for standardisation.

32^73 Could you give instances of the complications and irregularities of the
existing system? It is difficult to form any idea as to what the prices actually
are, when we deal with outside places. W> get a telegram saying that the price
of a commodity has gone down, but unless we bave accurate figures as to what their
measures are, it is impossible to say what the price is.

32374. You point out that the existing practices place a premium upon dis-
honest dealing? Yes, distinctly so

33375. ^You are associated with a wholesale firm, the Empress Mills? My
connection is this : the Y, JVK C. A. is conducting the welfare work on behalf of the
Empress Mills.

32376. Your suggestion is that the dalal should be dispensed with altogether and
that the cultivators' grain should be sold by auction ? Yes

3a377 Have you considered the effect of that on the amount of time that it

would take to pass a given quantity of grain through the market? That had not
occurred to me, because, where it is done by auction, the process is a very rapid one.
The whole auction can easily be done within ^ minutes, and sometimes less, The
auction of one pile of grain will certainly take not more than $ minutes.

32378, You see no reason why the whole business of the market should not be
conducted on the basis of auction ? None at all. I want to make it clear that it is

not an auction of the whole supply of grain in that ganj at one ttrre, such as they
have in some of the cotton markets

,
each lot should be auctioned separately,

32379. It is not a question of lettling the general price? No. I do not think
that is possible for gram.

32380 Have you ever discussed this proposal with persons interested in the

trade? I have discussed it in Raipur with one cf the large grain merchants, wh* is

also the President of the Municipality, and he is considering the adoption of this scheme
;n the Raipur ganj. At present in the gram ganj in Raipur, all the sales are done

privately, arranged by the dalal
;
there is no auction.

32381. You give us a very interesting analysis of the total market charges. May
we take it that thess represent a fair average for running such a ganj ? No

,
I should

say they should ba considered as mere speculation on my part I have no figures as

to the cost of running a ganj.

32382 What about the figures on page 444, from the purchase price of aoo bags of

medium quality rice in Raipur ganj and taking the whole of that transaction down to

the end of the wholesale stage? -These figures should be taken as typical of an average
purchase and shipment and sa'e of gram, as worked out from our actual figures, The
former figures about the cost of running a ganj are merely speculative, but these

figures are based on our actual accounts They do not represent any particular

purchase that we have made, but are a sort of average.

32383* You show at the end of the transaction a profit ol Rs, 117-8*1 P Yes*

MR. H. H. PtT#Ro?,
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32^84. Is that the gross profit P Yes, I have taken cut of the total one of two

items, such as the cost of the merchant's journey to Raipur, the rent of his warehouse*

alaries of servants, etc* I believe these figures represent, as accurately as is possible,
the cost of the whole transaction.

32385. Then you point out that on a rising market the wholesaler is able to make
vety considerable profits, while on a falling market he may suffer a heavy loss. In

your experience, which branch of the distributive trade usually ge's to hear of a pros-

pective fall first ? The wholesale dealer,

32386. Are they very often left to carry a 1' as P- More often than one would

suspect ; the retailers fallow the wholesale prices very closely. Our co-operative
stores have suffered loss time and again, and at other times have made a somewhat
inordinate profit.

32387. Then you take us to the relations between the retailer and the consumer,
and you show the retailer nr ake* the extraordinarily low nominal profit of about ?J per
cent on turnover. You rightly point out that no retail business could be conducted
on that margin. Turning to the figures y< u give at the top of page 44^ the total

amount paid to the wholesaler by the ictailer i*. R% 3,1-50-10-0 and the total amount
received by the retailei fr>m the consumer is R<, 3,^00? Yes, exrept that the
amount paid represents not only the amount paid to the wholesaler but other

charges, some of which are paid to coolies and so on It is the total cost.

32388. It is the amount paid to the wh olesaler, plus these incidental

charges? Yes.

32389. Then you explain the mystery by giving a list of practices which, for the
most part, are improper ? Yes

32390. Are >ou convinced that those practices reilly aff< rd the explanation of

how the retailer makes a living on this apparent margin 9 These arc certainly the
chief means used by retailers to increase tl en profits, Iheie may be otbers I have
not yet discovered.

32391. Tbe'general suggestion you make is th-it theie should be a tightening up
of the contiol over markets You could nc t achieve the change from the present
practice to that of auction without sjme control ? The question of standardising and
fixing weights must certainly betaken up by (>ovei nment

, rocneelse can do that.

I am not prepared to eaj Government should step in and compel people to sell in one

way or another.

32392 The municipal commrtee, or whatever body contiols the market, must

agree to this change? Yes.

32393. Do you think the cultivator is represented at all on the average market
committee? I have no information on that point,

32394 Can you think of anyone on the municipal market committee here who
could fairly be said to represent the cultivator? As a matter of fact, I do net even
know one member of it,

32395. The Commission bad this morning the opportunity of seeing your
consumers' retail co-operative society which you describe in your note. Have you a

committee of consumers to help you to in mage tnat society? We have only one
committee in our storey made up as follows 3 members elected by the members of

the society (all of whom are consumer-8

), 3 members nominated by the manager of

the Empress Mills and one member nominated by the Y. M.C, A The quorum is so

arranged that no business can be transacted unless at least one mill hand is present.

32396. Could you give us an idea of the wages of the mill hand members? All

three of them are in the superior (not tbe managerial) grade, One is a c'erk in the office,

getting about Rs, 45, and the other two would earn aaout the s me amount. They a'e
leadets amongst the men, men of standing in the mills and were chosen entirely by the
mill hands, who were not influenced in any way by the management, The men have, as
a matter of fact, chosen extremely good representatives, All three know a good deal

about the grain business.

12397. Then you make a suggestion as to the manner in which consumers'

co-operative societies might link up with producers' societies. Do you think there is

a conflict of interest between the two? I am not an expert on the subject, but it seems
to me commonsense to believe there is bound to be some conflict,
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33398* One '* anxious to sell as dear and the other to buy as cheap as

possible P Yes, I understand the International Lahour Office has made a study of this

question; I have just received their report on it, which I have not yet had time to
ead. It is evidently recognised as a serious pioblem elsewhere.

32399. Where do you get > our grain from? Most of our rice comes from the

Chhattibgarh Division. We buy a large peicentage of it in Raipur Wheat comes
from almost anywhere round Nagpur, we do not havs to go far from Nagpur for wheat.
As far as possible we send our own purchaser to the ganj t be picks out the grain he
wishes to buy and arranges with the loca* commission agent to pay for it, take charge
of it and ship it to Nagpur. The commission agent then sends us a kundi covering
the amount.

32400. Do any cultivators bring their gtam direct to you? Not as yet.

32401. Would you encourage thatP \Ye woulu be only too glad if they did it

but 1 do not think il 15 very likely unless we open a puiclisting s>hop in the pait of the,

city to which they ordinarily come*

32402. Have you am organisation for promoting thrift amongst your
members? Not as yet.

32403. Afr.Cafoert 11 ve >ou C'ime icross instances where the rate quoted
has been a false one, such as \\here Rs, 3 a imun-i is quoted but that mannd is 42 seers

instead of 40? The Nagpur unit is the tkanJi
t
which is approximately 5 maunds,

At Bhandaia, however, they il co i?>e the khandi, but it is of a d *i>rent size Is thit

what you mean?

33404. Do you have cases whe. c tl.e seller ,'ocs not know what the actual
khandt is, he thinking it to be one thing and it actually being another That is

likely to happen if he <Jes not kno v the mcAsureriient uf the unit uscu at a particular

place* You cannot make a comparative list of prne* l>y showing "f> much a khandi
in Raipur and othei placet, vou mu^t fir^t tran*poe the various khandis into some
standard measure*

32405 Some men 11ay qaote Rs 3 rx 4i;/ and some R* 3-1-0, are there

cases where a m in will >ell at R* 3-1-0 anJ then find the khandi quoted for is

different from the other? In rorurMring prices in d'ffeiont paits uf the Piovince it

is necessary to know the IOCA! k hnndi u->ed bat heic n Nagpur only on & khandt U
used. It may vary aocordi n to the wiy it is me inured, but there is only one standard

For Nagpur.

32406 Is that strictly ndhered to 9
Nominally -Theie may be cheating at the

time of measurement , that i* all,

3^407* We find a matin^ vanes according -o whether a man u buying or selling
it may be 3S seers in the one cato incl 4^ in f"c other Do you ome across cases

like thit ? If you are refeinng 10 fal&e mrasmeo, you will find plenty of those in

Nagpur; but in any i^anj CDntrolled by ine Municipality tho measure u bed must have
the municipal stamp on it, so th it tlic> actml measure used is tut fiKe, though no

process of measuring can be guaranteed to be accu'ate if a clever runn is using it. Of
bourse, the process >f measurement i> not a difficult thing; the actual measurement
s nothing if you have a clever man doing the business.

32408* Have you earned your investigations into the actual weights used IP any
narket ? These are given here on page 442*

33409. About the actual measure of weight, not your standard weight ? We do
lot use the standard weight at all

; the unit i& always one of quantity and not of weight;
[ have not looked into the question cf weight at all.

32410. On page 4 15 with reganl tc the means <% hereby the retailer increases his

ncome, do those relate to a shup in a town dealing with mill hands P I was thinking
>f the ordinary shop in Nagpur anu of course a very large percentage of the population
n Nagpur is connected with mills

324*1 You Lave not really carried your invc-tigition into shops dealing with

>rdinary cottage workers? No
,

it is based on Nagpur experience.

32412. Do you kuow anything at all about the condition of cottage workers

narJteung their produce ?- No , I have not gone into that.
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32413* Sir Henry Ltvrencsi Is there any machinery for examining the weights
and measures which are in use in the Municipality ? As regards weights J am
not able to give any information

,
but the measures used in grain bazars have a

municipal stamp. They are made accotding to certain instructions and a municipal
stamp is put on them and these official mei&uies must be used in the ganjes and in

the markets cnntro'led by the Municipility.

32414. lj> there any means <.f tampering with them? You cannot easily do it,

because they are curved up a little bit at the bottom and it is voiy difficult to tamper
with them. *I he measure gets smaller towards the top than at the bottom It is

said thit they can put up false bottom* i>ut I think it n somewhat difficult to do so
I do not think the municipal measures are tampered with, but there is no law that a
merchant in his own shop should use municipal measures

32415. Do you advocate such a, law P I think it would be a very good thing;
all me*sureb used in measuring grairs bhouhl be municipal measuics.

33416 Have you any annual infection of weights and measures enforced by
law ? There may be a law

,
but I know it is Cf-rtainly not enforced.

32417. Sit 5. M. (Mnavi&i 1 1 ere i& a Market Overseer ? Yes. But I know
that the ordinal y shop doeb not use tbe municipal measure, or, if it does, it will have a

spare measure to ue whet the thopkeejei thinks that the customer does not
know the difference.

32418. Sir Ganga Ram You 'a\ that the grain is brought as far as loo miles;
are there no ganje^ within these ico mile's? I here are parts of the Province where
there are no ganjes tor 100 miles.

37419. Are there really noganjes* I have no definite information.

32420. What do you thirk caj tjng 100 miles would cost them P 1 have no idea.

32421. Roughly, how niuch a mautid would the carter charee? I am afraid I

could not furnish you with a figure of that s rt.

32422. How \v ould you auction ? Pcr maund, per heap or per bale P If the maund
is taken as the standard n.eisure then the Auctioning would be done at so manj
rupees, annas and pies per maund.

324.13 You do not iiuction the heap? Vo

32424, Tne Chavman. I think you we. e definitely of opinion that the measure-

ment shouhl be one of weight? Yes, but the auction should be done, no matter

what the sUndaid is. I am dehMtety of opinion that measures of weight rather than

of quantity bhculd be used, lut there it m way to auction a heap for bO much when

yoa do not knjw what is in the heap

(The witness withdrew.)
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Rao Sahib G. N. SAHASRABUDHE, Pleader, Ellichpuf,
Amraoti District.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

Introduction. 1 am a pleader pract<stng in the Courts at Ellichpur for the pafit 4a

years. During the course of my profession
I came across many Kunbi clients

who generally form a major poition of tie litigant population. I am watching
their condition and the conditiun of their bnds in Berar, I was a Vice-Chairman of

Elhchpur Civi] Station Mumcipa. Committee foi 18 years and I was Honorary

Secretary of the same for 8 years. As Vice-Chairman, I h*d connection with

primary and secondary education and I was a Manager of the High School at

Ellichpur which was o cred there by the Municipal Committee on ist of luly 1914.

I was President of the Board or Directors of the Berar Match Manufacturing

Company, Ltd, started in 1908

I appeared as a witness before (i) the Indian Industrial Commission, (2) the

Fiscal Commission, and (3) the Indian taxation Enquiry Committee, and I had

submitted replies to the questionnaire issued by the Indian Economic Enquiry
Committee but was not examined for want of time

I am myself an owner of some lands at Kandli and I have planted about 350

grafted mango trees long ago.

While studying agriculture I have formed an opinion that Government officers

(i) Lord Curzon, (2) Professor Voeicker, (3) Lord Willmgdon, (4) Sir James MacKenna,
(5) Dr Clouston, (fr)

Sir Frame Sly, and otheis have performed good services to

the country but there is still lett ample scope for impiovernent in agriculture,
It is hoped now that the further progress in agriculture will result in practical
benefits to cultivators, so that they wnl br free trom indebtedness and will receive

increased production, When this will be accomplished there will be a really happy
and contented rural population

My proposed scheme will indeed create cheerfulness and activity all round

amongst village people.

In shon,it is desirable that india should not lag behind all civilised nations of

the world in all branches if Administration under British rule.

QUESTION i K ESBASCH. Ihe question oi bettering the Co-ordination between the

several Governments in India and the Government ot India is a comprehensive one
and might concern all departments in India. But it seems that I should confine my
remarks regarding research to provincial research work alone

The Government of India has already appointed an Agricultural Adviser to the

Government of Inoia who controls and supervises the work of provincial research or

experimental officers.

But the general foehng amongst the provincial officeis seems to be that they
are independent officers and that then provincial work bhould not be interfered with by

any aupeimr officer Every provincial < epartment wishes that they should be independent
and that they will do what they think fit suitable to the sptci.il conditions of the

I'rovince. Similarly in the c^se of the Veterinary Depaitment, the necessary serum
is prepared at the Muktesar institute probably from the hill cattle and is forwarded
to the Veterinary Officer at Nagpur or Amraoti.

When trie provincial reports are received at the Pusa or the Muktesar Insti-

tute, all reports should be examined at Pusa and the results compaied with the Pusa
Kesearch Institute Afterwards a meeting bhould be convened at Pusa to which all

provincial officers, agncuhuial and veterinary, should be called to attend the meeting.
A free and full discussion should take place on all reports and conclusions
arrived at, with the consent of all officers. A consolidated report should be submitted
to the Government of India and orders should be issued accordingly. This proce-
dure will improve matters and relations and the Government of India should help
to carry out these suggestions.

In this case there will be no necessity of forming any Board for this purpose,
There are already Superintendents appointed m the Veterinary Department and

there is no necessity of retaining ao advisory veterinary officer.

Independence of Provincial Governments and officers should be retained, subject
to the control and direction of the Government of India in urgetrt cases only.

The Research Institute at Pusa is rendering excellent services to the country and
should be developed a= far as possible.

R. S. G. N. SAIUSRABUDHE.
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QUESTION a, AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
(ij

The agricultmists in Berar were
simple in habits and living, and foodstuffs of daily use and other articles were
cheaper and therefore they used to maintain themselves easily in old days, ButdazxJed
by the Western civilisation they be ame extravagant, the cost of living- was increased

owing to the Gteat War and they are now reduced to a miserable condition. Produc-
tive powei of the Und was not increased along with the increased expenditure and
consequently they have fallen info heavy indebtedness.

These cond'tions were observed by Professor Voelcker, The necessity of imparting
scientific education wa> emphasised Lord WiJhngdon, the late Governor of Bombay,
in Ins opening \d(ir* ss nelueied in the AgricuItU'al Conference held at Poona in 1917
also spok*' in the saiie strain which shows the nature of education to be imparted in
the scho >ls So that the question of agricultural education xvas bufoie the Government
of India for the List twenty years but nothing substantial wa*> done in the matte'- From
the table on pae;e 4^5 it will b..- see tint out of the whole agricultural popul \tion

only 3&u were tceivin aiTicultur \\ education in *ix schools in the whole * f British
India

(n) It i- hopul n w thdt som thing ,vill be done and the Government of India
will be pleased to est.blish <is many sch ols as possible And encourage the establishment
of compuIs'Tv pi iniary *cho >Is by allotting substantial contnbutions and subscriptions
to the Uisin t T>o -ids \nd Muntupa' C nnmittfes -MI 1 thus encourage educti'>n without
any further dciiy, Thoie aie ample funds m Bora r, land revenue i

fself amounts to
Rs. 91,0 ,000, out of which only Rs 6 laUisa^p sp*nt by the Agricultural Deoartment.

Giving uunti button as usual to the Central Government the balance may be utilised

by Government foi the g iO<i of the Province of Berar alone,

(111) F^r the* establishment of agricultural vernacular -niddl* schools it is

necessnry

(.) Th it the curuculuni ot the pmitriry schools of general education must be
< mbudied s. as to inrJmli soni teaching whiih will creite agricultural and industrial

bias m tl.e in i d- of bo\s, md

\,b) that gaidcmng should be taugh
1

. A small plot should be given by Boards for
use of hoys made to work actually m tiiC garden just like coolies

One Mr Shanker Li \rnan Vaidva ol Poona, who is a Professor in the Poona

Training Collt ge, has written i book on trdening which would make a good text-book
and should be introduced in the curriculuir by the department

(r) Th' ru nrulum of the Loni schoo 1 is an excellent one which will train the sons
of a landl ru irt a j-ood pi.-cfical man able to manage his own linds. But competent
teacher* will be icqi'iredto t<

i tch the subject. No such teachers will be aviilable for

the present. The jnculiural College may provide some teachers, if necessary, but

even alter c^rmn^ ut of the col'c^e thr students must Inve some practical cju rse for
' ne year wh< n the instruction mu^t be j^ven in vt'uiicular bee ms? they shall have to

teach boya ol tuo agricuitui.J scbool in ve'tiaculat The boys do not know Eng ish

Entrance qudhhcntu.u is only the pi.ssiMg of 'he 4th vernicular standard These
schools should be un'lei the contiol ot 1'ic Minib'tsr for Aguculture. A special Agricul*
tuial Inspector ^houU b i

ippomted to inspect th<* schools I he schools should not
bi p'acfc . under the control of th'* Jiiector of Public Instruction.

(iv, As there is a Trainug College at Ako a an 1 anothet at Amraoti in Berar where
teichei* for the primiry schools are pripired, so there must be established at least one

agricultural training school in Be i ar which should tra.n teachers, who should be com-

petent to teach the -tudents of the vern.icuhr middle agricultural schools.

A model agricuUurul school was exlibited in the Poona Agricultural Show which

deserves c melioration

(v) In Beiai there are at present no schools of agriculture worth mentioning. There
are primaiy sc hools opened in villages by Boards which are attended by Kunbi boys
but the general tendency is to avoid going to school.

(vi) As Vice-Chan m.*n of the Ellichpur Civil Station Municipal Committee, I was

a manager of the primary school and the Anglo-vernacular high school at Paratwada,

La >t year 1 paid casual visits to some of the Government and Board schools in Ellich-

pur and Deryapjr taluks. My object wab to see whether any attempt is made in the

school to create an industrial 01 agricultural bias in the minds of young boys* But it

is regrettable to note tbat no such attempt is made. I had a good deal of discusssion
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With makers but they said no value is attached to this sort of education by their

superior authorities and hence no 'attention is paid by them. From nr.y experience I

think that educational authorities do not pay much attention to industrial or agricultural

education.

The rural people may be made to take interest in education (i) by being shown sue*

cessful demonstration by which they will be profited or their production per acre will be

increased, (2) by being given the advantages of education, (3) by their knowledge being

kept intact until they attiin 18 years &nd thus becon e educated electorates, (4) interesting
books ID a library or reading room bring read out to them, (5) by constant tctich with

agricuhuial officers one of whom at least should go in the village and mix with thtm
frc ely, ar-d (t) by being brought in contact with educated reople of their own caste

who should be models before them. In short they mu?t be in touch with educated

people who shou'd always live in the villages. I visited many villages and 1 found

them alwa}s in despondency and disappointment with no merrymaking or any
romrmn sports or amusements

I h,ve tl eiefore sugt esteil a change in the organisation of the deprtment as

show n in the diagram in Appendix XI 9" attached herewith in which I have attempted to

show at a gUme .) 11 that is needed by an agriculturist. Everything is at his door.

The agricultural Agent has bis residence with all his manures and implements all these

primary st hools, agricultural schools, dispensary, veterinary dispensary, police station,

demonstration farm, etc.

If my proposal is carried our, agricultural officers will be always going there*

Also the Deputy Commissioner, Conim.ssioner, Tahsildar, School Inspectors, Duec or

of Public Insi ruction, etc Even the Minister for Agriculture and Education and
Hi- Exec lency the Governor iright one May pay a flyng visit to the village. I have

selected Pdthiot, a village or 6,000 souls with gi-cd lands approachable even hy motor
even in a rainy season. Another p jace is Deurwad^, some distance from Chandur
Baz/ir. I have purposely selected this village which has got a *.ood stcrcil river

Purna -n compete village scene and hfe Roaas aie vilr^e loads aud^
will requ re

repairs Officers, may go casually bv riding on their horse-* and ponies There would
be n<> motors which though jrood and speedy are making people lazy Walking has

beconae tiresome to them which is not a good sign T^ere aie 20 buildin s to be

erected but they shoJd be built model houses and no costly bu Idings are

required I anrts of f rmers themselves are taken up bv Government for demonstra-
tion purposes on ceitain conditions and they should be convince 1 of the successful

working of methods of profitable production when they are *u re to adopt them. Thii
is the way to impiove gn ulrure and m ike the people to take an interest in education

and to be happy and contented. I will add moie buildings for the office of the

village Co operative ciedit societies would advance money at a small rate of

interest. Unless something attractive is done, no improvement will take place.

At first an experiment may be made n two villages of each taluk. Kapustalni
and Pandhri nea Anjangaon miy be selected in Daryapur taluk. There are 22

taluks in Berar but one or two villages only may be taken first in the whole of Berar.

The Cornpnlsiry Education Act is passed by the Central Provinces Council and

18 in force m Berar Some schools of this kind have been opened in Benr but the

attendance of boy* is not yet satisfactory. I examined the compulsory e lurational

schools opened at Karajgacn and Shua'gion in Eltfchpur taluk and at Itki in

Daryapur taluk in December 1 2 $. Tl.ey have been' financed by the District Hoard

and some of them are in good condition. On enquiry I found tht the objection of

the people to send their boys to schools is that they lose their wages and thus they

aieput to pecuniary loss, ] thought over this question and 1 piopose the following
amendments :

-

(1) Th.it the admission age should be raised from 6 to u to 10 to 13, both

inclusive

(2) That the school should be held only in the morninj? from 7 to IO a. m.

(3) I hat four Sundays in the month and on all Hindu holidays the school should
be closed.

(4) That the school should be closed from i5th November to i$th March
for hangam season when the boys get good wages*

(5) No vacation for hot season allowed but boys should attend school from 3
to 6 p.m.

'

(6) In these primary schools only the 3 R' and writing of their own signature

should be taught.

*Not printed,
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By this system boys wilt attend thf school and will ai well get their wage*. All
the people will be satisfied*

That libraries and reading rooms should be O'tablnhsd in villages. Government
help is necessary*

chools

The following table xvill show the number of agricultural vernacular middle
>ols in the different Provinces of India* :

Name of the Provinces,

1. Madras

2. Bombay

3. Bengal

4. United Provinces

5. Bihar and Orissa

6. Central Provinces

Total

Institutions.

13

Scholars.

44

134

33

79

34

QUESTION -?. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. Experimental and demostra-
tion farms in Berar

There is one experimental farm at Akola and two demons f ration farms, one
at Yeotmil and the other at Basim. One seed farm is at Boregion. There is one

cat'le-breed'ng farm at Boregaon It is doubtful whe'her the%e farms can be

carried on on a commercial basis As Cor experimental farnm, it mu t be admittt d that

they are just like laboratories* and they cannot be carried on profitably* But demon-
stration firms i i which demonstrations are made of these methods only which h we
prov d successful in the experimental far rns m .y be cunei on on co nmerci.i) b^sis.

Otherwise the hdian cultivators will not follow them and the money will be uselessly

spent. Thi< question was discussed in the Conference of the Board of Agriculture
held at Bangalore in 1924.

The Maharaja of Mysore and l>r, Clouston arc also of the opinion that the

"financial aspect of these farms is a secondary consideration. Thev aielike field

laboratories," If this is the case we cannot expect ignorant Kunbis to follow the

methods demonstrated on the demonstration farm.

So the question of bearing the burden of these farm 1

* is worth consideration I

wish the department will submit to the Commission any statistics that may be in its

office which will show the effectiveness of these farms to the farmers* and showif g the

number of people who h ive actually taken advantage of the meth( ds and benefited

themselves accordingly. If such statitics are not forthcoming, then it is difficult; to

say how far the money spent on these demonstration farms has been spent for the

benefit of the Ind'an cultivators. 11 these farms are useful in some othet way, of course

they maybe continued In the Bombay Presidency, the Deputy Director of Agriculture
of the N^sik Division reports that in one demonstration Win in his thirge the expen-
diture ; ncuired was Rs. 51,000 and the income derived was Rs, 58,000. Such figures
should be shown in the reports of the demonstration farms in Berar.

I do not know of any measures that will make the farms successful. In my opinion,

they are not profitable and the department ought to be in a position to show the

effectiveness of these taims on the minds of the rural people If statistics of effective-

ness are maintained, they will throw some light OD the subject.

*PIease see Quinquennial Report on Education for 1917 to 1921, page 163*

fOne school ha|
been closed recently.
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Valuable resolutions are passed in conferences of the Board of Agriculture, etc.,

but they being in English are of no avail to rural people These resolutions are not

brought into action and the people do not know anything of them and they are of no use to

rural population* They are useful to departmental officers and other English-knowing

people. The question arises of what practical use are these conferences to Indian

farmers* Conferences are Veld at a great cost of hundreds of thousands of ru, ees per

year, Most of the resolutions parsed aie a dead letter, Huge reports are punted
and. published in the country aid this too at a great cost, It is not known why
Government of India did not take any action on the resolutions pa

s sed in these con-

ferences. I request the honourable members of the Commission to think over this matter,

Merely passing resolutions, will not give supply of manures to poor agriculturist at

a cheap rate in their villages nor will they be improved by the apathy of Governmen
in tbia respect.

The same i* the case with the departmental resolutions. All cf them are no

translated into vernaculai and not freely distributed amongst the villagers gratis.

Departmental officers should understand that thej are teachers of methods of cultiva-

tion and other methods of rural people who do not know English at all ami whose

language is Marathi, Urdu, Telugu, Kanniese, etc., so that unless b'joks and pamphlets
are translated freely and distributed gratis how do they expect them to learn new

knowledge foi them. I do not mean to sa> no distribution and translation is made at

all but wl i at is done is insufficient looking to the numbei at d extent of the rural

people in Berar and in olhei villages of India. Propaganda work ib grneuilly the most

important work to be dore by the Agricultural Asi>Ktant nd other officers.

Sir James MacKenna's Review of the decade is very useful, At least in the

last pages of the Review he has pa&sed the following icmarks ,

" Let the motto of the department be Sympathy and Co-operation."
*'

Its one great aim being to work with the people and for the people and for tho

people's good.
"

The abova sentence^ contain the leal policy of the department,

English and American methodb of propaganda work are pranewoithy. 1 received

52 agricultural pamphlets from t*ie United States Department of Agnculturc gratis,
But that department spent about one lupee postal chaigcs, The pamphlets are

valuable and inteiestmg, This shows that American Department of Agriculture is

generous enough to do propaganda work even in foieign countries

This English and American ideal sh ulu be followed in India,

I appreciate the propaganda work done by the Central Province^ and Berar

Agricultural Depaitment, Mr Allan, the officiating Director of Agriculture, is entitled

to many thanks from Berar farmers for arranging a special tram on concession raies for

conveying Berar agriculturists to Poona Exhibition which vva^ the greatest exhibition

ever held in Jnu la.

My thanks are due to the depaitment for kirtdly distributing at Badnera railway
station my 700 industrial pamphlets gratis to all Berar agriculturists that went m the

special to *ee the Poona Exhibition.

QUESTION 4, ADMINISTRATION.--This is an important qufstion, for the condition
of the Indian agriculturist depends upcn the way m wh^ch the question is solved
The question is whether the Indian farmers are satisfied with the present agricultural
service*. At the out&et I rely on the following quotation from the report on the

"Introduction of improvements in Indian agriculture ", 1 he quotation is, 1 thmk, most

important and should be borne in mind while woiking the department, It iuns thus

"The essential difference between the agricultural departments in the Kast and
in the West is that the latter have arisen to meet the spontaneous demand ol
cultivators of the soil, whereas the former have lately been cieited by a bureaucratic
Government Anxious to give all assistance it can to itj. agiicultural subjects. The
demand for improved agriculture has not m India, except in special cases come fro ir

the cultivator. While therefore in the West the cultivator is naturally in direct touch
with the Department of Agriculture, in India it is necessary for the department to pul
torth every effort first to ascertain the needs of the cultivators and then to demonstiate
how they can most effectively be met ",

Any circular issued by the head of the department must be sfo framed as to meet
the above conditions. The methods and arrangements followed in the Wet>t are of us
use in the East on account of differences in tendencies and mentalities of the farmers*
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Hie above view was the guiding spirit of the report published in 1893 and this view
was before the first Viceroy who established agricultural departments in India in 1905,
I do not know what organisation circulars were issued by Government for the guidance
of the departmental officers in working out the department. The first circular that
I came to know was issued by the department in the Central Provinces in 1922, I hae
read the circular very cirefully and it embodies some spirit and the object contained
in the above quotation, A rev ew of agricultural operations during the decade from

4905101916 has also been published, It contains the reil progress made during that
%ecada By reading it one is impressed thit the achievement of the Agricultural

Department seems to be (i) distribution of efood seed of various crop^ through
agricultural associations, (2) distribution of improved implements, and (3) teaching of
various new crops for production.

The above achievement* are in som* ways satisfactory. But they are insufficient

considering the period and amount of money spent on it. Experimental and
demonstration farms have done some good, but as regards scientific production of
increased crops nothing important seems to have been achieved. Speaking for

Berar, 1 can say that poor Kunbi* are cultivating their ancestral lands by their

traditional methods and implements and produce just sufficient for the maintenance of

their family. But now the times are changed. Foodstuffs and clothes, etc,, have
become very dear, new attractive articles are poured into the country to which they
lall victim. Hence they want more morey, and teaching tf improved methods of

profitable production should be the sole aim of the department.

I have given the methods of extension work done in America. The teaching
of boys and children can be done by assembling- them in one building called a
school. The agricultural officers are in fact teachers of the methods of production
in fields. Farmers are not expected to assemble in one Imi'ding, but officers must
visit their houses and their fields and give them new kn^wlei^e and teach new
methods The officer must remain in the village and see the fields and watch
all operations and show them the methods by his own hands.

People are not educated, and hence teaching by correspondence is not much
resorted to in India.

The agricultural officers must feel that they are teacher^, and that they are to

prepare the p<opletowork ab good tarmers, but at present that is not the case.

The officers expect agriculturists to come to their offices and learn lessons from
them* Their attitude towards the general public is not satisfactory. In Berar,
this year there was too much rain in September and insects had attacked leaves*

of cotton plants. I doubt how many agnc ultural of! cers left tl eir offices during
this period ard ran to villages to give relief to people Drairage of fields and
other remedies to remove #atet could have be^n suggested. Secondly? there was
a long break in October. For this inter* cultivation or other rrethods could also

have been suggested, but as there are no statistics showing the officer's visits

to villages during tbis period, one is at a loss to ktow whether tbe people in

villages get any help from the officers To do re^l work people must be reached,

It is by their contact and association that the rural people will be improved Some
educated people must also go and live in villages TKen, and then only, they will

know the needs of the people. Reorgan'Sation of the village is necessary. People
must be made merry, happy and contented.

Kailways* The railway companies fhouM reduce the inland la'es of

conveying rural produce from one place to another They should give faciliteis

by opening branch railways and by opening up communications to villages for

passengers and goods traffic. Now that the rulways *re managed and brought
under State control, there will be no difficulty iu meeting the wishes* of the

people. Transport facilities should be offered as far as possible.

Roads, - If my scheme is appto\ed village roads will ha\e to be put in order*

At present the condition of roadb under District Council control ts not satisfactory*

No attention is paid to the conveniences and comforts of the iural population*
The District Councils must spei d money supplemented by Goveinment contribution.

Recently the Road Improvement Project Committee has been appointed by His

Excellency the Governor of the Cential Provinces and greater attention is now paid

to the extension of road facilities thioughout Berar This is a satisfactory feature*

In this way, if all roads joining villages* are thoroughly repaired, the troubles and

hardships of farmers will be lessened to a great extent,
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Postal and Telegraph Departments* These departments are the best managed
departments in the whole of India, They in fact look to the public convenience and
comforts an ideal which is in force all through in Enghnd and America, The other

departments should have the same ideal in view. I think this subject requires
serious consideration as all the agriculturists are concerned therein. It will be better

if this ideal is followed by the Department of Agriculture.

The assemblage of vat ions facilities as shown in my suggested scheme (^Appen-
dix XI) with good and passable motor roads will draw many people from their homes

to see this novelty through curiosity, and it the demonstrate n methods shown therl

prove Micce^sful, the news wi 1 be taken to other villages and usefulness of the

institutions will be known to all Seme intelligent spectators might get ihe idea and

try the methods in their own fields In this way the utility of the novel scheme shown

in the d.awin^ might be familiar to all directly and bv it direct methods.

Meteorological Department* The science of meteorology is not much knowr
in the country, though a Government meteorolegical observatory is maintained al

Colaba, Bombay.

Observations are taken daily and are published in the Times of India, Bombay.

I was elected a fellow rf the Royal Meteorological Societv, London, in IQU'

During 191 \ I read many publications Mid books on the subject, from which I think a

great deal of attention is paid to this science in Fngland Weekly lectures are Delivered

and reports are published From the descriptive notice of the
^prospectus

of the

Society it seems that a lar^e library of the Society is maintained in London which

contains about hundreds of thousands of books on this science.

Atmospheric conditions are "bserved from which the officer ; n charge of the

observatory at Bombay can foretell iam% storms, cyclone, dust storms, etc. Use
can be rra''e of the science by the Agricultural Department. The Agricultural

Deparanent might get int'tcnahon from the Bombay observatory as to when it is

likely that there wili be ranfallj dust storms or cyclones an i when such intimation

is received tie Agrcultutal Department ma> give notue of this intimation to the

agriculturists of the Province, So tV- at they will be on guard acd try to carry out

agricultural operations beforehand and thus save the crops from being damaged by
rains or storms.

1 do not know whether the Agricultural Department in this Province and other

Provinces of India are in t<>uch witb the cbseivations made at Colaba, Bombay I

thin* statistics of every day rainfall should be a aintamed in tlie offices ot the Director

and Deputy Director of Agriculture.

I think popu'ar lectures on the relation of agriculture to the science of meteo-

rology will be welcomed by the rural population. This may form part of propaganda
work.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE. Agriculture is an industry and every industry requires

financing. So financing is a very importsnt question. When we start an industry we
first m ike arrangements for supply 01 c-ipital which is required for these purposes : (I)

For purchase of land and for building, (2) foi the purchase ol the necessary machinery
and 0) woiktng capital for carrying on the business Let us see how far the

agriculturist cares to see that these requirements a e fulfilled. He his got lands from

his ancestors and has also got some machinery, implements, tools, etc., and one pair

of bullocks So that the fiist two requirements aie fulfilled. He requires no money.
Bat he wants capital f< r carrying on his 'cultivation business and for the support of

his family and to feed the pair of bullocks which he gets from his father. He sees that

he has got some juan. I khandi or so and a few pullas of ka^1b^. He does not care to

see whence money could come for cultivation expenses for the purchase of the seed,

etc The need for money conies ahead and he begins to search for it. He thinks that

he is a cultijj^tor and there is no other profession to follow excepting his ancestral

trade. So he submits to his lot and goes on.

The following are the agencies who supply him with tunds :

(1) The Mahajan or the village moneylender,

(2) Government taccvoi advances sanctioned every year.

(3) Banks (modern).

(4) Co-operative Central Banks or credit societies of the village.

* Not printed,
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the Mahajanot moneylender is generally a man who maintains himself by this pr<3
fe&sion. Marwaiis a re generally very shrewd people and they have got the knack for earning
profits. Many Marwaris have couie down and settled In Berar and have now become
landlords of hundreds i>f acres of land. Poor people are driven to borrow money for
cultivation expenses at a high rate of interest and pay also balajte and dhorne and
other charges. Wh^n the crop is ripe for cuiting, the moneylender sends aman to watch
the crops on wh-ch he ha* got the first charge. When the harvested cotton is ready
for sale, the moneylender Ukes the cart lade'n with cotton to the nearest n arket and
sells it and out of the sale proceeds the debts due are first cleared with interest and other

charges. The accounts are made up by the Marwari and the poor man simply
nods his assent and goes with some balance in his hand When he comes home he
think* of purchasing some/awar* or clothes for his children and hi" wife and the whole
baUnce is 'pent In the meantime the village Mahar con.es and asks the man for
the payment of Government assessment of land. The poor man asks him to wait but
the Mohair replies that if the rroney U rot paid by the

i5*th of February double the amount
of assessment shall have to be paid. The Mnhnrgoz* away and returns the message
tothe^ite/. The poor man again becomes anxious and fearing the penalty again
goes to the Maiwanann begs ot him to pay the assessment amount. The Marwari with
reluctance pays off the amount to the poor man but warns him that he shall have to

pay 3 percent per mensem interest with compound interest if not ^aid in tune.
He submits in order to pay the assessment and somehow satisfies the Government
servant In the meanwhile litigation, marriage festivities and an usemen is such as an
Indian circus at Paratwada wnen his> Children are after him demands his attention.
In this way the days pass on when again the time of summer cultivation operations

common and money is again needed for the purpose.
The agriculturists are thus involved in debt and the Government is* trying its

best to remedy the evil.

The Co-operative Central Banks nnd co-operative credit societies have been
establishei for their help and they are helping the poor people to some extent.
I am a Director of the Central Co-operative Bank, EUichpur, and I know by expenence
that a considerable amount is advanced every year at the small rate of interest of
one per cent per annum but even this raten too h'gh. But I noticed one defect in
the administration of the Bank, No stiict supervision is exercised by the village
societies as to wh?th-r the money ajvanced a> a loan is really utilised for the
improvement or uve of the lands for which it is advanced, or, for in stance, whither
it is spent for building a hoine or for purchasing a grinding mill

faccavi loans are advanced by Government evety year through Tahsildars.
But the procedure followed by Government is a tedious one and it takes a long time
for the money to come into the hinds of the applicant, The procedure ah /uld be
abolished and a spe.ial officer of the status ot a University graduate (many are
available) should be jppoinied on a decent sahry for distributing the amount to

respective applicants by going to villages or to a central village which is in the centre
of a group of villages Ths will be * convenient anangement and people will be
fully sitished He should also be asked to p.iy surpuse visits to variou* villages and
ascertaiu whether the money i 3 really applied to the land. If the work is found
insufficient tc engage his whole time, some other office work may be given to him.

Short-term mortgages are n^t good for thise ignoi tnt agriculturists, appointed
time goes at once and the land passes in the hands of Mahajans very soon. Long-
term mortgages are better, but the debtor must be careful and see that the payments
are regularly made to the moneylender.

In short, it is very difficult to save the farmers The habits of thrift and economy
must be developed and to attain them educaton is very necesary. It is said that
land mortgage banks should be opened but, in any case, the management should rest
with an agriculturist who should be a shrewd, careful and educated man, Hut after
all Government must help and adv.ioce money freely at a s nail rate of interest and
help the

Co-operative
Central Bank* by advancing them as much money as will

be required. , But in the end the cultivators must themselves be careful and must
develop habits of thrift and economy,

QUESTION & AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. The causes of agricultural
indebtedness in Berar are as follows :

(a) Ignorancejor want of education.

(6) Less production of crops per acre.

(c) Want of thrift and economy and practical common sens*.
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(rf), Litigation, marriages, etc.

(e) Prompt payment of land assessment on a certain date*

(f) Heavy assessment on revision*

(g) High rate of interest and compound interest.

The question of agricultural indebtedness is very difficult of solution For many
years indebtedness has been increasing but the agricultural community itself is

not minding it Moneyleaders, though they are of some use to them, are unkind and
unsympathetic and are very much inclined to exact money from cultivators having
an eye upon their landed property. A Mnrwari who came with a lota, (brass pot) and

bedding in his hand to LJerar from hi rf country has now become, within the space of

40 years, a big landlord (owning 500 or 600 ti/ans of land equal to 2
440o acres) paying

a land revenue of Rs. 5,000 per yeir. In this way almost all lands have passed from
poor cultivators to moneylenders, some of these might represent the case of a iShylock
of London. This is a great evil and attempts are being made by Government to save
the tarmers from rhe clutches nf sowcars and no success is obtained as yet. Though
these legitimate landowners are themselves ignorant we should try to save them.

Co-operative Central Banks and village credit societies have been started and are

rendering valuable help to the cultivators. Money is advanced by them at a certain
rate of interest but the rate of interest must be still further lowered in order to attract

the cultivators to these binks. There are about 18 Central Banks in Berar and I have
had the experience of being the Director of the Central Bank, Elhchpur. A good
sura is advanced to the Kunbts every year, but repayments are not made regularly
owing to diminished production of crops every year.

The present year is again short of crops just like last year wh ch wis also a year
of short crops, Consequently Hkhs of tupee** remain unpaid to Central Banks* Again
there is a complaint of shortage of crop* owing to want of rain in October.

One defect I have observed in the working of these societies is that no supervision
is exercised either by the village societies or Central Banks or the Agricultural Depart-
ment as to whether the money is Appropriated for improvement of the Undt The
Government should pay attention to this.

Education i<? the only remedy. However Government may pass necessary laws

lowering the rate of interest and prohibiting compound interest and passing a Money-
lenders' Act as in the Punjab. Fhere is no use restricting alienation of lands. TJhecondi-
tion will be worse as is the case in the Central Provinces.

Theie is the Insolvency Act in force. The Kunbis who are indebted to an extent

greater than the v.tlue <>f their property always, put in applications in the Insolvency
Courts to declare themselves insolvents. No separate village insolvency law seems

necessary.

The present law relating to mortgage already gives ample facilities to tht defend-

ant mortgagor to pay off the money and redeem the mortgage Notices are issued to

show cause why the land? should not be foreclosed, More time is again given to

accommodate the debtors an J the courts aie always lenient towards the mortgagors
with a view to <-ave their property. But they do not imagine the results of their own
acts and when the property goes awny they repent.

The departmental officers mubt teach scientific methods of increased production,
The rainfall must be regulated by investigitmg the causes of the shortage of rainfall.

In short education is the only remedy.

The establishment of land mortg-ige banks for advancing long-term loans is a

remedy suggested by some people. But even in this case if a cultivator is not

educated he will squander money when crops are good, and when he has in any year a

small yield he will be unable to pay the instalment. The banks should manage rhe lands

and recover the loan in instalments within a period of twenty years. But is this practicabl?

QUESTION 8. -IRRIGATION. (a) (iii) Well irrigation in Berar.

(i) Berar is a small compact Province, with a population of about 3,000,000 of

people. It is mainly an agricultural country. The people are intelligent but are not

educated except in the case ot the higher classes. The soil is fertile, and with a

good and timely mcnsoon it gives a bumpe- harvest, The peasantry is hard-working

but is involved in terrible indebtedness.

rainfall j (6) facilities for marketing.
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(3) The crops grown are :-

J, Cotton, (2) juar, (3) tur t (4) til, (5) hemp, (6) linseed, (7) wheat,
($) gram. Even the Me'ghati a hilly tract of Satpura hills lying towards north of

Ellichpur, produces (i) Cotton, (2) gram, (3) wheat (4) potatoes, The land is

reddish and good, *

(4) There were many gardens and orchards in old days in Berar. But the number
is now reduced owing to high rate of cotton and the evils of Saybzrai in old days. But
even at present* here are 5,ooo to 7,000 acres of land undtr garden crop.* watered by
the well irrigation. The Barets and Malees are generally the people who cultivate

garden crops Plantains, vegetables betel leaves) potatoes, onions, chillies

and other crops are grown in these garden fields called vadis. These people are generally
well off and not indebted But it must be noted that their women and children work in

the fields. Women are generally hardworking they themselves go to all weekly
markets and personally sell the garden produce to people.

Itgererally happens in Berir that at first there is lainfall which is more than

enough wheteis in the latter part of the season the rainfall ceases and crop'? begin
to wither This year was a peCAiliar year, We had late rains which commenced on
*th of July 1926, First the rainfall was excessive and then there was a long
break which caused crops to be dried up. The season was bad. There weie no crops or

perhaps there might be 8 to 10 annas crop in some places in Berar In come fields

there was bandi there weie no earb of jurn. On the whole this is a bad year and
the agnculturibts are ruined in fact Mad facilities of well irrigation been provided in

Berar, the Berar cultivators w^uld have got some relief,

I therefore suggest that the facilities of well irrigation bhould be provided in Berar,
In the first place a survey of the tract of land near water rmy be made and Government
should dig wells in the fields of cult vators at a certain pioportion. They should
be constructed and handed over to cultivators. Money may be advanced from taccavt

funds and the wells should be constructed untter Gjvernment supervision at icheapcost
in consul t ion with the Panchas of the village. No engineering estimate shoufd be

passed unless it is approved by the Panchas. In short the work should be done as

economically as possible*

A perusal of the Indian Irrigation Commission. Repoit published in 1901-1902
shows that theie are hundreds of welU constructed in the United Provinces and the

Punjab and other puces so thnt the cultivators are grouted thereby If welK are supplied
to cultivators they may take to growing fruit trees such as plantains, grapes, oranges,
lemons, mangoes, -etc , for which there is a great demand. Vegetables may also

be grown in plenty and an industry can be built up of the surplus vegetables that

may be preserved by the dehydrogenation process In this way there will be a great
stimulus to agriculturists to take to some by industry, Now as the cotton rate is

going down the cultivators w.ll re^jrt to gardening which may piove m re profitable
now than growing cotton Arrange.neot^ a.ay be mat*e to supply pumps and small oil

engines on hire purchase system,

Some intelligent and interesting processes of utilising the surplus rainfall in a year
were demons r rated in the great agricultural show held at Poona in October 1926 by
one European expert. Some 5 <r 6 processes were shown. I suggest that

agncu'tura' oftit erb Of Berar should study these processes and try them in Betar,

when there aie tuch opportunities to do so and they should be explained by the ofticers

of the department to people interested in agriculture in a public meeting held in some

village or town.

QUESTION 10 FERTILISERS. Lands under cultivation are generally now
exhausted as they have been cultivated for years together, without giving them

a proper supply of manure. I think the Indian peasantry, I am speaking espechlly
from the Berar agriculturists' point of view, are in need of cheip manures, more than

anything else. Cotton is sown everywhere for many years on account of its

high prices t^c sowing of juar is neglected an 1 the old method of rotation of

cio. sis also forgotten. The small landholders are not in a position to spend

money for manure and &ven big landholders find it difficult to give a copious

supply uf manure to all of the land?,

Even if the supply of cowdungf in the Province is all used, it is insufficient

Hence the real necessity and the real duty of the Agricultural Department is to

supply to ail landholders, small and big, manure at a cheap rate. Cheap manure

x3ep6ts should be opened in each village or group of village's so that manure will
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be within easy reach of the poor cultivators. I know that this is a difficult task

and will entail large expenditure for which no money will be available, Cowdung
is used at present for fuel but if arrangements are made by the Forest Depart-
ment to supply fuel to villages I am sure they will utilise the cowdung and urine

for manorial purposes.

Plenty of dry leaves fall from a number of trees in the forests, which the

Agricultural Department with the help of the Forest Department may *urn into

manure An experiment of preparing manure from dry leaves was made at Rothamsted
in England, It proved su<tfeessful. Similar attempts may be made in India for

supplying manure t^ people of the country, There are phosphatic mines in the

country which may be utilised for maniHal purposes as stated in a resolution of the

Board of Agriculture held at Poona There are also ether artificial manures which

may b prepared by Government and distributed at a cheap rate, leople should be

taught to utilise cowdung and urine of cattl^ and they may be induced to live in

their own fields wth cattle so that they will be able to use cattle manure and to

supervise the agricultutal operations as well. They will live in open and free air

which will keep them sttong and healthy.

The use of fertilisers is very imp>rtant in the productive capacity of the lands.

I have given above the view of the general cultivators of Berar Cheap manure supply
in the village is the only remedy, if the productive power of land is to be
increased it is desirable that the Government shou'd prepare artificial ferti-

lisers and supply them to e^en a poor cultivator. It must be within his power to

purchase it. The cultivators are not expected to answer questions which shall be

arswered by Government experts and the reports, should be published in local papers,
A re*olinon ws passe 1 in the Con eience of the Board of Agriculture held at Pona
but it is regrettible to note that no steps are taken by the Government of India to

enforce, try or make an experiment. Foreign made manures are not popular but

an attempt should be made to supply them at a cheap rate when they may be

utilised by the people-

QUESTIONS n AND 13, CROPS AND CROP PROTECTION. Various crops are sown
jn the Province such as cutton,juart wheat, tur and other pulses, linseed.

The rotation of crops is a good system and is followed in the Province. Craps
are intermixed with tur and other crops.

Combination of crops in a place is resorted to in America. This system supplies
various crops which are necessary for the maintenance of the family and bullocks,
cows, etc.

Now as the cotton rate is going down, cultivators, will stop sowing cotton and
will now resort to a greater extent to juar, ground-nuts, castor seeds and other oil-

seeds which command high value in the markets, The department should arrange
to suo^ly money necessary for the increased production of these crops.

The department should now pay more attention to the methods of increased

production of cotton per acre. Jf America produces four khandis of cotton per acre
it is not known why India should not produce the same quantity per acre. If the

Agrcultur&l Department makes vigorous attempts in this direction, I think, India
must produce increased quantity.

Protection of crops. Poor people try their best to protect the crops but are

generally not very successful, Wild pigs which are generally strong and robust
animals destroy the crops juar, sugarcane, potatoes, ground-nuts, vegetables, etc.,
to a great extent, It is said that pig proof fencings are available for sale in certain

shops and one firm had exhibited such fencing in the Agricultural Show at Poona.
But it is said that it proved a failure. One bg strong pig jumped and broke the

fencing and effected his entrance into the ground and destroyed the crops therein,
ThU is an example which shows how even wild animals can demonstrate the failures
of big things or contrivances invented by people in this world

Experience shows that if a pig is shot out of a batch of pigs that attack a field
this incident creates terror and the pigs never come to that field again for several
months I therefore propose that gun licenses should be issued to the good and
trustworthy cultivators for the protection of crops. I think that this measure will

protect many crops from the invasion of pigs which damage the crops to a terrible
extent.

It is said that the pigs dig up an underground pit below the fencing. They $
in this pit and then come up in fields and destroy the crops. So in any cai>e fencing
will be of not much uaa and it is therefore advisable to issue more gun licenses to
cultivators for protection ot cropa,
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i4.-~lMPlBMttNT9 New agricultural implements have Cdme to bt

used. The iron plough, winnower and chaff cutter seem to have become popuhr with

Indian farmers. Tractor or steam-plough requires a large area and seems a very costly
and troublesome business. Rich zamindars might maKe use of it. At the Poona

Agricultural Show some enterprising firms who have been manufacturing agricultural

implements of various kinds exhibited them in the stall, Messrs, Kirlo^kar Bro tiers,

the Satara Engineering Works and Mr. K, B. Joshi of Poona are some of the Indian

manufacturers, a fact which does credit to Indians who need to be encouraged by the

Government who should purchase the implements and thus increase the sales. I am
glad to see that the Central Provinces and Berar Agricultural Department is

patronioing Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers. There are technical institutes in Berar and
the Central Provinces of which the Victoria Technical Institute of Amraoti to

which the Government contributes Rs. 7,500 per year has iron i*nd carpentry classes

in which the agricultural implements can be manufactured with the help of the

Agricultural Department.
More labour saving machines and tools should be invented and brought into use.

1 experienced this year the difficulty of removing grass by inter-cultivation when there

was a large break in the rain. Cotton and juar plants had grown high and it was
difficult to remove grass within the two rows by bakkhav or daivra An instrument or

machine to remove this may be invented by the Agricultural Engineer. Too much
rain in the fin>t part of the monsoon and an unpleasant break in the latter part have
become the characteristic features of the rainfall in Berar and a machine or a tool to

deal with the difficulties consequent will be welcomed by the rural people.

QUESTION 16. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, Cattlt'breedtng and dairy farming.-**
There are nine cattle-breeding farms in the Central Provinces and Berar of which two
are going all right and the otheis are not in a very good condition.

I am not of the opinion that bulls for breeding purposes shouid be purchased front

foreign countries at a high cost of Rs, 2 ooo to Rs. 3>ooo per bull. The bret d produced
is strong but in course ot time the studs bee >rne defective and do not serve the agri-
cultural purposes. Strong buttocks are available in th.s country and can be pure? ased
at t\hhmgaon, Gujarat and Kathuwar markets The breed produced by the 1** bullocks
is sufficiently strung to serve the agricultural purposes in the country Large rmmi>er

of cattle die for want of sufficient
1 fudder ani grazing during the iamiue.s and it is

absolutely necessary to incrtase the number necessary for cultivation.

I thiuk the system of money prize* to breeders of cattlt with a view to encourage
them is a good one .ind shook be continued and developed as far as possible* The rich

landlords w:ll thus be encomaged and maintain cattle-breeding ana dairy farms in their

houses in villages.

1 am glad to know that a cattle-breeding atid dairy farm will be established at

Ellichpur in the near future at Government cost,

QUESTIONS 17 AND 18. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (i) Shortage of rainfall even
in one ye it brings the agricultural population to a miserable condition and hence they
are driven to relief works immediately. But the Indian peasantry H not accustomed
to h rd labjur and they find u difficult to meet tne famine c nditions. At such times
other means ot getting money to supplement their agricultur i income are ab^iutely
necessary for their maintenance. Instructions for car ymg on sm^fl industries are

therefore quite necessary to help thete people. T> e Indian Famine Commission of

1880 has laid stress on the necsssity of teaching small indu^n^s and the Ind'an Educa-
tion Commission of 1882 also recommended the introduction of small or village in.ais*

tries amongst the masses of the country. I therefore suggest trnt the Agricultural

Department should encourage the introduction of small iudustries and try to teach
them ard finance them, if possible, by the formation of societies with the help of

influential non-officials in the village.

(2) Below is a list of small agricultural industries which may be taken up by the

agriculturists to supplement their earnings from fields.

(a) Paper pulp and paper making from cotton stalks*

Hundreds of thousands of tons of cotton stalks are burnt down and wasted every
year in Berar and other cotton producing parts of India They can be used for making
paper pulp for which there is a demand from the paper mills in the country. I tried

try best to make an experiment of making paper from cotton stalks and in January
of 1916 I despatched a bundle of cotton stalks from Ellichpur to the Director of

Industries, Nagpur. He sent it on to the Agricultural Chemist, Mr. Flymen, who made
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an experiment and found that good paper can be made from them. The report is

published, frerar cotton stalks were also despatched to London by the Central Prov
inces Industrial Department at my instance when the Secretary of the Imperial
Research Institute, London, made an experiment and reported that good uaper can be
made from cotton stalks. The Government of India took action

*

upon this

report and purchased a special paper machinery from Scotland and an experiment was
also mide by the iid of this machinery by Mr. Raitt, the Government Pnper Expert)
who also found that the brDwn or packing paper can be made from the cotton stalks,
A copy of this report was sent to me by the Director of Industries. Now it is a com-
mercial proposition and I am trying to start a con pan/ for tho purpose if funds will
be available. I am not sure of success. I am in neel of a paper expert. The history
of attempts to make paper from cotton stalks is embodied in the bulletin No, I of the
Director ot Industries, Central Provinces and Berar. We need not try to make paper
but mere paper pulp may be manufactured in the village and tin b >xes filled with pulp
may DC prepared aid despatched to Bomi ay, Poona or Titagarh paper mills in Bengal.
The process is simple Cotton stalks are 10 be cut mi o pieces of

ijr
inch length. They

are al' to be boiled v hen fibres are separated and turned into pulp which is then
washed with ctustic soda an i tin boxes are to be filled up with pulp and despatched,
A tr'al will have to be made fhi^ may give additional me me to the agriculturists.

(b) Dehydro^enation Industry or the Industry of drying veget bles. All sellers

of vegetables, generally complain that they do not know what to do with surplus

vegetables, Jt is a pity that they are ignorant in this respect. The people in Konkan
on the west coast and esuecialty women tolk dry these surplus vegetable;* and preserve
them and when required they again u-e them by putting them in water for a while
when they are boiled. They have good ta>te and aie eaten up. When the cry for
want of food came up from the front during the gre-it War where American tegnnents
and soldiers were located, the American experts and chemists made experiments and
procured vege

fables from newly prepared gardens for the purpose. These vegetables
were dried by the;>e machines and ships full of these vegetables were despatched to
France L r the needs of soldiers v-ho were engaged in the War. A be.utifu) description
Of this rlehydrogenation industry <s published in the itsueof the Sttentijit American*

This industry wtl be profitable to big owners of gardens and orchaids if they are

taught the process c f industries mentioned above.

(c\ The Fruit Canning Industry India is well kn ,wn for frnit frees especially
mangoss which grow in abundance in Ratnagiri district on the Western coast 1 hey
are all exported to Bombay when there ib a large denmnd for them. The canning of
fruits and despatching them to London where there is a great demand for them will be
of greatest benefit to the people, I myself own a girden of 350 grafted rrango trees
about a mile off from the Elhchpur Cantonment I lease out the trees and j>et some
income.

^

But the contractors complain that immature fruits fall down owing to

strong winds that prevail from the Not them Satpura Range in the months of Mayand June, Fruits fall down and the contractors are unable to make use of the unripe
fruits which they sell at a che^pet race in the local maikets. Hence ripe fruits are not
numerous and they complain of the loss sustained in th's way It is said that a
copious water-supply is necessary to prevent the falling of fruits in a raw condition.
There are two wells with plenty of water but the lifting of water by means of the mote
has become prohibitively costly and an adequate supply of water conld not be given.
I therefore teqiested the Agricultural Department to'give me a loan of a plant of small
oil-engine and pump i n the hire put chase system But the reply \vas tl Not in stock".
I could have purchased one fiQm Bombay firms but for want of sufficient funds I could
not do so and 1 wished that th department might help me in this undertaking m which
I have invested a large amount People expect Government to help in carrying on
a business. But the teaching and introduction from the Agricultural Department is

necessary to make it successful and popularise it amongst big zammdars, landlords and
vegetable growers on a large scale.

(3) The Bombay Government appointed a Committee to enquire irto the condi*
tions of the mango trade which made many recommendations for remedying defects. *

(4) In this way there are many other small industries which can be intioduced
and taught to people by the Department to gardeners and vegetable and fruit growers.The functions of the department should thus, be extended. The work of planting
fruit trees and marketing of fruits also be included in the programme of the work of
the department.

I am glad to note that the special train that took away Berar farmers to see the
great Poona Agricultural Show was utilised by me by the kind permission of the Deputy
Director of Agticulture who arranged to distribute 700 copies of my pamphlet on
industries to the Berar farmers getting to the train at Badner

* Not printed. Report of the Mango Marketing Committee Bombay Government
Central Press 1925,

*
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The real agriculturiits are generally engaged till 3ist March of each year and they
have generally not any work to do from April to June both months inclusive. Put
their summer operation commences from the ist day of the new Hindi year and some
of them do not find much time after that. Also much other labour is available in these

months hence they can find some time to do other subsidiary work

Rope making from hemp is an ancient profession which is carried on by some
old Kunbis to a small extent for macrune made ropes are now purchased in the
market at a cheaper rate than hand-made rope. But female labourers, who are

generally employed during rainy seasons for weeding grass (nindhai) and for picking
cotton and cutting juar ears in the harvest, remain unemployed in these months; and
some subsidiary Work must be found to keep the women folk engaged in some small

industries Female labourers are many in villages, however those who are in need
of some business will earn some wages per day in small industries

There are alto women who cannot work outside owing to the purdah system.

Amongst the women of middle class theie ib a need felt of adding some income
to that of their husbands, These women are in need of indoor Work. The helpless
widows also are in need of such help.

When I had been to Poona I saw in the Girls' High School and Professor Karve's

University hundreds of girls receiving education but generally of an academic character.
There are al&o many girls receiving education in Amraoti, Akola, Nagpur and Bombay
and other cities in the country. But the question of their means of livelihood comes
only of course when they become widowb There is a large number of women or

guls of that nature and for whom some subsidiary industries shall have to be intro-
duced for their maintenance.

1 have got some experience of small industries and I was the President of the
Boaid of Dnectors of the Bemr Match Manufacturing Co , Ltd., Ellichpur, started in

1908. The concern was closed for certain reasons which I explained to the
Indian Indusfnal Commission. I hal aho started a fan factory but 1 could
not carry it on as it proved to be a losing concern I was interested in these
small industries for many years and I read a paj.er on " .small industries and scope for
their development in the county

" before the Indian Industrial Conference held at

Bankipore in December 1912. I am also a member of the Industrial Board, Central

Provinces, since 1922.

Small industries subsidiary to agriculture can be and should be started. An
Industrial Survey Committee was appointed by the Central Provinces Government in

1908 I had the hone ur to be a member of t^at committee and Sir C. E. Low, K c.s.i.,

sometime member of the Commerce and Industries Department of the Government of

India, wab the President An enquiry was made and a report was published in 1911.

Similarly a report was published before 1908 dealing with small industiies in the
United Provinces where there are a good many carried on even at present, The
population there ib much moie industrious than in Berar.

The following sm.ill industries are dealt with in these reports : (i) Cotton weaving,

!2)

silk weaving, (3) blanket weaving*, (4) gold and silver thread making, (5) oil pressing,
6) leather and hides, (7) alloys, (8) brick and tile making, (9) pottery, (10) dyeing and

painting, (n) smithy, (12) carpentry, (13) iron crackers, etc

From experience 1 think that the following are the difficulties that stand in the way
of opening small industries -

(i) Want of expert knowledge and the help of experts,

(li) Finances.

(iii) Demand for the articles,

(iv) Marketing and sale agencies,

(v) Want of enterprising spirit*

The Government is concerned with the first two and the people with the remaining
causes. Sir C. E, Low has recommended that Govern-nent should provide experts
and small machinery such as in the case of brick and tile making, pugging machines
and a kiln which requires less fuel.

The public should open co-operative industrial societies, form themselves into

sale agencies, and create an enterprising commercial spirit in rural areas, But the

Government must take the initiative aod start such industries.
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My paper-making from cotton-sttlks is now a commercial proposition, 1 mast
have money and a paper expert, If only pub is produced by the villagers it will

meet the demand of the pap<*r mills in India There are rmny other industries

such as oil-pressing, paper-making from rags which may be mUed with cottonstls>

bee-keeping, me culture, pisciculture, etc. which can be carried on but it is not possible
to do anything in the absence of the Government initiative and money which is

absolutely necessary.

Carpentry and Smithy, The village carpenters and smiths are in need of help*

They simply repair wheels ind agricultural implements and put up tyres on wheels.

But if they a^e taught more they will be better than the old ones. The Victoria

Technical Institute at Amraoti gives higher training. The course is of two years
If those who arc trained there go bark arid settle in village:* they will have better

prospects of maintaining their livelihood. Many small machines will have to be
made and repaired and the carpenters and blacksmiths of a better type will be needed.

The development of small industries is sure to afford useful employment. People
who know how to manage small oil-engines will be greatly needed. If facilities of

well-irrigation aie provided in the villages, it will employ a great deal more of ordinary
and skilled labour.

The spinning wheel (charka) will provft a good cottage industry and it will be

a source of income to workers who wish to work in their own houses. A good
organisation is needed.

The weaving industry is also a cottage industry but for the last century
it has had to face the competition of the manufactured gcodsof the mills of In ia

and foreign countries. It piepj'es goods from coarse yirn which are mostly
needed by the masses.

In Berar there are many weavers at Ellichpur, Ellichpu' Cantonment, Anjangaon,
Kolapur, Balapur and other places, and there is a large population <>f weavers in

Nagpur, Kamptee and other places in the Central Provinces 1 he Industrial Depart-
ment is active in this respect and a Cv tton expert his beer employed to do the
needful. The Vaidarbha Mills, Berar, is opened at Ellichpur and it is possible tnat

many weavers may be attracted to serve in this mill at the sacrifice of ti<eir own old
art of hand- weaving 1 think that the art should not be allowed to disappear. The
weavers can ptepaie good clotne^ such as khadi fumals, abkas, lugdas or saris, choh-

kh&ns, embroidery work, etc.

I therefore suggest to the Industrial Department of the Centra} Provinces to open
a weaving school somewhere near Ellichpur where some ru al farmers might I> am the
art of weaving which will afford supplementary hbourand wages to them. The
information given in the limes of India of Bombay, November 1926, is interesting and

worthy of study,

QUESTION 19, FOREST*?, Forest* in the Countiy are a valuable asset given by
Providence well supplied with va bus kinds of raw materials useful to mankind

;

production doe^i not cost even a pie to Government except when there is artificial

production. The only expendiime incurred by Government is as regards the staff

necessary for the maintenance and protection of forests. The administrators generally
look at matters from the natural and b oad point of view. I ut the village point of

view is quite different. 1 he people wish that provision should be made for grazing
of cattie ana pasture lands should be set free for grazing. I appreciate the

advantage of the Government policy but the administration of any branch of the

department must be as far as possible sympathetic and meet the wishes of the people,

Grass is required f^r feeding cattle. Bullocks are needed for agricultural

purposes. Buffaloes and cows are needed for the supply of mils which is required for

infants and children. Butter and ghi are also needed as tonic in food for people in

general. So that cattle are an important asset for both the people and the

agricultural purposes,

Sufficient quantity of forest area should be kept reserved tor grazing of cattle and
free grazing should be allowed to the greatest extent possible. Comparisons are odious.

But in administrative matters they are needed to demonstrate the utility of the Govern-
ment administration earned on in the civilised countries of Europe and America.
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I give below a statement prepared
in A merica which will at once show how much less

land is devoted to cattle-grazing in India.

J he above figure^ clearly show that very much less land i<*

India than in other countries,

reset ved for grazing
1

in

In the Central Provinces and Berar during the v eir ig22-2j, MS^Qid cattle grazed
in the forest, and the grazing fees amounted to Rs, * 1,91,851 ;

wheieas in the Bombay
forests 2,466,sii cattle grazed, and the grazing fesa amounted to Rs. 4,85,804. This

shows that the grazing fees in the Province are higher than those prevailing in the

Bombay PtesKercy (vide Bombay Fcrest Administration Report for 1922-23 and also

Agricultural Report of the Central Provinces and t'erar for 1922-2 ,).

In the Central Provinces and Berar in 1922-2 $ the forest revenue was
Rs. 47,06,08^ and the expenditure was Rs, *>o, ^2,748, ar*d the balance was Rs 16,73,406
for i he samel) ear In the Bombay Presidency the income was Rs 7O,'f5,oco and
the expenditure amounted to Rs. ^8,67,000 and the balance was Rs, 31,68.000.

The percentage of acres of grazing per cattle is as follows. The grazing incidence

varied from 2 to 4 in Akola, 14110 Mel^hat of the Berar Circle and 2' i in Damon
tn 6*Q in Hoshangabad of the Northern Circle, and 3*510 North Chanda to 10-7 in

Bilaspur of the Southern Circle of the Central Province*.

The Forest Dei artment should allow facilities to villagers to make use of forest

produce. It should supply sufficient fuel to villagers at a cheap rate and store it in

villages within the easy reach of the people. Sufficient grazing lands should be set

apart, say, hundred yards of the forest area from the village, for the use of cattle

grazing. Some portion of the forest art- A should be handed over to the panchayats
of the village for management. The Panchayat Act has come into force in Berar and

the Central Provinces and the Government has appointed a special officer to form

these Panchayat Courts &nd thus develop the old panchayat system in the Province.

There are no apprehensions theiefore regarding the developmenl of the panchayat
and the efficient management of the fcrest area entrusted to them.

QUESTION 20 MARKETING. Marketing is a comprehensive subject and it is not

possible for me to deal with the question from the point of view of the whole of

India. I will therefore HiMt my criticism to the Province of Berar.

Generally there are Municipal Committees established in Berar, and wherever

there is a Municipal Committee cotton markets and grain markets are also established.

Within the limits of ihe E'-lchpur Civil Station Municipal Committee, theie is a cotton

market as well as a grain market and there are sets of rules sanctioned by Government
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for their management. I was in charge of this Municipal Committee for 2(5 years 8

ye*rs as Honorary Secretary and 18 years as its Vice-Chairman. I was a Chairman
of these markets for some years and I have got some experience of their working.

There are adtyas and dalals licensed by the Committee on payment of certain lees.

They transact business on behalf of the agriculturists. The adtya generally supplies

money to the agriculturists whose coiton is sold after taking some percentage
commission und he gets this money back from the owner of the ginning and pressing
factories to whom the cotton is generally sold. The dalbl settles the bargain and
cotton is weighed by wtighmen who are also licensed by the Committee on payment
of certain fees. In this way there are thr^e middlemen in the busiress before

the iroucy gjoes to the hinds of the cultivate r; and he being ignorant may be deceived

by these middlemen. It may be noted all the cultivators that come to rrarkets are
under the thumb of the Mahajan or so-wcar whose man is always present to get hold of

the sale proceeds in repayment- of any loan The culivators get only what remains
after the accounts are cleaied

The middlemen do some work and get their commission for doing the work because
the cultivator is unable to transact the business himself &o that the agency of these

middlemen is absolutely necessary as long as the cultivators remain uneducated. The
only thing possible is that the Chairman of the Committee should himself personally

supervise all transactions and see that the cultivators r.re not deceived or molested

Thete is a grain market estbh^hed by 'he Municipal Committee quite near the

town A commutee is also appo nted to supervise the operations. The whole of the crop
from Melghat and Betul in the I entral Provirctb con.es into the n arket. There are

here also middlemen and measures who ar licensed by tie Commiiee on payment of

certain tees but the s^ stem cf selling of gram is pecuhai, No ratei are settled but the

cart loaded with grain is put up to auction per khan '2, s iy>Rs. <?O for juar }
tur etc, If there

be potatoes lac or other produce then at a certain rate per msund, The highest bidding
is accepted an s the highest bidder pays Crish to tr.e owner rf the stuff. The treasurer gets
some fees for measuring *he gram at a certain rate per khandi or maund. The man who
sells by auction gets some commission ana sometimes he advances cash to the purchaser
if he has not got money on the security of the grain puicfused and on payment of

some interest.

But the standarcs of weights and measures Are not uniform in India and even in

the Province, e /p. thepaili is of two seers > ere at Elhchpnr whereis the paili> at Akola
is larger than this. It is absolutely necessary that weights and measures should be

stindardised. Though ir is s^me years since the Vv eights and Measures Committee

reported, nothing seems to have been done in the matter.

In America cotton is graded and sold. The ignorance of Indian cultivators will

not permit the introduction of this system but it is time to consider whether the weights
and measures should not be standaid'sed and whether the auction system is good
or bad, The sub-committee of the Indian Central Cotton Committee has approved
the Berar Cotton and Grain Markets Rules in force in Berar and recommended that

they o.ay be made applicable to all cotton markets in India,

The following are the mam crops that come into the grain markets on Thursday
which is a weekly market day :-

(i) juav^ (4.) fur, (}) wheat, (4) seeds, such as eiandi seeds, (5) potatoes

About 7,000 cart-loads come into the market but it may be noted most of the carts
come from Betul in the Central Provinces There is a great demand OT this side and
the sellers obtain good price, Theie i a ^ood motor road from Betut to Ellichpur.

QUESTION 22. Co-opfc RATION Co-operative Cential Banks advance ononey to
an agriculturist but the Agricultural Depaitment does not care to see whether the money
advanced by the banks is really utilised by them for agricultural purposes.

Dr. Mann referred to this m the Conference of the Board of Agriculture held at

Bangalore.

As a Director of the Central Bank, Ellichpur, I know that the Agricultural Depart-
ment was never in correspondence with the Hank or village societies and does not

enquire how much money is advanced, to whom advanced and what has become of that

money.

QUESTION 83 GENERAL EDUCATION. I am still of opinion that no attempt is

made in the diiection of compulsory education and the creation of agricultural bias in
the minds of students.
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The syllabus that existed till the year 1924 seems to have been amended now and
no attention is paid to gardening both by the teachers and the Deputy Inspectors, I

think gardening and nature study should be taught which will give young boy* of the
farmers some liking

1 for agriculture and industries. The Education Department in

Berar should pay attention to this and the syllabus if necessary may be amended.

The same is the case with Anglo-vernacular schools and high schools
in the Province. Sir Charles Wood's despatch of 1854 by which the present
educational s> stem was introduced in India is very important and deals with the

question of education from all points of view and has emphasised that the instruction

should be given in all arts and sciences so as to be suiublo to the country in future

years. The despatch is statesmanlike and is clothed in words which hows magnanim-
ous and generous mind which was f nil of liberal and democratic principles which are

absolutely necessary to produce right type of citizens, artists and scientific peop'e.
Clerks were needed at the time to carry on various departments of administration

which had to be established in the country at the time. Hence education of a general
and academic character was imparted in the school and Matriculates* B.A's and M.A's.
that were produced in the schools of that time were given high lucrative appointments,
in the departments that were newly established or were being established at that time.

This created a strong impression on the minds of youths of the country that by
becoming B. A's. and M, A's. they get highly paid appointments in the Government
service. This impression still holds on their minds and hun 'reds of thousands of

young boys throng the high schools and try fo receive instiu- tion of a purely academic
character which is of no use at the present time. When a notice appears in a news-

paper that a place of Rs 60 per month of a school teacher or a cleik is vacantj

hundreds of applications flow in from B.A.'s and even M. A.'s. seeking the above

appointment. Out of these one graduate imn gets the job and the others are

disappointed and go aw*y

In this way the present system of education is defective and it requires to be

improved. The syllabus must be amended and industrial bias in the minds of boys
must be provided for in the schools in this Province from primary education
to Anglo-vernacular and high school education

A son of a rich landlord wishing to learn agriculture must pass through primary
and secondary grade schools then aftei passing Matriculation examination he is to join
the Agricultural College at Nagpur when he is to learn for the first time the principles
of agricultute during the first year. After spending 2 years more in the college he

passes the B. Ag. and even after passing the examination he is not found capable and

competent to teach efficiently the methods of agriculture to the rural people.

One year's practical instruction is absolutely nere^sary before be is employed in the

department, This system of general education does not produce salutary eiiect on the

minds of young boys. They live in well-built buildings, and they receive

education in wcll-nuilt, costly schools. Boys being accustomed to sucti a way < t living
on return home find themselves inconvenienced and are ashamed to live in their

houses and thus put their parents to an unnecessary expenditure. They are ashamed
of holding the plough or other agricultural implements in tneir hands and refuse to

help his father in the agricultural operations.

On arriving at Amraoti if the members of the Commission will pay a flying
visit to the King Kdward College they wiil t>ee a very co^t'y college building equipped
with a veiy large beautiful boarding house or hostel with l-rge and spacious rooms
with terrace and gallery supplied with electric lights everywhere, on all of which
1 6 lakhs of rupee* have been spent. Naturally a student accustomed to live in this

costly building will feel ashamed to live in the house m which he was born. The
country is ooor and does not require such costly buildings.

Boys in the village generally do not like to attend the schools, and their parents
think that they will lose the wages they can earn every day. The sons cf rich

landlords think that they require no education because they have got ancestral lands
to support them and their families. India is a poor country and eiucation is received

by the people not for education's sake but as a means of livelihood. Compulsory
education is therefore needed.

But the fact of the matter is that good teachers are needed to teach the boys*
In India the ideal of a teacher is quite different from that of a teacher m England. In

this country] the teacher only looks to the lesults of the annual examination and
tries to get as many boys passed in the examination as possible, and when he sees
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that more than I /3rd of the boys have passed he feels himeelf satisfied and thinks that

he has done his duty. He does not care for the future well-being of fthe boys nor

does he care to see or think how the boy will be able to maintain himself.

But the ideal of a teacher in England is different. He teaches the boys as in

duty bound and feels that he is paid he must be true to the salt and he not only teaches

the boys in the subjects gnren in the curriciltm but he always cares for his future

welfare and the formation of his character to be a right citizen In short he takes

care of the boys from all points of view just as a father takes care of his own son.

When a student pisses his Vernacular 4th standard or English 4th standard

the teacher should ask him what specialised education) whether industrial Or agricultural*

he wishes to have. The teacher should impress upon the mmds of the students the

benefits of this sort of education. The student then should enter those schools and

carry on their furtl>er 'studies. By this 5vstem> the attention of the student will be

diverted from the academic couise to industrial and agricultural couises,

QUESTION 25 WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION. (i) Improvement of agricul-
ture and (j) agricultural education and agricultural industries really foim main factors

of the welfare of rural population. Besides this, there are also other matters which

require Government's help They are

(1) Civil dispensary,

(2) Veterinary dispensary,

S)
Panchayat court,

) Sanitation office with a good sanitary committee!

(5) Police station,

(6) Good roads in the village itself,

(7) Vaccination office,

(8) Wells of good and drinkable water ample for all castes and creedi,

(9) Hakim or vQidya da*wakhana
t

(10) Ckamadti
(n) Dak bungalow,
(12) Sufficient grazing ground,
(13) A cattle stand,

(14) Good clean and airy houses,

(15) Vegetable market, and
(16) Weekly market, etc., etc.

The District Councils and Taluk 1 < ardt shoulri be encouraged to look to these

matters. The Tahsildars ard Deputy Educational Inspectors should be told to look
to these matters.

Provided with these facilities the village will present a beautiful appearance
of a prosperous rural population.

As for an ecoromic enquiry of typical visages I beg to submit that I will not
bother myself with such an enquiry nor w'U I anvise Government to undertake this

intricate and difficult business The people will look upon this as a suspicious business

They will not trust officers, they will not disclose their secrets, wealth or profits in the
business Naturally nobody like to disclose what wealth he has got in his possession*
The whole business will be very costly and is impracticable. The country is so much
involved in ignorance. Foreign methods will not do here.

QUESTION 26. STATISTICS Maintenance of proper and timely statistics of any
subject is of primary importance in the administration of a country.

But the business is very difficult and requires a very careful and earnest officer at, d

many clerks to do it,

Being a pleader I have got some ^expeiience of testing some of these statistics.

The statistics referred to in the question are generally maintained by the Tahsildar of

a taluk, with the help of his patel and patwatis. The Revenue Inspectors also collect

information regarding the yield of crops, land under cultivation, census of cattle, etc.

11 Ftre Patrak "
is a statement annually prepared in the months of September and

October and the estimate of the yield of the crop is also made by village officers.

A Maharot village or zpatwari or patel goes to some fields and a&ks (he man who
is present there

" who had bown the fields." The man gives the name of a ceitam man
and he is recorded in the statement as the man who sowed the field, These statement
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are given in evidence in the civil courts in civil cases to prove possession of flie

land. On cross-examination of the village officer I have found that no enquiry is made
by him as to who has really sown the land, he fails and generally these statements are
not believed by courts without the support of good additional evidence.

Similar is the case with statements of the j-ield of crops. 1 he village officer goes
to field and sees the cotton plants or juari ears nnd forms an estimate of the crops of

hundred of acres of lands. It is nit known how they a/rive at the conclusions But
thone statments are believed by Government and returns of yields are based on them.
There is no strict supervision over the village officers who are some times corrupt The
methods are loo^e and clumsy and m my op'nion they do not disclose the real condition
of crept. The methods und system must be improved,

There is no doubt that agricultural statistics maintained at presen* are not a
correct index of the condition of the lands and their owners, Such statistics when

published j^ive an unreal idea to the officers and people and even to foreign people who
read them. 1 h's it not good. Therefore improvements must be made. But the

enquiry will be a matter which will require a lot of time and labour and will at the
same time be very co*tly lite only goad and practical i etnod is that the infor-

mation should be collected with the consent and knowledge of the Panchas of the

vUlage.

To sum up what is now required we need :

1. Extension of primary and agricultural education

2. Teaching of scientific methods and profitable methods of production.
3. Increase of production.

4. Teaching of pi inting fruit trees

5. Irrigation of gardens and orchards, etc.

The present agricultural policy should be extended and must be shaped in such a

way that the farmers will obtain knowledge as indicated above

Important points to be attended to are

i. Good seed. 2. Tillage 3. Manuring. 4. Inter-cultivation. 5. Dry farming.
6. Draining the fields. 7. Intensive and extensive cultivation. 8, Methods of profit-
able production. 9 Fruit and trees planting. 10. Fruit canning, n. Flower and

vegetable gardening, 12. Organisation of orchards. 13 Vegetable growing.
l4. Sowing of varieties of cotton 15 Teaching of small industries. )6. Market-

ing of cotton and other articles. 17. Well irrigation in Berar, etc.

How many cf these are attended to at present may be kindly considered by the

Royal Commission. A bureau of plant industry and extension service department
should be opened.

Policy of the United States of America Department of Agriculture.

America is well known to be one of the most developed countries of the world
and the United States of America Department oi Agriculture is also equally developed
to a great extent. The departments are well organised and the departmental officers

seem to be more in touch with the farmers and they ha^e got business like methods
for doing their work. 1 hey have got an extension service department in which exten-
sion work is done in each branch of the department.

The features of tha above extension service are as follows .

(i) Extension work in Agricultural Engineering
((

Agricultural Engineers' duties

include i he teaching of faimers how to drain their land and to show that

the increased production from drained land wil 1

pay amply For the improve-
ment". '* Under this head re included such subjects as plans for the

construction of dwellings, barns, poultry and other farm buildings, farm-
stead planning, ventilation of buildings and painting and other preserva-
tive treatment."

Such extension service branch is not yet opened in India. Here the work is

limited to a certain stage The sphere of the present work can be widened and it ia

possible to have an extension service branch even in Ji.du. Thii service may include
the teaching of planting and growing iruit trees, pieseivation of fruits, export trade of

fruit, marketing of agncultu al products, visiting the nouses ot farmers and making
enquiries, teaching cf small cottage industries, etc. The Agiicultural Department i* a

caching department in America, The illustrations given above will show thac earnait
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and strenuous attempts are made in Ameiica to teach the villagers and convince}

them of the utility of the department. It cannot, therefore, be said that the
A^ricul*

tural Department in In*3ia is working so successfully as it is sometimes said in the

country. The rural people are still ignorant and uneducated and there are no statistics

showing the effectiveness of extension in teaching rural people. Uemonst rations of

scientific methods of profitable production aie made but there are no statistics to show
what effect these demonstrations have proved in the minds of the people and how

ma^y of them have actually followed the methods and profited themselves; so that

nothing positive can be said without the publication of these statistics

A passing reference may be made to the recent Rerort of the Currency Commission
which has recom Bended the raising of the exchange rate of ihe rupee from 16 d. to i8d.

This recommendation of the Commission is> most prejudicial to the interests of the poor

agriculturist in India. It is> however, pleasing to note that the Bill brought forward

regarding the subject was withdrawn by the Government of India in the Legislative

Assembly. I request the Members may kindiy recommend the retention of the

present rate of exchange and cancellation of the Commission's recommer dations and
thus srrenytheti the hands of the Government of IndiA The poor agriculturists will

be leally much indebted to this Commission for this act of kindness.

Oral Evidence.

32425. Ihe Chairman : Rao Sahib Sahasrabudhe, you are a pleader at Ellichpur
in the Amraot) district ? Yes

32426. You have given us a note (including some very interesting illustrations)

and we are obliged to you for that. Have you any general bta^ement to make at this

stage or may I ask you a few questions on your note ? Regarding demonstration, on
which I have alieady made some remaiks, 1 wish to make statement, An attempt
should be made to run the demonstrations on a commercial basis

,
the financi*! aspect

of the question must not be regarded as secondary; otherwise, of what use will they
be to the villagers

15 I have met many villagers and talked to them. What they say
is this: "If it is proved to us that the^e demonstrations and other experiments are

successful we will adopt them, but not otherwise".

32427 So that you think that demonstrations should be carried out in such a
fashion as to give the cultivitors a clear indication of the profit-making value of the

Suggestions P Yes, that is my opinion.

32428* Your note is very full and I think you hive made your points perfectly
clear; but there are one or two questions I should like to ask you With regard to

vour answer to our Question 8, on page 460 of your note, have you experience of well

irrigation ? I have got my own field in the village of Khandi and for two years
I conducted experiments on well irrigation, directly supervising the work. I have two
Wells, I have he<e a statement which was give*) to me by the Commissioner of Berar
in which it is stated that there are about 20,000 acres of land under garden crops in

Berar and these 20,000 acres are cultivated by castes known as Baris and Mali$] these

are different from the Kunbis. As legards agricultural indebtedness, the former two
castes nre in a better condition than the Kunbis

;
it is the Kunbis that are involved in

indebtedness 1 think that, especially this year when there is no rainfall, h-td there
been wells in many of the villages at least at the rate of one well for every 6 acres, the

cultivators of Benr would have been in a better condition
; they would have had more

crops this year. This is my object in proposing well irrigation in Ber^r, where there
is no irrigation at alt, whereas the Central Provinces are fortunate enough to have a

good deal.

33429 Do you use mechanical lift for the water from these wells? No, we use
the buibck mote and even that has become costly n:>w, I am searching foi mecha-
nical lifts. I have asked the department to supply me with one pump and engine on
the hire-purchase system because I am not a very rich man and cannot purchase
the whole plant at once. I want to make an experiment on the hire-purchase system
first and then nsxi year it is my intention to purchase the whole thing.

33430 You are willing to undertake the purchase of the plant on the hire-

purchase system Yes.

32431, You aie interested} I see from page 463, in the making of paper P Yes,
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I think you have done certain experimental work in that direction F-*- f

myself have not done anything, I am not an expert on the point. But I requested
the Director of Industries to make an experiment and I sent one bundle ot cotton
stalks from Elltchpur to the laboratory here. Mr. Flymen, who ii Director of Agricul-
ture now, was the Agricultural Chemist at that time and he mide*an experiment and

reported that ^rood paper could be made from vt, Ithen asked the Central Provinces
Goveramert to start a pioneer undertaking 'O that the people might know that it was
a profitable concern, but they refused. A suggestion wis made by Mr. Growth atte

that the cotton stalks should be sent to a laboratory in London and to that I had no

Objection The department acrordmely sent the stalks and a very satisfactory report
has beer made by the kese arch Institute in London. Th n, of course, Government
was convinced that as such a satisfactory report ha<i been received from London, this

was going to be a satisfactory business and they decided to conduct further research
into the matter With this end in view the 'jovemn/ert of India asked the Paper Expert
at Dehra Dun, Mr. Raitt, to undertake the business. A special kind of machinery
was required for paper-making and duiing the War oneol the ships which was
bringing out this machinery was sunk a<d for a time there was nothing done. Then
somf time later another machine was ootained and an experiment w^s made at Dehra
Dun in August 1924, a copv of the report which dealt with the experiment was sent on
to me.

32433, Have you any irdications as to whether tha cultivating class would take

up an industry of this sort ? I am not sure about that. I tried to persuade the villagers,
but they were avtrse from taking to it It is a very laborious business, in fact, the

whole process is very laborious. S >me body would certainly have to make an experi-
ment and prepire a good pulp which could then be sent either to the paper mills at

Bombay or the TtttagarrfMills in Calcutta Attempts must be made in that direction to

start with

32434, I see that you have also irterested yourself in fruit and vegetable pre-
servation by the method known as dehydro^enition ? Yes , it is a very splendid
method followed in America. They supplied vegetables to the Army n Kiance, The

description of this method is given in the
"
Scientific American " and 1 have copied

it from that.

324^5. This method of dehydrogenation produces a dry vegetable which has got
to be soaked in water? Yes. This practice is at present being adopted in

Konkan. Our women there do it, when there is a surplus of vegetables they resort to

this process and utilise it when necessary,

324361 So far no one has tried it in youi village as yet P No, it is only a sugges-
tion.

33437, The Commission is interested in this problem of the standardisation of

weights and measures Do you think the public would be prepared to take that step?
The -^arwaris would not cire about it

, they would say that it was ven difficult The

practice in Kerai at the pre ent moment isfo ine Cui ency Officer to come a.id inspect
the weight;* and rr ensures every year. Personally I think there ougtit to be a standardisa*

tion of weights and measures throughout the whole of Indid. Nowadays there is

much confusion: for instance, our Ellichpur weights and measures do not tally with
those at Akota or tho^e at AmraOti and this causes a good deal of confusion. We
mu.st try to adopt one common standard

;
this would be to the advantage of the

public.

32438. To change the subject, I want you to develop this idea of yours which

you have set down on page 469 of your note according to which you think a year's
practical instruction is necessary before an agnculturat officer i* employed in the

department* Would you include instruction on the commercial side of farming? Yes,
that is my idea, and that is the reason why I wish to follow the American method I

have had a good many pamphlets from America.

32439. On what do you found yourself on page 470 when you criticise the field

statistics P Is it your own experience ? Yes, on my own experience in the court.

Whtn this question comes up in the court, the patwan has got to n ake a report. He
comes with a record vi hich shows that a certain man has sown the field and the

amount of the crop is so much. In cross-examination 1 have found that no enquiry
is made by the village officer as to who has ically sown the eeed and generally these
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statements are not beMeved by the courts without the supnort of good Additional

evidence. The enquiry is not conducted at all and the people do not have a real idea

of their actual position. I must say that the Board of Agriculture is a very good
institution. I have read all the reports of thn Board which are published every year
and a go oil many resolutions are passed but I fail ro see what further steps can be
taken in the matter of bringing these resolutions and these various kinds of literature to

the notice of the village people At the top everything is all right. All the English
knowing people are conversant with it

,
all the officers of the department know it, but

whether this knowledge goes to the villagers is a n ost impottant question. I really
think that these things should be especially expl lined to the villagers either by the

Tahsildar or by some special officer who vhould be sent to the villages. That would
be a vi ry good kin 1 of propaganda work to let the people knc w what is going on from

day to day. The peoole of Benr particulnily have the power of discerning what is

good and whnt is bad for their own .ntticsts I hey read the resolutions which are

passed ami if they see these things they will interest themselves in these experiments
and gradually they a ill readily accept th_e now and improved nieth ds That is my
suggestion, I an> for dvvelopim the popagarda work of the Agriciltu-a

1 Department
as I am quite certain that m?ny things can he done in that direction. I have already
expressed myself with regard to agricultural education As you know, an agricultural
exhibition was recently held at Poona Naw this exhibition was of very great
educative value to the people, but I doubt ve?y much if thf agriculturists knew any
thing about it. I suggest that regular office rs of the department should be deputed to

go into the villages and to lecture to the /il'agers on these matters.

32440* Sir Henry Lawcncc Are you from Poona yourself? No I am
resident of Berar My birth place is in the Sa'an di-tnct,

^2441. You mentioned Lord. S\ illmgdon amongst the people who have done godd
for agriculture in India Whit particular branch of Loid WiUiiigdou's work were you
thinking ofP Lord Wtllingdon, as President of the Boird of Agiiculture, held at

Poona in 1917 gave an address and that addns* is very interesting. It interested ne
very much as it deals vulh the whule policy of the Agricultural Depar ment as to what
should be done by tre department, what should be ttu^ht by the agricultural officers

to the students and the people of Indn, and how much more tney ought to know, and

things like that

32442. ! thought peihaps you had in mind the exan pie Lord Willmgdon had set

in the dairy that he started in Pooni and his enc mrapement of cattle-breedingP You
were not thinking of the cattle question in particular ?-So f I did not have that in

mind. His speech impressed rtie very much ^s an agriculturist.

You were impressed moie with his speech than with hi practice?

32443 You said a little while ago th it there is ,1 tegular inspection of weights and
measures every year Where is this done? There is an officer called the Currency
Inspector at Akoia,

124^4. Is ,t done by the Municipality? ^o, he is a Goveinment officer and he
goes to the Municipal office He make** a roanu of inspection m the town shops and
eximmes the Weights and measures. At any tatc, that ii my idea of the work which
he is doing, If he sees any faulty measures or weights in the possession of any
shopkeeper, he prosecutes him.

324^5* Have you ever known of any such prosecutions'^ Not within the last two

years.

,2 146 Within the last fifty years? When I was a pleader I came across one or

two cases.

32447. Sir Thomas Middleton i You mention in your evidence that you have
been reading American publications and you are the second witness to-day who has

toU us that he has been getting information ftorn America. How did you get these

publications
* I asked the United States Department of Agriculture to give me their

methods cf working the department. I hey did not describe the method of working
their depaitment but sent me these pamphlets and asked me to read them, when
I would find out their methods.

32448. How ir any have they sent you P About 50 in all.

32449. Have you ever made an application to the Min.stry of Agriculture and
Fisheries for information ? No,
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30450* You wrote to America, but you never wrote to Britain {or any inform**,
tioni did yon ? No,

39451. Dr ffyt/er: Your note is very comprehensive. You say that the productive
power of the land is not increased along with the increased expenditure P Have you
any evidence of that P Even at the present time the productive power of the land is

not more than one khandi per acre.

32452 How old are you ? I am sixty -eight years of age.

3a453* Do you not think that Berar produces more cotton per acre row than
it used to when you were quite a young man ? I quite agree with you, Ths amount
of cotton has increased, but along with that the land under cotton cultivation has
also increased

j
that should be t-tken into consideration. I have got a report of the

Deputy Director of Agriculture in which lie shows how the cultivation of cotton has
increased.

32454. You make a very interest ing suggestion about compulsory primary
education. You say that the age should be raided from 6 fi to 1013, both
inclusive. If you had th.it, as the boy a of that age are more valuable to then parents,
do you not think that you might find all the schools empty P -In order to meet that,
I have made another suggestion At present the schojls are held from n in the

morning to 5 in the evening ,
I s.iy that these hours arc not wanted for village schools.

32455. Let us keep to the age of admission V That is the answer to your
question. The parents will not suffer, because I nave suggested that the school
hours should be from 7 to O in the morning.

32456. What should they do from 7 to 10 ? They should do nothing ? The boys
will remain in school ,

I am against the present school hours. I say that the age
should be raised and the school should be heM only in the morning ,

the rest of the

day should be left to them to eiin their wages. The patents will be satisfied with
that.

32457. You have rendered some public service by distributing 700 copies of your
industrial pamphlet to th> agriculturists Wa* an industrial pamphlet suitable for

placing in the hands ot the agncultunstsp Ye
,
si the end of *he pamphlet I have

given particulars about small industries.

32458 You know the people here very intimately. Are there any items on
account of which the people will not undei take certain Industrie*, for instance, fish

culture or poultry keeping? Have they got any custom of not ploughing after mid*

day, or not taking meals on anv particular days P I do not tlvnk the Knnbu> will

take to fish culture and poultry keeping.

32459. What about silk worm re*r ng ? Speaking for Be ai
,
there are no mulberry

trees there, and silk-worm rearing is not possible

32460. Have you got any Satnamts in \our part of the country ? No. They are

only to be found in Chhattisgarh

32461. The people of Berar are all modern people ?Yeb.

32462* With regaid to rainfall, you suggest some instrument by which the rain-

fall could be made more certain and more tegular What is this instrument that y u
have in mind? The difficulty >s that in certain seasons the ratnfall is unequally
distributed, and some contrivance should be invented, by which the rainfall could be

regulated. Or else, surplus rainfall may be utilised. In the exhibition at Poona,
Mr. Lowsley exhibited five methods by which Mirp'us water could be utilised during
dry weather. I admit that 1 am not an expert, but 1 think the Agricultural Depart-
ment should take that question up, and explain the methods to the cultivitors, or
discuss the methods among themselves in order to find out whether they are really
useful or not

32463. What is the rate at which the Central Bank, of which you are a Direc-

tor, fends to the small primary societies P It is i per cent per month, or 12 per cent

per annum.

32464. How are you going to entrust the distribution oitaccavi loans to Univer-

sity graduates ? Do you think they are quite competent to undertake work of that

kiodP At present there is great dissatisfaction regarding the distribution of taccaii
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loans. If an application for a loan is made to-cUy the man gets it after 4 montht,
It might be due to the fact that the TahsilcUr has too much work, Therefore, I

have proposed a special officer, he need not necessarily be a B. A,, who should be
<>ntrus'ed with th\i woik. He should take the money into the villages and distribute
it among the applicants immediately.

32465. Are any factors known to you why India does not produce 4 khandies of
cotton per acre?-There are some factors. An adequate supply of manure is neces-

sary, and there should be sufficient water made available by well irrigation. If they
put in sufficient manure and, in case of less rainfall, make available well water, I

think they will be able to get 2 to 3 khandtes of cotton per acre.

324(6, On page 467, you give an interesting table, in which you show these
two items, namely total acres of land (in lakhs^, and acies of land left for grazing
and pasture Da you not think that your table would have been better if you had added
also the number of cattle supported and the crops raised, because there are differences
as i egards the kind of farming which different countries cany on P I admit it.

32467. You cannot draw any conclusion from that ? -No.

32468. I find your mind is made up on this question of the ratio between the

sterling and the rupee P You are for \6pence to the rupee P Yes,

32469. Could you amplify that P It is a complicated matter As I understand
the question, I am not in a position to siy that the Agriculturists are benefited by
increasing the rate to 18 pence especially in the case of export of cotton from India to

Manchester.

32470. The Raja of Parlakimedi* I see that you take a lot of interest in

agriculture. Do you possess any land yourself P ~
I have 30 to 40 acres of land, and

about 350 grafted mango trees

33^71. What cultivation are you cairymg on in that area? Cotton and ./war.

32472 Are you following any improved methods of cultivation ? I lease out the

jand. I am a pleader, and I lease out the land on the ardka batai system.

32473. You possess a good knowledge of improved methods of cultivation ?

Now that I have retired, I intend to do something.

31474. May I know how long it is si nee yop have retired? One or two
years

but my son has passed his LL, B. just now, and I have handed over my practice to

him. Now 1 have got time to look after my fields, and J will do my best as far as

possible,

32475 Have you undertaken to translate any of the^e pamphlets on agriculture
into the vernacular ? No. 1 have not yet done anything, but 1 mean to do something.

32476. Are you interested in cattle ?~- 1 am of course interested in cattle, it is for

the good of the people, but I have not got any cattle.

32477. In your retired life, are you going to devote any of your time to uplift the

present deplorable condition of the cattle in your part of ihe country ?-~I intend to do

something, but I am growing older now, and I do not think 1 can be very active.

32478. I see th,tt m the list of gentlemen that you mention you include the name
of one of our Colleagues, n<imly, Sir James Mac Ken na, as deserving of compliment,

May 1 know what part oi his work you appreciate P He has published a report on the

Agriculture of India for 10 years from 1905 to 1915, and 1 quite agree with what he has

stated in ihe report At the end cf the repoit, he hau stated one motto, U<at the

department is for the people and for the interest of the people and should work for

the people. It is this which impres:ed rne very much.

32479. You are going to be converted to Lhat ideal at this age P Yes.

32480. Sir James MacKenna: How is it that you take such a keen interest in

Agricultural and rural problem* ? i was practising as a pleader for many years, and I

sympathise with the condition of the agriculturists. Of course, I am for the good of

the people.

32481. You think you are going to do more good to the country as an agriculturist

than as a lawyer ? Yes, if I am able to do so
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312482. DA you write often to the Director of Agriculture ? Yef, iomttimol
I know Mr. Plymen.

32483. Fairly f-equently ? Yco

32484. And he w rites you long replies, i suppose F Yes.

33485. Mr. Calvert -

I see that you make a very sad confession You plead
guilty to neglecting your duties as Director of a Co-operative Central Bank and not

supervising the primary societies ? - Yes.

32486, Why did you neglect this itnpoitant duty? I am simply a Director
I admit that a Director ought to take more interest, that he ought to go to the villages
and teach the people better methois of living, and sv on But that requires moving
from one village to another, and I am getting old and cannot do so.

32487. You are really too busy ? Not too busy, but really too old. f have to

do other work.

32488. Sir Ganga Raw Have you stood for the Legislative Council at any
time ? No,

32489, Or for the, Legislative Assembly p - Not recently I stood 3 years ago,
but I a ^ a moderate and at. it was during the non-co-operation agitation I did not

get many votes.

32490* The country has lost the benefit of your advice
, you could have done

good service ? I have many other things to do.

{The witness withdrew,)

The Commission then adjourned till \ i a.m. on Thursday, the Qjth January, 1927.
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Mr. M. R. DOKRAS, Pleader, Chandur, Amraoti District.

Replies to the Questionnaire

QUESTION 2 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION (i) No. Because at present there

is only one agricultural college for the whole of the Central Provinces and

Berar m Nagpur, and two middle schools \\here agricultural education is given
one at Chandkhun in the Raipur district and the second at Powarkhera in the

Hoshangabad district. There is not e^en one agricultural school in Berar at

present

(ii) There is urgent need for eA tension of teaching facilities in all districts

of Berar.

(iii) Yes, because they would know the agricultural classes; and also their

wants and would be able to command confidence in their methods of teaching.

(iv) The attendance is not as numerous as I would expect. The reasons

are as follows :

(1) The profession of agriculture has not. yet risen in the estimation of
the general public.

(2) The schools are yet quite new to the people and the farmers have not
yet grasped the importance of and the benefits to be derived from
agricultural education.

(3) They are situate at great distances from each other. They should be
opened at every big town and as soon as possible agricultural educa-
tion should be made a part of the present curriculum of the primary
schools in the whole of the Province. Suitable text-books should be
diawn up, giving simple truths about agriculture in an interesting and
practical manner The students should also be given practical
training in agriculture according to their age. This would help to
take away the defect in present education, which makes students
unwilling to resort to any practical agriculture and labour in their
own fields when they are at home.
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(v) At present, the main incentive is the lure of Government service. It

should really be one of turning himself out a good and efficient farmer and
earning money and happiness to^ himself and hi& family by profitable cultivation

which should be intensive and diversified so as to support him in all times and
seasons.

(yi)
It is not true for colleges but it is true in ihe case of the 2 schools

mentioned above.

(vii) Modifications in the light of the remarks given in answer to (iv) above
are suggested.

(viii) Every school should have a school farm or, if this is not possible, at

least a school plot where practical lessons in agriculture can be given to the
students. These plots and farms would provide a part of nature study and the
students should be taken out at least once a week, weather permitting, for small

trips for lessons in nature study, which is and essential part of all primary
education.

(ix) Government service.

(x) By opening Government demonstration farms at every big town in each
taluk where they and their parents can see the benefits and economic gains
from improved agricultural practices and intensive farming.

(xi) Not any that I know of.

(xii) Cinema shows and night clashes providing agricultural education in

vernacular to well-to-do peasants may help to popularise adult education in

rural tracts.

(xiii) Such a scheme should consist of .

(1) All primary schools to be made to include practical agricultural educa-
tion in the curriculum and each ol them be provided with a school

farm or plot.

(2) Opening of Government demonstration farms as suggested in (x) above.

Such a scheme should be administered by the District Councils and financed

by these bodies with generous Government grants as regards the primary schools.

As regards the demonstration plots, these should be administered and financed

by the Government through the Agricultural Department.

QUESTIONS. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) Formation of Agricultural
Associations, Seed Unions, Seed Farms and opening of demonstration farms by
Government, as well as the appointments of Agricultural Assistants each in charge
of two taluks, have been successful in improving and in influencing the practice
of cultivatois.

(b) Such demonstrations should be held near fairs, bullock races and other

places where people collect for some such object. Their number should be
increased. They should be well advertised beforehand. It is very necessary
for increasing the number of such demonstration that the staff of the Agricul-
tural Department should be increased The present thinness of the staff makes
it very difficult for an agriculturist even to meet an Agricultural Assistant once
in his life.

(c) Such expert advice should be followed on demonstration plots and other

plots of selected agriculturists and the results brought to the notice of the

public by appointing a special day for showing to all neighbouring cultivators
the difference resulting from the change. Example is always better than precept.

(d) One such striking instance of the success of demonstration and propaganda
work is the spread of roseam cotton seed in Berar in the last ten years through
the

^

Seed Unions, Seed Farms and Agricultural Associations working under the
advice of the Agricultural Department of the Central Provinces and Berar.

QUESTION 4. ADMINISTRATION (c) (i) The present staff of the Agricultural
and Veterinary Services is too small. It should be increased as soon as possible to
twice the present number. Junior officers of the Agricultural Department who
have spent most of their services in wheat tracts should as far as possible not be
transferred to cotton tracts and vuc vena. As regards the Veterinary Surgeons,
there should be one Surgeon attached to every dispensary so as to be available to
the public at any time and he should not be given any touring work. The touring
Assistant Surgeon should be separate from the one in charge of the dispensary
at headquarters. At present, one Surgeon alone is in charge of the di&pcnaary
as well as the touring work which is also compulsory for 10 days in a month.
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Some important cases cannot therefore be fully attended to and many cultivators

coming from villages to dispensaries are sorry to find the Surgeon away on
tour and have to go back without any help or advice. The inspecting itaff is

too much for the present number of dispensaries and the chief work by Inspectors

done at the time of inspections consists in making account of all the medicines

spent and verifying the balance. I am of opinion that the posts of Inspectors

should be abolished and the present Inspectors appointed to take charge of

dispensaries at big towns thus releasing some of the staff to take charge of new

dispensaries The Deputy Superintendents inspect the
dispensaries

twice a year
and that is sufficient to check the work of the assistants in charge.

(a) Rates of transport of all agricultural produce by railways should
(

be

cheaper than the common rates and the railways should provide better facilities

for transport of cattle The present wagons do not serve the purpose well and
there is every danger to the animal when in the wagon while in transit.

(111) Roads are very few in Berar as compared with its income and extent.

The number of metalled roads should be increased as soon as possible to facilitate

the transport of cotton to gins from inside villages.

(iv) The Meteorological Department is at present of no service to the general

body of agriculturists. If the increase of stations is necessary for its practical use,

they should be increased and their bulletins published in every tahsil office or

post office in the rainy season

QUESTION 5 -FINANCE (a) The formation of huge co-operative associations

of growers of each crop tike cotton, etc , each distributing the sale of their

produce over the 12 months in the year will enable the farmers to get average
price for their produce and nlso finance them in all the months including the rainy
season. This will avoid the dumping of the agricultural produce on the market
all at once and thus lower the rates in the season of gathering of crops. The
associations will be able to make better arrangements for housing the commodity
till it is required for sale and they will also be able to get better rates for the

produce through their expert selling officers

QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS (0) (i) The main causes for bor-

rowing are

(1) Want of prudence due to illiteracy created by having a lot of money
at a particular time of the year and nothing at all at other times.

(2) Bad social customs such as marriage expenditure out of proportion of
the means of each.

(3) Uncertainty of rainfall

(4) The prevalence of the gambling habit which is found in almost all villages
of Berar where

youthful agriculturists spend all their annual income
in one or two sittings and many times their whole estate in one or
two years.

(5) The rule of Hindu law which gives every person a right by birth in

the family estate. This fact is an incentive to dishonest money-
lenders to get pro-notes, etc., for loans advanced to boys who have
just reached maturity who not knowing the difficulty of acquiring
an estate by labour waste the same as easily as they got it

(6) Love of litigation many times undertaken without any chance of success

only for the sake of obstinacy and going through all the three courts
of law, first Court, Appellate Court and High Court.

(7) Lack of facilities for honest and safe borrowing.
(ii) Village moneylenders and co-operative credit societies in some of the

villages and in some cases the cotton brokers who advance money to their
customers in the rainy season with the intention of getting interest as well as

brokerage on cotton carts in the crop season.

(iii) Illiteracy; successive bad seasons due to uncertain rainfall; optimism,
that the next season will be good and he will be able to pay off at once the
whole debt, created by the high soaring price of cotton in some seasons; and
facilities afforded by the village sowcar for further credit with the hope of
swelling the debt and swallowing the whole estate when repayment becomes
impossible.

These are the reasons that prevent repayment.

(6) Spread of more liberal, general as well as agricultural education will

lighten the burden of agricultural debt* No special meflsuret are necessary.
(c) No.
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QUESTION 7. FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. (a) No person should hereafter

be allowed to partition a field in parts of less than 5 acres each. The breach

may be made punishable under the Land Revenue Code and a fine equal to

that imposed in cases of non-agricultural uses should be levied from the defaulters,

(b) Consolidation should not be attempted.

(c) No.

QUESTION 9. SOILS (a) (i) Soils can be impioved by (1) drainage, simpl*
or tile or boulder, (2) levelling, (3) green manuring, (4) rotations, (5) allowing
land to be fallow for one year.

(in) Levelling, bunding and not allowing land to be fallow in the rainy season,

(6) A field of 13 acres near Kurha, Chandur taluk, Amraoti district, was
levelled and bunded about 12 yeais ago by Mr Lacchinmuingh of Kurha at

an expense of about Rs. 3,000 and its soil is now in very good condition as

erosion is fully checked Rain water goes out only from a patch of land

5 feet broad.

QUESTION 10. FERTILISERS. () Yes. Soil surveys uith special reference

to the constituents of the typical soils of a taluk should be undertaken and
records kept for inspection and free or cheap analysis of soil of any field should

be arranged for by Government at the instance of any cultivator applying to

get the same done. By this means it would be easy to know how a particular
field can he economically fertilised by addition of the deficient plant foods to

its soil Government farms and Association demonstration plots should be
utilised for trials of complete fertilisers found out by the help of the above

analysis suitable for the crops to be grown on the same The results should

be shown to the surrounding cultivators in the field itself and made known to the

general public by distribution of leaflets embodying the results of the trials.

Shops where such complete fertilisers will be sold should be opened in every
taluk place. Greater use of the natural manures, cowdung and urine is already
being made by the general body of cultivators, but they should be persuaded
to adopt the dry earth system of urine conservation even in rainy season.

(6) The fertiliser dealers should be made to guarantee the proportion of

available plant foods in their stuffs and if any are found below the standard

guaranteed after analysis by Government experts, the dealers should be prose-
cuted for cheating or under some special law enacted lor the purpose.

(c) As shown in latter part of (</).

(d) Not known.

(e) It is not sufficiently investigated

QUESTION 11 CROPS (a) (i) The existing crops can be improved by seell

selection (using such seed as is more prolific and suits the local soil and seasons

and rainfall), good manuring and using due spacing.

Cotton is the main cash crop in Berar The present seed mainly consists of

roseum, a short stapled variety and an improvement in the strain so as to

produce a good stapled variety with equal yield is necessary. Near about
Arvi in Wardha district and at Tewsa in Amiaoti district some local farmers

have by selection improved the mixed local variety and its ginning percentage
is now very high, as high as 40 per cent and more than the toieum variety
which has recently deteriorated and gives only ,36 per cent of lint. The seed
of this mixture consequently commands, fancy prices and sells at more than

double the market price of ordinary cotton seed. Even the yellow flowered
trees of this mixture produce seed cotton which has a high percentage of lint

and an attempt to separate them and found a new vaiiety having long staple
add better outturn seems possible with the aid of expert departmental officers.

An effort was made by the writer to send some of this seed to the Government
farms for sowing to find out the good strains through the Deputy Director of

Agriculture of Amraoti but as the Director of Agriculture did not approve of

the plan the proposal was dropped. The Assistant to the Cotton-breeder at

Dhulia (Bombay Presidency) has taken some bolls from this cotton plant this

year.

(ii) Ground-nut is a new crop which is well adopted to Berar soil season
Und deserves encouragement at the hands of the department. It produces good
fodder and leaves the land richer by the addition of niliogen It requires less

labour and very little weeding and becomes ready in 100 days which is the period
of good ruins also. It can grow comparatively well in light soil and gives a
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good outturn Jn good soil as high as 2,000 Ibs. per acre being known to the

writer. Especially in these times of cheap cotton, ground-nut should replace at

least half of the present acreage of cotton. In Khandesh, it has already encroached
to that extent on cotton cultivation and the cultivators in those parts are not
so hard hit by the fall of cotton prices as they have got ground-nut to rely on.

The writer has introduced the small Japan variety in Chandur taluk since 1916
in which year he sowed a field of 28 acres under ground-nut and the seed he distri-

buted has steadily increased in villages having light soils, e.g., Amla which has

about 1,000 acres under ground-nut this year. The only difficulty is the high price
of seed in the first year. The trouble about pigs can be done away with by
planting a large acreage in every village, cultivators in Amla now do not keep
any watchmen on any of the ground-nut fields

(iii) Seed distribution can be well managed through Agricultural Associations
which are in existence in almost every taluk in the Province.

(iv) Damage by wild animals is only found in villages which are near

reserved forests and it can be lessened by generous grant of licenses for firearms

in such villages,

(b) No.

(r) Mentioned under (a) (T).

QUESTION 12. CULTIVATION (i) Generally, cultivators harrow their field

with a harrow dragged by one pair of bullocks. The first harrowing is done

by a bigger harrow drawn by 2 pairs of bullocks and the second by the small
harrow as at present. This \\ill give greater mulch than at present and the

cotton stalks also will be completely uprooted from the field by the deeper
cultivation. Uprooting the cotton stalks by hand and then harrowing gives still

better results and also checks the spread of certain diseases such as root-rot. The
field also becomes free from living plants eating up nourishment. Because of

harrowing you have lo wait till the plants are dried and can be cut by the
harrow. The expenses of uprooting this side are about Rs. 2 per acre but they
more than balance the advantage from easier harrowing and better crops next

year.

(ii) I would suggest sowing a mixture of juar and und (juar 2 Ibs. and und
6 Ibs.), per acre instead of the present mixture of juar and mung (juar 3 Ibs.

and mung { Ib, per acre). The greater incidence of und, a leguminous crop,
improves the soil and benefits the crop of the next year and, und being an early
maturing crop, IIHIT suffeis no damage by the und crop though sown together,
juar being the only crop growing in the field after 2^ months of sowing. Mung
gives better fodder than und and therefore some area may still be sown with the

juar-munft mixture as at present, inung being increased to 1 Ib. per acre. The
writer does not approve the idea of the local people who sow tur lines in every
cotton field. Tnr should only be sown in fields of cotton which do not produce
cotton plants higher than 1| feet, the better fields being sown with cotton
alone. The present rotation is war and cotton in alternate years in fields which
are not manured, manured fields being sown with cotton successively for 3 or
4 years. T would suggest a rotation of juar acreage |rd, ground-nut $rd and
cotton &rd, the cowdung manure being given to ground-nut and some fertiliser

(complete) to cotton after sowing, juar being grown on the residue of the manure
given in these 2 years.

QUESTION 13.CROP PROTECTION, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL./uar : Smut in

juar can be controlled by saturating the seed in a solution of coppersulphate
of the required strength, but the parasite plant known as taloop in these parts
cannot be controlled by this method or by any method known to the writer*

Cotton. Wilt can be controlled by rotation, and by planting yellow
flowered varieties and these methods are efficacious.

Root-rot : Very few people know that this is a disease caused by a fungus
in the soil and can be controlled only by rotation, uprooting the stalks and
burning them.

Boll-rot ' There is no treasure by \vhich boll-rots are protected in these

parts.

The cotton caterpillar made havoc in some villages of this taluk in the

growing season of 1925 and no measure efficacious and practical was found
for ridding the fields of this pest that year. The department suggested the
method of catching worms by hand and trampling them or drowning them tn
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ft' ptit full of terosine and water but this is not practical when fields after fields

are affected. Some sort of dusting device and a suitable poison to dust these

inserts to death can be the only practical solution as is done in America for

the boll weevil.

QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENTS. (a) In the opinion of the writer, the experi-
ments with tractor ploughing are not popular in this side of the country
because people do not generally consolidate the soil after ploughing the same,
but watch till the rains do the same and thus have to wait for a long time to

sow after the coming on of the monsoon. This trouble will be avoided
if new implements of the "cultipacker" type which are available from many
firms are more generally introduced and people made to understand the

necessity of again packing the soil after ploughing so as to make a proper
seed bed ready to be sown with the first approach of the monsoon.

(b) (I) Opening of demonstration farms at every tahsil town and the use
of such improved implements on these iarms.

(2) Opening of shops by Taluk Agricultural Associations where such imple-
ments and their spare parts can be made available for ready purchase by the

cultivators at the price of the manufacturer, the commission being always
sufficient to make up the expense of bringing the same from the manufacturer
and keeping it in stock for sale.

(3) Opening of mechanical schools where mechanics who can do small

repairs to agricultural implements can be trained. Every town should thus

have its own shop of mechanics ready to set right the machines working in the

town. Want of such mechanics is at present at the root of the unpopularity of

machines in agriculture, because the farmer who buys a valuable machine
becomes the laughing stock of the whole village when the machine becomes
idle through slight disrepair and it is not possible to find out any one near at

hand to set matters right.

(c) The high railway freight which comes to nearly 12 per cent of the

value of ploughs bought from Messrs. Kirloskar Bros, in Satara district to

Chandur by railway is a difficulty in the matter of the distribution of agri-
cultural implements for sale throughout the country. It should be reduced to

5 per cent or even lower if possible.

QUESTION 15. VETERINARY. (a) It should be under the Director of Agri-
culture.

(b) (i) The veterinary dispensaries are under the control of the District

Boards. This system works well.

(ii) The need for expansion is not yet keenly felt because people are not

yet habituated to their use. But as they will gradually know their advantages,
the eApansion would be necessary and would be taken up.

(iii) Absolutely not.

(c) (i) Agriculturists do not yet make full use of the dispensaries but it is

due to their ignorance. As education would become more general, more lesort

would be taken to cure the animals through dispensaries.

(ii) There are no touring dispensaries in this district. The Veterinary
Surgeon goes on tour for ten days in the month and the dispensary is left in

charge of the compounder who is sometimes quite new to the work. Cases

coming in the Surgeon's absence cannot therefore be properly treated and

people become dissatisfied. This is one of the important reasons why fuller use
is not possible of these dispensaries. The touring assistant should always be
different and the dispensary should not be allowed to be without a doctor
in charge.

(d) I would not advocate legislation dealing with any of the subjects, foi

as yet the main body of cultivators are not sufficiently educated to understand

the importance and necessity of such restrictions.

(a) No.

(j) No obstruction in the way of popularising preventive inoculation. No
fee is charged.

QUESTION 16. -ANIMAL HUSBANDRY. (a) The grass and fodder including
straw of cereals and stems and leaves of pulses and the grain and corn used
as cattle food in this Province should be analysed and their nutritive con*
stituents as cattle food determined by Governmenc experts. Suitable combinations

including addition of mineral constituents may be suggested for feeding milking
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c6ws and buffaloes and dry cows and buffaloes and growing calve* antt bull*

separately. Government should encourage shopkeepers who will sell &uch

combinations of feed guaranteed to contain sufficient nutriment for th above
animals by exempting them from income-tax and other facilities.

The use of silos should be made compulsory on all Government larmt

operating in the Province so that the people in the surrounding villages may
know the advantages arising from silos.

(b) The forest area reserved for grazing is overstocked with cattle in the

rainy season and consequently the pasture is not sufficient for all cattle admitted
in the forest. The animals do not get sufficient grass to eat and the over-

crowding also results in the outbreak of contagious diseases in the forest area.

The number of animals should therefore be restricted to that which can be

properly fed on the acreage available.

(c) May, June and July. Four more weeks elapse before young growing
cattle begin to thrive.

(d) Growing fodder crops such as thick jwar for fodder may be practical
but is not practised by any cultivator this side as yet.

(e) By showing the benefits of the improved methods on Government cattle-

breeding farms and dairies.

QUESTION 17. AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (6) Poultry keeping would be
the best subsidiary industry which should be adopted by agriculturists.

(c) Want of suitable poultry farms where good stocks are available for sale

and also want of instruction in the usual school curriculum as to how to manage
poultry farms.

Suitable Government poultry farms should therefore be opened at every
district place at first and gradually at every tahsil town where good utility

poultry breeds would be available for purchase by the agriculturists, and also

where instructions can be given to pupils in the business of poultry management.

QUESTION 20. MARKETING. (a) No.

Cotton: There is a Cotton Market Law in force in Berar, but it does not

provide for the appointment of any members from the agriculturists on the

committees which manage the cotton markets. The law should therefore be
modified and suitable representatives from the agriculturists be nominated to

serve on such committees either through Taluk Agricultural Associations or

directly through the Deputy Commissioner.

(6) Cotton Market ' There are no facilities for the cotton cultivator to sell

his produce slowly so as not to glut the market in two or three months by the

whole produce. This glutting forces the prices down to their lowest level at

a time when most of the produce is sold by agriculturists to merchants. This
can only be remedied by the establishment ot a large number of co-operative

marketing societies for cotton as are found in the American States where farmers

can take their bales of cotton as they are pressed to such societies to be classed

and stored by such societies which advance them a fixed percentage of the

value for their current expenses at low rates of interest and by slowly selling

the cotton at appropriate times ol the year manage to get the best average
price for every class of cotton stored with them by each of their members.

Every effort should therefore be made to bring such societies into existence

as soon as possible.

(d) Yes. They are very necessary and cotton market news, Indian as well

as overseas, crop returns and complaints about Indian produce should

be circulated free to every cotton market and tahsil office to be published
therein.

QUESTION 23* GENERAL EDUCATION. (a) The existing system of elementary
and middle school education creates an indiffeient and many times an aversion

m the minds of the pupils for agricultural work as there is no reference to such

subjects and their importance in the school curriculum. The curriculum should

therefore be changed so as to include lessons on agriculture and its elementary
principles slowly developing the theme of agriculture in all its branches, theory
as well as practice, as the students advance in the school courses. Such
students will be gradually trained to take greater interest in agriculture and
its practices and will not remain disinterested as the students of the present

day. The agricultural course should be compulsory and included in all the
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elementary and middle school courses. But the higher and collegiate education
may be divided into several branches as at present including agricultural and
mechanical side lor those who want to specialise in the same. More funds
hould be spent over agricultural teaching schools and the training of teachers
for such schools.

(b) (i) The above method will improve the culture and ability of agri-
culturists of all grades while retaining their interests in land.

(ii) The present compulsory education in the rural areas being of the old
type without any reference to agricultural subjects does not satiety the pupils
of such areas and their guardians are rather unwilling to send their wards
to such schools.

(iii) Parents come to know of the ineffectiveness of such education to fit

the students for the profession of agriculture and therefore the number of boyswho pass to the higher classes gradually diminishes till very few pass the
fourth class.

QUESTION 25. WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION. (a) Institutions like the
Social Service League of Bombay should be established through Government
efforts in all important villages and the members of league slowly trained to
improve the hygiene in the rural areas and establish creches for children of the
motheis who have to go in the fields for weeding cotton, picking and other
field work, keeping their infants in the care of children aged 3 or 4 and some-
times none at all, and do such other works as would promote the general well-
being of agriculturists.

(6) Yes.

Scope Discovering the main features of village farming, e.g., the exploita-
tion by moneylenders, the thriftlessness of the farmers, absence of supple-
mentary occupations, ignorance of improved methods of cultivation, very poor
livestock, Iitigiousness and absence of co-operative facilities.

Methods Appointment of influential committes from among agriculturist*
and experts in co-operation.

Oral Evidence.

32491 The Chairman Mr. Dokras, you are a pleader of Chandur* District

Amraoti, Berar? Yes.

32492. We have your note of the evidence you wish to put before usi
would you like to s,ay anything at this stage, or shall I ask you questions?' In
view of the Conference which is to take place to-morrow between this Commis-
sion and the Local Government, I should like to say this : Last time education
and agriculture were under two separate Ministers; I think, if possible, they
should, being allied subjects, be placed under the same Minister this time; that
is the main thing I should like to impress on the Commission.

32493. What is your own association with agriculture? Are you a farmer?
Yes, I cultivate nearly 200 acres belonging to me and I have 200 acres on lease*

32494. Is that land cultivated by hired labour ? Yes, all hired labour.

32495. Do you manage that yourself? Yes, I have been farming since 1916*

32496. Are you practising at the Bar at the moment? Yes.

32497. Do you find you can do both? Yes.

32498. What about the area that you lease? I am taking that on lease
because the superintending charges are the same.

32499. What type of land is it that you farm yourself? Black cotton toil;
some of it light and some of it is very good.

32500. Have you any irrigation? No.

32501. What are your principal crops? Cotton and jauf, and a little
wheat.

32502. Whqre do you market your cotton? At the Chandur cotton
market.
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,
Are you satisfied with that market P -No. At present the members of

the market committee are nominated by the peptity Commissioner through the

TahstWar
,
there are on that committee no representatives of the agricultural classes.

The law excludes representatives cf the agricultural classes from that committee;
1 submit the law should be changed so that there should be representatives o the

sellers and the farmers on the market committee.

^2504. Do you not think it would be very difficult at this stage of development in

the Province to find fanners who could attend the meetings and who would have

knowledge and experience ?>There is an Agricultural Association for the taluk; if

they inform u=5 ue will pat in two members who will be willing to attend
,

I think

there would be many willing to do so*

32505. Failing the existence of such members, <Jo you think the Agricultural
Deo.-irtment might have a. representative t represent the cultivators' interests?

Of course that would be better than the present state of things Last year we
subscribed nearly Rs too from the Agiicultural Association to provide for te'egrams
being" sent from the Bombay market

;
it would, of course, be of immense benefit both

to buyers and cultivators to know the Bombay rates before the market opened; but

this year, though I pressed for the public exhibition of the rates on a board in the

market, the merchants, thinking their secrets would be divulged and they would not

be able to take advantage of the market, opposed it. If there cannot be representa-
tives of the cultivators on the maiket committee at present, a represent itive of the

Ag\ icultural Department would do something. The representatives at present
nominated by the District Commissioner are mainly merchants and are really

repre<?enta
r i\es of the ginning factories

^2506 You make various suggestions of a constructive nature for the extension
of the agricultural services and for the extension of the system of agricultural education;
have you thought at all as to who is going to pay for all this? Of course, the

provincial budget.

32507. Would you surest more taxation? In the present state of things that
is not possible, because the budget this year will be a deficit budget, and the btite of

the farmers >n tie Province is> very bad on account of the price of cotton having gone
down.

-^2508, So that I judge that your scheme must be to divert funds at present

being spent in Other directions, towards agriculture; is that your idea ? Yes
;
for

example, in our tiluk there are three Sub-Inspectors wo king ucder the Excise

Department, while there is only one Agncultusal Assib nt for two taluks
,

the

Agricultural Assistant has to lo^k after an area of nearly 60 miles long anil 30 miles

broad, while the Excise Inspector his an area of only abaut 10 miles square ,
if the

number of excise officers were reduced and the money diverted to agriculture, I think

more good would be done to the cultivators.

32^09. Sir ffffnry Lawrence What would be the Joss in excise revenue P There
would be no loss

,
the Sub-Inspectors only do checking work, a soit of C.I.D. work,

32510. The Chairman: You suggest that primary schools should be made to

include practical agricultural education? Yes, that is the main thing ! suggest in the

beginning,

32511. Do you not think the primary school^ are best left to teach literacy to

Small children ? But agriculture is the only industry in the Province
, practically

90 per cent of the people in Berar live on agriculture; it is not at all industrial ;

therefore agriculture is as necessary a A literacy and even compulsion should be

introduced,
,

Do you not think literacy itself would be a great contribution towards

agricultural efficiency? But we are finding that the students who have been taught

during the last fifty years are not willing to do manual labour; because they are literate,

they thins they shculd not touch agricultural implements. That would be avoided
if from the beginning children were taught agriculture and learned that agriculture is

respectable.

32513, I gather that it is your view that the Agricultural Department has done

good service to the cultivator in certain directions P Yes, but I think it could be

enlarged. I*he cotton at present grown ifl Berar is roseum ciotton ;
but we are now
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finding that roseum is deteriorating, that is to say, the lint percentage 1*3 declining;
I am cultivating other varieties which are not fixed varieties, but are mixtures; during
the last two years they have given from 40 to 42 per cent of lint. As ! menti med in my
note, I ma<1e an attempt last year to send those mixtures to the Agriculturxl Depirtment
with a view to finding oat the more prolific and better varieties; but it w*s not done
because the Agricultural Department did not think it a good thing to experiment with
these mixed varieties. But I submitth.it when there is an Agricultural Detriment
with an Economic Botanist and' other oUcers, this s>rt of mixture should be
investigated, and that as the mam variety of toseum has deci eased in lint

percentage such other go id varieties as are in existence should be fixed, and
further investigations should be undertaken with regird to them so that the

good strains may be selected fixed and distributed. I myself have not put any land
under rosenm for the last f ur or five years, mainly because I <*et4o per cent of lint

from the other varieties, and from one variety I can even get 42 per cent. Some people
say it is rather a short staple cotton, but the cotton grown in Berir i> mainly short

staple; the roseurn staple is, I think, nearly 4/8th inches so that the short staple is not
a very great difficulty ,

I find the lint percentage of my mixtures is greater and
therefore I think they should be investigated and taken in hand

32514. On page 480 you suggest that the railway freight rates for agricultural produce
ihould be reduced. Is it your idea that the railways, ought to carry agricultural produce
at a loss P Not at a loss, but at least they should not mike any profit. 12 per cent
of the price at present is the freight that we have to pay ,

I think it might be reduced
to 5 per cent.

33515. Do you know at aU what proportion of the total carrying trade of the
Indian railways is in agricultural produce ? No, I am soiry I do not

325x6. If you were concerned with this matter fiom the angle of the railway,

you would have to pay great attention to that, would you no* ? Yes, 1 should.

32517. Will you just tell the Commission wh it your own experience of co-opera-
tive societies may have been p I am not connected with co -operative societies at all,

but one thing I can tell you that at present the SOCK ties have rather degeneiated ; they
have practically supplante 1 the moneylender and have become a sort of moneylendmg
business. If a man wmts Rs. 10,000 or Us 20,000, he gets nine more people* and
between themselves they get Rs. 20,000 from the Central Bank The mim pmnose of

co-operation is that only the necessary amount should be given to the me 'nhers and

expenses should be curtailed
,
but those principles-oie not properly taken into con-

sideration. What has happened is that the moneylendmg business has beet) transferred

fro 11 the Marwan and other sorts of moneylenders to the co-operative society. The
mam consideration that I should like to impress upon the Co-op&r<*tive Department
is that they should see that the co-operative societies look to the interests of the

members and avoid waste. IE a maniequires Rs. 1,000 foi a marriage, he should not

be given that sum if his social status does not justify tin" expenditure ;
but that is rot

taken into consideration by the co-opjrattve societie?
, they give credit pricticaPy up

to the full value of the borrower's estate, and then law suits are instituted. A* a pleader.
I know that co-operative societies very often execute the'r decrees onwards in the

courts as cteditors, The co-operative societies do not peifurm their mam function.

32518 On page 482 of your written evidence, you suggest the sowing of a mixture

oljuarz Ibs and urid 6 Ibs, instead of the present mixture of juar 3 Ibs. and mung
J Ib. per acre. Have you tried that mixture yourself ? Yes. I hive been trying it for

the last three years.

32519. Are you satisfied with it P Yes
,
the next year's crop is better after this

urii mixture than aftsr the mung mixture.

33570 Have you attempted any mechanical ploughing on your own estate P

Yes; 1 have used '' the Turnwrest "
plough

32521. With bullocks P Yes, with 4 bullocks. But I think many people do
not understand the importance of consolidating the soil after ploughing. The soil

requires to be consobda ed even after it is ploughed with an iron plough. In these

parts, the people do not understand this aspect of cultivation and hence they suffer,

They have to wait till they get rain for the soil to consolidate and then tl*ey sow.

I, therefore} say that after ploughing there should be han owing with the help of an
instrument called the c iltipacker so that the soil may be consolidated and then the

crops may be sown with the fresh approach of the monsoon.

32522. How many bullocks have you got on your estate? I have
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have ample fodder
j

I always store it for one year in advance.

32524. How do you store fodder ? In heaps.

32535, Dry p Yes, dry. I do not have silage,

32526. You are like many other people who have come before the Commission
to give evidence. Yen are strongly in favour of silage ; you go so far as to say that

the use of silage should be made compulsory ? That is the only way by which the

cultivators can be made to see the benefit of it

32527 In spite of your confidence in silage one finds that a progressive and
well-informed gentleman like yourself refuses to make any silage

p But we want an

engine for the purpose; without an engine the silage cannot be made and I have no

engine at present.

32528. Are you bi ceding any of your own bullocks?- Yes
;

1 even sell them*

32529. Have you got racing studs ? People purchase the bullocks from me and
some use them for racing. They are fast trotting bulls and so they are often bought
for that purpose,

32530. Sir Henry Lawrence What would be their price? Generally I get
Rs, 500 per pair and in a good season 1 can get something like Rs. 700 or Rs. 800.

33531, The Chairman : I see you are interested in poultry too
,

is that for erg
laying or cock-fighting ? It is only for egg laying. There was tsck trouble in my
cattle and my herdsman t>aid that if I k^pt poultry that would disappear, Being a
Brahmin I cannot keep poultry for my own use. So in order to avoid the tick trouble
in cattle I am keeping poultry for tne last three years. For some tirre I was having
country bred fowls but now, when I know that any way I have to keep poultry,
I started keeping a good breed

32532, Have you had a gieat deal of trouble with the chicken ticks No.

32533, Do you use any special perches P - Yes
,

I have got a special perch, a
bamboo resting on supports, with a tin can full of r^ck oil and water

32 534* I dare say you know the position : It is that while chickens devour the
ticks when they go out in the day, the ticks devour the chicks in the night

9 - I do not
think so.

32535. Prof. GanguJee Do you sell youi poultry ? I sell only the eggs.

32536 The Chairman Have you employed any trained managers on your
sstate p No ,

1 employ only the ordinary people who are not educated.

32537. How many days in a week can you find time to look to the business, of
pour estate P~~ I go there at least once a f01 tnight ,

in the rainy season I PO there at
east once a week.

32538. So that you must depend upon your servants entirely P Yes
; but 1 employ

only such people as can manage according to my instructions.

325^9. Do you attacn importance to a scientific agricultural training in your
management? Yes; I would be the first man to advocate it. I myself graduated in

botany and zoology from Wilson College, Bombay, and I know the importance of science
and scientific management in agriculture; but then it is very difficult to get such people
at present.

r

32540. Otherwise you would be inclined to look for managers from amongst the
students of this College ? Yes

,
I would be the first man tolookfot them.

^
32^41, Prof.Gangutffe: Why do you think that roseum cotton is deteriorat-

ing.PBecause it has less percentage in lint. I have enquired from many people
and they ate of the s>ame opinion.

33542. Hav* you asked the Director of Agriculture about it? I had a talk
with Mr. Allan when he came to Chandur, where there is a demonstration plot.

32543. From where do you get your seed for your cotton ? There are two men
one in the Arvi tahsil and one in the Chandur tahsil who select their seed. They have
been doing so for the last twenty or twenty-five years and their cotton has a ginninc
percentage, at present, of 40 per cent. I have got that seed with me.
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32544* I want to know whether you get any seed from the Agricultural Depart-
ment? I got seed of roseum in the beginning, but as it has deteriorated I hav
discontinued it.

325 1 5 Do you get any other seed from the department at present ? No.

^2546, On page 480 yon say,
"
facilities afforded by the village sowcar for further

credit with the hope of swelling the debt and swallowing the whole estate when
repayment becomes impossible.

" Would you amplify trnt a little 9
Supposing a

man has
got

a field worth Rs. 2,000. The creditor gives the man advance after

advance till the whole debt with interest accumulates to Rs. 2,000 ;
then he brings a

suit, repayment becomes impossible, the land is attached by the court and the
creditor himself purchases the land for that money. There are moneylenders in my
paitof the Province who actually come to the houses of the people and advance

money. One reason for this is that in 1918-19 cotton reached very high prices and the
value of land went up That was why people were very much after Berar fields and
m one> lenders carre and ad vanced money, with the result that repayment afterwards
became impossible and Ian is passed into their hands.

32547, When you get your seed, do you 'Distribute it to your neighbouring
farmerb? Yes, to as many as can buy from me,

32548. For cash ? -Yes
;

I do not do any mono/lending or ceed lending busi-
ness

325^9 In answer to a
question put by the Chairman you said that you had about

200 acres of land and you utilised hired labour, V\ hat do you pay the labourer ?

Rs, 150 per year I pay them in kind and the value of it comes to R% 150 per year,

32550. Mr. Calvert; Could you let us know to what extent the land is passing
into

^the hand* of the moneylenders ? I cannot ive the extant figures. But I know
that in villages round about Chandur at least 10 boys have been ruined by such advances
by the moreylenders and have become insolvents.

32551. You think it is taking place to an appreciable extent ? Yes, Supposing
a man aged 10 or 50 dies and he has got a son aged about 18, the boy gambles and

spends the whole amount in one sitting 1 could name instances. That is the first

thing that should be remedied, and these youths should be protected.

32552. Would you be in iavour of something on the lines of the Punjab Aliena-

tion of Land Act ? i am against such an Act, because there dre many people who are

intelligent and do not wnnt this sort of help and if we enact a hw of this nature, we
\ull be curtailing a great deal the rights of all. Therefore, I suggest that this evil

of gambling should be put an end to and there are other ways of doing it
j
we can make

the Gambling Act, now applicable only to big towns, applicab'e to all the villages.

32553. Sir Henry Lawrence: What kind of gambling are you i eferring to ?

They play with cards, what we call utkav and also minaf. 1 do not know much about

these things. Some time* they bet something like Rs, J,ooo atone bitting. There are

players and sub-players. There are many youths who have been mined within one year.

The moneylenders take pro-notes from these youths for ks. i>ooo although they

actually advance Rs 500. 1 hat means that he has a chance uf getting Rs. 1,000

atonesittmg and he borrows Rs. 500 although he gives a note for ks 1,000, That
ib the sort of evil that is going on. I wrote ray replies to the Questionnaire mainly
wiih the idea ot doing something fortbese persons and that is the most baneful evil

that is at present going on.

32554. Do they gamble on rainfall ?~~Not the cultivators only the Marwaris in

Anraotiand Akola.

33555. And do they gamble on horses P No
;
not on our side

32556. The Chairman: And bullocks ? No ; it is on cock-fighting.

32557. TheRajaofParlakimedi :D o they not gair.bleon bullock races ? No
, only

prizes are
given

sometimes, That is only a question of enhancing your prestige if

your pair wins*

32558. Buying and setting of cotton F No ;
that is tiaclng. The cultivators

do not do that ; only the Marwaiis go u> fcr it, 1 hey puicha.e ccttcn with tl e hope of

the rates rising afterwards. As I s&y tlat is doi e only by the MfiiMan mo eylerdeis.
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,13559' Or. fSTj^tertls thete no *aWa? DO the moneylenders sit down and take

ahaiid in the #ame of cards ? -No: generally they have to sue such parsons who cannot

pay. This is all done outside the gambling den so that evidence outside the place

may be available in the matter,

32560 Mr, Calvfrt . In Berar do Brahmins lend money P Brahmins do lend

money sometimes
j
there is no special reason why the/ should not,

32561. Are they not prohibited by their religion? No, only MahommedanS are.

33562. I think Brahmins are also forbidden by your shasirns? No, I am quite
sure about it. We cm recover up to damdopat* The Hindu law forbids the lecovery
of interest of more than double the amount of the principal* but it does not forbid

moneylending at all.

32563 Does the Usurious Loans Act apply to Berar P-~No.

33564. Would you like to see it applied to Berar P~~The Usurious Loans Act
alone would not prevent this gambling. It may help a good deal. Supposing that a

man takes a note for Rs. 1,000 by pving only Rs. 501. In such a case of course

something may be done, but the habit of gambling cannot be stopped altogether. That
is what I am trying to get at.

32565. Prof. Gangulee , Have you tried to apply this Usurious Loans Act ?

It does not apply to Berar.

31566. Mr. Calvert i In reply to the Chairman you trade some rather severe

lemarks about co-operative societies Were these remarks based on your own inspec-
tion of societies' book^P No, but I am personally acquainted with some of the

members. I know some members of societies who have practically become insolvents

in thres or four >ears and btill have about Rs. 20,000 due on mortgages to the societies.

32567. You s*y that consolidation should not be attempted. What is your

objection P The objection is that you would have to acquire the land

32568 Why ? How can it be done otherwise ? I have no other idea

32^60. You have not studied how this work could actually be carried out P Noth-

ing that I have read about it anywhere else indicates that it can be done except by way
of acquisition The penalty that I have sug^ted is very easy and a very novel
one and I think myself that it will put a ttop to this evil. Suppose a man cultivates

a field of less thin $ acre? he should bp charged a penalty for non-agricultural uses, so

that we practically will get rid of the evil and further fragmentation will be stopped.

32570. Sir Henry Lawrence Are you in favour of the total prohibition of

ilcohol Yes.

32571. How would you replace the revenue that you would lose P Of course I do
not want absolute prohibition at once

;
it should be done gradually as funds permit,

32572. Would you raise the taxation on other sources to make up the logs ? Yes
j

if it cannot oe managed otherwise.

32573. Do you know what the excise revenue amounts to in this Province?-*!
think it must be more rhan one crore

;
I do not know the exact amount,

32574. It is Rs. 160 lakhs P -Yes

12575. And the total land revenue is only 50 per cent more P Yes, the difficulty
would be of getting the income in some other way. Still I should think the staff may be
decreaied. There are three Sub-Inspectors of Excise in each taluk and you can reduce
their numbers.

32576, Do you know what the expenditure of the Province is in bringing in these
160 lakhs on excise? 1 do not know.

32577. It fa 7 lakhs of rupees to bring in 1 60 lakhs. Is that disproportionate?
We could cut down a part of it and as I have said in my written note we can cut down
the post of Excise Inspectors and also the posts of many Sub-Inspectors of Excise We
could then have some money for our Agricultural Assistants. The demonstration that
is at present being canied on, by the way, as this question has now arisen, is very meagre.
As a matter of fact, the Assistant <loe& nofc meet many of the agriculturists even onceir
a year.
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>o you think that if you reduced your inspecting staff of excise you would
advance the cause of temperance and the prohibition of alcohol ? That staff does not

help in any way in abolishing the thing.

T*79 It does not prevent people from illicit distillation ? *That thing of course
could be looked after by the decreased staff.

32580. How are you going to look after it if you take away the staff ? The
paMs can report occurrences and even at present detecting illicit distillation is practi-

cally managed by the patel and the Sub-Inspector of Excise The Sub-Inspec'or Alone
cannot do anything. The information is given by the patel and his suboidinates.

32581. SirGangaRami lam glad to see a progressive agriculturist, But
after you took your degree in botany and zoology, what use did you make of these
two sciences in law? Why did you take to law? Were those sciences useful for

law? Because the Bombay University had that as an optional subject. I had to

pass my B.A. to become an LL.B.

\\hat I meant to ask you wa<? why you picked these two subjects?
With what view did you take these two subjects ? I had to pass the B.A. decree
ezaminatic n, not of c mrse with the intention of going in for agriculture.

32583. Did you make up your mind about going in fot law before you went up for

your B.A ? Yes.

32584. These two subjects weie, 1 suppose, the ejLsyline of least resistance ?

Noj that cannot be said to be the the fact in my case

% 32585. We wish to bring this to the notice of the University, that you can get

through these two subjects very easily ? No, because I was the first scholar in iny

college in the two yearb where these subjects were studied by me I was dUo the

first scholar in the Wilson College f jr all the four college years.

32586. You hold 203 acres on lease ? Yes,

32587. On what terms ? Nearly R* 3,000.

32588. You pay the owner ? Yes.

32589. Who pays the revenue ? 1 do.

32590. Then It costsyou altogether about Rs. 4,023? No; the revenue is about
Rs. 400.

32591. What is your net profit ? -Last year I had no profit and this year there

will be a loss to me, both being bad years.

32592. You cannot make more than Rs ^o an acre altogether gross ? In the
last two years I could not, bat it would be Rs 25 an acre gross in in ordinary

year.

32593. So you make Rs. 5 an acte net ? Yes, in ordinary years.

^2594. You said, I think that you would be the first man to engage a man from
the Agricu'tural College Gin you afford to engage him if you are not doing well

yourself? For the last two years the position has been very bad for cotton.

32595. On what pay could you afford to employ students from thj Agricultural

College? On Rs 50.

32596. Would you have graduates in agriculture or would you btve diploma
holders P I would not employ a fresh graduate. I would get a man who has had some

experience of managing an estate.

33597. That is to say, the graduates must first take a training in managing art

estate and then come to you on Rs. 50 a month ? Yes, because 1 will not be able to

entrust the whole management to a kutcka man.

32598. V* hat has he to do then ? He will be under training under me for

managing ^he estate for some years and then he will be paid the full Rs. 50.

32599. You do not offer bright prospects for agricultural education, You only
offer the man Rs. 50 a month after training P That is what I can afford

, perhaps

bigger landlords would be able to pay more.

32600. You say rnseum is deteriorating. Does it deteriorate in yield or in

quality P In lint percentage.
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Altogether the whole yield is not bad P Mo.

32602. What is the yield per acre? It depends on the season and the sot) and
manure. In good soils with good season and heavy manuring every variety would

yield more than one khandi, 784 IDS., that is 28 maunds.

33603. What is your maund ? 28 Ibs : that is the weight by which it is called in

Cbandur, that is to say 28 Ibs. to the maund and 28 maunds to the khandi. That
would be the best outturn in one acre.

32604. Do ycu call this a good yield ? Yes.

32605. What is the proportion of the seed to lint? Approximately one-third
in the bazaar variety. My variety is superior. This year I got about 40 per cent.

32606. So that it has not deteriorated in the yield ? That is not roseum
;

I am
not sowing roseum at all for the last 5 years ;

I have my own variety.

32607. What is your variety ? I have got a mixed variety.

32608. What is the name of your variety ? There is no name for it. It is a

rixture of many varieties of cotton. Only the bolls have been selected for the last

twenty or twenty-five years by the man who has brought it into existence,

32609. It is sold as a mixture P Yes,

32610. Sir Henry Lawrence : Under what trade name ? There is no particular
name

; it is sarki, cotton seed of a particular kind.

32611. Sir Gnnga Ram You said in answer to my colleague's question that the

Gambling Act shonld be applied to cultivators who play cards ? Mot only to cultiva-

tors but to all Berar people; that means wherever this evil is in existence*

32612. Should not the Gambling Act be applied to bridge playing and to

clubs? No.

32613. Why not ? The same argument applies ?~>CIubs may bd exempted.

32614. Will your Legislative Council pass that aort of exemption? I have not

thought about it at all. I have laid the evil before you, and it should be checked in the

best way possible

32615. Do you riot think that total prohibition will lead to illicit distillation P I

am conversant with the state of things in America, where total prohibition has created

bootleggers

32616. And th ey are now coming back to the former state of things? They ara

not yet coming back, but there is a lot of t roub!e

32617. Do you want to apply prohibition in the case of liquor only, or do you
want it to be applied for charas, ganja ani opnim ? -Ch&ras ind gnnjf* are nr>t liquor.

32618* You want to stop only liquor P -Yes.

32619. Sir Henry Lawrence: Not drugs? I have not thought about it Thi

question has come as a side issue: I only said that there are 3 Sub- Inspectors of Excise
in one taluk, and their number should be reduced.

32620. Do you think that will pay for the increased number of schools that you
advocate P Some reduction in the staff may be made,

32621. What should be the reduction ? One Sub-Inspector for a taluk would be

sufficient, according to my view.

32622. Should not they put an extra income-tax on lawyers? Why on lawyer
8

alone?

32623. Supposing the money had to be found somehow, and such a proposal wer e

put forward, would you agree to it ? I might agree, Supposing I am a philanthropisti
I may agree to anything if this evil can be stopped by my self-sacrifice.

32624. Most of you lawyers are in the Legislative Council
,

will they pass it ?-

No, now they are not in the Legislative Council,

32625. What is a cultipackerP It is an instrument by which the land can be
consolidated after ploughing. It is of American manufacture, and can be*had from
Messrs, Macbeth Bros. & Co.

32626. In this Pi ovince how far apart ate the g&njes where thj cultivators cm go
and sell their cotton ? In the Chandur taluk there are 2 markets, 10 miles from each

other. From the farthest end of the taluk, each is at a distance of 18 miles. The taluk

is triangular, and the markets are in the centre.
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33527* The cultivators have not to go more than 18 miles? No.

32628. The evidence before us was that in some ca^es they have to go too miles?

That may be in other taluk*. In Chandur they may have to go 20 miles, if we take the

farthest end of the taluk, There are other nmrkets nearby, such as \rv\ and Amraoti,

and some people go there.

32629. I understand that you are keeping poultry for the puipose of egg selling P

I keep them for catching cattle ticks.

32630. Is that the only object ? Yes, and because I had to keep some poultry for

that I preferred to keep the best,

32631. Would you sell the chickens?
'

may, if there are too many.

32632. But that would go against Brahmimsm ? A* at present constituted it

would not go against it.

32633. Have you thought of carrying poultry keeping one step further by going
in for incubators? I have not git incubxtors, but I have got one foster-mother;

I have purchased it for Rs. 60.

32634. Do you find any difficulty.in getting your men ti hanile poultry ? They
do not keep the yards clean, so I have got a separate poultry house.

32635 Are there any religious objections ? Our women object. Of course the

religious Brahmins may object,

33636* Do your servants object? No

32637 What class of servants do you employ ?Kunbis and others.

32638. There is no objection on their part ? No.

32639. Prof.Gangulee. Where do you sell your eggs P Chandur is a taluk

headquarter, and they are absorbed there.

32640. Sir Ganga Ram : Have you any objection to depiessed class buys sitting
in the bame school with the other boys '<* Not at all.

32641 Personally you may cot object, but would your co-rehgionists object?
There may be some who would object, but I would not join thorn.

32642. Are your tenants mostly depressed cUssei ? Many of my servants are
Mahars

32643. What class do the tenants belong to? I have no tenants; I cultivate

the land myself.

32644. You have no ploughmen ? I have servants, of whom 5 arc Mahars and
10 belong to other classes.

3264 S- Sir Thomas Middleton . How long is it since you took your degree ? I

took my B. A degree in 1905 and my L ..B in 1907.

33646. How long have yvu been farmin4 ? For 10 years, since 1916.

32647. You make a ecomrnenaation that junior officers of the Agricultural
Departmentwhohavespe.it most of their services in wheat tracts should as tar as

possible not be transfer! ed to cotton tracts and vtce versa. A' hat le^Js y->u to make
that recommendation P The Province is a big une, and when I thf .ught over the

question. I took into consideration tne whole Province I knjw that the question of
wheat production is quite different from the question of cotton production. Ln a general
way, I have arrived at that conclusion. I 0*0 not give you any specific instances.

; 2648. It is based on a general principle ? Yes,

32649, On page 480, you say that the spread of education will lighten the burden
of agricultural debt, In what way wnl chat happen? -If tney are educated they will
be more economical

; they will n^t spend as much as they do in gambling and marriage
ceremonies, and they will not incur such heavy debts.

32650. On the next page, you make the suggestion that the land should be

bunded, and not allowed to be falbw in the rainy season. What is behind that

suggestion J I think tne question referred to the washing out of Und, and how it can
be prevented. If the land is level, the flow will be easy. If the land is bunded, the
flow ot course witi be at a particular place, and fallow lands are more liable to bt
washed out ; that is why 1 have made that suggestion.
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You are not thinking of the possibility of getting both kharif and rabi

crops if you bund the land ?- The moisture will be preserved, For wheat I plough
the land in the rainy season, and so the question of moisture and bunding does not

come in in our Province where crops are not possible owing to scanty rainfall. I have
mentioned it for the sake of preventiog the erosion of land*

33652. On page 484, you make a suggestion that I cannot see the object of. You
say that Government should encourage shopkeepers to sell combinations of feeds, In

your district you have ^ot any quantity of cotton seed, you have got both your chum
and sarki, What is the necessity of subsidising shopkeepers to supply mixtures of these

things ? What I meant was that these things should first be ana'ysed Cotton seed

may contain more than what is necessary for the nutrition of ratt'e. Therefore, 1 say
that cotton seed urid

t mung, etc., should be analy 5ed
,

the mixtures necessary for

milch cattle, for draught cattle, and for calves should be differentiated, and such feeds

should be made available to the public, at least to such peisons who would like to go
in for them It is not possible that a Marwan can know the sort o{ feed which is

necessary for my purposes, and therefore shops should ae started where they would be
available. 1 hey may not actually be subsidised, but they should be encouraged, so

that agriculturists can go there and purchase according to their requirements.

32653. It seems to me a very round about wav of getting a balanced ration for

the cattle. You are an intelligent person, you have taken a degree, and you should
have no difficulty whatever in understanding an analysis ? 1 do not understand analysis
at all. I do not know what proportion of mun% and urt / should be *nven to my cow.

32654. If you spent half a day in studying the subject, you would understand it

perfectly P I do not know where I could study it. I read in the Times of India only
the other day in a review of the report of the Pu^a Institute that gia ses were analysed
in Pusa as regards their nutritive value but I do n t know whether kadbi an i mung
and other cattle foodstuffs grown in our Province were so analysed.

32655 Oil-seeds have been analysed hundreds of times
,
cotton heed, mung and

urid have also been analysed? But I want to know what proportion of them is

suitable for milch cattle, what proportion for bullocks, and what pioportion for calves.

32656. It strikes n e that if a man of your intelligence went to the Agricultural
Department and said that you wanted to know those things, you would be refeired to
some book which in a short time would enable you to make up your rations for cattle
better than a Manvari rouicl ? I ruve never suggeste-1 that the Marwari will not be
able to give me the feed, but the proportions of feeds available m the various Provinces
have to be given by experts m the sciences of chemistry and animal nutrition, with

practical experience.

32657. Sir Gauga R<nn . You want to know the nutntion.il values ? Yes, of all

the foodstuffs before they are mixed ann the proportions tn which they are to be mixed,
I have suggested that such shops, if they are at all feasible, should be encouraged. If

officers know it, of course, I may be able to get from the officers of the department the
information that I want in this respect, but all persons will not be able to approach
officers to get that sort of knowledge.

32658. If you get the information and use the right mixtures, your neighbours xvill

begin to copy you P We are not so particular about such things here. All people will

be able to get such feeds if there are shops where the right mixtures are made available.
AH cannot come to me for advice, and follow it.

32659. Sir Henry Lawrence Would you not give them advice P It is not

possible to advise all, because I will be the only man in the whole taluk having the

knowledge.

32660 Sir Thomas Middleton i You referred to the fact that cotton bolls have
been selected foi the last twenty to twenty-five yea>s P I did not do the selection but

the men from Whom I purchased seed did it.

3^661. Is not thit quite a common practice among the cultivators P - In Berar, I

have found only these two instances who have done a lot of improvement. Of course^
there may be other people doing it outside the taluk, but these two persons have

improved the percentage appreciably by selecting.

It is an old practice among cultivators of some parts of India*
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32662. Sir Gpnga Ram : Are the agriculturists in this Province well served with

regard to postal facilities P Pretty well I sbouii say; in the vilhges they get a ddk
once a week,

33663. Are the post office savings bank, readily available? The banks are

available^but no agriculturist puts his money in those banks.

32664. OQ they hoard money in he form of gold? They sometimes have some
spare cash and the labourers invest in silver ornaments.

32665. In jewellery
9 It cannot be called jewellery it is silver.

12666. What is your opinion as to the question before the Legislative Assembly
with regard to the is. 4d. or is. 6d rupee, looking at it from the point of view of the

interests of the agriculturists That is a very difficult question ,
I have not been able

to digest all the matter which appears in the newspapers on that question, but from
the way in which the matte is treated I should say is. id, would be the best, because
there are so many peop'e in favour of ! <>. .\d.

32567. Mr. Calvert In Berar, do Biahmins plough with their own hands?
Some may be doing so I do not know of any particular instance.

3266$, Generally do they regard it as being beneath their caste status to

plough ?~ It should not be. Ploughing is a difficult operation but harrowing can be
done by anybody ,

there is no caste difficulty, but usually the Brahmins cannot in fact

plough.

32669 Pi of. Cangulee Are you interested in social service work ? Yes,

32670. On page 485 you say :

<c Institutions like the Social Service League of

Bombay should be established through Government." What do you mean ? Thev
should be encourteed by Government

,
that is all I ,nean

,
it should be a private

concein, but the main incentive should come from Government officers, because it is

quite a new thing

32671. The incentive for social service must corre from Government
,

is that
it P O* course, it may be done in some big places without Government aid, but in the

villages it cannot be done without Government aid.

3.672 What exactly is the ulei I do not underatana P Theie are many
villages where the people are not educated at all

, in such villages they have vi lage
societies such as co-operative societies; all these societies are of course incorporated by
the help of the Government officers, so I suggest that those persons who incorporate
that sort of society should be made to look to this work as well

32673- One social service work is the abolition of untonchabihty ,
do you want

the Government to do that ? No, that cannot be done by Government,

(The witness withdrew
)
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Rai Sahib DADU DWARKANATH SINGH, Talukdar, Seoni.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 3. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. (a) In my opinion i causes which

have influenced the cultivator in improving his practice aie constant demonstrations

by the staff of the Agricultural Department of improved implements, pure seed,

holding ot agricultural exhibitions, and propaganda by the department, but more than

these, the example of their neiijhoours; once a new implement or seed is introduced

in the village by an influential man and its advantages become manifest in better

outturn, others take to it.

(b) and (c) At present demonstrations are earned out by the Agricultural

Department at the district headquarters or at two or three places in the district.

The paucity of demonstration plots is a serious drawback in the spread of the

methods and seeds recommended by the Agricultural Department, lhat is the

reason why the propaganda work which has to be carried out without practical
method ha* not attained .s much success as it wcuM have been possible under other

circumstances. In my opinion, the best torm of demonstration should be to assure

the igncul'uris*
1

by t>uggestiijf and working the recommended improvement in a

small plot in his own field. This will necessitate an ample provision of adequate
and properly trained staff organised on lines dictated by experience.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE, -~f/*) There has been some discussion as to how should

long a't<1 short-teim credit be sup >hed to cuhivitors Since 1870 Government has
tried several measures to fina< ce the agricultural operations of the country by lending
money to the cultivator on the security ot land But the measures have not solved the

problem as yet. At present the Government advances loans und^r Act XIX of 1883,
the Land Improvement Act, ami the Ag icultudsts Loans Act, XII of 1884, Under the
foraier Act money is advanced for the specific purpose of land improvement and under
the latter for the purohabe of seeds, bullocks, fodder, etc. The money advanced under
these Acts is called taccavi loan and in normal times is rec-ssanly smalt and is only
for purposes specified in the Acts. A cultivator, however, requires money from time to
time for other purposes and it is natural that, if he can borrow from the State only
for those purposes, he shoul deal with the moneylender who supplies him with money
at all times. Co-operative credit societies have therefore been opened among the
cultivators to supply the need. But co-operative societies supply loans for short-term
and on personal credit. This necessarily means that the present And existing
indebtedness will remam as it if, In my view, however, the importance of co-operative
credit societies for supplying short term capital cannot be gainsaid. They supply a badly
felt want and give the cultivator credit wh^re he has none. Agricultural operations
are facilitated and pr >fits made secure.

r

l hen the societies practically perform the same
function as the agricultuial banks and are very useful to agriculturists who have very
small pieces of land to mortgage. 1 therefore alvocate a great increase in the

co-operative credit societies for supplying short-term capital. Their importance, if

properly locked to, should not be lost sight of as elevators of the moral and material
tone of the people. As regards long-term loans, it is very difficult for the co-operative
credit societies to deai with them From time to time the proposal of starting land
banks has been mooted by several people of note. As far back as the year i.

v

84,
the Government of India tried to establish a land bank in the Bombay Presidency
as an experimental measure, but it could not be given a trial as the Secretary of State

thought the scheme to be an unsound and impracticable project. This question has
time an<i again been discussed and it has been suggested that rural indeb-edness
cannot be solved by the co-operative societies alone, because it is said they are

only palliatives and do not help in the removal of existing indebtedness. It is

therefore recommended that land mortgage banks should be started in a particular
area and loans should be advanced to the more solvent cultivators for repayment
of their present debt on the security of lands at comparatively easier rates

and on equitable condition 4*. Against this, it is urged that land security
is Hkely to become of doubtful value in view of the constant sub-division
of land on account of the operation ot the Hindu and Mahorrunedan laws of
inheritance. Agricultural banks, though they cannot wipe out indebtedness, will no
doubt remove a long-felt want for long-term Joans. Some suggest that this to a
certain extent can be met by granting taccavi loans for long-term and realising the
debts in small irstairrents spreading over a number of years. But taccavi loans art
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only granted for specified purposes. Revenue officers grant such loans in some cases
but their operations a i insignificant in comparison with the total demand. Hence
I am inclined to think that [and mortgage banks are the only means to solve this

problem,

(b) Taccavi loans are given for land improvements, purchase of bullocks and
seeds, and similar other agricultural purposes. The cultivatois however do not make
full use of the system as these loans do not suffice for the purpose for which they are
taken and consequently difficulty is found in repaying the instalment. Trien these
loans are given only for the purposes specified above find as they have to borrow
for other purposes also they prefer to have dealings with moneylenders also. Then
again some say that there is- a rigidity in collection and 'his is another cause which
ciisc< urat'es people from taking these loans My present experience is lhat this is

not the whole truth and uj several ca^eu considerable amuun's have been remitted I

however prop -se the following steps which should be adopted to induce the people
to make fuil use of the sy

f tern i

(1) Loans should be for longer terms than at present and instalments fixed should
toe smaller

;
care should be taken that Joans are employed for pro uctive purposes only,

IP the case of ->red, pig pr -of wire fencing and bullocks, etc > agrcultuiat associations
or co-operative societ ;es should be a^ked to supply the things, needed and the money
should be placed at their disposal Phis is being done to a certain extent, but^till much
remains to be done.

(2) Collection should not be made fro n other members for th^ default of a ceitain
member. This has been done at times r.nd generally operates harshly upon the solvent
members,

(1) In the case of money lor improvements, the carrying out of the improvement
should he insisted upon ;

for this, therefore, I trunk the amount should be advanced
early to enable the tenants lo make their improvements before the rains.

QESTION 6, AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS -
(a) (i) (i) The most potent rause of

borrowing is the exlrayigance indulged in on occasions of rejoicing and mourning,
Ihaveseen persons reduced to poverty after marriages in their fam-ly. Expenditure
on marriages, on the rtes for deceased relations and on annual teren.onies is rather
lavish and reckless.

$

These are expenditures which the customs of 'he country and
false notions of social position in the community encourage. The farmer sees
most of the villagers and his relatives in debt_and heroes not see any harm in

following their example.

He wants to earn a name amongst his biradnes and for the time being he does
succeed by lavish expenditure.

(2) Another cause of indebtedness is to be found in the increased facilities for
borrowing consequent on the enhancement t f ryots' credit due to a rise in the value of
the land and on the increase in the number of moneylenders. Talking of malik-
makbtizct plots, no restriction is imposed on the r*ots as to the mortgage or transfer of
Ihis land by sale or gift. One great evil result of ths is to give the rvcts lendy access
to the moneylender, and this coupled with the enhanced credit wh ch a ryot h^s on
account of the rendiiy realisable high money value of agricultural crops consequent
upon t^e extensions of communications and trade developments, light assessment and
enforced and continued peace under the British rule, has made credit excessively wide.
'Easy credit tempts him 10 borrow on every conceivable occasion. The ordinary
peasant

is so improvident that he is ready to promise an\ late of interest on a
loan which will satisfy his immediate wants. In the Central Provinces, I fim- the matik-
mfikbuea plot holders were for similar reasons heavily indebted while the absolute
occupancy and occupancy tenants were in proportion much less indebted owing to
^restrictions imposed by law upon their transfer.

(3) Another cause of borrowing is the litigious habits of the people. However
enibarassed a man may be, he always seems to find money for a law suit Most of the
(litigation is oi such a trifling nature that it could be easily settled if referred to the
village elders, but the horde cf touts, agents and half educated petition writers who
live on this never allow the matter to be settled amicably.

(4) Drought fluctuations in the season, death of plough bullocks due to some
epidemic also 'ead the peasint to incur debt, In this connection, I may mention that
diversity of occtipai ion is the only remedy which can meet with contingencies and at
the same time allow the ryots to save something in normal times*
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(5) In fndia, agriculture is in the hands of small holders who are untfedfty and
without capital; credit is therefore an inevitable condition of such a state of affairs.

The farmer needs seed for sowing ;
bul!ork for ploughing and labour for working

in the fields. Only a few of them have sufficient money to carry on these operations.

They are Consequently forced to borrow at times at a high rate of interest, But I

have found from experience thar the needs of eulthators for capital to catry oo their

operations are very small and these loans alone can never It ad them to poverty. The
major portion *>f their debts has been for unj lOductive purposes and to indulge ift

extravagance at the time of marriages ci other ceremonial occasions, Even the tacccwi

loans which have ostensibly been taken for productive purpose have never been spent
in full over these things*

(6) Increase in the price of all the factors of production and lower productivity
are due '0 btd systems of cultivation

(h) As a rulei agriculture in India i<* in the hands of small cultivators who are

improvident and without capital ,
credit is therefore essential for such a farmer

(1) This being so, from time immemorial morevlendihg has* become a business.

And everywhere there has sprung up a clf>s^ of moneylender. He is the principal
source of credit of agriculturists. He is i,ot altogethet as 'blood thirsty a cieature as

he is painted. As Sir Frederick Nicholson says,
<l r'e fills an absolute gap and is a

rural necessity ;
on the other hand, he is mobt undoubtedly ar expensive ana dangerous

necessity The ryot is always in need of money There is a marriage, a law-suit or

seed is i eeded at the time of sowing, oi the farmer reeds money to support himself

during the time his crops have fai e1
;
on these and other occasions his chief resource

is the village moneylender* The great drawback of ihe moneylendei is that he charges
a high rate of interest He looks mure to his pecuniary gains than to the interest of

his clients arid seldo r faili to take advantage of their indigence, Moneylending being
a time honoured business every village has got its own sowiar (moneylender) at times

or a gro up f villages has its sotvtar in some central village, Marwans, halms and

bamas are generally the moneylenders.
(2) The second source ot agricultural credit is tatcrt<oi

Government advance^ loans to cultivators for purchase of bullocks, seeds, improve-
ment and fodder, etc , aid these loans are commonly known as taccavi loans. The
liberal manner in which Government come* to the rescue ( f hundreds of thousands
of peasants

c tec ally in time of famine and scarcity i& a natter of comnron knowledge
and thankfulness.

These advances ?re albo given at o'hei t'me*, but in ordinary reason the grant
of taccavi has to be restricted Ihea'rount which a State can ad\ance foi such pui poses
at ordinary i ime-i is, after all limUed.

f

l he State has got its own fixed charges to

meet every year and it is beyond the power cf even the richest Gover ment to relieve

a)l the financial needs of the agriculturist Credit is a necessity of agricultural life

and can be supplied by the banks

(3) Tie third bouice of agricultural credit is the co-operative credit soc eties,

They are of recent origin and are very limited in number. They come to the help
)f those who are already srxnewhat thrifty, They are not open to the people who
ire sunk in debt and cannot afford to deposit anything in these banks. The number
of societies in this district is only 146, a^co \ tared with the number of villages which
s about i,600. Thus everv 11 village.* have got only one society. Ample scope
lies for the development of societies m this district and attempts are being made
^o extend the benefits of co-operation to a larger area of population.

iii) Most of the reasons lie in the habits and custo n of the people Some of them
ire enumerated below.

(i) Social ceremonies which absorb so much of the cultivator's income not Only
<>rce the cultivators to borrow money to celebrate them, but prevent them from repay-

ng debts which they may have contracted in .1 bad season.

'2^ An average farmer generally ircurs a debt on every po sible occasion with
;he result that when he dies he leaves alargedebt to his heirs, which they inherit

>long with the property. The neirs for some time pay off the interest or a part of

he principal, but one drought or deficient harvest compels them (o defer pay rr en t

with the result that the amount becomes s>o great that they find it very difficult to pay
t off and eventually they grow despondent and allow it to reach a figure when they
Ure forced to part with their land and become landless serfs.

(3) Sowcars and some rralguzars are generally very slack in collecting de.ts
roro so

1 vent clients and allow the sums to swell till a figuie is reached when they get
tight hold on the debtor.

(4) Interest Owing to its high rate absorbs much of the savings and repayment
herefore becomes difficult.
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(b) That the agriculturists are largely in debt go*f without contradiction.

Any improvement i the existing state or cultivation would mean a change in the

present methods of production, which postulates a certain amount of capital, But

agriculturists are largely
in debt, hence no quesfon of supplying capital can be thought

of which will completely remedy things, unless steps are taken to lighten the present
burden of debt

From time to time various measures have been suggested and attempted with

varying degrees of success., Taccam loans and organisation of co-operative credit

societies on the line of people's banks in Central Europe have been deviled and have
been in operation for some time past. Co-operative credit societies which came to be

regarded as the sovereign remedy cannot frankly stive the problem. They only supply
short term and personal credit and they cannot cope with the real evil of existing and

hong standing indebtedness unless the load of debt is removed from the neck of the

cultivators and they are enabled to carry on their operations freely and profitably.
Besides co-operative societies help those who are already thrifty to a degree. Those
who are heavily in debt are not admitted to membership and co frequently have no help
at all.

Special measures therefore become necessary for people who are rather heavily in

debt. One proposal which has very often found favour with the non-officials

is the establishment of Conciliation Boaids to deal with rural indebtedness

as was done in the Bhandara and Hoshangabad districts ot the Central Provinces some
twenty years back. Personally, I th nk such a proposal is not altogether unsound, It is

rightly urged that in the Conciliation Board the Marwari will probably scent a scheme
to undermine his position and consMetable resentment is likely to be evoked from that

quarter. Particularly in the Central Provinces where the malguxar is often the money-
lender, this scheme will prove succegstul and it is to the economic advantage of the

malguzar to have a prosperous and contented tenantry In my opinion, in selected

areas this should be given a trial It is said that big banKs do not help the

agriculturists, the village sowcar deals witn them and he charges a hi</h rate of interest,

A volume of public opinion therefoie favours application of the Usurious Loans Act
with a view to stop this high rate of interest being tev.ed. And the question of

affording relief to debtors in unconscionable bargains between debtoi sand moneylenders
has been the subject of discussion for several years, Therefore the Government of

India brought a bill beK re the old Im erial Legislative Council (now defunct) ir

September 1917 and it was passed and became Lw in 1918. The principle ot the Act
I*, to give the court authority to go befcin i a contract, to re-open the transaction, and to

reduce the interest 10 an equitable amount, I think strict enforcement of such a law

will surely have an ameliorative effect upon the condition of the debtor. The lender

is in a position to take unfair advantage of the borrower; it is therefore necessary
to protect the latler. The trade of monejlending is not likely to be much aftected as

the needs of the ryots are many and the lender will get many victims. I do not think

any useful purpose will be served by facilitating redemption of mortgages.
(c) There is no doubt that a consideiaole amount of borrowing is due to the

extension of credit consequent upon the rise in value of land. Under such circum-

stances* the unrestricted right of cultivators to transfer their holdings is an accentuating
cause of indebtedness. In my opinion) for the Central Piovinces maltk-maktusa plots,

some restriction is needed for the transfer of the land on the lines of the Punjab Laud
Alienation Act 01 the Bundelkhand Land Alienation Act. These, to a cert, in extent,
will check the speed with which the landed class is being ruined and stop the land

passing in the hands oi moneylenders. But merely to curtail the peasants' capacity to

borrow is not enough and may perhaps do more haim than good. Under the Punjab
Land Alienation Act, lam, cannot be alienated by the landed class to non-agriculturists,
with the result that a moneylending cjass has grown up amongst the Agriculturists
themselves and it is reported that they lend money at high rates of interest as they have
no competition from outsiders. But 1 think the rate ot interest can be much reduced

by the introduction of co-operative societtes and by the strict enforcement of the

Usurious Loans Act. Even suppose the land will pass into the hands i.f agriculturist

moneylenders, I think people who lose by this are mostly those cultivators who are

not living in comfort from the income of their land. They will go elsewhere to find

occupation in industries, etc But I think advantages to a certain and limited extent

are likely to f ccrue from these measures.

So far as 1 am aware no terminable mortgages are not common in this tract and
I do not therefore think any legislation is called for to prohibit them. But wherever
I hey are in practice, prohi bition will doubtless do good to the cultivator.

QUESTION 7, FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. (a) The excessive sub-division and

fragmentation of holdings that is going on in the country has rightly attracted th*
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notice of public men and Government alike. From time to time men of note have

suggested several neasures to remedy this state of affairs, but unfortunately no tangible
results have been attained so far. There are no two opinions that this sub-division ii

detrimental to the agricultural interests of the country. The question is how to reduce
the inefficiency in agricultural operations attendant upon such a state of affairs.

In my opinion > the real remedy lies only in using up-to-date and scientific methods on
consolid'ted and enlarged holdings. But as it is, even productivity on smalt holdings
Can be increased to a considerable extent by education and co-operation of the small
cultivators in intensive culture. Small and scattered plots are not peculiar to India

alone. It is reported that such a state of affairs prevailed in France, Belgium, Denmark
and japan, but in these countries the outturn (.f crops has much increased. In the
lattt r country it is said that the average holding is a little over a acres but there the

peasants are reported to w rk in their fields trom sunuse to sunset, giving practi*

cally each plant a liquid dose of manure and having consequently more outturn per
acre than the Indian peasant, Then the Japanese peasant, over and above this,

combines seiiculture with farming-, which is a great side industry and gives him a

good supplementary income. The Belgian farmer though he has also a small

holding is more fortunate as he puts the land undei verv intensive cultivation

and grows only those crops which will amply repay his labour and capital.
Science and co-operation have shown to the small holder there how to extract more

produce from his holding by employing proper amount of capital in it In India,

therefore, following the examples ot other countries, it is desirable that intensive
culture should replace the extensive culture now in practice, Thu cm be done

by individuals, but 1 think the co-operative movement can do it more easily.
Farmers wiM therefore have to be organised in co-operative societies for production
and disposal of their products. This will take a considerable time but it will lead to

great improvement in the existing state of things I think enquiries will also be neces-

sary from ume to time to find out what crop* can be grown with the utmost profit*
consistent with the r hgious sentiments of the people. Thus if the system of cultiva-

tion is changed, ihe cost of production is decreased and the use of improved implements
and pure seed is resorted to and the income is increased by having better outturns,

lastly, by eliminating the profits of the intetmedianes by means of co-operation, the

net profits from these h Idings are likely to be considerably increased.

() I have already noted above that the real remedy for the present agricultural
:lls which will bring about regeneration in the nat'onal economy of the country lies in

the use of the up-ta-da^e methods df agriculture on consolidated and large hold-ngs.
The method of increasing productivity by the irtensive culture of small holdings is

likely to be slow, and even then the result obtained fiom it will be only limited in extent.

Consolidation rf holdings is therefore a problem of the utmost magnitude The chief

obstacles to such consolidation of holdings after it has been sub-divided into many
parts are

(i) According to the Hindu law of inheritance, every male member of the family
is entitled to a share in the family property from the tune of his birth and can demand

partition at any time and there is the universal custom that ihe sons inherit equal
shares. The result is that peop'e have got a strong attachment to their ancestral

holdings and are not willing to part With it.

(3) Increase in population also makes it difficult to allow the holdings to become
compact. Toe villagers generally depend upon agriculture for their subsistence. They
do not therefore part with their land. They want to keep the land for themselves
whether it brings them profit or not.

( ,) The laws of land tenure allow the lands to be sub-divided and sold in satis-

faction of denf.

(4) Fatalistic acceptance by the cultivator of his present limited means of

subsistence and low standard of living.

Having considered the above obstacles, 1 now pass on to discuss ways of over-

coming them Disintegrating forces set in motion cannot easily be checked unless the

people are assured of immense profits from the anangement leading to consolidation of

holdings In Bombay, Mr. Keatinge proposed a Bill to be enacted permitting the

holding to be consolidated and preventing its further sub-division, but unfortunately the
Bill did not become a law. In the United Provinces, also Professor Jevons proposed a
scheme to effect a solution but it did not achieve any practical result. Recently,
in the Punjab, a successful attempt has been n ade to solve this problem through the

agency of co-operative societies. In every village, a society is organised under the

influential and disinterested guidance of a Government officer specially detailed for this

purpose; certain bye-laws are made for such a society. Each landowner is persuaded
to agiee to the desirability of consolidation and to agree to the tepartition ot land

proposed by two-thirds of the members and to refer the disputed matter to apanchayat
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In tha Central Provinces, certu n tenincy rights are likely to mcraa.se the difficulties.

Thin the villagers, especially in this district, want different kinds of hnds as inmranctt

against crop failure to keep themselves busy nil the year round. So the scheme Js not

likely to be successful.

(c) The principle guiding the members should be to avoid compulsion as much as

possible, but once the majority has agreed it would seem expedient that legal powers
should be taken to compel the minorities to agree and to deal with minors 1

widows,
etc. Without this power, the scheme will leid to litigation. Further a law should be
made which will legally empower the arbitrators to make an award under Government
supervision final, and thus keep disputes out of court.

QUESTION ii CROPS (<?) (lii) The present method of distribution of seeds is

not satisfactory. An average cultivator is generally in debt and as soon as the crops
are ready he sells a part of them to pay a pirt cf the debt

, the rest he uses for home
consumption and other incidental expenses. The result is that he his nothing left at
the time of sowing and he is forced to bonow seed from the malguzar or some grain
lender at sawai (ij times) or derhi (ij times) according to his status ind dealings with
the lenders. These lenders generally lend inferior seed to the cultivator and as he has
none he has to content himself with whatever he gets. Co-operative Seed Unions should,
therefore, be opened in large numbers to supply pure and good seed to the cultivator

at a reasonable rate of interest.

(iv) It is a common knowledge that, among the w ild animals, pig is a great
nuisance to the agriculturists. The extent of the damage done by them to the crops
is considerable. Various measures have been tried without any appreciable result In

my opinion, the real remedy lies not only in destroying them, but also in preventing
them from entering the fields. The Agricultural Department has been trying to populaiise

pig-proof wire fencing, but owing to its cost it Ins not made sufficient progress. But
I think in the long run it is quite cheap ard should be popularised* For destruction,

shooting clubs have not proved very successful foi want of active interest by the members.
Lincenses for crop protection have been issued on a very liberal scale, yet the number
of pigs killed has remained insignificant. Therefore the real remedy for destruction

lies with cultivators themselves. Unless the. indifference so far evnced by the culti-

vator is displaced by active propaganda to lessen the nocturnal vibitationt. of these

mischievous and troublesome pests, no progress is possible.

QUESTION 17 AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES. (n) The average holding in Berar
as ascertained by me, varied from i$ to 35 acres according to the ptessure of popula-
tion and quality of land In the Central Provinces also it is somewhere between 15
and $Q acres. The number of days which an average cultivator holding, say, 20 acres

spends on his rabi (wheat, etc. ) crops is some where near 240 days as shown below.

Month. Wo,k.

June ... 28 ... (i) Ploughing of the field, 15 days.
(a) Fencing of boat irith horns, zo da>s.

Taking grain to the market, 3 days.

July ... 20 .... (i) Ploughing 15 'lays.

(a) Sowing of kkarif crops (jttar, etc.),
S days.

August and September .. 30 ... (i) Occasional ploughing, when thoie is no
ram, 10 days.

(2) Weeding, etc., 10 da^s.

(3) Collection of grass 10, days.
October ... 25 ... (i) Preparation of the field for rabi sowing.

S5 days.
(2) Harvesting of khatif crops' 5 days.
(3) Collectom of grass, 5 days.

November . 25 .. (i) Sowing of rabi crop, 15 days.
(2) Threshing of khatif crop 5 days.
(3) Collection of grass, <J days.

December, January and February 40 ... (i) Collection of gr^ss, 15 days.
(2) Bringing of fuel, 15 days.

(3; Miscellaneous, 10 days
March, April and May 73 ... (i) Harvesting, 15 days."

(fl) Trreshing, winnowing and carrying
of crops, 42 days,

(3) Miscellaneous 1 5 days.

Total <n 240
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During other days the cultivators spend their time in comparative Idleness If

there are marriage OF other cereironies at the house of their relat ves they will attend

them* Duri g the winier they als-> spend a part of their tin.e *n lepairmg their houses.

For the rest of their time they either smoke away the day or f-equent markets or go
on pilgrimages. Trey cannot leave their homes to go elsewhere to find occupation
as the*e cays are spread at intervals over the whole ye<*r. It i* therefore, necessary
that there should be subsidiary industries at home, to occupy their spare time.

{^) Subsidiary industries such as rattle-breeding, dairy farming, sale and Ranting
of fuel wood, cons'rvar<cy and sale of manure, ^hould be encouraged by organ'sing

people to work on co-operative lines. For the families embroidery and hand works
can be encouraged by providing a imrket for them at a good price.

Poultry rearing. The prratest factor militating a^a'nst its spread is the religious
sentiment f f Hindu* who will not do this even it they starve. Mahommedans and
Christians are likely to take to it provided they are assured of a good market for their

products.

Fruit growing'- It is really a paying concern, but it icquires certain amouht of

capital to he invented in sinkii g wells and makn g other improvements for rearing
frurSt Even if the necessary amount of capital and skill were forthcoming, the

difficulty of marketing the prcduce is great Veg^taMe produce and fruits do not

fetch a good price in the villages and as the means ot con.munications are nnt suffici-

ently jjood, the question of taking the produc* to towns becomes a costly proposition
and the retu r ns cbtained are not ccmmensunit* with the *>xtra expenditure and trouble

invrlved. The third reason is
T hat ceitam people d * not like to grow vegetables and

fruts as they think it beneath their dignity to do so and the work is therefore generally
dene by the Kacki castes.

Lac culture*" For some time past there was a belief that it was inhuman to propa-
gate and collect lac and raturally the h'gher cK-ss people did net take to it a^'d left

th trade in the hands of castes railed Patroa and Pichra, hut with education this

belief has died cut and pet-pie, even t^e bonms, in many pi ices are eager to do this

and it it is collected in sufficient amount, shellac can be prepared loca ly.

Rope making und basket makii ^ -These two industries are not likely to be
received with favour by th people. A 1 igher caste Hindu has an idea of false pride
ir* not taking up things which people of low caste have bten following. Thus, the
caste sy&tem and the custom of centuries make bm consider all sorts of manual labour
and industries other than his own beneath his dignity.

(of) The chief factors necessary for the success of the kind of industries

catalogued in this class are

(1) Necessary capital.

(2) Trained men to act as managers or supervisors.
(3/ Satisfactory mat keting of the produce will necessitate greater and cheaper

facilities for transport than exist at present. The products produced must be cheaper
than similar articles impc rted from foreign countries.

(4) Labour*

(*) Expert guidance*
I think mo-t of the industries can be easily established if proper guidance is given;

labour is quite sufficient in the v llages and can be usefully employed on these works.
There are several peop e who will he willing to invest capital al&o if they are assured
of sufficient profit. The question is whether the State should aid such industries and
whether any benefic *1 and permanent results would be obtained by such aid. I think
State aid will be of no ute unless the people tremseJves work hard and bring the
aoove factors to ether in proper propoition. I am not very hopeful of any tangible
results from State aid ; if it is to be given it should take the following form, and
should not be such as to st mulate industries artificially

^
(i) Improved implements should be made available at a reasonable price by

reducing railway freight on them,

{2} Loans can be given to bona fide societies formed for carrying on such
industries on an equitable rate of interest.

(3) Produc s may be protected for some time,

(4) Guidance and ad vice bhould be given by the staff of the Industiies Depart-
ment suggesting the ay& leading to the success of the industries.

(6} Industrial concerns bhouia not be allowed to move to rural areas as they
will change the ruial economy and wake agricultural living very costly.

(/) It is necessary to have an intensive study of every village industry with
a view to find out possible means of improvement in its working and cost,
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(g) Villagers may be made to realise that ir sanitary conditions bring in their
train u sease which they at pieer>t attribute to Grd. For this, societies ehouM fprirg
up in every village ard the n embers thereof slit u d try to f-ertudde the vil sgerb to kep
their surroundings neat find clean.

QUESTION 20 MARKETING. (^) and () I am dealing here mainly with the

produce in the Central Provinces where mark*t facilities are very defective, I have
not much comment to make on the Berar cotton markets as, there-, the buyers and
sellers are brought together and the latter are able to sell their produce to whom
they like *t a competitive price. But in practice the cultivator uffeis n uch owing
to certain malpractices, eg. t taking cf cotton in the shnpe of samples from the
seller and manipulation of the balances in fivour of purchasers by the we<ghmen.
These and other similar abuses do not permit the cultha'or 10 ^ecurefull valte tor

his froduce. In Akola, under the guidince of certain influential pe pie, an adat

shop has been opened, It works on the piinciple of co-operation a> d helps the
memt>er thereof *o sell their produce through the s ci ty. There H room for

considerable improvertent in this direction at other centres al*o. New cotton
market ruhs are also expected to give gieater relief to the cultiv, tor.

Coming back to the Central Provinces for troops the system of market ng
isasbeloA. Every farmer or tuler of the soil, even in srra'l holdings has a surplus
of some kind that i to be turned into cash. He cannot supply all his rtqui er entf
from the produce of his land. He has, a* tme^, to dispose of separate articles a*id

has to find many buyers. He is therefore a loser. IVluch impiovement can be
affected by the introduction of cooperative societie- for collecting small surpluses
into *-ne and Celling them at a pood rate Now, coming to the btg^ei farmer, if

he is in debt a part ot the produce is * enerally taken possession of, by the monev-
lender who generally pays a tower pr ce Suppose that a man is not in debt, then
in that ci*e a grnn dealer (merchant) or his servant comes and settles, With the
individual f rmer, n rate which is generally be ow the rate prevailing in the grain
maiket town, which is generally at some railway place. But he seller's cart is

generally hired and he is paid a rupee or so as hire and thus to son e extet t he
makes up the loss in rate and j.ets an opportunity to make purchases for which he
would have, in ary case, been required to go to the market These oealers pay a part
of the price and j.ay the balance after disposing of the produce. On reaching toe
market place, the prot uce is ta*en to the advt shop, where the adtiya purchases
the produce tor himself or for some B mbay firm and charges commisbion from the
seller of tne produce and aNo f rom the Bombay firm, The adUya pay^ tor the

produce purchased by him in the evening of the day on which the transaction has been

affected. A part of the produce is al^o brought by the cultivator h rmelf to the
market in his cart and he ha- also to pay commission and other illegal charges, e.t. ,

dkarmnda> poshala funds, clemin^ of the \ard and watering charges etc. Con iderable

trouble is thus experienced by the teller on account of these levies and conseqi ently
he is unab e to secun the full price f.r rns produce My idea is that in t\ is vay the

intermediaries tane about 5 to 10 ( er cent of the produce. Adnt shops worked on

co-operative lines are therefore rerotumenred and the levies n ade in the market
should be made i Mega . A gran market con rntttee consisting of buyers and sellers

should be instituted >t each marketplace to look into ihe questii n of weighing and

stopping the levy of illegal dues.

(c) Steps should oe taken o classify the goods brought into the market according
to their quality and purity. Talking <f cotton, there siouid he iates distinguishing
between short and long staple varieties. Thepieser-t system is defective. It gives
rates according to m rket prices and this lea<

J

s to great adulteration. Similarly for

wheat an i other produce, distinguishing rates are necessary.

(d) It would be to the distinct advantage of the cu'tivator if h< bad correct
inf rmati on about the market conditions and rates. These rates and other nws can
be published in the market places.

QUESTION 22 CO-OPEKATION -(a) (i) As an alternative to the opening of lattd

banks ided ty the State, the Government has initiated and encouraged a -ys em of

co-operative credit among cultivators on the lines of the People's Banks in Central

tttirope, y opening societie- lor the purpose in Various villages and by arranging f.r

the inspection and audit of then accounts by an official taff. S<> far the State has not
taken any financial re-ponsibilines *n the matter. After the initial *tage, as the move-
ment piogressed, Government bfgan to reiax it control, leavinp more and more

responsible work in thehand^ of non-officials. The result was that the societies went
on multiplying with< ut sufficient and efficient prevision for supervision and inspection
and uninspired by the true co-operative spirit. The movement was therefore for
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Some time threatened with disaster and the Government has now been exercising more
control. This accounts for the fact that the movement has not, even up to now,
touched the fringe of the problem of rural credit and indebtedness. There is no doubt
that it is more useful to have slow and steady progress rather than allow unco-operative
and weak societies to come into existence, But I am inclined to think that the speed
at which the movement is going is rather blow and cautious and there is much more

scope for extending the operation of the movement. I think, for rapid progress,
Government officers* of mflutnce in sufficient numbers are necessary to enable them to

know the local conditions thoroughly, Such an oiganused class of workers should

precede lather than follow the society. An enthusiastic co-operator of note has truly
:>aid

" To atten>pt to pass on to honorary organisers the development of rural

credit is nonsense and fraught with danger ". Even at thib stage, the supervision of
the Central Bank staff has not proved satisfactory, while the Government agency has

always proved success owm<> to the pic
c ti_e winch an officer has, superior education,

efficiency, >nctependence and disinterestedness, Steps, therefore, needed at this

stage are

(i) A staff of a quality Mid strength which would ensure rapid progress.

(a) Increase in the powei of the Government Auditor, as legards the fixing of the

credit limit oi the societies,

(j) Stopping the Central Bank from supervising the work of societies,

(4) Incr asmg the usefulness of the institutes recently opened for propaganda
work, by deputing more offic ers for this work.

(a) (n) Up to now, with notable exceptions, non-officials have not taken as keen and
active a part as the movement deserves. In some cases only passive acquiescence
uab seen

;
what is required 1$ acti\e work. Unfortunatelyj in many cases, busy bodies

have come forward to work as office-beareis only to boss over the show. In the

circumstances, non-official agency can help thus

(1) By enlisting themselves as volunteers for infusing among members the desire

to help and improve themselves by combined effort.

(2) To tarry out the work of spreading the organisation initiated by the Govern-
ment.

(3) Discouraging unproductive expenditure,

(4) To check the tendency to run the banks* or societies as profit-seeking con-

cerns.

(b) (i) The chief form of co-operation 'n the Central Provinces is the co-operative
credit society, Its aim is ta supply credit at a cheap rate and also to teach the

cultivators the value of thtift and Self-help. In the Central Provinces, the chief

source of capital of pumary societies is iuans from the Cental Bank. Therefore the

total borrowing power nt a society is hxed by the Central Bank, This has not

worked well, as in most caves it h< 4s not been properly fixed, I think the Government
Auditor ia the best per on, and check limit and credit limit should not be very different

from each other. Loans ^houid be used for productive purposes ,
this has not been

done in the past owing to Want of proper supervision from the Bank staff

(n) This is rather an advanced form of co-operation and has not taken firm

root in this Piovmce. But il started and properly worked it has a great future as

much ol the profit of the middleman will be saved and Ihe consumer will be a gainer
from it,

(Hi) Such societies have not yet sprung up. There is one such society at Akola
for the sale of cotton. The necessity for the ftnmation of societies for sale has
been discussed by me tindei Question 20 -Marketing (a) and ()

(v) There are no such societies and they are badly needed in this Province, I have
about them under Question yFragmentation of Holdings (b}

(vi) One such society, though not co-operative, exists at Murtizapur. The

advantages to be derived fiom such societies are many as the cultivator can, without

much luvestmentj have the use of the best machinery and increase the produce of

his land.

(via) It is common knowK dge that the breeding of cattle in the villages is on very
unscientific lines and in consequence agncultural live stock has degenerated.
Societies should, therefore, be formed on the following lines :

,i) Cultivator* may be induced to have good cows.

(2) Persons having such cows maybe formed into societies and their cows

should be coveied by the society bull.
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(3) These cows and their progeny should be kept separate and not allowed to

mix with the village herd.

(ix) Under this head I propose that sodet es should be formed for better living.
Their aim should be to increase the standard of hvitig of the members by general
education, improved sanitation and housing, ttc. This will lead to thrift and other
useful results. Societies should be given power to fine their members in case of

default.

(c) I think legislation will be expedient to compel the minority (say one-tenth)
to join in any scheme named in this class for the common benefit.

(J) Many of the societies I have personal knowledge of aie ciedit societies and

they have not in the mam attained the object in view, mz.
t
the principle of self-help

and thrift,

QUESTION 24 ATTRACTING CAPITAL. (a) In Irdia, the educated class generally

goes to urban areas in search of a profession and has a distaste for agriculture. The
reason foi this exodus lies in the fact of agriculture being looked upon as undignified.
Unless agriculture is exalted there is no room for the best brains to take it up.
Besides the drift of literate people to the towns, other people having money take very
slowly to agriculture, because the returns obtained from agriculture with the existing
methods are generally much lower than are obtained from trade and money-lending.
This class of people even if they purchase land rarely work as farmers, which inten-

sifies the evil it is sought to remedy. The present tendency to sub-division of holdings
also discourages men of capital and enUrpuse fro<n taking to agriculture, as men of

enterprise and capital will naturally like to work their frirms scientifically with improved
implements and pure seed if they are to reap the full benefits from the soil. In tbe

circumstances the following steps are essential :

(1) There should be more education in the elements of agriculture among the

agricultunst classes. The education given should be of such a type as not to creite

a distaste for agriculture in the mind of a boy. The boys should be made to feel that,
as a profession, agriculture has unlimitid scope for improvement and is likely to ;yield

great returns to human efforts if scientifically and properly applied.

(2) Attempts should be made to stimulate thinking on rural problems by the

Study of different phases of village life, and for this facilities should be provided.

(3) 1 he tendency to sub-division of holdings should be stopped. Steps to

enlarge arid aggregate holdings which permit the employment of bcientific and-up-to
date methods of agriculture will go a long way to attract men of enterprise to the land.

(b) I believe the landowner is anxious to improve his position and to adopt any
means within his reach whereby his position can be impioved But ambition is soon
crushed out of him because of the local and social conditions over which he has no
control. Then there are family obligations , these make it impossible for him to

improve his land. Thus my impression is that land improvements do not take place
mainly for want of capital. Those who have got capital v\ant to engtge in money-
lending uhich on theaverage brings aboutg per cent return to their capital, while the

improvement of land appears to give him uncertain and fluctuating returns. There
are some who content themselves by subletting their holdings and live ujon their

rents. Another belief which is> current among a certain class of people i* that improve-
ments are taxed by the Government in the shape of enhanced assessment at the time
of settlement. This argument has no force as improvements are already exempted
from assessment and only illustrates the tendency of the people to blairie the Govern-
ment for^any thing and everything

QUESTION 25 WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION.^) In my opinion, ranch

depends upon the health of the cultivators and this problem has not been properly
attended to. Cholera and malarial fe> er and other diseases prevail at certain periods
of the year and cause considerable loss to the people. They also lessen the efficiency
Hf the worker. These aie doubtless fostered, if not caused, by want of cleanliness

on the part of the people. Much has been done to combat these but a vast field lies

untilled in this direction. With the people, who, in spite of their daily numerous
ablutions, are ignorant of the laws of hygiene, success means more time and patient
work among them. I think an increase in the number of sanitation panchayats,
village panchayats, travelling dispensaries and the spread of general education will

remove some of the evils resulting from the present state of things.

(b) With the advent of the Reforms* and other world wide causes, a new wave
of industrialisation has entered India. The institution of machinery f which in the

trme to come may 1tad to the industrial regeneration of -ndia, is making headway.
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Some people think that industries will alone make the country prospeious, but fa ttty

opinion this mil not be so and the land should be r< stored to its proper position M the

chief source of new wealth in the country a-d alrrot the only source ol producing
iaw material for the industnes. When over 70 per cent of the people in India yam
their livelihood directly from the soil* the pn-sperity of this country seems destined

to rely more upon agriculture than upon industries. Hence the improvement ot the

agncultuiist's livelihood conbtitires the readiest way of improving the material

progress of the country. 1 he qur ttion of regeneratii g the economic life of a
cultivator is therefore problem of the first rragmtude Under these circumstances,
a c o^e study of some of the phases of rural economic life is essential. It is impossible
to acquire a keen and permanent interest in the problem unless one is cognisant of

its nature and significance. This accounts for the fct that the social and economic
interests of the ln<i.an farmers have not as a rule received ptoper consideration at the
han J

s of Indian politicians. As, to k&ow the disea-e accutately is half the cure, so>

it is very nec^s^ary to find out what mis the cultivator, hence the necessity of an

agency for carrying oui the proposed survey.

Having considered the necessity of an enquiry it is necessary to find out what
agency and method are requisite to c*rry out the object in view. In my opinion,
Government agency ib the only reliable and proper agency to carry out this work.
If definite lines of enquiry are laid down, the exiting district staff with a little

extra trouble will be able to conduct the survey. The pitfalls in the way of the

enquirer aie many and figures collected become of doubtful value units* they are
cot.stmtly chirked by oWnancn The Government officers besides knowing the
area unner enquiry have the advantage of supplementing facts by constant observation
and comparing the same with tacts collected ma simi ar way unuer similar conditions*

SCOPE OF PROPOSED ENQUIRY.- In selected Villages the enquiry should be of a

searching character with a view to elicit conect information as to tne ize pf holding
of each lyot, the extent to which he is indebted, the amount spent by him on food
and clothing, on tn-cial ceremonies which absorb so much of the income of the

cultivator, etc Estimates of the cost of i reduction with the amount of produce
received and the f'0bsibi,uie of decreasing the cost of production and increasing the
outturns from his fielus also should be studied

METHOD. In my opinion, One tahsil should be the uoit of enquiry. A single

village can hardly typify the conditions of a Piovmce. It is, therefore, necessary
that the study should be spread over a number ot villages in d-fferent tract**. The
results obtained by such study are likely to be of broader application. This will also
enable us o invest gate the conditions under which agriculture suffers from deteriora-

ting influences It will then be possib e to locate the cause and finally to devise
means to remedy it. This enquiry should spread over a long time.

Oral Evidence.

32674. The Chafamani Rai Sahib Duarkanath Singh, you are a talukdar in the

district of Seoni in the Central Province sP Yes.

12675. We have your note of evidence
, yiould you like to make any statement in

amplification of that no^eP 1 have aheady written wh,.t I have to Sty.

53676. And, if 1 may say so, you have made your vies very plain. What is your
own connection with agriculture P~t am an agriculturist j I have got 96 villages in

Seoni district.

32677. How many acres P Each village is 1,000 to 2,000 acrei.

53678. You do not know the exact area ? No.

32679. Is that held by you on the malguzar right ? Yes.

32680. Have you got any cultivation in your own hands? Yet, over 50

villages.

32681. You are cultivating them yourself ? Yes.

3268-1. By hired labour P Yes, I have engaged servants.

32683. Do you p*y the wtge* of your labourers in cash or in kind P-^Sometimes

they are paid in kind and sometimes in money too.

32684. Have you any irrigated land? -Yes, some} generally there is a little tank

of my own in the home-farm ; from the tank we generally irrigate the hharif paddy crop,
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32685. Have you any wells P~* Sinking wells is not popular in my district.

32686 The irrigation is entirely tank irrigation ?*-Yes
;
when we have fruit

gardens we irrigate with a well.

32687. What is your principal crop P~ Wheat and rice.

32688. In regard to horticulture, are you growing oranges P No, mangoes and
guavas.

32689. Do you grow any vegetables P I grow them for home consumption.

32690. Have yu anything to tell the Cotrrnission as to the feeding of ycur
working bullocks ? DO you fallow the sal practice P Yes, we have got some forest
and we collect grass; and there is local fodder, namely, w l.eat bkusa.

32691* Do you grow any fodder? We have big fields of fodder and we cut it

annually ;
it is collected for our own bullocks.

32692. What sort of fodder P -Just grass.

32693. Have you tried any of trese new grasses that have been imported P No,

32694. Do you make any silage P No.

32695. What manure do you use?--Cowdung.

32696. For the wheat land P No, we do not give manure to tr>e wheat land
there is not enough for use in the paddy land.

32697. Do you use artificial fertilisers in your wheat land ? I have not tried

them.

32698. For how many years in succession do )ou grow wheat on the same piece
of land P We grow wheat and gram alternately, generally.

32699. Do you think there is rrucb manunal substance in the water that comes out
of thr tanks P Ith<sbeen suggested b\ one witness that his land maintained it*

fertility owing to thei'irt that the water wit-, which he undated his land swept through
the village areas and picked up a cons.deiable amount if pla<<t food in so d >mg ? How
can that be so P The silt depo->itb in the ank. The fi< las near the basti are mote
fertile than any others, but I do not know that the tank water will help in that way.

32700. I suppose you have to clean your tanks out from time to time ? *Yes,
we dig up the silt from the tank beds and spread it m the bandhies*

32701. Would you give us an indication of the outturn of your land p Wheit

usually gives 4 to 5 times, ana rice 10 to 20 times.

32702. How long have you know n the land ? - Four or five years.

32703. Have you the history of the cropping of the land for any length of

time P Do you know what went on before you went there ? Yes 1 used to go there

witn my parents.

32704. It is a family estate, is it P Yes, for two hundred years we have been

settled there.

32705. Has there been any diminution of the fertility of the soil? It is going
down.

33706. Yoa think the fertility /> the land is decreasing P Yes,

32707. What proof h;tve~you in support of that statement Geneially the fiel !s are

washed away when there is no particular arrangement for bunds> and if the manage-
ment is a little careless.

31708. That is soil erosion P Yes.

33709. But what about the fertility of the soil that is in position ? We like to

take crops off the land, but generally we do not give manure.

33710. Prof Gangulee ; Is the yield from the land decreasing P That depends

on the season j
this year we did not get any rain and the crops naturally decreased.
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The Chairman i Are you confident in your own mind that this father

modest form of farming is the most paying; do you
not think higher farming, as we

would cai lit, th'it is farming on a system according to which you would ptit more

money into your land in the shape of manure, might pay you P Yet ii we put a bund

r
ound it pay

1

?
j
if we invent more money it pays,

32712. Do you not think you might Infest some money in artificial fertilisers

if you cannot obtain cowdang ? The expense would be too great.

3371^. Have you ever worked it cut P I have not worked it out, but I do not

think it would pay, because we have to borrow money. I am speaking of the ordinary
cultivator,

32714. lam thinking cf your own case I am trying to discover how it has

come about that you have not experimented in the use of fertilisers for wheat

growing ? We have not tried them.

32715. It is not for me to make suggestions as to how you should manage your
farm, but do >ou not think you might venture ar experiment over 10 acres. It would
not involve much nskP That we are doing with the help of the Agricultural
Department.

32716. Why do you want the help of the Agricultural Department? You have

only to buy a bag of artificial manure and put it on the land ? We have tried growing
hemp on the land, the Agricultural Department advised us to do that

f
but that was

not satisfactory,

32717. Do you mean green manuring? Yes.

32718. On page 498, you speak of taccam loans, and I judge from a late* statement
in your note that on the whole you are satisfied that tactavi loans are well adminis-

tered ? Yes, but it is difficult to collect the loans.

32719. Have yon come across a case where an application for taicavi loan was
made and was refused, when you yourself from knowledge of the case thought the

application was a reasonable one ? No reasonable application has been rejected so

far, but where cultivators have bad habits, are not really solvent and do not utiliSfe

the money propeily, ard the Tahsildar knows they are not good men, it is refused.

32720. You do not think applications for taccavi loans are refused without good

grounds ? No.

32721. You suggest the starting of land mortgage binkb. Is not it the case that

a great many cultivators in this Province have got nothing to mortgage P Yes, and

that is why they do not get any money from outside, Those who have absolute

ccupancy can mortgage, but ordinary occupancy tenants cannot mortgage.

32702, What proportion of your own villagers are holding on simple occupancy
right P -All of them

32723, So that none of your tenants can borrow ? No.

32734 Do you lend money yourself ? No, I do not do moneylending, but when
the rent gets into arrears they have to enter into an agreement to pay instalments,

32725. Do you provide any seed ? Yes,

32726 How do you finance that P On credit.

38727. What return do you get ? One-quarter of the crop,

J2728. On page 498, you point out that the moneylendet is not altogether as blood
thirsty a creature as he is painted. Do you see any hope of eliminating the money-
lender from the agricultural nybtem of India for some years to come? I think theie
must be someone, either the private moneylender, or the bank, or the makajan or
whoever it may be,

32729. You say :

" The great drawback of the moneylender is that he charges
high rate of interest

"
? Yes

,
thit depends on the solvency of the man.

32730. Do you mean that he insures against possible insolvency by charging a

higher rate of interest ? -The moneylender tries to get as much as he can in the ahap$
of interest.

32731. It depends on the solvency of the borrower ? Yes,
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The man with a poor credit has to pay a higher rate of interest P

Yes.

33733. Prof* Gangulee : What is the private rate of interest in your neighbour-
hood? Jt is about 24 percent.

33734.
The Chairman : On page 490 what exactly would be the function of the

Conciliation Board, the setting up of which you suggest P -They can give some
facilities.

32735 Would you give the Boards statutory powers? I think we must, other-
wise they cannot work

33736. Would one of their functions be to cancel interest P Yes*

32737- Do you think there is a danger that operations of that sort may limit the
credit of the cultivators ? 'It will naturally follow

,
but at the same time their statue

will be better
, they will be given a good start,

32738. It is a question of degree P Yes.

32739. You must be careful not to overdo it P Yes.

32740. You are definitely oi opinion, I see. that the putting into operation of the
Usurious Loans Act would be advantageous P Yes.

32741. You point out en page 499 that c< a considerable amount of borrowing is

due to the extension of credit consequent upon the rise in value of land ". That looks

as though the amount which the cultivator borrows is the amount which anybody is

piepared to lend him ? Yes.

32742. It is rather measured by his credit than by his needs
;

he borrows ai much
as he can gt ? Ye %

32743. Does that suggest to you that there might be soms danger in affording
unlimited cheap credit P Yes, he may misuse it *

32744. Then you give us an interesting note of your ideas in the matter of

consolidation of fragmented holdings. Have you experience of this in your own

villages P We have not got this scheme there. But I was talking about this in tfce

Provincial Beard of Agriculture with regard to Chhattisgirh.

32745 Would you turn to your answer to our Question 20 on page 503 of your

note P 1 see that you think that the amount of cotton taken as a sample amounts

to some deprivation to the cultivator
*

owing to certain maloractices, eg, taking of

cotton in the shape of sample'. Do you think that enough cotton is taken for this

practice to be a serious disadvantage to the cultivator P 1 hey take as much as they

like and so many people take it,

32746. You mean they take hige handfulsP- Yes

32747, It is the actual amount taken that you complain of; is that right P

Yes.

33748. Are vou familiar with the society at Akola P No,

32749. Do you sell your cotton through the ordinary market? I do not deal

in cotton
j

I deal in wneat and rice.

32750 Taking rice, d > jou go to the ordinary market or sell to the merchant P

I go to the market

32751, Wheat P I sell to the banias.

32752. Straight to the banias P Yes.

-J27<;3. On page 503 half way down you say
4 the produce is taken at the adat

shop, where the adtya purchases thei produce for himself', Now the adfya is really

a small broker or commission agent, is he not ? Yes,

32754. Is it not highly improper that one who acts as a commission agent should

also buy as a merchant P-There were some rules to prevent this.

32755. What effect had these rules P-There were Cotton Committees lait year j

I do not know exactly what happened.
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When I ask you to sell my cotton on commission 1 assume that you are

going to get me the highest prices in order that you may get the biggest commission
j

but if you are going in fact to buy as a merchant you are trying to get my cotton as

cheap as possible ? Yes.

32757. Then I understand from your answer on page 503 that there is no sufficient

grading of cotton and that as a result value is not obtained for quality ; is that* so?
You say,

'

Steps should be taken to classify the goods brought in the market according
to their quality and purity

'
? We cannot do it because any amount of stuff comes in

and is mixed up together.

35758. Can you get the full value of your quality if vou have got all your goods
mixed up P If it is pure we get a good

32759 You are talking about rural welfare at the end of your note, page 506. You
say,

'

It is impossible to acquire a keen and permanent interest in the problem unless
one is cognisant of its nature and significance. This accounts for the fact that social

and economic interest of the Indian farmers have not as a rnle received proper consi-

deration at the hands of Indian politicians '. All farmers in all countries will tell you
that no politicians are of any good to them. Butapait from that, what I wanted
to ask you was this Do you feel that more might he done to attempt to interest and
inform what is called the intelligentsia in the business and life of the countryside ?

There is a great scope for that.

32760 Have you ever considered the possibility of instituting a degree of rural

economics, which degree might be a qualifi cation for public otbces in services other
than those connected with the Agricultural Department ? 1 think there should be some
such thing,

32761 Meanwhile the town-bied Indian, howepei able or active he may be, is as
a rule very ignorant of the life of the country side, is he f Yes Even the people

wl(| say they represent the rural interests in the Council do not know anything about
the rural conditions

,
but simply on account of their influence they enter the Council

and I do not know what they do in the Council for the improvement of the rural areas.

32762. Prof. Gangulee : Are you in touch with the co-3$>erative movement
in any way <J Yes

;
I am a Director of a Cc-operative Bank.

32763. Do you k'jow of any primary society working in your neighbourhood ?

Yes,

32764. Can you tell us how that particular society that }ou know of is working ?

It is working well
,

it pays the instalments in time

32765' Has that particular si ciety st'amed the object that you mention on

page 505, namely, the principle ol self-help and thrift P -It has mt attained it to the full

extent, but it is on its way to attainment.

32766, You visit these societies occas onally yourselt P Yes,

32767, On p)ge 500, you make a reference to certain crops that can be grown
with the utmost profit consistent with the religious sentiments of the people ? What
are the crops that you have in mind P Sann hemp and lakhoi%> a kind of pulse.

32768. Do the people stil) have prejudice against these ciopf? No, uhen i*

brings in money all the prejudice is gone. Sann hemp was supposed to be grown only

by the low caste people and now Brahmins are growing it,

32769. Do you think that religious sentiment is certainly not a handicap? It is

disappearing. A certain well-known Rao Bahadur who is a Brahmin actually got a

prize for &ann hemp in the last exhibition^ and that shows that the prejudice is

disappearing.

32770 With regard to the consolidation of holdings, could you tell us what is the

attitude of the malguzars towards this question of consolidation ? Geneially you will

find that the rralgutars have got the best land and the poor cultivators are given lands

far away from the best lands. If the malguzar has lands to give out, he will always

keep the best portion of it for himself and give the remainder to the cultivator,

32771. But he is not in favour of consolidation, is he P -It all depends on hs
mood. 1 am a malguzar and I am in favour of consolidation.
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33772. But your brother malguzafs are n<# ? That depends on their education
and the objects they have in view*

32773. Have you at any time discussed this question with your brother tttirt-

guzars ? Not senously t
but casually,

32774. You say that the present method of the distribution of seed is not
satisfactory. Why? When they get a sort of taccavi from the Government they go
directly and purchase anything they want.

32775. From where do you get your seed? I have got my own farm and I also

get seed from the Government farm,

32776 You are a member of the Board of Agriculture? Yes.

32777, Have you at any time made a suggestion before tha Board as to how to

improve the method of distributing sead ? The demonstration farm takes the res-

ponsibility of distributing seed to th 2 different people in central areas some 20 miles

apart, and the seed ii distributed fiom there.

32778. I want to kno\v if you yourself at any time ever took part in the
discussion? N'o,

33779. Was there any discussion at any time to improve the seed supply? I

think there was.

32780- v\ ere you present at that discussion ? Yes,

32781. Did you yourself take part in it? -Yes.

32782. With regard to agricultural industries you told us that 240 days is the

average number of days durtng which the farmers work and you talked about subsidiary
industries. What are the subsidiary industries that you would like to introduce if you
had the po*er to do so? Have you thought of any spare-time occupation? No,
I have no definite programme for that.

32783. You grow cotton
'J No

32784. You farm a very extensive area. Would you appoint an agricultural

graduate fro an the Agricultural College here to manage your farm P Yes.

32785 Have you at any time tried to get one p All the graduates that come out
are employed by the department itself.

32786. If you got one how much would you pay for him ? I could afford to pay
about &s, too a month, just to look after the farm work and nothing else.

32787. Did you approach the agricuituial authorities here to supply you with

a man when one was available ?
I had a talk with Dr. Clouston on the subject and he

satd that he was short of men himself.

32788. What variety of wheat do you grow ?~Pissi. In my neighbourhood they

grow Pusa4,

32789 Who introduced it ? The farm gave it to us,

32790, Mr. Calverf: Have you read a book by Mr, Darling called 'The Punjab
Peasantin Prosperity and Debt'? No.

33791, There is a gre it similarity of views between your note and Mr Darling's

book. Is 'and passing into the hands of moneylenders to any great extent in this

Province 9- It is gradually going away and the banias and pleaders are now monopo-

lising it.

^27Q2. Do you think that the procfss will do any harm to the country P The

real cultivators of the soil will disappear; they will drift lo
tbe^

cities for jobs and ii

they cannot get jobb they will have to come back and take to farming again.

^2793. You aie inclined to recomnvend land mortgage banks. Would they be on

the co-operative method or some other method ?- I think there ought to be som* other

metV.od.

32794. Have you thought itout^ No. We want sorre sort of organisation

which would interest the malguzars. There is n i provision for big landlords.
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32795* You fay that the needs of the cultivator for capital to carry OB his ope-
rations are very small. Could you give us an idea of the amount of cash required for one
acre of *vheat? I think generally a cultivator is in possession of 10 or 12 or 13 acres*

3270.6. How much cash is required for one acre of wheat? If his bullock dies at
the very moment he would require Rs, 30 or Rs. 40 to purchase a new bullock .

32797. You have not worked it out per acre ? No.

33798, Sir Henry Lawrence; Have you got any forest area in your villages P Yes.

53799. Do cattle graze on them P Yes, the people of the neighbouring villages
bring their cattle to graze theie and they are charged grazing fees.

32800. At what rates? At the Government rate. We charge the same rate as

the Government charge.

32801. Is that the ordinary custom with the malguzarsP Do they charge the
Government rate*? They charge more sometimes. People who belong to the village
are charged lest; those who want to graze their cattle for a short period are charged
more.

32802. Is there any surplus of cattle in your villages? Are they more than is

necessary for the needs of the cultivators? 1 here are not enough for the needs of the
cultivators.

32803. We were told that in a great part of this Province far too many cattle are

kept. Is that not your experience?-1 he e are not too many cattle, As a matter of
fact I am required to purchase bullocks for my own home firming.

32804. Useless cattle are not kept at all P Sometimes the old cattle are kept on
as the people do not like to part with them or destroy them,

32805. Have you tried to improve the class of cattle in your villages ? Yes.

32806 What is the breed of bull you have? The Gaolo breed, which is a local

breed. It is not a good milking breed
,

it is a good trotting breed.

32807. Arid for plough work ? I get them from Hoshangabad for plough
purposes especially in wheat ar*as. For the mud Goalo bulls do very well.

32808, Do you not keep any cattle for milk purposes? Up to now we have

kept buffaloes only because we Itt the calves drink the milk.

32809. Do you know that experiments have been made in some parts of India
to show that you can improve the milking capacity of cow&? Yes, by crossing
with Montgomery buljs,

328101 You have studied that P Yes.

32811. But you have not adopted it? This year we have sent for a bull from
the Seoni District Council. They purchased a Montgomery bull and it is being used.

32812. You personally as a landowner have done nothing in that respect? No;
we are just trying the Gaolo and Malvi bull.

32813. Do you think it would be reasonable to raise the grazing fees in Government
forests? I think they are quite high enough. If we increase them we have to dimmish
the grazing in particular tracts Supposing we have grass land for the grazing of 2,000
cattle and we allow 3,000 cattle that will not be sufficient, If these faculties were
provided 1 do not think there would be any objection to increasing the grazing dues.

32814. In some areas the malguzars charge four times the Government rate P

Yes, that all depends on the needs of the man who wants to have his cattle grazed.

33815. And that rate, namely, four times the Government rate, is paid by
the people? It depends on their necessity. Supposing there are grazing areas
near their houses they will naturally pay more for those because they can supervise
their bulls more easily.

39816. And that raises no discontent on the part of the payer towards the

malguzar ?-^I think he agrees to pay and that is why he takes his cattle there for

grazing.
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32817* And he is perfectly content with the bargain P- He has got to be contented,

3?8i8. SirGanga Pam: What is the average area of your villages P Will it be
i ,000 acres to each village, roughly P I have not gone into the details of it,

32819. Could you not mike a rough guess ? I cannot tell you exactly.

39820. You said there are 96 villages P Yes.

32821* How much land revenue do you pay P Rs. 35,000.

32822. Do yru know the rate of revenue per acre P No, I have juit taken over

charge of the family business.

328^3. Are you manager P I am just one of the members of I he family.

32824. Is your estate subject to the Hindu law of inheritance P Yes,

32825. It is capable of being divided from one generation to another ? Yes.

32826. How 'nany shareholders are theie now P We are a joint farrily.

32827. But y&u have not been a joint family for three generations ? We have
been a joint family.

32828. You divide the incorre P We have a common mess, and we are a joint

family.

32829. All of you ? Yes.

328^0. How many shareholders are there? There are 4. Foime^ly my grand-
father was tbe only nan in possession of the estate. After him, out of his 5 sons 4
died and only I son survived. \\ e get hold of one man in our family and make him the
head.

32831. Supposing any of the
present

shareholders want to have their portions

separated, what will happen P He will cenainly have his choice.

32832, Supposing this division goes on, in another 50 years each sharer wilt

have only 10 to 15 acres ? Yes

32837. And after that there will be bub-division into still smaller fragments?
Yes, t^at will go on and the < etenozation will continue.

32834. Have you e\er thought how it could be stopped at certain limits ? It is

net in our hands. If my son demands his share, I cannot stop him from having it,

32835. Is your property situated in one block ? It is in 30 villages, in patches.

32836. Is it high land ? Some of it is high land and some low land.

32837. Is there any hill land ? We have some hill land and sorre of it is in the

plains*

33838. Can you give us a rough idea of the population of your estate P No,
I have not calculated it.

32839. You said that this year the rams have failed and you are afraid of losing

your crops P Yes.

32840. You say you have a tank ? It is not for wheat, it is for paddy.

32841. But this is not the time for paddy ? \o

33842, How is it you are afraid of losing your wheat ? The land is not irrigated,

32843* Can you not irrigate it from the t*nk ? -No,

32844. Can you not lift the w ater for that area P The water level is very low.

34845, Does the tank hold any water, It is just enough to irrigate th<% rice tract.

32846. Rice is finished now P Ye 1

?,
and the water has gone down.

32847. There is water in the tank ? Yes, but it is not enough to irrigate the

wheat tract, Even pumping up the water will not help.

32848. You are a Rr*jpu
4

P I am a Kayasth.

32840- You have always been a native of this Province P We have been in the

Province for 200 years.

32850. Sir Henry Lawrence i What Province do you come from P From the

United Provinces, Rai Barcilly.
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32851* SirGanga Ram : You pay Rs. 35,000 as land revenue; what it your
profit? -Just half.

32852. For the whole year p Yes.

32853. You manage it yourself P 1 have my agents and sub-agents.

32854. There must be a general manager ? Yes; one of my relation! is the

manager.

32855. You do not grow cotton P No.

33856. Why not ? Because it does not grow in my tract

32857. How do you know that it does not grow ?- We have tried to grow it, but
the soil is not suited for cotton.

32858 Have you any of your own schools there P We have District Council
schools in some villages.

32^59. You have not offered any facilities to your tenants in the shape of hostels
or anything like that ? No, but sometimes I get hold of my tenants' sons and send
them to schools at Hoshangabad.

32860. Did you receive any agricultural education ? No.

32861. Are you a graduate
p No, I am a matriculate.

32862. You are not a member of the I egislative Council ? S
T
o

32863. Sir Thomas Middtetom On page 501 of your evidence, you have given us
a detailed estimate of the time that a cultivator spends in cultivating his tabi crop.
You make it 240 days ? Yes, approximately.

32864. H a ve you got these particulars from your books, do the figures represent your
own experience P It is what I see every day.

33865. You just sat down and made an estimate <iJ Yes. For a 2O-acre plot,

plough'ng will take 15 days, and the rest of the operations must be finished within the
ti me I have indicated

32866. You say that the khaiij crop grown on this area is rice ? Yes.

32867 Do you have anything else There is JUM, butit M very little, because
when the weeding operations are started, transplantation operrtions go on side by side

and generally the people go for transplanation rather than for weeding.

32868. When you were making this estimate, what size of holding had you in

your mind ? Something like 20 acre* or more 9~ No, because that depends on the

working capacity of the man If a man works in \ certain area, he will have his

programme, and he must finish within a certain time, according to the size of the

holding

32869. Supposing a man has less than 15 acres, he will n)t be fully employed ?

He cannot be fully employed.

33870 Are there many in your village* who have less than 15 acres P Yes
Afte the ploughing, they hire thenue'.vei out as labourer*.

32871. They themselves go out as 1 ibourers ? -Yes

32872. What is the usual size of the holding of your villagers ? Sometimes they
hold 60 to 80 acres ; sometimes they are malguzars and they reside in the villages.

32873. You do not have many men who are holding less than 15 acres, and who
are going out as labourers P There are manv holding 10 acres But they cultivate

an additional area on the adhia sybtem. Some of i hem have got bullocks of their

own, and in fair weather they go < ut to the forests and use them for bringing teak.

In the cultivating season, they cultivate some adiitional land on the adhia or half and
half system.

32874. Is wheat the only important rabi crop in your district?- Ye*,
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What is the tiraw of the year whan you bate most difficulty with fodder P

June and July.

32876. Just before the rain brings fresh grass ? Yes.

32877 I sea that you estimate that the average cultivator would spend about 35

days in collecting grass for his bullocks? Yes,

32878 How many bullocks do you suppose him to have? Two bullocks,

32879. Does he keep any cows at all ? He may have one cow.

32880. Or a buffalo? -A buffalo is not generally kept. If a buffalo dies there-

will be greater loss to the man. They prefer to keep a row.

32881. Would the mao who has fo to 70 acres keep a buffalo? -He will have
two buffa'oes,

32882 You told us that there are 4 members in your family; when you were

preparing this evidence, did you discuss it with the < ther members of your family, or
is it your own? I consulted them, and I consulted some of my fnends. There is

division of labour in my family, one looks to the social side, another to agriculture,
and so on.

32883. This evidence represents a consultation in your family ? Yes.

32884. On page 503, you think that, as compared with Berar, your people in the
north are not so well off for markets? Yes, because where there is cotton there is a

market, but foi wheat we have to deal direct with Bombay.

32885. Have you been much in the Berar markets a No.

32886. You are not aware of the fact that from Bera** markets there are many
complaints ? No_, I have not gone there

32887. So that your belief that they are better off than you is not founded on
personal knowledge? No, I know nothing about Berar markets.

32^88. Sir Ganga Ram . You have just listened to the eviderce of one witness
about prohibition of liquor. What is your view about it? I know personally that liquor
is a favourite drink with Kayasths? Not with all Kayasths,

32889. Would you favour the idea of prohibition '^Liquor drinking is bad and I

think any sensible man will be opposed to it.

32890 Will your community object p My community does not take liquor.

32891. I am not talking about ycu personally, but of the community as a whole P

There are 12 sub-divisions among the Kayasths.

32892. But your community as a whole takes liquor ? We shall be outcasted if

we take liquor.

32893. If liquor were prohibited, you think your community or anybody else

would not be put to any inconvenience? When my community does not take liquor,
how can they be inconvenienced ?

32894 Would Vhey not take to illicit distillation ? When they do not drink, why
should they go in for it P

32895. Sir Thomas Middleton . Are there any members of your family who
are graduates P No. I am the only one who has passad the Matriculation examination.

( The witness withdrew. )

The Commission then adjourned till n ,w. on Saturday t
tht bgthyanuctryt

at
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Saturday, January 29th, 1927.

HOSHANGABAD.

PRESENT:

The MARQUESS OF LINUTHGOW, D. L. (Chairman).

SIR HENRY STAVELEV LAWRENCE,
K.C.S.I., I.C.S.

Sir THOMAS MIDDLSTON, K.B.E.,
C B.

_.._.,. ~.
r
, PROFESSOR N, GANQULEE,

Rai Bahadur Sir GANGA RAM, KT.,

C.I.E., M.V.O.

Sii JAMES MACKENNA, KT,, C.I.E
I.C.S.

Mr. H. CALVERT, C.I.E., I.C.S.

Dr. L. K. HYDKR.

Mr. J. A. MADAN, I.C.S.
)
> (Joint Secretaries),

Mr. F. W, H SMITH. )

Mr. KALURAM POCHORY, representing the Agricultural
Association, Gadarwara.

Replies to the Questionnaire.

QUESTION 2 AGRICULTURE EDUCATION (i). No; neither the trained teachers

nor the institutions are in sufficient number in the Province to impart a sound knowledge
of agriculture to the students in g *neral

(li) There is great need for agricultural education in this district. There is not

even a primary school in Narsinghpur where pupils can be taught ths broad principles

of modern agriculture.

(iiij Yes, most necessarily. Graduilly a large number of such trained teachers

will be available.

(V) Only a few study agriculture toi the bake ol agriculture and improve the

methods of cultivation on their holdings. Moat la Is learn agriculture for the sake of

getting into Government service.

(vni) Nature study, school plots and school farn s are all essential and beneficial.

These create in the stu ients a bkmg to receive higher training in agriculture. 3

to 5 acres of land should be attached to e^ch school in rural areas, and an expert
teacher should be provided to impart the training.

QUESTION j DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA. -(a) Intelligent cultivators

should be helped with improved implements ,
these should be demonstrated on their

farms from time to time when necessity arises.

(*) & (e) Improved implement* might be demonstrated in different localities to

which they are best suited by a sufficient number of skilful demonstrators from time
to time. Every facility should be given to such demonstrators to make the demon-
stration a success If there were a number ot trained demonstrators HI a district, and
if the mobt suited and useful implements are de uonstra'ed by them, the demonstration
should piove a success everywhere. These demonstrators should receive s-pecial

training in the use of machinery from time to time in the course of their service at the

leading institution to become familiar with the ever changing designs and improvements
introduced in modern machinery.

QUESTION 5. FINANCE (a). For improvement of land and purchase of improved
machinery, money should be advanced by the Government for long terms at a low
rate of interest (t> ,at not more than 3 per cent).

(b) The low rate of interest of taccavi loans by the Government will induce the
cultivators to make much use of the taccavi* but it should be seen that the Cultivators
make the right use of such loans, and tD ensure this either the improved implements or
the improved seeds should be given instead of cash or the malguzars concerned should
be informed of the kisAns taking such loans so that they may keep an eye on the proper
utilisation of the money.
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QUESTION 6. AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS. (a) (5) The poverty of cultivators,
increased standard of living (when everything has gone dear), high rental and poor
outturns of crops,

(ii) The cultivators take the loans either from the Government or from the local

towcarsoT n alguzars to whom they mortgage their property (land)

(iii) Poor outturns, accidental deaths of the working bullocks or marriage of
sons or daughters.

(0) The sowcars or moneylenders should be bound in the Province by legislation
to give loans to the cultivators at not n<ore than the settled rate of interesr.

(c] Abs< lute-occupancy land sbould not be mortgaged. All the rules and regula-
tions applicable to occupancy land should apply to absolute-occupanc, land also, and
the law should be amended accordingly,

QUFSTION 8 IRRIGATION (a) (i)
1 here are no perennial canal facilities in the

pur district
; they should be created there

(in) The Government ^hould help largely by advancing the loans at a low rate

of interest t) the cultivators for construction of wells for irrigation purpc sea, The
Agncul

f uial Fngtneet or hi s staff should advise th* m at what depths th*y would get
economically water on their holdings, and supply them the ii.ost ecom miral pumping
plants direct from the large firms dealing in ^uch plants thus avoidirg the intermediaries
and piocuring the plants at a moderate cost.

QUESTION 10 FERTILISERS (a) Improvement by the ue of fertilisers would be

possible if ihe Agricultural Dep&rtmei t in this Province purchased the e direct from

the manufactuiers, and w^re able to dispose of the san.e it cost price It would be better

if some of the fertmseis were manufactured in India b> the aid of the Government,

(/) If the Government forests are opened free to the agriculturists tor tak ng out

wood tor agricultural purposes and fuel, this practice of using cowd'ing tor fuel would
soon vanish,

QUESTION 14, IMPLFMENIS (b) Most of the improved implements have been
found useful for agricultural w>tk, but they are beyond the rrac'^ of an ?>ver^ge
cultivator on acct-unt of their hi^h cost. It is therefore suggested *hat the Government
should import suf h imp ements direct ftom the rmnutact ries and sell th rn to the

agnculf urisis at a cost price. The fac f should be notified to the Agriculturists who
will apply fur their purcha e It would be much better if the Government started

a workshop foe the manufacture ot useful implements in India,

QUESTION 16 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY (<?) (i)
The Agricultural Department should

maintain a breeding fatm in every district, and supply bulls to the desiring cultivators

on the premium system,

QUESTION 18 AGRICULTURAL L\BOUR (#) The agncu'tunsts are now feeling
the pine of scarcity ( f I ibonr. The main c .uses are that the labouurs* are leuuited

by the railway compin<es ard varu us milis on high wages fci'her agricultural labour
should be bound by legisl ition and some percentage bhould be fixed to each village so

that labou may be avaihble for agjicult i*il wcrk, or the most enlctei t ard
best suited labour saving machine* should be demonstrated on a large scale in villages
to economise labour,

QUESTION IQ, FORESTS -
(a) The (Government sht uld bring down the heavy

grazing fee for a buffalo to the level of the fee for a cow or bui ork when it is taken to

the fore-ts. 1 here are many nilly malguz in villages adpinng the Government forests

It so i appens that sowie cattle of ti e^e villages son etinies go a sti ay arid step into

the limits of "he Government fcrests, Tre penalty which a kisan or a malguzar has
to pay to the Government is very very high. It should be i educed and ttie cultivators
should be tieated more kindly by the forest authoiities.

QUESTION 20. MARKETING (a) Ex sting market facilities are not satisfactory.
Gadarwara and Kareh markets of the Narsinghpur district are referred to in this ai.swer,

(i) Communication from interior t'> the central markets should be facilitated by
good roads and temporary bridges across* the broad perennial iiver* in open weather.

(iv\ Dharmnda A society founded in times pa^t now exacts thiee pies on the sale

of every 4 maunds of grain by a cultivator for giving alma to t^e poou Other charity
funds, and useless payments like the hamali charges, grain cleaning charges, chaiged
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ol a man who puts grain into the weighing pans while weighing, charges of a person
who brings adtya's letters from the post office should all be checked. Tbeie charges
are in addition to those which A cultivator has to pay to an adtya on whose shop he
generally sells his grain, to the rfalat (broker) who allures the cultivator to take his

grain to a particular adtya for disposal and to the weighman

(in) In thf* cultivating season, the vdtvas make payment in notes for the grain sold
off to the cult vator< and when the cultivatois ask f>r silver, they take a discount
which vanss from three to e.ght annas per hundred as the ca-e may be. This should
be cheese?. If reed be, main or sub-treasuries in a district should help by way
of changing notes from the adtyas for silver coins

(iv) There should be one sort ot measurement throughout the district* The
unit* of measurement differ very widely throughout the district and it is very difficult

to make exact calculations,

(d) A Commercial Gazette, which may be published bi-weekly or daily in

Hindi, is very badly needed, which m.iy deal with market conditions, Indian or

foreign, crop returns, Indian produce, etc.

Oral Evidence

32?o6 The Chairman : Mr. Kiluram Pochory, you have been good enough to

provide the Commission with a note of the evidence wUch you wish to give. Would
you like to add anything at this staj/c* to what you have written or may 1 ask you one or
two questions P- You can ask que iiors.

32897 Would you tell the Commission what is your own connection with agri-
culture? I am an agricultural ,

I own a village and I have got about 200 acres of home-
farm

328ga What clas* of land is it that you own ?Malgu*arL
32899. Is any of your land in igated ? Yes, about 20 acres.

32900. By well? By well and river.

32901 You have got one well? Yes.

32902. How do you lift \\ ater fiom this well P By mote* made of leather and by
means of bullocks

32903. What are your principal crops on the 200 acres P Wheat, gram, juar
fr,etc

32904. Are you trrowing any sugarcane ? I have started growing it this year.

32905. On the irrigated pitch P Yes.

32906. What varieties of wheat are you growing P Ptssi and A. 115.

32907. And what cane? Mauritius.

32908. So that the Agricultural Department has been of some service to you in

providing good varieties? Yes, certainly.

32909. How many villages do you own P One

32910 is that malguzan P Yes

3291 1. How many acres p The area of the village Is about 4,000 acres.

33912. Do you take an active interest in the cultivation of your tenants P Yes,

certainly. For instance, forn erly I was not doing any cultivation and I have taken

it up now with the idea of improving tt e holdings of the cultivators*

32913. Are you encouraging the villagets to sow the improved varieties P Yes.

Cotton was unknown formerly in mv parts; now many cultivators have taken up

cotton, ground-nut and sugarcane.

32914. Do you lend ceed to the villagers P Yes.

32915. How do you finance that advance P I charge interest at 25 per cent.

32916. You take interest in kind P Yes.

32917 Do you lend any money at all to the villagers P Yes, I do.

32918. Have you any cooperative credit society in the village P No.

32919. Have you had any expeiience of a co-operative credit society P No.

32920. At what rate of intercut do )ou advance morey as ft rule P At 19 U>*4

per cent per annum.
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399*1* Do you find that your villagers arable to make punctual repayments?
Not always,

r '

32922. Depending, I suppose, on the season ? Yes.

33083- From your answer to Question 5 on page 516, 1 understand that you see
some danger in the free granting of taccaii loans unless care is taken to see that the
money is spent in proper direction* ? Ye*, certainly.

32994* In your experience, is an application by a cultivator for a taccaii loan
usually granted if the request is rea .enable one P Yes.

32935. You think that the officers concerned are quite ready to grant taccavi
loan where the applicant can &how good reason for such a loan 9 Yes ; I was
myself a Tah.ildar and have got sufficient experience of theje things.

32926. You suggest, in answer to Question 6(3?,
" fwcan or moneylenders

should be bound in the Province by legislation to give loans to the cultivators at not
more than the settled rate of interest". What is the settled rate of interest ? Not
more than 9 per cent.

329a7> That would bring your own rate of interest down by * points, would
it not P I do not mind that; 1 want that my cultivators should be benefited,

32928 Have you studied the history of attempting, at various times, at various

places, to limit the rates of interest by statute ? No.

33929* Do you see any danger in that ? I do not know much about it

32030. You put forward a suggestion t'.at a certain area should be irrigated. Do
you found that proposil on any expert advice ? There is a river in the Narmghpur
district and there was a proposal to dig a canal from that nver

,
theie is some correspon-

dence about it in the district office.

32931 For how many months in the year is there water in the river? Throughout
the year.

32932. Do you know whether the levels have been studied at all p Is it possible
to run the water from the river p I do not know much abjut that; but I know there

wan a proposal.

32933* How many pairs of bullocks do you keep? 8 pairs.

32934. Have you had any difficulty in feeding these bullocks in seasons of fodder

shortage? Yes, great difficulty

32955 What experiments have you made for the preservation of fodder? 1

BOW some (odder crops on my land
;
but 1 do not find sufficient fodder for my cattle*

32930, Have you heard at all of the making of milage ? Yes
,

I have heard of it,

32937. Have you ever seen it done P Yes.

32938, Where? -I do it myself.

33939. You make siJage? Yes , but I cannot get sufficient fodder.

32940. Did you make silage last year ? No ; I am doing it this year,

32941. For the first time PYes.

32942. Prof. Gangulee ; Who suggested this to you ?~I reid about it in some

books and in the leaflets which I received from Poona I am now digging pits and

putting my fodder in them.

32943. The Chairman : Then you make the suggestion that the male buffalo and

the she-buffalo should be charged the same grazing rates as the cow or bullock? Yes;

they have got different forest dues.

32944. Do you know why the forest dues are higher for buffaloe* th >n they are

for the cows? The Forest Department takes about 4 to 8 annus lor oullocks and

cows while U takes Rs, 2 for buffaloes.

32945. You do not think the buffalo eat* a good deal mr than the cov( ? Yes,

I think it does.

32946. You want the buffalo to be fed *t the same price as the cow?- In the

interests of the agriculturists we ougnt to reauce the rate*.

32947. Have 3 ou any buffaloes yourself ? No.

32948. Do you get any milk from your own cows P Yei,
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3*949* What do you feed your milch cows O't P Grass,

32950. In the seRSon of shortage what do you give them P Bhusa and grass.

32951. Any grain P Yes, a'so grain

32952. How much P One setr per day per head.

32953 Ft r 1 ow mar.y months in the year do you give it P Throughout the year,

32954* Do you make any difference in the case of cows giving milk P -\oi much.

32955- x* na * is the best yield in milk fiom your cows P a seers per cow,

320^6. Then yru complain of the penalty that the kisan or the malguzar haft to

pay to the Government IP cases of an mats going astray. What has the cultivator to

pay P Sometimes a fine cf Rs. 10 to Rs, 50.

32957. For a first offence P The man is produced before the court and he is

fined.

32Q<;8. Tell us, in your experience, wh*t happens the first time when the man's
bullock is found in the forest P He is fined Rs. 10.

32959. For one single bullock P For the whole lot, for the offence.

32960. Mr. Crlvert Is it compensation or fine? It is a sort cf fine.

32961. Is it not compounded P The man is produced before the court and he is

fined by the court.

32963. Ithinkitiscomponnded.it is a voluntary payment in order to avoid

prosecution P He is made to pay it

32963 But he pays it in order to avoid prosecution in the court? He is prosecuted
and produced before the court ard then he i<< fired,

12Q64 7 he Chairman 'Is there a shortage of labour in your district P Yes; we
are feeling the scarcity of labour.

32965. Do you Cultivate yoor own 200 acres by hired labour ? Yes.

32966. Are you short of labour P Certainly,

329^7. You suggest, as a possible remedy, that agricultural labour should be

bound !y legibl non, Do you mean that labour should be tied to the f
illage P Yes ;

son etimes ir a village all the lab >ur is taken away by the railway com antes ard
factories. If theie is. legislation like this, a certain number of labourers will always
be in the village and tney will not leive the village.

32968. Ycu suggebt that the villager should be b-.unitothe village; is net that

old-fashioned P M y idea isth*t they ahonM be made to woik in the village on reason-

able wages; otherwise people in the village suffer very much on account of shortage
of labour.

32969* Sir Henry Lawrence ; What is a reasonable wage P 4 annas,

32970. What is in unieasonable wage P 2 or 3 innas.

32071. You th'nk the labourer can n aintain his family on 4 annas P If he remains

n the village, his wife and children also do some work and earn wages.

3^972 TkeChaiimnn- What wages are the labourers now offered P When they

get 8 annas a day thev leave the village. For instance, those who are working on the

railways are getting Rs. 16 a month and we pay them Rs. 8 in the village.

32973, ftftmnh means the charge for porterage P Yes.

32(374 Sir Henry Lawrence : Have you got any forest land of your own P

No.

12975. Have any maleuzars got any forest land in your village P No, my
village is far away from the forest.

32976. There is no forest growth at all, or gracing land let out by malguzars P

No.

^2977. And you consider the charges by Government for grazing in forests too

high P Yes.

39979. Should allsraz-ne be free P Not for all cattle. What I meant to

say was that the rigricnltirat cattle should be allowed to gnze in the Government,forest
free because there H very little pasture land in our villages and the result is friction

between the nulguzar ana the tenants, because the tenants take their cattle to grace in

the malguzar's land in the night
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1970" The mafguzars have got grazing land, have they?-*-Not all; some hive,
out me cultivators h ve not got ary, and the result is that they take their cattle to graze
in the land of the man who has reserved grass for grazing purposes and there IB friction.

32980. Does the malguz^r allow the villagers to graze their cat*le on his land on

payment of any fee? There are not sufficient lands, and what he has is not sufficient

for his own purposes.

32981. What fee does he charge for cattle grazing? It is not the practice to

charge any fee,

32982. You want the forest to be also free for bringing wood for agricultural pur-

poses and for fuel P Yes, I vmh the people to preserve all their cowdung for manure.
Manure is a most essential and necessary thing for the improvement of land and unless

the people get their wood they cannot do it . they use cowdung fuel.

32987. Are the agriculturists allowed to take wood from the forests on payment
now ? Yes.

32984, What are the rates of paymc nt ? They pay 4 to 8 annas per cart-load,

3298^, And for a heid-loadP 2 to 4 pice.

32986. And 4 ann s for a cart-load? Is that too high P It is not too high : it is

high in this s^nse that the people t^ke about 4 or 5 days to bring the ^ood and if they
are allowed free wood then it would be a sort of a boon to them

32987. You do not think it would damage the forests ? No
,

I think that accord-

ing to the number of members in a family a certain number of cart-loads of wood should
be allowed free For inatance, if a man has 4 person** he may be ^iven two cart-loads
of w od fiee foi fue 1

purposes, In that manner he may be induced to preserve his

cowdung,

32988. Is cowdung used at all for manure now ? Sometimes.

32989. W hat breed of cattle do you keep ? The deshi or local breed.

33950. AnyMalvi? No.

32091. Or Gaolo ? No the breed we keep as I said just now is called deshi, that
is a local breed.

32992 Do you make use of any bulls kept by the department ? Not at present,
I am getting one this year.

32993. Are there no bulls U'pt in this part of the country by the Department of

Agriculture? No
,
not in the Narsinghpur district.

32994. Sir Ganga Ram . I understand you have got 4,000 acres of land altogether P

My village contains 4,f oo acres of land,

32995. Out of that you cultivate only 200 acres? What about the iestP-Itis
cultivated by the tenants*

32996. You ate the malguzar of the 4*oe acres P Yes.

3297 How much do you pay in revenue? Rs, 3,800 for 4,000 acres.

32C9&. That is nearly one rupee an acre. What is the period of settlement?
The new settlement is for 30 yeais.

32999, Do you consider the settlement heavy? Not very heavy, provided we get
a good outturn. In the poor years we do consider it heavy.

33000, How far is your estate from this river Nerbudda? My village is about
10 miles off,

33001, How far are you from the forest? About 18 miles,

33003, Supposing this wood were given you free, would you want the Forest

Department to bring it to your door P* I do not want that: all I want is to be given the
wood free.

33003 That means you will save 2 pice per head-load and 4 annas per cart-load ?

DO you ihink that very heavy?- It is not heavy, but it will induce the cultivators to

preserve their cowdung if they get their fuel fiee.

33004, Do you not grow cotton? Yes.

33005, What do you do with the cotton stalks? That is not used for fuel; it has
never been used because st is not considered to be good.
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33006. We in the Punjab use nothing but cotton stalks, they take the place of

cowdung P That may be the case in the Punjab but the people of these parts do not,

33007. Why cannot you use it if we can ? We can use it, but we are not doing
so at present. Moreover our cotton areas are not large enough to allow sufficient

supplies of cotton stalks being obtained.

330081 How much cotton do you sow? Only about 50 acres in my village;
cottun, really speaki ig, is not known in this part of the country,

33009. But every one knows what cotton is, The question is whether cotton

would not grow here? Cottou could be grown but the people are not doing it

33010 That is not the fault of the Government, Do they impress Jabour for the

railways P No.

3301!. Supposing your labour did not go to the railways would you find employ-
ment for it all the year round ? Yes.

33013. At the same rates ? Not at the same rates as the railways pay.

33013. Why ? Because we cannot afford to pay so much.

33014. Why should you grumble then ? Do you want to prevent the men from

earning their livelihood P ^o.

33015. But it comes to that. You think 4 annas a day reasonable * Can a^man
with a wife and family live on 4 annas *> The wife is also working.

33016. And the children ? The little children do not do any work but a boy of

8 or 9 years does.

33017. Is even 8 annas a day sufficient for the whole family P Yes.

33018. What size of holding would you consider to be sufficient for the support
of a family P 15 acres.

33019* Of land without any irrigation P Yes.

33020. And what would be gross income from ]$ acres P It might come to

about Rs. 200 a year.

33021. What do you put in the silos ? Juat ? Juar generally : this is the first

experiment

33022. So far you have been keeping juar stalks for the winter season ? The
stalks are used for feeding cattle.

*

33023. Do you mix any green stuff with it ? - No.

33024. Does nobody in the*e parts ever mix any green stuff such as carrots and

turnips ?- No,

33025. Why not ? Because we do not grow turnips and carrots.

3^026. Sit Henry Lawrence i Have you had any advice from the Agricultural
Department on how to make a silo P Yes, I obtained that advice from the depart'
ment.

33027. And have you seen silage being ma de on the farm here P Yes.

33028. Sir Qanga Ram : Have you any tanks in your village
* No.

33029. Not even any wells ? -There are two wells only.

33030. No irrigation wells ? No,

33031. Have you any idea as to whether irrigation can be brought here P Have
you any idea of tank irrigation ? If any irrigation is possible in m> part of the
country, it is well irrigation or deep canal irrigation,

33032 From what river P From the Dudhi river,
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3333- Where is that river? Just on the border of the Narsinghpur and

Hoahanga.bad districts.

33034t Has that been brought to the notice of the Irrigation Department P Yes :

it was under consideration.

33035. Have you a scheme for it P Yes.

33036. And why was it dropped ? I do not know, but there are some papers
about it in the district office.

33037. How far is the river from your place ? About 12 miles.

33038. Is that a tributary of the Nerbudda river ? Yes,

33039. That, you think, is a scheme which would bring irrigation to your
estate? It would command a very large area and at the same time it would pass

through large areas under rice.

33040. What is the present yield of your crops? Take wheat for instance ?

Not more than four times the seed-

33041. How many maunds per acre ? Not more than 5 rnaunds per acre*

33042. And cotton? About 2 maunds.

33043. How much is a maund ? 40 seers.

33044. Are you growing ground-nut ? I had been growing ground-nut but owing
to the ravages of jackals I have given it up,

33045. Are you troubled by pigs also ? No.

33046. You are troubled by jackals only ? Yes; jackals and crows give a lot

of trouble.

33047. Why do you not shoot them ? I do.

33048. Have you any difficulty in getting gun licenses for agricultural purposes ?

I, personally, have never experienced any difficulty.

33040 Have the people of your village experienced any such difficulty P~I do
not knuw.

33050. Tell us all your troubles. You have complained about irrigation What
other troubles have you which concern agriculture? Tnere is no irrigation ;

there is

no pasture land left by Government.

3^051. You yourself c*n reserve land for pasture? What I mean to say is that
the* cultivators do not reserve any land for pasture.

33052. That is not the fault of the Government. You can reserve pasture land P

Yes.

33053. Is there any Government pasture land which they do not throw open to

you? No.

33054. Scarcity of labour is one of your troubles P Yes.

33055. Any others ? Manure is not preserved by the people.

33056. That is the fault of the people. Tell us the troubles for the relief of whieh
Gofemment can come to your assistance P They can supply us with good implements,

33057. Free P Not free, They can give taccali loans for long terms at low
fates.

33058. You would like to have improved implements? -Certainly*

33059. As regards wells, you say that there is no man to tell you where the water

can be found ? That is so.

33060. You can find out by boring f The pople are so backward that they
cannot take the trouble to go so far and get expert advice, and therefore Government
should come to their aid.
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33061. You work your well by a mote P Yes.

37062. How many hours does the well keep the w0# going before it becomes dry?
* In the hot weather, it becomes dry in one or two days ;

it depends on the capacity of

the well.

33n^3' If you work it continuously for one or two days, it will go dry P Yes, in

the hot weather, but not during ihis time of the year when there is ample water.

33064. You are not confronted with any other trouble P These are the troubles.

31065. Sif Thomas Middletotj : Hew far are you from Hoshangabad P Where
is your village P~ My village is ab^ut 60 miles off from here,

33066. Is it close to a river ? I have got a river in my own village.

33067. You mentioned that you have one well and that you irrigate 20 acres
from it P I do not irrigate 20 Acres from the well

;
I have got 20 acres of land which

can be irrigated.

31068. How much can you irrigate in one season? This year I am irrigating
about 5 acres.

3^069 At the bottom of page 516, you say that advances should be given to the

villagers in kind P Yes.

3*070. Or, if not given in kind, that the raalguzars should be told that money i<?

given? Yes.

33071. And you think that the malguzars will supervise the proper use of the

money ? Certainly

33072. Is that likely P Do vou think that the malguzars will t?ke sufficient

interest in their tenants to see that they spend their money properly P Yes Most
of them will do that ; those who are well-wishers of the tenants will do it.

33073. How many of the malguzars in your district would you class as being
well-wishers P I think about 75 per cent

33074. You have 2oO acres which you are cultivating yourself, ard you have

told ui the crops you are Cultivating I want to know wha* area of each crop you
grow on your 200 acres. How much wheat do y^u have this year P 40 acres,

33" 75- ^ou row gram ; is it mixed with wheat, or is it separate? It is

separate, I grow 40 acres of that.

33076. And how much of /wr P About 20 acres
;
it is a iabt crop.

33077. How much juar do you grow P About 40 acres.

^3078. And cotton ? Very liltle this year, about loa^res, and til 10 acres. *

3.W9. How many men do you employ P I employ IE servants.

3^080. How much would a boy of 8 or 9 years earn? 2 to 3 annas per day,
because we keep boys for taking the bullocks and cattle for grazing,

But you engage only one or two boys for that purpose ;
the boys cannot

get regular wQik with you at 3 annas a day ? It is not regular, Of course, 1 keep one

or two boys for grazing cattle.

33082, A man gets a wage Of 4 annas P-~Yes.

33083, What is a woman's wage ? 3 annas

33084, How many cattle have you got? 31 cattle.

33085 First of all, you have told us the number of your bullocks ? Yes, it is 16",

33086. But you have some cows P I have 15 other cattle.

33087. You send these 15 other cattle to the iorest for grazing P -No,

33088. You keep them yourself ? Yes.
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33089. You complained that there is no pasture land in your village, but you
have told us that they can get grazing for 3 to 4 annas per cow and Rs, a per buffalo.

Is it likely that, if a man can get grazing at that rate, he will keep land of his own
for pasture? They have to go to the forest.

33090. The forest is not at a very great distance P It is at a distance of
18 miles,

33091. Is there not the practice of giving the cattle into the charge of a herdsman
who takes them to the forest ?~That is not the practice We have to keep our own
men.

33092. Even if you keep your own man, you are paying him only 4 annas a

rlay ? ~ Yes,

33093. Is it not very cheap grazing ?~Yes, for the man who has a good incaroe,
but for the poor people it is rather high.

33094. How can you epect people to reserve a pasture when they canj'get

grazing so cheaply P Because, when they have got a holding, they must leave a

portion for grazing

33095. You estimate that the yield of average land in your district would be

Rs. 13 to Rs. 14 a year ? Yes,

33096. Arc you growing any new wheats ? I am growing A. 115,

33097. Sit James MacKenna . You are speaking for the Gadarwara Agricultural
Association ? Yeb.

33098. How long has this Agricultural Association been in existence ?~-For the
last three years.

33059 Who arc its members P There are malguzars and cultivators,

33100. What is the proportion of malguzars ond cultivators ? Are there more
malguzars th^n cultivators ? Thy are mostly malguzars.

33101. What are the objects of the Association P It has to consider h^w to

improve the cultivation,

33102. By what method do they go about doing it? At present they confine
themselves to good seed

33103. The Association produces good seed ? They have collected some money
for the purchase of good seed.

33104. They buy seed from the Agricultural Department P Yes.

33105. Do you think that the Associatior is doing any good P -Not much good
at present, but it will do good if it goes en with the work,

33106. Is there much enthusiasm ? Yes.

33107. How many non-agriculturists are on the Association ? None.

33108. It is purely agricultural P Yes,

33100. You say that there is scarcity of fodder in your village, Do yon grow
/war? Yes.

331 10. You do not use the stalks for fodder ? We do.

33111. That meets tbe difficulty of fodder shortage to a certain extent ? Yes,

33113, Is it not the general practice to cut the jua? at the top and leave the
stalk for grazing ? We also Cut the stalks into piece?.

33113. At what depth do you get water when you dig wells P 18 to 30 feet.

33114. What is the cost of digging a well of that depth P It cOmes to about
P s. 400 to Rs. 500 per well. I have recently sunk a well, and it has cost me
Rs. ?oo.
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331 Would it not pay you to dig a number of these wells for irrigation of
wheat P It would, but I have got only one well, because we have the river and I am
going to set up a pump.

33116. What variety of cottoh are you growing now P~Cambodia and roseum.
I get the seed from the Agricultural Depaitment.

t
33II7- When do you sow it P-In the n onth uf fune, just at the beginning of the

rams. 1 grow it without irrigation,
*

33118. Have you tried cotton before ? Yes.

331 19 What kind did you try then ? The deshi variety.

33120* How did that pay ? I think it dii ail right.

33121. What is the position in regard to cotton ? The prices of cotton h ve gone
down since last year, and that is why I have rot sown much cotton this year.

331*2. You have 4,000 acres of Ian ) ? Yes, in the whole of my village,

33123. How much of that is iin-ier cultivation ? About 3,500 acres of land is
under cultivation

;
the rest is covered by roais, nullahs, etc.

33124 Is there any *rea avaiUole for g.azing at all ? We have reserved 25 acrei
of land this year for the purpose, but miny of the tenants live outside the village they* ' J

(
33i*5> Prof.GangulMi VMio n the chairman of your Association ? J am the

chairman.

33126. Who is the secretary P Another gentleman.

33127. Do you meet often P Once a month.

33128. Regularly?- Not regularly.

33129. When you meet, what ao jou discuss P Do you have a proper agenda ?

Yes* We have discussions about agricultural work. Sometimes, I make some experi-
ments, and 1 explain them to the other people.

33'30* Do you invite any members of the Agricultural Department ? Yes,

33131, Do they come ?- -Yes, they come.

33132. And discu&s matters with you ? Yes.

33W* You said something about the gro incon.e from your crops , what is the
cost of cultivation per acre ot wheat? It comes to about Rs. 5 pe acre

33134. What is the cost of cultivation per acie of cotton P That comes to the
same thing.

33135. Do you find one crop is more paying than the other P-Cotton is found to
be more paying when we have good prices, but this, year we have not got s^ much
profit,

33136. What variety of wheat do you grow P ZtoAt, and A, 115 from the Agri-
cultural Department.

33137. That is a new variety P Yes

3313& Do you find that A.ii$ grows cetter?Yes.

33139. And yields better P Yes, and pay bettet .

33 140. Do you get a premium price from t Yes,

33141.
r

How many acres of A, 115 have you P I hare 10 acres under A. 115,
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Do you sow your own seed ?~-I have been saving it for the laat three year* ;

now it is not so good, so I will change it this year and get it from the department*

33143. You said you grow a certain quantity of w*wwP-Yes.

33144. Is the roseum variety of cotton deteriorating? I have only sown It for
two years ,

I did not get good prices last year, and this year I did not sow any.

33X45> How many labourers have you on your farm ? I have ti servants, and
of course 1 get other labourers whenever necessary.

33140". You have 11 servants fot 200 acres of land P Yes.

33147. What average wage do you give
p You said 4 annas P Rs, 8 per month.

3314^. That works out at ab >ut 4 annas a d.iy P Yes,

33149, Are you connected with the Powerkhera School here ? No, I am not.

,?3I50. Do you know any of the boys there I know the boys but I am not
connected with it,

33151. Do you know the average messing charge per boy in that school P No,
I do not.

33152. It comes to aoout Rs. 7-8-0 P Yes, probably.

33153 That works out at 4 annas per day \ er boy P Yes, but there is a difference

between their food and the food of the labourers in my employ.

33154. On page 51 7 you speak of the most suitable and useful implements. What
sort of imf lemen's hat e you in mind ? I me in motor tractors

,
they have been found

useful in the sehra land
,

but not in the black cotton soil
; they have been found

very useful in eradicating kons
,

then theie is the monsoon plough and the other

ploughs.

3V55* Are you using any plough
9 Yes, monsoon ploughs.

33156. Do you find any difficulty in regard to your draught bullocks P No.

33 '57 So that, when you speak of implements, you are referring chiefly to the
motor tractor, are you P Yes, the motor tractor, and Other implements; foi instance,
the winnower and thresher.

33158. Are you using any maruie p Yes.

33>S9 Any drill P No, I am not using drills One drill has been sent by the

Agricultural Department to our district, but I have not seen it yet.

31160 Have you any experience in marketing? Where do you market your

produce, youi cotton and wheat ? In Gairawai and Koralli.

33161. You say the marketing facilities are not satisfactory P Yes.

33163. On page 518, you s
4
eak of the chatgcs of a person who brings adtya's

letters from the post office ? Yes.

33163. What is that charge P He takes a hindful of grain for bringing a letter

from the post office for the adtyat
the commission agent.

33x64 Mr. Culvert What is the price of land around your village P Rs. 200 to

Rs 300 |;er acre

33165. Is the price going up or dawn ? It is going up.

33166 In discussing indebtedness, you give as one of the reasons the increased

standard of living P Yes.

33167. Is the standard of living rising? Things are dear.

33168. You do not say that
, you speak of the increased standard of living. Has

the standard of living risen P Yes, to some extent.
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33169. And you think the standard of living is a cause of their borrowing ? Yds,
that is also one of the causes.

331 70. Sir Henry Lawrence : Have you been engaged in agriculture all your life f^

No, my father was an agriculturist; I was in Government service; since I left Gov-
ernment service I have been an agriculturist

33171. What was your Government service? -I was in the Settlement Depart-
ment as Assistant Settlement Officer, and I was Tahsildar

33172. How long have you been managing your own farm P~~ For the last five

or six years.

33173. Do you ever get any officer of the Agricuituial Department to advise

you ? Yes, often,

33174 What kind of officer P- The Deputy Dnector of Agticulture, the Extra-

Assistant Director of Agriculture, and the Agricultural Assistant

33175. They all come and see your land P -Yc^, and I myself go to Government
farms to see things.

33 176. Are you a Brahmin ? Yes

33'77 tor Gatnga Kami Arc there many Brahmins owning land in this

Province? Yes, in my district there are many Brahmins who arc malguzars and
cultivators.

33178. How do they get hold of the land ? I do not know the old history,

33179 Was it given to them in charity ? No, not chanty.

33180. Then, did they buy land P~~Yes, they have bought land.

33181. But how did they become malguzars ? -I am s,rry, I do not know the old

history of how they became, but they have been for many generations in the district.

33182 The Chairman: \ want to be certain that I do not misunderstand your
views about agricultural labour and the possibility qf what you call binding agricultural
labour by legislation Would you tell me again quite shortly what your sugges-
tion is ? I mean to svy that soa.etime it happens that all the labourers go aw,ay and
leave the village to work on the railway works, and so on. Of course, a certain

percentage should be fixed to be kept in the village for aguculture

33183. But is your suggestion that they should be restrained from leaving the

village to take on temporary work? Yes.

33184. That they should be prevented fro 11 leaving the village P Yes, the
contractors should be prevented from taking away the labourers.

(The witness withdrew.)
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MR, K, P. PANDE, LL.B., M.L.C,, representing the Tahsil

Agricultural Association, Sihora, Jubbulpore.

Replies to the Questionnaire,

QUESTION 2. AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. (i) There is one agricultural

college which is affiliated to the Nagpur University and one agricultural middle

school at Powarkhera.

(ii) Owing to shortness of finances, the question of agricultural education

has not been taken up on an extended scale though there is an urgent need for

extension of teaching facilities in almost all the districts of the Central Provinces

and Berar.

(in) No recruitment of teacheis for rural schools should take place from the

classes which have no experience of agriculture. In this connection, Govern-

ment should waive the enforcement of the 25 years rule.

(iv) The attendance is not quite satisfactory when we take into consideration

the number of agriculturists, the area under cultivation and the number of boys

attending ordinary schools People have not much faith in the activities of the

Agricultural Department, firstly, because they do not want to introduce improved
methods of cultivation owing to financial and other difficulties, and secondly,
theie are no prospects for boy* tiamed at such schools. If the boy passes his

middle school examination he can go to the normal school and become a teacher

after training, while in case of agricultural education he would have no

prospects.

(v), (vi) and (vii) Government should liberally give scholarships and open as

many demonstration farms as there may be vernacular middle schools in the

district and should also attach one farm to every normal school There are no
incentives at present. Yes, modifications in existing courses of study should be
effected. Schools in rural areas should have agriculture as a compulsory subject.

(viii) The present state of nature study is such that it encourages cramming
and consequently is of no practical use. There are no plots at present attached

to schools and the number of demonstration faims is still less.

(ix) There arc very few students who have studied agriculture in the existing
institutions and almost all of them are in Government service.

(x) Agriculture can be made attractive to middle -class youths by introducing
more paying crops, by advancing them capital at a very low rate of interest

and by giving them plots for cultivation.

(xi) No steps have been takeji for improving the technical knowledge of

students who have studied agriculture.

(xii) Adult education in rural tracts can be popularised by opening night
schools.

(xiii) Agricultural education should be arranged by District Councils,

Co-operative^ Central Banks and village panchayats. Government of course shall

have to retain such powers as they deem necessary for co-ordinating the activities

of such bodies. All charges in this connection should be deemed to be
charged on land revenue.

QUESTION 3. DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA (a), (b) and (c) Intensive
propaganda and demonstration have been successful in influencing and improving
agriculture. There should be one demonstration plot for a group of 50 villages.
All results obtained from experimental and demonstration farms should be
printed, distributed broadcast and hung up at prominent places in rural schools

(d) Intensive propaganda for selected seed in Sihora tahsil of district Jubbul-
pore through private seed farms, co-operative credit societies, the Agricultural
Association and by the Department of Agriculture has resulted in the substitu-
tion of better yielding varieties in place of the local seed of inferior quality.
There are 100 private seed farms which grow and supply selected seeds. Win-
nowing machines are also becoming very popular.

QUESTION 4 ADMINISTRATION.^) There should be no interference from the
Ooveriawent of India. The Government of India may take up only such activities
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06 may be beneficial to the whole of India. Provinces should be left to

develop on their own lines.

(b) No.

(c) (i) Before the introduction of the Reforms scheme, the^ Agricultural
nnd Veterinary Services were not in touch with the rural population, but now
it has changed and therefore the work of these services is being more appre-
ciated.

(ii) The railways should be prevailed upon to give concessions to agricultural

?roduce
and livestock when transported for the improvement of agriculture,

n some cases it would be necessary to put restraints on the exports of agricul-
tural necessities such as Dodder, bones, oil-cakes, cows and buffaloes of good
breeds.

(iii) Roads are one of the most crushing needs of the rural areas They are

the arteries along which the life blood of a district flows.

(iv) The existence of the Meteorological Department is not much known
to the agriculturists

QUESTION 5. FINANCE, (a) Short-term loans should be advanced by co-opera-
tive credit societies and the long-term loans should be advanced by Government.

(6) There should be no delay in advancing taccavi and land improvement
loans. Agriculturists do not anticipate their need before it has actually set in.

This habit is certainly not justifiable on their part, but it has to be met all the

same. It would be better that a credit limit should be fixed beforehand so that

there might be no delay in financing them.

The second cause of its unpopularity is that all sotts of coercive processes
are used in making recoveries This sometimes causes gieat hardship If special
facilities of summary nature which are given by the legislature to Government
for realising ils loans were removed or modified, such loans would become
popular. If those facilities re to be maintained, then the rale of interest should

not be more than 3 per cent

QUESTION 6- AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS (a) (i) The following are the

main causes

(1) Previous loans which have not been cleared off for generations,

(2) agriculture alone is not a paying concern, (3) high rates of

interest, (4) seasonal calamities, (5) absence of facilities for marketing
goods, (6) high rates at which the cultivator has to purchase his

necessities of life, (7) size of holdings, (8) excessive fragmentation,
(9) deadly forrus of cattle diseases, (10) damage to crops by wild

animals, (11) factions and litigation, and (12) the land revenue policy
of Government

(ii) Sources of credit

(1) The village moneylender . 90 per cent.

(2) Co-operative societies, Government and others .. 10 per cent,

(iii) Seasonal and social difficulties are the causes which prevent repayment.

(6) The following measures, if adopted, would considerably lighten agricul-
turist's burden of debt .

(1) Establishment of Conciliation Boards, (2) better facilities for advancing
money at low rates of interest, (3) giving such facilities as may
increase the yields, (4) better marketing facilities, (5) elimination of
middle men, (6) introduction of more paying crops, (7) establishing
agricultural and cottage industries.

The Usurious Loans Act. Such Acts do not produce as much result as is

expected of them In spite of such Acts on the Continent and the United Kingdom,
sharks^

are in existence who can always find out new methods of defeating the
provisions of such Acts

Mortgages should be redeemed and facilities for long-term credit established.

f
(c) As long as arrangements for better facilities are not made, it is not

desirable that mortgage and sale rights should be encouraged. If such rights
are conceded, it may result in dispossessing 60 per cent of cultivators of their land
by moneylending classes. I am against non-terminable mortgages,. Without
making any enquiry into the economic condition of cultivators, Government
cannot take any step either one way or the other.
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QUESTION 7.~-FRAGMENTATION OF HOLDINGS. (a) and (b) Voluntary consoli-

dation of holdings has proved to be a failure. Without making necessary
changes in the Tenancy and Land Revenue Acts, no substantial result can be
achieved. The obstacles in the way of consolidation are (i) the Hindu and
Mahomrnedan forms of inheritance, (2) conservatism, (3) absence of an agency
which can bring about such consolidation and (4) absence of legal provision.

Legislation is necessary for the compulsory consolidation of holdings and for

extending the right of pre-emption.

QUESTION 9. SOILS .~(a) (i) Bunding of land should be encouraged for

the improvement of soil. This system has considerably improved soils of the

Jubbulpore haveh,

QUESTION 10. PERTH ISERS (a) Yes, greater use of natural manures and
artificial fertilisers can be made. For this intensive piopaganda and persistent
demonstration of improved methods of their collection and proper application
are necessary. The export of such material as may be utilised for manurial

purposes should be stopped, such as banes, oil-seeds and oil-cakes,

As long as fertilisers are not manufactured in Ir>dia and as long as their

price have not been considerably reduced, they would never become popular.
The immediate problem is how to adjust the prices of these fertilisers to the

extra yield which they give. If these fertilisers are manufactured in India,

they can be within the reach of everybody. In order to illustrate this point,
it may be pointed out that the saltpetre industry of the United Provinces is

made a Government monopoly. In such a big country as India is, it is not

impossible to find out facilities for the manufacture of artificial fertilisers in

some parts of the country, but the matter has not received the serious attention

of the Government,

(b) To prevent fraudulent adulteration of fertilisers, legislation should be
undertaken at once to license dealers in such goods. The Government Chemist

may also be instructed to inspect such depots.

(c) To popularise fertilisers, they should be distributed free in the beginning
and their results widely demonstrated and published. There should be supply
facilities like those of stamps and liquors They have been tried in the case
of more paying crops such as cotton and sugarcane and they seem to have been
successful. But it is very doubtful whether in the case of cotton they would
be paying in view of the decline in prices.

(/) The fuel problem is \ery important foi the poor cultivators At all the

places in such tracts which have very few roads, cowdung has to be used for

domestic purposes. Cultivators do realise the manurial value of cowdung, but

being helpless they are using it as manure in the absence of other kinds of

fuel. In order to deal with this pioblern, railway companies should be prevailed
upon to charge minimum freight on inferior kinds of coal as are not suited for

industrial purposes The number of such coal mines in India is considerable.

Many of them are not being worked as their quality does not find a ready
market If such mines can be worked even only by getting subsidies from
Government, they should be encouraged to start work. Opening up of Govern-
ment forests and better facilities should also be considered. In all such areas,
where firewood is available owing to the vicinity of jungles, the practice of substi-

tuting cowdung for fuel should be seriously dealt with through village panchayats.

QUESTION 11. CROPS The main crops of Jubbulpore district are wheat,
gram, oilseeds and paddy.

The yield of these
crops has not been going up. The introduction of

selected seeds has resulted in some good to the agriculturists and the dealers
in grain,

(a) (i) The value of pure and selected seeds is being realised as the crop
of such seeds fetches a higher price in the market. The general estimate is

that they get from 5 to 7| per cent more than what they get for their impure
and mixed grain.

We think the time has come when the Government should take steps to
encourage the certified seed farmer to keep his seed as pure as it ought to be
by supplying him seed of new and jmproved kinds at 5 per cent premium in
kind. It is very doubtful that the existing seed of the newly introduced varieties
is likely to continue its high yielding nature. It might have been very suitable
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to the soil once but now it is gradually exhausting the soil. The question which

should be taken up now is, how can fertility of the soi! be increased? This-

means better bullocks, better cultivation of land and better seeds. Unless these

three aspects of the problem are taken up simultaneously, no perceptible improve-
ment can be achieved. The cultivator is unable to meet these difficulties because

he has not got sufficient capital at his disposal. While during the War prices

of cereals had considerably gone up, he was able to purchase his other neces-

saries out of the profits which he had made in prices His standard of living

has also gone up The present position is that the prices of cereals have gone
down, but there is not a corresponding decrease in the price of other commodities.

Labour has also become scarce and dearer than what it was before 1918, the

chief causes being : (1) Rise in prices, (2) the diversion of agricultural labour

to other industries which came into existence during the War, (3)* the booming
of other industries which came into existence after the War out of the capital

which had accrued to the country from the profits which India had made^ during
the War. To be short, unless food crops either secure better prices or their yield

is increased, the agicultural situation is bound to be gloomy. The problem
of manure should also be taken up.

Introduction of new crops requires more money which unfortunately the

cultivator does not possess. Moreover, he is not in a position to make experi-

ments which in case of failure may reduce him to a state of utter poverty and

indigence We would suggest that Government should advance money free of

inteiest for the cultivation of new crops for three years to approved and
bonu fide cultivators.

(n) As regards fodder crops, the question has not been dealt with so far.

The difficulty is that the rainfall of the district is about 60" and the winter

minimum temperature i? 42 F. Fodder crops excepting grass do not thrive well.

In order to solve the fodder problem, it is necessary that we should either have
a catch crop or a rotation crop.

Letters to all the Provincial Heads of the Agricultural Departments and to

the Pusa Institute were sent by the Association, but no one was able to give
sound advice in this matter.

(iii) Selected seeds should be supplied from Government, Court of Wards
and certified farms.

A seed scheme sketched out for introducing selected seeds through the

Agricultural Association is being tried in the north of the Provinces.

(iv) Clubs for killing wild animals should be established in all affected areas.

Government should issue licenses in all such areas, where much damage is done
by wild animals. Government should also give rewards for the destruction
of wild animals Government foiests should not be allowed to continue as

breeding farms for such animals. A number of villages in the vicinity of
Government forests are the worst suffereis in this respect. It should not be
understood to mean that village shikaris should have free access to Government
forests and be allowed to indulge in slaughtering ruthlessly all sorts of wild
animals, but they should be permitted free of charge to kill such animals only
us do damage to crops

(b) Greater facilities should also be given to cultivators. No suggestion
can be made for any general replacement of the present crops. Along with the

enisling crops where facilities exist potatoes, sugarcane, ground-nut, chillies and
sann hemp for fibre may be encouraged. Irrigation facilities from Government
tanks for sugarcane and such other crops should be at low rates. The present
practice of increasing water rates from year to year is detrimental to the

progress of commercial crops which are not yet fully established in the Province.

QUESTION 12. CULTIVATION. (1) The tilling of land can be done with
bullocks and bakhars in the summer season, but ploughing can only be done
with ease from the 1st of October to the end of December; unfortunately in
this very period cultivators are busy in harvesting their kharif crops and in sowing
tabi crops; preparation of land therefore is never done on a large scale. Gov-
ernment can help in the matter by maintaining regular teams of ploughs and
bakhars worked by power on the contract system.

The Department of Agriculture through the Sihora Tahsil Agricultural Asso-
ciation has done some work in this connection which has been very much
appreciated by cultivators.

^

The demand is steadily growing up but th
department is not in a position to help them much. In order to meet the
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demand of cultivators steam tackle has been purchased during the present
financial year.

(ii) There is no customary rotation of crops and there can be none unless

we can find out a second crop which would pay as much as wheat does without
in the least affecting the fertility of soil. The present practice is that wheat and

gram are mixed up in proportions varying, for example, from 70 per cent to

30 per cent, 90 per cent to 10 per cent and so on Gram being a leguminous
crop helps to maintain fertility of land.

QUESTION 13. CROP PROTECTION. (1) There is not much of crop protection
in the northern part of the Provinces, Methods suggested by the department
are generally expensive and therefore are not taken up. As regards rust, the

department has produced varieties of \vheat which are able to resist rust.

(ii) It is desirable that cheap methods should be introduced for guarding
against infection, but there should be some provision to compel the owners of

neighbouring fields to co-operate with each other

QUESTION 14. IMPLEMENT (a) Be*ore we lake to new agricultural imple-
ments and machinery, we should see that the existing implements are improved
90 per cent of cultivators live in villages which have absolutely no facility for

repairing mnchmeiy. Firstly, because spare parts are not locally available;

secondly, if they be available, the mechanic is i*ot available; thirdly, prices of

such implements are piohibitive, aiul fourthly, owing to the small sizes of hold-

ings, no ploughing 01 other agncultuial machinery can be successfully employed.

The general opinion is veiy much against machinery. The working season

is so limited and the work is so pressing that the mere idea of breakdown of

the machinery prejudices people against it for a number of years.

The manufacture o agricultural implements should be taken up by the

Government of India at some ceniial v.orshop and Government should make
no profit over it.

(b) Demontrations and exhibitions should be held in all towns having a

population of 5,000 people regulaily, secondly, there should be facilities for

repaiung machines, and thndly, prices of spare parts" should not be inordinarily

high. Winnowers, ploughs and sugaicane mills are being manufactured in India

and are becoming popular.

Private firms should be encouraged in the production of agricultural imple-
ments.

As regards their distribution and s'lle, smaller implements should be stocked

by co-openitive societies and local bodies

QUESTION 15. VETERINARY. ((/) There is no reason for the Civil Veterinary
Department remaining independent when its objects are cognate to those of

agriculture. The Director of Agriculture should be a permanent hand on whom
permanent responsibility for running the department should rest. He should
have a decent salaiy and should have nothing higher to look up to. As far as

possible he should be an Indian. He should be only an administrative head
and should act as Secretary to Government for his departments. We insist on
his being an Indian so that the experience which he may have acquired at the

expense of Government may not be wasted aftei retirement.

(b) (i) The present dual control and division of expenditure partly by Gov-
ernment and partly by local bodies is undesirable. In its present form local
bodies do not realise their responsibility in the matter as they cannot have full

control over the working of dispensaries

(ii) There is need for expansion.

(111) We have no objection in transferring control to provincial authority
provided they can be in touch with local needs

(c) (i) Agriculturists cannot make full use of dispensaries, firstly, because

they are not tully aware of their existence, and secondly, because the depart-
ment is not equipped with facilities for dealing promptly with deadly forms of

carle diseases, and thirdly, because they cannot get hold of the Veterinary
Assistant who has to tour throughout the whole tahsil sometimes having a radius of
25 miles. It would be better that for ordinary diseases there should be a man
of Lower Subordinate Service in every Revenue Inspector's circle. Unless this

is done the department would never be able to do any substantial service to
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cultivators. The department should carry on more propaganda than it has been

carrying on so far. For administrative control it should remain under the charge

of the Extra-Assistant Commissioner of Agriculture. The department should

also publish small pamphlets in the vernaculars about various diseases and their

medicines.

(n) We ha\c never been able to feel the existence of touring dispensaries.

(</) The fiist difficulty met with in dealing with contagious diseases is that

villagers seldom lake their cattle to dispensaries When an epidemic breaks

out on a large scale, its existence is found out and the matter is reported through
the police and revenue agencies to the dispensmes, and if the Veterinary
Assistant is on tour it goes on spreading and cattle die in numbers No
legislation would be effective unless and until sufficient propaganda has been

done io acquaint the people with the department and diseases. Legislation would
result in the oppression of poor people by petty officials ll would create a

great deal oi discontent among ryots

(c) Then is difficulty felt sometimes in set tiring scrum in time It is not

stocked in sufficient quantity in the dispensaries and has to be obtained from the

Research Institute.

(/) Tgnoiance of villagers and non-availability of serum at the pioper time
arc the obstacles in the way of popularising pie\cnti\e inoculation No fee is

charged in niral are<is

(0 A provincial veterinary lesearch institute should be established in each
ProMnit to jioMde fuithcr facilities where they do not c\ist at piesent Officers
of botli iniieiial mid piovmcial institutes should take up the work of research,
hut the pioMiicml research work should be earned on in consultation with the
Muktesar Institute The general pnnciple should be th.it the Muktestir Institute
should not laipplmit the local institute. The Agricultural Adviser to the Govern-
ment of India should be entrusted \\ith the supemsion of this department also.
Crealion oi new ^ifterent heads would be perpetuating tin mistake which has
been done in the Pro\ ince.

QUESTION 16 ANIMAL HUSBANDRY Impiovement of livestock both for

flgiicultural and dairying purposes is one of the crying needs of agriculturists.
Imnrov erne nt of such cattle would mean bettei farming, better business and
btMtii luinrf. Fcmneily, the practut was that every householder had a cow
which used to supply him with milk for domestic use and bullocks for agri-
cultural purposes Now he has none. His sons are ill-fed and he has to pay
more than Rs. 150 for a pair of bullocks for which he used to pay only Rs, 60
puviouslj In bigger towns where living is deaiei. grin/at maintain cows
as long as they yield milk and afterwards they dispose them of lo butchers.
A large number of co\*s of good milking breed find then way to slaughter
houses. In xiew of the scarcity of agricultural cattle, the high rate of infant

mortality and shortness of average length of life, the slaughter of cows should
be stopped at once. Improvement of breeds both for draught and milking
purpose? deserves more attention irom Government than it has received so far.

() (i) Bulls of good breed should be kept for service in a group of 50
villages. They should serve cows brought to them free of all charges. The
Distuu Councils, Central Banks and other local bodies would be too glad
to maintain such bulls The piactice of Government to discourage Brahmim
bulls should also be given up.

(n) The dairying industry in India cannot flourish unless Government does
something to check the import and adulteration of ght and the practice of
adulterating milk with water.

(!>) (i) There is no over-stocking of common pasture What is being done
is that all good pastures are being converted into fields. Over-stocking is now
an exception.

(ii) Grass borders in tilled fields are also being reduced

(ni) The export of dry fodder should be discouraged by legislation. Wheat
straw is being exported from some of the distiicts of the Central Provinces to the
United Provinces In many cases, cattle have to find out fodder for themselves.
In the majority of cases there is no stall feeding, the consequence is that cattle
are deteriorating physically and dying prematurely and sometimes they are
slaughtered for meat purposes.

f
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(iv) Cultivators would not grow green fodder in dry seasons unless they can
be convinced that fodder crops would pay them back. Unless dairying industry
is pushed forward by Government, cultivators are not likely to do anything
substantial for maintaining their cattle.

(v) They do not get sufficient mineral constituents in their food and there-

fore the salt ttu should he abolished altogether. From the figures of the

Government of India it is clear that when a high duly is imposed on salt its

consumption goes down and when its tax is reduced, consumption goes up.
Government is, thercfoie, not likely to lose much in the long run There is

no reason \\h> the manufacture of local salts should be discouraged.

(c) Fodder shortage is most marked in the months of December, January
and February and during the rains. Cattle get fodder of poor quality thioughout
the above period, and they take about four weeks to come to their normal
state afterwards

(d} Government forests should be opened; new catch crops and rotation

crops should be experimented on. Seeds of good grasses should be supplied,
and the weeding of obnoxious weeds should be encouraged.

(e) Any encroachment on village pastures should be severely dealt with.

Provision should be made in the Land Revenue and Tenancy Acts for maintain-

ing enough pasture land in every village, all pasture lands should be specially
marked and set apart on the village maps. In all settlement operations such

lands should be revenue free

If the landowners be exempted from the payment of land revenue over

pasture lands, they would keep such areas for grazing purposes. Tlie practice
of the Central Provinces Government in recent settlements has been to assess

even the grazing areas It the State were to make a little sacrifice, we ate suie

that landowners would respond much more liberally II is absurd on the part
of Govcrnmen! to expect landholders to make concessions when they them-
selves are not prepared to do anything of the kind Secondly, where thcic arc

irrigation facilities, cultivalois should be given special concessions to grow sunn

hemp in dry season with the help of irrigation water which will serve the

purpose of green fodder foi cattle in summei and that of manure for the

succeeding crop of rice in the same season.

QUESTION 17 AGRICUI TURAT, INDUSTRIES. (a) It is very difficult to 4ivc an
accurate estimate of the number of days for which a cultivator h is to work
on his holding during the year. Conditions vary from tract to tract In many
places he has to be busv throughout the year, especially in double ( roppcd
areas where he has to look after his fields cither in then piep.juition, sowing,
harvesting of crops, but it t in be safely said that, \vilh the exception ol 6 months,
he can moic or less busy himself with subsidiary industries and cm safely
devote a part of his time to them. For 3 months generally, he has not got
much work for the \\holc day In the case of Ithnnl irop aitas, IK lias 6
months leisure if he does not move about.

(b) and (t) Subsidiary industries can be encouraged by supplying cultivators

money at low rates of interest, by doing experimental and teseaif woik t by
keeping mechanics to repair their machines, by supplying them with goods, by
eliminating as many middlemen as possible, by tin anting maikets lot them
and by patronising nd purchasing such locally manufactured goods

The following subsidiary industries can very well occupy then spire time'

Cording, spinning, \\eaving, carpentry, smithy, silver smithy, tinkering,
lace making, dyeing and painting, match making, knitting, bictt

making, carpet and mwai making, paper and card-board manufactur-

ing, hulling, milling, pieparation of pulses and oil pressing.

(e) Government should do all experimental \\ork in connection with the

above subsidiary industries The move of industrial concerns to rural areas

would mean the rum of agriculture as the tendency is that agncultural labour
is paid in kind. Moreover, labour is better paid in other industries Industrial

concerns will pay better wages and besides they would be able to employ their

men throughout the year. The result would be that there v,ould no bbour be
available for agriculture.

SA more intensive study of each rural industry should be made. It wo*'ld
out of place to suggest that an exhibition pertaining to agriculture and
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industries subsidiary to it should be held in Provinces turn by turn
every year.

In such exhibitions practical demonsti ations of agricultural machines, implements
and tools of industry should be given. Railway

^
companies should be induced

to give special concessions to exhibitions and visitors intending to visit such

exhibitions. If exhibitions are held and exhibitors are encouraged to demonstrate

the utility of tools and machines, the whole thing can be studied at a glance.
The introduction of new crops such as sugarcane, potatoes, vegetables, etc.,

where they do not exist and where there are facilities for growing them, might
lead to greater rural employment.

(h) Agriculturists cannot de\olc their spare time to improve the health

conditions of their own environment unless Government comes forward with

liberal giants for encouraging such efforts on their part. Government ought
to have n clear cut tchemc about sanitation of rural areas which have been
all along neglected.

QUESTION 18. AGRICULTURAL LABOUR. (a) Generally, there is no surplus of

labour. It moves about for a few months then comes back to its original place.
Our impression is that Indian laboui is sufficiently mobile, unless there are

other difficulties such as housing, malaria and harsh tientment. Wages alone

ought to attract labour. So f>r n\ it it known, with the exception of certain

tracts of the Central Provinces, not much fallow area is available for cultivation.

There is some land available in hilly nrd jungly tracts, but owing to communica-
tion difficulties it is doubtful i

f outsiders will go and occupy such areas. Such
areas should be freely leased out to emigrants in blocks of 10 acres with Govern-
ment financial aid and hxity of ferine We are against large farms which are

not common in India where cullnntion is not carried on primarily for commer-
cial purposes.

(b) Shortage of labour is due to- -

(1) epidemics to which hundicds of thousands fall a prey, (2) weak
physique due to malnutrition, (3) diversion to mill areas and other
industries which can provide them with better v^ages and work for

the vhole ye-ii, (4) nutrition of labour to other Provinces.

This state of affairs cannot be remedied without making agriculture a paying
(oncerri and \\ithout introduciig subsidiary industries. If agriculturists could pay
hettci wages labourers \vould dock to rural areas as they would prefer their

homes to dirty slums in which they have to reside in mill areas. Preventable
diseases, such as malaria, choliri, \ictmise n large number of labourers. If

Government were to pay a little attention towards sanitation and medical relief,
the population might double itself in twenty yeirs

(0 Areas not at present under cultivation should be leased out rent free
at least for ten years and afterwards rents on sliding scale should be charged.
The Government should never take as rent more than l/10th of the gross profits;
this should be the highest standard. Such profits would not be arrived at without
consulting local

^bodies
such as village panchayats, co-operative societies and

district
^
boards The demands made are modest ones when we consider that in

the majority of countries of the continent, lands aie held free for generations
when they are newly brought under cultivation. The State is not getting any
profits from fallow lands and consequently it should welcome any such move as
might give it some return aftor a few years. The Governments of other countries
encourage agriculture because they cannot grow sufficient food in their own
countries. But in India it is neglected as it is never treated as an industry
though the food problem in India is as acute as in any other country.

The question of moving labour from one place to another is not a sound
one. If Government seriously takes up the question of agricultural improve-
ments and cottage industries, it will mean employment for them for the whole
year On the contrary, if such labour is moved from its original place to some
other place, it may act as the greatest obstacle in the progress of agricultural
development of the country Devoting too much attention to more paying
commercial crops such as tea, jute, coffee, efc., will not be an unmixed good.Food crops should receive sufficient attention before other kinds of crops are
introduced

^
Without wholesale economic rehabilitation in rural areas, it is well

nigh impossible to introduce other kinds of ctops. I do not mean to say that
commercial crops should be ignored. It is a matter of common knowledge that
the introduction of machinery itself requires at least as much labour as is required
for doing the same work by manual labour if not more.
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Introduction of labour saving machines will mean greater profits and

consequently greater capital for investment in other forms of industries.

It will be, therefore, a mistake to make labour move from one Province

to another when there is a probability that in a few years the area so denuded
of labour may require it for itself.

QUESTION 19. FORESTS. (a) and (h) No; we do not consider that full use

of the forest lands for agricultural purposes is at present made. It is very
difficult to find out what is meant by preservation of forest areas. More grazing
facilities can be given. It would be better if the Forest Department should
take up the question of improving the qualil} of forest grass and of growing
new fodder crops. Forest areas should also be leased out for cultivation,

cattle-breeding and dairying purpose** wherever possible. Construction of forest

roads to facilitate communication should be slaited They should supply seeds
of superior kinds of &ra&*es. The ptcsent hap-hazard system of growing fodder
should be stopped and the work ot growing better fodder crops on systematic
lines should be undertaken.

(t) Soil erosion due to detenoiation of forests is not marked in the Central

Pnninces at least and there is sufficient rainfall here.

(</) There 'ippents to br no need for further afFoi elation at present

QUESTION 20 - -MARKI/TING (a) Agriculturists should be given full faci-

lities for selling their produce in markets A sufficient number of roads should

be provided i\ rm.il .areas. Light i ailways should be constructed along with

roads Distnct Councils should be encouraged to take up construction of such

railways Middlemen should be eliminated as far as piacticablc Co-operative

purchase and sale societies should be started in gram markets. It is necessary

to take more cflective steps to place at the disposal of cultivators, merchants
and traders information as to market conditions, crop returns, complaints ns

to Indian product* and agricultural and marketing news in general.

QITESTION 22. - -CO-OPERATION (a) The following steps should be taken 10

encourage the growth of the co-operative movement

(i) The Government should help the movement by maintaining a qualified
and adequate staff. (2) The Trust Act should be amended to the effect that

trust money may be deposited in the co-operative banks (3) District Councils
and Municipal Committee should be allowed to deposit their surplus funds,

etc., in the Central Banks. (4) State aid should be given to land mortgage
bank? and housing societies. (5) Moncv should bt advanced to non-official

organisations for piopaganda work.

(n) Local bodies should be allowed to keep their money in the Central
Banks. (2) They should appoint organisers and give them training in co-operative
principles.

(/>) (i) Credit societies require more education.

(ii) Establishment of purchase societies i; very necessary In order to
eliminate risks we would suggest that before* placing an order indents may
be invited

(111) Forming of so' letics for the sale of prodiu c or stock is necessary.
Such an experiment is being tried in Berar.

(iv) Societies formed for effecting improvements should be advanced money
at very low rates of interest The number of instalments should also be more
liberal.

(v) Voluntary consolidation of holdings is not likely to succeed.

(vi) Agricultural machinery of crude and simple types can be co-operatively
used. The difficulty is that machines cannot bo easily repaned in villages

(vii) Societies for joint farming have not been established so far though the

experiment is worth trying.

(viii) Cattle-breeding societies have proved a failure in the Central Prov-

inces^
but the experiment may be tried again. Government should supply

breeding bulls free of charge and forest areas should be freely opened for

grazing. Veterinary Assistants should be asked to supervise the general health
of the herds periodically. Slaughtei of milch cattle and other agricultural
cattle should be stopped. Societies for fighting diseases should afao be established.
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(<) To work co-operative schemes for joint improvement legislation will

certainly be necessary. There are people everywhere who are the worst

enemies of all kinds of improvements howsoever important and beneficial they

may be. We do not mean to say that such men should be^ compelled to become
members of the co-operative societies but we should certainly insist on compel

ling them to effect improvements otherwise

(d) Societies have not done as much good as v\as expected of them, the main

reasons being*

(1) Agncuftuie is not a sufficiently paying concein. Practically no
^margin

is left aftci meeting expenses of the year. (2) The rate of interest

is high. (3) Absence of facilities for improving cultivation. (4)The
land revenue policy of Government which hy one settlement operation
takes away what cultivators ha\e achieved

QUESTION 23. GLNERAL EDUCATION -
(-0 Ti. view of agricultural education

having come under the control of the University, it is likely that there would
be a separate course prescribed in ,ignci'ltni*e. It should be an

optional^ subject

and it should generally concern itself not so much with field work as with farm

economics including the budget of agriculturists Up to this time unfortunately
farm economics has nol received anv attention, but in view of the newly
createJ interest in agriculture this branch cf economics cannot be neglected

pny longer.

(ft) Rural education should be in conformity with the needs of agriculturists

It hat, neglected agriciiltnie so far \\ith the result that boys do not pick up
anything of agriculture in schools As the majority of boys do not go to the

middle schools, Jt is absolutely nece k siry that they should be given tiaining in

agriculture in primary schools

This teaching should be pincticnl in n.ifurc <ind should not be bookish.

Compulsory education has not been introduced in Jubbulpore district It

has been introduced in some districts of the Ccntial Provinces recently, it would
be. thcicfore, premature to express any opinion about it Boys of tender age
who arc quite unsuitable for purposes of ngiiculturc attend classes but when

they grow up, they go to the plough and help then parents in carrying field

operations. The shortage of labour and the grinding poverty of their parents
deter them from prosecuting their studies fmthei.

21 -ATlKACTINi. CAPITAL (a) Unless agiiculture becomes paying,
cipitalists <ire not likely to take to agriculture for cultivation purposes. The
present tendency is that land is passing aua> trom the hands of hereditary
agriculturists to moneylenders who generally retain such villages as an outlet

for investing their money and grain at I>u;ii rates of interest which they can

charge and realise because they are the owners of villages

(*') The settlement policy of Government is tending to discourage owners
of

agricultural
land from carrying out improvements. The land revenue policy

of Government which has been ^udiou&ly in id religiously excluded from the
terms of reference of the Commission is pumanlv responsible for the poor
state o c

agriculturists.

QUESTION 25--WFUARF OF RURAL POPUI/TION Indians by temperament
aie not such dirty ( eoplu at they are represented to be Their religious
ceremonies, personal hygiene as is enjoined by their religious books, religious
festivals and worship, clearing of villages v\hen epidemics break out, the

sweeping and vihitevvashi.ig of every nook and corner of the house, the

application of cowdung to the floor and the planting of various shrubs in the

courtyard and other places are important factors which go a great deal towards
keeping the villages clean.

Unless the Government gives them more money, they cannot do anything
more. Medical itlicf, simtauon of villages arid communications deserve the
attention of all well -wishers of .igncullur.il dieses

Data for faun economics should be collected Such enquiry should be
conducted not by the executive officers ot the land but by professors and
students of the University. It is a new science in India and consequently col-
lection of data would take a long time before any tangible result* can be
obtained. Retired servants of the Co-opeiative f Agricultural and Land Record*
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Departments should be encouraged to take up this work. The scope and
methods of such enquiries would differ from tract to tract. No hard and fast

rules should be laid down in the initial stages. For reasons best known to

Government, they have all along avoided an enquiry into the economic well-

being of the people The non-official opinion is diametrically opposed to the

official view They think that there is nothing economically wrong.
We have been closely connected with the co-operative movement and we

find that, on an a\ernge, debt per head has been increasing from year to year.
Our own impression is that this increase in debt is not due to their economic

improvements

QUESTION 26 STATISTICS The work of ascertaining areas under cultivation

and crops is already done by Milage patwativ. The substitution of any other

agency would be lather evpenstve The work of estimating the yield of agricultural

produce should riexu be done by the executive officers who in the majority
of cases have no knowledge of agricultural rnaUers. They do not make sufficient

margin for losses in harvesting, gleaning, threshing, winnowing, etc. Estimates

by Government me considerably higher tVm those of private persons. The

present method of taking only I/ 10th of an acre for crop experiments deserves

to be abolished and titserves to be replaced by some other more reliable method.
The work of arranging and publishing agricultural statistics should be done by
the Department of Agriculture

The science of agricultural statutus is also a new one. Some persons
should be deputed lo study the American system of statistics.

Oral Evidence.

33185. The Cluntmun: Mr Pande, you wish to be examined on the note

provided by the Tahsil Agricultural Association of Sehora? Yes

33186 Would you like to make any statement in amplification of your
note, or may 1 ask you some questions? You may ask me questions, I may
have to say something about co-operation, but I \\i11 do that later on.

33187. Are you a cultivator? Yes

33188. Would you tell u& a little, about your holding, how big is it?

The area that i cultivate is about 1,000 acres

33189 Do you culm ate that 1,000 acres by hired labour? Yes.

33190 Do you pay that laboui in cash or in kind? Both.

33191 Do you pay the same labourer partly in cash and partly in kind?
Yes; in that way the labourers dictate their own terms

33192. Then apart trom that 1,000 acres, what land do you own? I also
own 9,000 acres

33193. That is 10,000 acres altogether? Yes.

33194. Do you own the 9,000 acres in malguzari right? Yea.

33195. Is the other 1,000 acres home-farm? Yes. The whole area of the
home-farm is 1,500 acres, but I cultivate only 1,000 acies.

33196. Of this whole area of 10,000 acies, how much, if any, is irrigated?
There is no irrigation in my part of the Province.

33197. No well irrigation? There is well irrigation, but it is negligible.

33198. But still, you know, small experiments are important? I have made
experiments* myself.

33199. And what is the result? The result is satisfactory, but it is impossible
to carry it on on a large scale.

t

33200. Why? Firstly, the nature of the soil is such that it cannot stand
irrigation.

33201. Does it become saline? Yes; if you take a village of 500 acres,
there may be 10, 20 or 50 acres at most that can stand irrigation.

33202. The rest goes salt? Yes, and the soil is such that huge cracks
appear.
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33203. Is it the black cotton soil? It is not exactly cotton soil, but it

is black soil.

33204. Is there any clay in it?There is.

33205. In patches? Yes, in a village we have a number of soils; part is

of one kind and part of another.

33206. So that it is only a small part of the area that is capable of being

irrigated? Yes.

33207. What are your crops on your home-farm? Wheat, gram and paddy
are the three main crops.

33208. Is that dry or irrigated paddy? Naturally irrigated paddy.

33209. You do irrigate the paddy? No, it is not irrigated; the system it

that we have bunds end the land is water-logged

33210. Do you grow any cotton? No.

33211. Wliat varieties of wheat are you growing? No. 88, No. 90 and other

improved varieties.

33212 Are they recommended by the Agricultural Department? Yes.

33213. Are you satisfied with them? Yes.

33214 What gram do you $row? I use the dc^n or local variety.

33215. Do you think the local deshi gram beed is capable of improve-
ment^ Everything is capable of improvement.

33216. That i& a. very safe answer What is the average outturn of wheat
in the average year? !: is about four times the seed rate.

33217. Do you manure &: all?- Manuring cannot be done on a large scale;
whatever manui e we have we use fot paddy.

33218. Aie you convinced that if \\ould not pay to apply artificial

manures? No, it will not pay.

33219. You are satisfied of that? Yes,

33220. How do you know? The difficulty about artificial manure is that

their prices are rather high, and if I use manure costing about Rs. 5 per acre,
I must be satisfied that at any rate I shall get Rh. 6 in extra crop, but it does
not come up to that; that is one difficulty.

33221. Will you tell me upon what experiments you found your views?
Have you tried artificial manures? Yes, I tried them, I think it was in 1920
and 1921.

33222 Was 1920 ;i very good 01 a \ery bad year? Prices were high.

33223. What about crops? I found 1 did not get as much crop as I ought
to have

33224. But was not 1920 a very dry year? I cannot remember. I think it

was a dry year.

33225. It was a >car of crop failure, was it not? I think there were three
successive failures of crops in 1920, 1921 and 1922.

So that you made an experiment in what, as far as you can remember,
was a year of crop failure, and upon that you formed the view that artificial
manures would not pay.

33226.
Proj Gan^ulee: What was the crop on which you used the artificial

manure? I think I used it on wheat, we sow wheat and gram together.

33227. The Chairman. Now tell us about any other difficulty? Another
difficulty is that in order to use these manures you must irrigate the land; but
we are not in a position to do that.

33228. Have you ever tried cowdung? We try that every year.
33229. On wheat land? Not on wheat, but on paddy.
33230. Have you ever tried it on wheat land? No, we have not a (sufficient

supply.

33231. You need the whole of it lor your rice? Yes, the whole of it itused on paddy*
*
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33232. How many pairs of bullocks do you keep? I keep about 80 pairs
of bullocks.

33233. Have you any suggestions to make to the Commission as to how
the difficulty of keeping these bullocks in condition in a season of fodder

shortage could be achieved? There is fodder shortage; there is no doubt
about it.

33234. Have you made experiments? Yes.

33235. What did you try? I tried juar, but the difficulty is that it could
not withstand the rainfall. The rainfall of my district is something like 60 inches
and every third or fourth year it may even go to 70 inches; moreover the
winter temperature is so low that yitar cannot thrive.

33236. Have you considered at all the possibility of growing Guinea grass
or lucerne''* I grew lucerne once,* but I cannot say whether it was a success
or not. It is doubtful whether we can use it for draught cattle; it may be
all right for milch cows but for draught cattle it does not pay.

33237 Do you keep accurate and complete costings of your farming opera-
tions, detailed accounts, showing the cost of production on a given unit and the
return? Yes, I do.

33238 Prof. GanguJce. What is the cost of cultivation per acre of wheat?
It varies in different tracts; if you are situated near a railway station or a big
town, for example, it may cost you Rs 20; but if you are far away from a

railway station it may cost you less

33239. What is the cost of cultivation per acre on your own farm? Rs. 10.

33240 The Chan man: Do you lend money to the villagers in your malgu-
/nri areas? -Yes.

33241 At what nite? It \aiics from 12 to 24 per cent per annum,

33242. It has occnsionnlK been suggested before the Commission that there

should be a statutory limitation of the rate of interest. Do you agree with that

view?Yes, provided the State were to come forward and find the money for

the cultivators

33243 Arc you lending any seed at all to your cultivators? Yes

33244. On what teirns? At 25 per cent per annum.

33245 In kmd>~Yes, in kind

33246. Dt . Hydt'i . Not on wiwai or deihi'** Sawai means 25 per cent.

You have got also 50 per cent in districts like Mandla. I have got a scheme
of my own which will reduce the rate

33247 Have you included that scheme here in your note? No.

33248 rtie (thai) man On p.ige 529 >ou suggest' "Agriculture can be made
attractive to middle-class youths by introducing more paying crops, by advancing
them capital at a very low rate oi inteiest"* That would be at the expense of

the geneial tax-payer, would it not? The thing is this if you take the

entire revenue of the Central Provinces it comes to something more than 5 crores

and out of this 2\ crores is derived from land revenue alone; so it cannot be
said that it is taxing the general tax-payer.

33249 So your view is, I suppose, that you are taxing other agriculturists
to provide cheap raie of interest for this class? The present position is that

agriculturists are taxed for the benefit of other people.

33250. You say "Adult education in rural tracts can be popularised by
opening night schools.

"
Is that view founded on any definite experience of

youri?- I have tried some experiments and I ha\e succeeded also. I am the

Chairman of the Sehorn Central Bank and there the experiment was tried.

33251 Would you tell us a little more about it? It had to be given up
because the Bnnft had not sufficient funds,

33252. How long was the expeiiment carried on? For three months.

33253 You think you can come to any very clear conclusions about a
scheme of adult education in three months? I say that people wanted it but the

difficulty was want of funds.

3-3254. How many people attended in the beginning of the three monthi?-

Thirty.
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33255. How many were there at the end of the three inonths? Not more
than five. The whole thing depends upon the amount of pressure which the

malguzar can exercise on the people.

33256. On page 530, in answer to Question 4, you say: "Before the intro-

duction of the Reforms scheme, the Agricultural and Veterinary Services were
not in touch with the rural population". Surely the Veterinary Services in the

districts have been in the hands of the District Boards for a long time, have

they not? We have got the dispensary; but the veterinary officers are under
the Central Government.

33257. The dispensary is in the hands of the Local Boards? Yes, but we
have not got any control over the Veterinary Assistant.

33258. Are you not responsible at all for the way in which the business

of the dispensary is earned on? We are tesponsible only for payment; we
cannot lay down principles for carrying on the dispensaries. So the best thing
is that the services of the Veterinary Assistants should be transferred to the

local bodies..

33259. Is it your view that the local authority would be prepared to take

responsibility for the administration and work of the dispensary? Yes.

33260. You would like to see that done? Yes, provided also that the

Government gives the funds which it is already spending on it.

33261. Pio/. Gangiilee Are you a member of the District Council? I am
the Vice-Chairman of the District Council and Chairman of my Local Board.

33262. The Chairman: In the matter of finance, in answer to our Question
5, you say : "There should be no delay in advancing iaccavi and land improve-
ment loans*'. Is it your vieu that there is undue delay in advancing these
taccavi loans? Yes.

33263. Is there more delay than is required for the officer who is responsible
to make a complete enquiry into the justification for the application? That is

a matter for the authorities; I cannot say.

33264. You have to consider this question in relation to the responsibility
of the officer who is to decide as to whether the public money is to be advanced
to an applicant or not. It would not do to lend Government money without
proper enquiry, would it? But the procedure can be simplified

33265. You think it can? Yes

33266. Who do you suggest should be responsible? Have you thought out
any scheme? The best thing is that these loans should be advanced through
co-operative societies

33267. Have you got any co-operative society on your 9,000 acres? Yes.
33268. How many? I have to manage over 13 villages and in 7 I have got

co-operative societies.

33269. Are they working? They are working well.

33270. Are they utilising all the available money for loans? They can get
money from the Central Bank.

33271. Then why do you suggest that taccavi should be made available?
I he thing is this : they get money at 12 per cent from the Co-operative Central
Bank, while from (he State they can get it at about 7 or 8 per cent; this is

cheaper. Moreover all cultivators are not members of the societies.

33272 Do you believe in the co-operative movement? I do.

33273. You think it will be a good thing for the co-operative movement
if taccavi loans were made readily attainable and were granted at lower rates
of interest? Yes.

33274. You think that will be a good thing for the co-operative movement?

33275. Your suggestion is that the primary credit societies should be financed
by taccavi loans and not from the Central Bank? No, that is not my suggestion.

33276. Then how do you propose to do it? A cultivator who is not a
member of the co-operative society can get a loan from the Government and
J suggest that such a loan should be advanced through the co-operative society,
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33277* To non-members? Yes.

33278. Would you make the co-operative societies the judges of whethei
an application was justifiable or not? Yes.

33279. But the co-operative societies would have no responsibility for

repaying Government, would they? We are prepared to have that responsibility

provided we get some commission on the whole thing and it can be done like

this : supposing the Stare advances to them at Rs. 7-12-0 per cent, if co-operative
societies guarantee payment then Goveinment may advance the money to the

societies at 6 per cent.

33280. At what rate does the primary society in your district borrow from
the Central Bank? 12 per cent.

33281. At what rate do you suggest the primary society should be lent money
as taccavi loan? That is not my position; I do not want that it should be
advanced from the State entirely.

33282. If laLcavi loans were available to primary societies at rates of

inteiest lower than the primary societies can borrow from the Central Bank,
would it be good for the business of the Central Bank? If they get loans at

about 7 per cent then they will have to enhance the rate when they advance to

individual members; secondly, State aid to that extent is not desirable; thirdly,
I doubt whether the State will be in a position to help to such an extent.

33283. Have you studied the working of the Usurious Loans Act in this

Province closely? It is not in force in this Province; I think it is only in
force in the Punjab.

33284. Only in the Punjab?! think so.

33285. Is it not an All-India Act'^ At any rate, I am not aware of its

existence so far as this Province is concerned.

33286. The position is that it is an All-India Act and it is open to Prov-
incial Governments to put it into force or not to put it into force. It is in

force in Berar but not in the other half of the Province? In Berar,
they have the damdopat system.

33287. But the damdopat system is not the same as the Usurious Loans
Act? In Berar, the damdopat system applies to Hindus.

33288. That has nothing to do with the Usurious Loans Act? Damdopat
serves the same purpose.

33289. "Voluntary consolidation of holdings has proved to be a failure",

you say. Who! attempts on a voluntary basis have been made in this Province?-
It was attempted in Chhattisgarh Division, but only in a very limited manner.

33290. Are you quite sure that the voluntary method has been fully tried?
I think it is bound to fail.

33291. Mi. Calvert: You saw it in the Punjab, did you not? Yes.

33292. It did not fail there? No, because it was tried in less than 300

villages, and that touches not even the fringe of the problem. And again the

position in the Punjab is entirely different from the position in these parts.
Here we have got the bunding system, whereas m the Punjab you have got
one plain surface and it is easy to adjust one plot with another. That sort of

thing cannot be done here.

33293. Sir Henry Lawrance; Your soil varies here, does it? Yes.
"

33294. The Chairman: On page 531 you say, "It is ve^r doubtful

that the existing^ seed of the newly introduced varieties is likely to continu^
its high yielding nature"? Is that because of a probable deterioration in the

varieties or because of the effect on the soil of better varieties season by
season? I think it is due to the soil.

33295. You give on page 532, as one of the reasons for the progressive short-

age of labour, the rise in prices? How does the rise in price bring about a

shortage of labour? That accounts for the labour becoming more dear, I

suppose? Yes.

33296. You say "diversion of agricultural labour to other industries which

came into existence during the War' ? What industries are you thinking of?

The cement factories at Katni in the Jubbulpore district; also the development
of Tata's works.
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33297. Are those cement manufactoiies etlll in being? Yes, there are three
factories.

33298. Prof. Gangulee: How many labourers do they employ? I cannot
say definitely, but I think they must be employing about 6,000 people.

33299. The Chairman * Have you any suggestions to make as to how these
difficulties might be overcome? I have suggested the introduction of subsidiary
cottage industries,

33300. Would yoa like to see loca1 authouties purchasing steam tackle in
order to undertake ploughing on a contiact basis? If you mean District Coun-
cils, my answer is In the affirmative

33301. You suggest that the department should do it? Yes, I think the

Department of Agriculture should do it, it is impossible for the ordinary people
to take it up.

33302. Why? It would mean so much money which they do not possess
and it is doubtful whether the thing would succeed.

33303. You are not very hopeful about it? Not much.

And very wisely you suggest that the department, with which you have
no connection, should take the risk.

33304 Have you any experience of the method of preserving fodder known
as silage? -Yes.

33305. Do you practise that? Ye*

33306 *For how long have you practised H? ^or the last three years.

33307. Do you find it a success ? Yes

33308 And you believe in it? Yes

33309. Are you making your silage in pits below the ground? Yes.

33310. Are *you having any difficulty at all'' Up to this time I have not

experienced much difficulty, except that I cannot do it on a large scale

33311 Why not? Because 1 have not got sufficient fodder.

33312. Have you had any disappointments
v Has any of it gone bad? -

Only a small portion of it.

33313. Just on the top and the sides^It is geneially lower down.

33314 You find yonr animals eat it readily^ Yes, 1 use it for milch
cattle only

33315. Do your villagers take any interest in it''' No
33316 Have you attempted to sho\ it to them? It is done in the village

itself, but they do not maintain many milch cattle ns a matter of fact

33317. I see
^
you suggest that wnn hemp should be grown under irrigation

for green fodder i* Do you think that is the best green fodder that you can
grow f I have said that it would serve two purposes; firstly, for green fodder
and secondly, for manure.

33318. I observed that; but do you think it is a good green fodder? I
cannot say anything about that.

33319. I just want to be certain as to what you mean when you say that

mL Ta
i
dS tha

,

e ? U are making on G^ent funds are modest7-Of course
modesty ft a relate term; they are modest when we consider the demands inthe majority of the countries of the Continent? .

33320. Which Continent do you refer to?-I think the European Continent.

33321. Where do you market your wheat? In the local market'.

33322. Are you satisfied with the prices >ou get*U-Not at all.

33323. Could you not market it to a merchant direct?-! have not yetbeen able to get such a merchant.
*

33324. Do you get the ordinary rates fo*- wheat grown on your own farm?
i get a slightly better price.
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33325. Why? Because I produce purer stuff. What the merchants do w
this : they take wheat of all kinds and mix them with mine and produce
standard quality. In Bombay there are different qualities, for example, 70 per

cent pure and 30 per cent dirty. If they want to produce another combination

they just mix mine and bring it to the required standard.

33326. You suggested at the commencement of your oral evidence that

there was something that you wished to nJd to that statement. Would you
let us hear wha| it may be? I wanted to mention two things in this connection :

firstly, my seed scheme and secondly, the system of tenancy which we have in

the Central Provinces The tenure of land is such that there is absolutely

no value for the land.

33327. You know the subject of tenancy is not within the terms of our

reference. We are quite prepared to hear the effect that present conditions

have on your cultivation if you wish to tell us, but we are not prepared to

hear any proposals for a change. Do 1 nu<ke myself clear? Our difficulty

is that the two questions are so mixed up together that you cannot examine
the former without examining the latter also,

33328. Proceed with your statement and I will stop you if necessary? The
difficulty with regard to the system of tenure is that the co-operative societies

have absolutely no assets. Members hold their land on occupancy right only
and they have consequently nothing to mortgage. Then after taking large
loans they apply to the lau courts and get themselves declared insolvent,
with the result that the money is lost to the Central Bank and to the society.
The remaining member are required to pay up for one man's dishonesty.

33329. Before you go any further I \,-;mt to ask you a question on that.

You have several primary societies on your own estates?~Seven societies.

33330 How many of them are really being managed efficiently by their

own members? Are they in fact managed Dy committees of the primary society
or are they really there simply as links between the individual borrower and
the Central Bank? Out of these seven societies I think only one can exist

without any aid from outside.

33331. Take that society which is the best you have. Does the committee
make a close scrutiny of the applications for loans that come in to the committee
from its members? They do,

33332 So that they ought to know which of their members, if any, are

deserving of a loan? Quite so but you cannot know when the man will be-
come dishonest. He might be honest to-day but what is there to prevent him
from becoming dishonest to-morrow?

33333. Do not let ui> take too gloomy a view. Probably it would be all

right if you did not take sdch a pessimistic view as you have taken. You do
not think that the co-operative society through its committee is capable of

judging as to whether its members ought to be given loans or ought not to be

given loans?--They understand their interests best, but the,,, difficulty is thit

they would not know what the man might do afterwards.

33334. In all businesses you expect to meet a certain proportion of dishonest

people and you must expect to be faced with a certain number of disappoint-
ments and bad debts. Dou you not think that the primary society, if properly
managed, is capable of protecting itself against the ordinary risks of business in

those respects? --It is well qualified to protect itself, but even in the best joint
stock banks you will find that fraudulent transactions take place.

33335. ^You say that the other societies are not capable of managing their
own affairs? Yes.

3?336. Who examines the applications that come in from their members for
loans? What I say is that they cannot exist without outside help.

33337. Who examines the applications?' The applications are examined bj
the members of the societies themselves, but the Central Bank lends them n
clerk who writes out their accounts, dratts their applications, and does < other
things

33338. Do you think that the principle of unlimited liability is not capable
of stimulating the members into a sufficiently wary frame of mind to look after
themfelves?~~h does - In tne *>^nning. before the principle of joint respon-
sibility was enforced, they were reckless, but now they are cautious.
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To come back to your point* you think that it is impossible to

conduct credit societies unless the members have land which they can mort-

gage? That is not my intention* In order to put the whole thing on a sound

footing the nature of tenancy should be changed. In this connection, an

amendment of the Insolvency Act is also necessaiy; that is my point.

33340. Would you tell us what you wish to be done in the way of amend-
ment? That a man will not be allowed to btcome insolvent as long at he has

propei ty; that he will not be allowed to PUI render his holdings^to the malgussar
as lon at. he has got debts owing to a co-operative society.

33341. You want to put the co-opei stive society in front of the sowcar?

Yes, 1 am expecting to get the samt right \\hich the Government has over

them.

33342. Have you got anything else to say? About the staff of the Co-

operative Department, the position in the Central Provinces is that no Registrar
has held office for moie than two years. They have been changing, and so they
have not been able to put in as much woik as they could have if they had

been fixed to the depaitment. They come to the department,, work there for

a couple of years, and then go to some othet department.

33343. On page 538 you say : "Indians by temperament are not such

dirty people as they are represented to be". Who has been representing them
to be dirty'

1
' That is the general impression.

33344 I should have thought that, in some respects, the houses of the

cultivators in the average village are extraordinarily clean; and that it is just

the absence oi knowledge as to facts of infection which, in certain essential

matteis, leads them to practices which are responsible for the spread of epidemic
diseases? They are quite careful about infectious diseases.

33345. You think they are? Yes. If a man is suffering from small-pox,
nobody is allowed to enter the hut of that num. They keep fire burning through-
out, and when the man has recovered they clean the house again. In cases
of epidemics like plague, they at once leave their huts.

33346. Prof. Gangulee What about the surroundings of the houses?

They are dirty.

33347. The Chan man. Take the case of cholera: where is the linen soiled

by a cholera patient usually \\ ashed r* It is washed in the village tank.

33348. On page 539 you say
* "we find that, on an average, debt per head

has been increasing from year to year
**

Could we have the facts on which
you base that view'''- -the fact is that if jou take the Co-operative Report
of this Piovinco you \\ill find that the average debt pei head has been increased
in almost all the cases.

33349. Have you made any definite survey of any particular district? These
impressions are very misleading? If you l/ke the sums which are under award
in liquidation cases, then you will find that the amount has been increasing
from year to year.

33350. You think that necessarily means that the total debt over the whole
cojntiy is increasing? That is one aspect. If you take the average debt per
head, you \\ill find that that also has been increasing.

33351. How do you know what the average debt is? I know because I

am connected with the bank.

33352. Pro/. Gangttlw You have not undertaken any enquiry on which
you base this statement? I bnse it on whatever inquiry I have made. As a
matter of fact, no regular enquiry has been made by Government itself.

33353. The Chairman: I want to be sure that I have not misunderstood you
in this matter of taccavt loans in relation to co-operative societies. Was it

your suggestion that primary societies should tdministef these taccavi loam?
Not primary societies; Central Banks. It would be too much for the primary
society to take it up. The Central Bank can take the loan from Government;
and guarantee the rate of interest, and its repayment.

33354. So that there will be no competition between taccavi loam and
Central Banks r* No I do not want competition.
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33355 Sir James MacKenna: Are you the owner of the eitate* you were

talking about? Yes. I am the legal owner.

33356. Have you had much assistance from the Agricultural Department?

Yes, they have given me much assistance.

33357 They have given you considerable assistance? Yes, that it due to

the facf that we have been asking the nelp of the department from the very

beginning.

33358. Are you a member of the Legislative Council now? Yes.

33359. Have you been a member unea the beginning? Yes.

33360. Do you remember the year in which there was a cut of Rs. 2 lakhs

h: the agricultural budget? Yes.

33361. Were you in favour oi Lhat cut? Yes,

33362. Why? Because Government had produced that year the Report of

the Co-operation Committee, and that report was so reactionary that we were

bound to vote against it.

33363. What do you mean by co-operation? Political co-operation? I

am using the expression strictly in the co-operative sense. 'I he Local Govern-
ment had appointed a committee to eximine the working of the Co-operative

Department.

33364. And because that did not satisfy you, you cut the agricultural

budget? The idea was to cut the Co-operative Department budget, not the

agricultural budget.

33365. But the axe fell on the v rong branch? That may he.

33366. Pro/. Gangulee. What do vou mean by reactionary? It was a

reactionary report. The present position in the Province is that when Central

Banks have their own Chairmen, the district officials have ^got nothing to do
with them. The report recommended that the Registrar, whenever he finds

that suitable non-officials aie not corning forward, should be given the power
to appoint anybody as Chairman of any Central Bank. Then, it ive power to

the Registrar to turn out any member of t cooperath e society or any director

from any bank. These were the proposals v hick we vere bound to resent.

33367. You did not approve of them? No.

33368. Str James MacKcnna. What reason have you for saying on page 530
that: "Before the introduction of the Reforms scheme, the Agricultural and
Veterinary Services were not in touch with the rural population but now it

has changed and therefore the work of these vertices is being more appreciated"
'*

The view current up to 1920 was that the department was mainly concerned
in carrying out research work at headquarters. But in 1921, when the non-
omcial side said that it was desirable that they should familiarise the people
with their researches, they took to field work also.

33369. They did not do it before 1920? Not in the way they have been

doing since then, and public criticism is responsible for it.

33370. You think that it justifies your making that statement? Yes.

33371. Are you not aware of the introduction of toseum cotton and the

transplantation of paddy in Chhattisgarh, before the Reforms? Can you quote
an>thing that has been done since the Reforms? As a matter of fact, this

transplantation was not a new thing propagated by the department; the people
knew about it, and it was done before that in the United Provinces. As regards
roseum cotton, I think that the department has concentrated too much on rowuin
cotton. The position here is that there are five Divisions in the Central Provinces;
Berar and Nagpur are cotton tracts, Chhattiagarh is the paddy tract and the

Jubbulpore and Nerbudda Divisions are whe.U tracts. They might have been
doing a lot already in one Division, but the other Divisions were suffering.

33372. Are they not doing anything in the wheat tract? Now they arc

doing much.

33373. They did not do a great deal before 1920?~~Not much.

33374. Prof. Gangulee; Who evolved the A-115 type of wheat? Of whos<
work it it the result? I do not know. What $ wanted to say was that tfa<

people should be made familiar with the researches of the department.
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33375. Have any demonstration farms been started since the Reforms?

They existed even in 1920.

33376. Do you know of any farm that has been started since the Reforms?
There are two farms in my own tahsil.

33377. Started since 1920? Yes.

33378 You show a great deal of interest in the development of agriculture;
are you familiar with the practice in the Agricultural Institute in Nagpur or in

various Government farms? I have tried to keep myself in touch with them.

33379. In what way have you kept in touch? I am n member of the

Fro\ incial Board of Agriculture.

33380. Do you attend the Boaid meetings regularly? Yes, regularly.

33381 When did you attend last? I think the last meeting was held in

September.

33382 Did you at any tune place before them the views that you have
place I before us? -Yes, I have moved resolutions, T pressed for these things;
I ha\ c pressed for the contract ploughing system, I have pressed for seed

supply business

33383. You suggest various legislative measures for the benefit of agricul-
turists. Did you .is a member of the Legislative Council take any steps in

that direction? As far as the Legislative Council is concerned, it has been

working in n \ery haphn/aid manner

33384 What do you mean by thjf? As a matter of fad, in the last three

yens nothing has been done, during 1920, 1921 and 1923 when the Legislative
Council weie working there were two Ministers, but after the Swarajists entered

the Council the Ministers disappeared and along with the Ministers the Council
also

33385. Bur that should not interfere with your introducing any beneficial

measuies? We could not do it, because the Government said that in the

absence of Ministers they were not prepared to lay down any new policy.

33386 On page 530 you say that since the Reforms the work of these

services is being more appreciated? Yes.

33387 And on page 529 you say that the people have not much faith in the

activities of the Agricultural Department?- -Yes

33388 Could you explain that a little further? The position has consider-
ablv changed since 1920 but a great deal of \\ork is still to be done.

33389 That we all realise, but you say the people have not much faith in

the activities of the department. You yourself have introduced joscnm cotton
in your tahsil? Yes

33390. We have had evidence to the effect that cultivators are growing A-115
whea* and better implements have been introduced in various tracts ?~~~~Yes.

33391 Then why do you say the people have not much faith in the

^guciiltural Department? You are putting too literal an interpretation on my
woids

33392 So that you do not mean what you say here? 1 do not mean to

say that 1 condemn the department altogether.

33393 Then I will leave it at that Is there a Federation of Co-operative
Societies here? Yes.

33394 Are you connected with it? "I am its Governor,

33395 How is that Federation working? It did not put much work for

the last two years, but now it is showing signs of life.

33396 Why did it not work during the last two years, and why is it

showing signs of life now? In 1921 the Governor of the Federation became
a Minister of the Central Provinces Government, The gentleman who was
then elected Governor in his place died within a month of his acceptance of

office After that nobody came forward to accept the responsibility because
the office was an honorary one and entailed a great deal of work. The present

position is that I have taken up the work, hot I have no money with which
to carry on any work ^

33397. Did you say that that Federation i showing signs of life now? Yes.
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33398 Who gave life to the Federation? The new Executive Council. A
new Executive Council has been elected and I have been rendering some

service in that direction.

33399. You have told us something about the primary society of which

you have knowledge? Yes.

33400. To what class does that particular society belong? There are very

few societies of "A" class; the majority of them are of "C" class.

33401. Does the society which you know belong to "C" class? "C"

and "D".

33402. Who does the auditing?- The Government Auditors.

33403. Are you satisfied with that arrangement?- -Personlly I would suggest

that more Auditors should be appointed, and that the Central Bank should not

be asked to bear the expenses of the audit. What I suggest is that the Central

Bank should conhne its activities io education, training and propaganda.

33404. I undei stand you are also a member of the District Council? I am
Vice-Chairman of the District Council and Chairman of the Local Board.

33405. What are the chief interests* of your Local Board? We are

concerned with roads, school buildings and pounds.

33406. Of the thiee things you have mentioned, roads, school buildings and

pounds, which interests the Lo ird as a corporate body most? Are you keen
on better roads, better pounds, or better school buildings? They care more for

schools; they are not in a position to care for the roads because they have
no money at their disposal

33407. What about the Veterinary Service? They do not have full

contiol over the Veterinary Service

33408. I think you are referring to taccavi loan when you say in your note
that coercive processes aie used to make recoveries? Yes.

33409. What are the coercrve processes to which you are referring? You
can attach a man's property and send him to prison at once.

33410. Is that what you mean? Yes.

33411 On page 530 you refer to the Conciliation Board, what Board are you
referring to v Jbese Boards \\ere established once in the Central Provinces and
they went from town to town, they sent for sowcars and moneylenders and got
their debts compounded in many ways.

33412. Is that Board still functioning > It functioned once.

33413. What has happened to it? I cannot say; it may have been abolished.

33414. You aie not in touch with it? No; that was long ago; it was
about fifteen years ago.

33415. On page 532 you make a statement which I do not quite follow :

"Letters to all the Provincial Heads of the Agricultural Departments and to the
Pusa Institute were sent by the Association but no one was able to give sound
advice in this matter," Are you referring to a particular incident? Yes.

33416 Would you explain what it is? It was a problem like this: there

being 60 inches of rainfall and about 40 degrees temperature in winter, the whole
area being water-logged, they weie asked what should be grown as fodder crop.

33417. Mi. Calveit. I gather you are a strong upholder of the independ-
ence of Central Banks? Yes.

33418. And you resented the suggestion that the Registrar should have
power to appoint a Chairman? Yes,

33419. And you would not like the Collector to interfere with the working
of the Central Banks? No, I do not want him to interfere,

33420. You propose that tatcaut should distributed through the Central
Banks? Yes.
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33421. Would the Central Bank also be responsible for the collection of

the taccavi? Certainly.

33422. The Collector, as you know, has special powers for recovering
taccavi loan? Yes.

33423. But the Central Bank would not have those special powers? Very
well

33424. How would you get over that difficulty? It is not in every case

thai coercive processes are used.

33425. Bur part of the argument against the Government system^ of tat,cavt

is that coercive pioccsses are used? Yes, but in the co-operative society

minimum coercion would be used.

33426. But supposing the Central Bunk could not collect certain taicavi?

Then the Central Bank would have to pay it out of its own funds.

33427. And bear the loss? Yes

33428 The Central Bank would not resort to any special powers? No.

33429. You would nol mind the Central Bank incurring the loss on sums

found to be irrecoveiable through its ordinary powers? Quite so, but the

Central Bank nt the same time uouUI be making some prohte, if they are

advancing, say, at Rs. 7-12-0 per cent to an oidma-y cultivator, the Government
can very well ad\ ince money, sny, at 6 per cent to the Central Bank which

would offer them much better security, I would give the difference between

the two rates to the Central Bank

33430. Under the Co-operativt Societies Act^ Gwernment dues due by
societies may be recovered by ,* special piocedure?- Yes

33431. Therefoie it would be possible for the Central Bank to get this

special procedure enforced to recover tiniavi lent through it; would you not

allow a Cenfial Bank to use those powers^ No; ;is a matter of fact, such

powers have not been much used in the Province

33432. But you have in the Province the proc.edu le under the Public

Demands Recovery Act? Yes.

33433. That is frequently ust-d? Yes,

33434. But you \vould not use those powers to collect arrears of /atcaw?
I would use those powers, \\hcn we are going to incur responsibility we should

use such potters as we have under the Co-opei alive Societies Act already;
it \\ould be extremely unfair that we should her deprived of the powers
which we already have under the Act

33435 So that 3011 would use those special powers? Yes.

33436 Which depend upon the Regisliar or the Collector intervening?
Yes.

33437. E\en though you do not like the Collector intervening in the
affaus of the Central j tanks, you would like him to intervene to collect the dues
which you cannot collect'' I he only thing is this* we require his help only
when we ha\e f.nltd in all other uays The complaint against tattavt loans
and the loans untie* the Government Land Iiupro\ement Acts is that in 1923-24
and 192^ -25, when there was n financial deficit in the Province, Government
issued instructions to the Revenue Officers to collect these loans, and in

realising those lo;ms the Go\ eminent authorities became very strict. The result
of all that is that nobody \\ants to take loans from the Government.

33438. In the recovery of an cars due to societies, do you not believe in
strictness? What do you mean by strictness?

33439. Do you not think a member of a primary society should be made
to pay what he can pay? I think they do as long as they can.

33440. Is that strictness in recovery a prime element in the success of all

co-operative societies? There is not much strictness, and then you cannot
substitute coercion for co-operation.

33441. Just to clear that up: at first you give us the impression that the
Central Bank should face loss rather than take coercive measures. What is
the exact idea intended to be conveyed by the expression "coercive measure"?
Do you mean those measures which we can already take under the Co-operative
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Societies Act? I was referring to the actual powers conferred by the Co-opera-
tive Societies Act to collect dues to the Government.

33442. When exactly would you stop incurring the loss and when would
you begin to apply to the Collector for these coercive powers? When we
find that all our efforts have failed; it would be the last resort.

33443. The point is that your distribution of taccavi through the Central
Banks would tend to involve you in interference from the Collector? Why
should he interfere; when it is required he should come forward and give it

on the security of the Central Bank. Secondly, it saves the Collector also a

great deal of bother he has to hold an enquiry into the whole thing, as to

whether the mnn is sound, whether he can pay, what is his paying capacity and
so on He would be saved from fhat bother. When we are going to save

him that bother, when we are giving very good ^ecurity to Government, why
should Goveinment grudge ad\ancing loans through the Central Banks?

33414 I suppose you know thnt even under the present system of taccavi

being distributed through Collectors, Considerable stuns have to be remitted
as irrecoverable*'1 Yes

33415. So that your Central Banks \sould suffer loss? Why should we
sufter loss?

33446 If the Collet tor cannot recover b> special procedure, it is not

likely that >ou would be able to iccover without that special procedure?
Yes, but \\e should not suffer loss because we are taking the difference between
the two rates

33'I47 77,i Chairman As profits foi the Cenlral Bank? -Yes

33448 Mi Caheit You would be prepaied to regard that profit as covering

your losses?- -It things come to thzit, wr are bound to suffer loss

33419 In discussing indebtedness you refer to previous loans which have
not been cleaicd off for generations? Yes.

33450 '1 hat is to s.iy, there aie people uho are born in debt, live in debt
and die in debt r* \es

33451 Would you, in otdei to get rid of that, advocate a more free use
of insolvency? I \\ould not object to then becoming insolvent

33452 ^ou would not object to a resort to insolvency to get rid of inherited
debt?- -As a matter of fact the cultivator tries to pay as long as he can; he
s not essentially dishonest , he becomes dishonest only when he finds that all other
method* lm\e failed

33453 II t even goes <> > paying oft debts which arc really time-barred?
'that he docs

33454. Till the only icsort is insohency' Yes, it is the last resource
\\hen the creditors begin to harass him

33455. But I gathered fipm your reply to the Chairman that you expressed
i \iew rather opposed to the insolvency proceedings, I could not quite understand
lite point? For that 1 must take you to Bombay uheie you opposed the sugges-
tion tlutt the Central Pro\imes had bt ought fon\ard for amending the Insolvency
Act The suggestion was throvui out <it your instance und at the instance of
Mr Mad in Now I think you aic in fervour of it 1 will give you a concrete
instance. There is a man at Hoshangabad who has got 3,000 acres of occu-

pancy land and who has become insohcnt. Now the position is that while the
man is getting money tioni his temints by sub-leasing his plots, he is not paying
,1 binglc input to his creditors. I will give you nnolher instance. The
Pipnrlii Ccntuil Bank is suffering fiom a loss of Rs. 40,000 which were advanced
to persons who had occupancy rights but who have got themselves declared
insolvent

33456. Cannot the rents be attached? No; they pay lent so far as the
Government land is concerned, Goveinment has got the first preference over
the land; land revenue must be paid.

33457. I still do not quite understand you; aie you in favour of an extension
of insolvency proceedings or n curtailment? I should say that loans to the

co-operative societies should come under exceptions, just as Government dues.
That is my point. I would not allow the man to surrender his holding to the

malguzar or dispose of it in any othet way as long as there are debts against him
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in favour of the co-operative society. The present position is, suppose I am a

member of the co-operative society and I have taken a loan and get myself

declared insolvent; you can attach my crop, but I do not cultivate, the land

myself and so you cannot attach my crop; I sub-lease my holdings. The
second difficulty is that if he surrenders his holding to the malguzar, the latter

gets the holding for nothing and does not pay anything to the co-operative

society. The nature of the tenancy throughout the Central Provinces IB like

this and so long as the cultivator has got only occupancy rights he possesses

no assets, and when he possesses no assets his credit ought to be ml.

33458. Ptof. Gangulee. What are your suggestions? Nobody can now get

himself declared insolvent as long as he has not paid off Government loans;

if the man has taken a Government loan, Government can at once take possession
of his occupancy holding and auction it off; but that cannot be done in the case

of the co-operative societies.

33459. M; Calevrt * You want the loan to the co-operative society to be
a first charge on his assets on a par vvith the land revenue and the rent? Yes,

you may give me the second place; I shall be quite content.

33460. Revenue ftrst, then icnt and then a loan due to the co-operative
society? Yes; I will be satisfied if 1 get that.

33461 That is the present Bombay Act? Yes, I will be satisfied with it

33462. Apparently, people who breed bullocks now aie able to get Rs. 150
for a pair, whereas formeily they only received Rs 60, hais that encouraged
bullock breeding at all? So far as breeding farms arc concerned, I think they
are not paying. I maintain one mysell which is certified by the department,
but I find that it docs not pay

33463. i*t of Gangtdee What breed do you have? The Malvi breed.

33464. Mr, Calveifi* Is there any \ery marked difference between the
districts of Hohhangabad and your own in regard to fodder and pasture? There
is a great deal of diffeience, as much difference as there is between Nagpur
and Chhattisgarh.

33465. Which is better situated as tegards pasture and fodder? I think
Nagpur is better situated.

33466. As between Hoshangabad and Jubbulpore? Tubbnlpore is the worst
because the system of cultivation there is entirely different from what prevails
here in Hoshangabad. Here you do not ha\ e water-logged areas, whereas
throughout the Jubbulpore district there is that system

33467 But comparing Jubbulpore and Hoshangabad, which has more pas-ture r
1

1 hat I cannot say; but pasture n bound to be greater here because there
is not so much rainfall here and it is free of water-logged areas Then again
this tract produces cotton and ]uar and they serve as fodder; these croos are
not grown in Jubbulpore

33468 The District Agricultural Association of Hoshangabad say that the
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greater difference when you compare the people of Chhattisgarh with the people
of the Jubbulpore Division. You will find that those people who come from the

wheat-producing districts are generally more hardy.

33474. Is this malnutrition due to diet or due to poverty? I think it is

due to both.

33475. Actually the rice diet is more expensive than the wheat diet? It

may be; I cannot say anything about it.

33476 You seem to think that Government could bring about a doubling
of the population in twenty yeais by paying more attention to sanitation Would
you regard that as a good or as an e\il?-~!f it is evil to have a family, then
that is also an evil.

33477. AVould you look upon doubling the population in twenty years as a

thing to be desired? J would, and if jt does not double itself there must be

something wrong somewhere in the system

33478. The reason why I ask you is that you are rather opposed to people
earning higher wages by mdustrjei/1

' -My position is not that; what I say is

that the business of agriculture should be made so paying that they will be able
to find work in their ovn villages

33479. You have studied the Punjab system ot co-operation? No; I had
never been to the Punjab

33480. You suggest that local bodies should bo allowed to appoint organisers;
would you not rather have them appoint educators in co-ope: ation? Yes.

33481 You s<iy credit societies require more attention Do you not think

education is more important than organisation? You may give them that work
also. I have no objection.

33482 You think the settlement policy of the Go\ eminent discourages
owners from carrying out impro\ements Can you give us any instances where
ovwiers actually ha\e not cairied out improvements for fear ot an increase in

the settlement rate''' Yt\s The settlement of the Jubbulnore district is likely
to take place in 1928 Now if 1 had fallow land I should ktp it fallow, other-

wise in the settlement the land levenue might be increased

33483 Are you actually at this moment keeping the land fallow in order
to avoid enhancement of revenue*' 1 Not only T, but a number of other people
are doing the same.

33484 You are actually doing it?- -Yes

33485 Su Ganga Ram In another connection you told us that you passed
in law and took to agriculture, is that so? Wfiat I said vtas that I am an

LL.B,, but I have never practised law

33486. You have taken to agnci-lture? Is that from a moral point of

view or from a lucrative point of view? It is neither from a moral nor from
a lucrative point of view,

33487 Then what has guided your judgment in the mattei so as to divert

fou
to agriculture and not to law''' I* agriculture more pym& than law?

t is not like that. My father-m-la\v, who was a big landowner in the Jubbulpore
district, died in January 1921 and 1 had taken my LL.B. degree in 1920

33488 He left yoa all that property? Yes, nnd I came and touk up the

management of his estate So that 1 had no time to devote my attention to law.

33489. And you aie an M. L. C. now? Yes.

33490. And may I ask you to what party you belong"? I am an Independent.

33491. Is your estate close to that of the gentleman who preceded you as

witness? There must be a distance of at least 50 miles between them,

33492. All I want to know is whether you have any idea as to how irriga-

tion may be brought to your estate? I have got one irrigation tank in my
tahsil.

33493. Do you feel the want of any more irrigation? It is only in that

tract that irrigation can be successful. The rest of the land has got huge cracks

where irrigation cannot be of any benefit.

33494. You said your wheat outturn was four times the amount of the

seed? How much seed per acre do you sow? We sow about 100 Ibs, per acre.
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33495. You never take the advice of the Agricultural Department as to how
much seed you should put in? They suggest 10 kuros which amounts to about
100 Ibs. per acre.

33496 Is that their suggestion? Yes

33497. Do you not bund up the rainfall water so as to prevent its flowing
away? The whole of our land is water-logged and in the rains we have sheets

nnd sheets of water, extending for miles around

334^8 You said, I think, in one place that Government should not discourage
Brahmtm bulls, in other words Biahnum bulls should be allowed to spread all

over the country? Yes

33199 Tint vas the old method of breeding, and you consider it the best

method?- -There are beltei methods I want to put one bullock in a group of

?5 villages, but that is not a practical proposition Funds are not available

for the purpose

33500 Sn Thorns \hddlcton. You point out the deplorable condition of

livestock in your area and make a number of suggestions for improving them;
one is that the Government forests should be opened? What is the present
chaige for grazing? I do not remember.

33501 The last witness told us it was fiom 4 to 8 annas? That may be so.

33502 Do you think if the Government forests were opened and made
Jree that \\ould make much of a difference'1

*
J would not say thnt grazing should

be made free, but I think that a minimum rate should be charged. The point
is this, that if you have a forest area sometimes in the neighbourhood of

villages which are densely populated, their pasture land is taken by the Forest

Department in that case \\hit are the people to do?

33503 Villagers caa get gracing fo* theii cattle at 4 annas or 8 annas per
head? No, the villager provides grass for himself at that rate. So far as the

Mllagers are concerned, they cannot provide anything.

3350*1. Could their landlords not provide it for them * Their landlord has

to pay e\ en lor the pasture land to the Goveinment,

33506. Why notr
1 Why should Government not charge? -If you say that I

should leave the pasture land free to my cultivators it is only fair on my part
to ask you to keep the land revenue fiee You do want us to give concession

to our tenants \\hile you are not prepaicd to extend any to us.

33506 I have not asked you to give pasture land free? -As a mattei of

fact some pasture land is given free by the malguzars They give, I think,

iree pasture foi one pair of bullocks to every 10 acres, and then again the

majority of the landowners do not chaige anything for the gracing of cows.

33507. You have a thousand acres under your own management? How
much pasture land have you got on that thousand acres? I have set apart one
of my forest villages.

33508 Sit Thomas MidJlcton It is part of the 9,000 acres? Yes.

33509. You set that apart and you charge nothing for the grazing from the
cultivators? No; they have got that right only in the vilage in which they
reside. They cannot assert that right in my other villages

33510 So that you act very much as the Government docs? Yes,

33511. Sir Henry Lawtencc. What rates do you charge for your grazing?
If a tenant has got 10 acres, I give him grazing free for one pair of bullocks.

33512. For the others what do you charge? From 2 annas to 12 annas
per year. And then I have other advantages ; I may utilise their cowdung and
other things. That is a most important thing.

33513 SH Gana Ram: You get milk free from them? Not at all.

33514. Prof, Cangulce: Do you give the cultivator a receipt for the amount
he pays you? If he wants it, I give it to him.

33515. Docs this note which you have presented to us represent your own
views or the i iews of your Association? There is not much difference between
the Association and myself.

33516 This note was not presented before your Association? Yes, it w
presented and discussed with its leading members.
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33517. Dr. Hyder: You are a malguzar? Yes.

'

33518. And you carry on this business of agriculture in order to make a

living? Certainly.

33519. You are against the export of fodder from the Central Province*

to the United Provinces? Yes.

33520. Would you be against the export of wheat which you raise to the

United Provinces or to any other tract? No.

33521. You would not be against the export of wheat because that would

bring down the prices and you might find yourself in a desperate position?

Why is it then that you are against the export of fodder? Because it takes

away the capital which I have got.

33522. What capital? If my cattle die early or if they are in a weak state

of health owing to shortage of fodder that means that you are taking away so

much from the capital itself.

33523. Let us puisne thi& matter further became you have mixed up a

number of matters The United Piovmces people do not force away the fodder

from you because they pay you a higher price Suppose you did that, your
fodder would not leave your estate? Why are you against the export of

fodder when you are not against the export of wheat? Do you not see any

inconsistency there? No, food material which is absolutely necessary should

not be exported, even i< the general policy of Government be one of free trade

33524 Supposing the Government prohibited the export of wheat or cotton,

would you favour that measure? No
33525 Then \\hy do you favour this measure with regard to the export of

fodder^ Because a minimum should be allowed to remain here.

33526 Take the question of cattle? You say that more and more land

is being taken up for cultivation and that there is a diminution in the area

available for pnstuie? If that j& so, how are you going to keep the balance

even between your cattle and your people' I have said that it is desirable that

some sort of legislation should be undertaken to stop the encroachment on

pasture land

33527 Suppose thai \\tre done and suppose your suggestion were followed
that there should be no diminution in the number of cattle, would there not be
a tendency for the cattle to increase? Yes.

33528 Do you not think that the time would come when your cattle would
eat up your children? I put it to you that the peasant's" children may be
crying out for wheat o> rice and the wheat and rice may not be there but your
fodder for your cattle may be there? Do you see that? If you ha.ve to carry
on cultivation you must have a certain number of bullocks and if you keep
a certain number of bullocks you must provide fodder also for them.

33529. But couple it with your suggestion that there should be no other
use of cattle but tor agricultural purposes? If you put no limits on the cattle

population, the bread \\ould be taken a\\ay from the children of the peasant
and you might find yomsclf in a predicament? If that sort of a situation
were to arise I t \m PMU that we should get another Commission without much
delay.

33530. Take another matter. I only mention this because you have referied
to other

^
countries Do you know what the taxation on land is in other

countries? Have you any idea? Do you know that they fix a levy on land
in other countries? Yes. What I meant to say was this that in no countrydoes the land revenue form such a laige proportion of the total receipts from
all sources as it does in India. That was my idea when I wrote that, and I still
adhere to that opinion.

33531. Does that mean that the land revenue sits very heavily on the gross
or on the net produce? I think we are paying more. Take England, for instance,
where you have to pay 60 shillings for an acre of land; their wheat outturn
is something like 2,000 Ibs, per acre, while the beet we can get in the Central
Provinces is 600 Ibs

33532. You know that the English landlord is subject to a certain schedule
and he has got to pay income-tax. Do you know that he has got to pay the
local rates? Do you pay any income-tax? No.
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33533. Do you know that in Italy the land is subject to a basic rate of
10 per cent; then there is local taxation, communal taxation, and the State
taxation? But what is the average yield per acre there?

We are concerned here with the net profits on which the assessment of
land revenue is made.

33534. 1 pass on to another matter Do you have many wells on your
estate? Yes

7

33535. Do you charge your cultivators for the use of those wells? No.
33536 Why do you ask the State then to keep its water rate rigid?

Because trie development and prosperity of 90 per cent of the people means
something to the State 'I he State would be nowhere if 90 per cent of the
people vsere to disappear

33537 To revert to this question of taxation, you charge nazarana? Yes.

33538 Do you not capitalise all the future increments in this nexarana,
tnmg for giving him tht right

33539 Do you not capuuhse ull the future increments in this nazarana,
and leave the State wnli nothing to tax> So far as nazarana is concerned, you
can get veiy good nuztnami uhere there is income from other non-agricultural
sources, but in hilly tiacts and thinly populated places you have to lease the
land as btst you can.

33540 Where the land is migated and well populated, the malguzars take

auay whatever the peasant produces and leave the peasant destitute and the
State bankrupt Would that be an exaggeration? It is certainly an exaggeration
so far as this Pro\mce i*. concerned. We have not got that acute problem
of tenancy which they hti\e in the United Provinces

33541 Stt Ifenty Lantern? I understand you have studied the financial

position of the Province? Yet.

33512 And you wish to have more expenditure on agriculture? Quite so.

335(3 And more expenditure on sanitation? Yet; as a matter of fact,
more expend] ture on mini areas. That is the correct position to take up

33544 You want more expenditure in the way of subsidies to coal mines?
I am not concerned \\ith coal mines I should be very glad if I get some
subsidy lor the agti cultural clissts

33545 You lure f, vested that a subsidy should be paid to coal mines?
What I hrve fc'iggestcd i& that while Government are taking so much interest
in industries, they should give assistance to agricultural industry also.

33546 Yon sti), "If such mines can be worked even on getting subsidies
from Ci i tiniiictit, they should be encouraged to stnrt work" Does it not
mean subsidies? Where is this money to come from? From those very
sources uhich gave R' 50 lakhs to the Tata Iron and Steel Co.

33547 Does the niority not come from the people^* It has already come
in some cases

33548 You want to abolish the salt tax? That I would.

Are you s/i favour of the piohibition of alcohol?--Everybody should
he ' f

i favour of it.

33550 You are prepared to face a loss of Rs 160 lakhs from alcohol in
the piovmcial revenue? There is no justification for carrying on this traffic
in vice.

33551. I am asking for your views on the financial system. You with all
this increased expenditure to be incur? ed; you wish to stop taxation; where
is the money to come from? The difference is this: you are proceeding on
the assumption that tho present position of the State would continue, but when
you take up my position you presume that the State would not have such a
position as it has now.

33552. What is youi position? I must get more money for the agricultural
classes and for agricultural development. That is my position

a ncuiiuri

33553. Where from? From the State.

33554. Sir Thomas Mtddleton. From the landowning classes.
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33555. l)t. Hyde* : Would you favour th taxation of ^nazarana?
Would

you divulge or disclose it? I am prepared to do my part if the State is also

orepared to make a saciifice. You cannot have two sets of principles, one for

the Stfite and ttoe other for us

33556. At present you levy nazatanrfAs a matter of fact, nasaiana

income has to pay income-tax.

33557 Nazaiana income is not disclosed? Here we have to pay it,

33558 You do not pay on nazarana? We do,

('1 he witness withdrew )

I he rowiimsioH then aJjouined till Monday, tht* 3ht January* 1927 1 at Ltnknt>K.

MR K P PANDL.
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Jhowkanath &ngh (498), Foihoiy (517), Pcinde (530).

Ihtmaopat, l>okiai> 32,502, J'nwdc .13,286-8
Rule should be applicable to persons and. in all case&, Brahma

(243), 29,939-44, 30,045, 30,048, 30,164-8
Debt per head, increasing, PatuU (539), 33,348-52
Decean Agriculturists

1

Belief Act, an uniiatuial measure and failuie

oi, JJmftwa 30,046-7
Education the only remedy, tfuhavabudhe (460).

Gambling, connection Tilth indebtedness ind e\ il of, and need foi

lemedv, Jhkini (480), 32,551-9, 32,564, 32,611-4
Goveinnieiit Central Banks on lines of Co-operative Bank&, proposal

foi, Koide (318), 30,874-8
Incionso, FOVXH 28,431, Bud ma 30,027, 30,036-7, Khajnidc (401)
Inheiited debt, insoKency question, P<vnde 33,449-54
Insolvency Acts, should be mo-fle applicable to iaimeis thiin to mei-
chnnts, Anuinat All (386)

liitoaest, rate ot, question of restriction, Pandcya 28,826-7
among Kunbis, tfahaMabvdhe 32,428.
Legislation on lines of Peccun Agriculturists

1 J?ebet Act j'dvocutod,
Plymen (28), Allan (ii03)

Legislation on hues ot Punjab Alienation of Land Act, not advocated,
J)okra* 32,552

proposed Meusuies loi Ijg'htwung burden of debt, Poutu (90-1), Allnn

(203), Dcshptuidv (298-9), 7vor</<; (318), 30,870-o, 7/inn (344),
\m,anat All (386), Klmp<ude (411), Bhanjara (427), ^ahcisrab'udfic

<46()), 7>oA?* (480), 32,64<>, Dwmkanath tiin<ih (499), Pande (530)

pioposed ]\Ieasuies tor ]>ieventing, Binhma (243), (244)

MONEY
should l)e Bound to givei loans at not mote than settled rate

ot inteiest, PocJtonj (517), 32,926-9
Dealings -with, should be stoppe<l, Jhihcy (103)
DCMIO to remain on books oi, It win (343), 31,072-4

Doubling oi loan in one season, Kotde (318), 30,864-9

Keeping ot accurate accounts on paged books, compulsion \\oukl

not be objected to, "Rinlimn 30,087-8
Necessary until co-operative societies able to meet wliolc demand,

T)?shi>and<> 30,654-7
Passing of land into hands oi, Jtabry (103;, 28,624, Doktus (480),

32,560-1, Dwarhanath Mnqh 32,791-2
Ttates of interest charged by ,Kor<le (318)
Kftect oi Ciedit Societies, Jttalunti 30,140-2, Tncedi 29,550-2
.Reason for cultivators bon owing iiom, lather than fiom credit

societies, KJiaiwidc (401)
Restrictions on, advocated, Piwdrya (125)

System, Khaparde (401)
System and e^ls oi, Amimat All (386), 31,777-80, ftuh(iva1iu<lhe

(459), (460), Dvarkanath tfmgh (498), 32.728-33

Moneylenders' Act^ passing ot, as in, tno Punjab proposed,
tfuhasiabudhfi (460).

Money lending, by Brahmins, Po7c/s 32,660-2

MORTGAGES
of Absolute occupancy land, piopo&ecl restriction, Pmhttn/ ^517).
Limitation of right of, not desnable at presont, POMW (91)

Long-term, advantages over shoit-term, tftihaaiabudhe (459)
Non-ternnnable ,

Objected to, Pande (530).

v
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Agricultural Industries ro/ifrf.

Olietacles to development ot small mdustiies, and proposed remedies*,
ftift<unj&NJ7ie (465)

Obstacles in way ot expansion, Fouui (92).
Papei pulp and paper making iiom cotton stalks, experiments and pro-

posal >f, tiahntnibudJie (463-4), (460), 32,431-3

POITI/THY KEEPING Plt/men (32), Khapanle (405)
Caste objections, Hialunn 29,951; hwm (345), 31,107, 31,10?), 31,236-

.11,240, fflmtqara (430).

Encouragement as subsidiary industry advocated and proposed
me.'isuios for, Ihlras (484), 32,531

Ktin bis would not take up, SahantabutJhr 32,458

Pioupects, Jhibpif (106), Khaimide (405)

Piospeots of, and obstacle- of religious sentjmenti oi Hindus,*
Jiuntlanath tfmgh (502).

PREPARATION 02* AtiRJCTTLTURAL PKODUVK FOB C /ONSUMPTION
Government ineosuies for establishment

Desnable, Korde (310), Khaptitdr (406), Blunwva (430)

Objections to, Irwm (345-6).
a. Mattel for private enterprise, Plymen (32)

Previous enquiries into, HahfiuabiuJhe, (465)

Requnements foi successful taking up ot, Powttr (92)

BOPB MAKING Khuparde (406), Saluibiubudhc (4&o)

Advantageous if lutroducrd successfully and managed hv local men,
Pandeifa (127), 28,806

for Home use mainly, Invin 3132-3, 31,189-91.
Obstacles to development, DwniLunnth 8mqh (502)
no Prejudice against, Brahma 29,950
Proposal, Kliaimnie (4a5).

Prospects, Plitwcn (^2)
Jluial employment, inciease of, impiovement oi whole agricultuuil ixxsi

tion only measuie iiecessarv, Pli/men (32)

Scope for, and irrigation facilities and financial heJp would l>e iequired >

2H,421-4

S Bit ICULTURE
Caste objections, liwm (345), Bhutqiiwi (430)
in Forests, jwsition, Witt 30,226-31, 30,368-9
tTnsiitisfm torv lesults, Pit/men (32)

Smithy, sugge*tiona for assistance, tialKibHibutlhe (466).

Spinning, proposal, Jilmiqawi (430), Sahastabndhc (466)
Subsidiary industnes, other than sigricultural, objections to establish-

ment, J)ubc\i (10(5)

Subsidiary mdustiies, suggestions as to suitable industries, Kiulnncc

(245), 29,949'-51, Kliapnnlc (405), Witnqava (450), Punde (535).
Sul)sidiary industry, agricultuic as, J)ubey (107).
Time spent by average cultivators on holdings, Pownt (92), Dubfij (106);
Pandeya (126), 28,362-74, Kiulwu (245), 30,137-9, Konh (319),
XhaiHtnlc (405), lihaiwira (430), tiahtiunbudhf (464-5), Dutnkanalh
Ninqh (501-2), 32,863-74, 32,877-8, Pandc (535)

Vegetable growing, encouiagement proposals, &c , Plymen (32), 27,697-
27,701, J)ub<>y (106), PvntUw (125), 28,778-80, 28,831

WEWING ftnhauiibudhe (466).

Proposal, Bharyava (430).

School, suggestion IP opening of, Sahasrabttdhe (466).
for Women, need for, Safasiabitdhe (465).

Agricultural Labour:

Berar, training of existing laboni piel'erable to impoitation, Khwpaide
(407)

Binding of labour to villages, proposal, Pocbory (517), 32,967-73, 33,010-
33,020, 33,182-4.

Emigration, Plymen (4), 28,073.
KmpToyment, extent of, imd amount of idle time. Powai 28,360, 28,365-0.

28,369-74.
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Agricultural Labour con td

Extension of cultivation in ryotwari lands in Baihar Tahsil, suggestion

for, Duley (107)
Hours of work, regulation by sunnse and bun&et and need for alteiation,

Khapaide (407)

Laboui-saving machines, result* of introduction, Pande (587).

MIGRATION, Powar (93).
to Cotton tract, Flymen (5),

Permanent, reluctance of labouier to leave native place, Knain.it de

(407).

Seasonal, Flymen (32) Diiley (107), Allan (i>08), It win (346).

to Wheat aioa, Plywen (4-5)

Molilit> of, Fandc (536)

Moving ot, from one place to another, objections to system ot, Pande
(536, 537)

Proportion o( cultivator and iaboureis, vanation in, Imvin 31,211-8
Returned after migrating, change in standard of living, Powat 28,425-8

IRyotwan villages, Flymen (33)

AHOHTAUJB Amnnnt Alt 31,631-4.
Causes Flyman 3-4, 5), (33), 28,069-72, Powai (93), Uubey (107),

Allan (208), Kliajjaide (407), poehoiu (517), 32,964-6, Pande
(532), (536), 33,295-8

Eastern -Circle, Powai 28,346, 28,359.
owing ii> Epidemics, and poverty owing to uneven employment on

agucultuial operutioiiN, lihutquva (430)
MeaiLs oi overcoming, Pit/men (33), Powni (93), Kltajtnide (407),
Fuchory (517)

in certain Tracts, Allan (20S)
little Surplus oi, Pande (536).
no 8urp]us>, 1'iwin (3-16)

Surj>lus jii lice and plateau tia<ts, Allan (208)

Taking up oi \\oik uiuici other dopartments at times, Ptnrnu 28,360-2,

28,36K

UNCULTIVATED L\NI>
bettoi Doalt \\jth IA bottlonu'iit with rulinntorti than bv imi>oi fa-

turn of labom to woik undei loL*il capitalist, It win (346)
Leasing out oi, scheme, Pande (536)
Question ot eniGumpiUK settlement on, Pit/men 27,806-9
SottJem-eut on, scheme toi

, Klminude (407)

Wages, Pit/turn (4), lihanjuru 32,317-21, Jhlia^ 32,549, Faction/ 32,969-
7^ 3.3,080-3, 33, 147-8

ALLAN, R. G., Principal, Agricultural College, Naguur. (1%-219), 29.620-
29 905, (238-240u)

Traiiiifif; and past appointments, 29,622

ADM1M5T1UTION
Mnnstei loi A^iiculluie, piopo^al, (197), 29,723-4, 29,802-6

Adequacy ol, (202)
Freight rates, anomalies should bo attended to, (202),

Roads
Facilities, (202)

Secondary tecdoi roads, need tor, (202)

AGRICULTURAL DEPART MJUHT
Agricultm al Engineer

Post in abeyance, 29,738-9
Status should be improved, 297.

Assistance from Revenue officers, 29,674.
Attention concentrabt*d mainly on export crops, 29,829-36
Staff

greater Jnsight into working of Revenue Department would bo
useful, 29,730-2.

Shortening of period of fcervice for pension suggested in order
to induce men to take up farming, (210), 29,716-20.
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ALLAN, R. G. contd.

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS
Causes, (202), 29,849-54

legislation on lines of Deccau Agriculturist Relief Act advocated,

(203).

Lightening of burden of dobt, measures for, (203).

Mortgages, rostuction ot right, proposal, (203), 29,649-51

"Repayment, reasons preventing, (202-3)

AGitictri/rtrBAL LABOUR
Seasonal migration, (208)

Shortage in certain tracts, (208).

Surplus in rice and plateau tracts, (208).

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Cows, well fed when gmng good milk, 29,654, 29,697.

Dairying industry
Betterment

Impoitunce of betterment of stock for, (207)

Proposals foi, (207)

Consumption of milk and milk product by vegetarian popula-
tion, ihipoitance oi, 29,655-6

Fodder
Baled grass horn forests

Large amount possible but difficulty of transport, (208).
no Sale for, 29,707

Dry, supply sufficient but foi use by valueless cattle, (207)

Grass, m lack oi, 29,708
Green, absence of, in dry seasons, difficulty ot remedying

(207-8)
Increase oi area under juait, suggestion, (207).

Silage
Demonstration at Nagpur college dairy farm, 29,904-5.
Possibilities, 29,709-13.

Htall feeding, 29,098-9
Future cattle bleeding development in Central Provinces and
Berar, (211-219)

Government stock-breeding, defects of, in the past. (206)

Glazing
Forest, areas, scheme for, 29,700
Grass holders, reduction of area (207).

Overstocking of common pastmes, (207)
Improvement of breeds

Breeding of bullocks rather than bulls, proposal, 29,653.
Financing of, suggestion, 29,652
Food supply tbe limiting i at*tor, 29,702-4
proposed Policy, (206-7)

Interest of landowners in, extent of, and question of extending,
(208)

CAPITAL, ATTRACTING OF
Factors preventing men with capital from taking up farming, (209).
Means proposed, (210).

Cnors
Cassava, suggestion, but no gieat scope tor, (205), 29,814-8.
Cotton :

Cultivation, particulars ic system, costs, income, etc
, (240i-

Financial results, question of, 29,870-4,
Damage bv wild animals and measures taken to prevent, (204-5).
Deterrent of cose of soed to expansion of certain, 29,860-4.
Groundnut, area under, and prospects, 29,725-9, 29,819-2Q.
Improvement :

Staff, increase required, (204).
Work on, (204).

Introduction of new crops, progress in, (204).
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ALLAN, R. G.cont(L
CROPS ron td.

Seeds, distribution of

Central soed farms belonging to each cnclc agruultuial associa-

tion, scheme, (204)
new Cotton, pioposal ie, (204).
llo&eum seed unions, (204)

CULTI VATIOX
Deepei cultivation and use oi mvei&ion plough in cotton liftct,

success in introducing, (201), 29,7ofo
Line sow ingot kiiarii ciops, sin cess in introducing, (201)
llotation, non-application oi, leawons ioi, in ccrtun oases, (20o)

Tillage svstem, iinpioveinent
41 JJakhar " cultivation ten kknui crop, delect oi, (205)

greater Depth of priman cultivation definable in ceitam eiops,

(205)
DKMOVHTKATION AND PROI>\G\M>A

AgiJcultuial AhNoi'intioiis, 29,8.10-.}
small Cu<le associatidiis fotmation ot, M heine, (201)
Class towaidh ^hich woik direited, 29,K65-
Failuio ot toi trniisplantation oi padd\ in Chhattisgaih, (201)
Field clonionstiations, stall', niiinbor &(

,
tind need ioi iiurease,

29,74u-9
Inducing <>1 tultnatois to accept :tihxe, moans IOT, (201)
Public attitude ?r, 20,7(51-5

Siur-ess, examples ot, (201), 29,7o<i-8

Village deiiioiistriition plots, wluc ot, (201)
EDUCATION

Adult, |>ii>]>o<nls, (2(K), 201), 2(
),(>bh-7l)

Ague ul I u lal

Collets, gionps to Ije cateted ioi, and conise reqmied, (208-9)
-

Collegiate oi advanced, demand Ioi,
Duniand lor, means oi encom au;ing, (198)
Home tarm manageis, difficulty ot meeting applications for,

(200)

HohlmngulMcl, (19S), 29,()4;{-S

Impottfiiue oi actual demonstiaiion and piopaganda in con-
nection with, (198), 29,759-60

huontnes (199)
Inclusion in srliool cnnuiilum as (lass loom ot examination

subject not ad\ mated, (20C
))

Inslitutioiih, suppK oi, .suftdent ioi present demands (198)

N'ngpur AgiKiiHuial College
\dnussion

Dennind foi
, increase, (199)

Selection of candidates toi , (19!))

Affiliation \\ith University, (208) 29,766-7
Animal husbandry tene-hing, 29,903-5
Assistants, io time for research, 29,6*33-5, 29,821-3
Cost pei student per annum, 29,837-8
Courses, (209), 29,660, 29,689-, 29,774-89, 29,881
Extension \M!! bt necessary, (198)

Farm, \isits to, \ty teachers, 29,794
Intermcxliato Rtaige as entrance .standard, objection to,
29,689

JxMtuies toi lexenne officeis at, and question ot extension
occasionally, 29,676-83, 29,790-7

Piinupnl, vork ot, 29,629*32
Research woik, nature ot, and tlose collaboration of lesearcb

Stafl officeis, 29,624-8, 29,800
Students

After Careers, (200), 29,807-9, 29,84(v8
Initial pa,\ in Government sen ice and prospects,

29,876-9
*

Prospects of those taking up i arming, 29-870-94.
Quality oi, 29,685-8
8m nil number taking to farming, reason, 29,839-4o
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ALLAN, R. G. contd.

EDUCATION contd.

Agricultural contd.
Pre-vocational or conducted as part of rural school general

education, extent or demand for, etc., (198).
in Schools, type advocated, (199).
Short course or specialized adult training, facilities, (198).

Teachers .

fiom Rural areas generally preferable to town bred men,
(198).

Supply of, sufficient for present demand, (198).

Students .

Source of, (199).

subsequent TechriK al training .

Difficulty, (200).

Probationary posts, incieased number suggested, as.

means ol providing, (200)
in Village schools, cash return to children for output, proposal,.

(200-1).
Vocational

Demand anticipated, (198-9), 29,646.
Extent oi demand ior, (19$)
Failure oi schools to attract class for which organized

(198-9), 29,643.
Agriculture as matriculation subject, objection to, 29,091-3.

Higher or collegiate, importance of, as means of extending interest

of landlords in agnculture, (208).
Nature study

Teaching of, difficulty of finding men for, and proposal, 29,740-5,

Value, extent oi, (199).
Euial

greater Attention to training oi hand and eye, utilizing rural
industries and rural Jife advocated, (209).

Improvement of ability and culture of agriculturists, proposals
for, (209).

Teacheis, the difficulty, importance of right type, 29,66.3-7.
School farms .

should be Associated with places giving vocational training,
(199)

TJnsintability to rural school needs and conditions, (199).
School plots

in Middle Schools, proposal foi, (209).
at llajnandgaon, (199).

Requirements for success, (199).

University, Faculty of Agriculture, 29,768-7.'*.

FEHTILISEKS
Ammonium sulphate, increased use of, (203).

Artificial, increased use, scope for, (203).

Cakes, increased u&e of, (203)
Natural, increased use, scope for, (203).
New, importance of keeping prices as low as possible, (203),
Phosphates, etc. :

Investigation, increase needed, (204).

Results, (204).

Popularisation, means, (203).

FINANCE
Cheap credit, cultivators not educated to use of, (202).
Taccavi advances ;

Extension, special officer to deal with, in each district, proposal,
(202).

Objections to, (202).
IMPLEMENTS

Adoption of improved, expansion of taccavi proposed, (206).
Improvements

Lines on which desirable, (206), 29,900-2.
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ALLAN, R. G. ron*J.

IMPLEMENTS contd.

Improvementscon^.
Unsuitability of implements of western manufacture to Indian

needs, (206), 29,895-9.
Introduction of, measures taken to encourage, (206).

INDIAv GENTHAL COTTON COMMITTEE, value of, (197), 29,642,

LAND SYSTKM, Malguzar system of tenure, evils of, (203).

LANDOWNEES
Education of, to sense oi le&pounibilities, importance of, (208),

29,714-6,
Improvements by, difficulties owing to fragmented holdings and
tenant rights, (210).

Largo number have no interest in agriculture, 29,865-6.

MIDDLE-CLAHS YOUTHS, reasons lor unattractiveness of agriculture to,

(200).

RESEARCH :

Agricultural Engineering and implement design, need for, but diffi-

culty oi carrying out, (197), (198).
Crop Committees, scheme, (197), 29,640-2.
Financing, small cess on exports of agricultural produce, scheme,

(197), 29,636, 29,750-3, 29,824-8, (238-40)
Fruit growing, need for expert for, 29,734-7,
General, financing oi, mainly by Central Goreinment advocated,

(196), (201-2), 29,694-6, 29,721-4

Horticultural, lack of expert assistance, proposal, (197), 29,733-7
Lines on which required, (197-8)

Local, financing of, by Local Governments advocated, (196).
Oilseed crops, need for, (198)
Organisation, central body, scheme tor, (197). 29.639-42, 29,802-5,

(202)
Plant breeding and botanical research, hampered until lately bv

lack of expert staff, (197).
Soil investigation, Inck of staff anil equipment, (197).
Soil physics, need for, (198).

SOILS, better drainage during monsoon desirable in certain cases,
(203).

SUGARCANE :

Coimbatore station, value of, (197)

Manuring, (203), (204)

AMANAT ALI, Mr., Burhanpur: (386-388), 31,620-31,868

Agricultural operations, 31,623-45, 31,693-700, 31,704-9, 31,726-37,
31,741-69, 31,787-805, 31,818-68.

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, Ryots in Burhanpur area not aware of
existence of, 31,710, 31,784-0

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS .

Causes of, (386),

Credit, sources of, (386).

Insolvency Acts, should be more applicable to farmers than to

merchants, (386).

proposed Measures for lightening burden of -debt, (386).

Moneylendere, system, interest charged, etc., (386), 31,777-80.
Repayment, reasons preventing, (386).
Usurious Tjoans Act, enforcement advocated, (386).

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR, shortage, 31,631-4.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY :

Bullocks, feeding and condition of, 31,684-91.

Cows, feeding of, 31,856-62.

Grazing, rate paid to Forest Department, 31,859-62.

Silage, approved, 21,689-90.
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AMANAT ALI, Mr.contd.

CHOPS ,

Cotton.

tiun, ^86), tfl, 727-31, 31,771-2.
Capable of resisting

*'
wilt," introduction desirable, (386)

Personal experience, manuring, yield, etc., 31,763-9.
Jfweum, icsults ot (386), 31,732-4, 31,757, 31,863.

Damage by wild animals, means ot pi e\ en ting. (387), 31,773-6,
31,806-14

Improvement of existing crops
by Agricultural Department, (386).
Wheat capable oi resisting rust, inti oductiou desnable, (387).
\\heat iarm in IVfelghat taluq ot Amraoti district should be

established, (387).

Lucerne, personal experience ot, 31,704-6
Lucerne and clovei, suggestions lor, (387)

Seeds, distribution of

to Ixxal giowois personally, 31,696-8, 31,789-91, 31,825
Seed depots, suggestion if establishment of, (387).

through Seed tainu'is who obtain seed hom Government farms,
approxnl ot svste.ni and extension adxoeated, (387)

Wheat
Beardless varieties damaged by wild animals, 31,7223
Personal experience, 3K693-5, 31,72/5,

CULTIVATION, ploughing system, .*1,861-H

DEMONSTRATION
growing Demand ioi advice and help on part ot cultivators, 31,710.
to (jjioups of i^niall culti\atois the best method, 31,H49
lnade<|unte nuiiiboi oi d<im>nstiatoji<>, 31,701-')

EDUCATION ,
AUBIOULTUIIAL

I>emand ioi, among educated men, 31,810-7
Poona (Villege, experience oi, and opinion ie, 31,646-55, 31,714-6

FERTILISERS

Artificial, m diy iaiuiuig, <oft not compensated ioi by increase in

yield, (386), 31,832-8
Cowdung

Plasteiing oi walls with, .31,794
Use as iiuil, pioposod nieacsiiies toi discouiagement, (386),

31,770
Popularisation oi new and impioved feitiht^eis, proposals, (386).

^ Tarmi?/ loans, pioposod mcxlifioatmns of system, (*J86), 31,692

Fulfil, obtaining ofr, from Forent Department, 3J, 795-9

IfiftiGATTON by wells, iiersnnal experience, 31,688-42, 31,717-22

MARKETING :

Cotton, 31,656-W>, 31,754-6
Grain, 31,674-5

Vegetables, 31,678-83
Wheat, 31,670-3,

MIDDLE GLASS AND EDUCATED MEN, scope for training of apprentices
by, 31,850-1.

STATISTICS, COLLECTION
trained Agriculturists .should be appointexl as J'atuciin* or duties

transferred to Agricultural Assistants, (388)

by Pcittcwfo, defects of syBtem, (38&), 31,738-40,

VETERINARY
Assistants, demanding of fees by, (387), 31,844-7.
Civil Veterinary Department, control by Agricultural Department

advocated, (387)

xiv
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AMANAT AL1, Mr.contd.
VETERINARY contd.

Contagious diseases, trained agriculturists should be appointed as

Patwans and Be>venue Inspectors, (387-8).

Dispensaries
Staff, suggestion re, (387).
full Use not iunde of, and reasons, (387), 31,713. ,

Animal Husbandry
Brahmam bulls should not be discouraged, Pande (534), 33,498-9.
Buffalo :

Oow preferred by email cultivators, Dwarkanath Singh 32,880-1.
Cultivation with, difficulty in connection with, Dubey 28,549-51.

Bullocks, working and tiottmg, proposed development, Khaparde (404).
BULLS

Castration
Difficulty with castes accustom-ed to carry out work, Wilson

31,029-30.
Increase 111 number largely due to mtioduction of Italian

method, Irwm 31,316-7.
Legislation, proposal, Dubey (106), 28,680.
People should be trained to carry out, Dubey 28,681-2
Progress, Wilson 31 ,027.

Purchase ol, at high cost from foreign countries, objections to,
tidhasiabivdhe (463).

lieared on Government farms, insufficient number arid expansion
of work needed, Dubey (106),

Camels, province not suitable for, Witt 30,404-7.
Condition of cattle, Powar 28,409-13; Dubey 28,495, 28,741-3, Wilson

30,954, Mrwi 31,117-8, 31,231,
Conditions in Jubbulpore and Hoshangabad as regards fodder and

pasture, Pande 33.464-9.
Control by Civil Veterinary Department rather than Agricultural
Department desirable, but not suitable in Central Provinces, Wilson
30,929-36, 31,031-8.

Cows :

well Fed when giving good quantity of milk, Allan 29,654, 29,697
Feeding of, Pawdeya 28,817-24, Amanat Ah 31.856-62: Bhargava

32,334-44, Pochory 32,949-55
Number decreasing, Pandeya (126), 28,798-800.
Prohibition of slaughter of, advocated, Pande (534),

DAIRY INDUSTRY
Breeds used, Plymen 27,676-8.
Dairies in each district, proposal for, Khaparde (405).
under Deputy Director in charge of Animal Husbandry and

Principal of Agiicultural College, Plymen 27,671.
Encouragement, proposed measures, Bhargava (429),
Ght .

Import and adulteration of, must be stopped, Pande (534).
-Shortage of, Pandeya (126)

Improvement
Desirable and possible on co-operative lines, Plymen (31).

Importance of betterment of stock for, Plymen (31), Allan (207).
Need for, and suggestions, Korde (319), Khaparde (404-5)
Proposals for, Attan (207).

Milk :

Adulteration of, with water must be stopped, Pande (534).
from Buffalo v. cow, Plymen 27,673-5.
Consumption of, and products, by vegetarian population,
importance of, Allan 29,655-6.

Shortage of, Pandeya (126).
Supply, Nagpur, syetem, Plymen 27,672-3.

Opening of farms for every group of 40 or 50 villages, suggestion,
fandeya (126).

Produce, consumption by cultivators, and physical effects, Plymen
27,687-94,

Deterioration of cattle, causes, Pandeya 28,825.
Excessive number of inferior cattle, Plymen 27,934, Irwin 31,231.
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Animal Husbandry contd.

FEEDING :

Conditions, Dubey 28.491-4.

Cows, see that title above.

Inadequacy of, owing to apathy, Irwln 31,232-5.
FODDER

Analysis of, 'and determination of nutritive constituents, proposal,
JtoKras (483), 32,652-9.

Baled grass iiom forests, see under Forests

Cakes, use of, Flymen 27,817-21
Combination of feeds, proposal, Doling (483-4), 32,652-9.
Dry

Deficiency in cotton countiy sometimes, Plyme/n (31).

Dry grass, shortage, Jthavqava (429)
Export, prohibition advocated, Fande (534) 33,519-29.
Grass supply, suggestion for improvement of railway facilities,

Korde (319)
Hay from Goveinment foiests, supply available and need for

utilisation of, liwm (345)
Insufficiency of, Koide (319)

Storage oi, Dolfias 32,523-5.
Straw supply would increase with inciease in out-turns oi crops,
Ihtbey (106)

Sufficiency m tracts where \\beat and rice main crops, Flymen
(31)

Sufficient but for use by valueless cattle, Allan (207)
Wheat chaff, export to United Piovmces, Jlhaigava (429)

Feeding oi cattle dining periods of scarcif j , Flymen 28,192-5.

Grass, no lack oi, Allan 29,708
Green

Absence oi, in dry seasons, I'll/men (31), Khwparde (405)

Difficulty of remedying, Dnbct/ (105), Allan (207-S)

Encouragement oi cultivation

Irrigation tanks, pioposal, Jlhaiyava (429), (430).

Needed, Fande (535)
Preservation of, in pits, suggestion, Khapaide (405),

Shortage in dry seasons, ttli<u<nivu (429).

Growing oi Flymen (29), HhuHjfiva 32,334-6
Cultivation of better toddei crops on .systematic lines advocated,
Fande (537)

Cultivators might be persuaded to take up, if economically

sound, Plymen 27,683, 28,199-200, 28,202
Difficulties in connection u ith, Fande (V332), 33,415-6

Experiments with, Fit/men 27,935-6
Introduction of new fodder ciops, need toi, Bhunjava (428)
Personal experience, HluiKiava 32,212-7.
Remission or reduction of revenue for, question not considered,
Flymen 27,695.

Trials of, on Government experimental and demonstration
farms advocated, Thubey (104).

Improvement of .supply, proposed means, Piemen (20), Dubey
(106); Knapcndc (405); Jiliaigcwa (430), Fande (535)

Juar
Increase of area undei, suggestion, Allan (207).
Reser\ ation ol part oi land ioi growing, and storing of, 111

pits, pioposal, Khaparde (405).
Tried but unable to withstand rainfall, Fande 33,235.
Use oi, Pochory 33,109-12

Lucerne, not profitable for -draught cattle, Fwnde 33,236.
Mineral constituents

Absence of, detenoration of cattle owing to, Khaparde (405).
Absence of, research in central 'nstitnte and provinces de-

sirable, Plijinen (31).
Insufficient and &alt tax should be abolished, Fande (535).
Manufacture of Iwal salts should not be discouraged, Pande

(535).
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Animal Husbandry contd.

FOOTER con id.

Mineral constituents contd.

Salt duty a discouragement of feeding with salt, Khapavde
(405).

Position re, Plyman (18),
Problem of, Flymen (20),

Reserves, system, Powat 28,439-40.
Sann hemp, special concessions 'proposed to encourage growing

of, Pande (535).
no Scarcity except in Berar, Witt (278).
no Scarcity in Jubbulpore Division, Invin 31,166-1).

Shortage, Pande 33,233, Pandei/a (126), 28,800-5, Pochory 32,934-5.
Seasons of, PU/men (31), Dubey (106); Korde (319), Pande

(535), Khaixndte (405), Mnrgava (429), Dwarkanath Singh
32,875-6.

Silage

Approved, Amanat Alt 31,689-90
no Belief in system, Deshpande 30,502-4.
Better than dry grass in relation to milk-yield, Bhargava

32,255
Compul&orv use of, at Government tarms advocated to demon-

strate advantages of, Dokitis (484), 32,526.
Denioiistiatioii at Nagpur college dairy farm, Allan 29,JK)4-5.

Engine needed lor making, D&kras 32,527.

Kxpenence with, Bhaiqava, 32,240-3.
careful Investigation, need for, Flymen 27,684-6.

Making of, never tried in forests, WiH 30,296.
Obstacle*, in wav of general adoption, Flymen (88 11).

Operations, results and prospects, Flymen (88 1-88 11).

Personal experience, Pudion/ 32,936-42, 33,021-7, Pande
33,304-16

Possibilities, Allan 29,709-13.

Stall feeding, Allan 29/698-9
Question of extension, Witt 30,363-4.
the Remedy for excessive grazing, Witt (277)

Supply, f>ee alw 'tmdcj Forests
Thornless cactus, glowing of, proposed, Khapaide (405)
Transport ol, special facilities and concession rates advocated,
Korde (318), 30,884-5

Wheat .stiaw, export to United ProMiices, Pande (534)

Forest nieae for cattle breeding,, proposal, Flymen (33), 27,718, 28,201.
(Jaui'ak^Inui6, 11 ilson 31,013-8.
Government .stock-breeding, defects ol, in the past, Allan (206)

GRAZING

Area available, statistics, Flymen (31).
Conversion of good pastures into fields, Pande (534).
Encroachment on village pastures .should be severely dealt with,
Pande (535), 33,526.

Exemption of land from land revenue proposed, Pande (535).

Excessive, stall feeding the remedy, "Witt (277).
in Forests, see under Forests. ^
Grass borders in tilled fields

Care of, should be left to cultivator, Dubey (106).
Cutting down of area, Flymen (31), 28,196-8, Allan (207),
Pande (534).

Generally negligible, It win (345).
Other means of maintaining cattle needed, Khaparde (405).

Grass should be &VOTIII for, Pandeya (126)
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Animal Husbandry contd.

GRAZING con id
no Land reserved for pasture by cultivators, Pochory 33,050-3,

33,089-94.
Overstocking ot common pastures: Plymen (31); Allan (207);
Irmn (345), Khaparde (405), Maigava (429).
Position ?e, Pundc (534), 33,470-2.

Prevention, suggestions for, Dubey (106).

Remedy prevented by prejudice against elimination of unfit

cattle, Irwin (345).
State action necessary to prevent, Allan (207).

Pasture land, proposals for maintenance in villages, Patide (535).

Reservation of pasture lands lor, advocated, Pandeya (126).

Importation of cattle, Li win 31., 116.

IMPROVEMENT OF BREEDS
Breeding of bullocks rather than bulk, piopo&al, Allan 29,653.

Breeding farms fiahasrabudhe (455), (463).

Opening of, for every group ot 40 01 50 villages, suggestion,

Pandeya (126).
not Paying, Pande 33,462.
should be Started by Agricultuial Department in every district

and bulls be supplied to cultivators on premium system,

Pochory (517).
Buffalo, importance of, K'hq,p<irde (404).

Cattle-breeding and dairv farm, forthcoming establishment at

Ellich p u i
, >SV/

Jj
a sra I) ?/dh e (463)

Cattle bleeding industr\ in Manclla, formeily, Irwin, 8116, 31,223-5.
Cattle bleeding co-operative societies, see under Co-operation.
Extension of work, need for, and proposals, Flymen (19-20).

Financing or, suggestion, A Man 29,652.
Food s-ippiy tho limiting factor, Allan 29,702-4.

Impoitance of, Plymen (18), Pande (534).

Large scale pure breeding at five centres, proposed policy, Allan

(206).
Measures to be undertaken by Department, Plymen 27,794-800,
Milch co\\s, need for, Khaparde (404).
Need foi, and suggestion, Jihaiyava (429).

Particulars i<> operations and present position, Plymen (19), 27,679-

82, Allan (211-5).

proposed Policy, Allan (206-7), (211-9).

Proposals framed for, Plymen (30).

Scope for, and suggestions, Khaparde (404),

by Selective breeding, Dubey (106).
Services of bulls of good breed in ^roup of 50 villages, proposal,
Pande (534)

Stud bulls from Government farms, increased number needed, Dubey
(102), 28,4874*0.

Suggestions, Ihihey (106).

Improvement in cultivation dependent on improved cattle, Plymen (18).
Improvement ol existing practice, need for, Blargava (429).

INTEREST OF LANDOWNERS IN:
Extent of, and question of extending, Allan (208).
Means of encouraging, Plymen (32); Khaparde (405); Pande (535).

Interest of landowners and cultivators in will only result if profit to
be made, Irwin (345).

Jubbulpore Division, position as regards cattle, Irwin 31,219-25
Lack of

^nterest in, on the whole, Irwin 31,114-9.
Limitation as to number of extra cattle kept by cultivator, proposal.
Dubey (106), 28,651-9

Meetings of cultivators, proposal, Dubey (106).
Operations, Dwarlanath Singh 32,805-12.
Prizes to cattle breeders, continuance and development of system adro-

cated, Sahasrabudhe (463).
Professional cattle breeders, Dubey 28,745-8.
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Animal Husbandry contd.

Slaughter of milch cattle and othei agricultural cattle should be pro-

hibited, Pande (337).

Statistics, Flymen (18)

Basket Making, *ee under Agricultural Industries.

BECKETT, R. H., Officiating Director oi Public Instruction, Central

Provinces (368-372), 31,401-31,619

EDUCATION
Aclult

little Demand ioi, 31,404, 31,405, 31 409, 31, 51 8-526

Demand should be created it possible, 31,409

Experiments made in t oimeetioii with, and i'ailuie oi, but

education ol thiidien oi moie importance, 31,404-5, 31,409,

31,496-8, 31,518-21),
in Jails, extension ol, expei mjent undei consideration, 3l,5-'7

Agi icultural
in High school i> in towns, uiuiesiiable, (369)
as Matriculation bubject, iaihue of txpormieiit, and disapproval

oi, 32,600-3
in Oidinary schools, considerations in connection with, (368)
Powerkhera school, Hoshangabad, vocational course, ^U

}
4

A
2()

in Vernacular middle schools, suggestions ior intioduction of,

31,453-4
Vocational, must be in specialized institutions, (368), 31,422.

Agricultural mottoes might be jntioduced into luial schools,
31,554-7

Board composed oi Dnectois oi Public Instiuction, Co-uperative
Ciedit, Public Health and Agriculture, might be useiul, 31,492.

Ohemistty and physics, punision oi equipment, 31,595-9
Demand ioi 31,433-b, 31,447-8
Depiessed class boys, tieatinent oi, in schools, '31,563-6

Depressed classes, attitude oi, 31,503-4
Director oi Public Instruction, also Seeietaiy- to (u>\ einmcnt in
the Education Department, and advantages oi, 31,455-00

l^emale
Goveiuiuent schools, 31,589
Literacy, ]o\v percentage, 31,583-5
Primal v slowness ot j>rogross and stej)s being taken 10
encouiago, 31,410-J.

Swxmdaiy, piio-giessmg, 31,410
Teachers, pioblem 01, and supply, 31,586

Garden plots in i oral middle schools, suggestions ?f, (369),
High School Education Boaid, composition, and i unctions, 31,493,

3 1 ,495

High Schools
Manual instruction, 31,561-2
Scale drawing, 31,558-60
Situation in towns, 31,616-9

Higher or collegiate, influence on agricultural efficiency, (369)
Illiteiacy, lapse into, and importance oi suitable village libraries
and propaganda work, (369), 31,406-8

Indian boys, poweis oi observation, question oi, 31,516, 31 604-5
Middle schools, influence on agricultural efficiency (369)
Nature study

' x f

in Rural middle schools, (368).
Teachers, difficulty of obtaining right type 31 41/5-S

Normal schools, 31,419, 31,485-91.
Primary .

Classes oi schools, 31,588-91.

Compulsory ;

charged for "Phonal education,
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BECKETT, R. H.contd.
EDUCATION contd.

Primary contd.

Importance of, 31,425-32
Management and inspection of schools, 31,478-81, 31,611-2.
m Municipalities, 31,425, 31,609-10.

Establishment, survey made of needs and policy ie* 31.499-500.

Financing of, 31,449-52, 31,515, 31,591-4.
Free compulsory education, definite policy of, 31,468-9
Functions of, and removal of illiteracy must be chief ami,

(368).

Holidays, coincidence with biusy season in fields in many
arfeae, 31,606-8.

Influence on agricultural efficiency, (369),

Leakage between second and fourth classes, (370), 31,511-4.
Teachers

Class of, and qualifications, 31,533, 31,534-6
Pay, 31,416-8, 31,474-5
Pension or provident fund, 31,482,
Training ot, 31,483-91, 31,530-2

Vernacular primers, 31,613-5.

Scholarships for special training m Bingland and results, 31,567-74.
School plots in rural middle schools, (368), 31,548-53
Sciences, extent ot, 31,463-7

Secondary teachers, qualifications, 31,533
University, graduates, aftor careeis, 31,578-82
Vernacular middle* schools

Financing and control of, 31,449-02, 31,495
Number increasing, 31,494.

Bee-keeping, see under Agricultural Industries,

Berar, agricultural conditions in, (460-1), 32,428

BHARGAVA, Shyam Sundar, Managing Proprietor, Messrs. Chandrabhan
Be'hari Lall, Jubbujpoie: (427-430), 32,123-32,354

ADM INISTRATTON

Meteorological Department, service satisfactory, but not used

by villagers, (427).

Posts, facilities iair, (427).

.Railway freights, cultivators' prosperity injured by, arid change
advocated, (430),

Roads *

Improvement and extension needied, (427).
lew Metalled roads, Jubbulpore district, 32,289

Telegraphs, facilities fair, (427).

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, services fair, (427).

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS

Causes, (427)

'Credit, sources of, (427).

Lending of money to own cultivators, 32,176-7, 32,307-11.
Measures for lightening burden of debt, (427).

Mortgage and sole, objection to Testriction of right of, (427).

He/payment, causes preventing, (427).
not Serious on witness 1

estates, 32,186.
Usurious Loans Act, application advocated, (427), 32,330.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES *

Bee-keepmg, poultry, sericulture and lac culture and basket

making, caste prejudice an obstacle, (430).
Ftruit growing, difficulty for lack of -roads, water supply and
unsuitable climatic conditions, (430)

Intensive study of rural industries advocated, (430).

Preparation of agricultural produce for consumption, establish-
ment by 'Government desirable, (430).
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BHARGAVA, Shyam Sundar contd,

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES-contd.
Removal of industrial concerns to rural areas, not advocated,

(430),

Subsidiary industries proposed, (430).

Time spent by cultivators on holdings, (430).

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR .

Shortage owing to epidemics, and poverty owing to uneven em-

ployment on agricultural operations, (430).

Wages m cash and in kind, raties, 32,317-21.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY:
Cows, feeding of, 32,334-44.

Dairying industry, proposed measures for encouraging, (429).
Fodder ;

Dry:
Dry grass, shortage, (429).
'Wheat chaff, export to United Provinces, (429).

Green :

Encouragement of cultivation under irrigation tanks,
proposal, (429),

Shortage in dry seasons, (429)

Growing of, 32,33i-6.
Improvement of supply, proposed means, (430).

Shortage, season of, (429).

Silage
Better than dry grass in relation to milk-yield, 32,255,
Experience with, 32,240-3.

Grazing, overstocking of common pastures, (429).
Improvement of breeds, need tor, and suggestion, (429).
Improvement of existing piactice, need for, (429).

CAPITAL, means of attracting, (430).

OHANDBABHAN BBHABI LALL, MESSRS. :

Animal husbandry operations, 32,240-60, 32,334-46.

Experimental farm run by, particulars re work, staff, etc., 32,143,

32,146-56.
Particulars re farming operations of, and conditions on estate,

32,125-268, 32,282-6, 52,301-54

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT SOCIETIES, closing down of, on witness* estates,
32,178-84, 32,310.

CROPS
Damage by wild animals, proposed methods of prevention, (428).
Fodder, personal experience, 32,212-7.
Improvement of existing crops, by selection and importation of

better varieties proposed, (428)
Introduction of new fodder crops, need for, (428).
Rice, personal experience, 32,168.
Seeds

Distribution, importance of i^ork, (428).

Improved, lending of, to cultivators on Miwai system, 32,173-5,

32,196-7.
Successful introduction of, examples, (428).

Sugarcane, GO. 210, experience of, 32,301-3.
Wheat

Bearded 1?. unbearded, 32,261-2, 32,266-7.
Cost of cultivation per acre, 32,324-8.
no Fertilisers used by witness, 32,157-8.
Personal experience, 32,142-67 32,353-4.
Pusa, resulte compared with local varieties, 32,304-6.
Rotation with, 32,159-65.
average Yield per acre, 32,166.

CULTIVATION :

Rotation of wheat with masur, peas or gram, desirable. Jubbulpore
district, (429),
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BHARGAVA, Shyam Sundar contd.

CULTIVATION contd.

Tillage systems, inipicnemtmt, need ioi, and proposed methods,
(428).

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA
Field demonstrations, proposed measuies tor increasing effective-

ness or, (427), 32/268
Measures ioi inducing cultivators to adopt expert advice, (427)
Measures found successful in influencing and improving the

piactice ot cultivator, (427;.

Nature stud}, agriculture and gaidening should be taught iiom
beginning, (430)

Primary, teachers, pa> and qualifications and method of appoint-
ment, 82,292-7.

Ammonium sulphate, suctes&iul use on sugarcane, (42^)
Cattle urine, pits round villages ioi collection ol, should be com-

pulsory, (428).
Oowdung

Pits round vi II ages Ioi collection ol. should be compnlsiu \ ,

(428)
Ui>e as fuel to .small extent only in .lubbulpoie district, (428)

Natui al manures
Increased use ot, scope ior, (428),
Pits round villages lor collection ol oowduug, mbbisb and

cattfe unne should be compulsorx, (428),
Populansation ot new and improved leitihsers, Ire-e demonstiation
on cultivators' fields propowd, (428)

FINANCE
Agricultural (land moitgage) banks on co-opeiative lines, estab-
lishment advocated, (427), 32,223-9.

Government should give loans more freely, (427)Taam loans
Advioi> Committee appointed in each distuct or Tahsil to

advise at time ol giving and leahsnig would inciease
popularity or, (327)

Unpopular/ (427)

FORESTS
Fuel, supply, 32,218-22
Grazing

Concessions should be im leased, (430)
Oultivatois should He allowed to cut grass free wheie grazing

not allowed, (430)

HOLDINGS
Consolidation, revenue officers should ha\e instructions and power

to compel, hv exchange, (428)
Fragmentatj on

Drawback of, 32,349
Stopping of, no suggestion loi

, (42K)
Legislation dealing with minors, etc

,
Hot possible, (42S)

IMPLEMENTS
Distribution, obstacles 111 way of, (429)
Improved, methods for hastening adoption

Demonstration of implements and sale on hire pin chase system*
(429),

'

Repair centres, (429)
New, proposed introduction

Light harrow for work i.n beginning of monsoon (429).
Seed drills, (429).

Reapers, (429).

Threshing madiine, (429),
Steam tackle outfit for ploughing, use of, and results, 32,269-75.
Tractors, non-success with, 32,272, 32,286.



INDEK*

BHARGAVA, Shyam Sundar contd,

IRRIGATION :

*

Canal, Pariat irrigation scheme, irrigation of sugarcane from, per-
sonal experience, 32,134-8.

Obstacles to extension of, slackness on part of Government to sanc-
tion schemes, (428).

Perennial and non-perennial canals in wheat and rice tracts, exten-
sion advocated, (428),

Tanks
Inefficiency of, in Jubbulpore district for wheat irrigation,

32,265.
in Wheat and rice tracts, extension advocated, (428).

LAND TENURE .

Occupancy rights, should be transferable after certain period,
32,226, 32,31)6.

Rent, system of fixing by settlement officer, 32,332.

LANDOWNERS, discouragement of, from cariying out improvements, (430)

LEGISLATIVF COUNCIL, attitude towaids agriculture, 32,312-6

LOCVL BOARD, Jubbulpore, revenue, and expenditure mainly on educa-

tion, 32,288-90.

MARKFTING
Grain, 32,187-210.
Information to cultivators, merchants and traders as to market con-

ditions, etc., through Agriculture Magazine or weekly papers,
suggestion, (430).

RESEARCH :

Govoinnvnt of India should send oxpeits to study conditions in each
Province, (427).

Scientific staff of 'Government of India, increase, would be useful.

(427).

SE\ FREIGHTS, prosperity of cultivators injured by, and change advo-
cated, (430).

SOILS .

Cultivable land gone out of cultivation, proposed measures for re-

clamation, (428).

Improvement by Bhandhwas system, with subsequent deterioration
after about tnirty years, (428).

VETERINARY :

Civil Veteiinaiy Department, control by Director of Agriculture
advocated, (429)

Conlagious diseases

Propaganda recommended, and failing success, legislation,
(429).

Serum, no shortage, (429).

Dispensaries .

under Control of District Boards nominally but Board has in-

sufficient control, (429).

Expansion not adequate, (429).
too Far from villages, (429), 32,234-7, 32,278
Transfer to Provincial authority not advocated, (429).
Treatment; and medicines too expensive, (429)
Used generally only for inoculation and castration, 32,236.

Indigenous methods, use of, 32,233-4, 32,280-2
Preventive inoculation :

no Fee charged, (429).

becoming Popular with
people, 32,238-9.

Propaganda necessary, (429).
Service, control by Agricultural Department should be increased,

(427), 32,278.
Simpler methods and medicines should be used, (427).
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BRAHMA, Rao Bahadur K.V., B.A,, LL.B., M.B.E.. President, Berar Co-
operative Institute, Ltd., Amraoti . (241-50), 29,906-30,169.
AGBICXJLTURAL INDEBTEDNESS :

Average indebtedness per acre, etc., 30,028-33.
Causes of, (243-4), 29,945-7, 30,066-7.
Credit, sources of, (244), 30,084-6."
Damdopai

" rule should be applicable to persons and in all cases.

(243), 29,939-44, 30,045, 30,048, 30,164-8.
Deccan Agriculturists' Reliel an unnatural measure and failure of,

30,046-7.
Increasing, 30,027, 30,036-7
proposed Measuies ior preventing, (243), (244).

Mone>lendci&, keeping
of accurate accounts on paged books, compul-

sion would not be oTrjected to, 30,087-8.

Repayment, causes preventing, (244).

Usuiioufe Loans Act, difficult v of operating, 30,048.
AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES .

on Co-operative basis, possibility, 30,000.
'Cotton gins, \\oiked with oil engine, establishment of, in villager,

proposal, (245)
Hours of work by average cultivator during year, (245), 30,137-9.
Industrial conceins, removal to iinaL areas, advantages to be
derned, (245).

Poultry farming, prejudice against, among Hindus, 29,051
Hope making, no prejudice against, 29,950
Siiosidiary industiies* .suggestions, (245), 29,949-51

CO-OPERATION

Advantages of, (245),
All-India Co-opeiative State Apex Bank, proposal, (246), 30,020.
Assistance ot movement bv District Boards, extent to which possible,

30,008-9.
Banks, need loi , facilities foi re-discount to, (246), 30,094.
Berar Co-opeiatne Institute'

Investigation oi economic condition of- societies by, 30,022-6,
30,119-20.

Working oi, (247), 29,956-7
Board ot Co-opeiation to? achue to JMmiistei, scheme, (246), 29,9-vt
Central Banks

Concentration oi attention on making a Jew societies model
societies, proposal, (247)

Development of work, pioposals foi
, (247)

IVJanagement oi, and position ot shareholders, 29,985-7.
Pow*i oi recommending suspensions and remissions oi land
revenue advocated, (247), 29,954-5.

Staff, proposal /^ (247)
Use oi money for financing purchase oi cotton bv big firms, pro-

posal, (249), 29,966-7
Circle auditors, recruitment, 30,061-2.
Oonipaiisoii of position with Punjab, 30,038-9
Credit Societies

Applications tor, and issue of, loans, procedure, 29,988-9,
Development of work, proposals for, (248-9), 29,965, 30,099-101.
Distribution of seeds through, proposal, (244).
Effect on moneylenders' rate of interest, 30,140-2
Members :

no Case of expulsion known, 30,005-7
Clans of, 30,059-60, 30,133-4

Bate of interest, approved, 29,993,

Results, (250).

Supervision by Cential Banks, not objected to at present,
30,ooa.

Use of loan ior non-productive purposes, occasional cases,
30.004.

Working of, (247-8).
Development associations for taluks scheme, (247).
Education oi members in principles of co-operation, 30,001-2,

80,095-7
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BRAHMA, Rao Bahadur contd^

Co-OPEHATION COntd .

Education and propaganda, proposed measures, (247).

Encouragement of growth of, steps proposed for, (245), (247),

30,056-8.
Government assistance in cusis oi 1920-21, 30,020-1.
larger Government expenditure desiiable on, (245).

Imperial Banks should be enabled to place money at disposal oi,

(246).
Joint farming societies .

PioposaJs lor, (249).
Want oi mutual confidence an obstacle, (249)

Lessons on, m schools and colleges, advocated, (247).
Non-official agencies .

Extent of assistance received from, 30,OoH-8
Grants-in-aid advocated, (246)*

Propaganda and demonstration might be more earned out through,
29,995-6

Registrars and Assistants :

Assistant Registrar in chaige oi Beiar, proposal, (245).
Indians advocated as, (245), 30,090
Leading ol deputations ot non-officials' to sister piovinees, pro-

posal, (246).

Study leave to gain acquaintance of movement in foreign
countries, piopo&al, (24(>)

Sympathy and help of officers of Department oi Agriculture
and Department of H-evenuc, desn ability of, (246)

Whole-time Registrar advocated, without frequent change, (245).

Savings Banks, pioposcd experiment of, (246)
Scholarships to students to study movement abroad, proposal, (247).
Societies

lot the Co-operati\c use of machineiy
Essentials ol success, (249)
Scope foi, (249).

to Decide disputes, formation suggested, (249), 30,089
toi Jtediuing teiemonial expenditure or abandoning expensive

social customs, pioposal, (24,1), (247), (249), 30,042-4, 30,114
for the Sale of produce

Steps necessary to meet competition of "
Adtyas

" or com-
mission agents, (249), 29,968-84, 30,143-4

Working of, (249), 29,968-84, 30,143-4
Staff, training and refresher courses, impoitan.ee of, and proposals,

(246).
Subordinate officers, training of, 30,049-o2
Taluq Development Associations, proposal, (247), 30,121-5
Village societies, annual meetings advocated, (247), 29,95^-64

CROPS, distribution of Seeds
through Co-operative credit societies-, proposal, (244)
Department should establish licensed sellers for sale of good seed at
fixed rates, (244)

Stores on co-operative basis should be organised as far as possible,
(244).

CULTIVATION, of fields on leases, reckless, (244), 29,945
DEMONSTRATION AND PBOVAGANPA

Field demonstrations, department should undertake work with motor
tractors at dheaper rates than with old methods to demonstrate
advantage of, (242).

Methods of inducing cultivators to accept expert advice, (242),
30,110-13

Popularisation of use of machinery through demonstrations and
shows, etc., (242).

EDUCATION :

Adult, Mr. Manday's method, 29,920-3.
Means of popularising, (242).
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BRAHMA, Rao Bahadur contd

EDUCATION contd.

Agricultural
Development of, in village schools, scheme lor, and probable

cosb, (242)
Extension of facilities in Berar advocated, (241).

Incentive, Government service, (241).
in Primary and vernacular middle schools, possibility, (241)
no Schools for agricultural teaching in the moffusil, (241).
Shoit couises in, where experimental 01 demonstration farms

available, advocated, (241)

Teachers
for Boys, inadequate supply, (241)
Class, (241).
Cam e ot agncultural education before appointment in

rural areas, proposed in some cases, (241), 30,108-9.
Drawing of, from rmal classes, desirable, should not be insisted

on, 30,063-5
amon^ Villagers, of main importance at piesent, (241)

Criticism of, by parents, (250), 30,1454)
Nature study

in Fields desirable, and school plots and fanms desirable, (241),

30,151-2
in Schools, of httlo value, (241), 29,910, 30,151

Primary
Agncultural operations, experiment tried, but failure owing to

lack of pioper type of teadieis, (241), 29,910-4.
Compulsory, extent to ^'hirh put into force and reasons for slow

progiess in Benir, (250), 30,128-32, 30,147-9
Education not designed to fit boys foi work in fields 01 create

agricultural bus, (241)
Small piopoition of bo\e parsing through fourth class, reasons,

(250)
Rural economic s should be studied in University and results taught

in primary and secondary schools, (247)

FEHTJUNKKS
Cattle urine, pre?enation of, loi mammal purposes, proposal for

regular and continuous propaganda to -encourage, (244).

Cowdung, use as luel and me-ans of prevention, (244), 30,135-6,
30,169

Natural manures, scheme for conservation of, (244)

FlNANCF
Advances

through Oo-o})erative Societies and realisation ot amount &o
advanced as arrears of land-revenue scheme, (243).

from Government treasuries, scheme, (243).

cheap Ciedit, dangerous without propei supervision, 29,994.
Imperial Bank Act, proposed amendment, (243), 29,927-31.
Indian Trust Act, proposed amendment, (243).
Interest on advances, fixing of btatutorv maximum rate, proposal,

(243), 30,083, 30,117-9

Land Mortgage Banks .

Establishment advocated, (243), 29,924-6
Government assistance, proposal, (243), 29,927-31, (246).

30,091-3.
Resolution of Conference of Registrars of Co-operative Societies,
January 1926, should be given effect to, (243), 30,040-1.

Short term loans, establishment of village Co-operative Societies

advocated, (243).
Taccavi loans, to Co-operative Societies

1

members, agency of Co-

operative Central Bank and Societies should be employed, (246)
Village banks, formation of, 'and exemption from Indian Companies
Act under certain circumstances, proposal. (243), 29,932-8,
30,068-82, 30,115-6, 30,153-7.
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HOLDINGS ;

Consolidation
Arbitration Societies, establibliment of, as in the Punjab,

advocated, (244).

through Co-operative movement might be possible, 29.997-9.

Judicial Village Panchayats for settlement of money claims and

leasing of money suite, proposal, (244).

Legislation :

tor Keeping disputes out of court, advocated, (244).
in Respect of widows with life interest, advocated, (244).

Suit* filed after 12 years by reversioners claiming estate alter

widow's death should be barred, (244)

TMPLKMENTH
Improved

Ploughs, intiodwtion, 30,112-3
Popularisation of, (244), 30,157-fil.

Obstacles to introduction, lepair difficulty and need for establish-

ment of centres tor supply of spare parts and repair work, (242).

JUDICIAL umiNrsTitATioN, difficulty in cases of auctions of lands, 30,106*

LAND REVENUE, Berar Land Revenue Code, proposed amendment, (248),

29,965, 30,102

MARKETING
Cotton, (249), 29,968-84, 30,143-4

Weights and measures, cotton^ platform scales should be insisted

on, (249), 29,968-70.

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, means of making agriculture attractive to, (241),

30,150-2.

llOADS .

Construction and maintenance by Government and by District

Councils, defined policy advocated, (242-3).
under "District Boaids, funds insufficient for maintenance, 30,010-15.
Inadequacy of, in Berar, (242)
Village

Neglect of, and proposed remedies, (242-3)

Repair, compulsory supply bv every adult of one day's labour

for, pioposal, (242), 30,016-9.

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION .

Economic survey in typical villages, necessity of, and proposal for,

(250).

Suggestions for improvement, (250), 30,162.

Buffalo, see under Animal Husbandry.

Bullocks, see under Animal Husbandry and Cultivation.

BURTON, G. P., I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Raipur, see CHHOTELAL,
Mr,, aud BURTON, G. P., I.C.S., 29,094-29,201

Capital, attracting of, to agriculture:

see cdso Landowners,
Factors preventing men with capital from taking up farming Allan

(209)..
Profession must be made moie profitable, Plymen, (35); Trwin (346\
Khapurde (407), Wutrgavfi (4tfO) , Punde (538)

Size of holdings not a her-ous bar in Berar but is in parts of Central

Provinces, Koide 30,732-5

Steps necessary, Allan (210); Korde (820); JJwwkanath Singh (505)

Cassava, see under Crops.

Cattle Breeding, see under Animal Husbandry.
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Chandrabhan Behan Lall, Messrs, ;

Animal husbandry operations, Bhatgava 32,240-00, 32,334-46
Evidence on behalf of, see Bhargava, Shyam Sundar, (427-430), 32,123-
32,354.

Experimental farm run by, particular le work, staff, Ac
, Bhargava

32,143, 32,146-56.
Particulars re farming operations of, and conditions on estate, Bhargava

32,125-268, 32,282-6, 52,301-54.

CHHQTELAL, Mr., Extra-Assistant Commissioner, and BURTON, Mr. G, P.

Deputy Commissioner, liaipur, 29,094-29,201

HOLDINGS, CONSOLIDATION OJ1
:

previous Attempt*, particulars of, 29,100-2, 29,104-5, 29,108-11.

through Co-operative Societies, not consideied likely, 29,129-30,

29,166-7
Demand of cultivatois for, 29,119-21.
Legislation necessary to compel obstructive minority to join, and

proposal re, 29,114-0, 29,947, 29,175-8
Obstacle-? in wav oi, 29,136
Particulars re uoik, 29,137-49, 29,153-4, 29,157-60
Proposals, 29,150-201
in Ryotwaii villages, proposal and application of, water-course

system of irrigation, 29,123-8
Transfer of rights, proposed legislation, 29,112-3, 29,131-5

Clover, *ee under Crops.

Contagious Diseases, bee u.nd<' t Veterinary.

Co-operation :

Advantage* of, Biahnia (245)

Agricultural Associations, Tnv^di 29,263-7
Suggestion ioi, Kotdr (320)

Average indebtedness pel acie, etc
,
Biahina 30,028-33

All-India Co-operative State Apex Bank, proposal, Biahmu (246),

80,020
Assistance of movement by District Boaids, extent U> which passible,
Biahma 30,008-9.

Association of growers of each crop, pioposal, JJokias (480).

Banking crisis oi 1921 and causes oi, Tuvedi 29,440-9,

Banks, facilities foi le-discount to, need for, Biahma (246), 30,094.
BEIUR CO-OPBIIATIVE LNKTLTUTE

Investigation oi economic condition of societies by, Brahma
30,022-6, 30,119-20

Working of, Tuvedi (170), Brahma (247), 29,956-7.
Better standard oi living societies, formation proposed, Uwatkunath
Singh (505).

FOE BETTERMENT OF VILLAGE LIFE
Need for, and suggestions, Plymen (34).

Scope for, Tnvr<h (172).
Board of Co-operation for advice to Minister, scheme, Biahma (246),

29,953.

CATTLE-BREEDING SOJIKT1Eg
Establishment of, proposals for, Dwaikanath Singh (504-5)
Failure of, Deshpande (303).
Failure in Central Provinces but should be tried again, and sug-

gestion ?e, Pande (537).
in Raiptir district formerly, but closure owing to lack of interest,

Trwedi (172), 29,334-6, 29,575-8.
little Scope for, Plymen (34), 28,110,

CENTRAL BANK
Activities should be confined to education, training and propaganda,

Pand,e 33,403.

Akola, crisis owing to want of funds as result of bad years, Korde
30,704-11, 30,777-9, 30,802-4
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Co-operation contd.

CENTRAL BANK contd.
Concentration oi attention on making a few societies model

societies, proposal, Brahma (247).
Control over, extent of, Trivedi 29,349-57, 29,359-62.

Deposits, Trivedi (172).

Development of work, proposals for, Brahma (247),

Directors, Trivedi 29,580-2, 29,568-9.

Dividend, Trivedi 29,497.

Inspector, class of man, etc
,
Tnvedi 29,457-61.

Loans by, no supervision over use of, tfahasrabudhe (468).
Local bodies should be allowed to keep money in, Pande (537)

Management of, and position of shareholders, Brahma 29,985-7
Managers, class of men, etc., Trivedi 29,454-6.
Number, Trivedi (168).
Particulars 76, working of, etc., Trivedi 29,33-6-57
Power of recommending suspensions and remissions ot land reAenne
advocated, Brahma (247), 29,954^5

Rate at which loans lent to primary societies, ftahahralmdhe 32,463
Relations with Provincial Bank, Trivedi 29,359-61.

Results, Tnvedi (172)

Staff, proposal ic/Bmhma (247)

Supervision of credit societies by, see under Credit Societies below

Supervision of, by staff not satisfactory, DwarkanAttJi Ffinyh (504)
Use of money for financing purchase of cotton by big firms pro-

posal, Brahma (249) ? 29,966-7
Circle auditors, recruitment, Bnihma 30,061-2

Comparison of position with Punjab, Rinhtna 30,038-9

Compulsory education, formation of societies desirable Tnvedi (172),
29,436-7

'

Consolidation of holdings, we under Holdings
Consumers' societies, suggestion te linking up witlj producers' societies,
Prteiton (445-6), 32,397-8

Control of Oo-opeiative Department by specially trained whole-time

officer, proposal, Plymen (34), 27,745-8

Co-operative Institute for Jubbulpore and Nerbudda Divisions, working
of, Tnvedi (169)

Credit movement, desirability of extension, J\otde 30.715
CREDIT SOCIETIES .

Accounting and audit, Tnvedi (169), 29,270-9, 29,285-6, 29,469,
Pande 33 402

Advances through, and realisation of amount so advfinced as arrears
of land revenue, scheme, Brahma (243)

more Auditors sihould be appointed and Central Bank not be asked
to bear expense, Pande 33,403

Bve-law that members should fiend boys to school, one case of,
Tnvedi 29,616

Closing down of, on witness' estates, Bhargava 32,178-84, .32,310
Consolidation of movement, concentration of efforts on, advocated,

Trivedi (171), 29,262.
Contribution by one society for purchase of quinine, Trivedi 29,617
Defects of present system,

%

De$hpa\nde (302-3)

Deficit, meeting of, 'by Government, proposal, Trivedi (169).
Degeneration into money-lending businesses, I)oktas 32,517, 32,566
Deposits, Trivedi (172).

Development and improvement of work, proposals for. Tnvedi (171),
Brahma (248-9), 29,965, 30,099-101.

Difficulties of, owing to tenancy system, Pande 33,32-6-38, 33,455-61
Distribution of seeds through, proposal, Brahma (244)
more Education of, required, Pande (537).
Effect on rates charged by moneylenders, Tnvedi 29,550-2, Btahma

30,140-2.
Extension, scope for, Dwarkanath fimgh (408)
Failure, statistics, Trivedi 29,216-7.
Federation subscription levied from members, proposed abolition,

Trivedi (169).
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CREDIT SOCIETIES <ontd.

Fixing ot credit limit, power to Goveinment Auditor proposed,
Dwarkanath Singh (504),

Joint liability, enforcement
in Certain cases and effect on reputation of movement, Trwedi

29,218-20, 29,237-8.

Policy re, Tuvfdi 29,221-5.
under Liquidation, number, Tnvedi (168).

liquidations
Effect on confidence in movement, question of, Trivedi 29,392*4.

Policy and procedure, Trivecli 29,226-39, 29,374-85, 29,499-504,

29/533-6, 29,588-91
Loans

Applications for, and isftyie of, procedure, Trivedi 29,244-61,

29,450-3, Brahmb 29,988-91; Pande 33,331-8; Deshpande
39,476-7.

ioi Pui chase of implements, and joint purchase in one case,
Tnvedi 29,618

Kates of interest, Tnvedi 29,397, 29,493-4
Approved, Biahma 29,993
too High, Khaparde (401), NnlniM'tbudhe (459), (460),

no Supervision over purpose ot, JJokras 32,517, Mahasiabudhe
(468).

Supei vision over use of money advanced, need for, Kahaxrabudhe

(459).
Use oi, for non-pi oductive purposes, occasional cases,

30,004.
should be Used ior productive purposes, Dwaikanath

(501)
Value of, tidhttbrab'udhe (460); Vwa i kt&nath Singh (496)

Loans iiom Central Banks, system, Trwedi 29,420-2
Member, no case of expulsion known, Biahma 30,005-7
MembeiK -borrowing both from, and from moneylenders, etc

}
Tnvedi

29,287-8, 20,408-10
Members, class of, Bralniw 30,059-60, MO, 138-4

Number, increase desirable, JJwirkamtth ftintjh (496).

Organisation, procedure, Tttvedi 29,39P-U
Position of, in Beiar, Khapwnle 31,879
Pioblem of agricultural indebtedness cannot be solved b\r

, alone,
Ihwirkatiath Hingh (499)

Reasons ior cultivators borrowing Irom moneylenders rather than

from, Kha%xirde (401)
Reasons for greater success not resulting from, Pande (538).
Reserve funds, policy /r, Tnvedi 29,397, 29,41K)-5

Rjesults, Plymen (34), Tnvedi (172), Brahma (250); Dwarkanatn
Singh (505), 32,762-6

Sanitation not taken up by, Ttivedi 29,616-7.

Statistics, Tnvedi (170-1), 29,485-8.
Success of movemont in Berar as compared with Central Provinces,
Tnvedi 29,404-6.

Successful society, features of, and results, Tnvedi 29,400-3
Supervision and education

by Central Banks, and drawbacks of system, Tnvedi (169),*

29,243-6], 29,36345, 29,425-7.

by Central Banks, not objected to at present, Brahma 30,003
by Government auditors desired, Tni>edi 29,428-9
Reorganisation of system, proposals for, and measures taken,
Tnvedi (169-70), 29,270-82, 29,407, 29,489.

Tditavi advances through, we iindei Taccavi under Finance
Tendency of officials to consider profits rather than welfare of

people, Flymen, (34), Pandeya (127), 28,807-9
Useful and proposal for improvement, Flymen 27,749-50.
Woiking of, Tnvedi (171); Brahma (247-8),

Working of, proposals re, Powar (890).
Credit system, development of, desirable for smaller cultivators Irwirt

(343)
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Debt per head, increasing, Pande (539), 33,348-52.
Defective organisation and defective education of members. Tnvedt,

29,579.
DEPABTMENT :

Assistance by officers of Revenue, Excise and Education JDepait-
ments, suggestions for, Deshpanae (302), 30,581.

Circles, increase to five, desirability of, Trivedi (1(58-9)
Co-operation with demonstration work, Plymen 27,650-1.
no Co-operation with Education Department, Tnvedi 29,505-7.
close Co-operation with certain other departments necessary,
Deshpande (302).

Heads, Indians as, iieeos^aiy, JJeshpunde (302).
Men of Provincial Service with long arid varied experience should be
absorbed m, as far an possible, JJcshpaiide (304).

Organisation of, Tnvedi (168).
Staff nmst be drawn iiom Agricultmal and Industrial Departments,

Veshjtwntle (302)
Development associations for taluks, scheme, Hrahmu (247), 30,121-7
Development must not be too quick, I twin (346)
Education of members in principles of co-operation, Brahma 30,001-2,

30,095-7
Education and propaganda, proponed niea.su ros, Brahma (247).
ENCOURAGEMENT OF GHOWTH OF, i^teps proposed for .

by Government, Biahmn (24,5), ])e#hixin<l<> (302), Dwarkunath Singh
(504), Pand<> (.537)

Material advantages must be maclo cleai to people, Tnvedi 20,390-1.
by Non-official a&eiicien, litalimu (24), 30,056-8, Deshpandr, (302),

30,582-4; Duuilannth tfnu/ft (504), Pande 33,480-1.
Expenditure on, and need foi mcieuse, Tuvedi 29,411-2, 29,508
Extension ol move-men t, scope ior, Jticatkanath Rwgh (503)
Federation Auditors, class of men, Tuvedi 29,467-8
Federation ot Co-operative Societies, position. Panele 33,393-98
Goncl Societies, Ti>ve<h 29,594
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

in Crisis of 1920-21, Tnvedi 29,366-8, Biuhma 30,020-1
Extent ot, etc., Tiivedt 29,509-12, 29,537-40

larger Goveinment expenditure desirable on, Brahma (245).
History ot movement, Timed 29,209-13
Honorary workers and non-official agencies, value of, and scope for
work by, Tnvedi (170).

Housing (societies, State aid advocated, Pande (537)
Imperial Banks .should be enabled to place monev at disposal of, Brahma

(246)
"

IMPROVEMENTS, SOCIETIES FOR
Advance of money to, at low rates and liberal mini be i of instalments

advocated, Pande (537).
Need for, Uwwrkanatli Smgh (504).

Scope for, and method of organisation, Deshpande (303).
Impulse must come from within, not from the State, Trivedi 29,598-9.
Insolvency Act, amendment advocated, in order to protect, Pande

33,339-41.
JOINT FAR-MING SOCIETIES

Propo&ah for, lit fin ma (249), Panth* (536).
Question of, Trtvedi (172).
Scope for, extent of, Plymen (34); Deshpande (303).
Want of mutual confidence an obstacle, Brahma (249).

JOINT IMPROVEMENT schemes, compulsion on rainontv to 10111

Advocated, Flymen (34), J)uaikanath Ningli (505), Pande (538)
Objection to, Tnvedi (172)

Lectures in normal schools by inspector of Berar Co-operative Central
Institute, Trivedi 29,506.

Lessons on, in Rchools and colleges, advocated, Brahma (247)
Local instructors, recruitment method and salaries, Triredi 29,595-7.
Non-co-operation movement, effect of, Trivedi 29,395-6.
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Non-credit societies, loan from Central Bank to agricultural associa-

tion, Tnvedi 29,423.
NON-CMCJAL AGENCIES :

Extent of assistance received from, and scope for, Trwed'i 29,413-8,
29,475-84, 29,541-9, Biahma 30,053-8.

Grants-m-aid advocated, Itrahma (246).
Objects attained by limited number oi societies only, Deshpandd (304),

30,514-6.
Obstacle to growth ot movement, land tenure system, Tnvedi (170),

29,470.
Organisation by Government officer^, proposal, Dmirkanath Singh

("503-4).

Pig-hunting clubs, malana prevention clubs, village sanitation pre-
servation societies, co-operative istoren, scope for, Deshpande (304)

Position of Provincial and Central Banks and pumary societies, Tnvedt
29,496.

Position more satisfactory than two yeais ago, Tt ivedt 29,268.

Propaganda and demonstration might be more carried out through
Brahma 29,995-0.

Primary Societies, number, Tnvedi (168).
little Propaganda for education of public in principle** of co-operation

in villages, Tnwdi 29,240-2
PROVINCIAL BANK

Clash credit with Imperial Bank, Tnvedi 29,369-72, 29,561-7

"Deposits, Trivedt (172)

Dividend, T rived t 29,497
Relations with Central Banks, Ttwedt 29,359-61.

Results, Tmvpdi (172)

Working ot, ])<> \hpandc (299-300), 30,637-51.
PURCHASE vSociETiES *

Combination with rieclit and sale societies pioposed, Flymen (34)

Establishment advocated, Powar (93); Pande (537), Dwarkanath

Rmgh (504).

Imipoftance of, and need for organisation of, DtVihjtftnde (303).

Object attamod by many, but constant and detailed supervision
necessary, PI ifin en (34)

Tendency to attach excessive unpoitance to making of large profitxs,

Flymen (34).

Purchase and supply of seed bv, proposal, Powar (92).

REGISTRARS
Assistant Registrar in charge of Berar, proposal, Hi ah ma (245).

and Assistants ;

Leading of deputations of non-officials to sister provinces, pro-

posal, Brahma (246).

Study leave to gain acquaintance of movement in foreign
countries, proposal, Brahma (246),

frequent Changes, Pan fie 33,342
Indians advocated as, Brahma (245), 30,090
Powers recommended bv Committees, objection to, Panfl? 33,366-7,

33,417-9

Sympathy and help of officers of Depaitment of Agriculture and
Department ot Revenne, desirability of, Biahmct (246)

Whole-time officer

Advocated, without frequent change, Brahma (245).
would be Desirable, and necessary if work ot Industries Depart-
ment expands, Trivedi 29,438-9

SALE SOCIETIES
Combination with credit and purchase societies proposed, Plymen

Cooperation of Agricultural Department, necessity for, Tniedi
(171).

Cotton sale societies, Trivedi (171), 29,289-330, 29.515-29, 29,573-4:
Brah ma (249), 29,968-84, 30,343-4.

Desirability of, Dwarkanath Singh (504).
Development desirable, Plymrn (34).
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Co-operation contd.

SALE SOCIETIES contd,

Establishment advocated, 2'owar (93); Dwarkanath S^ngh (500);

Pande (537).

Grain, scheme. Peterson (445-6), 32,397-8.

Importance of and need for organisation of, Deshpande (oOd).

Marketing societies advocated, Dokras (480). (484).

Bice sale societies, formation in Bilaspur district to be considered,

Tnvedi (171).
Steps necessary to meet competition of "

Adtyas
" or commission

agents, Btahma (249), 29,968-84, 30,143-4.

Working of, Biahma (249).

Savings Banks, proposed experiment of, Brahma (246).

Scholarships to students to study movement abroad, proposal, Brahma
(247).

Seed societies, Tuvcdi 29,619.
Seed unions, proposed establishment of, Dwavkanath Singh (501).

Societies for reducing ceremonial expenditure or abandoning expensive
social customs, proposal, Brahma (243), (247), (249), 30,042-4, 30,114.

SOCIETIES FOU THE OO-OPEHATIVE USE OP MACHINERY
Essentials of success, Titvcdi (172;, Biahma (249)

Scope for, Plymen (34), Brahma (249), Deshpande (303); Pande
(537).

Scope for, and consideration advocated, Tiivedi (172)

Working of, at Jalgaon, Deshpande (303)
Societies to decide disputes, formation suggested, Brahma (249), 30,089.
Societies lor fighting diseases, establishment advocated, Pande (537).

Clerks and auditors, pay considered adequate to secure hones.ty,
Tnvedi 29,614-5.

Couiseb at Agrirultuial College under consideration, Tnvedi 29,514
Knowledge of

" Law and Principles of Co-operation/' question of,
Tnvedn 29,462-6.

Recruitment from Nagpur Agricultural College graduates under
consideration, Tvivedi 29,586-7.

Subordinate officers, training of, Brahma 30,049-52.
Training, Tnvedi 29,580-7.
Training and refresher courses, importance of, and proposals,
Bvahma (246).

Sweepers' societies, Tnvedi 29,473-4
Transmission of money between central Banks and societies, refund of

three-fourths of money order commission advocated, Trivedi (170).
Unlimited liability, sale or encumbering of land in order to pay con-

tribution, a few cases of, Tnvedi 29
3 600-13.

Urban banks, proposed formation of, Deshpande (303).
Value of, if properly run, Pandeya (127),
Village societies, annual meetings advocated, Brahma (247), 29,958-64.

Cotton, see under Crops.

Credit, see under Agricultural Indebtedness and under Finance

Crops and Crop Protection :

Berseem, cost of seed a deterrent on expansion, Allan 29,860-4
Cassava, suggestion, but no great scope for, Allan (205), 29,814-8
Change to more valuable crops, Eastern Circle, Powar 28,882-7.

Encouragement of cultivation by supply of seed free and then at
concession rates until value realised, advocated, Dubey (104).

Rotation with rioe, proposal, Dubey (105)*

Suggestion re, Am,anat Ali (387).
Combination of, in America, advantage of, Sahasrabudhe (462)
COTTON

Ammonium sulphate, increased use of, at Hoshangabad, Plymen
(29).

Burl, Amanat Ali
(386). 31,727-31, 31,771-2.

Capable of resisting "-wilt," introduction desirable, Amanat Ali
(386).
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Crops and Crop Protection contd.

OOTTON contd.

Cost/ oft cultivation arid income from, Allan (240i-240ii).
Cultivation, particulars te system, &c

,
Allan (240i).

increased Cultivation, Sahasi abudlie 32,453.
Financial results, question of, Allan 29,870-4.

Improvement of, by scientific sowing, Khaparde (403).
Increase in acreage during last few years, but tendency to decrease

owing to drop in price, Flymen 27,629-42.
Introduction of improved varieties, particulars ?e, Plytnen (16).
Local mixed variety- Dokras 32,608-9, 32,660-1.

Investigation by Agricultural Dej>artment desired, Dokras (481),

32,513.

Yield, Dokias 32,601-10.
LOSH on, during present year, Korde 30,886-901.
Marketing, see that title.

Personal experience, Amanat Alt 31,763-9, Poohoiy 33,116-21,
33,133-5.

Increased Production per acre should be considered, Sahasrabudhe
(462), 32,465.

Boseum
Deterioration, Do/cms 32,513, 32,541-2, 32,544, 32,600.
Experience with, and -results oi, Korde 30,792-6, 30,902-7,
Khaparde MJ ,876-8.

Results, Plymen (16)
Amanat All (386), 31,732-4, 31,757, 31,863.

Success oi, until affected by wilt owing to rainfall, Denh-
pande 30,633-6.

Seed, pure, difficulty of maintaining, Ptywicn (15).
new Reeds, proposal re disttibntion of, Allan (204),
Yield, Pochory 33,042-3.

Damage by stray cattle, Kliaparde (403)

DAMAGB BY WILD .ANIMALS Flymen (29), Allan (204-5)

Deer, JDeshpande (301),

Jackals, Pochory 33,044-8.
Measures taken to prevent, Allan (204-5).

Pigs, Powai (92), T)("t1ii>ande (301), Eliaparde (403), Irwm 31,356-6;
Sahasrabudhe (462), Dwarkcwath Singh (501)

Prevention, proposed measures ioj

'Clubs for killing animals, establishment in all affected areas,
Pande (532)

Contribution from Forest Department towards fences in cer-
tain cases, Bhargava (428).

Extermination the only real means of prevention, Irwin (344),
Extermination of wild boar should be possible with proper
organisation, Irwm (344), 31,077-81.

Fencing :

Inadequacy of, Sahasrabudhe (462)

Long term loans for, Bhargava (428).
an Uneconomic palliative only, TIrwtn (344)

Formation, of parties of hunters, Khaparde (403).

Free-shooting j)ermits in Government forests to bona fide

agriculturists, Amanat Ah (387), 31,806-14.
Government forests should not continue as breeding farms,
Pande (532).

Growing rows of crops disliked by wild animals talong border
of fields, Amanat Ali (387).

Growing of similar crops in fields close to each other, by
arrangement between neighbouring cultivators, Amanat Ali

(387).
Gun licences

Issue to cultivators, Sahasrabudhe (462).
more Liberal grant of. Deshpande (301); Amanat Ali (387);
Khaparde (403); Bhargava (428); l)okras (482); Pande
(532).

Non-success, Uwarkanath Singh (501),
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Crops and Crop Protection contd.

DAMAGE BY WILD ANIMALS contd.

Prevention, proposed measures for contd,
Joint fencing advocated, Dubey (105).

Pig Hunting Clubs,, formation of, Bhargava (428).

Pig proof wire fencing should be popularised, Dwarkanath
Singh (501).

Pigs, killing of certain number as condition of renewal of

licence, Plymen 31,355-6.
Removal of restrictions on cutting of trees and shrubs on banks

of streams and nalas acting as breeding places, Amanat
Ah (387), 31,773-6.

Rewards for destruction, Pande (532).

Shooting clubs, non success, Dwarkanath Singh (501).
near Reserved foiests only, Dokras (482).

Dangerous plants, compulsory destruction of, proposal, Plymen (30).
Eastern Circle, nature of, Powar 28,351-6.
increased Feitility of the soils, need lor, and methods, Pande (531-2).

Fodder, see under Animal Husbandry
Food, Irwin SI, 161-5

Securing of better prices or increase in yield, need for, Pande
(532).

Gardens and orchaids, B-erar, but reduction latterly, Sahasrabudhe
(461)

Gram, marketing, see that title.

GRAM
Marketing, see that title.

Personal experience,, Pande 33,214-5

GBOUNDNUT
Advantages of, and encouragement by Department advocated.,
Dolna* (481-2).

Area uridei
,
and prospects, Allan 29,725-9, 29,819-20.

Discontinued owing to trouble with jackak, Pochory 33,044-8
Proposal re, lhaparde (403).

Introduction of, arid results, Phjmen (16)
U&<G of, Pit/men 28,040-41

Heavy yielding food crops, proposals, Pande (532)
Hemp, glowing of, but prejudice of some cultivators against, Plymen

28,273-7.
High yielding varieties, continuance doubted owing to soil, Pande

(531), 33,294

IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING CKOPS

by Agi icultural Department, Amanat Ah (386).
Examples of, Dubey (105).
Methods

I negation facilities, widening of, Deshpande (301)
Rotation of groundnut crops, Khaparde (403)

by Selection and breeding, scope for, Powar (91).

by Selection and crossing on Government Farma and extension
of work desirable, Dubey (104).

more Scientific method of sowing, Khaparde (403)
Seed selection, good manuring and due spacing, Dokras (481).
Selection and importation of better varieties, Bhargava (428).
Use of natural manures and proper rotation, Deshpande (301).

Staff, increase required, Allan (204).
Work on, Allan (204).

Consideration of problem from all aspects, Plymen 27,937-8.
Introduction of, by Malguzar among tenants, Pochory 32,913.

INTRODUCTION O:F NEW CROPS AND VAHJBTIEJS :

Eastern Circle, Powar 28,430.
Government should advance money free of interest for three years
to approved and foona fide cultivators, Pande (532),

Impro\ement from, but conditions required for, Plymen (15).
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Crops and Crop Protection contd,

INTRODUCTION OF NEW CROPS AND VARIETIES contd.
Particulars re, Flymen (16).

Progress in, Allan (204).

Requirements for success, Plymen (29), Powar (9i).

Suggestion, crops like Alfalfa, where irrigation possible, Deshpande

Juar
Diseases, see Pests and Diseases below.
Diversion to rice hoped for in time, Foliar'd-Lowsley 29,009-10.

Improvement, Khaparde (403).
Introduction of improved variety, Flymen (16).

Personal experience, Amanat Ah 31,704-6.

Suggestion, Amanat Ah (387).

MONEY CROPS, change to, from food crops :

Effects, Tnved* 29,659-60, 29,571-2.
but Tendency again to revert, Flymen 27,629-42.

OILSEEDS .

Nature of, and question of acreage Tindei, Flymen 27,810-5,

28,040-4.
Research, need for, Allan (198),

Onions, Flymen 28,054-7.

PESTS AND DISEASES

Bo'Il-rot, no protection measures, Dokras (482)
Cotton caterpillar, need for remedy, Dokras (481-2).

Juar, soaking of, with mixture of copper sulphate, Khapavde (404).

Juar, smut in, means of controlling, flymen (14), Dokras (482).

Protection, see that title below.

Research, proposed lines of, Khaparde (399).

Root-rot, means of controlling, Dokras (482).

Taloopj no means of controlling, known, Dokras (482).
Water hyacinth, destruction should be made compulsory, Plymen

(30), 27,665-8,
POTATOES, Flymen 28,054-5.

Seed, source of, Dubey 28,503-6.

PROTECTION .

from External infection, pests and diseases :

no Efficacious methods adopted, Khaparde (403)

Imported plants might he allowed in without investigation or

fumigation on recommendation of Director of Agriculture.
Flymen (30), 27,66S4.

Local Departments should have more power and responsibility,
Flymen (30)

Measures not satisfactory, Deshpande (301).

Procedure, not always efficient and takes too long, Flymen
(30), 27,660-2.

Internal measures against infection *

Active action desirable, Deshpande (301).

Cheap methods necessary, and provision to compel owners of

neighbouring fields to co-operate advocated, Pande (533).

Desirability of, Khaparde (404).
Methods suggested by Department generally too expensive, Pande

(533).

RICE:
Bone-meal satisfactory for, but caste prejudice a difficulty, Powar

(91).

Cost of cultivation per acre, Dubey 28,574.
Cultivation system, Powar (92).

Improved varieties :

Advantages of, Flymen (17); Dubey 28,599-605.
Particulars re, Flymen (16).
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Crops and Crop Protection contd.

RICE contd.

Introduction of improved ploughs, and means of distribution from

depots, Flymen 27,780-8.

Irrigation: Dubey (103-4), 28,567-9, 28,610-11.

Agreement system, Pollard-Lowsley 28,891-5, 38,969-61.
Relaxation of rules advocated in certain cases, Dubey (104).

Delta required, Pollard-Lowsley 29,011-3.
Statement of extent to which rice grown and irrigated m more

important rice-growing districts, Pollard-Lowsley (131-2).

little Manuring of, Flymen 27,703-4.

Marketing, see that title.

Personal experience, Dubey 28,499, 28,507-32, 28,574, 28,577-85,

Bhargava 32,168-72, 32,352, Pande 33,208-9, 33,228-31.
Profit per acre, Dubey 28,577.
Subdivision of holding beyond limit of four acres should be pro-

hibited, Dubey (103), 28,615.

Transplantation^ Flymen (14), 27,906; Dubey 28,527-30, 28,606-8.
Known about before propagated by department, Pande 33,371.
Prevention by fragmentation of holdings, Dyer (152).

in Waingunga Canal areas, piopo&als, Dubey (105).
Yield from Depaitmeut seed and ordinary seed, comparison, Plymen

27,882-8

SANK HUMP
for Fodder arid manure, special concessions lor growing of, under

irrigation, proposal, Pande (535), 33,317-8

Religious prejudice against, disappearing, Dwarkanath Singh
32,767-9.

SEEDS
Cost of, a deterrent to expansion of certain crops Allan- 29,860-1.
Distribution. Flymen (10-11), (15), 27,871-81, 28,034-9, IT win

31,267-8.
through Agricultural Association, Pande (532).

through Agricultural Associations advocated, Doktas (482).
Central seed farms belonging to each circle agricultural asso-

ciation, scheme, Allan (204).
Certified seed farmeis, suggestion t e supply ol seed to, by
Goveiimient, Pande (533).

through Co-operative ciedit societies, proposal, Brahma (244).
combined Co-operative and seed producing agencies Flymen

27,649
Go-operative seed unions, proposed establishment of, Dwarkanath
Singh (501).

by Co-operative Societies, suggestion, Powar (92).

Department should establish licensed sellers for sale of good seed
at fixed rates, Brahma (244)

through Government, Court of Wards and certified farms advo-
cated, Pande (532).

supply from Government farms and seed farms advocated,
Dubey (102).

Importance of work, Bhargava (428).
Local Boards should be encouraged to maintain stores,
Deshpande (301), 30,579-80.

to Local growers personally, Amanat Ah 31,696-8, 31,789-91,
31,825.

Maintenance of stores at Tahsil headquarters, proposal, Desh-
pande (301).

Measures for, Powar (91-2).
Roseum seed unions, Allan (204).
Seed depots, suggestion re establishment of, Amanat Ali (387)
through Seed farms or arrangements

^
with large cultivators to

grow pure seed in Jubbulpore Division, and extension of
methods desirable, Irwin (344).
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Cultivation contd.

TILLAGE SYSTEMS, IMPROVEMENTS eontd.

proposed Methods :

greater Depth of primary cultivation in certain crops, Allan

(205).
Better implements for hot weather tillage and light harrowing,
Bhatgava (428),

Improvement of existing implements preferable to introduction
of new types, Deshpande (301).

Plough, judicious use of, Khaparde (403).

Ploughs and Bakhars worked by power, supply by Government
on contract eystem, Pande (532), 33,300-3.

Small iron ploughs, reintroduction, BJiargava (428).
Need for, Bhargava (428).
little Progress made, ftahasrabudhe (457)
as Result of extended use of inversion plough, Plymen (Mom. 14).

Traditional methods, gradual transformation into modern methods
needed, Khaparde (399).

Dairying Industry, see under Animal Husbandry.
Demonstration and Propaganda:

Adoption ol expert advice, means of inducing, Powar (90), Allan (201);
Brahma (242), 30,1JO-13, Deshpande (298), It win (343), Khaparde
(400), Bhargava (427).

AcBiouf/ruBAL ASSOCIATIONS Pi i/men (11), 27,70*5-13; Allan 29,810-3.
Nagpur, exist only m name, Deshpande 30,579-80,

Proposals te, \alue oi, and payment ot travelling, erfcc
,
allowances to

membeis, Dubey (101), (104), (105), 28,594-8, 28,666-8.
Value ot, Powar (89).

Agiicultural Conferences, resolutions passed by, but riot translated into

vernacular and no action taken on, Sahawabudhe (456), 32,439.
Agricultural shows on farms and in fairs, value of, Dubey (101).

Agricultural shows, suggestion for, Khaparde (400)
American methods, and tribute to, Sahasrabudhe (456, 457)
Assistance from District Associations, etc., Plymen 27,911-4, 27,904.
Attention paid to, equally with research, Flymen 27,526-7.
through Big landowners desirable, Piemen 2ft, 082-7
BY CINKMA FILMS . Piemen (-7), 27,651-7

Value of, Powar (90), Deshpande (298).
small Circle associations, scheme for formation of, Allan (201).
01a68 towaids which work directed, Allan 29,865-9.
Conservatism of Berar peasants and slowness to take in new ideas,

Khapavde (400).

Co-operation with Co-operative Department, Plymen 27,650-1.

Co-operation between farmers and staif of Agncultural Department
necessary, Deshpande (298).

through leading Cultivators advocated, Dubey 28,477-8, 26,637-49
28,637-49

Cultivators must be persuaded that improvement will be advantageous,
Dubey 28,479-82

growing Demand for advice and help on part of cultivators, Antanat
Ah 31,710.

DEMONSTRATION FARMS :

Carrying on of, on commercial basis, desirability and possibility of,

SaJiasvabvdhe (455), 32,420-7.
Effectiveness of, question of, Sahasrabudhe (455).

(satisfactory Financial results dwirable, Plymen 28,077-81.
Increase in number advocated, Dubey (101).

System, success of, Powar (89); Plymen 27,892-6.
in each Tahsil advocated, Dubey (101).
Value of, Dubey (101).
at Yeotmal and Basim, Sahasrabudhe (455).

Demonstration lorries, proposal, Deshpande (297).
DECMONSTB \TION PLOTS-

Importance of, Flymen (27).

Inadequacy of number, Dwarkanath Singh (496) ,
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Demonstration and Propaganda contd.

DEMONSTRATION PLOTS cmitd.
Increase in number desirable, Powar 28,436.
One for group of 50 villages advocated, Pande (529).

Organisation of, proposals, Flymen (27), 28,289-91,
System and success, Powar (89), 28,434-5.
Two or three in each Revenue Inspector's Circle advocated. Dubey

(101).
Value of, Dubey (101) ;

Allan (201).
Work carried on and satisfactory results, Flymen (14-5), 27,892,

27,896, 27,899, 28,080-1, 28,144-8.

DEMONSTRATORS :

Class of, training, etc., Flymen 27,531-6, 27,889, 28,093.
Inadequate number, Amanat Ah 31,701-3.
Payment of allowances to leading cultivators to attend meetings,

etc., of, suggestion, Du&ey (102), 28,594-8.
Departmental resolutions, etc., increased translation of, into vernacular
and free distribution necessary, Sakasrabudhe (456), 32,439.

increased Expenditure on, needed, Deshpande (298)
increased Expenditure on, needed, but not at expense of research,
Powar 28,322^5.

Expenditure on propaganda and research, comparison, Flymen
28,298-300.

EXPERIMENTAL FARMS
Akola, Sahasrabudhe (455)
in each District, advocated, Dubey (101)
Profitable carrying on of, not possible, Sahafriabudhe (455)

Experiments by cultivators not encouraged, Fowar 28,327.
Factors influencing cultivators to improve practice, Dwarkanath Sing*

(496).
FAILURE OF

Chhnttisgarh, transplantation of paddy, Allow, (201).
in Most cases, and reasons, Deshpande (298).

FIELD DEMONSTRATIONS
Co-operation between officials of Agriculture <and Revenue Depart-
ments, importance of, Irunn (342-3), 31,066, 31,292-5

Department should undertake i\ork with motor tractors at cheaper
rates than with old methods to demonstrate advantage of, Brahma
(242).

Effectiveness, proposals for increasing, Flymen (27) ,
Irwin (342-3) ,

Khaparde (400), Bharqava (427).
must be Free of cost to cultivator, Bhargava (427), 32,268
Method of carrying out, proposal, Dubey (101),

Staff, number, etc
,
and need for increase, Allan 29,746-9.

Value of, Dubey (101).
Government subsidy to men desirous of farming on improved lines,

proposal, Dubey {101).
to Groups of small cultivators the best method, Awianat All 31,849.
Lantern slides arid cinema films useful, Deshpande (298),
Measures adopted and results of, Eastern Circle, Haipur, Powar (89-90).
proposed Measures for influencing and improving agricultural practice,
Deshpande (297)

Measures for influencing and improving the practice of cultivators,
Khaparde (400); Bhargava (427).

Methods adopted, and need for improvement. Flymen 27,525, 27,768,
27,890-6, 27,899-903, 28,094-8.

Policy advocated and American and English ideals should be followed,
Sahasrabudhe (456).

Poona Agricultural Show, steps should be taken to- bring results before

people, Sahasrabudhe (461), 32,439.
Popularisation of use of machinery through demonstrations and shows,

etc., Brahma (242).

Propaganda work, importance of, Sahasrabudhe (456).

Proposal re, Korde (317).
Public attitude re, Allan 29,761-5.
Jtecords of experiences, extent to which kept, and importance of,

Flymen 27,587-45,
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Demonstration and Propaganda contd.

Results ot propaganda, Flymen 28,092.
Results, suggestions re publication of, Pande (529), 33,374,
Single purpose demonstration, effective in certain cases, Powar 28,328-9*

Staff, qualities required, Deshpande 30,510-3.

Success, examples of, Powar (90), J)be?/ (102), Allan (201), 29,756-8
Success of, in influencing and improving agriculture, Pande (529).
Success as result of propaganda for selected seed in Sihora tahsil,
Pande (529).

Touring lecturers, value of, KJiaparde (400).
Well organised intensive propaganda, necessary, Powar (90).
Well-to-do men should be encouraged to adopt new metBods and might

be rewarded by prizes, "Btahma (242)
Work, Pli/men (10, 11).
Work easier in cotton tracts and opening of demonstration plots there

unnecessary, Plymen 27,907.
Work not satisfactory as staff and funds inadequate, Deshpande

20,451-2, 30,509, 30,549-50

DESHPANDE, Rao Bahadur IV!. G., Nagpur. (296-304), 30,430^0,678.

Agricultural operations, 30,431-42, 30,493-7, 30,530-7, 30,604-8, 30,612-22,
Distribution of seed to tenants, 30,495-7, 30,572-5, 30,617-22, 30,660-9.

Moneylendmg by, to cultivators, 30,488-92, 30,653-71
Position as landowner, system of lotting out land, etc., 30,478-87.

ADMINISTRATION
close Co-operation between Agricultural Co-operative, Veterinary
and Industrial Departments necessary, (302)

Co-ordination of activities of Governments, fuller exchange of

experience and opinions between office! s of Provincial Agricul-
tural Departments advocated, (298).

Meteorological Department, good work done by, (298)
Post and telegraph officas, increase in rural areas advocated, (298)
Bailwavs

Concession rate,s to farmers advocated, (298), (301).

Pilfering and damage during transit, (298).

Waggons, inadequate supply in harvest season, (298).

Transport, improved facilities needed, (298), 30,459-63.

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS
Development of land mortgage credit on co-operative lines, pro-

posal (298-9).

Moneylenders, necewmrv until co-operative societies able to meet
whole demand, 30,654-7

Nazarana not considered to be a cause of, 30,677-8

AGRICULTURAL SERVICE, attitude of subordinates of, (298).

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY, silage making not believed in, 30,502-4.

CO-OPERATION :

Cattle breeding societies, failure of, (303).
Central Provinces and Berar Provincial Bunk, working of, (299-300),

30,637-61,
Credit Societies :

Applications for, and issues of loans, procedure, 39,476-7
Defects of present system, (302-3)

D^partm^nt
Assistance by officers of Revenue, Excise and Education Depart-

ments, suggestions for, (302), 30,581.

Heads, Indians as, necessary, (302).
Men of Provincial experience with long and varied Service

should be absorbed in, as far as possible, (304).
Staff must be drawn from Agricultural arid Industrial Depart-

ments, (302)

Encouragement of growth of, proposals for, (302), 30,582-4.

Improvement societies, scope for, and method of organisation, (303).
Joint farming societies, scope for, only where waste land available

or forest land needing to be reclaimed, (303).
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DESHPANDE, Rao Bahadur M. G.contd.
GO-OPERATION contd,

Objects attained by limited number of societies
only, (304), 30,514-6.

P/ig-hunting clubs, malaria prevention clubs, village sanitation,

preseivation societies, co-operative stores, scope for, ^(304)
Purchase societies, importance of, and n&ed tor organisation, (303).

Sale societies, importance of, and need for organisation of, (303)
Societies for use of agricultural machinery, scope for, and working

of, at Jalgaon, (303).
Urban banks, proposed formation of, (303).

CROPS .

Cotton, Hoseum, success of, until affected by wilt owing to rainfall,

30,633-6.
Damage by wild animals and prevention methods, (301)

Improvement of existing crops, methods
Irrigation facilities, widening of, (301)
Use of natural manures and proper rotation, (301)

Internal measures against infection, active action desirable, (301).
Introduction of Chops Live Alfalfa suggested wheie migation

possible, (301).
Protection irom external infection, measures not satisfactory, (301).

Seeds, distubution ol

Local Boards should be encouiaged to maintain stores, (301),

30,579-80
Maintenance of stores at Ttih&il headquaitcis, pioposal, (301)

by Malguzar, 30,495-7, 30,572-5, 30,617-22, 30,660-71.

through Selling agencies m eveiy Tahsil under supervision of

Department of Agriculture, proposal (301)

CULTIVATION, pooi quality of bullocks, 30,498-501.

DEMONSTRATION AND PBOPAGAMJA

Adoption of expert advice, means of inducing, (298).

Agncultural Associations, Nagpur, exist only in name. 30,579-80

Co-operabion between farmers and staff of Agricultural Department
necessary , (298 ) .

Demonstration lorries, proposal, (297).
increased Expendituie on, needed, (298).
Failure of, in most cases, and reasons, (298)
Lantern slid-es and cinema films useful, (298)

piopobt'd MeaMiies lor influencing and improving agricultural

practice, (297)

Staff, qualities icqiured, 30,510-3
Work not satisiactoiy as staff and funds inadequate, 20,451-2,

30,509, 30,549-50.

DISTKIOT BOARDS, demand for better education and for better com-

munications, 30,461-6.
EDUCATION

Adult, deficiency of facilities, and suggestions, (297), 30,568,

30,455-8.

Agricultural .

Attendance, (296).

Clubs, scheme for establishment in Vernacular and Anglo-
Vernacular schools, (297), 30,453-4, 30,560-3.

College, opportunities for practical- work, needed, (297).

Facilities, need for extension, (296).
m High Schools, as optional subject, proposal, (297), 30,454
Institutions and teachers, inadequate supply, (296).
in Normal schools, proposal, (297), 30,564-6
Objects to be aimed at, (296).
Students :

After-careers, (297), 30,609-11
Source of, (297), 30,505-8.
Technical knowledge, improvement of, no movement for,

(297), 30,538-41.
Teachers in rural areas, advantage of drawing fiom agricultural

classes, (296).
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DESHPANDE, Rao Bahadur M. G.contd.
EDUCATION contd .

Demand for, 30,464-6, 30,569-71.
Nature study, approved, (297).
School farms, approved, (297).
School plots, approved, (297).

FERTILISERS
Adulteration, sale through licensed sellers under control of Depart-
ment of Agriculture, proposed, (301).

Artificial, drawback of, as compared with natural manures in India,
(300-1).

Gowdung, methods of discouraging use of as fuel. (301).
Effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates, sulphate of ammonia
and potash manures not properly investigated, (301).

Natural manures
Advantages of, over artificial, (300-1)

Improvement of cattle industry desirable, (300-1), 30,576-7.

Populai isation of new and improved fertilisers, methods, (301).

FINANCE
Land Moitgage Banfe

Development of, on large scale necessary, and suggestion for,

(298-9). 30,467-74, 30,624-30.
Essentials for success, (299).
State assistance advocated, and proposals, (299).

Money must be provided at cheaper rate in order to make farming
pay, 30,t5;i6-7.

HOLDINGS, importance of aggregation, (303).

IMPLEMENTS
Impioved, measures for hastening adoption of, easy terms for pay-
ment in instalments, (301)

Improvement of existing implements pieferable to introduction of
new types, (301).

Manufacture of, measures for encouragement of, (301-2).

Kailway rates, concessions advocated, (801)

LAND TENURE SYSTEM, need for change, (303), 30,551-6

LOCAL BOARDS
Cess on malguzars, 30,586-92.
Nagpur

special Educational cess authorised, but not levied, 30,593-6.
Market and other dues, levy authorised, but not carried out,

30,596-603.

MIDDLE-CLASS YOUTHS, selection of students for scientific training abroad,
proposal, (297).

RESEARCH :

on 'Cotton breeding, physiology, technology, entomology and
mycology, suggested, (296).

District research, increased facilities and funds needed, (296).
Financing of .

Contributions from landholders, might be received if research

profitable to their cultivation, 30,447.
Government should provide funds, 30,445.
Taxation would not be favoured

? 20,675-6.
by Non-official gentlemen, suggestion for encouragement, (296),

00,5.29.

Organisation of, criticism, (296), 30,509, 30,520-6.
Provincial Research Committee, scheme for formation of, at Nagpur
under chairmanship of Director of Agriculture, (296), 30,443-7.

Results must be brought to notice of cultivators, (296).
Scientific staff of Government of India, increase, increased pro-
paganda work advocated in preference, (298).

Workers, Indians should be trained as, (296), (297), 30,527-8.
VETERINARY SERVICE, attitude of subordinates of, (298).
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District or Local Boards or Councils:

AKOLA :

Cess levied for educational purposes and increase in, Rorde 30,737*

30,746, 30,785-9.

Expenditure on wells, Korde 30,851-3.

Improvement of fair weather roads, work re, but need for funds,

Korde 30}747-50.

Insufficient funds, Korde 30,725, 30,736.
Public demand for better educational facilities and better roads,

Korde 30,726-9.

Apathy of, re veterinary matters, Irvnn 31,310-9.
Assistance of co-operative movement by, extent to which possible,

Brahma 30,008-9.
Attitude re rural sanitation, Stiles Webb 32,079-82.

CESSES .

Amalgamation of, in Central Provinces, Irwn 31,121-2, 31,175-7.
E:xtra levied in some districts, hwtn 31,123-9.
on Malguzars, Deshpande 30,586-92.

Demand for better education and for better communications, Deshpande
30,461-6.

Dispensaries under, see under Veterinary,

Expenditure on schools greater than on roads, and roads considered of

first importance, Irwn 31,091-5, 31,120.
Interest in rural matters, extent of, Irw^n 31,329.
interests mainly schools, Pande 33,404-7.
Jubbulpore, revenue, and expenditure mainly on education, Bkargava

32,288-90.
Maintenance of seed stores by, should be encouraged, Deshpande (301),

30,579-80.

NAGPUH
special Educational cess authorised, but not levied, Despande

30,593-6.
Market and other dues, levy authorised, but not carried out,
Deshpande 30,596-603.

Revenue, proportion given to, Irwin 31,174.
Roads under, see that title.

DOKRAS, M. R.,, Pleader, Chandur, Amroati district: (478-486), 32,401-
32,673

Agricultural operations, 32,493-502, 32,586-99, 32,646.
Bullocks bred by, and sale for racing, 32,528-30.
Poultry keeping, 32,531-4, 32,629-39.
Seed, source of, 32,543-5.

ADMINISTRATION
Agriculture and education should be under same Minister, 32,492.
Meteorological Department, of no service to general body of agri-

culturalists and proposal re, (480).
Post Office Savings Banks, available, but not used by agriculturists,
money hoarded as silver ornaments, 32,663-5.

Postal facilities, fairly satisfactory, 32,662.
Railways

better Facilities for transport of cattle advocated, (480).
Freight rates for agricultural produce should -be lower than
common rates, (480), 32,514-<6.

Roads, metalled, increased number advocated, (480).

AGEICULT0.RAL DEPARTMENT.
increased Expenditure on, advocated by decreasing number ot

excise officers, 32,606-9, 32,575-80, 82,61*9^-21.
Staff *

Increase advocated, (479).
Junior officers, transfer between wheat and cotton tracts un

desirable, (479), 32,647-8,
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DOKRAS, M. R. -contd.

AGKIOULTUEAL INDEBTEDNESS ,

Causes, (480).

Credit, sources of, (480).

Damdopat, 32,562.
Gambling, connection, with indebtedness and evil of, and need for

remedy, (480), 32,551-9, 32,564, 32,611-4.

Legislation on lines of Punjab Alienation of Land Act, not;

advocated, 32,552.
Measures lor lightening burden of debt, spread of education, (480),

32,649

Moneylenders, passing of land into hands of, (480), 32,550-1.

Moneylending by Brahmins, 32,560-2.

Repayment, causes preventing, (480), 32,546
Restriction of credit and prohibition of non-terminable mortgages

not advocated, (480).

Usurious Loans Act, not applicable to Berar, 32,563, 32,565

AGRICULTURE LABOUR, wages, 32,549.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY .

Fodder

Analysis of, and determination of nutntne constituents, pro-

posal, (483), 32,652-9.
Combination of lewis, proposal, (483-4), 32,652-9.

Dry, storage of, 32,523-5.

Silage

Compul&oiy use of, at Government farms advocated to

demonstrate advantages of, (484), 32,520

Engine needed for making, 32,527

CO-OPJ3KATION

Association of growers of eacli crop, proposal, (480), (484)

Credit societies

CiitioLsm ol, and dogenoiation into monoyloiiding businesses,

32,517, 32,566.

no Supeivifcion over purpose of loans, 32,517.

CROPS

Cotton
Local mixed variety, (481), 32,513, 32,601-10, 32,608-9, 32,660-1.

Rosewm, deterioration, 32,513, 32,641-2, 32,544, 32,600.

Damage by wild animals
Generous giant ol licenses lor fiienims, proposed, (482)
near lt<3&*erved forests only, (482).

Groundnut, advantages of, and encouragement by Department
advocated, (481-2).

Improvement by seed selection, good manuring and due spacing
advocated,, (481)

Pests and diseases

Boll-rot, no protective measures, (482).
Cotton caterpillar, need lor remedy, (481-2),

Juai
, smut in, means of controlling, (482).

Hoot-rot, means of controlling, (482).

Talovp, no means of controlling, known, (482).

Seeds, distribution through Agricultural Associations advocated.

(482).

CULTIVATION

Harrowing, proposal re, (482),
Mixture of juar and imd, and yuai-mwig, proposal, (482), 32,518-9.
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DOKRAS, M. R.-~contd.

CULTIVATION contd.

Ploughing ,

by Brahmins, no caste difficulty but not usually done, 32,668.

Consolidation of land after, need for, and suggestion re use

of cultipacker, (483), 32,521, 32,625.

Mechanical, experience with, 32,520-1.

Popularisation, proposal for, (483).

Rotation proposed, (482).

EDUCATION .

Adult, means of popularising in rural tracts, (479).

Agn cultural :

Attendances not satisfactory and reasons, (478).

College graduates as managers of estates would be welcomed

and question of pay, 32,536-40, 32,594-9.

Facilities, inadequacy and urgent need for extension, (47&).

Incentive, (479).
in Middle schools, proposal, (484-5).

in Primary schools, proposal, (478), (479), (485), 32,510-2.

Proposals, (478-9-), (484-5).
Schools in every big town advocated, (478).

Students
After careers, (479)
Source of, (479).
Technical knowledge, no movement for improvement known

of, (479).
Teachers should be drawn from agricultural classes, (478)

Defects of system in that indifference and sometimes aversion to

agriculture created, (484).

ono Minister for agriculture and, advocated, 32,492.
Nature study, advocated and proposal re, (479).

Pumary
Compulsory, not satisfactory as agriculture not included, (485).

Depressed classes, question of sitting in same school as others,

32,530-2.
Small pro-portion of boys in fourth class, reason, (485).

School farms, advocated, (479).

School plots, advocated, (479),

EXOISK, total prohibition of alcohol advocated, 32,570-80, 32,615-7.

FERTILTSE&S .

Adulteration, guarantee of proportion of plant foods in, proposal,
(481)

free 01 cheap Analysis of soil for cultivators, proposal, (481).

Dry earth system of urine conservation, use of, even in rainy
season should be induced, (481).

Effect of phosphates, etc.
;
not sufficiently investigated, (481).

Natural, increased use of, (481).

Popularisation of new and improved proposed measures for, (481).
Soil surveys, proposal, (481).
Trials of, on Government farms and Association demonstration plots^

proposal, (481)

HOLDINGS .

/Consolidation, attempt not advocated, (481); 32,567-9.

Fragmentation below 5 acres should be prohibited (481), 32,569.
Legislation re minors, etc

, not advocated, (481),
IMPLEMENTS .

t

Distribution, high railway freight a difficulty and reduction advo-
cated, (485).

Improved, means for hastening adoption of. (483).

Repair, mechanical schools, training of inecnamcs, proposal, (483).
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DOKRAS, M. R.-^contd.

MAEKETING :

Co-operative associations, proposal, (480), (484).
Cotton

Berar system arid defects, (484).
Distance of cultivators from markets. 32,626-8.

Exhibition of Bombay rates, opposition oy merchants, 32,505.
Facilities not satisfactory, (484)
Information to cultivators, etc., of market conditions, etc., neces-

sary, (484).
Market Committee, representation of cultivators advocated, but if

impossible, representative of Agricultural Department would be

improvement, (484), 32,503-5.

MIDDLE-CLASS YOUTHS, means of making agricultuie attractive to,

Demonstration farms at every big totwn, (479)

POULTRY BREEDING
Encouragement as subsidiary industry advocated and proposed
measures for, (484), 32,531

'

Keeping of poultry to avoid tick trouble in cattle, 32,531-4, 32,629.

RATE or EXCHANGE, opinion re, 32,666.

SOILS

Eiosion, means oi preventing;, (481), 32,650-1

Improvement b} levelling and bunding, example, (481).

Improvement, meanai of, (481).

VETERINARY .

Contagious Diseases, legislation not advocated, (483)

Department, control by Director of Agricultuie approved, (483).

Dispensaries .

under Control of District Boards and working well, (483)

Expansion will become necessary, (483;
Full UBO not made of, owmg to ignorance, (483).
One Surgeon should be attached to each, separate from touring

assistant surgeons, (479-80), (483).
no Touring, (483).
Transfer to control of provincial authorities not advocated,

(483).

Inspectors, posts should be abolished and the men appointed to take

charge of dispensaries at big towns, (480)
Preventive inoculation .

no Fee charged, (483).
no Obstruction, (483).

/Serum, no difficulty in obtaining, (483).

Staff, increase advocated, (479)

WELFARE OF iRURAL POPULATION
Economic surveys in typical villages desirable, and proposals re,

Social Service League, establishment of institutions on lines of,

proposal, (485), 32,670-3.

D'SILVA, Mr., Officiating Inspector of Schools, suggestions for introducing
agriculture in vernacular middle schools (370-2).

DUBEY, RAMCHARAN LAL: (100-8), 28,445-28,776

Agricultural operations, 28,448-72, 28,499, 28,570-85, 28,695-706,

28,713, 28,727-30, 28,734.
Service experience, 28,474-6, 28,702-3, 28,726.

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT :

Expansion necessary, (102).
Men desirous of carrying on private farming should be allowed to

retire on proportionate pension and assisted by subsidy or loan,

(101), 28,486, 28
;660-4, 28,731-3.

Services fairly satisfactory considering small staff available, (102),
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DUBEY, RAMCHARAN LbLcontd.
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT contd.

Staff :

Inadequacy of, (102).

Interchange with officers of Revenue Department would be

advantageous, 28.772-4.
Suitable men should be sent for training to more advanced

countries, (102).

Subordinate, increased travelling allowances advocated, (11)2).

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS :

Bank for advancing money to cultivators advocated, (103), 28,650.

'Causes, (103).

Credit, sources of, (103),

Moneylenders
Dealings with, should be stopped, (103).

Passing of land into hands of, (103), 28,624.

Mortgages
Non-terminable, should he prohibited, (103).

Right of mortgage and sale, limitation advocated, (K)3).

Repayment, reasons preventing, (103).

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES
Basket making, (105).
Bee keeping, no future for, (106)
Bidi making, diversion of labour from agriculture, (106)
Factories for oil pressing, sugar making, cotton ginning and

rice hulling, establishment by Government not advocated, (107).
Fruit and vegetable growing, desirable, (106)
Intensive study of, desarable, (107)
Lac culture, (106)
Poultry rearing, prospects, (106)

Subsidiary industry, agriculture as, (107)
Subsidiary industries other than Agricultural, objections to estab-

lishment, owing to risk of diversion ot interest from agncultuie,
(106).

Time spent by cultivators on holdings, (106)
AGRICULTURAL LABOUR

Extension of cultivation in ryotwari lands in Baihar Tahsil, sug-
gestion for, (107).

{Seasonal migration, (107).

Shortage, (107).

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Bulls, castration of

Legislation, proposal, (106), 28,680.
People should be trained to carry out, 28,681-2.

Condition of cattle, 28,495, 28,741-3
Feodmg, conditions, 28,491-4.
Fodder

Dry, straw supply would increase with increase in out-turns
of crops, (106),

Gireen, absence of, in dry seasons, difficulty of remedying,
(106).

Improvement of supply, means of, (106)
Shortage, periods of, (106).

Grazing
'Grass borders, ca'ne of, should be left to cultivator, (106)
Overstocking of common pastures, suggestions for prevention,

(106).

Improvement of breeds .

by Selective breeding, (106).
Stud bulls reared at Government cattle-brJeedmg farms, in-

crease in number needed, (102), (106), 28,487-90.
(Suggestions, (106).

Limitation as to number of extra cattle kept by cultivator pro-
posal, (106), 28,651-9.

' l

Meetings of cultivators, proposal, (106).
Professional cattle breeders, 28,745-8.
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DUBEY, RAMCHARAN LAL c

CB,OP a :

Clover, encouragement of cultivation by supply of seed free and
then at concession rates until value realised advocated, (104).

Damage by wild pigs, joint fencing advocatted, (105).

Fodder, trials of, on Government experimental and demonstration
farms advocated, (104).

Improvement by selection and crossing on Government Farms and
extension of work desirable, (104).

Potatoes, source of seed, 28,503-6
Replacement of present, by lato and heavy yielding varieties of

rice in areas commanded by Waingunga Canal, suggestion, (105).

Bice .

Cost of cultivation per acre, 28,574.
Improved varieties, advantages of, 28,599-605.
Personal experience, 28,499, 28,507-32, 28,574, 28,577-85.
Profit per acre, 28,577,
Transplanting, 28,527-30, 28,606-8.

Seeds, supply from Government farms and seed farms advocated,
(102)

Sugarcane
Condition oi cultivation m Balaghat District, 28,539-44
Coimbatore, hardness ot canes and need lor suitable omen-

ing mill, (105), 28,454-7.
Persona] experience, 28,450-9, 28,507, 28,544-51, 28,736-40
Manuring, personal practice, 28,470-2
Profit per acre, 28,544-5

AVheat, Pusa, advantage over local wheat, 28,560-3.

CULTIVATION
with Buffaloes, difficulty in connection with, 28,549-51
Improvements, (105), 28,586-91.
Rotation, introduction of clover as second crop after rice in

irrigated areas under Waingunga Canal suggested, (105).
in Byotwari villages, confeirmg of proprietary rights suggested

in ord-er to encourage, (107).

Tillage systems
Jat plough, use of, for sugarcane and garden cultivation,
demonstration on larger scale advocated, (105).

M.S.N. plough, introduction of, (105).

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA .

Agricultural shows on farms and in fairs, value of, (101).
Cultivators must be persuaded that improvement will be advan-

tageous, 28,479-82.
Demonstration laim in each Tahsil advocated, (101).
Demonstration plots :

Two or three m each lievenue Inspector's Circle advocated.
(101).

Value of, (101).

Experimental Farm in each District, advocated, (101).
Field demonstration :

Method of canymg out, proposal, (101)
Value of, (101)

Government farms :

Increase in number advocated, (101).
Value of, (101).

Government subsidy to men desirous of farming on improved lines,

proposal, (101).

Staff, payment of allowances to leading cultivators to attend meet-
ings, etc., of, suggestion (102), 28,594-8.

Successes, examples of, (102).

Working through leading cultivators advocated, 28,477-8, 28,637-49.
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DUBEY, RAMCHARAN LAL contd.

EDUCATION :

Adult, in rural tracts, proposed measures for popularising^ (101).

Agricultural :

College .

Curriculum not suitable for small farmery 28,631.
Practical work on Government Farm after leaving, advo-

cated, (100).
Students .

After careers, (100)
Source of, (100).

in English middle or high schools, not desirable, (107).

Institutions, increased number needed, (100).
in Normal schools, suggestion, (101).
Teachers :

Source of, unimportant, so long as practical training given
by, (100)

Supply sufficient, (100).
Demand ioi, for sons, but difficulties, 28,484-5, 28,628-30, 28,t>85-8.

Primary
Compulsory, in rural aieas, not desirable, (107-8).

Danger of lapse into illiteracy after leaving, arid need for

village libranos and suitable hteiature, (107).
Small proportion of boys in, reasons, Dubey (108)

no Radical change necessary, (107).
School farms ,

in Middle and High (Schools, of little value, (100-1).
in Primary schools, valueless, (100)

School Plots at Piimary schools in rural areas

Advantageous, (100)
Flowers and vegetables Should be grown, (100), 28,635-6.

FERTILISERS
Adulteiation, prevention by supply from depots on Government
Farms after analysis advocated, (104), 28,750.

Bones should be crushed and used as manure instead of being ex-

ported, (104)
Cowdung use as fuel and measures for discouragement of (104).

28,671-7.
Increased use of, would result from low price, (104).

Karanja leaves, suggestion ye use, (104), 28,522
Manuring of sugarcane, (104), 28,749-62,
Sann hemp, difficulty of gi owing, 28,515-6

FINANCE
Loans to cultivators

Extension, suggestions, (102)
under Government control, suggest] on, (102).

Seed, manure and implements should be supplied thiough
Agricultural Department on greater scale, (102), 28,767

Taccavi advances
Criticism of procedure and proposed modifications, (102-3).
Expansion of system, suggestion, (103).

FRUIT, watei melons, personal experience, 28,499-502.

HOLDINGS .

Consolidation .

by Arbitration might be possible in some cases, legislation may
be necessary, (103), 28,616-9

Desirable, (103).

Rice, subdivision beyond limit of four acres should be prohibited
(103), 28,615.

IMPLEMENTS .

Improved, adoption proposed means, (105).

Sugarcane mills, suitable for small cultivators, need for, and susses-
tions, (106), 28,454-7
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DUBEY, RAMCHARAN LALcontd.
IRRIGATION

Department, unpopularity of, (103).

Improvement of wells and lilts needed, (107).
Introduction of new crops under, lack of defined stable policy, (104).

Openings in irrigation channel, improvement needed, (104).

Rice, (103-4), 28,567-9, 28,610-11.

Sugarcane, (104).

by Wells .

Improvements proposed, (103).
Persian wheel, personal experience, 28,462-9, 28,612-5, 28,679,

28,724-5
Sinking of, not understood by people and work should 'be under-
taken by Agricultural Department, 28,678, 28,717-23.

LAND TENURE, market value of tenancy land, 28,689-93,

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, little sympathy with agriculture, 28,565-&.

MARKETING, overiiooding of markets and low prices at harvest times,

change of dates of payment of land revenue and water rate suggested
to avoid, (107), 28,496-8, 28,76^-71.

MIDDLE-CLASS EDUCATED MEN, means of attracting, to take up agricul-

ture, (101).

GUI
improved Boiling furnace, (102).

Shortage of, arid importation, (105), 28,704, 28,708-12.
White, shortage of, 28,709.

SUGARCANE .

Crushing mill, introduction of improved, (102).

Fertilisers, introduction of, efforts, (102).

Improved varieties, introduction of, (102).

TAHSIL AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS, proposal re payment of travelling
allowance and daily allowance to members, and small cess might be
levied on land revenue for, (101), (104), (105), 28,594-8, 28,665-8

VETERINARY
Contagious Diseases .

Delay in treatment and need for increased staff, 28,554-6.
Isolation and disinfection necessary at present until accommo-
dation available for segregation, (105).

Department, contiol by Director of Agriculture not desirable, (105).

Dispensaries
Control by District Boards, (105).
no Expansion noticeable, (105)
Placed too far from cultivators, (105).

Touring, not fully used except during outbreaks, (105).

Disposal of diseased carcases, legislation advocated, (106)
Medicines

Malguzars should have stock of, and be trained to use, (105),

28,669-70.
Patwaris should hold stock of, and be instructed in cattle

diseases and their treatment, (126).
Preventive Inoculation

Compulsory, advocated, (106).
Practice of, (106)

Staff should mix more with cultivators and train people in using
simple medicines and preparing medicines, (102).

Surgeons, appointment by Agricultural Department for work on
cattle farms, suggestion, (105).

DWARKANATH SINGH, Rai Sahib Dadu, Taluqdar, Seoul: (490-506),

32,674-32,895.
Animal husbandry operations, 32,805-12.
Area of villages and agricultural operations of, etc., 32,676-717, 32,788,

32,818-62.
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DWARKANATH SINGH, Rai Sahib Daduam/J.
AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS .

Causes of, (497-8).
Conciliation Boards, considerations re. and trial of, advocated.

(499), 32,784-9.
Credit :

Easy obtaining of, evils of, (497), 32,743.
Sources of, (498).

Measures for lightening burden of debt, (499).
Moneylenders ;

Passing of land into hands of, and evil, 32,791-2.

System, and evils of, (498), 32,728-33.
Mortgages, facilitation of redemption of, not advocated, (499).

Bepayment, reasons preventing, (498).
Rise in value of land, effect, (497), (499), 32,741-3.
Transfer of land, suggestion for restriction, (499).
Usurious Loans Act, strict enforcement of, desirable, (499), 32,740

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES .

Basket making, obstacles to development, (502).

Embroidery and hand work, suggestion for encouragement, (502).
Factors necessary for success, (502)
Fruit growing, prospects, (502).
Industrial concerns, removal to ruial areas, objection to, (502).
Intensive study of rural industries, necessary, (502).
Lac culture, prospects, (502).
Measures proposed foi encouragement, (502)
Poultry rearing, prospects of, and obstacle of religious sentiment

of Hindus, (502).

Rope making,, obstacles to development, (502).

Subsidiary industries, encouragement on co-operative lines

advocated, (502)
Time spent by cultivators on holdings and occupation during slack

season, (501-2), 32,863-74, 32,877-8

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Buffalo, cow preferred by small cultivators, 32,880-1.
Fodder shortage, period c-f, 32,875-6.

BULLOCKS
Feeding of, 32,690-4.
Shortage of, 32,802-3.

CAPITAL, attracting of

proposed Measures for, (505).

Obstacles, (505).

CO-OPEIUTION
Cattle-breeding societies,, proposals lor establishment of, (504-5).
Central Bank, supervision of staff not satisfactory, (504).
Credit Societies

Extension, scope for, (498).

Fixing of credit limit, power to Government Auditor proposed,
(504).

Loans should be used for productive purposes, (504)
Problem, of agricultural indebtedness cannot be solved by, alone t

(499).

Results, (505). 32,762-6.
Encouragement of growth of, proposed measures for, (504).
Extension of movement, scope tor, arid proposed measures for,

(603-4).

Improvements, societies for, need for, (504).

Joint improvement schemes, minority should be compelled to join,

(505).

Organisation by Government officials, proposal, (503-4).
Purchase Societies, desirability of, (604),

Sale societies, advocated, (500), (504).
Societies for better standard of living, formation proposed, (505).
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CROPS :

Damage by wild animals and methods of prevention, (501).
SCMW, hemp, religious prejudice against, disappearing, 32,767-9
Seeds, distribution of :

Co-operative seed unions, proposed establishment of, (501).
to Tenants, by witness, 32,725-7.
Unsatisfactory nature of pi-esent method (501), 32,774-81.

Wheat .

Personal experience, 32,696-9.
Pissi, 32,788.

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA :

Demonstration plots, inadequacy of number of, (496).
Factors influencing cultivators to improve practice, (496).

EDUCATION
Agricultural College (Graduates, as managers of (staters would be
Employed if available and pay that would be offered, 32,784-7.

Rural economics, degree in, might be useful, 32,760.

EXCISE, prohibition of liqnoi, Kayasth community would not object.
32,888-94

FERTILI SERS

Artificial, ordmmy cultivators unable to affoid, 32,712-3.
Green mammrtg not successful, in personal experience, 32,716-7.

FINANCE
cheap Credit, danger of (497), 32,743
Cultivators ueedt-4 for capital, extent, 32,795-7
Land Moitgage Banks, considerations ? and establishment advo-

cated, (496-7), 32,721-3, 32,793-4
Loans from Co-operative ciedit societies*

Increase in number of societies desirable, (496).
Value of system, (496).

Taccom loans

proposed Modifications of system, (497)

System, (496), (498), 32,718-20
full TJse not made of, and reason^ (497)

FORESTS, GRAZING
Fees, increase not desirable unless facilities were inci eased, 32,813.
Rater* chaiged by malguzais, 32,798-80], 32,814-7.

HOLDINGS
Consolidation :

Attitude of malguzars, 32,770-3
Compulsion may be necessary when majority lias agieed, (501)

through Co-operation, in Punjab, (500)

possible Methods, (500-1), 32,744
Obstacles to, (500)

Fragmentation of, evil of, (499-500)
Intensive cultivation, desirability of introducing tlnough co-operative

movement,, (500) .

Legislation dealing with minors, widows, etc
, advocated, (501)

Legislation for keeping disputes out of court, advocated, (501).

IRRIGATION, Tanks, manunal substance in water from, question of,

32,699-700
MARKETING

Cotton
in, Berar, system and defects, (503), 32,745-6, 32,753-8, 32,884-7

Grading, need for, (503), 32,757-8.

Improvement, proposals for, (503).

Grain :

in Central Provinces, system and defects, (503).

Improvement, proposals for, (503).
Information to cultivators as to market conditions and rates, desir-

able, (503)
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RAILWAYS, reduction of freight on improved implements advocated,
(502),

RITUAL ECONOMICS, ignorance of politicians and town people, (506),
32,759-61.

SOIL, fertility, decreasing, 32,705-9.

WBLFAKE or RUKAL POPULATION :

Economic survey of typical villages, importance of, and suggestions
for, (505-6).

.Health of cultivators, increased attention needed, (505)
Improvement of health condition by people, methods of encouraging,

(503).

DYER, J. F., I.C.S., Commissioner, Chhattisgarh Division Note on Consoli-
dation of holdings in Chhatlisgarh, (152-60)
Agreement with, Chhotdal 29,107, Burton 29,108

Education :

ADULT
in Berar, position, Khaparde (400)

Deficiency of facilities and suggestion, l)(>t>hpande (297), 30,568.
Demand should be created if possible, Beckett 31,409.
little Demand for, Beckett 31,404, 31,405, 31,409, 31,518-26
by Demonstrators and at Government farms advocated, Deshpande

30,455-8.
Education through the eye and ear, advantage of, Brahma (242).

Encouragement of village or small circle agricultural associations,

proposal, Alton (201).

Experiments made in connection with, failure of, but education
of children of more importance, Beckett 31,404-5, 31,409,
31,518-26

in Jails, extension of experiment under consideration, Beckett

31,527.
Libiaries and reading rooms in villages, establishment with Govern-
ment assistance advocated, flahasiabudhe (455).

MT Mande's scheme, Brahma, 29,920-3, Kliapatde (400)
Moans of poptilarising, Flymen (26) , Powar (89) , Dubey (101) ,

Allan (200), Brahma (242); Deshpande (297); Jrwm ^342); Dokras
(479).

Night schools

Experiment tried by Sehora Central Bank, Pande 33,250-5.
Failure of, Beckett 31,496-8

Proposal, Pandeya (128), Pande (529), 33,250-5.

Proposals, Allan 29,668-70
Tapswi Babasaheb Prajanjpc's scheme, Khaparde (400).

AOBIGtJLTURAL

Administration

by District Councils, Co-operative 'Central Banks and Village
Panchayats, with co-ordination by Government, advocated,
Pande (529).

by Education Department, but supervising staff should be
recruited partly from graduates of Agricultural College,
Powar (89).

on Akola farm, failure, Plymen (23).

Attendances, Plymen (26), Deshpande (296).
Attendances not satisfactory and reasons, Dokras (478); Pande

(529).

Clubs, scheme for establishment in Vernacular and Anglo-Vernacular
schools, Deshpande (297), 30,453-4, 30,560-3

College, Nagpur :

Affiliation to University, and effects, Plymen (21-2); Allan (208),

29,766-7.
Animal husbandry teaching, Allan 29,903-5.
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AGRICULTURAL contd.

College, Nagpur contd.

Assistants, time taken up by teaching, no time for research,

Allan 29,633-5, 29,821-3.

Co-operative courses under consideration, Tnvedi 29,514.
Cost per student per annum, Allan 29,837-8.
Cours-e too scientific and should be more economic, Plymen

27,517, 28,177-8.

Courses, Ac., Flymen (21-22), 27,939-43, 27,951-2, 28,174-6; Allan

(209), 29,660, 29,689, 29,774-89, 29,881
Curriculum not suitable for small farmers, Dubey 28,631
Demand for admission, increase, Allan (199),
"Extension will he necessary, Allan (198)
Farm, visits to, by teachers, Allan 29,794
Intermediate stage as entrance standard, objection to, Allan

29,689.
Lectures for revenue officers, etc

,
and question of extension

occasionally, Allan 29,676-83, 29,790-7
Practical work after leaving, advocated, Dubey (100);

(453)
Practical work, opportunities for, needed, and proposal,

DesJipandi (297), I ruin 31,373, Rahasraludhe (469), 32,438

Pnncipui, work of, Wan 29,629-32
Research work, natuie of, Allan 2*9, HOC)

Research workers, too gieat propoition of time spent on teach-

ing, Fly"incn 27,504-6
Rural Economics, Chan in, desn ability, Flymen 27,515-7
Selection of candidates for admission, Flymen (26), Allan (199).

Staff, and close collaboration oi research officers, Allan 29,624-8
Students

After careers, Plymen (21), 27,507-14, 27,854-7, 28,100-1,
Dvbey (100), Allan (200), 29,807-9

Employment by Court of Wards, Allan 29,846-8
Employment on estates or tvittle farms, encouragement

desirable, Flymen 27,509-10
Initial pay 111 Government service and prospects, Allan

29,876-9.
as Managers of estates, would be employed if .available and
pay that would be offeied, Uokrav '32,536-40, 32,594-9;
fiwai kanath Singh 32,784-7

Prospects of those taking up farming, Allan 29,870-94
Quality of, Allan 29,685-8
Recruitment of co-opoiative stuff fiom, under considera-

tion. Titvedi 29,586-7
Small number taking to farming, reason, Allan 29,839-45.
Source of, Dultey (100).

Veterinary lectures and first-aid demonstrations, Wilwn 30,913,
30,920, 31,006-8.

Colleges

Graduates, special concessions and grants of unassigned cultur
able land to, experiment might be tried, Irwin 31,289-91.

Groups to be catered for, and courses required, Allan (208-9),
29,657-62.

Collegiate or advanced, demand for, Allan (198).
as Compulsory subject in schools in rural areas, advocated, Pande

Courses of study, modifications:

Advocated, Panda (520).
will be Carried out when called for, Flymen (26).

Demand for :

among Educated men, Amanat Ah 31,815-7.
Means of encouraging, Allan (198).
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AGRICULTURAL conid.

Demonstration farms attached to< all Vernacular middle schools and
normal schools, advocated, Pande (529),

Demonstration plots managed by Department, probable value of,

Irwin (342),

Facilities, Flymen (21-3), (25-6); Pande (529)

Inadequacy of, arid need far extension, Powar (89); Dubey
(100), Brahma (241), Deshpande (296), Khaparde (399);

Sahasrnbudhe, (453), DoLrai (478), Pochoiy (516); Pande
(529).

Farm school under construction, Plymen (26).
Farmers' attitude towards, Plywen (26).

Finance, charges should be charged on Land revenue, Pande (529).
on Government farms, Plymen (23).

in High Schools .

Advocated as compuLs-oiy subject, Pandeya (128).
not Desirable, JMtey (107).
as Optional subject, piopos<il, Ve*h panel e (297), 30,454.
in Towns, undesirable, Beckett (369).

in Higher or collegiate education, suggestion re, as optional
subject, Pande (538),

Home farm managers, difficulty of meeting applications for, Allan

(200).

Importance of actual demonstration and propaganda in connection

with, Allan (198), 20,759-60
Incentives, Plymen (26), Powai (89), Allan (199), Brahma (241);

7>0fera6 (479), Poilioiy (516)
Inclusion in school curriculum as class room or examination subject

nob advocated, Allan (209).

Institutions *

Needed in Berar, Khaparde (399).
One, in each district advocated as necessity arises, Khaparde

(399).
Sufficient for present demand, Allan (198).

Instruction of agriculturists on social economy advocated, Pandeya
(125).

as Miatriculation subject
Failure of experiment, and disapproval of, Beckett 32,600-3
Objection to, Allan 29,693-3.

in Middle schools, Plymen (35)
not Desirable, Dubey (107).

Proposal, Pandeya (128); Dokras (484-5).
in Normal schools, proposal, Dubey (101), Deshpande (297),

30,564-6, Pande (529)
Objects to be aimed at, Deshpande (296)
in Ordinary schools, considerations in connection with, Beckett

(368).
Poona College, experience of, and opinion re. Amanat All 31,646-55,

31,714-6.

Pofiit Graduate
Facilities, provision not advocated until prospect of posts,
Plymen 28,264-5.

Students going abroad for, Plymen 28,262-3.
Poweikhera School, Hoshangabad Allan 29,643-8.

Extension required, Allan (198).
Record of students, being kept, Plymen 27,520-2
Vocational course, Beckett 31,420

Practical training, importance of, Korde (317).
Prevocational or conducted as part of rural school general educa-
tion .

Extension of demand for, Allan (198).

Extension, shortage of teachers would be difficulty, Allan (198).
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in Primary schools *

Experiment tried, but failure owing to lack of proper type ol

teachois, Brahma (241), 29,910-4.

Possibility, Brahma (241).
Practical teaching advocated, Pande (538).

Pioposal, Pandeija (128); Maigava (430); Dolras (478-9), (485),

32,510-2, Pande (538)

Proposals, DoJcias (478-9), (484-5).
in liural Vernacular schools, Plymcn (23).

Scholarships, suggestion for, Pande (529).
School fauns and School plots, see those titles below
no Schools for agricultural teaching in the moffuHil, Brahma (241)
Schools

little Demand for, Powar (89)
in Every big town advocated, Dolwas (478)

in Schools, type advocated, Allan (199).
Seasonal classes, Pit/men (23)
Short course OT specialized adult training, facilities, Allan (198).
Short courses in, where experimental or demonstration farms avail-

able, advocated, Brahma (241)
Stimulation of demand for, means of, Khnparde (399)
Students

see al&o uttdet College nbvie
After carpers, Powai (89), 30,609-11, Dcshpande (297);
Kltaparde (400), Jlokras (479), Pande <T>29),

Source of, Ph/men (26), Towar (89), Allan (199), Dcshpande
(297), 30,505-8, Dolrai (479)

Subsequent training, Pli/men (26)
Technical knowledge, improvement of

Movement for, Poica/ (89)
no Movement for, Desnpande (297), 30,538-41 , Deshpandc

(479), Pande (529)

subsequent Technical tiainmg
Difficulty, Allan (200)
Probation a IT posts, increased nunibei suposted, as means,

of providing, Allan (200)

Teachers

Agricultural Training school jn Berar, establishment advocated,
SaliasralnifJhc (453)

for Boys, inadequate supply, Biahma (241).
Class of, Brahma (241}

Confining of, to agricultural class with special training of

methods advocated, Koide (317)
Courrse of agricultural education should be required before

appointment in rural areas, in some cases, Brahma (241),

30,108-9.
Difficulty of obtaining right type and need for improved train-

ing, Norde 30,690-1.

Drawing of, from agricultural classes :

Advantage of, Devhpande (296)

Advocated, J)olra* (-178), Tochor\i (516),

Advocated, and enforcement of 25 years rules should be

waived, Pande (529).

Only, rule not advocated, Plymcn (26)

Importance of, Irunn (342), 31,287.

Insufficiency, Powar (89); Deshpande (296), Pochory (516),

Practical course necessary after leaving Agricultural College,
Sahasrabudh e (453) .

from "Rural conditions generally preferable to town bred men,
Allan (199).

Source of, unimportant, so long as practical training given by,

Dv,bpi/ (100)

Supply sufficient, 7)nl)ey (100); Allan (198).
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University, Plymen (21), (25-6),
in Vernacular Middle 'Schools :

Baloda Bazar and Champa, possible opening of demonstration

plots for instruction,, Powar (89)
Number of, in different provinces and number of scholars,
Sahasrabudh e (455).

Possibility, Brahma (241),

Requirements for establishment of, and proposals, Sahasrabudhe
(453).

Suggestions for introduction, D'Silva (370-2); Beckett 31,453-4.
i n Village echooLs :

Cash return to children for output, proposal, Allan (200-1).

Development, scheme for, and probable cost, Biahnui (242)
Practical work advocated, Pandeya (128).

Proposal for, Powar (89), 28,388-402
Teachers must bo drawn from agricultural classes, Powar (89).

among Villagers, of mnin importance at present, Brahma (241).
Vocational

Demand for

Anticipated, Alton (108-9), 29,646.
Extent of, Allan (198)

Failure of schools to attract class for which organised, Allan

(198-9), 29,643
must be in Specialised institutions, Beckett (368), 31,422
Experiments and lesulls, Pit/men (22-3), 28,301-14

Yeotmal farm, students under bond to take up employment as

teacherrs, Plymen (26)

Agricultural mottoes might be introduced into rural schools, Beckett

31,554-7.
Board composed of Directors of Public Instruction, Co-operative Credit,

Public Health and Agriculture, might be useful, Beckett 31,492

Chemistry and physics, provision of equipment, Beckett 31,595-9.

Colleges, agriculture should be compulsory subject, Pandeya (128)
Criticism of, by parents, Biahtna (250), 30,145-6
Defecte of present system, Sahasrabudhe (468-9).
Defects of system in that indifference and sometimes aversion to agri-

culture created, Dokras (484).
Demand for, Ph/wen, 28,312, Powar 28,341-2; Dubey 28,484-5; 28,628-30,

28,685-8, Desfipanih 30,464-6, 30,509-73; Kordr 30,726; Beckett

31,433-6, 31,447-8.
Demand for, must be created, Pandeya 28,79&-7.
DEPAKTMENT

no Co-operation with Co-operative Department, Tiivedi 29,505-7.
Officers of, assistance of Co-operative Department by, suggestions

for, jyeiJipandfl (302), 30,581.
DEPRESSED CLASSES :

Attitude of, Beckett 31,503-4.
Question of witting in same school as others, Dokras 32,530-2
Treatment of in schools, Beckett 31,563-6.

Director of Public Instruction, also Secretary to Government in the
Education Department, and advantages .of, Beckett 31,455-60.

FEMALE .

Advantages to be derived, Irwin 31,368.
Government schools, Beckett 31,589
Literacy, low percentage, Beckett 31,583-5

Primary, slowness of progress and steps "being taken to encourage,
Beckett 31,410-4

Secondary, progressing, Beckett 31,410.

Teachers, problem of, and supply, Beckett 31,586
Forest school, Balaghat, Witt 30,346-7.

Garden plots in rural middle schools, suggeetions re, Beckett (369).

Gardening, advocated, Bhorgava (430); RaJiasrabiiflJie (453, 469).

High School Education Board, composition and' functions, Beckett

31,493, 31,495.
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HIGH SCHOOLS .

Agricultural instruction, see that title above.
Manual instruction, Beckett 31,561-2.
Scale drawing, Beckett 31,558-60.
Situation in towns, Beckett 31,616-9.

HIGHER, OR COLLEGIATE:

Agriculture as optional subject, euggestiou re, Pande (538).
Farm economics should bo studied, Pande (538),

Importance of, a& means of extending interest of landlords in agri-

culture, Allan (208).
Influence on agricultural efficiency, Beckett (369)^
no Radical change neees&ary, Dubey (107).

Illiteracy, relapse into, and methods of preventing, Dubey (107);

Pandeya (128), Irwn 31,387-8; Beckett (369), 31,406-8.
Indian; boys, question of powers of observation, Beckett 31,516, 31,604-5.
Industrial and agricultural bias, importance of providing for, Sahasra-

budhe (468-9)
little Influence on agricultural efficiency or desire to take up agricul-

ture, Plymen (34-5), 27,751-4
Interest in, by rural people, proposed measures for encouraging,
Sahasrabudhe (453-4).

Low caste men, Plymen 28,228-31.

MIDDLE SCHOOLS :

Agricultural training, see that title above.

Elementary, no radical change necessary, Dubey (107)
Garden plots in, suggestions, Beckett (369),
Influence on agricultural efficiency, Beckett (369)
Nature study in, Beckett (368).

Ilural, greater attention to training of hand and eye, utilizing rural
industries and local life advocated, Allan (209).

one Minister for agriculture and, advocated, Dolvras 32,492.

NATURE STUDY
Advocated, Sahasrabudhe (469), Pochoiy (516).
Advocated and proposal ?, Dokras (479)

Approved, Deshpande (297), Koide (317).
as Compulsory subject advocated, Khaparde (399).
in Fields desirable, and schools plots and farms desnable, Brahma

(241), 30,151-2.
Plots attached to normal schools, Powar (89).
in Rural middle schools, Beckett (368)
in Rural schools, advocated Bhargavo (430).
,n Schools, of little value, Brahma (241), 29,916, 30,151,
present System of little practical use^ Pande (529).
Teachers, difficulty of obtaining, of light type, and proposal, Allan

29,740-5, Beckett 31,415-8
Value, extent of, Plymen (26), Allan (199).

Valueless, Irunn (342).
NORMAL SCHOOLS, Beckett 31,419, 31,485-91.

Nature study plots attached to, Powar (89).

PRIMARY *

Agricultuial teaching, see undei Agricultural above
greater Attention to training of hand and eye, utilizing rural

industries and rural life advocated, Allan (209).
Classes ol schools, Beckett 31,588-91.
Compulsory :

would be more Acceptable if subsidiary industry taught, Plymen
(35).

Apathy of people towards, and means of encouraging interest,
Pandeya (128).

Compulsory establishment, proposal for Government encourage-
ment, Sahasrabudhe (453).

not Desirable in rural areas, Dubey (107-8).
Extent to which put into force, Brahma 30,147-9.
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Extent of, method of working and results, Beckett (369-70),

31,425-6, 31,429-32, 31,470-2, 31, 505-11, 31,537-46.

Failure of, in Akola, Korde (320). .

Formation of co-operative societies for, desirable, Tnvedt (172),

29 436-7.

Free', definite policy of, Beckett 31,468-9.

entirely Free small fee charged for optional education, "Beckett

31,437-42
Importance of, Beckett 31,425-32.

Management and inspection of schools, Beckett 31,478-81,

3J, 611-2.

in Municipalities, Beckett 31,425, 31,609-10.
Need for, Sahaxrabudne (469)
Position re, and proposals for increase in attendance, Sahasia-

budhe (454-5), 32,454-6.
Raising of age limit to 15 advocated Korde (320;, 30,882.
Reasons for slow progress in Berar, Brahma (250), 30,128-32.
not Satisfactory as agriculture not included, Dokras (485).

not Compulsory, Jubbulpore division, Trwin 31,336.
Curriculum must be such as to create agricultural and industrial

bias in minds of boys, tiahasiabudhe (453).
Education not designed to fit boys for work in fields or create agri-

cultural bias, Brahma (241)

Establishment, survey made of needs and policy re, Beckett 31,499-
500.

no Fees charged, Iiwin 31,130-4.
Financing of, Beckett 1,449-52, 31,515, 31,591-4.

Free, advocated, Korde 30,880-3
Functions of, and removal of illiteracy must be chief aim, Beckett

(368)

Gardening instruction, proposal, Sahasrabudhe (453)
Holidays, coincidence with busy season in fields, in many areas,

Beckett 31,606-8.

Hygiene, instruction in, Sttles Webb 31,951-3, 32,012-4.
Influence on agncultural efficiency, Beckett (369).

Leakage between lower and fourth classes, and causes of, Flymen
(35); Brahma (250); Powar 28,395-400; Korde (320); Irwin
31,330-5, Beckett (370), 31,511-4; Vokra? (485), Pande (538).

Literacy should be first objective, Irwin 31,062-3
Practical teaching in agriculture advocated, Pande (538).
Schools, sweepers and water earners not provided in, Irwin

31,341-2.
Small proportion of boys in schools, reasons, Dubey (108).

Teachers .

Class of, and qualifications, Beckett 31,533, 31,534-6
Difficulty and importance of right type, Allan 29',663-7.

Pay, Korde 30,801; Beckett 31,416-8, 31,474-5.
Pay and qualifications and method of appointment, Bhargava

32,292-7.

Pension or provident fund, Beckett 31,482
Time spent by, in trying to obtain attendances, Irwin 31,335.
Training of, Beckett 31,483-91, 31,530-2.

Vernacular primers, Beckett 31,613-5.
Robertson Medical School, Stiles Webb 32,116-9.

RURAL .

must be in Conformity with needs of agriculturists, Pande (538)
Elasticity necessary, Flymen (35).

Improvement of ability and culture of agriculturists, proposals for,

Allan (209),

general Policy, Plymen (22).
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RlTHAL ECONOMICS :

Degree in, might be useful, Dwarkanath Singh 32,760.
should be Studied in University and results taught in primary and

secondary schools Brahma (247).

Scholarships for special training in England, and results, Beckett

31,567-74.

SCHOOL FAKMH
Advocated, Doktas (479), Pochory (516).

Approved, Dfahpanae (297).
should be Associated with places giving vocational training, Flymen

(26), Allan (199).
in Middle and High Schools, of little value, Dttbey (100-1)
in Pi unary schools, valueless, f)u~bey ^100),

Unsmtabihty to ruial school needs and conditions, Allan (199)

Valueless, Irwtn (342).
Valueless for young boys, Flymen (26).
Work 011, should be optional, Khapuide (309)

SCHOOL PLOTS

Advocated, fiokra* (479), Pocliwy (516).

Approved, Deshpandc (297)
at Primary schools in inral aiea&

Advantageous, Dubci/ (100)
Flowers and vegetable's should he girwn Duhcy (100), 28,635-6

at Hajiiandgmm, Allan (199)

Requirements for success, A linn (199)
in Enral middle schools, Beckett (368), 31/>48-58

Proposal ior, Allan C2Q9)
on Small scale, uwvhil, Klajxnde (399)
Value of, opinion re, Flymen (26)

Valueless, It win (342),

Schools, boys overworked in, and course oi study should be revised,

Khapardfi (399)
Schools staited partly foi agncultmal insii notion, control by agricul-

ture Department and financing by fees, donations and Government
giants 'advocated, K7io,ptTtde (400)

Science, extent of, fieri eft 31,468-7
Secondary teachers, qualifications, Beckett 31,533

present System, interest in agriculture not encouraged by, Pandeya
(127-8),

TEACHEKS
see also under Agricultural and Primary above
Attitude of, importance of, and requirements, Saliasrabudhe

(469-70).
Drawing of, from rural classes

Desirahle, but should not be insisted on, Brahma 30,063-5
in Rural Areas, advocated, Khapaide (399),

UNIVERSITY
Agriculture, Faculty of, Plymen 28,062-4, Allan 29,768-7,3

Graduates, after careers, Beckett 31,578-82

VERNACULAR MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Agricultural instruction, see t?iat title above.
Control of, Beckett 31,495.
Financing of, J3ecke(t 31,449-52
Number increasing, Beckett 31,494

Veterinary Studies, Board of, need for, Wilson 30,918.

Empress Mills Co-operative Stores Ltd.;

Giain marketing system, Peterson (445-6), 32,395-6
Sources of grain, Peteibon 32,399-401.
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Excise ;

Department, officers of, assistance of Oo-operativ-e Department by,

proposals for, Deskpande (302), 30,581.

Intoxicating liquor and drugs, decrea&ing consumption, It win 31,283-5.

TOTAL PEOHIBITION OF ALCOHOL :

Advocated, DoJuas 32,570-80, 32,615-7.
Kayasth community would not object, JJwarkanath Singh 32,888-94,

Famine, none for many years and reason, Flymen 27
3978~81

Fertilisers:

Adulteration, proposed preventive measures, Flymen (29), Dubey
(104), 28,750; Deshpande (30i), JJokias (481), Fatide (531).

AMMONIUM SULPHATE :

Increased use oi, Flymen (29), Allan (203).
Successful use on sugarcane, Bha'fgava (428).

tree or cheap Analysis of &oil for cultivators, proposal, Dokias (481)

ARTIFICIAL .

ordinary Cultivators unable to afford, Dwarkanath timgh 32,712-3,
Drawback oi, as compared with natural manures m India, ])e&h-

pande (300).
in Dry 1 arming, cost not compensated lor by increase in yield,,
Amanat Ah (386), 31,832-8.

Experiments made but price too high to be paying and irrigation
necessary, Pande 33,218-27.

Increased use oi, scope ior, Flymen (29), Allan (203),
Increased use ot

? scope for, and methods ol encouraging, Pande
(531).

Investigations, Plymen (29).

Preparation by Government and distribution at cheap rate, sugges-
tion, Sahasrabudlie (462).

Price, importance oi reduction, Flymen (29).
Sale through licensed sellers under control of Depaitment of

Agriculture, Debhpande (301)
Supply from depots on Government Farms after analysis advocated,
Dubey (104), 28,750

Useiul for certain crops, Fowar (91).

Ashes, instruction of cultivator in use of, advocated, Kltaparde (402)

BONEMEAL :

Export, Plymen 28,030-1,
SatisiocLory Ior paddy, bub ca&to prejudice a difficulty, Powar (91).
not Uwed to any large extent, Flymen 28,030-1.

Bones, grinding up of, and use in Province deuirod instead of export,
Flymen 27,617-22, Dvbei/ (104).

Cakes, increased use of, Allan (203)

CATTLE URINE
Instruction of cultivator in use of, proposal, jKhapaide (402),
Sahasrabudhe (462).

Non-use of, Powar (91).
Pits round villages for collection of, should be compulsory, J$hargav>i

(428).
Preservation of, proposal for regular and continuous propaganda
to encourage, Brahma (244).

GOWDUNG
Collection from forests, Witt 30,276-6.
Instruction of people m use of, advocated, Kharparde (402) ;

Sahasrabudhe (462).
Pits round villages for collection of, should be compulsory,
Jihargava (428).

Plastering of walls with, Amanat All 31,794.
careful Preservation necessary, Fowar (91).

Use as fuel Fowar (91), Dubey (104), Pande (531)

Attempts to encourage use of fuel in place of, Flymen (9) ;

Witt (278).
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Finance contd.

LAND MORTGAGE BANKS contd.

Opinion re proposal, Sahasrabudhe (459).
Resolution of Conference of Registrars of Co-operative Societies,

January, 1926, should be given effect to, Brahma (243), 30,040-41
Land mortgage credit on co-operative basis, development of on large

scale necwsary. and suggestions for, Deshpande (298-9), 30,467-74,

30,624-30

LOANS TO CFLTIVATOBS
through. Oo-operative Societies and realisation of amount so

advanced as arrears .of land-revenue, scheme, Brahma (243).

Extension, suggestions, Dubey (102).
under Government control, suggestion, Dabeij (102)
from Government treasuries, scheme, Brakrtia (243).

by big Landlords on moderate or nominal interest should be

encouraged, Pandeya (125),
of Money and seed to cultivators without interest by societies and
farms advocated, Pawdeya (125)

Seed, manure and implements should bo supplied through
Agricultural Department o-n greater scale, Ihthey (102), 28,767.

LONO TERM CREDIT
Facilities should be established, Patide (530)
Government should advance loans, Pochoty (516), Pnnde (530)

Money must be provided at cheaper rate in order to make farming
pay, Veshptnnie 30,536-7.

SHORT TERM LOANS
Co-operative credit societies should advance, Pande (530).
Establishment of village Go-operative Societies advocated, Brahma

(243).

Taccavi LOANS
Advisory 'Cbmmittee appointed in each district or Tahsil to advise
at time of giving and realising would increase popularity of,

Bhargava (327).

Allotments, no refusal known, Ifwin 31,353-4
Applications usually granted if request reasonable, Dwarkanath
Nmqh 32,719, Pochoty 32,924-5.

Approved, Pandeya (125).
to Co-operative Societies' members, agency of Co-operative Central
Banks and Societies should be employed for, Brahma (246)

through Ck>operjitive societies

not Desirable, It win 31,307, 33,426-48
Proposed, and scheme for, Pande 33,264-82, 33,353-4.
Question of possibility and method, Trivedi 29,430-2

Criticism of procedure and proposed modifications, Dubey (102-3);
Korde (318), Khaparde (401), Rahawabudhe (459)

Elastic system not possible to any extent, It win 31,305-6.
'

Extension, special officer to deal with, in eacli district, proposal,
Allan (202).

Extension of system
Objections to, Irwin (343),

Suggestion, J)ubey (103).
Failure to take up, owing to desire to remain on books of money-

lender, Irwin (343), 31,072-4.
for Implements, for long terms at low rates desired, Pochory

33,056-8.
Issue

Appointment of special officers, proposal. Pli/men (28), 28,103.
Delay, Pande (530), 33,262-3
little Delay, Irwin 31, ISO.
in Kind

Extension of system desirable, Pli/men (28).

Proposals, Powar (90); Pochory (516), 33,069.
little Leakage before reaching cultivator, Irwin 31,178-9.
Method of realising, criticism, Pandeya (125),
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Finance contd.

Taccam LOANS contd.

proposed Modifications of system, Korde (318); Amanat Ah (386);

31,692; Dwarkanath Singh (497), Pande (530).

Objections to, Allan (202).
Obstacles to greater use of, Pande (530), 33,408-10, 33,437.
Remission of interest OH instalments when land revenue remitted,

Plymen 27.576-7.

Remissions, loss on account of. not believed to be heavy, Plymen
28,105.

Speed the important thing, Plymen 28,104.

Supervision of use of loan, "proposal, Khaparde (401), Pochory (516).

52,923, 33,070-3.
should bo Suplementary to loans by credit societies, Powar (90).

System, Dwarkanath Singh (496), (498), 32,718-20.

System and statistics, Plymen (8),
Terms should be according to needs, Korde (318)

Unpopularity and reasons for, Plymen (8), Bharqava (427)
lull Use not made of, and reasons, Dwatkanath flingh (497)

Village banks, formation of, and exemption from Indian Companies
Act under certain circumstances, proposal, Brahma (243), 29,932-8,

30,068-82, 30,115-6, 30,153-7

Fish culture and fishing, ser> under Agricultural Industries.

Fodder, see under Animal Husbandry.

Food grains, difference 211 prices m rice or wheat tract and cotton tract,

Plymen 28,292-4.

Forests :

AFFORESTATION
no Need for further operations, Pande (537).

not Needed in Central Provinces, Witt (278)
Schemes in neighbourhood oi villages, opening for, where fodder

and fuel supplies scarce and where waste land exists, Plymen
(33).

in Village area, expense prohibitive, Irwin (346).

Area and reduction in, for cultivation, 1906-07, 1916-17 and 1925-26,

Wttt (277).
Areas available for cultivation, Witt (276).

HAY
Berar, experiment made but non-success of, Irwm (346),

Cost of baling, Witt 30,356-7.

probable Demand for, Plymen (33), 27,719-24.

Distribution, method, Witt 30,358-60,

Experiments in supply of, for stall feeding, and absence of demand,
Plymen (8) ; Witt (273-4), 30,174-6, 30,260-8.

Large amount possible but difficulty of transport, Allan (208).

Quality, Witt 30,355.
Reserves, extension of system, suggestion, Plymen (31),

no Sale for Allan 29,707.

Storage possibilities, Witt 80,177-83, 30,290-5.
no Casuanna, Witt 30,423-5.

Cattle-breeding areas, proposal, Plymen (33), 27,718, 28
3
201

Construction and repair of wtells, tanks and ameuts, Witt (276).

Cowdung, collection by people, Witf 30,275-9.

Cutting and preserving fodder on large scale, Forest Department
should carry out, but increased staff would be necessary, Witt

30,173.

DEPARTMENT *

Contact with Revenue Department, Witt 30,331-2, 30,349.

Forest guards, foresters and rangers, training and pay, Witt

30,345-8.
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Forests contd.

DEPARTMENT contd.

young Officers, attachment of, to Agricultural Department, scheme
not considered necessary, but not objected to, Flymen 27,726-8.

Eelations with Agricultural Department, Flymen 27,718: Witt
30,349, 30,211-2.

DETEKJQRATION ;

Causes, Witt (278).
from Excessive grazing doubted, in Central Provinces, Irwin

(346), 31,089-90."
Floods in Central Provinces not due to, Witt (278).
no definite Investigation being carried on, Witt 30,34.
will not be Serious if grazing not largely extended, Witt 30,354.
Soil erosion from, not serious, Pande (537).

Extraction of minor fo#fest produce and system of working, Witt (275),

30,272-4, 30,319-26, 30,368-9, 30,377-80.
Felling of trees within 20 yards of either bank of streams in certain

areaB forbidden, Witt (278), 30,371-2.
Firewood and fodder supplies, Irwin (346).
Fodder and thatching grass, supply, Flymen (8-9).
Forest Engineer, question as to scope for, Witt 30,381-3, 30/108
Forest produce, facilities should be allowed to villagers to make use

of, Sahasrabudhe (467).

FUEL-
Cost, question of possibility of 'reducing, Witt 30,365-7
Encouragement ot use of, in place ol cowdung, attempts and failure,
Flymen (9)

Increase of areas of babul bnns desirable as means of increasing
supply, but tendency rather to reduce, Witt (278), 30,282-9,
30,330, 30,401-3, 30,421-2.

Karwnia trees not very suitable, Witt 30.420.
no Scarcity except in Berar, Witt (278).

Supply, Bharqava 32,218-22
Supply to villagers, proposal, Sahasrabudhe (467)

Fuel and other produce, methods for supply of, to cultivators, and
failure of certain experiment, Flymen (9), Witt (275), 30,185-95,
30,232-6, 30,319

GRASSES .

Quality of, Witt 30,300.
some Research carried out, but not by Department, Witt 30,350-3
Sale of fodder and thatching grass from closed coupes. Witt (274),

30,297, 30,342.
Seeds of superior kinds of, should bo supplied, Pande (537)
Use for stall feeding, Nimar district, Witt (278)

GRAZING
Areas should be freely opened for, Pande (537).

Average annual value of concessions in Central Provinces, Witt
(278).

where not Allowed cultivators should be allowed to cut glass
free, Bhargava (430).

Buffalo
more Damage done by, than by bullocks, Witt 30,309-11.
Tax on should be same as on cow or bullock, Pochon/ (517),

32,943-6.

Concessions should Be. increased, Bhar^ava (430),
Dear grassing and cheap fodder .

Effect of cheap fodder policy on keeping of useless cattle,

possible danger, Witt 30,312-4.

Policy advocated, Witt (277-8), 30,244-52, 30,417.
Excessive, remedies for, in Central Provinces, Witt (278).

Facilities, Witt (277), 30,342-4.
Increase advocated, Pande (537).

Facilities i?. preservation of reserve of timber, Irwin (346)
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Forests contd.

GRAZING contd.
Fees:

Fixation of, Witt (272), 30,241-3, 30,318, 30,361
Increase not desirable unless facilities are inci eased,
Dwarkanath Singh 32,813.

Minimum rate should be charged, Pande 33,502.
Rate paid to, Amanat All 31,859-62.
Reduction, undesirability of, Witt 30,196-8.

Free, for agricultural cattle proposed, Pochory 32,977-81.
Groats and sheep, restrictions, Witt 30,199.
Number of cattle grazing in Central Provinces and levenue

realised, 1922-23, 1023-24, 1924-25, Witt (272-3).
Policy, Witt 30,302-11, 30,317.
Opening of additional areas for, not desuable, Plymen (31), (i33).

increased Provision desirable and policy advocated re, Snhasrabudhe
(466-7).

Provision of facilities by mulguzars and rates charged,
Dwarkanath Singh 32,798-801, 32,814-7; Pande 33,504-14.

Restriction, Witt (273).
Scheme for areas for cattle breeding, Allan 29,700
Settlements in certain tracts and need for -extension, Witt (278)
Statistics of areas, revenue from fees. <fec Sahasrabudhe (467),

32,466-7
Statistics of cattle grazed and rates paid for 1924-25, Witt 30,413-6,

(295).
Hay from, supply available and need for utilisation, Irwin (345)

INDUSTRIES :

Development possible as result of research work being done at Dehra
Dun, Witt 30,377.

Utilisation officer to be appointed for a few months, Witt 30,378
Labour, system, Will 30,202-7, 30,333-9.
Lac propagation and cultivation, and Government policy, Witt (275),

30,216-25, 30,272, 30,323-5, 30,368-9, 30,379
Leasing of areas for cultivation, cattle breeding and dairying pui poses,

proposal, Pande (537)
Light railways, Witt 30,254-7, 30,315-6
Management of portion ot area bv Panchayats, proposal, Saha&i abudhe

(467).
Match factory, question as to prospects of supply of timber for, Witt
30,393-400.

Myrobalams, revenue from, Witt 30,386-92, 30,427.
Natural generation, WM t 30,259.
Planting of shrubs or trees by cultivators, doubted, Plymen 27,730-1.
Relations of forestry to agriculture, Witt (271-2), (276), 30,213-5
Revenue made by, and freer hand to spend money on useful projects

desired, Witt 80,237-40, 30,258.

ROADS :

Construction advocated, Pande (537).

Construction, particulars ret expenditure on. <fec., Witt (276)
Nature of, mtt 30,408.
Use of, by general public, Witt (276), 30,340-1.

Sericulture, position, Witt 30,226-31, 30,368-9.
Shifting cultivation, negligible, Witt 30,172, 30,334.
Sleepers, supply, Witt 30,254-7, 30,269-71 .

Slopes, working of, Witt 30,409-12.
Stray cattle in, from hilly malguzaii villages, penalty and reduction

advocated, Pochory (517), 32,956-63.
Tanning materials, Witt 30,426-8.
no Tea cultivation, Witt 30,280-1.
Tiger population, Witt 30,327-9.

Trees, commercial, Witt 30,253
full Use not being made of, for agricultural purposes and proposals,
Pande (537).
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Forests contd.

Villages, system, and cultivation in, Witt 30,208-10, 30,333-9.

Working, methods of, and preparation of working plans, Witt (271-2).

Working plans, new establishment for drawing up and revision of,

7nt?w~(346).

Fruit growing;

Caste objections, It win (345).

Desirable, Duley (106;.

Difficulty one of capital rather than cafeto prejudice, Irwin 31,110.

Difficulty for lack of roads, water supply and unsuitable climatic con-

ditions, lihargava (430).

Encouragement, proposals for, and steps taken, Flymen (32), 27,697-701.
Position re, Plym,en 27,801-5.

Prospects, Flymen 28,045-50; Dwarkanath Singh (502)

Requirements foi success, Rliapatdt (405-6)
Research, need for oxpcit loi, Allnn 29,734-7.
Water supply difficulty, Khupa'tde (405-6), Sal\asia"budl\e (464)

Watermelons, personal experience, Thihey 28,499-502

Gadawara Agricultural Association :

Evidence on behalf of, <ee Pochory, Kahiram, (516-518), 32,896-33,184,

Membership, objects, &c., PocJiory 33,097-108, 33,125-32

Grain, sec under Marketing.

Gram, see under Crops,

Grazing, see wide) Animal Husbandry and Forests.

Groundnut, see under Crops.
Gur, see under Sugar,

Holdings:

CONSOLIDATION OF

Advantageous, Pandeya (125).
Arbitration 'Societies, establishment of, as 111 the Punjab, advocated,

tii ah ma (244)

by Arbitration, might be possible in some cases, legislation may be

'necessary, Dubey (103), 28,616-9,

Attempt not advocated, J)oluis (481), 32,567-9.

previous Attempts, particulars of, Dyer (152-3), Clihotelal 29,100-2;
Burton 29, J 04-5, 29,108-11,

Complete, neither possible nor desirable, Dyer (152).

Compulsion, some power of coercion desirable, It win (346).

through Co-operation
Formation of societies, possibility of in Bilaspur but not in

other parts, Tnvedi (171-2), 29,332-3.

might be Possible, Btahma 29,997-9.
in Punjab, Dwaikanath Singh (500).
as in Punjab not considered suitable to conditions, Powar

28,334-40,
Success doubted, Dyer (160), Burton 29,129-30, fhhotelal

29,166-7.
Suggested, Irwin (344).

Demand of cultivators for, ChJiotelal 29,119-21
Desirable, Dubey (103).

Difficulty greater than in Punjab, Pande 33,292-3,
Mr, Dyer's proposal approved, Powar 28,333.

by Exchange :

Legal difficulties, Powar 28,376-81.
Scheme, Korde (318-9).

Importance of, Flymen 27,715-7. Deshpande (303).
by Klmrs, necessary, Dyer (152).
Labour problem would be affected by, Plymen (4).

Ixsgal difficulties, Dyer (155-6).

Legislation necessary, Flymen 28,214-5; Foliard^Lowsiey 28,909-10;
Pande (531).
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Holdings contd.

CONSOLIDATION OF contd.

Legislation that no contingent interests should interfere with, desir-

able, Irwin (344),

Legislation necessary to compel obstructive minority to join and
proposal re, Dyei (156-7); Ghtotelal 29,114, 29,115, 29,164-7,
29,175-8, Mutton 29,114-6, Dwaikanath Singh (501).

Legislation to provide for free transfer oi existing rights nece&saiy,
Dyer (155-0'), (JhhoMal 29,112-3. Button 29,131-5.

Malguzar's attitude, Button 29,122, Dwaihutiath Singh 32,770-3.
Measures taken for, Powar (91).

possible Methods, Dwarkanath Singh (500-1)

.Necessary for obtaining full benefit oi iriigation, Pollard-Lowsley
(133), 28,909.

ObscacJes in way of, Plymcn (2); JDyei (155-G) , Burton 29,136. Irwin
(314). DwarLanath Singh (500), Pande (531).

Opposed bv ryot class, favoured by xiialguzar class, as a rule,

Pandeya (125).
Position re, Plymen (2), 28,208-13
Private, particulars of, and disadvantages and advantages, Dyer

(153-5).

proposed Procedure, Dyer (157-60); Bui ton 29,150-1; ChhoMal
29,152-201.

Revenue officers should have instructions and power to compel, by
exchange, Wiaigava (428)

by Revenue staff, impossibility, Dyer (157).
in Ryotwan villages, and application of wator-couise system oi

nrigation, pioposal, Dye} (159); Button 29,123-H
Special legislation and special staff needed ^ Plymcn (2)

Special stall for, proposal, Dyer (157), Ghhotdal 29,118,
iStaff for, need lor careful selection, I)yet (152)

Steps being taken, Kotde 30,858-63, Chhotelal 29,137-49, 29,153-4,
29,157-60.

Visit of Mr. Roughton and others to the Punjab in connection with,
Tnvedi 29,433-5, 29,410-1.

Voluntary .

Failure of, Pande (531), 33,289-93.
Success doubted, Pande (537).

FllAGMENTATION OF

owing to Effects of practice of lakhalata, Powar (91); Dyer (152),
Evils of, Pandeya (125) Dyer (152); Tiwcdi (171); Bhargava 32,349;
Dwarkanath Singh (499-500).

below 5 acres should be prohibited, DuLia\ (481), 32,569
Hindi ance to development of irrigation, PoUard-Lowvley 29,032.

Improvements by landlords hindered hy, Allan (210).

Judicial Village Panchayats for settlement of money chums and

leasing of money suits, proposal, Jitahma (244).
Problem not serious in Berar, Khaparde (402).

Remedy for, up-to-date methods on consolidated and large holdings,
Dwarkanath Singh (500), 32,744.

Serious problem only in Ghhattisgarh Division, Plymen (1-2).

Stopping of, no suggestion for, Bhargava (428)
Suits filed after 12 years by reversioners claiming estate after

widow's death should be barred, Brahma (244).

Intensive culture, desirability of introducing through co-operative move-

ment, Dwarkanath Singh (500).
Joint farming societies, should be tried, Pande (537).

LEGISLATION DEALING WITH MINORS, WIDOWS, <fee. :

Advocated, Pandeya (125) > Brahma (244); Dwarkanath Singh (501).

not Advocated, Dokias (481) .

not Necessary in Berar, Khaparde (402).
not Possible, Bliargara (428).
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Holdings contd.

Legislation for keeping disputes, out of comt, advocated, Brahma (244);

Vwarkanath Singh (501).

Legislation necessary ior extending right of pre-emption, Pande (531)

liicc, sub-division beyond limit of four acres should be prohibited, Dubey
(103), 28,615.

Small, certain advantages, Khapatde (402).

Small size of, drawback of, Flymen 27,523-4.

Tenancy and Land lievenue Acts, changes needed, Pande (531).

Implements:

Agency foi supply or, Flymen (17).

Agricultural Engineer, see undei Agricultural Department.
Distribution, obstacles in wa> of, Bharyava (429), l)okrai> (483).

Distribution and sale by Co-operative Societies and local bodies sug-

gested, Brahma 30,157-61, Pande (533).

IMPROVED .

Assistance oi intelligent cultivators witii, suggestion, Pochory (516).

Extension of use of, statistics, Flymen (17).
JVJouiib ol ha&temng adoption ot

Convincing cultivators ol usel illness, Dubey (105)
Costly machines should be kopt at convenient centres for tree

tual or ou moderate hire, Koide (319).
Demonstration of implements and sale on hue-purchase system,
Bhargava (429).

Demonsti atious, Powar (92); Allan (206); Flymen (307), Korde
(319), h win (344); Khapaide (404); Dolcras (483); Pochory
(516); Pande (533).

Easj terms for payment in instalments, Deshpande (301)

Expansion of taccavi, Allan (206).

Importation by (TJovernmerit and sale at cost price, Pochory
(517).

Puce must be reasonable, Flymen (30), Irwm (344).

.Repair facilities, It win (344), Bha/tgava (42'9), Pande (533)
Spare parts must be available and prices of parts must be

icasonable, JJokras ((483); Pande (533).
Tiaimng of mechanics, Dokias (483).
Untlei taking of work with, by parties organised by Agricul-

tural Department, and sale, etc
,

of implements by, scheme,
Biahma (244).

Ploughs, introduction, Powai 28,406-8; Brahma 30,112-3.

IMPBOVEMENTS .

Linos on winch improvement desirable, Allan (206), 29,900-2
Scope for, Powar (92)

Uiisuitability of implements of western manufacture to Indian

needs, Allan (206) 29,895-9.
Work carried out, Flymen (13).

Investigation, importance of, and -difficulty of carrying out, Allan

(197), (198).
Laboui -s-aving machines, results of introduction, Pande (537).

Light iron, ploughs, manufactured in India, material inferior, Poivar

28,408.
MANUFACTURE IN INDIA: Plym,en (17), Khaparde 31,888

Encouragement desirable, Sahasrabudhe (463).
Government should start workshop for, Pochory (517), Pande (533)
Measures for encouragement of, fierhpande (301-2) ; Khaparde (404).
Private firms should be encouraged in, Pande (533).

Motor tractors, useful in some districts, Pochory 33,154

NEW ;

Forcing of, on cultivators, objection to, Khaparde (404).

Requirements, Sohasrabiidhe (463).
Use of, Sahasrabudhe (463).

NEW AND IMPROVED, proposals for

to enable Automatic regulation of sowing, Khaparde (404).
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implements contd.

NEW AND IMPBOVED, proposals for contd.
of Indian hoe, Khaparde (404).
Light harrow for work m beginning of monsoon, Bhargava (429).

Reapers, Bhargava (429).
Seed drills, Bhargava (429).
Tifan Khaparde (404).

Threshing machine, Bhargava (429).
for Weeding and mter-cultivation, need for, Sahasi abudhe (463)

Obstacles in way of increased use of machinery, Brahma (242); Pande
(533).

Railway rates, concessions advocated, Deshpande (301), Dokras (483),
Dwarkanath Singh (60S).

EEPAIB *

Difficulty ;md need for establishment of centres for supply of spare
parts and repair work, Brahma (242).

Facilities, need for, Irwin (S44); Bhargava (429); Pandc (533)
Mechanical schools for training of mechanics, proposal, Dobras

(483).
Steam tackle outfit for ploughing, use of, and results, Bhatgava

32,269-75.
Sugarcane milk, suitable for small cultivators, neod for, and sugges-

tions, Dubey (105).
Taccavi loans for, for long terms at low rates desired, Pochory 33,056-8.
Timber tor, no difficulty in obtaining, by ryots, Plymen 27,789-93

TRACTORS
Non-success with, Bhargava 32,272, 32,286
Obstacles to use of, Khaparde (404).

Popularisation, proposal for, Dokras (483)

Typos sold, Plymen (18).
Victoria Technical Institute, Aioraoti, Sahasrabudhe (463).

Improvements, factors discouraging landowners from carrying out, Flymen
(35); Allan (210), Korde (320), Khaparde (407-8); Bhargava (430);
Dirarkanath fiingh (505); Pande (538), 33,482-4.

Indian Central Cotton Committee:

Representation of cultivators on, Plymen 27,463-6
Value of work, Allan (197), 29,642, Korde 30,694-8

Industries, Department of, see wider Administration.

irrigation :

AGREEMENTS
Guaranteeing of supply, impossibility oi, Pollaid-Lowsley 29,048-55.

Long term system, compulsion on remainder oi occupants if four-

fifths agree to come under, Irwin (346).

Non-renewal if agreements expire in good year, Pollard-Lowsiey

28,919-21, 29,041-7.
Non-renewed, percentage, Pollard-Isowsley 29,081.

System, necessity for, Pollard-Lowdey 29,005.
Canal Deputy Collectors, advantage of revenue officers as, Pollard-

Lowsley 28,926.

CANALS :

fuller Development anticipated, Pollaid-Lowsley 28,962-4.
Bariat irrigation scheme, irrigation of sugarcane from, personal

experience, Bhargava 32,134-8.
Working expenses only just covered, Pollard-Lowsley 28,942-3

Chhattiftgarh, some complaints made about ratee and small supply of

water, Powar 28,438.
Chief Engineer, works under Revenue member and is also S-ecretary

to Government, Pollard-Lowsley 28,940-1,

Colonisation, Chanda scheme, Pollard-Lowsley (132), 28,912-17.

Connection with malaria, question of, fttiles Welth 32,083.
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Irrigation contd.

Consolidation of holdings necessary for obtaining full benefit of, Pollard*

Lowsley 28,909.
Construction of bchemes in Chhattisgarh and especially in Bilaspur dis-

trict, case for, Pollard-Lowsley (132).

Construction of schemes by private persons and charge of rate to culti-

vators, Pollard-Lowsley 28,896-9.
Cost of labour, increase since war, Pollard-Lowsley 29,023-4.

Cost of works, mtere&t, maintenance, etc., per acre, irrigated, Pollard-

Lowdey 28,931-6.
Council Committee on, Pollard-Lowsley 29,086-93.

Cropb for which required, Pollaid-Lowt>le</ (131).

DEPARTMENT
Relations with Agricultural Department, Plymen 27,578-82, 27,586,

27,827-9; Pollard-Lowsley 28,875-6.
Relations of Public Health Department with, Shies 32,038
Staff and organisation, PoUard-Lowtley 28,840.

Unpopularity of, Dubey (103).
Statement not agieed with, generally, Pollard-Lowsley 28,918.

Deterioration of irrigated land 111 certain cases>, PoUard-Lowsley
28,887-9.

DEVELOPMENT :

Hindered by fragmentation of holdings*, Dyer (152).
Improvement of cultivation and consolidation of holdings necessary

for, PoUatd-Low&ley (133), 28,877-9, 28,886, 29,032.
Obstacles to, Pollard-Low&ley (133), 29,032, Btwrgava (428).

Distribution of water, policy, Pollard-Lowsley 28,849, 28,852, 29,014-5.
Distiictft, wheio most needed, Plymen (26), Pollard-Lowsley (132-3);
Khapaide (402)

Duty allowed at outlet, Pollwd-Loudey 28,999-9004, 29,056-7.

Efficiency, extent of, Poltatd-Lowtley 28,841-2, 29,006-7.
total Expenditure, and absence of direct return at present, Pollard'

Lowsley 29,082-6.

Facilities, Ptymen 27,824-6
Financial position 111 regard to works for 1925-26, statement showing,

Pollaid-Lowdey (150-1).
High cost of woiks, Pollard-Lowsley (133),

Hydro-electric .schemes, none constructed, Pollard-Lowdey 29,061-2.
Introduction of new crops under, lack of defined stable policy. Dubeui

(104),

Irrigation Bill. Pollard-Lowdey 28,895-6.
Jubbulpore Division, question of scope for, Irwtn 31,184-8, 31,273-5,
little Lift irrigation, and not considered necessary, Pollard-Lowsleu

28,992-8.
Ma'hanadi area, difficulties in connection with, Pollard-Lowsley 28,877-9.
Maintenance, high cost of, Pollard-Lowsley (13S\
Manurial problems of irrigated land, and central research organisation

might be useful, Pollard-Lowsley 28,889-90, 28,906-8, 29,033-6.

MINOR SCHEMES
Question of scope for, Pollard-Lowsley 28,865-6.
Scope for, but difficulty in connection with, and proposal, Plymen

-27,o88-92, 27,594-5.
Scope for extension in Eastern Circle, but time not ripe for co-
operative schemes, Powar 28,441-4.

Undertaking of, by cultivators, question of, Pollaid-Lowaley
28.866-8. *

Object of Government works, Pollard-Lowsley (131), 28,845.

GWJCBB8 :

Extent of toudi with cultivators, Pollard-Lowsley 28,924-8,
Short course in Nagpur College, not considered necessary, Pollard^
Lowsley 28,929-30.

Openings in irrigation channel, improvement needed, Dubey (104).
Particulars re Government works, Pollard-Lowsley (131-3), 28,841-6$.
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irrigation contd,

PERENNIAL CANALS :

in Berar, proposal, Koide (319), 30,840-9, 30,879.
in Narsinghpur district, advocated. Pochory (517), 32.930-32,

33,031-9.
Perennial and non-perennial canals in wheat and rice tracts, extension

advocated, Bhargava (428).

Private, extent of, Pollard-Lou de\j (132)
Productive projects sanctioned by Secretary oi State, t\vo will have to

be relegated to unproductive list and question of power, Pollard-

Lowsley 28,980-3.

Programme, Pollard-Lowsley 28,923.
Projects submitted to (Secretary of State, basis of calculation. Pollard-
Lowsley 28,973-9, 28,984-8

small Proportion only of rainfall used for, Pollaid-Lowsley 28,969
Protective and productive .schemes, Pollard-Lowslry 28,850-8.

BATES
Contract method of chaige, the only satisfactory one, Pollard-
Lowdey 28,880-2.

Fixing of, Pollard-Lowilei/ 28,900-1
Payment by occupiei, not owner of land, PoUaid-Lowxley 28,937-9.
Policy, Pollard-Lowsley 29,025-6,
Remission system, Pollen d~Lowtfey 29,060
Rice, Dubey 28,557-9, 28,610-11.
Yearly increase of. detrimental to toirmieuial crops not fullv estab-

lished, Pande (532).

Recommendations of Irrigation Commission, extent to which carried out,
Pollard-Lowdcy 28,967-8

Requirements of various crops, investigation being canied out, Plymen
27,584-5

as Reserved subject, preferred and reasons, PoUnnJ-Lowtfev 28,948-58
Rice, see that title

Silt in one canal only, Pollard-Lowsley 28,902.
Subsoil water, no survey made, Pollard-Lowsley 29,070-2.
Sugarcane, see that title.

Surplus water, and question of encouragement of use of, for fodder
crops, Pollard-Lowsley 29,037-9, 29,052.

TANKS

Bilaspur District, Pandeya (125).
Extension desirable, Plymen (28); Pandeya 28,786-7
Facilities should be supplied at low rates, Pande (532)

Improvement and construction

Difficulty of obtaining permission from Superior Proprietors or

Taluqdars, Pandeya (125-6), 28,813, 28,832-5
Restrictions should be removed and constructors of tanks en-

couraged, Pandeya (126).

Mammal substance in water from, question of, Dwatkanath Singh
32,699-700.

Particulars re, Plymen 27,984-92.

Repairs, carried out by Department, Pollen d-Lowsley 28,902-3.

Sites, etc., Pollard-Lowsley 29,016-22
TJselessness of, in Jubbulpore district, Bhtngava 32,265
in Wheat and rice tracts, extension advocated, Rliargava (428).

Tanks and embankments, assistance of cultivators, and pushing of,

considered a matter for revenue officers, Pollard-Lowsley 28,859-64.

Tanks and ponds, ficope for, m Berar, extent, Korde (319).

Uncertainty of income, Pollard-Lowsley (133), 28,944-6
Utilisation of surplus rainfall, processes demonstrated at Poona Agri-

cultural Exhibition, 1926, should be studies by agricultural officers in

Berar, 8aha$rabudlie (461).

Watercourses, difficulty of obtaining, Pollard-Lowsley (133).
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I rrigat ion contd.

WELLS: Dubey (103).

Advice to cultivators not considered necessary, Pollard-Lowslew
28,872.

Construction, Government assistance, proposal, Pochory (517),

33,059.

JSxperimente made, Sehora district, but impossibility of, on large
scale owing to nature of soil, Pande 33,197-200, 33,493.

Geological survey desirable, Korde (319).

Improvements proposed, D [

ubey (103)
Investigation of subject by specialist, proposal for, Plymen (28),

27,592-3, 28,107-9.
Nature oi, Pollard-Lowdey 29,073-7
Persian wheel, personal experience, Dubey 28,462-9. 28,612-5, 28,679,

28,724-5.
Pei son al experience, Amanat Ah 31,638-42, 31,717-22; Pochory

32,901-2, 33,061-4, 33,067-8, 33,113-5.
Personal experience, and failure to obtain sufficient water, 2orde

30,717-23, 30,751-6, 30,765-9, 30,805-8.
Position re, Plymen 27,959-77.
Provision of, in Berar, need for, and suggestions re, Sahasrabudke

(460-1), 32,428.
Pucca :

Construction, temporary staff for advice in, could be engaged if

necessary, Pollai d-Lowsley 28,874
Question of a department to deal with, Pollard-Lowslew

28,989-91.
Purchase of pump and engine on hire purchase system desired,
Saliosrdbudhe 32,429-30.

Bali no efflorescence, proposer! resting of soil in areas with, Pit/men
(28)

little Scope tor, except in river becte, Polla/rd-Lowsley 28,860-73
Sinking of, riot understood by people and work should be under-
taken by Agricultural Department, Ihibey 28,678, 38,717-23

Tube, geological conditions not suitable for, Plymen 27,963-73.
Wells and lifts, improvement needed, Jhibet/ (107)
Wheat irrigation not anticipated, Polkird-Lowsley 28,846-7,

IRWIN, C. J., C.I.E., I.C. 8., Commissioner, Jubbulpore Division: (342-347) y

31,053-31,400

ADMINISTRATION ;

Industries, Advisory Boaid of, functions, 31,324-5.

Meteorological Depaitment, reliable monsoon reports, would be

advantageous, (343)
Hallways, need for feeder roads, 31,111-4, 31,148-50.
Bonds

Attitude of District Boards, 31,121-2, 31,253-9, 31,328
Construction of, from loans, proposal, 31,068-70, 31,096-100,

31,151-6
Control of, 31,170-3, 31,302-4.

Feeding railways, need for, 31,141-4, 31,148-50.
Improvement of communication, importance of, for cultivators,

(343), 31,092-5.
Inadequacy of facilities, Jubbnlpore district, and lack oJ:

money the cause, (343), 31,252-9
Toll system not in force, 31,155-6

Village
Bad condition, 31,135.
Difference between wheat growing tract and rice and cotton

growing tracts
,
3 1

,
24 3-4 .

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
Assistants, relation to Deputy Commissioner, and proposal, 31,270*1,
Services satisfactory, with resources at disposal, (343).
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IRWIN, C. J. conW.

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS :

Causes of, (343), 31,350-2.
Credit, sources of, (343).
Measures for lightening burden of debt, (344),

Moneylender, desire to remain on books of, (343), 31,072-4.
[Removal of .

by Conciliation method, previous effort, 31,343-5.
Possibility of, by steady thrift, 31,346-7.

Repayment, causes preventing, (343).

Right of transfer of holdings, restriction not advocated except in

very backward tracts, (344), 31,348-50.
Usurious Loans Act, moie free application of, proposed, (344).

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES
Cafete objections, (345), 31,088, 31,101-9, 31,236-42, 31,326-7
Cultivators have large amount of spare time, 31,192-5.
Fishing, 81,111.
Fruit growing, difficulty one ol capital rather than caste prejudice,

31,310.
Industrial concerns, removal to rural areas, spare time work only
on agriculture, suggestion not approved, (346).

Intensive study of ruial industries, no industry in Central Pro-
vinces known of, which would repay, (346).

Preparation of agricultural produce for consumption, objections
to establishment by Government, (345-6).

Rope making for home use mainly, 3112-3, 31,189-91.

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR
Proportion of cultivators and labourers, variation in, 31,211-8.
Seasonal migration, (346).
no 8urplus, (346).
FTI cultivated land (large areas) bettor dealt with by ^settlement
with cultivators than by impoitation of labour to work under
local capitalist, (346)

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Bad condition and large number of useless cattle, 31,117-8, 31,231.

Castrations, increase in number largely due to introduction of
Italian method, 31,31&-7,

Cattle breeding industry in Mandla formerly, 3116, 31,223-5.
Feeding of cattle, inadequacy of, owing to apathy, 31,232-5.

Fodder, no scarcity in Jubbulpore "Division, 31,166-0.
Grazing

Giaes borders in tilled fields, generally negligible, (345)

Overstocking of common pastures, (345).

Remedy prevented by prejudice against elimination of unfit

cuttle, (345)

Hay horn Government forests, supply available and need for
utilisation of, (345)

Importation of cattle, 31,116.
Interest of landowners and cultivators in, will only result if profit

to be mnde, (345)
Jubbulpore Division, position as regards cattle, 31,219-25
Lack of interest in, on the whole, 31,114-9

CAPITAL, proposed measures for attracting, (346)

Co-OPKBATTON
Credit system, development of, dasirable for smaller cultivators,

(343).

'

"Development must not be too quick, (346)

OROPH
Damage by wild -animals

Extermination the only real means of prevention, (344).
Extermination of wild boar should be possible with proper
organisation, (344), 31,077-81, 31,355-6.

Fencing, an uneconomic palliative only, (344).

Food, 31,161-5.
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IRWIN, C. J.contd.
CROPS contd.

Seeds
Distribution :

Methods, 31,267-8.
through Seed farm* or arrangements with large cultivators

to grow pure seed in Jubbulpore Division, and extension
of methods desirable, (344).

Improvement, good work being done by department, 31,266
Loans of pure seed, system, 31,268-9.

CULTIVATED LAND, value of, 31,280-2.

CULTIVATION, variation in quality in different districts, and question
of reasons, 31,196-210, 31,245-6.

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA .

Adoption of expert advice by cultivators, requirements for, (343).
Field demonstrations

Cooperation between officials of Agriculture and Revenue
Departments, importance of, (342-3), 31,066, 31,292-5,

Effectiveness of, suggestions for increasing, (342-3).

DISTRICT BOARDS
Cesses *

Amalgamation of, in Central Provinces, 31,121-2, 31,175-7
Extra levied in. some districts, 31,123-9.

Expenditure on schools greater than on roads, and roads considered
of fiust importance, 31,091-5, 31,120

Interest in rural matters, extent ot, 31,329.

Revenue, proportion given to, 31,174.

Roads, attitude ?e, 31,121-2, 31,253-9, 31,328

EDUCATION
Adult, in mral areas, moans for popularisation of, (342).
Agricultural

College
Graduates, special concessions and grants of unassigned
cultuiable land to, experiment might be tried, 31,289-91.

Practical work, 31,373
Demonstration plots managed by Department, probable value

of, (342).
suitable Teachers, importance of, (342), 31,287

Female, advantages to be derived, 31,368
Illiteracy, i elapse into, absence of suitable hteiature probably one

cause, 31,337-8
Nature etiiuy, valuele&b, (342).

Primary *

not Compulsory, Jubbulpore division 31,336
no Fees charged, 31,130-4.
Leakage between first and fourth classes, causes of, 31,330-5
Literacy should be first objective, 31,062-3.
Sweeipers and watercarners not provided, 31,341-2.
Time spent by teachers m trying to obtain attendances, 31,335.

School farms, valueless, (342).
School plots, valueless, (342).

FEETILISERS, use of cowdung as fuel, methods of discouraging, (344),

31,352

FINANCE :

Imperial Bank, system of advances against produce, (343).
Taccavi loans .

Allotments, no refusal known, 31,353-4.
through Co-operative societies not desirable, 31,307.
Elastic system not possible to any extent, 31,305-6.
Extension of system, objections to, (343).
Failure to take up, owing to desire to remain on books of
moneylenders, (343), 31,072-4.

Issue, little delay, 31,180.
little Leakage before reaching cultivator, 31,178-9.
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IRWIN, C. J.~contd.
FOKESTS .

Afiorestation in village area, expense prohibitive, (346).
Baled hay from, Berar, experiment made but non-success of, (346).
Deterioration from excessive grazing doubted, in Central Provinces,

(346), 31,089-90.
Firewood and fodder supplies, (346).

Grazing facilities v. preservation of reserve of timber, (346).

Working plans, new establishment for drawing up and revision of,

(346).

HOLDINGS, CONSOLIDATION :

Compulsion, some power of coercion desirable, (346).

Co-operation suggested as means, of, (344).

Legislation that no contingent interest should interfere with, desir-

able, (344).
Obstacles in way of, (344).

IMPLEMENTS, measures for inducing adoption of improved, (344).

INTOXICATING LIQUOR AND DRUGS, decreasing consumption, 31,283-5.

IBEIGATION

long term Agreement system, compulsion on remainder oi occu-

pants if four-fifths agree to come under, (.346).

Jubbulpore Division, question of scope for, 31,184-8, 31,273-5.

LAND TENUKE, cultivating tenure, classes of, 31,158-60.

LANDLORDS, Absentee, 31,157.

MARKETING, difficulties owing to inadequate communications, 31,137-50,
31,210.

PUBLIC HEALTH :

Dispensaries :

Placing undei Public Health Department and not under
Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals, question of, 31,376-8,

Touring, 31,182.
Private practitioners, subsidising of, in rural areas, 31,183.

RESBAKCH as Central subject, probably desirable, (343), 31,200-1.

REVHNTJE DEPARTMENT :

Commissioners :

Deputy, responsibilities with regard to agriculture and economic
development, 31,057-8, 31.369-72.

Responsibilities with regard to agriculture and economic develop-
ment, 31

t
,055-6.

Inspectors, agricultural training, value doubted, 31,247-51, 31,297.
Lower grade officers, agricultural graduates as, would be approved.

31,299-300.
Organisation under malguzari settlement, 31,000-1.
Rents, system of fixing, 31,379.
Tahsildars, short course in agriculture might "be useful for, 31,297-8.

SOILS, Kans grass, deterioration of land owing to, Jubbulpore Division,
and measures taken, (344), 31,262-5, 31,308-9.

STATISTICS, collection methods in Central Provinces sufficiently accurate,
(347).

VETERINARY .

Apathy of District 'Councils, 31,310-19.
Contagious diseases ;

Examination of herds coming in from Native States desirable,
(345).

further Legislation not considered possible, (345).

Department, should be independent if Director of Agriculture a
technical officer, (344).
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1RWIN, C. J.contd.
VETERINARY contd.

Dispensaries
Control by provincial authority, greater efficiency would result,

(345),, 31,085-7.
Expansion not adequate. (345).
under Local (District) Boards, apathetic attitude of District

Councils, (345), SI ,086-7.
Profits from cattle-pounds should be applied to, (345)
Tom ing, none, bist desirable, 31,181-2.
full Use not made of, (345)

Local Veterinary Research Institute, need for, (342).
Outside infection, difficulty of dealing with, 31,320.
Public interest increasing, 31,318.
Services satisfactory, with resources at disposal, (343)
Tours by Veterinary Assistants, value of, (345)

WELFAKE OF RUBAL POPULATION
Conditions, variation of, in different districts, and question of

reason, 31,196-210, 81,245-6.
Economic position of cultivators, (343), 31,278-9, 31,286.
Economic surveys of typical villages, i exults of, to show that no

profit possible in cultivation of land, (347), 31,276-7
Improvement of health conditions, pioposed means of encouraging,

(346)
Means of impxoving, (.346), 31,226-35, 31 ,362-R

Physique in rice eating and in wheat eating tract, 31,357-61 .

WILD ANIMALS, tigers and panthers, people keen on killing, if possible
in spite oi reduction of rewards, 31,083-4

Juar, see under Fodder, under Animal Husbandry and under Crops.

Judicial administration, difficulty in cases of auctions of lands, Itiahma
30,100

KHAPARDE, B. G., LL.B., M.L.C., Amroata: (399-408), 31,809-31,899
Agricultural opeiations, 31,871-2, 31,875-8, 31,896-7.

ADMINIBTKATJON .

[ndian staE advocated, (399)

Meteorological Department, information to Beiar Agriculturists
desirable, (400).

Posts and telegraph seiviee, inadequacy of, and need for develop-
ment in rural areas, (401).

"Relations between Government of India and Local Governments,
(400).

Roads, inadequate facilities in Berar, (400)

AGHJCULTUIUL- INDEBTEDNESS :

Advances by landowners to tenants, 31,883-7,

Causes, (401).

Credit, sources of, (401).
Jtamdopat rule, working ot, 31,892-3.
Increase in Berar, (401).

proposed Measures for lightening burden of debt, (401)

Moneylendeie, system. (401).

Mortgage and sale, objections to restriction of right of, (401).

Mortgages, facilitation of redemption, proposal for, (401).

Repayment, causes preventing, (401).
Usurious Loans Act, application suggested, (401), 31,890-5

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES .

Basket making, (405), (406).

Bee-keeping, practically unknown in Berar, (405).
Fruit growing .

Requirements for success. (405*6).
Water supply difficulty, (405-6).

Intensive study of rural industries with view to manufactuie of

required tools in India, would be approved, (406), 31,880.
Lac culture, (406).
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KHAPARDE, B. G.~-contd.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES contd.

Poultry rearing, (405).

Preparation of agricultural produce 'foi consumption, establishment

by Government desirable, (406).

Rope making, (405), (406),

Subsidiary industries, proposals, (405),
Time spent by cultivators oil holdings and occupation during slack

season, (405),

AGHICULTUKAL LABOUR .

Borar, training of existing labour prei'erable to importation, (407).
Hours of work, regulation by sunrise and sunset and need for

alteration, (407).
Reluctance of labourer to leave native place, (407).

Shoitage, causes and pioposod remedies, (407).
Uncultivated land, scheme for settlement on, (407),

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Bullocks, woiking and trotting, proposed development, (404).

Dairying industry, need for improvement and suggestions, (404-5),
Fodder .

Green ;

Absence of, in dry seasons, (405).
Preservation of, in pits, suggestion, (405)

Interest of landowners in question, means of encouraging,
(405).

Shortage, reasons of, and proposed measures for overcoming,
(405).

t!i ass borders in tilled fields, other means of maintaining cattle

needed, (405).

Overstocking oi common pastures, (405)
Improvement ol breeds

Buffalo, importance of, (404).
Milch cows, need for, (404).

Scope for^ and suggestions, (404).
Mmeial constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs

Absence ol, deterioration of cattle owing to. (405).
Salt duty a discouragement to feeding with salt, (405).

CAPITAL^ moans of attracting, agriculture must be shown to be profit-

able, (407).

CO-OPEHATIV& CREDIJ SOCIETIES
Loans must bo advanced by, to agriculturists at cheaper rates.

(401),
Position of, in Berar, 31,879.
Reasons for cultivators borrowing from moneylenders rather ihan

from, (401).

CROPS .

Cotton, lioseum, experience with, and results of, 31,876-8
Damage by loose cattle, (403).

Damage by wild animals, and prevention measures, (403).

Improvement of existing crops, examples of, (403).
Internal measures against infection, (404).
Protection from external infection, pests and diseases, no effi-

cacious methods adopted (403).

Replacement of crops, proposal re groundnut, (403).

CULTIVATION :

Plough, judicious use of, advocated, (403).

Rotation, systems of, and suggestions, (403).
*

Traditional methods, gradual transformation into modern methods
needed, (399).

DBMONSTBATIQN AND PBOPAGANDA :

Adoption of expert advice, means of inducing, (400).

Agricultural shows, suggestion for, (400).
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KHAPARDE, B, G.contd.
DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA contd.

Conservatism of Beraf peasants and slowness to take in new
ideas, (400).

Field demonstrations, effectiveness of, suggestions for increasmg,
(400).

improvement of practice of cultivators, actual demonstrations the

best means, (400).

Touring lecturers, value of, (400).

EDUCATION
Adult, in rural tracts .

in Berar, position, (400).
Mr Mande's scheme, (400).

Tapswi Babasaheb Prajanjpe's scheme, (400).

Agi icultural .

Institutions :

Needed m Berar, (399).

One, in each district, advocated as necessity arises, ^399).
Stimulation of demand for, means of, (399).

Students, subsequent careers, (400).
Nature study, as compulsory subject advocated, (399).
School faims, work on. should be optional, (399).
School plots, on small scale, ueelful, (399).
School started partly for agriculture instruction, control by agri-

culture Department and financing by lees, donations and Govern-
ment grants ad\ ocated, (400),

Schools, boys overworked m, and course of study should be revised,

(399).
Teachers in mral areas, should be drawn from agricultural classes,

(399).

F/ERTIL1SERS :

Ashes, instruction oi cultivator in use of, advocated, (402).
Cattle urine, instruction of cultivator in use of, proposal, (402).

Cow-dung .

Dung-pits, instruction of cultivator in use of, proposal, (402),
Use as fuel, difficulty of discouraging owing to absence of

equally or more cheap and readily obtainable fuel, (403).
Natural manures, increased use of, preferable to increased use

of artificial, (402)

Popularisation of new and improved fertilisers, measures for, (403),

FINANCE, Taccavi loans :

Criticism of procedure, and improvement needed, (401).

Supervision of use of loan necessary, (401).

HOLDINGS
Fragmentation problem not serious in Berar, (402)

Legislation dealing with minors, widows, etc., not necessary in

Berar, (402).

Small, certain advantages, (402)

IMPLEMENTS :

Adoption of, proposed measure for hastening, occular proof and
demonstration, (404).

Improvements :

to enable Automatic regulation of sowing, proposal, (404).
of India hoe, need for, (404).
of Tifan, needed, (404).

Manufacture in India, and proposed encouragement, (404), 31,888*
New, objection to forcing of, on cultivators, (404).

*
Tractors, obstacles to use of, (404).

IRRIGATION, need for, in Berar, (402).

LAND REVENUE, reduction of, only means of assisting cultivator, 31,890.

LANDOWNERS, improvement of land, by, discouraged by Government
assessment policy, (407-0).
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KHAPARDE, B. G. contd.

MIDDLE-CLASS YOUTHS, means of making agriculture attractive to, (400).

RESEARCH
Department

should be Independent of administrative department of Agri-
culture, (399)

Staff, should be Indians, (399).
into Destruction of cotton crops and tur by worm, advocated, (399).

Financing of, suggestion for, and proposed charging of fees to

agriculturists for making use of results, (399) , 31,873-4.
Scientific staff of Government of India, increase not advocated,

(400).
into Scientific value of indigenous theory and traditional meth.vls,
extent of scope for, (399).

SOILS

Drainage for draining off rain water, need for, in Berar, and pro
posed measures, (402)

*

Improvement, example of, by erection of bund to prevent sweeping
away of surface by rain water, (402).

Land e^ont* out of cultivation, proposed reclamation measures, (402)
VETERINAHY .

Contagious diseases, objections to legislation, (404)

Dispensaries, extent to which use made of, and reasons foi use not

being great, (404)

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION :

Economic surveys of typical Tillages, by Committee on which repre-
sentatives of the people a majority, proposal for, (403).

Improvement of 'health conditions.
Difficulties in connection with, (406)
Propaganda, need for, (406).

Typical ideal village, scheme, (40(3)

Panchayat Committees, proposal, (408)

KORDE, Rao Saheb T, $., M.L.C., Landlord, Murtizapur, Akola: (317-320)
30,679-30,907

Agricultural operations, income, rent, revenue, etc., 30,758-9, 30,770-6,
30,790-9

Lands let on cash rent and batai system. 30,757, 30,760-4.

Ryotwari system of owning land, 30,713-4.

Special farm for conducting experiments, particulars re work, etc

30,683-9.
ADMINISTRATION

Co-ordination between provinces on common subjects advocated,
(317-8).

Functions of Government of India should be mainly advisory,
(318)

Meteorological Department, research on reduction in rainfall and its

uncertainty, need for, and for wide and regular publication of

results, (318).
Postal Service, inadequacy of, m rural areas, (318), 30,828.
Railways, special facilities and concession rates for transport of raw

produce and fodder advocated, (318), 30,884-5
Roads

Baluta system, return to, desired, 30,818-9.
Fair weather, need for improvement, and Government must
undertake, 30,747-50, 30,780-3, 30,811-7.

Importance of, for agriculturists, (318).

Telegraph service, rural areas, importance of development, (318).
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT .

Provincial organisation, proposal, (317)
Service not satisfactory, (318)

AGHICULTUBAL INDEBTEDNESS :

Causes, (318).

Credit, sources of, (318).
Government Central Banks on linea of Co-operative Banks, proposal

for, (318), 30,874-8.
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KORDE, Rao Saheb T. S, contd,

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS contd.

Lending of grain in kind, practice of, 30.854-7.

Measures for lightening burden of debt, proposals for, (318).

30,870-5.
Moneylenders :

Doubling of loan in one season, (318), 30,864-9.
Rates of interest charged by, (318).

Repayment, reasons preventing, (318).
Usurious Loans Act, need for, and proposals re, (318), 30,870-3.

AOBICULTUBAL INDUSTRIES .

more Inten sivo study of rural industries desirable, (319).

Preparation of agricultural produce for consumption, Government
measures for establishment desirable, (319).

Time spent by cultivators on holdings and occupation during slack
season s_, (319).

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Dairying industry, proposed measures for improvement, (319).
Fodder

Dry:
Grass supply, suggestion for impi ovement of railway

facilities, (319).

Insufficiency of, (319).

Shortage, seasons of, (319).
Transport of, special facilities and concession rates advocated,

30,884-5

CAPITAL, attracting of men with :

<Steps necessary, (320).

Sufficiency of land for, on the whole, 30,732-5.

Co-OPKRiATION .

Agricultural associations, suggestion for, (320).
Cential Bank, Akola, crisis owing to want of funds as result of

bad years, 30,704-11, 30,777-9, 30,802-4.
Credit movement, desirability of extension, 30,715.

COTTON
Los on, during present year, 30,886-901.
Itoseum, experience of, 30,792-6, 30,902-7.

CULTIVATION, intensive, experiments carried out by witness, 30,683-9.

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA, proposals re, (317).

EDUCATION
Agricultural

Practical training, importance of, (317).
Teachers .

Confining of, to agricultural class with special training of
methods advocated, (317).

Difficulty of obtaining rig'ht tvpe and need for improved
training, 30,690-1.

Nature study, approved, (317).

Primary .

Compulsory, in rural areas *

Failure of, in Akola, (320).

Eaising of age limit to 15 advocated, (320), 30,882
Free, advocated, 30,880-3.
Small proportion of boys passing through fourth class, leaaon,

(320).

Teachers, pay, 30,801.
Public demand for increased facilities, 30,726.

FINANCE
Taccavi Advances :

Criticisms of system, (318).
Procedure should be shorter, (318).
Terms should be according to needs, (318).
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KORDE, Rao Saheb T. S. eontd.

HOLDINGS, consolidation of:

by Exchange, scheme, (318-9).

Steps being taken by Government, 30,868-63.

IMPLEMENTS, adoption of improved, proposed m-easures for, (819).

INDIAN CENTRAL COTTON COMMITTEE, value oi work, 30,694-8.

IRRIGATION .

Perennial canals in Berar, proposals for, (319), 30,840-9, 30,879.
Tanks and ponds, ecope lor, in Berar, extent, (319).
Wells

Geological survey desirable, (319).
Personal expeiience, and failure to obtain sufficient water,

30,717-23, 30,751-6, 30,765-9, 30,805-8.

LANDOWNERS, discouragement of, from carrying out improvements,
caused by shortage of funds, (320).

LOCAL BoAiti), AKOLA
Gees levied lor educational purposes and increase in, 30,737-46,

30,785-9.
Expenditure on wells, 30,851-3.
Improvement of fair weather roads, work re, but need foi funds,

30,747-50.
Insufficient funds, 30,725, 30.736.
Public demand for better educational facilities and better roads,

30,726-9.

MARKETING .

Cotton, in Berar, facilities not satisfactory and suggestions for

improvement (320), 30,820-7.
Grain, in B'eiar, facilities not satisfactory and suggestions for

improvement, (320), 30,823.
Market Committee, majority of sellers on, advocated, 30,827.

PUBLIC HEAI/TH, drinking water, dearth of, in Berar, 30,84o.

RESEARCH:
Organisation

by Groups according to soil and climate, proposal, (317),
30,690-3.

separate Institute for each Province advocated, (317).
Scientific staff of Government of India, increase not desirable, (318).

SOILS, research, proposal re, (317).

VETERINARY
Ancient methods should be studied and systematised, (J317).

Civil Veterinary Department, control by Director of Agriculture
advocated, (319).

Di&pensai KVS .

Expansion not adequate, (319).
Full use not made of, and reasons, (319).
under Local (District) Boards, satisfactory working of system
m some placed, (319), 30,730-1.

Transfer ot control to Provincial Authority, not advocated,
(319).

Indigenous methods, use of (319), 30,809-11, 30,830-9.
Service not satisfactory, (318)

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION
Economic surveys in typical village by Government, advocated,

(320).
Sanitary conditions, inadequate attention paid to, (320).

Lac culture, see under Agricultural Industries.

Land Mortgage Banks, see under Finance.

Land Revenue:

Berar Land "Revenue Code, proposed amendment, Brahma (248),

29,965, 30,102.
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Land Revenue contd.

Burden of, comparison with other countries, Pande 33,530-3.
Change in date of payment proposed to avoid overflooding of markets.
Dubey (107), 28,496-8, 28,763-71.

DEPARTMENT :

Agricultural officers should have greatei insight into working of,
Allan 29,730-2.

Commissioners
Deputy ,

Relations of Agricultural Assistants to, and proposal,
liwin

31^270-1,
Responsibilities with regard to agriculture and economic

development, Jrwin 31,057-8, 31,369-72.
Responsibilities with regard to agriculture and economic
development, Irwm 31,055-6.

Contact with Forest Department, Witt 30,331-2, 30.349,
Lower grade officers, agricultural graduates as, would be approved,

Irwin 31,299-300.
Officers

of Assistance to Agricultural Department, Allan 29,674.
Assistance oi Co-operative Department by, suggestions for,
Erahma (246), Ueshpande (302), 30,581.

Assistance in demonstration work, Flymen 27,904.
Consolidation of holdings by

Impossibility with the ordinary staff, Dyer (157).

Proposal, Bhcwqava (428)

Co-operation of, in connection with field demonstrations, im-

portance of, Iiwm (342-3), 31,066, 31,292-4.
Interchange with Agricultural officers would be advantageous,

Dul>ey 28,772-4.
Ltictuiee for, at JN"agpur agricultural college, occasionally and

question of extension, Allan 29,676-83, 29,790-7.

Organisation under nnilguzan settlement, Irwin 31,060-1.
Recruitment to, agricultural qualifications* shomld receive more

consideration, Powar 28,403-5
Tahsildars, short course, in agrieultme might be useful for, It win

31,297-8.
Increase as result of consolidation, suspicion must be avoided, Dyer

(160)

Inspectors, Agricultural training, value doubted, Iiunn 31,247-51,

31,297
Policy, improvements discouraged by, Khaparde (407-8); Pam.de (538),

33,482-4,

Suspension and remissions, power to Central co-operative banks of

recommending, advocated, JSiahma (247), 29,954-5

Land Tenure:

Change, need for, Deshpande (303), 30,551-6^
Cultivating tenure, classes of, Irwin 31,158-60.

Malguzar system of tenure, evils of, Allan (203)

Market value of tenancy land, Dubey 28,689-93
Nazarana system, Pande 33,537-40, 33,556-8

not Considered to be a cause of indebtedness
t Deshpande 30,677-8,

Obstacle to growth at co-operative movement, Trivedi (170), 29,470.

OCCUPANCY TENURE :

Co-operative societies no assets owing to, Pande 33,326-38.

Percentage, Trivedi 29,232.

Rights, should be transferable after certain period, BJiargava

32,226, 32,316

Bent, system of fixing, by settlement officer, Bhargava 32,332

Acquisition of land with rent as fixed at settlement, Irwin 31,379.

Landowners :

Absentee, Irwin 31,157.
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Landowners contd,

Discouragement of, from '

carrying out improvements, factors, Flymen
(35), Allan (210); Korde (320); Khapa<rde (407-8), Bhargava (430);
Dwarkanath Singh (505); Pande (538), 33,482-4,

Education of, to sens of responsibilities as landlords, importance
of, Allan (208), 29,714-6.

Interest in animal husbandry, see that title

Large number have no interest in agriculture, Allan 29,865-6.

Legislative Council :

Attitude towards agriculture, Dubey 28,565-9 ; Bhargava 32,312-6.

Ineffectiveness, Pande 33,383-85.

increasing Interest in agriculture since Hefoinis, Flymen 27,858-60.

Leprosy, see under Public Heafth.

Local Boards, see District or Local Boards.

Lucerne, see under Crops.

Malaria, see under Public Health.

Marketing :

Commercial Gazette published biweekly or daily in Hindi, dealing
with market conditions, ciop returns, &c

, needed, Pochoiy (518).
Conditions tetter where communicatioTife have been improved, Powar

28,347-9
Co-operative, see Sale Societies under Co-operation

COTTON .

Charges, Plymen 28,222-7.
Commission agents, licensing desirable, Plymen 27,740-1.

Co-operative societies, particulars re working of, Trivedi (171),

29,289-330, 29,515-29, 29,573-4, Hiahma (249), 29,968-84, 30,143-4.
Distance of cultivators from markets, DoKias 32,626-8.
Facilities not satisfactory and suggestions for improvement,
Ko<ide (320), 30,820-7

Grading, need for, Dwarkanath Singh (503), 32,757-8.

Improvement, proposals for, Dwarkanath Singh (503).

Markets, system, Plymen (3).

(Satisfactory in theory but not in practice, Plymen 27,733-4,
27,743, 28,203-5

Passing of cotton through market and sale elsewhere, Plymen
27,736-9.

Personal experience, Amanat All 31,656-69, 31 754-6.

System and defects, Sahatraludhe (467-S) ; Dokras (484) ;

Dwarkanath Singh (503), 32,745-6, 32,753-8, 32,884-7.
Crop (cotton, wheat, riofe oil seeds) movements, (2).

Dalals, licensing system, Peterson 32,363-5.
Difficulties owing to inadequate communications, Irwin 81,137-50,

31,210.
Exhibition of Bombay rates, opposition by merchants, Dokras 32,505.

FACILITIES :

Eastern circle, Raipur, Powar (93).
Gadarwara and Kareh markets, not satisfactory, Pochory (517-8),

33,160-1.
Unsatisfactory, Powar (93); Dokras (484).

GRAIN
by Co-operatave methods, scheme, Peterson (445-6), 32,397-8;
Pande (537).

Cultivators'
? system, Bhargava 32,194-210.

Empress Mills Co-operative Stores Ltd., system. Peterson (445-6)
32,395-6.

Facilities not satisfactory and suggestions for improvement
Kord& (320), 90,823.

P

Measurement should be by weight and not bv quantity, Peterson
32,424.
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Marketing contd.

GRAIN contd.

System in Berar, Sahasiabudhe (467-8).

System, -defects of, and proposals for improvement, Peterson
(442-5), 32,356-05, 32,376-92, 32,403-24; Dwarkanath Singh (503),
Pochory (517-8), 33,162-3.

Witness' own system, Bhargava 32, 187-94.

Gram, personal experience, Amanat All 31,674-5
Improvement, suggestions for, Pochory (517); Pande (537).

INFORMATION TO CULTIVATORS, <feo., AS TO MARKET CONDITIONS, CROP
RETURNS, &C.

Advocated, Fande 537, Dokrab (484); Dwarkanath Singh (503).
Magazine or weekly papers, suggestion, Bhargava (430).

Proposal, Powar *(93).
Rates of main produce in important railway centres should be

published on morning of bazar days, Pandeya (127)
through Special Crop Committees, proposed, Plymen (33).

Kochias, etc
, system oi trading and profit made by, Powar (03).

Managing Committees in markets, scheme, Powar (93).

MARKET COMMITTEE
Majority of sellers on, advocated, Korde 30,827.

Representation of cultivators advocated but if impossible, representa-
tive of Agricultural Department would be impiovement, Dokras
(484), 32,503-5.

Markets on hues of cotton markets, experiment worth trying, Plymen
28,206-7.

Municipal Committees, .system, Sahusialjndlie (467).

Overflooding of markets and low prices at harvest times and change
of dates of payment of land revenue and water-rate suggested to

avoid, Duley (107), 28,496-8, 28,763-71.
Protection of villagers in sale of produce, suggestions for, Pandeya

(127).

RICE, Plymen 27,779,
"Defects in, and criticisms of activities of Maiwaris, Pandeya (127)

System, Plymen (2-3)
Eastern circle, Raipur, Powar (93)

Transport facilities, improvement advocated, Powar (93), 28,350
Vegetables, personal experience, Amanat Ah 31,678-83
Village Bania or malguzar, system of trading and profit made by,
Powar (93).

WEIGHTS AND MBASUBES .

'Cotton, platform scales should be insisted on, Brahma (249),

29,968-70
in Grain bazars, difficulty of tampering with, Peterson 32,414.
Inspection, Sahasraludhe 32,443-6

Multiplicity of, Peterson (442), 32,356-7, 32,373-4, 32,403-9,

Municipal measures, law would be approved, Peterson 32,414-7
Municipal stamping of, Peteison (442), 32,413, 32,369, 32,407, 32,413.

'Standardisation, n^eed for, and suggestion, Peterson (442), 32,867-74,
32,391-2; Sahasralndhe (468), 32,437; Pochoty (518).

WHIAT
Dirt, cause of, Plymen 28,005-8
Personal experience, Amanat Ah 31,670-3.
Personal experience, and inadequacy of prices, Pande 33,321-5.

Meteorological Department, see under Administration.

Middle class and educated men:

Apprentices, scope for training of, Amanat Ah 31,850-1.

proposed Measures for encouraging taking up of agriculture by,

Plymen (26), 27,523-4, 28,141-3; Powar (89), 28,403-5, Dubey (101);
Brahma (241), 30,150-2; Deshpande (297); Khaparde (400), Dokras

(479); Pande (529), a3,248-9
Unattractiveness of agriculture to, reasons for, Allan (200).
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Milk, see under Dairying industry under Animal Husbandry.

Moneylenders, see under Agricultural Indebtedness.

Mortgages, see under Agricultural Indebtedness.

Muktesar Research Institute, see under Research under Veterinary.

Nature study, see under Education.

Oilseeds, see under Crops.

Onions, see under Crops.

PANDE, K. P., representing the Tahsil Agricultural Association, Sihora,
Jubbulpore (529-539), 33,185-33,558.

Agricultural operations, and landownership, 33,187-246, 33,304-25,

33,485-91, 33,494-7.

ADMINISTRATION
Government of India should only deal with activities beneficial to

whole of India, (529-30).
Meteorological Department, existence of, little known to agricul-

turists, (530).

Hallways
Concessions to agricultural produce and live stock, suggestion,

(530)
Restiamt on export of certain agricultural necessities might

1)0 necessary in some cases, (530),
Roads in rural areas, importance of, (530)

A OHIOULTURAL DfiPARTMENT
Budget, cut in, after report of Go-operation Committee, 33,358-67.
Director of Agriculture

Indian as, advocated, (533).

proposed Position, etc., (533)
Increased funds necessary and question of source of, 33,541-55.

People have little faith in activities oi, 33,387-92
Service, improvement since introduction of Reform scheme, (530)>

33,368-77.

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS
Causes, (530).
Conciliation Boards formerly, 33,411-4.

Credit, sources of, (530)
J)nmdopat system, 33,286-8.
Debt per head, increasing, (539), 33,348.
Inherited debt, insolvency question, 33,449-54.

Lending of monev to villagers by malguzar, and rates of interest,

33,240-1.
Long term credit, facilities should be established, 1530}.
proposed Measures for lightening burden of debt, (530).

Mortgage and sale, restriction of right of, not advocated as long
as better facilities not provided, (530).

Mortgages ;

Non-terminable, objected to, (530).

Redemption advocated, (530)
Rate o>f mteiest, statutory limitation would be approved if State

provided money for agriculturists, 33,242
Repavment, causes preventing, (530).
Usurious Loans Act of little value, existence not known of, in

province, (530), 33,2R3-5

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES
Exhibitions, proposal, (535-6).
Industrial concerns, removal to rural areas, objections to, (535).
Intensive study of rural industries, advocated, (535-6).

Subsidiary industries

Encouragement advocated, and means for, (535), 33,209.
Experimental work in connection with, should be carried out
by Government, (535).

Industries suggested, (535).
Time spent by cultivators on holdings, (535).
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PANDE, K. P.contd.
AGEICULTUEAL LABOTJB, :

Areas riot at present under cultivation, leasing out of, scheme,
(536).

Labour saving machines, results from introduction. (537).
Mobility of (536).

Moving of, from one place to another, objections to system of,

(536, 537).

Shortage, causes, (532), (536), 33,295-8
little Surplus of, (536).

ANIMAL HUSBANDBY :

Btahmani bulls, discouragement of, should cease, (534), 33,498-9
Breeding farms, not paying, 33,462.
Conditions in Jubbulpore and Hoshangabad as regards fodder and

pasture, 33,464-9.

Cows, prohibition of slaughter of, adnrocated, (534)

Dairying industry
Glii. import and adulteration must be stopped, (534).

Milk, adulteration with water must be stopped, (534).

Fodder ;

Dry, prohibition of export advocated, (534), 33,5J9-29,
Green, encouragement of growing of, needed, (5B5).

Improvement of supply, proposals for, (535).

Interesting of landowners in question of, means of, (535).

rTiinr, tried but unablo to withstand rainfall, 33,235.

Lucerne, not profitable for draught cattle, 33,236
Mineral constituents .

Insufficient and salt tax should be abolished, (535).
Manufacture of local salts should not bo discouraged, (535")

Sazin hemp, special concessions proposed to, encourage growing
of, (535).

Shortage, (535), 33,233.

Silage, personal experience, 33,304-16
Wheat straw, export to United Provinces, (534).

Grazing
Conversion of good pastures into fields, (534).

Encroachment on village pastures should be severely dealt with,

(535), 33,526.
Exemption of land from land revenue proposed, (535).
Graise borders in tilled fields, reduction, (534).

Over-stocking of common pastures, question of, (534), 33,470-2
Pasture land, proposals for maintenance! in villages, (535).

Improvement of breeds :

Importance of, (534).
Services of bulls of good breed in group of 50 villages, pro-

posal, (534).

Slaughter of milch cattle and other agricultural cattle should be

prohibited, (537).

CAPITAL, means of encouraging, (538).

CO-OPERATION
Cattle (breeding societies, failure in Central Provinces but should
be tried again, and suggestion re, (537).

Central Bank
Activities should be confined to education, training and pro-

paganda, 33,403.

Deposit of money in, by trufitees ands District Councils and
Municipal Committees 'should be allowed, (537).

Local bodies should be allowed to keep money in, (537).

Credit societies ;

Applications for, and granting of loans, procedure, 33,331-8*

Audit, 33,402.
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PANDE, K, P. coned.

CO-OPERATION contd.

Credit societies contd.
more Auditors should be appointed and Central Bank not b

aeked to bear expense, 33,403.
Difficulties of, owing to tenancy system, 33,326-38, 38,455-61.
more Education of, required, (537).

Debt per head, increasing, (539), 33,348-52.
Knco<ui agemeiit of growtih oi, proposed measures for, (53-7), 33,480-1.
Federation of Co-operative Societies, position, 33,393-98.
Housing societies, -State aid advocated, (537).

Improvement societies, advance of money to, at low rates and
liberal number of instalments advocated, (537).

Insolvency Act, amendment advocated, in order to protect,
33,339-41.

Joint farming societies, should be tried, (537).
Joint improvement, legislation necessary, (538).
Purchase societies, establishment advocated, (537)
.Registrar

frequent Changes, 33,342.
Powers recommended by Committee, objection to, 33,366-7,

33,417-9.
Sale societies, establishment advocated, (537)

Societies, reasons for greater success not resulting from, (538).
Societies for fighting diseases, establishment advocated, (537).
Use of machinery, scope for, (537)

CBOPS
Damage by wild animals, proposed measures for preventing, (532).

increased Fertility of the soils, need for, and methods, (531).

Fodder, difficulty m connection with, (532), 33,415-6.

Food, securing of better prices or increase in yield, need for, (532).

Gram, personal experience, 33,214-5.
Heavy yielding food ciops, proposals, (532)

Improved varieties, high yielding nature, continuance doubted owing
to soil, (531), 33,294.

Introduction of new crops, Government should advance money free

of interest for three years to approved and bona fide cultivators,

(532).

Mixture, practice re, (533).
Protection *

Internal, cheap methods necessary, and provision to compel
owners of neighbouring fields to co-operate advocated, (533).

Methods suggested by Department generally too expensive, (533).

Bust-resisting wheat produced, (533).
Ttice

Personal experience, 33,208-9, 33,228-31
Transplantation, known about before propagated by depart-
ment, 33,371

Rotation, second crop giving as good a return as Wheat without

affecting fertility of the soil needed for, (533).
Sann hemp, for fodder and manure, special concessions for growing

of, under irrigation, proposal, (535); 33,317-8.

Distribution

through Agricultural Association, (532).
Certified seed farmers, suggestion re supply of seed to, by

Government, (531).

through Government, Court of Wards and certified farms
advocated, (352).

by Malguzars to tenants, and rate of interest, 33,243-7,
Introduction of selected seed, good results, (531).

Wheat :

Cost of cultivation, 33,237-9.
Personal experience, 33,211-3, 33,216-7, 33,237-9, 33,494-7.

Yield, 33,216.
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PANDE, K, P.contd.
DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA :

Demonstration plots, one for group of 50 villages advocated, (529).
Success of, in influencing and improving agriculture, (529).
Success as result of propaganda for selected seed in 'Sihora tahsil,

(529).

Results, suggestion re publication of, (529), 33,374

EDUCATION :

Adult :

Night schools, experiment tried by Sihora Central Bank,
33,250-5

Popularisation by opening night schools proposed, (529),

33,250-5.

Agricultural
Administration by District Councils, Co-operative Central Banks
and Village Pancha^ats, with co-ordination by Government,
advocated, (529)

Attendances not satisfactoi y , and reasons, (529)

Charges should be charged on land revenue, (529),
as Compulsory subject in schools in ruial areas, advocated, (529).
Courses of study, modifications advocated, (529)
Demotnsti ation farms attached to all Vernacular middle schools

and normal schools, advocated, (529).

Facilities, extension, need for, (529).

Scholarships, suggestion for, (529).
Students ,

After-careers, (529)
Technical knowledge, no steps taken for impioving, (529).

Teachers in rural areas, should be drawn from agricultural

classes, (529),

Higher or collegiate.
Agriculture as optional subject, suggestion re, (538).
Farm economics should bo Studied, ((538).

Nature study, present system of little practical use, (529).

Primary schools, practical teaching in agriculture advocated, (538).

Rural, must be in conformity with needs of agi icultimsts, (538).
Rural primary schools, reasons for small proportion of boys passing
through fourth class, (538).

FBBTILTSERS

Adulteration, proposed preventive measures, (531)
Artificial :

Experiments made but price too high to be paying and irriga-
tion necessary, 33,218-27.

Increased use of, scope for, and methods of encouraging, (531).
Cow dung, use as fuel and proposed measures for preventing, (531).
Manufacture in India, need for, (531).
Materials usable for, export should be prohibited, (531).
Natural manures, scope for increased use of, and methods of en-

couraging, (531).

Popularisation of new and improved fertilisers, proposed methods
of, (531).

Prices, reduction necessary, (331).

FINANCE
Land mortgage banks, State aid advocated, (537)

Long term loans, Government should advance, (530)
Short term loans, Co-operative credit societies should advance, (530).
Taccam loans :

Delay in granting, (530), 33,262-3,

Granting of, through co-operative societies proposed, and scheme
for, 33,264-82, 33,353-4, 33,420-48.

suggested Modifications and improvements, (530).
Obstacles to greater use of, (530), 33,408-10, 33,437
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PANDE, K. P.contd.
FOKESTS :

Ajfforestatioiij no need for further operations, (537).
Cultivation of better fodder crops on systematic lines advocated,

Grazing :

Facilities, increase advocated, (537).
Minimum rate should be charged, 33,502
Provision of facilities by malguzare, 33,504-14

Leasing of areas for cultivation, cattle breeding and dairying pur-
poses, propo&aJ, (537).

Roads, construction advocated, (537).
Seeds of superior kinds of grasses should be supplied, (537).
'Soil erosion due to deterioration of forests, not marked in Central

Provinces, (537).
full Use not being made of, for agru ultural purposes and pro-

posals, (537).

HOLDINGS
Consolidation

Compulsoiy, legislation necessary for, (531).

Difficulty greater than in Punjab, 33,292-3
Obstacles in way of, (531)

Voluntary, success doubted, (531), (537), 33,289-93

Legislation necessary for extending right of pre-emption, (531)

Tenancy and Land Revenue Acts, changes needed, (531).

IMPLEMENTS
Adoption of improved, proposed measures for hastening, (533)
Distribution and sale by Co-operative (Societies and Jocal bodies

suggested, (533).
Manufacture

by Government at Central workshop, proposal, (533).
Private firms should be encouraged in, (533).

Obstacles nn way of increased use of machinery, (533)
Ploughs and bakhars worked by power, supply by Government on

contract system, proposal, (532), 33,300-3
Itepamng facilities, need for, (533)

IMPROVEMENTS, discouragement of owners of agricultural lands from
carrying out, by Government land revenue policy, (53ft), 33,482-4.

IRRIGATION :

Tanks, facilities should be supplied at low rates, (532).
Water rates, yearly increase of, detrimental to commercial crops not

fully established, (532)

Well, experiments made, 'S'ehora district, but impossibility of 3 on

large scale owing to nature of soil, 33,197-206, 33,493.

LAND REVENUE, burden of, comparison with other countries, 33,530-3

LAND SYSTEM :

Nazarana system, 33,537-40, 33,556-8
Occupancy tenure, Co-operative societies no assets owing to,

33,32648.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, ineffectiveness, 33,583-5.

LOCAL BOARD, interests mainly schools, 33,404-7

MARKETING
Grain, co-operative purchase and saile societies advocated, (537)

Improvement, suggestions for, (537).
Information to cultivators, <fec., as to market conditions, crop

returns, <fec., advocated, (537)
Roads, provision of, in rural areas with light railways, proposal ,

(537).

Wheat, personal experience, and inadequacy of prices, 33,321-5

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, methods of making agriculture attractive to,

(529), 33,248-9.
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RESEARCH, increase of scientific staff of Government of India not

advocated, (530).

SOILS, bunding
Encouragement advocated, (681).

Improvement of soils by, in Jubbulpore haveli, (531).

STATISTICS .

.Areas linger cultivation, collection by village Patwaris, and
substitution of another agency would be expensive, (539)

Arrangement and publication should be carried out by Department
of Agriculture, (539).

Persons should be deputed to study American system, (539).
Yield of agncultural produce-

Collection by executive officers, objection to, (539).

Taking only one-tenth acre for experiments, method should be

changed, (539).

VETERINARY
Civil Vetermaiy Department, independence of Director of Agricul-
ture not necessary, (533), (534).

Contagious diseases

Legislation not desirable at piesont, (534).
Obstacles in way of dealing with, (534)

Serum, difficulty experienced in obtaining, (534)

Dispensaries .

Control

by Extra Assistant Dlrectoi s of agriculture desirable, (534).
Transfer to Provincial authority not objected to if kept in

touch with local needs, (533).

Expansion needed, (533).

Responsibility not realised by Boaids owing to dual control

with Government, (533).
Tom ing, little known of, (534)
full Use not made of, and reasons, (533)

Veterinary assistants, transfer to control of local bodies

advocated, 33,256-61.
Mukte^ar "Research Institute, relations with proposed provincial

institutes, (534)
for Ordinal y diseases man of tawer subordinate service in every
Revenue circle desirable, (533-4).

Pamphlets in vernaculars dealing with diseases and medicines should
be published, (534).

Pre\entive inoculation
no Fee chaiged in rural areas, (534).
Obstacles in way of popularising, (534)

Propaganda work should be increased, (534).
Provincial Veterumrv Research Institute in each province, pro-

posal, (534).

Service, improvement since introduction of Reform scheme, (530),

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION :

Economic survtys of typical villages desirable and suggestions re

carrying out of, (538-9).
Government financial assistance needed, (538).
Government scheme of sanitation in rural areas needed, (536),

33,476^-8-

Improvement of health conditions, Government scheme and grants
needed, (536).

Indian attitude re ckanlin-ess of houses, infectious diseases, &c.,
(538), 3334.

Physical condition of people in different districts, 33,473-5.
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1PANDEYA, PURUSHOTTAM PRASAD, Malguzar, Balpur, Bilaspur Dis-
trict: (125-8), 28,777-28,837

Agricultural operations, 28,781-5.

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS .

Causes, (125).

Interest, rate of, question of restriction, (125), 28,826-7.

Moneylenders, restrictions on, advocated, (125),

Mortgages .

Property should not be allowed to lap^e to moneylenders, (125).
Restriction would be approved, 28,836-7.

Kepayment, causes preventing, (125).
Rural insolvency, measures for dealing with, advocated, (125)
Usurious Loans Act, measures for applying, advocated, (125), 28,828.

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES

Bee-keeping, rope-making and lac-culture, advantageous if intro-

duced successfully and managed by local men, (J27), 28,806.

Charka, importance of, and suggestion re supply of cotton, (126).
Factones in every tract controlled by Co-operative Banks advocated,

(127).
Time spent by cultivators on holdings, (126).

Vegetable growing, encouragement advocated, (125), 28,778-80-
28,831.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Oows

Feeding of, 28,817-24
Number decreasing, (126), 28,798-800

Deterioration of cattle, cause, 28,825

Fodder, shortage of, (126), 28,800-5
Ghi, shortage of, (126)

Milk, shortage of, (126)

CO-OPERATION .

Tendency of officials to consider profits rather than welfare of people,

(127), 28,807-9.
Value of, if propoily run, (127).

EDUCATION
Agricultural :

should be Compulsory subject in Colleges, High Schools, Middle
Schools and Primary 'Schools, (128).

Inducements to take interest in cultivation, (125), 28,778-80,

28,831.
Instruction of agriculturists on social economv advocated,

(125).

Demand for, must be created, 28,796-7.

Night schools in villages, suggestion, (128).

Primary :

Compulsory, apathy of people towards, and means of encourag-
ing interest, (128)

Lapse of boys into illiteracy, (128).

Travelling libraries of light literature advocated to keep up
learning of boys, (128).

present Systems, interest in agriculture not encouraged by, (127-8).

Village Schools, practical agricultural work advocated, (128).

FINANCE
Advances of money and seed to cultivators without interest by

societies and farms advocated, (125).
Loans by big landlords on moderate or nominal interest should be

encoiiraged, (125),
Taccavi advances t

Approved, (125).
Method of realising, criticism, (125).
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HOLDINGS .

Consolidation of .

Advantageous, (125).

Opposed by ryot class, favoured by malguzar class, as a rui,
(125).

Fragmentation of, objections to, (125)

Legislation to safeguard interest of minors and widows desirable,

(125).
IRRIGATION BY TANKb .

Bilaspur District, (125)
Extension desirable, 28,786-7.

Impiovement and construction:

Difficulty of obtaining poi mission liom Superior Proprietors or

Taluqdars, (125-6), 28,813, 28-832-5
Restrictions should bs removed and constructors of tanks

encouraged, (126).

MARKETING
Protection of villageis in sale of produce, suggestions for, (127).
Rates ol main produce in important railway centres should be pub-

li^hed on morning of bazaar days, (127).
Rice market, defects in, and criticism of activities of Marwaris.

(127)
Societies should be foinicd to piotect inteiesfcs of villagers, (127).

KESEARCH
Economy necessary, (125).
Indian youths should be selected for work, (125)

ROADS, Distuct Boaid without sufficient funds for maintenance, Bilaspur
district, 28,795.

VETERINARY
Dispensaries

Placed too far from villages, (120), 28,790-4
Travelling, inadequate stock of medicine, (126)*

Officers, criticism of, (126), 28,814-5.
Research

Economy necessary, (125).
Indian youths should be selected for woik, (125)

Surgeons and subordinate officers, strength should, be increased in

every district, (126).
WELFARE OF RTTRAL POPULATION, suggestions for improvement of health

conditions ol villages, (127),

Paper pulp and paper making, see under Agricultural Industries.

PETERSON, H. H,, B.A , Secretary, T.M C.A., and President, The Empress
Mills Co-operative Stores, Ltd

, JSagpur (442-446), 32,555-32,424
EMPRESS MIILS GO-OPERATIVE STOKES, LTD.

Grain marketing sy&tem, (445-6), 32,395-6
Houices of gram, 32,399-401.

MARKETING .

JJaluls, licensing system, 32,363-5.
Grain

by Co-operative methods, scheme, (445-6), 32,397-8.
Empress Mills Co-operative Stores, Ltd.. system, (445-6)

32,395-6
in Ganj or market:

Improvement, suggestions for, and sale by auction pro-
posed, (442-5), 32,376-92, 32,422-4.

System, and defects, (442), (443-5), 32,356-65, 32,38290,
32,403-21.

Measurement should be by weight and not by quantity, 32,424.
Weights and measures .

in Grain bazaars, difficulty of tampering with, 32,414.

Multiplicity of, (442), 32,356-7, 32,373-4, 32,403-9.
Municipal measures, law would be approved, 32,414-7
Municipal stamping of, (442), 32,369, 32,407, 32,413.

Standardisation of, need for, and suggestion, (442), 32,367-74,
32,391-2.
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FLYMEN, F. J,, LA,S., Director of Agriculture (1-35), 27,453-28,814,
(88i:88ii).

' *

Evidence agreed with, PQWOJI* 28,320-1.
Training and past appointments, 27,454-5.

ADMINISTRATION :

Advisory Board in Agriculture, 27,558-61, 27,580-1, 27,608-9, 27,858.
All-India legislation on agricultural matters, Government of India

should have at its disposal some advisory organisation, (27)
Board oi Agriculture, Central, no force behind recommendations,

28,270
Board oi: Agriculture, Provincial, functions, 27,915-6,
Co-ordination between provinces

Bureau for summarizing of work, to be maintained by Central
Government, proposal, (27), 27,547-50, 28,182-4

Financing of certain schemes by Central Government, proposal,
(27).

Meteorological information, improved methods would be welcomed,
(27), 28,185-7.

Railways .

Examination of rates, desirable, (27), 27,551-61
Provision considered satisfactory, 27,562

Roads in paddy tracts, condition of, 27,776-8

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
Agricultural Bacteriology section, pioposal for expansion, (25).

Agricultural Engineer
Functions, 27,948-58, 27,962
Post at present vacant, 27,457, 27,944
proposed Status and functions, (30)

Budget, and increased sum that could be spent, 28,216-21.
Budget procedure, 27,606-9
Cotton paid more attention to than other ciops, 27,861-5.
Demand for services of, by cultivators, increasing, 27,658-9.
Directors of Agriculture

Qualifications required, 28,130-2.
Relations with Civil Veterinary Department, (30)

Distribution oi work, (9-10)
Extra Assistant Directors, functions, etc., 27,458
Horticultural section, proposed strengthening of, (32).
Lectures to voung officers of various departments on rural economy,

27,725-9.
Organisation, 27,457-60, 27,897-8, 28,115-20.
Relations with Irrigation Department, 27,578-82, 27,586
Results of work, 27,866-70.

special Statistical Officer and Economist should be added to staff,
and proposals ie status, etc., (25), 27,500-3, 27,537

Subordinate services
Initial pay, 28,176, 28,179.

Organisation, 27,459-60.

Superior Service, opinion re training, 27,845-6
Unirrigated areas attended to equally with irrigated, 27,528-30

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS
Alienation of land from cultivating classes, 27,757-60, 28,295-7.
A^ssistance to cultivators through agencies such as Land Mortgage
Banks, proposal for, (28), 27,564, 28,106.

Causes of, (6).

Credit :

Effects of system of obtaining, (8).
Sources of, (0-7).

Legislation on lines of Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act, required,
(28)

Types of loan and rates of interest, (7).

Whole time officer, appointment proposed, for dealing with, (28).

27,564-9, 28,106.
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PLYMEN, F. J.contd.
AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES .

Intensive study of rural industries necessary before steps taken for

improvement, <32), 27,704.
Lac culture, (32), 27,702-3, 28.051.

(32).

improved Lay-out and kamtary conditions of villages, scope for,

(32).

Poultry farming, (32).

Preparation of produce for consumption, a matter for private
enterprise, (32).

Removal of industrial concerns to rural areas, advantages and
disadvantages, (32) .

Hope-making, prospects, (32).
Hural employment, increase of, improvement of whole agricultural

position only measure necessary, (32)

Sericulture, unsatjsfactory results, (32)
Vegetable and fruit growing encouragement, proposals for and
and steps taken, (32), 27,697-701.

AGKICULTUHAL LABOUR
Emigration, (4), 28,073
Migration to cotton tract, (5).

Migration 1o wheat area, (4-5)
Ryotwan villages, (33)
'Seasonal migration, (32)
Shortage

and Causes, (3-4, 4, 5, 33), 28,069-72
Means of overcoming, (33)

"Wages, (4)
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

Cattle breeding societies, Province not yet prepared for, (34),

28,110.
Dairying

Breeds used, 27,676-8
under Deputy "Director in charge of Animal Husbandry and

Principal of Agucultural College, 27,671.
Improvement *

Desirable and possible on co-operative lines, (31).

Improvement of milch animal necessary foi, (31).
Milk

1rom Buffalo u cow, 27,673^5.
Nagpur system, 27,672-3

Produce, consumption by cultivators and physical effects,
27,697-94

Excessive number of inferior cattle, 27,934.
Fodder

Baled grass
probable Demand for, (33), 27,719-24.
Reserves, extension of system, suggestion (31)

Cakes, use of, 27,817-21.
Feeding of cattle during periods of scarcity, 28,192-5.
Green, absence of, in dry seasons, (31).

Growing of crops
Cultivators might be persuaded to take up, if economically

sound, 27,683, 28,199-200, 28,202.
Remission or reduction of revenue for, question not con-
sidered, 27,695,

Mineral constituents, absence of, research in central institute
and provinces desirable (31).

Position re, (18).
Problem of, (20).

Shortage, periods of, (31).

Operations, results and prospects, (88i-$8ii).
Sillage, need for careful investigation, 27,684-6.
Supply of dry

^
fodder:

Deficiency in cotton country sometimes, (31),
Sufficiency in tracts where wheat and rice main crops, (31).

bupply, proposals for increasing, (20).
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY contd.
Forest areas for cattle breeding, proposal, (33), 27,718, 28,201.
Grazing :

Area available, statistics, (31).
Grass bordeis in tilled fields, cutting down of area,

28,196-8.
Opening of additional forest areas for, not desirable, (31), (&3).

Overstocking of common pastures, (31)

Importance of improved live-stock, (18).

Improvement of breeds .

Extension of work, need for, and proposals, (19-20).
Measures to be undertaken by Department, 27,794-800.
Particulars re operations, (19), 27,679-82.
Proposals framed for, (30).

Improvement in cultivation dependent on improved cattle, (1S>
Landowners' interest, means of increasing, (32).

Statistics, (18).

CAPITAL, moans of attracting, (35).

COUNCIL, increasing unterest in agriculture since reforms, 27,858-60.

CO-OPEBATION :

for Betterment of village life, need for, and suggestions, (34).
Cattle Breeding Societies, little scope for, (34), 28,110.
Control of Oo-operativo Department by .specially trained whole-
time officer, pioposal, (34), 27,745-8.

Co-operative marketing, development desirable, (34).
Credit and Pui chase Societies

Object attained by many, but constant and detailed supervision
necessary, (34).

Tendency to attach excessive importance to making of large
profits, (34).

Useful and proposal for improvement, 27,749-50.
Joint Farming Societies, extent of scope ior, (34)

Legislation advocated where necessary to compel minority to TQin

in, (34).
Societies for co-operative use of agricultural machinery, fu&ure

for, (34).

ORJOPS
Cotton :

Increase in acreage during last few years, but tendency to

decrease owing to drop in price, 27,629-42.
Introduction of improved varieties, (16).

Roseum, extra profit on, (16),
Seed, pure, difficulty of maintaining, (15),

Damage ty wild animals, (29).

Dangerous plants, compulsory destruction of, proposal, (30).

Fodder, experiments with, (29), 27,935-6.
Groundnut, (16), 28,040-41.
Hemp, growing of, but prejudice of sonue cultivators against,

28,273-7.
Improvement work, consideration of problem from all aspects.

27,937-8.
Introduction of new crops and varieties

Improvement from, but conditions required for, (15).
Particulars re, (16).

Requirements for success, (29).

Juar, (16).
Smut in, measures taken against, (14).

Money, change over from food crops to, but tendency again to

revtert, 27,629-42.
Oilseeds, nature of, and question of acreage under, 27.810-5,

28,04J04.
Onions, 28,054-7.

Potatoes, 28,054-5.
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FLYMEN, F. J.contcZ.

CHOPS contd.
Protection :

Imported plants might be allowed in without investigation or

fumigation on recommendation of Director of Agriculture,
(30), 27,663-4.

Local Departments should have more power and jesponsi-
bility, Plymen (30).

Procedure, not always efficient and takes too long, (30),

27,660-2.
Bice

Introduction of improved varieties, (16-17).
Introduction of improved ploughs, and means of distribution
from depots, 27,780-8.

little Manuring of, 27,763-4.
Transplantation of, (14), 27,906
Yiteld from Department seed and ordinary seed, comparison.

27,882-8.
Seeds-

Combined do -operative and seed producing agencies. 27.649
Distribution, (10-11), (15), 27,871-81, 28,034*9

through Seed tarmers and question of extension on com-
mercial basis, 27,643-9.

Pure
Difficulty ot maintaining, (15)
Measures taken 'by recognition of seed growers, 28,283-5.

Seed farms, and percentage of total requirements supplied
by, 27,879-81, 27,905.

(Seed Unions, results, 28,286-7.
Sesamum, (16).

Sugarcane, see that title ttelow.
Water hyacinth, destruction should be made compulsory, (30),

27,665-8.
' V h

Wheat :

Decrease in area under, 28,066-8, 28,252-9.
Importation, 28,255-6.
Impracticability of manuring dry wheat, 28,088-90.
Improved varieties, (16-17)
Ploughing, number, 28,247-8.
Va/rfeties grown, 27,475-7, 27,838, 27,999-8004

CXTI/riVATION .

Double cropping, 27,770-2,
Dry farming, 28,272.
Improvement :

Line sowing instead of broadcasting of seed, (14)
Improvements as result of extended use of inversion plough,

Transplanting of rice instead of broadcasting, (14), 27 906
notations or mixtures:

Improvement, extent of scope for, (30).
Recommendation, 28,013-6.

Tillage systems, improvements, (30).
DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA:

Agricultural associations, (11), 27,705-13.
Assistance from District Associations, &c,, 27,911-4.
Assistance from revenu-e officers, 27,904.
Attention paid to, equally with research, 27,526-7
through Big landowners, 28,082-7.
by Cinema films, (27), 27,651-7.
Co-operation with Co-opierative Department, 27 6504.
Demonstration farms :

satisfactory Financial results desirable, 28,077-81.
System, 27,892-6,

Demonstration plots :

Importance of, (27).
Organisation of, proposals, (27), 28,289-91.
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DEMONSTEATIQN AND PROPAGANDA contd.
Work carried and satisfactory results, (14-5), 27 892, 27,896,

27,809, 28,080-1, 28,144-8.
Demonstrators, class of, training, <fec., 27,531-6, 27,889, 28,093.

Expenditure on propaganda and research, comparison, 26,298-
300.

Field demonstrations, proposals for increasing effectiveness, (2),

Improvement needed and proposals, 27,525, 27,768, 28,094-8.
Methods adopted, 27,890-6, 27,899-903.
Records of experiences, extent to which kept, and importance of,

27,537-45.
Results of propaganda, 28,092.
Work, (10).
Work easier in cotton tracts and opening of demonstration plots

there unnecessary, 27,907.
EDUCATION

Adult, means of populari&ing, (26).

Agricultural
on Akola farm, failure, (23).

Attendances, (26).

College :

Affiihation to University, expectations from, (21-2).
Course too scientific and should be more economic, 27,517,

28,177-8.

Couises, etc., (21-22), 27,939-43, 27,951*2, 28,174-6.
Tieseaioh workers, too great proportion of time spent on

teaching, 27,504-6.
Selection oi candidates for admission, (26).
Students *

After careers, (21), 57,507-14, 27,854-7, 25,100-1.
Employment on estates 01 cattle farms, encouragement

desirable, 27,509-10.
Courses of study, modifications will be carried out when called

for, ('26).

Facilities, (21-3), (25-6).
Faim school under construction, (26).
Farmers' attitude towards, (26).
on Government farms, (23).

Inducements, prospert of obtaining Government service the main
inducement, (26)

in Middle .schools, (35).
Post Graduate

Facilities, provision not advocated until prospect of posts,
28,264-5

Students going abroad for, 28,262-3.
Middle School, Powerkhera, record of students being; kept,

27,520-2.
in Middle schools, (35).
in Rural Vernacular schools, (23).
Seasonal classes, (23).
Students :

Source of, (26).

Subsequent training, (26).

Teadhers, from agricultural classes only, rule not advocated.
(26).

University, (21), (25-6).
Vocational schools, experiments and results, (22-3), 28,301-14.
Yeotmal farm students under bond to take up employment as

teachers, (86).

growing Demand for, among cultivators for sons, 28,312.
Faculty of Agriculture? 28,062-4.
little Influence on agricultural efficiency or desire to take up agri-

culture, (34-5), 27,751-4.
Low caste attendance at schools, 28,228-31.
Nagpur University, Chair in. Rural Economics, desirability, 27,515-7.
Nature study, opinion re, (2-6).
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FLYMEN, F. J.ccwfc*.
EDUCATION contd.

liural:

Compulsory, would be- more acceptable if subsidiary industry

taught, (35).

Elasticity necessary, (35).

general Pohcy; (22)
Small proportion of boys in primary schools passing through
fourth class, explanation, (35).

School tarms
Necessary in sohools where agriculture taught as a vocation, (26)
Valueless ior young boys, (26),

School plots, opinion re, (26).

FERTILISERS :

Ammonium sulphate, increased use of, for cotton at Hoehangabad,
(29).

Artificial :

Inci eased use of, scope for, (29).

investigations, (20')

Price, importance of induction, (29).
Bonemeal

Export, 28,030-1.
not Used to any large extent, 28,030-1

Bones, giuidiiig up of, and use in Piovmre desiied instead of

expoit, 27,617-22
Chwdung, use as iuel ;

Attempts to encourage use of firewood in place of, and failure,

(9).

Fuel deputy establishment of, in Ohhattisgarh "DiviMon, 27,621-8.
Means of discouraging, (29)

Question very serious, 27,023.
Use of cotton stalks instead, extent to which possible, 28,032-3.

Experiments being carried out, 27,765.
Fraudulent adulteration, prevention of, measures, (29)
Increased u,se of

,
economic question in connection with, 27,610, 27,614.

Saiania cake, places wheie use of, increased, (29).
Natural :

Compost-making experiments, 27,613, 27,615-6.
Increased use of, scope foi, (29).

no Natural deposits usable as, 28,052^3.
Nitrogen

Fixation of, horn the air, 27,993-8
the Limiting factor, 27,611

Oil-cake, importance of, 27,617
Oil seeds, retention desired, 27,816.

Popularisation of now fertilizers, methods, (29).
Sann hemp, use not developing as quickly as desirable, 277.
Tillt cake, districts where use of, increased, (29)

FAMINE, none foi many years and leason, 27,978-81.

FlKANCE
Banking Influence, (6).
ttarhi system of loans, 27,570-4.
Provision of much cheaper credit than obtainable under present
system not advocated, (28)

laccavi loans
Issue of, in kind, extension of system desirable, (28).

Issue, appointment of special officer, proposal, (28), 28,103.
Remission of interest on instalments when land revenue re-

mitted, 27,576-7.
Remission, loss on account of. not believed to be heavy, 28,105.
Speed the important thing, 28,104.
System and statistics, (8).

Unpopularity, reasons for, (8).

FOOD OBAINS, difference in prices in iice or wheat tract and cotton tracrfc,

28,292-4.
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FLYMEN, F. J.-contd.
FORBSTS :

Afforestation schemes near villages, opening for, where fodder and
fuel supplies scarce and where waste land exists, (33).

Baled grass, experiments in supply of, for stafl feeding,, (8).

Cattle-breeding areas; proposal, (33), 27,718, 28,201.

Department :

Relations with Agricultural Department, 27,718
Young officers, attachment of, to Agricultural Department,
scheme not considered necessary, but not objected to, 27,726-8.

Erosion of soil by monsoon rains, and pieventive steps advocated,
(33)

Firewood, encouiageiuont ol use of, as fuel jn place ol cowdung,
attempts and failure, (9)

Foddei and thatching grass, supply, (8-9)
Fuel and other produce, supply to cultivators, (9).

Planting oi shrubs 01 tiees by Cultivators, doubted, 27,730-1.

FKUIT GROWING:
Prospects, 28,045-50
Position re, 27,801-5

HOLDING s

Consolidation

Importance of, 27,715-7
Laboui pioblem would be affected by, (4).

Legislation necessary, 28,214-5.
Obstacles in way of, (2).

Position ><>, (2), 28,208-13
Special legislation and special staff needed, (2)

Fragmentation, serious problem only in Ohattisgarh Division, (1-2),
Small size of, drawback of, 27,523-4.

IMPLEMENTS
Agency Jor supply oi, (17)

Improved
Extension of use of, statistics, (17).
Methods ioi increasing adoption qf, (30).

Improvement, woik carried out, (13).
Manufacture by Indian firms (17)
Timber ioi, no difficulty in obtaining, by ryots, 27,789-93.

Types sold, (17-18),

discouragement of landowners from cairying out, due
to geneial lack of mteiest, (35)

INDIAN CENTRAL COTTON COMMITTEE, repicsentation of cultivators on,

27,463-6.

IRRIGATION :

Department, relations with Agricultural Depaitment, 27,578-82,
27,586, 27,827-9.

Extension necessary in northern part of province, (28).

Facilities, 27,>824-6.
Minor scnemes, scope for. but difficulty in connection with, and

pioposal, 27,58&-92, 27,594-5.

Requirements of various ciops, investigation being carried out,

27,584-5.

Tanks :

Extension desiiable, (28).
Particular re, 27,984-9

)2.

Wells :

investigation of subject by specialist, proposal for, (28),

27,592-3, 28,107-9.
Position re, 27,959-77.
Saline efflorescence, proposed resting of soil in areas with, (28).

Tube, geological conditions not suitable for, 27,963-73.
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FLYMEN, F. J.~~contd.

MARKETING :

Co-operative, development desirable, (34).
Cotton :

Charges, 23,222-7.
Commission agents, licensing desirable, 27,740-1.

Markets, system, (3),
*

MarketiS, system satisfactory in theory but not in practice,
27,73S-4/ 27,743, 28,203-5

Passing of cotton through market and sale elsewhere, 27,736-9.
Crop (cotton, wheat, rice, eeeds) movements, (2).

Giving of information re market conditions through Special Crop
Committees proposed, (33).

Markets oil linee of cotton markets, experiment worth trying,
28,206-7.

Rice, 27,779.
System, (2-3).

Wheat, exported, cause of dirt, 28,005-8.

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, mean of attracting to agriculture, (26),

27,523-4, 28,141-3, 28,403-5.

PUBLIC HEALTH:
Drinking water

Improvement, must be financed along with general improve-
ment of rural aieas, 27,756.

careful Investigation necessary and appointment of special
officer advocated, 27,755.

Well boring, work transferred to Public Works Department,
27,955-8.

RESEARCH
Agricultural Bacteriology, proposal for increased staff, (25).
Animal nutrition, central or provincial organisation, question,

28,167-8.

Botanical, work, (11-12).
Central fund or funds provided by cess on exports of wheat, rice,

oil seeds and cakes, etc., scheme for, (24-5), 27,401-2, 27,467-9,
27,830-3, 27,847-52, 28,133-8.

Chemist, familiarity with work at Pusa and in other provinces,
27,486-7.

Co-operation between officers of scientific sections of various pro-
vince, 27,481-2.

Distribution between central and provincial institutions, question
of, 27,929-33, 28,154-73, 28,135-8.

Horticulturist, duties now carried out by other officers, criticism,

Major crops such as oilseeds, small millets and fibres, increased
attention to, desirable, (25).

Nature of problems being dealt with, (12), (13), 27,483-5, 28,271-81.
Pusa Institute

little Benefit to Provincial Departments, 27,471-4, 27,480.

Developed before organisation of provincial departments,
27,470, 27,834-5.

Development for central research work and poet graduate train-

ing would be approved, 28,267-9.

Post-graduate training, sending of men to England probably
more useful, and proposal re, 27,489-99.

Recruitment to, opinion re, 28,121-8, 28,153
Training at, question of, 27,836-7, 27,839-44, 27,845.

Scientific staff-

Particulars re, and need for increase, 27,921-8.

Separation from teaching staff desirable, 27,922, 27,927.
'Soil physics, increased attention to, desirable, (25).
Staff and distribution of work, (9*10).

Visits of officers t<* other parts of India useful, 27,488.

SOABCITY, relief works during, 27,981-3.
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FLYMEN, F. J. contd.

SOILS :

Bunding system, (28).
Chemicals taken away by different crops, work re, 28,022-5.
Deterioration owing to growth of kans grass, and measures adopted

for dealing with, (28), 27,599-605, 28,026-9, 28,232-3.
Excess water, co-operation amongst cultivators for removal of,

desirable, (28).

Erosion, extent of problem, 28,249-51.
Improvement on some Government farms, (28).

Besting of, from irrigation, in areas where -wells unsuitable for

irrigation, (28),
Retention of moisture, experiments carried out for, 28,271.
no organised Survey carried out. but certain work being done.

27,596-8.
Uncultivated la,nd, and question of encouraging settlement on.

27,806-9, 28,074-6.

Waterlogged, drainage proposals, (28).

STATISTICS :

Areas under cultivation and crops, sufficiently accurate, 111 general,
(35).

Crop forecasts:
Extant of responsibility of Agricultural Department, 28,151-2.
System, 28,234-46, 28,260-1.

Imports and exports of foods, question of availability, 28,058-61.
Live stock and implement, reliability of, (35),

Yield, crop cutting experiments needed and increased staff required
for, (35).

SUGAR INDUSTRY, Our making only, 28~009-10, 28,017 .

SUGARCANE
Acreage, decrease and reason, 27,822-3.
Coimbatore :

Cultivation of, 27,773-5,
Value of, 27,478-9

Coimbatore Station, advantage derived from, 27,480.
Cultivation, improvements in, as result of demonstration, (14-15).
new Furnace, benefits derived from introduction of, (15).

Fertilisers, value of Karanja cake, 28,188-90.
Introduction of new varieties, (16).

Rotation, 28,011-6.

Watering required, 28,019-21.

VETERINARY :

Civil Veterinary Department :

Close co-operation with Director of Agriculture desirable, (30)
Control by Director of Agriculture not desirable, (30).

Staff, increase needed, (30).
Provincial Research Institute, need for, (25), (30), 27,853, 28,139-40.

WELFARE OF RURAL POPULATION :

Concentration on education, agriculture, rural sanitation and health

advocated, 27,761-2.
Economic surveys in typical villages

*

Desirable and suggestion re method of carrying out, (35),
28,111-4.

Work carried out, (35).

Improvement of hygienic conditions necessary, (35).

POCHORY, Ktluram, representing the Agricultural Association, Gadar-
wara: (516-518), 32,896-33,184.

Estate of t and agricultural operations, particulars re, 32,807-922, 32.933-

32,942, 32,947-66, 32,988-33,181.

AGRICULTURAL INDEBTEDNESS :

Causes of, (517), 33,166-9.

Credit, sources of, (517).
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POCHORY, Kaluram contd.

AaRTCTTLTTTRAL INDEBTEDNESS COntd.

Moneylenders should be bound to give loans at not more tlian

settled rate of interest, (517), 32,926-9.

Moneylending by malguzar, rate of interest, etc
, 32,920-22.

Mortgages of absolute occupancy land, proposed restriction, (517),

Repayment, causes preventing, (517).

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR:
Binding of labour to villages, proposal, (517), 32,967-73, 33,010-20,

33,182-4.
Shortage ;

Causes, (517), 32,964-6.

proposed Measures to remedy, (517)

Wages, rates, 32,969-73, 33,080-3, 33,147-8

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY:
Breeding farm should be kstarted. by Agricultural Department .in

every district and bulls be supplied to cultivator on premium
system, (517).

Cows, feeding of, 32,949-55.
Fodder

Jiiar &talks, use of, 33,109-11.
'Shortage, 32,934-5.

Silage, personal experience, 32,936-42, 33,021-7.

Grazing
see also ivnder Forests below.
no Land reserved for pasture by cultivators, 33,050-3, 33,089-94.

CROPS
Cotton:

Personal experience, 33,116-21, 33,133-5.

Yield, 33,042-3.
Cotton stalks not used as fuel, 33,005-9.

Damage by jackals, 33,044-8.

Groundnut, discontinued owing to trouble with jackals, 33,044-8.
Introduction of, by Malgussar among tenants, 32,913.

Seeds, distribution by Malguzar to tenants, and rate of interest,

32,914-6.
Wheat :

Personal experience, 33,136-42,
Yield, 33,040-1

DEMONSTRATION AND PJIOPACJANBA
Assistance of intelligent cultivators with improved implements, sug-

gestion, (516).
Demonstration of improved implements, proposal for, (516).

EDUCATION :

Agricultural
*

Extension of facilities, need for. in Narsinghpur district, (516),
Incentives inducing lads to study, (516).

Institutions, msufficiency, (516).
Teachers

Insufficiency, (516).
in Rural areas should be drawn from agricultural clasees,

(516).
Nature study, advocated, (516)
School farms, advocated, (516).
School plots, advocated, (516).

FERTILISERS .

Oowdung, use as fuel, opening of forests free to agriculturists for
wood advocated, (517), 32,982-7, 33,002-3.

Manufacture of some, in India by aid of Government advocated,
(517).

Purdha&e by Agricultural Department and sale at cost price, pro-
posal, (517),
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POCHORY, Kaluramcontd.
FINANCE .

Long-term advances by Government at low rate advocated, (516),
Taccam Joans .

Applications usually granted if request reasonable, 32,924-5.
in Kind, proposal, 33,069, (516).
Use of loan, proposed supervision, (516), 32,923, 33,070^3.

FORESTS
Grazing :

Free, for agricultural cattle proposed, 32,977-81.
Tax on -buffaloes should be same as on cow or bullock, (517).

32,943-6.

Stray cattle in, from hilly malguzari villages, penalty and reduction,
advocated, (517), 32,956-63.

GADARWARA AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION, membership, objects, etc., 33,097

33,108, 33,125-32.

IMPLEMENTS :

Adoption of improved implements, proposed measures for hastening.
(617).

Manufacture in India. Government should start workshop for,

(517).
Motor tractors, useful in some districts, 33,154.
Taccavt loans tor, tor long terms at low rates desired, 33,056-8.

IRRIGATION .

Perennial Canals in Narsinghpur district, advocated, (517), 32,930-
32, 33,031-9.

'

Wells :

Construction, Government assistance, proposal, (517), 33,059.
Personal experience, 32,901-2, 33,061-4, 33,067-8, 33,113-5.

MARKETING :

Commercial Guzette published bi-weekly or daily in Hindi,
dealing with market conditions, ciop returns, &c., needed (518).

Facilities in Gadarwara and Klareh markets, not satisfactory,
(517-8), 33,160-1-

J)

Gram, defects, and suggestions tor impiovement, (517-8), 33,162-8.
Impiovement, communication from interior to central markets,

should be improved, (517).

Measures, standardisation necessary, (518).

STANDARD OF LIVING, inciease, 33,166-9.

POLLARD-LQWSLEY, Colonel H. de L., O.M.Q., C.I.E., D.S.O., CShief
Engineer, Irrigation. (131-3), 28,838-29,093, (150-1).

FERTILISERS .

Manure, shortage in certain areas, (133).
Sann hemp, obstacles in way ot growing, 28,906, 29,034.

HOLDINGS, consolidation, legislation necessary, 28,909-10.

IRRIGATION :

Agreements ,

Guaranteeing of supply, impossibility of, 29,048-55.
Non-renewal if agreements . expire in good year, 28,919-21,

29,041-7.

Non-renewed, percentage, 29,081.
System, necessity for, 29,005

Canal Deputy Collectors, advantage of revenue officers ae, 28,926.
Canals :

fuller Development anticipated, 28,962-4.
Working expenses only just covered, 28,942-3.

Chief Engineer, working under Revenue Member, and is also
Secretary to Government, 28,940-1,

Colonisation, Chanda scheme, (132), 28,912-17.

^S?SJSatlon of Holdings necessary for obtaining full benefit of
28,909.*
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POLLARD-LOWSLEY, Colonel H. de L.~-conid.

IRRIGATION contd. .,>.,
Construction schemes, in Ohliattisgarh and especially in Bilaspur

district, case for, (132).

Construction of schemes by private persons and charge of rate to

cultivators, 28,896-9.
Cost of labour, increase since war, 29,023-4.
Cost of works, interest, maintenance, <fec., per acre, irrigated,

28,931-6-
Council Committee on, 29,086-93.

Crops for which required, (131).

Department :

Relations with Agricultural Department, 28,875-6
Staff and organisation, 28,840.

Deterioration of irrigated land in certain cases, 28,887-9.

Development, improvement of cultivation and consolidation of

holdings necessary for (133), 28,877-9, 28,886.
Distribution of water, policy, 28,849, 28,852, 29,014-5.
Districts needing new works, (132-3).

Duty allowed at outlet, 28/999-9004, 29,056-7.

Efficiency, extent of, 28,841-2, 29,006-7.
totaJ Expenditure, and absence of direct return at present, 29,082-5.
Financial position in regard to woiks for 1925-26, statement show-

jug, (150-1).

High cost of works, (133).

Hydro-electuc schemes*, none constructed, 29,061-2.

Irrigation Bill, 28,895-6
little Lift irrigation, and not considered necessary, 28,992-8.
Mahauadi area, difficulties in connection with, 28,877-9.

Maintenance, high cost of, (133).

Manurial problems of irrigated land, and central research organisa-
tion might be useful, 28,889-90, 28,906-8, 29,033-6.

Mil] or schemes, undertaking of, by cultivators, question of, 28,866-8.
Minor works, question of scope for, 28,865-6.
Object of Government works, (131), 28,845
Obstacles to extension of, (133), 29,032.
Officers :

Extent oi touch with cultivators, 28,924-8.
Short course in Nagpur College, not considered necessary,

28,929-30.
Particulars re, (131-3), 28,841-58
Private, extent of, (132)
Productive projects sanctioned by Secretary of State, two will have
to be relegated to unproductive list and question of power.'

Programme, 28,923.
Projects submitted to Secretary of State, basis of calculation,

28,973-9, 28,984-8.
small Proportion only of rainfall used for, 28,969.
Protective and productive schemes, 28,850-8.
Bates :

Contract method the only satisfactory one, 28,880-2.
Fixing of, 28,900-1
Payment by occupier, not owner of land, 28,937-9.
Policy, 29,025-6.
Remission system, 29,060.

Recommendations of Irrigation Commission, extent to which carried
out, 28,967-8.

as Reserved subject, not transferred, preferred and reason.
28,948-58.

Rice
Agreement system, 28,891-5, 28,959-61.
Delta required, 29,011-3.
Statement of extent to which rice grown and irrigated in more
important rice growing districts, (131-S),

Rilt in one canal only, 28,902.
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POLLARD-LOWSLEY, Colonel H. de L.confd.

IRRIGATION contd.
Sub-soil water, no Survey made, 29,070-2.
Sugarcane, works riot suitable for, 28,946.
Surplus water and question of encouragement of use of, for fodder

crops, 29,037-9, 29,052.
Tanks :

Repairs, carried out by Department, 28,902-3.
Sites, etc., 29,016-22.

Tanks and embankments, assistance of cultivators, and pushing of,
considered a matter for revenue officers, 28,859-64.

Uncertainty of income, (133), 28,944-6.

Unpopularity of, statement not agreed with, generally, 28,918,
Watercourses, difficulty of obtaining, (133).
Wells ;

Advice to cultivators not considered necessary, 28,872.
Nature of, 29,073-7.
Pucca

Construction, temporary staff for advice in, could be

engaged if necessary, 28,874.
Question of a department to deal with, 28,989-91.

little Scope for, except in river beds, 28,869-73
Wheat irrigation not anticipated, 28,846-7.

Jwar, diversion to rice hoped foi in time, 29,009-10.

Postal facilities, see under Administration,

Potatoes, see under Crops.

Poultry keeping, see under Agricultural Industries,

POWAR, Rai Bahadur TUNDI LAL, B.A. Deputy Director of Agriculture.
Eastern dicle, Raipur . (89-93), 28,315-444.

Training and past appointments, 28,317-9.

AG&ICULTUKAL INDEBTEDNESS
Causes of, (90),
Credit

Restriction not de&irable at present, (91).
Sources of, (90).

Increasing, 28.431.
Measures for lightening burden of debt, (90-1).

Limitation of right of, not desirable at present, (91).

Non-terminable, prohibition advocated, (91).

Passing of land irom cultivators, 28
s
c343-5.

Repayment, reasons preventing, (91).

AGRICULTURAL INDUSTBIES
Government establishment not advocated, (92).
more Intensive study advocated. (92).

Scope for, and irrigation facilities and financial help would be

required, 28,421-4.
Subsidiary

Encouragement of, a means of checking flow of labour to

industrial centres, (98)
Establishment of, by encouraging industrial concerns to move to

rural areas, not desirable, (92).

Obstacles in way of expansion, (92).

Requirements for successful taking up of, (92)

Time spent by cultivators on holdings, and amount of idle time,

(92), 28,362-74.

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR.*

Employment, extent of, and amount of idle time, 28,360, 28,365-6,

28,369-74.
Migration, (93).
Returned after migrating, change in standard of living, 28,425-8.
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POWAR, Rai Bahadur TUNDI LAL, B.A.

AGRICULTURAL LABOUR contd.

Shortage, Eastern Circle, and means of remedying, (93), 28,346,
28,359.

Taking up of other work at times, 28,360-2, 28,638.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY :

Condition of, Chhattisgarh Division, 28,409-13.
Fodder reserves, system, 28,439-40.

CO-OPERATION :

Credit societies, proposals re working of, (90).
Purchase and supply of seed by, proposal, (92).

CROPS
Change to more valuable crops, Eastern Circle, 28,382-7.

Damage to, by wild pigs, and measures taken, (92).
Eastern Circle, natuio of, 28,351-6.

Improvement by selection and breeding, scope for, (91).
Introduction of new crops and improved varieties .

Eastern Circle, 28,430.
Requirements for success, (91).

Paddy, system of cultivation, (92).

Seeds, distribution of

by Co-operative 'Societies, suggestion, (92),
Measures foT, (91-2).

Species found most profitable, (92).

Wheat, Pusa 100, introduction of, Chhattisgarh Division, and
advantages of, 28,41420.

CULTIVATION, raising of standard of, a means of checking flow of labour
to industrial centres, (93).

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA
by Agricultural Association^ and value of, (8D),

Cmeiran, value of, (90).
Demonstration Plots

Inn ease iri number desirable, 28,436
System and success, (89), 28,434-5

increased Expenditure on, needed, but not at expense of research,
28,322-5.

Experiments by cultivators not encouraged, 28,327.

Inducing of cultivators to adopt expert advice more freely, means,.
(90).

Measures adopted and results of, Eastern Circle, Raipur, (89-90)
Seed and Demonstration Farms, success of, (89).

Single purpose demonstration, effective in certain oases, 28,328-9.
Success, examples of, (90).
Well organised intensive propaganda, necessary, (90).

EDUCATION .

Adult, intensive propaganda and cinema, proposal, (89).

Agricultural
Administration by Education Department, but supervising jstaff

should be recruited partly fiom graduates of Agricultural
College, (89).

Agricultural schools, little demand for (89).

Improvement of technical knowledge 01 students, movement for*

(89).

Inducements, prospect of Government Service, (89).

Students :

After careers, (89).
Source of, (89)

Supply of teachers and institutions, inadequacy of, (89).
Teachers in Village schools, must be drawn from agricultural

classes, (89).
in Vernacular Middle Schools, Baloda Bazar and Champa^

possible opening of demonstration plots for instruction, (89),
in Village Schools, proposal for, (89), 28,388-402.
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POWAR, Rai Bahadur TUNDI LAL, B.A. contd.

EDUCATION contd .

slight growing "Demand for, 28,341-2.
Nature Study, plots attached to normal schools, (89).

Primary Schools, fourth class, decrease in number of boys in, com-

pared with lower classes, 28,395-400.

FEBTIUSEKS
Artificial, useful for certain crops, (91).
Bone meaL satisfactory for paddy, but caste prejudice a difficulty,

(91).
Cattle dung

careful Preservation necessary, (91)
Use as fuel and proposed measures for discouragement, (91).

Cattle urine, non-use of, (91).
Effect of manuring with phosphates, nitrates and sulphate of

ammonia under investigation, (92),

Natural, scope for increased uie of, (91)
Oil cake, use of, (91).

Popularisation, methods, (91).

Sann-hemp, value of, (91).

FINANCE, Taccavi advances
in Kind advocated, (90).
should be Supplementary to loans by credit societies, (90).

HOLDINGS
Consolidation

through Co-operation, as in Punjab, not considered suitable to

conditions, 28,334-40
Mr Dyer's proposal approved, 28,333.
Exchange, legal difficulties, 28,376-81
Measures taken for, (91).

Fragmentation of owing to effects of practice of Lakhabata (91)

IMPLEMENTS *

Improved methods of hastening adoption, (92).-

Impiovement, scope for, (92).

Light iron ploughs
Introduction into Chhattisgarh Division, 28,406-8.
Manufactured in India, material inferior, 28,408.

IRRIGATION :

Chhattisgarh, some complaint made about rates and small supply of

water, 28,438.
Minor schemes, scope for extension in Eastern Circle, but time not

ripe for co-operative schemes, 28,441-4.

MARKETING^:
Conditions better whore communications have been improved, (3),

28,347-9.
Co-operative purchase and sale societies, proposed organisation of,

(93).
Facilities

Eastern circle, Raipur, (93).

Unsatisfactory, (93).
Issue of information re market conditions, crop returns, <fec.

?
to

cultivators, merchants and traders, proposal, (93).

Kochias, etc., system of trading and profit niad.e by, (93).

Managing Committees in markets, scheme, (93).

System of, Eastern circle, Eaipur, (93).

Transport facilities, improvement advocated, (93), 28,360.
Village Bania or malguzar, system of trading and profit made by,

(93).

MIDDLE CLASS YOUTHS, means of making agriculture attractive to, (89).

EBVENUB DEPARTMENT, recruitment to, agricultural qualifications should
receive more consideration, 28,403-5.

STANDARD ov LIVING, improving slowly, 28,432.
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Public Health:

All-India Health Act desirable, Stiles Webb 31,956-8.
All-India Sanitary Conferences, discontinuance of. but need for, Stile*

Webb 32,014-7.
Assistant Medical Officers, training, qualifications and pay, Stiles Webb
32,073-5.

Baby welfare work, Stiles Webb 32,059-61.
Birth and death statistics in rural districts and towns, 1901-1 $25,

8t%les Webb (412).

Budget, and increased allotment of funds to, as compared with medical

budget desired, Stile* Webb 32,106-10.

DEPARTMENT :

Action taken by, in educating public opinion and imparting in-

struction re prevention of epidemic diseases and results of, Stiles

Webb (412), 32,090-2.
Organisation in districts, Stiles Webb 31,907-11.
Organisation, and inadequacy of staff, Siiles Webb 31,904, 32,103.

Diseases, nature of, most virulent,Stiles Webb 32,044-7.

DISPENSARIES :

Epidemic, work of, and need for increase in number, Stiles Webb
(413).

Number and system, Stile* Webb 31,907-8.

Placing under Public Health Department and not under Inspector-
General of Civil Hospitals, question, of Irwin 31,376-8.

Touring, limn 31,182.
District Health Officers, need foi appointment in large districts, Stile*
Webb (412-3), 31,910.

DRINKING WATER
Dearth of, in Berar, Kmde 30,846.
Disinfection of wells in case of epidemics, Stiles Webb 31,941-2.
Improvement

must be Financed along with general improvement of rural

areas, Flymen 27,756.
Measures being taken and progress of, and results, Stiles Webb

21,928-39.
careful Investigation necessary and appointment of special officer

advocated, Plymen 27,755.
Well boring, work transferred to Public Works Department,
Plymen 27,955-8.

Female ho-spitals, forthcoming establishment of, Stiles Wfbb 32,065-9.
Fevers, difference in mortality as between town and country. Stiles
Webb 32,021-8.

Government scheme of sanitation in rural areas needed, Pande (536).
33.476-8.

Health officers, number, jurisdiction, etc., Stile* Webb 32,048-51.
Health Publicity officers, work of, Stile* Webb 31,909, 32,033.
Hookworm disease, work re, Stiles Webb 31,920, 31,927, 31,943-4
Hygiene instruction in primary schools, Stile* webb 31,951-3^ 32,012-4.
Hygiene lectures in jails, and question ol extension, Sftles Webb

31,974-85.
Infantile mortality, Stile* Webb 32,043.
Influenza, 1918, mortality from, Stile* Webb 32,043.
Jail superintendents, Stiles Webb 32,101-2.
Journal for whole of India would be useful, Stile* Webb 32,017-8.
Lady doctors, Sides Webb 32,062-4.
Leprosy, extent, of and measures taken re. Stiles Webb 31,986-97*

32,086-9.

MALABXA
Connection of irrigation with, question of, Stiles Webb 32,083.
Eradication, expenditure on. rather than 011 distribution of

quinine advocated, Stiles Webb 31,998-9, 32,097-100.
Extent of, Stiles Webb 31,919.
Quinine :

Distribution, Stiles Webb 31,916-7.
Prophylactical, disbelief in, Stiles Webb 31,969.
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Municipal Engineers, Stiles Webb 32,052.
Physical condition or people

" ""

INDEX.

Public Health contd.

MALABJA contd.

Survey in 1912 by Major Kendrick, Stiles Webb 31,915, 32,072.
Surveys in selected areas desirable, Stiles Webb, 31,917-8, 31,967-73.

9 Webb 32,052.
e in different districts, Stiles Webb 31,962-6,

82,029-30.
~ "

_
Private practitioners, subsidising of, in rural areas, Irunn 31,183.

Propaganda work, need for, Stiles Webb (412).
Public Health Museum would be useful, Stiles Webb 32,114-5.
Registration Act desirable owing to need for uniformity of vital

statistics, Stiles Webb 81,966-8.
Registration of births and deaths, unreliability of, Stiles Webb 32,000-1.
Relations with Medical Department, Public Works Department, Irriga-

tion Department, etc., Stiles Webb 32,038-9,

RESEAHCH :

Institute, proposed establishment of, Stiles Webb (411), 32,034-7,
32,093-6.

Joint laboratory with Veterinary Department would be approved,
Stiles Webb 31,924-6

Malaria Bureau, creation of, advocated, Stiles Webb (411),

31,968-73.
no Laboratory facilities in province, Stiles Wwbb 31,904-6, 32,002-5,

32,031-2.
Veterinary laboratory should he housed near. Wilson 30,913,

30,981-4.

Roundworm, Stiles Webb 31,920-3, 32,027.
Rural sanitation j attitude of District Councils, Stiles Webb 32,079-92.

SANITARY CONDITIONS :

in Different tracts, Stiles Webb 32,084-5.
Inadequate attention paid to, Korde (320).

Sanitary Engineer, need for, Stiles Webb 32,038, 32,105.
Sanitary Inspectors, number, functions, etc., Stiles *Webb 32,053-8.
Sanitary progress, obstacles to. Stiles Webb (412).
Spleen index of children, work done in connection with, Stiles Webb

32,040.

TUBERCULOSIS :

believed to be Increasing throughout India, Stiles W*ebb 32,111-3.
so-called Sanatorium at Pendra

?
Stiles Webb 32,112.

Vac'cinators, training and qualifications required, Stiles Webb 31,912-4,

32,006-9.
Venereal disease, Stiles Webb 32,045.

Village Sanitation Act, Stiles Webb 3,2,076^8

Village sanitation, proposal, Stiles Webb 31,945-50.
Vital statistics, collection method and defectiveness of system and pro-

posal for improvement, Stiles Webb 32,071.
Water borne diseases, Stiles Webb 32,010-11.

Pusa Institute, see under Research,

Railways, see under Administration.

Rainfall, shortage of, and need for investigation into causes, etc., Sakasra-
budhe 32,462.

Rate of exchange, Dokras 82,666; Sahasrabudhe (472), 32,468-0.

Research:

Agricultural Bacteriology, proposal for increased staff, Flymen (25).

Agricultural implement investigation, importance of, but difficulty of

carrying out, Allan (197), (198).
Bureau for summarizing of work, proposal, Flymen (27), 27,547-50,

28,182-4.
as Central subject, probably desirable, Jrwin (343), 31,260-1.
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Research contd.

Co-operation between officers of scientific sections of various provinces,
Flymen 27,481-2.

DEPARTMENT :

should be Independent of administrative department of Agriculture,
Khaparde (399),

Staff .

should be Indians, Khaparde (399).
Indians should be tiamed as, Deshpande (296), (297), 30,527-8.

Staff and distribution of work, Flymen (9-10),
Distribution between central and provincial institutions, question of,

Flymen 27,929-33, 218,154-73
District research, increased facilities and funds needed, Deshpande

(296).

Economy necessary, Fandeya (125).

Engineering and machinery improvement, Flymen (13).

FINANCING :

Cess on expoits of agricultural produce, scheme, Flymen (24-o),

27,461-2, 27,4*37-9, ^7,830-3, 27,847-52, 28,133-8; Allan (197),

29,636-8, 29,750-3, 29,824-8, (23&-40).
Contributions from landholders, might be received if research

profitable to their cultivation, Deshpande 30,447.
of General research, mainly by Central Government advocated,
Allan (196), (201-2), 29,604-6, 29,721-4.

Government should provide funds, Deskpande 30,445.
of Local research by Local Governments advocated, Allan (196).

/Suggestion for, and proposed charging of fees to agriculturists
for making use of results, Khaparde (399), 31,873-4,

Taxation would not be favoured, Deshpande 20,675-6.

Fruit-growing, need for expert for, Allan $9,734-7,
Fundamental,, carrying out of by central institute, proposal not agreed

with, Flymen 27,929-33,
Government of India should send experts to study conditions in each

Province, Bharqava (427)
Helminthic affections, work re, Stiles Webb (411)

Horticultural, lack of expert assistance, and proposal, Allan (197),
29,733-7.

Horticulturist, duties now carried out by other officers, criticism.

Flymen (25),
Indian youlhs should be selected for work, Fundeya (125).
Lines on which required, Flymen (25); Allan (197-8), (198): Deshpande

(296); Khaparde (399), Stiles Webb (411).
Malaria Bureau, creation of, advocated, fitiles Webb (411), 31,968-73.
Mycologist and (Chemist, familiarity with work at Pusa and in other

provinces, Flymen 27,486-7.
Nature of work, Flymen (11-12), 27,483-5, 28,271-81.
by Non-official gentlemen, suggestion for encouragement, Deshpande

(296), 30,529,

ORGANISATION :

Central Body, scheme for, Allan (197), 29,639-42, 29,802-5. (202).

Crop Committees, scheme, Flymen (24-5), 27,461-2, 27.467: Allan

(197), 29,640-2.

Criticism, Detfipande (296), 30,509, 30,520-6.

by Groups according to soil and climate, proposal, Korde (317),
30,690-ft.

separate Institute for each Province advocated, Korde (317).
Plant breeding and botanical research, hampered until lately hy lack

of expert staff, Allan (197)
Provincial (Research Committee, scheme for formation of, at Nagpur
under chairmanship of Director of Agriculture, Deshpande (296),
30:443-7.

Public Health, see that title.

PUSA INSTITUTE :

little Benefit to Provincial Departments, Flymen 27,471-4, 27,480.
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Research contd.

PUSA INSTITUTE contd.

Developed before organisation of provincial departments. Flymen
27,470, 27,834-5.

Development ior central research work and post-graduate training
would be approved, Flymen iW,267-9.

Excellent work done by, and desirability of development,
tiaJiasrabudhe (452).

Post-graduate training, sending of men to England probably moro
useiul, and proposal re, Flymen 57,489-99.

Recruitment to, opinion re, Plymen 28,121-8, 28,153.
Training at, question of, Flymen 27,836-7, 27,839-44, 27,845.

.Relations between Agricultural Advisor to Government of India and
Provincial officers and suggestions for better co-ordination, Safiasra-
budhe (452).

Results must be brought to notice of cultivators, Deshpande (296).

SCIENTIFIC SIAFF :

Particulars re qualifications required, etc., and need for increase,
Flymen 27,921-8, 28,180-1.

Separation from teaching ,staif desirable, Flymen 27,922, 27,927.

SCIENTIFIC STAFF of Government of India, increase
not Advocated, Kwdc (318), Khaparde (400), Pavdt (530).
Increased propaganda work advocated in preference, Deshpande

(298).
would be Useful, Bhargava (427).

into Scientific value of indigenous theory and traditional methods,
extent of scope for, Khaparde (399).

Soil Investigation, lack of staff and equipment, Allan (197).

$OIL PHYSICS ,

increased Attention to, desirable, Flymen (2*5)

Need for, Allan (198)
Veterinary, see that title.

Visits of officers to other parts of India useful, Flymen 27,488

Rice, see under Crops.

Rinderpest, see under Contagious diseases under Veterinary.

Roads, see under Administration.

Rope making, see wilder Agricultural Industries.

Rural economics, ignorance of politicians and town people. Dwarkanath
(506), 32,759-61.

SAHASRABUDHE, Rao Sahib G. N., Pleader, Ellichpur, Amroati district:

(452-472), 32,425-32,490.
Agricultural opeiations, 32,470-81.
Experience of, (452).

A MINISTRATION :

Meteorological Department, increased use should be made of, by
Department of Agriculture and information published to agri-

culturists, (458).

Meteorology, lectures on relation of agriculture, and suggestion
(458).

Postal and telegraph services, satisfactory, (458).

Railways :

Opening of branch railways advocated, (457).
Reduced inland rates ior rural produce advocated, (457).

Roads, Village:
Condition of, under District Councils not satisfactory, (457).
Suggestions for improvement, (457).

AGEICULTURAL DBPAETMENT, policy, 32,441-2, 32,478*

AGRICULTURAL OFFICBBS, recommendations re attitude towards farmers,
(456-7).
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SAHASRABUDHE, Rao Sahib G. U.contiL
AGBICTJLTTJBAL INDEBTEDNESS :

Alienation of lands, restriction not advocated, (460).
Causes of, (459), (459-60).
Credit, sources of, (458), (460).
Education the only remedy, (460).

among* Kunbis, 32,428.
Measures for lightening burden of debt. (460).

Money-lenders' Act, passing oi, as in the Punjab, proposed, (460).

Money-lenders, system and evils of, (459), (460).

Mortgages, long-term, advantages over short-term, (469).
Bate of interest, lowering of, and prohibition of compound interest

by legislation proposed, (460).

AGBICULTUBAL INDUSTRIES
Co-operative Industnal Societies, formation suggested, (465).

Dehydrogenation, industry of drying vegetables, proposal re, (464),

32,434-6.
Fish culture and poultry keeping, Kunbis would not take up,

32,458.
Fruit growing, water supply difficulty, (464)
Government must start small industries,, (466).
Instruction of niral people in, scheme, (464).

Mango trade, lecommendation by Committee of enquiry appointed
by Bombay Government, (464).

Obstacles to development of small industries, and proposed remedies,
(465)

Paper pulp and paper making from cotton stalks, experiments and
proposal ?e, (463-4), (466), 32,431-3.

Proposals, (464-5)
Rope making, (465).

Subsidiary industries

previous Enquiries into, (465),
Need for, (463).

Time spent by cultivators on holdings, (464-5).

Weaving and suggestion re opening of School, (466).
for Women, need for, (465).

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Bulls, purchase of, at high cost from foreign countries, objection

to, (463).

Cattle-breeding and dairy farm, forthcoming establishment at

Mhchpur, (463).
Cattle-breeding farms, (463)
Prizes to cattle brteeders, continuance and development of system

advocated, (463)

BERAR, agricultural conditions in, (460-1), 32,428.

CO-OPEKATION
Central Banks, rate at which loans lent to primary societies,

32,463.
Loans from Co-operative Central banks and credit societies ;

Bate of interest too high, (459), (460).

Supervision over use of money advanced, need for, (459),
(468), 32,485-90.

Value of, (460).

CROPS
Combination of, in America, advantage of, (462).

Cotton :

increased Cultivation, 32,453.
increased Production per acre should be considered, (462),

32,465

Damage by wild animals :

Pigs, (462).
Prevention methods, (462).

Gardens and orchards, Berar, but reduction latterly, (401).
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SAHASRABUDHE, Rao Sahib G. N.-confd.

CTOTIVATXON :

Improved methods, little progress made, (457).
Productive power of land, not increased with increased expendi-

ture, 33,451-3.
Rotation in Berar, (462).

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA:

Agricultural Conferences, resolutions passed by, but not translated
into vernacular and no action tafcten on, (456), 32,439.

American methods, and tribute to, (456, 457)
Cattle breeding farm at Boregaon, (455).

Demonstration Farms :

Carrying on of, on commercial basis, desirability and pos-
sibility of, (455), 32,426-7.

Effectiveness of, question of, (455)
at Yeotmal and Basim, (455)

Departmental resolutions, etc
,
increased translation of, into ver-

nacular and free distribution necessary, (456), 32,439

Expenmental Farms

AkoJa, (455).
Profitable carrying on of, not possible, (455)

Policy advocated and American and English ideals should be

followed, (456)
Poona Agricultural Show, steps should be taken to bring results

before people, (461), 32,439.
Propaganda work, importance of, (456).
sS-eed Farm at Boregaon, (455)

EDUCATION ;

Adult, libraries and reading rooms in villages should be established
with Government assistance, (455).

Agricultural
Facilities, inadequacy of, (453).
Practical instruction after leaving Agricultural college neces-

sary, and proposal, (469), 32,438

Teachers

Agricultural Training school in Berar, establishment
advocated, (453).

Practical course necessary after leaving Agricultural
College, (453).

Vernacular Middle Schools
Number of, in different provinces and number of scholars,

(455).

Requirements for establishment of, and proposals, (453).
Defects of present system, (468-9).

Gardening, advocated, (409).
Industrial and agricultural bias, importance of providing for

(468-9).
Interest in, by rural people, proposed measures for encourasinc,

(453-4).
Nature study, advocated, (469).

'

Primary :

Compulsory :

Compulsory establishment, proposal for Government
encouragement. (453).

Need for, (469).
Position re, and proposals for increase in attendance,

(454-5), 32,454-6,
Curriculum must be such ab to create agricultural and indus-

trial bias in minds of boys, (453),

Gardening instruction, proposal, (453).

Teachers, importance of attitude of, and requirements, (46D-7Q),
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SAHASRABUDHE, Rao Sahib G. H.cuntJ.
FjBETILISMftS :

Artificial, preparation by Government and distribution at cheap
rate, suggestion, (462).

Cattle urine, instruction of people in use of, advocated, (462).

Cowdung :

Instruction of people in use of, advocated, (462).
Use as fuel, supply of fuel to villages by Forest Department
proposed, (462).

Dry leaves, suggested utilisation of, (462),
Manure depots in each village or group of villages, proposal,

from Phosphatie mines, suggestion, (462).
Supply to landholders by Agricultural Department at cheap rate,
need for, (461-2).

Urgent need for supply, (461).

FINANCE :

Land mortgage bank, opinion re proposal, (459), (460).
Taccavi loans, procedure, criticism of, and proposed alteration,

(459), 32,464.

FOBBSTS
Forest produce, facilities should be allowed to villagers to make

use of, (467).
Fuel supply to villagers from, proposal, (467).

Grazing
increased Provision desirable and policy advocated re, (466-7).
Statistics of areas, revenue from fees, etc., (467), 32,466-7.

Management of portion of area by Panchayats, proposal, (467).

IMPLEMENTS :

Local manufacture and encouragement desirable, (463).

New
Requirements, (463).
UTO of, (463).

for Weeding and inter-cultivation, need for, (463).
Victoria Technical Institute, Amraoti, (463),

IRRIGATION ;

Utilisation of surplus rainfall, processes demonstrated at Poona
Agricultural exhibition, 1926, should be studied by agricultural
officers in Berar, (461).

Wells :

Provision of, in Berar, need for, and suggestions re, (460-1).

32,428.
Purchase of pump and engine on hire purchase system desired.

32,429-30.

MABKETING .

Cotton, system in Berar, (467-8).

Gram, system in Berar, (467-8).

Municipal Committees, system, (467),

Weights and Measures:

Inspection, 32,443-6.
Standardisation advocated, (468), 32,437.

RAINFALL, shortage of, and need for investigation into causes, etc.,

32,462,

RATE OF EXCHANGE, (472), 32,468-9.

RESEARCH-
Pusa Institute, excellent work done by, and desirability of develop-
ment, (452).

Relations between Agricultural Advisor to Government of India
and Provincial officers and suggestions for better co-ordination,,

(452).
US. A., Department of, Agriculture, policy of, (471-2), 32,447.
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SAHASRABUDHE, Rao Sahib G. N.contd.
STATISTICS :

Collection by village officers, defects of system, (470-1).

Field, defects of system, (470-1), 352,439.

Improvements, need for, (470-1).

VBTBRINARY, Muktesar Institute, relations between superior officers at,
and Provincial officers and. suggestions for better co-ordination, (452).

WELFARE OJF BUBAL POPULATION :

Economic surveys in typical villages, objections to, (470).

Facilities required for, (470),
Model villages, scheme, (464), (458),

Sann hemp, see under Fodder under Animal Husbandry, under Crops, and
under Green Manure under Fertilisers

Scarcity, relief works during, Flymen 27,981-3

Sea freights, prosperity of cultivators injured by, and change advocated,
Bhaigava (430).

Seeds, see under Crops.

Sericulture, sec under Agricultural Industries,

Sihora Agricultural Association, evidence on behalf of, see Pande, K, P.,

(529-539), 33,185-33,558.

Soils:

BUNDING :

Encouragement advocated, jPan^de (531).

Improvement of soils by, Khaparde (402); Pande (531), Dokrae
(481).

System, Flymen (28).
Chemicals taken away by different crops, work re, Flymen 28,022-5.
Cultivable land gone out of cultivation, propasod measures for reclama-

tion : Bhargava (428), Khaparde (402).
Deterioration owing to growth of kans grass, and measures adopted for

dealing with, Flymen (28), 27,599-305, 28,026-9, 28,232-3; Irwin (344),

31,262-5, 31,308-0.

DRAINAGE .

Better drainage during monsoon deoirable in certain cases, Allan

(203).

Draining off ram water, need for, in Berar, and proposed measures,
Khaparde (402).

of Waterlogged land, proposak, Flymen (28).

EROSION
from Deterioration of forests, not serious, Fartde (537).

Extent of problem, Flymen 28,249-51; Witt (278), 30,374; Pande
(537).

Meanw of preventing, Jiokras (481), 32,650-1.

by Monsoon rains, and preventive steps advocated, Flymen (33).

Excess water, co-operation amongst cultivators for removal of, desirable,

Flymen (28).

Fertility, decreasing, Dwarkanath Singh 32,706-9.

IMPBOVEMBNT
by Bhandhwa system, with subsequent deterioration after about

thirty years, Bhargava (428).
on some Government farms, Flymen (28).

Levelling and bunding, example, Do/eras (481).
Means of, Dokra (481).

Research, see that title.

Hosting of, from irrigation, in areas where wells \insuitable for irriga-

tion, Flymen (28),

Retention of moisture, experiments carried out, Flymen 28,271.
no organised Survev carried out, but certain work being done, Flymen

27,595-8.
Uncultivated cultivable land, Flymen 28,074-6.
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Statistics :

AHEAS UNDER CULTIVATION :

sufficiently Accurate in general, Flymen (35).
Collection by village Patwaris, and substitution of another agency
would be expensive, Pande (539).

Arrangement and publication should be carried out by Department of

Agriculture, Pande (539).

COLLECTION :

Methods in Central Provinces sufficiently accurate, Irwin (347),

by Patvtaiis, detects of system, Amanat Ah (388), 31,738-40.
Trained agriculturists should be appointed as Patwans or duties

trausierred to Agricultural Assistants, Amanat Ah (388).

by Village officers, defects of system, Sahasiabudhe (470-1).

CBOP FOB&CASTH :

Extent of responsibility of Agricultural Department, Plymen
28,151-2.

System, Plymen 28,234-46, 28,260-1.

Field, delects or system, Saha&rabudhe (470-1), 32
;
439.

Imports and exports of foods, question of availability t Plymen 28,058-61.

Improvements, need tor, Sahasrabudhe (470-1).
Live stock and implements, reliability or, Plymen (35).
Persons should be deputed to study American system, Pande (539)

Vital, collection method and defoctiveness of system and proposal for im-

provement, Stiles Well) 32,071.

YIELD OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE:
Crop cutting experiments needed and increased staff required for,

Plymen (35).
Estimation by executive officers, objection to, Pande (539).

Taking only one-tenth acre for experiments, method should be

changed, Pande (539).

STILES WEBB, Lieutenant-Colonel H. G., D.P.H., D.T.M. and H. (Camb.),
I.M.S. Officiating Director of Public Health, Central Provinces. (411-13),

31,900-32,122.

DISTRICT COUNCILS, attitude ie rural sanitation 32,079-82

EDUCATION
Primary schools, instruction in hygiene, 31,951-3, 32,012-4.
Robertson Medical School, 32,116-9.

PUBLIC HEALTH .

All-India Health Act desirable, 31,956-8.
All-India iSamtary Conferences, discontinuance of, but need for,

32,014-7.
Assistant Medical Officers, training, qualifications and pay, 32,073-5.
Baby welfare work, 32,059-61.
Birth and death statistics in inral districts and towns, 1901-1925.

(412).

Budget, and increased allotment of funds to, as compared with
medical budget desired, 32,106-10.

Department :

Action taken by, in educating public opinion and imparting
instruction re prevention of epidemic diseases and results of,

(412), 32,090-2.
District Health Officers, need for appointment in large dis-

tricts, (412-3), 31,910.

Organisation and inadequacy of staff, 31,904, 32,103.
Organisation in districts, 31,907-11.
Relations with Medical Department, Public Works Department,

Irrigation Department, &c., 32,038-9.

Diseases, nature of most virulent, 32,044-7.
Dispensaries :

Epidemic work of, a need for increase in number, (413).
Number and system, 31,907-8.

Female hospitals, forthcoming establishment of, 32,065-9.
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STILES WEBB, Lieutenant-Colonel H. G.contd.

PUBLIC HEALTH contd.

Fevers, difference in mortality between town and country, <

Health officers, number, jurisdiction, &c., 32,048-51

Health Publicity officers, work of, 31,909, 32,033.

Hookworm disease, work re, 31,920, 31,927, 31,943-4.

Hygiene instruction in primary schools, 31,951-3, 32,012-4.

Hygiene lectures in jails, and question of extension, 31,974-85.

Infantile mortality, 32,043.

Influenza, 1918, mortality from, 32,043.
Jail superintendents, 32,101-2.
Journal for whole of India would be useful, 32,017-8,

Lady doctors, 32,062-4.

Leprosy, extent of, and measures taken ie, 31,986-97, 32,086-9
Malaria ,

Connection of irrigation with, question of, 32,083.
Eradication of, expenditure on, rather than on distribution ot

quinine advocated, 31,998-9, 32,097-100.
Extent of, 31,919
Quinine .

Distribution, 31,916-7.

Prophylactical, disbelief in, 31,969.

Survey by, in 1912, Major Kendnck, 81,915, 32,072.

Surveys in selected areas desirable, 31,917-8, 31,967-73
Municipal Engineers, 32,052.
Physical condition of people in different districts, 31,962-6, 32,029-30.
Public Health Museum would be useful, 32,114-5
Propaganda work, need for, (412)

Registration Act desirable owing to need for uniformity of vital

statistics, 31,956-8
Registration of births and deaths, unreliability of, 32,000-1
Research :

Joint laboratory with Veterinary Department would be

approved, 31,924-6.
no Laboratory facilities in province, 31,904-6, 32,002-5, 32,031-2.

Roundworm, 31,930-3, 32,027
Rural sanitation, attitude of Thstnct Councils, 32,079-92
Sanitary conditions in different tracts. 32,084-5.

Sanitary Engineer, need for, 32,038, 32,105.
Sanitary Inspectors, number, functions, etc., 32,053-8.

Spleen andex of children, work done in connection with, 32,040.
Tuberculosis

believed to be Increasing throughout India, 32,111-3.
so-called 'Sanatorium at Pendra, 32,112.

Vaccinators, training and qualifications required, 31,912-4, 32,000-9.
Venereal disease, 32,045
Village sanitation, proposal, 31,945-50.
Village Sanitation Act, 32,076-8.
Vital statistics, collection method and defectiveness of system and

proposal for improvement, 32,071.
Water-borne diseases, 32,010-11.
Water supply

Disinfection of wells in case pf epidemics, 31,941-2.
Improvement, measures being taken and progress of, and

results, 31,928-39.

BJSSEABCH ;

Helminthic affections, work re, (411).

proposed Lines of, (411).
Malaria Bureau, creation of, advocated, (411), 31,968-73.
Public Health (Research) Institute, proposed establishment of, (411),

32,034-7, 32,093-6.

WELFARE ot RURAL POPULATION:
Salvation Army institutions, question as to existence of, 32,122
Sanitary progress, obstacles to, (412),
Weakness of agriculturists physically and mentally, 31,903.
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Sugar;

&UB:

improved Boiling furnace, Dubey (102).

Shortage of, and importation, Dubey (105), 28,704, 28,706-12.
Gur making only, Flymen 28,009-10, 28,017.
White, shortage of, Dubey 28,709.

Sugarcane :

Acreage, decrease and reason, Flymen 27,822-3.

COIMBATORJE .

Cultivation of, Flymen 27,773-5.
Experience of, Dubey 28,454-9, Bhargava 32,301-3.
Hardness of canes and need for suitable crushing mill,

(105), 28,454-7.
Value of, Plymen 27,478-9.

Coimbatore station, value of, Plymen 27,480; Allan (197).
Condition of cultivation in Balaghat District. Dubey 28,539*44.
Crushing null, introduction of improved, Dubey (102).

Cultivation, improvements in, as result of demonstration, Plymen
(14-15).

new Furnace, benefits derived from introduction of, Plymen (15).

FERTHISERS :

Ammonium sulphate, successful use, Bhargava (428).
Introduction of, effoits, Dubey (102).

Karanja oake, value of, Plymen 28,188-90.

Improved varieties, introduction oi, Plymen (16); Dubey (102).

Irrigation, Dubey (104).
Works not suitable for, Pollard-Low tley 28,946.

Manuring, Allan (203), (204), Dubey (104), 28,470-2, 28,749-62.
Mills suitable for small cultivators, need for, and suggestions, Dubey

(105).
Personal experience, Dubey 28,450-9, 28,507, 28,544-51, 28,736-40.
Profit per acre, Dubey 28,544-5.
Rotation, Plymen 28.011-6.

Watering required, Plymen 28,019-21.

Taccavi advances, see under Finance.

Tanks see under Irrigation,

Telegraph facilities, see under Administration.

TRIVEDI f C. M,, I.C.S., Registrar, Co-operative Societies: (168-172),

29,202-29,619.

Experience of, 29,204-7.

CO-QPEKATION :

Agricultural Associations, 29,263-7.
Banking crisis of 1921 and causes of, 29,446-9.
for Betterment of village life, scope for, (172).
Cattle-breeding societies, in Raipur dictrict formerly, but closure

owing to lack of interest, (172), 29,334-5, 29,575-8.
Central Banks :

Control over, extent of, 29,349-57, 29,359^62.

Deposits, (172)

Directors, 29,530-2, 29,568-9.

Dividend, 29,497.

Inspectors, class of men, &c., 29,457-61.

Managers, class of man, &c., 29,454-6.

Number, (108).
Particulars re, working of, Ac., 29,336-57, 29,496,

Results, (172).
Compulsion on minority to join as members of co-operative societies

for joint improvement, objection to, (172).

Co-operative Institute, Berar, system, (170).
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TRIVEDI, C. M,contd.
COOPERATION contd.

Co-operative Institute for Jubbulpore and Nerbudda Divisions,
working of, (169) >

Credit Societies .

Accounting and audit, (169), 29,270-9, 29,285-6, 29,469.
Application and granting of loans, procedure. 29.244-61,

29,450-3
Bye-law that members should send boys to school, one case of,

29,016.
Consolidation of movement, concentration of efforts on,

advocated, (]7l), 29,262.
Contribution by one society for "purchase of qumme, 29,617.
Deficit, meeting of, by Government, proposal, (169).

Deposits, (172).
Education ana supervision of :

by Central Banks, and drawbacks of system, (169),

29,243-61, 29,363-6, 29,425-7.

Keorganination of system, proposals* foi, and measures
taken, (169-70), 29,270-82, 29,407, 29,489.

Kftect on lates charged by moneylenders, 29,550-2,

Failure, statistics, 29
?
216-7,

Federation subscription levied from members, proposed
abolition, (169).

Improvement of movement, proposals lor, (171).
Joint liability,

enforcement
in Certain cases and effect on loputation oi movement,

29,218-20, 29,237.
Policy re, 29,221-5.

Loans from Central Banks, system, 29,420-2
Loans for purchase of implements, and joint purchase in one

ca&e, 29,618.
Liquidations, effect on confidence in movement, question of,

29,392-4.
Members borrowing both from, and from moneylenders,
common, '29,287-8.

Members, borrowing from moneylenders or malguzars, 29,408-10.

Oiganisation, procedure, 29,398-9.
Bates of interest charged, 29,397, 29,493-4.
Ilcserve funds, policy -re, 29,490-5.
llesults and position of, (172), 29,496.
Sanitation not taken up by, 29,616-7.
Statistics, (170-1), 29,485-8.
Success of movement in Berar as compared with Central

Provinces, 29,404-6.
Successful society, features of, and results, 29,400-3.

Supervision by Government auditors desired, 29,428-9.

Wmdmg-up, policy and procedure, 29,226-39, 29,374-85,
29,49^504, 29,533-6, 29,588-91.

Working of, (171).
Defective organisation and defective education of members, 29,579

Department :

Circles, increase to five, desirability of, (16&-9).
no Co-operation with Education Department, 29,505-7.

Organisation of, (168),

Encouragement oi growth of, material advantages must be made
clear to people, 29,390-1.

Expenditure on, and need for increase, 29,411-2, 29,508.
Federation Auditors, class of men, 29,467-8.
Gond Societies, 29,594.
Government assistance, extent of, &c

, 29,509-12, 29,537-40.
Government financial assistance during banking crisis in 1920-21,

29,366-8.
History of movement, 29,209-13,
Honorary workers aim non-official agencies, value of

?
and scope for,

work by, (170).
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TRIVEDI, C. M. contd.

CO-OPERATION contd.

Impulse must come from within, not from the State, 29,698*9
Joint farming societies, question of, (172).
Land mortgage banks, Berar, scheme under consideration, (170) t

29,386-9.
Lectures in normal schools by inspector of Berar Co-operative

Central Institute, 29,506.
Local instructors, recruitment method and salaries, 29,595-7.
Non-co-operation movement, effect/ of, 29,395-6,
Non-credit societies, loan from Central Bank to agricultural asso-

ciation, 29,423.
Non-official agency, extent of -assistance received from, and scope for,

29,413-8, 29,475-84, 29,541-9.
Obstacles to growth ot movement, (170), 29,470.
Position more satisfactory than two years ago, 29,268.

Primary Societies, number, (168).
httle Propaganda for education of public in principles of co-opera-

tion in villages, 29,240-2.
Provincial Bank

Cash credit with Imperial Bank, 29,369-72, 29,561-7.

Deposits, (172).

Dividend, 29,497.
Position of, 29,496.
Relations with Central Banks, 29,359-61.

Results, (172).

Registrar, whole-time officer, would be desirable, and necessary if

work ot Industries Department expands, 29,438-9.
Sale Societies .

Co-operation of Agricultural Department, necessity for, (171).
Cotton sale societies, (171), 29,289-330, 29,515-29, 29,573-4.
Rice sale societies, formation in Bilaspur district to be con-
sidered, (171).

Seed societies, 29,619
Societies for aggregation of fragmented holdings and redistribution

in plots of reasonable SIKP, possibility of, in Bilaepur, but not
in other parts, (171-2), 29,332-3.

Societies under liquidation, number, (168).
Societies for co-operative uso of agricultural machinery :

Essentials for success, (172).

Scope for, and consideration advocated, (172).
Staff

Clerks and auditors, pay considered adequate to secure honesty,
29,614-5.

Courses at Agricultural College under consideration, 29,514
Knowledge of

" The Law and Principles of Co-operation,"
question of, 29,462-6,

Recruitment from Nagpur Agricultural College graduates
under consideration, 29,586-7.

Training, 29,580-7.

Sweepers' societies, 29,473-4.
Transmission of money between central Banks and societies, refund

of three-fourths of money order cojnmission advocated, (170)
Unlimited liability

^

sale or encumbering of land in order to pay
contribution, a few cases of, 29,600-13.

CROPS, change to money crops from food crops, effects, 29,559 00,

29,571-2.

EDUCATION, COMPULSOET, formation of co-operative societies for, desir-

able, (172), 29,436-7.

HOLDINGS :

Consolidation :

'by Oo-operation, see that title above.
Visit of Mr. Roughton and othere to the Punjab in connection

with, 29,4,33-5, 29,4404.
Fragmentation, evil of, Chhattisgarh, (171).
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TRIVEDI, C, M,~-contd.

LAND SYSTEM, occupancy holdings, percentage, 29,232.

TACOAVI LOANS, issue through co-operative societies, question of poeai-

bility and method, 29,430-2.

Tuberculosis, see under Public Health.

U.S.A., polky of the Department of Agriculture. Sahasraludhe (471-2),

32,447.

Usurious Loans Act, see under Agricultural Indebtedness.

Vegetable growing, see under Agricultural Industries.

Venereal Diseases, see under Public Health,

Veterinary :

Ancient methods should be studied and systeinatised, Korde (317).

Apathy of District Councils, Irwin 31,310-19.

ASSISTANTS :

few Complaints received of, Wilson 30,959.
Demanding of fees by, Anianat All (387), 31,844-7.

Pay, Wilson 30,968.
Tours by, value of, Irwin (345).

Board of Veterinary .'Studies, need for, Wilson 30,913.

CIVIL VBTKKINARY DEPARTMENT :

close Co-operation with certain other departments necessary,
Flymen (30); Deshpande (302).

Control by Director of Agriculture :

Advocated, Korde (319); Amanat All (387); Bhargava (429);
Dokras (483).

not Desirable, Flymen (30), Duhey (105).

Independence of Director of Agriculture :

should Continue, Wilson (332).
not Necessary, Fande (533).

should be Independent if Director of Agriculture a technical

officer, Irwin (344),
Control of animal husbandry operations by, rather than by Agri-

cultural Department desirable, but not suitable in Central

Provinces, Wdson 30,929-36, 31,031-8.
Relations with Agricultural Department, Wilson 30,913, 30,965.

College, desirable, Wilson 30,918-9, 31,039-46.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES :

Delay in treatment and need for increased staff, Dubey 28,554-6.
Examination of herds coining in from Native States desirable,
Irwin (345).

Legislation .

not Advocated, Dokras (483),
Desirable at present, Fande (534).

Impossible owing to religious scruples of the Hindus, Wilson
(333).

Objections to, Khaparde (404),
not considered Possible, Irmn (345).

Methods of dealing with, education and teaching of animal hygiene
in elementary schools, Wilson (333-).

Nature of, Wilson 30,985-7.
Obstacles in way of dealing with, Wilson (333); Irwin 31.320;
Pande (534).

Propaganda recommended, and failing success, legislation,
Bhargava (429).

Reporting of :

by Patwaris, system and delay, Wdson 30,989-91.
Post cards for, improvement from, Wilson 30,989.

Rinderpest :

Immunisation against, question of cost, and percentage of
cattle worth, Wilson 31,047-52.

Incidence and mortality from, Wilson 20,971-4.
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Veterinary contd,

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES contd.
Staff dealing with contagious diseases should be under sole control

of veterinary officer in charge of province, Wilson 30,009-12.
Trained agriculturists should be .appointed as Paiwans and
Revenue Inspectors, Amanat All (387-8).

Troubles from borders, Wilson 30,975-9.
little Co-ordination between work of provinces and Indian States,

Wilson 30,909.

DISPENSARIES :

Assistants
Transfer to control ot local bodies advocated, Pande 33,256-61,
Work satisfactory, Wilson 30,956.

Classes of, and control, Wilson (332).

Control .

by Distiict Boards. Dubey (105).

Apathetic attitude ot District Councils, Iiwin (345),

31,085-7.
Nominallv but Boaid has insufficient control, Bhargava

(429).

Responsibility not realised by Boards owing to dual
control tvith Government, Pande (533)

Satisfactory working ot system in ^orae places, Korde
(319), 30; 780-1.

Wtoikmg well, Dokm* (4S3)
bv Bxtia Assistant Directois ot Agiicultuie desirable, Pande

(534)
Transfer to Provincial Authority

not Advocated, Eottle (319), Bhaigava (429), Dolras (483).

greater Efficiency would icsult, Iiwin (345), 31,085-7.
not Objected to if kept in touch uith local needs, Pande

(533)
should foe Partial only, Wilton (332).

Expansion :

Inadequate, Korde (319), Wilson (332), Irwin (345), Bhargava
(429)

will become Necessary, Dokras (483).

Needed, Pande (533).
None noticeable, Dubey (105).

too Far from villages, Dubey (105); Pandeya (126), 28,790-4,
Bhargava (429), 32,2.34-7, 32,278

Local Fund, more inteit\st should be taken in by local board

members, Wihon (332)
Profits from cattle-pounds should be applied to, It win (345).

Staff, suggestion tc, Amanat Ah (387).
one Surgeon should be attached to each, separate from touring

assistant surgeons, Do/eras (479-80), (483).

Touring
not Fully used except during outbreaks, Dubey (105)

Importance of work, Wilson (333).

Inadequate stock of medicines, Pandeya (126)
little Known of, Pande (534).

None, Dokras (483).

None, but desirable, Irwn 31,181-2.
Used largely by malguzars but not fully by cultivators, Wilson

(383).
Treatment and medicines too expensive, Bhargava (429).

Use of ;

Extent of, and reasons for use not being greater Khaparde (404).
Full use not made of, and reasons, Korde (319); Irwin (345);
Amanat AH (387), 31,713; Bhargava (429), 32,234-7, 32,278;
Dokras (483): Pande (633)

Inadequate, Wilson (332).
Increase should b encouraged by propaganda and demonstra-

tions and suggestions for, Wilson (333)
*
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Veterinary contd.

DISPENSARIJM cyntd,
Used generally only for inoculation and castration, Bhargava
32,236.

Disposal ol diseased carcases, legislation advocated, Dubey (*106).

Doctors and subordinate officers, strength should be increased in every
di&trict, Pandeya (126).

Indigenous methods, use of, Korde (310), 30,809-10, 30,830-9; Bhargava
32,233-4, 32,280-2.

Inspectors, posts should be abolished and the men appointed to take

charge of dispensaries at big towns, Dohi as (480).
Isolation and disinfection necessary at present until accommodation

available ior segregation, Unite y (10-5).

MEDICINES
Mulguzurs should have stock of, and be trained to use, Dultey

(105), 28,669-70.
Patwans should hold stock ol, and be instiurtod in cattle diseases

and their treatment, Pandeya (126)

NON-CONTAGIOUS DESEASES
Cases treated, number 1901-4 and 1020-23, Wilson 30,998.
Treatment, Wilson 30,988.

for Ordinary disease**, man ol lower subordinate service in. every
.Revenue circle desnable, Pande (533-4).

Pamphlets in vernaculars dealing with diseases and medicine should
'be published, Pande (534)

PIUBVENTJVE INOCULATION :

Compulsory, advocated, Dubey (106).
tremendous Demand for, Wihon 30,945.
no Fee charged, Dubey (1QG); Bhargava (429); Dokras (483); Pande

(534).
Number of cases, 1901-1905 and 1920-25, Wilson (333), 39,995
Obstacle^ in way of popularising, Wilson 30,996, Pa/fide (534).
no Obstruction, Dokras (483).

becoming Popular with people, Bhaigava 32,238-9.
Practice of, Dubey (106)
Propaganda necessary, Bhargava (429).

Simultaneous, desirable arid under eonsidei ation but increase of
staff necessitated, Wilwn 30,946-52.

Propaganda work should be increased, Ponde (534),
Public health aspect of work, Wilwn 30,913, 30,937-9
Public interest increasing, Irunn 31,318.

HESEARCH :

Jfconomy necessary, Pandeya (125).
Further facilities necessary, Wilton (333), 30,921-8.
Indian! youths should be selected tor work, Pandeya (125).

Laboratory should be housed near public health research, laboratory,
Wilson 30,913, 30,981-4.

Laboratory staff attached at Nagpur, Wilwn 30,992-3.
Mtifctesar Research Institute .

Relations with proposed provincial institutes, Pande (634).
Relations between superior officers at, atid Provincial officers

and suggestions for better *co~ordi nation, flahasrdbudhe (452).
Work of, and of branch at Bareilly, etc., Wilson. (332).

Piroplasmosis the most important need, Wilson 30,994.
Provincial veterinary Research Institutes:

in Each province, proposal, Pande (534).

Needed, Flymen (25), (30). 28,189-40; Irwin (342).
Setting up of, scheme, Wilson (333), 30,913, 30,921-8. 30,1)80,

30,999.
SEBUM -

Difficulty experienced in obtaining, Pande (534).
no Difficulty in obtaining, Dokras (483).

Making of, in, provincial institute not advocated, Wilson 30,940-4,
no Shortage, Bhargava (429).

Supply of, and suggestions for facilitating, Wilson (833).
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Veterinary contd.

SERVICE :

Improvement since introduction of Reforni scheme, Pande (530).
Control by Agricultural Department fchould be increased, Bhargava

(427), 32,278.
Satisfactory, with resources at disposal, Irwin (343).
not Satisfactory, Korde (318).

Simpler methods and medicines should be used, Bhargava (427).
STAFF:

Expansion scheme. Wilson 30,964-70.
Increase advocated, Flymen (30); Do/eras (479),
should Mix more with cultivators and tram people in using simple

medicines and preparing medicines, Dubey (102).

Officers, criticism of, Fandeya (126), 28,814-5.
Particulars re, Wilson 20,916-7, 30,960-3.
Recruitment from outside province owing to lack of training facili-

ties and drawback of, Wilson 30,918, 31,019-26, 31,039^46.
Training at Madras

?
found most satisfactory, Wilson 31,022-5

Subordinates of, attitude of, Deslipwnde (298).
StJPEKiaiu VETERINARY OFFICER WITH GTOVERNMKNT OOF INDIA :

Appointment, Advocated, Wilton (333), 30,909.

proposed Functions, Wilson (333), 30,909.

Surgeons, appointment by Agricultural Department for work on wattle

farms, suggestion, Dubey (105).

Weaving, see under Agricultural Industries,

Weights and Measures, see under Marketing,
Welfare of Rural Population:

Amusements should be increased, Btahma (250), 30,162.
Concentration on education, agriculture, rural sanitation and health

advocated, Flymen 27,761-2.

Conditions, variation of. in different districts and question of reason,
Irunn 31,196-210, 31,245-6.

Economic position of cultivators, Irwm (343), 31,278-9, 31,286.

ECONOMIC SURVEYS OF TYPICAL VILLAGES

by Committee on which representatives of the people a majority, pro-
posal for, Khapatde (408)

Desirable and suggestions re method of carrying out, Flymen (35),

28,111-4; Brahma (250); Dokra* (485); Dwarkanath Sinqh (505-6);
Pande (538-9).

by Government, advocated, Korde (320).

Objections to, fifahasrabudhv (470).
Results of, to show that no profit possible in cultivation of land,
Irwin (347), 31,276-7.

Work carried out, Flymen (35),
Facilities required for, Sahasrabudhe (470).
Government financial assistance needea, Pande (538).
Health of cultivators, increased attention needed, Dwarkanath Sinqh

(503).

IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH CONDITIONS :

Difficulties in connection with, Khaparde (406).

Suggestions for, Pandeya (127); Irwin (346); Khaparde (406);
Vwarkanath Singh (503); Pande (536).

Improvement of hygienic conditions necessary (Flymen (35).
Indian attitude re cleanliness of houses, infectious diseases, etc.. Pande

(538), 33,343-7.

improved Lay-out and sanitary conditions of villages, scope for, Flymen
(32).

Model villages, scheme, Khaparde (406); Sahasraludhe (454), (458i).

Panchayat Committees, proposal, Khaparde (408).
Physical condition of people m different districts, Irwin 31,357-61;
Pande 33,473-5.

Salvation Army institutions, question as to existence of. Stiles Well)
32,122.

Social Service League, establishment of institutions on lines of, pro-
posal, Dokras (485), 32,670-3.
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Welfare of Rural Population contd.

iSTANDAED OF LIVING :

Improving slowly, Powar 28,432.

Increase, Pochory 33,166-9.
Suggestions for improvement, Brahma (250), 30,162; Irwin (346),

31.226-35, 31,362-8.
Weakness of agriculturists physically and mentally, Stiles Wlefrb 31,903.

Wells, see under Irrigation.

Wheat, see under Crops.

Wild animals:

Damage to crops by, see under Crops.

Tigers and panthera, people keen on killing m spite of reduction oi"

rewards, Itwin 31,083-4.

WILSON, C. W., M.R.C.V.S., I.V.S., Veterinary Adviser to Government,
Central Provinces. (332-3), 30,908-31,052.

Training and past appointments, 30,914-5.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.

Bad condition of cattle, 30,054.

Bulls, castration :

Difficulty with castes accustomed to carry out work, 31,029^-30.

Progress, 31,027.
Control by Civil Veteimary Department rather than Agricultural
Department deferrable, but not suitable in Central Provinces,

30,929-36, 31,031-8.
awmkshans, 31 ,013-8 .

Hissar cattle iarm, 31,009-11.

EDUCATION
Nagpur Agricultural College, veterinary lectures and first aid

demonstrations, 30,913, 30,920, 31,006-8.

Vetermaiy Studies, Board of, need loi, 30,913.

VETBKJNARY
Assistants ,

lew Complaints received of, 30,969.

Pay, 80,958.
Board ol Veterinary Studies, need for, 30,913.
College, desirable, 30,918-9, 31,039-46.
Contagious Diseases :

Foot-and-mouth disease, treatment, 31,003-4.
Legislation for destruction, (segregation and control of move-
ment impossible owing to religious scruples of the Hindus,
(333).

Methods of dealing with, education and teaching of animal
hygiene in elementary schools, (333).

Nature of, 30,985-7.
Obstacles met with in dealing with, religious scruples of the
Hindus (333).

Reporting of:

by Patwari&y system and delay, 30,989-91.
Post cards for, improvement from, 30,989.

Rinderpest :

Immunisation against, question of cost, and percentage of
cattle worth, 31,047-52.

Incidence and mortality from, 30,971-4.
Periodicity in outbreaks, 31,001-2.

Staff dealing with, should be under sole control of veterinary
officer in charge of province, 30,909-12.

Troubles from borders, 30,975-9.
little Co-ordination between work of provinces and Indian States,

30,909.

Department ;

Independent of Director of Agriculture, continuance advocated.
(332).

Relations with Agricultural Department, 30,913, 30,955.
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WILSON, C. W. contd.

VETERINARY contd.

Dispensaries :

Assistants, work satisfactory, 30,956,
Classes of, and control, (332).

Expansion inadequate, (332),
Local Fund, more interest should be taken in by local board

members, (332).

Touring :

Importance of work, (333).
Used largely by nialgujsars but not fully by cultivators,

(333).
Transfer of control to Provincial authorities should only be

partial, (332).
Use of:

Inadequate, (332).
Increase should be encouraged by propaganda and
demonstrations and suggestions for, (333).

Education, demand for, 31,005.
Non-contagious diseases :

Cases treated, number of, in 1901-4 and 1020-25, 30,998
Treatment, 30,988.

Preventive inoculation :

tremendous Demand for, 30,945
Number of cases in 1901-1905 and 1920-25, 30,995
Obstacles to popularisation of, (333), 30,995
(Simultaneous, desirable arid under consideration but increase

of staff necessitated, 30,946-52.
no Private practitioner, 31,000
Public health aspect of work, 30,913, 30,937-9.
llese-arcli

Further facilities necessaiy, (333), 30,921-8.
Laboiatory should be housed neai public health research

laboratory, 30,913, 30,981-4.
Laboratory staff attached at Nagpur, 30,992-3.
Muktesar Imperial Laboratory and branch at Bureilly, work ol,

etc
, (332).

Puoplasniosis the most important need, 30,994.
Provincial Veterinary Research Institution, setting up oj,
scheme (533), 30,913, 30,921-8, 30,980, 30,999.

Serum :

Making of, in provincial institute not advocated, 30,940-4.
Supply of, ami suggestions for facilitating, (333).

Staff .

Expansion scheme, 30,964-70.
Paiticulnrs te, 20,916-7, 3-0,960-3
Ueoruitment from outside province owing to lack of training

facilities and drawback of, 30,918, 31,019-26, 31,030-46
Training at Madras, found most satisfactory, 31,022-5

Superior Veterinary Officer wiih Government of India.
Appointment advocated, (3*33), 30,909.

proposed Functions, (333), 30,909

WITT, D. 0., Chief Conservator of Forests, Central Provinces (271-728),
30,170-30,429, (295),

AdKTCirLTTJllAL INDUSTRIES :

Lac industry, particulars re, (275), 30,216-25, 30,272. .30,323-5,

30,368-9, 30,379.
Sericulture in forests, position, 30,226-31, 30,368-9.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY :

Camels, province not suitable for, 30,404-7.
Fodder :

no Scarcity except in Berar, (278),
Stall feeding, question of extension, 30,363-4,

Grazing, see wider Forests,
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WITT, D. 0. contd.

EDUCATION, Forest school, Balaghat, 30,346-7.

FEJ&TILISEHS, cowdung, attempts to induce use of fuel instead of, in

ChhattisgarJj district, (278).

FORESTS :

Afforestation, not needed 111 Ceiitial Provinces (278).
Area and reduction m, ior cultivation, 1906-07, 1916-17 and 1925-26,

(277).
Areas available for cultivation, (276).

Baled grass .

Cost of baling, 30,366-7.
Distribution, method, 30,358-60
Quality, 30,355.
Storage possibilities, 30,177-83, 30,290-5
Supply lor stall ieedmg, experiments and absence of demand

ior, (273-4), 30,174-6, 30,260-8.
no Oasuarma, 30,423-5.
Construction and repair ot wells, tanks and amcuts, (276).

Oowdung, collection by people, 30,275-9.
Gutting and preserving iodder on large scale, Forest Department
should cairy out, but increased staff would be necessary, 30,173.

Department
Contact with Revenue Department, 30,331-2, 30,349.
Relations with Agi icultural Department, 30,211-2, 30,349.

Deterioration

Causes, (27S)
Floods ia Centuil Piovinrr^ not due to (278)
no definite Investigation being camed on, 30,354.
will not be 8erious> ]f grazing not largely extended, 30,354.

Ensilage making never tried, 30,296
Extraction of minor forest produce and system of working, (275),
30

?272, 30,319-26, 30,368-9, 30,377-80
Felling of trees withm 20 yards of either bank of streams in certain
areas forbidden, (278), 30,371-2

Forest Engineei, question as to scope ior, 30,381-3, 30,408.
Fuel

Cost, question of possibility of reducing cost, 30,365-7.
Increase of areas of babul bans desirable as means of

increasing supply, but tendency rather to reduce, (278),

^30,282-9, 30,330, 30,401-3, 30,421-2
Karanja trees not very suitable, 30,420
no Scarcity except in Berar, (278)

Fuel and other produce, methods for supply of, to cultivators,
and failure of certain experiment, Nisi/ar and Paidawar, (275),
30,185-95, 30,232-6, 30,319

Crass :

Quality of, 30,300.
some Research carried out, but not by Department, 30,350-3.
Sale of fodder and thatching grass from closed coupes, (274).

30,297, 30,342.
Use for stall feeding, Nimar district, (278).

Gracing :

Average annual valu-e of concessions in Central Provinces, (278).
Buffalo, more damage done by, than by bitllocks, 30,309**] 1.

Dear grazing and cheap fodder :

Effect ot cheap fodder policy on keeping of useless cattle,
possible danger, 30,312-4

Policy advocated, (277-8), 30,244-52, 30,417.
Excessive, remedies for, m Central Provinces, (277), (278).

Facilities, (277), 30,S42-4.
Goats and sheep, restrictions, 30,199.
Number of cattle grazing in Central Provinces and revenu*

realised, 1922-23, 1923-24, 1924-25. (272-3).

Policy, 30,302-11, 30,317.
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WITT, D. 0. contd.

FORESTS contd.

G'razing -contd.
Rates

fixation of, (272), 80.241-8, 30,318, 30,361.
Reduction, und-esirability ot, 30,196-8.

Restriction, (273)
Settlements in irrtaan tracts and need for extension, (278).
Statistics of cattle grazed and rates paid for year 1924-25,

30,413-6, (295).
Industries

Development passible as (result of research work being done at
Dehra Dun, 30,377.

Utilisation officer to be appointed for a few months, 30,378.
Labour, system, 30,202-7, 30,333-9.
Lac propagation and cultivation, and Government policy, (57*5),

30,216-25, 30,272, 30,323-5, 30,308-9, 30,371).

Light railway, 30,254-7, 30,315-6.
Match factory, question as to prospects of supply of timber for,

30,393-400.
Myrobalams, revenue from, 30,386-92, 30,427,
Natural generation, 30,259
Relation of forestly to agncultuie, (271-2), (276), 30,213-5.
Revenue made by, and freer, and to spend money on useful projects
desired, 30,237-40, 30,258.

Roads
Construction, particulars ?e, expenditure on, etc., (276).
Nature ol, 30,408
Qee of, by general public, (276), 30,340-1.

Sericulture, position, 30,226-31, 30,368-9.
Shifting cultivation, negligible, 30,172, 30,334.
Sleeper*, supply, 30,254-7, 30,269-71.
Slopes, working ol, 30,409-12.
Soil erosion, in Central Provinces, not serious, (278), 30,374.
Staff, forest guaids, foi esters and rangers, training and pay,

30,345-8.
Tanning materials, 30.,426-S.
no Tea cultivation, 30,280-1.

Tiger population, 30,327-9.

Trees, commercial, 30,253.
Villages, &ystom and cultivation m, 30^,208-10, 30,333-9.
Working, methods of, and preparation of working plans, (271-2).
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, . Fodder (loaves, pods, shoots) obtained i'lom the babul tree

(acaaa arabictt).

ADAT . Brokerage, commission.

ADHIA . Division of produce between two paities in equal pro-

portions
ADTYA (ADATYA, An agent or broker.

ADAT iY A.)

AKOLA (hoe) A tined mtercultivating implement
ANNA One sixteenth of a rupee, equivalent to ijd, at exchange

late of one arid sixpence to the i upee
ATTA .. .. . Wheat flour.

B 4BUL , .

BAKHAB (BAKKHAR,
VAKHAB).

BALAJEB
BALUTA
BAN
BANDI
BANDHT
BANTA
BANJABA
BABANI
BABEE
BAKHI
BASTI
BATAI . .

BKEA
BBRSEEM
BHATA
BHUSA .

BTARI
Mi in

BlGHA

BlR
BOJA .

BUND
BUBAD ..

BURI

A widely distributed small troo(acana (

A blade han ow used as a substitute tor the plough and
also for preparing the seed bed

Lit name of a diety. A religious cess,

A village seivant
A wood, giove
A field oi grain \\hieh has failed to matuie
A rice field

A Hindu ti ader who is generally also a money lender.

A tribe of itinerant grain and cattle merchants.

Fumigated land depending on lain foi its water supply.
A cjaste ol vegetable garcleneis
Interest in kind upon seed-grain
A village*, any inhabited place
Payment ot rent in kind, by division of produce
between landlord and tenant.

An m< losme
Egyptian clover (InfoUum alerandrumrn).

Light, red, laterito soil

The husk or chafi of giam, the straw.

Cross-ploughing of rice land after the crop has come up.
Counti y-made cigarette.
A measure of land, the standard or puccu, biyha is

3,025 square yards, or yfch of an acre.

An area reserved for the growing of grass
A bag of unpiessed cotton, weighing ^)U Ibs.

A dam, a field embankment.
The name of a Hindu casto whose main occupation is

mat-making.
A variety of cotton imported from

liiTsutum)

CASSAVA
CHAK ...

CHAKBANDI
CHAMAR
CHAKAS

OHARKA
CHAUKI
CHAUKIDAR
OHAWADI
CHOLIKHAN
CHXTNI ..

CRQKE

Tapioca (mamhot ufilissirtia).

A block or portion of land
Consolidation (ot holdings),
A worker in skins. One of tbe depiessod castes.

The nareptic resinous exudation ot the hemp plant,

(((tnnaltis sativa).

Spinning wheel
A post where a watch or guard is stationed.

A watchman.
A shelter house for travellers.

Cloth from which the bodice worn by lomales is made,
Coarsely ground pulse.
Ten millions,
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DAK (bungalow)
DAL
DALAL
DAMDOPAT

DAWAKHANA
DAWRA
DERTII .

DESHI ...

DHAINCHA

DHAN ..

DHANA
DHABMADA
DHIMAR
DHQRNE

EBANDI

FALTU , .

GANJ
GANJA .

GAOLO
GAUBAKSHAX
GHI
GOND

A rest house for travellers,

A generic term applied to various pulses.
. An agent or broker,
An ancient Hindu provision by which the total interest

on a loan may not exceed the amount of the principal.
A dispensary.
An intcrculttvating implement.
3 times, interest at the rate of 50 per cent,

Native to the country, indigenous.
A leguminous fibre plant often grown for green manuring

(GAOL o,

GOSHALA
GOWALA
GWART, GOWLI )

GRAM
GUAVA .

GUE
GWABI .

The nee plant, unhusked nee
Grain in geneial.
A contribution for charitable purposes.
A caste of fisheimen
A cess devoted to cattle protection

Castor seed (minus commit no*)

Extra, unnecessary *

A market
A narcotic derived horn the unfertilized flowers of

camuilns witiva,

tice GOWALA
A refuge home for cattle,

Clarified butter.
An aboriginal hill tube inhabiting the eastern branches

of the Vindhva mountains

Charity devoted to cow protection,

A herdsman or milkman
Cluck pea ((Her aru'tinu.w)
A small evergreen tree (podium guyava) grown solely for

its fruit

Unrefined Indian sugar, jaggery.
, . Mee GOWALA

HAISSYAT
HAKIM
HAMALI
HANGAM
HARBA ..

HAQ ..

A statement of assets and liabilities.

A practitionei of one of the Indian systems of medicine.

Porterage t barges.

Time, season.

The black myrobalan (mjmmJm ehchulu)
A privilege, perquisite, right.

JAMADAR . . An official in the Agricultural Department subordinate
to the Agricultural Assistant

JARI . A mixture of varieties of cotton belonging principally to
the gobsijirtuw tieqlettum group.

JAT (plough) A light inversion plough
JUAR(JOWAR) . ... The large millet ($orqhum v it l(jaic).

KABULI An agreement.
KALAII' .. Saline efflorescence.

KAMDAH Fieldman
, the lowest grade of official in the Agricultural

Department.
KANS . A coarse, deep-rooted grass weed (mccharum spontaneum).
KAPAS ... Cotton with the seed still adhering, (ungmned).
KABANJA An evergreen jungle tree (pomyamia glabra).
KABBI (KADBJ) , Straw of ?w^ (millet)
KABGA .. Wild rice.

KAYASTH A caste whoso main occupation is that of writer or
accountant.

KHADI HDMAL ., A handkerchief (rumal\ the fabric of whidi (khadi) is

made from homespun yarn.
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KHALSA
KHANDI

KHAR .,

KHARI .,,

KHATA ,

KHUBKASHT

KTSAN .

KORKU
KOTWAL
KUNBI
KlJKO (KlJKU)

KUTCHA

LAKH
LAKHAB iiATA

LAKHOEI
LUGDA

MACHOWA
MAHAJAN
MAHAL,
MAHAH
MALEB (MALI)
MALGUZAR

MALIK MAKBUSA

MANGO
MAHWAKI
MASUE ,

MAUND

MEGASS
MBHKA
MESTON, M.S N.

(plough)
MlLKAYAT SlEKAE .

MOHAEBTE (MUHAE)
MOHWA

MOTE ...

MUNG .......
MUEUM

. Lands or villages held immediately of Government.
A measure of weight and capacity which varies accord-

ing to the commodity and, m many cases, for the same
commodity in different localities; for cotton, 784 Ib. ;

at page 115, 180 Ib.
,
a common gram measure is 200

seers or 411'4 Ib. nominal weight
A block of land, the soil of which is more or less homo-
geneous.

. A hardy variety of sugarcane popularised by the Agri-
cultural Department.

The autumn harvest; crops sown at the beginning of

the rains and reaped in Oetoboi-December.
An account
From A/ii/(/ (self) and Aa,s/i/ (cultivation), land cultivated

by the proprietor, i.e., part of the home farm. (Any
person who is allowed to cultivate it cvin acquire occu-

pancy rights )

A cultivator
An abonginal hill tribe

A police officer

An agricultural caste
A grain measure equivalent to 10 MTJA.
A forest tree (scf\lei( IICKI tnjn(j<t\
Inferior or bad [lit.

"
not solid '']

One hundred thousand.

Signifies the system of fragmented holdings, an ancient

device, now obsolete, whereby the fields of a village
\\ere subject to periodical re-distribution, so as to

ensure that each cultivator had a fair share of the
different qualities of land

The chickling vetch (lfithyr\ts wtivux).
A strip of cloth worn as a petticoat

MYEOBALAN

The practice of sowing artificially germinated
Merchant, ci editor
A district or province
A low caste, generally village servants
A gardener
Lit revenue payer. A term applied to <i proprietor or

co-sharer in a village held in ordinary proprietary
tenure

Muhk, ownei , pioprietor; rtuiLbittu, occupied. A culti-

vator possessing a hereditary or proprietary light in

the land he cultivates
An evergreen fruit tree (ttHiiHjtfcm nuJidt),
A banker, broker, merchant
Lentil (7nis cxcwlentu)
A weight of 82*28 Ib. (pu(ca maitnd). Has different

values for different commodities and for the same
commodity in different localities

Residue of sugarcane after the juice has been expressed.
A low caste, generally village servants.

A very light type of inversion plough,

Lit. Government property, plots of land of which the

proprietor is the Government.
A dork or writer.
A deciduous forest tree (bassiu hrtifoha) whose dried

flowers are eaten as tood or distilled into liquor.
A receptacle for hoisting water from a well.

Green gram (phaxeolu* radial us).

Light stony soil.

A grass (tbeilma laxum)*
Tanning fruit obtained from trees of tho genus !/Vr-

m inaha,
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NAHAN(mill) . ,, A 3-roIlor iron cano mill manufactured by the Nahan
Co., Amba la.

NAKA .. , A toll or custom station, a subordinate police-station,
NISTAB . , Release, acquittal.
NEWAK , . A coarse cotton tape.
NULLAH . ,, A water course.

PADDY . , ,

FAHADI
PAIDAWAR
PAILI
PALAS
PALLA
PANCHAYAT (PANCHA)

PATEL
PATKA
PATWAIII
PIE
PlNJBAPOLK
PONIA
PXIOCA
PlIKDAH

Rice (oryza sativa),

Belonging to a hill tribe.

Pertaining to produce, outturn
A grain measure, nominal weight in Nagpur is 1J seer.

A moderate-sized deciduous tree (butea fioudosa).

Equivalent to three maundx or 120 seera

Lit a committee of five. Used to describe an association
of any number of persons, instituted for objects of an
administrative or judicial nature.

The headman of a ryotwan village.
A silken girdle or sash.

A village accountant or registrar.
One-twelfth of an anna
A refuge home for cattle

A grass (tsthoemiitH, sulcatum)
Of good quahfrv, up to standard, correct, substantial.
A veil, screen

,
the practice of keeping women secluded.

RABI

ROSEUM

RYOT ..

RYOTWAKI

The spring harvest ; crops sown in autumn arid reaped
at the end of the cold weather.

A coarse, short staple cotton (gossypiunv neglectem
rosevm).

A cultivatoi
A system of tenure under which the cultivator pays the
revenue direct to Government

SABUL .

SALAT
SANAD
SANN (SUNN)

SABBABAr
SARI
SATNAMI
SATTA
SAWAI

SEEB
BEMAL .

SESAMUM
SJIASTBA

SHIKAR
SORGHUM

SOWOAB (SowKAii,
SAHUKAB).

SltlAB ...

SIB

BlBKAR ,.

SlKPANClI

TAOCAVI

An iron bar
,

sab ul plough, a bai -pointed, inversion

plough.
A gum tree (braswca serrata)

. A charter, a certificate of honour.

Bombay hemp , a leguminous fibre crop (crotalana
junct'd), also used as a green manuio.

Supply, moans of providing for charges or expenses,
A long cloth worn by Indian women.
A reformed sect of Ckamars.
Traffic

, exchange of money.
An excess of one-fourth

,
interest at the rate of 25 per

cent.
A weight (2 057 Ik).

A large deciduous tree (bombax malabaricum),
An oil seed (til)(se*(imum mdicum).
A scripture, a work of authority, especially one attri-

buted to an inspired writer.

Hunting; shikar i %
a hunter.

A genus of grasses, the most important of which is juar^
the great millet (sorghum vulgarc\

A money lender.

A light sandy soil.

Homo-farm land
;
the personal, family or private holding

of a proprietor or co-sharer.

The Government
;
the supreme authority.

The chief of the punch (see panchayat),
Cotton seed.

An advance made by Government to cultivators for agri*
cultural purposes.
A local revenue division of a district.
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TAHSILDAB ... A revenue officer m charge of a tahstL
TALOGP . ..A parasitic flowering plant (stnga l

rttfea\

TALUQ See Tahsil.

TALUQDAK . ... A big landowner.
TAMASHA ... A show, spectacle*
TARWA .. . ,. A shrub (cassia aunculata).
TENDU . . A small tree (dtospyt os tomentosa).
TEORA . . Kape (brassica cuitipebtms).
TIL (TiLLi) ... An oilseed (sesamum indicium).
TOLA . . The weight of a silver rupee, 80 tolas equal one sew.
TONGA . . A horse or bullock carriage.
TUB . . . . . Pigeon pea (cajatius indicus).

UBII> ... . .. A pulse (phaseolus muugo).

VADI ... . , An enclosed space.
VAIDAYA . A practitioiioi of one of the Indian systems of medicine.
VAKIIAH . See liukkliar.
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